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ear  Reader,  it  is  our pleasure to present  to you Pro-
ceedings of the 2012 Federated Conference on Com-

puter  Science  and  Information  Systems (FedCSIS),  which 
took place in Wrocław, Poland, on September 9–12, 2012.

D
FedCSIS was organized  by the Polish Information  Pro-

cessing Society (Mazowsze Chapter),  Wrocłąw University 
of Technology, Wrocław University of Economics and Sys-
tems Research Institute Polish Academy of Sciences. FedC-
SIS was organized in technical cooperation with: IEEE Re-
gion  8,  Computer  Society Chapter  Poland,  Gdańsk  Com-
puter Society Chapter, Poland, ACM Special Interest Group 
on Applied Computing, Łódź ACM Chapter,  SERSC: Sci-
ence & Engineering Research Support soCiety,  Informatics 
Europe, Asociación de Técnicos de Informática,  The Polish 
Association for Information Systems, Polish Artificial Intel-
ligence Society Polish Society for Business Informatics and 
Polish Chamber  of  Commerce  for  High  Technology.  Fur-
thermore, the 7th International Symposium Advances in Ar-
tificial Intelligence and Applications (AAIA'12)  was orga-
nized  in  technical  cooperation  with:  World  Federation  of 
Soft Computing, Poland Chapter of the IEEE Computational 
Intelligence Society (CIS), Polish Neural Networks Society, 
International Fuzzy Systems Association European Society 
for  Fuzzy Logic and Technology; the International  Work-
shop  on  Rough  Sets  Applications  (RSA'2012)  was  orga-
nized in-cooperation with the  IDSS & GrC Section of  the 
CS Committee, Polish Academy of Sciences; the Computer 
Science  Education  Research  Conference  (CSERC'2012), 
was  organized  in-cooperation  with  ACM  SIGCSE;  while 
Joint Agent-oriented Workshops in Synergy (JAWS) were 
technically supported by EU COST Action IC0801 “Agree-
ment Technologies.”

FedCSIS consisted of the following events (and Proceed-
ings are organized into sections that correspond to each of 
them): 

• 7th International Symposium Advances in Artificial In-
telligence and Applications

• International Workshop on Artificial Intelligence in 
Medical Applications
• 2nd International Workshop on Advances in Seman-
tic Information Retrieval
• International Workshop on Rough Sets Applications
• Workshop on Computational Optimization
• 1st  Workshop on Well-founded Everyday Ontolo-
gies–Design, Implementations & Applications

• Computer Science & Network Systems
• Computer Aspects of Numerical Algorithms
• International  Symposium on Frontiers  in  Network 
Applications and Network Systems
• International  Symposium  on  Multimedia  Applica-
tions and Processing
• International  Conference  on  Wireless  Sensor  Net-
works

• Education, Curricula & Research Methods
• 2nd Computer Science Education Research Confer-
ence
• Information Systems Education & Curricula Work-
shop

• Information Technology for Management, Business & 
Society

• International  Workshop  on  Advances  in  Business 
ICT
• 10th  Conference  on  Advanced  Information  Tech-
nologies for Management
• Workshop on IT for Disabilities
• Workshop on Information Technologies for Logis-
tics
• 8th  Conference  on  Knowledge  Acquisition  and 
Management
• Techniques and Applications for Mobile Commerce

• Joint Agent-oriented Workshops in Synergy
• Workshop on Agent Based Computing: from Model 
to Implementation
• International  Workshop  on  Multi-Agent  Systems 
and Simulation
• 1st  International  Workshop on Smart  Energy Net-
works & Multi-Agent Systems

• Software Systems Development & Applications
• 3rd International  Workshop Automating Test Case 
Design, Selection and Evaluation
• 2nd  Workshop  on  Model  Driven  Approaches  in 
System Development

Each of these events had its own Organizing and Program 
Committee (listed in these Proceedings). We would like to 
express our warmest gratitude to members of all of them for 
their hard work attracting and later refereeing 400 submis-
sions.

FedCSIS was organized under the auspices of Prof. Bar-
bara Kudrycka,  Minister of Science and Higher Education 
and Prof. Michał Kleiber,  President of Polish Academy of 
Sciences.  It  was  sponsored  by  Ministry  of  Science  and 
Higher Eduction and Intel.

Maria Ganzha, Conference Co-Chair, Systems Research 
Institute Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland, and 
Gdańsk University, Gdańsk, Poland.

Leszek Maciaszek, Conference Co-Chair, Wrocław 
University of Economics, Wrocław, Poland and Macquarie 
University, Sydney, Australia.

Marcin Paprzycki, Conference Co-Chair, Systems Research  
Institute Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw and 
Management Academy, Warsaw, Poland.
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Abstract—Case-Based  Reasoning  (CBR)  is  a  promising 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) method that is applied for problem 
solving tasks. This approach is widely used in order to develop 
Clinical  Decision  Support  System  (CDSS).  A  CDSS  for 
diagnosis  and  treatment  often  plays  a  vital  role  and  brings 
essential benefits for clinicians. Such a CDSS could function as 
an  expert  for  a  less  experienced  clinician  or  as  a  second 
option/opinion  of  an  experienced  clinician  to  their  decision 
making task. This paper presents the case studies on 3 clinical 
Decision Support Systems as an overview of CBR research and 
development. Two medical domains are used here for the case 
studies: case_study_1) CDSS for stress diagnosis case_study_2) 
CDSS for stress treatment and case_study_3) CDSS for post-
operative pain treatment.  The observation shows the current 
developments, future directions and pros and cons of the CBR 
approach.  Moreover,  the  paper  shares  the  experiences  of 
developing 3CDSS in medical domain in terms of case study.

I. INTRODUCTION

ECISION  Support  System  (DSS)  that  bear 
similarities with human reasoning have benefits and 

are  often  easily  accepted  by  physicians  in  the  medical 
domain [6, 14, 31, 32, and 33]. Hence, DSSs that are able to 
reason and explain in an acceptable and understandable style 
are more and more in demand and will play an increasing 
role  in  tomorrow’s  health  care.  Many  of  the  early  AI 
systems  attempted  to  apply  pure  Rule-Based  Reasoning 
(RBR) as ‘reasoning by logic in AI’ for decision support in 
the medical area. However, for broad and complex domains 
where  knowledge  cannot  be  represented  by rules  (i.e.  IF-
THEN),  this  pure  rule-based  system  encounters  several 
problems.  Knowledge acquisition bottleneck  is one of  the 
most  critical  problems  since  medical  knowledge  evolves 
rapidly, updating large rule based systems and proving their 
consistency is expensive. A risk is that medical rule-based 
systems become brittle and unreliable. One faulty rule may 
affect the whole system’s performance and is also important 
to consider [8, 40]. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) can 
be used in the medical domain as “reasoning by learning in 
AI”.  However,  it  requires  large  data  sets  to  learn  the 
functional  relationship  between  input  and  output  space. 
Moreover,  transparency  is  another  issue  since  the  ANN 
functions as a so called black box i.e. it is very difficult to 
understand  clearly  what  is  going  on  [40].  Case-Based 

D

Reasoning  (CBR)  is  a  promising  AI  method  that  can  be 
applied  as  “reasoning  by  experience  in  AI”  for 
implementing DSSs in the medical  domain since  it  learns 
from experience in order solve a current situation [16]. CBR 
is  especially  suitable  for  domains  with  a  weak  domain 
theory, i.e. when the domain is difficult to formalize and is 
empirical. In CBR, experiences in the form of cases are used 
to represent knowledge. A case is defined by Kolodner and 
Leake as “a contextualized piece of knowledge representing 
an experience that teaches a lesson fundamental to achieving 
the goals of the reasoner” [26]. In practice, clinicians often 
reason with cases by referring and comparing previous cases 
(i.e. experiences). This makes a CBR approach intuitive for 
clinicians.  A  case  may be  a  patient  record  structured  by 
symptoms,  diagnosis,  treatment  and  outcome.  Some 
applications  have  explored  integration  of  CBR and  RBR, 
e.g.  in  systems  like  CASEY  [27]  and  FLORENCE  [7]. 
Moreover,  some  of  the  recent  medical  CBR  systems  are 
studied (based on literature review) along with a survey (e-
mail  questionnaire  to  the  corresponding  authors)  between 
the year 2004 and 2009 in [43]. Here, the paper investigated 
the  current  trends  and  developments  of  CBR  system  in 
medical domain. 

In this paper, three case studies on 3 CDSSs 1) CDSS for 
stress diagnosis 2) CDSS for stress treatment and 3) CDSS 
for  post-operative  pain  treatment  are  presented.  Here,  we 
have discussed the power of CBR in medical domain and 
also  presented  the  advancement  of  CBR.  Moreover,  our 
experience in order to develop the CDSSs on two different 
medical domains are presented and discussed.

II.RELATED WORK

The  design  and  development  of  Decision  Support 

Systems  (DSSs)  or  intelligent  systems  in  medicine  is 

very challenging and complex. Even though the area is 

evolving  day-by-day  they  are  most  often  limited  to 

research  level.  CDSSs  using  AI  started  in  the  early 

1970s and produced a number of experimental systems; 

the MYCIN [8] was one of them. The HELP [19] system 

is  one  of  the  longest  running  and  most  successful 

clinical  information  systems.  According  to  a  literature 

study  presented  in  [41],  different  AI  techniques
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have been applied in the clinical DSSs such as 1) rule-based 
reasoning [3, 4 and 8], 2) bayesian theory [9], 3) bayesian 
belief networks [30], 4) heuristic, 5) semantic network, 6) 
neural networks [10], 7) genetic algorithms [35] 7) fuzzy 
logic [3, 9] and 8) case-based reasoning. Some of the recent 
medical DSSs using CBR approach are presented below: a) 
ExpressionCBR [17], the system is a decision support system 
for cancer diagnosis and classification. It uses Exon array 
data and classifies Leukemia patients automatically to help in 
the diagnosis of various cancer patients. b) GerAmi [14] 
‘Geriatric Ambient Intelligence’, is an intelligent system that 
aims to support healthcare facilities for the elderly, 
Alzheimer’s patients and people with other disabilities. This 
system mainly works as a multi-agent system and includes a 
CBR system to provide a case-based planning mechanism. c) 
geneCBR [18, 20], is focusing on classification of cancer, 
based on a gene expression profile of microarray data. The 
system is aiming to deal with a common problem in 
bioinformatics i.e. to keep the original set of features as 
small as possible. d) ISOR [38], the system identifies the 
causes of ineffective therapies and advises better 
recommendations to avoid inefficacy to support in long-term 
therapies in the endocrine domain. The system is exemplified 
in diagnosis and therapy recommendations of 
Hypothyroidism patients treated with hormonal therapy. e) 
the KASIMIR project [15], is an effort to provide decision 
support for breast cancer treatment based on a protocol in 
Oncology. The adaptation of protocol is an important issue 
handled here to provide therapeutic decisions for cases those 
are out of the protocol. 

III. APPLICATION DOMAINS 

In order to develop such CDSSs it requires clinical 
knowledge of the application domain. Medical, biological 
and/or physical background of a particular disease and its 
treatment is one example. In this paper, two different 
medical application domains have been discussed and 
presented, they are: 1) stress management and 2) post-
operative pain treatment.  

A. Stress management 

According to Hans Selye, stress can be defined as “the 
rate of wear and tear within the body” [39]. We have an 
inborn reaction to stressful situations called the “fight or 
flight” response. The wear and tear is a physiological 
reaction such as rise in blood pressure, rise in heart rate, 
increased respiration rate and muscles get ready for action. 
According to [34], there are three methods that can be used 
for the diagnosis of stress: questionnaires, biochemical 
measures and physiological measures. A face-to-face 
interview with questionnaires and a checklist are traditional 
ways to diagnose stress. Rudolf E. Noble in [34], mentioned 
various biochemical parameters e.g. corticosteroid hormones 
which can be measured from body fluids, blood, saliva and 
urine. Since the autonomic nervous system is activated by a 

stress response various physiological parameters of the SNS 
can be used in the diagnosis of stress. The physiological 
parameters are commonly measured using skin conductance, 
skin temperature, respiration e.g. end-tidal carbon dioxide 
(ETCO2), electromyography (EMG), electrocardiography 
(ECG), heart rate e.g. calculating respiratory sinus 
arrhythmia (RSA) and heart rate variability (HRV), 
electroencephalography (EEG), brain imaging techniques, 
oculomotor and pupilometric measures etc. 

There are several methods to control or manage stress e.g. 
exercise or training. In our everyday lives we need to control 
our stress in many situations, for instance when we are sitting 
at our desk or behind the wheel of a car getting stuck in 
traffic. In such situations or in other environments 
biofeedback training is an effective method for controlling 
stress. It is an area of growing interest in medicine and 
psychology and it has proven to be very efficient for a 
number of physical, psychological and psycho-physical 
problems [2, 29]. The basis of biofeedback therapy is to 
support a patient in realising their self-ability to control 
specific psychophysiological processes [25]. There is a 
correlation between skin temperature and relaxation. The 
changes in skin temperature reflect the state of the peripheral 
blood vessels which in turn are controlled by the SNS. A 
biological significant decrease in the SNS i.e. relaxation 
activity results in an increased diameter in the peripheral 
blood vessels. 

In this research, both stress diagnosis and biofeedback 
treatment have been conducted using the skin temperature 
i.e. finger temperature (FT) since the intention of the 
research was to design and develop a CDSS for stress 
management which should be simple, inexpensive and easy 
to use. 

B. Post-operative pain treatment 

 Approximately 40 million patients are undergoing minor to 
major surgical operations every year in Europe. At least half 
of these patients from children to elderly have suffered with 
a moderate or severe amount of post-operative pain. The 
degree of post-operative pain differs for various patients, 
operation site and the type of operation. For example, an 
operation on the thorax and upper abdomen is more painful 
than the lower abdomen [11]. There are different types of 
operations but in this project we will only focus on the 
following operations: 1. Cholecystectomy, 2. Total knee 
arthroplasty, 3. Knee arthroscopy, 4. Lower limb amputation 
and 5. Sternotomy for valve replacement or CABG. 
According to Hawthorn and Redmond [22], pain might often 
be a useful thing, a “protective mechanism”, a biological 
signal, which is essential when we for example learn not to 
touch a stove in order to protect us from being injured. 
However, pain can also be a bad thing; pain after surgery 
obstructs the healing-process for example resistance to 
mobility, loss of sleep, decreased food intake, depression and 
loss of morale can be a consequence of post-operative pain 
among many other negative consequences that might occur.   
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The measurement of pain is very subjective and 
multidimensional experience and unique to every individual 
[12, 28]. For example, someone may experience heavy pain 
after a small operation and need extra medication since they 
have very low capacity to cope with pain. On the other hand, 
others may have better capacity for pain tolerance and be 
happy with small doses of medication. Post-operative pain 
has different levels and ranges starting from a minor pain to 
a very major acute pain. There are different ways to measure 
pain even if it is very subjective and individual. For example, 
for adults a Numerical Rating Scale (NRS) [21] or a Visual 
Analog Scale (VAS) [23] or Brief Pain Inventory (BPI) [13] 
is used and for children and elderly patients a Facial 
expression [24] approach can be used. 

IV. CLINICAL APPLICATIONS 

Clinicians/doctors have experience which may have been 
collected over many years. As an example, when a less 
experienced clinician is confronted with a new problem (for 
example symptoms that are not familiar) the clinician might 
start to analyse the whole situation and try to make a 
diagnosis by using their education and experience (with 
some solved cases). This may be a very time consuming task 
and may result in not finding a proper diagnosis. In that case 
the clinician needs to find other sources for help and a very 
common way is to ask senior colleagues who have more 
experience. A professional (more experienced clinician) 
might start to think to himself: “Have I ever faced any 
similar problem and in that case, what was that solution?” 
and refer the problem with their past solution to the less-
experienced clinician. The less-experienced clinician then 
solves the problem and learns the new experience and saves 
it in their memory for future use. Thus, a clinical experience 
can be shared and reused to make a quick and correct 
diagnosis in the domain of health care. 
 Here in the 3 CDSS, a nearest neighbor (NN) algorithm is 
applied as a global similarity function to retrieve similar 
cases in CBR. The similarity measurement is taken to assess 
the degree of matching and creates a ranked list containing 
the most similar cases retrieved according to equation 1. 
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Where C is a current/target case, S is a stored case in the 
case base, w is a normalized weight defined by human 
expert, n is the number of the attributes/features in each case, 
f is the index for an individual attribute/feature and sim (Cf,, 
Sf) is the local similarity function for attribute f in cases C 
and S.  

A. CDSS for stress diagnosis 

The system consists of a thermistor, sensing the finger 
temperature. A calibration phase helps to establish an 
individual stress profile and is used as a standard protocol in 
the clinical environment in order to collect the 
measurements. The protocol comprises different conditions 

in 6 steps, they are as follows: baseline, deep breath, verbal 
stress, relax, math stress, and relax. The details information 
about the calibration phase with the six steps can found in 
[5]. The steps in diagnosis stress using finger temperature 
(FT) measurements and CBR is illustrated in figure 1. 

 

 
To determine important features the system uses 15 

minute measurements (time, temperature) in 3600 samples, 
together with other numeric (i.e. age, room-temperature, 
hours since last meal, etc.) and symbolic measurements (i.e. 
gender, food and drink taken, sleep at night, etc.) parameters. 
According to closer discussion with clinicians, the derivative 
of each step of the FT measurement (from calibration phase) 
is used to introduce a “degree of changes” as an indication of 
the FT changes. A low angle value, e.g. zero or close to zero 
indicates no change or a stable finger temperature. A high 
positive angle value indicates a rising FT, while a negative 
angle, e.g. -20° indicates falling FT. The total signal, except 
the baseline, is divided into 12 parts each with a one minute 
time interval. A case is formulated with 19 features in total in 
which 17 features are extracted from the sensor signal (i.e. 
Step2_Part1, Step2_Part2, Step3_Part1, …, Step6_Part1, 
Step6_Part2, start temperature, end temperature, minimum 
temperature, maximum temperature and difference between 
ceiling and floor) and 2 are the human defined features (i.e. 
sex, hours since last meal). This new formulated case is then 
applied into a CBR cycle of the CDSS to assist with the 
diagnosis of stress. 
 The new problem case is then passed into the CBR cycle 
to retrieve the most similar cases. The case (feature vector 
extracted for FT signal) in this system is matched using three 
different local similarity algorithms [45][6]. A modified 
distance function uses Euclidean distance to calculate the 
distance between the features of two cases. Hence, all the 
symbolic features are converted into numeric values before 
calculating the distance for example, for a feature ‘gender’ 
male is converted to one (1) and female is two (2). The 
function similarity matrix is represented as a table where the 
similarity value between two features is determined by a 
domain expert. For example, similarity in same gender (i.e. if 
both are male or female) is defined by 1 otherwise 0.5. In 
fuzzy similarity, a triangular membership function (mf) 
replaces a crisp value of the features for new and old cases 
with a membership grade of 1. In both the cases, the width of 
the membership function is fuzzified by 50% in each side. 
Fuzzy intersection is employed between the two fuzzy sets to 
get a new fuzzy set which represents the overlapping area 
between them. 

FT sensor 
signal 

measuremen
ts 
 

 

 
 

Feature 
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and case 
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Fig 1. Steps in stress diagnosis using only FT measurements. 
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Similarity between the old case (Sf) and the new case (Cf) is 
now calculated using equation 2 where m1, m2 and om is the 
area of each fuzzy set. For the interested reader, an 
elaborated description of fuzzy similarity can be found 
through the research contributions in [6, 45].  

Unlike measurement-based experience, human perceptions 
are usually expressed in an informal and natural language 
format, and they are provided important information for 
diagnosis.  In fact, when diagnosing an individual’s stress 
level, clinicians also consider other factors such as the 
patient’s feelings, behaviour, social factors, working 
environment and lifestyle. Such information can be presented 
by a patient using a natural text format and a visual analogue 
scale. Thus, the textual data of patients capture important 
indications not contained in measurements and also provide 
useful supplementary information. Therefore, the system 
adds textual features in a case vector which helps to better 
interpret and understand the sensor readings and transfer 
valuable experience between clinicians [45]. The steps that 
combine the measurements presented in Fig. 2 that is the FT 
sensor signal measurement and textual information are 
collected, features are extracted, and a new case is 
formulated using extracted features and finally send to the 
CBR cycle for stress diagnosis.   

 
 
 

 
 

To enable similarity matching on less structured cases 
containing text, this research contributes with a proposal 
which combines cosine similarity with synonyms and 
ontology. In [45], presents a hybrid model that considers 
textual information besides FT sensor signal readings.  For 
textual cases, the tf-idf (term frequency–inverse document 
frequency) [37] weighting scheme is used in a vector space 
model [36] together with cosine similarity to determine the 
similarity between two cases. Additional domain information 
that often improves results, i.e. a list of words and their 
synonyms or a dictionary provides comparable words and 
relationship within the words using classes and subclasses 
are also included. It uses domain specific ontology that 
represents specific knowledge, i.e. the relationship between 
words. 

B. CDSS for stress treatment 

 The basis of a biofeedback system is that a patient gets 
feedback in a clear way (a patient observes a graph and 

knows from prior education how it should change). The 
feedback can behaviourally train the body and mind in a 
better way with a biological response. After discussions with 
clinicians it can be seen that most of the sensor-based 
biofeedback applications comprise of three phases illustrated 
in Fig. 3, 1) analyse and classify a patient and make a risk 
assessment, 2) determine individual levels and parameters, 
and finally 3) adapt and start the biofeedback training. If the 
clinician only uses sensor readings shown on a screen then 
the classification is highly experience-based [46]. 

 

 

 

 

 In this cycle shown in Fig. 4, a user connects a sensor to 
their finger and can see the changes of FT during several 
instructions in relaxation training. The FT measurements are 
performed in real time and every 2 minutes the system 
evaluates the last 2 minutes measurement and if necessary 
generates instructions for the patient. A  CBR cycle is 
applied for the biofeedback training in stress management; 
this training time is flexible, which means a patient can 
choose the duration of their  training between 6 minutes (as 
minimum) to 20 minutes (as maximum). Nevertheless, the 
system generates feedback with appropriate suggestions after 
every 2 minutes if necessary. Thus, for each individual, the 
biofeedback cases are formulated with a feature vector from 
a biomedical signal (i.e. with 2 minutes FT measurement) in 
the conditional part and a suggestion for relaxation in the 
solution part. A new biofeedback case is compared to 
previously solved cases applying a fuzzy similarity matching 
algorithm and displays the outcome as feedback. Here, the 
feedback is defined with a pair i.e. it presents an evaluation 
of the FT measurement and a recommendation for the next 
training. This generated feedback is then presented to a 
clinician as a proposed solution. The clinician thereafter 
reviews the proposed cases and takes a final decision to 
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suggest a treatment to the patient. Thus the system assists a 
clinician, as a second option, to improve the patient’s 
physical and psychological condition [46].  

C. CDSS for post-operative pain treatment 

A case-based system mainly depends on cases, their types 
and how they should be represented. The case comprises 
unique features to describe a problem. Cases can be 
presented in different ways; in the post-operative pain 
treatment application domain the case structure contains 
three parts: 1) problem, 2) solution and 3) outcome, which is 
slightly different from stress management domain. The cases 
could be defined differently on the basis of their use, manner 
and nature. Different DSSs might have different 
requirements on which type of cases are to be handled. For 
this domain we have proposed different types of cases 
namely regular cases and rare cases which is a more user-
friendly format for physicians. Further, these cases are also 
authorised and tagged by the case owner. A short description 
of the different types of cases used in the system is presented 
in [48]. As the cases in this domain are formulated in three 
parts, the ‘problem description’ part contains around 278 
attributes, and ‘treatment’ as a solution consists of 685 
attributes, while ‘outcome’ as a recovery measure has 19 
attributes. However, to formulate a case, feature abstraction 
has been done only considering the problem description and 
outcome information, which has been further mapped with 
the solution. So, out of 278 attributes only 15 features are 
extructed in the problem part and only 1 from 19 attributes 
were extracted from the outcome part. Deatailed information 
about feature abastruction is presented in [48]. Note that, the 
solution part of the cases remains unchanged since this data 
contains important medicine information which might 
modify during abstraction. Two cases are compared using 
NN as global similarity and different local similarity 
algorithms including modified distance function; similarity 
matrix and fuzzy similarity matching discussed earlier. Only 
difference in the local weight which is defined by the case 
author(s) or owner(s) for each stored case. The weight is 
assumed to be a quantity reflecting the importance of the 
corresponding feature individually. The reason to use 
individual case weighting is to combine several clinicians 
and experts knowledge into the system. 

V. OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION 

 The paper mainly focuses on the research of the 
investigation of methods and techniques in order to design 
and develop Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSSs). 
Several Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods, techniques and 
approaches have been investigated and applied to develop 
the CDSSs. Although the CBR approach is applied as a core 
technique for both of the domains, other AI methods were 
also combined and applied with CBR. In the following 
section of the paper presented the several related issues and a 
summary of the reason behind the applied methods, 
techniques and approaches. 

CBR is not only a powerful method for computer 
reasoning, but also a common human problem solving 
behaviour in everyday life; that reasoning is based on the 
past personally experienced cases. CBR is inspired by a 
cognitive model based on the way humans solve certain 
classes of problems e.g. solve a new problem by applying 
previous experience adapted to the current situation. Watson 
has reported in [40] that CBR is attracting attention because:  

1. It does not require explicit domain knowledge but 
gathering of cases.  

2. The CBR [1, 40] method can solve a problem in a way 
similar to the normal behaviour of human problem 
solving e.g. it solves a problem using experience. Such a 
CBR system could be valuable for a less experienced 
person because the case library can be used as 
knowledge. 

3. A CBR system can start working with few reference 
cases in its case library and then learn day by day by 
adding new cases into the library. Similarly, a doctor or 
an engineer might start their practice with a few cases 
and gradually increases their experiences.  

4. Simple and easy implementation because significant 
features describe a case.  Database Management 
Systems or DBMS could help to handle a large volume 
of information.  

5. A CBR system can provide more than one alternative 
for a similar problem which is beneficial for the 
clinician.  

6. CBR can help to reduce the recurrence of a wrong 
decision because the case library could contain both 
success and failure of cases. 

7. Knowledge elicitation is most of the time a bottleneck in 
the health science domain since human behaviour is not 
always predictable. The CBR method can overcome this 
because prediction is based on the experience or old 
cases. 

8. It is useful if the domain is not clear i.e.  CBR does not 
depend on any rules or any models [40].  

9. Systems using CBR can learn new knowledge by adding 
new solved cases into the case library, so domain 
knowledge is also updating in time. 

A. CBR Approach Applied as a Core Technique 

When the domain knowledge of any medical application is 
complex or not well defined such as stress management or 
post-operative pain treatment, it is very difficult to build a 
CDSS. Many of early CDSSs attempted to apply pure rule-
based reasoning (i.e. IF-THEN rules), for example MYCIN 
[8] uses a knowledge base of ~600 rules. In order to define 
these 600 rules, one need to very detailed knowledge about 
the domain. The domain theory should be strong and well 
defined and this is complex and time consuming [40]. In the 
stress management domain, the knowledge is not well 
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defined and there is large variation within and between 
patients. There is no general straight forward rule for 
diagnosis and treatment of stress and sometimes it is very 
difficult even for an experienced clinician [45][46][6]. In 
these situations the CBR approach works well as a CDSS 
since it provides the clinician with past similar cases to help 
them make more informed solutions. According to our 
previous experience in [3] where a DSS was built in order to 
Duodopa dose tuning for Parkinson patient using the rules 
defined by the domain expert. During evaluation after 
building the whole system, it was observed that the system 
can only work well on on-going (stabilized) patients but bad 
for new patients since these new patients don’t follow any 
rules. Also, the same problem has been announced in post-
operative pain treatment that around 30% of whole 
population does not fit the standard protocol [48]. In our 
projects using CBR the systems can learn by acquiring new 
cases which can be done without modification to the system 
[40].  

The CBR approach is much better compare to Neural 
Network (NN) when data source is multi-media, i.e. not 
purely a numerical data format rather a mixture of symbolic, 
textual and numeric data formats. At the same time, NN 
requires a large data set since it divides the whole data set 
into three parts, training, validation and testing. Whereas a 
CBR system can use its whole data set in order to build and 
evaluate. Thus, a CBR system can start its functionality with 
a few cases. In the stress management domain, the NN was 
not used due to too few cases (i.e. only 68) and the data 
format is not purely numeric. But the research could apply 
NN in the post-operative pain treatment domain since it has 
more than 1500 complete cases. However, a major 
disadvantage of NN is that it functions as a ‘black box’. The 
output from an NN is a utility of the weighted vectors of its 
neurons [40]. It cannot give any explanation or justification 
about the output. Moreover, it is very difficult for clinician’s 
to trust the system in this domain as clinicians are not likely 
to accept any solution without an explanation.  In the CBR 
approach the most similar cases are retrieved and presented 
to the clinicians to enable them to make a more informed 
decision. This was one of the key reasons for the clinicians 
in the Pain-Out project to accept the CBR approach and this 
is why this research has applied the CBR approach for post-
operative pain treatment [48]. 

The research could use other techniques such as machine 
learning or statistics but again they require a large volume of 
data. The data set should be well-understood, the 
knowledge/hypothesis should be well-defined, there should 
be generalizable rules and they should be actable by rule-
trace [40]. The research applied CBR as the core technique 
for both the application domains since CBR has process 
similarity i.e. it is inspired by human reasoning [1, 40]. The 
reasoning process is also medically accepted since doctors 
quite often used previous experience to solve a problem. 
Using CBR, an expert can directly apply their knowledge by 
choosing related features and their importance, for example a 
patient’s weight is more important than the shoe size. 
Moreover, they can also let the system know about the 

similarity of two features, considering gender as a feature, a 
male and female may differ in similarity in e.g. choice of 
medication. Maintenance of a CBR system is much simpler 
since new knowledge can be inserted by adding new cases 
and the cases in case library can be used by trainee 
clinicians. Another interesting observation is that the CBR 
approach is compatible with other AI methods and thus the 
system can take advantage of other techniques in order to 
improve its performance [44] [47]. 

Nevertheless, some major problems that we have 
encountered while implementing the case-based systems are 
1) Number of cases in the case library: In CBR, the case 
library should contain qualitative and representative cases. 
The problem that we have faced in the stress domain is that 
the number of cases especially for a particular class ‘Very 
Relaxed’ was not enough in the case library and this has 
reduced the performance of the system for diagnosing new 
patients of that particular class. However, we have taken 
advantage of fuzzy rule-based reasoning to generate artificial 
cases which is discussed in [47] [44]. 2) Automatic 
adaptation: automatic adaptation often requires clear domain 
knowledge. Therefore, in medical CBR systems, there is not 
much adaptation. The DSSs described here do not contain 
any automatic adaptation since in such systems where the 
best cases are proposed to the clinician as suggestions of 
solutions and when the domain knowledge is not clear 
enough automatic adaptation is difficult to develop or not 
advised [40]. However, in the presented CDSSs the solution 
of a past case often requires adaptation to find a suitable 
solution for the new case. This adaptation might often be a 
combination of two or more solutions of cases from the 
retrieved cases. Therefore, retrieving a single matching case 
as a proposed solution may not be sufficient for the DSSs. 
So, the systems retrieve a list of ranked cases to help in the 
adaptation process but finally the adaptation and validation 
of cases has been carried out by clinicians in the domains. 

B. Others AI Techniques Applied as Tools 

Besides the CBR approach, the research has investigated 
and applied several AI technologies and approaches. The 
other AI technologies have been used as tools help to fine 
tune the CBR approach in order to obtain the complete 
benefit of the CBR systems. The combination of several AI 
techniques depends on the nature of the domain, data format, 
complexity and performance. For both the application 
domains, fuzzy logic is applied in the similarity measurement 
of the CBR approach since it helps to accommodate 
uncertainty. Moreover, fuzzy similarity matching presented 
in [44][45][46] reduces the sharp distinction which is 
obtained in similarity matrix [6] formulated by an expert. In 
[44] section 3.1, comparisons of three local similarities are 
presented and it shows that when using fuzzy similarity the 
system can achieve a better performance. The information 
retrieval approach i.e. mainly vector space modeling (VSM) 
is applied together with a WordNet dictionary and domain 
specific ontology in order to retrieve textual cases presented 
in [45]. Here, the system did not combine textual cases and 
FT cases in order to provide a combined solution rather the 
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most similar textual cases are presented. These textual cases 
provide information regarding patients’ contextual feelings, 
behaviors, social facts, working environments, lifestyle and 
other additional information which enhances the reliability of 
the CDSS. Thus, the CDSS for stress management provides 
support to clinicians in their decision making tasks by only 
retrieving the most similar cases (both textual cases and FT 
measurements cases simultaneously) rather than providing 
any combined direct solution.  

To some extent, when the domain knowledge is well-
defined the RBR can work, for example, when FT increases 
the patient is in a relaxed state and when FT is decreasing it 
is usually a sign of a stressed state. These simple rules can be 
used and in this research they are used only to create 
artificial cases [47]. So, in the stress management domain, 
fuzzy rule-based reasoning is used together with a CBR 
approach in order to improve the system’s performance since 
there are very few reference cases in the case library. In [44] 
section 3.2, the result shows that the CDSS succeed to 
improve its performance by 22% by using a bigger case 
library initiated both by using reference cases and cases 
created by fuzzy rules. The details of the fuzzy rule-based 
reasoning scheme and related experimental works are 
presented in [47].   

C. Future Direction and Application  

CBR system can provide a case library which motivates a 
new direction of data mining and knowledge discovery and 
combination with CBR. For example in post-operative pain 
treatment domain, there were more than 1500 reference cases 
in the case library, so the clustering approach in terms of 
data mining and knowledge discovery could be used in order 
to identify unusual cases (outliers) from the regular ones[49]. 
Here, a novel combination of the FCM and Hierarchical 
clustering which was able to identify 18% of cases as rare 
cases. This group of unusual case together with regular one 
can be stored into the case library and the retrieval function 
of the CBR system could consider the most similar groups 
and present to a clinician accordingly. This could also help 
to reduce retrieval time in the CBR system.  

Currently, the stress diagnosis system is expanded to use 
it in a professional driving situation [42]. The driver cases 
could lead to new research challenges in developing the 
CBR systems and meeting these challenges could positively 
impact on the advancement of CBR systems for health care 
in professional environment. 
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Abstract—A lot of natural language processing (NLP) appli-
cations require the computation of similarities between pairs
of syntactic or semantic trees. Tree edit distance (TED), in
this context, is considered to be one of the most effective
techniques. However, its main drawback is that it deals with
single node operations only. We therefore extended TED to
deal with subtree transformation operations as well as single
nodes. This makes the extended TED with subtree operations
more effective and flexible than the standard TED, especially
for applications that pay attention to relations among nodes
(e.g. in linguistic trees, deleting a modifier subtree should be
cheaper than the sum of deleting its components individually).
The preliminary results of extended TED with subtree operations
were encouraging compared with the standard one when tested
on different examples of dependency trees.

I. INTRODUCTION

TREE edit distance has been been widely used as a com-
ponent of NLP systems that attempt to determine whether

one sentence entails another, with the distance between pairs
of dependency trees being taken as a measure of the likelihood
that one entails the other. We extend the standard algorithm
for calculating the distance between two trees by allowing
operations to apply to subtrees, rather than just to single
nodes. This extension improves the performance of a textual
entailment system for Arabic by around 5%.

Tree edit distance is a generalization of the edit distance
for two strings, which measures the similarity between two
strings. Tree edit distance (TED) has offered different solutions
for several NLP applications such as information extraction,
information retrieval and textual entailment. TED between two
trees is defined as the minimum cost set of edit operations
to transform one tree to another. There have been numerous
approaches to calculate edit distance between trees (e.g. [1],
[2], [3], [4]). The most popular of these is Zhang-Shasha’s
algorithm [3].

Our ultimate goal is to develop a textual entailment (TE)
system for Arabic [5]. Modern standard Arabic (MSA) is
the Arabic language version which we are concerned with in
the current work. When we refer to Arabic throughout this
paper, we mean MSA. Dagan et al. [6] describe recognising
textual entailment (RTE) as a task of determining, for two

sentences text T and hypothesis H, whether “. . . typically, a
human reading T would infer that H is most likely true.”
According to the authors, entailment holds if the truth of
H, as interpreted by a typical language user, can be inferred
from the meaning of T. One efficient technique that has
been used in recent years to check entailment between two
sentences is by using Zhang-Shasha’s TED method to match
dependency trees for both sentences [7], [8]. Approximate
tree matching allows users to match a tree with solely some
parts of another tree not a whole. However, one of the
main drawbacks of TED is that transformation operations are
applied solely on single nodes [7]. Kouylekov and Magnini [9]
used the standard TED, which uses transformation operations
(insert, delete and change) solely on single nodes, to check
the entailment between two dependency trees. On the other
hand, Heilman and Smith [8] extended the available operations
in standard TED to INSERT-CHILD, INSERT-PARENT,
DELETE-LEAF, DELETE-&-MERGE, RELABEL-NODE and
RELABEL-EDGE. These authors also identify three new op-
erations, MOVE-SUBTREE, which means move a node X in
a tree T to be the last child on the left/right side of a node
Y in T (s.t. Y is not a descendant of X), NEW-ROOT and
MOVE-SIBLING, to enable succinct edit sequences for com-
plex transformation. This extended set of edit operations al-
lows certain combinations of the basic operations to be treated
as single steps, and hence provides shorter (and therefore
cheaper) derivations. The fine-grained distinctions between,
for instance, different kinds of insertions also make it possible
to assign different weights to different variations on the same
operation. Nonetheless, these operations continue to operate
on individual nodes rather than on subtrees (despite its name,
even MOVE-SUBTREE appears to be defined as an operation
on nodes rather than on subtrees). We have solved this problem
by extending the basic version of the TED algorithm so that
operations that insert/delete/exchange subtrees cost less than
the sum of the costs of inserting/deleting/exchanging their
parts. This makes the extended TED with subtree operations
more effective and flexible than the standard one, especially
for applications that pay attention to relations among nodes
(e.g deleting a modifier subtree, in linguistic trees, should be
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(a) l1 l2

(b) l1 l1

l2

(b) l1 l1

l2

Fig. 1. (a) A relabeling of the node label (l1 → l2). (b) Deleting the node
labeled (l2 → ∧). (c) Inserting a node labeled l2 as the child of the node
labeled l1 (∧ → l2) [10].

cheaper than the sum of deleting its components individually).
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: the Zhang-

Shasha’s TED is explained in Section II. Section III presents
the extended TED with subtree operations. Section IV de-
scribes dependency trees matching. The experimental results
are discussed in Section V. Conclusions are given in Sec-
tion VI.

II. ZHANG-SHASHA’S TED

Zhang-Shasha’s TED is considered an efficient technique
based on dynamic programming to calculate the approximate
tree matching for two rooted ordered trees. Ordered trees are
trees in which the left-to-right order among siblings is signif-
icant. There are three operations, namely deleting, inserting
and changing a node, which can transform one ordered tree to
another. Deleting a node x means attaching its children to the
parent of x. Insertion is the inverse of deletion. This means an
inserted node becomes a parent of a consecutive subsequence
in the left to right order of its parent. Changing a node alters
its label. All these editing operations are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Each operation is associated with a cost and is allowed
on single nodes only. Selecting a good set of costs for these
operations is hard when dealing with complex problems. This
is because alterations in these costs or choosing a different
combination of them can lead to drastic changes in TED
performance [11].

In the TED algorithm, tree nodes are compared using a
postorder traversal, which visits the nodes of a tree starting
with the leftmost leaf descendant of the root and proceeding
to the leftmost descendant of the right sibling of that leaf, the
right siblings, and then the parent of the leaf and so on up
the tree to the root. The last node visited will always be the
root. An example of the postorder traversal and the leftmost
leaf descendant of a tree is shown in Fig. 2.

For all the descendants of each node, the least cost mapping
has to be calculated before the node is encountered, in order

a7

b3

e1 f2

c5

g4

d6

a7

c2

g1

d6

x5

y3 z4

T1 T2

Fig. 2. Two trees T1 and T2 with their postorder traversal (the subscript for
each node is considered the order of this node in the postorder of the tree). The
postorder of T1 is e,f,b,g,c,d,a and the postorder for T2 is g,c,y,z,x,d,a. The
leftmost leaf descendant of the subtrees of T1 headed by the nodes e,f,b,g,c,d,a
are 1,2,1,4,4,6,1 respectively, and similarly the leftmost leaf descendant of
g,c,y,z,x,d,a in T2 are 1,1,3,4,3,3,1. The bold items in each tree represent the
keyroot items for this tree.

that the least cost mapping can be selected right away. To
achieve this, the algorithm pursues the keyroots of the tree,
which are defined as a set that contains the root of the tree
plus all nodes having a left sibling. The number of keyroots
must be equal to the number of leaves in the tree. So, the
keyroots of the trees T1 and T2 in the Fig. 2 are equal to
{2, 5, 6, 7} and {4, 6, 7} respectively. The keyroots of a tree
are decided in advance, permitting the algorithm to distinguish
between tree distance (the distance between two nodes when
considered in the context of their left siblings in the trees T1

and T2) and forest distance (the distance between two nodes
considered separately from their siblings and ancestors but not
from their descendants)[7].

For each node, the computation to find out the least cost
mapping (the tree distance) between a node in the first tree and
one in the second depends solely on mapping the nodes and
their children. To find the least cost mapping of a node, then,
one needs to recognize the least cost mapping from all the
keyroots among its children, plus the cost of its leftmost child.
Because the postorder way is used in the nodes numbering, the
algorithm proceeds in the following steps [7]: (i) the mappings
from all leaf keyroots are determined; (ii) the mappings for all
keyroot at the next higher level are decided recursively; and
(iii) the root mapping is found. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo
code of TED algorithm.

III. EXTENDED TED WITH SUBTREE OPERATIONS

The main weakness of the TED algorithm is that it is not
able to do transformations on subtrees (i.e. delete subtree,
insert subtree and change subtree). The output of the standard
TED algorithm is the distance between the two trees only. In
order to make the TED deal with subtree operations, we need
first to extend it to find a sequence of single edit operations
that transforms the first tree into the other with minimal cost,
because it measures the distance between two trees only. Then,
according to this sequence we can decide if there are subtree
operations or not, as explained below.

A. Find a sequence of edit operations

In order to find the sequence of edit operations that trans-
forms the first tree into another, the computation proceeds as
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of Zhang-Shasha’s TED algorithm [3]
T[i] the ith node of T, labeled in postorder
l(i) the leftmost leaf descendant of the subtree rooted at i
K(T) the keyroots of tree T, K(T) = {k ∈T|¬∃ k1 >k with l(k1) = l(k)}
Ø a null tree
FD[T1[i, i1], T2[j, j1]] the forest distance from nodes i to i1 in T1 to nodes j to j1 in T2, if i< i1 then T1[i, i1] = Ø (temporary array).
D[i,j] the tree distance between two nodes T1[i] and T2[j] (permanent array) .
γ(T1[i] −→ ∧) delete the ith node from T1

γ(∧ −→ T2[j]) insert the jth node of T2 into T1

γ(T1[i] −→ T2[j]) change the ith node of T1 with the jth node of T2

n and m the number of nodes in T1 and T2 respectively
|X| the length of X
min function return minimum item among three items.

1: compute l1(n), l2(m), K1(T1), K2(T2)
2: for x← 1 to |K1(T1)| do
3: for y ← 1 to |K2(T2)| do
4: FD[, ]← 0
5: for i← l1(x) to x do
6: FD[T1[l1(x), i], ]← FD[T1[l1(x), i− 1], ] + γ(T1[i] −→ ∧)
7: end for
8: for j ← l2(y) to y do
9: FD[, T2[l2(y), j]]← FD[, T2[l2(y), y − 1]] + γ(∧ −→ T2[j])

10: end for
11: for i← l1(x) to x do
12: for j ← l2(y) to y do
13: if (l1(i) == l1(x) and l2(j) == l2(y)) then
14: FD[T1[l1(x), i], T2[l1(y), j]]← min(
15: FD[T1[l1(x), i− 1], T2[l2(y), j]] + γ(T1[i] −→ ∧),
16: FD[T1[l1(x), i], T2[l2(y), j − 1]] + γ(∧ −→ T2[j]),
17: FD[T1[l1(x), i− 1], T2[l2(y), j − 1]] + γ(T1[i] −→ T2[j]))
18: D[i, j]← FD[T1[l1(x), i], T2[l2(y), j]]
19: else
20: FD[T1[l1(x), i], T2[l1(y), j]]← min(
21: FD[T1[l1(x), i− 1], T2[l2(y), j]] + γ(T1[i] −→ ∧),
22: FD[T1[l1(x), i], T2[l2(y), j − 1]] + γ(∧ −→ T2[j]),
23: FD[T1[l1(x), i− 1], T2[l2(y), j − 1]] +D[i, j])
24: end if
25: end for
26: end for
27: end for
28: end for
29: return D[n,m]

follows: create new matrices called PATH matrix, which has
the same dimensions of FD matrix, and DPATH matrix, which
has the same dimensions of D matrix, to store the sequence of
edit operations as a list. In particular, when the values of FD
and D in Algorithm 1 are computed, the values of PATH and
DPATH are computed, by using the edit operation labels: “i”
for an insertion, “d” for deletion, “x” for changing and “m” for
no operation (matching), as explained in the following rules:

1) Set PATH[i,j] = PATH[i-1,j]+ “d,” if FD[i,j] = FD[i-1,j]
+ delete cost. (i.e. lines 6,14 and 20 in Algorithm 1)

2) Set PATH[i,j] = PATH[i,j-1]+ “i,” if FD[i,j] = FD[i,j-1]
+ insert cost. (i.e. lines 9,14 and 20 in Algorithm 1)

3) Set PATH[i,j] = PATH[i-1,j-1]+ “m” (when change
cost=0) or “x” (otherwise), if FD[i,j] = FD[i-1,j-1] +
change cost. (i.e. line 14 in Algorithm 1)

4) Set DPATH[i,j] = PATH[i,j], if D[i,j] = FD[i,j]. (i.e. line
18 in Algorithm 1)

5) Set PATH[i,j] = PATH[i-1,j-1]+ DPATH[i,j] (i.e. the path
of D[i,j]), if FD[i,j] = FD[i-1,j-1] + D[i,j]. (i.e. line 20
in Algorithm 1)

The first and second rules are applied to cells in the first
column and row respectively, while the first cell in the matrix
is empty. Therefore, for most objective functions, each cell in
the first row equals the cell to its left appended with insert
operation “i” (rule 2), and each cell in the first column equals
the cell just above it appended with delete operation “d” (rule
1). For the other cells, it is possible (and common) that FD[i,j]
resulted from more than one of the previous three neighboring
cells. In this case, one of the values of FD[i,j] is selected
according to the priority of edit operations specified by the
user. Fig. 3 shows the direction of the computed FD[i,j] cell.
A horizontal arc specifies that the jth node of the second tree
is to be inserted (rule 2), while a vertical arc indicates that
the ith node of the first tree to be deleted (rule 1). A diagonal
arc specifies that the jth node in the second tree is to be
changed with the ith node of the first tree if they are not
equal, otherwise no operation is performed (rule 3 except rule
5, which it is append the value of DPATH[i,j] in rule 4 instead
of either “x” or “m”). After the PATH matrix becomes full,
the optimal path is the last cell (at final row and column) in
PATH matrix.
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i-1,j-1

i,j-1 i,j

i-1,j

i

dx/m

Fig. 3. The edit operation direction used in our algorithm. Each arc that
implies an edit operation is labeled: “i” for an insertion, “d” for deletion, “x”
for changing and “m” for no operation (matching).

Fig. 4 illustrates the intuition of how to compute this optimal
path for T1 and T2 trees in Fig. 2. In this figure, the cells
representing concordance of the optimal sequence of edit
operations that transform T1 into T2 are highlighted in bold,
whereas the final optimal path is the last cell (at final row and
column).

The mapping between two trees can be found from the final
sequence of edit operations by mapping the nodes correspond-
ing to match operation “m” only.

The final distance is 6 which represents the final values
(at final row and column) in the FD matrix.1 The last value
in the PATH matrix represents the final sequence of edit
operations, which is: dddmmiiimm. According to this path,
we can define an alignment between two postorder trees.
The alignment between two trees T1 and T2 is obtained
by inserting a gap symbol (i.e. “_”) into either T1 or T2,
according to the type of edit operation, so that the resulting
strings S1 and S2 are the same length as the sequence of
edit operations. The gap symbol is inserted into S2 when the
edit operation is delete (“d”), whereas it is inserted in S1

when the edit operation is insert (“i”). Otherwise, the node
of T1 and T2 are inserted into S1 and S2 respectively. The
following is an optimal alignment between T1 and T2:

S1: e f b g c _ _ _ d a
d d d m m i i i m m

S2: _ _ _ g c y z x d a

This means,
d: Delete (e) from T1

d: Delete (f ) from T1

d: Delete (b) from T1

m: Leave (g) without change
m: Leave (c) without change

i: Insert (y) into T1

i: Insert (z) into T1

i: Insert (x) into T1

m: Leave (d) without change
m: Leave (a) without change

The final mapping between T1 and T2 is shown in Fig.
5. For each mapping figure the insertion, deletion, matching
and changing operations are shown with single, double, single

1Here, the cost of each single operation is considered 1 except matching
is equal to 0.

a7

c5

e1

a7

d6c2

g1 x5f2

b3

g4

d6

y3 z4

T1 T2

Fig. 5. Standard TED, mapping between T1 and T2.

dashed and double dashed outline respectively. The matching
nodes (or subtrees) are linked with dashed arrows.

B. Find a sequence of subtree edit operations

Extending TED to cover subtree operations will give us
more flexibility when comparing trees (especially linguistic
trees). Thus, we have extended the TED algorithm to allow the
standard edit operations (insert, delete and change) to apply
both single nodes and subtrees.

All largest subtrees for each same sequence of edit opera-
tions are checked if they are already subtree(s). Each sequence
of nodes in postorder is considered a subtree, which is itself a
tree, if the following conditions are satisfied: (i) the first node
is a leaf; and (ii) the leftmost of the last node in the sequence
(i.e. the root of a subtree) is the same as the first node in the
sequence. Therefore, the sequence of the nodes e,f,b in tree
T1 in Fig. 2 is a subtree because e is a leaf and the leftmost
of the last node b is 1, which represents the first node e. On
the other hand, the sequence of nodes g,c,d in the same tree
is not a subtree because g is a leaf, but the leftmost of the last
node d is 6, which represents itself, not the first node g.

Let Ep=1..L ∈ {“d”, “i”, “x”, “m”} be an edit operation
sequence that transforms T1 into T2 by applying the technique
in Section III-A. Suppose that S1 and S2 are the optimal
alignment for T1 and T2 respectively, when the length of
S1 = S2 = L. To find the optimal single and subtree edit
operations sequence that transform T1 into T2, each largest
sequence of same operation is checked to see whether it
contains subtree(s) or not. Checking whether such sequence
corresponds to a subtree depends on the type of edit operation,
according to the following rules: (i) if the operation is “d,”
the sequence is checked on the first tree; (ii) if the operation
is “i,” the sequence is checked on the second tree; and (iii)
otherwise, the sequence is checked on both trees. After that, if
the sequence of operations corresponds to a subtree, then all
the symbols of the sequence are replaced by “+” except the
last one (which represents the root of the subtree). Otherwise,
checking starts from a new sequence as explained below. For
instance, let us consider Eh, ..., Et, where 1 ≤ h < L, 1 <
t ≤ L, h < t, is a sequence of the same edit operation,
i.e. Ek=h..t ∈ {“d”, “i”, “x”, “m”}. Let us consider h0 = h,
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T2 g c y z x d a
T1 - i ii iii iiii iiiii iiiiii iiiiiii
e d x xi iix iiix iiixi iiixii iiixiii
f dd xd xid xix iixx xiiix xiiiix xiiiixi
b ddd xdd xdx xdxi iixxd iixxx iixxxi iixxxii
g dddd dddm dddmi xdxx xdxxi xdxixi xdxixii iixxxiid
c ddddd dddmd dddmm dddmmi dddmmii dddmmiii xdxixix xdxixixi
d dddddd dddmdd dddmmd dddmmx dddmmxi dddmmxii dddmmiiim dddmmiiimi
a ddddddd dddmddd dddmmdd dddmmxd dddmmxid dddmmxiid dddmmiiimd dddmmiiimm

PATH matrix

Fig. 4. Compute the optimal path for the trees in Fig. 2.

we firstly check nodes S1
h, ..., S

1
t and S2

h, ..., S
2
t if they are

subtree or not. In case of Ek is “d,” the nodes S1
h, ..., S

1
t

are checked, whereas the nodes S2
h, ..., S

2
t are checked when

Ek is “i.” Otherwise, the nodes S1
h, ..., S

1
t and S2

h, ..., S
2
t are

checked. All edit operations Eh, ..., Et−1 are replaced by “+,”
when this sequence is corresponding to a subtree. Then, we
start checking from the beginning of another sequence from
the left of the subtree Eh, ..., Et, i.e. t = h − 1. Otherwise,
the checking is applied with the sequence start from the next
position, i.e. h = h+1. The checking is continued until h = t.
After that, when the (t−h) sequences that start with different
positions and end with t position do not contain a subtree, the
checking starts from the beginning with the new sequence, i.e.
h = h0 and t = t− 1. The process is repeated until h = t.

The cost of a subtree edit operation is taken to be half the
sum of the costs of its parts2 (i.e. subtree deletion is cheaper
than individual nodes deletion), whereas the cost of change
identical subtree is equal to 0.

To explain how the subtree operations are applied, let us
consider the two trees T1 and T2 in Fig. 2.

According to extended TED with subtree operations, the
cost is 4 and the sequence of operation is as follows: there is a
sequence of “d,” “m” and “i” in the result. These sequences
consist of three subtrees (i.e. the three deleted nodes, the first
two matched nodes and the three inserted nodes): ddd mm
iii mm. So, the final result is: ++d +m ++i mm. This means:

++d: Delete subtree (e,f,b) from T1

+m: Leave subtree (g,c) without change
++i: Insert subtree (y,z,x) into T1

m: Leave (d) without change
m: Leave (a) without change

The final mapping between T1 and T2 is shown in Fig. 6,
the extended TED with subtree operations.

IV. DEPENDENCY TREES MATCHING

As we mentioned before, our main goal is to check en-
tailment between a pair of Arabic sentences (i.e. text and
hypothesis) using TED algorithm. To match text:hypothesis
dependency tree pairs effectively, we use the extended TED
with subtree operations. It enables us to find the minimum edit
operations to transform one tree to another. Also, it allows us

2These costs are changed to match the requirements of specific applications.

a7

c5

e1

a7

d6c2

g1 x5f2

b3

g4

d6

y3 z4

T1 T2

Fig. 6. Extended TED with subtree operations, mapping between T1 and T2.

to be sensitive to the fact that the links in a dependency tree
carry linguistic information about relations between complex
units, and hence to ensure that when we compare two trees
we are paying attention to these relations. For instance, this
enables us to be sensitive to the fact that operations involving
modifiers, in particular, should be applied to the subtree as
a whole rather than to its individual elements. Thus, we
transform tree D1 to tree D2 in Fig. 7 by deleting “in the
park” in a single operation, removing the modifier as a whole,
rather than three operations removing “in,” “the” and “park”
one by one. We have applied the current technique to mapping
different dependency trees by using the costs in Fig. 8 as initial
test for edit operations in our experiments. These costs are an
updating version for the costs that used by Punyakanok et al.
[12]. These authors found that using TED gives better results
than bag-of-word scoring methods, when they applied them
for question answering task. The stop word here is a list that
contains some of most common Arabic words (e.g. the particle	à@ Ǎn “indeed”).3 For instance, Èñ 	ª ��Ó QK
YÖÏ @ 	à@ Ǎn Almdyr
mšγwl “The director is indeed busy” entails Èñ 	ª ��Ó QK
YÖÏ @
Almdyr mšγwl “The director is busy.” Dependency trees have
also relations between each two nodes (e.g. SUBJ, OBJ, MOD,
etc.), whereas TED does not consider them in its processing.
We solved this problem by embedding a dependency relation
with its connected node (i.e. node(POS-tag,relation)).

By using the costs in Fig. 8, the cost of transfering D1

into D2 according to the standard TED is 19 (i.e. one stop

3The transcription of Arabic examples in this document follows Habash-
Soudi-Buckwalter (HSB) transliteration scheme [13] for transcribing Arabic
symbols.
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Cost Single node Subtree

Delete: if a node X is a stop word =5, half the sum of the costs of its parts
else =7

Insert: if a node Y is a stop word =5, half the sum of the costs of its parts
else =100

Change: if a node X is subsume of a node Y=0, if a subtree S1 is identical to a subtree S2=0
if X is a stop word =5, else half the sum of the costs of its parts
else =100

Fig. 8. Edit operation costs.

saw

I man

the

in

park

the

saw

I man

the

D1 D2

Fig. 7. Two dependency trees, D1 and D2.

word “the” (5) and two words (14)), whereas according to the
extended TED with subtree operations it is 10. Therefore, it
is easy to decide that D1 entails D2, whereas the reverse is
not. We also exploited the subset/superset relations encoded by
Arabic WordNet (AWN) [14] when comparing items in a tree.
Roughly speaking, if comparing one tree to another requires
us to swap two lexical items, we will be happier doing so if
the item in the source tree is a hyponym of the one in the
target tree. Doing this will allow us to delay making decisions
about potentially ambiguous lexical items: it is reasonably safe
to assume that if W1 has a sense which is a hyponym of some
sense of W2 then a sentence involving W1 will entail a similar
sentence involving W2 as shown in (1) (since “cat” is hyponym
of “animal,” (1a) entails (1b), whereas the reverse must be not).
This will definitely be quicker, and may be more reliable, than
trying to disambiguate the two from first principles and then
looking for entailment relationships.

(1) a. I saw a cat.
b. I saw an animal.

This reflects the widely accepted view that contextual in-
formation is the key to lexical disambiguation. Within the
RTE task, the text provides the context for disambiguation
of the hypothesis, and the hypothesis provides the context for
disambiguation of the text. Almost any human reader would,
for instance, accept that (2a) entails (2b), despite the potential
ambiguity of the word “bank.”

(2) a. My money is all tied up at the bank.
b. I cannot easily spend my money.

TABLE I
TESTING DATASET TEXT’S RANGE ANNOTATION.

Text length Entails Not entails
<20 90 51 39
20-29 226 118 108
30-39 86 55 31
>39 9 6 3
Total: 411 225 186

V. EXPERIMENTS

In order to check the effectiveness of the extended TED with
subtree operations, we used it to check the entailment between
T-H Arabic pairs of sentences and compared its results with
standard TED on the same set of pairs. Checking whether if
one Arabic sentence entails another, however, is particularly
challenging because Arabic is more ambiguous than most
languages, such as English. For instance, Arabic is written
without diacritics (short vowels), often leading to multiple am-
biguities. This matter makes the morphological analysis very
difficult (i.e. a single written form corresponding to as many
as ten different lexemes [15], [16], [17]). The preliminary
testing dataset contains 411 pairs, annotated as ‘Entails’ and
‘Notentails.’ This dataset was collected automatically using
the ‘headline-lead paragraph’ technique [18] from newspaper
websites via Google-API, pairing the first paragraph of article
(as text) with its headline (as hypothesis). This is based on the
observation that a news article’s headline is very often a partial
paraphrase of the first paragraph of this article, conveying thus
a comparable meaning. The annotation is performed manually
by eight expert and nonexpert human annotators to identify the
different pairs as positive ‘Entails’ or negative ‘Notentails’ in
our dataset. Each pair was annotated by three inter-annotators
and the results is the overall agreement among them. The
distribution of these pairs over the text length is summarised
in Table I, when the hypothesis average length is around 10
words and the average of common words between text and
hypothesis is around 4 words. The average length of sentence
in this dataset is 27 words per sentence, with some sentences
containing 40+ words. The inter-annotator agreement (where
all annotators agree) is around 74% compared with 89% where
each annotator agrees with at least one co-annotator. This
suggests that the annotators found this is difficult task.

In order to check the entailment between T-H pairs, we
follow three steps:

• Representing both T-H pair to dependency trees. De-
pendency tree is a tree where words are vertices and
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syntactic relations are dependency relations. Each vertex
therefore has a single parent, except the root of the tree.
A dependency relation holds between dependent, i.e. a
syntactically subordinate vertex, and head, i.e. another
vertex which it dependent. So, the dependency structure
represents as head-dependent relation between vertices
that are classified by dependency types such as SBJ
“subject,” OBJ “object,” ATT “attribute,” etc.
We have carried out a number of experiments with
state-of-the-art taggers (i.e. AMIRA [19], MADA [20]
and an in-house maximum-likelihood (MXL) tagger
[21]) and parsers (i.e. MALTParser [22] and MSTParser
[23]).4 These experiments show in particular that merging
MADA with MSTParser gives better result (around 80%)
than the other merging tagger:parser [26]. We therefore
use MADA+MSTParser in the current experiments.

• Using standard TED or extended TED with subtree
operations with edit operations costs in Fig. 8 to find
the cost of matching between T-H pair. In this step, we
use AWN as a lexical resource in order to take account
of synonymy and hyponymy relations when calculating
the cost of an edit.

• A text entails a hypothesis when the cost of matching is
less than some specific threshold.

The extended TED with subtree operations gives better
results (around a 5% overall increase in accuracy) than the
standard TED. For instance, in (3) if there are “Fifty thousand
tourists visited Lebanon and Syria last September,” then (3a)
entails (3b). The reason is that if “Fifty thousand tourists
visited Lebanon and Syria last September” is true, then there
is no way to avoid the conclusion that “Fifty thousand tourists
visited Lebanon and Syria” as a matter of fact, because (3b)
did not specify the time of visiting. Hence deleting this subtree
as a whole removes a single piece of information. The reverse
does not hold (i.e. (3b) does not entail (3a)) because if “Fifty
thousand tourists visited Lebanon and Syria” is true, then we
cannot conclude that the visiting happened in “last September.”
In general, the first sentence, the entailing expression, is more
informative than (or sometime a paraphrase of) the second
one, what is entailed, because the information that the second
sentence carries is included in the information that the first
sentence carries. For this reason, we define the cost of deleting
to be cheaper than the cost of inserting.

4These parser are data-driven dependency parsers. For Arabic they are
usually trained on an Arabic dependency treebank, such as Prague Arabic
Dependency Treebank (PADT) [24], or on some version of the Penn Arabic
Treebank (PATB) [25] that has been converted to dependency trees: scoring
of such parsers is a matter of counting dependency links.

(3) a. ú
æ
	�AÖÏ @ ÈñÊK
 @ ú


	̄ AK
Pñ�ð 	àA 	JJ. Ë @ðP@ 	P l�'A� 	Ë@ 	àñ�Ô 	g
xmswn Alf sA’H zArwA lbnAn w+swryA fy Aylwl
AlmaDy
“Fifty thousand tourists visited Lebanon and
Syria last September”

b. AK
Pñ�ð 	àA 	JJ. Ë @ðP@ 	P l�'A� 	Ë@ 	àñ�Ô 	g
xmswn Alf sA’H zArwA lbnAn w+swryA
“Fifty thousand tourists visited Lebanon and
Syria”

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented here an extended version of tree edit
distance (TED) that solved one of the main drawbacks of
standard TED, which is that it only supports transformation
operations (i.e. delete, insert and change) on single nodes. The
extended TED deals with subtree transformation operations as
well as single ones. It has the advantage of being efficient
and more appropriate to find the minimum edit operations to
transform one tree to another compared with standard TED.

Here, the lead-paragraph in the Arabic articles that are
returned by this process typically contain very long sentences
(upwards of 100 words), where only a small part has a direct
relationship to the headline. With very long sentences of this
kind, it commonly happens that only the part of lead-paragraph
is relevant to headline. This is typical of Arabic text, which
is often written with very little punctuation, with elements
of the text linked by conjunctions rather than being broken
into implicit segments by punctuation marks such as full stops
and question marks. For instance, the lead-paragraph has the
form CONJ S1 CONJ S2 CONJ ... CONJ Sn entails the
headline, Si, i=1..n. Thus the extended TED with subtree op-
erations surpasses the standard TED in such type of sentences.

The current findings, while preliminary, are quite encour-
aging. We are currently experimenting with extended TED
with subtree operations within a textual entailment system for
Arabic with different costs and more sentences pairs.

We plan to use other Arabic lexical resources, such as
OpenOffice Arabic dictionary and MS Word Arabic dictionary,
to provide us with more information about relations between
words, because the information in AWN, while very useful,
is sparse in comparison to the Princeton WordNet (PWN), i.e.
English WordNet [27].
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Fig. 9. Arabic dependency trees, D3 and D4 for sentences (3b) and (3a) respectively.
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Abstract—A number of trainable dependency parsers have
been presented in the literature. These parsers require tagged
input: this may potentially cause a problem, because taggers are
not in general 100% accurate, and any errors in tagging are
likely to lead to errors in the output of the parsers. The current
paper investigates the relationship between tagging errors and
parsing errors. The investigation is carried out on Arabic text,
using specific taggers and parsers, but the lessons that can be
learned are applicable to other languages and other tools of the
same kind.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE problem: a number of trainable parsers have been
proposed, particularly for dependency grammars. These

parsers are trained on treebanks, where the words that appear
at the nodes of the trees have been part-of-speech tagged (POS
tagged, tagged). They can then be used to parse unseen texts
which have also been tagged. In general, parsers and taggers
can make mistakes. It seems likely that mistakes in tagging the
target unseen texts will lead to extra errors being introduced
into the output of the parsers. The aim of the current paper
is to investigate the extent of this problem. How much worse
does a data-driven parser perform if the input is incorrectly
tagged?

We report on a number of experiments using different
taggers, different parsers, and different sizes of training
corpus. The specific taggers we use are AMIRA [1], MADA
[2] and an in-house maximum-likelihood (MXL) Arabic
tagger [3], which achieves similar accuracy: we will say
more about the advantages of the in-house tagger for the
current investigations below. The parsers are MALTParser
[4], [5], [6] and MSTParser [7], [8]. The training corpus is
the Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) [9]. The trees in the PATB
are phrase-structure trees: we used a standard algorithm for
converting phrase-structure trees to dependency trees. We
will discuss this conversion when we consider the PATB in
more detail below.

We carried out two sets of experiments:
• We took all possible combinations of taggers and parsers

and calculated the accuracy, taking the output of the
given parser with the tags included in the PATB as the
reference. If the errors introduced by the tagger and the
mistakes made by the parser are independent, you would

expect that combining a tagger whose accuracy was T
with a parser whose accuracy was P when trained on a
perfectly tagged corpus to be T ×P . The result of these
experiments (to save the reader the suspense of waiting
to the end of the paper) was that in general the accuracy
is greater than T ×P–the problems introduced by having
a less than perfect tagger are to some extent compensated
for by the parsers.

• The mistakes made by one combination of parser and
tagger were not in general the same as the mistakes
made by another combination. We therefore looked
at the effects of merging tagger:parser pairs–of using
say MADA+MSTParser and AMIRA+MALTParser,
accepting only those analyses where the two agreed.
Unsurprisingly, the precision of this approach was
markedly higher than the accuracy of either of the
contributing combinations, but in general the F-score for
the merged version was very close to their average: this
is roughly what you would expect–where they disagree
at least one of them must be wrong, so eliminating
cases where they disagree is bound to remove some
errors. Unfortunately, there does not seem to be any
compensating factor of the kind that comes into play
when combining taggers and parsers. In the first set
of experiments the results are better than might have
been expected. In the second set they are almost exactly
what you would expect. For tasks where precision is
important it is worth doing the merge, but you do lose
almost the same level of recall as you gain in precision.

II. FROM THE PATB TO DEPENDENCY TREES

We used PATB (Part 1 v3 using ‘without-vowel’ set of
trees)1 to train the two parsers we used in our experiments.
The trees in PATB are phrase-structure trees (it contains just
over 5000 trees, at an average length of 28 words per tree,
with some trees containing 100+ words), and hence are not
directly useable for training dependency parsers. We therefore
need to convert PATB trees to dependency trees.

1Catalog number LDC2005T02 from the Linguistic Data Consor-
tium (LDC). Available at: http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/catalogEntry.jsp?
catalogId=LDC2005T02
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Converting phrase-structure trees to dependency trees is a
straightforward task, so long as (i) the item in each subtree
which contains the head can be identified; and (ii) there
are no constructions with zero-heads. Assuming that these
two conditions hold, the following algorithm will produce a
dependency tree from a phrase-structure tree [10], [11]:

1) given a leaf node, turn it into a tree with no daughters;
2) a) otherwise, choose the subtree which contains the

head: turn it into a dependency tree: call this D;
b) turn all the other subtrees into dependency trees,

and add them as daughters of D.

The only difficult part of this algorithm, which has been
discussed by Xia and Palmer [12], is the selection of the
subtree which contains the head. The approach we have taken
to this task is to look for all the trees headed by a given label,
and find all the labels for their subtrees. This gives us a list
of labels for potential head daughters for each non-terminal
label (a ‘head-percolation table’ [13]). We then order these in
terms of candidacy for being the head daughter, in terms of
what we believe to be the correct dependency structure, and
we use this preference order for ‘choose the subtree which
contains the head: turn it into a dependency tree’ in the above
algorithm.

There are, however, a number of problems with the PATB.

• Very large numbers of Arabic sentences begin with the
conjunction +ð w+ “and.” The most plausible reading
is that this item implicitly conjoins the first clause in
the current sentence to the previous sentence, and hence
should be taken as its head. This clashes with the treat-
ment in the PATB, where the conjunction is taken to be
the head of the whole sentence. This makes a difference in
cases where the sentence has the general form CONJ S1

CONJ S2 CONJ ... CONJ Sn, where we bracket it
as CONJ (S1 CONJ S2 CONJ ... CONJ Sn) and
the PATB brackets it as (CONJ S1) CONJ S2 CONJ
... CONJ Sn. There are a surprising number of such
cases, and the rebracketing makes a noticeable difference
to parsing accuracy. We therefore have to restructure these
trees, and we also mark sentence-initial +ð w+ “and” with
a special tag (i.e. ICONJ) to prevent the parsers confusing
it with more normal conjunctive uses of this item [14].

• The PATB deals with free word-order by using traces,
where the function of an extraposed item is co-indexed
with an item whose label indicates whether it is a subject
or object, as shown in Fig. 1, where the relative pronoun	à@ 	YÊË @ All*An2 “who” is coindexed with a trace which
is itself taken to be the subject of 	àAÒëA��
 y+sAhm+An
“contribute to.”

2The transcription of Arabic examples follows Buckwalter’s system
for transcribing Arabic symbols. Available at: http://www.qamus.org/
transliteration.htm

[S [S [CONJ w-]
[VP [VERB -gyr]

[NP-SBJ [NP [DET+NOUN Al+mSrf+An]]
[PUNC ,]
[SBAR [WHNP-1 [REL_PRON All*An]]

[S [VP [VERB y+sAhm+An]
[NP-SBJ-1 [-NONE- *T*]]
...]]]]]]]

Fig. 1. Phrase-structure tree with trace.

This does not really make sense within a dependency-
based framework. The use of traces is antithetical to
the basic idea of dependency grammar, namely that
syntactic structure is determined by relations between
words: a trace is not a word, and as such has no place in
dependency grammar, at least as strictly conceived (e.g.
[15]). We therefore systematically transform the PATB
so that traces are eliminated, with the topicalised NP
treated as a proper constituent of the sentence, e.g. in
Fig. 1 the relative pronoun 	à@ 	YÊË @ All*An “who” is taken
to be a dependent (as subject) of 	àAÒëA��
 y+sAhm+An
“contribute to” despite appearing higher in the original
phrase structure tree.

• Arabic allows ‘verbless’ or ‘equational’ sentences, con-
sisting of a noun phrase (NP) and some kind of pred-
ication (another NP, a prepositional phrase (PP), an
adjective) [16], [17]. It is tempting to think of these
constructions as containing a zero-copula (the fact that
their negated forms do include an explicit copula supports
this analysis). As noted above, we prefer to eliminate
empty items, especially heads.
The standard treatment of such sentences assumes that
the predication is the head, largely on semantic grounds.
This is almost certainly the right thing to do, but given
that the parsers we are using exploit clues extracted from
the local context to guide their decisions, it seemed worth
investigating the effects of choosing either the subject or
the predication as the head–if it turns out the parsers can
more reliably assign labels when the subject is the head,
we can easily transform the resulting dependency tree to
the more normal form once it has been constructed. Over
a number of experiments, it turns out that there is around
a 2% overall increase in accuracy if the subject is taken
to be the head [14]. We therefore make this unintuitive
switch–if we can identify the constituents of a verbless
sentence more easily by taking the subject as the head,
then the extra cost of inverting this move seems well
worth paying.

• The PATB uses a very fine-grained set of tags, which
carry a great deal of syntactically relevant information
(particularly case-marking). This tagset contains 306 tags,
with for instance 47 tags for different kinds of verb and 44
for different kinds of noun. In particular, case-marking,
and to a lesser extent number and gender marking, in
Arabic is carried by diacritics which are unwritten in
normal text. Thus the only way to extract this information
is by making guesses based on the syntactic context.
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Given that the task of the parser is to determine the
syntactic context, it is hard to see how reliable guesses
about it can be made prior to parsing. Marton et al.
[18], for instance, note that adding the case-marking
tags supplied by MADA actually decreases the accuracy,
because the parser gives considerable weight to them, but
the tagger only manages to assign them correctly in 86%
of cases. A feature which is both significant and hard to
determine is not something a reliable cue.
We therefore collapsed this set to a coarse-grained
set with 39 distinct tags (e.g. PATB has 305 fine-
grained tags which become 39 coarse-grained tags, for
instance, the fine-grained tags ADJ+CASE_DEF_GEN,
ADJ+CASE_INDEF_GEN, ADJ+CASE_INDEF_ACC,
ADJ+NSUFF_FEM_SG+CASE_INDEF_ACC are grou-
ped to ADJ). We can tag this set to just over 96%
accuracy, which is comparable to the performance of
other taggers [19], [20], [21], [22] on this kind of tagset,
whereas we only achieve 91% with the full 306 tags
(similarly MADA obtains 96.6% on the coarse-grained
tagset but only 93.6% on the fine-grained (356-element)
one).

The dependency trees to be used by the parsers also have
to be labelled with functional relations. Since dependency
grammar is entirely concerned with relations between words,
any information beyond simple constituency has to be
encoded in the labels on the relations. Such relations tend not
be explicitly marked in phrase-structure trees, since they are
often implied by the label of the local tree. We therefore have
to impose a set of functional relations. We cannot use a very
fine-grained set of labels here, because the information in the
PATB simply does not provide enough information. The only
labels we can assign with any degree of confidence relate
to conjunctions, and to the subject and object of the verb
(the PATB assigns distinct labels to the subject and object in
verb-initial sentences, so we can use these to determine the
subject and object).

III. THE TAGGERS

We are interested in the effects of incorrect tagging on the
behaviour of the parsers. In order to ensure that the results
are not just an artefact of the mistakes made by a specific
tagger, we have carried out all our experiments using four
tagged versions of the corpus. In each experiment, we have
used the same tagger for both training and testing.

A. Gold-standard tags

The words in the PATB are already tagged. This provides
us with a benchmark to evaluate the consequences of using
taggers that do not provide 100% accuracy: we are unlikely
to achieve higher accuracy when we tag the test sets using
one of the taggers below than we obtain when we use the
original tags of the PATB. In subsequent discussion we refer

ABBREV
ADJ
ADV
CONJ
CV
CVSUFF_DO
DEM_PRON
DET
DET+ADJ
DET+NOUN

DET+NOUN_PROP
DET+NUM
EMPH_PART
EXCEPT_PART
FOCUS_PART
FUT+IV
INTERJ
INTERROG_PART
IV
IVSUFF_DO

LATIN
NEG_PART
NOUN
NOUN_PROP
NO_FUNC
NUM
PART
POSS_PRON
PREP
PRON

PUNC
PV
PVSUFF_DO
RC_PART
REL_ADV
REL_PRON
SUB
SUB_CONJ
VERB_PART

Fig. 2. Our coarse-grained tagset.

to the tags we obtain this way as gold-standard tags. Even these
tags are not guaranteed to be 100% accurate–they have been
obtained by some mixture of automatic and manual tagging,
and both of these are liable to error. However, this is the most
accurate available set of tags, and furthermore any systematic
errors will also appear in the training set, and hence may be
compensated for when the parsers are trained. We use this set
for reference–if for some experiment we obtain N accuracy
with the gold tags and N ′ using one of the taggers then we
know that the tagger has introduced an error of N −N ′.

The tags in the PATB itself are very fine-grained, since
the tags assigned to nouns include gender, number and case
markers, and verb tags are also marked for number and gender.
We follow common practice in discarding this very fine-
grained information, reducing the 306 tags that appear in the
PATB to a more coarse-grained set with 39 tags that are shown
in Fig. 2 (reducing the granularity of the PATB tagset is fairly
common practice, since some of the most fine-grained tags are
very hard indeed to distinguish simply on the basis of local
clues, which are what most taggers depend on. Unfortunately
there is no universally accepted coarse-grained version, so we
simply made what seemed like a reasonable compromise).3

We will return to this in Section V.

B. AMIRA

The first tagger we use is AMIRA 2.0 [1]. This tagger is
reported to achieve around 97% accuracy, which is about as
good as any reported system.

Using AMIRA, however, highlights one of the problems
that arise when you try to connect black-boxes together. The
parsers require training data, for which we are using the PATB.
The PATB is tagged, but with different tags from the ones used
by AMIRA. In order to use AMIRA to tag the text before
inputting it to the parsers, we will have to translate between
the two tagsets.

This is a non-trivial task. The two tagsets have dif-
ferent numbers of tags (AMIRA has 29 tags, whereas

3We used the extended reduced tagset (ERTS) setting for AMIRA and then
removed inflectional markers. This produced a set of tags that is very similar
to the 25 tags in the Bies/RTS tagset, but with distinctions between nouns,
adjectives and cardinal numbers. Although the Bies/RTS tagset is taken as
a norm, there are numerous minor variants in use: Marton et al. [18], for
instance collapse a number of POS tags but add other distinctions. This is
perhaps unsurprising. Given the influence that using a specific tagset has on
system performance, people will want to try out different tagsets. It does,
however, make it difficult to maintain strict comparability.
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our coarse-grained version of the PATB tagset has 39),
and more importantly they make different kinds of dis-
tinctions. The AMIRA tagset, for instance, uses one tag
(RP) to cover a range of particles which are subdi-
vided into eight subclasses (EMPH_PART, EXCEPT_PART,
FOCUS_PART, INTERROG_PART, RC_PART, NEG_P-
ART, PART, VERB_PART) in the PATB; and it uses several
tags to describe different kinds of verbs (VB, VBG, VBD,
VBN, VBP) where the PATB just uses three (IV, PV, CV).

Places where the AMIRA tagset is coarser than the PATB
tagset are particularly problematic. It seems plausible, for
instance, that the different kinds of particle enter into different
syntactic relationships. If we cannot tell the parsers which kind
of particle some word is, then they are not going to be able
to be very intelligent about guessing what its relationships
with other words are going to be (this might have knock-on
effects, so that it may not just be this word that is affected).
Thus tagging using AMIRA is bound to introduce problems
that would not arise if AMIRA used the same tagset as the
PATB.

Places where the AMIRA tagset is finer than the PATB
tagset are also awkward, because it may be that distinctions
that are missing from the PATB tagset would have been useful.

In order to overcome these problems, we use
transformation-based retagging (TBR) [23], [24] to recover
from the mismatches between the two tagsets. TBR collects
statistics about the local context in which erroneous tags
have been assigned, and attempts to find rules based on this
information to apply after the original tagger has been run.
This technique will produce a small improvement in the
performance of almost any tagger. Typically, taggers that
achieve scores in the mid 90s are boosted by 2-3%–the lower
the original accuracy, the greater the typical improvement.
When we used it for comparing the original tags produced
by AMIRA and the gold tags the score improved from
around 87% to just over 97%. Some of this improvement
arises simply from rules that spot that the two tagsets use
different names for the same things (e.g. that things that are
called JJ are called ADJ in the PATB) but some of it comes
from learning how to split coarse-grained AMIRA tags into
fine-grained PATB ones.

There is a further problem with using AMIRA. The fact that
Arabic allows a range of items to be cliticised (conjunctions,
prepositions, pronouns) makes it difficult even to tokenise text
reliably. This means that not only does AMIRA sometimes
assign different tags from the PATB, it sometimes even splits
the text into different numbers of tokens. That makes it even
harder to use AMIRA to tag texts in order to use parsers that
have been trained using the PATB, since the tagged versions
of the texts do not even contain the same numbers of tokens.

Here, we used AMIRA v2.0 with Yamcha toolkit v0.33.4

4http://chasen.org/~taku/software/yamcha/.

C. MADA

MADA [2] uses a slightly extended version of the PATB
(Part 1 v3) tagset, with some extra classification of nouns (e.g.
NOUN_QUANT and NOUN_NUM). The fine-grained MADA
tagset contains 352 tags, compared to the normal PATB set
of 306, and the coarse version has 57, compared to the 39
that we obtain by omitting inflectional markers (case, number,
gender). Fortunately the MADA tags are a strict superset of
the standard PATB set, and hence can be reduced to either
the standard fine-grained version or our coarse version by
omitting the extra classification of nouns, so we do not have
the same problems using MADA with the PATB as we have
with AMIRA.

We also applied TBR to the output of MADA, because
although we were not faced with mapping incompatible tagsets
in the same way as with AMIRA, using TBR nearly always
provides a small improvement, amounting in this case to an
increase from 94% to 96.6%. When we refer to AMIRA and
MADA below, we will always be talking about the results of
using these taggers with TBR.

Here, we used MADA 3.1 with SVMTools v1.3.15 and
SRI’s Language Modeling Toolkit (SRLIM) v1.5.126 and
Standard Arabic Morphological Analyser (SAMA) v3.1
(catalog number LDC2010L01) from the LDC.7

D. Maximum-likelihood tagger

We also use an in-house maximum-likelihood (MXL)
Arabic tagger [3]. We will simply outline the basic principles
that it is based on and note its accuracy here.

MXL operates in two stages, as follows:
• In the first stage we use two simple kinds of statistic: (i)

the conditional likelihood that a word which starts with
the same three letters or ends with the same three letters
as the one we are trying to tag has a given tag, and (ii) the
transition probabilities between tags. We use a weighted
combination of these to produce a maximum-likelihood
guess at the current tag. This process produces about 91%
accuracy.

• We then use TBR to refine the original set of hypotheses,
leading to a final accuracy of 96.4%. It is noteworthy
that adding TBR to a tagger whose initial accuracy is
significantly lower than that of MADA and AMIRA
brings it up to about the same level.

The advantage of this tagger is that because it was trained
on the PATB, the tags it uses are exactly the PATB tags. We
therefore do not need to overcome problems associated with
mismatches between tagsets.

5http://www.lsi.upc.edu/~nlp/SVMTool/
6http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/download.html
7http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/catalogEntry.jsp?catalogId=

LDC2010L01
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IV. THE PARSERS

The parsers we use are data-driven dependency parsers. The
parsers are given a representation of a set of dependency trees,
and they infer rules that will enable them to parse unseen texts.
The key advantages of these parsers are that they are robust
(they will do something no matter what the input) and fairly
fast. They are not perfectly accurate, but then no parser that
is perfectly accurate has yet been developed.

A number of such tools are available. We have chosen
MALTParser v1.5.28 and MSTParser v0.29 as examples of
different approaches that are reported as achieving impressive
results. The details of how these parsers work are outside the
scope of the current paper. For us they are simply black-boxes
which require tagged text as input, and whose performance
is likely to worsen if the text is incorrectly tagged. The key
question is: if a tagger assigns tags with accuracy T and
a parser assigns roles to words with accuracy P , will the
combination of the tagger and parser achieve T × P or more
or less?

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Individual combinations of parsers and taggers

We are principally concerned with the interactions between
the parsers and taggers. However, given that the parsers have
to be trained on a corpus of trees, it is also of interest to see
how their accuracy varies as the size of the dataset varies. In
general, the performance of data-driven systems improves as
the amount of data available to them increases.

Collecting large training sets, however, is very time-
consuming, and the time to train a system also goes up, often
non-linearly, as the amount of training data increases. Looking
at the way the performance changes with the size of the
training set can provide clues about the maximum that can be
attained by a given tool and about the amount of data required
to achieve a specified accuracy. In most of the experiments
below, then, we plot accuracy against size of training data.
This also provides a number of insights into how the taggers
and parsers interact.

For the experiments described below, both parsers were
trained on 16 datasets, starting with the first 250 sentences
and incrementing by 250 sentences up to a maximum of
4000. In the testing step, the last 1000 sentences (from 5000
sentences in PATB) are used to test both parsers after each
training step on one of the training datasets. Also for all the
experiments described below the label attachment score (LA),
i.e. the percentage of tokens with correct head and dependency
relation, and the unlabelled attachment score (UA), i.e. the
percentage of tokens with correct head, are used. The first
experiment shows the results when we used the gold tags: this
provides an upper bound for each parser–introducing mistakes
into the tagging will almost certainly lead to a decrease in
accuracy.

8http://www.maltparser.org/download.html
9http://www.seas.upenn.edu/~strctlrn/MSTParser/MSTParser.html
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Fig. 3. Both parsers, labelled accuracy (LA) for gold standard tagging.
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Fig. 4. Labelled (LA) and unlabelled (UA) accuracies of MSTPArser, gold
standard tagging.

Fig. 3 shows exactly what you would expect: the accuracy
of the parsers increases as the size of the training set increases.
There is an initial sharp improvement, as the training set
increases to about 1000 sentences, and then in both cases the
improvement looks roughly linear in the size of the training
set. This clearly cannot continue indefinitely–the accuracy
must be capped at 100%, and presumably the actual limit is
somewhere below that. However, since neither of the plots has
become non-linear at the point where we were forced to stop
training, it is impossible to estimate the asymptotic accuracy.
The important thing to note is that the accuracy of the two
parsers is of the same order of magnitude, but that the errors
they make are not identical.

As noted above, the parsers both work with labelled depen-
dency trees. However, for a number of tasks the constituency
structure is all that is required. We have therefore compared
the results when simply looking at whether the right head-
dependent relations have been found (‘UA’ in Fig. 4) and at
whether the right labels have been assigned to these relations
(‘LA’). The results for this comparison are shown in Fig. 4
for MSTParser with the gold tags–the results are extremely
similar for all the tagger:parser combinations, so we have not
repeated them for other combinations.
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TABLE I
MALTPARSER AND MSTPARSER ACCURACIES, MULTIPLE TAGGERS

COMPARED WITH GOLD STANDARD TAGGING.

Parser Accuracy gold AMIRA MXL MADA

MSTParser LA 79.3% 77.3% 78.2% 78.5%
UL 80.6% 78.7% 80% 79.8%

MALTParser LA 77.8% 75% 76% 76.9%
UL 78.8% 76.3% 77.1% 78%

In the remaining experiments we will concentrate on scores
for labelled trees. In every case the scores for unlabelled ones
are about 2% higher, for all tagger:parser combinations and
training sets.

Table I shows the effects of combining the taggers and
parsers. In both cases we have included the results for the
gold tags as a benchmark.

Both MALTParser and MSTParser do better when trained
and tested with the corpus tagged by MXL or MADA than
when we used AMIRA, despite the fact that the three taggers
achieve very similar scores when viewed simply as taggers
(AMIRA 97%, MXL 96.4% and MADA 96.5%).

We considered two possible causes for this difference:
that it arises because of the difference between the tagsets
used by the taggers, or that it arises from the differences in
tokenisation.

Different tagsets: although the sizes of the two tagsets are
similar, the nature of the tags themselves is different. The
MXL tags, which are a coarse-grained variant of the tags used
in the PATB itself, seem to provide more information about
syntactic relations than the AMIRA set. In particular, the fine-
grained distinctions between singular and plural nouns, and
between various verb forms, that AMIRA provides are not
actually very useful when trying to see whether two items are
related.

It may be that the information about particles that MXL
is sensitive to but AMIRA is not is likely to be useful for
parsing: knowing, for instance, that some particle expects the
next item to be a verb-initial sentence, whereas another expects
a subject-initial sentence, may well be useful.

In order to see whether this was the cause of the difference,
we constructed a version of the corpus where we replaced
PATB tags by a coarse copy of the AMIRA tags, using
hand-coded substitution rules, and then replaced these by
fine-grained AMIRA tags where the substituted tags were
compatible with tags actually assigned by AMIRA. Thus if
the PATB assigned a word the tag ADJ we replaced it by
the AMIRA tag JJ. We then inspected the tags assigned by
AMIRA itself: if the tag assigned to this word was one of
AMIRA’s fine-grained adjective tags, e.g. JJR, then we used
this instead. If, on the other hand, the hand-coded replacement
for the PATB tag was incompatible with the one assigned by
AMIRA then we retained the hand-coded one. This gave us
a version of the corpus where all the tags were compatible
with the tags in the PATB, but where some were AMIRA
refinements of the originals.

Using the gold standard tags obtained directly from the
PATB scores 78%, using the AMIRA tagset scores 76.5%.
The only differences are that where the PATB tag translates
to an AMIRA tag, and the tag assigned by AMIRA is
compatible with the translation but is finer-grained, we have
used the one assigned by AMIRA; and that where several
PATB tags translate to the same AMIRA tag (e.g. particles)
we have simply used the commonest translation. These results
strongly suggest that the choice of tags is significant, since
in this experiment the two sets are compatible at every point,
but the LA-AMIRA tags include fine-grained distinctions
that are made by AMIRA but not ones that are made in the
PATB. Thus the decrease in accuracy of the parser must be
due solely to the loss of information that arises when we
merge PATB tags.

Tokenisation: the other potential problem is that AMIRA’s
tokeniser segments the text differently from the way that it is
segmented in the PATB. In the PATB, for instance, the string
½Ë 	YË l*lk “therefore” is treated as a single subordinating
conjunction, whereas AMIRA breaks it into a preposition È l
“for” and a determiner ½Ë 	X *lk “that.” Similarly, in the PATB
the string ú
Í ly “mine” is split into two tokens (a preposition

È l “for,” and a pronoun ø
 y “me”), whereas AMIRA treats it
as a single proper noun. This caused us problems when trying
to use AMIRA to tag the treebank, since the leaves in the trees
did not always correspond to tokens in the output of AMIRA.
The difference in tokenisation affected around 2% of tokens,
so since the parser performed around 2% worse with AMIRA
than with the other taggers it seemed plausible that this was
the source of the discrepancy.

In order to investigate the effect of this problem, we
produced a version of the corpus where we replaced sequences
where the PATB had a single token and AMIRA had several
by the hand-coded AMIRA equivalent of the PATB tag, and
likewise where the PATB had several tokens and AMIRA had
one by the sequence of hand-coded AMIRA equivalents of the
PATB tags.

This gave us a version of the treebank that had the same
number of tokens as the original PATB, with as many items
as possible given the tags assigned by AMIRA and the others
given hand-coded AMIRA equivalents of the original PATB
tags. The results suggest that this is not the source of the
problem, since AMIRA produces almost identical results (no
difference to three significant figures) no matter whether its
own tokeniser or the tokenisation used in the PATB is used.

B. Merging combinations

A given tagger:parser combination will make errors. If two
such combinations produce different parents for some word,
then at least one of them must be wrong. So if we take the
output of two combinations and reject all instances of words
where the two suggest different parents for a word, we must
improve the precision, because we will be throwing away items
where we know that one of the combinations has made a
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TABLE II
PRECISION (P), RECALL (R) AND F-SCORE (F) FOR DIFFERENT

TAGGER1:PARSER1+TAGGER2:PARSER2 COMBINATIONS

MSTParser MALTParser Precision (P) Recall (R) F-score (F)

gold

gold 88% 71% 0.79
AMIRA 86% 60% 0.71
MXL 88% 59% 0.71
MADA 89% 57% 0.69

AMIRA

gold 88% 57% 0.70
AMIRA 86% 68% 0.76
MXL 88% 67% 0.76
MADA 88% 65% 0.75

MXL

gold 88% 59% 0.70
AMIRA 83% 72% 0.77
MXL 87% 56% 0.68
MADA 88% 67% 0.76

MADA

gold 88% 57% 0.69
AMIRA 84% 69% 0.76
MXL 87% 67% 0.76
MADA 87% 69% 0.77

mistake. The other one may, of course, have got the parent
for this word right, but since we cannot tell which has got
it wrong and which has got it right, we have to distrust the
output of each. We will also decrease the recall, because there
will now be items for which we have discarded the parents
suggested by the parsers, and hence we will end up with no
parent assigned to them. The question is: does the increase in
precision compensate for the decrease in recall?

If the sets of mistakes that were made by the two combina-
tions were complementary, then the precision of the merged
output would be 1 and the recall would be 1−(w1+w2), where
wi is the error rate of combination i. The F-score for the merge
if the combinations have complementary distributions would
thus be (1− (w1 +w2))/(1− (w1 + w2)/2). If, on the other
hand, the two combinations made exactly the same mistakes
then the F-score for the merge would be (1 − w1). In other
words, for combinations with similar accuracy, the highest
precision will come if the errors they make are complementary,
and the highest F-score will come if they make identical errors.

Table II shows the precision, recall and F-score for all
possible pairs of combinations of tagger and parser, e.g.
that if you use MSTParser having tagged using AMIRA and
MALTParser having tagged using MADA then the precision
is 88%, the recall is 65% and the F-score is 75%. This table
includes cases where one or both the parsers were combined
with the gold tags. These cases are greyed out, because in any
real situation the gold tags would not be available.

Table II roughly bears out the observations above. The
best precision is generally obtained by using different
taggers for each part of the combination (so the best
precision for AMIRA+MSTParser comes from merging
it with MXL+MALTParser or MADA+MALTParser,
the best for MXL+MSTParser comes from merging
it with MADA+MALTParser, and the best for
MADA+MSTParser from merging it with MXL+MALTParser
(or MADA+MALTParser)); and the best F-score is generally
obtained by using the same tagger with the two parsers.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The impetus for the current paper arose from a simple query:
what happens if you combine a tagger whose accuracy is T
with a parser whose accuracy is P ? It turns out that the answer
is often better than T × P . When, for instance, we combine
MSTParser, for which we get an accuracy of 79.3% when
using the gold tags, and MXL, whose accuracy is 96.4%, we
get 78.7%, which is noticeably greater than the 76.1% that you
would expect if the errors simply compounded one another. It
seems as though the fact that the training set contains the same
pattern of errors as the test set automatically provides a degree
of compensation.

Closer inspection shows that the nature of the tagsets has
a substantial effect. Because MXL uses the PATB tagset,
which was presumably chosen because it carried the kind of
information that is required for parsing, it interacted better
with both the parsers than AMIRA, which uses a general
purpose tagset which is not tuned to this task. The mismatch
between AMIRA’s built-in tokeniser and the tokenisation in
the treebank caused us some technical problems, but does not
seem to be a critical factor in the accuracy of the combination
of AMIRA with the two parsers.

We have also investigated the effects of merging the outputs
of pairs of tagger:parser combinations. The results here are
broadly as expected–the precision of the combination is always
better than the accuracy of either of the contributing pairs
(which is inevitable), and using a different tagger with each
parser in the combination produces the greatest improvement
in precision (which is what we expected, but it needed
confirmation).

The results above arise from investigating combinations of
specific tools–three taggers × two parsers. Are these results
compromised by the fact that we chose these specific tools,
or are there general lessons to be learnt? The taggers all
use different mechanisms and different information, and the
parsers also use substantially different approaches. The fact
that nonetheless we get fairly consistent results in Section
V-B suggests that there may be some robustness about the
conclusions. It seems that no matter which tagger and which
parser we use we get results that are better than you would
expect just by looking at the individual performance of the
components. The main result of the second set of experiments–
that taking the combined output of two different tagger:parser
combinations improves the precision–is almost inevitable, but
there is a tendency for combinations that involve different
taggers to achieve greater precision than ones where the two
parsers are combined with a single tagger.

It seems likely that this pattern would be repeated if other
parsers or taggers were used: mistakes made by a combination
of T and P could be caused either by T or by P . If T is
combined with some other parser P ′, then the mistakes caused
by T will almost certainly arise again, and will not be spotted
when the output of the two combinations is merged, whereas
a combination of another tagger T ′ with P ′ will not repeat
the mistakes introduced by T . Thus although our experiments
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were limited to a specific set of tools and a specific language
(as any experiments must be) we believe that the results are
likely to be applicable if other tools are used. The critical
issue is that the tools should be distinct, either using different
principles or different underlying data (training sets, rule sets),
so that they do indeed make mistakes in different places. This
observation is likely to transfer to other languages, not just
other tools for handling Arabic. If you have multiple taggers
and parsers which make distinct mistakes (which is likely to
happen if they are based on different principles or use different
features) then combining them will inevitably improve the
precision and is likely to also improve the F-score.
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Abstract—Our aim is to explore some gearbox vibration data
characterized by 15 power spectra amplitudes. The data were
gathered for two gearboxes: one being in a good state (set B)
and the the other in a bad state (set A). In turn, each of the sets
was gathered when the machine was operated under small/no
load, and under full load. This gives 4 data sets to compare. We
are concerned with two topics: 1. Is it possible to compare in a
simple way the structure of the four obtained subsets? 2. Could
the number of variables be reduced without losing essential
information content of the data? To answer both these questions,
we use a visual tool, the CCA (Curvilinear Component Analysis)
method proposed by Demartines and Herault. Using this tool, we
are able to answer positively the above two questions. We use
the CCA algorithm in special layout, applying DxDy plots, with
emphasis to estimating the overall intrinsic dimensionality of the
four groups of data and capture visually the differences in their
structure.

I. INTRODUCTION, THE AIM OF OUR RESEARCH

IN OUR research we use vibration data gathered in the
Vibro-Acoustic Science Laboratory, Wroclaw University

of Technology. The goal is to build a mathematical model
permitting on the base of the recorded data to make a
monitoring of the state of the gearbox implanted into the
machine. To do this, we need to know the structure of the
data. There was some research how to do it, mainly when
using linear methods [1], [17], [18]. By inspecting the data
by pairwise scatterplots, we come to the conclusion that
the dependency among the considered variables shows some
tendency for nonlinearity [19]. To elucidate that observation,
we turned to non-linear methods. There are many of them:
see [16] for a short review of some of them. After considering
some other nonlinear methods, we concentrated on the method
named CCA (Curvilinear Component Analysis), developed by
Demartines and Herault (D&H) [6], [9]. The method works
on inter-point distances using specific cost function giving
favor to inter-point proximities in the output space (small
distances are dilated). When working locally (that is, with
small neighborhoods), CCA permits to unfold the non-linear
structures of the data yielding as output some flat manifolds
of lower dimension. It allows also to make projections of the
original data to the obtained manifold of lower dimension k.

* This paper was in part financially supported by Polish State Committee
for Scientific research 2010-2013 as research project no. N504 147838.

As shown by the authors, the method can be applied to data
with quite a serious deviation from linearity, like folded sub-
manifolds. The horseshoe or U-shaped distributions provide
simple illustration of linear manifolds embedded in 3D space.
In case of dimension k equal to 2 or 3 it is possible to visualize
the data in the 2D or the 3D scatter plot.

We have chosen this method for several favorable properties:
α. It is able do deal with folded data and unfold in.
β. It is able to project data points to lower-dimensional

flattened manifolds.
γ. It is generative, that is the mapping can be done only for

representatives of the data set; after that is is possible to
map the remaining data to the reduced space by a simple
location algorithm.

Let us notice also, that the CCA method, as a distance based
method, is not influenced by assumptions on the normality
(Gauss) of distribution of the data; as a matter of fact, this
method does not need assumptions on distribution of the data.

We consider data recorded by [1]. They recorded data for
condition monitoring of two gearboxes: one being in a good
and the other in a bad state. The obtained data are named
B (’good’ gearbox) and A (’bad’ gearbox) appropriately. An
earlier application of CCA [4] carried out using the data for
the good state gearbox found that the set is composed of two
different subsets of different dimensionality, thus can not be
modelled by one common Gaussian distribution [4]. Now we
continue these investigations on augmented data by taking into
account also the bad state gearbox, i.e. by considering both
data sets. Each of them was split into two subsets: NLOAD
and LOADD (see Section 2 for more details).

Our aim is to obtain answers to two questions:
1) Is it possible to compare in a simple way the structure

of the four obtained subsets?
2) Could the number of original variables (d = 15) be re-

duced to carry out further analysis with smaller number
of variables?

We will show that the answer for these two questions is
positive.

The paper is scheduled as follows: The above text consti-
tutes Section 1 being introduction presenting the problems we
want to solve. Section 2 describes shortly the data and their
dimensionality evaluation yielded by classic PCA performed
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both for groups B (’good’) and A (’bad’) and their splits
into NLOAD and LOADD subgroups. Section 3 introduces
the CCA method and shows DxDy plots (a modified version
of the originally proposed in [6], [9] dydx plots). The pos-
sibility of estimating the intrinsic dimensionality of the data
is emphasized. In Section 5 some summary of the results is
presented.

II. DATA USED FOR THE ANALYSIS AND THEIR INTRINSIC
DIMENSIONALITY ESTIMATED BY PCA

There may be an ambiguity when talking about dimension-
ality of data. Generally, dimensionality in a common sense
means the number of variables, that is, the number of columns
in a data matrix (we denote it using the symbol d). However, it
may happen that these variables are linearly dependent, which
means that some of them may be expressed as linear function
of the remaining ones. Thus, an essential question is: how
many original (observed) variables are necessary to reproduce
the entire set of data? In such a case we ask for true or intrinsic
dimensionality of the data.

A. Data recorded from two gearboxes

We use part of the data gathered and analyzed by Bartelmus
and Zimroz [1]. The data are given in the form of a matrix X
of size n× d, with n denoting the number of rows and d the
number of columns of the data matrix X. We have two such
data matrices: one, set B, of size n = 951 × 15 representing
the machine in good state, and the other, set A, of size n =
1232×15, representing the damaged machine. The 15 variables
denote amplitudes of power spectra obtained from the Matlab
PSD function. Each row of the matrices represents one data
vector (instance, segment), it contains numerical values d = 15
variables, named pp1, . . . , pp15 and used for further analysis;
at the same time it may be viewed as a d-dimensional data
point located in the d-dimensional Euclidean space Rd.

It was stated in [1], [3] that the analyzed data sets (B, good,
and A, bad) may be split into 2 types of data vectors: those
corresponding to time instances when the machine has worked
under small or no load, and those working under normal load
condition. These two types of points constitute two subgroups
of the data referred up from now as the NLOAD and LOADD
subgroups.

B. A preliminary dimensionality analysis by PCA

PCA (Principal Component Analysis) is one of the most
frequently used methods for reduction of multivariate data
[7], [12]. Using eigenvectors of the covariance matrix (or
correlation matrix) of a data matrix X of size n×d one projects
the data vectors (called also data points) to a lower dimensional
subspace of dimension, say k. This yields k new variables,
called principal components and denoted as PC1, ..., PCk.
The derived PCs have a number of favorable properties [7],
[12]. How to find the proper dimension k? This is usually done
by inspecting the eigenvalues computed from the correlation
matrix of the data. In [17], [18] it was concluded that taking

the correlation matrices for the performed analysis, the proper
dimension for the analyzed data is k = 2 or k = 3.

In Figure 1 we show the respective eigenvalues calculated
for the sets B and A and their subsets NLOADB , LOADDB ,
NLOADA and LOADDA appropriately.
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Fig. 1. Eigenvalues for the entire set B (top) and set A (bottom),
with their subsets subsets NLOADB , LOADDB , NLOADA and LOADDA

appropriately.

The results were obtained from correlation matrices of the
respective groups, thus the sum of the diagonal elements is
equal to 15, and this is the sum of the all 15 eigenvalues
of each correlation matrix, and also the amount of variance
(inertia) contained in the data. Looking at the eigenvalues
displayed in Figure 1 one may notice a peculiar configuration.
All the profiles are roughly similar. In every panel we observe
one big dominant eigenvalue, and next a slow decay of the
others. For example, for set A there is one big dominant
eigenvalue explaining an 0.65, 0.50, and 0.60 part of the total
variance in sets A, NLOADA and LOADDA. The contributions
of the first 10 eigenvalues are:

λ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
A 9.8 1.1 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2
NLD 7.5 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.0 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3
LDD 9.0 1.3 1.1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2

According to Kaiser’s rule [10] the eigenvalues smaller than
1.0 may be considered as ’noise’. However, according to the
principles used in factor analysis, Figure 1 may be considered
as a scree graph, and to indicate the noise, we look for that
dimension k0, starting from which the decay of the eigenvalues
exhibits a linear pattern. In our case this may be the value:
k0 = 6 or k0 = 7. How good are the individual variables pp1,
..., pp15 reproduced by subsequent principal components? The
reproduction formula reads [10]:

R =

d∑

k=1

λkaka
T
k , (1)

with R denoting the analyzed correlation matrix, λk is the
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kth eigenvalue of R (ordered in descending order), and ak
the corresponding eigenvector. Details of representation of the
diagonal of R by k = 2, 3, 6and10 principal components are
shown in Table I (R denotes here correlation matrix calculated
from set A).

TABLE I
REPRODUCTION OF THE DIAGONAL OF CORRELATION MATRIX OF SET A

BY k = 2, 3, 6 AND 10 PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS

var k=2 k=3 k=6 k=10
1 0.90 0.90 0.92 0.94
2 0.64 0.90 0.96 1.00
3 0.54 0.75 0.88 0.99
4 0.77 0.82 0.86 0.93
5 0.90 0.92 0.93 0.96
6 0.41 0.54 0.98 1.00
7 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.92
8 0.83 0.83 0.85 0.94
9 0.71 0.75 0.91 0.98

10 0.79 0.82 0.85 0.93
11 0.70 0.74 0.83 1.00
12 0.78 0.85 0.85 0.92
13 0.81 0.82 0.89 0.92
14 0.62 0.77 0.82 0.99
15 0.60 0.61 0.97 1.00

Looking at the data shown in Table I one may state that
generally, for k = 3 the reproduction ratio of the amplitudes
of individual variables is equal or above 75%, except three
variables: pp6 (only 54%), pp11 (only 74%) and pp15 (only
61%].

For k = 6 the reproduction ratio is equal or over 85%,
except pp11 (only 83%) and pp14 (only 82%), which is not
bad, especially when taking into account that the reproduction
ratio for 6 other variables amounts over 90%. Possibly, some
noise is here reproduced too.

Generally, PCA is not providing a clear indication what is
the intrinsic dimension of the data.

III. CURVILINEAR COMPONENT ANALYSIS (CCA), BASIC
CONCEPTS

The curvilinear analysis (CCA) was introduced by De-
martines and Herault (D&H) [5], [6], see also [9], [14] for
further applications of the method. The basic assumption
underlying this method is that the multivariate data with d
variables are located truly in a manifold of lower dimension,
say p (p < d), moreover this subspace is somehow folded,
which makes the relations between the observed variables
– when viewed in Rp – to appear as non-linear ones. The
problem to solve is formulated as follows:

We have N data vectors x1, ...,xN , each data vector, viewed
as a data point, is located in d-dimensional data space Rd,
that is xi ∈ Rd, i = 1, . . . , N . This space is called the input
space. Each data point has d components constituting observed
values of the variables X1, . . . , Xd. The main idea is to find
a mapping of the given N points {xi}, i = 1, . . . , N , to a
lower dimension subspace Rk (k < d) called the output space
Y . The obtained projections in Rk will be denoted as yi, i =
1, . . . , N .

How to find a proper mapping? This can be done in many
ways. The authors of CCA have chosen a distance-based
method: For every pair of points (xi,xj , i 6= j) belonging to
the input space X take the inter-point distance Xij in the input
space and – basing on some criterion E expressing ’error’ or
’cost’– find the corresponding points (yi,yj , i 6= j) yielding
in the output space Y the corresponding inter-point distance
Yij . The distance between two points (i, j) may be defined in
many ways, the simplest and most popular is the Euclidean
distance. To find the proper mapping one needs to solve an
optimization problem: namely to find values of the yi-s which
minimize the assumed error function E. D&H [6], [5] have
considered the following error function:

E =
1

2

∑

i

∑

j 6=i

(Xij − Yij)
2F (Yij , λy) . (2)

The function F (Yij , λy) is chosen as a bounded and mono-
tonically decreasing function, in order to favor local topology
conservation (as happens in SOMs). In particular, F (.) may
be defined as F (Yij) = 1 for Yij < λ and F (Yij) = 0,
otherwise. This means that in every step, for given i, the
algorithm updates only those values of yj which are near to yi.
It is also possible to define F (Yij , λy) in a more soft way, e.g.
by a power function, descending with the no. of the iteration.

D&H have called initially their proposed method as VQP
neural network (Vector Quantization and Projection). The
method was intended to provide an alternative to Kohonen
SOM and not to be confined to a fixed a priori grid of
neurons (in SOMs typically rectangular or hexagonal). Thus,
the intention of D&H was to elaborate a topologically correct
mapping resembling the true shape of the data cloud at
hand ("instead of performing a vector quantization under the
constraint of a predefined neighborhood between neurons,
quantization and mapping functions are separately performed
by two layers of connection" of the network [6]).

D&H’s algorithm was designed to carry out a non lin-
ear dimension reduction and unfold high dimensional data
structure towards its mean manifold. Fλ(Yij), for fixed λ,
allows first for a global and then to a local unfolding. Two
data transformations processes are identified: unfolding and
projections. These two processes are visualized by so called
dydx plots [6], [9], [8], which visualize the changes.

D&H [5], [6] proposed to visualize the changes in the Yijs
as compared to the original input distances Xijs in the form of
a scatterplot called by them dydx plot. Let k denote the actual
dimension of output space, to which the mapping is performed.
Let dy denote any distance Yij evaluated in the actual output
space Y , of dimension k. Let dx denote any distance Xij in
the input space. Then dydx plot is the scatterplot composed
of pairs (dy,dx) with dy taken as the ’independent’ (abscissa)
and dx as the ’dependent’ (ordinate) variable. The authors have
attached some definite meaning to the outlook of a dydx plot
constructed for strongly nonlinear and folded data (see [5],
[6], [8] for further details).

The most interesting aspect of the proposed CCA algorithm
is to make a projection to the 2D (or 3D) Euclidean space,
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which permitted – for k = 2 or k = 3 – to obtain a 2D (or
3D) representation of the data with approximate vision of their
shape; a representation not confined to a fixed a priori grid of
neurons. The problem of sufficiency (quality of the obtained
representativeness) was not risen.

The concept of investigating the in intrinsic dimensionality
appears in [9], p.632 and is described in the following words
– referred in the following by us as Herault’s intrinsic
dimension paradigm:

When searching for the (unknown) intrinsic dimension of the
input data, we choose the output dimension by dichotomy: if the
distribution lies on the first diagonal, we can lower the output
dimension, and if the distribution becomes thicker, the output
dimension is too small.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE GEARBOX DATA

A. Our methodology

• Introducing DxDy plots
Our main goal to obtain an estimate of the intrinsic dimen-

sionality of the data. D&H proposed to use for this the dydx
plots (see [6], [9], [8] or Section 3 above). However, after
several trials, we come to the conclusion, that more natural
and interesting for us is to apply reverse plots, which we will
call DxDy plots – speaking in full words: Distance-x Distance-
y plots. They are constructed by taking Dx (equal to any Xij)
as the ’x’ variate, and look how much this value was distorted
by CCA projection yielding the correspondent Dy (equal to
any Yij) in the output space Y and put on the DxDy plot
as the ’y’ coordinate. To our opinion, the introduced by us
DxDy plot is appropriate, when the data are neither strongly
curvilinear nor much folded, which is the case for our data (for
which we found that apparent non linearity was caused by the
non-homogeneity of the data, that is, of the sets B and A; after
splitting the data into homogeneous subgroups, NLOAD and
LOADD, the non linearity has disappeared).

In the following – when considering our two problems
formulated in the introduction, we will consider only the DxDy
plots, just introduced above.

• Design of our experiment
What concerns the practical aspect of applying the CCA al-

gorithm, it needs evaluation of a distance matrix of size N×N ,
and the size of this matrix may be very large. For example,
for data with size N ≈ 1000 the number of pairs is enormous
(equal 1000×1000 = 1, 000, 000) and the calculations would
be very long; moreover, such way on analysis would yield only
one answer, without any repetition. To operate on repeated
samples in a balanced design seemed to us to be a better way
yielding more informative results.

Generally, both sets B and A are large: the cardinalities of
the sets are:

|B| = 951 , |A| = 1232.
After splitting the sets into the NLOAD and LOADD

counterparts, the respective cardinalities are:
for set B: |NLOADB | = 104, |LOADDB | = 847,
for set A: |NLOADA| = 60, |LOADDA| = 1172.

One may notice that the cardinalities in the NLOAD and
LOADD subsets are very unbalanced. We decided to perform
the CCA in samples established in the following way:

For the set B the sample size for the NLOADB subset
equals 104, thus we taking the entire subgroup. However we
repeat the analysis 3 times with different number of epochs
ep = 20, 50, 200.
In the LOADDB subset we draw 3 samples, also of size 104,
and repeat for each sample the CCA mapping, with fixed
number of epochs ep = 30.

For the set A the layout is similar as for set B, except that
the sample size is now equal to 60.

The calculations of CCA were performed using the MAT-
LAB function CCA [13]. Each sample was standardized to
have means equal 0 and variances equal 1. Principal compo-
nents were used as starting point for the CCA function.

All calculations were performed twice: firstly using all 15
variables, and next using only variables 1–8.

• Graphs for inspecting
As explained above, we had four subsets to analyze:

NLOADB , LOADDB , LOADDA. For each of them we have
constructed and displayed 15 (=5*3) DxDy plots. They all
were put together into a matrix with 5 rows and 3 columns
constituting one panel of display. The rows of the matrix corre-
spond to mappings to k = 3, 4, 5, 6 dimensional subspaces; the
columns contain repetitions for the same k, however operated
on new samples.

The DxDy plots for all the combinations described above
are displayed in Figures 2 – 5 exhibiting

Figure 2: subset NLOADB , d = 15 (top) d = 8 (bottom)
Figure 3: subset LOADDB , d = 15 (top) d = 8 (bottom)
Figure 4: subset NLOADA, d = 15 (top) d = 8 (bottom)
Figure 5: subset LOADDA, d = 15 (top) d = 8 (bottom)
Each figure has two panels: the upper one corresponds to

calculations with d = 15 and the bottom one - with d = 8
variables.

B. Results for sets B and A

We have noticed that the DxDy plots, depicted for our data,
have an interesting property: the points (Dx,Dy) are spread
around the diagonal y = x. With increasing k, the mass around
the diagonal becomes thinner and tinner and finally, for some
k0 all data points are located exactly on the diagonal. This
means that the input space X and the output space Y contain
the same information about the spread of the data points.
The value k0 constitutes the upper bound for the intrinsic
dimension of the elaborated data set. Considering k larger as
k0 does not change the display: when taking k > k0 we see
again and again the same diagonal with all the data points
crowded over it. Referring to the Herault’s intrinsic dimension
paradigm, the rule for the upper bound of dimensionality of a
data set might be formulated as follows: Take that k, for which
all the points (Dx,Dx) are covered by the main diagonal of the
respective DxDy plot.

Now let’s look at the plots displaying the DxDy plots
obtained from the CCA for the four investigated subsets.
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Fig. 2. Set B. DxDy plots for data subset NLOAD for d = 15 (top) and d = 8
(bottom). Each DxDy plot represents a sample of size n = 104 from subgroup
NLOAD. Three columns correspond to three different numbers of epochs: 20,
50, 200. Rows: Results assuming output dimension k = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Fig. 3. Set B. DxDy plots for data subset LOADD for d = 15 (top) and
d = 8 (bottom). Three columns correspond to three samples different in each
row, containing n = 104 data vectors each. Rows: Results assuming output
dimension k = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
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Fig. 4. Set A. DxDy plots for data subset NLOAD for d = 15 (top) and
d = 8 (bottom). Samples of size n = 60 from subgroup NLOAD. Three
columns correspond to three numbers of epochs: 20, 50, 200. Rows: Results
assuming output dimension k = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Fig. 5. Set A. DxDy plots for data subset LOADD for d=15 (top)
and d=8 (bottom). Samples of size n=60 from subgroup LOADD. Three
columns correspond to three different samples. Rows: Results assuming output
dimension k = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
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Looking at the plots 2 – 5, we are able to make a lot
of interesting comparisons concerned the structure appearing
in the pairs of subsets NLOADB , LOADDB , NLOADA,
LOADDA, inspected horizontally and vertically.

Generally, one may notice that, with growing k denoting the
dimension of the output space Y , the spread of the (Dx,Dy)
points about the main diagonal is becoming tinier and tinier;
for k = 6 the (Dx,Dy) points coincide practically with the
diagonal, that is with the straight line y≡x of the display.
This happens in all the eight displayed panels. Therefore we
may infer that the output space for k = 6 and the distances
there-in are practically the same as the inter-point distances in
the input space X where the observed data are located.

How to fix the dimension k0, that is, the value, which could
be accepted as intrinsic dimension of the data? This should
be the value, when the spread of the (Dx,Dy) points about the
diagonal line y≡x of the display is practically none. What does
it mean? The Herault’s paradigm is not precise in this aspect
and does not give any strict mathematical criterion, when this
can be assumed. We think, this could be formulated in terms
of residual variance. We do not do it here and our following
analysis is based on visual inspection of the graphs only.

Now let’s try to establish the intrinsic dimension of the four
analyzed subsets.

• Displays in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 for subsets NLOADB and
NLOADA. One may state that the displays look rather similar.
From visual inspection we judge that k0 in upper panels
(all variables) amounts k0=4, and in bottom panels k0=3. It
appears that when taking 8 variables only, we have smaller
spread of the (Dx,Dy) points in the bottom panel, which is
reasonable, because we have here less data (columns 8-15 of
the data were not accounted for).

• Displays in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 for subsets LOADDB and
LOADDA. One may state that the displays have some common
patterns, however their intrinsic dimensionality looks to be
different. Generally, the spread of the (Dx,Dy) points around
the corresponding diagonal is in Fig. 3 larger as in Fig. 5.

Considering upper panels, from all pp1–pp15. From visual
inspection of the plots for set B we judge that k0 is higher
than 6 (case not shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3), and for
set A it is only it is only k0=4.

Considering bottom panels, from pp1–pp8 only. From visual
inspection of the plots for set B we judge that k0 is higher
than 6 (case not shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3), and for
set A it is only k0=4.

Such results are reasonable, because it is known [17], [18]
that the interdependence structure of the 15 variables pp1–
pp15 differs considerably in sets B and A. Let us say also that
the above statements (about the intrinsic dimensionality of the
subsets) were obtained from inspecting 3 independent runs of
the algorithm CCA carried out with independent samples. This
strengthens the credibility of the obtained results.

The above comments give answer to our first question
formulated in the Introduction. Indeed, we got a tool which
in a simple explorative manner shows differences in intrinsic
dimensionality among sets of data. In turn, differences in

intrinsic dimensionality mean difference in interdependence
structure among the variables characterizing the data.

To get answer to the second question (reduction of the
number of variables), one should inspect the panels displayed
in Figs 2–5 vertically. Without hesitation one may state that
in Figs 1, 4 and 5 the top and bottom panels are very similar,
which means that taking all 15 variables, or only 8 first
variables, one obtains the same displays.

Summarizing the results: Looking at the plots 2-5 we find
there answers to the questions formulated in the Introduction.
It may be stated that

1.The subsets NLOAD and LOADD have different structure
in set B and set A.

2. The difference in the structure may be noticed both when
considering d = 15 and d = 8 variables.

3. It makes sense to reduce the number of variables taken for
analysis. We got a clear indication that the number of variables
may be reduced; in particular d = 8 (with variables pp1–pp8)
may be as good as d = 15 with variables (pp1–pp15). Let’s
say, that the subset pp1–pp8 was our first choice, other subsets
might be even better – this needs further exploration.

V. DISCUSSION AND CLOSING REMARKS

We have investigated the algorithm CCA (Curvilinear com-
ponent analysis) [5] as used for estimation of the upper bound
of the dimensionality of a multivariate data set. This was in
context of the NLOAD and LOADD subgroups obtained for
the set B and set A of the gearbox data. After depicting so
called DxDy plots it is possible to get a clear idea whether two
groups of data are similar in their structure and have similar
intrinsic dimensionality. There is a lot of statements that can
be deduced from comparisons of scatterplots shown in Figures
2 – 5. For lack of space we have not discussed them here.

Our most important results are:
1. We were able to find an upper bound on the dimension-

ality of the analyzed data set.
2. It is reasonable to reduce - the so far considered 15

variables – to 8 variables only (meaning the first 8 out of
15 variables).

We did not try and do not have our opinion whether the CCA
mapping (that is, the lower dimensionality coordinates yielded
by this technique) is of great use in discriminant analysis.
Some people have expected this and were disappointed [11],
[15]. In our our opinion, for making discriminant analysis, one
needs methods dedicated specifically to discriminant analysis.
The CCA method is a general purpose method, and is not
oriented towards discrimination and classification of data.

The novelty in our paper is:
(i) The CCA method was for the first time applied to

an extended data set (’good’ and ’bad’ data, more
than 2000 time segments) for gearbox condition
monitoring.

(ii) We got a better (more convincing than for PCA)
estimation of the intrinsic dimension of the analyzed
data using CCA.
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(iii) We have arrived to our conclusions in a non para-
metric way without making any assumptions about
probability distributions of the data, in particular
about normality (Gauss distribution).

There are some open problems:
1) Criterion for intrinsic dimensionality. The Herault’s in-

trinsic dimension paradigm should be formalized in a
strict way.

2) Reduction of the number of variables. We have carried
out the analysis using 15 variables named pp1-pp15. We
have shown that 8 variables make sense. A search for
the best subset should be performed, taking into account
other criteria. The goal could be to build a non linear
discriminant function for recognizing items from the
’good’ and the ’bad’ state of the machine.
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Abstract—The consequences of tiredness, drowsiness, stress 
and  lack  of  concentration  caused  by  a  variety  of  different 
factors such as illness, sleep depletion, drugs and alcohol is a 
serious  problem  in  traffic  and  when  operating  industrial 
equipment. A system that recognizes the state of the driver and 
e.g. suggests breaks when stress level is too high or driver is too 
tired would enable large savings and reduces accident. So, the 
aim of the project is to develop an intelligent system that can 
monitor  drivers’  stress  depending  on  psychological  and 
behavioral  conditions/status  using  Heart  Rate  Variability 
(HRV). Here,  we have proposed a solution using Case-Based 
Reasoning (CBR) to diagnose individual driver’s level of stress. 
The system also considers feedback from the driver’s on how 
well the test was performed. The validation of the approach is  
based on close collaboration with experts  and measurements 
from 18 drivers from Volvo  Construction Equipment (Volvo 
CE) are used as reference.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACK of concentration due to illness, drugs, sleepiness, 
drowsiness, fatigue and stress is the most common risk 

factors for vehicle crash-related accidents. According to the 
European commission’s estimation, car accident related cost 
in Europe is around 160 billion Euros on which 60-80% can 
be  estimated  due  to  the  psychophysical  condition  of  the 
drivers [1]. Study shows that around 10-20% of all accidents 
are caused by driver’s lack of attention [2]. Stress is one of 
the factors  that causes  inattention and could be caused by 
several  features  including  job,  family-related  matters, 
workload and disease. Long time driving, traffic or driving 
in  a  bad  weather  could  also  cause  stress  while  driving  a 
vehicle.  Professional/commercial  drivers  use their vehicles 
long  hours  every  day  in  different  situations:  at  night, 
daylight, or in dusk or fog. So for heavy commercial vehicle 
drivers there is a risk for inattention and the heavy workload 
causes  stress  and  fatigue  and  as  a  consequence  causes 
performance degradation. Thus, stress can cause problems in 
judging  distances,  lack  of  concentration,  fatigue, 
restlessness, tiredness while driving a vehicle. Therefore, it 
is important to monitor drivers’ signs of stress while driving 
which could save many lives and costs.

L

Several  physiological  sensor  signals  such  as, 
Electrocardiogram i.e. ECG (heart rate variability), Elektro-
okulogram i.e. EOG (percentage of eyelid closure, tracking 
of  gaze),  Electroencephalogram  i.e.  EEG  (brain  activity), 
Pulse  Oximeter  (Oxygen  saturation  measurements)  can 
provide  psychological  and  behavioral  state  of  a  driver. 

However,  identification  of  driver’s  state  and  generating 
alarm  due  to  stress  is  difficult  while  driving  and  is  a 
challenging  issue.  So,  it  would  be  valuable  both  for 
passenger cars and heavy commercial and industrial vehicles 
to  develop  a  system  that  can  diagnose  this  risk  factor 
automatically while driving. Moreover, it will be helpful if 
the  system  can  alert  the  driver  in  a  suitable  way  and  if  
necessary, generate audible alarm or activate light when the 
driver is inattentive. In a serious situation where the driver 
seems  overwhelmed  by  stress,  it  can  deactivate  some 
controls and activate some predefined tasks or components 
to further support in the control of the vehicle or to alert a 
nearby motor station or police station.

This paper has proposed an intelligent stress monitoring 
system to identify driver’s state. The system will support the 
professional  drivers  to  reduce  risk  of  accidents  while 
driving/operating  a  vehicle.  The  proposed  system applied 
artificial intelligence (AI) and signal processing techniques. 
Sensor signal processing methods for example, Fast Fourier 
Transformation (FFT) is used  to extract  features  from the 
ECG signal. AI method i.e., CBR [4] is applied for accurate 
diagnosis and classification. 

The  paper  is  organized  as  follows;  related  work  is 
outlined in section II.  Section III gives an overview of our 
system being proposed  together  with relevant  background 
knowledge. Then in section IV we describe the study design. 
Section V explains the preprocessing of the ECG signal and 
feature  extraction  process  to  formulate  cases.  Section  VI 
presents  matching  functions  for  retrieving  and  ranking 
similar  cases  followed  by  an  evaluation  in  section  VII.  
Finally, the paper is concluded by section 8 with summary 
and discussions.

II.RELATED WORK

In  recent  years,  the intelligent  monitoring system based 

on physiological sensor signals for drivers has emerged and 

become  a  popular  topic  among  the  researchers.  Driver’s 

concentration monitoring is one of the important issues for 

improved  road  safety  that  comes  in  literature  in  different 

ways.  The  authors  in  this  paper  [5]  present  a  driver 

condition  recognition  strategy  based  on  HRV  parameter. 

Here, feature selection is performed based on searching and 

selection.   Searching  is  performed  adopting  the  best 

individual  N (BIN)  and selection is done by kernel-based 

class  seperability  (KBCS).  The  k-nearest  neighbour 
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algorithm is used for the classification. In 2011, Lin et al. [6] 

have  developed  a  driver’s  monitoring  system  using  a 

wearable photoplethysmography (PPG) on a smartphone. It 

detects only one physiological parameter i.e., heart rate (HR) 

and warns the driver in abnormal situations. Fördős et al. in 

[7]  have  implemented  a  sensor  net  to  improve  the  traffic 

safety  by  identifying  tired,  indisposed,  or  bad  state-of-

minded  drivers.  The  research  work  has  been  done  at  the 

Budapest  University  of  Technology  and  Economics. 

Drowsiness or tiredness diagnosis systems based on vision-

based or physiological  techniques is discussed in [8].  The 

vision -based approach is depended on the eye movement to 

determine level  of  tiredness.  Image  processing  techniques 

are also applied in determining drowsiness or inattention [9]. 

Blinding  duration  and  its  frequency  are  measured  using 

Fuzzy logic to determine level of inattention. Driver’s mouth 

state is monitored in [10] where the system generates alert 

while the driver is dozing or talking with others.  Rigas et al.  

[11]  proposed  a  car  driver’s  stress  determination  system 

using Bayesian Network. Healey et al. detect driver’s stress 

level  using  real  time  electrocardiogram,  electromyogram, 

respiration and skin conductance sensors  data [12]. In  our 

previous  work  [13]  [14][30],  a  stress  diagnosing  system 

using CBR has been designed based only on the variation of 

the finger temperature measurements. In the earlier research 

[13]  [15],  we  have  further  demonstrated  systems  for 

classifying  and  diagnosing  stress  levels  exploiting  the 

psychophysiological sensor signals and other features. These 

systems  are  developed  on  CBR as  well  as  on  fuzzy  sets 

theory. Also our system discussed in [16] has been tested in 

a small pilot study12 through a marine simulator with the aim 

of safety navigation. The objective of this study is to detect 

any differences in individual task loads and stress levels on 

mariners using radar and nautical chart displays in north-up 

and  head-up  modes.  An  experienced  clinician  and  three 

trainee  clinicians  are  involved  within  this  study.  The 

evaluation  shows  a  promising  result  for  the  mariner  in 

diagnosing  stress  while  they  are  driving  in  a  marine 

simulator.  Moreover,  some  of  the  recent  medical  CBR 

systems are studied (based on literature review) along with a 

survey (e-mail questionnaire to the corresponding authors) 

between the year 2004 and 2009 in [29].  

In this paper, we have proposed a monitoring system in 

particular for the professional drivers using HRV. The initial 

work  is  outlined  in  a  workshop  paper  [3].  However,  this 

current paper also includes the study design to show how the 

data is collected and an evaluation with the clinical expert to 

investigate the system’s performance using HRV.

III. BACKGROUND AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW

When our brain appraises stress, the sympathetic nervous 

system  (SNS)  activates  and  releases  stress  significant 

hormones. However, during relaxation, the parasympathetic 

nervous  system  (PSNS)  performs  the  reverse  action  and 

returns the body to it’s normal state. HRV [17] reflects the 

1http://www.sspa.se/research/projects/baltic-sea-safety-surship-project-
bassy
2http://www.surship.eu/project/bassy/overview

activities  of  autonomous  nervous  system  (ANS)  and  is  a 

well-known parameter to analyze balance between the SNS 

and PSNS activities. As a result, analysis of HRV becomes 

popular to diagnose stress-related disorders [18, 19, 20, 21, 

22, 23]. 

It represents the variations in beat-to-beat alteration in the 

heart  rate.  Each  heartbeat  initiated  with  the  firing  of  the 

Sinoatrial  (SA) node i.e.,  the dominant peacemaker of the 

heart. When a person is stressed the SNS increases the SA 

firing rate and thereby reduces the inter-beat interval [24]. 

The  trace  of  each  heartbeat  consists  of  the  three 

complexes  i.e.  P,  R,  and  T.  The  ECG signal  reflects  the 

electrical  activity  in  the  heart  during  the  ventricular 

contraction  using  the  QRS  complex.  The  time  period 

between consecutive beats (or RR intervals) can be detected 

from  the  QRS  complex  and  it  helps  to  determine  the 

measurement  of  the  HRV analysis.  Each  R wave  appears 

after  a  certain  amount  of  time  and  the  time  difference 

between two R waves is the rate of the RR interval or inter-

beat  interval  (IBI).  Intervals between normal (sinus)  beats 

are usually called NN intervals.

The proposed system supports in quantifying stress levels 

using HRV measurements.  An overview of the case-based 

classification system is shown in Fig. 1. It works in several 

steps.  In  the  first  step,  during  the  calibration  phase,  the 

system  takes  the  ECG  signal.  Then,  from  the  signal,  it 

identifies essential features  and formulates a new problem 

case with the extracted features.  The new problem case is 

then  fed  into  the  CBR cycle.  The  CBR cycle  commonly 

works in 4 steps: Retrieve, Reuse, Revise and Retain. The 

retrieval phase is one of the major phases in a CBR cycle 

where the matching between features of two cases plays a 

vital role. In CBR, the new problem case is matched against 

all the cases in the case library to retrieve the most similar 

cases. The k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) algorithm is applied 

for the retrieval of similar cases. The new problem case is 

matched using fuzzy similarity matching algorithm [13]. The 

most  similar  cases  are  then  displayed  in  a  sorted  list 

depending on their similarity values.

IV. STUDY DESIGN

In this paper, a wheel loader was chosen as the object of 

the  study.  Typical  of  these  working  machines  is  bucket 

loading  of  granular  material  (for  instance  gravel)  on  an 

adjacent  dump  truck  (or  other  load  receiver,  mobile  or 

stationary) within a time frame of 25-35 seconds, depending 

on working place setup and how aggressively the operator 

uses the machine. It takes a certain amount of training to be 

able  to  use  a  wheel  loader  efficiently.  Even  for 

professionals,  operating  a  working  machine  for  several 

hours  is  certainly exhaustive,  as  it  involves  both  physical 

and mental workload. Even though the operator sits still and 

the controls do not demand a large amount of power he/she 

has to keep balance and be prepared. Mentally the operator 

has to maintain attention and respond appropriately all the 

time [25]. 
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Fig 1. Steps of the proposed driver’s state monitoring system

Our focus in the study presented in this paper has  been 

specifically on bucket  filling.  In  all,  eighteen people have 

been asked to participate as test operators in this study – not 

only professionals, but also less experienced operators [26].

The  psychophysiological  measurements  were  conducted 

using  the  cStress  software  from  PBM  Stressmedicine 

Systems, acquiring, among other signals, heart rate using a 

C2 physiological monitoring system from J&J Engineering. 

The  ECG  sensors  were  placed  on  both  wrists  (see  Fig. 

2).Since every human being has an individual response to 

workload, some sort of reference or calibration is needed in 

order  to  be  able  to  correctly  evaluate  the  results  of 

psychophysiological measurements. 

While not common procedure in the research community, 

establishing a Psychophysiological Stress Profile (PSP) has 

proven to be  valuable  in  clinical  work  with patients  with 

stress-related  dysfunctions.  The  PSP shown  in  Table  I  is 

essentially taken from [13][31] and has been implemented in 

the  cStress  software.  It  contains  15  minutes  of  data 

recording,  guiding  the  patient  (or  in  our  case  the  wheel 

loader operator) through six steps.

Each operator was given an exclusive 2.5 hours session, 

starting with the Psychophysiological  Stress  Profile  (PSP) 

described above. Afterwards, testing of the machine in three 

different  traction  force  settings  was  performed,  with  ten 

minutes’  self-training prior  to each  live session.  Then the 

operator was asked to perform a self-evaluation of, among 

other  things,  the  tested  machine  version’s  ease  of  bucket 

filling and his own stress level on a visual analogue scale.

TABLE I.

 PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL STRESS PROFILE (PSP) 

Designation Observatio
n
time

Description

R01: Base line 3 min Relaxed silent reading of a neutral 
text 

R02: Deep 
breathing

2 min Deep breathing under guidance, 
approx. 6 bpm

R03: 
Nonverbal 
stress

2+2 min Two periods of thinking about a 
stressful 
situation, feedback and guidance in 
between

R04: Relaxing 2 min Relaxing with closed eyes, normal 
breathing

R05: Math 
stress

2 min Counting aloud backwards from 
2500 in steps of 7

R06: Relaxing 2 min Relaxing with closed eyes, normal 
breathing

During  all  sessions  various  machine  data  were  also 

recorded  off  the  wheel  loader’s  CAN  bus,  enhanced  by 

additional data, either calculated or acquired from externally 

mounted  sensors.  All  tests  were  also  recorded  on  video 

using  an  externally  placed  digital  video  camera  and  later 

synchronised with the acquired data from the CAN bus and 

cStress.
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Fig. 2 Right hand controls and sensor placement on right wrist

V. SIGNAL PROCESSING AND HRV FEATURE CALCULATION

To calculate the HRV features from the IBI signal (Fig. 3) 
we need to preprocess  the signal  since subjective random 
artifact  (which  could  cause  due to  movement,  connection 
problem  etc.)  in  the  IBI  signal  could  influence  the 
corresponding feature values. The normal range of the IBI 
signal is 0.4 to 1.1 second. However, some IBI values can be 
higher than the range because of these artifacts. Therefore, 
to handle the artifact problem, first the artifacts are detected 
and then the signal is re-sampled. 
Artifact  detection:  For  the  detection,  first  the  signal  is 
divided horizontally into a number of windows (winH) in 
every 30 seconds. Again, each horizontal window is divided 
vertically into a number of windows (winV). 

-Now, for each window (winV) the frequency and mean 
are calculated. 

-Then the mean of the lowest frequency window (winV) 
is compared with the normal range (0.4 to 1.1 sec). 

-If the mean value doesn’t fall within this range then all 
the sample data are considered as artifacts. 
These steps are continued until the program reaches the last 
window  (winH)  and  determines  all  the  artifacts.  The 
program  also  identifies  length  of  the  artifacts  for  each 
window (winH) and has marked the entire original sample in 
that length as artifact. 

Fig. 3. Inter-beat interval (IBI) sample measurement

Signal Re-sampling:  This length of sample is then replaced 
by the same length of usual data received just before or after 
the  artifact.  The  usual  data  are  defined  by  the  highest 
frequency  window  (winV).  Thus,  for  each  subject,  the 

artifact  data  are  re-sampled.  A  detail  description  about 
handling artifacts in IBI signal is available in [27].

In the system, both time and frequency domain features 
are considered for the HRV analysis.  First, the IBI values 
obtained after the preprocessing step (handling the artifacts) 
are  represented  in  the  time  domain.  The  time  domain 
features analyze the beat-to-beat variations. Here, statistical 
methods  are  applied  to  get  the  time domain  features  i.e., 
Mean  value  of  the  RR  interval  (Mean  NN),  Standard 
deviation of RR intervals (SDNN), Root mean square of the 
all  successive  RR  interval  difference  (RMSSD)  and 
Percentage of NN 50 in total number of beats (pNN 50). 

The  IBI  values  are  then  transferred  into  the  frequency 
domain. The frequency domain analysis is performed based 
on the spectral  analysis  of  HRV. The Spectral  analysis  of 
HRV can be used  for  assessing levels  of  parasympathetic 
and sympathetic activities in the ANS.

Fig. 4. The normalized unit of power spectral density

Thus, the pre-processed IBI signal is transferred into the 
frequency  domain  using  FFT.  FFT  calculates  the  power 
spectral  density  (PSD)  of  HRV.  PSD  shows  energy 
variations  in  different  frequencies.  Unit  of  PSD is energy 
(watts) per frequency (hertz). Fig.  4 illustrates an example 
PSD  of  an  IBI  signal.  To  extract  the  frequency  domain 
features  the  PSD  is  divided  into  different  locations  of 
frequency bands (range of the location may vary depending 
on the problem domain). Here, the HRV spectrum is divided 
into Ultra Low Frequency (ULF < = 0.003 Hz), Very Low 
Frequency  (VLF 0.003–0.04  Hz)  that  reflects  the 
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parasympathetic  influences  on  Heart  rate  (HR).  High 
frequency (HF 0.15 - 0.4 Hz) is generally considered to be 
an index of cardiac vagal control  [4]. Low frequency (LF 
0.04–0.15  Hz) appears  due to both the vagus and cardiac 
sympathetic nerves. The ratio of LF and HF spectra can be 
proposed  as  an  index  of  cardiac  sympathovagal  ba-
lance [28].

TABLE II.

THE TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN HRV FEATURES AND THEIR 

WEIGHT VALUES

Domains  Features Weight

F
re

q
u

en
c
y

 d
o

m
ai

n
 

LF 10
HF 10

LF HF ratio 9
VLF 8
TP 3
LF Norm 7
HF Norm 7
ULF 1

T
im

e
 

d
o

m
ai

n
 

Mean NN 10

pNN50 9
SDNN 10
RMSSD 10

Total Power (TP 0 - 0.4 Hz) reflects total variance in HR 
pattern  over  a  length  of  recording,  Normalized  Low 
Frequency  (LF norm LF  /  (Total  power  –  VLF)  X 100) 
presents the proportion of total HRV that occurs in the low 
frequency band and Normalized High Frequency (HF norm 
HF / (Total power – VLF) X 100) shows the proportion of 
total  HRV  that  occurs  in  the  high  frequency  band  [40]. 
Weight  reflects  the  relative  importance  of  a  feature.  The 
weight values (Table II) of the features are defined based on 
a survey [15]. The survey, for the frequency domain HRV 
analysis,  presents  the  frequency  of  appearance  of  these 
features  in  the  literature.  The  feature  with  maximum 
appearance gets the maximum weight value i.e. 10. 
Except the baseline,  features are calculated for the R02 to 
R06 (i.e.,  deep breath,  nonverbal stress,  relax, math stress 
and  relax)  of  the  Calibration  phase  (Table  I).  So,  finally 
eight  frequency  domain  features  and  four  time  domain 
features are calculated for each step. Then, a new problem 
case for the proposed CBR system is formulated based on 
these time and frequency domain features. 

VI. CASE-BASED CLASSIFICATION

The objective of the proposed system is the diagnosis of 

an individual’s driver’s status where the main functionality 

lies in solving a new problem case by using solution of past-

solved cases. 

(1)

To retrieve  the past  solved cases  for  a current  problem 

case the general similarity function applied in the system is 

shown in Equation 1. Similarity is given in a value between 

0 and 1 where 0 means no similarity and 1 means 100% 

similarity.  Here,  Similarity(C,  S)  is  the  global  similarity 

function for a new case C and stored case S and sim(C f,Sf) is 

the local  similarity function.  Weights are defined for  each 

feature of the system.  Where,   and   is the 

local weight for each feature. 

In the proposed system, the local similarity sim(Cf,Sf) is 
calculated using  modified Euclidean distance function and 
fuzzy similarity matching algorithm.

For Euclidean distance the similarity for each feature i.e. 

 is  calculated  by  normalizing  the  absolute 

difference between the two features for these two cases and 
dividing it by the difference of the maximum and minimum 
distance.  To get  the similarity values  it  is  then subtracted 
from 1. Equation 2 represents this calculation.

(2)

Different  weights  are  also  defined  for  the  steps  of  the 

calibration phase and the final similarity is calculated using 

equation 3. 

total_similarity , S
total

=w
t
∗ ∑

i=02

06

similarity_for_R
i

(3)

Here,  i  denote  the  steps  from  R02  to  R06  and  

 where   is the local weight of a particular 

step i.e. from R02 to R06.

Another  similarity  matching  algorithm  i.e.,  fuzzy 

similarity is applied to the system where the crisp values are 

converted into fuzzy values  by using a triangular  member 

function. If m1, m2 and om are the elements of the converted 

fuzzy set then the similarity between current case and the 

old cases is calculated using Equation 4. 

sim(c
f

, s
f
)=s

f
(m

1
, m

2
)=max (om/m

1
, om/m

2
) (4)

Where, sf (m1,m2 )calculates the local similarity on feature 

f  between the new and old cases.  m1 and  m2 are  the two 

triangular fuzzy sets and om is the overlapping area between 

them. When the overlapping  area  (om)  is  bigger  than  the 

similarity  values  of  the  feature  is  higher.  Thus,  for  two 

identical fuzzy sets the similarity will reach unity.

Hence,  the system retrieve similar past  cases  for  a new 

case where  the local similaritysim(cf ,sf )can be calculated 

using  modified  Euclidean  distance  function or  fuzzy 

similarity matching algorithm.   

However, solution of a past case often requires adaptation 

to find a suitable solution for a new case. In that case, in the 

system a user can adapt the solution manually for example 

this adaptation could be a combination of two solutions from 

the list of retrieved and ranked cases in order to provide a 

solution to the current problem case. Afterwards, the case is 

sent  to  the  revision  step  where  the  solution  is  verified 

manually for the correctness and presented as a confirmed 

solution to the new problem case.  In  the retention step, if 

necessary, this new case with its verified solution is added to 

the case library as a new knowledge.
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VII. EVALUATION

In  the  project,  the  measurements  were  collected  using 

more  than  one  parameter  (Finger  temperature,  skin 

conductance,  respiration  rate,  CO2/ETCO2)  together  with 

the ECG signal. All these parameters are considered while 

doing  manual  classification  for  this  evaluation.  However, 

the  system  performs  the  classification  based  only  on  the 

HRV  parameters.  An  expert  who  is  working  in  the 

psychophysiological stress domain both as a researcher and 

as a clinician is involved in the manual classification.  The 

main  goal  of  the  evaluation  is  to  compare  the  system’s 

performance with the expert’s classification.

TABLE III.

Sensitivity and specificity analysis using the time and frequency 

domain features (library 1: 46 cases)
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Indices
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True 
positive 

(TP):
9 7 8 9 10 8

False 
positive 

(FP):
2 3 3 1 1 3

True 
negative 

(TN):
5 4 4 6 6 4

False 
negative 

(FN):
2 4 3 2 1 3

Sensitivity 
= TP / (TP 

+ FN)
0.82 0.63 0.73 0.82 0.91 0.72

Specificity 
= TN / (FP 

+ TN)
0.71 0.57 0.57 0.86 0.86 0.57

Accuracy = 
(TP+TN)/

(P+N)
0.76 0.61 0.67 0.83 0.89 0.67

For the evaluation purpose, the sensitivity and specificity 

test was carried out within the collected 18 driver cases. We 

have  only  considered  the  individual  profile  data  for  this 

evaluation. In the evaluation,  two case libraries were used: 

library 1: this is from our previous study with 46 reference 

cases  where  data  is  collected  from  normal  persons  in 

different test conditions and  library 2:  this library consists 

of these 18 driver’s cases. These 18 driver cases are matched 

with old cases exists in library 1 and library 2.  The Leave-

one-out method was applied where one case was taken out at 

a time from the case library and then the case was matched 

against the rest of the cases in the case library. Here, in order 

to retrieve similar cases, kNN (k=1) i.e., the top most similar 

case is considered.

TABLE IV.
Sensitivity and specificity Analysis using time and frequency 

domain features (library 2: 18 cases)

Criteria/Indices
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True positive (TP): 10 7 8 10 10 10
False positive (FP): 3 6 3 2 5 3
True negative (TN): 4 1 4 5 2 4
False negative (FN): 1 4 3 1 1 1

Sensitivity = TP / (TP 
+ FN)

0.9
1

0.64
0.7
3

0.9
1

0.9
0

0.91

Specificity = TN / 
(FP + TN)

0.5
7

0.14
0.5
7

0.7
1

0.2
8

0.57

Accuracy = (TP+TN)/
(P+N)

0.7
8

0.44
0.6
7

0.8
3

0.6
7

0.78

The time-domain, frequency-domain and the combination 

of  time-frequency  domain  features  are  considered  for  the 

evaluation. Here, the goal is to investigate the features that 

provide us more accurate result or if we could improve the 

performance by adjusting the combination of the features. A 

weighted average method was applied in order to combine 

the features.  When the features from only one domain was 

taken into consideration then the weight of that domain is 

assigned  to 100% and the weight  values  for  all  the other 

domain features  were  assigned to zero.  When considering 

the combination of the domains, weights were assigned in 

such a way that the total weight value is 100% e.g.,  30% 

time and 70% frequency domain features.

Evaluation  with  library  1:  In  Table  III,  the  single  and 
multi-domain features are assigned different percentages to 
emphasize  the  importance  of  the  features.  Among  the  18 
cases,  7  cases  are  classified  as  healthy and  11  cases  are 
classified  as  stressed.  It  can  be  seen  lowest  achievement 
(i.e., 63% sensitivity is achieved and the obtained specificity 
and  accuracy are  only 57% and 61%)  shows  when using 
only the time domain features. Whereas, when considering a 
combination  (i.e.,  80%  of  frequency  and  20%  of  time 
domain) of features the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy 
achieved as highest as 91%, 86%, and 89%. On the other 
hand, in another combination of the features the sensitivity,  
specificity and accuracy achieved as 82%, 86%, 83% which 
presents the 2nd highest value. 

Evaluation with library 2: Likewise from Table IV, it can 
be seen that the lowest value is obtained here when using 
only the time domain features. Whereas, when considering 
the combination of features i.e., 80% of frequency and 20% 
of  time  domain  features  the  sensitivity,  specificity  and 
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accuracy is achieved as the 2nd highest  as 90%, 28%, and 
67%. On the other hand, another combination (considering 
70% of  frequency  and  30% of  time  domain  features) 
gives the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy as highest as 
91%, 71%, 83% respectively.

TABLE V.

 Classification accuracy while K=1, K=2 and K=3 (using library 1)

Cas
e Id

Expert
Classificati

on

Systems Classification

K=1 K=2 K=3

1 stressed stressed  stressed stressed 

2 healthy Healthy healthy healthy

3 stressed stressed stressed stressed

4 healthy healthy healthy healthy

5 stressed stressed stressed stressed

6 healthy healthy healthy healthy

7 stressed stressed stressed stressed

8 stressed stressed stressed stressed

9 healthy
stressed 
92.65%

stressed 
92.12%

healthy 92%

10 stressed
healthy 
91.55%

healthy 
91%

healthy 
90.5%

11 stressed stressed stressed stressed

12 stressed stressed stressed stressed

13 healthy healthy healthy healthy

14 stressed stressed stressed stressed

15 healthy healthy healthy healthy

16 stressed stressed stressed stressed

17 healthy healthy healthy healthy

18 stressed stressed stressed stressed

TABLE VI.

 Classification accuracy while K=1, K=2 and K=3 (using library 2)

Cas
e Id

Expert
Classificat

ion

Systems Classification

K=1 K=2 K=3

2 healthy
stressed 
91.78%

stressed 
91.21%

healthy 
91%

3 stressed stressed stressed stressed

4 healthy healthy healthy stressed

5 stressed stressed stressed stressed

6 healthy
stressed 
90.5%

healthy 
90.2%

stressed 89%

7 stressed stressed stressed stressed

8 stressed
healthy 
92.45%

healthy 
92.2%

stress   91.6%

9 healthy healthy healthy healthy

10 stressed stressed stressed stressed

11 stressed stressed healthy stressed

12 stressed stressed stressed stressed

13 healthy healthy healthy stressed

14 stressed stressed stressed stressed

15 healthy healthy healthy healthy

16 stressed stressed stressed stressed

17 healthy healthy healthy healthy

18 Stressed stressed stressed stressed

Since, we have used kNN (k=1) i.e., the top most similar 

case  for  the  previous  comparison.  However,  the  overall 

accuracy could be increased if we consider  K=2 and K=3. 

The similarity values are presented in percentage in Table V 

and Table VI (brown colored rows). For example, in Table 

VI, case 2, 6 and 8 provide us inaccurate result when K = 1. 

However, it can be seen that the similarity values are very 

close to K=1 even when we consider K=2 and K=3. So if we 

consider the value for K=3 the accuracy will be increase i.e., 

both  the  expert  and  system  will  classify  the  case  as 

‘healthy’. This divergence in the accuracy can be due to the 

fact that experts sometimes consider contextual information. 

Thus, if the system presents a list of cases not only with K=1 

but also considering K=2 and K=3 there is a better chance 

that the user can select more accurate result by analyzing the 

similarity values and contextual information. 

VIII.CONCLUSIONS

The  paper  presents  a  stress  monitoring  system  in 
particular for the professional drivers using HRV analysis. 
The  classification  is  mainly  based  on  the  case-based 
reasoning.  The  result  shows  a  performance  close  to  the 
expert in monitoring stress for the drivers.  It  also presents 
that  a  combination  of  time and  frequency  i.e.,  the  multi-
domain  features  performs  better  in  terms  of  sensitivity, 
specificity  and  accuracy  rather  than  the  single  domain 
features i.e., using only time or frequency domain features. 
Many  systems  that  have  applied  HRV  analysis  for 
diagnosing psychological state are using either frequency or 
time  domain  features  or  both  of  them.  However,  CBR 
system has the potentiality of using weighted combination of 
he  features  which  allows  tuning  of  the feature  values  for 
better performance. In future, the system could be extended 
to  combine  other  physiological  parameters  in  driving 
situation.
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Abstract—The fuzzy rough set approach (FRSA) is a theoreti-
cal framework that can deal with data analysis of possibilistic
information systems. While a set of comprehensive rules can
be induced from a possibilistic information system by using
FRSA, generation of several intuitively justified rules is sometimes
blocked by objects that only partially satisfy the antecedents of
the rules. In this paper, we use the variable precision models of
FRSA to cope with the problem. The models admit rules that are
not satisfied by all objects. It is only required that the proportion
of objects satisfying the rules must be above a threshold called a a
precision level. In the presented models, the proportion of objects
is represented as a relative cardinality of a fuzzy set with respect
to another fuzzy set. We investigate three types of models based
on different definitions of fuzzy cardinalities including Σ-counts,
possibilistic cardinalities, and probabilistic cardinalities; and the
precision levels corresponding to the three types of models are
respectively scalars, fuzzy numbers, and random variables.

Index Terms—fuzzy set; rough set; variable precision rough
set; fuzzy cardinality

I. INTRODUCTION

THE ROUGH set theory proposed by [14] provides an
effective tool for extracting knowledge from information

systems. A strong assumption about information systems is
that each object takes exactly one value with respect to an
attribute. However, in practice, we may only have incomplete
information about the values of an object’s attributes. Thus,
more general information systems have been introduced to
represent incomplete information ( [7], [8], [13], [17], [19]),
whereas fuzzy rough set theory proposed in [5] has been
considered as an important mathematical tool to deal with
rough set-based analysis of possibilistic information systems.
However, rough set analysis is notoriously sensitive to noisy
information, because a mistakenly labeled sample may deteri-
orate the quality of approximations significantly.

The variable precision rough set (VPRS) theory introduced
in [6], [23] is a main approach to improve the robustness
of rough set analysis. In VPRS, classification rules can be
induced even though not satisfied by all objects. It is only
required that the proportion of objects satisfying the rules

must be above a threshold called a precision level. The idea
of error-tolerance by variable precision has been applied to
fuzzy rough set theory [1], [2], [9]–[12], [18]. In this paper, we
extend the previous work on variable precision fuzzy rough set
(VPFRS) theory by using the notion of fuzzy cardinality. The
proportion of objects satisfying a rule is modeled as a relative
fuzzy cardinality in our approach. Because a fuzzy cardinality
may be a scalar, a fuzzy number, or a random variable, we
can induce three types of models depending on what kinds of
fuzzy cardinalities are taken as the precision levels.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II and III, we review rough set theory and the notion
of fuzzy cardinality respectively. In Section IV, we introduce
three types of VPFRS models based on the relative cardinalities
of fuzzy sets. Section V contains some concluding remarks.

II. ROUGH SET THEORY

A. Classical rough set

The basic construct of rough set theory is an approximation
space, which is defined as a pair (U,R), where U is a finite
universe and R ⊆ U × U is an equivalence relation on U .
We write an equivalence class of R as [x]R if it contains
the element x. For any subset X of the universe, the lower
approximation and upper approximation of X are defined as
follows:

RX = {x ∈ U | ∀y((x, y) ∈ R → y ∈ X)}, (1)

RX = {x ∈ U | ∃y((x, y) ∈ R ∧ y ∈ X)}. (2)

This definition of rough set is called the logic-based definition
[1].

An alternative way to define rough sets is to use the rough
membership function [16]. Given an approximation space
(U,R) and a subset X ⊆ U , the rough membership function
νRX : U → [0, 1] is defined as

νRX(x) =
|[x]R ∩X|

|[x]R|
. (3)
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The value νRX(x) is interpreted as the degree that x belongs to
X in view of knowledge about x expressed by the indiscerni-
bility relation R or the degree to which the R-equivalence class
[x]R is included in the set X . Then, the lower approximation
and upper approximation of X are defined as follows:

RX = {x ∈ U | νRX(x) = 1}, (4)

RX = {x ∈ U | νRX(x) > 0}. (5)

This definition of rough set is called the frequency-based
definition [1].

Although an approximation space is an abstract framework
used to represent classification knowledge, it can easily be
derived from a concrete information system. Pawlak ( [15])
defined an information system1 as a tuple T = (U,A, {Vi |
i ∈ A}, {fi | i ∈ A}), where U is a nonempty finite set,
called the universe; A is a nonempty finite set of primitive
attributes; for each i ∈ A, Vi is the domain of values of i; and
for each i ∈ A, fi : U → Vi is a total function. In decision
analysis, we assume the set of attributes is partitioned into
{d} ∪ (A−{d}), where d is called the decision attribute, and
the remaining attributes in C = A− {d} are called condition
attributes. Given a subset of attributes B, the indiscernibility
relation with respect to B is defined as ind(B) = {(x, y) |
x, y ∈ U, fi(x) = fi(y)∀i ∈ B}. Obviously, for each B ⊆ A,
(U, ind(B)) is an approximation space.

B. Fuzzy rough set

In [5], it is shown that fuzzy sets and rough sets are
essentially different but complementary for the modeling of
uncertainty. Despite the essential difference between fuzzy
sets and rough sets, there are approaches to incorporate the
notion of fuzzy sets into rough set models [5]. One approach
is to consider the lower and upper approximations of a fuzzy
concept in an approximation space, which results in the rough
fuzzy set. The other approach is to consider the approximations
of a crisp or fuzzy concept in a fuzzy approximation space,
which is defined as a pair (U,R), where R is a fuzzy binary
relation on U , i.e., R : U × U → [0, 1]. This leads to the
fuzzy rough set. Let (U,R) be a fuzzy approximation space
and let X be a fuzzy subset of U with membership function
µX : U → [0, 1]. Then, RX,RX : U → [0, 1] are defined by

RX(x) = inf
y∈U

R(x, y) →⊗ µX(y), (6)

RF (x) = sup
y∈U

R(x, y)⊗ µX(y), (7)

where ⊗ : [0, 1]× [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a t-norm and →⊗: [0, 1]×
[0, 1] → [0, 1] is an implication with respect to ⊗. There are
several different definitions of implication functions →⊗ for
a given t-norm, including the S-implication defined by a →⊗
b = 1− (a⊗ (1− b)) and the R-implication defined by a →⊗
b = sup{c | a⊗ c ≤ b}.

1Also called knowledge representation systems, data tables, or attribute-
value systems

C. Variable precision rough set

By using the frequency-based definition of the rough set,
an object x belongs to the lower approximation of a set
X if its rough membership value is 1, i.e., x ∈ RX iff
νRX(x) = 1. However, the requirement seems overly strict
since in the noisy environment, it may be difficult to require
an R-equivalence class [x]R is totally included in a set X .
The purpose of variable precision rough set (VPRS) theory
is to address the issue by relaxing the strict requirement of
total inclusion to partial inclusion. Technically, this is achieved
by two parameters called precision levels. Let l and u be
real numbers such that 0 ≤ l < u ≤ 1. Then, the u-lower
approximation and the l-upper approximation of X are defined
as follows:

RuX = {x ∈ U | νRX(x) ≥ u}, (8)

RlX = {x ∈ U | νRX(x) > l}. (9)

III. FUZZY CARDINALITY

The cardinality of a fuzzy set is normally used to evaluate
fuzzy quantified sentences. For example, to evaluate the truth
degree of the sentence “Most students are young,” we have
to determine if the cardinality of the set of young students
satisfies the interpretation of the fuzzy quantifier “most.” In
applications, two kinds of cardinality are considered: absolute
cardinality, which measures the number of elements in a set;
and relative cardinality, which measures the percentage of
elements of one set (called the referential set) that are also
present in another set ( [4]). Since VPRS is concerned with
the percentage of elements in an object’s indiscernibility class
that are also in the approximated concept, relative cardinality
plays an important role in our analysis.

Several approaches for measuring the cardinality of a fuzzy
set have been proposed in the literature. The approaches, which
extend the classic approach in different ways, can be classified
into two categories: scalar cardinality approaches and fuzzy
cardinality approaches. The former measure the cardinality of
a fuzzy set by means of a scalar value, either an integer or
a real value; whereas the latter assume that the cardinality
of a fuzzy set is just another fuzzy set over the non-negative
numbers ( [4]). The most simple scalar cardinality of a fuzzy
set is its power (also called the Σ-count), which is defined as
the summation of the membership degrees of all elements (
[3]). Formally, for a given fuzzy subset F on the universe U ,
the Σ-count of F is defined as

Σ♯(F ) =
∑

x∈U

µF (x). (10)

The relative cardinality of a fuzzy set G with respect to another
fuzzy set F is then defined as ( [20]):

Σ♯(G/F ) =
Σ♯(F ∩G)

Σ♯(F )
. (11)

Subsequently, [21] proposed a fuzzy subset Z(F ) of N as the
measure of the absolute cardinality of a fuzzy set F such that
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the membership degree of a natural number k ∈ N in Z(F ) is
defined as

Z(F, k) = sup{α | |Fα| = k}, (12)

where Fα is the α-cut of F . In addition, a fuzzy multiset
Z(G/F ) over [0, 1] is introduced in ( [22]) to measure the
fuzzy relative cardinality of G with respect to F . The mem-
bership function of Z(G/F ), written in the standard integral
notation, is defined as

Z(G/F ) =
∑

α∈Λ(F )∪Λ(G)

α/
|Fα ∩Gα|

|Fα|
, (13)

where Λ(F ) and Λ(G) are the level sets of F and G re-
spectively, i.e., Λ(F ) = {µF (x) | x ∈ U}. Delgado et al.
[4] proposed a more compact representation of Z(G/F ) by
transforming the fuzzy multiset into a fuzzy subset of rational
numbers in [0, 1]. The representation is formulated as follows:

ES(G/F, q) = sup{α ∈ Λ(G/F ) | |(F ∩G)α|
|Fα|

= q} (14)

for any q ∈ Q ∩ [0, 1], where Λ(G/F ) = Λ(F ∩G) ∪ Λ(G).
In the context of a finite universe U , Delgado et al. [4] pro-

posed a family of fuzzy measures E for absolute cardinalities
based on the evaluation of fuzzy logic sentences. To define the
measures, the possibility of a fuzzy set F containing at least
k elements is identified with the truth degree of the fuzzy
sentence ∃X ⊆ U(|X| = k ∧X ⊆ F ), which can be formally
defined as

L(F, k) =





1, if k = 0,
0, if k > |U |,⊕

X⊆kU

⊗
x∈X µF (x), if 1 ≤ k ≤ |U |,

(15)
where X ⊆k U denotes that X is any k-element subset of
U . Then, the possibility that F contains exactly k elements is
formulated as follows:

E(F, k) = L(F, k)⊗ ¬L(F, k + 1), (16)

where ⊗ is any t-norm (not necessarily the same as that used
in the definition of L(F, k)), and ¬ stands for a fuzzy negation.
Each member of the family E is determined by the choice of s-
norm, t-norms and negation in (15) and (16). Using max and
min in (15) and standard negation as well as Lukasiewicz’s
t-norm max(0, a + b − 1) in (16), a probabilistic measure of
absolute cardinality ED defined as

ED(F, k) = αk − αk+1 (17)

is shown to be a member of the family E , where αk is the kth
largest value of the multiset {µF (x) | x ∈ U} for 1 ≤ k ≤ |U |,
α0 = 1, and αk = 0 when k > |U |. The relative version of
ED is also defined as

ER(G/F, q) =
∑

i:
|(F∩G)αi

|
|Fαi

| =q

(αi − αi+1) (18)

for any q ∈ Q ∩ [0, 1], where αi is the ith largest value of
Λ(G/F ).

IV. VARIABLE PRECISION FUZZY ROUGH SET

The main feature of VPRS is to allow objects that partially
violate the indiscernibility principle. For example, if an object
belongs to the lower approximation of a set, it is not necessary
that all objects that are indiscernible with the object belong to
the target set. Instead, the only requirement for an object to
be included in the lower approximation of a target set is that
a sufficiently large portion of the object’s indiscernibility class
belongs to the target set. From the viewpoint of the logic-
based definition, this amounts to relax the universal quantifier
in (1) and strengthen the existential quantifier in (2) to a
proportional quantifier determined by u and l respectively. On
the other hand, in the frequency-based definition, the lower
approximation and the upper approximation of X correspond
to the 1-cut and strict 0-cut of the rough membership function
respectively2. Therefore, from the viewpoint of the frequency-
based definition, VPRS simply decreases the cutting point from
1 to u for the lower approximation and increases the cutting
point from 0 to l for the upper approximation.

Since the logic-based definition and frequency-based def-
inition are equivalent for classical rough set, the changes of
quantifiers or cutting points lead to the same VPRS model.
However, for the fuzzy rough set, the situation is quite differ-
ent. The definition of fuzzy rough approximations in (6) and
(7) is essentially a generalization of the logic-based definition
of the classical rough set. By using the notion of relative
cardinality, we can now present the frequency-based definition
of fuzzy rough set.

Let (U,R) be a fuzzy approximation space and let X be a
fuzzy subset of U with membership function µX : U → [0, 1].
Then, since R is a fuzzy relation, the indiscernibility class
of an object x is a fuzzy subset with membership function
R(x) : U → [0, 1] such that R(x)(y) = R(x, y) for every y ∈
U . Thus, we can define the fuzzy-rough membership function
νRX : U → [0, 1] as follows

νRX(x) = φ(X/R(x)), (19)

where φ may be any one of the relative cardinality Σ♯, ES,
or ER defined in Section III. Clearly, we can no longer define
R(X) and R(X) as cut sets of the fuzzy-rough membership
function as in the case of classical rough set. Hence, the
logic-based and frequency-based definitions of the fuzzy rough
set are not equivalent any more. Consequently, the VPFRS
models for these two kinds of fuzzy rough sets should be also
significantly different.

There have been several VPFRS models that are derived
from modifying the logic-based definition of the fuzzy rough
set [2], [9]–[12], [18]. However, the frequency-based approach
to VPFRS remains largely unexplored except the vaguely
quantified rough set (VQRS) approach [1]. The main idea
of VQRS is that the membership degree of an object in the
lower and upper approximations of a target set is determined

2Recall that the α-cut and the strict α-cut of a membership function ν :
U → [0, 1] are defined as {x ∈ U | ν(x) ≥ α} and {x ∈ U | ν(x) > α}
respectively.
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by applying fuzzy quantifiers, such as “most” and “some”,
to the object’s fuzzy-rough membership degree in the target
set. Nevertheless, the fuzzy-rough membership function used
in VQRS is simply the Σ♯ relative cardinality. Therefore, the
purpose of this paper is to investigate frequency-based VPFRS
models by using different fuzzy-rough membership functions.
In addition, we still use precision levels to define VPFRS
instead of the fuzzy quantifiers in VQRS. In this regard, we can
consider three kinds of generalizations of VPRS to VPFRS.

First, if the scalar precision levels l ∈ [0, 0.5] and u ∈
(0.5, 1] are given, then we use the relative Σ-count to measure
if an object satisfies the partial precision requirement. Thus,
the u-lower approximation and the l-upper approximation of
X are defined as subsets of U as follows:

Ru(X)(x) = {x ∈ U | Σ♯(X/R(x)) ≥ u}, (20)

Rl(X)(x) = {x ∈ U | Σ♯(X/R(x)) > l}. (21)

Second, if the precision levels are fuzzy numbers, then we
use the relative cardinality ES to measure an object’s fuzzy-
rough membership degree. Let l̃ : [0, 0.5] ∩ Q → [0, 1] and
ũ : (0.5, 1]∩Q → [0, 1] be two fuzzy numbers. Then, ũ-lower
approximation and the l̃-upper approximation of X are defined
as follows:

Rũ(X)(x) = π(ES(X/R(x)) ≥ ũ), (22)

Rl̃(X)(x) = π(ES(X/R(x)) > l̃), (23)

In the above definition, the relative cardinality ES is regarded
as a fuzzy number, and π(·) returns the possibility of the
comparison statement between two fuzzy numbers based on
the extension principle. For example, the possibility of a fuzzy
number l̃1 being greater than another fuzzy number l̃2 is
defined as π(l̃1 > l̃2) = supx1>x2

min(µl̃1
(x1), µl̃2

(x2)).
Third, if the precision levels are random variables, we

can use the relative cardinality ER to represent an object’s
fuzzy-rough membership degree. Let us overload the notation
ER(G/F ) to denote a [0, 1]∩Q-valued random variable whose
probability mass function is defined as Pr(ER(G/F ) = q) =
ER(G/F, q) for any fuzzy sets F and G, and let l̂ and û be
[0, 0.5] ∩ Q-valued and (0.5, 1] ∩ Q-valued random variables
respectively. Then, the û-lower approximation and the l̂-upper
approximation of X are defined as follows:

Rû(X)(x) = Pr(ER(X/R(x)) ≥ û), (24)

Rl̂(X)(x) = Pr(ER(X/R(x)) > l̂). (25)

The three types of VPFRS models are called VPFRS1,
VPFRS2, and VPFRS3 respectively. As a scalar can be re-
garded as a single-point (possibility or probability) distribution,
all three types of models are applicable when the precision
level is a scalar. A typical application of VPFRS2 is when the
precision levels are given by linguistic terms. For example, it
may be required that the precision level is moderately high. On
the other hand, VPFRS3 may be applied when the precision
level is set as a sub-interval of (0.5, 1] ∩ Q. In this case, the
precision level is regarded as a uniform distribution on the
sub-interval, so it is actually a random variable.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we propose three types of frequency-based
VPFRS models to improve the robustness of the fuzzy rough
set. As rough set analysis is sensitive to noisy samples, VPRS
can avoid the problem by tolerating partially inconsistency
data. The transition from classical rough set theory to VPRS
can be achieved by generalizing the quantifiers in the logic-
based definition or by changing the cutting points of the rough
membership function. Although these two approaches result in
the same VPRS model due to the equivalence between logic-
based and frequency-based definitions of classical rough set,
the situation become radically different in the case of fuzzy
rough set. Since the logic-based definition of fuzzy rough set
can not be derived from the fuzzy-rough membership function,
the VPFRS models obtained from modifying the former should
be significantly different from those based on the latter. While
most existing VPFRS models adopt the modification of the
logic-based definition, the VQRS based on the fuzzy-rough
membership function is also shown to outperform the original
fuzzy rough set in a benchmark data set [1]. However, since
VQRS only consider the fuzzy-rough membership function
based on the relative Σ count, it does not utilize the full
potential of the notions of fuzzy cardinalities. It has been
also suggested that fuzzy numbers are more appropriate than
scalars as cardinalities of fuzzy sets [4]. Thus, our work
extends the VQRS model by using different types of relative
cardinalities to define the fuzzy-rough membership function.
This approach provides a greater flexibility to specify the
precision levels when the parameters of the VPFRS models
can not be determined precisely, since we allow the precision
levels to be scalars, linguistic terms, or random variables.
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Abstract—This paper shows a proposal for Type-reduction of
an Interval Type-2 fuzzy set composed from α-cuts done over
its primary membership functions. The definition of available
Type-reduction methods for Interval Type-2 fuzzy sets are based
on an homogeneous subdivision of the universe of discourse, so
we propose an approximation algorithm for Type-reduction of
an Interval type-2 fuzzy set through its primary α-cuts.

Some definitions about the α-cut of a Type-2 fuzzy set are
provided and used for computing the centroid of an Interval
Type-2 fuzzy set through a mapping of its membership function,
instead of its universe of discourse.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

TYPE Reduction of a Type-2 fuzzy set (T2FS) is a key
aspect of fuzzy inference and its computation is an

important step in practical applications. The computation of
the centroid of an Interval Type-2 fuzzy set (IT2FS) has well
known results (See [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
and Melgarejo [10], [11], [12] and [13]) which are based on
a mapping of the universe of discourse of x, x ∈ X as the
common way for computing a Fuzzy Logic System (FLS).

Some applications of Type-1 Fuzzy Relational Equations
(T1FRE) are based on a mapping of the membership space
through α-cuts (See Chanas and Kamburoswk [14], Shih-Pin
Chen [15], and Chanas, Dubois and Zieliński [16]), so its ex-
tension to IT2FS is an interesting approach. Some definitions
about the concept of the α-cut of an IT2FS are referred and
discussed to define the representation of an IT2FS through
its α-cuts, and finally an approximation method for Type-
reduction of an IT2FS through this representation is presented.

This paper focuses on the use of Interval Type-2 L-R fuzzy
sets applied to FRE’s for computing its centroid. This does not
imply that the proposed method cannot be applied to other kind
of IT2FS, but in this paper only L-R IT2FS are addressed. In
addition, an optimization example which uses L-R IT2FS and
α-cuts is solved by the proposed method and its results are
discussed.

This paper is divided into seven sections. Section 1 in-
troduces the problem. In Section 2 some basic definitions
about IT2FS are given; in Section 3, the Enhanced Karnik-
Mendel (EKM) algorithm for Type-reduction is presented,

Juan Carlos Figueroa is Assistant professor of the Engineering Dept.
of the Universidad Francisco José de Caldas, Bogotá - Colombia, e-mail:
jcfigueroag@udistrital.edu.co

some improvements are referred, and a discussion about the
way how the EKM algorithm operates through a mapping
of X , is presented. Section 4 presents the decomposition of
an IT2FS into α-cuts, and some key aspects for computing
its centroid. In Section 5, a proposal for computing the
approximated centroid of an IT2FS based on its α-cuts is
presented. In Section 6 an application example is presented
and the Section 7 presents the concluding remarks of the study.

II. BASIC DEFINITIONS OF IT2FS

A Type-2 fuzzy set is a collection of infinite Type-1 fuzzy
sets into a single fuzzy set. It is defined by two membership
functions: The first one defines the degree of membership of
the universe of discourse X and the second one weights each
one of the first Type-1 fuzzy sets.

According to Jerry Mendel [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9], and Melgarejo [10], [11], [12] some basic definitions
of Interval Type-2 fuzzy sets are given next:

Definition 2.1 (Type-2 fuzzy set): A Type-2 fuzzy set, Ã, is
described as the following ordered pairs:

Ã = {(x, µÃ(x)) |x ∈ X} (1)

where µÃ(x)) is composed by an infinite amount of Type-1
fuzzy sets in two ways: Primary fuzzy sets Jx weighted by
Secondary fuzzy sets fx(u). In other words

Ã = {((x, u), Jx, fx(u)) |x ∈ X ;u ∈ [0, 1]} (2)

Therefore, the FOU evolves all the embedded Jx weighted
by the secondary membership function fx(u)/u. These Type-
2 fuzzy sets are known as Generalized Type-2 fuzzy sets,
(T2FS), since fx(u)/u is a Type-1 membership function. Now,
an Interval Type-2 fuzzy set, (IT2FS), is a simplification of
T2FS in the sense that the secondary membership function is
assumed to be 1, as follows

Definition 2.2 (Interval Type-2 fuzzy set): An Interval
Type-2 fuzzy set, Ã, is described as:

Ã =

∫

x∈X

∫

u∈Jx

1/(x, u) =

∫

x∈X

[∫

u∈Jx

1/u

]/
x, (3)

where x is the primary variable, Jx is the primary member-
ship function associated to x, u is the secondary variable and∫
u∈Jx

1/u is the secondary membership function. Uncertainty
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about Ã is conveyed by the union of all of Jx into the Footprint
Of Uncertainty of Ã [FOU(Ã)], i.e.

FOU(Ã) =
⋃

x∈X

Jx (4)

A FOU is bounded by two membership functions: An Upper
membership function (UMF) µ̄Ã(x) and a Lower membership
function (LMF) µ

Ã
(x).

For discrete universes of discourse X = {x1, x2, · · · , xN}
and discrete Jx, an Embedded T1 FS, Ae has N elements, one
each from Jx1 , Jx2 , · · · , JxN , namely u1, u2, · · · , uN , e.g.

Ae =

N∑

i=1

ui/xi ui ∈ Jxi ⊆ [0, 1] (5)

Its graphical representation is shown in the Figure 1

x

Ae

1

µÃ

x ∈ Xx̌ x̌ x̂ x̂

αµA

αµ
A

x̄

FOU

Fig. 1. Interval Type-2 Fuzzy set ã with Uncertain ⊳ = ⊲

Here, ã is a Type-2 fuzzy set, the universe of discourse is the
set x ∈ X , the support of Ã, supp(Ă) is the interval x ∈ [x̌, x̂]
and µÃ is a linear function with parameters x̌, x̂, x̌, x̂ and x̄.
α µ̄A(x) is the degree of membership an specific value x has
regarding the upper fuzzy set Ā and αµ

A
(x) is the degree of

membership an specific value x has regarding the lower fuzzy
set A. FOU is the Footprint of Uncertainty of the Type-2 fuzzy
set and Ae is a Type-1 fuzzy set embedded in its FOU.

III. THE ENHANCED KARNIK-MENDEL (EKM)
ALGORITHM

Wu and Mendel in [17] and [18] defined the Enhanced
Karnik-Mendel algorithms for Type-reduction of an IT2FS.
The EKM algorithm for computing yl is as follows

1) Sort xi (i = 1, 2, ..., N) in increasing order, and call the
sorted xi by the same name, but now, x1 6 x2 6 · · · 6
xN . Match the weights wi with their respective xi and
renumber them so that their index corresponds to the
renumbered xi.

2) Set k = [N/2.4] (the nearest integer to N/2.4), and

compute

a =
k∑

i=1

xiwi +
N∑

i=k+1

xiwi (6)

b =

k∑

i=1

wi +

N∑

i=k+1

wi (7)

y =
a

b
(8)

3) Find switch point k′ (1 6 k 6 N − 1) such that

xk′ 6 y 6 xk′+1

4) Check if k′ = k. If yes, stop, set yl = y, and call k L.
If no, continue.

5) Compute s = sign(k′ − k), and

a′ = a+ s

max(k′,k)∑

i=min(k′,k)+1

xi(wi − wi) (9)

b′ = b+ s

max(k′,k)∑

i=min(k′,k)+1

(wi − wi) (10)

y′ =
a′

b′
(11)

6) Set y = y′, a = a′, b = b′, and k = k′. Go to step 3).
The EKM algorithm for computing yr is as follows
1) Sort xi (i = 1, 2, ..., N) in increasing order, and call the

sorted xi by the same name, but now, x1 6 x2 6 · · · 6
xN . Match the weights wi with their respective xi and
renumber them so that their index corresponds to the
renumbered xi.

2) Set k = [N/1.7] (the nearest integer to N/2.4), and
compute

a =

k∑

i=1

xiwi +

N∑

i=k+1

xiwi (12)

b =

k∑

i=1

wi +

N∑

i=k+1

wi (13)

y =
a

b
(14)

3) Find switch point k′ (1 6 k 6 N − 1) such that

xk′ 6 y 6 xk′+1

4) Check if k′ = k. If yes, stop, set yr = y, and call k R.
If no, continue.

5) Compute s = sign(k′ − k), and

a′ = a− s

max(k′,k)∑

i=min(k′,k)+1

xi(wi − wi) (15)

b′ = b− s

max(k′,k)∑

i=min(k′,k)+1

(wi − wi) (16)

y′ =
a′

b′
(17)
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6) Set y = y′, a = a′, b = b′, and k = k′. Go to step 3).

A. Mapping Y

Some improvements of this widely used algorithm was
proposed by Miguel Melgarejo in [11], [13]. These Type-
reducers are based on a mapping of Y , this means that wi

and wi are obtained from the bounds of Ỹ as its lower and
upper membership degrees µ(xi) and µ(xi), respectively.

Some common facts about the computation of Ỹ are:
1) Ỹ is obtained from Fuzzy Logic Systems (FLS), usually

composed by a rule base.
2) The computation of Ỹ comes from a discretization of

the universe of discourse of the antecedents of the FLS.
3) The upper and membership functions of Ỹ are obtained

from fuzzy relations among the antecedents, so its
membership degrees depends on the mapping done in
the antecedents.

4) The α-cut1 approach to compute Ỹ is not widely used.
Some applications of IT2FS are based on α-cuts instead

of a mapping of each antecedent e.g. fuzzy relational equa-
tions, decision making, fuzzy optimization, among others. Its
extension to IT2FS is an upcoming field to be treated, since
decision making under uncertainty is an open problem.

The decomposition of IT2FS into its α-cuts for composing a
response surface and the computation of the resultant centroid
is an emergent problem for decision making, so the use of the
α-cuts appears as a new way to map IT2FS. In the following
Section, some useful definitions are presented to illustrate how
the α-cuts change the behavior of the EKM algorithm.

Remark 3.1: Although the EKM algorithm is defined for
non-α convex IT2FS, this proposal is intended for α convex
IT2FS e.g. L-R fuzzy sets. Its use in non-α convex IT2FS is
an extension which is not considered in this work.

In following sections, some basic definitions about α-cuts
are presented in order to illustrate the problem.

IV. COMPUTING α-CUTS OF AN IT2FS
The α-cut of an IT2FS is defined by the bounds where all

embedded T1FS into the FOU fulfill the condition of a Type-
1 α-cut on its primary membership function. Mendel in [19],
[20] and Liu in [21] and [22] defined a secondary α-cut called
α-plane which is specially useful to compute the centroid of
a Type- fuzzy set. According to Figueroa [23], an α-cut of an
IT2FS is

Definition 4.1 (Primary α-cut of an IT2FS): The Primary
α-cut of an Interval Type-2 fuzzy set αÃ is the union of
all Type-1 fuzzy sets which fulfill the condition αJx =
{x|µA(x) > α} on its primary membership function.

Here, αJx = {x|µA(x) > α} is the Type-1 α-cut on the
primary membership function of Ã, defined as follows

αÃ =

∫

x∈X

[∫

u∈Jx>α

fx(u)/u

]/
x ; α ⊆ [0, 1] (18)

αÃ =

∫

x∈X

∫

u∈fx

{(x, u)|Jx > α} ; α, fx ⊆ [0, 1] (19)

1An α-cut over Ỹ is the α-cut made over µỸ and µ
Ỹ

.

An alternative representation is
αÃ =

⋃

x∈Jx

{µÃ(x, u)|Jx > α} (20)

αFOU(Ã) =
⋃

x∈X

{Jx > α} (21)

In this way, the crisp bounds of the primary α-cut of a
Type-2 fuzzy set are defined as the αI -cut, fx, α ⊆ [0, 1] (See
Figueroa in [24]):

αI

Ã =

∫

x∈X

∫

u∈fx

{(x, u)|Jx = α}} (22)

αI

Ã =
⋃

x∈X

{µb̃(x, u)|Jx = α} (23)

This primary α-cut of a Type-2 fuzzy set can be seen as a cut
of the FOU of the set because it encloses all values of fx(u)
which are contained on the interval [ µÃ(x) = α, µ

Ã
(x) = α ],

so all these values are cuts of all primary memberships of Ă.
A graphical representation of αÃ and αI

Ã defined as IT2FS
is presented in Figure 2.

1

µÃ

x ∈ Xx1 x2 x3 x4

αÃ

αFOU(Ã)

Fig. 2. αÃ of an Interval Type-2 Fuzzy set Ã.

In Figure 2, the dashed line encloses the αÃ, the shaded
region is the αÃ of the FOU and the pointed line is the αI

Ã.
In other words, the bounds where [ µÃ(x) = α, µ

Ã
(x) = α ].

In other words, αI

µÃ ∈ [inf
x
{αµÃ(x, u)}, sup

x
{αµÃ(x, u)}],

which is equivalent to say αI

µÃ ∈ [[x1, x2], [x3, x4]]
If we map Ã through its α-cuts, there is a high probability

of not getting an uniform mapping of X . This means that an
α-cut made over µÃ has no an image over µ

Ã
, and viceversa.

To illustrate this problem, Figure 3 shows the difference of
mapping Ã through α-cuts instead of X .

Figure 3 is a discretization of Figure 1. It is composed by
α-cuts, so the accuracy level depends on the amount of α -
cuts done over Ã. A key aspect about this representation is
that there is no any guarantee that an α-cut made over µÃ has
an image over µ

Ã
and viceversa. This leads to the following

remark.
Remark 4.1: In Figure 3, note that x1 has only image over

µ
Ã

, but it has no image over µ
Ã

. This means that 0.2µ
Ã

gets
x1, but there is no any αµÃ. For x2, the analysis is similar.
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Fig. 3. Some α-cuts made on Ã

This is an important problem for the EKM and IASCO
Type-reduction algorithms since they need a complete map-
ping of Ã through X in order to start xi and xi. So a solution
for computing the absent values of wi and wi is needed.

This representation is specially useful in some punctual
applications as decision making, fuzzy optimization, fuzzy
regression, etc. As usual, its usage goes along with other clas-
sical techniques as relational equations, linear programming,
etc, so each application has different computational costs.

V. APPROXIMATION METHOD FOR COMPUTING THE
CENTROID OF AN IT2FS BASED ON α-CUTS

The EKM and IASCO Type-reduction algorithms are based
on a mapping of X and then compute wi and wi for each
of the two stages or the algorithm: yl and yr. When Ỹ is
composed through α-cuts as shown in Figure 3, there is a
high probability to have an incomplete map of wi and wi,
so we propose a simple strategy for computing the absent
values of wi and wi through linear interpolation, as presented
in Algorithm 1.

Therefore, from step 2 and forward, the IASCO and EKM
algorithms can be applied in its original way.

Remark 5.1: If having absent values of xm3 and/or xm4

for a particular value of xn1 and/or xn2 , then the Algorithm 1
cannot compute wn1

and/or wn2
. In this case, we recommend

to assign zero to wn1
and/or wn2

since it implies that µ
Ỹ
≈ 0.

VI. APPLICATION EXAMPLE

In this section we present an application of the proposed
method to a small optimization example, where all its techno-
logical coefficients are defined as IT2FS, so its optimal values
can be computed from solving the problem for each α-cut. The
obtained solution is also an IT2FS, but its type-reduced cannot
be computed using the classical IASCO and EKM algorithms.

The following is the addressed example:

max z = 3.5x1 + 2.5x2

s.t.

Ã11x1 + Ã12x2 - 10

Ã21x1 + Ã22x2 - 12

Procedure 1 Linear Interpolation
Require: m,n ∈ [1, · · · , N ], αn ∈ [0, 1]

Compute αnµỸ for each n
Compute αnµ

Ỹ
for each n

for n = 1 → N do
return Set xn1 = inf

x
{αnµỸ } and wn1 = αn

return Set xn2 = sup
x
{αnµỸ } and wn2 = αn

return Set xn3 = inf
x
{αnµ

Ỹ
} and wn3

= αn

return Set xn4 = sup
x
{αnµ

Ỹ
} and wn4

= αn

end for
for n = 1 → N,m ∈ [1, · · · , N ] do

For xn1 find xm3 < xn1 < xm+13

set wn1
=

xn1 − xm3

xm+13 − xm3

(wm+13 − wm3
) + wm3

For xn2 find xm4 < xn2 < xm+14

set wn2
=

xm+14 − xn2

xm+14 − xm4

(wm+14 −wm4
)+wm+14

For xn3 find xm1 < xn3 < xm+11

set wn3 =
xn3 − xm1

xm+11 − xm1

(wm+11 − wm1) + wm1

For xn4 find xm2 < xn4 < xm+12

set wn4 =
xm+12 − xn4

xm+12 − xm2

(wm+12 −wm2)+wm+12

end for
Sort xn1 , xn2 , xn3 , xn4 (n = 1, 2, · · · , N) in increas-
ing order, create a vector of its corresponding weights
wn1 , wn1

, wn2 , wn2
, wn3 , wn3

, wn4 , wn4
and call the sorted

as xi, wi, wi, but now x1 6 x2 6 · · · 6 x4N

return xi, wi, wi for each i ∈ (1, · · · , 4N).

where xj ∈ R, each Ãij is an IT2FS and - is an IT2 fuzzy
partial order. The shapes of each Ãij are shown in Table I.

TABLE I
MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS OF Ãij

µÃij
µ
Ãij

i, j j = 1 j = 2
i = 1 T (2, 6, 8) T (1, 4, 7) T (3, 6, 7) T (3, 4, 6)
i = 2 G(2, 9) G(2, 8) G(1.5, 9) G(1.5, 8)

Table I shows the parameters of two kind of membership
functions: Triangular and gaussian, denoted by T(a,b,c) and
G(µ, δ), respectively. We compute six α-cuts over each Ãij ,
α ∈ [0.05, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1] according to equation (22).
Each αÃij reaches a different value of z associated to α, so
a set Z̃ of 22 optimal solutions2 is obtained, which is shown
in Figure 4.

Note that all values of z are a function of α, so Z̃ is mapped
by α-cuts instead of z ∈ R. As we pointed out in Figure 3,
we have no all values of wi and wi, so the Algorithm 1 is
applied to complete the information we need to compute zl
and zr. The obtained results are shown in Table II.

2Each set of Ãij leads to solve a linear programming model, so we solved
22 linear models.
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TABLE II
OBTAINED RESULTS

αn
αnµz̃

αnµ
z̃

xi wi wi wi wi

0.05 3.0227 —- 3.0227 0.05 0 —- —-
0.05 —- 3.3144 3.3144 —- —- 0.1894 0.05
0.2 3.3365 —- 3.3365 0.2 0.0619 —- —-
0.4 3.5876 —- 3.5876 0.4 0.1974 —- —-
0.2 —- 3.5925 3.5925 —- —- 0.4044 0.2
0.4 —- 3.8075 3.8075 —- —- 0.5972 0.4
0.6 3.8106 —- 3.8106 0.6 0.4033 —- —-
0.6 —- 3.9939 3.9939 —- —- 0.7450 0.6
0.8 4.0635 —- 4.0635 0.8 0.6678 —- —-
0.8 —- 4.1992 4.1992 —- —- 0.8450 0.8
1 4.6667 4.6667 9.3334 1 1 1 1

0.8 —- 5.2513 5.2513 —- —- 0.8563 0.8
0.8 5.4802 —- 5.4802 0.8 0.6731 —- —-
0.6 5.612 5.612 —- —- 0.7511 0.6
0.6 6.0189 —- 6.0189 0.6 0.4038 —- —-
0.4 —- 6.0267 6.0267 —- —- 0.5976 0.4
0.2 —- 6.6572 6.6572 —- —- 0.4052 0.2
0.4 6.6741 —- 6.6741 0.4 0.1979 —- —-
0.2 7.76 —- 7.76 0.2 0.0650 —- —-
0.05 —- 7.8829 7.8829 —- —- 0.1925 0.05
0.05 10.231 —- 10.231 0.05 0 —- —-

In this table, wn and wn are the resultant values of their
respective αnµz̃ and αnµ

z̃
which are obtained by αn and the

parameters of the Table I. For instance, if we refer to xi =
3.5876 which is obtained through α = 0.4 (See first column),
then we get wi = 0.4, wi = 0.1974, and for xi = 4.1992
which is obtained through α = 0.8 (See first column), we get
wi = 0.845, wi = 0.8, and so on. Also note that xi (fourth
column) is composed by the ordered values of αnµz̃ and αnµ

z̃
,

and both first and last values of wi are zero as we pointed out
in Remark 5.1.

Note in Figure 4 that µz̃ is composed by the values of
the second column of Table II, and µ

z̃
is composed by the

values of the third column of Table II, which are obtained by
optimizing the example for αnµÃij

and αnµ
Ãij

, respectively.

Now that we have all values of xi, wi and wi, we apply the
IASCO algorithm (Melgarejo [13]) for obtaining the centroid
of Z̃ as a deffuzzification value of the behavior of the optimal
values of the problem, namely zr, zl and zc. The obtained

results are as follows:

zr = 4.661

zl = 5.117

zc =
zr + zl

2
= 4.889

It is clear that by using the results of Z̃ composed only by
its α-cuts, we cannot compute zr, zl and zc, so the Algorithm
1 is an useful tool for completing wi and wi, which are needed
by either the EKM or the IASCO algorithms.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS.

Some conclusions and recommendations can be suggested:
1) Although there are different methods for computing

the centroid of an IT2FS, this paper focuses in the
computation of all memberships wi and wi for all the
available values of the universe of discourse xi ∈ X .

2) The presented approximation method can be applied to
a family of Type-2 fuzzy problems which are solved
through primary α-cuts, in a simple way.

3) The concept of primary α-cut is applied to an opti-
mization problem, using the presented algorithm for
computing its deffuzzified centroid, with successful and
consistent results.

4) Finally, the presented approximation algorithm can be
applied to any representation of an IT2FS with incom-
plete wi and wi, so its application to optimization and
decision making problems has a wide potential.

A. Further Topics.

The Generalized Type-2 Fuzzy Sets (GT2 FS) approach
arises as the next step on Type-reduction. This approach
uses the secondary membership function fx(u)/u of n T2FS,
inducing researchers to new directions.
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Abstract—The development of computer-aided solutions able 
to suggest the right facial makeup is a recent trend in image 
analysis  applications,  from which both amateurs and profes-
sionals  could  benefit  significantly.  The  global  harmony  of  a 
person  is  highly  valuable  when  choosing  makeup  colors  to 
make a person looking lovely. The global harmony is evaluated 
taking into account the color of the hair, skin and eyes,  and 
among  these  features,  the  eyes  seem to  be  one  of  the  most 
salient features that capture an individual attention. This paper 
proposes a simple yet effective eye color classification scheme, 
compliant to the categories associated to the cosmetic software, 
which are often different than the classification systems used in 
medicine or biometrics. The color descriptors are histograms of 
the iris color distribution in the HSV color space, classified by 
multi-class Support Vector Machines, and the high accuracies 
achieved recommend it for digital cosmetic assistant solutions.  

I. INTRODUCTION

LTHOUGH the eye (iris) color and appearance is im-
portant  for  various  classes  of  applications,  most  re-

ported works concern the analysis of the iris for medical and 
biometric  purposes  [1]-[6],  and  less  effort  was  so far  de-
voted to the needs of the cosmetics industry.  This issue is 
addressed in this paper. In the latter case, particular classes 
of eye colors are defined, and often subjective assessments 
and most of the times not well defined mathematically crite-
ria of describing the eye color are applied. Therefore extract-
ing the best features from the iris image deciding their class 
assignments is a non-trivial task. Overall it is reasonable to 
say that the facial image analysis in general devoted to the 
design  and development  of  computer-based facial  makeup 
assistants is a new direction in the scientific community, fo-
cused on learning-based approaches,  which seem the most 
reasonable choice, as long as we take into account that the 
best makeup for an individual is rather an “art” than a well-
defined problem, which should consider the social context, 
the ethnicity and the overall characteristics of the individual 

A
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[7]. In fact, the most recent solutions for computer assisted 
face cosmetics are based not even on linguistic or rough de-
scriptions of  the face  features  and  explicit  associations  of 
these descriptions with a specific type of makeup, but rather 
on sets of example digital face images without makeup and 
with professional  makeup,  on which  a software  system is 
trained  to  infer  correspondences  and  transforms of  a  new 
face without makeup, to yield the closest result to the exam-
ple from a professional. Some examples of such systems can 
be found in [8], [9]. 

A  different  type  of  approaching  the  computer-assisted 
makeup would be based on an independent classification of 
the important  face  features.  When  talking about  face  fea-
tures we refer to skin tone, color of eyes and hair; all these 
elements give the “global harmony” of a person. There is a 
whole theory in the makeup area which involves blending 
colors in, matching them to eyes and skin tone and hiding 
facial irregularities. The color is most often considered to be 
a dominant feature in cosmetic makeup decisions, to suggest 
the makeup colors  properly for  each individual.  There are 
some US patented inventions [10]-[12], not in the form of 
software products, but makeup “kits”, to determine the eye-
shape,  skin-tone  or  personal  matching  makeup  color;  yet 
none of these products have emerged the cosmetic market so 
there is still place for research in this area. Just like in the 
case  of  “whole-face”  computer  makeup  assistants,  in  the 
case of the systems working on each facial feature indepen-
dently, the classification of the facial features based on their 
color  and  appearance  may  not  be  a  simple  task,  as  the 
classes themselves are defined by a makeup specialist, and 
the description  of  the salient  features  is  generally  hard  to 
transpose directly in a mathematical form. The solution to 
the classification task can again (like in the image example-
based  approaches)  the  employment  of  a  machine  learning 
strategy, to associate a set of features to the makeup special-
ist defined classes.

In this paper, we focus on a particular type of facial fea-
ture, that is, the eyes color. The eyes were often considered 
in the cosmetics industry as one of the most important fea-
tures of the face, therefore a lot of attention goes on their 
right  make-up  [6],  which  should  match  to  the  shape  and 
color.  Here  we  consider  only  the  iris  color  classification 
problem, in a way compliant to the makeup professional cri-
teria,  with the  aim of  providing  an  accurate  classification 
system,  able  to  work  on  natural  face  images,
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acquired under various resolutions and environments. This 

system will be included in the future into a digital makeup 

assistant. To this end, several color features are examined, 

extracted from the most commonly mentioned color space in 

the cosmetics industry (that is, the Hue-Saturation-Value – 

HSV – color space), and their suitability is assessed by the 

means of a learning-based classifier: multi-class Support 

Vector Machine (SVM). Considering the subjective 

assessment of the eye color (specific to humans), we do not 

restrict to a simple set of color descriptors. Instead, taking 

advantage of the ability of SVMs to learn in high-

dimensional feature spaces, even from few training samples, 

we examine several forms of normalized color histograms of 

the iris defined in the HSV color space as feature vectors. 

This approach is sometimes encountered in the literature for 

difficult to define classification problems, as e.g. ultrasound 

tissue classification using Fuzzy Local Binary Patterns 

histograms and SVM [13], or lip color classification [14]. 

One way of extracting the features of the eye into a vector 

was to simply concatenate the Hue (H), Saturation (S) and 

the Value (V) histograms with different granularities into one 

single vector. Another way to represent the features was 

equivalent to the form of multi-dimensional histograms. This 

form of histograms correlates more the appearance of each 

possible combination of H, S and V among the considered 

pixels.  

In respect to the definition of eye colors categories, we 

consider two different sets of classes (specifically defined for 

compatibility with the makeup applications, in the view of 

our future intended work). The first one is suggested by a 

makeup artist, whereas the second represents an aggregation 

of the eye color classes defined for various types of 

applications in the scientific literature (from general purpose 

and genetics to biometrics and medical diagnosis: [1]-[6]) 

into a new color-scale system. The system suggested by the 

makeup artist was referring to an “eye harmony” given by 
the combination of two characteristics of colors: lightness 

and warmth. The proposed color grading comprises six 

colors, namely: Blue, Blue-Green, Brown-Green, Gray-

Hazel, Brown and Dark Brown, which proven sufficient to 

describe the color palette found in the iris of a human eye.  

The classification results on the PutFace database [15], 

under both color categories systems mentioned above, are 

very promising, exceeding 92% and going even up to 100% 

in some cases, which is slightly superior compared to similar 

results in the literature (devoted to eye color classification, 

although for different purposes than the one addressed here – 

for which we did not have a reference).  

 

II. EYE COLOR CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS 

The general appearance of the iris is an important clue for 

many facial image analysis tasks [1], [3], [4]. The iris 

comprises two layers, the anterior one is translucent and the 

posterior one is heavily pigmented. The amounts of melanin 

produced by the anterior layer together with the pigments of 

the posterior layer determine the actually perceived eye color 

through a combination of light absorbance, reflectance and 

scattering. Actually, the iris “color” is not uniform; there are 

different colors that compose the iris, but finally they are 

perceptually described by humans through a single label, 

according to the dominant sensation. Classification is not 

difficult only because the iris colors and textures change 

depending on how they are examined, but also because these 

colors form a continuous palette. Under these conditions, it 

is understandable why it is difficult to have a standardized 

eye color classification system.  

A number of genetic studies have been performed in order 

to establish a chart or a scale for human eye color. Various 

classification systems have ranged from a basic “light” or 
“dark” description to detailed grading employing 

photographic standards for comparison. 

For example, J.M. Seddon et al. established a five-grade 

classification system [2], based on the predominant iris color 

and the amount of brown or yellow pigment present. There 

are three true colors (not pigments) observed in the eyes that 

determine the outward appearance: brown, yellow, and blue. 

The appearance of the eye color is determined by the percent 

of each of these colors in the iris. Thus, green eyes contain 

yellow and some blue and sometimes brown, making the 

eyes appear green or green-brown. Gray eyes have a little 

yellow and a little or not at all blue and/or brown in them.  

Another eye color scale, commonly used in physical 

anthropology since the beginning of the 20
th

 century, is the 

Martin-Schultz scale [1], comprising sixteen colors. The 

anthropologist Carleton Coon further classified these sixteen 

colors into a chart with only three main categories: light 

eyes, mixed eyes and dark eyes. For an even finer grading of 

the iris color, Franssen et al. [3] proposed a 24-scale system 

from least to most iris pigmentation, which is similar to 

Martin-Schultz scale. These grading systems are generally 

thought as references by visual observers, in the 

classification of iris images, by comparing the on-line image 

of an individuals’ iris to the standard Martin-Schultz glass-

made eye-scale or to a set of reference iris images (painted 

or photographs). However these color grading standards are 

devoted rather to medical or biometric applications, and they 

find little applicability to cosmetics and makeup industry.  

There are some very recent attempts to develop automatic 

eye color classification systems. Prior to describing them, we 

should also emphasize that most of them are devoted to 

biometrics and medical diagnosis, thus the goal of iris image 

analysis in such cases is clearly different than cosmetics. 

German et al. [17] presented the classification of the iris 

color and the iris response to a certain drug. The color was 

analyzed using RGB color space. In 2000, Melgosa et al. 

[18] performed the iris color quantification using CIE 

L*a*b* color model. In 2001 Takamoto et al. [5] developed 

an algorithm which can identify the iris color from several 

pictures of the same iris but taken at different exposures. Fan 

et al. [19], in 2003, proposed a method of both quantification 

and correction of the iris color using CIE L*u*v* color 

space. This method is useful because offers also a color 

correction method. In 2008 Franssen et al. [3] presented a 

new iris pigmentation classification system based on 
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comparison of iris pigmentation to a set of 24 standard eye 

photographs (from least to most  pigmented), with the aim of 

gaining on accuracy and on applicability for retinal straylight 

studies.  

Studies regarding the classification of iris color have 

appeared more and more often in later years, as it can be 

seen from this short history; in this sense, several important 

researches in the automatic iris classification were presented 

in 2011. For instance, Dantcheva et al. [20] performed a 

research for automatic eye color recognition for biometric 

purposes. In that paper, the eye colors are classified in 4 

classes with Gaussian Mixture Model in RGB space. They 

tested the algorithm with manual and automatic segmentation 

of the iris area. They have weaker results for blue and green 

colors; overall, for manual extraction of eye color the 

accuracy ranges from 81% for green to 100% for black and 

brown. When using an automatic segmentation of the iris, the 

classification accuracy decreases, ranging from 75% for blue 

to 91% for black.  

Lodin proposed in his two papers in 2011 [21][22] an 

automatic iris classification, suitable for medical purposes, 

using the intra-palette color merging technique in CIE 

L*u*v* color space, the Gaussian Mixture Model and the 

Euclidian distance between similar colors.  

From the significantly smaller number of approaches using 

eye color for cosmetics – facial makeup, we will briefly 

review some patents. A process for making up the eyes is 

proposed in [16]. Three different individual colors of the iris 

of the eyes (comprising the iris contour color and the iris 

sparkle colors) are extracted and used for selecting make-up 

products, but these colors are only roughly described, in the 

form of a mean color computed from the corresponding 

regions of the iris image. These colors are further used to 

suggest the makeup by a simple search in a database, which 

may or may not lead indeed to an accurate match. In [12] the 

personal colors for facial cosmetics are determined by 

referring to skin, eye and hair color and relative intensity. 

The kit comprises a scale card or other value determining a 

scale which is used to determine the relative lightness or 

darkness of features. Comparing these features of an 

individual to an overall value, the scale for make-up 

appliance is obtained. In [10], having a makeup color image, 

a method for classifying the makeup material for each face 

region is provided. A color image index indicating 

warm/cool and an index indicating light/heavy are formed as 

two coordinate axes and the colors are located there along. 

Finally, the make-up color image map is extracted. 

Whereas related to some extent to some of the above 

described systems, our methodology differs mainly in terms 

of the features and classifier used.  

 

III. MAKEUP AND EYE COLOR  

One of the most profitable industries in the last decades, 

“beauty” industry has extensively used the aid of cosmetic 
products and, in the era of automation, the need of automated 

software that would help in choosing the right products has 

arisen. There are some software applications that help/guide, 

either the amateurs or the professional makeup artists, to 

apply makeup on a person’s face - they usually take the form 

of “painting” with different colors over a face image. 
Examples of this kind of software are: Photo Makeup Editor, 

Beauty Pilot, AMS Beauty Studio and other. 

The importance of choosing the right makeup comes from 

the need of humanity for everything that is beautiful, because 

a good looking person “sells” and mostly because makeup is 
at the foundation of a billion dollars industry represented by 

television, films & music industry, advertising, PR (Public 

Relations) and business. 

The eyes are the focal point of a face [6]; therefore, with 

eye-makeup one can create a series of illusions of new 

shapes and sizes. Eye shadow should always coordinate with 

the eyes, to a less extent to hair and skin tone and almost 

never to the clothes. 

When one’s starting to learn about makeup, first things are 
related to color theory [6]. There are some elements pointed 

out and understanding them is important, as they come into 

play in makeup color trends: the three dimensions of color; 

color harmonies; color reflectiveness – matte, shiny, 

metallic, opaque, translucent, transparent. 

A. The three dimensions of color 

The three dimensions of color, usually used in the right 

decision for makeup colors [6], are in fact the 3 dimensions 

of the HSV colorspace. HSV is the colorspace that is the 

closest one to the human way of describing the color. The 

Hue characterizes the dominant wavelength of the color, the 

Saturation is a measure of the purity of the color (also named 

“color strength”), whereas the Value describes the brightness 
or luminance of a color, from dark to bright. 

The colors applied on a face as makeup must be selected 

carefully. First of all, the colors mustn’t all have the same 
gray value, as this may lead to a bad look of the client. The 

three dimensions of color (Hue, Saturation and Value) must 

all be taken into account when suggest a right makeup.  

B. Color harmonies 

In color theory, color harmonies are an important aspect. 

These color harmonies represent a collection of colors, that 

are considered to be pleasant for the eye, are formed by 

different color connections, represented mostly on a color-

wheel, very encountered in the field of art, called The Real 

Color Wheel. 

 
Fig. 1. The Real Color Wheel used in art 
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Even though the styles for makeup change from year to 

year, the global harmony of a face will always be taken into 

consideration [6, 23]. Accordingly, there are some common 

sense principles related to the global harmony, as follows. 

Warm, saturated, light value hues are "active" (active range 

is yellow-orange-red). Cool, low saturated, dark value hues 

are "passive" (passive range is green-blue-purple). Tints or 

hues with a low saturation appear lighter than highly 

saturated colors. Some colors remain visually neutral or 

indifferent (blacks). Extreme unity leads to under-

stimulation, extreme complexity leads to over-stimulation.  

‘Color Harmony of a face’ evaluation process implies tree 

steps: (1) Break the face into three main areas/feature: Hair, 

Eyes, Skin; (2) Classify each area/feature; (3) Evaluate the 

global Harmony from the classified local Harmony. 

In this paper we address the problem of obtaining the Eye 

Harmony of a person. Each eye is extracted and categorized 

by a couple of labels obtained by grouping: Warm/ Hybrid/ 

Cold and Light/ Medium/ Dark, giving 9 classes of ‘Eye 
Harmony’. For example: (Cold,Dark) or (Warm,Light).  The 

classes for each area are defined using the Hue/ Saturation/ 

Value color model.  

 

IV. THE CLASSIFICATION STEP USING A SUPPORT VECTOR 

MACHINE CLASSIFIER 

A. Color histogram features for eye color description 

A good selection of the feature space is well known to be 

crucial for the success of any classification scheme, as an ill-

chosen set of features (carrying irrelevant information or 

simply not enough information on the problem to be solved) 

will make the classifier task very difficult or impossible 

without error. However, as previously emphasized in this 

paper, for the specific application aimed here, it is not so 

straightforward to define exact classification rules and exact 

features used by a human observer in assigning labels to the 

iris colors, according to the eye makeup rules. The general 

considerations in the makeup industry [6, 7] give us clue on 

the selection of the appropriate color space for describing the 

eye color, which leads to the selection of the HSV color 

space. The most salient features extracted from this color 

space being harder to define, a straightforward choice is to 

simply retain different forms of color histograms in the HSV 

color space, and examine the discrimination performance of 

a supervised classifier in each color histogram based feature 

space – as explained in the Experimental Results section.  

Prior to extracting the color histograms from the iris 

region, the exact region of interest must be defined. 

Considering color face images of the individuals are 

available, the region of interest localization can be 

performed automatically or manually. There are standard 

automatic procedures for iris extraction, mostly consisting in 

a pre-localization of a rectangular image window containing 

the eye, after which the circular Hough transform may be 

applied on this window to extract the iris only. Since the iris 

localization was not the goal of our work, we chose to 

extract the iris area manually, transform the pixels in the iris 

area into the HSV color space and segment this area by a 

saturation thresholding in order to keep only the color region 

and exclude the pupil zone and the white reflections. The 

threshold was empirically set to 0.2 on a saturation (S) range 

of [0; 1]. The result of this pre-processing yields the set of 

iris color pixels, on which different forms of color 

histograms in the HSV space are computed and used as 

feature vectors, as follows. 

One way of extracting the eye color feature vector was to 

simply concatenate the normalized linear histograms of the 

Hue (H), Saturation (S) and Value (V) components, 

computed independently on the above described pixels set. 

To maintain a reasonable length of the feature vector and to 

disregard irrelevant small variations within the 

representation of the same color, a uniform quantization 

(uniform Parzen window) of each variable range (on the 

same number of bins for each) was applied prior to 

computing the histogram. We denote the number of bins per 

color component by nBins, and the independent normalized 

linear histograms of the three color components (further 

called 1D histograms, as they are only computed over the 

one-dimensional “space” of a color component) by the 
vectors hH[nBins×1] for the Hue, hS[nBins×1] for the Saturation 

and hV[nBins×1] for the Value. Then the color feature vector 

described as the concatenation of the three histograms will 

be given as: x1D[3nBins×1]=[hH
T
 hS

T
 hV

T
]

T
, in column form. 

We also consider and investigate color feature spaces 

obtained by a sub-set of the three 1D color histograms, e.g. 

using only the Hue and Saturation components, in which 

case only those normalized histograms will be concatenated 

in the resulting color feature vector, whose length will be, in 

the general case, N∙nBins, where N denotes the number of 

color components used (N=1, 2 or 3). 

Another type of color features is formed by the 

normalized linear multi-dimensional color histograms, 

describing the number of co-occurrences of H, S and V 

values in the iris color pixels set, normalized to the number 

of pixels in the set. This form of histograms preserves the 

correlations of Hue, Saturation and Value in the description 

of colors. Denoting again by N the number of color 

components used for the generation of the multi-dimensional 

color histograms, N=2 and N=3 considered, we call the 

resulting feature vector, a normalized N-D histogram, which 

can be defined over the following input spaces: (H,S,V) – for 

the case N=3, and (H,S), (H,V), (S,V) – for the case N=2. In 

each case, the range of each color component is again 

quantized on nBins intervals, leading to a total length of nBins
N
  

for the color feature vector, xND[nBins
N
 ×1].  

B. Multi-class SVM color histograms classification  

For the process of eye color classification, Support Vector 

Machine classifiers (SVMs) were used, as they are powerful 

machine learning algorithms able to learn with good 

generalization and high accuracy from relatively sparse sets 

of training data. As many researchers conclude [24]-[26], 

SVMs are very suitable for face and voice recognition, 

biometrics and machine vision applications in general. 
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Implicitly, SVMs are binary classifiers, based on the optimal 

separating hyperplane [27], which is derived in the training 

phase based on training data to maximize the margin, and is 

used in the classification phase to assign class labels to new 

test data. For multi-class classification tasks, several 

generalizations of SVM classifiers have been suggested, 

among which the most simple are the “one-against-many” (or 

“one-against-all”) strategies and the “one-against-one” 

strategy, where Q(Q-1)/2 binary SVM classifiers are built, 

and Q being the number of categories assigned to the 

classification problem. Mathematically, such a multi-class 

extension of the binary SVMs involves the definition of a set 

of binary discriminant functions: fy:X⊆R
n
 →R, where X is 

the feature space, n is the dimension of the feature space, y ∈ 
Y = {1, 2, . . . , Q} are the class labels, and each fy is either 

the real-valued decision function (or, for more accurate 

results, a probabilistic mapping of the real-valued decision 

function) of an individual SVM classifier, defined in a 

general form as: 

 

fy (x) =  (αy ・ ky(x)) +  by  ,   y∈ Y,        (1) 

 

where: αy is the vector of the associated Lagrange 

multipliers multiplied by the training data labels (+1 or -1) of 

the training data for the current classifier y; by is the bias of 

the current SVM classifier, for the class y; ky(x) denotes the 

vector of kernel functions evaluations, Ky(x, xi), for each 

training sample xi associated to the SVM training for the 

class y.   

The multi-class classification rule g:X →Y = {1, 2, . . . , Q} 

is defined as: 

 

g(x) = argmax fy(x), f:X ⊆ Rn
 → R, y∈ Y    (2) 

 

The use of kernel functions is especially important in 

classification tasks when the samples from different 

categories are not linearly separable in their original feature 

space X. In this case, a non-linear SVM should be employed, 

which in essence involves mapping the data in a higher 

dimensional feature space, where the data may be linearly 

separable, and derives the optimal separating hyperplane in 

this higher dimensional feature space. The increased 

computational complexity involved by an explicit 

computation of the data mapping to the higher dimensional 

space may be avoided through the use of kernel functions, as 

explained in detail in the literature, leading to the simplified 

form of decision functions from (1), regardless the 

dimensionality of the new feature space where the 

hyperplane actually resides [26, 27].   Many kernel mapping 

functions can be used, but a few kernel functions have been 

found to work well for a wide variety of applications, as the 

Radial Basis Function (RBF kernel) and the polynomial 

kernel, defined by the expressions:   

 

K(x,xi) =  (Gx・xi +  C0)
d
 - for the polynomial kernel  

 K(x,xi) =  exp( - G|x-xi|
2
) – for the RBF kernel, 

 

where x is the sample to be classified (represented as a 

vector in the n-dimensional feature space), xi is any training 

vector represented in the same feature space, and  G,  C0, and 

d are the parameters of the kernel functions, which should be 

tuned during SVMs training to achieve optimal accuracy and 

generalizations estimates for the classification problem.   

Another important parameter that can control the SVM 

performance, in the case of the so-called “soft margin” SVM 
classifier, is the cost C that controls the trade off between 

allowing training errors and forcing rigid margins [24]. 

Increasing the value of C increases the cost of misclassifying 

points and forces the creation of a more accurate model that 

may not generalize well, leading to a hard-margin SVM. 

Decreasing C too much could affect the classification 

accuracy; therefore its tuning is often essential for the 

success of the resulting classifier scheme [25].  

 

V.  IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING STRATEGIES 

A. Classification approach 

Currently there are several eye color classification scales 

used in the makeup industry. Generally, a three category eye-

color classification (blue, green, brown) will do fine for 

amateur makeup, but for a professional one, the hues, tones 

(cold, warm) and brightness (light, dark) of the eyes will 

matter more. For instance, green eye colors can go from 

blue-green (cold-light/cold-medium colors) to brown-greens, 

also called hazel eyes (warm-light/warm-medium colors).  

One of the classification scales we used is a combination 

of two types of labels, with values in the sets {Warm, Cold, 

Hybrid} and {Light, Dark, Medium}. In this type of 

description, the eye color is characterized by a pair of 

attributes, one from each set, yielding nine possible ‘Eyes 
Harmony’ “labels”. The labeling of the global ‘Face 
Harmony’ was done by a makeup artist on the Database 
“PUT Face” of Poznan University of Technology, Poland 

[15]. This database contains 10000 pictures of 100 persons, 

100 face positions for each person, from which we have 

chosen two positions that highlight mostly the eyes. From 

here, we have used the labeling done for the eyes in terms of 

the warmth and brightness of the eye color. 

Regarding the ‘Eye Harmony’, the 100 instances are not 
well balanced, having more than a half of data labeled as 

ColdLight. The actual labeling of the 100 individuals in the 

PUT Face database in respect to the ‘Eye Harmony’ color 

classification scale is as follows:  5 individuals in the class 

Warm-Light; 9 individuals in the class Warm-Dark; 19 

individuals in the class Warm-Medium; 54 individuals in the 

class Cold-Light; 5 individuals in the class Cold-Dark; 8 

individuals in the class Hybrid-Medium. In practice, some of 

the combinations of warmth and brightness labels are very 

rarely encountered; in our case, having a rather reduced 

dataset, only six of the combinations of labels are present. 
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The cases where we would have Cold-Dark/ Cold-Medium / 

Hybrid-Dark (black, dark-blue, dark-green eyes) or Warm-

Hybrid (amber) are quite rare, and a label as Warm-Light 

(yellow amber) is rare even in real-life. Therefore we have 

come to the conclusion that six or five classes of eye colors 

will cover the majority of the population.  

As the experimental results weren’t very promising with 

make-up artist settled labels, we also consider a more 

“standard” color classification scale for verifying the 

accuracy of eye color classification on this database. The 

proposed classification scale is based on the perceived iris 

color, and considers the definition of six classes, to which 

the 100 individuals in the database were assigned as follows: 

34 individuals in the class Blue; 21 individuals in the class 

Blue-Green; 15 individuals in the class Brown-Green; 13 

individuals in the class Brown; 7 individuals in the class 

Dark-Brown; 10 individuals in the class Gray-Hazel. These 

classes overlap mostly with the other nine classes obtained 

from combination of Lightness-Warmth indicators, namely: 

Blue eyes correspond to Cold-Light and Cold-Medium, 

Blue-Green eyes to Hybrid-Light and Cold-Light, Brown-

Green eyes to Warm-Light and Warm-Medium, Brown eyes 

to Warm-Medium and Warm-Dark, Dark-Brown to Cold-

Dark, Gray-Hazel to the rest of the classes.  

We should note that, although Dark Brown eyes 

(commonly named “Black” eyes – corresponding to Cold-

Dark combination) are predominant in African, American-

Latino and Asian populations, they are not present in the 

PUT Face database, being probably not specific to the 

population sample used for its creation. This is why we 

excluded this class from our experiments.  

Some example irises extracted for each class encountered 

in the PUT Face database are shown in Fig. 2.  

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Samples of irises extracted for color classification: 

 from up left going right and down, the shades go from darkest blue through 

different mixes of blue-green-brown, to dark brown shades. 

  

B. Features extraction methods 

The features extraction process, described in the previous 

section, requires the extraction of the iris area from a face 

picture; this was manually performed. For each individual in 

the database, we chose 2 pictures and we took into 

consideration all 4 irises available in these 2 pictures. Only 

the pixels corresponding to the iris were taken into account. 

As all the classification was done using the Libsvm Matlab 

tool, the training and test sets were written in the form of a 

feature vector preceded by the corresponding label for each 

instance. As explained earlier, different normalized linear 

histograms in the HSV color space were examined as feature 

spaces. Some tests were done considering all 3 components 

(Hue, Saturation and Value) and other tests were done using 

combinations of only 2 components: from all the 

combinations, the HSV combination proved the best suited 

for our classification, followed shortly in results by the HS 

combination.  

 

Concatenated H,S and V histograms 

In this case, the feature vector describing each instance 

(individual in the database) is simply the concatenation of 

the Hue, Saturation and the Value normalized linear 

histograms, quantized on nBins. Several values nBins were 

considered, in order to have a good balance between the 

classification accuracy and the feature space dimension. 

 

N-D Histogram for N-components (N = 1, 2, 3) 

Another way to represent the features vector was to obtain 

the multi-dimensional histograms, describing the co-

occurrences of different quantized H, S and V values in the 

iris area – all of them or combinations of two color 

components only being considered. This form of histograms 

correlates more the appearance of each possible combination 

of H, S and V among the considered pixels. The 3-D plots of 

the co-occurrence histograms over the (Hue, Saturation) 

plane are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, for the two types of 

classification scales. 
 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The first set of experiments was done using the 

classification scale of the make-up artist, given by the 

warmth and the brightness of the color of an eye, as 

described in the previous section. The second set of 

experiment was done on the classification scale that we 

proposed: {Blue, BlueGreen, BrownGreen, Brown, 

DarkBrown, GrayHazel}. We made some tests with a five-

colors system, unifying the Brown and DarkBrown shades, 

as the darkest brown shades in the PUT Face database wasn’t 
actually well represented.  

The two sets of experiments were run on the different HSV 

histogram based feature spaces (with different number of 

quantization levels) described above. We used the SVM 

classification tool developed for Matlab – LibSvm-3.11, 

which allows the computation of the optimal SVM classifiers 

parameters. The tests show that the RBF kernel is sometimes 

better than the polynomial kernel for our classification 

problem; this explains the choice of the RBF kernel for our 

experiments. The training set and the test set were generated 

from the PUT Face database iris images, by splitting the 

image data in half.   

The experiments results in terms of classification accuracy 

in the test set, on the PUT Face database, in the various 

scenarios mentioned, are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. It is 

easy to observe that the results are quite close from one 

scenario to another, and in most of the cases, the best 

accuracies achieved can be considered satisfactory high. A 

summary of the best accuracies achieved in respect to the 
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two classification scales, for the various feature spaces 

considered, is shown in Fig. 5.  

 

 
Fig. 3. The (Hue, Saturation) plane normalized linear histograms, grouped 

by 'Eye Color' classes 

 

 
Fig. 4. The (Hue, Saturation) plane normalized linear histograms, grouped 

by ‘Eye Harmony’ classes 

 

  

Table 1. Results for different types of tests - ‘EyeColor’  

Vector type 
Nr of 

bins/comp. 

Accuracy 

(%) 

Best C and G parameters 

of RBF Kernel 

HSV 

concatenated 

vector  

16 100 C=8, G=1  

32 100 C=8, G=0.5 

64 98 C=8, G=0.25  

3-D histogram 

HSV vector 

16 98 C=8, G=0.5  

32 98 C=8, G=0.125  

2-D histogram 

SV vector 

16, 32, 

64 
98 C=8, G=0.0625  

2-D histogram 

HS vector 

16 94 C=8, G=2 

32 96 C=8, G=1  

64 96 C=8, G=0.125  

2-D histogram 

HV vector  

16, 32, 

64 
90 C=8, G=0.125  

 

Table 2. Results for different types of tests - ‘Eye Harmony’  

Vector type 
Nr of 

bins/comp. 

Accuracy 

(%) 

Best C and G 

parameters of RBF 

Kernel 

HSV 

concatenated 

vector  

16 92 C=8, G=2  

32 96 C=8, G=2 

64 92 C=8, G=2  

3-D histogram 

HSV vector 

16 94 C=8, G=0. 5  

32 94 C=8, G=0.125  

2-D histogram 

SV vector 

16 96 C=8, G=1  

32 92 C=8, G=1 

64 96 C=8, G=0.0625  

2-D histogram 

HS vector 

16 92 C=8, G=2  

32 100 C=8, G=2  

64 92 C=8, G=2  

2-D histogram 

HV vector  

16 92 C=8, G=2  

32 94 C=8, G=1  

64 94 C=8, G=0.25  

 

 
Fig. 5. Summary of the best accuracies (best SVM classifier) for the two 

classification scales, in terms of the different feature spaces considered 

 

To compare our results with existing state of the art 

systems, let us consider e.g. the solution proposed by 

Dantcheva et al. [20] for the eye color classification 

(however not for cosmetics, but for biometrics) - where the 

eye colors are classified in 4 classes (Black, Brown, Blue, 

Green) with Gaussian Mixture Models in RGB space. Their 

results vary as accuracy from 81% for green to 100% for 

black and brown in the case of manual segmentation of the 

iris, which is overall below the rate of our system. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes a computationally simple and 

reliable way to classify the eye (iris) color according to the 

criteria used in cosmetics for the eye makeup. Such a stage is 

very important for the development of automatic makeup 

software that should suggest the right color combinations for 

a given face. The results, assessed in terms of the correct 

classification rates under two different eye color grading 

systems, are promising, being above the state of the art in the 

literature. However more tests should be performed in order 

to validate and select the optimal configuration on a larger 

database, once the ground truth provided by cosmetics 

experts will be gathered.  

Representing the eyes as a combination of Hue, 

Saturation and Value gives very good classification 
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accuracy, keeping in mind that a balance has to be found in 
terms of the quantization of the color components. 

In our future work, we will focus on the extension of such 

an  analysis  to  the  other  relevant  facial  features  (hair  and 

skin) and include the resulting classification modules into an 

expert  system able to assess the ‘Global Harmony’  of the 

face and to apply it in building an automatic assistant for the 

whole makeup process.
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Abstract—Clearly, there is no definitive standard for cate-
gorizing information contained in mathematical papers. Even
if AMS Mathematics Subject Classification was important for
mathematicians for years, nowadays we can observe growing
popularity of other schemes, e.g. arXiv categories. On the other
hand, in the era of digital information storing one can expect from
the process of classification to be more or less automatic. Further-
more, generic categorization can be done inside the search engine.

At different level, the distinction between such classical tagging
items as lemma, proposition, theorem etc. had the aim of showing
importance of proven facts. Here the automatization is much
harder, or, to be more precise, the results obtained can be far
from the original tagging given by the author. In the paper
we point out some problems and thoughts concerned with the
categorization of mathematical knowledge, illustrating some of
them by examples taken from the Mizar Mathematical Library,
large machine-checked repository of mathematical facts.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE design, construction, and maintenance of mathemat-
ical knowledge repositories is at heart of mathematical

knowledge management. Computer-supported processing of
mathematics such as theorem proving, knowledge retrieval,
distribution over the Internet, or development of lecture ma-
terial is highly driven by the way mathematical knowledge
is represented and maintained. And last but not least, the ac-
ceptance of mathematical knowledge management systems by
mathematicians themselves also depends in essence on how the
knowledge in such systems is represented, developed and used.

Over the last years a lot of efforts have been spent in
building large repositories containing more and more advanced
computer-verified mathematical knowledge, such as for exam-
ple the Mizar Mathematical Library (MML) [8] or the Coq
Library [3]. It is a challenging task to keep such big reposito-
ries manageable in the sense that users can search – and find –
mathematical knowledge supporting their own developments.
This task has been addressed by structuring repositories and
developing efficient search tools. The Coq library, for example,
has been divided into a basic library, a standard library and
a part containing users’ contributions. For MML there exists
a promising search tool – MML Query [2]. Also there have
been efforts to build encyclopedias within the library, that is
to collect knowledge on common topic in adequate places.

Both organization of the library and search tools, however,
ignore two kinds of information mathematicians usually

add to their newly discovered mathematical knowledge
items. Firstly, mathematical knowledge is categorized by
the topic an item – usually a whole article – is about. In
most cases the AMS classification is used, but we are not
aware of a repository supplying an AMS-style categorization
for browsing and searching. Such information is usually
tried to give by appropriate file naming. Secondly, inside
a paper mathematicians categorize items according to their
importance: besides definitions we find for instance lemmas,
(main) theorems, or facts. In repositories each item actually
is a theorem. This stems from using theorem provers to
verify the included knowledge. One finds some exceptions,
where more information is given as a comment, e.g. in
MML theorem POLYNOM5:74 is preceded by the comment
Fundamental Theorem of Algebra identifying it in fact as a
main theorem in the sense above. This, to our knowledge,
however, has no further impact on searching in MML.

We believe that adding such information to the knowledge
in repositories would greatly improve the possibility of both
reading and searching, and even may enhance mathematicians
to – at least – have a little look what’s going on there. It
also would enable a better structuring of the libraries allowing
(possible) new users to get an overview of the repository:
information about both mathematical areas addressed by a
repository and important knowledge from an area that has
already been formalized within the repository can then easily
be generated. In this paper we point out some problems and
thoughts concerned with the categorization of mathematical
knowledge, illustrating some of them by examples taken from
the Mizar Mathematical Library.

The paper is organized as follows: in the second section
we focus on the (informal) classification of mathematical
statements, giving some correspondence of these with knowl-
edge repositories in Section III. Fourth section contains the
description of the experiments with the Mizar formalization
of mathematical text while in the next section we inspect
the repository as a whole. At the end we point out potential
benefits and conclude the paper. We did not expect especially
deep results due to informal nature of the topic and of the
fuzziness of selected categories of propositions, but at least
we can explain the incoherence in obtained experimental data.
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II. IMPORTANCE OF MATHEMATICAL KNOWLEDGE ITEMS

In the following we discuss how mathematicians label their
results with different phrases in order to underline their impor-
tance in the course of an article or a textbook. We start with
definitions from Oxford Dictionary [16] and Encyclopedia
Britannica [6], and analyze how this fits with mathematical
intuition, at the informal level.

Mathematicians use quite a number of phrases to label
knowledge items, most of them of course statements that come
with a proof. The most obvious phrases here are theorem and
proposition, explained in Encyclopedia Britannica by

theorem, in mathematics and logic, a proposition or
statement that is demonstrated

and in Oxford Dictionary by
theorem, a general proposition not self-evident but
proved by a chain of reasoning; a truth established
by means of accepted truths

and
proposition, a formal statement of a theorem or
problem, typically including the demonstration.

So, a theorem and a proposition are essentially the same, only
that proposition underlines that the topic is a formal one. More
interesting that the Oxford Dictionary emphasizes the fact that
a theorem is not self-evident, a view that obviously is shared
by mathematicians. For items that are self-evident we find in
Oxford Dictionary

fact, a thing that is known or proved to be true
This, of course, can be a bit irritating from a mathematician’s
viewpoint, as one can conclude that every theorem is a
fact and vice versa that every fact is a theorem. The usual
mathematician’s use of fact is that a fact either is so obvious
that there is no need for a proof or that the statement (already)
is common knowledge.

Quite similar to facts are corollaries. They describe knowl-
edge that is rather obvious, however, with respect to some
other usually more involved piece of knowledge. The Oxford
Dictionary defines them as

corollary, a proposition that follows from (and is
often appended to) one already proved, a direct or
natural consequence or result

Mathematicians use corollary to label obvious or easy con-
sequences of a just demonstrated theorem. Sometimes, in
fact, this causes the main result of a paper being labeled
as a corollary just because it follows (easily) from another
more general theorem maybe easier to prove than the original
intended result.

The most promiscuous label is the lemma which is explained
in Oxford Dictionary by

lemma, a subsidiary or intermediate theorem in an
argument or proof

Note that here a lemma is just a special kind of theorem, so it
heavily depends on the author whether he considers this result
as intermediate or not. This can have amusing consequences.
For example, the following statement

Suppose a partially ordered set P has the property
that every chain, i.e. totally ordered subset, has an
upper bound in P. Then the set P contains at least
one maximal element.

is known as Zorn’s lemma or as Kuratowski-Zorn lemma.
From its content though, it should be rather labeled as a
theorem – or, as it can be considered as common knowledge
as a fact?

A complete different kind of labeling are examples. Not
restricted to mathematical use we find the following definition
in Oxford Dictionary

example, a thing characteristic of its kind or illus-
trating a general rule

Mathematicians usually use examples for illustrating defini-
tions or properties of proven results. Examples often, however,
include statements that are to be proved, such as the integers
are a ring or every field is a ring. In the sense from above
these two would be facts, so this is not really a problem. But
in general mathematicians are much more generous, especially
in text books or lectures: One of the authors remembers an
algebra lecture in which arithmetics in Z[

√
−5] was illustrated

by an example. Right after the example one learns, that it
follows 2 = 2 + 0 ·

√
−5 is irreducible, but not prime, hence

There are irreducible elements that are not prime.
So hidden in this example actually is (the proof of) a theorem
or a lemma, which in the lecture – and the accompanying text
book – was not more than a remark.

III. IMPORTANCE OF MATHEMATICAL KNOWLEDGE ITEMS
IN REPOSITORIES

In this section we discuss how the phrases from the previous
section can be adapted for use in mathematical repositories.
The goal is to supply repositories with more information than
that each proved mathematical item is a theorem. First of all
there is of course the possibility to just introduce lemma, fact
etc. as synonyms for theorem and leave the labeling to the
user. It may be interesting to see such a strategy would result
in. We, however, would prefer to automatically generate such
information from the repository itself, that is from the proofs
accompanying mathematical items. So, the question is: how
to distinguish between lemmas and theorems and facts in the
sense of the preceding section, if we have at hand the proofs
of probably many different authors only? In the following we
try to elucidate this question by comparing intuitive properties
and intentions of the different kinds of labels.

Let us start with the difference between theorems and
lemmas. A lemma by its mathematical intention describes a
rather technical statement necessary in the course of proving
another statement. One can therefore argue that the proof of a
lemma therefore tends to be longer than the one of theorem.
In a repository the length of a proof strongly depends on
the author though. It looks more promising to focus on the
references, that is on the use of other statements within the
proof. Being more technically the proof of a lemma includes
much more references than the one of a theorem. Another
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criterion can be that a statement of a lemma includes more
detailed preconditions.

More practically we note that knowledge in repositories
usually is grouped by packages or articles. Then a statement
not being referenced inside can be (automatically) considered
as a theorem. In addition, work described in [17] might help.
Having a large proof in a repository one can label its statement
as a theorem. Lemma extraction then generates a number of
statements to be labeled as lemmas.

Facts and corollaries are quite similar. A fact easily follows
from a definition, so that its proof is short, that the proof
contains a given number of references only, and the references
used in its proof are restricted: they include the definition only
plus maybe some other references to basic statements about
basic topics, such as the natural number or Boolean properties.
For corollaries holds almost the same, the only change is that
the role of the definition here is played by a theorem.

There is another important point on lemmas. Though not
having a detailed definition of a lemma, the intuitive use is
to cut off parts of a proof. One can distinguish two reasons
for that: Firstly, it is just to improve readability of the whole
proof. Rather technical parts of the proof are divided from
the main line of argument. Secondly, an intermediate result of
a proof can be considered so important that it is cut off and
stated as a lemma. Of course this distinction is blurred and the
view on a lemma can change over time and depending on the
author/reader. In repositories the first case naturally is much
more present: a lot of technical details have to be explicitely
shown. In MML we find, for instance

theorem :: FUNCT_2:3
for f being Function st
dom f = X & for x st x in X holds f.x in Y

holds f is Function of X,Y;

This property is often used in proofs and is therefore stated
on its own. From the above follows that it can be labeled
as a fact. This however would ignore that it is uninteresting
from a mathematician’s point of view. Therefore we propose
to introduce an additional kind of lemma in mathematical
repositories: a technical lemma. A lemma states an interesting
piece of mathematical knowledge though not being important
enough to be a theorem. By contrast a technical lemma (or
a technical fact) just states a property often necessary in
other proofs. Note that this allows for two kinds of reading
a repository: first, ignoring technical knowledge concentrating
on mathematically interesting knowledge and second, reading
technical knowledge to find statements that can help in one’s
own proof.

We close with a note on examples: identifying examples is
extremely difficult. Not only due to our discussion from the
last section, but one also finds other examples characteristic
of mathematical repositories. In the article FINSEQ_1, for
instance, we find the following definition for segments of
natural numbers

definition
let n be Nat;

func Seg n -> set equals :: FINSEQ_1:def 1
{ k where k is Element of NAT :

1 <= k & k <= n };
end;

and right after that between other theorems the following.

theorem :: FINSEQ_1:2
Seg 1 = { 1 } & Seg 2 = { 1, 2 };

Should this be a theorem (fact) or rather an example? It
obviously illustrates the definition of Seg. On the other hand,
its proof allows to identify it as a fact as the proof is rather
short – about 30 lines of Mizar code – and uses basic theorems
about sets and natural numbers only.

IV. EXPERIMENTS WITH MIZAR

As a testbed for our experiments we have chosen repository
of mathematical texts written in the Mizar language. It is
authored by over 200 authors with nearly 1200 articles – so
we expected from the results not to be meaningless.

A. MML Items Numbering Scheme

Formalization, apart from machine-verification, offers new
possibilities to analyze proofs automatically, even at pure
syntactic level. We focus on references in Mizar proofs, which
can be roughly divided into library references (from other
files), references for exportable items from the current article
and auxiliary labels. More precisely, there are

1) library references, e.g. MMLID:<num1>;
2) library definitional references, e.g. MMLID:def

<num1>;
3) a kind of article self-references – Th<num>: – ex-

portable theorem;
4) the same as above, but for definitions – Def<num>:

– exportable definition (the only definition which is
not exportable is a private predicate or private functor
definition which is not labelled as a rule);

5) internal lemmas – Lm<num>: – Mizar lemma, i.e.
theorem which is not exportable to the database (not
flagged by theorem keyword);

6) auxiliary labels, e.g. A<num>: – the <num> resets
every time main first-level proof block starts;

where <num1> and <num> are numerals.
From the above list first two are obligatory for the author,

the rest is unified after the inclusion of the article in the
Mizar Mathematical Library (the author can use his own
numbering scheme, so potentially also the distinction for
lemmas, theorems etc. is possible). We will see the concrete
example flagged according to the abovementioned rules in the
succeeding subsection.

B. Single Concrete Mizar Article – an Example

As an example, we can take arbitrary article [13] with the
tags marking lemmas, propositions etc. and compare with the
Mizar source. We have chosen this specific file just because it
faithfully reflects the real established mathematical textbook –
A Compendium of Continuous Lattices by Gierz, Hofmann et
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al (CCL for short – [7]). Hence, all facts are categorized by the
authors of the monograph. Furthermore, we were curious how
fifteen years of the evolution of the language and numerous
revisions of the repository affected this article.

Pragmas are relatively recent concept implemented in the
Mizar language – ::$N is transparent for the verifier since
it begins with two colons – a comment sign, but it allows
the authors to identify the most important items in the article
(apart from the usual possibility of inserting comments).

::$N Baire Category Theorem for Continuous
:: Lattices
theorem Th39: :: Theorem 3.43.7

for L being lower-bounded continuous LATTICE
for D being non empty countable dense

Subset of L,
u being Element of L st u <> Bottom L

ex p being irreducible Element of L st
p <> Top L & not p in uparrow ({u} "/\" D)

proof
let L be lower-bounded continuous LATTICE,
D be non empty countable dense Subset of L,
u be Element of L such that

A1: u <> Bottom L;
A2: for d, y being Element of L st

not y <= Bottom L & d in D holds
not y "/\" d <= Bottom L

proof
let d, y be Element of L such that

A3: not y <= Bottom L;
assume d in D;
then d is dense by Def5; then

A4: y "/\" d <> Bottom L by A3,Def4;
Bottom L <= y "/\" d by YELLOW_0:44;
hence thesis by A4,ORDERS_2:2;

end;
Bottom L <= u by YELLOW_0:44;
then not u <= Bottom L by A1,ORDERS_2:2;
then consider p being irreducible
Element of L such that
Bottom L <= p and

A5: not p in uparrow ({u} "/\" D) by A2,Th36;
take p;
thus p <> Top L by A5,Th9;
thus thesis by A5;

end;

For simplicity of further considerations, we ignore the
structure of the proof (as we do not take into account implicit
mechanisms of the Mizar verifier anyway), hence it can be
represented just as

WAYBEL12:39 = (WAYBEL12:def 5, WAYBEL12:def 4,
YELLOW_0:44, ORDERS_2:2, YELLOW_0:44,
ORDERS_2:2, WAYBEL12:36, WAYBEL12:9)

Observe Th36 and Th9 were resolved into corresponding
library references (the same with Def4 and Def5). Also
multiple uses of the same theorem is visible. Resolving all
items from [13] in this way we collected all tagged items in
Table I.

These results are not very convincing, with one exception:
all three Mizar theorems (out of 44 in the file covering 7
numbered propositions formalized from CCL) with the biggest

TABLE I
TAGGED ITEMS AS TAKEN FROM [13].

MML Item MML exportable item refs in proof
WAYBEL12:33 Proposition 3.43.1 40
WAYBEL12:34 Corollary 3.43.2 11
WAYBEL12:35 Proposition 3.43.3 9
WAYBEL12:36 Corollary 3.43.4 4
WAYBEL12:39 Theorem 3.43.7 – main theorem 6
WAYBEL12:43 Theorem 3.43.8 22
WAYBEL12:44 Corollary 3.43.10 19

TABLE II
MML PROOFS WITH THE BIGGEST NUMBER OF OUTSIDE REFERENCES.

No. MML exportable item Outside references
1 JORDAN13:def 1 218
2 JORDAN9:def 1 203
3 JORDAN15:46 193
4 JORDAN15:47 193
5 JORDAN19:22 193
6 JORDAN19:23 193
7 JORDAN15:44 192
8 JORDAN15:45 192
9 JORDAN19:20 192

10 JORDAN19:21 192

number of outside references were taken as significant by the
authors of CCL.

Some other interestingness measures can be e.g.:

• The length of the proof - measured either by the number
of proof steps or just in terms of words used.

• The number of times a fact is used in a library (as shown
later on in Table III).

• The complexity of premises (longest assumptions usually
imply more technical fact while corollaries have the
premises much simplified).

V. STATISTICAL DATA – MIZAR MATHEMATICAL LIBRARY

Of course, even if the file from the previous section can
represent a real paper written by mathematician, we wanted to
have a wider look for the mathematical knowledge repository,
so similar experiment as in case of the single article we did
on the whole MML (version 4.181.1147). Applying similar
techniques as in the preceding section we collected theorems
in MML which have biggest number of outside references
in Table II, keeping in mind that these are only exportable
theorems, just forgetting about all statements called informally
technical lemmas in Mizar jargon.

The results appeared a bit surprising for us. As we mention
exportable “theorem” items, why definitions are ranked so high
(in fact accidentally we counted all exportable items, not only
theorems)? We checked that the article with the MML identi-
fier JORDAN13 [18] contains only this single definition, and
nearly 4500 lines and 1200 numbered statements in there are
only to justify the existence and the uniqueness of the object
called span for simple closed curve in the Euclidean plane.
Furthermore, most of facts from JORDAN15 and JORDAN19
are just mirror cases, hence the identical number of references.
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The solution is to extract some technical lemmas (and here
methods similar to those described e.g. in [20] might help) but
inspecting the proof we have seen that the complication of the
construction of the object makes it at least not sufficiently
justified. What can be done easily in this case is that two
lemmas can be formulated outside of the definition block
and complicated proofs can be replaced by straightforward
references. But in such a case the policy of the Library
Committee of the Association of Mizar Users is not to export
such lemmas to the public database.

MML item INT_5:49 is number 19 with 151 theorems
referenced in the proof – the first not-Jordan fact if we take into
account the number of library references (the law of quadratic
reciprocity).

Observe that we count here only explicit references, and
many additional implicit arguments, such as even just rules
of reasoning or definitional expansions can potentially break
the expected results. Nearly 80% of MML items immediately
depend on at least one of these implicit type mechanisms
(according to [1]), but as long as the Mizar system lacks
the proof object generation which can be called by ordinary
user, with the flexible level of verbosity, these results are not
binding. For example, by proper application of mechanism
of registration of clusters [8], the proofs can be significantly
shortened.

Potentially, the weight of the theorem should be seen
from a wider perspective – it depends also on the context,
so formalizing significant and complicated result one might
merge theorems taken from various theories, e.g. category
theory etc. In such context, e.g. arithmetical theorems just
vanish and even Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic could
obtain no explicit reference in such informal proof.

Just as a curiosity, we checked the three fundamental
theorems proven within MML and one of the probably best
known as the formalization challenge – and the number of
library references in proof were as follows:

• Fundamental Theorem of Integral Calculus – 13;
• Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic – 42;
• Fundamental Theorem of Algebra – 81;
• Jordan Curve Theorem – 1(!).

A. The Statistics of MML

The Mizar Mathematical Library contains 51,762 Mizar
theorems (which should be named propositions or facts rather
than theorems).

Nearly one third of them can be treated either useless or
terminal objects at the current state of the library because:

• 16,354 were not used in the MML;
• 14,940 were used exactly once.
Here we can count additionally 5,725 Mizar lemmas

(marked Lm) and not exportable – which are used at least
once.

According to definitions from Section 2 some 14% of
propositions is more or less trivial:

• 4,686 corollaries (propositions justified by a single li-
brary reference);

TABLE III
IMPORTANT LEMMAS IN MML AND THE COMPLEXITY OF THEIR PROOFS

Name of the fact MML Identifier Refs Used
1 Alexander’s Lemma WAYBEL_7:31 32 2
2 Contraction Lemma ZF_COLLA:12 12 0
3 Dickson’s Lemma DICKSON:freg 15 8 0
4 Dynkin Lemma DYNKIN:24 5 1
5 Fatou’s Lemma MESFUN10:7 29 0
6 Gauss Lemma INT_5:41 117 2
7 Koenig Lemma TREES_2:30 34 0
8 Lebesgue’s Lemma UNIFORM1:6 39 1
9 Sperner’s Lemma SIMPLEX1:47 114 1

10 Urysohn Lemma URYSOHN3:20 54 3
11 Yoneda Lemma YONEDA_1:freg 3 51 0
12 Zassenhaus Lemma GROUP_9:93 4 1
13 Zorn Lemma ORDERS_1:65 17 9

• 2,371 trivial propositions or facts (no library references
or no proof at all).

Only 9,439 propositions have ten on more references, but
hopefully it allows the human reader of the proofs to track
the idea of the proof, splitting large and complex proofs for
small verifiable steps. Here, the readability can be an objective;
total 333,172 references in proofs of 51,762 theorems gives
an average 6.44 references in a proof. Only 2,669 theorems’
proofs (which makes about 5% of all MML propositions)
contain more than 20 references, so we can establish 100 refs
as a good threshold for a Mizar theorem to be a technical
lemma.

B. Important Lemmas

In Table III we collected some well-known mathematical
lemmas. Although as a rule, lemmas should be rather of
intermediate character, statistical data on MML shows that
many of them were proven just for their importance, not
reusability. This table unleashes however the importance of the
Zorn Lemma – it was referenced 9 times in MML. The other
important lemmas formalized in Mizar are rarely mentioned.
Notable exceptions are zeroes in case of Dickson’s and Yoneda
lemmas, because they do not need be referenced due to the
mechanism of registration of clusters.

In case of items numbered 7, 9, and 10 the primary results
were misleading – in fact the lemmas were straightforward
corollaries, hence we gave the complexity of proof of the
original technical lemma.

Our feeling was that repositories have much more lemmas
than theorems. Experiments have shown that in case of Mizar
these numbers are comparable. We performed additional ex-
periments both on mathematical books (with the ratio of lem-
mas : theorems : corollaries as 260 : 94 : 23) and on computer
repositories (e.g. in Isabelle’s AFP we counted ratio 27523 :
1061 : 513). The MML is closer to mathematical textbook
with the exception of the (bigger) number of corollaries.

VI. POTENTIAL GAIN: FORMALIZED MATHEMATICS
JOURNAL

Formalized Mathematics (ISSN 1426-2630) is a journal
publishing papers automatically generated from Mizar ab-
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stracts. As the first issue is dated back in 1990, and the
Mizar language itself evolves much faster than the translating
software, its syntax is relatively modest.

As of the time of writing this paper, to ensure better human-
readability of the journal one of the following constructions
were used before the propositions (we observed the keyword
“theorem” is not used in FM):

• “One can prove the following proposition...”
• “The following propositions are true...”
• “Next we state (three, several, ...) propositions...”
• “We now state the proposition...”

with sentences of the form
• “One can check that...”
• “Note that...”
• “One can verify that there exists...”
• “Observe that there exists...”

reserved for registrations which can have even more complex
proofs than the aforementioned propositions.

Also
• “Let us observe...” or
• “... can be characterized by the condition...”

kept for Mizar redefinitions can be better used in some other
context.

At least corollaries (or trivial theorems, if really needed)
identified in the previous section can be introduced by phrases
of the form

• “It is easily seen” or
• “As a direct corollary of ... we get...”
We hope that such suggestions will be implemented in

future issues of the Formalized Mathematics journal.

VII. CONCLUSION

At first glance, automatic tagging of propositions seems to
be useless for machine math-assistants – it is meaningless
whether the prover uses lemma or theorem as a hint. But
it can be of bigger importance if we take into account that
the described statistics offer a kind of interestingness measure
for knowledge discovery. Here potentially theorems with more
complex proofs can give more possibilities for reuse.

In our opinion the point is that though mathematicians
don’t use tags consistently, one can adapt (and extend) these
notations to improve organization of mathematical knowledge
in repositories. Furthermore, our experiments give evidence
that to a certain extent these notations can be attached automat-
ically. Such general classification rules and the improvement
of Mizar library are the main contribution of our work. We can
also enhance the presentation of the formal text to be more
attractive to ordinary mathematician.

If we take into account the possibility of labeling proposi-
tions by the author, the Mizar syntax is rather fixed – here
other systems are a bit more flexible: Isabelle [11], offers
interchangeability of corollary and lemma keywords de-
pending on author’s choice. The same with Coq [3], where
Theorem and Lemma are present.

The importance of theorems can be measured in many ways
– but if e.g. we resolve all dependencies contained in a single
proof, the notions of lemma and corollary can loose their
intended meaning. But as the compression of the text made
the syntactical differences between various formal languages
unimportant for the value of the de Bruijn factor [21], the
simple measure we have chosen for our considerations also
seems to be acceptable. Furthermore, revisions of handwritten
proofs with the help of automatic theorem-provers as proposed
by Urban [19] or the linking between both informal (as
Wikipedia) or other machine-checked formal repositories (e.g.
Archive of Formal Proofs) to eliminate accidental tagging
can offer a kind of error-correction. On the other hand, the
distinction between various kinds of machine-verified facts
might catch the human’s eye much better, which looks like
one of the potential aims for computer math-assistants.
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Abstract—This paper studies the automatic noise recognition 
problem based on RBF and MLP neural networks classifiers 
using linear predictive and Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients 
(LPC and MFCC). We first briefly review the architecture of 
each network as automatic noise recognition (ANR) approach, 
then, compare them to each other and investigate factors and 
criteria  that  influence  final  recognition  performance.  The 
proposed networks  are  evaluated  on 15  stationary  and non-
stationary types of noises with frame length of 20 ms in term of 
correct  classification  rate.  The  results  demonstrate  that  the 
MLP network using LPCs is a precise ANR with accuracy rate 
of  99.9% ,  while  the RBF network with MFCCs coefficients 
goes afterward with 99.0% of accuracy.

INTRODUCTION

N any field of noise-corrupted speech processing such as 

recognition, enhancement, human machine interface,  ac-

tive  noise  control,  environmental  sound  recognition  and 

hearing  aid,  algorithms  and  formulas  are  obtained  under 

some assumptions of noise and speech characteristics. Typi-

cally, the algorithms are designed or learned for a definite 

kind of noise to acquire best possible performance and adap-

tation in the same noisy condition. Thus for several  noisy 

conditions,  we  need  algorithms  that  each  of  them  was 

trained with the present noise on each noisy environments. 

In designing of many speech processing algorithms, it is as-

sumed the right noise type selection exists and they are un-

able to recognize the right one. As a result, in practical ap-

plications, it is necessary to recognize the right noise type to 

choose the appropriate model and operate correctly. This op-

eration can be performed through an automatic noise recog-

nition (ANR) system.

I

Owing to this fact that ANR is kind of classification prob-

lems, the performance given by it depends on the feature ex-

traction method,  classification method and quality/quantity 

of training data. Various related researches are exited which 

some  of  them  investigate  appropriate  feature  extraction 

methods and the other ones study various classification ap-

proaches  to  obtain  higher  performance.  For  example,  [1] 

proposes Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC), spec-

tral  flux,  spectral  roll-off  and  linear  predictive  coefficient 

(LPC), [2] suggests autocorrelation function and [3] recom-

mends audio spectrum centroid and audio spectrum flatness 

as  feature  parameters.  Moreover,  For  classification  ap-

proach, it can be referred to hidden Markov model  [4], [5], 

support vector machine [6], fuzzy logic system [7], [2], arti-

ficial neural network (ANN) [9], [10] and nearest neighbor 

method [3].

The final  goal  of these researches is to design an ANR 

algorithm  having  higher  performance,  however,  it  is 

preferred  an  ANR approach  with minimum complexity in 

running mode since most speech processing algorithms have 

high complexity on their own. In this regard, ANN seems to 

be  a  good  choice  due  to  their  architecture  that  consists 

interconnected  parallel  simple  processing  units  called 

neurons.  They also exhibit high classification performance 

in different applications [10], [11]. As a result, it motivates 

us to investigate the efficiency of ANNs such as radial basis 

function  (RBF)  and  multi  layered  perceptron  (MLP) 

networks  in  ANR  application.  Although  numbers  of 

researches  like  [9],  [10]  have  been  focused  on  this  field, 

different factors and criteria such as training method, initial 

condition, number of neurons, feature parameters, length of 

frame  and  type  and  number  of  noises  can  change  the 

evaluation performance. Thus we here explore application of 

MLP and RBF networks in ANR with different criteria and 

conditions comparing to other researches, for example using 

validation  criterion  as  a  factor  for  model  generalization, 

LPCs  and  MFCCs  as  feature  parameters,  vector 

normalization  and  weights  initialization,  three  cases  for 

number  of  neurons,  frames  with  length  of  20  ms and  15 

stationary and  non stationary types  of  noises.  Finally,  the 

experimental results given by ANN classifiers are analyzed,
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compared to each other and the best proposed ANR is 

presented. 

The reminder of the paper is organized as follow. In 

Section 2, we briefly review the architecture of RBF and 

MLP networks and compare them. Section 3 includes the 

experimental setup for evaluations such as criteria and 

conditions. In Section 4, evaluation results of the MLP and 

RBF proposed networks are presented. Section 5 gives the 

summary and conclusions. 

STRUCTURE ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 

Discovering an acceptable mapping between observations 

and classes is the final goal in classification problems. 

However, the mapping is unknown and can be linear or 

nonlinear. Owing to this fact that one of powerful 

applications of artificial neural networks is general function 

approximation, they can be used as classifiers that can 

approximate unknown mappings and functions. Thus we 

here review the MLP and RBF neural networks as a powerful 

tool in classification and ANR problems and compare them. 

A. Multi Layer Perceptron Neural Network 

The MLP neural network [11] is a fully connected feed-

forward network that has one or more hidden layers followed 

by an output layer. Neurons of each layer possess linear 

activation function in their inputs and a kind of transfer 

function in their output as equations (1) and (2), respectively. 

In these equations,  X, w , ,i y g y denote input vector with 

components of ix , weight of i
th

 neuron, the result of linear 

activation function and output of each neuron, respectively. 

Fig. 1 shows a neuron with activation function and transfer 

function. Thus each layer is a combination of neurons which 

calculates the weighted sum of their inputs and passes the 

result through a transfer function. The neurons of hidden 

layers contain nonlinear transfer function in their outputs as 

shown in Eq. (2), while neurons of output layer contain 

linear transfer function as Eq. (3). The hidden layers with a 

nonlinear transfer function give nonlinearity learning ability 

and nonlinear mapping to the networks beside the linear 

property. Whereas the network is employed as a classifier 

here, one additional competitive layer is needed to assign the 

result of output layer to one class based on a criterion. We 

employ Euclidian distance between the result of output layer 

and each class as the criterion. Therefore, the input or the 

result of output layer is assigned to one class that has 

minimum Euclidian distance to it. In order to train the 

model, the weights of hidden and output layers are updated 

using gradient-based method [12]. Here, training of the 

network is performed using gradient descent with momentum 

weight and bias learning function through quasi-Newton 

back-propagation training function [12]. The mean square 

error (MSE) custom function is used, too. Due to the fact 

that the training procedure is iterative, then it is continued 

until the MSE custom function has been minimized to zero 

or the error of validation subset, which shows level of 

generalization property, has shown an increment. 
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B. Radial Basis Function Neural Network 

The RBF neural network [11] is a fully connected feed-

forward network comprising hidden and output layers. The 

hidden layer is a combination of M radial basis functions 

with centers , 1,...,jC j M  and covariance matrixes 

, 1,...,j j M  . Each radial basis functions calculates 

Mahalanobis distance between input vector X  and its 

center C j as in Eq. (4) and passes the result through a 

transfer function as Eq. (5). Thus, the activation functions of 

the hidden layer are nonlinear. The output layer is a 

combination of linear neurons which calculates the weighted 

sum of hidden layer neurons as Eq. (1) and passes the result 

through a linear transfer function as Eq. (3). Whereas the 

network is employed as a classifier here, similar to the MLP 

network, one additional competitive layer is needed to assign 

the result of output layer to one class based on a criterion. 

We employ Euclidian distance between the result of output 

layer and each class as the criterion. Therefore, the input or 

the result of output layer is assigned to one class that has 

minimum Euclidian distance to it. In order to train the 

model,  the centers and covariance matrices are first obtained 

using a random method, clustering method [13], learning-

based method [14] or other methods [14], then the weights of 

output layer are updated based on gradient-based method. In 

this paper, the centers and covariance matrices are 

determined using k-means clustering algorithm and training 

of the network is done through gradient descent with 

momentum weight and bias learning function with the aim of 

quasi-Newton back-propagation training function. The MSE 

custom function is used, too. Due to the fact that the training 

procedure is iterative, then it is continued until the MSE 

custom function has been minimized to zero or the error of 

validation subset, which shows level of generalization 

property, has shown an increment. 
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Fig.  1 

 MODEL OF MACCULLOCH-PITTS NEURON [11] 

C. Differences Between MLP and RBF Networks 

The obvious difference between MLP and RBF neural 

networks is the activation function of the first layers’ 
neurons. In RBF, the activation functions of the first layer 

operate locally while in MLP, they operate globally. This 

affects the generalization properties and convergence rate of 

the networks. As a result, the RBF network converges faster 

than MLP network [16], [14]. Moreover, RBF network is 

less sensitive to noise owing to this fact that the locality 

operation of activation function does not spread the whole 

space of noise to the next layer. Due to these facts, it is 

shown that RBF network have the best approximation 

property while MLP network does not [17], [18]. In contrast, 

MLP network exhibits more generalization property, 

however RBF network can obtain this using more neurons in 

the first layer [19], [20]. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Here, the RBF and MLP networks are considered with one 

hidden, one output and one additional competitive layer. The 

hidden layer is chosen with 12, 16M  or 30  neurons. The 

numbers of the output layer’s neurons are equal to 15 that is 

the number of classes. Whereas the training of RBF or MLP 

does not guarantee a global optimum, initialization 

conditions and criteria are important to achieve better local 

optimum. Therefore input vectors are normalized with range 

of [ 1,1]  and weights are initialized through this range to 

cause the training of network starts through linear region of 

the nonlinear transfer functions. This causes the training of 

neurons begins from linear region into nonlinear region, thus 

the final nonlinear mapping of network can be achieved 

better. However, if linear mapping is the final goal, it can be 

achieved better with stable values, too. The weights 

initialization is not important seriously for RBF as MLP, 

because the RBF network has linear transfer function, but it 

cause to train weights with stable values. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION 

We have considered 15 classes corresponding to different 

noises types such as babble, f16, machinegun, office, volvo, 

white, buccaneer 1, buccaneer 2, m109, destroyerengine, 

destroyerops, factory1, hfchannel, leopard and pink. The 

noises types except for office, are taken from Noisex-92. 

Duration of each is about 4 minutes with sampling rate of 

16kHz. We allocate 70% of length of each noise type for 

training procedure and the remains for test procedure. The 

set of training vectors is divided into two subsets with ratio 

of 0.8  and 0.2 , respectively. The first subset is used for 

training networks. The second subset is the validation set 

which is used to prevent network from generalization 

property loss. Due to the fact that most speech processing 

methods use vectors with length of 10 to 35 ms, the 

experiments are performed using frames with length of 20 

ms. Feature vectors like MFCCs and LPCs are considered 

with length of 12 coefficients, too. The MFCCs are obtained 

through 23 Mel-frequency filter banks. 

The evaluations results for RBF and MLP classifier are 

presented in Table 1 in terms of accuracy rate (ACR) which 

is the correct classification rate for each class. It can be 

observed that highest accuracy rate 99.0% for the RBF 

network is achieved with MFCCs and 30M  . ACR value 

is obtained through average of diagonal components of 

confusion matrix. Table 2 demonstrates the related confusion 

matrix which each diagonal component shows the correct 

classification rate for each class and each row represents 

incorrect and correct classification rate for one class. The 

MLP network has the best accuracy rate 99.9% with LPCs 

and 16, 30M  . Table 3 shows the confusion matrix of this 

experiment for 30M  . In general, the RBF network with 

MFCCs has higher ACR than with LPCs for different 

M while this fact is inverse for the MLP network. Thus in 

term of ACR, MLP with LPCs outperforms the other 

classifiers. It proves that MLP network has more 

generalization properties. 

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 indicate the iteration number (ITN) and 

mean squared error (MSE) for each classifiers, respectively. 

The RBF network is noticeably low in ITN terms in contrast 

with MLP network. As a result, the RBF network possesses 

higher convergence rate than MLP network. The MSE values 

of MLP networks achieve minimum in comparison with RBF 

networks. 

 

TABLE I.   

COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE IN TERM OF ACCURACY 

RATE FOR MLP AND RBF NEURAL NETWORKS WITH LPC 

AND MFCC FEATURE PARAMETERS 

Network M  Feature A C R Network M  Feature  A C R 

R B F 12 L P C 72.3%  MLP 12 L P C 93.2% 

R B F 16 L P C 90.6%  MLP 16 L P C 99.9% 

R B F 30 L P C 97.5%  MLP 30 L P C 99.9% 

R B F 12 MFCC 81.1%  MLP 12 MFCC 86.7% 

R B F 16 MFCC 91.7%  MLP 16 MFCC 98.2% 

R B F 30 MFCC 99.0%  MLP 30 MFCC 98.3% 
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TABLE II.   
CONFUSION MATRIX OF RBF NEURAL NETWORK WITH MFCCS AND 30 NEURONS IN FIRST LAYER 
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Babble 0 .953 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 5 0 0 .043 8 0 0 0 .001 3 0 . 001 0 

F16 0 0 .999 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 2 0 

Machinegun 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Office 0 0 0 0 .999 7 0 0 .000 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Volvo 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

White 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Buccaneer 1 0 0 .003 1 0 0 0 0 0 .996 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Buccaneer 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .986 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .013 2 

Destryerengine 0 .000 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .998 9 0 0 0 .000 2 0 0 0 

Des troyop s 0 0 .000 2 0 0 0 .000 2 0 0 .000 5 0 0 0 .998 9 0 0 0 0 0 

Factory 1 0 .021 0 0 . 000 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 2 0 . 000 5 0 0 .927 1 0 0 0 0 .050 5 

Hfchannel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .002 9 0 0 0 .997 0 0 0 0 

Leopard 0 0 0 0 .000 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .999 7 0 0 

M109 0 .000 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 5 0 0 0 .998 9 0 . 000 2 

Pink 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .001 0 0 0 0 .002 6 0 0 0 .000 2 0 . 996 0 

  TABLE III.   
CONFUSION MATRIX OF MLP NEURAL NETWORK WITH MFCCS AND 30 NEURONS IN FIRST LAYER 
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Babble 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

F16 0 0.9997 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0002 0 

Machinegun 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Office 0 0 0 0.9981 0 0 0.0010 0 0 0.0007 0 0 0 0 0 

Volvo 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

White 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Buccaneer 1 0 0.0002 0 0 0 0 0.9992 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0005 0 

Buccaneer 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9981 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0018 

Destryerengine 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Destroyops  0 0 0 0.0007 0 0 0.0010 0 0 0.9981 0 0 0 0 0 

Factory 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Hfchannel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Leopard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

M109 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Pink 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

 

Fig.  2 
ITERATION NUMBER FOR EACH CLASSIFIER 

 

Fig.  3 
Mean Squared Error Value FOR EACH CLASSIFIER 
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Consequently, RBF network converges fast but with high 

mean squared error, because the inclination rate of the gen-

eralization  property reduction  is  very high  by comparison 

with the  MSE reduction.  This  fact  causes  the  network  to 

hold generalization but with high MSE value. Then, when 

low MSE and ITN is simultaneously achieved, higher ACR 

is accessible. However, there are a trade-off between them 

and they cannot occurred at once as we can see in MLP net-

works that high ACR are obtained with low MSE but high 

ITN.

Therefore, in terms of ACR, MLP network with LPCs and 

16M =  and 30 , in terms of ITN, RBF are the best choices. 

However, in running mode, the network with fewer M op-

erates faster as MLP network with 16M = .

   SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In  this  paper,  the automatic noise  recognition  has  been 

studied using the RBF and MLP artificial neural networks 

based on MFCCs and LPCs. The architectures and advan-

tages  of  each  network  are  briefly  reviewed.  Experimental 

evaluations were performed on 15 stationary and non-sta-

tionary types of noises with length frame of 20 ms in term of 

accuracy rate. The evaluation results of networks were ana-

lyzed  and  compared  to  each  other.  Most  proposed  ANRs 

show acceptable  accuracy rate higher  than 90% while the 

MLP network using LPCs with  16  or  30  neurons in first 

layer  has  achieved  99.9%  of  accuracy  rate  .  Beside  this, 

RBF network with MFCCs and 16  neurons in first layer has 

resulted in accuracy rate of 99.0%.
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Abstract—Automated detection of heart valve disease through
heart sound has a great requirement due to its inexpensive and
non-invasive availability. Extensive research has been conducted
recently on applying different classification and features selection
techniques. Heart sound data sets represent a real life data that
contains continuous attributes and a large number of features
that could be hardly classified by most of classification techniques.
Data mining techniques including the feature evaluation and
classification techniques that ignore the important characteristics
that may exist in the heart sound data set may not be applicable
on this case. In this context, the present paper initially surveys
the research that has been conducted concerning the exploitation
of heart sound signals for automated detection of heart condi-
tions. Then, A comparative study is applied to determine the
most effective data mining techniques that are capable for the
detection of heart valve disease with a high accuracy. The results
shows that the techniques that are capable of the handling the
multivariate data sets that has continuous nature show the highest
classification accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE DIAGNOSIS of diseases like heart valve diseases
using data mining tools is an essential requirement in

daily life. Most of heart valve diseases have an effect on the
heart sound of patients [1]. Classification can be applied to
detect whether the patient’s heart sound signal is patient or
not, and also can detect the type of the heart disease in sick
patients [2]. Such an approach could be useful in the diagnosis
of heart disease remotely, just by sending a record of the heart
signals to a medical back end system that replies automatically
by the problem in heart. Also it is considered as a low cost
approach rather than the high cost medical examinations. Also
a computerized system could provide physicians with sugges-
tions about the diagnostic suggestions about the diseases. Due
to the sensitivity of heart diagnosis results, a high classification

accuracy and performance are required with the least error
percentage. After extracting features from heart sound signals,
preprocessing is applied on these features [3].

This paper proves that that all the terminals of the data min-
ing process should put into consideration the characteristics of
the internal structure of the input data. The most important
preprocessing step in data mining is the feature reduction
of the input data set. The data set contain features that are
considered as noisy or irrelevant features, these features could
have a negative impact on the classification accuracy of the
instances, patients. Feature reduction methods are either fea-
ture extraction or feature selection method. Feature extraction
method applies operation on the original features and extracts a
lower number of features that carries the same characteristics.
Feature selection methods rank and select the most important
features, where if only a subset of features with the highest
rank are used in classification, high classification accuracy
could be achieved.
The extracted heart sound data are three different data sets,
each of 100 features where they are sliced into six different
parts. The first data set is required to classify whether the heart
of the patients are normal or not. The second and third data
set is required for the detection of the heart valve disease.
The heart valve diseases under investigation in this paper are
the aortic stenosis AS, the aortic regurgitation AR, the mitral
stenosis MS and the mitral regurgitation MR. This disease
classification is performed in two steps where the first step
is applied on the second data set for determining the type of
the systolic murmur which means AS or MR, and the second
step is applied on the third data set of a diastolic murmur
diseases which means AR or MS. The second importance of
feature selection method is to determine which stage of the
heart sound could have the greatest indication to heart valve
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disease in the case of each murmur type. The four stages of
a heart sound are the first heart signal S1, the systolic period,
the second heart signal and the diastolic period [4].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
gives an overview of the feature reduction and classification
techniques. Section III describes the experimental results and
analysis, while the conclusion is presented in Section IV.

II. FEATURE SELECTION AND CLASSIFICATION
TECHNIQUES

Machine learning approach for the analysis of the heart
valve diseases contains three phases, the feature selection and
evaluation phase, the classification phase, and finally the anal-
ysis phase. These three phases are described in detail in this
section along with the steps involved and the characteristics
feature for each phase.

A. Feature evaluation and selection phase

Data sets may contain irrelevant or redundant features that
are considered as misleading to the classification technique
applied. These features could lead to what is known as curse
of dimensionality problem [5]. The application of feature
selection techniques greatly reduces the computational cost
and increases the classification accuracy of classifying high
dimensional data. The selection of the most important features
to the classification problem could be based on two phases,
feature evaluation or ranking and feature selection. There are
a lot of possible combinations between each feature search
and each feature evaluation algorithms [6]. Feature evaluation
technique involves the evaluation of each feature according
to the target class labels, while feature selection techniques
perform the evaluation of subset of feature explicitly via a
predictive model, classifier, built from just those features.
Feature selection is grouped in two ways according to the
attribute evaluation measure: depending on the type (filter or
wrapper techniques) or on the way that features are evaluates
(individual or subset evaluation) [7], [8]. The used feature
selection in this context is the sequential floating selection,
filter model, as it leads to the highest classification accuracy.
The first requirement in this study to find the feature evaluation
techniques that leads to the highest classification accuracy in
the current heart sound data sets. The following set of feature
evaluation techniques are used here in the experimental work:

• Consistency subset evaluation Evaluates the worth of a
subset of attributes by the level of consistency in the class
values when the training instances are projected onto the
set.

• ChiSquaredAttributeEval Evaluates the worth of an at-
tribute by computing the value of the chi-squared statistic
with respect to the class attribute.

• FilteredSubsetEval Class for running an arbitrary subset
evaluator on data that has been passed through an arbi-
trary filter

• InfoGainAttributeEval Evaluates the worth of an at-
tribute by measuring the information gain with respect
to the class

• GainRatioAttributeEval Evaluates the worth of an at-
tribute by measuring the gain ratio with respect to the
class

• SVMAttributeEval Evaluates the worth of an attribute
by using an SVM classifier. Attributes are ranked by the
square of the weight assigned by the SVM. Attribute
selection for multiclass problems is handled by ranking
attributes for each class separately using a one-vs-all
method and then “dealing" from the top of each pile to
give a final ranking [9].

• FilteredAttributeEval Class for running an arbitrary
attribute evaluator on data that has been passed through
an arbitrary filter.

B. Classification phase

This phase includes the training and testing of the classifiers.
Every classification technique has its own strong and weak
points. Generally, SVMs and neural networks tend to perform
much better when dealing with multi dimensions and contin-
uous features [10]. On the other hand, logic-based systems
like decision trees tend to perform better when dealing with
discrete/categorical features. For neural network models and
SVMs, a large sample size is required in order to achieve
its maximum prediction accuracy whereas NB may need a
relatively small data set. Another problem appears in univariate
models like Bayes belief models that assumes features are
independent [11] where it will be computationally intractable
unless an independence assumption (often not true) among
features is imposed [12]. The main judge of which machine
learning technique to select depends on the nature of the
input data set, as selecting inappropriate algorithm may lead
to either high processing cost or low classification accuracy.
The classification techniques used in this study is as follows:

• Voted perceptron The key point of the voted version is
that, while training, it stores information in order to make
more robust predictions on test data. While training, it
stores information in order to make more robust predic-
tions on test data by set weight for the prediction vector
which survives from number of iteration applied on it.
All prediction vectors combined by a weighted majority
vote [13].

• IB1 Use a simple distance measure to find the training
instance of closest data set to the given test instance,
and predicts the same class as this training instance. If
multiple instances are the same (smallest) distance to the
test instance, the first one found is used [14].

• KStar it is instance based classifier, that is the class of
a test instance is based upon the class of those training
instances similar to it [15].

• LWL Locally-weighted learning. Uses an instance-based
algorithm to assign instance weights which are then
used by a specified WeightedInstancesHandler. A good
choice for classification is NaiveBayes. LinearRegression
Is suitable for regression problems [16].

• IBk is one from Lazy methods as IB1, such that K-nearest
neighbours classifier [14].
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• Decision Table Class for building and using a simple
decision table majority classifier. It employs the wrapper
method to find a good subset of attributes for inclusion in
the table. By eliminating attributes that contribute little or
nothing to a model of the dataset, the algorithm reduces
the likelihood of over-fitting and creates a smaller and
condensed decision table [17].

• Conjunctive Rule Learner Induce a set of rules from
data that captures all generalizable knowledge within that
data, and at the same time being as small as possible [18]

• LADTree Class for generating a multi-class alternating
decision tree using the LogitBoost strategy [19].

• ZeroR Predicts the majority class in the training data. It
is for building and using a 0-R classifier, it predicts the
mean (for a numeric class) or the mode (for a nominal
class) [20].

• NBTree A Naive Bayes/Decision-Tree. It is class for
generating a decision tree with naive Bayes classifiers
at the leaves [21].

• Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is a feedforward artificial
neural network model that maps sets of input data onto
a set of appropriate output. MLP utilizes a supervised
learning technique called backpropagation for training the
data set as nodes in a network [22].

• SMO Implements sequential minimal optimization algo-
rithm for training a support vector classifier [23].

III. EXPERIMENTAL WORKS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. the heart sound signals data set: characteristics and dec-
laration

A lot of researches have been applied on heart sound for
the detection of heart valve disease. Features are extracted
from the heart sound signal into a data set that is composed
of 100 features. Then, a classification algorithm is applied on
such data set for detection of heart valve disease. Features are
extracted in three phases, segmentation [24] [25], transforma-
tion and extraction. These extracted feature represent the four
stages of a heart signal which are S1 signal, systolic period,
S2 signal and diastolic period as shown in figure 1. These
features are divided into six groups as follows:

• F1:F4 are the standard deviation of all heart sounds, S1,
S2 and average heart rate.

• F5:F12 represents signal S1.
• F13:F36 represents the systolic period.
• F37:F44 represents signal S2.
• F45:F92 represents the diastolic period.
• F93:F100 the four stage of a heart signal are passed

from four band-pass frequency filters. The energy of each
output is calculated to form these last 8 features.

The identification of heart valve diseases proposed system
were applied on three different data sets of heart sound
signals with the same number of instances in every class.
The first data set “HS_AS_MR" is about systolic diseases
where it contains 37 instances of aortic stenosis AS cases
and 37 instances of mitral regurgitation MR cases. The

Fig. 1. Heart signal: systolic period and diastolic period [4]

second data set “HS_AR_MS" is about diastolic diseases
where it contains 37 instances of aortic regurgitation AR
cases and 37 instances of mitral stenosis MS cases. The
third data set “HS_N_S" contains 64 instance, where 32
instances represent healthy patients and the other 32 represents
unhealthy, murmur diseased patients.

B. Analysis, results and discussion

The comparative analysis will be applied on the three data
sets of heart sound. It will include a all the combinations of the
seven feature selection techniques and the twelve classification
techniques. Figures 2, 3 and 4 shows the feature selection
and classification results of each the tree data sets. In the
healthy sick data set “HS_N_S", the best classification results
appears when the Consistency Subset Evaluation feature selec-
tion technique is applied followed by the NBTree classification
technique. In the AR MS data set “HS_AR_MS", the best
classification results appears when the Consistency Subset
Evaluation feature selection technique is applied followed by
the KStar classification technique. In the healthy sick data
set “HS_N_S", the best classification results appears when
the ChiSquare, Gain Ration and Information Gain Evaluation
feature selection technique is applied followed by the KStar
classification technique.

Fig. 2. Feature selection and classification results of the Healthy Sick Data
Set
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Fig. 3. Feature selection and classification results of the AR MS Data Set

Fig. 4. Feature selection and classification results of the AS MR Data Set

The results shows that for Healthy-sick data set, the NBTree
classifier shows the highest classification accuracy after apply-
ing Consistency subset evaluation technique (84%). while in
the AR-MS and AS-MR data set, the KStar classifier shows
the highest classification accuracy after applying Consistency
subset evaluation (90%) and the entropy based feature evalu-
ation techniques (91 %) respectively.

The hybrid combination between consistency subset evalu-
ation technique and the classification techniques, NBTree and
KStar shows the highest classification accuracy. Unlike the
commonly used univariate measures (e.g., distance, informa-
tion, and dependence measures), consistency subset evaluation
is a multivariate measure which checks a subset of features
at a time [26]. Where it evaluates the worth of a subset of
attributes by the level of consistency in the class values when
the training instances are projected onto the subset of attributes
[28]. Consistency of any subset can never be lower than that of
the full set of attributes; hence the usual practice is to use this
subset evaluator in conjunction with a Random or Exhaustive
search. As it looks for the smallest subset with consistency
equal to that of the full set of attributes, as shown in the

following equation 1:

Consistencys = 1−
∑j

i=0 | Di | − | Mi |
N

(1)

Where:
• s is an attribute subset,
• J is the number of distinct combinations of attribute

values for s,
• | Di | is the number of occurrences of the ith attribute

value combination, i
• | Mi | is the cardinality of the majority class for the ith

attribute value combination,
• N is the total number of instances in the data set.

On the other hand, NBTree classifier is hybrid technique
that eliminate the assumption of independence among features
[27]. On the other hand, One of the advantages of the KStar
approach is that both real attributes and symbolic attributes
can be dealt with together within the same framework [15].
Also, the independence assumption among attributes does not
take place in the KStar learning technique. These two combi-
nations, between the consistency-subset feature evaluation and
either of the two classifiers NBTree and KStar, proves that the
relativity among features is an important characteristic. And
any feature evaluation technique and learner used in the data
mining process should be handled this important characteristic.
Accordingly, the average of the covariance between attributes
has been calculated for the three data sets, the results shows
that covariance average of the first data set is 0.11, while
the next two data sets are 0.08 and 0.07. This explains the
reason of NBTree to show the classification accuracy higher
than KStart in the first data set, while the inverse appears in
the next two data sets.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

The selection of the most applicable feature selection tech-
nique and classification has a great effect in the enhancement
of the classification accuracy results. Every technique has its
own methodology in dealing with the input data set, and
according to the data, this technique could be effective or not.
The results in this experiment show that the effectiveness of
the feature selection and the classification techniques is also
dependent on the problem under consideration. Three data sets
from the same source, which is the heart sound for heart valve
disease detection, is tested by different feature selection and
classification technique. The extensive experimental results on
the heat sound signals data set demonstrate that each data set
shows the highest classification accuracy by feature selection
and classification technique different from the other data sets.
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Abstract—In this paper we present a new approach to belief
revision. In contrast to traditional formalizations of this problem,
where all pieces of information included in a knowledge base have
identical status, we explicitly distinguish between observations,
i.e., facts which an agent observes or is being told, and facts
representing a general, sometimes defeasible, knowledge about
the considered world.1

This distinction allows us to deal with scenarios that cannot
be properly modelled using existing belief revision operators.

Keywords: Knowledge representation, belief revision

I. INTRODUCTION

BELIEF revision [1], [13] is the task of modifying a rea-
soner’s knowledge base when new information becomes

available. More specifically, given a knowledge base KB,
representing the reasoner’s belief set, and a piece of new
information α, the task is to determine the new reasoner’s
knowledge base KB ∗ α.2

There are three important assumptions underlying belief
revision. First, it is assumed that the reasoner’s knowledge
base KB may be incorrect. Second, the reasoner’s environment
is supposed to be static.3 Finally, whenever the new piece of
information α is inconsistent with the current knowledge base,
new information is considered to be more reliable than the
knowledge base.

In [1], we are provided with a number of postulates, usually
referred to as the AGM postulates, which any reasonable
belief revision operator should satisfy. Katsuno and Medelzon
reformulated these postulates for the case when KB is a finite
knowledge base. Probably the most uncontroversial of their
postulates is the following.

If KB ≡ KB′ and α ≡ α′, then KB ∗ α ≡ KB′ ∗ α′.
The above postulate is indisputable. We must not accept

different results if equivalent knowledge bases are revised by

1In our earlier paper [10], we postulated to separate observations and
general knowledge. However, an approach presented here significantly differs
from that proposed in [10]. (See discussion in section IX.)

2Introducing a belief revision paradigm, Alchourron et al. assumed that KB
is a belief set, i.e. a deductively closed set of formulae. However it seems to
be more practical to regard KB as a finite set of formulae, representing a
belief set ([8]).

3That is, α is not the result of an action. The task of revising a knowledge
base by a formula being an effect of an action is known in the AI literature
as belief update ([7], [11], [4]).

equivalent formulae. However, consider the following exam-
ple.

Example 1: Suppose that I observed that Tweety is a bird
and I know that birds typically fly. Thus my knowledge base
is KB = {p, p ⇒ q}, where p and q stand for “Tweety is
a bird” and “Tweety flies”, respectively. Suppose further that
my new observation α is ¬p. Clearly removing p from KB,
I have also to remove q.4 Hence, KB ∗ α = {¬p, p⇒ q}.

Assume now that I have been told that Mary is married
and John is rich. Hence my knowledge base KB′ = {p, q},
where p and q stand for “Mary is married” and “John is rich”,
respectively. Let α = ¬p. Intuition dictates that KB′ ∗ α
is {¬p, q}. On the other hand KB and KB′ are logically
equivalent!

Example 1 shows that we have to distinguish between
formulae representing observations and formulae representing
general knowledge that can be used to draw conclusions from
observations.5

As regards Example 1, in KB p⇒ q represents knowledge,
whereas p is an observation. In KB′ both p and q are
observations.6

In this paper we propose a new form of belief revision.
It differs from traditional approaches in that observations are
separated from formulae representing general knowledge about
the world. In addition, the latter formulae are divided into two
classes: defeasible statements like ”a bird typically flies” and
domain axioms like “a penguin is a bird”.

The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we provide
preliminary definitions. In section III, we present a general
belief change framework, defined in [3], which forms a basis
for our approach. Our belief revision operator is introduced in
section IV. In section V, we shortly discuss our proposal in the
context of the AGM postulates. In section VI, we illustrate the
introduced operator by considering a number of examples. In

4This is because our belief that Tweety flies was based on the assumption
that she was a bird.

5In the philosophical literature the term “knowledge” stands for statements
that are true. Here we also use this term to denote defeasible statements like
“birds typically fly”. For more detailed discussion of this point see Remark 2.

6The term “observation” mean here either an observation made directly by
an agent or communicated to the agent by other sources.
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section VII, we introduce a prioritized version of our operator.
In section IX, we provide a comparison with related work.
Finally, section X contains concluding remarks.

II. PRELIMINARIES

We deal with propositional language based on a finite set
of propositional letters, referred to as atoms. We distinguish
two special atoms ⊤ and ⊥, denoting the truth and the falsity
respectively. Formulae are constructed in the usual way using
standard connectives ¬, ∧, ∨, ⇒ and ⇔. The set of all
formulae over a set of atoms P , called the language over P ,
will be denoted by LP . A literal is an atom or its negation.

We write Th to denote the provability operator of propo-
sitional logic.We say that a set of formulae X ⊆ LP is
deductively closed iff Th(X) = X .

A formula corresponding to a finite set of formulae X is
the conjunction of all members of X . If X is the empty set,
then a formula corresponding to X is ⊤.

Let X be any finite set of formulae. We write X∧ to denote
the conjunction of all members of X .

Let p be an atom and suppose that α is a formula. We
write ∃p.α to denote the formula α[p ← ⊤] ∨ α[p ← ⊥]. If
P = {p1, . . . , pn} is a set of atoms and α is a formula, then
∃P.α stands for ∃p1 · · · ∃pn.α.

A formula of the form ∃P.α, where P = {p1, . . . , pn}, is
called an eliminant of {p1, . . . , pn} in α. Intuitively, such an
eliminant can be viewed as a formula representing the same
knowledge as α about all atoms occurring in α except those
in P and providing no information about the atoms in P .
The reader interested in a detailed theory of eliminants should
consult Brown [2].7

The following theorem holds.
Theorem 1: Let X be a finite set of formulae over LP∪Q,

where P and Q are disjoint sets of atoms. Then Th(X)∩LP =
Th(∃Q.X∧).

III. CONSISTENCY-BASED BELIEF CHANGE

Our approach is heavily influenced by a consistency-based
framework for expressing belief change, introduced in [3].
This framework is based on the following notion.

Definition 1: A belief change scenario is a triple B =
〈K,R,C〉, where K,R and C are sets of formulae over a
fixed propositional language LP .

Informally, K is a knowledge base which is to be modified
in such a way that the resulting knowledge base includes all
elements from R and does not include any element from C.
The modified knowledge base corresponding to B will be
denoted by K ∔R−̇C.

Remark 1: If C is empty, then a belief change scenario
describes belief revision. If R is empty and C contains a single
formula, then a belief change scenario describes contraction.8

7In the AI literature, eliminants are sometimes referred to as forget
operators, see [9].

8Contraction is a dual notion of revision, where beliefs are retracted but no
new beliefs are added. This notion will be of no interest here.

A central notion connected with a belief change scenario is
that of an extension.

Definition 2: Let B = 〈K,R,C〉 be a belief change sce-
nario over LP . Define a new set P ′ of atoms, isomorphic
with P , given by P ′= {p′ : p ∈ P}. Let K ′ be a knowledge
base obtained from K by replacing any p ∈ P by p′ ∈ P ′.
Let EQ be a maximal (wrt set inclusion) set of equivalences
{p⇔ p′|p ∈ P} such that Th(K ′ ∪EQ∪R)∩ (C ∪⊥) = ∅.
The set Th(K ′ ∪ EQ ∪ R) ∩ LP is called a belief change
extension of B.

If there is no such set EQ, then B is inconsistent and LP
is a unique (inconsistent) belief change extension of B.

Note that EQ can be equivalently defined as a maximal set
of equivalences {p⇔ p′|p ∈ P} such that

K ′ ∪ EQ ∪R 0 α, for every α ∈ C ∪ ⊥. (1)

Intuitively, a belief change extension of B is a modification
of K which includes all formulae from R and which includes
no formula from C.

For a given belief change scenario, there may be more than
one extension. In such a case the modified knowledge base
will be identified with the intersection of all extensions.

Definition 3: Let (Ei)i∈I be the class of all belief change
extensions of B = 〈K,R,C〉. Then

K ∔R−̇C =
⋂

i∈I

Ei.

Example 2: Consider a belief change scenario B =
〈K,R,C〉, where

K = {p ∧ q ∧ r}; R = {¬p ∨ ¬q}; C = {r}.

K ′ = {p′∧q′∧r′}. We first look for maximal sets EQ ⊆ {p⇔
p′, q ⇔ q′, r ⇔ r′} such that {p′ ∧ q′ ∧ r′}∪{¬p∨¬q}∪EQ
is consistent and {p′ ∧ q′ ∧ r′} ∪ {¬p∨ ¬q} ∪EQ 0 r. These
are EQ1 = {p⇔ p′} and EQ2 = {q ⇔ q′}. Therefore, there
are two extensions

E1 = Th({p′ ∧ q′ ∧ r′} ∪ {¬p ∨ ¬q} ∪ {p⇔ p′}) ∩ L{p,q,r}

E2 = Th({p′ ∧ q′ ∧ r′} ∪ {¬p ∨ ¬q} ∪ {q ⇔ q′}) ∩ L{p,q,r}

In conclusion, K ∔R−̇C = E1 ∩E2 = Th({p⇔ ¬q}).

According to Definitions 2 and 3, a modified knowledge
base corresponding to a given belief change scenario is de-
ductively closed and hence, infinite. However, if K , R and C
are all finite, a modified knowledge base can be given a finite
representation. The details follow.

If an atom appears in a knowledge base K but not in R ∪
C, then this atom has no influence on extensions of a belief
change scenario. Similarly, if an atom appears in R∪C, but not
in K . Therefore, while constructing EQ sets, we can restrict
our attention to atoms that appears in K ∩ (R ∪ C).
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If X is any set of formulae, then ATM(X) denotes the set
of all atoms occurring in X .

The following result can be found in [3].
Theorem 2: Let B = 〈K,R,C〉 be a belief change scenario

over LP . Let Q = ATM(K) ∩ (ATM(R) ∪ ATM(C)).
Define a new set Q′ of atoms, isomorphic with Q, given by
Q′= {q′ : q ∈ Q}. Let K ′ be a knowledge base obtained from
K by replacing any q ∈ Q by q′ ∈ Q′. Let EQ be a maximal
(wrt set inclusion) set of equivalences {q ⇔ q′ : q ∈ Q}
such that Th(K ′ ∪ EQ ∪ R) ∩ (C ∪ ⊥) = ∅. The set
Th(K ′ ∪ EQ ∪R) ∩ LP is a belief change extension of B.

A belief change scenario B = 〈K,R,C〉 is said to be finite
if the sets K , R and C are all finite.

The following algorithm can be used for computing exten-
sions of finite belief change scenarios.9

Algorithm 1: Let B = 〈K,R,C〉 be a finite belief change
scenario over LP . Let Q, Q′ and K ′ be as in Theorem 2.

(1) [Computing EQ sets].
Compute all maximal (wrt set inclusion) sets,
EQ1, . . . EQn, of equivalences {q ⇔ q′ : q ∈ Q} such
that Th(K ′ ∪ EQi ∪ R) ∩ (C ∪ ⊥) = ∅. If there is
no such set, then return LP as a sole (inconsistent)
extension of B and stop. Otherwise:

(2) [Eliminating primed variables]
Let γ1, . . . , γn be formulae corresponding to sets K ′ ∪
EQ1 ∪R, . . . ,K ′ ∪EQn ∪R. Put FEi = ∃Q′.γi.
Return Th(FE1), . . . , Th(FEn) as extensions of B.

The correctness of the above algorithm follows from The-
orems 1 and 2.

Since, for any formulae α1, . . . , αn, Th(α1) ∩ · · · ∩
Th(αn) = Th(α1 ∨ · · · ∨ αn), the following result holds.

Theorem 3: Let B = 〈K,R,C〉 be a finite belief change
scenario and let FE1, . . . , FEn be formulae specified in
Algorithm 1. The modified knowledge base corresponding to
B is given by

K ∔R−̇C = Th(FE1 ∨ · · · ∨ FEn).

Formulae FE1, . . . , FEn can be viewed as finite repre-
sentations of extensions of a belief change scenario B =
〈K,R,C〉, whereas FE1∨· · ·∨FEn can be viewed as a finite
representation of a modified knowledge base corresponding to
the scenario. This disjunction will be denoted by K ⊕R⊖C.

In the sequel we will make use of the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Let B = 〈K, {α}, {¬β}〉 be a belief change

scenario. If K∪{α}∪{β} is consistent, then K⊕{α}⊖{¬β}
is equivalent to K ∪ {α}.
Proof Follows immediately from the fact that there is one EQ
set associated with B, containing all equivalences of the form
p⇔ p′, where p is any atom from ATM(K)∩(ATM({α})∪
ATM({β}).

9This algorithm is simpler than a similar algorithm provided in [3].

Example 3 (Continuation of Example 2): Reconsider a be-
lief change scenario from Example 2

K = {p ∧ q ∧ r}; R = {¬p ∨ ¬q}; C = {r}.
As we saw, there are two EQ sets, namely EQ1 = {p⇔ p′}
and EQ2 = {q ⇔ q′}. Hence, γ1 = p′ ∧ q′ ∧ r′ ∧ (p ⇔
p′)∧ (¬p∨¬q) and γ2 = p′ ∧ q′ ∧ r′ ∧ (q ⇔ q′)∧ (¬p∨¬q).
Eliminating p′, q′ and r′, we get FE1 = p∧(¬p∨¬q) ≡ p∧¬q
and FE2 = q ∧ (¬p ∨ ¬q) ≡ q ∧ ¬p. Thus

K ∔R−̇C = Th(FE1 ∨ FE2) ≡ Th(p⇔ ¬q)
K ⊕R⊖ C = (FE1 ∨ FE2) ≡ p⇔ ¬q.

IV. OUR BELIEF REVISION OPERATOR

In this section we define our belief revision operator.
As we mentioned earlier, we will distinguish between

formulae representing observations and those representing
general knowledge about the world under consideration. In
addition, the latter formulae will be divided into two classes:
those representing defeasible knowledge, like “A bird typically
flies”, and domain axioms, representing general facts that are
always true.10

Remark 2: In the philosophical literature the term “knowl-
edge” is usually reserved for facts that are guaranteed to be
true. In particular, the statement “I know α” implies that α is
true. On the other hand, there is a weaker notion, namely that
of “belief”. The statement “I believe α” does not imply that
α must be true. It implies only that I am prepared to act as if
α were true. (see [14]).

Accordingly, the term “defeasible knowledge”, we use here,
may seem a little strange. However, in our opinion, a statement
like “A bird typically flies” represents a kind of knowledge
rather than a belief. This is because it is true that a typical
bird flies. Of course, if we use this statement to conclude
that a particular bird flies, the conclusion may turn out to be
false. This is the reason why the word “knowledge” has been
preceded by the word “defeasible”.11

Definition 4: A knowledge base is a triple KB =
〈OB,DS,DA〉, where OB, DS and DA are finite sets of
formulae. These sets are referred to as observations, defeasible
statements and domain axioms, respectively.

Let X be any finite set of formulae. Recall that X∧ stands
for the conjunction of all members of F .

Definition 5: Let KB = 〈OB,DS,DA〉 be a knowledge
base and suppose that α is a revision formula representing a
new observation. A revision of KB by α, written KB ∗ α,

10Domain axioms correspond closely to integrity constraints considered in
the theory of data bases. However, there is a subtle difference between these
notions. Integrity constraints are usually assumed to be fixed and external with
respect to a data base. Domain axioms, on the other hand, are considered as
a part of a knowledge base and a new domain axiom can be learned by a
reasoning agent.

11The term “defeasible knowledge” has been first used in [12].
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is a new knowledge base given by 〈OB1, DS,DA〉, where
OB1 = OB ⊕ {α} ⊖ {¬DA∧}. Here OB ⊕ {α} ⊖ {¬DA∧}
is a finite representation of the modified knowledge base
corresponding to belief change scenario 〈OB, {α}, {¬DA∧}〉.
(See section III.)

Observe that defeasible statements and domain axioms are
identical in both knowledge bases. The definition of OB1

requires an explanation. A new set of observations has to
satisfy two conditions. First, it should contain α. Second, it
must be consistent with DA. The framework presented in the
previous section gives us a convenient tool to achieve both of
these goals.

Each knowledge base determines a belief set.
Definition 6: Let KB = 〈OB,DS,DA〉 be a knowledge

base. A belief set corresponding to KB, written BKB , is given
by DS ∔ (OB ∪DA).12

The following result follows immediately from Definitions
5 and 6.

Theorem 4: Let KB = 〈OB,DS,DA〉 be a knowledge
base.

BKB∗α = DS ∔ [(OB ⊕ {α} ⊖ {¬DA∧}) ∪DA].

It is easy to see that the proposed revision operator consists
of two belief changes. First, we alter the observation set OB
with α while maintaining domain axioms. Next we revise the
defeasible pieces of knowledge using the previous result.

Example 4 (Continuation of Example 1): Reconsider first
KB = 〈{p}, {p ⇒ q}, {⊤}〉 and α = ¬p. We first compute
OB1 = {p} ⊕ {¬p} ⊖ {⊥} = {p} ⊕ {¬p}. To this end, we
look for a maximal set EQ ⊆ {p ⇔ p′} such that {p′} ∪
{¬p} ∪ EQ 0 ⊥. There is one such set, namely the empty
set. Thus, the formula corresponding to {p′} ∪ {¬p} ∪ {⊤},
is γ = p′ ∧ ¬p. Eliminating p′ from γ, we conclude that
OB1 = ¬p. Thus, the revised knowledge base, KB ∗ α, is
〈{¬p}, {p ⇒ q}, {⊤}〉. BKB∗α = DS ∔ (OB1 ∪ {⊤}) =
{p⇒ q}∔ {¬p} = Th({p⇒ q,¬p}) = Th({¬p}).

Now consider KB = 〈{p, q}, {⊤}, {⊤}〉 and α = ¬p. It is
easily computed that the revised knowledge base KB ∗ α is
〈{¬p, q}, {⊤}, {⊤} and BKB∗α = Th({¬p, q}).

These results agree with our intuition.

V. PROPERTIES OF OUR REVISION OPERATOR

Alchourron et al.[1] proposed eight postulates, known in
the AI literature as AGM postulates, which, as they claimed,
should be satisfied by every revision operator. In this section
we analyze our revision operator in the context of these
postulates.

We shall need the following notion. Let KB =
〈OB,DS,DA〉 and KB′ = 〈OB′, DS′, DA′〉 be two knowl-
edge bases. KB and KB′ are said to be equivalent, written
KB ≡ KB′, iff OB ≡ OB′, DS ≡ DS′ and DA ≡ DA′.

12K ∔ R is an abbreviation for K ∔R−̇{⊥}.

If KB = 〈OB,DS,DA〉, then KB + α stands for
〈OB ∪ {α}, DS,DA〉. We write OBKB , DSKB and DAKB

to denote a set of observations, a set of defeasible statements
and a set of domain axioms of KB, respectively.

The AGM postulates are the following.13

(1) BKB∗α is deductively closed.
(2) α ∈ BKB∗α.
(3) BKB∗α ⊆ BKB+α.
(4) If ¬α 6∈ BKB , then BKB+α ⊆ BKB∗α.
(5) BKB∗α is inconsistent iff α is inconsistent.
(6) If KB ≡ KB′ and α ≡ α′, then BKB∗α ≡ BKB′∗α′ .
(7) BKB∗(α∧β) ⊆ B(KB∗α) ∪ β.
(8) If ¬β 6∈ BKB∗α, then B(KB∗α) ∪ β ⊆ BKB∗(α∧β).
Theorem 5: Our belief revision operator satisfies the postu-

lates (1), (2), (3), (4), (6) and (7). The The postulate (5) and
(8) are not satisfied.
Proof: The satisfiability of (1), (2) (6) and (7) is obvious.

As regards (3), consider two cases. Assume first that
OBKB ∪ {α} ∪DAKB is inconsistent. Then BKB+α is also
inconsistent and we are done. Otherwise, i.e., if OBKB ∪
{α} ∪ DAKB is consistent, (3) holds in view of Lemma 1.
The postulate (4) follows immediately from Lemma 1.

To see that (5) does not hold, take KB = 〈{⊥}, {⊤}, {⊤}〉
and α = p. Clearly, KB ∗ α is inconsistent, whereas α is
consistent. It is easily verified that a weaker version of (5)
holds, namely BKB∗α is inconsistent iff α is inconsistent or
DA ∪ {α} is inconsistent or OB is inconsistent or DS is
inconsistent.

The following is a counterexample to (8).14

OB = (p ∧ q ∧ r ∧ s) ∨ (¬p¬q ∧ ¬r¬s).
α = (¬p∧¬q∧r∧s)∨(p∧¬q∧¬r∧¬s)∨(¬p∧¬q∧r∧¬s).
β = (¬p ∧ ¬q ∧ r ∧ s) ∨ (p ∧ ¬q ∧ ¬r ∧ ¬s).
DS = ⊤.
DA = ⊤.
We leave it to the reader to show that BKB∗α ∪ {β} =

Th({p∧ ¬q ∧¬r ∧¬s}) and BKB∗(α∧β) = Th({(¬p∧ ¬q ∧
r ∧ s) ∨ (p ∧ ¬q ∧ ¬r ∧ ¬s)}).

VI. EXAMPLES

In this section we illustrate our approach by considering a
number of examples.

Example 5 (Continuation of Example 4): Reconsider
KB = 〈{p}, {p⇒ q}, {⊤}〉 and α = ¬p. We showed that the
revised knowledge base, KB ∗ α, is 〈{¬p}, {p ⇒ q}, {⊤}〉
and BKB∗α = Th({¬p}). Suppose now that we learn that p
holds after all. That is, KB ∗ α should be revised by p. It
is easily computed that the set of new observations is {p}
and so the new knowledge base is 〈{p}, {p ⇒ q}, {⊤}〉.
A belief set corresponding to this knowledge base is
Th({p, p⇒ q}) = Th({p, q}).

13To fit our approach, some of these postulates have been slightly reformu-
lated here.

14This counterexample has been given in [7] for a different revision
operator. However it can also serve for our purposes.
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To see that these results agree with our intuition, assume
that p and q stand for “Tweety is a bird” and “Tweety flies”,
respectively. Our initial knowledge base consists of “Tweety
is a bird” and “if Tweety is a bird, then she flies”. This allows
us to conclude that Tweety flies. When we learn that Tweety is
not a bird, the conclusion that she flies must be withdrawn. But
if we later learn that Tweety is a bird after all, this conclusion
is again plausible.

Example 6: Consider now the knowledge base KB =
〈{b}, {b ⇒ f}, {p ⇒ ¬f, p ⇒ b}〉, where b, f and p
are abbreviations for “Tweety is a bird”, “Tweety flies” and
“Tweety is a penguin”, respectively. Suppose that the new
observation, α, is p.

The new set of observations is OB1 = {b, p}. (There is
one EQ set, namely {b ⇔ b′}.) Thus, the revised knowl-
edge base is 〈{b, p}, {b ⇒ f}, {p ⇒ ¬f, p ⇒ b}〉. A
belief set corresponding to this knowledge base, BKB∗α, is
{b⇒ f}∔{b, p, p⇒ ¬f, p⇒ b}. Performing straightforward
calculations, we get BKB∗α = Th({b, p,¬f}).

Note that being a penguin is more specific than being a bird.
So, the conclusion that Tweety does not fly is what intuition
dictates.

Example 7: Consider the knowledge base KB = 〈{mo ∨
jo, jc}, {⊤}, {jc ⇒ ¬jo,mc ⇒ ¬mo}〉, where mo, mc,
jo and jc stand for “John is in his office”, “John is on
the corridor”, “Mary is in her office” and “Mary is on the
corridor”, respectively. Assume that a revision formula is
α = ¬mo.

A new set of observations is

OB1 = {mo ∨ jo, jc} ⊕ {¬mo} ⊖ {(jc ∧ jo) ∨ (mc ∧mo)}.

We first look for maximal sets EQ ⊆ {mo ⇔ mo′, jo ⇔
jo′, jc ⇔ jc′} such that {mo′ ∨ jo′, jc′} ∪ {¬mo} ∪ EQ
is consistent and {mo′ ∨ jo′, jc′} ∪ {¬mo} ∪ EQ 0 (jc ∧
jo) ∨ (mc ∧mo). There are three such sets, namely EQ1 =
{jo ⇔ jo′,mo ⇔ mo′}, EQ2 = {jc ⇔ jc′,mo ⇔ mo′}
and EQ3 = {jo ⇔ jo′, jc ⇔ jc′}. Accordingly, there
are three FE formulae (see Algorithm 1), namely FE1 =
∃jc′∃mo′∃jo′.[(mo′∨jo′)∧jc′∧¬mo∧ (jo⇔ jo′)∧ (mo⇔
mo′), FE2 = ∃jc′∃mo′∃jo′.[(mo′∨jo′)∧jc′∧¬mo∧ (jc⇔
jc′)∧ (mo⇔ mo′) and FE3 = ∃jc′∃mo′∃jo′.[(mo′ ∨ jo′)∧
jc′ ∧ ¬mo ∧ (jo ⇔ jo′) ∧ (jc ⇔ jc′). It is easily verified
that FE1, FE2 and FE3 reduce to ¬mo∧ jo, ¬mo∧ jc and
¬mo ∧ jc, respectively. Thus, OB1 = ¬mo ∧ (jc ∨ jo), and
hence KB ∗α = 〈{¬mo∧ (jc∨jo)}, {⊤}, {jc⇒ ¬jo,mc⇒
¬mo}〉. A belief set corresponding to this knowledge base
is given by BKB∗α = {⊤} ∔ {¬mo ∧ (jc ∨ jo)} ∪ {jc ⇒
¬jo,mc ⇒ ¬mo} = Th({¬mo ∧ (jc ∨ jo)} ∪ {jc ⇒
¬jo,mc⇒ ¬mo} = Th({¬mo∧(jo∧¬jc∨jc∧¬jo)∧(jc⇒
¬jo) ∧ (mo⇒ ¬mc)). Thus, after revision, we conclude that
Mary is not in her office, whereas John is in his office or on
the corridor, but not in both of these places.

.

VII. PRIORITIZED BELIEF REVISION

It is not difficult to see that our revision operator specifies a
priority ordering on different kinds of knowledge. The highest
priority is assigned to domain axioms. The lower priority is
connected with observations which are revised before defea-
sible statements. Finally, the lowest priority is assigned to
defeasible statements. However, it turns out that sometimes
it is necessary to provide additional priority ordering on
defeasible statements. The following example will help to
illustrate this point.15

Example 8: Consider the following facts.
Mary is an adult.
Typically, if Mary is an adult, then Mary is employed.
Typically, if Mary is a full-time student, then Mary is
not employed.

This is represented by KB = 〈OB,DS,DA〉, where (here
A, F and E stand for “Mary is an adult”, “Mary is a full-time
student” and “Mary is employed”, respectively)

OB = {A}
DS = {A⇒ E, F ⇒ ¬E}
DA = {⊤}.

Suppose that we have learned that Mary is a full-time
student. Therefore, KB should be revised by α = F . It
is immediately seen that OB1 = OB ⊕ {F} ⊖ {⊥} =
OB ⊕ {F} = {A,F}. Thus the revised knowledge base,
KB ∗ α, is 〈{A,F}, {A ⇒ E, F ⇒ ¬E}, {⊤}〉. To
compute a set of beliefs corresponding to this knowledge base,
we calculate {A ⇒ E, F ⇒ ¬E} ⊕ {A,F}. The set
of atoms occurring both in DS and OB1 is {A,F}. Thus
we look for maximal EQ ⊆ {A ⇔ A′, F ⇔ F ′} such
that {A ⇒ E, F ⇒ ¬E} ∪ {A,F} ∪ EQ is consistent.
There are two such sets, namely EQ1 = {A ⇔ A′} and
EQ2 = {F ⇔ F ′}. Accordingly, there are two FE formulae
(see Algorithm 1), namely FE1 = ∃A′∃F ′.(A′ ⇒ E)∧(F ′ ⇒
¬E) ∧ A ∧ F ∧ (A ⇔ A′) which reduces to A ∧ F ∧ E and
FE2 = ∃A′∃F ′.(A′ ⇒ E)∧ (F ′ ⇒ ¬E)∧A∧F ∧ (F ⇔ F ′)
which reduces to A∧F ∧¬E. Thus BKB∗α = Th({(A∧F ∧
E) ∨ (A ∧ F ∧ ¬E)} = Th({A,F}).

This result is intuitively unacceptable. Given that Mary is
an adult full-time student, we should not be agnostic about
her employment status. Rather, we should infer that Mary is
unemployed.

There is an obvious conflict between the both defeasible
statements. Given that Mary is an adult, there is a reason to
believe that she is employed. Given that she is a full-time
student, there is reason to believe the contrary. In consequence,
neither of these conclusions can be inferred.

To resolve this problem, the priority assigned to F ⇒ ¬E
should be higher than that assigned to A ⇒ E. This simply
means that the former of these formulae should be considered
before the latter during the revision process. To achieve this
effect, we divide the set DS into DS1 = {A ⇒ E} and

15This is a propositional version of a classical example presented first in
[15] in the context of default reasoning (see also [16]).
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DS2 = {F ⇒ ¬E} and define BKB∗α as DS1 ∔ (DS2 ⊕
(OB1 ∪DA)) instead of DS ∔ (OB1 ∪DA).

Recall that OB1 ∪ DA = {A,F}. Thus, DS2 ⊕ (OB1 ∪
DA) = DS2 ⊕ {A,F} = {A,F,¬E}. Therefore, BKB∗α =
{DS1 ∔ {A,F,¬E} = {A ⇒ E} ∔ {A,F,¬E} =
Th({A,F,¬E}).

This agrees with our intuition.

We are now ready to provide a formal definition of priori-
tized version of our revision operator. Consider a knowledge
base KB = 〈OB,DS,DA〉. We begin by breaking DS
into disjoint sets DS1, . . . , DSn. The intention is that the
elements of DSn are given the highest priority, those of
DSn−1 the second priority, etc. We express this by writing
DS1 < DS2 < · · · < DSn.

Definition 7: Let KB = 〈OB,DS,DA〉 be a knowledge
base and α be a revision formula. Let OB1 = OB ⊕ {α} ⊖
{¬DA∧}. The prioritized belief revision of KB by α with
respect to priorities DS1 < DS2 < · · · < DSn, written
KB ∗[DS1<DS2<···<DSn] α, is the formula

DS1 ∔ (DS2 ⊕ · · · (DSn ⊕ (OB1 ∪DA) · · ·).

It should be noted that the prioritized version of our belief
operator does not change the revised knowledge base K ∗ α
which remains as in Definition 5.

VIII. ABSORBING KNOWLEDGE

So far we have assumed that a revision formula is an
observation. In this section we redefine our revision operator
under the assumption that this formula is a piece of knowledge.

Suppose first that the revising formula α represents a
domain axiom. In this case we proceed as follows.

Definition 8: Let KB = 〈OB,DS,DA〉 and suppose
that α is a revision formula representing a domain axiom.
The revised knowledge base is defined by KB ∗ α =
〈OB1, DS,DA∪{α}〉, where OB1 = OB⊕{⊤}⊖{¬(DA∪
{α})∧}. Here OB ⊕ {⊤} ⊖ {¬(DA ∪ {α})∧} is a finite
representation of the modified knowledge base corresponding
to belief change scenario 〈OB, {⊤}, {¬(DA∪ {α})∧}〉. (See
section III.)

Note that the addition of a new domain axiom may contra-
dict a set of observations. This is the reason why this set is
modified.

Definition 8 assumes that a new domain axiom is consistent
with the set of the current domain axioms. This assumption
seems natural. However, if one wanted to reject it, KB ∗ α
should be defined as 〈OB1, DS,DA ⊕ {α}〉, where OB1 is
specified as before.

Example 9: This is a variant of Example 6. Let KB =
〈{p}, {b ⇒ f}, {p ⇒ b}〉, where b, f and p stand for
“Tweety is a bird”, “Tweety flies” and “Tweety is a penguin”,
respectively. Since there is no information that penguins do
not fly, KB can be used to conclude that Tweety is a flier.

This is indeed the case. We leave it to the reader to show that
f ∈ BKB .

Suppose now that we revise our knowledge base by a do-
main axiom α = (p⇒ ¬f). KB∗α = 〈OB1, {b⇒ f}, {p⇒
b, p⇒ ¬f}〉, where OB1 = {b} ⊕ {⊤} ⊖ {¬[(p⇒ b ∧ (p⇒
¬f)]} = {b, p}. Thus KB ∗ α = 〈{b, p}, {b ⇒ f}, {p ⇒
b, p⇒ ¬f}〉. Performing straightforward calculations, we get
¬f ∈ BKB∗α.

Example 10: Let KB = 〈{p, q}, {⊤}, {⊤}〉 and suppose
that a revision formula is a new domain axiom α = (p ⇒
¬q}.16 OB1 = {p, q}⊕{⊤}⊖{¬(⊤∧(p⇒ ¬q))} = {p, q}⊕
{⊤} ⊖ {p ∧ q}. It is easily verified that OB1 = {p ∨ q} and
BKB∗α = Th({p⇔ ¬q}.

Suppose now that a revision formula α is a defeasible
statement. In this case we proceed as follows.

Definition 9: Let KB = 〈OB,DS,DA〉 and suppose that
α is a revision formula representing a defeasible statement.
The revised knowledge base is defined by KB ∗ α =
〈OB,DS1, DA〉, where DS1 = DS ⊕ {α}.

Note that a belief set associated with 〈OB,DS1, DA〉 is
DS1 ∔ (OB ∪ DA). Therefore, there is no need to require
consistency of DS1 ∪OB ∪DA.

IX. RELATED WORK

Our formalization of belief revision is based on the as-
sumption that observations should be separated from knowl-
edge. Similar assumption is also made in [10]. However
there are three important differences between both of the
approaches.
(i) In [10] a knowledge base is a pair 〈OB,A〉, where OB

is a set of observations and A is a set of domain axioms.
Thus, formulae representing defeasible knowledge like
“A bird typically flies” must be treated as observations.
Example 1 shows that this may lead to strange results.

(ii) In [10] it is assumed that a new observation describes
exactly what a reasoning agent knows at the moment
about the aspect of the world the observation concerns.
For instance, if all we believe is p and new observation
is p ∨ q, then after revision all we believe is p ∨ q. This
point will be discussed in detail in the next section.

(iii) In contrast to the belief revision operator presented here,
the operator specified in [10] is based on eliminating non-
redundant atoms.

X. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The AGM postulates of belief revision introduce mathemat-
ically consistent and elegant theory. However, to obtain a clear,
simple and manageable model, substantial simplifications have
been made (see [6] for a discussion of this point). These
simplifications often lead to unintuitive results.

In this paper we have rejected one of those simplifications,
namely the assumption that a knowledge base is unstructured.

16Observe that α is inconsistent with the current set of observations.
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Applying our revision operator to structured knowledge bases,
allows us to express knowledge in a more flexible way.
In particular, we can deal with scenarios that are difficult,
or impossible, to model using existing approaches to belief
revision. For instance, we can assign priorities to defeasible
statements.

We distinguish between formulae representing observations
and formulae representing knowledge. In addition, the latter
formulae are divided into two groups. A natural question
arises about the nature of various types of information rep-
resented by those formulae and agents’ degree of freedom.
Having observed a contradictory fact, should an agent be
allowed to change domain axiom into a defeasible statement
or completely reject new information? Consider the following
example.17

Suppose that we know that all swans are white. What should
we do when a black swan is observed? If we are sure that an
observed object is a black swan, common sense suggests the
change of the domain axiom stating that all swans are white
into a defeasible statement stating that a typical swan is white.
It is worth noting that this natural solution cannot be achieved
if a knowledge base is unstructured.

Observe that neither observations nor domain axioms have
influence on a set of defeasible statements in a revised
knowledge base. Of course, it may happen that a defeasible
statement is defeated by an observation or a domain axiom.18

However, even in this case we keep such defeated defeasible
statement in the revised knowledge base. To see why, consider
the following example.

Let KB = 〈{⊤}, {¬g, }, {e ∧ ¬a ⇒ g}〉 where g, e and
a stand for “John is guilty”, “There is evidence that John
is guilty” and “John has an alibi”, respectively. A belief set
corresponding to KB is Th({¬g ∧ (¬e ∨ a)}). During an
investigation an evidence that John is guilty and has no alibi
was found, i.e, KB should be revised by α = e ∧ ¬a. It
is easily seen that the modified knowledge base, KB ∗ α, is
〈{e∧¬a}, {¬g}, {e∧¬a⇒ g}〉 and a belief set corresponding
to this knowledge base is Th({e,¬a, g}). Now, if we allow
to override defeasible statements by observations or domain
axioms, ¬g should be withdrawn from a set of defeasible
statements of KB ∗ α. But in this case, if we later learn that
John has an alibi after all, we shall not be able to infer that
he is innocent.

One of the AGM postulates states that whenever a revised
formula α is consistent with a knowledge base KB, then KB∗
α is just KB ∪ {α}. In particular, if a revision formula is a
consequence of a knowledge base, then the process of revision
does not change the base.19 It turns out that the plausibility of
this postulate depends on the context. Two simple examples
will help to illustrate this.

17This example is from [5].
18For this reason a belief set associated with a knowledge base

〈OB,DS,DA〉 is defined as DS ∔ (OB ∪ DA) instead of Th(OB ∪
DS ∪DA).

19It seems that an operator defined in [10] is the only exception of this
rule.

Assume first that during the day I observed that my neigh-
bour’s new car is green. At rainy night I saw the car again.
This time I observed that the car’s color is green or brown.
Obviously, there is no need to change my belief set. It is
plausible to assume that the car is green.

The second example concerns a weather forecast. Watching
TV yesterday, I had learned that two days later it would rain
in Warsaw. Watching TV today, I have learned that tomorrow
it will rain or snow in Warsaw. Clearly, intuition dictates that
today’s forecast is more reliable, so that I should change my
belief set.

From the above discussion we can see that the process of
belief revision is extremely complex. Many factors have to
be taken into consideration. There are still a large number of
important open problems in this field of research which require
inputs from both logic and philosophy for their solution [6].
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Abstract—The paper investigates the influence of different
types of distance measures on the performance of a multiple
classifier system consisting of one-class classifiers. This specific
type of machine learning approach uses examples only from
a single class to derive a decision boundary - hence its is
often referred to as learning in the absence of counterexamples.
Combining several one-class classifiers is a promising research
direction, as it often results in a more precise classification than
when using just a single model. Most one-class classifiers base
their decision on a distance from an object to the decision
boundary, canonically expressed in the Euclidean measure. When
combining such predictors it is necessary to map the distance
into probability, therefore the measure used has a crucial impact
on the classifier fusion. This paper proposes alternative distance
measures for one-class classification, which are evaluated through
experimental investigations.

Index Terms—one-class classification, multiple classifier sys-
tems, distance measures, one-class support vector machine, com-
bined classifier.

I. INTRODUCTION

ONE-CLASS classification (OCC) is known as learning
in the absence of counterexamples, as primary object of

OCC is to train a classifier using only patterns drawn from
the target class distribution. Its main goal is to detect anomaly
or a state other than the one for the target class [18]. It is
assumed that only information of the target class is available.
Therefore no information about the potential nature of outlier
objects are needed to derive the decision boundary. Schema
of OCC problem is given in Fig. 1.

This is a very useful approach in may real-life applications
e.g. machine diagnosis, when we know what is the proper
response from the device, but number of ways in which such
a device may malfunction are numerous. Therefore instead of
costly and time consuming generation of negative examples
one may use OCC to get the classification boundary only
on the basis of available samples. Various terms have been
used in the literature to refer to one-class learning approaches.
The term single-class classification originates from [11], but
also outlier detection [7] or novelty detection [2] are used to
name this field of study. Another view on the OCC is that it
seeks to distinguish one specific class from the more broad
set of classes (e.g., selecting apples from fruits, gearbox error
from machine faults or fraud from set of transactions). The

Fig. 1. Example of one-class classification with known target class used for
the boundary creation. One-class classification assumes that in the exploratory
phase of classification new, unknown objects not belonging to the target class
may appear.

target class is considered as a positive one, while all other are
considered as negative ones.

Usually for a given problem we may have a pool of
several classifiers at our disposal. Canonical machine learning
methods concentrate on selecting the single best classifier from
the pool and delegating him to the problem solving task. This
approach seems very reasonable and is rooted in a normal
human behavior - when having a problem we tend to search for
the most competent expert in a given area, not paying attention
to lesser renown specialists. Yet when referencing to only a
single classifier we discard the fact that other models from the
pool may also offer a valuable contribution to the considered
problem. That is why a combined approach was proposed,
utilizing decisions of more than one classifier. Such methods,
known as Multiple Classifier Systems (MCS) are considered
as one of the most promising research directions in current
field of machine learning and pattern recognition [10].

Using MCS in OCC is an approach that still awaits proper
attention. So far several approaches were proposed, based on a
simple bagging [13], boosting [21] or random subspaces [4].
Most of the works in this topics were application-oriented,
e.g. on image retrieval [20] or on monitoring the information
network [14]. Therefore there is a lack of works devoted to the
theoretical advances in combination of one-class classifiers.
Recently authors have proposed the diversity measures for
selecting one-class predictors to the ensemble [12].
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Several methods for combining one-class classifiers were
proposed in [17]—they will be described in more details in
Sec. II. One should notice that most one-class predictors base
their decision on the distance from an object to the decision
boundary. Therefore to perform the classifier fusion one must
map the distance into a probability. Canonically used in OCC
was Euclidean distance. This paper proposes to use different
measures of distance and investigates their influence on the
overall accuracy of the combined classifier.

The paper is organized in the following way: next section
gives an overview of fusion methods for one-class ensembles,
section three presents used distance measures, while following
section is devoted to experimental assessment of the quality
of proposed measures. Last section concludes the paper.

II. COMBINING ONE-CLASS CLASSIFIERS

One-class boundary methods (such as One-class Support
Vector Machine) are based on computing the distance between
the object x and target class ωT . To apply fusion methods we
require the probability (or classification support) of object x
for a given class. Therefore to conduct the fusion a heuristic
mapping must be made. This paper uses a following solution:

P̂ (x|ωT ) =
1

c1
exp(−d(x|ωT )/c2), (1)

which models a Gaussian distribution around the classifier,
where d(x|ωT ) is a distance metric, c1 is the normalization
constant and c2 is the scale parameter. Parameters c1 and c2
should be fitted to the target class distribution.

After performing such a mapping one may use proposed
fusion functions. This paper applies all five of them, with the
assumption that the pool consists of R one-class classifiers:

1) Mean vote, which combines binary output labels of one-
class classifiers. It is expressed by:

ymv(x) =
1

R

∑

k

I(Pk(x|ωT ) ≥ θk), (2)

where I(·) is the indicator function and θk is a clas-
sification threshold. When a threshold equal to 0.5 is
applied this rule transforms into a majority vote for
binary problems.

2) Mean weighted vote which introduces the weighting
of base classifiers by fTk

, where fTk
is the fraction of

target class objects accepted by k-th classifier:

ymwv(x) =
1
R

∑
k fTk

I(Pk(x|ωT ) ≥ θk)+
+(1− fTk

)I(Pk(x|ωT ) ≤ θk),
(3)

which is a smoothed version of the mean vote method.
3) Product of the weighted votes, for which let’s first

define:

prod =
∏

k

fTk
I(Pk(x|ωT ) ≥ θk), (4)

and then the fusion method:

ypwv(x) =
prod

prod +
∏

k(1− fTk
)I(Pk(x|ωT ) ≤ θk)

,

(5)
4) Mean of the estimated probabilities which is expressed

by:

ymp(x) =
1

R

∑

k

(Pk(x|ωT ). (6)

5) Product combination of the estimated probabilities,
which is expressed by:

ypc(x) =

∏
k Pk(x|ωT )∏

k Pk(x|ωT ) +
∏

k θk
. (7)

This fusion method assumes that the outlier object
distribution is independent of x and thus uniform in the
area around the target concept.

III. DISTANCE MEASURES

As one may see from the previous section, used distance
measure has a major impact on the fusion of one-class
classifiers. Canonically for this problem the Euclidean squared
distance was used [17]. Here we would like to investigate
the performance of other popular distance measures and their
influence on the classifier fusion step.

There exists a significant number of distance measures de-
rived from many various fields such as mathematics, physics,
information theory, computer science and econometrics. Good
review of existing distance measures is presented in [3].
Many machine learning algorithms, such as minimal distance
classifiers [5], rely on the distance metric for the input data
patterns. In recent years, many studies have demonstrated, both
empirically and theoretically, that a proper metric can signif-
icantly improve the performance in classification, clustering
and retrieval tasks [9].

A distance metric, d(m,n) is a function for calculating a
distance between two objects, m and n. To consider given
function as a distance metric it has to fulfill following three
properties [19]:

1) It is always greater than or equal to zero.
2) The distance from object to itself is always equal to zero.
3) It obeys the triangle inequality, i.e for three points m, n

and o, d(m,n)+d(n, o) ≥ d(m, o) for any choice of n.
This paper investigates the performance of five popular dis-
tance metrics, assuming that each object is described by i
features:

1) Euclidean squared distance:

dE(m,n) =

√∑

i

(mi − ni)2 (8)

2) Canberr distance:

dC(m,n) =
∑

i

∣∣∣∣
mi − ni

mi + ni

∣∣∣∣ . (9)
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3) Czebyszew distance:

dCZ(m,n) = max
i

(|mi − ni|). (10)

4) Manhattan distance:

dM (m,n) =
∑

i

(|mi − ni|). (11)

5) Pearson correlation distance: in which one must first
compute the correlation parameter r:

r =
1

i

∑

i

(
mi − m̄

σm

)(
ni − n̄

σn

)
(12)

where m̄, n̄ are average values and σm, σn are standard
deviations. Using this parameter, one may define a
distance metric as:

dP (m,n) = 1− r, (13)

where dP (m,n) takes values from [0,2].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

The aim of the experiments was to investigate if using
different distance measures have an impact on the quality of
one-class classifier fusion.

A. Datasets

For experimental evaluation of our proposition we have
selected five binary datasets from the UCI Repository [6].
Details of used datasets are given in Tab. I. It is worth noticing

TABLE I
DETAILS OF DATASETS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION.

NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES INDICATES THE NUMBER OF OBJECTS IN THE
MINORITY CLASS.

No. Name Objects Features Classes
1 Breast-cancer 286 (85) 9 2
2 Diabetes 768 (268) 8 2
3 Heart-statlog 270 (120) 13 2
4 Ionosphere 351(124) 34 2
5 Voting records 435 (168) 16 2

that so far there have been no benchmarks for one-class
datasets and only solution on how to asses the performance of
new methods for this field was to treat one-class problems as
a decomposition of multi-class benchmarks, as in our previous
work [12]. This paper uses a simple, unified and effective
scheme for transformation of multi-class sets into canonical
one-class problems.

Let’s assume that a dataset consist of objects drawn form
class set M = {1, 2, ..., M}. Class m ∈ M is chosen to
become target class ωT . All other objects from M̂ = {1, 2, ...,
M} \ {m} become outliers objects with labels ωO. The pool
of R individual classifiers Ψ(1),Ψ(2), ...,Ψ(R) is then trained
with normal procedure (such as cross-validation) on the objects
from class ωT while objects from ωO are used for the testing
phase. One should notice that from a single M -class problem
this procedure may derive M separate one-class datasets.

In this work as a target class we have chosen the minority
class, while the remaining class was used as outliers.

B. Set-up

As a base classifier a One-class Support Vector Machine
(OCSVM) [16] with a polynomial kernel was selected. The
pool of classifiers were constructed using a random subspace
method [8] and consisted of five models. The focus of this
paper is not on the problem of selecting classifiers to the
committee, therefore always an entire pool was used.

The combined 5x2 cv F test [1] was carried out to asses the
statistical significance of the obtained results.

All experiments were carried out in the R language [15].

C. Results and discussion

The results of the experiment are given in Tab. II – VI.
Small numbers under classification accuracy indicates from
which methods the given one was statistically better.

TABLE II
ACCURACY OF THE PROPOSED METHODS OVER THE BREAST-CANCER

DATASET.

Fusion method d1E d2C d3CZ d4M d5P
mv 84.32 86.00 85.40 80.86 86.00

4 1,4 4 − 1,4

mwv 86.00 86.43 85.03 82.25 87.30
4 4 4 − 1,3,4

pwv 83.25 83.25 82.15 79.13 85.05
4 4 4 − 3,4

mp 83.25 84.15 84.15 80.60 83.90
4 4 4 − 4

pc 85.36 85.36 83.25 83.00 86.90
3,4 3,4 − − 3,4

TABLE III
ACCURACY OF THE PROPOSED METHODS OVER THE DIABETES DATASET.

Fusion method d1E d2C d3CZ d4M d5P
mv 79.05 80.12 79.78 78.15 80.12

− − − − −
mwv 81.05 80.25 80.25 78.15 80.25

4 4 4 − 4

pwv 77.60 75.10 76.00 74.20 79.10
2,3,4 − 4 − 2,3,4

mp 78.53 77.90 80.20 77.90 79.15
2,4 − 1,2,4 − 2,4

pc 80.11 78.10 77.56 77.56 79.21
2,3,4 − − − 3,4

TABLE IV
ACCURACY OF THE PROPOSED METHODS OVER THE HEART-STATLOG

DATASET.

Fusion method d1E d2C d3CZ d4M d5P
mv 84.00 81.23 82.90 77.56 83.00

2,3,4 4 2,4 − 2,4

mwv 82.90 80.11 79.46 78.34 80.95
2,3,4,5 4 − − 3,4

pwv 85.05 84.60 84.60 81.00 85.05
3,4 4 4 − 4

mp 82.90 80.11 79.46 77.50 81.90
2,3,4,5 4 − − 3,4

pc 84.00 83.10 82.45 82.00 83.52
3,4 4 − − 4

From the experimental results one may clearly see that there
is not a single distance measure outperforming other for every
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TABLE V
ACCURACY OF THE PROPOSED METHODS OVER THE IONOSPHERE

DATASET.

Fusion method d1E d2C d3CZ d4M d5P
mv 71.87 72.03 73.76 72.00 73.76

− − − − −
mwv 73.45 74.00 75.33 74.65 75.00

− − 1,2 1 1,2

pwv 70.75 71.20 70.98 70.75 74.05
− − − − 1,2,3,4

mp 69.53 72.20 72.20 70.00 70.65
− 1,4 1,4 − 1

pc 72.45 72.45 73.50 73.02 73.35
− − 1,2 − −

TABLE VI
ACCURACY OF THE PROPOSED METHODS OVER THE VOTING RECORDS

DATASET.

Fusion method d1E d2C d3CZ d4M d5P
mv 85.11 84.04 83.78 81.90 85.11

3,4 4 4 − 3,4

mwv 87.23 85.93 84.37 83.90 86.11
2,3,4,5 3,4 − − 3,4

pwv 83.80 83.55 83.80 82.90 83.41
− − − − −

mp 85.79 83.20 85.15 84.00 85.15
2 − 2 − 2

pc 84.25 82.00 81.36 81.36 83.68
2,3,4 − − − 2,3,4

instance tested. Canonical Euclidean distance proved itself best
in all fusion methods for two datasets - Heart-statlog and
Voting records. Yet for other three tested benchmarks different
distance measures improved performance of the ensemble.
Most frequently the best results were returned by Czebyszew
and Pearson correlation distance measures. One should notice
that in many cases the differences were small, but statistically
significant. Manhattan distance returned worst results, with the
exception of the Ionosphere dataset, where for all fuser setting
it has outperformed the Euclidean distance.

Those results prove that investigating different measures
than Euclidean distance for one-class classifiers is a promising
research direction.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper addressed the issue of distance metrics used in
one-class classification. Boundary methods, such as used one-
class Support Vector Machine rely their decision on the dis-
tance from an examined object to the decision surface. While
combining several one-class classifiers one must additionally
map the distance into the probability. Therefore the problem of
measuring the distance has a strong influence on the creation of
combined one-class classifiers.We have examined five different
distance measures for five different classifier fusion blocks.

Experimental investigation, backed up with a statistical test
of significance showed that in some cases switching to a
different distance metric may lead to an improvement of
overall accuracy of the ensemble. This proves that researching
the distance metric problem for combining one-class classifiers
is a worthwhile research direction.

Our future works will include incorporating more sophis-
ticated distance measures e.g. based on entropy, investigating
the relation between the feature space of datasets and per-
formance of metrics on them and introducing metric learning
system for one-class classification, which may automatically
select the most promising distance metric for a given dataset.
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 Abstract— In this paper principles of relative 

dilemmatic logic as a modification of conventional relative logic 

are formulated and based on them methods of logical reasoning 

are presented and illustrated by examples. It is shown that 

dilemmatic logic makes possible not only to relatively evaluate  

logical values of statements without using any numerical 

parameters but also it makes possible to eliminate from logical 

inference process premises and inductions whose relative value 

is lower than this of their negations. Graphical representation 

of logical inference processes by bi-partite and tri-partite 

graphs is proposed and the role of graph theory methods in 

solution of the logical inference tasks based on relative 

dilemmatic logic is indicated.  

Keywords: artificial reasoning, relative logic, logical 

dilemmas, dilemmatic logic, Hasse diagrams 

I. INTRODUCTION 
INCE the first works of J. Łukasiewicz concerning  non-

classical logics [1,2] various attempts to  make  logical 

systems more flexible and suitable to simulate the natural 

reasoning principles have been proposed. In fact, a binary 

(“true”, “false”) logical scale widely used in classical logical 

systems  [3,4] in everyday human thinking is rather 

occasionally used. The last is based mostly on vague 

concepts and  non-determined sharply inference rules based 

on experience, intuition, analogies, etc. This is invariance of 

the natural rules governing in  the real world that for long 

decision sequences makes this type of  reasoning  effective. 

The main ideas in the logical inference “naturalization” took 
the form of multi-valued logic [5], modal  logics [6], 

inductive  logic [7], fuzzy sets logic [8], rough sets logic [9], 

possibility theory [10], etc. In all the above-mentioned cases, 

a common idea consists in an extension of the scales of  

logical values with respect to the classical, binary one. 

However, in all cases the scales remain linearly ordered,  

numerical. Even the widely known rough set approach, based 

on the categories  “surely  yes”, “possibly yes” and “surely 

no”, is in fact  a sort of a three-valued  logic [11]. On the 

other hand, in natural thinking numerical scales for logical 

                                                           
  This work was not supported by any organization 

evaluation of statements are rarely used. Nevertheless, the 

classical logic rules play an irreplaceable role in any exact 

non-classical logic description. And still, the problem: how 

to evaluate or to establish an intuitive  probability, a 

membership function value, a logical value level, etc. of a 

statement has no satisfactory explanation. This is why a 

proposal of  a relative logic (originally called topological 

logic, due to its graphical representation [12]) draw attention 

of some authors [13, 14, 15]. In relative logic any statement 

A may be less, more or comparably true with respect to some 

other one B  or A and B  may be mutually incomparable; 

however, no numerical values of their “trueness” or 
“falseness” are used. Instead, logical relationships among the 

statements by  contour-free directed (not obviously compact) 

graphs  can  be represented. This approach makes us free of  

any logical values  (membership levels, probabilities, etc.) 

calculation; the most and/or the less logically valuable 

statements can be found  by analysis of the graphs. However, 

this approach has also some  drawbacks. Knowing  that  “A 

is more logically valuable  than B” tells nothing about A and 

B  being  true at all. Only adding  that e.g. “A is as logically 

valuable as 2 +  2 =  4” makes the former statement anchored  
on a logical scale.  It thus arises a problem  whether it is 

possible and if so, how  to extend  the relative logic so as to 

establish a logical reference  level for the considered  

sentences without  taking  into account any additional, 

reference statements.  The answer  is positive if taking  into 

account  that  to each statement  its negation in a natural way 

can  be assigned and  their logical validities can  be 

compared.  In other words, before asking whether a 

statement A is less or more logically valuable than  a 

statement B, it is natural to ask  whether A is less or more 

logically valuable than “not A”. A pair consisting of a 

statement and of  its logical negation  constitutes a logical 

dilemma. In [14] using a mode “rather A” has been  
proposed in the case if higher logical value to the statement  

A  than  to its negation  is assigned. Moreover, the  more  

different  logical values to the components of a dilemma are 

assigned, the  lower  is the uncertainty  that  a real  situation  

by the  more logically valuable statement  is described. This 

uncertainty does not concern  the  information carried  by the  

lexical expression  of the statement but a meta-information  
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about the assigned to it truth  level. In  this paper a concept  

of using  the comparative dilemmas’  uncertainty assessment 
to decision  making instead of  the “conventional” relative 
logic approach  is  presented  and  illustrated by examples. 

The concept is based on the idea that  if  A has relatively 

higher logical value than B then this statement is more 

convincing if we know that B is of high certainty then if it is 

close to ambivalence. The paper  is organized  as follows. In 

Sec. 2 some  basic notions concerning the relative logic of 

dilemmas are introduced. Sec 3 presents a  method  of  

logical inference based on dilemmas. In Sec. 4 application of 

the proposed approach to a pattern recognition problem is 

described. Conclusions are formulated in Sec. 5. 

 

II. BASIC NOTIONS 

We will consider a non-empty set U of simple assertive 

propositions u called statements. It is assumed that no 

statement in U concerns  direct or hidden assessment  of its 

proper logical value. A proposition  is called simple if it 

contains a single subject and a single  predicate and, thus, it 

cannot be presented  by several propositions connected  by 

conjunctions.  It is assumed  that  in U a first-order 

propositional calculus with logical operators of negation , 

disjunction  and conjunction  of statements  has been 

defined. Then, it will be defined a set D of ordered pairs (u | 

 u) called dilemmas. The propositional calculus can easily 

be on the dilemmas extended: 

Definition 1 . For a given set D of dilemmas it is defined: 

a) A negation of a dilemma d = (u |  u) as a dilemma  

d = (  u | u); 

b) A disjunction of the dilemmas d’ = (u’ |  u’), d” = 

(u” |  u”) as a dilemma d’  d” =  [u’  u” |  (u’  

u”)]; 

c) A conjunction of the dilemmas d’ = (u’ |  u’), d” = 

(u” |  u”) as a dilemma d’  d” =  [(u’  u” |  (u’  

u”)]   

From the Definition 1 and the de Morgan laws [3] it 

follows: 

Corollary 1. The following identities hold: 

a) (  d)  d; 

b) d’  d”  [u’  u” | (  u’)  (  u”)]; 

c) d’  d”  [(u’  u” | (  u’)  (  u”)]  

In the set of dilemmas a semi-ordering  relation of their 

certainty can be defined in the below described way. 

Definition 2. Let D be a set of dilemmas. Then in D a 

binary relation 
c
  satisfying the conditions of: 

a) reciprocity: for each d  D it holds d 
 c 

d; 

b) symmetry: for any d’, d”  D if d’  c
 d” then also d” 

 c d’ holds; 

c) reflexivity: for any d’, d”  D if d’  c d” then also  

d’ c 
 d” holds; 

d) transitivity: for any d’, d”, d’’’  D if d’ c d” and d” 
c d’’’ then also d’ 

c d’’’  holds; 

e) fixation: for any d’, d”  D if d’ c  d’ and d” c 
 

d” then also d’  
c d” holds, 

will be called an equal certainty relation. Any dilemma  

satisfying the condition d 
c  

d  will be called an  

ambivalent dilemma; any dilemmas such  that  d’ c
 d” holds 

will be called equivalent dilemmas; any dilemmas such that  

d’ c
 
 

 d” holds will be called anti-equivalent dilemmas   

It thus follows from  the Definition  that all ambivalent 

dilemmas are both  mutually equivalent and mutually anti-

equivalent. As such, they can be established  as a reference 

level for other dilemmas’ certainty assessment. 

Definition 3. Let D  be a set of dilemmas with 

established  equal certainty relation. Then  a binary  relation  

 c 
described in

 
D and satisfying the conditions of: 

a) reciprocity: for each d  D it holds d  c
 d; 

b) symmetry: for any d’, d”  D   d’  c
 d” and d”  c

 d’ 
hold if and only if d’  c d” holds; 

c) anti-reflexivity: for any d’, d”  D if d’ 
 c

 d” then  

d”  c
 
 

 d’ holds; 

d)   transitivity: for any d’, d”, d’’’  D if d’ c
 d” and d” 

 c
 d’’’ then also d’ 

 c
 d’’’   holds,  

will be called a certainty ranking  

If for any two dilemmas d’  c
 d” holds and d”  c

 d’ 
does not hold then it will be called  that the certainty of  d’ is 
dominated by this of d ”; if  d  is dominated by d  then d 

will be called a correct dilemma, in the opposite case  it will 

be called incorrect; any two dilemmas such that neither d’  

c
 d” nor d”  c

 d’ holds will be called mutually 

incomparable and denoted by d’ ?  c d”. 

It remains to establish the rules of assigning certainty 

relations between algebraic compositions of dilemmas 

described by Definition 1 and their components. 

Definition 4. Let D  be a set of dilemmas with 

established  equal certainty and certainty ranking relations. 

Then for any d’, d”  D 

a)  if d’ 
  c

 d” and not d” 
  c

 d’  then d’  d” 
 c
 
 d”; 

b)  if d’ 
 c
 d” and not d” 

  c
 d’  

then d’  d” 
 c
 
 d’; 

c) if d’ 
 c
 d” then d’  d”  c

 
 d’  d”  c

 d’,   c d”; 

d) if d’ ?
 c
 d” then d’  d”   c

 d’, d”; 

e) if d’ ?
 c
 d” then d’, d”   c

 d’  d”  

Logical value of a dilemma is thus characterized by two 

parameters: its certainty related to the level of ambivalence 

and its correctness (a binary parameter). The certainty 

ranking of a set D of dilemmas can be  presented  by a 

labeled  contour-free directed graph (the term contour is 
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used here for an uniformly directed cycle) with a single input 

node representing all ambivalent (and mutually equivalent) 

dilemmas.  Any other node of the digraph represents a single 

or a group of equivalent correct dilemmas. Arcs (arrows) 

directed from d’ to d” correspond to situations when d’ is 

dominated by d”. Parallel to directed paths (by-passing) arcs  

in the digraph are omitted. An example of a digraph 

describing a certainty ranking of a set of dilemmas is 

presented in Fig. 1. It in two versions is shown. Version a) 

corresponds to an initial state of the digraph construction 

when contours corresponding to mutually equivalent 

dilemmas, a surplus arc and (marked in black) nodes 

representing  incorrect dilemmas yet exist.    

a) 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Digraph representation of dilemmas’ certainty ranking: a) 
initial version, b) simplified version. 

 

 

This version of the digraph then has been modified 

(simplified), as shown in Fig. 1 b. In this version the nodes 

of the equivalent dilemmas d1 and d7 have been merged so 

that the corresponding contour disappeared; the surplus arc 

from d1 to d9 has been removed; the incorrect dilemmas d3 

and d6 by the correct ones, d6 and d6  have been replaced. 

So, the digraph took the form of a Hasse diagram [16]. A 

difference to the Hasse diagrams used in conventional 

relative logic systems consists in a) nodes being assigned to 

dilemmas, not to single statements and b) the diagram being 

anchored to a single input node assigned to a collection of all 

ambivalent dilemmas. The difference between the 

conventional and dilemmatic relative logic can be illustrated 

by the following example. 

Example 1.  Fig. 2 presents a microscopic image of a 

stained  human blood specimen containing granulocytes 

affected by different states of necrosis. The most advanced 

states are characterized by fuzziness  of cells’ contours and 
large amount of vacuoles in the cytoplasm surrounding the 

nuclei. A practical problem consists in selection and 

counting  of the most damaged cells.  For this purpose, there 

have been distinguished circular dark objects in the image 

reminding cells’ nuclei and they have been denoted by the 
letters a, b, c,…,k. We try to assign logical values to the 

statements: 

ux = “Object x represents a cell in advanced necrotic 
state” 

for x  {a, b, c, …, k} as a criterion for final selection of the 

objects of interest. However, it can be observed that a quite 

unambiguous selection in this case is not possible. If any 

objective methods (spectral analysis, morphological analysis, 

etc.) are used to characterize the selected objects they give at 

most some premises for inferring about the state of the  

necrotic process.  That is why a  relative logic seems to be 

more suitable than the classical logic to decide about the 

classification of the objects. According to the conventional 

relative logic methodology,  for some pairs of statements (ux, 

uy) their logical equivalence (
 c

) or order ( c
 ) was  

established and the corresponding Hasse diagram  shown in 

Fig. 3a  has been constructed.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Microscopic image of blood specimen with objects 

selected for analysis. 

 

Similarly,  according to the dilemmatic logic approach 

the dilemmas dx =  (ux, ux) are taken into consideration and  

some pairs of them are compared in order to establish their 

logical equivalence or dominations. Then a  corresponding 

Hasse diagram is constructed as shown in Fig. 3 b. 

 

Definition 5.  A minimal node of a Hasse diagram  is a 

node not  preceded by any other node of the diagram  

{d2, d4} 

d

d1 d3 

{d8, d10} d6 

d9 
d12 

d7 

{d2, d4, d5} 

{d1,d7 d3 

{d8, d10} d6 

d9 
d12 
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Fig. 3. Hasse diagrams of  logical values: a) of statements in 

conventional relative logic, b) of dilemmas in dilemmatic relative logic. 

 

Let us remark that  a Hasse diagram contains at least one 

minimal node, however, it may contain more than one of 

them. The Definition 5 can easily be extended on the 

maximal node of a Hasse diagram. The dilemmas 

represented by a minimal (maximal) node of the Hasse 

diagram are called, respectively, minimal (maximal). 

Ambivalent dilemmas are thus mandatory minimal dilemmas 

in a Hasse diagram of a set D of dilemmas; if no such 

dilemma really exists,  the diagram should be completed by a  

hypothetical ambivalent dilemma  , as shown in Fig. 3b.  

III. DILEMMATIC LOGICAL INFERENCE       

3.1.  Basic logical induction rule. 

A classical logical inference is based on a modus 

ponens scheme [3]: 

If A then B 

                               A                                          (1)    

B                                                                                                                               

A multi-step logical inference consists of a network of 

modus ponens acts schemes ordered so that some 

conclusions (B) of  foregoing schemes are used as the 

premises (A) in the succeeding schemes. In relative logic it 

arises  the problem of relative logical evaluation of  the 

conclusion B with respect to the premise A and the induction  

If… then , the last also being logically relatively evaluated.  

Like in classical logic, the induction  “If A then B” 
(symbolically  denoted by A  B) can be interpreted as “Not 

A or B”. Therefore, the modus ponens scheme in relative 

dilemmatic logic takes the form:  

 

[( A  B), (A   B)] 

                      (A, A)                                          (2)                                                     

                      (B | B) 

 

and the problem consists in evaluation of the concluding 

dilemma’s  (B | B) sign and  certainty level if the relative  

certainty levels of dilemmatic premise  d’ = (A, A) and 

induction d”= [( A  B), (A  B)] are given.  First, it will 

be assumed that  both d’ and d” are correct (or at least 

ambivalent) dilemmas, otherwise,  they should be replaced 

by the  corresponding negative dilemmas. Then, the 

conclusion d = (B | B) can be evaluated as a conjunction d’ 
 d” . Taking into account the correctness of d’ and 

Definition 4 the following situations thus can be taken into 

consideration: 

1
0
, if  d’  

c
 d” and not the reverse then it should be        

d  
c
 d’; 

2
0
, if  d’ c

  d” then it should be d’ c
 d 

c
 d”; 

3
0
 , if d”  

c
 d’ and not the reverse then it should be        

d  
c
 d”; 

4
0
 , if d’ ? 

c
 d” then it should be d  

c
 d’ as well as          

d  
c
 d”. 

In other words, the certainty level of a dilemmatic 

conclusion following from the correct dilemmatic 

premise  and  induction  does not transcend the lower 

certainty level of the premise and the induction.  

The multi-step logical inference processes can be 

classified according to their topological properties. The 

processes consist of logical induction steps in which some 

premises are transformed into local conclusions. Then, 

algebraic combinations of initial premises and local 

conclusions are used as premises of next induction steps up 

to the steps leading to final conclusions. The variety of 

possible topological structures is very large, however, they 

can be classified within several below described typical 

schemes.   

3.2. Single-way reasoning scheme. 

The simplest  type of logical inference process starts 

from a single  initial premise dilemma d1 and it leads to a 

conclusion dk  through a final number (at least one) linearly 

ordered mediate dilemmas. Any pair of consecutive 

dilemmas constitutes a logical induction  di  dj . The 

scheme can be presented in the form of a bi-partite digraph 

whose nodes assigned to dilemmas (premises and 

conclusions) and to inductions constitute two disjoint subsets 

as shown in Fig. 4.  

According to Definition 4b and conclusion following 

from the dilemmatic modus ponens properties, the 

uncertainty of the final conclusion dk of the single-way 

reasoning process, assuming that no pair of inductions is 

incomparable, is given by the expression: 

     dk  
 c
 min(d1, d1  d2, d2  d3, ... , dk-1  dk) .       (3)                                    

 

3.3. Confluence-tree reasoning scheme. 

In  this reasoning scheme the inductions, like before, are 

sequentially ordered but more than one premise is taken into  

consideration; additional premises are  included into 

the process at consecutive reasoning steps as shown in  

Fig. 5.  

{uk, uj}    uh       ue 

 

 

  {uc, ui}         ug 

 

 

ua   {uf, ud}    ub 

{dk, dj}      dh          de 

 

 

{da, db}   dd, df}     dg  

 

 

             { , di, dc} 
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Fig. 4. A bi-partite digraph illustrating the structure of a single-way reasoning process. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. A bi-partite digraph illustrating the structure of a confluence-tree  reasoning process. 

In this case, like before, the final conclusion is given by a 

conjunction of inductions. Moreover, the premises of 

inductions are also given as conjunctions of dilemmas. 

However, it may happen that some  pairs of premises are 

incomparable. Therefore, according to Definition 4, the 

relative uncertainty of final conclusion is in general given by 

the formula 

dk   
c
 min (d1,  d2,…, dk-1, d*1  d4, d*2  

                         d5, ... , d*k-1  dk)                                     (4) 

where d*1, d*2, ... , d*k-1 denote the composed premises of 

inductions. 

3.4. Reasoning schemes based on composed inductions. 

 

The above-considered reasoning scheme cannot easily be 

extended on the situations when the premises and/or 

conclusions take the form of sophisticated logical formulae 

consisting of several logical terms. The following Example 

illustrates the problem. 

Example 2. Let us take into consideration the following 

statement: “If somebody has studied computer science (d1) 

or mathematics (d2) and  logics (d3) then he is  familiar with 

backgrounds of graph theory (d4) and  propositional 

calculus (d5) or propositional calculus and the theory of 

finite automata (d6)”. More formally, it can be written as: 

     If [d1  (d2 d3)] then [(d4 d5)  (d5 d6)]             (5)                  

The problem consists in relative evaluation of the 

conclusions d5  and d6 in this type of dilemmatic induction. 

Taking into account that each  logical formula can  be 

presented in a disjunctive normal form (the form of 

disjunction of conjunctions of single statements or of their 

negations [3]), a composed logical formula like this given by 

(5) can be presented in the form of a disjunction of simple 

formulae: 

 [d1  (d4 d5)]  [d1  (d5 d6)]  [(d2 d3)  

            (d4 d5)]  [(d2 d3) (d5 d6)].                        (6)                                

For a graphical representation of this formula a tri-partite 

directed  graph  can  be used as shown in Fig. 6.  

Suppose, a  problem consists in evaluation of  the 

dilemma: 

d5 = [“N is familiar with propositional calculus” | 

          “N is not familiar  with   propositional   

          calculus”]  

d1  d2 d2  d3 dk -1  dk 

 d1 d2 d3 dk dk -1 

d1 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 dk dk-1 

   ... dk-1 dk        d3 d4 d5     d1 d2 d4  
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Fig. 6. Graphical representation of a composed induction . 

 

as a conclusion  following from the  premises: 

d1 = [“N has studied computer sciences” | “N has not 

studied computer sciences”] 

or d2 d3 where: 

d2 = [“N has studied mathematics” | “N has not studied 
mathematics”], 

d3 = [“N has studied logics” | “N has not studied 
logics”], 

First, it should be proven whether  all the above-

mentioned dilemmas are correct; otherwise, the incorrect 

dilemmas should be replaced by their negations. Then, the 

following  paths in  the graph  in Fig. 6 should be taken into 

consideration: 

a) [d1]  [d1  (d4 d5)] [d4 d5]  [d5], 

b) [d1]  [d1  (d5 d6)] [d5 d6]  [d5], 

c) [d2 d3]  [(d2 d3) (d4 d5)]  [d4 d5]  [d5], 

d) [d2 d3]  [(d2 d3) (d5 d6)]  [d5 d6]  [d5]. 

(symbols  denote connections of the reasoning steps 

represented by arcs in the tri-partite graph). Reaching d5 is 

possible by at least one of the above-presented paths, 

therefore, its certainty level is given as maximum of 

certainties assigned to the paths. It also follows from the 

Definition 4 b, c, d  that the certainty levels of the final 

dilemma d5 can not be dominated by the certainty levels of 

the preceding conjunctions of dilemmas. Therefore, the 

solution of the problem is given formally by the following 

expression: 

 d5  
c
 max{min[d1, d1 (d4 d5)],        

           min[d1, d1 (d5 d6)],  

           min[(d2 d3), d2 d3) (d4 d5)],     

           min[(d2 d3), (d2 d3) (d5 d6)]}.                (7)    

 

A final result depends on the relationships established 

between 6 dilemmas d1, d1 (d4 d5), d1 (d5 d6), (d2 d3), 

(d2 d3) (d4 d5) and  (d2 d3) (d5 d6). The number of 

possibilities is quite enormous: it corresponds to the number 

of different Hasse diagrams consisting of at most 6 nodes 

labeled  by 6 elements  (some labels can be assigned  to the 

same  node). For example, 6 linearly ordered elements can 

be in  6! ways represented by linear  Hasse diagrams whose 

arcs correspond  to the   
c
 signs. Each of such sequences 

generates next Hasse diagrams if some of the   
c
 signs are 

replaced by the 
 c

 or ?
c
 signs, etc.  Let the following 

situation be assumed: 

[d1] 
c 

[d1 (d4 d5)] 
c
 [d1 (d5 d6)] 

c
 [(d2 d3)] 

 c
 

[(d2 d3) (d4 d5)] 
 c
 [(d2 d3) (d5 d6)]. 

Then, it can be found that: 

 d5  
c
 max{d1, d1, (d2  d3), (d2 d3)}  

c
 (d2 d3)   

A general reasoning scheme can be presented as a 

network consisting of  simple or composed premises and 

inductions. Like before, the structure of such scheme  can be 

presented by a tri-partite digraph whose nodes constitute 

three mutually disjoint subsets representing  inductions, their 

composite premises or conclusions and simple premises or 

conclusions. The network is correctly constructed if the 

following conditions are  satisfied:  

i. All its components are correct dilemmas; 

ii. Composite premises and conclusions are presented 

in  disjunctive canonical forms; 

iii. The corresponding  tri-partite digraph is compact 

and contour-free; 

iv. The subset of simple premises contains a non-empty 

sub-subset of  initial premises which all are the 

elements of composite premises or are  directly used 

as single premises of inductions; 

d6 

d1  (d4 d5) d1  (d5 d6) (d2 d3) (d4 d5) (d2 d3) (d5 d6) 

d2 d3 d4 d5 d5 d6 

 

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 
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v. The subset of simple premises contains a non-empty 

sub-subset of terminal premises which are not initial 

and are not used as components of premises of any 

inductions. 

For using a correctly designed scheme in logical  

reasoning the subsets of its initial premises and inductions 

should be  relatively evaluated  according to the Definitions 

2 and 3. Unlike other logical systems, relative logic  does not 

force an user to assign logical values to all premises, 

however, in the case of a lack of some relative assessment 

the final conclusions may be undefined, like it happens in 

natural thinking. At the next step, as it was illustrated above, 

for relative evaluation of a conclusion: 

I. There should be found in the network all alternative 

paths from the initial premises to the conclusion; 

II. There should be found the relative certainty levels of 

the paths as minima of the certainty levels of  their 

components; 

III. It should be found the global certainty level of the 

conclusion as a maximum of the certainty levels of 

the leading to it alternative paths. 

3.5. Remark about a solution method. 

Formula (7), consisting of a maximum of minima,  is 

typical for finding the most certain conclusion  in a reasoning 

network. In the case of a large number of terms that should 

be compared for finding a minimum and a large number of 

paths connecting the initial assumptions with final 

conclusions a solution of the problem may be a very large 

time consuming one. However, it can be simplified if taking 

into account that if d* is a minimal term found in a path by 

pair-wise comparison of its consecutive terms then no other 

path containing d* can contribute to reaching a higher 

maximum and all such paths can be removed from further 

considerations. This remark may lead to a significant 

reduction of the number of paths that should be analyzed in 

order to find a final solution of the problem.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The dilemmatic logic is a modification of conventional 

relative logics; it consists in replacing the statements by 

dilemmas defined as pairs (A,  A) where A is a statement 

and  A is its logical negation. Dilemmas are logically 

evaluated by their correctness (or ambivalence) and relative 

certainty levels; in logical inference correct and ambivalent 

dilemmas only are used. Due to this, the problem of non-

admittance of rather false premises or inductions 

(represented by incorrect dilemmas) to be included into the 

reasoning process can be solved. The way of logical 

reasoning based on relative dilemmatic logic has been 

illustrated by examples. Relative approach makes the logical 

evaluation and reasoning free of using any numerical 

characteristics of statements (logical values in multi-valued 

logics, probabilities, membership values in fuzzy logics, 

etc.). In fact, it is easier in practice to relatively compare 

logical values of any  two statements then to assign to them 

rationally founded membership values or  probabilities. 

Graph representation of the reasoning processes makes them 

easy for a direct, manual analysis in simpler cases (say, up to 

few dozens of nodes). However, due to easily accessible 

effective programs of computer operations on graphs (e.g., 

detection of contours, paths, minimal and maximal nodes, 

etc., [16, 17]) a computer implementation of relative 

reasoning  methods in more complicated cases seems to be 

not a serious computational problem. In particular, an 

important problem of analysis of the influence of relative 

certainty assessment of premises and inductions on the 

certainty level of conclusions can be effectively used on the 

basis of typical graph theory methods and algorithms.  
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Abstract—Constraint Satisfaction Problems typically
exhibit very strong combinatorial explosion of expo-
nential nature. This is due to their intrinsic nature: a
number of variables have to be assigned values from
their domains. This induces a very large number of po-
tential solutions to be explored. Most typical approaches
are oriented towards reduction of the inevitable search
through advanced constraint propagation methods. In
this paper we analyze a possibility of improving efficiency
in Constraint Logic Programming. A hypergraph model
of constraints is proposed as a base tool for planning
approach. Building the partial solution plan in the form
of definite sequence of variables is performed a priori.
The plan is executed with a classical backtrack search.
The whole process is focused on efficient use of variable
values propagation rules. Two example cryptoarithmetic
problems are explored in order to explain the proposed
approach. The reported results are amazing in compar-
ison to contemporary tools.

I. INTRODUCTION

A CONSTRAINT Satisfaction Problem (CSP, for
short) [1], [2], [3] is a task consisting in finding

an assignment of values to a finite set of predefined
variables. The assigned values are restricted to belong
to predefined sets—variable domains. Each variable
has a predefined domain, which can be finite, infinite
but countable (a discrete set) or uncountable. The key
issue is that the assignment must satisfy a set of
predefined constraints. For a given problem there may
exist a single solution (this is mostly the case of toy
or testbed problems), a number of admissible solutions
(where there is no preference relation established), or,
there may be no solution at all. In the last case we
speak about the so-called over-constrained problems.

Despite the conceptually simple statement, Con-
straint Satisfaction Problems typically exhibit very
strong combinatorial explosion—of exponential nature.
This is due to their intrinsic nature: a number of

This work was carried out within AGH Internal Research Project
No. 11.11.120.859

variables have to be assigned values from their do-
mains. This induces a very large number of potential
solutions to be explored; each of them must be tested
for constraint satisfaction.

The basic approach consists in sequential explo-
ration of the search space with use of backtracking
algorithm. For intuition, variables are selected in turn,
and each time a variable has been selected a value
assignment is attempted. This leads in a natural way to
a tree search procedure. Every time when inconsistency
is detected—i.e. some of the constraints are inevitably
unsatisfied—backtracking takes place, and remaining
branches of the search tree are explored.

In order to make the search as efficient as possible
one can consider how to answer the following ques-
tions [4]:

1) Which variable should be assigned next?
2) In what order should its values be tried?
3) Can we detect inevitable failure early?
4) Can we take advantage of problem structure?
Most typical approaches are oriented towards re-

duction of the inevitable search through advanced
constraint propagation methods [1], [2], [3], [4]. Some
most typical examples include: (i) selection of a Most
Constrained Variable, also known as Minimum Re-
maining Values, choose the Least Constraining Value,
propagation with Forward Checking or more complex
Arc Consistency. The structure of the overall problem
may turn out to be crucial for solution efficiency; espe-
cially problems with tree-structured constraint graphs,
and ones with nearly-tree structured graphs can be
solved in very efficient way.

Constraint processing is often done with logical
methods and tools [2], [5], [6]. Practical solutions
are based on PROLOG paradigm and notation. Built-
in search an backtracking mechanism play important
role in search for solution. Combined with efficient
constraint propagation mechanisms they take the form
of Constraint Logic Programming. A modern approach
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and tools have evolved also into the Answer Set Pro-
gramming (ASP, for short) paradigm [7].

There are many toy problems illustrating the ideas
of CSP, for example the so-called cryptoarithmetic
problems, logical puzzles, or assignment problems, e.g.
the Einstein (or Zebra) problem. In fact, CSP is a com-
mon model for diversity of practical, theoretical, toy
and entertainment problems. In industrial practice CSP
may serve as a generic model for design, planning,
scheduling, etc. In theoretical research it is a model for
logical formulae satisfaction checking (the so-called
SAT problem) and mathematical programming.

Solving a generic CSP, although conceptually sim-
ple, is in fact intractable. It is conceptually simple
since it can be accomplished—well, at least in theory—
by consecutive scanning of all the elements of the
Cartesian Product of all the domains. Such a Cartesian
Product defines the search space for the solutions. By
checking for each element all the constraints, all the
potential solutions can be found. If all the domains
are finite, so is the Cartesian Product of them. Hence
the algorithm for finite domains always finds all the
solutions. At least one solution must exist provided
that it is not an over-constrained problem. The real
problem is that CSP suffers from strong combinatorial
explosion with respect to size of the search-space of
potential solutions. Such problems are referred to as
intractable. More precisely, intractable problems are
ones for which it is known that there is no polynomial
algorithm for finding the solution [1].

Depending on the nature of the domains there are
CSP formulations for Finite Domains (CSP over finite
domains; Finite Domains are often shortened to FD) or
continuous domains (e.g. over the rational numbers R).
The finite domains can be binary ones (e.g. as in the
SAT problem), composed of a finite subset of integers
(e.g. digits) or symbolic ones (composed of symbols).
In this paper we are focused on CSP over FD with
mostly symbolic and numerical values.

The general idea behind solving CSP consist in
(i) ordering the variables along with some criteria of
preference, (ii) subsequent selection of values from
their domains and assignment of one value to each of
the variables at a time, (iii) propagation of constraints
in order to reduce domains, and (iv) checking if some
of the constraints are not satisfied at any stage when
it is possible. If the constraints are not satisfied at
some stage backtracking is enforced, and a subsequent
potential solution is explored. This is backtracking
which is responsible for inefficiency, but for a number
of problems backtrack-free solution does not exist. In
order to improve efficiency heuristics based on the so-
called fitness function or the estimated distance to the
goal can be used if available.

In the literature the search is often organized with
use of the Constraint Graph, i.e. a graph modeling the

structure of the constraints [1]. In such a graph nodes
represent the variables and vertexes show that two
variables are within the scope of the same constraint.
A constraint graph can be used to help manage the
order of variable assignment but we miss the precise
knowledge about the structure of the constraints. For
example, if some k variables are bound by two or more
different constraints it is not visible from the constraint
graph.

In some former works [8], [9], [10] we have applied
the constraint processing techniques to refining the set
of potential diagnoses. An approach incorporating a
special AND-OR graph for constraint modeling and
rules for modeling constraint related qualitative knowl-
edge was proposed. In this paper a further attempt at
extending these techniques towards some two classical
CSP problems is discussed.

If available, explicit representation of constraints in
the form of inference rules has an obvious advantage:
once the values assigned to variables occurring in
preconditions are known, such a rule can be fired and
values of the variables occurring in the consequent
part become known. They can be immediately used
either in further search or—in case of inconsistency—
for enforcing immediate backtracking. Note that if a set
of rules is available, forward-chaining can be applied,
and if successful—it can sometimes lead to drastic
reduction of search.

In this paper we analyze a possibility of improving
efficiency in Constraint Logic Programming. A hyper-
graph model of constraints is proposed as a base tool
for planning approach. Building the partial solution
plan in the form of definite sequence of variables is
performed as an a priori step. The plan is executed
with a classical backtrack search. The whole process
is focused on efficient use of variable values propaga-
tion rules. Two example cryptoarithmetic problems are
explored in order to explain the proposed approach.
The reported results are amazing in comparison to
contemporary tools.

The proposed approach is illustrated with practical
solving an example of a well-known cryptoarithmetic
problem. In [11] we proposed a hypergraph model
for modeling constraints and using rules for efficient
propagation of variables values. It turned out, that
this simple planning model led to fine efficiency of
the target program, although the results were ob-
tained for a classical, single cryptoarithmetic problem
SEND+MORE=MONEY. The size of the space for this
problem is 108, and the final program found the solu-
tion with only 364 inferences compared to thousands
up to millions of inferences in other approaches. In
this paper we improve this result and show experiment
with a slightly bigger problem of the size 1010.
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II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Let us briefly recall the basic problem statement [1],
[2], [3]. The presentation is borrowed from [11].

Let X = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn} denote a set of vari-
ables, D = {D1, D2, . . . , Dn} is a set of domains
for the variables in X and C is a set of constraints.
Each constraint is given by a pair (Si, Ri), where Si is
referred to as the scope (or scheme) and consists of a
selection of variables from X while Ri is a relation de-
fined over a Cartesian Product of domains appropriate
for the variables in the scope. The relation Ri can be
defined explicitly, i.e. by listing all its tuples, but more
frequently it is defined implicitly by used of logical
or algebraic constraints. The Constraint Satisfaction
Problem (CSP) is given by the triple (X,D,C).

A solution to a CSP given by (X,D,C) is any
assignment of values to variables of X of the form
{X1 = d1, X2 = d2, . . . , Xn = dn}, such that
di ∈ Di, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and for any constraint
(Si, Ri) ∈ C, Ri is satisfied by the appropriate
projection of the solution vector (d1, d2, . . . , dn) over
variables of Si. Obviously, all the constraints must be
satisfied, and there can be more one or many solutions;
no solution may exist for an over-constrained problem.

The basic technique for solving a CSP given by
(X,D,C) consists in subsequent assignment of admis-
sible values to variables of X; the order is chosen in an
arbitrary way, and it can influence how fast a solution
is found.

In order to improve search efficiency both heuristics
and strategies are used. The most typical strategies are
based on (i) variable ordering, (ii) values ordering, and
(iii) look-ahead techniques. Especially the look-ahead
strategies can improve search efficiency. The principal
idea is that the algorithm looks how current decisions
will affect the future search.

III. RECAPITULATION OF FORMER RESULTS

Constraint satisfaction models and techniques
present relatively matured level; for the state-of-the-
art consult [1], [2] and for a nice review of modern
approaches to constraint propagation [4] (Chapter 5).
Here we examine some of them in solving a cryp-
toarithmetic problem.

Consider the following well-known cryptoarithmetic
puzzle [2]:

SEND
+ MORE
------
MONEY

The variables—S, E, N, D, M, O, R, Y—are
to be assigned digits so that the above constraint is
satisfied. Different variables are to be assigned differ-
ent digits. Leading digits (in our example S and M are
different from 0.

The simplest model for solution of this problem can
be as follows:

• successively assign all the variables some digits,
• check if all the variables are assigned different

digits; if no—backtrack,
• perform the final summation test.

Such an approach is called generate-and test. It is in-
tuitive and very simple to implement in pure PROLOG.
Unfortunately, it is very inefficient. Since there are
8 variables, and each can take 10 values, the overall
search space contains 108 potential solutions.

A slight modification can consist in immediate
checking if different variables are assigned different
values, once some two variables are assigned values.
This approach is also referred to as generate-or-test
and it is much more reasonable. Unfortunately, as we
have shown in [11] it is still far from being efficient.

Another modification may consists in developing
a way of variable assignment so that a value once
assigned to a variable is removed from the domains
of yet-unassigned variables. This approach is referred
to as forward checking and improves efficiency in a
significant way. However, applied alone, it still exhibits
high inefficiency.

A more efficient approach may consist in constraint
propagation. Consider the puzzle and let us assume
that variables D and E have been assigned some values
(in fact there are 10∗9 of different possibilities). Once
this is done, Y can be calculated directly, as well as
the value of C1 being the carry value for the next
column. Now, having C1 and selecting values of N
and R (and note that there are 8 ∗ 7 possibilities left)
one can calculate E. There are two basic possibilities:
the calculated E is consistent with the value assumed
in the former step—and so we can proceed, or it is
different, and backtracking must take place.

In general, consider a constraint propagation rule of
the form:

Di
1 = d1 ∧

Di
2 = d2 ∧

Ci−1 = ci−1 −→
Di = mod10(d1 + d2 + ci−1) ∧
Ci = div((d1 + d2 + ci−1)/10)

The rule has simple meaning: having two digits Di
1

and Di
2 to be summed up and the carry signal from

the lower position, the current digits Di is calculated
as the sum of the above modulo 10 and the carry
signal to next position is calculated as the appropriate
integer division result. It turns out that this approach
can reduce the search space in an efficient manner.

Finally, the summation constraint can be decom-
posed to the following set of five local constraints;
unfortunately, the local constraints are not independent,
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and, moreover, additional variables representing the
carry signal have to be introduced. We have:

M : M = C4, (1)

MSO : S +M + C3 = 10 ∗ C4 +O, (2)

ONE : E +O + C2 = 10 ∗ C3 +N, (3)

NER : N +R+ C1 = 10 ∗ C2 + E (4)

EDY : D + E = 10 ∗ C1 + Y, (5)

The above constraints can be explored directly after
the appropriate variables are instantiated or as a final
summation test.

In [11] we have proposed to model the constraints
with a hypergraph; the basic principles are as follows:

• modeling the constraints with as many as detailed
constraints, as possible; in our case we shall use
the constraints specified by equations (1), (2), (3)
(4) and (5),

• modeling the overall structure of constraints with
a hypergraph; in our case this is a special, tri-
partite graph visualizing constraint, decimal vari-
ables and binary variables,

• turning constraints into value-propagation rules,
and

• finding a minimal branchingplan with constraint
propagation for efficient solution of the problem.

The key issue is to combine constraint structure with
value-propagation rules, so that a minimal branching
plan is obtained. In fact, every plan can be assigned
some entropy value. For intuition, plan with high en-
tropy is likely to require a lot of search and backtrack-
ing. A plan with low entropy is likely to enforce little
backtracking. A plan with zero entropy can perhaps be
executed in a linear way.

Obviously, calculating precise entropy value would
be problematic; not only one has to assign probabilities
to all choices of variable values, but the entropy should
be considered conditional. For every choice of variable
value, restrictions of other values should be propagated,
and this is time and calculation costly. Hence, we apply
a simplified procedure, when a new variable to be
assigned a value is selected according to the following
intuitive principles:

• variables allowing for direct calculation of as
many other variables as possible are preferred,

• variables with restricted domains are preferred
over ones with wide domains,

• variables influencing as many constraint as possi-
ble are preferred.

In Fig. 1 the overall structure of the constraints is
presented. There are five nodes representing five con-
straints, namely: M, MSO, ONE, NER and EDY. The
variables involved in each constraint are linked to these

nodes by arrows. Now, the idea for building a minimal
entropy plan is as follow:

• we start with variable C4; its domain is well-
restricted (just 0 or 1), and after a choice it
directly determines the value of M. The dashed
lines show the plan. An empty circle indicates,
that the value of a variable should be selected in
a non-deterministic way, and backtracking may
take place. The filled-black circles indicate that
a variable can be determined in a unique way, if
values of preceding variables are known.

• having C4 and M, we choose O; its value must
be selected, but O is involved in two constraints,
namely MSO and ONE. By turning MSO into an
inference rule and selecting C3 we determine the
value of S.

• the next selected variable is E and C2. Having
them, and using constraint ONE turned into a
propagation rule we can determine N;

• now we choose the value of D and C1, and using
EDY we determine the value of Y.

Let us evaluate the number of possible paths. The
branching points are: C4/2, O/9, C3/2, E/8, C2/2, D/7,
C1/2; after the slash we show the number of possible
value choices. So we have 2*2*2*2*9*8*7=8064. In
comparison to the naive approach (108 paths) we have
reduction to 0.008064%, and in the case of immediate
forward checking (10∗9∗8∗7∗6∗5∗4∗3 = 1814400)
it is 0.444444%.

Below we present a simple PROLOG program
obtained through the proposed planning method (a
slightly improved version with respect to [11].

The current results of the program are as follows:

?- time(smm_rules_opt_progress).
[9, 5, 6, 7, 1, 0, 8, 2]
[1, 0, 1, 1]
% 272 inferences, 0.00 CPU
in 0.00 seconds (0% CPU, Infinite Lips)
true.

i.e. we arrived at 272 inferences instead of 364 re-
ported in [11]. Now, the question is if this approach
can work for even bigger spaces. Below, we con-
sider application of the proposed technique to the
DONALD+GERALD=ROBERT problem with 10 vari-
ables, and the potential space of candidate solutions
of the size 1010.

IV. ANOTHER CASE STUDY

Consider the following well-known cryptoarithmetic
puzzle [2]:

DONALD
+ GERALD
------

ROBERT
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M S O EN R D Y

M MSO ONE NER EDY

Fig. 1. A hypergraph presenting the structure of local constraints

Algorithm 1 A PROLOG program with efficient vari-
able ordering and rules for variable values propagation

s m m _ r u l e s _ o p t _ p r o g r e s s :−
Cars = [ 0 , 1 ] ,
D i g i t s = [ 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 ] ,
member ( C4 , Cars ) ,

%%% Choice C4 / 2
C4>0 ,
M = C4 , M>0 ,
s e l e c t (M, D i g i t s ,DM) ,

%%% Choice C3 / 2
member ( C3 , Cars ) ,

%%% Choice O/ 9
s e l e c t (O,DM,DO) ,
S i s 10∗C4 + O −C3 −M,
s e l e c t ( S ,DO, DS ) ,

%%% Choice C2 / 2
member ( C2 , Cars ) ,

%%% Choice E / 8
s e l e c t ( E , DS , DE) ,

N i s E + O + C2 − 10∗C3 ,
s e l e c t (N, DE,DN) ,

%%% Choice C1 / 2
member ( C1 , Cars ) ,
R i s E + 10∗C2 − C1 − N,
s e l e c t (R ,DN,DR) ,
s e l e c t (Y, DR,DY) ,

D i s 10∗C1 + Y − E ,
s e l e c t (D,DY, _ ) ,

X=[S , E , N, D,M, O, R ,Y] ,
w r i t e (X) , nl ,
CS=[C4 , C3 , C2 , C1 ] ,
w r i t e ( CS ) .

This time we have 10 variables: D,O,N,A,L
G,E,R,B,T. All of them are to be assigned different
digits so that the above constraint is satisfied. Leading
variables are different from 0.

We have also the following equations:

DGR : D +G+ C5 = R (6)

OEO : O + E + C4 = O + 10 ∗ C5 (7)

NRB : N +R+ C3 = B + 10 ∗ C4 (8)

AAE : A+A+ C2 = E + 10 ∗ C3 (9)

LLR : L+ L+ C1 = R+ 10 ∗ C2 (10)

DDT : D +D = T + 10 ∗ C1 (11)

These constraints are modeled with a hypergraph
shown in Fig. 2. Now, the idea for building an efficient,
low-branching plan is as follow:

• we start with selection of C5 and C4; now E can
be calculated from equation () and removed from
the domain;

• next we select C2 and C3; now A can be cal-
culated from equation () and removed from the
domain;

• now we select C1 and L; Le is removed from the
domain and R is calculated from equation () and
removed from the domain;

• next D is selected and removed from the domain;
in consequence T be calculated from equation ()
and G be calculated from equation (); both the
values are removed from the domain;

• next N is selected and removed from the domain;
B can be be calculated from equation () and
removed from the domain;

• finally, the last remaining values is O.
Let us evaluate the number of possible paths. The
branching points are: C5/2, C4/2, C3/2, C2/2, C1/2,
L/8, D/6, N/3; after the slash we show the number
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Fig. 2. A hypergraph presenting the structure of local constraints

of possible value choices at the choice-point. So we
have 2*2*2*2*2*8*6*3 = 4608. In comparison to the
naive approach (1010 paths) we have reduction to
0.00004608%, and in the case of immediate forward
checking (10 ∗ 9 ∗ 8 ∗ 7 ∗ 6 ∗ 5 ∗ 4 ∗ 3 ∗ 2 ∗ 1 = 3628800)
it is 0.1269841%.

Below we present a simple PROLOG program ob-
tained through the proposed planning method. The
performance of this program is reported below.

?- time(donald_opt).
[5, 2, 6, 4, 8, 1, 9, 7, 3, 0]
[1, 1, 0, 1, 1]
% 1,411 inferences, 0.00 CPU

in 0.00 seconds
(0% CPU, Infinite Lips)

true.

i.e. we arrived at 1,411 inferences, which seems not
to bee so bad. For comparison, a classical but very
efficient algorithm presented in [12] needs 17,498
inferences.

For comparison, we present also a solution of the
problem with the CLP library of SWI Prolog. The code
is listed below. The performance of this program is
reported below.

?- time(solve_donald(V,C)).
% 502,712 inferences, 0.210 CPU

in 0.224 seconds
(94% CPU, 2393867 Lips)

V = [5, 2, 6, 4, 8, 1, 9, 7, 3, 0],
C = [1, 1, 0, 1, 1].

It is also worth pointing out that an attempt to solve
this problem with the library for CLP of SWI Prolog
with the same set of constraints led to around 500,000
inferences.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper reports on some introductory research
and preliminary results focused on improving effi-
ciency of constrained problem solving. Two simple, but
illustrative examples are explored in-depth. The results
are amazing.

The main focus was on providing a hypergraph
model for improving efficiency of constraint logic
programming with pure PROLOG. The main idea is
to build a plan, so that rules for value propagation
can be used in a most efficient manner. In other
words, we have a two-phase approach: (i) the planning
phase with use of the hypergraph model, and (ii)
the execution phase. The plan itself can be described
as minimum-branching plan assuring a most efficient
value propagation.

This approach incorporates a hypergraph for con-
straint modeling and rules for constraint propagation. A
strategy for planning the search should in fact minimize
the entropy describing the set of unassigned vari-
ables. Although the program incorporates some hand-
encoding structure based on intuitions, early results of
practical experiments seems promising.

Further research may be oriented towards develop-
ment of methods for evaluation of entropy and semi-
automatic or automatic planning for a solution-finding
strategy. Moreover, more efficient decomposition of
constraints into rules and use of different types of rules
(more general rules may cover the case of domain
restriction) should be explored.
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Algorithm 2 Prolog code for the DONALD + GER-
ALD = ROBERT cryptoarithmetic problem

d o n a l d _ o p t :−
Cars = [ 0 , 1 ] ,
D i g i t s = [ 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 ] ,

%%% Choice C5 / 2
member ( C5 , Cars ) ,

%%% Choice C4 / 2
member ( C4 , Cars ) ,
E i s 10∗C5 − C4 ,
s e l e c t ( E , D i g i t s , DE) ,

%%% Choice C2 / 2
member ( C2 , Cars ) ,

%%% Choice C3 / 2
member ( C3 , Cars ) ,
A i s ( E + 10∗C3 − C2 ) / 2 ,
s e l e c t (A, DE,DA) ,

%%% Choice C1 / 2
member ( C1 , Cars ) ,

%%% Choice L / 8
s e l e c t ( L ,DA, DL) ,
R i s 2∗L + C1 − 10∗C2 ,
s e l e c t (R , DL,DR) ,

%%% Choice D/ 6
s e l e c t (D, DR,DD) ,
T i s 2∗D − 10∗C1 ,
s e l e c t ( T ,DD, DT) ,

G i s R − D − C5 ,
s e l e c t (G, DT,DG) ,

%%% Choice N/ 3
s e l e c t (N,DG,DN) ,
B i s N + R + C3 − 10∗C4 ,
s e l e c t (B ,DN,DB) ,

DB = [O] ,
X = [D, O, N, A, L , G, E , R , B , T ] ,
w r i t e (X) , nl ,
C = [ C5 , C4 , C3 , C2 , C1 ] ,
w r i t e (C ) .
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Abstract—Each language has its word order, which 

determines the way of ordering words in a sentence. This paper 

presents knowledge patterns for sentences in the English 

language. Knowledge patterns are general patterns of 

knowledge which can be used in any knowledge base or 

ontology. While using them, the general symbols from the 

pattern are renamed to special symbols from the modeled 

domain. The RDF graph language is used to represent 

knowledge pattern. The paper contains examples of usage of 

knowledge patterns. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ENTENCES in any language are formed by words of 

natural language. Each word in a sentence belongs to a 

certain word class; it can be a noun, pronoun, verb, adverb, 

etc. Words of natural language form vocabulary of a 

language. Each language has its grammar, which determines 

the way of construction of sentences. Grammar of the 

language does not work with word classes; it works with 

constituents of a sentence (members). There are two basic 

members of a sentence: subject and predicate. These 

two members must be a part of each sentence, but there are 

some exceptions, e.g. imperative sentences (“Stop!”, “Do 
it!”, etc.). In addition to these members, there are members 

which extend the sentence. There is an object, attribute and 

adverbial complement.  

When constructing a sentence, it is important which 

member represents the particular word. It is not important 

which word class it belongs to. The term word order is 

closely related to the process of construction of a sentence. 

Word order determines order of members in a sentence. 

There are two basic types of word order – fixed word order 

and free word order. Fixed word order has stricter rules for 

ordering words in a sentence. This word order is used by 

Germanic languages, e. g. English. Free word order allows 

changing order of members in sentence. This is possible in 
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languages which enable declension and inflexion. Among 

these languages belongs the Czech language. 

As mentioned above, the essential members of each 

sentence are subject and predicate. Basic types of 

word orders are marked by three members – these two 

members mentioned above and the object. All three members 

are represented by a letter. Subject is marked by letter S, 

predicate is marked by V (verb) and object is marked by O. 

A combination of these three basic members determines the 

type of word order [2], [3]. There are six basic types of word 

order: SVO (subject verb object), SOV (subject object verb), 

VSO (verb subject object), VOS (verb object subject), OSV 

(object subject verb) and OVS (object verb subject). 

Languages using the SVO word order include English, 

Romance languages, Bulgarian and Chinese. Languages 

using the SOV word order include Japanese, Mongolian, 

Turkish and Korean. Word order marked as VSO is used by 

the following languages: Classical Arabic, Insular Celtic 

languages and Hawaiian. Word order VOS is used in the 

Fijian language (Fiji) and the Malagasy language 

(Madagascar). The OSV word order is used in languages 

Xavante (Brazil) and Warao (Venezuela). The OVS word 

order is used by the Hixkaryana language (Brazil). 

II. STRUCTURE OF ENGLISH SENTENCE 

The English language uses fixed word order marked as 

SVO (subject verb object). Letter O in this shortcut marks 

direct object. The basic word order can be a little different 

because an auxiliary verb (do, have, be, will, can, etc.) or an 

indirect object can appear in the sentence. Sentences in each 

language can express different things. It can state facts – 

declarative sentences (positive or negative). It can be ask 

about things – questions. It can command – imperative 

sentences. Because this article is focused on knowledge 

patterns, which are closely related to knowledge bases or 

ontologies, the only type of sentence which is important for 

us is the declarative sentence. Questions or imperative 

sentences are not a part of any knowledge base or ontology. 

Declarative sentences can state either positive or negative 

facts. The structure of both positive and negative sentence is 

S 
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quite similar in the English language. A sentence in its 

negative form contains auxiliary word “not”. 
The simplest type of a positive declarative sentence is bare 

sentence, which contains only a subject and predicate. 

Examples of this type of sentence are “It rains.”, “I know.” 
etc. A more complex type of sentence is that which contains 

an object. This type of a sentence is in form SVO (subject 

verb object). Examples of this type of a sentence are “I see 
John.”, “John likes chocolate.” etc. Another type of a 

sentence contains an adverbial complement. It can be an 

adverbial complement of manner, place or time. A sentence 

can contain one of these complements or combination of 

them. A sentence containing all three types of adverbial 

complements has word order marked as SVOMPT (subject 

verb object manner place time). Examples of sentences with 

adverbial complements are “I play football daily.”, “I speak 
English very well.” etc. Another type of a sentence contains 

an attribute. An attribute extends the subject or the object in 

a sentence. Examples of attributes are “small”, “big”, “red”, 
“blue” etc. 

Types of a negative declarative sentence are the same as 

for a positive declarative sentence. Negation in a sentence is 

related to a verb and it changes the verb to its opposite 

meaning. 

III. KNOWLEDGE PATTERNS 

The term “Knowledge pattern” [1] is closely related to the 
process of creating ontologies or knowledge bases. While 

building ontology or knowledge base, we describe terms and 

relations among them in the modeled domain. Nowadays, the 

most used approach for describing a modeled domain is by 

the help of a concept-oriented approach. The basic building 

block of this approach is a concept, which represents a set of 

objects from the modeled domain that share some features. 

Concepts can form hierarchy or can be related to 

other concepts. 

During the process of creating ontology one can find out 

that some structures of concepts are the same. The 

only difference is in labels of concepts. The same 

structures of concepts (i.e. the same structures of knowledge) 

can be recorded as knowledge patterns in which general 

terms are labels. While using knowledge patterns, these 

general terms are mapped to concrete terms from the 

modeled domain. The process of renaming general terms to 

concrete terms is called morphism. The basic advantage of 

using knowledge patterns is reusing of knowledge. It is not 

necessary to create relations among concepts every time, but 

one can use knowledge pattern and make only the morphism. 

Examples of simplest knowledge patterns are specialization 

of concept (ISA relation) or the unit-part relation. These 

knowledge patterns can be found in almost every ontology 

or knowledge base. 

For representation of knowledge patterns we propose to 

use an RDF (Resource Description Framework) graph 

language [6], [7], specifically the RDF graph language which 

is extended by quantifiers enabling to state negation [4]. 

Facts in the RDF language are called statements and they are 

represented by RDF triples. One RDF triple represents one 

statement and consists of a subject, a predicate and an object. 

Ontology or knowledge base in the RDF graph language is 

represented by a directed graph. Nodes in this graph 

represent subjects and objects of statements, arcs represent 

relations (predicates). RDF contains only binary relations, 

more complex relations must be decomposed to a set of 

binary relations. Nodes and edges in an RDF graph are 

identified by URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) references. 

A classical RDF graph uses only solid lines. To distinguish 

knowledge patterns from the classical RDF statements, we 

use dashed lines. Example of a classical RDF triple and a 

triple which represents knowledge pattern is shown in 

Figure 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Classical RDF triple (above) and RDF triple representing 

knowledge pattern (below) 

 

An important part of use of knowledge patterns is 

morphism. By the help of morphism, the general terms from 

the pattern are mapped to special terms from the problem 

domain. Morphism represents a relation of specialization – 

the general term is renamed to a special one from the domain 

of interest. Mapping of one term will be represented by one 

classical RDF triple (with solid line). The subject of this 

triple will be the special term from the domain of interest, 

predicate will be “isa” (relation Is-a) and object will be the 

general term from the pattern. An example of morphism of 

one term is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Morphism 

 

Identification of nodes and edges in an RDF graph is 

realized by the help of URIs, which can be quite long. An 

RDF graph with full URIs would be confusing to the users. It 

is possible to use shortcuts for full URIs. In the following 

RDF graphs will be used shortcuts which are shown in 

Table I. 

IV. KNOWLEDGE PATTERNS FOR ENGLISH SENTENCES 

In this section we present knowledge patterns for English 

sentences. It will concern knowledge patterns for positive 

declarative sentence and for negative declarative sentence. 

For each type of these sentences, we will present 
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a sentence in the basic form, a sentence with an attribute 

and a sentence with an adverbial complement. 

A. Positive declarative sentence 

A positive declarative sentence states some fact. The bare 

sentence contains only two members – subject and predicate. 

One fact represented by an RDF graph must contain three 

members – subject, predicate and object, so the bare 

sentence cannot be represented by an RDF graph. 

A sentence in the basic form contains three members and 

represents one fact which can be represented by one RDF 

triple. The knowledge pattern for this type of a sentence is 

shown in Figure 3. This pattern will be marked as KPS1. 

 

 

Fig. 3 KPS1 – sentence in basic form 

 

Members of the sentence (subject, predicate and object) 

form the RDF triple. In the following, the word “subject” 
without any prefix represents subject as the member of 

sentence. Similarly, the words “predicate” and “object” 
represent the members of sentence. The subject from 

sentence is represented by the node “subject”, the object is 
represented by the node “object” and the predicate 
is represented by the arc “predicate”. An example of this 

sentence is the sentence “Andrew writes fairy tale”. The 
morphism for this sentence is shown in Figure 4. 

TABLE I. 

SHORTCUTS AND FULL URIS USED IN RDF GRAPHS 

Shortcut URI 

subject http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subject_(grammar) 

predicate http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Predicate_(grammar) 

object http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object_(grammar) 

isa http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Is-a 

rdf:Bag http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#Bag 

rdf:type http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type 

rdf:statement http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#Statement 

rdf:subject http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#subject 

rdf:predicate http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#predicate 

rdf:object http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#object 

complement http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adverbial_complement 

extendedBy http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/extend 

manner http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/manner 

place http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/place 

time http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/time 

attribute http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/attribute 

Andrew http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Andrew 

writes http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/write 

fairy tale http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/fairy_tale 

Michael http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Michael 

fears http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/fear 

dogs http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/dog 

little http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/little 

Susan http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Susan 

wears http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/wear 

clothes http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/clothes 

red http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/red 

spiders http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/spider 

Lucy http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Lucy 

pink http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/pink 

at home http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/home 

sweater http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/sweater 

daily http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/daily 
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Fig. 4 KPS1 – morphism 

 

While using knowledge pattern KPS1, the labels of nodes 

and arc in KPS1 will be renamed with the morphism labels 

on the left side. The result – one classical RDF triple is 

shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

Fig. 5 KPS1 – result 

 

Another type of a positive declarative sentence is that 

containing an attribute. An attribute can extend the subject or 

the object. An attribute is usually represented by an 

adjective. Examples of attributes are colors (red, blue, green 

etc.) or sizes (big, small etc.). Knowledge pattern for a 

sentence with an attribute extending the subject is shown in 

Figure 6 and it will be marked as KPS2. 

 

 

Fig. 6 KPS2 – sentence with an attribute extending the subject 

 

KPS2 contains two RDF triples. The first triple represents 

the sentence in its basic form (subject – predicate – object) 

and the second triple represents extension of the subject by 

the attribute (subject – extendedBy – attribute). The 

predicate of the second triple could also be “is”. Both triples 

share a common node – the one with “subject” label. An 

example of this type of a sentence is “Little Michael fears 
dogs”. The morphism for this sentence is shown in Figure 7 

and the resulting RDF graph after renaming labels of nodes 

and arcs is shown in Figure 8. 

 

 

Fig. 7 KPS2 – morphism 

 

 

Fig. 8 KPS2 – result 

 

The case when an attribute extends the object in a 

sentence is marked as KPS3 and is shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

Fig. 9 KPS3 - sentence with an attribute extending the object 

 

In this case, the graph also contains two RDF triples. The 

first triple is subject – predicate – object. The second triple is 

object – extendedBy – attribute. In the second triple, the 

member “object” is in the place of the subject of the RDF 

triple. RDF triples in this knowledge pattern share the node 

with “object” label and are connected via this node. Example 

of this type of a sentence is “Susan wears red clothes”. 
Figure 10 shows morphism for this sentence and figure 11 

shows the resulting RDF graph. 

 

 

Fig. 10 KPS3 – morphism 
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Fig. 11 KPS3 – result 

 

Another type of a sentence is a type containing a subject, 

predicate, object and adverbial complement. It can be 

adverbial complement of manner, place or time. The 

sentence can contain one, two or three types of adverbial 

complement. The adverbial complement is bound to the verb 

(predicate) in the sentence, it extends its meaning. In the 

RDF graph, it means that an adverbial complement extends 

the triple representing a sentence in the form subject – 

predicate – object. For representation of an RDF triple as a 

whole, one can use predefined resource of the RDF language 

called rdf:statement. Representation of parts of the 

statement is done by the help of predefined properties 

rdf:subject, rdf:predicate and rdf:object. A 

knowledge pattern for a sentence containing adverbial 

complements (all three types) is shown in Figure 12 and it 

will be marked as KPS4. For representation of an adverbial 

complement is used RDF container rdf:Bag. 

 

 

Fig. 12 KPS4 - the sentence with adverbial complements 

 

RDF container rdf:Bag is used for representation of 

unordered collection of resources. The node with ‘subject’ 
label represents the member of sentence subject, while the 

arc with rdf:subject label represents the predefined 

RDF property – the part of RDF triple. If the sentence 

contains only an adverbial complement of place, the 

knowledge pattern does not contain the nodes with ‘manner’ 
and ‘time’ label and the arcs connecting them with the blank 
node representing RDF container rdf:Bag. The knowledge 

pattern for the sentence without an adverbial complements of 

manner and time (KPS5) is shown in Figure 13. 

 

 

Fig. 13 KPS5 - the sentence with adverbial complement of place 

 

As an example of this sentence we use the sentence 

“Andrew writes fairy tale at home “. The morphism for this 
sentence is shown in Figure 14 and the result after renaming 

labels of nodes and arcs is shown in Figure 15. 

 

 

Fig. 14 KPS5 – morphism 

 

 

Fig. 15 KPS5 - result 

 

B. Negative declarative sentence 

For a negative declarative sentence, we will introduce the 

same types of sentences as for a positive declarative 

sentence. A negative declarative sentence states some 

negative fact, i.e. some statement is not true. To express 

negation in the RDF graph language, one can use a symbol 

called falsum (Figure 16), which was introduced in [4]. 

Falsum is always bound to the predicate of the sentence. 

 

 

Fig. 16 Falsum 
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The first type of a negative declarative sentence is the one 

which contains only a subject, predicate and object. A 

knowledge pattern representing this type of a sentence is 

shown in Figure 17 and is marked as KPS6. An example of 

this sentence could be the sentence “Susan does not fear 

spiders”. Figure 18 shows morphism for this sentence and 
Figure 19 shows resulting RDF graph (one RDF triple) after 

applying morphism. 

 

 

Fig. 17 KPS6 - negative sentence in basic form 

 

 

Fig. 18 KPS6 – morphism 

 

 

Fig. 19 KPS6 – result 

 

The second and the third type of a negative declarative 

sentence is a sentence with an attribute. The former type of a 

sentence contains an attribute extending the subject; the 

latter type contains an attribute extending the object. A 

knowledge pattern for the sentence with an attribute by the 

subject (KPS7) is shown in Figure 20; a knowledge pattern 

for the sentence with an attribute by the object (KPS8) is 

shown in Figure 21. 

 

 

Fig. 20 KPS7 - sentence with an attribute of the subject 

 

 

Fig. 21 KPS8 - sentence with an attribute of the object 

 

An example of using KPS7 is sentence “Little Michael 

does not fear dogs”. Morphism for this sentence is shown in 

Figure 22 and the resulting RDF graph in Figure 23. 

 

Fig. 22 KPS7 – morphism 

 

 

Fig. 23 KPS7 – result 

 

An example of using KPS8 is sentence “Lucy does not 

wear pink clothes”. Figure 24 shows morphism for this 
sentence, Figure 25 shows result. 

 

 

Fig. 24 KPS8 – morphism 

 

 

Fig. 25 KPS8 – result 

 

The last type of a sentence described here is a negative 

declarative sentence containing an adverbial complements. 

As in a positive sentence, it can be adverbial complement of 

manner, place or time. A knowledge pattern for a sentence 

with all three types of adverbial complement is marked 

KPS9 and is shown in Figure 26. 
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Fig. 26 KPS9 - negative declarative sentence with adverbial 

complements 

 

If a sentence contains only one or two types of adverbial 

complement, the knowledge pattern will be modified the 

same way as in the case of a positive sentence. The 

knowledge pattern for a negative declarative sentence with 

an adverbial complement of time is shown in Figure 27 and 

is marked as KPS10. 

 

 

Fig. 27 KPS10 - negative declarative sentence with an adverbial 

complement of time 

 

An example of this type of a sentence is “Michael does not 
wear sweater daily.”. Morphism for this type of a sentence is 

shown in Figure 28; the resulting RDF graph is shown in 

Figure 29. 

 

 

Fig. 28 KPS10 – morphism 

 

 

Fig. 29 KPS10 - result 

V. CONCLUSION 

Each natural language has its vocabulary and grammar. 

An important part of grammar is word order of the language, 

which determines order of particular members in a sentence. 

In this paper, we have introduced knowledge patterns for 

English sentences captured by the help of RDF graph 

language, including examples of knowledge patterns. 
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Abstract—This paper examines the possibility of detecting 2
conditions which cause vision to deteriorate: Aged-Related Mac-
ular Degeneration (AMD), and the effects of aging on eyes using
the features of PLR waveforms. These features were extracted
using Fourier descriptors of PLR waveform shapes, weighted
amplitudes of the waveforms, and a balanced combination of
these two in the from of a weighted value. The Random Forest
method was used for classification analysis to detect three types of
PLR, such as in healthy eyes, in AMD-affected eyes, and in age-
affected eyes. The optimized weight values were evaluated using
a classification error rate. The results show that the error rates
for healthy PLRs and AMD PLRs were low, but the error rates
for PLRs of age-affected eyes stayed at a high level. Additionally,
dissimilarities between the PLRs for blue light and red light at
low intensities contributed to the performance of the classification
technique.

Index Terms—Pupil Light Reflex; Age-Related Macular Degen-
eration; Waveform shape; Fourier Descriptors; Random Forests

I. INTRODUCTION

THE pupil light reflex (PLR) to chromatic stimuli has
been analyzed since the discovery of the melanopsin-

associated photoreceptive system (intrinsically photosensitive
retinal ganglion cell pRGCs) in the human retina [2]. In
particular, the difference between the response behavior of
this photoreceptive system and that of the conventional rod-
cone system has been compared [1], [3]. The differences in
the PLR waveforms caused by the sensitivity and activity of
these cells provides the possibility of proposing a diagnostic
procedure for clinical examination of the retina [4], [15]. It
is supposed that retinal diseases such as Age-related Macular
Degeneration (AMD) [13] and the effects of aging on eyes,
or age-affected eyes influence PLR waveforms, and that an
evaluation procedure may be developed to detect the resulting
irregular responses [10].

The procedure employs Multi Dimensional Scaling (MDS)
techniques [12], [14] to classify individual differences in PLRs
[9]. The features of PLR waveform shapes are extracted using

the Fourier descriptor technique [11], [16], [17]. Addition-
ally, a detection procedure for AMD patients using feature
differences between left and right pupil responses has been
proposed, as in most cases only one eye has the disease.
However, this procedure can not be used in cases where both
eyes are diseased.

In this paper, feature expressions of PLRs are modified to
identify pupil characteristics, by considering the degree of
amplitude of the PLR. Also, a classification technique has been
introduced to detect AMD affected eyes using the Random
Forest method [5].

II. METHOD

A. Subjects

In this experiment, 7 healthy young subjects (20–21 years
old) and 6 elderly AMD-affected patients (59–86 years old)
participated. Each elderly patient had a diseased eye and a
healthy eye. Diseased eyes with choroidal neovascularization
(CNV) in the macular region are often affected by new blood
vessels, which bleed and form dense macular scars [13]. Also,
CNV is a major cause of visual loss due to AMD [13].

All subjects participated in this experiment voluntarily, and
agreed to the experimental procedure before it commenced.

B. Experimental procedure

Pupil responses were measured using the PLR observa-
tion procedure, to determine the level of functionality of
the melanopsin-associated photo-receptors [4], [15]. In the
experiment, a long wavelength (635nm bandwidth) red light
and a short wavelength (470nm bandwidth) blue light were
used at 2 different light intensities (10 cd/m2 and 100 cd/m2).
Pupil responses were recorded using Hamamatsu Iriscorder
Dual equipment at a sampling rate of 30 Hz. The observation
period consisted of a 10 second light pulse which caused a
restriction of the pupil size, followed by 10 seconds without
a light pulse during which restoration of the pupil size was
allowed to occur. The light pulses were projected within the
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Fig. 1. PLR of both eyes of a healthy subject.
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Fig. 2. PLR of a diseased eye.

housing of a pair of goggles. The measurements were taken in
a darkened room, after a 5 minute darkness adaptation period.
Responses for both left and right pupils were recorded for each
subject. In this paper, the four conditions for the left (L) and
right (R) eyes are defined as follows: r10 (long wavelength &
low light intensity), r100 (long & high intensity), b10 (short
wavelength & low intensity), and b100 (short wavelength &
high intensity). The pupil responses for a healthy subject are
illustrated in Figure 1, and the pupil responses for a patient
with AMD-affected are illustrated in Figure 2.

C. Extraction of waveform features

The features for PLR waveforms can be noted using the
Fourier Discrete Transform (DFT) [8], [9].

x(n) = a0 +

N/2∑

k=1

(a(k)cos(2πk
t(n)

N∆
)

+ b(k)sin(2πk
t(n)

N∆
)) (1)

The PLR waveforms can be represented using coefficients
a0, a(k) and b(k) with periodical sine and cosine functions.
The magnitude of a(k) and b(k) is noted as FD, and given as
FDi(i = 0, . . . , N/2−1). The feature vector of the waveform
shape can be defined using FD. This method of presentation
is known as a Fourier Descriptor [11], [16], [17].

In general, the component FD0, a0 in the equation shows
the DC component of the signal, corresponding to the signal
amplitude. The remaining components of FD describe the
shape of the waveform. The components are affected by
individual factors, so that a standardized feature using FD1

as a vector is preferred [17].
It is suggested that low-order values of 4 or 5 FDs can

represent the characteristics of waveform shapes [11], thus 4
components are extracted as feature vectors (f ). For example,

feature vectors for the left eye of the healthy subject in Figure
1 can be noted as follows:

fr10 L = [0.61, 0.34, 0.28, 0.36]

fr100 L = [0.68, 0.52, 0.40, 0.36]

fb10 L = [0.68, 0.47, 0.48, 0.33]

fb100 L = [0.64, 0.43, 0.33, 0.30]

D. Feature modification

In a comparison of the two sets of waveforms in Figures 1
and 2, the amplitudes of the waveforms are different between
healthy and AMD affected subjects. The features are generated
from waveform shapes which exclude the DC component,
though the amplitude of the waveform has not been sufficiently
considered as a feature. To include FD0 components with
features, the FD0 values were standardized using the mean
for each eye. In case of the left eye of the healthy subject
in Figure 1, the FD0

′ of the standardized FD0 is noted as
follows:

[FD0:r10 L
′FD0:r100 L

′FD0:b10 L
′FD0:b100 L

′]

= [0.65, 0.95, 1.16, 1.25]

Combined vector f ′ can be noted using coefficient w.

f ′ = [
FD2

FD1
,
FD3

FD1
, . . . ,

FD5

FD1
, wFD0

′]

Here, w is a coefficient used as a weighted value to create
a balance between features of waveform shapes and standard-
ized FD0 (FD0

′). The performance of the classification is
evaluated in response to w.
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Fig. 4. Three-class classification error rate across w values.

TABLE I
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR TWO-CLASSES

D H Err.
AMD (D:N=6) 5 1 0.17

Healthy (H:N=20) 0.1 19.9 0.005
(FD0

′w = 1.5)

TABLE II
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR THREE-CLASSES

D A H Err.
AMD (D:N=6) 5 0 1 0.17
Aged (A:N=6) 0.9 2.9 2.2 0.52

Healthy (H:N=14) 0 0.9 13.1 0.06
(FD0

′w = 1.5)

E. Classification procedure

In this paper, the number of subjects is small, and the
number of trials for taking measurements is limited because
the experimental stimuli influences the response. The Random
Forest method [5], which uses an ensemble learning procedure
to analyze the classification of the small samples, is frequently
used. Also, the Random Forest method can show contributions
of features and can conduct cross validation calculations. Since
the structure of the feature data set is not clear, the results from
the Random Forest method may provide useful information to
improve the detection procedure. The statistical package R
and the “RandomForest” package [6], [7] was used for this
analysis.

The number of decision trees was set at 500 as a default
value, and the sample size was set at 6. The total number of
samples was 26 (2× (6 + 7)). One third of the samples were
assigned as test data, and the rest of data was assigned as
OOB (Out of Bag) training data. The selection of the data
set was initially random. This selection was performed 10
times in order to calculate the generalized performance of the
data throughout all conditions. The performance was evaluated
according to the value of w, as follows:

w = [0, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0,∞]

Here, ∞ means a case using only FD0
′.

Classification of the modified set of features into 2-classes:
Healthy (H) and AMD (D), or into 3-classes: Healthy (H),
AMD (D) and age-affected eyes (A) was conducted using the
RF technique.

According to the preliminary analysis, the performance was
low when the feature set of equation (1) was used. Next,
Euclidean distances among the four conditions were analyzed
in the same way as in the previous assessment [10].

Here, an Euclidean distance matrix is shown as EdHealthy L

for the example of the healthy subject, and the distance feature
is noted as FE.

EdHealthy L =




r10 r100 b10 b100
r10 0 0.37 0.57 0.62
r100 0.37 0 0.24 0.33
b10 0.57 0.24 0 0.18
b100 0.62 0.33 0.18 0




FE = [r10 − r100, r10− b10, r10− b100,

r100− b10, r100− b100, b10− b100]

FEHealthy L = [0.37, 0.57, 0.62, 0.24, 0.33, 0.18]
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III. RESULTS

A. 2-class performance

For two-class classification of PLRs of Healthy (H) and
AMD-affected (D) eyes, 10 times calculations were conducted
using w values. Mean error rates of classification are summa-
rized in Figure 3. The horizontal axis shows weight w, and the
vertical axis shows the error rate. The error bar in the figure
shows the standard deviation (STD). The minimum error rate
appears at w = 1.5. In the case of w = 0.5 or only FD0

′, the
error rates are high.

The estimation performance for w = 1.5 is summarized as
a contingency table in Table I. The table shows that healthy
eyes can almost always be correctly classified, but the error
rate of classification for AMD-affected eyes is low, at 17%.

B. 3-class performance

Three class classification of PLRs of Healthy (H), AMD-
affected (D) and age-affected (A) eyes, 10 times calculations
were conducted using w values. Mean error rates across w
values are summarized in Figure 4 using the same format as
in Figure 3. Error bars in the figure show the STD of all 10
results. The minimum error rate also appears when w = 1.5,
while the rate changes with the w values.

The results for 3 classes are summarized as a contingency
table in Table II, as mean rates for all 10 results. According to
the results, healthy eyes are almost always correctly classified,
while the error rate for AMD-affected eyes is low again, at
17%. The performance for age-affected eyes is not good, as the
error rate is over 50%. The age-affected eyes class may include
eyes which respond in the same manner as eyes of young
people or eyes whose condition is similar to AMD affected
eyes. Therefore, further observation of the condition of the
subject’s eyes may be required.

The error rates for the three classes are summarized in
Figure 5. The rates of both Healthy and AMD-affected eyes
are almost always small, and the minimum rate appears at

w = 1.5. The rates for age-affected eyes are relatively higher
than the ones for the other two classes.

C. Contributing features for estimations

According to the classification results in the previous sec-
tion, pupils can be classified accurately using features of PLR
waveforms, except for the performance of age-affected eyes.

The next question was which components of features make
it possible to classify PLRs. After that, the contributions of
features were evaluated using the Random Forest tool. The
degrees of contribution for each feature are summarized in
Figure 6. The figure suggests that Euclidean distances are
dissimilar between PLRs for blue light and PLRs for red
light at low intensities such as r10 − b100 or r10− b10, and
denote the level of performance. Also, color differences at
high intensities in PLRs such as r100 − b100, or amplitudes
of FD0

′ present the ability to distinguish the type of pupil.
These results coincide with the visual differences in PLRs

between healthy and AMD-affected patients.

D. Clustered PLRs

The similarities of the features of waveform shapes in PLRs
are also identified using the Random Forest procedure, then
cluster analysis of these distances is conducted using the Ward
method. Figure 7 shows a resulting dendrogram of the clusters
of PLR features with w = 1.5 as the optimized value. In this
figure, all subjects and eyes are indicated as Healthy/Patient
and Left/Right or Normal/Diseased.

As the figure shows, the upper cluster displays a group of
healthy subjects except for one a patient with age-affected
eyes. A sub-cluster consists of both eyes of most subjects. The
lower clusters consist of patients with age-affected eyes in the
upper part and patients with AMD-affected eyes in the lower
part. Some healthy subjects and some patients with AMD-
affected eyes have been incorrectly classified into these groups.
These occurrences have been explained in the above section
where performance was classified.
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Fig. 7. Results of clustering of PLRs of all subjects (w=1.5).

To improve the performance of the test, responses should be
opthalmologically diagnosed. For the classification procedures,
many different data mining tools have been developed, so a
more effective procedure should be devised. The characteris-
tics of features of pupillary response waveform shapes which
result from using the Random Forest method. They will be a
subject of our further study.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper determined the possibility of detecting AMD-
affected eyes and age-affected eyes using features of PLR
waveforms. These features consist of Fourier descriptors of
PLR waveform shapes and their amplitudes, and a balanced
combination of these two was controlled using weighted
values. The Random Forest method of classification analysis
of the PLR waveform feature dissimilarities was conducted
across the four types of stimuli. The weighted values were
optimized using variations of the classification error rate.

In the results, the error rates for healthy pupils and AMD-
affected pupils were low when the value of the coefficient was
optimized as 1.5. However, the error rates for patients with
age-affected eyes was high. The contributions of the compo-

nents of these features were evaluated, and the differences
between PLRs for blue light and PLRs for red light at low
intensities strongly contributed to the classification.

Pupils of patients with age-affected eyes were influenced
by various factors, so it may not be easy to classify healthy
and AMD-affected patients in these cases. Additional feature
processing may be required. This will be a subject of our
further study in the near future.
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Abstract—The perspective projection models the way a 3D
scene is transformed into a 2D image, usually through a camera
or an eye. In a projective transformation, parallel lines intersect
in a point called vanishing point. This paper presents in detail
two calibration methods that exploit the properties of vanishing
points. The aim of the paper is to offer a practical tool for the
choice of the appropriate calibration method depending on the
application and on the initial conditions. The methods, using two
respectively three vanishing points, are presented in detail and
are compared. First, the two models are analyzed using synthetic
data. Finally, each method is tested in a real configuration and
the results show the quality of the calibration.

I. INTRODUCTION

CAMERAS need to be calibrated when they are used in
applications that require object reconstruction or interac-

tion with the world. Tasks such as 3D reconstruction, object
inspection, scene mapping and target or self localization re-
quire metric measurement of the scene. Just capturing images
is not enough.

Explicit camera calibration means that the calibration pro-
cess ends up with a set of physical parameters, obtaining a
detailed model, as close as possible to a full description of
the real system. A comparative review of camera calibration
methods with accuracy evaluation has been published by Salvi
et al. [18]. A remarkable merit of this survey is that it
standardizes notation which enables the easy comparison of
well-known calibration methods such as Tsai [20], Hall [8] or
Faugeras [9]. The proposed models have been later improved
by Zhang [21], Chen [5] or Heikkila [14].

The most common camera model, the pinhole camera,
generates the image through a projective transformation from a
3D Euclidean space onto the image plane. Assuming a perfect
projection, the collinearity of the points is preserved. Thus,
lines in the scene are projected as lines onto the image plane.
An interesting property of the projective space is that parallel
lines intersect in a point on the image, unlike the familiar case

This paper was supported by the project "Development and support of
multidisciplinary postdoctoral programmes in major technical areas of national
strategy of Research - Development - Innovation" 4D-POSTDOC, contract no.
POSDRU/89/1.5/S/52603, project co-funded by the European Social Fund
through Sectoral Operational Programme Human Resources Development
2007-2013.

of the Euclidean space where parallel lines never cross. It is
convenient to say that the point of intersection of parallel lines
is placed at infinity and its projection onto the image plane is
called vanishing point(VP). In this paper we will use the short
notation VPs for vanishing points that belong to orthogonal
directions.

Many methods [17][15][2][19] have been proposed for the
accurate detection of the VPs. The properties of the VPs
are directly related to the focal length and the rotation of
the camera with respect to the world coordinate system.
Caprile [4] and Beardsley [1] were among the first to use
VPs for the estimation of the internal parameters of a camera.
Later on, Hartley and Zisserman [12], Cipolla et al. [6] or
He [13] used VPs with the aim of extracting the camera
parameters. Two similar works [10][16], presented the method
for finding the intrinsic parameters using the calibration sphere
obtained from several images containing two VPs. The authors
explained the relation between the calibration sphere and the
image of the absolute conic, used for extracting the calibration
matrix [12].

The projective transformation consists of a non-singular
linear transformation of homogeneous coordinates:

λi




ui

vi
1


 =




p11 p12 p13 p14
p21 p22 p23 p24
p31 p32 p33 p34







xi

yi
zi
1


 (1)

The homography P3×4, also known as the projection matrix,
can be decomposed and written as the product of the camera
matrix and the transformation matrix from the world to the
camera coordinate system:

P = K [R t] (2)

The general model of the pinhole camera considers the skew
coefficient between the two image axes, denoted by γ, and the
aspect ratios, or the scale factors, denoted by αu and αv . Thus,
the camera matrix K has the form:
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K =




αuf γ u0

0 αvf v0
0 0 1


 (3)

However, a simplification is often used by taking the skew-
ness to be zero (γ = 0) and the scale factor equal to one, i.e.
αu = αv = 1.

The six extrinsic parameters, that form the rotation and
the translation matrices, are the three rotations and three
translations corresponding to each orthogonal axis. The camera
is calibrated when the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are
determined.

In the following, we present two camera calibration ap-
proaches that take advantage of the properties of the vanishing
points. The first approach, proposed by Guillou et al. [7], uses
only two vanishing points. The second one was proposed by
Cipolla et al. [6] and uses three vanishing points to determine
the seven parameters of the camera model. The resulting
models from both methods were originally used to build
architectural scene models.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. The
two methods are presented in detail in Sections 2 and 3
respectively using similar mathematical notations. Section 4
shows experimental results using synthetic and real data for
each method and includes a comparison in terms of the setup
complexity, of the robustness to noise and from the point of
view of the possible applications. Finally, Section 5 presents
the conclusions.

II. CAMERA CALIBRATION USING TWO VANISHING POINTS

Let us consider two coordinate systems: the world coordi-
nate system, centered at Ow and having the orthogonal axes
(xw, yw, zw) and the camera coordinate system, centered at
Oc with the axes (xc, yc, zc). Let the camera projection center
be placed at Oc and the center of the image, denoted by Oi,
be the orthographic projection of Oc on the image plane. Let
the two vanishing points V1 and V2 be the vanishing points
of two axes xw and yw of the world coordinate system, as
shown in Figure 1. The coordinates of the vanishing points, in
the image plane are V1 = (v1i, v1j) and V2 = (v2i, v2j). The
projection of Oi on the line (V1V2) is denoted by Vi.

The principal point is located at the intersection of the
optical axis with the image plane. Its position is crucial [11]
for further calculations implied in the calibration process.
Assuming that the principal point is located at the center of the
image and the aspect ratio is equal to one, i.e. αu = αv = f ,
the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters can be obtained
by means of geometric relations [7] using only two vanishing
points.

A. Intrinsic parameters calculation

The image center is considered to be coincident with the
principal point. Thus, its coordinates (u0, v0) are immediately
obtained.

Fig. 1. The focal distance and the orientation of the camera with respect to
the world can be determined from the vanishing points.

The focal distance f can be calculated by considering that
Oc and Oi are placed along the optical axis, as shown in
Figure 1, which means that:

f = ‖OcOi‖ =
√
‖OcVi‖2 − ‖OiVi‖2 (4)

Here, OiVi is the distance from the center of the image to
the horizon line determined by the two vanishing points and

‖OcVi‖ =
√
‖V1Vi‖ · ‖ViV2‖

B. Extrinsic parameters calculation

The rotation between the world and the camera coordinate
systems is expressed by the matrix R. Taking into account
that the two vanishing points V1 and V2 are in the direction of
two orthogonal axes of the world reference system, centered
at Ow, and that all parallel lines meet at a vanishing point, we
can build a new coordinate system centered at Oc and having
the same orientation as the world system by considering the
vectors X′

c =
−−−→
OcV1, Y′

c =
−−−→
OcV2 and Z′

c = X′
c ×Y′

c.
Therefore, the rotation between the new coordinate system

and the camera coordinate system is the same as the rotation
between the world coordinate system and the camera coordi-
nate system.

The vectors X′
c,Y

′
c,Z

′
c are:

X′
c =

−−−→
OcV1

‖−−−→OcV1‖
= ( v1i

‖−−−→OcV1‖
,

v1j

‖−−−→OcV1‖
, f

‖−−−→OcV1‖
)

Y′
c =

−−−→
OcV2

‖−−−→OcV2‖
= ( v2i

‖−−−→OcV2‖
,

v2j

‖−−−→OcV2‖
, f

‖−−−→OcV2‖
)

Z′
c = X′

c ×Y′
c

(5)

And the resulting rotation matrix R is:
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 (6)

The last step for the camera calibration is the calculation of
the translation vector t.

Let us consider a segment of known length in the scene,
having the first of its two end points placed at the origin of the
world. Without loss of generality, the center of the world can
be chosen at any point in the scene. The segment is determined
by the world points P1 = [0, 0, 0]T and P2 = [xp2, yp2, zp2]

T ,
represented in metric units, as shown in Figure 2.

Since the rotation matrix R is known, we can align the
segment with its image in the camera coordinate system:

[
PC

1m

PC
2m

]
= R

[
P1

P2

]
(7)

The original segment is imaged by the camera through a
projective transformation resulting in two image points PI

1px

and PI
2px, represented in pixels. In the pinhole model, the

metric coordinates of any point in the image can be calculated
by undoing the pixel transformation, the third coordinate being
the focal distance:

ICim = PI
ipx − [u0 v0]

T (8)

We can now translate the segment on the image plane by
setting its first point on its image PI

1m and calculating the
position of the second point. Thus, the translated segment is
represented by the points P′

1 and P′
2:

P′
1 = IC1m

P′
2 = IC1m + (PC

2m −PC
1m)

(9)

The obtained segment is parallel to the original one thus
forming two similar triangles △OCP1P2 and △OCP

′
1Q, as

shown in Figure 2.
Taking advantage of the properties of similar triangles, we

can write:

‖OcP1‖
‖OcP ′

1‖
=

‖P1P2‖
‖P ′

1Q‖ (10)

Therefore, the distance D from the camera center to the
world center can be calculated as:

D = ‖OcP1‖ =
‖OcP

′
1‖ · ‖P1P2‖
‖P ′

1Q‖ (11)

Hence, the translation vector is:

t = D
OcP

′
1

‖OcP ′
1‖

III. CAMERA CALIBRATION USING THREE VANISHING
POINTS

This approach uses three VPs determined from orthogonal
directions in the scene. We assume that three vanishing points
can be determined in the image from known patterns, such as
two orthogonal checkered patterns. VPs detection methods in
unstructured scenes are not discussed here as this topic falls
beyond the subject of this paper.

A. Intrinsic parameters calculation

In the current approach, we consider the principal point to
be located at the center of the image, the skewness is zero
(γ = 0) and the scale factor is equal to one, i.e. αu = αv =
f . Thus, the camera matrix presented in equation (3) has a
simplified form:

K =




f 0 u0

0 f v0
0 0 1


 (12)

Determining the location of the principal point is straight
forward as the image size is known. The only intrinsic
parameter to be calculated is the focal distance.

Let three vanishing points corresponding to mutually or-
thogonal directions be projected onto the image plane, through
the following homography:




λ1u1 λ2u2 λ3u3

λ1v1 λ2v2 λ3v3
λ1 λ2 λ3


 = P3×4




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0


 (13)

The three vanishing points can be expressed, up to scale,
as:
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V1 = λ1

[
u1 v1 1

]T

V2 = λ2

[
u2 v2 1

]T

V3 = λ3

[
u3 v3 1

]T
(14)

Considering the decomposition of the projection matrix,
shown in equation (2), we can write:

[
V1 V2 V3

]
= K [R|t]




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0




Taking into account the effect of the multiplication of the
homogeneous points at infinity with the translation vector, we
obtain:

[
V1 V2 V3

]
= KR (15)

Using the camera matrix K, as shown in expression (12),
the rotation matrix R can be written as,

R =




λ1(u1−u0)
f

λ2(u2−u0)
f

λ3(u3−u0)
f

λ1(v1−v0)
f

λ2(v2−v0)
f

λ3(v3−v0)
f

λ1 λ2 λ3


 (16)

Using the orthogonality property of the rotation matrix and
applying it to its first two columns, we obtain

λ1λ2(
(V1 −Oi)(V2 −Oi)

f2
+ 1) = 0 (17)

Since λi 6= 0, the focal distance can be calculated as:

f =
√
|(Oi − V1)(V2 −Oi)| (18)

B. Extrinsic parameters calculation

The extrinsic parameters are part of the rotation matrix R
and the translation vector t. The rotation matrix, presented in
equation (16), can be calculated if the scaling factors λi are
determined. In order to calculate them, equation (15) can be
rearranged by separating the scaling factors λi and using the
multiplication of the homogeneous points at infinity with the
translation vector:




u1 u2 u3

v1 v2 v3
1 1 1






λ1 0 0
0 λ2 0
0 0 λ3


 = KR (19)

Multiplying equation (19) on both sides by (KR)T , and
considering the orthogonality constraint of the rotation matrix,
we obtain,




u1 u2 u3

v1 v2 v3
1 1 1






λ2
1 0 0
0 λ2

2 0
0 0 λ2

3






u1 v1 1
u2 v2 1
u3 v3 1


 = KKT

(20)
A matrix Q can be defined as,

Q = KK
T

=




f2 + u2
0 u0v0 u0

u0v0 f2 + v20 v0
u0 v0 1


 (21)

The vector containing the scaling factors λi can be separated
by rearranging equations (20) and (21):




u1 u2 u3

v1 v2 v3
u2
1 u2

2 u2
3

v21 v22 v23
u1v1 u2v2 u3v3







λ2
1

λ2
2

λ2
3


 =




u0

v0
f2 + u2

0

f2 + v20
u0v0




(22)

The scale factors can be calculated by singular value de-
composition on the system of equations (22) and the rotation
matrix can be determined.

Note that, if the scaling factors are known, the left hand
side of equation (20) is determined and the intrinsic param-
eters can be directly calculated by identifying their values in
equation (21).

When three vanishing points, obtained from mutual orthogo-
nal directions in the scene, are available, an alternative method
for calculating the coordinates of the principal point (u0, v0)
can be used by finding the orthocenter of the triangle formed
by the vanishing points [12][6].

The translation vector t is the vector pointing from the
camera origin to the world origin and is given by the last
column of the projection matrix. The projection of the world
coordinate system is obtained from equation (1), setting the
values xi = 0, yi = 0, zi = 0 for an randomly chosen origin
point. The translation obtained from a single view without
additional information of the scene will be up to scale, with
λi having an arbitrary value.

If additional information is available, such as the length
of a segment or the coordinates of points in the scene, the
translation vector can be accurately extracted.

Let ri be the ith row of the rotation matrix and Pwi =
(xi, yi, zi, 1)

T be a point of the scene, projected onto the
image plane.




λiui

λivi
λi


 = K [R|t]




xi

yi
zi
1


 (23)

Then, the following system of equations is obtained:

λiui = αur1Pwi + u0r3Pwi + αut1 + u0t3 (24a)
λivi = αvr2Pwi + v0r3Pwi + αvt2 + v0t3 (24b)
λi = r3Pwi + t3 (24c)

which leads to,

r3Pwui + t3ui = fr1Pw + u0r3Pw + ft1 + u0t3 (25a)
r3Pwvi + t3vi = fr2Pw + v0r3Pw + ft2 + v0t3 (25b)
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That can be expressed in a compact form as,

[
f 0 u0 − ui

0 f v0 − vi

]


t1
t2
t3


 =

[
r3Pw(ui − u0)− f(r1Pw)
r3Pw(vi − v0)− f(r2Pw)

]

(26)
The components of the translation vector can be calculated

by stacking equations (26) for several pairs of image and
scene points and solving the resulting system using singular
value decomposition. Finding three vanishing points requires
at least six points, placed on three mutually orthogonal axes
in the scene, which can also be used for the calculation of the
translation vector.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A set of experiments have been conducted in order to
explore the robustness to noise of the implemented methods.
The advantage of working with a synthetic environment is that
absolute ground truth values can be obtained. In real scenes the
noise is usually present at the image level, therefore, Gaussian
noise has been gradually added on the image and the camera
was calibrated using the affected images.

Knowing the position of the VPs, the camera model can be
estimated using the calibration methods presented previously.
This step was done iteratively for increasing gaussian noise
levels. For each level, 50 iterations have been worked out in
order to obtain a result as close as possible to the typical
behavior of each method.

The effects of the noise on the calibration model were
measured by calculating the error on three outputs: the image,
the intrinsic parameters and the extrinsic parameters.

The image error was calculated as the distance between
the reference points and the re-projected ones using the
resulting calibrated model. The intrinsic parameters, namely
αu and αv , and the extrinsic parameters, i.e. the rotation and
the translation between the camera and the world reference
systems, were compared with the reference ones.

A. Synthetic camera calibration using two VPs

The synthetic setup for the calibration using two VPs is
presented in Figure 3. The coplanar points, placed in the
world reference system, were projected using the ideal camera
model. From the resulting image, the two VPs are extracted
as shown in Figure 4. When the noise level increases, the VPs
start moving from the original position. Fig. 5 shows that V1

is more affected by the noise than V2 because it is located at
a larger distance from the image center.

B. Synthetic camera calibration using three VPs

Camera calibration with three VPs has been analyzed using
a setup formed by a virtual camera pointing to a cloud of
3D points, as shown in Figure 6. The 3D points belong to
two orthogonal planes in the world reference system and were
imaged by the modeled camera. The three VPs are extracted
from the image as shown in Figure 7. The position of the
image center is also illustrated as the orthocenter of the triangle

Fig. 3. Experimental setup for camera calibration using two VPs

Fig. 4. VPs from two orthogonal directions.

Fig. 5. VPs deviation due to the noise.
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Fig. 6. Experimental setup for synthetic camera calibration using three VPs

Fig. 7. VPs from three orthogonal directions and the image center.

formed by the three VPs. The noise level affects the VPs
because the equations of the parallel lines change and so
does their crossing point. When dealing with three VPs, their
positions change proportionally with the distance from the
image center, as shown in Figure 8.

Fig. 8. VPs deviation due to the noise.

Fig. 9. Projection error using the camera model calibrated from the noisy
images.

Fig. 10. Intrinsic parameters estimation error using the camera model
calibrated from the noisy images.

C. Noise robustness analysis

The outputs of the calibration process have been evaluated
for both calibration methods and the evolution of the errors,
as a function of the noise, was compared. Fig. 9 shows the
projection error obtained by using the two camera models
calibrated from the noisy images. Fig. 10 illustrates the evolu-
tion of the intrinsic parameters. The extrinsic parameters are
also increasingly deviating from the ideal values, as shown
in Figure 11. As expected, in all cases the error increases as
the noise level grows. Both calibration methods have a similar
behavior up to a certain level of noise. However, the method
using two VPs shows better performance for a high amount
of noise. This is due to the fact that the calibration plane has
been previously chosen as the best initial solution among the
12 possible configurations.
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Fig. 11. Extrinsic parameters estimation error using the camera model
calibrated from the noisy images.

Fig. 12. Grid points extraction from the calibration pattern.

D. Real camera calibration using two VPs

The 2 VPs calibration has been tested using a real camera.
The position of the VPs was calculated from the images
in three steps. First, the points of the pattern have been
detected using a function of the camera calibration toolbox
of Bouguet [3], see Figure 12. Then, parallel lines were
fitted to the points on the direction of the VP. At last, the
intersection of all the lines was calculated by solving the
overdetermined system of line equations using singular value
decomposition and obtaining their optimal crossing point as
shown in Figure 13.

The camera was calibrated using a pattern from a projector
as part of a structured light reconstruction experiment. The
obtained reconstruction of a hand is shown in Figure 14 and
proves that the calibration was correct.

E. Real camera calibration using three VPs

The camera calibration using three VPs was applied for the
reconstruction of a 3D cube build using Google SketchUp.
Two images of the cube were taken, see Figure 15, and the
camera’s parameters and position with respect to the world
was calculated using the three vanishing points resulting from

Fig. 13. VPs detection from a planar pattern.

Fig. 14. Hand reconstruction using a structured light system.

the cube. Using the correspondences and the camera model,
the object reconstruction was obtained from the two images
and the texture was mapped correspondingly, as shown in
Figure 16.

V. CONCLUSION

Two camera calibration methods, based on vanishing points,
have been presented in detail in this paper, using a standardized

Fig. 15. Two images of a cube presenting three vanishing points.
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Fig. 16. Reconstruction of a cube from two images with the camera calibrated
using three VPs.

mathematical formalization for both of them. Our goal was to
analyze the performance of these methods and to highlight
their advantages and disadvantages.

In terms of the calibration setup complexity, the method
using only two VPs is clearly easier to use since we only
need a simple planar pattern capable of producing two VPs in
orthogonal directions. However, the camera must be carefully
oriented with respect to the calibration pattern in order to avoid
obtaining VPs at infinity. Moreover, special care must be taken
when defining the world reference system as the two VPs
can be placed along any two axes. Therefore, this calibration
method is more suitable for controlled configurations in which
it is possible to have a good initial estimation of the orientation
of the camera with respect to the world.

Regarding robustness to noise, which has been checked in
perfectly controlled simulation conditions, the two methods
have similar performances up to a reasonable level of noise
with the two VPs method performing a little better thanks to
more rigorous initial constraints.

One reason to prefer a method against another is from the
point of view of the possible applications. Sometimes it is
impossible to have a perfectly determined 3D structure in the
scene and the 2D plane can be found easier. On the other
hand, if it is possible to determine a 3D structure we can
benefit from a more robust calibration and, thus, the resulting
model is more accurate.
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Abstract—The traveling salesman problem, or TSP, is one of 

the most famous and well studied problems in combinatorial 

optimization. There are many studies with the objective of 

finding an optimal solution for this problem. These studies have 

not been successful, since it is considered to be an NP-Hard 

problem. This means that is not possible to find a method that 

ensures an optimal solution for all instances of this problem. In 

this paper we present two techniques to solve this problem, a 

tabu search based algorithm and a memetic algorithm. The 

results of both techniques are shown and compared to decide 

which one of the two alternatives gets better results. Apart from 

this, several studies are performed to determine certain aspects 

of the algorithms, such as the crossover function for the 

memetic algorithm or the size of the tabu list. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he traveling salesman problem, or TSP, is a very well 

studied problem in combinatorial optimization [1]. Its 

formulation is simple: Given a finite number of cities or 

nodes N and the corresponding costs cij of travelling from 

the city i to the city j, the objective is to find a cyclic 

permutation that minimizes the cost of visiting every city 

only once. The TSP is very easy to describe, yet very 

difficult to solve. It is considered an NP-Hard [14] problem. 

This means that is not possible to find a method that ensures 

an optimal solution for all instances of this problem within 

reasonable execution time. For this reason, there are 

numerous strategies to find an acceptable solution, taking 

into account the basic criteria of the computational 

complexity: execution time and resources used. In this paper 

we present two algorithms, one algorithm is based on tabu 

search, the other is a memetic algorithm, which combines a 

genetic algorithm with a tabu. After presenting the 

algorithms, we show the results offered by each one applied 

to different instances. 

II. TABU SEARCH 

The tabu search is an algorithm designed to find good 

solutions for combinatorial optimization problems. It is one 

of the most widely known metaheuristics, due to the quality 

of its solutions. In this section, the different parts of the 

implemented algorithm are presented. 

A. Initial solution 

This kind of algorithms starts with an initial solution, 

called initial state, which is modified during execution in 

order to find a near optimal solution. The initial solution can 

be generated at random or can be generated by a function. 

This function is used with the aim of starting the process 

with an acceptable solution.  Logically, this initial solution is 

not the optimal one, but in most cases it is a good starting 

point to begin the search. In this paper we present the 

implementation and comparison of four initialization 

functions, starting with a partial path and building step by 

step the initial solution. 

Nearest Neighbor: This function begins by selecting a 

random node as start node. Then iteratively, the nearest node 

to the last node added is added to the partial path. 

Insertion: This function starts the process with a partial 

path consisting of two cities. These cities are the closest on 

the map. This means that the process starts with the shortest 

edge. From this point and iteratively, the nearest node to any 

node in the partial path is obtained. This node is inserted into 

the path at the position that involves lower cost increase. 

Farthest Insertion: This is a modification of the above 

function. In this case, the node farthest from any of the nodes 

that are already in the partial path is taken as the node to 

insert. After that, the node is inserted into the position that 

involves lower cost increase. 

Solomon Heuristic I1 [2]: In 1987, Solomon proposed 

three heuristics for the VRPTW problem. From the three, the 

best is called I1. In this article, a modification of this 

heuristic has proposed, to adapt it to the TSP problem. This 

function starts execution with the longest edge, in other 

words, begins with a partial path consisting of the two most 

distant nodes. Then, iteratively, it calculates for each node 

(which is not yet in the path) the cost increase of inserting it 

at each one of the possible positions in the partial tour. The 

node that involves smaller increase is inserted into the path 

in the optimal position. 

These functions have been tested with different instances 

of the TSP problem, concluding that the two functions that 

offer better results are Farthest Insertion and I1. The 

instances are taken from TSPLIB [3] and [4]. 
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TABLE I. 

INITIAL SOLUTIONS OBTAINED BY EACH FUNCTION 

TSP Instance Oliver30 Eilon50 Eilon75 Eil101 

Optimal result 420 421 535 629 

NN* 509 566 620 817 

Insertion 466 475 622 738 

Insertion_Farthest 452 485 588 720 

I1 471 464 597 719 

NN*= these values are approximated, since the result depends on the 

randomly selected initial node. 

B. Successors generation function 

As explained above, the tabu search algorithm begins with 

an initial solution. Then iteratively, the current state will be 

modified by a successors generation function with the aim of 

finding better solutions. In this paper, we have implemented 

two functions, widely used for this type of algorithms [5] [6]: 

Vertex Insertion: In this function, the generator examines 

a part of current solution's neighborhood by executing a 

finite number of random movements. A single movement 

consists of selecting randomly one node and removing it 

from the current route. Then, this node is inserted at another 

position between two nodes to generate a new solution. The 

best move of all is selected and applied. This means that in 

every movement, function moves to the best neighbor found. 

Swapping: In this function, a movement consists of 

selecting two nodes and swapping their positions. Like the 

Vertex insertion, a finite number of movements in the 

neighborhood are examined and the best of them is selected 

and applied. 

C. Tabu memory 

The tabu search algorithm has the property of accepting 

worse solutions than the current one, with the aim of 

avoiding premature local optima. To prevent this, there is a 

structure called memory. This structure is used to prevent the 

search from re-visiting solutions visited in the immediate 

past. The forbidden movements are normally stored in a list 

called the tabu list. Whenever the successors generation 

function is going to make a movement, that is, a change in 

the current state, the tabu list is examined to check whether 

the movement is forbidden. If it is, the movement is 

discarded and another one is tried When an allowed 

movement is found, the new state is accepted and the 

movement is stored in the list to prevent the algorithm from 

visiting the same state in a near future. 

There are many criteria to decide whether a movement is 

tabu or not, some of them more restrictive than others. There 

are many studies on this subject [7]. In addition, there are 

different approaches according to the successors generation 

function that is being applied. Here are some examples of 

these criteria, sorted from least to most restrictive and valid 

for the VertexInsertion function, which is the one applied in 

this algorithm: 

• Vector (I, POSITION (I), POSITION (J)): This 

vector is used to prevent the node I move from POSITION 

(I) to POSITION (J). 

• Vector (I, POSITION (I)): Similar vector, to prevent 

the node I move from POSITION (I) to any other position. 

• Node I, L: The list includes the identifier of the node, 

and prevents it from being displaced to the left 

• Node I: The node identifier is stored, in the same way 

as the above criteria, and prevents it from any move. 

D. Tabu list and duration of tabu status 

When the algorithm generates new successors using the 

generating function, the last movement is inserted into the 

tabu list. The information inserted in this list is maintained a 

certain time, which means that the tabu movements will be 

prohibited only for a period of time, usually translated into a 

number of iterations of the algorithm. 

Another topic widely studied, and even undetermined, is 

the ideal size of the tabu list [8]. If the size is small, cycling 

phenomena will be evident, whereas, if it is large, the 

process might be driven away from the vicinity of global 

optimum. 

In the implemented algorithm the restrictive criterion 

"Node I" has been used, which is the most restrictive one. 

This implies that the tabu list will have a small size and 

movements will be prohibited for a short period of time. In 

our case, this period is defined by the size of the list. For 

example, if the list stores the last 10 movements, each of 

them remains on the list for 10 iterations, since the new 

movements are added to the list as a queue. 

A small survey that allows to decide the optimal size of 

the list for our algorithm will be shown later. 

E. Aspiration criterion 

The execution of the algorithm finishes after a finite 

number of iterations without improving the best solution 

found. The ideal is to set this number according to the 

neighborhood size, which depends on the successors 

generation function. This number, in our algorithm, is equal 

to the neighborhood size multiplied by 15 in instances with 

few cities and neighborhood size multiplied by 10 in 

problems with many nodes, such as Eil101. 

F. Results of the initialization function 

Here are the results obtained by the algorithm, using 

different initialization functions. For these tests we used the 

successors VertexInsertion generation function and no tabu 

mechanism. A hit is an execution in which the optimal 

solution has been found. 

TABLE II. 

TESTS FOR INSTANCE OLIVER30 

Oliver30 (420) Hits Average Avg. % Ex. Time 

NN 29/30 420.03 0.007% < 1 sec. 

I1 30/30 420 0% < 1 sec. 

Insertion 23/30 420.23 0.23% < 1 sec. 

Insertion_F 30/30 420 0% < 1 sec. 
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TABLE III. 

TESTS FOR INSTANCE EILON50 

Eilon50 (425) Hits Average Avg. % Ex. Time 

NN 6/30 427.16 0.50% 1.5 sec. 

I1 8/30 426.26 0.29% 1.5 sec. 

Insertion 7/30 426.96 0.46% 1.5 sec. 

Insertion_F 8/30 426.43 0.33% 1.5 sec. 

TABLE IV. 

TESTS FOR INSTANCE EILON75 

Eilon75 (535) Hits Average Avg. % Ex. Time 

NN 6/30 537.63 0.45% 9 sec. 

I1 17/30 536.16 0.21% 6 sec. 

Insertion 10/30 536.33 0.24% 6 sec. 

Insertion_F 5/30 539.56 0.85% 8 sec. 

TABLE V. 

TESTS FOR INSTANCE EIL101 

Eil101 (629) Hits Average Avg. % Ex. Time 

NN 0/30 635.56 1.04% 25 sec. 

I1 24/30 630.5 0.23% 15 sec. 

Insertion 0/30 637.23 1.30% 25 sec. 

Insertion_F 0/30 632.96 0.62% 25 sec. 

 

After analyzing the results, several conclusions can be 

obtained. In instances where there are few stations, such as 

Oliver30, the tabu list size is irrelevant, because with a good 

initial solution, it is easy to reach the global optimum. 

However, in instances with larger number of nodes, the size 

of the list is very important. These results confirm the theory 

explained above: 

• Conclusion 1: If the size of the list is small, it is easy to 

fall into local optima. In contrast, if the size is large, the 

search space can be very constrained, and can deviate from 

the vicinity of global optimum. 

Based on this conclusion, the best option is to perform 

tests with different sizes to see which is best suited. There is 

no universal rule to decide the optimal size of the list since it 

is very dependent on the size of the instance, the tabu 

criterion and the successors generation function. 

In this case, we can distinguish a best choice, achieving 

remarkable results in Eil101 and Eilon75 instances, and with 

exceptional results in the other alternatives. This option is 

N/4. In Eilon50, however, the best alternative is N/2, but the 

alternative N/4 also gives good results. 

Analyzing the result set, and more specifically the instance 

Eil101, we can see clearly how a large size of the list causes 

the deterioration of the results. In this instance the size N/8 is 

a really good option and N/10 becomes the best alternative. 

Anyway, in case of selecting one of the 5 options studied, 

we arrive at the following deduction. 

• Conclusion 2: Using VertexInsertion successors 

generator and a strict criterion of tabu movements, for 

instances of up to 101 cities, the ideal size of the tabu list is 

an approximate size of N/4, one quarter of the total number 

of nodes. 

Anyway, we have seen in these results how the optimal 

size can vary, depending on the instance. It is for this reason 

that the right thing is to reach the following conclusion. 

• Conclusion 3: There is no an optimum size for the tabu 

list, because this depends on the size of the instance, the 

successors generation function and the movement prohibition 

criteria. 

G. Final results of the algorithm 

The final results of the implemented algorithm can be 

summarized in the following table. The tests were performed 

on an Intel Core i5 – 2410 laptop, with 2.30 GHz and a 

RAM of 4 GB. This time, instead of 30 executions per 

instance, we have carried out 50. 

TABLE VI. 

FINAL RESULTS OF THE ALGORITHM 

 Hits Average Avg% Time 

Oliver30 (420) 50/50 420 0% 0.28 sec. 

Eilon50 (425) 22/50 425.7 0.16% 3.14 sec. 

Eilon75 (535) 40/50 535.6 0.11% 20.25 sec. 

Eil101 (629) 40/50 629.46 0.07% 34 sec. 

III. PROPOSED MEMETIC ALGORITHM 

Evolutionary algorithms are based on the laws of the 

evolution of species. These algorithms work on populations 

of organisms, in other words, on sets of intermediate 

solutions. The organisms interact with each other to generate 

new organisms and these are added to the population. After a 

finite number of generations, or iterations, the algorithm 

terminates execution and returns as a final solution the best 

organism in the population. 

In this paper we have developed a new hybrid algorithm, 

which combines a genetic algorithm with a tabu search. 

There are different types of hybrid or memetic algorithms, 

which combine different techniques, two examples are [9] 

and [10]. The aim is to study the effectiveness of this new 

algorithm and see if it is worth using an algorithm of this 

nature rather than a tabu search algorithm.  

In the next sections we explain in detail the algorithm and 

the results obtained. 

A. Generation of initial population 

The starting point of the algorithm is a set of solutions 

called population of individuals. Every individual in the 

population consists of a single chromosome, a vector of 

integers that represents a route. In many cases, these 

individuals are randomly generated. In our case, we use a 

technique that combines initialization heuristics and random 

generation. This technique creates an individual for every 

initialization heuristic described in the tabu search section, 

while the others are generated randomly, until completing 

the entire population. Thus, the process begins with a 

population in which there are a number of "acceptable" 

solutions and a number of random solutions. 
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B. Selection of parents 

The crossover is the process in which the chromosomes of 

a population interact to generate new individuals. Generated 

individuals are called children, and as in natural law, every 

child must have a father and a mother. Therefore, for this 

process, the algorithm has to choose the chromosomes that 

will form part of the process. 

There are many ways for selecting parents. In this case we 

have used an elitist method, in which the individuals with the 

highest fitness value are selected. In other words, the best 

individuals of the population are selected. 

C. Crossover 

There are many crossover functions [15]. In this section, 

the functions we have been implemented will be described 

and some results will be shown to see which of them is the 

best. 

Order Crossover (OX1): The Order crossover was 

proposed by Davis [11]. This operator builds the children by 

choosing a sub-route of one of the parents and maintaining 

the order of the cities of the remaining parent. For example, 

suppose these two individuals. 

P = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8) 

M = (2 4 6 8 7 5 3 1) 

Now, two cut points are selected, identical for both 

parents. Assuming that these breakpoints are located 

between the position two and three and between five and six: 

P = (1 2 | 3 4 5 | 6 7 8) 

M = (2 4 | 6 8 7 | 5 3 1) 

The children will be created as follows. First, the 

segments between the cut points are preserved, as follows: 

H1 = (* * | 3 4 5 | * * *) 

H2 = (* * | 6 8 7 | * * *) 

Then, starting with the second breakpoint, the remaining 

nodes are inserted in the same order they appear in the other 

parent, considering that the cities that has already been 

inserted have to be omitted. When the end of the string is 

reached, it continues through the beginning of this. The 

children resulting from this example would be these: 

H1 = (8 7 | 3 4 5 | 1 2 6) 

H2 = (4 5 | 6 8 7 | 1 2 3) 

Modified Order Crossover (MOX): This crossover 

proposed by Shubhra [12] selects a cut point that divides 

each parent into two sections. Assuming the following 

parents: 

P = (1 2 3 4 | 6 9 8 5 7) 

M = (2 1 9 8 | 5 6 3 7 4) 

The cities on the left of the cut point impose their order on 

the other parent: 

H1 = (1 2 * * * 9 8 * *) 

H2 = (2 1 * * * * 3 * 4) 

The remaining cities are inserted into the children in the 

same order they appear in the other parent. This means that 

the resulting children would be: 

 

H1 = (1 2 5 6 3 9 8 7 4) 

H2 = (2 1 6 9 8 5 3 7 4) 

Very Greedy Crossover (VGX): This operator 

introduced by Bryant [13] is more "customized" than 

previous ones, since it takes into account the distances 

between cities to generate the children. First, the function 

randomly selects a node. Assuming that these two 

chromosomes are the parents: 

P = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8) 

M = (2 4 6 8 7 5 3 1) 

Randomly selected as initial node number 2, momentarily, 

the child would be the next: 

H = (2 * * * * * * *) 

Now, looking at the parents, the nodes adjacent to the last 

node added (and still not part of the child) are selected as 

“possible nodes”. In this case these nodes are 1, 3 and 4. 

From all “possible nodes”, the closest to the last node added 

is added to the child. Suppose that in this case is number 4. 

At the moment, this would be the new child: 

H = (2 4 * * * * * *) 

This process is repeated until all cities have been inserted. 

D. Results of the crossover 

With these three functions, various tests were performed 

to check which of them was the most efficient. The test 

results will not be shown, as they have a very long length. 

Even so, we will explain what are the conclusions obtained. 

First of all is that the operator Very Greedy is the most 

efficient function, because it creates the best individuals. 

This is because it is a specifically designed operator for this 

type of problem. This function takes into account the 

distances between cities, therefore, whenever two 

chromosomes are crossed, resulting child will always be 

equal or better than either parent.  

This feature is not present in the other two crossover 

functions, because they make "semi-blind" crosses. It is true 

that they attempt to maintain the structure and quality of the 

parents in the resulting individuals. Even so, these functions 

make "blind" unions, since in most of them, the routes are 

divided into sub-routes or small portions of routes, and then 

they are joined together regardless to the cost that this 

operation involves. This has the consequence that the 

resulting children may be worse than their parents, which is 

clearly seen in the presented results. Three conclusions can 

be drawn: 

• Conclusion 1: Considering the three functions, Very 

Greedy Crossover (VGX) is which produces better 

individuals 

• Conclusion 2: It is recommendable to use 

“customized” crossover operators for each problem. For 

example, for the TSP, it is possible to make operators taking 

into account the distances among cities. Thus, the resulting 

individuals will always be better than their parents. 

• Conclusion 3: Crossover functions without 

"customization" do not ensure that the resulting children 
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improve the fitness of their parents, because they are based 

on "blind" unions. 

Another thing to mention is that the VGX operator 

generates fewer individuals than the other operators. This 

shows that, despite generating a lot of children is a good 

quality, the fact of producing “customized” individuals is 

more advisable. 

E. Mutation process 

This process is done after the crossover, and it is 

performed on the resulting individuals. It is possible that 

during the execution of the algorithm, the population is 

moving towards a local optimum. For this reason exists this 

process, which selects with a certain percentage of 

probability the individuals produced by crossover and makes 

a small change in them.  

There are different ways to mutate. In this case we have 

implemented a process in which each chromosome is 

mutated with a probability of 20%. In case of making the 

process, the mutation generates various node exchanges in 

the individual. The number of exchanges is given by an 

attribute of the algorithm, which is introduced beforehand 

and called mutation factor. 

For example, suppose this chromosome: 

C = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0) 

The mutation factor is 0.2. This means that 20% of the 

chromosome will be changed. In this case the path is 

composed of 10 cities, therefore the number of exchanges 

will be two. Supposing that these two changes are between 

nodes 3 and 7, and node 2 and 9: 

                              C’ = (1 2 7 4 5 6 3 8 9 0) 

C’’ = (1 9 7 4 5 6 3 8 2 0) 

Thus, the resulting chromosome is as follows: 

CM = (1 9 7 4 5 6 3 8 2 0) 

In order to preserve the quality of the population, the 

mutated chromosome and original chromosome are stored. 

F. Application of Tabu Algorithm 

This step is the one that distinguishes this algorithm from 

a traditional genetic algorithm. After crossover and mutation 

process, with the aim of optimize the new chromosomes, a 

reduced version of the tabu search algorithm described 

above is applied. As in the mutation process, this process is 

applied only to a small part of the population, in order not to 

increase excessively the execution time. This process is 

applied to each individual with 20% probability. 

The characteristics of tabu algorithm are the same as the 

previously explained, with the difference that the initial 

solution is provided by the memetic algorithm. From this 

partial solution, the process runs autonomously. 

In the simple version, the finish criterion of the tabu 

search was determined by a number of iterations without 

improvements in the quality of the solutions, close to the 

neighborhood multiplied by 10 or 15. In this case, this value 

is lower, so, the execution time is reduced drastically. 

G. Selection of survivors 

The population in a memetic algorithm has a finite size. 

Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the number of individuals 

after crossover and mutation and discard those that are less 

interesting. This is accomplished by the survivors selection 

function. In this case a function called 

ElitistRandomSurvivals is used. This function selects the 

surviving population considering two parts, one part will 

consist of the best individuals, while the other part will be 

selected at random. For example, if we have a population of 

50 individuals, and we have to reduce it to 30 individuals, 

this function will select the best 15 chromosomes according 

to their fitness, and the other 15 will be selected at random 

from the remaining 35.  

The reason to select half of the population at random is to 

maintain some diversity, in order to avoid local optima. 

H. Results of the memetic algorithm 

These are the results obtained with the implemented 

memetic algorithm.  The computer used is the same as in 

section 2.8.We have executed 50 iterations for each instance: 

TABLE VII. 

FINAL RESULTS OF THE ALGORITHM 

 Hits Average Avg. % Ex. Time 

Oliver30 (420) 50/50 420 0% 0.3 sec. 

Eilon50 (425) 48/50 425.04 0.009% 11 sec. 

Eilon75 (535) 40/50 535.3 0.05% 55 sec. 

Eil101 (629) 50/50 629 0% 12 min. 

IV. TABU VS. MEMETIC ALGORITHM 

After analyzing the results, the first conclusion and 

clearer, is obtained by observing that the results obtained by 

the memetic algorithm are visibly better than those obtained 

by the tabu algorithm. This improvement in the results comes 

with an increase in execution time, which in the case of the 

first three instances, it is not very large. By contrast, in the 

instance Eil101 although the algorithm finds an optimum in 

all executions, the time increases in excess. 

• Conclusion 1: The memetic algorithm obtains better 

results than the tabu algorithm, although in instances with 

more than 75 nodes the runtime is too high. 

Generally, both algorithms offer good results, but each 

one has a characteristic that makes it different from the other. 

The tabu search algorithm gives better execution times, 

while the memetic algorithm provides a higher success rate. 

For this reason, depending on the needs an algorithm or  the 

other should be used. 

• Conclusion 2: If the runtime is more important than 

obtaining better results, the correct choice is to use the tabu 

search algorithm. Otherwise, the right choice is the memetic 

algorithm. 
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I. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented two different algorithms 

for solving the TSP. On the one hand, a tabu algorithm, on 

the  other  hand,  a  memetic  algorithm.  We have  described 

their  characteristics,  including  various  studies  about  some 

important aspects, such as the initialization function of the 

tabu  search  algorithm  or  the  crossover  functions  of  the 

memetic algorithm. Different instances have been used for 

testing, as Oliver30, Eilon50, Eilon75 and Eil101, and the 

results have shown. Finally, a comparison between the two 

algorithms  has  been  made,  concluding  that  the  choice  of 

algorithm is influenced by the priorities of the user. In case 

of giving priority to the execution time, the right choice is 

the tabu search algorithm. In case of giving priority to the 

quality  of  the  solution,  the  correct  choice  is  the  memetic 

algorithm.

We  are  currently  working  on  the  adaptation  of  these 

algorithms to the VRP problem. We have planned several 

studies to determine the influence of the process of mutation 

in  evolutionary  algorithms and  the  influence  of  survivors 

selection functions. 

Finally, this research is part of the PRODIS project (Grant 

PI2011-58, funded by the Basque Government in Spain).
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Abstract—The article presents the idea of a hybrid system for
multiobjective optimization. The system consists of the genetic
algorithm and the fuzzy logic driver. The genetic algorithm
realizes the process of multiobjective optimization. The fuzzy
logic driver uses data aggregated by the genetic algorithm and
controls the process of evolution by modifying the probability of
selection of individuals to the parental pool. The controlling of the
evolution process makes it possible to choose the preferred area
with pareto-optimal solution. In experiments we investigated the
ability of the proposed system to search solutions in a given area
of the search space. We compared the results of the standard
genetic algorithm and the proposed system. The experiments
showed that the proposed system is able to control the process
of evolution toward pareto-optimal solutions in the given area of
searching.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN MANY practical problems, it’s often expected that
several indicators will achieve an optimal value at the same

time, which is called the multi-objective optimization problem
(MOP) [2][6]. These multiple objectives, often conflicting with
each other, can accept the maximum or minimum in other
points of the search space. The multi-objective optimization
problem can be stated as follows:





maximizeF (x) = [f1(x)f2(x)f3(x)...fm(x)]
subject to: gj(x) ≤ 0 for j = 1, 2, ..., k
x ∈ S

(1)

where
x = [x1x2x3...xn] ∈ ℜ, n ∈ N, (2)

is an n-dimensional vector of decision variables,

F (x) = [f1(x)f2(x)f3(x)...fm(x)], (3)

are objective functions, and
gi(x) are constrains.

Let us choose an optimization problem, with m objectives,
which are, without loss of generality, all to be maximized.
The set of potential solutions can be parted to two subsets:
dominated and not dominated.

Let us choose two solutions x, y ∈ S, x is said to be
dominated by y, if fi(y) ≥ fi(x) for all i = 1, 2, ...,m and
fj(y) > fj(x) for at least one index j. A solution x∗ ∈ S
is said to be pareto-optimal if there does not exist another
solution x, such that x∗ is dominated by x. F (x∗) is then called

a pareto-optimal objective vector. The set of all the pareto-
optimal objective vectors is called the pareto-optimal front. A
set of pareto-optimal solutions is usually found as a result of
multiobjective optimization. The decision-maker can use his
preferred method to choose a final solution from the pareto-
optimal set. For the decision-maker it would be profitable if
the process of searching pay special attention to the preferred
area.

Genetic algorithms (GA) stand for a class of stochastic
optimization methods that simulate the process of natural
evolution [1][3][5]. In a genetic algorithm, a population of
strings (called chromosomes), which encode candidate solu-
tions (called individuals) to an optimization problem, evolves
toward better solutions. They usually search for approximate
solutions of composite optimization problems. A characteristic
feature of genetic algorithms is that in the process of evolution
they do not use specific knowledge for a given problem. They
use only the fitness function assigned to all individuals.

The genetic algorithm consists of the following steps:

1) the choice of the first generation,
2) the estimation of an individuals’ fitness,
3) the check of the stop condition,
4) the selection of individuals to the parents’ pool,
5) the creation of a new generation with the use of opera-

tors of crossing and mutation,
6) the printing of the best solution.

The source code of standard genetic algorithm was published
in [3]. We used this code as a base genetic algorithm in our
experiments.

The probability of selection of an individual to the parents
pool is a parameter determining the process of evolution in
genetic algorithms. This parameter determines the abilities of
an individual to act as a parent. By changing the probability
of selection we can select individuals that can create offspring
and transfer their own genetic material to the next population.
Modifications must be made carefully, not to disturb the
process of the natural selection. The knowledge of experts
about the evolution can be used for these modifications. This
knowledge has a descriptive character and is often subjective,
so we use the fuzzy logic controller. In the proposed system,
the knowledge is represented by the set of rules in the fuzzy
logic driver.
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II. MODIFICATION OF THE PROBABILITY OF SELECTION
TO THE PARENTS POOL

The probability of selection to the parents pool is a basic
parameter determining the efficiency of the genetic algorithm.
The likelihood that an individual will transfer its own genetic
material to the next generation increases with the probability
of selection. Well-adapted individuals are the most wanted
ones in the parents’ pool. However, weak individuals should
be selected to the parents’ pool too, in order to prevent
violent loss of their genetic material and premature algorithm
convergence. The enlargement of the probability of selection
of individuals with preferred characteristics, can result in
these individuals producing more descendants. The genetic
variety of the population will be diminished, but the algorithm
convergence will be enlarged.

For the realization of this strategy we suggest the introduc-
tion of the additional fuzzy logic driver. The FLC estimates
each individual in the population. The goal of the FLC is
evaluation of every individual and computation of the new
probability of selection for each individual in the population.
The FLC uses the knowledge of experts and the knowledge
aggregated by the genetic algorithm. The FLC computes a
new probability of selection, based on an individual’s fitness
function and fitness functions of all individuals in the current
population. The probability of selection is enlarged for well-
adopted individuals and is diminished for poor individuals.
The FLC modifies the process of selection using the following
rules:

• enlarging the probability of selection if the value of the
chosen objective function for an individual is greater
than the average value of this function in the current
generation,

• not changing the probability of selection if the value
of the chosen objective function for an individual is
equal to the average value of this function in the current
generation,

• dimindiminishing the probability of selection if the value
of the chosen objective function for an individual is
smaller than the average value of this function in the
generation,

• enlarging the probability of selection if the value of the
chosen objective function for an individual is near the
optimal value,

• diminishing the probability of selection if the value of the
chosen objective function for an individual is far-away
from the optimal value.

We accepted the FLC with two inputs and one output. The
FLC estimates the values of the inputs of all individuals and
determines the value of the output. As inputs we have chosen:

- the difference between the chosen objective function of
an individual and maximum values of this function in the
current population (it shows whether the given solution is
near the optimum - from the point of view of the chosen
objective function)

∆fi = fi(mem)−max(fi) (4)

Fig. 1. The block scheme of the fuzzy logic controller

where:
∆fi - the difference between the chosen objective
function of individual mem and maximum values of
this function in the current population,
fi(mem) - the chosen objective function of individ-
ual mem,
maxfi - maximum values of the chosen objective
function in the current population.

- an individual’s fitness (determines the difference between
the chosen objective function of an individual and the
average value of this function in the population)

Wmem = fi(pop)− fi(pop) (5)

where:
Wmem - the fitness function of an individual mem,
fi(mem) - the value of the chosen objective function of
an individual mem,
fi(pop) - the average value of this function in the current
population.

The FLC uses the center of gravity [6] defuzzyfication method.
As the result from the controller we accepted:

- the adaptation ratio of the probability of selection for
individual wpsmem

Figure 1 shows the fuzzy logic controllers scheme. The
modified probability of selection of individual k obeys the
formula:

ps′(k) = ps(k) ∗ wpsk for k = 1, ...N, (6)

where:
ps′(k) - the modified probability of selection of individual
k,
ps(k) - the probability of selection of individual k,
wpsk - the adaptation ratio of the probability of selection
calculated by the FLC for the individual k.

Figure 2 shows a block scheme of the modified genetic
algorithm (the block of the fuzzy logic is noted with the
grading). The construction of the fuzzy logic controller in
details is considered in [4][5].

III. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

The goal of the experiment is the verification of the idea
of fuzzy controlling of evolution in the modified genetic
algorithm for multiobjective optimization. The LOTZ (Leading
Ones, Trailing Zeroes) problem with size from 50 to 120 was
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Fig. 2. The block scheme of the modified genetic algorithm

chosen as the test function. The algorithm searches for any
of pareto-optimal solutions. The FLC estimates all individuals
in all generations and modifies their probability of selection.
The LOTZ can be stated as the maximization problem of two
objectives.

LOTZ1(x) =

n∑

i=1

i∏

j=1

xj , (7)

LOTZ2(x) =
n∑

i=1

n∏

j=i

(1− xj), (8)

LOTZ(x) = (LOTZ1(x), LOTZ2(x)), (9)

where: x = (x1, x2, ..., xn) ∈ {0, 1}.
There are two objective functions defined in the LOTZ

problem. Function LOTZ1 maximalizes the number of ones,
while function LOTZ2 maximalizes the number of zeros in a
binary string of an individual. The function optimized is the
sum of the functions LOTZ1 and LOTZ2. Both the functions,
LOTZ1 and LOTZ2, have equal weight. The standard genetic
algorithm usually finds solutions in which the number of
ones is approximately equal to the number of zeros. In the
proposed system we use an additional FLC, which modifies the
probability of selection of individuals to the parent’s pool. The
FLC can direct the process of evolution toward the solutions
with the greater number of zeros or ones.

The first population was generated randomly. All algorithms
started at the same point in the search space. The algorithm’s
parameters used in the experiment:

- the genes of individuals are represented by binary num-
bers,

- the probability of crossover = 0,8,
- the probability of mutation = 0,15,

Fig. 3. The difference between the average number of zeroes and the average
number of ones

Fig. 4. The average number of fitness function calls

- the number of individuals in the population = 25,
- the algorithms were stopped after finding any pareto-

optimal solution.
Each algorithm was executed 10 times. In table 1 there are

average numbers of ones and zeroes and the number of fitness
function calls obtained by the algorithms.

The graph in Figure. 3 illustrates the difference between the
average number of zeroes and the average number of ones in
the algorithms. We can see that in the standard algorithm the
number of zeros and ones is almost equal. In the algorithm
preferring ones, their number is greater than the number of
zeros. In the algorithm preferring zeros, their number is greater
than the number of ones.

The graph in Figure. 4 illustrates the average number of
fitness function calls needed by the algorithms. We can see that
in the standard algorithm the number of fitness function calls
grows quickly, together with the problem size. In modified
algorithms the number of fitness function calls is noticeably
smaller than in the standard algorithm.

IV. CONCLUSION

In all the experiments modified algorithms needed less
fitness function calls. In the standard algorithm many indi-
viduals with a different genotype can have the same value
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TABLE I
THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF ZEROES AND ONES AND THE NUMBER OF FITNESS FUNCTION CALLS

Standard Preferring
of ones

Preferring
of zeroes

LOTZ50 the number of zeros 24,8 35,5 14,4
the number of oness 25,2 14,5 35,6
the number of fitness
functions calls

3057 458 454

LOTZ75 the number of zeros 41,1 48,9 26,7
the number of ones 33,9 26,1 48,3
the number of fitness
functions calls

20745 2172 2122

LOTZ100 the number of zeros 51,3 58,8 40,1
the number of ones 48,7 41,2 59,9
the number of fitness
functions calls

119036 7317 6614

LOTZ120 the number of zeros 61,3 71,3 48,5
the number of ones 58,7 48,7 71,4
the number of fitness
functions calls

471107 17805 14773

of the fitness function. In the special case the maximum
value of the fitness function can be associated to many
individuals, in spite of the fact that every one represents
an individual located in another area of the search space.
For example, individuals represented by ”only zeroes in a
string” and ”only ones in a string” have associated the same,
maximum value of the fitness function, in spite of the fact
that their genetic similarity is equal to zero. The mechanism
of selection based only on the value of the fitness function is
not able to classify individuals on the base of their genetic
relation. The search in this case gathers the character of
fate searching. The FLC modifies the probability of selection
of individuals in such a way that individuals different in
genetic sense, have different values of the probability of
selection. In the proposed algorithm the system of classifying
of individuals is more effective, so the algorithm convergence
is enlarged.

In the proposed algorithms, the difference between the
number of ones and zeros in the solution is greater than in
the standard algorithm. The solution ”only zeroes in a string”
or ”only ones in a string” was never found. The FLC is able

to direct the process of evolution toward a preferred area, but
cannot guarantee finding of a specific solution.

The proposed system can be used for more complex multi-
objective optimization problems.
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Abstract—The route planning subsystem is an important com-
ponent of the Intelligent System for Global Monitoring Detection
and Identification of Threats (INSIGMA). Its goal is to calculate
an optimal route taking into consideration contextual information
and values of dynamically updated parameters describing the
current traffic. Developing the system we have taken an approach
consisting in providing a set of simpler route planning algorithms
that can be used in various situations instead a single all purpose
procedure. A key issue encountered during the system develop-
ment was the correct choice and configuration of algorithm to
be used. The selection depends on such factors, as: user profile
and preferences, dynamically collected traffic data and historical
records. In the developed system the knowledge about these
factors, their relations and rules is gathered in ontologies. The
paper presents the system architecture and an execution scenario,
in which the decision on selection and configuration of one of
the several implemented route planning algorithms is based on
semantic information and build in rules.

Index Terms—ontology, dynamic route planning, personaliza-
tion

I. INTRODUCTION

THE OBJECTIVE of the INSIGMA project is to develop
and implement heterogeneous information system for

complex detection, identification of threats, monitoring and
identification of mobile objects. The project is to propose
innovatory solutions in 5 areas related to:

• Monitoring and identification of vehicles and people,
• Dynamic monitoring and identification of threats within

the traffic,
• Analysis of traffic and optimizing routes for external

users,
• Identification of suspicious people and threats,
• Discovery of data and multimedia with the watermarking

technology.
The Route Planning Subsystem is one of the key compo-

nents within the INSIGMA system. Its goal is to calculate an
optimal route between two locations taking into consideration
contextual information and values of dynamically updated pa-
rameters describing the current traffic. These parameters orig-
inate from various types of integrated detectors: microwave
and inferred lasers, ultrasonic sensors, inductive loops, camera

Work has been co-financed by the European Regional Developement Fund
under the Innovative Economy Operational Programme, INSIGMA project
no.POIG.01.01.02- 00-062/09.

Traffic 

Repository
Static Map

Sensor 
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Software

Route Planning 

Subsystem

Data 

Warehouse

Fig. 1. Main components of the route planning subsystem

equipped video image processors, acoustic arrays, mobile GPS
trackers, and others.

Main components of the INSIGMA system relevant to
the Route Planning Subsystem are presented in Fig. 1. The
subsystem uses the information about a road network stored in
the Static Map, current values of traffic monitoring parameters
from the Traffic Repository and historical data stored in the
Data Warehouse. The figure refers to one of the system
operation mode, where optimal route calculation are done at
the server side.

During the system development there were elicited several
requirements regarding its architecture and various quality
attributes. They became (sometimes conflicting) drivers for
making particular architectural decisions. Below we list the
most important of them:

• An ontology will be used to define all monitoring pa-
rameters stored in the Traffic Repository to enable infor-
mation sharing and integration with sensors and clients
(modifiability);

• The Traffic Repository must meet assumed performance
requirements, what can be an indication to use a relational
database;

• The Route Planning Subsystem will perform dynamic
and personalized planning, what favours using semantic
techniques to describe user profiles, preferences and
contextual information (customizability).
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• From project management perspective the dynamic route
planning combined with personalization is attributed with
a high risk, as it is still a novel and challenging technol-
ogy, to mitigate this risk the system will provide a frame-
work for integrating multiple route planning algorithms
and making decisions which of them should be used for
a particular route planning task.

The main idea presented in this paper is the following:
instead of developing a single and monolithic route plan-
ning algorithm whose behaviour should be adapted to fit all
possible conditions, it is proposed to implement a set of
simpler algorithms. Then, for a particular task instance one
of them will be selected and configured taking into account
various attributes characterizing road network, traffic and user
preferences. Such approach is consistent with the growth
scenario for the system: new algorithms can be added during
the development and maintenance phases without degrading
the existing functionality. Moreover, simpler algorithms can
be easier to develop and work on them can be conducted
concurrently by independent teams.

To adopt successfully such approach, two conditions must
be fulfilled:

1) the system must have a highly modular system ar-
chitecture providing appropriate separation of concerns
accompanied by a suitably chosen integration technique;

2) there must be implemented a framework enabling proper
selection and configuration of algorithms.

In was decided that in both cases the the ontologies and
Semantic Web tools will be used as to support the integration
and decision making. It should be stressed, that collecting
data from sensors, accessing them, as well as realization of
the route planning tasks must satisfy real-time performance
requirements. Due to this, the selection of an algorithm should
be made within relatively short time with use of a small and
efficient set of rules. The decision supporting system uses
ontological representation of knowledge about task properties,
task parameters and algorithm capabilities to select most
promising optimization procedure and properly configure it.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section II presents works related to the route planning. In
the section III the logical structure of maps used within the
INSIGMA route planning subsystem is presented. Section IV
discusses algorithms used for route planning and their data
model. Section V briefly presents ontologies developed to
support the system services. The route planning subsystem
architecture and basic use case scenario is described in the
section VI. The next section VII discusses the rules for
algorithm selection. Concluding remarks are presented in VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

The route planning problem can be formulated as follows:
having a directed graph with non-negative weights assigned
to edges find a path between a start point and end point
minimizing the cost function usually assumed to be the sum of
weights. The weights usually express such properties as travel

time, distance, fuel consumption, air pollution, driver satisfac-
tion, tolls, etc. The term static route planning denote the case
where, these weights remain constant over time in opposition
to dynamic route planning, where weights are variable due to
changing traffic and weather conditions (e.g. traffic congestion
increases the travel time and pollution or a rain slows down
the velocity). For personalized route planning, a separate set
of weights can be used for each user type (static dimension)
but the weights may also reflect dynamically changing user
state (preferences, fatigue, remaining fuel) .

Probably, the most known algorithm for determining the
shortest path in a road network is Dijkstra’s algorithm [1].
Dijkstra’s algorithm can be improved by taking in to account
an estimation of the cost from a location to the destination.
A*-algorithm [2] uses a heuristic function to determine the
order in which the search visits nodes in the tree. Nowadays
the A*-algorithm is the most commonly used shortest path
algorithm in geographical networks. Both algorithms can be
used in either static or dynamic route planning problems.

In last years there was observed a rapid speed up of static
route planning methods (up to 106 times in comparison to
classical Dijkstra’s algorithm). An excellent survey on this
topic can be found in [3].

The general idea behind all speed up methods in static route
planning relies in precomputing information that can speed up
the queries. Assuming, that the graph of routes has n vertices,
precomputing all n2 routes between nodes and storing them
in a lookup table would be the fastest solution. This, however,
is still infeasible for large graphs (e.g. the graph of road
network for Western Europe, which has 12 mln. nodes). Due
to this, the novel optimization methods are combinations of
precomputation and efforts to reduce the task complexity.

A multilevel technique described in [4] decomposes the
graph into disjoint subgraphs with common border nodes
and calculates additional edges (shortcuts) linking the border
nodes.

Highway hierarchies [5] analyze precalculated shortes paths
and selects highway edges, i.e. segments of optimal routes not
close to the start and end points. They also remove low degree
nodes drawing shortcuts. This method is somehow similar to
the approach taken in commercial software that favours high
class roads and looks for alternatives only when close to the
source or target.

Highway node routing [6] arranges nodes into multilevel hi-
erarchies and introduces shortcuts between them. The method
is suited for the dynamic route planning, as a weight assigned
to a shortcut edge at the level l can be calculated by performing
low complexity optimization task at level l − 1.

As regards dynamic route planning, an algorithm for plan-
ning an optimum route that takes into account daily congestion
patterns is considered in [7]. Routing algorithms for the k-
shortest path problem for graphs with time-dependent edge
costs was described in [8]. Adaptive route planning algorithm
for handling real-time information, which enable only to
determine the next road segment in the route was proposed
in [9]. Dynamic route planning for car navigation using virus
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genetic algorithms was described in [10].
The practical problem of personalized route plannig, and in

particular using ontologies to represent the task context, user
preferences and profile, was studied in [11] and [12].

III. THE MAPS

The INSIGMA system stores maps in databases whose
structure is based on Open Street Map (OSM). OSM model
[13] defines a map as a collection of vectors of three basic
types (Fig. 2):

• Points (Node), whose attributes are geographical coordi-
nates (longitude and latitude)

• Polylines (Way) defined as ordered sequences of nodes
(including closed polylines: ClosedWay),

• Polygons (Area) being subclasses of Ways.
These vectors can be grouped within containers of Relation
type and attributed with roles, typically: route (a route element)
or multipolygon (an area with holes, eg. a lake with marked
islands).

A Node element can be interpreted as any object represented
by a point on the map, whereas a Way can be any linear
element: a road, shoreline, railroad or a fence. OSM does not
define dedicated data structures for different types of objects
that can appear on the map. Instead, it uses a large set of
tags that can be attributed to vectors or groups of vectors.
They have the form of (key, value) pairs. For each key a
set of possible values is defined. The set of pairs assigned
to vectors determines, how they are interpreted. For example,
a tunnel is defined as a Way with the tunnel=yes tag, a street
can be specified as a single element Way with an attribute
highway=residential, but also as a few Way vectors with the
same name tag, a route with an assigned identifier can be
defined as a relation, whose elements are Way segments.

In the INSIGMA system databases storing maps are logi-
cally decomposed into six components (Fig. 3)

• Physical objects containing routes and other persistent
elements, as building outlines, railroads, water reservoirs,
bridges

• Traffic organization information about prescribed direc-
tions, bans and limits affixed to the physical structure

• Dynamic parameters encompassing traffic parameters de-
livered by sensors (flow of vehicles, jams, travel time for
selected roads) and information on events influencing the
traffic flow (e.g. snowfall or road accidents)

Physical objects (roads, railroads, tunnels, bridges, amenities, leisure areas, etc.)

Traffic organization

Static map
Planned 

changes
Areas

Dynamic parameters

Traffic Repository

Historical data

Data Warehouse
Base 

paths

Fig. 3. Logical structure of INSIGMA maps

• Historical data containing the registered traffic param-
eters, that can be used for future route planning. The
database stores also previously calculated routes (infor-
mation on the start and end point location is limited to
road segments).

• Areas auxiliary classifications of parts of the map used
for selecting appropriate algorithm (heuristics) of route
planning

• Base paths a set of predefined routes used by planning
algorithms, in most cases they correspond to main roads

• Planned changes define future (planned) changes in
traffic organization related to road works or various
events.

The physical objects and traffic organization components
are collectively referred as Static Map, dynamic parameters as
Traffic Repository and historical data as Data Warehouse.

IV. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS

The Route Planning Subsystem operates on the model in
form of a weighted graph obtained by a conversion of the
dynamic map according to the problem parameters (start point,
end point, area), temporal characteristics (travel planned at
present or in the future), criterion function and user profile
(constraints, preferences). A desirable effect of the conversion
is a reduction of the graph size, what may speed up optimiza-
tion procedures. Elements of the graph model are shown on
Fig. 4. The basic model components are Crossroads (graph
node) and RoadSegment (corresponding to an edge). Depend-
ing on the particular algorithm, the model can be extended
by crossroads location and points defining geometry of road
segments (RoadPoints), maneuvers at crossroads (Turns) and
assigned parameters as length of the queue or passage time
(RoadWeights and TurnWeights) or base path markers.

The subsystem determines a route based on an open set
of implemented algorithms, which can be supplemented by
new procedures. In the most sophisticated version two-phase
approach was taken, where in the first phase inauguration
methods are applied and in the second improvement algorithms
(including population ones) are executed. The aim of the
inauguration method is to deliver quickly an initial solution
with accepted quality. Assessment of the calculated route is
realized by a goal function reflecting expectations and criteria
related to a user profile.

The goal function can be based on the travel time, summary
distance, safety factors (crossroads with traffic lights, sepa-
ration of lanes), the time spend in traffic jams, the number
of points of interest passed by and any combination of these
parameters.
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In the inauguration phase one or more construction algo-
rithms are used; their selection is influenced by various factors
related to the algorithm type, task type, user attributes and
areas in which the route is to be planned.

The general algorithm scheme consists in building a path
starting from the initial node and selecting subsequent nodes
among the neighbor nodes in line with the selected criterion
(deterministic or with a probability proportional to the goal
function value). The procedure is continued until the target
node is reached.

In order to reduce the execution time of algorithms and
increase the quality of obtained initial solutions, various sup-
plementary information are used, that are usually ignored in
classical algorithms finding the shortest path. They include
geographical coordinates of the nodes, their distances or angles
between the vectors spanned on possible edges and the vector
pointing from the current to the target point. These factors
allow to tune algorithms for coarse route calculation promoting
nodes approaching the path to the specified target or interme-
diate targets. Another factor taken into account are predefined
base paths determining recommended routes between selected
nodes. In most cases they correspond to the high intensity road
infrastructure (1st or 2nd class roads) and frequently selected
travel directions. Where possible, subpaths of the base paths
are used while constructing the planned route. The earlier
established and stored solutions have similar role.

The efficiency of algorithms is also related to properties
of the area covering the currently constructed path. Density of
road connections, their directions, lengths of segments, average
throughput, occurrence of traffic jams and other characteristics
may determine the selection of an algorithm, that may cope
with the area specificity.

Calculated initial solutions (satisfying constraints related
to user preferences) are assessed according to user-defined
criteria based on the current and predicted data (originating
from the dynamic map and the data warehouse). The best
of them can be immediately realized (e.g. by emergency
services).

At the second stage improvement algorithms are applied
taking as input full or partial solutions calculated in the first
stage. This enables applying other approach then realized
earlier. Inauguration algorithms of the first stage use multiple
simple construction algorithm (e.g. use greedy rules) [14],

[15] to yield a set of diverse solutions constituting the initial
data for population methods aimed at solution improvement.
Acting on a set guarantees that in most cases that several
alternative routes can be obtained. At present several types of
improvement algorithms are applied in the second stage e.g.:
Evolution Algorithm (EA) [16], [17], PSO Algorithm (Particle
Swarm Optimization) [18], [19] and Taboo Search Algorithm
[20]. The first one is a population algorithm inspired by genetic
principles. In the second case, a method of new solutions
creation was adapted to the problem type, by directing particles
in the solution space on the basis of specifically calculated
velocity vector . The trace of the algorithm execution (stored
in frequency-based memory) influences the probability of the
road segment occurrence in a calculated solution.

V. ONTOLOGIES

Route Planning Subsystem uses several ontologies formal-
ized in OWL language [21] to store semantic information
about objects appearing on the maps, including road types,
users, traffic monitoring parameters, weather conditions, rec-
ognized user preferences, types of algorithms as well as
procedures implementing them with appropriate parameters.
The ontologies were developed according to the methodology
described in [22]. The set of ontologies is highly modular and
shares a small common upper ontology.

According to [23] ontologies in information systems can be
used during development and run-time phases of the software
lifecycle. In the development phase ontologies were used to
generate schemas of databases: Static Map and Traffic Repos-
itory. In spite of relational representation, the semantic infor-
mation (namely URIs of classes and properties) are maintained
as additional attributes providing semantic interoperability at
the run time.

The rest of the section discusses main ontologies relevant
to the route planning tasks.

OSM ontology: The ontology defines classes of objects
appearing on maps: roads, railways, water ways, amenities,
emergency infrastructure, public transport, shops, tourist at-
tractions, etc. This large ontology contains about 660 classes,
which were identified based on the published set of OSM tags
and their values [24]. This set is continuously extended and
refined to satisfy various needs and local specificities. As the
Open Street Map community is rapidly growing (the number
of registered users reached 500000 in 2011), the list of map
features constitute a common knowledge shared among large
group of committed users. The OSM ontology formalizes this
knowledge and additionally provides information about how
these classes of map objects are represented by combinations
of map primitives (Node, Way, Area), attributed tags and
their values. The taxonomy of objects specified in the OSM
ontology can support various tasks: visualization, searching
for POIs (Points of Interest) and route planning.

Static map ontology: The ontology specifies additional data
structures included into the static map: lanes, crossroads and
turns, as well as the taxonomy of their properties expressing
physical characteristics (width, maximum height, turn radius,
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damaged surface), limits or obligations imposed by the traf-
fic organization (speed limit, forbidden turn, etc.) and the
properties originating from environment usually expressed by
warning signs (wild animals, icy surface in winter, intense
pedestrian traffic).

During the system development the OSM and Static map
ontologies were used to define the structure and fill dictionary
tables of the database referred as Static Map in the architec-
tural diagrams (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6).

Monitoring parameters: The ontology formalizes the model
of monitoring parameters stored in the Traffic Repository as
composed of three basic concepts:

• Monitoring parameter type defining various quantitative
properties pertaining to traffic and weather conditions:
average speed, waiting time at the traffic lights, length of
the vehicles queue, temperature, wind speed, rainfall, etc.
Each type is assigned with a unit, a range of values and
constraints specifying map objects to which a type can
be linked.

• Parameter instance that bind a parameter with a location
where a parameter is measured, an object (node,lane, turn
or area) to which the measurement applies, frequency
indicating how often the data are updated and the instance
state (active, suspended, failure).

• Current parameter value assigned to an instance with
accompanying timestamp and validity period.

The ontology is a formal basis for discovery and query services
delivered by the Traffic Repository that allow client software
(in particular route planning algorithms) to find monitored
parameters in the indicated area and then access their current
values.

Events: The ontology defines various events influencing
the traffic: accidents, demonstrations, traffic jams, weather
conditions, seasons. Events have spatiotemporal characteristic,
i.e. they have the occurrence time, duration and they are
attached to a certain location (point, road, area). The ontology
also classify Threats understood as possible events that may
result in damage (accident) or negative influence on traffic
(jam). There are casual relations between events and threats,
e.g. severe weather conditions may cause accidents.

Users (traffic participants): The ontology classifies vehicles
based on such physical attributes as number of axles and
dimensions. It specifies also their roles in the traffic: normal
users, police, fire or medical services and users with special
privileges, as handicapped persons or vehicles allowed to enter
a restricted traffic zone.

Areas: The map is divided into areas (sometimes overlap-
ping), to which the following attributes are assigned:

• the type of the road connections (density, road layout
regular or irregular, numerous one way roads, road width,
presence of multilane roads, intense pedestrian or bicycle
traffic),

• traffic characteristics (presence of monitored parameters,
average speed ranges, their variations in time, high prob-
ability of jams occurrences),

• safety characteristics (probability of car accidents),
• accessibility for users.
These attributes are inherited by all road segments belonging

to a given area. They determine the selection of the algorithm
that would cope with the area specificity.

Task parameters: The ontology formalizes the concepts and
relations used while specifying the route planning tasks: route
type (directly influencing the goal function), user profile (the
type and the role of the vehicle), route points (start, end,
intermediate) and planned time of starting or finishing the
travel.

Algorithms: The ontology of algorithms classifies their
types (exact, approximate, greedy), role (construction and
improvement), enumerates criteria for selecting next nodes in
heuristics. Optimization algorithm use the different criterion
functions: minimization of road length, minimization of time,
maximizing safety, maximizing comfort etc.

Algorithm implementations: The ontology contains ad-
dresses of web services implementing optimization proce-
dures, describes their parameters and classifies them as in-
stances of particular algorithm type.

Rules: The ontology stores rules for algorithm selection
encoded in [25] and a narrow set of classes and properties
supporting algorithm selection and configuration. It imports,
however, the algorithm ontology, as parameters of algorithms
are mentioned in rules.

VI. ARCHITECTURE OF THE ROUTE PLANNING
SUBSYSTEM

The architecture of the Route Planning Subsystem is out-
lined in Fig. 5. Its basic elements are: Client Interface (imple-
mented as a web service), a set of procedures implementing
optimization algorithms and the Decision Module, that acts
as a broker: it directs route planning requests to appropriate
optimization procedures (also published as a web service).

The typical interaction scenario in the system is the follow-
ing:

1) Client sends a request for route planning (indicating
route points and a user profile). The Client Interface
module creates a task and returns it URI to the client.
The task is then passed to the Decision Module.

2) Decision Module checks whether analogous route is
stored in the Data Warehouse; if so, it is added to the
Calculated Routes.

3) Decision Module builds a list of algorithms A (or more
precisely algorithm configurations) that can be applied
for a given optimization problem on base of predefined
rules (see section 6). The set of applicable algorithms A
is decomposed into two disjoint subsets: Ac construc-
tion algorithms and Ai improvement algorithms.

4) Decision Module starts one or a few of construction
algorithms Ac with highest priorities passing to them
the task parameters.

5) Depending on the obtained quality metrics for the calcu-
lated solution, the Decision Module can start population
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Fig. 5. Architecture of the route planning subsystem

improvement Ai algorithms passing to them the set of
solutions obtained in the construction phase.

6) Information about the calculated solutions (including
start and end area, user profile, criterion, timeslot, ap-
plied algorithm and value of the goal function) are stored
in the Data Warehouse.

7) Client periodically polls the service in order to check
if a calculated route is available. It can chose between
getting the best solution or a list of alternative routes (if
available).

8) Mobile client can repeat the request passing an updated
location and previously assigned task URI. In this case
the scenario is continued at the step (4).

Algorithm implementations shown as overlapping blocks in
Fig. 5 consists of four components: Structure Adapter, Weights
Adapter, Optimization Model, and Optimization Procedure
(Fig. 6)

Structure Adapter builds the graph structure and stores it in
Optimization Model from the data originating from the static
map and the user profile. The structure adapter uses the OSM,
static map and user ontologies to determine which roads and
turns (manoeuvres on the crossroads) are accessible for a given
user type. The structure adapter also introduces some graph
weights that are stable over time, e.g. speed limits. The ob-
tained graph can be shared by multiple algorithms. Moreover,
to facilitate reusability it takes the form of the multigraph [26].
Depending on the algorithm implementation, the model can be
stored in the database, what enables constructing optimization
procedures based on built in relatively simple path calculating
capabilities (e.g. PostGIS extension to PostgreSQL database
[27] or in the memory. The memory based storage is preferred
in case of improvement algorithms.

Weights Adapter calculates additional graph weights from
time-varying parameters. It uses ontologies of users and
monitoring parameters. It also relies on the services of the
Prediction Module that, on the basis of information stored in
the Data Warehouse predicts values of the relevant parameters
in the optimization time horizon.

Optimization Procedure takes as input the requested route
points, calculates the optimum solution and stores it in the
database of calculated routes.
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VII. RULES FOR SELECTION OF OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHMS

As indicated in the section VI, the Decision Module builds a
list of optimization algorithms and their configurations that can
be applied in a particular route planning problem instance. The
algorithms selection is based on set of rules encoded in SWRL
language [25] stored in the dedicated Rules ontology. This
ontology imports several compound ontologies enumerated in
the section V, because the rules premises and conclusions
are expressed in terms of various concepts defined in the
underlying ontologies. The high level concepts appearing in
the rules definitions are:

• Task characteristics including defined route points (start,
end, intermediary), areas to which the route points belong
and their properties (street layout, density, road infrastruc-
ture, road classes, number of lanes, length of segments,
intersections, traffic characteristic), distance to the base
paths, travel time and distance.

• User profile, including vehicle type, traffic role, privileges
and preferences.

• General context (including season and weather condi-
tions).

• Algorithms (a class of algorithm and configuration pa-
rameters, usually flags and boolean switches).

Below, in Table I examples of two rules are presented:
• SnowfallAndTruck specifying, that: ”In case of snow fall

and a truck vehicle, use a greedy algorithm, which prefers
selection of main roads.”

• VelocityDisparity that can be formulated as: ”If any route
point belongs to an area with observed speed disparity
between roads, an algorithm should attempt to calculate
routes alternative to base paths.”

The procedure of algorithm selection realized within the
decision module consists of the following steps:

1) For the delivered route planning request, a temporary
ABox is constructed by adding an individual proot be-
longing to the auxiliary class Premise (the root element)
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Rule SnowFallAndTruck:
Premise(?p),
context(?p, ?c),Context(?c),event(?c, ?e),SnowFall(?e),
user profile(?p,?u),UserProfile(?u),vehicle type(?u, ?vt),Truck(?vt)
→ entails(?p, algorithm sf),
GreedyAlgorithm(algorithm sf),
alg.preferred main roads(algorithm sf, true),
alg.priority(algorithm sf, 0.7)

Rule VelocityDisparity:
Premise(?p),
task(?p, ?t),Task(?t),task.point(?t, ?p),RoutePoint(?p),
point.in area(?p, ?a), Area(?a), area.velocity disparity(?a, true)
→ entails(?p, algorithm vd),
alg.calculate alternative routes(algorithm vd, true),
alg.priority(algorithm vd, 0.65)

TABLE I
SAMPLE RULES SNOWFALLANDTRUCK AND VELOCITYDISPARITY

linked with subgraphs describing the task, the user
profile and the context. The graph content is extended by
various decorators interpreting the request parameters
and, where needed, adding individuals and asserting
relations (e.g. indicating a snow fall, setting vehicle type
to a truck or the area.velocity disparity flag).

2) For each rule an individual belonging to class Algo-
rithm is added to the ABox. If n rules are defined,
then n individuals are created. Conclusions of rules
reference different individuals, e.g. algorithm sf for the
rule SnowfallAndTruck and algorithm vd for Velocity-
Disparity.

3) In the next step the Pellet [28] reasoning engine is
invoked to execute the set of rules and to infer assertions
about algorithm type, its configuration parameters and
a priority. As rules configure independent individuals,
there is no dependency on order in which they are fired.

4) Finally, the list of resulting algorithms and their con-
figurations is merged (algorithms and switches with the
highest priorities are taken).

Fig. 7 illustrates the layout of the ABox resulting from rules
executions. Continuous lines mark individuals and properties
there were input before firing the rules, dashed lines are used
to show properties and literals introduced to the ABox by rules’
consequences. Several individuals belonging to the Algorithm
class are linked by entails property with proot element and
assertions about their parameters are made. Each algorithm
configuration is attributed with the priority parameter repre-
senting the belief that they are suitable for the given input
conditions.

There are at least two approaches to constructing rules and
interpreting the results of inferences made. The first approach
consists in writing rule consequents in such a manner, that they
define full, ready to use algorithm configurations, i.e. a web
service address and a set of switches. In this case selection
of an algorithm is straightforward: a configuration with the
highest priority is taken.

The second approach is more fuzzy: the rules make less as-
sertions and set only some switches (rules in Table I represent

proot
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algn

algk
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Task

Context
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...
...

Fig. 7. ABox after applying the set of rules

this approach). As the result a sequence of algorithm configu-
rations ordered by priority is obtained: α = (a0, a1, ..., ar). We
can not merge them all, as some configurations may be con-
flicting, e.g one configuration may set preferred main roads
switch set to on, and an other to off. Such conflicts can be
statically identified by an analysis of rule consequences and
formally expressed as the conflict relation between algorithm
configurations. We calculate the highest priority set of non-
conflicting configurations to be merged using the relatively
simple heuristic procedure, that starts with an empty set
A0 and adds subsequent non-conflicting configurations from
a0 . . . ar according to the priority based ordering. If needed,
analogously can be calculated other sets Aj (with the for loop
starting from i = j).

A0 = ∅
for i = 0 . . . r do:
if ∀a ∈ A0: (a, ai) /∈ conflict then add ai toA0

merge all graphs from the setA0

Certainly, an interesting issue is the source of knowledge
encoded in rules. As the route planning subsystem is still
in the development phase, the rules for algorithm selection
and configuration originate from three sources: comparison
of performance of implemented algorithms for a various test
cases, experts assessment and architectural decisions.

Each implemented algorithm (understood here as an opti-
mization procedure coupled with a road model) is tested on a
few thousands of randomly generated route planning tasks.
The tests allow to establish the performance and accuracy
for specific groups of tasks. To give an example, algorithms
from the A* family behave very well for urban environment:
typically, an optimal route between points lying at a distance of
10 km is obtained within 100 ms. However their performance
for longer routes is low, e.g. a 600 km route between two cities
in Poland: Kraków and Gdańsk is calculated in 68 s. On the
other hand, tests shown that greedy algorithms are generally
inferior in urban environment, whereas they are capable to
calculate long non-optimal routes in a few milliseconds.

The rule SnowFallAndTruck (see Table I) represents a
typical rule introduced by an expert. It attempts to mimic
qualitative user decision in case of severe weather conditions.
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The same effect can be probably obtained in a quantitative
model that would increase costs assigned to secondary or
tertiary roads. However, validation of such model would have
been extremely difficult.

The last source of rules is related to architectural decisions.
The architecture of the Route Planning Subsystem can be
considered as multi-instance (in opposition to multi-tenant).
In particular, for selected privileged users, e.g. local police
services, dedicated instances are developed, which uses much
more detailed models of road network in an urban area
including tracks and roads reserved for pedestrian traffic. Such
models are not available for normal users.

We also expect, that during the system exploitation, we will
be able to collect a representative set of historical data and
perform in depth analysis aiming at optimizing and learning
rules.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper discusses application of ontologies in the route
planning subsystem for highly dynamic urban environment
realized within the INSIGMA project. An innovative feature
of the described approach is using semantic description of
the route planning context including both static and dynamic
properties: type of the road network, historical data, dynam-
ically collected information about the traffic. The services of
the system are adapted to user profile taking into account its
preferences, and various constraints as physical dimensions
of vehicles and traffic organization. A central role in the
developed system plays the decision module, which based on
set of rules and the knowledge stored in ontologies selects the
most efficient algorithms and configures them to perform the
route planning tasks. At the lower level of algorithms imple-
mentation ontologies are also used by structure and weights
adapters that are responsible for construction of graph models
constituting problem models for optimization procedures.
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Abstract—License plate localization is the most important 

part of the license plate recognition system. Ability to correctly 

detect license plate under different conditions directly affects 

overall recognition system accuracy. In this paper a real-time 

license plate localization method is proposed. First, vertical 

edges are detected from the image and binarized. Then, license 

plate candidates are extracted by the two-stage detection 

process. In this process a sliding-window technique is used to 

mark all windows which satisfied edge density conditions. Edge 

density conditions are computed on integral edge image 

allowing us to significantly increase the processing speed of the 

method. To better distinguish between license plates and 

complex backgrounds, the edge analysis is performed to remove 

specific edges. Finally, false candidates are filtered out based on 

geometrical and textural properties. The proposed method can 

detect multiple license plates with different sizes in a complex 

background. The experimental results confirm robustness and 

ability to localize license plates in real-time. On the database of 

501 images our method correctly localizes 97.4% of license 

plates. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ICENSE plate recognition (LPR) is used as a core 

module for many intelligent transportation systems such 

as automated traffic surveillance and tracking systems or 

electronic payment systems. Roughly, an LPR can be divided 

into three stages: 1) license plate localization (LPL); 2) 

character segmentation; and 3) character recognition. Among 

these, the LPL is the most challenging stage. For the overall 

system to be accurate, the LPL has to locate license plate 

(LP) correctly in different conditions, while it should be fast 

enough to meet the needs of intelligent transformation 

system. 

Variability of the environment and conditions in which the 

image is captured as well as variations in LP texture are the 

main challenges for LPL systems. The image can be captured 

in various illumination conditions and may contain one or 

more LPs in various locations and sizes. Texture of the LP 

can vary due to shadows, dirt and plate types. Also a 

background may include trees, buildings, fences, floors, cars 

bumpers and headlights, etc., containing patterns similar to 

LP. 

                                                           
� This work has been supported by grants VEGA 1/0296/12, APVV-

0760-11 and FVG 2012. 

Usually the LPL consists of two phases: candidate 

detection and candidate verification. Tan and Chen [1] 

proposed candidate verification method based on adaptive 

binarization. Gradually, three different binarization methods 

are used to extract different plates. In each step conditions 

based on auto-correlation, projection and character position 

are checked to detect LP. Wu et al. [2] proposed 

morphology-based method, which can extract LPs from low 

resolution video. The bottom-hat operator, which can 

enhance the edge and suppress the homogeneous region, is 

applied on the image. Since the bottom-hat operator can 

enhance various kinds of texture, morphological gradient is 

used to distinguish denser regions. Connected components 

are recognized in closed and binarized image and each 

component is verified based on geometrical and textural 

properties. During the license plate detection it is assumed 

that a preprocessing module exists to detect the region of 

moving vehicle so the search is done only in this limited 

area. Another assumption is that the distance between the 

video camera and the observed vehicle falls within a known 

range. In Mahini et al. [3] regions with many vertical edges, 

gray looking regions and light background regions are 

merged together to find plate candidates. Morphological 

operations and edge detection are used to find these regions. 

After the candidates are found, verification process is 

applied. To be able to detect different LP sizes, the image is 

gradually resized and localization process is applied until the 

LP is detected. This process ensures localization of only one 

LP per image. Additionally, characters in LP have to be 

darker than plate background. A hybrid license plate 

extraction method based on edge statistics and morphology 

is proposed in [4]. First, the candidates are located 

hierarchically based on edge statistics. Than, if no candidate 

region is found, morphology-based location is applied. 

Although the reported average accuracy is 99.6%, the images 

were acquired from a fixed distance. Also the number of 

false candidates (false positives), which has not been directly 

mentioned in this paper could be high. Guo and Liu [5] 

proposed LPL with feedback self-learning. Edge detection, 

texture property, aspect ratio and color switch property are 

used to find the LP. However, this method can only localize 

LP with fixed size. In [6] vertical edges are extracted and 

background curves and noise are removed. Then, the search 
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window is convolved with image to find the LP. The method 

works best if all LPs in images have the same size. In [7] 

horizontal gradient detection following by mean filter are 

used to obtain LP regions. In the next phase, non-LP regions 

are darken by morphological operations. Then, the image is 

binarized and processed by connected component analysis to 

identify LP candidates. The method is design to localize one 

LP in image. This is due to the statistical measures which 

aim to identify the most probable LP candidate. Jia et al. [8] 

utilized mean-shift color segmentation to find candidate 

regions. They defined three features in order to separate the 

plate area from other candidate regions. Based on their 

statistical analysis, the LP can be characterized by a unique 

combination of three features: rectangularity, aspect ratio 

and edge density. The algorithm can accurately extract LP 

area but the color of the LP needs to be different from the 

vehicle color. Moreover, the method is computationally 

intensive even for small color images (324x243). A Survey 

aimed to LPR from still images and video sequences was 

presented by Anagnostopoulos et al. [9]. 

While it is not unusual for current methods to have 

reported accuracy above 90%, in most cases they work well 

only under the specific conditions. Some of these restrictions 

include fixed size LP detection and localization of one LP 

per image. They also tend to have high false detection rate in 

complex backgrounds and high computational complexity.  

In this paper, new method for LPL which aims to 

overcome these issues is proposed. It consists of three steps: 

vertical edge detection, two-stage candidate detection and 

candidate verification. The novelty of the method lies in 

vertical edge analysis which allows us to better distinguish 

LPs from complex backgrounds and in two-stage candidate 

detection process and usage of integral edge image which 

allow us to process 640x480 images in real-time. The 

method can detect multiple LP with different sizes in a 

complex background. Experiments performed on data sets 

from LPR database presented in [9] and its modification 

used in [11] confirm accuracy and low computational 

complexity of our method.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The 

proposed method for LPL is presented in Section II. The 

experimental results are shown in section III. Finally, the 

conclusions are drawn in section IV. 

II. LICENSE PLATE LOCALIZATION 

Ability to process images in different illumination 

conditions plays an import role in LPL systems. Typically, 

the LP contains several letters and numerals which color 

significantly differs from their background. This means that 

the plate area is rich in edge and texture information. Edges 

are robust to illumination changes and therefore we based 

our method on vertical edges. Fig. 1 shows overview of the 

proposed method. 

Input
Image

Vertical
Edge

Detection

Coarse Detection

Fine Detection

Candidate   Detection

Candidate
Verification

LP
Regions

Histogram 
Equalization

true

false

 

Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed LPL 

First, the vertical edges are detected and then candidate 

detection is performed. Candidate detection process is 

divided into two steps: coarse and fine detection. The role of 

the coarse detection is to quickly remove easily 

distinguishable background regions from the image. The 

remaining regions are further processed by the fine detection 

to localize LP candidates. Subsequently, the candidates are 

filtered in candidate verification step using geometric and 

textural properties. The remaining candidates are declared as 

LPs. In the case that no candidate is left, the input image is 

processed by the histogram equalization and the whole 

process is repeated.  

Estimation of parameters was done using a training set 

which contains 40% of all images from large database 

described in section III. 

A. Vertical Edge Detection 

We use vertical edge detection because it preserves 

majority of edge information in the plate area while it 

removes lots of horizontal edges around the LP. This makes 

further localization process easier. Fig. 2 shows an example 

of vertical and horizontal edge detection. There are many 

methods suitable for vertical edge detection. We have chosen 

Sobel operator (shown in Fig. 3) because it is 

computationally inexpensive and reasonably robust to noise. 

After the edges are detected, a binary edge map is obtained 

by adaptive binarization. 
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(a) (b)  

Fig. 2 Vertical (a) and horizontal (b) edge detection 
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Fig. 3 Sobel operator for vertical edge detection 

B. Candidate Detection 

To find LP candidates a sliding window approach is 

adopted. At the beginning window of minimal size is moved 

through the binary edge map. Each window is separately 

evaluated and all windows satisfying conditions are saved for 

further processing. After the whole image is processed the 

size of the window is increased and the evaluation process 

continues until the maximum window size is reached.  

Sliding window detection has one fundamental weakness: 

it is very computational expensive to search and evaluate all 

possible window locations. To deal with this issue the 

number of evaluations is reduced using the translation and 

size steps which define how fast the window is moved and 

resized. These steps need to be chosen carefully because they 

represent a trade off between the speed and the localization 

robustness of the LPL method. Another important aspect of 

candidate detection procedure is an evaluation function 

which needs to be fast and accurate. 

The proposed evaluation function i.e. the binary classifier 

is based on edge density features and hierarchically 

structured conditions. These conditions are gradually 

controlled one by one and if any of the conditions is not 

satisfied the window is rejected meaning that the remaining 

conditions and features are not computed at all. The edge 

density can be computed by following equation: 
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Where w and h are the width and height of the image and 

e(x,y) is the binary edge map. Because the edge density is 

computed as rectangular sum in the edge density map the 

computation can be greatly reduced using the concept of 

integral image introduced in [10]. Similarly to this work, the 

integral edge image can be computed in one pass over the 

binary edge map using the following terms: 

),()1,(),( yxeyxryxr sumsum +−=  (2) 

),(),1(),( yxryxIyxI sum+−=  (3) 

Where rsum is the cumulative row sum, e(x,y) is the binary 

edge map, I(x,y) is the integral edge image, rsum(x,-1) = 0 and 

I(-1,y) = 0. Once the integral edge image is computed the 

edge density can be computed in four array references: 
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Where I is integral edge image, Xmin, Xmax, Ymin and Ymax 

are boundary coordinates of window. 

There is one important property of the edge density which 

needs to be considered. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the edge 

density of LPs is not constant and it decreases with 

increasing plate size. To be able to localize LP with high 

diversity of sizes, adaptive threshold values based on the 

actual size of the sliding window need to be used by 

classifier. 

edge density = 0.256

edge density = 0.175

3
0

5
0

 

Fig. 4 Example of edge density of the LP with different heights 

C. Coarse Candidate Detection 

The candidate detection is divided into two sequential 

steps: coarse and fine detection. The purpose of the first step 

is to quickly reject majority of background regions while 

detecting all LP regions. During the coarse detection the 

edge density, computed using the integral edge image, in the 

window with fixed aspect ratio is controlled. If the density is 

higher than a threshold value (0.15 in our experiments), the 

window is saved. The parameters of the sliding window 

were: horizontal and vertical translation step = 15% of the 

current width and height of the window, size step = 40% of 

its current size, minimum window height = 20, maximum 

window height = 40, and aspect ratio = 4.0. The result of the 

candidate detection is shown in Fig. 5(c). 

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)  

Fig. 5 Result of candidate detection: (a) input image, (b) binary edge 

map, (c) coarse detection, (d) fine detection 
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D. Fine Candidate Detection 

In the second step, the coarse candidates are further 

examined to distinguish background regions with similar 

edge density from the LP. LP regions have some unique edge 

properties which are used to identify their patterns. They are: 

a) Certain edge density (usually higher than 

background objects). 

b) Relatively uniform distribution of edges. 

c) Relatively high edges compared to plate height. 

d) Edge height is smaller than plate height. 

The first two properties can be easily checked and are 

often used in different edge and morphology based LPL 

methods. The problem of properties (c)-(d) is that it can be 

computationally expensive to include them into the detection 

process. For this reason they are rarely used or they are used 

only in some very limited way e.g. only in verification step 

or to detect LPs with known size. 

To utilize these properties an edge analysis procedure is 

proposed. It removes all edge components not satisfying 

following condition:  

HHH WCW ≤≤×1.0  (5) 

Where WH and CH are the height of the current window 

and the height of the edge component respectively. Because 

the analysis depends on actual window size it has to be 

executed every time the window height has changed. To 

improve efficiency of the procedure, a list of edge 

components and temporal edge map are created. At the 

beginning all edge components are added to the list. After 

the window height is set, edge components are analyzed to 

permanently remove small edges from both the list and the 

original edge map. The edges larger than the window height 

are not removed from the list. In the next iteration, when the 

window height will be increased, these edges have to be re-

evaluated. For this reason they are preserved in the list and 

are removed only from the temporal edge map. After the 

analysis is performed the integral edge image I2 of the 

temporal edge map is computed and is used until the height 

of the sliding window is changed. This means that there are 

two integral edge images used to compute edge density 

features. I1 computed from the edge map obtained directly 

from vertical edge detection step and I2 computed from the 

temporal edge map obtained from the edge analysis 

procedure. 

The height of the window is also used to adaptively 

choose following threshold values: minimum edge density in 

I2 (edmin) and maximum difference of densities between I1 

and I2 (eddiffmax). These threshold values were estimated for 

the minimal and maximal LP height using the training set. 

Based on these values the specific threshold value for the 

current window is computed as follows: 
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Where Tmin and Tmax are estimated threshold values for 

minimal and maximal LP height. Hmin, Hmax and Hc are 

minimal, maximal and current height of the sliding window. 

For the databases used in our experiments Tmin = 0.101, 

Tmax = 0.063, Hmin = 20, Hmax = 100. 

Similarly eddiffmax is computed, where Tmin = 0.021 and 

Tmax = 0.026. 

Three types of conditions are proposed to detect fine 

candidate windows: overall edge density conditions, 

uniformity conditions, and accuracy conditions. 

 

Overall edge density conditions 

The evaluation starts by comparing the window overall 

edge density. The edge densities in I1 and I2 are computed 

and the window is rejected if it does not fulfill following two 

constraints: 

2Imin eded ≤   (7) 

diffmaxII ededed ≤− 21
 (8) 

Where edI1 and edI2 are the edge density of the window in 

I1 and I2 respectively. 

 

Uniformity conditions 

If the window was not rejected by previous conditions, the 

uniformity of edge distribution is tested. The window is 

divided in four equal subwindows as shown in Fig. 6(a). The 

window is preserved if the edge density of each sub window 

is higher than edmin. This condition will quickly remove 

windows with non-uniform edge distribution. 

Preserved window is further analyzed. It is divided to 20 

vertical and 10 horizontal subwindows (Fig. 6(b)) and the 

number of subwindows with the edge density higher than 

edmin is computed. If it is ≤ 21 (70% of all subwidnows), the 

window is rejected. 

(a)

( )b  

Fig. 6 Subwindows 

 

Accuracy conditions 

These conditions aim to discard windows which include 

part or whole LP, but are either too large (Fig. 7(a)) or 

contain other background objects (Fig. 7(b)).  

By discarding these windows an accuracy of location is 

improved and percentage of false negative in verification 

phase is lowered. First, the edge density of the window 

border is tested, and then horizontal and vertical sliding sub 

windows are used to detect the space between LP and other 

objects. Examples of rejected windows are shown in Fig.7. 
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(a)

(b)  

Fig. 7 Examples of inaccurate candidate windows (a) window is too 

large, (b) window contains other objects 

E. Candidate Verification 

After the detection process, candidates are extracted using 

the connected component analysis. Three conditions based 

on geometrical properties and horizontal projection are 

employed. If the candidate satisfies all of these conditions, it 

is declared as LP. 

Because the LPs have relatively uniform size and shape, 

each candidate needs to satisfy following conditions: 

21 t
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W ≤≤  (9) 
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where BW and BH are the width and height of candidate 

bounding box, t1, t2 and t3 are threshold values and AREA is 

the number of active pixels in candidate area. In our 

experiments the threshold values were 2.2, 6.2 and 1.2. 

To remove false candidates with similar pattern to the LP, 

the horizontal projection of candidate is computed. The 

number of peaks NP higher than the threshold (0.2*height of 

the candidate) should be: 

54 tNPt ≤≤  (11) 

where t4 and t5 are threshold values (9 and 40 in our 

experiments). 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Experiments were performed on two databases denoted as 

small and large database. Small database consists of Greek 

LPs with total number of 335 images, available in [11]. 

Large database was created by adding additional images 

from the LPR database presented in [9]. We use images from 

following four data sets: Day (color images large sample), 

Day (close view), Day (with shadows), Shadows in plate. 

According to the authors the database includes image and 

video data of Greek LPs collected and grouped according to 

criteria such as type and color of plates, illumination 

conditions, various angles of vision, indoor or outdoor 

images. Together, large database consists of 501 unique 

images with minimum and maximum LP height 20 and 99 

respectively. 

We use small database mainly for comparison of the 

proposed method with the work of Mendes et al. [7]. This 

work was chosen for two reasons. First, their method yield 

very good results which are confirmed by comparison with 

other state of the art methods. Second, they introduced a 

methodology to statistically evaluate quality of the located 

LPs, and they also provide annotated database (small 

database) which allows us to precisely recreate the 

experiment. To evaluate the quality of the localization, the 

located area la and the excessive area ea are defined as 

follows: 
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Where rchar is minimum bounding box that includes all LP 

characters, rvlp is minimum bounding box that includes the 

entire LP, rmet is the LP region found by the method and 

area() is a function which returns area (in pixels) of a given 

region. 

The results obtained with both databases are shown in 

Table 1. Usually the methods are evaluated using the naïve 

localization rate which not considers the quality of the 

localized LPs. In small database our method was able to 

reach 97.97% which is slightly less than the Mendes method. 

However, the optimum location rate, location error and the 

mean number of candidates are slightly better for our 

method. Examples of localized LPs are shown in Fig. 8. 

Although the results of proposed method and the Mendes 

method are very similar, our method is able to detect 

multiple LPs in image. This results from the design itself but 

was also confirmed by the experiment where groups of four 

images with similar lightning conditions were randomly 

chosen from large database and combined together to form 

images with multiple LPs. The location results in these 

images were approximately the same as the localization 

results in original single images.  

The method was implemented mainly in C# (some of the 

routines were implemented in C++) and tested on an Intel 

Core 2 Duo 2.53GHz with 2GB of RAM. The average 

processing time of one 640x480 image was 36 ms what 

meets the time required for real-time processing. We believe 

that the code can be further optimized to process larger 

images. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

A fast and robust method for license plate localization 

which uses edge information is presented in this paper. The 

proposed approach can be divided into three steps:  vertical 

edge detection, candidate detection and candidate 

verification. Edge density conditions are used to find LP 
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candidates. The threshold values are adaptively chosen 

depending on the height of the sliding window. This allows 

us to detect LPs with wide range of sizes. The verification 

step removes some of the false candidates which have similar 

pattern to LP area. The method can process 640x480 images 

in real-time and can also localize multiple LPs in one image. 

Current approaches usually reduce false detection by 

utilizing a prior knowledge about position, size and number 

of LPs in the image. This kind of information can be easily 

adopted by our approach as well to further reduce number of 

false candidates. Although the proposed method was 

calibrated and tested on Greek LPs, we believe that this 

concept can be modified to localize also other types of LPs 

and that the proposed method can find applications in 

various intelligent transportation systems.  

(a)

(b)

(c)

 

Fig. 8 Examples of localized LPs: (a) complex background with small 

LP, (b) blurred image, (c) LP with shadow 
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Table I. 

The Experimental Results  

 optimum location  

la > 85% and        

ea < 100% 

excessive location 

la > 85% and       

ea >= 100% 

location error 

la <= 85% and 

ea < 100% 

"naive" location 

la > 0 

mean number 

of candidates 

small database      

Mendes et al. [7] 96.52% 0.87% 2.61% 99.13% 1.53 

Proposed method 97.68% 0.00% 2.32% 97.97% 1.14 

large database      

Proposed method 97.41% 0.80% 1.79% 98.60% 1.14 
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Abstract—There are several types of rules playing an impor-
tant role in database systems. As opposed to simple database 
systems where the only reasoning service is query answering, 
more  advanced  database  systems  offer  number  of  advanced 
reasoning services such as deductive query answering based on 
deductive  rules  and  active  input  processing  based  on  active 
rules. In this article we discuss the concept of active and deduc-
tive rules and describe a simple model that uses both of them.

I. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

s opposed on simple database systems where querying 

is based on First-Order-Logic (FOL) and query is rep-

resented  by  FOL  formula,  databases  that  offer  deductive 

query answering are based on clause logic. Let us start with 

short reviewing of general knowledge about logic and logic 

programming and its use in rule based representation. Defi-

nitions are used from [1]

A

Definition 1.  (Signature)

S is a signature if S is a four-tuple ( P, F, r, C) where:

• P is a set of predicate symbols (P1, P2, …Pn),

• F is a set of function symbols (F1, F2, …Fm),

• r is arity or degree of functions and relations. For each  

Pi respectively Fj, r(Pi) respectively r(Fj) is a non-zero natu-

ral number denoting the arity of Pi resp. Fj,

• C is a set of constant symbols.

Definition 2. (Alphabet)

An alphabet Σ consists of the following symbols:

• Signature S = ( P, F, r, C).

• Collection of variables V.

• Operators: ¬ (negation), ∧ (conjunction),

∨ (disjunction), → (implication), ↔ (equivalence).

• Quantifiers: ∀ (forall),  ∃ (exists).

• Parentheses and punctuation symbols: (,) and ,.

Definition 3. (Terms)

A term is defined inductively as follows:

• Variable is term.

• Constant is term.

• If f is a function symbol (f ∈ F) with arity m and t1, t2,  

…tm are terms of  Σ, then f(t1, t2, …, tm) is term of Σ.

Definition 4. (Atom)

If p is predicate symbol with arity m and  t1, t2, …tm are 

terms of  Σ, then  p(t1, t2, …, tm) is an atomic formula (or  

atom). An atomic formula is a formula and all occurrences  

of variables in an atomic formula is free.

Definition 5. ( Formula)

A formula is defined as follows:

Atom is formula.

If H and G are formulas, then

• ¬ H is formula, the occurrence of variables in ¬ H is 

free(bound) if it is free (bound) in H,

• H ∧ G is formula, the occurrence of variables in H ∧ G 

is free(bound) if it is free (bound) in H or G,

• H ∨ G is formula, the occurrence of variables in H ∨ 

G  is free(bound) if it is free (bound) in H or G,

• H→G is formula, the occurrence of variables in H→ G  

is free(bound) if it is free (bound) in H or G,

• H↔G is formula, the occurrence of variables in H↔ 

G  is free(bound) if it is free (bound) in H or G.

If H is formula and X is variable, then ∀XH and ∃ XH are 

formulas. All occurrences of X are bound.

Definition 6. (Literal)

A literal L is an atom or negation of an atom.

Definition 7. (Clause)

A clause is a formula such as ∀X(L1∨ L2∨ …∨ Lm) where 

each Li is a literal and X{X1,X2 …Xn} are all the variables  

occurring in L1∨ L2∨ …∨ Lm.

 Definition 8. (Horn-clauses)

Horn-clauses have the form:

 ∀X1, X2, …Xm.L1∧L2∧….∧Ln → L

where L, L1, L2, …Ln are literals and X1, X2, …Xm are all  

variables having free occurrences in  L, L1, L2, …Ln.

Often Horn-clauses are written as follows:

L ← L1∧L2∧….∧Ln
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II. DEDUCTIVE RULES

Conventional  database  systems  do  not  work  with 

deductive  rules  and  its  partial  function  is  exercised  by 

queries. In advanced database systems the rules are concepts 

used  in  order  to  obtain  information  from the  database  in 

more effective way using declaration languages. In addition 

to it, the rules are used as means for maintaining database 

consistency  or  mapping  abstract  data  types  (ADT)  into 

relational  tables.  From a  formal  standpoint,  the  rules  are 

declarative  expressions.  By  their  evaluation  (or  an 

appropriate interpretation) it is possible to obtain additional 

information from the database. 

Deductive rules can be used to:

• Express  subsumption  relationships  between  concepts, 

which  is  used  in  object-relational  databases,  where 

deductive  rules  describe  mapping  ADT  into  relationship 

between tables represented by corresponding sets of atomic 

sentences.

• Define  intensional  predicates,  which  are  used  for 

derivation of intensional concepts. 

• Express  default  rules  and  other  types  of  heuristic 

knowledge.

• Represent  causal  relationalship  between  causes  and 

effects.

                                                           

Deductive  rule  is  based  on  Horn-clauses  and  the 

expression is in the form: 

Conclusion ← Premise,

where conclusion is an atomic formula (head of the rule)  

and  premise  is  a  formula  (body  of  the  rule). Theory  of  

deductive  rules  is  based  on  deductive  axioms;  deductive  

axiom is a rule by which we are able to deduce additional  

facts from the given facts. 

In  terms  of  analysis,  design  and  implementation  of 

information  system  we  can  use  deductive  rules  for 

derivation  of  classes/relations,  derivation  of  attributes, 

views,  for  design  of  query,  for  expressing  integrity 

constraint.

III. DEDUCTIVE RULES FOR DATA DERIVATION

As it  has  already been  mentioned,  deductive  rules  can 

serve as a powerful tool for data derivation on the basis of 

extensional data stored in the database and for defining of 

requirement  for  database  consistency.  Creator  of  database 

system should weigh which classes/relations and attributes 

must be the part of extensional database, and which can be 

derived. 

All the examples in this paper are written in Chimera lan-

guage [2]. Chimera is a novel database model and language 

which has been designed as a joint conceptual interface of 

the IDEA project,  a major European cooperation initiative 

aiming at the integration of object-oriented, active and de-

ductive database technology.  The most remarkable charac-

teristic of Chimera is the fact that fully developed rule lan-

guages for both active and deductive rules have been inte-

grated in an object-oriented context. 

 l. Rules for derivation of attributes

Concrete  examples  will  be  focused  on  students 

environment. Let us have, for example, a class Student:  

Individual Student in Class with 

attribute

id_num : String,

name : String,

year : Integer,

st_results : Results

End

where Results are also a class:

Individual Results in Class with

attribute

semester : Integer,

course: String,

branch: String,

credits_requested: Integer,

credits_gained: Integer

End

On the basis of in this way defined extensional part of the 

database  can  be  derived  an  attribute 

credits_in_semester, which is the attribute of class 

Student and can be expressed on the basis of knowledge of 

attributes  semester  and  credits_gained,  which  are 

attributes of class Results; linking of these two classes is 

ensured by the attribute st_results:

Individual Student with 

attribute

credits_in_semester : Integer derived

End

For  calculation  of  the  number  of  credits  for  particular 

semesters  we  will  use  function  Number_of_credits, 

whose  input  parameter  will  be  semester  and  output 

parameter will be the number of gained credits:

Define external formula

Number_of_credits (in semester: 

integer, out I: integer)

End

This formula will be used for defining of deductive rule to 

derive the attribute credits_in_semester:

Define implementation for Student with

attribute

Self.credits_in_semester =  I← 

integer(I), Number_of_credit 

(Self.st_results.semester, I)

End
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2. Rules for deduction of recursive attributes

For  derivation  of  the  attribute  prerequisites a 

recursive deductive rule for the transitive closing of  relation 

will be applied (the attribute prerequisites is a set of 

all courses that have to have been completed by a student so 

that they could enter their names for a given course):

Define implementation for Course

attribute

X in Self.prerequisites ← Course(X), X 

in Self.requisite;

X in Self.prerequisites← Course(X), X 

in Self.requisite.prerequisites

End

for a class Course:

Individual Course in Class with

attribute

course_no: Integer;

c_name: String;

g_member: Group;

requisite : Course

End

3. Rules for derivation of classes

On the basis of concrete values of the given attributes it is 

possible to define classes.   Definitions of such classes are 

part  of  intensional  database.  Example  can  be  a  class 

Inf_branch_student that  represents  all  students  for 

which the value of attribute branch = Informatics.

Define implementation for class Student

population

Inf_branch_student(X) ←  Student(X), 

X.branch = ,Informatics´ 

End

4. Rules for  inversion relation

Let  us  have  such  classes  Course and  Group so  that 

there  is  an  inversion  relation  between  them.   Attribute 

g_member of the class Group and attribute g_member of 

the class  Course are  then  inversion  attributes.  From the 

view of database integrity maintenance it is more convenient 

to define one of these attributes as derivated by applying a 

deductive rule:

Define implementation for Course

attribute

X in Self.g_member  ←  Group(X), 

X.g_member= Self

End

Class Group will be defined:

Individual Group in Class with

attribute

group_no: Integer;

students: Student;

g_member: Course

End

IV. RULES FOR DEFINING OF INTEGRITY CONSTRAINTS

Deductive rules can serve for defining of integrity con-

straints both in a fix format and in  so called generic format. 

The fix format usually concerns constraints of the type not 

null, primary key, unique attribute, inverse attribute and ref-

erential integrity. These integrity constraints are furthermore 

supported by conventional database systems. There are also 

integrity constraints in generic format that depend on a spec-

ified application domain. These constraints can be supported 

in their full generality only by new generations of database 

systems.

An integrity  constraint  is  a  first-order  logic  (FOL)  for-

mula that has to be a theorem of each database during which 

the constraint is considered valid. Deductive rules are for-

mally a subset of the integrity constraints. A database satis-

fied the constraints  when the rule is  „false“ and does not 

generate any binding for the rule´s head. The database is not 

consistent when the rule is „true“.

1. Targeted constraints   
Targeted  constraint  is  unary  predicate  on  relation/class, 

which is the name of the head of constraint (name is repre-

sented by unary predicate symbol). Argument of the formula 

is one and it is variable (for  example: Self in Chimera or 

Oracle, arbitrary  in Telos).  Instances computing from the 

constraint are the violate constraint instances and they repre-

sent the values of the variable:

Constraint_name    ←      formula,

 where formula consists of one relation/class.

2. Untargeted constraints
The main idea is the same. When untargeted constraints 

generate some bindings, the integrity of database is violated.

Untargeted constraints refer to several attributes from dif-

ferent relations/classes:

Constraint_name (argument1,  argument2,...)    ←     for-

mula,                

 where formula consists of several relations/classes.

3. Dynamic constraints
Dynamic  constraints  are  important  for  monitoring  state 

changes (past database state / current database state). Imple-

mentation of dynamic constraints have to manage denotation 

the past state of the target instances/objects.

4. Referential integrity constraint
Referential  integrity  is  established  between  two 

relations/classes and it means that referencing instance/ob-

ject does not exist without being linked to a referenced in-

stance/object. Head of the rule is the name of the constraint 
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and is represented by unary predicate. Instances/objects vio-

lated referential integrity are binding with the head.

Examples of integrity constraints:

•     The study year of the student is an integral number 

between l - 5:

Add constraint error_year 

for Student

as                        

error_year(Self) ←   Self.year < 1;

error_year(Self)  ←  Self.year > 5

End

•      requested_credits >= gained_credits

Add  constraint error_credits 

for Results

as

error_credits(Self)←Self.credits_gained

>= Self.credits_requested    

End

V. ACTIVE RULES

Many of the activities that are in conventional database 

system coded in each or every application program to sup-

port data management policies can be in advanced database 

systems “abstracted” and assigned to active rules. The trend 

in application design, which leads to modeling application 

semantics by means of deductive and active rules, contrib-

utes to achieving knowledge independence. The advantage 

of this approach lies in effective modification of the man-

agement  policy  by  modifying  rules  instead  of  application 

programs.

Active rules can be used to:

• Integrity constraint maintenance.

• Data derivation and in particular data replication.

• Version  maintenance,  security  administration,  event 

tracking.

• Implement alerts, when the action consists of giving a 

message without changing the database content.

• Implement  business  rules,  performing  a  part  of  the 

business computation that is normally part of applica-

tion program.

In  this  article  we mention only integrity  constraint  and 

business rules. We also add some examples.

1. Managing integrity constraint by means of active 
rules

At the simplest level constraint can be declaratively ex-

pressed  by  deductive  rules,  for  example  value  of  at-

tribute  semester  of the class Result  is  positive 

number.

Add  constraint error_semester 

for Result

as                        

error_semester(Self) ←   Self.semester 

< = 0

End

This form of integrity constraint  maintenance requires a 

sophistical integrity maintenance which has for example de-

ductive databases.

In  other  level we can express constraint  as trigger  acti-

vated by specified event. If a violation is detected the trigger 

issues  rollback  command.  These  triggers  are  called  abort 

rules.  This approach  has  disadvantage  in causing frequent 

rollbacks of the transactions. 

Transcription of the declarative deductive rule mentioned 

above to the trigger (active rule) follows. 
Define trigger error_semester 
for Results 
events create, modify (semester)
condition Self.semester < = 0
action rollback
End

To  avoid  aborting  transactions  when 

constraint violation is occurred we can 

in  action  part  use  data  manipulation 

command (for example to assign value 100 

to the attribute semester). 

Define trigger error_semester 
for Results 
events create, modify (semester)
condition Self.semester < = 0
action modify (semester, 100)
End

Rules for referential integrity

Active rules for referential integrity can be composed as 

follows:

Event is: delete from the referenced class.

Condition determine: whether an instance of the referenc-

ing class has become an orphan.

Action can be: either delete (cascade policy) or rollback 

the transaction (restrict policy).

We reuse the classes  Student (referenced class) and 

Results (referencing class)

Individual Student in Class with 

attribute

id_num : String,

name : String,

year : Integer,

st_results : Results

End

Individual Results in Class with

attribute

semester : Integer,

course: String,

branch: String,

credits_requested: Integer,

credits_gained: Integer

End
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A trigger implementing restricts policy is:

Define trigger delete_Student_restrict 

for Results

event delete

condition occured(delete, Self),

Student(S), Self = old(S.st_results)

action rollback

End

A trigger implementing cascade policy is:

Define trigger delete_Student_cascade 

for Results

event delete

condition occured(delete, Self),

Student(S), Self = old(S.st_results)

action delete(Student, S)

End

2. Business rules
Business rules respond to application needs. They model 

the reaction to events which occur in the real world. Busi-

ness rules are primarily an outcome of the understanding of 

the business process. In particular, business rules model part 

of business process which is common to all applications and 

can be abstracted for all in the form of active rules.

Creating business rules by active rules has overall design 

strategy [2]:

Identify application tasks for active rules. Associate each 

task with the condition under which the task should be exe-

cuted. Give a simple description of the task in the form “if 

condition, then action”.

Detect for each task the events that cause the task to be 

executed.

Generate active rules responding to the events associated 

with the task.

VI. CONCLUSION

Active and  deductive  rules  in database  systems score  a 

fast progress at present. It is mainly because of their ability 

to  model  reality  more  precisely,  to  process  complex  data 

more efficiently and  to  ensure  better  the independence of 

data both on users´ applications and on their implementa-

tion. In connection with deductive rules in database systems 

we talk about a so called knowledge independence that can 

be considered as another step to flexibility of databases and 

their applications. Therefore, the field of analysis and design 

of information systems with a database by employing active 

and deductive rules approaches is certainly a topical theme.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a meta-heuristic image 

processing application for mobile robot navigation.  It classifies 

figures that are drawn on a wall by hand with a laser pointer.  

Image processing technique extracts optical flow of the laser 

beam trail, which represents vectors along edges of shapes. 

Genetic programming learns geometric characteristics of laser 

trail shapes and creates classification algorithm.  Three typical 

figures, such as a circle, a triangle, and a square, are evaluated 

and identified in high accuracy.  We have investigated the effects 

of genetic programming parameters on the performance of shape 

identification. As a result, proposal system makes it possible to 

command robots by easy and intuitive action of drawing a figure 

only with a laser pointer. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

OBOTS are coming to be used not only in the factories 

but also at home. It is desirable for the aged or children 

to control them with easier, simpler, and more intuitive 

method instead of key boards or joy sticks.  

Several papers have reported on robot operating methods 

using a laser pointer [1]-[4].  A laser pointer can indicate 

the arbitrary points in the real space in easy and simple 

action.  The previous studies applied the laser pointer only 

to direct the robot destination.  It is difficult to instruct 

robots more complicated actions without any additional 

devices.  

We have proposed the navigation system which guided 

robots according to the connoted figures drawn by a laser 

pointer.  It classified several typical figures by evaluating 

incidence of momentary motion of laser spot according to 

the criterion determined based on geometrical properties of 

each figure [5].  We cannot be satisfied with its 

experimental record in shape identification. 

We newly applied genetic programming to automatically 

create the classification algorithm.  It learns the procedure 

of laser beam trail. 

This paper proposes the meta-heuristic approach to 

identify shapes drawn by a laser pointer.  We constructed 

the shape identification system based on classification 

programs evolved by genetic programming, and evaluated 

the performance of discrimination between three typical 

shapes. 

 

II. CONCEPT OF ROBOT NAVIGATION SYSTEM 

A. Robot navigation procedure 

The conceptual diagram of the navigation system is 

shown in Fig. 1.  This system acquires motion of the laser 

spot by a CCD camera, obtains geometric features by 

calculating optical flows, identifies its shape and gives a 

robot the command corresponding to the drawn figure.  We 

assign robot commands simple figures such as a circle, a 

triangle, and a square.  

Our proposed system distinguishes figures among those 

three shapes based on the laser beam trail. 

The procedure of robot navigation is shown in Fig. 2. 

(1) A human operator draws a figure with a laser pointer on 

the wall. 

(2) A CCD camera catches the image of the laser spot trail.  

An image processor extracts motion of the laser spot as a 

series of optical flow vectors. 

(3)  The pattern recognition algorithm, previously created 

by genetic programming, distinguishes the drawn figure 

among candidate shapes. 

(4) The system provides robots with the connoted 

command corresponding to the identified shape. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Concept of robot navigation system 
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Fig. 2 Procedure of robot navigation 

 

The 3
rd

 stage of the procedure classifies drawn figures. 

Because a laser pointer is operated by hand, it is difficult for 

a human operator to draw figures correctly.  It is necessary 

to evaluate such inaccurate shapes.  

 

B. Concept of shape identification 

Conventional studies focused on the corners of shapes to 

define polygons [6]-[8].  A triangle, for example, was 

identified by three corners, and classified by the interior 

angles. 

As for figures drawn by hand, it is harder to identify their 

corners and to evaluate the angles accurately than their edges.  

That is why we have adopted edges to define shapes instead 

of corners. 

When drawing a figure with a laser pointer, momentary 

motion vectors of the laser spot lie on the edge of the figure 

as shown in Fig. 3.  In the case of a triangle, momentary 

motion vectors can theoretically be considered to be 

composed of three directions. Similarly, a square consists of 

four directions of vectors, and a circle contains 

omni-directional vectors. 

Therefore, appearance pattern of the motion vectors helps 

us to identify the shape of a drawn figure. 

Genetic programming technique creates a program which 

indicates the type of shape as output by giving the vectors as 

input. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Momentary motion vectors composing shapes. 

III. SHAPE IDENTIFICATION BY GENETIC PROGRAMMING 

Shape classification algorithm is established as a 

classification program created by genetic programming in 

advance of navigation.  Genetic programming technique 

generates computer programs of dynamically varying size 

and shape [9].  The program represents classification 

algorithm.  The evolutionary process evaluates how well 

individual program hits the right answer, and improves it. 

This study deals with three shapes: a triangle, a square 

and a circle.  The purpose of the identification algorithm is 

to provide an index representing each shape as output. 

 

A. Genetic programming design 

First of all, we prepared the geometric data regarding the 

shapes for learning.  Each computer program, modified by 

genetic programming, is evaluated its ability of classification 

by applying the geometric data.  We actually drew triangles, 

squares and circles with a laser pointer on a wall.  Each 

shape was traced by hand with a 650-nm 1-mW laser 

pointer.  Laser beam traveled 1.5 m from it to a white wall.  

Laser trail was detected by a 1.3 Mega pixel CMOS camera 

whose video resolution and frame rate were 640 x 480 and 

30 FPS, respectively.   

 

 
 

Fig. 4(a) Measured optical flow vectors (triangle) 

 

 
 

Fig. 4(b) Measured optical flow vectors (square) 
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Fig. 4(c) Measured optical flow vectors (circle) 

 

 
Fig. 5(a) Inclination of edge (triangle) 

 
Fig. 5(b) Inclination of edge (square) 

 
Fig. 5(c) Inclination of edge (circle) 

The camera was placed 1 m apart from the wall.  The 

length of an edge of the drawn triangles and squares was 

around 0.5 m.  The diameter of the drawn circles was also 

0.5 m. 

  Image processing was conducted by an Intel Core i7 

@2.93GHz CPU.  Image processing provides optical flow 

vectors concerning the figures as shown in Fig. 4, where 

each figure is constituted by 50 optical flow vectors.  We 

therefore obtained 50 inclination data of each figure’s edge 

as shown in Fig. 5.  

An instance of a shape is composed of 50 inclination 

angles of the optical flow vectors.  It also contains the 

numerical index of shape, index_i.  The index represents the 

type of the shape.  In this paper, a circle, a triangle, and a 

square are expressed by 0, 1, and 2, respectively.  

Consequently, the instance, f_i, is described as  

 

f_i=  (slant1i, slant2i, …., slant50i, index_i) 

 

where slantNi [N=1, 2, …., 50] represents the inclination 

angle of the N-th optical flow vector, and i is number of 

individual drawn figure. 

We obtained 50 instances for each of three shapes. 

We next prepared the set of primitive functions as shown 

in Table 1.  The set of terminals is also prepared as   

 

( 1- k/18 )       [k=0, 1, …., 36]  

slant1, slant2, …., slant50 

 

Each computer program is a composition of functions 

from the function set and terminals from the terminal set. 

 
TABLE I  FUNCTION SET 

Function explication 

if(A,U,V) If A is TRUE then U else V 

add(U,V) U + V 

sub(U,V) U - V 

mul(U,V) U  V 

div(U,V) U / V 

equal(U,V) If (|U-V|<π/18) then TRUE else FALSE 

not_equal(U,V) If (|U-V|<π/18)  then FALSE else TRUE  

>(U,V) If (U>V) then TRUE else FALSE 

<(U,V) If (U<V) then TRUE else FALSE 

S>(U,V) If (sin(U)>sin(V)) then TRUE else FALSE 

S<(U,V) If (sin(U)<sin(V)) then TRUE else FALSE 

C>(U,V) If (cos(U)>cos(V)) then TRUE else FALSE 

C<(U,V) If (cos(U)<cos(V)) then TRUE else FALSE 

and(A,B) If both A and B are TRUE then TRUE else FALSE 

or(A,B) If either A or B is TRUE then TRUE else FALSE 

not(A) If A is TRUE then FALSE else TRUE  
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The fitness measure of the problem was determined as 

accuracy rate of the programs that correctly answered the type 

of shape.  The closer the fitness is to 1, the better the program 

is.   

Every computer program in the population returned a 

numerical value, which indicated the type of shape in this 

problem.  The hits measure counted the number of fitness 

case for which the numerical value returned by the program 

came within a designated tolerance of the correct value 

described in the instance. 

We then determined the values of parameters to control 

the runs.  The population size and the maximum number of 

generations were 3000 and 300, respectively.  

The termination criterion was triggered either by running 

the maximum number of generations or by the satisfaction of 

success predication by at least one program in the population.  

The success predicate for this problem was that a program hit 

the right answer with regard to the entire instances for 

learning. 

 

B. Experiments 

A run of genetic programming started with the creation of 

a population of 3000 random computer programs.  They 

were generated from the available functions from the above 

function set and the available terminals from the terminal set.  

We compared three types of function set shown in Table 2.  

Basic arithmetic operations were available in CASE A.  

CASE C evaluated the inclination angle of optical flow 

vectors in trigonometry. 

  
TABLE II  AVAILABLE FUNCTION 

Function  CASE A CASE B CASE C 

if(A,U,V) ○ ○ ○ 

add(U,V) ○ × × 

sub(U,V) ○ × × 

mul(U,V) ○ × × 

div(U,V) ○ × × 

equal(U,V) ○ ○ ○ 

not_equal(U,V) ○ ○ ○ 

>(U,V) ○ ○ × 

<(U,V) ○ ○ × 

S>(U,V) × × ○ 

S<(U,V) × × ○ 

C>(U,V) × × ○ 

C<(U,V) × × ○ 

and(A,B) ○ ○ ○ 

or(A,B) ○ ○ ○ 

not(A) ○ ○ ○ 

○: available, ×: unavailable      

 

The randomly generated individuals found in the initial 

generation of the population had blind random search of the 

space of computer programs representing possible solutions 

according to the flowchart shown in Fig. 6.  The Darwinian 

reproduction operation was applied a designated number of 

times to single individuals selected from the population on the 

basis of their fitness.  Both the genetic crossover and 

mutation operations were applied to the designated number of 

pairs of parents selected on the basis of their fitness to breed a 

new population of programs.  The crossover and mutation 

rate were individually altered from 0 to 1.0.   

We designated the best-so-far individual as the result of a 

run of genetic programming. 

 
Fig. 6 Flowchart of genetic programming 

 

 
Fig. 7 Fitness curve of shape identification 

 

Figure 7 presents the fitness curves on condition that 

population size is 3000, maximum tree depth is 20, 

maximum program size is 20, crossover rate is 1.0, mutation 

rate is 0.9, and using function set CASE C. 

It displays the typical process of evolution where the 

vertical axis shows the accuracy rate of modified programs in 

learning, and the horizontal axis expresses the generation.  

The solid line indicates the fitness of the best-of-generation 

program, and the broken line represents the average of 

fitness for the population as a whole.  The solution program 

is evolved rapidly until 50 generations as fitness exceeds 0.9. 
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We next investigated the effects of genetic programming 

parameters on the performance of shape identification.  

Accuracy rate of the eventually evolved programs is 

evaluated in terms of available functions and maximum 

program size.  Maximum program size represents the limit 

of the number of producted program rows. 

The final, i.e. in the 300
th

 generation, fitness of three 

types of function set is compared with regard to maximum 

program size in Fig. 8, provided that population size is 3000, 

maximum tree depth is 20, crossover rate is 1.0, mutation 

rate is 0.9.  Figure 8(a) expresses that the 

best-of-generation program provided the desirable 

performance when the program size was more than 30, and 

the function set CASE A was inferior to the others.  Figure 

8(b) indicates little relevance of maximum program size to 

the average of the whole programs.  CASE C is considered 

to the best choice among three, whose fittness is not more 

than 0.97. 

The effects of crossover and mutation rates are then 

evaluated under the condition that maximum number of 

generation is 300, population size is 3000, maximum tree 

depth is 20, maximum program size is 20, and using 

function set CASE C.  Figure 9(a) reveals that the final 

fitness regarding the best-of-generation was as high as 0.9 or 

more when mutation rate was more than 0.2.  Even if 

mutation rate was lower, the final fitness took high as far as 

crossover rate is more than 0.4.  Figure 9(b) indicates the 

final average fitness of whole programs was up to 0.9.  The 

larger crossover rate was, the higher the fitness increased. 

 
 Fig. 8(a)  Relationship between final fitness and function set  

(best of generation) 

 
Fig. 8(b)  Relationship between final fitness and function set (average) 

 

 

Fig. 9(a)  Relationship between final fitness and crossover rate 

(best of generation) 

 

Fig. 9(b)  Relationship between final fitness and crossover rate (average) 

 

Fig. 10(a)  Relationship between final fitness and mutation rate 

(best of generation) 

 

Fig. 10(b)  Relationship between final fitness and mutation rate (average) 
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Figure 10(a) suggests that the final fitness regarding the 

best-of-generation was around 0.9 independent of crossover 

rate unless choosing mutation rate smaller than 0.1.  Figure 

10(b) shows that the final average fitness was not influenced 

so much by mutation rate but by crossover rate. 

The best-of-run program in the 300
th

 generation is 

indicated as a classification tree in Fig. 11, where population 

size is 3000, maximum tree depth is 20, maximum program 

size is 20, crossover rate is 1.0, mutation rate is 0.9, and 

using function set CASE C. 

This optimum program was eventually applied to classify 

150 figures.  They had separately been prepared for 

verification.  Experimental results proved that the program 

successfully classified 144 figures into three candidates of 

shapes.  The accuracy rate of the definitive program was 

consequently estimated at 0.960.  

Our previous study [5] tried to classify the figures drawn 

with the laser pointer by means of a statistical analysis.  

The same data were used for shape identification as this 

paper regarding circles, triangles, and squares.  They were 

distinguished based on the histogram pattern of momentary 

motion vectors of laser spot.  Recognition rate of the 

statistical method was 0.867.  Results supports the 

proposed meta-heuristic method is superior to the 

conventional one.  

 

 

 
Fig. 11  optimum classification tree based on best-of-run program 

 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed the shape identification system of 

hand written figures.  We focused on configurations of 

edges to distinguish shapes.  It detects motion of laser spot 

by a CCD camera, and the image processing technique 

extracted optical flow vectors of figures drawn by a laser 

pointer. 

Genetic programming was applied to create shape 

identification program based on the optical flow vectors.  

We conducted the experiments of generating classification 

algorithm of laser trail shape.  Effects of genetic 

programming parameters were investigated to find the 

optimum conditions. 

The definitive program successfully identified the hand 

written shapes in accuracy of 0.960.  Results suggest that 

the proposed system helps us to control robots with easier 

and more intuitive ways than ever. 

The authors are continuing investigations on the 

performance of laser trail shape identification by genetic 

programming, and are verifying the possibility of the 

proposed method to classify other kinds of shapes among 

more candidates than three. 
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Abstract—The paper discusses experiments (using exemplary
classes of man-made objects) on the-same-class object detection
based on the keypoint matching techniques. Two algorithms are
used, i.e. building clusters of consistently similar and distributed
keypoints, and matching individual points represented by novel
descriptors incorporating semi-local geometry of images. It is
shown that although detection of near-identically looking objects
in random images can be performed reliably, the same is not
possible for semantically defined classes of objects (even if we
expect a certain level of visual and configurational uniformity
within the class). The experiments conducted on PASCAL2007
dataset provide results which are not better than random
selection. However, selected experimental results indicate that
for certain classes of objects semantics may be significantly
correlated with the visual and configurational consistencies.

I. INTRODUCTION

KEYPOINT-based techniques (matching descriptors or vi-
sual words, bag-of-word approaches, etc.) are a popular

tool in CBVIR (content-based visual information retrieval).
They have been successfully applied in several problems of
gradually increased complexity. Originally, keypoint detection
(and the subsequent matching of keypoint descriptors) was
proposed primarily for the retrieval of images depicting basi-
cally the same scenes under some photometric and geometric
(e.g. viewpoint changes) distortions, and possibly with minor
modifications of image contents, e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4]. Retrieval
of objects similar to the object template is sometimes consid-
ered a generalization of the previous application. There, the
reference image depicts a model view of the object of interest,
and other images may possibly contain similar objects. This
problem is often refereed to as sub-image retrieval, e.g. [5],
[6], [7].

The most difficult task is obviously near-duplicate-fragment
detection where the objective is to retrieve images containing
unspecified numbers of nearly identical (i.e. generally look-
ing ”the same” but possibly distorted geometrically and/or
photometrically) fragments. Near-duplicate fragment retrieval
usually combines keypoint matching with either local (e.g. [6],
[8], [9]) or semi-local (e.g. [10], [11]) analysis of configuration
constraints, which is needed to identify groups of similarly
transformed keypoints.

Keypoints have also been used for more advanced image
matching problems. It has been suggested that statistical
properties of keypoint descriptors (typically, the descriptors are
approximated by a finite set of visual words) can characterize

objects and/or scenes which not necessarily are similar in a
purely visual sense but are similar semantically. For example,
histograms of word distribution (i.e. bags-of-words, BoW)
were used to retrieve images containing views of semantically
defined classes of objects (e.g. 5 classes in [12] or 7 classes
in [13]). Unfortunately, the number of classes should be
predefined and, additionally, such systems need training before
they are able to identify images containing the-same-class
objects.

As a further generalization, BoW approach has been ap-
plied to the scene categorization, e.g. [14], and even for
action recognition, e.g. [15] (where the keypoint detection is
performed in a spatio-temporal domain). In such problems,
the actual locations of keypoints are sometimes irrelevant
(for scene categorization, in particular) so that keypoints are
often densely sampled (rather than sparsely detected) over
regular grids, e.g. [16], [17]. Obviously, the list of categories is
predefined and extensive training (involving advanced machine
learning techniques) is necessary.

In this paper, we attempt to link the above two topics, i.e. the
retrieval based on purely visual similarities and the semantic-
based retrieval. We are certainly aware how difficult is to close
such a ”semantic gap” (see [18]) so that the experiments have
been conducted under several assumptions restricting the scope
of the problem.

Thus, the problem is specified as follows:
1) The objective is to retrieve (from a collection of un-

known images) images containing semantically simi-
lar (i.e. the-same-class) objects placed within random
scenes.

2) The classes are not predefined, but we generally consider
only classes of man-made objects or other objects for
which certain visual and geometric uniformities should
exist (e.g. car, chair, camera, airliner, tank, etc.). The
classes of typical natural objects (e.g. tree, bird, moun-
tain, stone, etc.) and classes of highly non-uniform
man-made objects (e.g. dress, toy, bottle label, book
cover,etc.) are excluded.

3) There is no learning process, and no positive or negative
examples of objects are provided.

Based on our experiences, we hope to identify such the-
same-class objects by detecting fragments (possible very small
ones) for which the visual and geometric similarities (repre-
sented by keypoints and their configurations) exist. It should
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be noted that retrieval of images sharing semantically similar
objects is an important step towards automatic (or semi-
automatic) annotation; this is one of the fundamental problems
in handling large visual dataset.

In Section II of this paper we briefly overview two under-
lying mechanisms of image matching (discussed in details in
previous papers). First (in Subsection II-A) we present a model
with semi-local configuration constraints (see [11]) while the
second model (described in Subsection II-B) is based on
matching individual features only (see [19]). The experimental
verification is provided in Section III. We compare results
using two publicly available databases, i.e. VISIBLE and
PASCAL2007. Unfortunately, the results of these experiments
are rather negative though certain positive aspects are found as
well. The results are interpreted and discussed in Section IV
which also provides recommendations for the future researches
in this area.

II. MODELS OF IMAGE MATCHING

A. Clusters of Similar Keypoints

Within the considered types of object classes, we assume
some intra-class structural similarities (represented by con-
figurations of correspondingly matched keypoints). Because
very similar concepts (detection of clusters of similar and
similarly distributed keypoints) was presented in [11], we use
the same approach in this work. It is assumed in this approach
that keypoints are first matched (using either one-to-one or
many-to-many schemes) and, subsequently, affine transforms
are randomly built between triplets (or pairs, if the keypoint
shapes are exploited) of matching keypoints. Eventually, a
histogram of affine parameters is constructed for the compared
images. Clusters of keypoints related by similar transforms
generate local maxima of the histogram so that, by detecting
histogram spikes, we can both detect near-duplicate image
fragments (even if they are distorted by affine mappings) and
localize such fragments (using the coordinates of keypoints
contributing to a cluster) within both images. Fig. 1 shows
an exemplary pair of images with a near-duplicate fragment
extracted by this method (details of the method are available
in [11]).

We have also implemented a modified variant where instead
of geometrically consistent clusters of keypoints (represented
by the histogram maxima) near-duplicates are defined by
groups of topologically consistent (and correspondingly sim-
ilar keypoints). This variant can tolerate more distortions of
underlying objects so that it might be more suitable for classes
of objects with more diversified configurations. An example
illustrating typical differences between the original method
and its topological variant is given in Fig. 2. Details of the
topological variant are available in [20].

It is, therefore, assumed that views of the-same-class objects
should contain such near-duplicates (either geometric or topo-
logical). Feasibility of this hypothesis is further investigated
in Section III.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. A pair of images (a, c) and near-duplicate fragments (b, d) extracted
using the histogram of affine transforms.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. A pair of images matched using the histogram of affine transforms
(a) and using the topological variant of the method (b).

B. TERM Features

As an alternative, images can be matched using novel
TERM features which are discussed in [19]. In general, TERM
features are combinations of quadrilaterals determined by
the geometry of multi-ellipse configurations. As the most
typical example, The principles of TERM3 (which are the
most typical example of TERM features)are illustrated and
explained in Fig. 3. First, it is shown how a trapezoid can be
uniquely defined by an ellipse and two external points. Then,
by locating other ellipses around these two external points,
three trapezoids form a TERM3 feature. Such configurations
of trapezoids change under affine transformations covariantly
with the underlying ellipses. Thus, any affine-invariant shape
descriptors computed over TERM3 features (we actually pro-
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pose a simple descriptor based on moment invariants, see [19])
can be used to identify triplets of similarly distorted elliptic
keypoints (note that the visual content of the ellipses are not
analyzed).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Building a trapezoid in an ellipse in the context of two other points
(a, b) and a configuration of three such trapezoids forming a TERM3 feature
for three ellipses (c, d)).

In [19], keypoint configurations are jointly characterized
both by words created from TERM3 descriptors (geometry)
and by SIFT words (visual content) so that both the local
visual characteristics and the semi-local image geometry are
affine-invariantly represented. It has been shown that image
matching based on correspondences between so described
triplets of keypoints is more flexible; in particular more visual
and geometric distortions can be tolerated. Therefore, this
approach could be prospectively more appropriate (than the
method presented in Subsection II-A) for retrieving images
containing the-same-class objects.

Exemplary keypoint matching results (for images containing
near-duplicate fragments) based on TERM words combined
with SIFT words are shown in Fig. 4. More details of this
method are available in [19].

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Methodology
The direct objective of the conducted experiments was to

retrieve (within the available datasets) pairs of images contain-
ing fragments which are matched by the techniques briefly
presented in Section II. It was believed that such matches
would, indirectly, identify images containing the-same-class
objects where the classes of objects are semantically defined
(at least for selected classes of man-made objects for which
a certain level of visual and configurational uniformity should
exist). In contrast to already existing methods based on BoW
approaches (and incorporating the learning phase for prede-
fined types of objects, e.g. [12], [13]) the classes of objects

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Two examples of keypoint matching using a combination of TERM
and SIFT words.

are not predefined and the image contents are unpredictable.
Therefore, the statistics of visual word distributions cannot be
learned for the classes existing in the available visual datasets.
In other words, we attempt to retrieve images containing
the-same-class objects (and to localize these objects within
images) without any knowledge about the number of classes
and their visual characteristics. The matching process is based
only on visual characteristics and semi-local geometry.

Even if the above expectations are not fully confirmed, we
at least hope to identify some classes of objects for which this
approach works.

Two publicly available visual datasets (i.e. VISIBLE1 and
PASCAL20072) are used. Note that we use only a part of
PASCAL2007 (images containing selected man-main objects,
i.e. car, monitor, bus, plane, steam engine and train). Nev-
ertheless, the assumption about unpredictability of the image
contents is not violated because the retrieval process does not
utilize any preexisting knowledge about the number or types
of classes.

The advantage of those two datasets is that they provide the
ground truth in a form of manually outlined near-duplicate
fragments (VISIBLE) or manually outlined the-same-class
objects (PASCAL2007). Therefore, performances of image
retrieval can be evaluated by comparing the results to the
ground truth. In case of the histogram-based method, we count
the relative number of detected near-duplicate fragments over-
lapping the ground-truth near-duplicate areas. In the second
method (based on TERM3 features), the relative numbers of
keypoint matches within the ground-truth outlines are counted.
Exemplary images (and the corresponding ground truth) of
both datasets are given in Fig. 5

1http://www.ii.pwr.wroc.pl/˜visible/data/upload/FragmentMatchingDB.zip
2http://pascallin.ecs.soton.ac.uk/challenges/VOC/voc2007/VOCtrainval06-

Nov-2007.tar
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Fig. 5. Exemplary images of VISIBLE dataset (top rows) and PASCAL2007
dataset (bottom rows). The ground truth masks are also provided.

Within VISIBLE dataset, we can define the-same-class
objects as identical copies of actually the same object. In
other words, the class definition does not incorporate any
semantics, and only purely visual characteristics are used.
Therefore, the results obtained for VISIBLE can be considered
a benchmark, and we should not expect better performances
for classes defined by combinations of semantics and visual
characteristics.

In the conducted experiments, we use Harris-Affine key-
point detectors (see [4]) and SIFT descriptors (which are
popular standards). However, any affine-invariant keypoint
detectors and any relevant descriptors can be alternatively
employed.

B. Experiments using Clusters of Keypoints

Extensive experimental verification of the keypoint clusteri-
zation approach on VISIBLE database is available in [11]. The
results (which have been also confirmed on other databases)
are summarized in Table I.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCES OF NEAR-DUPLICATE FRAGMENT RETRIEVAL BASED ON

CLUSTERING SIMILAR KEYPOINTS FOR VISIBLE DATASET.

Measure Affine histograms Topology
Precision 97% 97%
Recall 81% 94%

The content of the table confirms that almost all retrieved
near-duplicate fragment actually indicate identically looking
objects. However, not all pairs of identically looking objects
are retrieved, especially by the affine histograms (recall =

81%). This is because some objects are non-linearily distorted
(so that affine mappings cannot model the shape changes) or
there are just too few keypoints extracted within such objects.
The first problem is partially rectified in the topologigal
method (its recall is 94%).

Exemplary results (some have been already shown in Figs 1
and 2) are given in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Exemplary near-duplicate matches for VISIBLE dataset by affine
histograms (top row) or topology (bottom row).

Unfortunately, the same experiments conducted on PAS-
CAL2007 database are diametrically different. As shown in
Table II, retrieval of images containing semantically similar
objects (even if some level of visual and geometric similarity
between such objects is expected) using clusters of similar and
consistently configured (geometrically of topologically) key-
points is virtually impossible. A few examples of acceptable
retrievals (from a very limited number of correctly retrieved
pairs of objects) are given in Fig. 7.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCES OF NEAR-DUPLICATE FRAGMENT RETRIEVAL BASED ON

CLUSTERING SIMILAR KEYPOINTS FOR A SUBSET OF PASCAL2007
IMAGES.

Measure Affine histograms Topology
Precision 5.2% 11%
Recall 0.7% 0.9%

C. Experiments using TERM Features

As an alternative, we have tested the approach based on
matching individual features only. However, descriptions of
the keypoint-based features incorporate both TERM words
and SIFT words. Thus, certain information about semi-local
configurations of images is available. Nevertheless, clusters of
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. Acceptable examples of semantically similar objects identified in
PASCAL2007 dataset by affine histograms (a, b) or topology (c).

corresponding keypoints of consistent (geometrical or topolog-
ical) configurations are not built. This approach is, therefore,
much faster (only individual features are matched) and more
configurational and visual diversity can be prospectively tol-
erated within the views of the-same-class objects.

The measures of performance used in this experiment are
slightly different than in the previous one. First, because we
only match keypoint-based individual features, precision of
keypoint correspondence is measured. We use an approxi-
mation where a match between two keypoints is considered
true if in both images the keypoints belong to the-same-
class ground truth outlines. The value of recall cannot be
estimated because in a large dataset it is almost impossible to
manually identify all ground-truth correspondences between
keypoints. Secondly, we measure how reliably pairs of images
are retrieved; a correct pair should contain the-same-class
objects in both images. We use both precision and recall,
but their values can fluctuate because we accept only pairs
of images with the number of matched features exceeding a
predefined threshold. If the threshold is low, recall might be
higher, but precision deteriorates; if the threshold is high, the
opposite happens. Thus, we try to maximize so-called Fβ-
measure (with a small value of β which highlights a lower
importance of recall) and then use the corresponding values
of precision and recall.

For the VISIBLE dataset, the results are relatively good (see
Table III). Lower (compared with the clustering approach) per-
formances of image retrieval are expected because individual
feature matches (with more relaxed similarity criteria) may
often indicate small similar patches, which do not belong to
the actual objects.

TABLE III
PERFORMANCES OF the-same-class OBJECT RETRIEVAL USING KEYPOINT
MATCHING BASED ON TERM3 AND SIFT WORDS (VISIBLE DATASET).

Measure Precision Recall Fβ -measure
Keypoint matching 91% n/a n/a
Pairs of images 87.5% 61% 85%

Exemplary matches found in VISIBLE dataset are provided
in Fig. 8 (other examples have been already shown in Fig. 4).

The examples illustrate why it would be difficult to obtain
simultaneously high precision and recall in image pair re-
trieval. Matches (even if generally correct in case of images
containing the same objects) often provide a small number
of correspondences which represent random small patches
which are only accidentally similar. Thus, a higher number of
feature correspondences required to accept a pair of images
is recommended to reject such random patch similarities.
However, certain genuine matches (e.g. Fig. 8b) are also
represented by relatively few correspondences. If a higher
acceptance threshold is used, such pairs of images might be
rejected.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Exemplary keypoint matches in VISIBLE dataset obtained by
combining TERM3 and SIFT words.

For PASCAL2007 dataset, however, the results are again
(similarly to the first algorithm based of keypoint clustering)
very disappointing. By randomly selecting the-same-SIFT-
word keypoints (i.e. without using any structural description
provided by TERM3 data) precision of keypoint matching is
approx. 3%. Almost exactly the same value is obtained when
the TERM3 data are used. In image pair retrieval, the highest
precision is obtained by a random selection of image pairs
(the value is approx. 15% and it is determined by the ratio
between the number of pairs containing the-same-class objects
and the total number of image pairs). The typical randomness
of keypoint correspondences in images actually containing the-
same-class objects is illustrated by selected examples given in
Fig. 9.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Superficially, the conducted experiments have been a failure.
They clearly indicate that, in general, detection method for
semantically defined the-same-class object is not feasible
(even for classes with relatively uniform visual characteristics
of objects) by using only visual properties of the objects
not supported by any training process. This is also indirectly
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Fig. 9. Exemplary keypoint matches in PASCAL2007 dataset obtained by
combining TERM3 and SIFT word. Note that each pair of images contains
the-same-class object.

confirmed in many other works where keypoints and/or visual
words are used to identify images of the-same-class objects.
All these works (e.g. [12], [13], [16], [21]) use classifiers
built from collections of training data. In other words, systems
learn the visual approximations of classes from a union of
exemplary visual appearances (and possibly use the union
of negative examples as well). Subsequently, input data are
assigned to the class which contains appearances which are
most similar to the visual query. If classes of objects are not
predefined and their visual characteristics are not learnt (i.e.
the system is not trained to recognize the visual diversity of
the-same-class objects) the intra-class and the inter-class visual
similarity/differences might be indistinguishable.

Nevertheless, it was shown in our previous work [22]
how to automatically build visual classes from multiple near-
duplicate fragments. Moreover, in spite of rather unsuccessful
experiments on PASCAL2007 dataset, numerous examples
of semantic similarities coexisting with large numbers of
generally correct keypoint correspondences have been found
using the TERM-based approach (even though the actual visual
near-duplicity between the objects does not exist). Some of
these examples are shown in Fig. 10.

We believe, therefore, that the investigations should be con-
tinued. Apparently, there are some classes of objects for which
the semantic similarities are correlated with visual similari-
ties significantly enough to automatically identify/define such
classes of objects by visual analysis only, i.e. without any prior
knowledge about the objects and their semantic classification.

Fig. 10. Examples of semantically similar objects with significant keypoint
correspondences.

In contrast to [22], such automatically defined classes would
not correspond to identically looking objects. Instead, they
could indicate objects with systematically appearing visually
near-duplicate structures.

The alternative approach is also possible. Classes of objects
defined by visual similarities only may help to better under-
stand problems of automatic image annotation (i.e. how to
select semantically defined classes of object). The proposed
annotation tags should just more systematically combine se-
mantics of objects with their visual properties. For example,
instead of train class, it might be more accurate to use sub-
urban train, freight train, passenger train, etc. classes. Such
a process could prospectively converge and the optimally-
defined classes of objects could be built. Ideally, for such
classes the visual characteristics would be fully correlated with
the semantics.
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Abstract—This article introduces a computer-aided diagnosis
system of the heart valve disease using binary particle swarm
optimization and support vector machine, in conjunction with
K-nearest neighbor and with leave-one-out cross-validation. The
system was applied in a representative heart dataset of 198
heart sound signals, which come both from healthy medical cases
and from cases suffering from the four most usual heart valve
diseases: aortic stenosis (AS), aortic regurgitation (AR), mitral
stenosis (MS) and mitral regurgitation (MR). The introduced
approach starts with an algorithm based on binary particle
swarm optimization to select the most weighted features. This
is followed by performing support vector machine to classify
the heart signals into two outcome: healthy or having a heart
valve disease, then its classified the having a heart valve disease
into four outcomes: aortic stenosis (AS), aortic regurgitation
(AR), mitral stenosis (MS) and mitral regurgitation (MR). The
experimental results obtained, show that the overall accuracy
offered by the employed approach is high compared with other
techniques

Keywords-Binary particle swarm optimization, Support vector
machine, Heart valve diseases, Heart sounds.

I. INTRODUCTION

Every human body and its physiological processes show
some symptoms of a diseased condition. The proposed model
in this paper used for identification of the heart valve diseases
using heart sounds. The signal of heart sound carries important
physiological and pathological information, Its about the gen-
eral state of contractile activity of the cardiovascular system.
The heart murmurs caused by turbulent blood flow and the
incomplete opening or closing of the valves, could be heard
clearly sounding like whistling, swishing or humming [10].

The feature selection process can be considered as a prob-
lem of global combinatorial optimization in machine learn-
ing and statistics. Feature selection, also known as variable
selection, feature reduction, attribute selection or variable
subset selection. Therefore, a good feature selection is which
speeds up the processing rate, predictive accuracy, and avoids
incomprehensibility. Several methods have been previously
used to perform feature selection on training and testing data,
for example genetic algorithms, catfish binary PSO, improved
binary PSO, and support vector machine(SVM) [1]–[3].

In this paper, binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO)
is used to implement feature selection, and the K-nearest
neighbor (KNN) method with leave-one-out-cross-validation

(LOOCV) based on Euclidean distance calculations serves
as fitness function of the BPSO for a classification problem.
BPSO increases either the classification accuracy, reduce the
number of necessarily selected features for classification, or
does both. This proposed method is applied on heart sound
data. Also, in this paper, support vector machine (SVM) is
used to identify on the heart valve diseases using the reduced
heart sound data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
(II) gives an overview of BPSO, KNN, and SVM machine
learning techniques. Section (III) presents the dataset used for
constructing and testing the BPSO-KNN-SVM. Section (IV)
shows the proposed system for identification of heart valve
diseases. Finally, Section (V) addresses conclusions and future
work.

II. BACKGROUND AND AN OVERVIEW

A. Binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO)

The particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a robust stochastic
optimization technique based on the movement and intelli-
gence of swarms. PSO is a population-based search algorithm
based on simulation of the social behavior of birds within
a flock [5]. PSO is widely used to solve the optimization
problems and also the feature selection problem [3].

PSO uses a number of particles that constitute for a swarm
moving around in the search space looking for the best
initialized randomly. A swarm consists of N of particles, where
each particle represents a candidate solution moving around
D-dimensional search space.

All of the particles have fitness values, which are evaluated
by a fitness function to be optimized, and have velocities which
direct the movement of the particles. During movement, the
changes to a particle within the swarm are influenced by the
experience, or knowledge, of its neighbors and each particle
adjusts its position according to two fitness value, pbest and
gbest, to avoid being trapped in a local optimum by fine-tuning
the inertia weight. pbest is a local fitness value, whereas gbest
constitutes a global fitness value. If the gbest value is itself
trapped in a local optimum, a search of each particle limit in
the same area will occur, thereby preventing superior results of
classification. The modification of the particle’s position can
be mathematically modeled according the following equations
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(1), (2). Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo code of the BPSO
procedure as given in [3].

Initialize particles with random position and velocity
vectors.

while The number of generations (N), or the stopping
criterion doesn’t meet do

Evaluate the fitness of particle swarm.
for p = 1 to N (number of particles) do

if The fitness of xp > the fitness of pbestp then
update pbestp = xp.

end if
if The fitness of any particle of the particle

swarm > gbest then
gbest = particle position

end if
end for
for D = 1 to maximum dimension do

update particle’s velocity and position using
equations 1 and 2

end for
go to next generation until stopping criterion.

end while
Algorithm 1: PSO pseudo-code

vk+1
i = w ∗ vki + c1 ∗ rand1

(
pbesti − xk

i

)

+ c2 ∗ rand2
(
gbest− xk

i

)
.

(1)

xk+1
i = xk

i + vk+1
i . (2)

Where vk+1
i is the modified velocity of a particle i, vki is the

velocity of particle i at iteration k, w is the weight function,
cj is the weighting factor, randj is uniformly distributed
random number between 0 and 1, xk+1

i is the modified position
of particle i, and xk

i is the current position of particle i at
iteration k.

The following weighting function is described in [7]:

w = wmax − wmax − wmin

itermax
∗ iter. (3)

Where wmax is initial weight, wmin is final weight, itermax

is maximum iteration number and iter is current iteration
number.

Many optimization problems occur in a space featuring dis-
crete, qualitative distinctions between variables and between
levels of variables. For the reason, Kennedy and Eberhart
introduced binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO), which
can be applied to discrete binary variables. In BPSO, the
elements only take the values 0 or 1 and the velocity Vi, is
interpreted as a probability to change a bit from 0 to 1, or from
1 to 0. Updating the position of particles by sigmoid function
as in the equation 4 and 5. The updating particle’s positions
is done by the following probabilistic update equation 6.

V k+1
ij = wvkij+c1rand1(pbestij−xk

ij)+c2rand2(gbesti−xk
ij).
(4)

Sig(V k+1
ij ) =

1

1 + e−V k+1
ij

. (5)

xij(k + 1) =

{
1, ifrandn < Sig(V k+1

ij )

0, ifrandn ≥ Sig(V k+1
ij ).

(6)

Where 1 means this feature is selected as a required feature
for the next renewal, 0 means this feature is not selected as
a required feature for the next renewal, and randn(t) is a
random value in the range [0; 1].

B. K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)

The K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) method is one of the most
popular nonparametric methods used for classification of new
object based on attributes and training samples. The K-NN
consists of a supervised learning algorithm where the result
of a new instance query is classified based on the majority of
the K-nearest neighbor category [3]. In this paper, the feature
subset was measured by LOOCV of one nearest neighbor (1-
NN). Neighbors are calculated using their Euclidean distance
measuring as distance function as the following equation
(7). The 1-NN classifier is simple and provides a reasonable
classification performance in most applications. As the 1-NN
classifier does not require any user-specified parameters, its
classification results are implementation independent [2], [3].

D(x, y) =

N∑

i=0

√
x2
i − y2i . (7)

Where D(x, y) is the distance function, x is the query
sample, y is the sample from the training set, N is feature
dimension. The advantages of K-nearest neighbors are robust
to noisy training data especially in inverse square of weighted
distance. And disadvantages of K-nearest neighbors are need
to determine value of parameter K (number of nearest neigh-
bors), and computation cost is quite high because we need
to compute distance of each query instance to all training
samples.

C. Support Vector Machine (SVM)

The support vector machine (SVM) exhibit great perfor-
mance in pairwise classification and regression problems.
While recently efficient algorithms have been developed that
extended their applicability to multi-class classification prob-
lems [9]. Classification is achieved by a linear or nonlinear
separating surface in the input space of the data set. The
goal of SVM is to minimize the expectation of the output of
sample error. SVM map a given set of binary labeled training
data to a high dimensional feature space and separate the two
classes of data with a maximum margin of hyperplane. SVM
algorithm seeks to maximize the margin around a hyperplane
that separates a positive class from a negative class [11] as
shown in equations 8 and 9.

maximize

n∑

i=1

αi −
1

2

n∑

i,j=1

αiαjyiyj .K(xi, xj). (8)
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Subject− to :

n∑

i=1

αiyi = 0, 0 ≤ αi ≤ C. (9)

Where αi is the weight assigned to the training sample xi,
αi is called a support vector, C is a regulation parameter, K
is a kernel function.

III. BINARY PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION -
K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR PROCEDURE (BPSO-KNN)

Feature selection was implemented using BPSO, and a
KNN served as an evaluator for the classification obtained by
BPSO. The predicative accuracy of a 1-NN determined by the
LOOCV method is used to measure the fitness of an individual.
The pseudo code for BPSO-KNN is given in Algorithm 2.

Initialize particles with random position and velocity
vectors.

while number of generations, or the stopping criterion
isn’t meet do

Evaluate fitness of particle swarm by 1-Nearest
Neighbor().
for p = 1 to number of particles do

if the fitness of xp is greater than the fitness of
pbestp then

Update pbestp = xp.
end if
if fitness of any particle of the particle swarm is
greater than gbest then
gbest = position of particle

end if
end for
for d=1 to number of dimension of particle do

Update particles velocity and particles position as in
equations 4, 5, and 6 respectively.

end for
go to next generation until stopping criterion.

end while
Algorithm 2: BPSO-KNN pseudo-code

IV. HEART SOUND SIGNALS PRE-PROCESSING

The heart sound signal from a healthy heart has the form
shown in the upper part of Fig. 1. Its basic components are:
S1 which is generated by the nearly simultaneous closure
of the mitral and the tricuspid valve being followed by the
systolic phase. S2 which is generated by the nearly simul-
taneous closure of the aortic and the pulmonic valve being
followed by the diastolic phase. Most heart diseases generate
additional components in the heart sound, such as murmurs
in the systolic or / and the diastolic phase (see lower part
of Fig. 1). S3, S4, clicks, snaps, etc. concerning the heart
valve diseases dealt with in this paper, aortic stenosis and
mitral regurgitation generate systolic murmurs, while aortic
regurgitation and mitral stenosis generate diastolic murmurs.

Fig. 1. Heart sound signals of healthy heart (upper part) and of pathologic
heart (lower part)

TABLE I
THE HEART SOUND DATASET FORMAT

Data sets Num. of samples Num. of classes Num. of features
Healthy and Unhealthy 70 2 88

Diastolic Murmur 76 2 88
Systolic Murmur 84 2 88

V. THE PROPOSED METHOD AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. BPSO-KNN-SVM for identification the heart valve diseases

BPSO-KNN-SVM is used to identify the heart valve dis-
eases using heart sounds. First, we reduce the number of
features by using BPSO-KNN to remove irreverent data, and
the results in an acceptable classification accuracy. Second,
we use the feature selection after removing irrelevant/redundat
features to identify of heart valve diseases using heart sounds
by using SVM. The heart sound dataset format is shown in
table I.

The 1-NN method with LOOCV was used to evaluate all
data sets. During the experiment, the parameters of BPSO-
KNN-SVM are rand1, rand2 and rand3 are random numbers
between (0,1), c1 and c2 are learning factors c1= c2=2(Kenned
et al.,2001) , maximum generation=100, wmax= 0.9 and
wmin= 0.4 are inertia weight, Vmax= 6 and Vmin= -6 are
user specified parameters.

B. BPSO-KNN-SVM for diagnosis of healthy vs. pathological
cases

The development and implementation of BPSO-KNN-SVM
based automatic diagnostic system for cardiac sounds launches
by studying patient cases of pathological heart murmurs and
cases where no heart disease is diagnosed. The pathological
heart murmurs are characterized as ”unhealthy” cases in
contrast with the ”healthy” cases. The performance indices
calculated were accuracy, specificity and sensitivity. The heart
sound dataset used consisted of 38 healthy cases and 32 un-
healthy cases. Several polynomial, gaussian and linear kernel
functions have been used comparatively in order to select
the model with the best performance. The values of order of
polynomial function used providing different hyperplanes for
the classification of data during the SVM calculations.
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TABLE II
RESULTS OF THE BPSO-KNN-SVM ALGORITHM FOR FEATURE

SELECTION, THEN HEALTHY AND UNHEALTHY CLASSIFICATION USING
POLYNOMIAL KERNEL FUNCTION

kernel FS Accuracy Error TP TN FP FN Sens. Spec.
PF = 1 39 82.86% 6 14 15 4 2 87.50% 78.95%
PF = 2 41 82.86% 6 11 18 1 5 68.75% 94.74%
PF = 3 44 82.86% 6 14 15 4 2 87.50% 78.95%
PF = 5 37 82.86% 6 16 13 6 0 100.0% 68.42%

TABLE III
RESULTS OF SVM ALGORITHM FOR FEATURE SELECTION, THEN

HEALTHY AND UNHEALTHY CLASSIFICATION USING POLYNOMIAL
KERNEL FUNCTION

kernel FS Accuracy Error TP TN FP FN Sens. Spec.
PF = 1 39 74.29% 9 10 16 3 6 62.50% 84.21%
PF = 2 41 74.29% 9 9 17 2 7 56.25% 89.47%
PF = 3 44 85.71% 5 14 16 3 2 87.50% 84.21%
PF = 5 37 74.29% 9 10 16 3 6 62.50% 84.21%

The kernel functions we examine during the development
of the SVM models are polynomial and linear. The highest
performances correspond to the linear kernel function and
number of features selection to BPSO-KNN-SVM are pre-
sented in table II and the highest performances to SVM are
presented in table III. The highest performances correspond
to the polynomial kernel function and number of features
selection to BPSO-KNN-SVM are presented in table IV and
the highest performances to SVM are presented in table V.
The accuracy of the BPSO-KNN-SVM classifier and SVM for
feature selection and then the classification between healthy
and unhealthy classification using different kernel functions
and parameters are depicted in fig. 2 and fig. 3.

In tables the TP indicates the number of correctly classified
positive samples, FP indicates the number of incorrectly clas-
sified positive samples, TN indicates the number of correctly
classified negative samples, and FN indicates the number of
incorrectly classified negative samples, Sens. and spec. are
statistical measures of the performance of a binary classifi-
cation test, also known in statistics as classification function.
Sens. = TP/(TP + FN) and Spec = TN/(TN + FP ).
Also, FS means feature selection, kernel means Kernel
function handle specifying the kernel function that maps the
training data into kernel space. We use two types of kernel
functions, linear kernel and polynomial kernel with different
orders (1,2,3,5).

C. BPSO-KNN-SVM for diagnosis of aortic regurgitation vs.
mitral stenosis

In the second stage, an additional BPSO-KNN-SVM clas-
sifier has been developed for the discrimination of aortic

TABLE IV
RESULTS OF BPSO-KNN-SVM FOR FEATURE SELECTION, THEN

HEALTHY AND UNHEALTHY CLASSIFICATION USING LINEAR KERNEL
FUNCTION

Iteration FS Accuracy Error TP TN FP FN Sens. Spec.
50 60 82.86% 6 12 17 2 4 75.00% 89.47%
20 43 77.14% 8 14 13 6 2 87.50% 68.42%
100 48 74.28% 9 12 14 5 4 75.00% 73.68%

TABLE V
RESULTS OF SVM FOR FEATURE SELECTION, THEN HEALTHY AND

UNHEALTHY CLASSIFICATION USING LINEAR KERNEL FUNCTION

Iteration FS Accuracy Error TP TN FP FN Sens. Spec.
50 60 77.14% 8 12 15 4 4 75.00% 78.95%
20 43 77.14% 8 9 18 1 7 56.25% 94.74%
100 48 77.14% 8 10 17 2 6 62.50% 89.47%

Fig. 2. Comparison between BPSO-KNN-SVM and SVM for feature
selection, then healthy and unhealthy classification using polynomial kernel
function

regurgitation vs. mitral stenosis for the cases diagnosed by
the SVM classifier. The heart sound dataset used consisted of
38 aortic regurgitation cases and 38 mitral stenosis cases. The
kernel functions we examine during the development of the
SVM models are Polynomial and linear.

The highest performances correspond to the linear kernel
function and number of features selection to BPSO-KNN-
SVM are presented in table VI and the highest performances
to SVM are presented in table VII. The highest performances
correspond to the polynomial kernel function and number of
features selection to BPSO-KNN-SVM are presented in table
VIII and the highest performances to SVM are presented in
table IX. The accuracy of the BPSO-KNN-SVM classifier and
SVM for feature selection and then the classification between
aortic regurgitation (AR) and mitral stenosis (MS) different
kernel functions and parameters are depicted in fig. 4 and
fig. 5.

Fig. 3. Comparison between BPSO-KNN-SVM and SVM for feature
selection, then healthy and unhealthy classification using linear kernel function
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Fig. 4. Comparison between BPSO-KNN-SVM and SVM for feature
selection, then aortic regurgitation and mitral stenosis classification using
polynomial kernel function

Fig. 5. Comparison between BPSO-KNN-SVM and SVM for feature
selection, then aortic regurgitation and mitral stenosis classification using
linear kernel function

TABLE VI
RESULTS OF BPSO-KNN-SVM FOR FEATURE SELECTION, THEN AORTIC

REGURGITATION AND MITRAL STENOSIS CLASSIFICATION USING
POLYNOMIAL KERNEL FUNCTION

kernel FS Accuracy Error TP TN FP FN Sens. Spec.
PF = 1 49 94.74% 2 19 17 2 0 100.0% 89.47%
PF = 3 37 89.47% 4 19 15 4 0 100.0% 78.95%
PF = 5 45 89.47% 4 17 17 2 2 89.47% 89.47%
PF = 2 45 81.58% 7 18 13 6 1 94.74% 68.42%

TABLE VII
RESULTS OF SVM FOR FEATURE SELECTION, THEN AORTIC

REGURGITATION AND MITRAL STENOSIS CLASSIFICATION USING
POLYNOMIAL KERNEL FUNCTION

kernel FS Accuracy Error TP TN FP FN Sens. Spec.
PF = 1 49 89.47% 4 17 17 2 2 89.47% 89.47%
PF = 3 37 84.21% 6 16 16 3 3 84.21% 84.21%
PF = 5 45 86.84% 5 17 16 3 2 89.47% 84.21%
PF = 2 45 84.21% 6 18 14 5 1 94.74% 73.68%

D. BPSO-KNN-SVM for diagnosis of aortic stenosis vs. mitral
regurgitation

Finally, an additional SVM classifier has been developed for
the discrimination of aortic stenosis(AS) vs. mitral regurgita-
tion (MR) for the cases diagnosed by the BPSO-KNN-SVM
classifier. The heart sound dataset used consisted of 41 aortic
stenosis cases and 43 mitral regurgitation cases.

The highest performances correspond to the linear kernel
function and number of features selection to BPSO-KNN-

SVM are presented in table X and the highest performances
to SVM are presented in table XI. The highest performances
correspond to the polynomial kernel function and number of
features selection to BPSO-KNN-SVM are presented in table
XII and the highest performances to SVM are presented in
table XIII. The accuracy of the BPSO-KNN-SVM classifier
and SVM for feature selection and then the classification
between aortic stenosis(AS) and mitral regurgitation(MR) with
different kernel functions and parameters are depicted in fig. 6
and fig. 7.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The main task is the selection of the features that give a
high accuracy to identify on the heart valve diseases using

TABLE VIII
RESULTS OF BPSO-KNN-SVM FOR FEATURE SELECTION, THEN AORTIC
REGURGITATION AND MITRAL STENOSIS CLASSIFICATION USING LINEAR

KERNEL FUNCTION

kernel FS Accuracy Error TP TN FP FN Sens. Spec.
50 40 94.74% 2 18 18 1 1 94.74% 94.74%
100 43 92.11% 3 17 18 1 2 89.47% 94.74%
20 45 89.47% 4 18 16 3 1 94.74% 84.21%

TABLE IX
RESULTS OF SVM FOR FEATURE SELECTION, THEN AORTIC

REGURGITATION AND MITRAL STENOSIS CLASSIFICATION USING LINEAR
KERNEL FUNCTION

kernel FS Accuracy Error TP TN FP FN Sens. Spec.
50 40 89.47% 4 17 17 2 2 89.47% 89.47%
100 43 86.84% 5 16 17 2 3 84.21% 89.47%
20 45 86.84% 5 17 16 3 2 89.47% 84.21%

heart sounds. In this paper, we used binary particle swarm op-
timization (BPSO) to perform feature selection. The K-nearest
neighbor (KNN) method with leave-one-out-cross-validation
(LOOCV) based on Euclidean distance calculations serves
as fitness function of the BPSO for classification problem
and then used support vector machine (SVM) to identify on
the heart valve diseases using heart sounds. The proposed
methodology includes initially a preprocessing step of the
heart sound signal, being followed by a three-step diagnosis

TABLE X
RESULTS OF BPSO-KNN-SVM FOR FEATURE SELECTION, THEN AORTIC

STENOSIS AND MITRAL REGURGITATION CLASSIFICATION USING
POLYNOMIAL KERNEL FUNCTION

kernel FS Accuracy Error TP TN FP FN Sens. Spec.
PF = 1 37 90.24% 4 18 19 1 3 85.71% 95.00%
PF = 3 52 90.24% 4 19 18 2 2 90.48% 90.00%
PF = 5 42 87.80% 5 20 16 4 1 95.24% 80.00%
PF = 2 40 85.37% 6 19 16 4 2 90.48% 80.00%

TABLE XI
RESULTS OF SVM FOR FEATURE SELECTION, THEN AORTIC STENOSIS
AND MITRAL REGURGITATION CLASSIFICATION USING POLYNOMIAL

KERNEL FUNCTION

kernel FS Accuracy Error TP TN FP FN Sens. Spec.
PF = 1 37 87.80% 5 18 18 2 3 85.71% 90.00%
PF = 3 52 90.24% 4 20 17 3 1 90.48% 90.00%
PF = 5 42 87.80% 5 20 16 4 1 95.24% 80.00%
PF = 2 40 82.93% 7 15 19 1 6 71.43% 95.00%
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Fig. 7. Comparison between BPSO-KNN-SVM and SVM for feature
selection, then aortic stenosis and mitral regurgitation classification using
linear kernel function

TABLE XII
RESULTS OF BPSO-KNN-SVM FOR FEATURE SELECTION, THEN AORTIC
STENOSIS AND MITRAL REGURGITATION CLASSIFICATION USING LINEAR

KERNEL FUNCTION

kernel FS Accuracy Error TP TN FP FN Sens. Spec.
20 37 95.12% 2 20 19 1 1 95.24% 95.00%
50 47 90.24% 4 18 19 1 3 85.71% 95.00%
100 42 87.80% 5 20 16 4 1 95.24% 80.00%

TABLE XIII
RESULTS SVM FOR FEATURE SELECTION, THEN AORTIC STENOSIS AND

MITRAL REGURGITATION CLASSIFICATION USING LINEAR KERNEL
FUNCTION

kernel FS Accuracy Error TP TN FP FN Sens. Spec.
20 37 87.80% 5 21 15 5 0 100.0% 75.00%
50 47 90.24% 4 20 17 3 1 95.24% 85.00%
100 42 90.24% 4 20 17 3 1 95.24% 85.00%

phase based on SVM classifiers: in the first step the heart
sound signal is classified as normal or pathological, in the
second step the type of heart systolic murmur diseases (aortic
stenosis, mitral regurgitation), while in the third step it is
decided the type of heart diastolic murmur diseases (aortic
regurgitation, mitral stenosis).The proposed method can serve
as an ideal pre-processing tool to help optimize the feature
selection process, since it increase the classification accuracy.
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Abstract—Manual segmentation of liver computerized tomog-
raphy (CT) images is very time consuming, so it is desired to
develop a computer-based approach for the analysis of liver
CT images that can precisely segment the liver without any
human intervention. This paper presents normalized cuts graph
partitioning approach for liver segmentation from CT images.
To evaluate the performance of the presented approach, we
present tests on different liver CT images. Experimental results
obtained show that the overall accuracy offered by the employed
normalized cuts technique is high compared to the well known
K-means segmentation approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

IMPROVING healthcare through anatomical knowledge
coupled with image processing techniques is considered a

direct outcome for development of computer-aided diagnosis
systems [1]. Computer-based systems for the analysis of com-
puterized tomography (CT) medical images have many advan-
tages over human interpreters, such as speed, large knowledge
base for diagnostic information, and non-sensitivity to fatigue
[2]. Organ segmentation is often the first step in computer-
aided diagnosis. Segmentation of abdominal organs, such as
the liver, kidneys, and spleen, from CT scan imagery has
been attracting a fair amount of research recently [1]. Image
segmentation is the process of partitioning a digital image into
multiple segments to simplify or change the representation of
an image into something that is more meaningful. Result of the
segmentation process is a set of segments that cover the entire
image or an extracted set of contours from the input image.
All pixels in the resulted regions are similar with respect
to some computed characteristics, such as color, intensity,
or texture. However, considering the same characteristics,
adjacent regions are significantly different [3].

Technologies such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
computed tomography (CT), digital mammography, and other
imaging modalities provide an effective means for non-
invasively mapping the anatomy of a subject and have greatly
increased knowledge of normal and diseased anatomy for

medical research as a critical component in diagnosis and
treatment planning. With the increasing size and number of
medical images, the use of computers in facilitating their
processing and analysis has become necessary. Particularly,
image segmentation computer algorithms that are used for
the delineation of anatomical structures and other regions
of interest are a key component in assisting and automating
specific radiological tasks.

Image segmentation algorithms play a vital role in numerous
biomedical imaging application [4]. Segmentations methods
vary widely depending on different factors like the specific
application, imaging modality, and other factors [5]. Thus,
there is no single segmentation method that yields better re-
sults for every medical image. Graph partitioning methods can
effectively be used for image segmentation. In these methods,
the image is modeled as a weighted, undirected graph. Usually
a pixel or a group of pixels are associated with nodes and edge
weights define the dissimilarity between the neighborhood
pixels. The image is then partitioned according to a criterion
designed to model good clusters. Each partition of the nodes
(pixels) output from these algorithms are considered an object
segment in the image. Normalized cuts algorithm is one of the
popular graph partitioning algorithms [6].

This paper presents an approach for liver segmentation from
CT images based on the normalized cuts graph partitioning
algorithm. The normalized cuts algorithm models each pixel
in the image as a node in the graph and treats segmentation
as a graph partitioning problem. In normalized cuts algorithm,
the optimal solution of splitting points is easily computed by
solving a generalized eigenvalue problem.

A collection of clinical CT images with reference segmenta-
tions was provided to test the accuracy of the normalized cuts.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II an overview of the normalized cuts segmentation algorithm.
Section III presents experimental results. Finally, Section IV
addresses conclusions and discusses future work.
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II. NORMALIZED CUTS: PRELIMINARIES

In 1997, Shi and Malik [6] proposed the normalized cuts
algorithm for image segmentation problem, which is based on
Graph Theory [5]. Normalized cuts models the image into a
graph. It models each pixel of the image as a node in the graph
and set an edge between two nodes if there are similarities
between them. The normalized cuts is composed of two steps:
(1) similarity measurement and (2) normalized cuts process
[7]. The purpose of the first step is to compute the similarity
between pixels and this value is set as the weight on the edge.
In order to model all the similarities of an image, all pairs of
pixels will contain an edge, which means if an image contains
N pixels, there will be totally (N − 1)N/2 edges in the
corresponding graph. This kind of graph is called ”complete
graph” and needs a large memory space. To simplify the
problem, sometimes we set edges between two nodes only
when their distance is smaller than a specific threshold. For
example, in fig. 1, we show an example for modeling an image
into a graph.

(a) Original image (b) Segmented image
Fig. 1. An example for modeling an image into a graph

For the resulted connected graph, each pixel goes through
the edges to reach all other pixels. The term ”cut” means
eliminating a set of edges to make the graph ”unconnected”
and the cut value is the total weights on this set of edges.
For example, if we eliminate all the red edges in fig. 1,
then the nodes with white color will be ”unconnected” to the
nodes with dark color, and now we say the graph has been
separate into two connected graph (the outside dark group
and the inner white group). So, from the graph theory, the
image segmentation problem is modeled as graph cut problem.
But there are many kinds of cutting path we can adopt to
separate the image into two parts. The weights on edges
have the similarity meaning between pixels, so if we want to
separate two pixels into two different groups, their similarity
is expected to be small. Three kinds of cutting criteria have
been proposed in recent years: (a) minimum cut, (b) minimum
ratio cut, and (c) minimum normalized cuts. The normalized
cuts has been proved to maintain both high difference between
two segments and high similarities inside each segment.

A graph G = (V,E) can be partitioned into two disjoint
sets, A and B. The degree of dissimilarity between these two
pieces can be computed as shown in equation (1).

cut(A,B) =
∑

u∈A,v∈B

w(u, v) (1)

where w(u, v) is the similarity between node u and v. The
optimal bipartition of a graph is the one that minimizes this cut
value. Finding the minimum cut is a well-studied problem and
there are efficient algorithms proposed for solving it. However,
the minimum cut criteria favors cutting small sets of isolated
nodes in the graph, and gives bad partition in some cases. Shi
an Malik [6] proposed a new measure of disassociation that is
named the normalized cuts (Ncuts) and is calculated as shown
in equation (2).

Ncut(A,B) =
cut(A,B)

assoc(A, V )
+

cut(A,B)

assoc(B, V )′ (2)

where assoc(A, V ) =
∑

u∈A,t∈V w(u, t) is the total connec-
tion from nodes in A to all nodes in the graph and assoc(B, V )
is defined similarly.

Let d(i) =
∑

j w(i, j) be the total connection from the node
i to all other nodes. Moreover, let D be an N ×N diagonal
matrix with d on its diagonal. Also, let W be an N × N
symmetric matrix with W (i, j) = w(i, j). Then it turns out
that we can minimize Ncuts(A,B) by following equation (3).

min
A,B

Ncut(A,B) = min
y

yT (D −W )y

yTDy
(3)

If y (the value of the eigenvector) is relaxed to take real
values, then equation (3) can be minimized by solving the
generalized eigen value system, presented in equation (4),
where λ is a scalar eigenvalue.

(D −W )y = λDy (4)

Amazingly, the second smallest eigenvector y gives the
solution of the normalized cuts problem because the second
smallest is the real valued solution to the Ncuts problem [6].
Algorithm (1) shows steps of the normalized cuts segmentation
algorithm.

In algorithm (1), for step (3), there are several ways to
choose a splitting point, such as: Take 0, median and search
a splitting point which results in that Ncuts(A,B) is mini-
mized. The splitting point that minimizes Ncuts value also
minimizes:

yT (D −W )y

yTDy
(5)

where y = (1 + x)− b(1− x), b = k/(1− k), k =
∑

xi>0 di∑
i di

,
x is an N dimensional indicator vector, where xi = 1 if node
i is in A and xi= -1 otherwise.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section presents the simulated results for segmenting
liver CT medical images using normalized cuts segmentation
algorithm. The original images used in our experiments were
collected from the CT scans of patients’ Livers with general
intrinsic tissue variation. In this paper, we applied the normal-
ized cuts algorithm to gray-scaled images. The images size
was 431 × 339 . Examples for segmentation results for four
sample liver CT images are shown in fig. 2.
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Algorithm 1 Normalized cuts Segmentation Algorithm
1: Construct a weighted graph G = (V,E), compute the weight

of each edge (reflecting the likelihood that the two pixels
belong to one object), and construct D and W as:

Wij = exp
−||F (i)− F (j)||22

σ2
I

∗ L (6)

where

L =

{
exp

−||X(i)−X(j)||22
σ2
x

, if ||X(i)−X(j)||2 < r;
0, Otherwise.

(7)
where X(i) is the spatial location of node i (the coordinates
in the original image I) and F(i) is a feature vector
and Let di =

∑
j wij be the total connection from node i

to all other nodes. Construct an N x N diagonal matrix D
with d on its diagonal.

2: Solve a generalized eigen system, (D - W)y = λDy, and
get an eigenvector with the smallest eigenvalue.

3: Use the eigenvector with the smallest eigenvalue to bipar-
tition the graph. Therefore, a splitting point is needed to
be chosen. There are several ways for doing this, such as:

• Take 0
• Take median
• Search a splitting point, which results in that N-

cuts(A, B) is minimized.
The splitting point which minimizes N-cuts value also
minimizes the output value of equation (5)

yT (D −W )y

yTDy

4: REPEAT: (Bipartition recursively)
5: UNTIL:

• N-cuts value > a pre-specified threshold value
(Large N-cuts value means that there is no clear
partition point any more)

or
• The total number of nodes in the partition (area) <

a pre-specified threshold value.
6: STOP

In medical research, supervised evaluation is widely used.
It computes the difference between the ground truth and a
segmentation result using a given evaluation metric [8]. In this
paper, we used the manual segmentation to reflect the ground
truth [9]. Furthermore, we evaluated segmentation algorithms
by comparing the result from a segmented image against the
result from a manual segmented, which is often referred to
as a gold standard [10] or “ground truth.” The degree of
similarity between the manual segmented and machine seg-
mented images reflects the accuracy of the segmented image.
Betanzos in [11] defined an accuracy measure with multi types
of object. Suppose that an image contains N types of objects,
the accuracy measure is computed as shown in equation (8).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2. Normalized cuts segmented images results: (a) Original images,
(b) Normalized clustered cuts (c) Desired manual segmented region (d)
Normalized segmented results

TABLE I
RESULTS FOR NORMALIZED CUTS SEGMENTATION FOR 4 SAMPLES

S1 S2 S3 S4
Number of 11802 25629 17703 19494
desired
pixels for
ideal image

Number of 11049 24380 16459 23433
pixels for

segmented
image

Accuracy% 93.62% 94.04% 92.97% 83.19%

Accuracy =

N∑

i=1

CSP

TNP
(8)

Where CSP is the correct segmented pixels in ith object
and TNP is the total number of pixels in ith object. The
accuracy measure that determines how far is the actually
segmented image from the manually segmented region by
expertise. Table I shows experimental results that highlight
segmentation accuracy, using normalized cuts algorithm, for
4 samples: (S1, S2, S3, and S4). It is based on the images
of the segmented regions, which represent the affected part
in the liver as shown in fig. 2. On the other hand, table II
presents segmentation accuracy using K-means segmentation
algorithm.

According to the fact that we are focusing on the region
of interest (ROI), which is the part that contains the tumor,
fig. 2 (c) and (d) show manually segmented (ROI) and
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TABLE II
RESULTS FOR K-MEANS SEGMENTATION FOR 4 SAMPLES

S1 S2 S3 S4
Number of 11802 25629 17703 19494
desired
pixels for
ideal image

Number of 10319 22494 16235 15002
pixels for

segmented
image

Accuracy% 87.44% 87.77% 91.71% 76.96%

Fig. 3. A comparison between K-means and Ncuts results

segmented part using normalized cuts for images 1, 2, 3,
and 4, respectively. As presented in table I and table II, for
image 1, the manually segmented part (ROI) with number of
pixels = 11802, the segmented part using normalized cuts with
number of pixels = 11049 resulted in segmentation accuracy=
93.62% and the segmented part using K-means with number
of pixels = 10319 resulted in segmentation accuracy= 87.44%.
For image 2, the manually segmented part (ROI) with number
of pixels = 25629, the segmented part using normalized cuts
with number of pixels = 24380 resulted in accuracy= 94.04 %
and the segmented part using K-means with number of pixels =
22494 resulted in segmentation accuracy= 87.77%. For image
3, the manually segmented part (ROI) with number of pixels =
17703, the segmented part using normalized cuts with number
of pixels = 16459 resulted in accuracy= 92.97% and the
segmented part using K-means with number of pixels = 16235
resulted in segmentation accuracy= 91.71%. Finally, for image
4, the manually segmented part (ROI) with number of pixels
= 19494, the segmented part using normalized cuts (Ncuts)
with number of pixels = 23433, with accuracy= 83.19% and
the segmented part using K-means with number of pixels =
15002 resulted in segmentation accuracy= 76.96%.

Fig. 3 depicts a comparison between the k-means and
Ncuts results according to the accuracy of performance.
This concludes that the Ncuts has obtained higher average
accuracy (90.96%) compared to the k-means results, which
is (in average) 85.97%. Therefor, the Ncuts has proved its

efficiency and its competency according to the accuracy mea-
sure.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper presents an approach for liver segmentation from
CT images based on the normalized cuts segmentation algo-
rithm. All results were obtained using two measures that high-
light segmentation accuracy to asses strength of normalized
cuts algorithm for segmenting the affected part in the liver.The
two measures are time complexity and segmentation accuracy.
In general, normalized cuts algorithm reached high accuracy,
however with the cost of high time complexity. According to
our experiments the method can efficiently segment the liver
in many cases, however, it is still recommended to use more
features, additional to the color feature used in this paper, such
as shape and texture. Currently, our future work is dedicated to
use the multi-objective concept via adding more features to ap-
ply other segmentation approaches such as k-means clustering
algorithm for various medical images. Moreover, computer-
assisted reading of medical images is a relatively new concept,
which has been developed during the last 10 years and which is
growing into diagnostic radiology. Especially in liver fibrosis,
image processing techniques was applied to assist radiologists
in the interpretation of liver fibrosis. Accordingly, we are
planning to investigate an intelligent diagnosis system for
diagnosing features derived from the computer tomography
images of liver in Chronic Hepatitis C.
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Abstract—In this paper,  we describe a dataset relating to 

cellular and physical conditions of patients who are operated 

upon  to  remove  colorectal  tumours.  This  data  provides  a 

unique insight into immunological  status at the point of tu-

mour removal, tumour classification and post-operative sur-

vival. Attempts are made to cluster this dataset and important 

subsets of it in an effort to characterize the data and validate 

existing  standards  for  tumour  classification.  It  is  apparent 

from optimal clustering that existing tumour classification is 

largely  unrelated to  immunological  factors  within  a  patient 

and that there may be scope for re-evaluating treatment op-

tions  and survival  estimates  based on a combination  of  tu-

mour physiology and patient histochemistry.

I. INTRODUCTION

OLORECTAL cancer is the third most commonly di-

agnosed cancer in the world. Colorectal cancers start 

in the lining of the bowel and grow into the muscle layers 

underneath then through the bowel wall [3]. TNM staging 

involves the Classification of Malignant Tumours 

C

• Tumour (T).   Size of the tumor and whether it has in-

vaded nearby tissue 

• Nodes (N). The extent to which regional lymph nodes in-

volved 

• Metastasis (M). This is the spread of a disease from one 

organ or part to another non-adjacent organ.

4 TNM stages (I,II,III,IV)  are generated by combining 

these three indicator levels and are allied with increasing 

severity and decreasing survival rates.

Treatment options include minor/major surgery, chemo-

therapy,  radiotherapy but the correct  treatment  is  heavily 

dependent on the unique features of the tumour which are 

summarised  by  the  TNM  staging.  Choosing  the  correct 

treatment at this stage is crucial to both the patients survival 

and quality of life. A major goal of this research is to auto-

matically optimize the treatment plan based on the existing 

data.

The data for this research was gathered by scientists and 

clinicians at City Hospital, Nottingham. The dataset we use 

here is made up of the 84 attributes for 462 patients. The at-

tributes are generated by recording metrics at the time of 

tumour removal, these include:

• Physical data (age, sex etc) 

• Immunological data (levels of various T Cell subsets) 

• Biochemical data (levels of certain proteins)

• Retrospective data (post-operative survival statistics) 

• Clinical data (Tumour location, size etc). 

In the research into the relationship between immune re-

sponse and tumour staging there has been some support of 

the  hypothesis  that  the  adaptive  immune  response  influ-

ences the behavior of human tumors. In situ analysis of tu-

mor-infiltrating immune cells may therefore be a valuable 

prognostic  tool  in  the  treatment  of  colorectal  cancer  [7]. 

The immune and inflammation responses appear to have a 

role to play in the responses of patients to cancer [8] but the 

precise nature of this is still unclear. 

The goal of this research is to assess the clustering be-

havior  of  this  dataset  to  see  how  best  the  data  can  be 

grouped, how many clusters it should be grouped into and 

what  these  clusters  represent.  It  is  hoped  that  this  may 

eventually help clinicians to decide how best to treat pa-

tients based on their biological, chemical and physical at-

tributes at the time of tumorectomy. Clustering is the act of 

assigning a set of n- dimensional attribute sets to clusters so 

that the members of one cluster are more similar to each 

other than to those in other clusters. If we define how pa-

tients can be optimally clustered into groups and how many 

groups they should clustered into, we can then assess how 

well these clusters match to key metrics such as survival 

and physical tumour grading.

This paper solely discusses unsupervised methods to rep-

resent the dataset. By removing supervised guidance we are 

allowing for undirected analysis of the data to inform us of 

features  that  may otherwise be missed.  We have made a 

parallel effort to perform supervised modeling but this be-

yond the scope of this paper. Supervised efforts on cancer 

biomarker datasets have previously shown interesting rela-

tionships in the data and a phenomena called “Anti-learn-

ing” where testable feature detection using standard learn-
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ing  methods  appears  impossible  when  modeling  of  low 

sample  sizes  in  high  dimensional  feature  spaces  is  at-

tempted [1,2].

II.DATA ANALYSIS

The dataset supplied is a biological dataset and as such 

has a rich complement of preprocessing issues. 11.32% of 

the values  are  missing,  with some attributes  having over 

40% missing values  and some patients having over 30% 

missing values. Saying this, it is still an invaluable record 

of an extensive set of attributes from a relatively large num-

ber of patients.

Missing data poses a problem for most modelling tech-

niques. One approach would be to remove every patient or 

every attribute with any missing data. This would remove a 

large number of entries,  some of which only have a few 

missing values that are possibly insignificant. Another ap-

proach is to average the existing values for each attribute 

and to insert an average into the missing value space. The 

appropriate average may be the mean, median or mode de-

pending on the profile of the data.  

Much of the data takes the form of human analysis  of 

biopsy  samples  stained  for  various  markers.  Rather  than 

raw cell counts or measurements of protein levels we are 

presented with thresholded values.  For instance, CD16 is 

found on the surface of different types of cells such as natu-

ral  killer,  neutrophils,  monocytes  and  macrophages.  The 

data contains a simple 0 or 1 for this rather than a count of 

the number of cells.  This kind of manual inspection and 

simplification is true for most of the data and any modeling 

solution must work with this limitation. 

It is apparent that there are some existing strong correla-

tions in the data. By using a combination of correlation co-

efficients and expert knowledge the data was reduced down 

to a set of ~50 attributes.  This included removing several 

measurements that were hindsight dependent (ie. chemo or 

radio treatment) and correlated with TNM stage. (ie. Dukes 

stage). 

Single attribute relationships exist within the dataset but 

are  not  strong.  Analysis  of  single  attributes  can  yield  a 

greater than 65% prediction rate when attempting to predict 

which TNM stage a patient was classified as but only ~55% 

when the TNM stages were restricted to the more interest-

ing  (TNM stage 2 or 3). If we look at CD59a and CD46 

thresholded values we can see that they are loosely related 

to survival (figure 1) with elevated levels of each indicating 

a reduction in survival averaging ~13 and 6 months. (Fig. 

1a and b) 

III. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING AND OPTIMAL CLUSTER 

NUMBERS

We initially look at how TNM stages are represented in 

the whole dataset when it is optimally clustered using a k-

means approach [4]. This aims to divide multidimensional 

data into k clusters where each data point belongs to the 

cluster with the nearest mean. We quickly see that cluster-

ing based on biochemistry and physical attributes does not 

classify patients into the same classes as the TNM stages. 

Table 1 is a truth table for TNM stages 2 and 3 and a 2 

cluster k-means approach showing that each cluster has a 

very  similar  number  of  patients  that  were  TNM stage  2 

and 3.

Table 1. Relationship of patients of 2 TNM categories to a 2 cluster k-

means approach

TNM Catagory

Cluster 2 3

1 24.62% 23.10%

2 28.27% 24.01%

If we look at the survival rates for patients in each of the 

2 clusters we see there is very little difference at averages 

of  41.75  and  41.98  months  respectively,  as  opposed  to 

46.78 and 36.36 months for TNM stage 2 and 3 patients re-

spectively.  This  would  suggest  that  when  we  optimally 

cluster the biochemical data into 2 clusters, membership of 

the resulting clusters is a poor indicator of survival.

If we look at optimal 3 and 4 cluster solutions we get a 

much wider difference in survival periods for each cluster. 

Figure 1a. Relationship of  CD59 to survival with average survival rates.

Figure 1b. Relationship of  CD46 to survival with average survival rates
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Average survival periods for the three cluster solution were 

39.56, 40.89 and 44.29 months and for the 4 cluster solu-

tion were 36.87, 40.15, 41.43 and 46.68 months. The TNM 

stages in each cluster are evenly spread suggesting survival 

can be predicted as well based on the biochemical marker 

combinations as the TNM stages. Figure 2a and 2b shows 2 

of the 4 clusters, cluster 2 has the lowest survival rate at 

36.87 months and cluster 4 has the highest survival rates at 

46.68 months. If  we look at the most widely differing at-

tributes we can see that there are strong differences in the 

representation of these attributes in each cluster when com-

pared to the average. To put this into context, nearly 60% 

of patients in cluster 2 had an elevated level for FLIP while 

only 21% of patients  in  cluster  4  had elevated  levels  of 

FLIP.  FLIP  is  a  key  regulator  of  colorectal  cancer  cell 

death [10] so this wouldn’t be surprising as the presence of 

of it in patients may indicate their response to their cancer 

at the time of tumorectomy was more advanced.

Figure 2a. Mean values for key markers in cluster 2 (low survival rates) 

and cluster 4 (highest survival rates)

Figure  2b.  Mean  values  for  key  markers  in  cluster  2  (low survival  

rates) and cluster 4 (highest survival rates)

IV. CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF DATASETS

Using research by Soria et al [5] as a basis we attempted 

to discover the optimal number of classes patients with dif-

ferent  TNM stage  tumours  should be classified into.  We 

had been largely unsuccessful  in classifying  patients into 

their  TNM stages  based  on  their  attribute  measurements 

and one possible reason for this is that the patients actually 

belong to 3 or more classes and attempting to classify them 

in a binary way resulted in poor performance.

In particular we implement a shorter version of the algo-

rithmic framework, proposed by Soria et al [9], which com-

bines different  clustering algorithms and, with the use of 

Validation Indices,  tries to define the optimal number of 

classes that describe the dataset. After this a method called 

Consensus Clustering is used to define the classes. The pro-

posed framework consists of up to 7 steps, of which we will 

use the first 4, these are:

1. Preprocessing : This step includes the deletion of rows 

which contain missing values, data transformation and the 

calculation of descriptive statistics.

2. Clustering : In this step various clustering algorithms 

are applied to the dataset including Hierarchical Clustering, 

K-means, PAM and Fuzzy C-means.

3. Validation : In this step the utilisation of validation in-

dices helps us to find the optimal number of clusters when 

this number is not known before the analysis.

4. Visualization & Agreement : In this step we obtain a 

general  characterisation  of  the  cluster  analysis  we  per-

formed here through various plots 

We began by taking a small subset of the data that had 

very  few  missing  values  (~0.5%)  and  only  pertained  to 

TNM stage 2 and 3 patients, replacing any missing values 

with the modal value. The main aim here was to define how 

many clusters would be required to classify the data opti-

mally and if the resulting clusters resembled the TNM stag-

ing. A k-means clustering approach was then used on the 

dataset to optimally cluster the data into 2-15 clusters. Each 

of these clustering approaches was then tested to see how 

well the clusters fitted using 6 clustering indices to score 

them [6]. Results shown in figure 3 show that 3 or 4 clus-

ters appears to be optimal for all 6 Indexes

We then ranked the performance of the six cluster index-

ing approaches for 2 to 10 clusters and calculated a value to 

Figure 3. Cluster Optimality as defined by 6 cluster index calculations
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represent performance using the reciprocal of the average 

ranking performance, with and without the Friedman Index 

(this index appeared to be the least  reliable).  The results 

from this (figure 4) would suggest that patients with TNM 

stage  2  and  3  tumours  should  be  separated  into  3  or  4 

groups based on their immunology and chemistry statistics.

Figure 4. Ranking calculation for 2 – 10 clusters

If we look in more detail at the cluster membership we can 

get  an  idea  about  how  attributes  are  divided  up  into 

3clusters (table 2). Discussing the role of each abbreviated 

attribute presented here is beyond the scope of this paper 

but it includes levels for various immune cell subsets (eg. 

CD68), tumour suppression proteins (eg. P53) and degree 

of  mutation  in  sections  of  DNA  (MSI).  These  results 

continue  to  confirm  that  the  patients  are  optimally 

separated  into  greater  than  2  groups  based  on  their 

immunohistochemistry.

Next we look at the relationship between the inclusion of 

missing values with predicted number of clusters. We have 

reported in detail the findings from two processed datasets 

that  point  to  the  data  being  optimally  clustered  into  3 

datasets. In this section we analyse this finding further to 

see  how  the  optimal  number  of  clusters  changes  with 

dataset size and if there is any effect of adding data from 

patients with TNM stage 1 and 4 tumours

Figure 5. Optimal cluster number using different patient subsets.

If  we reduce  the  number  of  patients  based  on  removing 

those with the most missing data points first, and then look 

at the optimal number of clusters for each resulting dataset 

we see a graph that suggests 3 or 4 clusters solutions are 

optimal for datasets with just TNM stage 2 and 3 tumours 

(figure 5).. This would suggest that the TNM staging may 

not  a  powerful  reflection  of  physical  and  biochemical 

conditions of a patient at the time of operation.

Table 2. Levels of cell markers for each cluster as a percentage above 

(+) or below (-) average

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

CD68 -38.03 -9.09 44.59

vegfc -26.89 -9.28 34.23

micahilo -25.37 17.39 7.55

apcMHC2 -4.81 -21.16 24.57

p53 17.42 -24.09 6.32

ulbp3rec -15.04 -10.01 23.71

ulbp1rec -13.07 -11.81 23.55

CD16 -5.43 -18.01 22.19

bcl2 1.41 -17.46 15.20

DR4 -1.31 16.29 -14.19

msi -15.01 2.60 11.74

p27nuc -13.16 4.45 8.25

ulbp2rec -10.63 -3.08 12.96

mhc -11.59 2.25 8.83

FLIP -11.41 2.43 8.50

cd46 8.47 -4.11 -4.13

p27cyto -6.42 -1.39 7.39

stat1nuc2 0.62 -4.41 3.59

ki67 -1.61 -2.87 4.23

cd59a -4.05 0.99 2.89

mhcallele 0.92 2.17 -2.92

Figure 6a. Optimal number of clusters using consensus clustering for 

TNM 2,3
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We can also look at the effect of removing attributes from 

the  dataset  one  at  a  time  based  on  missing  values  and 

seeing how this affects the optimal number of clusters for 

both the 2 and 4 TNM scenarios (Figures 6a and 6b). These 

show that 3 clusters to be most optimal, especially in the 

range of 25-35 attributes. This may be the most important 

range given that higher than this many more attributes with 

a high percentage of missing values are included and lower 

than  25  starts  to  exclude  more  and  more  important 

attributes. Overall though it seems apparent that a dataset 

that is classified into 2 groups based on physical 

Figure 6b. TNM 1,2,3,4 tumour patients with an increasing number of 

attributes

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented results for a unique dataset based on 

the biochemical and factors associated with colorectal  tu-

mour patients. This dataset is limited in many ways, but ex-

tremely important nonetheless and understanding any rela-

tionships or features based on the dataset to hand is an ur-

gent priority. Currently, the most important guide to post-

operative treatment is the TNM grading of the removed tu-

mour. We argue here that TNM grading may not be aligned 

to the biochemical status of the patient. Given that the on-

going treatment  for  a  patient  immediately after  tumorec-

tomy  is  directly  acting  upon  a  patients  biochemistry  it 

could be argued that an understanding of this immunologi-

cal, biological and chemical status of the patient is at least 

as important as the physical characteristics of the tumour.

It is apparent that when clustering into 2 groups based on 

a selection of biochemical and physical characteristics is a 

poor representation of the patient state. There is no relation-

ship between the new clusters and survival or TNM stage. 

This could be argued another way that 2 TNM stages for 

these patients is a poor representation of their biochemical 

status. When the number of clusters is examined it seems 

apparent that 3 or 4 clusters is optimal for patients, regard-

less of if they are from 4 TNM stages or just the most am-

biguous TNM stage 2 and 3 group. Again, this would sug-

gest that TNM staging is a poor representation of patients 

biochemical state. 

The fact  that prediction of survival can be achieved at 

comparable  rates  to  TNM  staging  for  2  of  the  groups 

(36.67|36.87 and 46.68|46.78) suggests that survival is ac-

tually based on BOTH the physical metrics used for TNM 

staging AND the biochemical and immunological markers 

presented at the time of tumorectomy.
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Abstract— This paper describes the realization of a wireless 

oxygen saturation and heart rate system for patient monitoring 

in a limited area. The proposed system will allow the automatic 

remote monitoring in hospitals, at home, at work, in real time, 

of persons with chronic illness, of elderly people, and of those 

having high medical risk. The system can be used for long-time 

continuous patient monitoring, as medical assistance of a 

chronic condition, as part of a diagnostic procedure, or 

recovery from an acute event. The blood oxygen saturation level 

(SpO2) and heart rate (HR) are continuously measured using 

commercially available pulse oximeters and then transferred to 

a central monitoring station via a wireless sensor network 

(WSN). The central monitoring station runs a patient monitor 

application that receives the SpO2 and HR from WSN, 

processes these values and activates the alarms when the results 

exceed the preset limits. A user-friendly Graphical User 

Interface was developed for the patient monitor application to 

display the received measurements from all monitored patients. 

A prototype of the system has been developed, implemented and 

tested. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ULSE oximetry is a useful method of monitoring the 

heart rate and the level of oxygen in the blood in a 

noninvasive way. It represents a standard procedure for the 

measure the blood oxygen saturation of hemoglobin in 

hospitals (operating rooms, intensive care units, or sleep 

studies) [1].  

Oxygen saturation (SpO2) is defined as the ratio of 

oxyhemoglobin to the total concentration of hemoglobin. 

Along with heart rate, blood pressure, body temperature, and 

breathing rate, the SpO2 is an important vital parameter, used 

for detection of hypoxemia. Optimal hemoglobin in O2 is 

defined by the SpO2 values ranging between 94 – l00%, 

slight hypoxemia by saturation values of 88 – 93%, average 

hypoxemia by saturation values of 83 – 88%, and severe 

hypoxemia by values less than 83%. From medical point of 

view it is considered that the decrease of the patient’s SpO2 

below 93% must be followed immediately by compensatory 

measures.  

                                                           
This work was supported by the project PERFORM-ERA "Postdoctoral 

Performance for Integration in the European Research Area" (ID-57649), 

financed by the European Social Fund and the Romanian Government 

Heart rate (HR) is another physiological parameter 

commonly used by wireless patient monitoring systems. It 

allows an assessment of the condition of the patient, the 

cardiac arrhythmias can be recorded promptly and variations 

can be easily differentiated from normal/abnormal. This 

parameter was frequently used in studies and research 

projects, providing vital information on the cardiovascular 

function. HR is usually performed with devices that use the 

photoelectric plethysmography measurement method on 

peripheral arteries.  

The homecare monitoring of patients with chronic 

diseases or elderly also represents an alternative to medical 

supervision within hospitals [2]. 

In the last two decades, the steady advances of the 

integrated circuits technology, wireless networks, and 

medical sensors have opened the way to miniature, low 

power, and intelligent monitoring pulse oximeters, suitable 

for many portable medical applications. On the market has 

also been a significant increase in various types and numbers 

of pulse oximeters, ranging from simple HR monitors to 

wireless digital pulse oximeters. Although widely used, they 

are not suitable for long time monitoring due to their limited 

power supply [3]. 

Monitoring patient’s SpO2 and HR within hospital or his 

home requires the use of sensors attached by wires to the 

medical devices, which limits the patient's activity. As an 

alternative, wireless devices are suitable for remote patient 

monitoring, giving him the freedom of movement [4].  

The SpO2 and HR are continuously measured by the 

proposed wireless system using commercially available pulse 

oximeters. The results of measurements may be wirelessly 

transmitted to central monitoring station by using Bluetooth 

or WiFi nodes, but they are more expensive, consume more 

power, require installing an expensive infrastructure, and are 

useful for high bandwidth applications. Another Bluetooth 

limitation is that the standard allows only a limited number 

of nodes. These issues make WiFi and Bluetooth nodes 

unsuitable for widespread wireless monitoring of patient’s 
SpO2 and HR. As an alternative, wireless sensor networks, 

containing compact sensor nodes and having low power 

consumption, represent a cost-effective solution. The ZigBee 
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standard is similar to Bluetooth but is simpler, has a lower 

data rate, a less power consumption, an operational range of 

10–75m, and allows up to 254 nodes, making it suitable for 

limited area applications.  

This paper describes a system based on wireless sensor 

nodes for patient monitoring in a limited area. The sensor 

nodes contain commercially available devices that perform 

the measurements and transmit the results to a central 

monitoring station. Depending the distance of patient from 

the central monitoring station, the measurement can pass 

through multiple Range Extenders. The central monitoring 

station runs a patient monitor application that displays the 

results and activates the alarms when these exceed the preset 

limits. 

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

A. Overview of the proposed system 

A conceptual view of the proposed system consists of the 

following components: a wireless sensor network (WSN) 

used to measure SpO2 and HR from the patient, each sensor 

node has a pulse oximeter attached on the patient; several 

Range Extenders, distributed in WSN at fixed location, their 

number and density depending by the coverage 

requirements; a Central monitoring station running a patient 

monitor application that receives SpO2 and HR from WSN, 

displays them as temporal waveforms, processes these values 

and activates the alarms when the results exceed the preset 

limits.  

The overall architecture of the proposed wireless system is 

represented in Fig.1. 

 

 
Fig 1. Wireless system for remote monitoring 

 

Each sensor node contains a commercially available 

Micro Power Oximeter Board from Smiths Medical [5], used 

to acquire patient’s SpO2 and HR, and connected to an 

eZ430RF2500 module from Texas Instruments [6], as it is 

represented in the Fig.2. 

 

 
Fig 2. Micro Power Oximeter Board connected to eZ430RF2500 

B. Oxygen Saturation and Heart Rate Acquisition 

The pulse oximeter is used to collect the SpO2 and HR 

from the patient and has the following specifications [5]: 

measurement range of 0–99% SpO2 with ±2% accuracy for 

70 – 99% SpO2, and pulse rate measurement range of 30 –
254bpm with ±2bpm or ±2% accuracy.  

We decided to use the finger clip sensor, but we can also 

use ear lobe or the nose probes when patient has cold or 

excessive hand tremor.  

The pulse oximeter determines the SpO2 and HR by 

passing two wavelengths of light, one in the visible red 

spectrum and the other in the infrared spectrum, through 

body tissue to a photodector. The SpO2 is obtained by 

measuring the absorbance of light by blood for each 

wavelength, and then computing the ratio between these two 

intensities. The pulse oximeter’s microcontroller processes 

the received light intensities, separates the time invariant 

parameters (tissue thickness, light intensity, or venous blood) 

from time variant parameters (arterial volume and SpO2) to 

identify the signal produced by arterial pulsations, and 

computes the SpO2 and HR. The pulse oximeter is connected 

to the MSP430F2274 from the eZ430RF2500 module 

through an asynchronous serial interface as it is represented 

in the Fig.2. The serial interface uses microcontroller’s serial 
I/O pins at 3.3V. Data transmission between pulse oximeter 

and MSP430F2274 is performed at 4800bps with 60 

packages per second. Each sampled data has 4 byte packets 

length and includes SpO2 level, HR, Plethysmographic 

(PPG) signal, and Status bits [7]. 

C. Wireless network 

The eZ430RF2500 module is a small wireless radio 

development kit from Texas Instruments based on the 

MSP430F2274 microcontroller [8] and CC2500 wireless 

transceiver [9]. The eZ430RF2500 module has a limited 

communication range (approx. 10m) and necessitates range 

extenders to send the   measured data to central monitoring 

station. 

The topology of the WSN we have used is a static routing 

infrastructure with one access point, a number of range 

extenders depending by the coverage area required by each 

application, and a number of mobile nodes. The access point 

and range extenders must be connected to a permanent 

power supply, but the nodes may operate on batteries. The 

network configuration is represented in the Fig 3.  

The low power consumption of sensor nodes is an 

important characteristic of the WSNs and contributes not 

only to prolonged lifetime of the sensor nodes, but also to the 

system miniaturization. For a sensor node the overall power 

requirements are represented by the sum of power 

requirements of each component. The average current 

consumption of the pulse oximeter is 6.6mA. Therefore we 

also chose a low-cost 2.4GHz transceiver (CC2500) 

designed for very low-power wireless applications, circuit is 

intended for the 2400 – 2483.5 MHz ISM (Industrial, 

Scientific and Medical) and SRD (Short Range Device) 

frequency band. The transceiver consumes less than 21.2mA 
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in transmission mode at 0dBm output power and 17.0mA in 

receiving mode [9]. 

 
Fig 3. Wireless network configuration  

 

As a network protocol, we decided to use the 

SimpliciTi[11] from Texas Instruments to transfer data from 

sensor node to central monitoring station. SimpliciTI has as 

the main features low memory needs, advanced network 

control, and sleeping modes support. It is intended to support 

the development of wireless networks containing battery 

operated nodes and require low data rates. 

The eZ430RF2500 module connected to Micro Power 

Oximeter Board was configured as End Device (ED), the 

eZ430RF2500 connected to central monitoring station as 

Access Point (AP), and several others are configured as 

Range Extenders (RE). Data transmission rate between the 

ED and AP through RE was set at one transmission per 

second. 

D. Microcontroller firmware 

The flowchart of the firmware running on MSP430F2274 

microcontroller from the ED is represented in the Fig. 4. 
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Fig 4. Flowchart of firmware running on the MSP430F2274. 

 

In this instance, the eZ430RF2500 module initialize onto 

the network, then, after a START command, wakes up to 

read the SpO2, HR and PPG from pulse oximeter. Also, the 

MSP430F2274 read the battery voltage and communicate the 

data to central monitoring station through RE and AP. In 

order to minimize the energy waste, since an important 

power consumer element is the radio transceiver, the 

CC2500 entered into low power mode after each 

transmission cycle. 

E. Central monitoring station 

A user-friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) was 

developed for the patient monitor application, to display the 

received measurements and alarms from all monitored 

patients. The GUI running on the central monitoring station 

was developed by using LabWindows/CVI version 2009, 

and is represented in the Fig. 5. On the GUI, temporal 

waveform of SpO2, HR, and Plethysmographic signal for 

selected patient are displayed, and the status of wireless 

pulse oximeter (the battery voltage and distance from the 

nearby RE or AP). The distance is represented in percent 

computed based on received signal strength indication 

measured on the power present in the received radio signal 

(RSSI). 

 

 
Fig 5. Central monitoring station GUI 

 

The monitored patient has a name previously entered and 

information from his medical record (limits above the alarms 

become active) is used by the alert detection algorithm. The 

physiological conditions that may cause alerts are: low SpO2 

if SpO2 < 93%, bradycardia if HR < 40bpm, tachycardia if 

HR>150bpm, HR arrhythmia if ΔHR/HR over last 5 min. > 

20%, HR variability if max HR variability > 10% /the last 4 

readings, low battery voltage if VBAT < 1.9V, low value for 

RSSI if measured RSSI < 30%. 

The types of arrhythmic heart rhythm are derived by 

performing the automated analysis on PPG signal. The PPG 

signal is used by the software running on the central 

monitoring station to compute the Pulse to Pulse Interval 

(PPI), as estimation to R to R Interval provided by the ECG 

signal. 

III. RESULTS 

The prototype of the system described above has been 

implemented and tested. The prototype of the sensor node is 

represented in Fig. 6. 
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Fig 6. Prototype of the sensor node 

 

The accuracy of measurements for SpO2 and HR test was 

performed by using the METRON SpO2 Simulator. The 

simulator is used for testing pulse oximeters accuracy with 

high precision and has following technical specifications: 

SpO2 range 35 to 100% with ±0.5% accuracy and HR 

simulation frequency of 30 to 300bpm with resolution of 

simulated frequency of 5bpm. 

 

 
Fig 7. Pulse oximeter test hardware 

 

The experimental results for input values of SpO2 in the 

range of 40 to100%, with 1% increment are represented in 

the Fig 8. HR was kept constant at 60bpm. 

 

 
Fig 8. Measured results for different simulated SpO2 

 

Fig. 9 summarizes the measured values from simulated 

HR in the range of 30 to 300bpm. From Fig. 9 we can notice 

that highest HR measured by the system is above 230bpm. 

SpO2 was kept constant at 96%. 

The SpO2 and HR were then forwarded through the WSN 

(configured as a sensor network with 1 AP and 3 RE) to the 

central monitoring station. The GUI running on the central 

monitoring station displays the data correctly. Finally, by 

using the same simulator, we tested the alert detection 

algorithm. 
 

 
Fig 9. Measured results for different simulated HR 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

A prototype of wireless oxygen saturation and heart rate 

system has been developed, implemented and tested. 

The proposed system allows monitoring SpO2 and HR 

from a remote location without requiring the physician to 

take the measurements.  

Remote monitoring of patients with wireless devices, 

preventive or after major medical events became a usual 

procedure in medical practice.  

The measurements of SpO2 and HR may be disturbed in 

certain conditions: motion artifacts, the presence of colored 

blood, skin pigmentation, venous congestion, inability to 

detect SpO2 values below 70% with high degree of accuracy, 

no peripheral pulse, or sources of electromagnetic radiation 

in the nearby. 

The proposed system allows persons with chronic diseases 

or elderly people to be monitored within their home, as an 

alternative to medical supervision in hospitals. 

The described implementation represents the second 

version of the system. Further improvements will focus on 

integrating additional facilities regarding: a location 

algorithm in order to track the patient movements, data 

encryption routines for wireless communication, and 

interface support with other portable medical instruments.  
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Abstract—Ant  Colony  Optimization  (ACO)  is  used  to  solve  
problems with multiple objectives. Various extensions have been  
implemented  to  the  traditional  approach to  improve  algorithm 
performance or quality of solutions. In this paper we propose a  
novel ACO-based method that involves heterogeneity and hierar-
chy in the area of automated meal plans. The hierarchy consists  
of 2 levels: at the first there are ants working in a fairly tradi-
tional way (a worker); at the second there is an ant manager.  
Each worker has its own plan and searches the unique environ-
ment. The second level ant monitors a group of workers. Experi-
mental results show that this approach is capable to tackle the  
task in a reasonable time and quality.

I. INTRODUCTION

NFORMATION and  communication technologies  (ICT) 
play vital role in our everyday life. One of the application 

areas is medicine and healthcare. ICT are used here for vari-
ous purposes: diagnostics, treatment, monitoring, data man-
agement, communication, administrative tasks [1], reliability 
analysis [2], patient assistance, etc. 

I

In real life there are many problems with few objectives 
that conflict with each other, for instance, to minimize costs, 
maximize  performance;  maximize  reliability  at  the  same 
time, etc. Such problems exist in medicine as well. Various 
methods were  developed in order  to solve multi-objective 
problems. On one side there are exact methods that compute 
optimal  solution,  on  the  other  side  there  are  empirical 
methods. In reality we are often interested in finding “good” 
solutions in reasonable time; therefore we decided to utilize 
the second group of algorithms also called heuristics. There 
are  Genetic  algorithms,  Particle  Swarm Optimization,  Ant 
Colony  Optimization,  Tabu  Search,  Simulated  Annealing 
belonging to this group. 

The world faces new crisis due to the rising number of its 
population and a number of patients with chronic diseases 
that  hurt  not  only  individuals  but  also  damage  national 
economies in form of higher healthcare related costs. India, 
Russian  federation  and  China  were  predicted  to  lose 
between $200 and $550 billion in national income due to 
heart disease, stroke and diabetes [3]. Statistics by WHO [4] 
stated that in 2008 1.5 billion people were overweight,  of 
these 500 million obese. Overweight and obesity are caused 
by eating more energy-dense food and by a lack of physical 
activity.  Therefore change in eating habits is required and 

can prevent this condition. For this purpose we proposed a 
multi-objective  model  for  generating  personalized  meal 
plans. The complete description of the model can be found 
in [5]. 

We chose to apply Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) for 
this model as it has been successfully implemented for many 
combinatorial  problems,  e.g.  travelling  salesman  problem, 
the  quadratic  assignment  problem,  the  sequential  ordering 
problem, production scheduling, timetabling, project sched-
uling,  vehicle  routing,  telecommunication  routing,  invest-
ment planning, staff scheduling, etc [6]. ACO is capable of 
solving multi-objective problems, therefore presents a suit-
able approach for us.

ACO is a metaheuristics inspired by nature. As the name 
implies the main principle is based on behavior of the ant 
colony, a group of ants that cooperates together in order to 
survive.  In  their  everyday  life,  they  are  often  confronted 
with  the  objective  to  find  food  and  carry  it  back  to  the 
colony by the shortest route. The fact that they are able to 
communicate  is  even  more  interesting  when  we  consider 
that these animals are almost blind. The medium used for 
communication is the substance called pheromone. They can 
sense it and lay it down to mark their trail. Thus they can de-
cide based on the sensed pheromone amount and follow the 
paths that contain more of this substance, laid down previ-
ously by  other  ants.   More  pheromone  on  a  trail  attracts 
more ants. This process is characterized as a positive feed-
back loop. Example result of this process is in Fig. 1. The 
bolder  line  represents  richer  pheromone  trail  which  was 
heavily used by ants leaving great pheromone amount. This 
trail is the shortest one from Colony to Food in this scenario. 

The  main  characteristics  of  this  approach  are  positive 
feedback, distributed computation, and the use of a construc-
tive greedy heuristic.  Positive feedback accounts for rapid 
discovery of good solutions, distributed computation avoids 
premature convergence, and the greedy heuristic helps find 
acceptable solutions in the early stages of the search process. 

We identified several reviews concerned with the multi-
objective ant colony optimization (MOACO). López-Ibáñez 
et al. in [7] examined several MOACO methods by studying 
algorithmic choices and performance based on experimental 
results.

They  conclude  that  many of  existing  approaches  share 
more similarities than differences, i.e. some can be reformu-
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lated  to  gain  a  common  model  with  some modifications. 
García-Martínez  et al. [6] proposed taxonomy as well; this 
classifies methods according to two criteria: the use of only 
one or several pheromone trails and the use of only one or 
several heuristic functions, i.e. four algorithm families exist. 
They also conducted experiments and concluded that the op-
eration mode of ACO algorithm itself has greater influence 
on the quality of gained solutions than the membership in 
the  specific  algorithm family.  Angus  et  al. introduced  an 
original taxonomy for MOACO [8] based on the analysis of 
features  common  to  the  reviewed  ACO  algorithms:  the 
choice  of  pheromone  model,  the  solution  construction 
process, solution evaluation in terms of individual objectives 
or  all  objectives,  pheromone  matrix  (matrices)  update 
method, and Pareto solution archival structure.

In this paper a novel MOACO model is described. We in-
troduce  hierarchy  of  cooperative  heterogeneous  agents 
(ants) that operate in heterogeneous search spaces in order to 
produce a single solution as opposed to other models where 
a single ant is able to find a complete solution on its own. 
We apply this approach to the problem of automated meal 
planning. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the 
analysis  results  of  heterogeneity in  ACO algorithms,  Sec-
tion 3 describes the novel MOACO-based method, Section 4 
contains experimental part of the work; Section 5 offers dis-
cussion and Section 6 conclusion.

II.HETEROGENEITY AND HIERARCHY IN ANT COLONY 
OPTIMIZATION MODELS

Ant or agents that have different properties can improve 
the search process and sometimes are necessary in order to 
find  a  solution.  The idea  of  heterogeneity in  ACO is  not 
new. Heterogeneous ants were introduced in [9]. ACO algo-
rithm is used here for the purpose of the global path plan-
ning of the mobile robot. In  this approach there exist ants 
with different qualities (sight, speed, function). The use of 
heterogeneous ants proved to be superior to the classic ACO 
approach. 

Another type of heterogeneous ant approach to ACO can 
be found in [10]. Authors use heterogeneous ant colonies to 
balance diversity and convergence. They create communica-
tion  rule  and  different  pheromone  rules  for  the  colonies. 
However, inside of a colony, ants behave traditionally in or-
der to find the optimal solution.

Hara et al. [11] proposed the use of heterogeneous ants to 
improve search performance in TSP. Totally there are two 
types of ants: classic and exploratory. The new type exists to 
overcome some problems of classic ants. They explore, cre-
ate some short routes, they choose to visit only those cities 
that are “near” and in some predefined conditions they may 
give up creating the round tour. 

Heterogeneous  ACO has  been  implemented  in  robotics 
[12]. Ducatelle et al. showed similarity between ants and the 
robots in their swarm robotic system. There exist foot-bots 
and eye-bots that mutually adapt for the purpose of foraging 
task and together are able to find the shortest route. Foot-
bots obey instructions issued by eye-bots and eye-bots ob-
serve foot-bots to adapt the given instructions.

Different ant sensitivity to the pheromone was proposed 
by Chira  et al. [13]. There are ants with higher sensitivity 
that follow strong pheromone trails. On the other hand, ants 
with lower sensitivity behave more randomly.  This  model 
enables to sustain balance between exploration and exploita-
tion. 

Well-known Travelling Salesman problem (TSP), which 
often serves as a benchmark problem, is partitioned into sev-
eral smaller TSPs in [14]. Thus a task hierarchy is created, 
where clusters from TSP form the subtasks. Each ant moves 
through the cluster and then selects the next cluster to move 
to. Connection cities between clusters are determined by lo-
cal greedy search. 

Model that joins heterogeneity and hierarchy was intro-
duced by Brown  et al.  [15]. They use three types of ants: 
queens, workers and zombies to solve clustering problem. A 
worker behaves as a traditional ant; it is restricted to a clus-
ter region and has a limited lifespan. It gives items that do 
not fall into that particular cluster to a queen. A queen main-
tains  the  cluster  and  communicates  with  other  queens.  A 
zombie is a worker that exceeded its lifespan and its task is 
to deliver items still in its possession. 

The existing approaches use heterogeneity or hierarchy to 
improve  performance or  solution  quality.  In  contrast  with 
these,  we propose a new method that exploits a heteroge-
neous ant group organized in a hierarchy to produce a single 
solution, i.e. each ant works on a solution component, how-

Fig. 1 Illustration of an ant searching for the shortest road. Numbers at 
the top denote the sequence of phases in the process. The third picture 

shows the final phase where the shortest road is found.

Colony Food 

1. 

Colony Food 

2. 

Colony Food 

3. 
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ever, is unable to find a complete solution. This is assembled 
by combining all of these partial solutions.

III. HIERARCHICAL HETEROGENEOUS ANT COLONY 
OPTIMIZATION (HHACO)

In this paper we focus on a heuristic approach that tries to 
produce “good” solutions in  reasonable  time.  We explore 
the  possibility to  use  ACO for  the problem of  automated 
meal planning. However, this requires some adaption to the 
original concept where all ants are identical and the random-
ness is the force which helps to produce diverse solutions. In 
meal  plan  the solution  can  be  divided  into various  levels 
with different conditions to be fulfilled. This requires greater 
cooperation from the ants than before because one ant can 
no longer create the required single solution. For this pur-
pose a group of heterogeneous ants, where each ant has its 
own plan, is needed. The plan in this context consists of a 
set of constraints for recommended nutrition intake or con-
straints concerning some other diet recommendations. To il-
lustrate  it  on  the  specific  problem,  see  Fig.  2.  We use  a 
group of ants instead of a single ant for the whole task as 
each meal is a separate object with its own constraints and 
being searched for  in its  own search space.  It  seems only 
logical to assign a task of meal creation to one ant.

Each  solution component  is  searched  for  by a different 
agent. At the bottom level there are ants working in a similar 
way as originally introduced in .  However,  the process of 
their work was modified due to the specificity of our prob-
lem and will be discussed later. Their progress is monitored 
by an agent we call ant manager from the upper level. The 
top level node represents the desired complete solution and 
an agent called top ant manager is in control. We call this 
model Hierarchical Heterogeneous Ant Colony Optimization 
(HHACO).

A. Ant Colony Optimization for meal plan creation

The  proposed  model  in  [5] was  designed  as  a  multi-
objective  model.  The  objective  function  contained  three 

criteria:  personalization,  diversity  and  suitability.  We 
updated  the  model  so  now  there  are  these  two  criteria: 
personalization,  diversity  and  dietician  recommendations. 
Suitability is  included  in the admissibility constraint  now. 
Let I be the set of food items and J be the set of meals in a 
day.  We  show  only  the  definition  of  personalization 
criterion in the view of our experiments (1):

P=∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

p
i
∗Y

ij (1)

The constant pi expresses the patient’s attitude towards the 
food component. 

If  pi > 0,  i ∈  I,  attitude towards  ith food component is 
positive

If  pi = 0,  i ∈  I,  attitude towards  ith food component is 
neutral

If  pi < 0,  i ∈  I,  attitude towards  ith food component is 
negative

Bivalent variable Yij is defined:
If Yij = 1, i ∈  I, j ∈  J, then then ith food item is used for 

a meal j
 If Yij = 0, i ∈  I, j ∈  J, then then ith food item is not used 

for a meal j
We want to maximize this criterion (1). 
ACO requires graph-based structure where ants construct 

the solution. In vehicle problems or TSP it is a graph repre-
senting  the  transport  network,  i.e.  neighboring  nodes  are 
connected, in assignment problem it is a graph constructed 
from admissible combination of  objects.  What  similar can 
we use in a meal plan problem? The model contains admis-
sibility constraint (2). Combination of food items assigned to 
a  particular  meal  must  be  admissible.  Firstly,  let  us 
define aik:

if  aik  = 1,  i, k ∈  I, then ith food item can be combined 
with kth food item

   aik = 0, i, k∈  I, then ith food item can be combined with 
kth food item

Fig. 2 HHACO for meal plan optimization problem
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We can put food items together only if there is no pair 
among them that cannot be put together. 

∑
i∈I

∑
k∈I

aik∗Y ij∗Y kj≥(∑i∈I

Y ij)
2
,∀ j∈J (2)

This constraint is to ensure that the combined food items 
do not cause any health problems to a patient and also form 
intelligently a meal that would be designed by a human. Al-
though the constraint considers food items, we can apply it 
to food groups (meat, fruits, vegetables…), e.g. admissibility 
of milk and pastry will be the same for any two food items 
that belong to any of these groups. We can create a graph 
based on these combinations. The edges between nodes are 
symmetrical, i.e. if milk can be combined with pastry; it ap-
plies the other way around. In conclusion, in this graph we 
have nodes representing food groups and edges connecting 
these nodes based on admissibility of these groups. 

During the day we determined 3 different types of meals 
that are typical for Slovakia. We consider 3 main courses: 
breakfast, lunch, dinner. Then we have box meals, one be-
tween breakfast  (box meal 1)  and lunch and one between 
lunch and dinner (box meal 2). Finally there is a light second 
dinner. Table I displays the classification.

TABLE I 

ASSIGNMENT OF MEALS TO MEAL TYPES

Meal type Meal

Light (snack, fruits, nuts...) box meal 1, second dinner

Medium (pastry, hams, 
vegetables...)

breakfast, box meal 2

Heavy (cooked meals, soups...) lunch, dinner*

*Dinner can be also of Medium type

For each meal type we have different set of suitable food 
groups as the examples by meal types imply therefore we 
create a particular graph for each meal type. We can call it a 
food group graph. In this approach there exist heterogeneous 
ants with their specific plans in food group graphs assigned 
to them based on the meal type of the meal they try to create.

To successfully construct a meal plan we need to deter-
mine  food  items  and  amounts for  each  meal  of  a  day. 
Therefore we assign a list of food items to each node of a 
food group graph so when an ant visits a node it may choose 
a food item from it. We divide the admissible amount range 
for every food item into several intervals. Thus we make ad-
missible  amount  range  discrete  and  generate  food  item 
amount  from  these  intervals.  We  define  3  types  of  the 
pheromone trails: for every combination of food groups, for 
each food item and for each food amount. At the beginning 
they are  all  set  to  the constant  value  – “0”.  As ants  visit 
nodes (food groups) and they choose food items from food 
groups for meal plans and determine the amounts, these val-
ues increase. To place ants randomly in the particular graph, 
we determine a set of “starters” food groups for every meal 
type. For instance, at breakfast this set consists of breakfast 
cereals and pastry. Food items from this food groups cannot 
be removed from a meal list, once added. By visiting other 
nodes some food items are added to the chosen starter food 
item.

To keep the track of visited nodes and chosen food items 
we use pheromone updating rule. In ACO pheromone is de-
noted usually as τ . 

Update rule for edge pheromone τ ij

e

 
(3):

(3)

The first applies for the edge from node i to j used by an 

ant at time t and the second applies otherwise. Δed denotes 

the pheromone value change. It is set to a constant.

We define update rule for food items pheromones τ
j

f in 

a similar way (4):

(4)

The first applies for the food item chose by an ant at time 

t and the second applies otherwise. Δ ft denotes the phero-

mone value change. It is set to a constant.
Then we define pheromone updating rule also for inter-

vals (5):

(5)

The first applies for the food item interval chosen by an 

ant  at  time  t,  the  second  otherwise. Δint denotes  the 

pheromone value change. It is set to a constant.
The probability that the k-th ant goes from node i to j in 

time t, state transition rule, is defined by this formula (6).

p
ij
k ( t )=

[ τ
ij
( t ) ]α

∑
k∈allowed

k

[ τ ik ( t ) ]α
[ηij ]

β

 if j ∈ allowedk

(6) 

p
ij

k ( t ) = 0 otherwise

where  τ ij ( t ) is the pheromone amount laid on a trail be-

tween nodes i and j;. ηij is a heuristic information constant 

throughout the process that can speed up the search process. 

For this problem we define ηij as follows (7):

η
ij
=1+

p( j)+h( j )+s( j )
3

(7)

where  p(j) is a constant expressing patient’s preference to-
ward the food item j, positive value of h(j) expresses that the 
food item  j  was absent in meal plan for longer time. Con-
stant  s(j) expresses recommendations of foods for the spe-
cific individual made by his dietician. These three constants 
can be in range <-1, 1>, so using this formula we ensure that 

ηij is in the range <0, 1>. Allowedk is a set of nodes where 
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an  ant  is  allowed  to  go  based  on  the  admissibility  con-
straint (2).

After choosing the next node to visit,  an ant can add a 
food  item  from  that  group  based  on  the  food  item 
pheromone value. Finally, it will choose a food item interval 
based  on  the  food  item  interval  pheromone  value  from 
which the exact amount is generated using the uniform prob-
ability. Then pheromone update rules are applied. 

The whole algorithm is defined next in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Hierarchical Heterogeneous Ant Colony Optimization

1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

7:

8:

9:

10

11:

12:

13:

14:

15:

16:

17:

18:

19:

20:

21:

22:

23:

24:

25:

26:

27:

28:

29:

30:

31:

32:

{Initialize}

Create graphs for each type of meals;

Model parameters initialization;

{Run}

For I = 1 to Ant_Manager_Count do

    Create an ant manager with its plan and group of managed 
ants;

End for;

Foreach ant in each ant manager’s group

    Place an ant in a starting position in the graph for its meal;

End foreach;

Foreach ant manager in ant manager list do 

Loop

Foreach ant in ant manager’s group

If the ant has not fulfilled its plan or (not End_Condition) then

  Ant moves to another node based on the transition rule;

  Ant remembers the transition;

  If Ant has not visited a node and the transition is admissible 
then

Ant adds food item from transition;

    Ant checks its meal plan;

    If plan not held then

    Ant applies removal;

    End if

  Else

Ant applies modification;

  End if 

  Ant updates its position in the graph;

  Ant updates pheromone values;

End if;

End foreach;

Until all ant managers have feasible partial solutions or 
End_Condition; 

End foreach;

The other difference from the classic adaptation of ACO 
for  TSP is that  ants creating meal plans can return to the 
nodes once visited. In such a situation an ant uses Mutation 
for the already chosen food item and does not add new ones. 
To prevent cycling it keeps number of backward moves and 
stops the moving if that number equals the predefined con-
stant. Also the moving is stopped if admission constraints 
prohibit it to visit any of neighbor nodes.

In the algorithm above there are two unexplained modifi-
cations of the existing solution. The first is called Modifica-
tion and the second is Removal. Their purpose is to allow 
amount modification.

Modification (line 24 in Algorithm 1) is applied to modify 
the amount of a food item. It can be of two types:

• Decreasing – the amount is decreased

• Changing – the amount can increase or decrease

Modification algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.  τ
ij

old

denotes the pheromone value for the interval before Modifi-

cation, τ
ij
new  denotes the pheromone value for the interval 

after Modification, Δ1 and Δ2 are constant values.

Operation  Removal (line  21 in  Algorithm 1) is  applied 
when the existing solution’s constraints are exceeded, for in-
stance energy intake is higher than recommended. Because 
the  ACO  algorithm  is  constructive,  i.e.  the  more  visited 
nodes, the more food items added to the solution, we have to 
check for the constraints. There has to be mechanism for re-
moving elements (food items) from the solution. Algorithm 
Removal is shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Removal of food item from the solution

1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

7:

8:

9:

10:

Do

    Ant applies decreasing mutation to the food item added 
lastly;

    If constraints are held then

       Return;

    End if;

    If food item’s quantity is at minimum value then

        Remove food item from solution;

        Update pheromone values;

    End if;

While constraints are broken;

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We used a food database developed by United States De-
partment  of  Agriculture  [17].  This  database  contains  over 
6,500 food items and presents a suitable data repository for 
our purpose. As a test case we refer to a bulletin issued by 
Ministry of Health in Slovakia [18]. The experiments were 
executed on the Intel Core 2 CPU, 2.1 GHz and 3 GB RAM. 
We consulted  some model  parameters  with a professional 
from National institution of Endocrinology and Diabetes in 
Ľubochňa, Slovakia.

Algorithm 2 Modification of food item in the solution

1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

7:

8:

9:

An ant changes the food item amount;

If the new amount is in different interval than the old amount 
then

             
;)()1( 1∆+=+ tt new

ij

new

ij ττ

              If pheromone update value > Δ2 then

                           2)()1( ∆−=+ tt old

ij

old

ij ττ

              Else

                        τ
ij
old ( t +1)=0 ;   

             End if;

End if;
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A. Test case 1

We choose  nutrition  requirements  data  from [18]  for  a 
grown-up man in the age of 35–59 years independent of the 
physical activity. He prefers cheese, chicken, beans and dis-
likes  fish  and  sweets.  Table  II  shows  these  requirements 
along with the obtained experimental results – mean values 
with standard deviation. 

TABLE II 

COMPARISON OF DAILY RECOMMENDED NUTRITION REQUIREMENTS 

AND OBTAINED RESULTS IN TEST CASE 1

Test case 1

Recommended daily 
nutrition intake

Obtained 
nutrition values

Energy [kJ] 11000 – 14500 11636.08± 
502.56

Proteins [g] 64 - 72 67.37± 3.06

Carbohydrates [g] 424 - 581 453.98± 29.73

Fats [g] 75 - 95 82.08 ± 6.16

Personalization 
criterion

0.55 ± 0.588

Time[s] 9.7 ± 1.5

We see that using our approach we were able to generate 
meal plans that hold nutrition constraints and provide certain 
measure of  personalization very quickly.  As we created  a 
plan for one day, we did not consider a diversity criterion 
that expresses menus from the historic viewpoint nor dietary 
recommendations. For that reason its value is always equal 
to “0”.

B. Test case 2

Test case 2 represents a scenario for teenage girls, aged 
15 – 18. It is questionable whether we should provide meal 
plans for this user group; however, its stricter nutrition re-
quirements provide a greater challenge compared to the Test 
case 1. She prefers cheese, chicken, beans and dislikes fish 
and sweets. Table III shows these requirements and the ob-
tained results  – mean values  with standard  deviation.  The 
computation time has significantly increased and mean value 
of personalization criterion is not that high compared to the 
results from Test case 1, however it has still positive value. 
In some marginal cases nutrition constraints are not held.

TABLE III 

COMPARISON OF RECOMMENDED NUTRITION REQUIREMENTS AND 

OBTAINED RESULTS IN TEST CASE 2

Test case 2

Recommended 
daily nutrition 
intake

Obtained 
nutrition values

Energy [kJ] 9600 - 11500 10050.93± 382.01

Proteins [g] 50- 55 53.17 ± 2.97

Carbohydrates [g] 378 - 453 398.47± 21.80

Fats [g] 65 - 80 70.01 ± 5.66

Personalization 
criterion

0.28 ± 0.623

Time[s] 73.1 ± 633.7

V. DISCUSSION

Firstly, let us note that in this paper we wanted to show 
that using our model we were able to create automatically 
meal plans tailored to the specific individuals. Experimental 
results look promising; however, there is still a great space 
for improvement in terms of the computation time or the so-
lution quality. We realize many possibilities in experimental 
work,  e.g.  different  pheromone updating rules  in different 
situations or environments (food group graphs), a method to 
improve solution once the ants are finished, etc. It could be 
interesting to explore how the managing ant can direct the 
whole group towards good solutions, i.e. organizational in-
fluence on ants. 

A difficulty  that  we encountered  after  experiments  was 
how to compare our results to the existing approaches so we 
can state whether we improved the current situation or not. 
Meal plan evaluation is challenging. We reviewed methods 
assembled in [19] for  this information and found out that 
some state only qualitative information (“Results of the sim-
ulation were satisfactory” in [20], “the feedback received on 
diet plan and diet menu generated by the system is accept-
able” in [21]), other provide quantitative information but in 
the  form of  model  parameters  or  sample menus  [22.  23]. 
Aberg in [24] offered questionnaire to a test group and eval-
uates the quality of provided menus, which is one possible 
way we can go. Another possibility is to consult meal plans 
with a dietitian for  professional evaluation.  However,  it  is 
still up to a patient if (s)he accepts them.

In the future we would like to do the research about meal 
plans for several days. In that case we are going to propose 
the rule for updating coefficients related to the diversity cri-
terion. This will also require us to extend the current ant hi-
erarchy to capture  broader  time span,  i.e.  weeks,  months, 
etc.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced a novel method based on a 
known metaheuristics, Ant Colony Optimization. Our con-
tribution to this field is the extension of the traditional model 
by hierarchy and heterogeneity in a specific way. There exist 
heterogeneous ants in a hierarchy working in heterogeneous 
search spaces. Such model organization offers new research 
possibilities, mainly how such heterogeneous group can be 
managed in the efficient way. The model was applied in the 
area of nutrition and meal plans. We showed on experiments 
results that using our method we were able to automate such 
plans.
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Abstract—In the paper, we present a new computer tool
supporting a non-invasive diagnosis of selected larynx diseases.
The tool is created for the Java platform. The computer-aided
diagnosis of laryngopathies, in the presented tool, is based on
analysis of a patient’s voice signal in time and frequency domains.
A number of classification ways proposed for the diagnosis of
laryngopathies is listed and described in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN MEDICINE, there are created specialized expert systems
used as decision support for particular areas. However, such

tools require a lot of work of doctors as well as computer engi-
neers. Systems based on discovering the knowledge hidden in
data are some alternative for systems, where decision rules are
determined by the expert. Recently, a lot of various methods
and algorithms of intelligent data analysis and mining (among
others, medical data) have been designed (cf. [1]). Until now,
there have not been designed universal methods which could
be applied for each kind of data, giving expected results. Each
kind of data requires an individual approach to them, and what
follows, designing suitable, specialized methods for them. The
approach to undertake such research is natural.

Computer support systems for a medical diagnosis become
increasingly more popular worldwide (cf. [2]). One of their
advantages is automation of a diagnosis process. Moreover,
such systems are based on objective measurements and ob-
servations of selected parameters. There is a big demand for
creation of flexible, effective and user-friendly platforms for
the intelligent support of diagnostic decisions for the medical
community. Such platforms ought not to require the technical
knowledge of medical personnel. The relevant element is to
design modules of entering and processing medical data as
well as modules of data visualization (especially, graphical).
These two elements of the platform allow using the system
without specialized courses for personnel.

Our main goal of research is to deliver to diagnosticians
and clinicians an integrated tool supporting a non-invasive
diagnosis (based on voice signal examination) of patients with
selected larynx diseases. The prototype of such a tool has been

created by us using the LabVIEW environment. In this paper,
we present a target tool called LARDISS (the acronym comes
from LARyngopathy DIagnosis Support System) created for
the Java platform. The main features of the application are the
following:

• multiplatforming—thanks to the Java technology, the
application works on various software and hardware
platforms (in the future, also, mobile platforms),

• user-friendly interface—the interface is designed in order
to make it possible to use the application in the medical
environment,

• the module of data visualization—it allows presenting
data in a clear and comprehensible way, for example, in a
graphical way for a person who must make a reasonable
diagnostic decision,

• modularity—the project of the application and its imple-
mentation takes into consideration modularity in order
to make it possible to extend the application in the
future and enlarge its usage on diagnosis of other larynx
diseases.

The computer-aided diagnosis of laryngopathies, proposed
by us in our previous papers, is based on selected parameters
of a patient’s voice signal (phonation). There exist various
approaches to analysis of bio-medical signals (cf. [3]). In gen-
eral, we can distinguish three groups of methods according to a
domain of the signal analysis: analysis in a time domain, anal-
ysis in a frequency domain (spectrum analysis), analysis in a
time-frequency domain (e.g., wavelet analysis). We have tested
several approaches for the computer tool being developed both
based on the voice spectrum analysis (e.g. [4], [5]) and based
on the voice signal analysis in a time domain (e.g. [6], [7]).
In this paper, we collect and recap a number of methods for
classification of voice signals which have been implemented in
LARDISS. A multiway approach enables diagnosticians and
clinicians to see the examined case from different perspectives.
Moreover, a hybrid approach to classify cases gives more
certain decisions validated using different methodologies.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe the character of laryngopathy data on the basis of
which a diagnosis is made. Section III recalls algorithms pro-
posed by us, in our earlier papers, for a decision support of the
classification process of laryngopathies. Section IV delivers a
description of the created tool, its functionality and graphical
user interface. Finally, Section V provides conclusions.

II. LARYNGOPATHY DATA

Data for testing our tool were extracted from sound samples
of the subjects. Two groups were taken into consideration
[8]. The first group included persons without disturbances of
phonation—the control group (CG). They were confirmed by
a phoniatrist opinion. The second group included patients of
Otolaryngology Clinic of the Medical University of Lublin in
Poland. They had clinically confirmed dysphonia as a result
of Reinke’s edema (RE) or laryngeal polyp (LP). Experiments
were carried out by a course of breathing exercises with
instruction about the way of articulation. The task of all
examined patients was to utter separately different Polish
vowels with extended articulation as long as possible, without
intonation, and each on separate expiration. Clinical experi-
ence shows that harmonics in the voice spectrum of a healthy
patient are distributed approximately steadily. However, lar-
ynx diseases may disturb this distribution [8]. Therefore, the
analysis of a degree of disturbances can support diagnosis of
larynx diseases.

III. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS

A. Classification Based on Signal Analysis in Time Domain

Articulation is an individual patient feature. Therefore, we
cannot use supervised learning techniques (cf. [1]) to train
classifiers on the independent patterns of phonation of indi-
vidual vowels. For the voice signal analysis in a time domain,
we propose to use some unsupervised learning techniques
listed and briefly described in this section. For all proposed
approaches, a general procedure is as follows. We divide the
voice signal of an examined patient into time windows cor-
responding to phonemes. Next, we select randomly a number
of time windows. The main idea is based on examination of
time window patterns and their replications in the fragment of
a voice signal. It allows detecting all non-natural disturbances
in articulation of selected phonemes by patients. Preliminary
observations showed that significant replication disturbances in
time appear for patients with the clinical diagnosis of disease.

1) Reccurrent Neural Networks: The recurrent neural net-
works (RNNs) were used by us (cf. [7]) for pattern recognition
in time series data due to their ability of memorizing some
information from the past. To improve learning ability, we have
used the modified Elman-Jordan networks (EJNs) manifesting
a faster and more exact achievement of the target pattern. In
this approach, for each patient, a recorded voice signal is used
for both training and testing a neural network. The coefficient
characterizing deformations in the voice signal is constituted
by an error obtained during a testing stage of the neural

network. We propose to use the approach similar to the cross-
validation strategy. One time window is taken for training the
neural network and the remaining ones for testing the neural
network. The network learns a selected time window. If the
remaining windows are similar to the selected one in terms of
the time patterns, then, for such windows, an error generated
by the network in a testing stage is smaller. If significant repli-
cation disturbances in time appear for patients with the larynx
disease, then an error generated by the network is greater.
In this case, the time pattern is not preserved in the whole
signal. Therefore, the error generated by the network reflects
non-natural disturbances in the patient’s phonation. Below,
we recall an algorithm proposed by us in [7] for calculating
the error generated by the network (see Algorithm 1). In the
algorithm, we use the following functions (procedures):

• Div2Win(S)—dividing the voice signal S into time
windows corresponding to phonemes,

• SelWin(W )—selecting randomly a number of time win-
dows from the whole set W ,

• Train(N,w)—training a neural network N on a given
time window w,

• Test(N,w)—testing a neural network N on a given time
window w,

• MSE(E)—calculating a mean squared error for the
absolute error vector E:

MSE(E) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

(Ei)
2,

where n is a number of elements in the vector E, Ei =
y(xi) − z(xi) and y(xi) is the obtained output for xi

whereas z(xi) is the desired output for xi.
• Avg(E)—calculating an arithmetic average for the vector

E of errors.
2) Consistency Factors Based on Rough Set Theory: In this

approach, a voice signal is treated as a time series. Consecutive
signal samples of selected time windows can be presented in
the tabular form as a multistage decision transition system
(cf. [9], [10]). In Table I, we give some example of such a
multistage decision transition system MDTS. Each row of
MDTS corresponds to one time window. Each time window
consists of k signal samples. Values of signal samples are
normalized to the interval [−1.0, 1.0]. Each time window can
be treated as an episode.

Next, we transform each episode in MDTS into the so-
called delta representation, i.e., values of samples are replaced
with differences between values of current samples and values
of previous samples. After transformation, each episode is a
sequence consisting of three values: -1 (denoting decreasing),
0 (denoting a lack of change), 1 (denoting increasing) (cf.
[5]). This transformation enables us to obtain a multistage
decision transition system with discrete values. For example,
after the transformation of MDTS given in Table I, we obtain
a new multistage decision transition system MDTS∗ shown
in Table II.

In the transformed multistage decision transition system
MDTS∗, we search for unique episodes using Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for calculating an average mean
squared error corresponding to deformations in a voice
signal.
Input : S—a voice signal of a given patient (a vector of

samples), N—a neural network.
Output: EN—an average mean squared error

corresponding to deformations in S.
Wall ← Div2Win(S);
Wsel ← SelWin(Wall);
for each window w ∈Wsel do

Train(N,w);
for each window w∗ ∈Wsel do

if w∗ 6= w then
E[w∗]←MSE(Test(N,w∗));

end
end
E[w]← Avg(E);

end
EN ← Avg(E);
Return EN ;

TABLE I
A MULTISTAGE DECISION TRANSITION SYSTEM MDTS REPRESENTING

SELECTED TIME WINDOWS OF A VOICE SIGNAL

UT a1 a2 a3 . . . ak
t1 1.00 1.00 0.98 . . . -0.11
t2 0.94 0.94 0.95 . . . -0.09
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Algorithm 2: Algorithm for mining unique episodes in a
given multistage decision transition system
Input : A transformed multistage decision transition

system MDTS∗, a threshold value θ ∈ [0, 1]
determining uniqueness of episodes in MDTS.

Output: A set ΥT ⊆ U∗
T of unique episodes in MDTS∗

with respect to θ.
ΥT ←− ∅;
for each t ∈ UT do

Create MDTS′ by removing t from U∗
T in

MDTS∗;
Compute ξMDTS′(t);
if ξMDTS′(t) ≤ θ then

ΥT ←− ΥT ∪ t;
end

end

TABLE II
A TRANSFORMED MULTISTAGE DECISION TRANSITION SYSTEM MDTS∗

U∗
T a∗2 a∗3 . . . a∗k
t1 0 -1 . . . -1
t2 0 1 . . . 1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The consistency factor ξMDTS′(t) of the episode t with the
knowledge included in MDTS′ is calculated on the basis of
rough set theory [11] in the following way. Let

Xai(t) = {t′ ∈ U∗
T : ai(t

′) = ai(t)}
and

Yai(t) =

{
Xai(t) if ai+1(t

′) are equal for each t′ ∈ Xai(t),
∅ otherwise

and

Zai(t) =

{
Yai(t) if ai+1(t) 6= ai+1(t

′) for any t′ ∈ Yai(t),
∅ otherwise ,

then

ξMDTS′(t) =

k−1∏

i=2

(
1− card(Zai

(t))

card(UT )

)
.

If time windows, into which a voice signal is divided, are
similar (there are no disturbances), then the unique episodes
are not present in MDTS∗. If significant replication distur-
bances in time appear for patients with the larynx disease,
then time windows differ from each other and unique episodes
appear in MDTS∗. Hence, the result of searching for unique
episodes is an indicator used to classify patient’s voice signals
according to larynx diseases.

B. Classification Based on Signal Analysis in Frequency Do-
main

For the voice signal analysis in a frequency domain, we
propose to use some family of coefficients reflecting spectrum
disturbances around basic tones and their multiples (cf. [5],
[4]). Disturbances are expressed by a family of coefficients
computed for neighborhoods of a basic tone f0 and its four
multiples (f1, f2, f3, f4). In a real situation frequencies f1, f2,
f3, etc., are not distributed steadily (cf. [8]). It means that we
need to find a real distribution of harmonics. In the presented
tool, it is done on the basis of the spectrum of a selected N -
point time window from the original voice signal. For each
original frequency f , a maximum magnitude is searched in
the interval [f − d1, f + d1]. This maximum value is assumed
as a real harmonic. The original basic tone f0 has been
obtained for each patient from histogram created in the Multi-
Dimensional Voice Program (MDVP). It is a software tool for
quantitative acoustic assessment of voice quality, calculating
various parameters on a single vocalization (see [12]). On
the basis of f0, its harmonics (for the ideal case) have been
calculated.

Each coefficient expresses the distribution of a spectrum
around a given frequency f . We can distinguish two types of
coefficients:

• the regularity coefficient R determining a degree of
slenderness of this distribution (see Algorithm 3),

• the deviation coefficient D determining a relative differ-
ence between a real multiple derived from the spectrum
and a multiple calculated on the basis of the basic tone
f0 (see Algorithm 4).
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Algorithm 3: Algorithm for calculation of regularity co-
efficients.
Input : Sp—a discrete spectrum of the selected time

window in the voice signal of a given patient (a
vector of samples), f0—a patient’s basic tone,
d1—deviation for searching maximum, d2,
d3—deviations for calculating spectrum
regularity coefficients (d2 < d3 < d1).

Output: R—a family of spectrum regularity coefficients
for Sp.

[f1, f2, f3, f4]← Harmonics(f0);
for each frequency fi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) do

Calculate the index ki of the strip in Sp
corresponding to fi;
Find the index mi of the maximum value in
Sp[ki − d1, . . . , ki + d1];
I1 ← Integral(Sp,mi − d2,mi + d2);
I2 ← Integral(Sp,mi − d3,mi + d3);
R[i]← I1

I2
;

end
Return R;

For calculating a discrete spectrum Sp of a signal W , we
use the Discrete-Time Fourier Transform (DTFT), see e.g.
[3]. Below, we remind algorithms proposed by us in [4]
for calculating both types of coefficients characterizing the
spectrum of a patient’s voice signal.

In Algorithm 3, we use the following functions (proce-
dures):

• Harmonics(f0)—calculating harmonics (first f1, second
f2, third f3, and fourth f4) of a patient’s basic tone f0,
i.e., f1 = 2f0, f2 = 3f0, f3 = 4f0, f4 = 5f0.

• Integral(Sp, k1, k2)—calculating a discrete integral I of
a fragment (between points k1 and k2) of the spectrum
Sp, i.e.:

I =

k2∑

j=k1

|X[j]|. (1)

Coefficients calculated according to Algorithms 3 and 4
describe cases (patients). They are used as training data to
build classification algorithms available in the popular data
mining and machine learning software tools mentioned in
Section IV.

IV. THE LARDISS SYSTEM

The LARDISS system supporting the diagnosis of laryn-
goapthies is a tool designed for the Java platform. We can
distinguish three main parts of the LARDISS system:

• Knowledge base. The knowledge base embedded in
LARDISS consists of a number of rule sets generated by
different data mining and machine learning tools, such
as:

– The Rough Set Exploration System (RSES)—a soft-
ware tool featuring a library of methods and a

Algorithm 4: Algorithm for calculation of deviation co-
efficients.

Input : Sp—a discrete spectrum of the selected time
window in the voice signal of a given patient (a
vector of samples), f0—a patient’s basic tone,
d1—deviation for searching maximum.

Output: D—a family of spectrum deviation coefficients
for Sp.

[f1, f2, f3, f4]← Harmonics(f0);
for each frequency fi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) do

Find the maximum value fim in
Sp[ki − d1, . . . , ki + d1];
D[i]← |fim−fi|

fi
;

end
Return D;

graphical user interface supporting a variety of rough
set based computations [13]. RSES delivers, among
others, rule-based classifiers built on algorithms:
exhaustive [14], LEM2 [15], covering [16], genetic
[17].

– WEKA—a collection of machine learning algorithms
for data mining tasks [18], [19]. WEKA delivers,
among others, decision tree-based classifiers built
on algorithms J4.8—an implementation of C4.5 [20]
and CART [21].

– NGTS—a system developed to generate decision
rules using the algorithm called GTS (General-To-
Specific) [22].

– RuleSEEKER—a tool for generation and optimiza-
tion of rule sets [23].

– BeliefSEEKER—a belief network and rule induction
system [24].

• Multiway classification engine. One of the main tasks of
building expert systems is to search for efficient methods
of classification of new cases. Classification in LARDISS
is made on the basis of several methodologies. We can
group them into two categories: classifiers based on
unsupervised learning algorithms described in Subsection
III-A and classifiers based on supervised learning algo-
rithms described in Subsection III-B.

• Visualization engine. In the LARDISS system, a special
attention has been paid to the visualization of analysis of
voice signals for making a diagnosis decision easier.

For each classifier, we have obtained classification accuracy
greater than 75%. It seems to be a satisfactory result for this
kind of data, i.e., voice singal samples.

We can list the following main functionalities of the
LARDISS system. LARDISS enables users to:

• load a patient’s voice signal sample in the wave format
(see Figure 1),

• perform some basic preprocessing operations on a sig-
nal in a time domain (cutting/selecting time windows,
splitting a signal into consecutive time windows, more
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Fig. 1. LARDISS—the main window.

Fig. 2. LARDISS—spectrum visualiation.

detailed visualization of selected time windows, etc.),
• calculate and visualize the Discrete-Time Fourier Trans-

form (DTFT)—spectrum of a voice signal sample (see
Figure 2),

• classify a voice signal sample using the signal analysis
in a time domain,

• classify a voice signal sample using the signal analysis in
a frequency domain with respect to the knowledge base

embedded in LARDISS (see Figure 3),
• visualize a decision path for the loaded case—a patient’s

voice signal—in embedded decision trees (see Figure 3),
• visualize decision rules included in embedded rule sets

and used for making diagnosis for the loaded case—a
patient’s voice signal (see Figure 3).

Figure 3 shows a summary of classification results based
on the spectrum analysis. The user can see:
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Fig. 3. LARDISS—classification results visualization.

• calculated regularity coefficients,
• calculated deviation coefficients,
• proposed diagnosis made on the basis of decision trees,
• proposed diagnosis made on the basis of decision rules,
• decision trees embedded in the knowledge base,
• decision rule sets embedded in the knowledge base.
Currently, LARDISS is in a testing phase. The approaches

implemented in LARDISS have been tested using data col-
lected by J. Warchoł [8] and described in Section II. Selected
testing results can be found in [4] and [7].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have described a computer tool called
LARDISS supporting a non-invasive diagnosis of selected
larynx diseases. This tool is evolving continuously. In the
future, we plan to add another unsupervised and supervised
learning algorithms for building classifiers. Hybridization of
classification methods of patients with laryngopathies is the
main direction of further research. An important challenge is to
design methods enabling distinction between different larynx
diseases (for example, laryngeal polyp and Reinke’s edema).
So far, approaches presented in this paper do not enable us to
make this distinction.
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Abstract—Decision Making Support System based on Fuzzy 
Logic is considered in this paper for oncology disease diagnosis. 
The decision making procedure corresponds to the recognition 
(classification) of the new case by analyzing a set of instances 
(already solved cases) for which classes are known. Ontology 
(solved cases) is defined as Fuzzy Classification Rules that are 
formed by different Fuzzy Decision Trees. Three types of Fuzzy 
Decision  Trees  (Non-ordered,  ordered  and  Stable)  are 
considered  in  the  paper.  Induction  of  these  Fuzzy  Decision 
Trees  is  based  on  Cumulative  Information  Estimates.  The 
proposed approach is implemented based on medical problem 
benchmark with real clinical data for breast cancer diagnosis.

I. INTRODUCTION

ATA mining  is  a  process  of  extracting  implicit, 

potential,  novel,  useful  and intelligible  patterns  from 

mass data of data sets, databases or data warehouse, etc. The 

technologies of classification, estimation, prediction, affinity 

grouping,  association  rules,  clustering,  description  and 

visualization  are  covered  in data  mining,  which  is widely 

used  in  the  fields  of  medicine  [1].  Decisions  play  an 

important role in medicine, especially in medical diagnostic 

processes.  Decision  Making  Support  Systems (DMSS) 

helping physicians  are  becoming a very important  part  in 

medical  decision  making,  particularly  in  those  situations 

where decision must be made effectively and reliably. Since 

conceptual  simple  decision  making  models  with  the 

possibility of  automatic learning  should  be considered  for 

performing  such  tasks,  decision  trees  are  a  very  suitable 

candidate.  They  have  been  already  successfully  used  for 

many decision making purposes [1]–[3].

D

A decision tree is a graphic model of a decision process, 

and it is usually used as a decision support tool or classifier. 

A  decision  trees  is  one  of  the  best  ways  to  analyze  a 

decision,  as  it  is  visualized and  simple to  understand  and 

interpret.  Its  possible  consequence  includes  chance  event 

outcomes, resource costs or utility. 

We propose to investigate DMSS based on Fuzzy Logic 

and Fuzzy Decision Trees (FDT), as an efficient alternative 

This work was supported by grant of Slovak Electrical Society Section 
with the Department of Telecommunications University of Zilina, Slovakia

to  crisp  classifiers  that  are  applied  independently.  An 

important aspect of this model is cooperation of Fuzzy Logic 

and  decision  trees.  This  cooperation  tries  to  soften  the 

accuracy/interpretability tradeoff. 

Induction of FDT is a useful technique to find patterns in 

data in the presence of imprecision, either because data are 

fuzzy in nature or because we must improve its semantics. 

We have proposed the technique for induction of new type 

of  fuzzy decision tree – ordered FDT, which is simple to 

understand  and  apply.  The use  of  cumulative  information 

estimations allows precisely estimating mutual influence of 

attributes.  These evaluations are used to analyze  group of 

training instances.

Many  FDT  induction  algorithms  have  been  considered 

and  introduced  in  [4].  There  are  different  medical 

applications of FDT for building of rules for classification 

[2],  [3],  [5].  Authors  in  papers  [2],  [5]  use  fuzzy  ID3 

algorithm,  that  doesn’t  allow  FDT  building  with  parallel 

structure. FDT in [3] is satisfactory for completely specified 

initial data.

In [6] the ordered FDT have been proposed that permit to 

find a sequence of rules,  which analyze input attributes in 

order  that  is  both  cost  effective  and  guarantees  a  desired 

level  of  accuracy.  Every  node  of  one  level  of  such  FDT 

associates with similar attribute. 

For  these  purposes,  a  technique  to  compute  cumulative 

information estimates of fuzzy sets have been used [7]. The 

application  of  such  estimations  allows  inducing  minimum 

cost decision trees based on new criterions of optimality.

In  this  paper  we  develop  application  of  cumulative 

information  estimations  and  propose  new  type  of  FDT  – 

stable  FDT  that  can  be  used  for  incompletely  specified 

initial data. Therefore three types of FDT are considered in 

this  paper:  non-ordered  FDT  (is  inducted  by  fuzzy  ID3 

algorithm), ordered FDT and stable FDT. The non-ordered 

FDT is inducted by fuzzy ID3 algorithm. The ordered and 

stable  FDT  are  build  based  on  cumulative  information 

estimations. In this paper we consider application of these
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types FDT for medical application, particularly for 

prognostic of breast cancer. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section II contains 

brief information about used DMSS and representation of 

fuzzy data. Section III and shows three types of FDT 

induction with a simple example. Section IV contains 

description of our Fuzzy classification rules. Section V 

demonstrates the results of tests by benchmark for breast 

cancer diagnosis. 

II. DECISION MAKING SUPPORT SYSTEM BASED ON FUZZY 

LOGIC 

A. Decision Making Support System  

The huge amount of medical data and the different sources 

of medical information make the task of decision making 

difficult and complex. DMSS are systems used in medicine 

for the tasks of diagnosis, prognosis, treatment planning and 

decision support [8], [9]. There are a lot of such systems that 

have been implemented for specific areas in medicine or 

diseases. Some of these systems have similar conception and 

based on identical mathematical background. Therefore we 

consider a conception of the DMSS and its application for 

prognosis of some diseases. 

There are some conceptions of the DMSS structure [9, 

10]. We use conception with comparison of a new case with 

previous cases and selection most similar as decision (Fig.1). 

Thus the classification is principal problem of this 

conception based on special rules that agrees with Block of 

Compare new case and ontology. The mathematical 

background of this block is Fuzzy Classification rules that 

are formed by FDT. The block for Preparation of initial data 

implements transformation of the input data to the fuzzy 

data. This procedure is named as fuzzification. The result 

presentation is interpretation of the decision by the de-

fuzzification procedure. 

 
 

Preparation 

of initial data 
(Fuzzification) Result 

interpretation 
(de-fuzzification) 

Ontology 
(Fuzzy Classification 

Rules ) 

Compare new case 

and ontology 

Linguistic (fuzzy) data 

Numeric 

data 

Numeric 

data 

 

Fig.  1 Decision Making Support System 

 

The decision making procedure corresponds to the 

recognition (classification) of the new case and is the process 

of moving from concrete examples to general models, where 

the goal is to learn how to classify objects by analyzing a set 

of instances (already solved cases) whose classes are known. 

Instances are typically represented as attribute-value vectors. 

One of possible solutions for such classification is 

implemented by Decision Trees [10]. A decision tree is 

formalism for expressing such mappings and consists of tests 

of attribute nodes linked to two or more sub-trees and leafs 

or decision nodes labeled with a class which means the 

decision. A test node computes some outcome based on the 

attribute values of an instance, where each possible outcome 

is associated with one of the sub-trees. An instance is 

classified by starting at the root node of the tree. If this node 

is a test, the outcome for the instance is determined and the 

process continues using the appropriate sub-tree. When a 

leaf is eventually encountered, its label gives the predicted 

class of the instance. The FDT is one of possible types of 

decision trees that permits to operate by fuzzy data 

(attributes).  

The process of construction of FDT is based on the use of 

a fuzzy partition for each numerical attribute. An automatic 

method of construction of such a partition from a set of 

precise values could be used in order to obtain automatically 

a set of fuzzy values for each numerical attribute. Fuzzy data 

are used in situations that are especially difficult or 

ambiguous, and unsolvable by other types of logic. 

Fuzzification transforms precise input into corresponding 

fuzzy input [11]. The interpretability of a fuzzy system – 

especially if applied in data analysis – is one of its key 

advantages. Therefore the considered DMSS (Fig.1) is 

implemented based on the fuzzy classification rules. 

B. Fuzzy Logic 

Fuzzy logic is a popular approach to capture vagueness of 

information [12]. The basic idea is to use instead the “crisp” 
1 and 0 values the values of the interval [0,1] indicating a 

degree of truth or confidence.  

A fuzzy set F with respect to a universe U is characterized 

by a membership function μF: U  [0,1], which assign a F-

membership degree, μF(u), to each element u in U. μF(u) 

gives an estimation that u belongs to the fuzzy set F [13]. 

For example, consider attribute Ai that is Age. This 

attribute has 3 fuzzy partitions Ai,1 (young), Ai,2 (adult), Ai,3 

(old) (with range [0,1]) as it is depicted in Fig.2. The real 

value u U of this attribute Ai is interpreted as: young(u)=0.7, 

adult(u)=0.3, and  old(u) = 0 in terms of fuzzy logic. 

 
 

1.0 young(U) 

0.7 

0.3 

U  u  

adult(U) old(U) 

0.5 

 

Fig.  2 Fuzzy membership functions of an attribute Ai (Age) 

 

Thus, the fuzzification of the initial data is performed by 

analyzing the corresponding values of a membership 

function. Here, each attribute value can be seen as likelihood 

estimate. In this paper we analyze a particular case when the 

sum of membership values of all partitions equals to 1. For 

these purposes, we use one of the algorithms to transform 

from numeric to triangular fuzzy data, presented in [11]. 
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A typical classification problem can be described as 

follows [14]. A universe of objects U={u} is described by N 

training examples and n input attributes A={A1,...,An}. Each 

attribute Ai (1  i  n) measures some feature presented by a 

group of discrete linguistic terms. We assume that each 

group is a set of mi (mi  2) values of fuzzy subsets 

{Ai,1,…,Ai,j,…,Ai,mi
}.  

The cost of an attribute Ai denoted as Cost(Ai) is an 

integrated measure that accounts financial and temporal costs 

required to define the value of the Ai for an instance. We 

assume that each object u in the universe is classified by a 

set of classes {B1,...,Bmb
}. This set describes the class 

attribute B. The class attribute B has to determine by values 

of attributes Ai with minimal costs Cost(Ai). 

Let us consider the simplified example for breast cancer 

diagnosis (Table I). In this example we use only four inputs 

attributes [15]: A1 (Gynecological history), A2 (Tumor), A3 

(Heredity), and A4 (Age) and let each instance be connected to 

one class attribute B (Breast Cancer Possibility). Let each 

attribute has the values: A1={A1,1, A1,2, A1,3}, A2={A2,1, A2,2, 

A2,3}, A3={A3,1, A3,2}, A4 = {A4,1, A4,2} and B = {B1, B2, B3}. 

Let the instances be the ones presented in Table I. Let the costs 

of attributes be the ones on the last row of the Table II. 

III. FUZZY DECISION TREES INDUCTION 

There are different approaches to induct FDT [16], [17]–
[19]. The principal goal of these approaches for FDT induction 

is selection of expanded attributes and determination of the 

leaf node. The key points of approaches for induction of FDT 

are (a) a heuristic for selecting expanded attributes and (b) a 

rule for transformation of nodes into leaves. An expanded 

attribute is an attribute that according to the values of the 

attribute tree expands the node considered. 

 

TABLE I. 

ATTRIBUTES VALUES 

Attribute Attribute 

Values 

Description of Attribute Values  

A1 A1,1 Gynecological history with high risk 

 A1,2 Gynecological history with medium risk 

 A1,3 Gynecological history with low risk 

A2 A2,1 Yes and confirmed by medical examination 

 A2,2 Yes and non-confirmed 

 A2,3 No 

A3 A3,1 Yes 

 A3,2 No 

A4 A4,1 Younger than 40 years 

 A4,2 Over 40 years 

B B1 High Possibility of Breast Cancer  

 B2 Medium Possibility of Breast Cancer 

 B3 Low Possibility of Breast Cancer 
 

In paper [7] new cumulative information estimates have 

been proposed. The cumulative information estimates allow 

defining criterion of expanded attributes selection to induct 

FDT with different properties. Non-ordered, Ordered and 

Stable FDT will be considered below. These FDT are 

different by selection criterion of expanded attributes. This 

selection criterion is defined as different type of cumulative 

mutual information I(B; A), where B and A are output and 

input attributes (or its values). 

The selection criterion of expanded attributes 
qi

A for 

induction of Non-ordered FDT is defined as [6, 7]: 

 max
)A(Cost

)A,A,,AB;(
1-1q11 ,,

q

qq

i

ijiji
I

, (1) 

where 
11-q11 ,,
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 are values of input attributes 

1-q11

A,,A
ii

  of path from root node to examined attribute; 

qi
A is the attribute that isn’t in this path.  

In (1) the Cost(Ai) is an integrated measure that accounts 

TABLE II. 

A TRAINING SET 

No A1 A2 A3 A4 B 

A1,1 A1,2 A1,3 A2,1 A2,2 A2,3 A3,1 A3,2 A4,1 A4,2 B1 B2 B3 

1.  0.9 0.1 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.8 0.2 

2.  0.8 0.2 0.0 0.6 0.4 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.6 0.4 0.0 

3.  0.0 0.7 0.3 0.8 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.9 0.2 0.8 0.3 0.6 0.1 

4.  0.2 0.7 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.0 0.2 0.8 0.3 0.7 0.9 0.1 0.0 

5.  0.0 0.1 0.9 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.0 

6.  0.0 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.0 0.8 

7.  0.0 0.3 0.7 0. 0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.1 0.9 0.0 0.0 1.0 

8.  0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.0 1.0 0.7 0.0 0.3 

9.  1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.8 0.0 

10.  0.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.7 0.0 1.0 0.9 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.7 

11.  0.7 0.3 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.8 0.3 0.7 0.0 

12.  0.2 0.6 0.2 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.1 

13.  0.9 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.1 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 

14.  0.0 0.9 0.1 0.0 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.0 1.0 

15.  0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.8 0.2 0.0 0.0 1.0 

16.  1.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 

Cost(Ai) 2,5 1,7 2,0 1,8  
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financial and temporal costs required to define the value of 

the Ai for an instance and this value is defined a priori.  

Maximum value of cumulative mutual information (1) 

allows to select expanded attributes between attributes 
qi

A . 

There are two tuning parameters  and  used in the 

algorithm [6, 7]. Expanding a tree branch is stopped when 

either the frequency f of the branch is below  or when more 

than  percent of instances left in the branch has the same 

class label. Thus these values are key parameters needed in 

the fifth step of the algorithm deciding have we already 

approached to leaf node or should we need to continue 

expanding the branch. 

The Non-ordered FDT inducted according (1) for data in 

Table I ( =0,75 and =0,16) is in Fig.3. The cumulative 

conditional entropy H(B|A) is used in induction of this FDT. 

In paper [7] this entropy is presented in detail. 

According to this FDT the attribute A2 has maximum 

value of information estimation (1) therefore the analysis of 

new patient findings start of this attribute. The value of this 

attribute A2,3 (frequency f = 0.269) causes output attribute B 

as B3 with value 78.8% (Low Possibility of Breast Cancer). 

This value is more than  = 0.75 therefore the analysis of 

new patient findings is finished. The values of attribute A4 is 

considered if the attribute A2 has value A2,2. The output 

attribute B is B3 with value 75.4% if A4 is A4,1. Other value 

of attribute A4 provides estimation of the attribute A1. The 

output attribute B is B1 with value 57.9% or 55.1% (High 

Possibility of Breast Cancer) if A1 is A1,1 or A1,2 accordingly; 

and B is B3 with value 49.5% if A1 is A1,3. Here the output 

attribute values B1 and B3 are less than  = 0.75, but the 

frequency value f is less than  = 0.16 therefore the analysis 

is finished. The value A2,1 of the attribute A2 causes the 

estimation of the attribute A1 in the first and the attribute A4 

in the second. The analysis of new patient findings is 

finished if A1 is A1,3 with output value B3. The output 

attribute B is B2 (Medium Possibility of Breast Cancer) if 

attribute A1 is A1,2. The analysis is stopped because the 

frequency f is less than  for A1,2 and A1,2. The attribute 

values A4,1 and A4,2 causes output attribute B2 with value 

67.8% and 62.3% accordingly. The frequency values f = 

0.088 and f = 0.151 are below than value of parameter  

therefore the analysis is finished. The attribute A3 for 

parameters  = 0.16 and  = 0.75 doesn’t influence to 

analysis of new patient findings. 

The induction of an Ordered FDT is less complex, when it 

does not require calculation of information estimates for 

each branch of the tree. Choosing an expanded attribute 

qi
A according (2) is sufficient enough to maximize the 

increment of information of the attribute at minimum costs. 

Usage of cumulative information estimates forms a criterion 

for ordered FDT induction: 

 max
)A(Cost

)A,A,,AB;(
1-q1

q

q

i

iii
I

. (2) 

 

H(B| A2,1,A1,1)=4,725 

H(B| A2,2,A4,1)=2,577 

H(B)=24,684  

H(B| A2,3)=3,911  H(B| A2,2)=8,201  

B1=26,6% 

B2=54,1% 

B3=19,3% 

B1=37,1% 

B2=15,9% 

B3=47,0% 

B1 =16,3%  

B2 =  4,9% 

B3=78,8% 

H(B| A2)=20,932 

I(B; A2) =   3,752 

H(B | A2,1)=8,820  

H(B | A2,1, A1)=7,653 

I(B ;  A2,1, A1)=1,168 

B1=26,2% 

B2=64,4% 

B3=  9,4% 

H(B| A2,1,A1,2)=1,927 

H(B| A2,1,A1,3)=1,000 

B1=37,6% 

B2=50,4% 

B3=12,0% 

B1=11,0% 

B2=16,3% 

B3=72,7% 

H(B | A2,2, A4)=7,081 

I(B;   A2,2, A4)=1,120 

B1=17,2% 

B2=  7,4% 

B3=75,4% 

H(B | A2,2,A4,2)=4,504 

B1=53,4% 

B2=22,9% 

B3=23,7% 

 f= 0,381 f = 0,350 f = 0,269 

f=0,056 f =0,239 f=0,157 f =0,193 f=0,086 

H(B| A2,1,A1,1,A4,1)=1,713 

H(B | A2,1,A1,1,A4)=4,506 

I(B;   A2,1,A1,1,A4)=0,219 

B1=14,2% 

B2=67,8% 

B3=18,0% 

H(B | A2,1,A1,1,A4,2)=2,792 

B1=33,2% 

B2=62,3% 

B3=  4,5% 

f =0,088 f =0,151 

H(B| A2,2,A4,2,A1)=4,034 

I(B ; A2,2,A4,2,A1)=0,470 

B1=57,9% 

B2=39,1% 

B3=  3,0% 

H(B| A2,2,A4,2,A1,2)=2,153 

H(B| A2,2,A4,2,A1,1)=1,236 

B1=55,1% 

B2=14,2% 

B3=30,7% 

B1= 36,9% 

B2= 13,6% 

B3=49,5% 

f =0,068 f =0,028 f =0,096 

H(B| A2,2,A4,2,A1,3)=0,645 

A2 

A4 A1 

A4 A1 

 

Fig.  3 Non-ordered FDT inducted for the data in Table I  
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Algorithm for Ordered FDT induced has been presented in 

[6]. The Ordered FDT induced from the data presented in 

Table I can be seen in Fig. 4. The Ordered FDT includes 

equal attributes in every level. Therefore the predefined 

order of attributes allows parallel calculation by this tree. 

Modification of Ordered FDT is Stable FDT. Stable FDT 

are best for classification problem if one or more attributes 

are absent. The criterion for induction of stable FDT based 

on of cumulative information estimates is: 

 max
)A(Cost

),A,,AB,;A(
-1q1

q

q

i

iii
I

, (3) 

The Stable FDT is in Fig. 5 for the data presented in Table 

I. The more important (by information estimates) attributes is 

located in root or near root of the tree. Therefore the stable 

result will be obtained but the cost Cost(Ai) has to increase. 

IV. USAGE OF FDT FOR CLASSIFICATION 

In the all type of FDT, each non-leaf node is associated 

with an attribute Ai A. When Ai is associated with a non-

leaf node, the node has mi outgoing branches. The j-th 

branch of the node is associated with value Ai,j. The class 

attribute B has mb possible values B1,..., Bjb
,..., Bmb

. Let the 

FDT have R leaves L = {l1, ..., lr, ..., lR}. There is also 

a vector of values B
r
 = [B1

r
;..., Bj

b

r
;..., Bm

b

r
] for each r-th leaf 

l and each jb-th class Bjb
. Each value Fjb

r
 means the certainty 

degree of the class Bjb
 attached to the leaf node lr.  

In fuzzy cases, a new instance e may be classified into 

different classes with different degrees. Then, each leaf lr L 

corresponds to one (r-th) classification rule. The condition 

part of the classification rule is a group of conditions 

presented in the form “attribute is attribute is value” and 
those conditions are connected with and-operator. These 

attributes are associated with the nodes in the path from the 

root to the leaf lr. The attribute’s values are the values 
associated with the respective outgoing branches of the 

nodes in the path. The conclusions of the r-th rule are the 

values of class attribute B with their truthfulness vector B
r
 

values. 

Let’s consider the path for FDT (Fig.4) 

Pr(e)={[Ai
1

,j
1
(e)]

r,…,[Ai
s
,j

s
(e)]

r,…,[Ai
S

,j
S
(e)]

r
} from the root 

to the r-th leaf . This path Pr(e) consists of S nodes which are 

associated with attributes Ai
1
,.., Ai

s
,…, Ai

S
 and respectively 

their S outgoing branches associated with the values Ai
1

,j
1
,.., 

Ai
s
,j

s
,… , Ai

S
,j

S
. Then the r-th rule has the following form: 

IF (Ai
1
 is Ai

1
,j

1
) and … and (Ai

S
 is Ai

S
,j

S
) THEN B 

 (with truthfulness B
r
). 

Our approach uses several classification rules for 

classification of a new instance e. That’s why, there may be 
several paths whose all outgoing node’s branches are 
associated with values Ai

S
,j

S
(e) greater than 0. Each path 

Pr(e) form the root to the leaf node lr corresponds to one r-th  
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Fig.  4 Ordered FDT inducted for the data in Table I  
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Fig.  5 Stable FDT inducted for the data in Table I  

classification rule. In this case each r-th classification rule 

should be included in the final classification with a certain 

weight Wr(e). The weight for instance e and the r-th rule is 

given by the rule Wr(e)=

S

1

, ][A
s

r

ji e
ss , where [Ai

S
,j

S
 (e)]

r
 is 

the value of the attribute Ai
S

, for the new instance e. The 

weight Wr(e) is equal 0 if there is a attribute’s value Ai
S

,j
S
 

whose membership function equals 0. Values of class 

attribute B for the new instance e are: 

 
R

r

r

r
eWe

1

B
)()( B , (4) 

where B
r
 is the truthfulness of the r-th rule.  

Below the transformation process of the FDT into fuzzy 

rules and these rules are used for classification are described 

by example for the Ordered FDT in Fig.4. 

The FDT in Fig.4 has R=9 leaves. Let a new instance e 

have following attribute values: A1={A1,1;A1,2;A1,3} = {0.9; 

0.1; 0.0}, A2 ={A2,1;A2,2;A2,3}= {1.0; 0.0; 0.0}, A3={A3,1; 

A3,2}={0.8; 0.2} and A4={A4,1;A4,2} ={0.4; 0.6}. Our goal is 

to determine values of class attribute B for this new instance 

e.  

Let’s form 9 classification rules for the FDT leaves. 
 

r=1: IF A2 is A2,1  and  A4 is A4,1  THEN B  

truthfulness B
1
 = [0.157; 0.536; 0.307]; 

r=2: IF A2 is A2,1  and  A4 is A4,2 and  A1 is A1,1  THEN B  

truthfulness B
2
 = [0.332; 0.624; 0.044]; 

r=3: IF A2 is A2,1  and  A4 is A4,2 and A1 is A1,2   THEN B 

 truthfulness B
3
 = [0.391;  0.522;  0.087]; 

… 

r=9: IF A2 is A2,3 THEN B  

 truthfulness B
9
 = [0.163;  0.049;  0.788]. 

The weights Wr(e) (r=1,…,9) are: W1(e)=1.0×0.4=0.4, 
W2(e)=1.0×0.6×0.9=0.54, W3(e)=1.0×0.6×0.1= 0.06, and all 
the other Wr(e) are equal 0.  

We obtain by use of (4) for this FDT: 

µB1
(e)=0.157×0.4+0.332×0.54+0.391×0.06 = 0.265. 

Similarly, 

µB2
(e) = 0.536×0.4 + 0.624×0.54 + 0.522×0.06 = 0.583; 

µB3
(e) = 0.307×0.4 + 0.044×0.54 + 0.087×0.06 = 0.152. 

The values of class attribute B = {B1, B2, B3} = {0.265; 

0.583; 0.152} for the new instance e. The maximum value 

has µB2
(e). And so, if classification only into one class is 

needed, instance e is classified into class B2. 

V. ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Analysis and application of presented types of FDT in 

previous section are considered in this section. We used data 

for diagnosis of breast cancer to form classification rules 

based on non-ordered, ordered and stabile FDT. The 

experiments have been carried out on Machine Learning 
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benchmarks (dataset) each of which has [20], [21]: breast-

cancer-wisconsin and breast-cancer. We had divided initial 

dataset into 2 parts. The first part (70% from initial dataset) 

was used for building classification models. The second part 

(30% from initial dataset) was used for verification of the 

classification models. This process was repeated 1000 times, 

and average estimations were produced. 

A fragment of our results is shown in Table III. Columns 

[Total sets], [Number of attributes] and [Number of classes] 

describes dataset. The column labeled [Errors] gives the 

count of error classification. It is calculated as the ratio of 

the number of misclassification combinations to the total 

number of combinations. The results in columns Non-oFDT, 

oFDT, sFDT are according to fuzzy classification rules that 

have been formed based on Non-ordered, Ordered and 

Stable FDT. Note, the Stable FDT has been inducted in 

condition where one or two attributes were absent.  

TABLE III. 

RESULTS ON THE UCI MACHINE LEARNING BENCHMARK SET 

Dataset Total 

sets 

Number 

of input 

attributes  

Number 

of 

classes 

Errors 

Non-oFDT  oFDT sFDT 

breast-

cancer-

wisconsin 

286 9  2 0.2814 0.3532 0.3661 

breast-

cancer-

wisconsin 

699 10 2 0.1040 0.1216 0.1418 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In many applications, black-box prediction is not 

satisfactory, and understanding and handling the data is of 

critical importance. Typically, approaches useful for 

understanding of data involve logical rules, evaluate 

similarity to prototypes, or are based on visualization or 

graphical methods. 

There are several methods proposed for logical rule 

generation combining different data types (machine learning, 

fuzzy decision trees, association rules, Bayesian networks, 

neural networks, pattern recognition). We have selected the 

more powerful of these algorithms that have been proved 

from the literature that give better rules and keep the level of 

interpretability and accuracy in the classification tasks [4], 

[17], [18]. 

Induction of FDT is a useful technique to find patterns in 

data in the presence of imprecision, either because data are 

fuzzy in nature or because we must improve its semantics. 

We have proposed the technique to induction of new type of 

fuzzy decision tree – Stable FDT, which is simple to 

understand and apply. The use of cumulative information 

estimations allows precisely estimating mutual influence of 

attributes. These evaluations are used to analyze group of 

training instances.  
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Abstract—This paper presents a methodology for developing
an improved feature selection technique that will help in accurate
prediction of outcomes after hematopoietic stem cell transplan-
tation (HSCT) for patients with acute myelogenous leukaemia
(AML). Allogeneic HSCT using related or unrelated donors is
the standard treatment for many patients with blood related ma-
lignancies who are unlikely to be cured by chemotherapy alone,
but survival is limited by treatment-related mortality and relapse.
Various genetic factors such as tissue type or human leukocyte
antigen (HLA) type and immune cell receptors, including the
killer-cell immunoglobulin-like receptor (KIR) family can affect
the success or failure of HSCT. In this paper we aim to develop a
novel, aggregated ranking based feature selection technique using
HLA and KIR genotype data, which can efficiently assist in donor
selection before BMT and confer significant survival benefit to
the patients. In our approach we use a rank aggregation based
feature selection technique for selecting suitable donor genotype
characteristics. The result obtained is evaluated with classifiers
for prediction accuracy. On average, our algorithm improves the
prediction accuracy of the results by 3-4% compared to generic
analysis without using feature selection or single feature selections
algorithms. Most importantly the selected features completely
agree with those obtained using traditional statistical approaches,
proving the efficiency and robustness of our technique which has
great potential in the medical domain.

I. INTRODUCTION

APPROXIMATELY 12,000 cases of Acute Myelogenous
Leukaemia (AML) are diagnosed annually in the United

States. Many patients are not cured by chemotherapy alone,
and require hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT)
for curative therapy. While HSCT can cure AML, it is a com-
plex procedure with many factors influencing the outcomes,
which remain suboptimal [1]. Donor selection is a critical
part of the entire transplant procedure and researchers are
looking for host or donor genetic factors that can predict a
successful outcome after transplantation. For allogeneic HSCT
to be successful, the leukemia cells must be eradicated by the,
combined effect of chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and a donor
T cell mediated graft-versus-leukemia reaction. The donor
stem cells reconstitute the patients ablated hematopoietic and
immune systems which is important to prevent relapse and
prevent infections[2], [3]. The most important factor in donor
selection is matching for human leukocyte antigens (HLA).

In addition, other factors such as donor age, gender, parity,
and prior exposure to viruses such as cytomegalovirusare
considered as they can influence transplant outcomes[3]. Re-
cently, investigators have focused on the role of natural killer
(NK) cells on mediating beneficial effects in HSCT[4], [3]
NK cells express polymorphic killer-cell immunoglobulin-
like receptors (KIR)[4], [5] which influence the function of
NK cells which can kill leukemia cells, decrease rates of
graft versus host disease, and control infections after HSCT.
Because the HLA genes and KIR genes are on separate
chromosomes only 25% of HLA-matched sibling donors are
KIR identical and unrelated HLA-matched donors are rarely
KIR identical[6].In two papers analysing a retrospective cohort
of patients receiving unrelated donor transplants for AML
demonstrated the beneficial effect of certain donor KIR genes
on preventing relapse and improving survival after HSCT [3].
The most important result was the identification of groups of
KIR genes from the centromeric and telomeric portions of the
genetic region which were associated with relapse protection
and survival. Specifically, donors with KIR B haplotype genes
were protctive. We chose this dataset to test the ability of this
novel data mining based approach to identify relevant variables
because of the complexity of HSCT and the high dimensional
data with a large number of donor and recipient attributes.
To the best of our knowledge, this approach has never been
used in this domain. Machine learning techniques have never
been explored to find patterns in genetic data to improve donor
selection algorithms and predict outcome after HSCT.

To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions:

• Development of a novel ensemble feature selection tech-
nique designed to find the best donor match for patients
undergoing a HSCT. Importantly, our approach gave
an overall high prediction accuracy across a variety of
classifiers using genetic and other clinical data.

• Accurate prediction of treatment related mortality, relapse
and disease free survival rates for patients with AML
using our features selection approach.

• The results of our work show that our feature selection
algorithm can be used efficiently for high accuracy pre-
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diction models. This research supports the conclusion that
data mining can enhance analysis of data rich domains
like medicine, where patients may benefit from detection
of information hidden in the data.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II is the Motivation and Related works. Section III is the Pro-
posed approach section. Section IV describes the experimental
results. Section V is the Conclusion and future works.

II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORKS

Feature selection techniques have immense potential to
enhance data mining in the medical domain as has been pre-
viously studied in areas such as medical image processing[7],
[8], [9], [10]. Ensemble feature selection techniques have been
used in the past to improve robustness and accuracy, but little
is known to have been done in the medical domain. Ensem-
ble methods are advantageous because these can outperform
the single feature selection models when weak or unstable
models are combined, mainly because in many cases several
different but equally optimal hypotheses may exist and the
ensemble reduces the risk of choosing a wrong hypothesis.
Another advantage of ensemble methods is that in contrast
to learning algorithms, which may end up in different local
optima, ensemble may give a better approximation of the true
function[11], [12].

We chose this dataset in part because it is high dimensional
with missing data, characteristic of real biologic data, and be-
cause it has been extensively studied by traditional biostastical
methods to provide good gold standard results to compare
to our findings. This dataset is unique in that the donor and
recipients of URD HSCT were genotyped not only for their
HLA alleles, but also for the NK receptor KIR genes. It is
known that the interactions between KIR and HLA molecules
(their natural ligands) affect the function of NK cells and their
ablity to kill cancer cells and to function to fight infection
and promote overall immunity[4], [5], [13], [14], [15]. Several
studies have documented the interaction between HLA and
KIR on outcomes after HSCT [16], [17], [18], [19]. The data
set used here was described in the first study to demonstrate
that both centromeric and telomeric KIR genes from group
B haplotypes contribute to relapse protection and improved
survival after URD HSCT for AML [3], [2].The authors
performed multivariate statistical analyses to identify genetic
factors related to KIR that improve outcome after HSCT.
The models included many donor and recipient transplant and
demographic variables known to affect the outcome of HSCT.

The previously published analyses of this data set were
designed to develop a decision strategy to efficiently select
the optimal donor to prevent relapse after transplant and to im-
prove survival. The methodologies used in these studies were
generally classical statistical tests of hypotheses generated by
physicians trying to interpret a plethora of variables based
on prior knowledge. However, this approach, while highly
accurate, is time consuming and potentially limited by the
biases of the researchers generating the hypotheses. In any
medical condition, treatment decisions can be challenging. The

ultimate decision especially in case of transplants, rest with the
physicians, who may be overwhelmed with a confusing range
of information sources. The data is huge in medical domain
and human beings have a limited ability to retain information
as compared to the artificial intelligence, and this worsens
when the amount of information increases. As a result, often
there may be undue influence from personal experience. In
such situations data mining can be a blessing where the auto-
mated techniques of significant variable selection can provide
to medical experts the advantage of having a supporting second
opinion for a more accurate decision making. Using data
mining, interesting rules and relationships can be sought and
discovered without prior knowledge. Data mining in general
helps to capture cumulative experience of all the patients
reflected in the entire database which can exhibit unknown
pattern of medical significance. In this regard, feature selection
can prove to be a highly efficient approach for detecting
the contributing variables from an entire database. The result
obtained from feature selection is a set of highly significant
variables which can be used for accurate prediction purpose,
either using classification techniques or statistical approaches.
In this paper we aim at providing the medical domain with a
novel feature selection approach which will help the domain
experts in donor selection for a successful HSCT outcome. In
medical domains like oncology, no research is known to have
been conducted to the best of our knowledge, using a efficient
feature selection approach which can be utilized for successful
prediction outcomes. Our research can be considered as the
first known work in the development of an automated approach
for features or variables selection towards developing a donor
selection strategy for HSCT based on information obtained
from a large clinical genotype data repository.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Preliminaries

The main methodology used in this research is a rank
aggregation based feature selection technique on high dimen-
sional genetic data, followed by classification of the data
corresponding to the extracted features to verify the prediction
accuracy. The rationale behind using feature selection is two
fold. Firstly, to eradicate redundant features with minimum
effect on the predicted outcomes and secondly, to capture
features which may prove as essential factors during donor
selection for a successful outcome. The novelty of our ap-
proach is the use of rank aggregation measure for feature
selection. Our algorithm uses rank aggregation technique for
feature extraction. The result obtained from the above is a
list of significant and globally selected set of variables that
can be used as a selection criteria when selecting donors for
AML patients. The general implication of global ranking is
that it helps to rule out biases caused by individual algorithms
while providing higher accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity,
which are often not achievable with single models or while
not using any feature selection model at all[20].

In the final step, the feature set obtained was used for the
prediction of survival rate, relapse rate and treatment related
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mortality using a set of classification techniques. The results
show that the accuracy of our novel approach is approximately
3-4 % higher than that obtained using single feature selection
models or without using any feature selection technique. The
diagram of the entire process has been shown in Figure 1

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the entire process

B. Details

1) Feature Selection: Feature selection is a procedure used
mainly in datamining for dimensionality reduction. Feature
selection also has many benefits associated with it such as im-
proving the prediction performance, detecting faster and cost
effective predictors and in providing a better understanding
of the process that generated the data [21]. In this paper we
propose a novel ensemble feature selection technique using
rank aggregation method which aims at giving a global ranking
of features from the transplant data. In the first step we used
five feature extraction algorithm using ranking and search
method.The ranking method assigns ranks to each attribute
based on the individual evaluation of each attribute. The entire
model for feature selection is given in Fig 1. The feature
selection base algorithms used are [22]

• Chi-Square—This algorithm evaluates features individu-
ally by measuring their chi-squared statistic with respect
to the classes.

• Gain-Ration Attribute Evaluation—This algorithm eval-
uates features individually by measuring their gain ratio
with respect to the classes.

• Info-gain Attribute Evaluation—This algorithm evaluates
features individually by measuring their Information gain
with respect to the classes.

• Symmetrical Uncertainty—Info-gain Attribute
Evaluation—This algorithm evaluates features
individually by measuring their symmetrical uncertainty
with respect to the class.

• Filtered Attribute evaluation—an arbitrary attribute eval-
uator on data that has been passed through an arbitrary
filter

By applying the above algorithms to features we generated
five lists of ranked attributes on same data. Since we have five

sets of ranks for each attribute, we then perform a rank aggre-
gation mechanism to produce a global ranking of the attributes
based on their significance level. We elected not to use feature
selection techniques such as Principle Component Analysis or
SVM because these algorithms scale the actual features in high
dimensional space to produce synthetic features. Loosing the
original features makes it difficult to interpreted the results in
the medical domain where decision making relies on selection
of original features.

2) Rank Aggregation: We propose an algorithm which uses
a novel rank aggregation technique for assigning a global rank
on the features which is uninfluenced by ranking algorithm
biases. Rank aggregation can be done in various ways [23],
[24]. The rank aggregation approach used in our algorithm is
a modified version of rank aggregation method used for web
searches[23], [24]. The mathematical formulation is shown in
equation 1

Rankglobal =
1

n

n∑

i=1

Rankn (1)

where n is the number of list generated from n number of
feature selection algorithms. Rankglobal is the global rank
obtained after rank aggregation on the ranks obtained from
n algorithms.

The benefit of using this approach is that, no prior knowl-
edge about the contribution of each features or variables
are needed since the actual rank produced by each feature
selection algorithm is used as the contributing factor for our
rank aggregation based feature selection algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Aggregated Ranking based Feature Selection
Input: Original Feature Set S
Output: Ranked Feature Set S′

STEPS :
1) Rank S using selected feature selection strategies
2) Sort the new ranked lists based on the index of the
features in each list
3) Produce a matrix n x p of feature ranks where n is the
index of features and p is the number of original feature
selection algorithms used
4) Calculate the sum across each row for each feature in a
separate column
5) Calculate the Global rank as given in equation (1)
6) Sort again based on rank in ascending order.This average
is now our new global rank for each feature.
7) Select Top N features where N can be heuristically
defined
8) The final list S’ is the global ranked features.

The algorithm for rank aggregation based feature selection
is given in Algorithm (1)

The output of this algorithm is a global rank for each
feature. The significance of using a rank aggregation is that
none of the feature ranks in the final list are biased due to
specification of individual measures used for initial ranking.
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Moreover, this global list represents a measurement of sim-
ilarity between items in the various ranked lists apart from
from actual rankings. The results of prediction accuracy shows
comparable improvement in the favor of Rank aggregation
over the individual ranking measures. Our approach uses
merging of ranked lists where global rank is decided by the
majority votes by ranking algorithms.

C. Data Set used

Data set used consisted of 1160 patients who received
myeloablative, T-cellreplete, unrelated donor (URD) transplan-
tation as treatment for AML. Transplants were facilitated by
the National Marrow Donor Program (NMDP) between 1988
and 2006. DNA sample was obtained for each donor and
recipient from the Research Sample Repository of the NMDP.
Outcome data were obtained from the Center for Interna-
tional Blood and Marrow Transplant Research. Complete high-
resolution HLA matching data at HLA-A, B, C, DRB1, and
DQB1 were obtained from the NMDP retrospective typing
program. A total of 121 attributes were studied. Gene ex-
pression data is binary (1- present and 0-absent). Response
variables included treatment related mortality, leukemia free
survival, relapse and death. The other variables were used to
predict the outcomes above.

1) Preprocessing of the data: A preliminary domain based
pruning was done on the data set to remove redundant (calcu-
lated) and missing values. The recipient KIR genetic variables
were removed since previous analysis has demonstrated that
they were not predictive of outcome after HSCT. [2]. The
final data contained 1160 instances and 75 attributes including
KIR genes, HLA allele matching at A, B, C, DRB1, and
DQB1, age, race, sex, CMV status, graft type, Karnofsky
score, disease status before transplant. Response variables used
for prediction were

• Treatment Related Mortality—Indicator of death of pa-
tients which is only caused due to post treatment effects
such as acute or chronic graft verses host disease which
develops in a patient within a given period of time.

• Relapse Free Survival—Indicating whether the patient
survived after BMT treatment without having a relapse,
after a certain amount of time decided by the medical
experts.

• Relapse Rate—indicating whether the patient had a re-
lapse of AML

2) Evaluation: In order to evaluate the performance of our
algorithm, we compared the classification accuracy between
the prediction based on the feature subset produced using
our rank aggregation technique with prediction based on the
unprocessed features without using feature selection technique
prior to model building for classification. The comparison
of accuracy between the rank aggregation algorithm selected
features and the results from the individual features have been
considered in this paper as an additional evaluation criteria for
the rank aggregated features. The mathematical formulation of

accuracy measure A is given in 2

Accuracy =
C

C ′ (2)

where C is the Number of correctly classified samples and C ′

is the Total number of samples
3) Classification algorithms: The different classification

algorithms which we used are—Decision Tree / AdTree,
AdaBoost with Decision Stump or JRip, SMO, Logistic Re-
gression, Voted Perceptron and Bayesian Network. The main
reason behind using a variety of classification algorithms is to
demonstrate the robustness of our approach. Our algorithm can
be used along with a variety of Prediction measures including
rule based, Bayesian Network. classification tree, ensemble
based and even statistical measure like regression. We show
in the result section how we get consistent prediction accuracy
across all classification techniques considered.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to confirm the reliability of our overall data
mining approach to accurately predict characteristics of a
donor which are associated with improved outcome after
HSCT for AML, we performed a comparative analysis of the
prediction results of our algorithm with traditional statistical
approach [2], [3] given in Table I. The Table I demonstrates
the statistically significant variables that are selected by mul-
tivariate analysis with 95% Confidence Interval for relapse
free survival after transplant. These are—Disease Status ,
Non-Caucasian, HLA matched/mismatched, Karnofsky, Per-
formance Status, Age(categorical), Specific KIR Genes, Cen-
tromeric and Telomeric KIR groups, transplant (per year) and
KIR B Content status. The features selected by our data mining
approach shown in the first column of the Table shows that,
our algorithm has been able to correctly capture the significant
variables. All the statistically significant variables have been
detected as the top ranked features with in top 15 by our rank
aggregation algorithm. Moreover our algorithm also detected
other important variables including—conditioning regimen
during transplant, characterization of the AML as primary or
secondary, donor and recipient sex match and graft source
during transplant (bone marrow vs. peripheral blood derived
stem cells). Our results show that our rank aggregation-based
feature selection data mining algorithm could detect not only
the previously identified statistically significant features, but
also other novel features which had not been detected by
any other approach. These results will direct physicians to
explore other dimensions of donor characteristics which may
have been overlooked. This is one of the several advantages of
data mining; to detect hidden patterns which are not otherwise
visible through human judgement or prior knowledge based
variable detection.

Next, we analysed and evaluated the output of our rank ag-
gregation algorithm. We classified the top 35 features selected
by our rank aggregation algorithm to predict the survival rate,
treatment related mortality rate, and relapse rate for patients
with AML. A heuristic approach was used to determine the
number of top features to select from the 75 ranked features.
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Fig. 2. Prediction Accuracy for treatment related mortality

Apart from observing the accuracy of our prediction ,
we also performed a comparative analysis of the result of
classification on unprocessed data vs results obtained on using
our rank aggregation algorithm. There is a striking 3-4%
approximate overall improvement in the prediction. In figure
3 the prediction accuracy of survival rate is depicted. Our
algorithm gives an additional 3-4% accuracy while predicting
treatment related mortality. Similar trend can be seen in pre-
diction accuracy comparisons for treatment related mortality
and Relapse rate shown in Figure 3 and 4. These results shows
that our algorithm gives a constant high accuracy for different
kinds of classification algorithms as compared to when the
features are used without applying our algorithm. Another,
important factor of our rank aggregation algorithm is that, this
approach is more robust as compared to when classifying with
all the features. This algorithm is also scalable since the time
complexity is in the order of O(n) for the rank aggregation
part of our algorithm. The classification algorithms has been
used with Weka [22] which can handle huge amounts of
datasets.

Fig. 3. Prediction accuracy of Survival Rate

In figures 2, 3 and 4 we can see that accuracy of our
approach is almost consistent with different classification mod-
els. In contrast, the accuracy measure of classification based on
the unprocessed features are fluctuating and model dependent.
The main reason behind this, is the fact that our algorithm

TABLE I
CONFIRMATION OF FEATURE SELECTION RESULTS WITH MULTIVARIATE

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Top 15 ranked
Features (Rank
aggregation
based feature
selection
approach)

Statistical signifi-
cance (95% Con-
fidence Interval)
based on previ-
ous studies

Description of the features

disstat Significant Status of disease at transplant
Early, Intermediate, Advanced,
Others

dnrrace Significant Race of donor
numhlaof10 Significant Number of matches out of 10—

based on HLA-A, -B, -C, -DRB1
and -DQB1

karnofpr Significant Karnofsky performance score for
assessing patient’s fitness

regi Not Significant Conditioning regimen during trans-
plant

leuk2 Not Significant Indicatior of wheher it is a primary
or secondary AML case

dagecat Significant Age category of donor
Donor
Neutral
Better Best

Significant Number of centromeric and telom-
eric gene content motifs containing
B haplotype KIR genes

numtx Significant Total number of transplants the re-
cipient has had

sexmatch Not Significant Donor and recipient sex match
graftype Not Significant Graft source : Bone marrow, PBSC,

Cord blood
Donor Final
Centro Grp

Significant Centromeric KIR group—Cen
A/A, Cen A/B, Cen B/B

Donor 2DS4
Length Groups

Significant Presence or absence of Specific
KIR Genes

Donor Final
Telo Grp

Significant Presence or absence of Telomeric
group—Telo A/A, Telo A/B, Telo
B/B

assigns a global rank which is not influenced and biased
by individual feature selection models. Hence, robustness is
preserved across all the classification models used. In Figure 5
we analyse the prediction accuracy from our rank aggregation
based feature selection with that of individual feature selection
models such as Chi Square based, Gain ratio , infogain , filter
based and Symmetrical Uncertainty based feature selection
models. This result shows that our approach gives a constant
higher accuracy across a variety of classification algorithms
than that of other single feature selection models. Overall, our
approach gives a better result proving it has great potential in
medical domain with significant benefits.

V. CONCLUSION

Data mining in the medical domain has been a successful
approach for finding hidden patterns in the vast amount of
patient-related data. Automated knowledge discovery can aid
humans in medical decision making and in the identification
of novel relationships and interactions between variables. In
this paper we present a state of the art data mining approach to
support donor selection for HSCT. We demonstrated that our
rank aggregation algorithm can be used to efficiently select
variables or features important to identify the optimal donor
for HSCT. This entire approach has the ability not only to
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Fig. 4. Prediction Accuracy of Relapse Rate

Fig. 5. Prediction Accuracy of Survival Rate for comparing rank aggregation
algorithm vs single feature selection algorithms

indicate the significant features or characteristics of a donor,
but also to eliminate those variables or features which are
not reliable to predict the outcomes of interest. Moreover, our
algorithm is robust on this large dataset and across a variety of
the classifiers. Our future research will incorporate rule mining
based feature evaluation techniques.
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ecent advances in semantic technologies form a solid 
basis for a variety of methods and instruments that sup-

port  information  retrieval,  knowledge  representation,  and 
text analysis. They influence the way and form of represent-
ing documents in the memory of computers, approaches to 
analyze documents, techniques to mine and retrieve knowl-
edge. The abundance of video, voice and speech data also 
raises new challenging problems to information retrieval sys-
tems.

R

We believe that our workshop will facilitate discussion of 
new research results in this area, and will serve as a meeting 
place for researchers from all over the world. Our aim is to 
create an atmosphere of friendship and cooperation for ev-
eryone, interested in computational linguistics and informa-
tion retrieval. The second ASIR workshop will continue to 
maintain high standards of quality and organization, set in 
the previous year. We welcome all the researchers, interested 
in semantics and information retrieval, to join our event.

TOPICS

The  workshop  addresses  semantic  information  retrieval 
theory and important matters, related to practical Web tools. 
The topics and areas include, but not limited to:

• Models for document representation.
• Ontology for semantic information retrieval.
• Ontology alignment, mapping and merging.
• Searching and ranking.
• Semantic multimedia retrieval.
• Natural language semantic processing.
• Evaluation methodologies for semantic search and 

retrieval.
• Query interfaces.
• Visualization of retrieved results.
• Domain-specific semantic applications.
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Abstract—This paper describes WordBricks project — an 

intelligent  computer-assisted  language  learning  environment, 

recently initiated at our institution. WordBricks is intended to 

serve  as  a  “virtual  language  lab”  that  supports  open 

experiments with natural language constructions. Being based 

on dependency grammars, this instrument illustrates the use of 

modern natural language processing technologies in language 

learning.

I.INTRODUCTION

The use of computer-assisted language learning (CALL) 

instruments is now widespread and well recognized both 

by language teachers and language learners. Past decades 

brought more powerful and accessible computers and nu-

merous CALL software packages; the level of technologi-

cal awareness among teachers has also increased greatly. 

At this point, it seems natural that researchers are often 

more focused on the integration of existing technologies 

into language curricula and the development of well-bal-

anced teaching methods that combine theory, technology, 

and  pedagogy,  rather  than  on  purely  technological  ad-

vancements for CALL systems [1].

However, popular CALL systems still rarely incorpo-

rate modern achievements of natural language processing 

technologies.  For  example,  language  learning  software, 

recently reviewed in PC Magazine [2], at best provide the 

following capabilities:  lessons with multimedia content, 

word-based memory games, online tutoring, and pronun-

ciation training. Some packages were characterized as be-

ing brilliantly designed, nicely organized (as a combina-

tion  of  traditional  lessons,  word  drills,  scenario-based 

lessons/dialogues,  etc.),  or  based  on  innovative  educa-

tional concepts, such as involving a learner into a real text 

translation project.  Undoubtedly,  these features are  cru-

cial for a language learner, but in most cases they do not 

make use of recent research advancements (probably, the 

only exception is high-quality speech recognition).

The lack of  intelligence in  CALL systems is  a well-

known problem, clearly formulated at least as early as in 

1992 [5]. It has been suggested that a hypothetical intelli-

gent CALL (ICALL) system can be based on both techni-

cal  (natural  language  processing,  speech  recognition, 

feedback generation) and theoretical (pedagogy, cognitive 

science)  advancements.  The  review  of  ICALL  instru-

ments conducted in 2002 identified at least 40 systems 

that use artificial intelligence (AI) technologies to a cer-

tain extent [6]. The same paper admits that many capabili-

ties of ICALL systems cannot be reliably addressed with 

state-of-the-art technologies. This is a likely reason for a 

low interest in AI technologies for CALL today. As noted 

in [7], “the development of systems using NLP technol-

ogy is not on the agenda of most CALL experts, and in-

terdisciplinary  research  projects  integrating  computa-

tional linguists and foreign language teachers remain very 

rare”.

Examples of ICALL systems provided in [6] and [7] 

show that AI technologies are most commonly used for 

grammar checking, textual feedback generation, and auto-

matic speech recognition. Still, these technologies rarely 

address one of the major flaws of today’s CALL systems, 

lying in their strictly limited interactivity. Typically a stu-

dent accesses learning materials  in the same way as in 

case of traditional books and audiotapes, while having lit-

tle or no ways to experiment with language. One can note 

a  contrast  between  CALL instruments  and  educational 

software, available for natural sciences, such as physics 

or chemistry. For these subjects, in addition to browsing 

multimedia  learning  materials,  a  student  can often per-

form numerous experiments in a “virtual lab” (such as, 

for example, The Virtual Physical Laboratory [3] and The 

ChemCollective [4]).

Theoretically,  numerous  language  learning  activities 

might benefit from students’ unrestricted experimentation 

(checking the applicability of a certain construction in a 

certain context, finding the best translation for the given 

phrase, exploring word morphology and the rules of verb 

government). In practice, many of these options are still 

too challenging for today’s speech and language process-

ing technologies. Given these limitations, one might con-

sider an alternative approach: instead of fulfilling peda-

gogical aims with immature technology, it makes sense to 

try  to  implement  scenarios  that  are  technologically 

doable, and still have pedagogical value.

The idea of a “virtual language lab” based on estab-

lished  natural  language  processing  technologies  is  the 

starting point of a project recently initiated at our institu-

tion. In this paper, I will introduce this project, and dis-

cuss its  expected advantages and drawbacks as well  as 

possible research directions. The first version of our soft-

ware will be English language-based, but in this paper I 
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Tomorrow
we

go

to

Tokyo

when?
who

?

where?

will also use examples from other languages to illustrate 

certain grammatical phenomena.

II.THE BASIC CONCEPT OF “WORD BRICKS”

We decided to devote our project to one specific type 

of  language  learning  activities:  to  the  process  of  con-

structing grammatically correct  phrases.  A student  with 

initial vocabulary and some knowledge of grammar rules 

might want to practice them by creating simple sentences. 

At this stage, it is important to make sure that the sen-

tences are built properly, and if not, the student gets nec-

essary feedback. By creating sentences, the student in the 

simplest case can test hypotheses about the correctness of 

certain  constructions.  In  more  advanced  scenario,  the 

feedback might include hints on the proper use of words 

and word combinations. For example:

• A student can check whether a certain word is 

appropriate  in  a  certain  context.  Suppose 

the  student  knows  that  one  can  ride  a 

horse, but can one ride a car?

• A student can find the correct word form for 

the  given  syntactical  context.  In  English, 

the verb form depends on the subject’s per-

son, so the student has to choose between 

the base form of the verb and the 3rd per-

son  singular  form.  For  other  languages 

these rules can be more complicated.  For 

example, Russian verbs are conjugated ac-

cording to the subject’s person and number 

in  the  present  tense,  but  to  the  subject’s 

gender and number in the past tense.

• A student can find correct prepositions and/or 

grammatical  cases  for  the  given  context. 

For example, in Finnish some verbs require 

that the object noun is always set into a cer-

tain form (so the verb “governs” the noun). 

This verb / noun form list has to be memo-

rized.

The idea of incorporating a grammar checker into CALL 

software is not new. Such an automated feedback genera-

tion system was implemented, e.g., in Robo-Sensei Japa-

nese  tutoring  system [8].  However,  today’s  grammar 

checkers are not very helpful in open experiments with 

language constructions. As noted in [7], grammar check-

ers are usually aimed at native speakers, and do not pro-

vide sufficient feedback for language learners. One possi-

ble way to solve this problem is to restrict user input. This 

approach is implemented in Robo-Sensei: the system asks 

the student to answer a specific question, and then com-

pares the response with an “answer schema” that specifies 

the pattern of the expected correct response.

We believe that  free experiments with language con-

structions  are  possible  without  traditional  grammar 

checking technologies. Consider the following analogy. A 

programmer, working with traditional programming lan-

guages, has to write plaintext code that is translated into 

low-level machine instructions. It is a job of a compiler or 

interpreter to parse the code, and to identify possible syn-

tactic errors. Unlike them,  visual programming systems, 

often used for teaching programming to kids, store pro-

grams in graphical flowcharts (see, e.g., Flowol [9]), thus 

eliminating the need of parsing and error checking. One 

can draw a flowchart that corresponds to a wrong algo-

rithm, but the flowchart itself cannot be “syntactically in-

correct”, since the visual editor allows no illegal links be-

tween the elements.

In  a  sense,  flowcharts  represent  “parsed”  programs, 

stored in the form that directly reflects their syntactic and 

semantic structure.  Natural language sentences also can 

be  represented  in  a  parsed  tree-like  form with  phrase-

structure grammars or  dependency grammars [10].  Our 

idea is to let the students compose  parsed sentences di-

rectly instead of traditional writing.

I.GENERAL DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM

Currently, we are developing the system with the fol-

lowing image in mind. A student is given a number of 

“word  bricks”  that  represent  single  words.  The  student 

can connect individual bricks to  form phrases and sen-

tences.  Every  brick  has  typed  incoming  and  outgoing 

“connectors”,  ensuring  that  only  grammatically  correct 

links are possible.

We believe that dependency links are easier to under-

stand,  since they connect  words of  a  sentence  directly, 

and do not require additional non-word bricks, as in case 

of phrase-structure links. The dependency link from the 

word A to the word B can be informally explained as a 

question that contains A, and has B as an answer. For ex-

ample, in the phrase he likes apples there is a dependency 

link from  likes to  he,  since it  is possible to construct a 

question who likes apples?, having he as an answer. This 

idea is illustrated in Fig. 1 that shows the parse tree of the 

phrase Tomorrow we go to Tokyo.

Fig. 1. The parsed phrase Tomorrow we go to Tokyo.

At this point one may ask how the student would be 

able to see the resulting phrase in its conventional, non-

parsed form. The process of conversion of parsed repre-

sentation into an ordinary word chain is known as  tree 

linearization,  and  well  covered  in  literature  (see, 

e.g. [11, 12]). By employing a linearization algorithm, we 
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can show the resulting sentence in real-time. However, it 

might  be  reasonable  to  provide  also  manual  word  re-

arrangement functions, so the student can also practise the 

topic of word ordering.

II.FROM BASIC BRICKS TO TYPED BRICKS

Even a simple software tool that allows drawing depen-

dency parse trees (such as shown in the Fig. 1) without 

any restrictions on word-word links has some pedagogical 

value, since it visualizes sentence structure1.

Our next aim is to restrict possible connections, so the 

student  cannot  produce  ungrammatical  sentences.  The 

formalism of dependency grammars allows us to specify 

the type of word-word relationship, such as verb-subject, 

verb-object,  noun-modifier,  and so on.  If  we know the 

type of this relationship, we can decide which restrictions 

should be applied in the given case.

Perhaps,  the development of  such  word linking  con-

straints for each relationship type is the most challenging 

part  of  our  project.  These  rules  vary greatly  from lan-

guage to language, and might require morphological or 

even semantic information about the words to be linked. 

We will not discuss here all possible types of grammatical 

relationships and all kinds of challenges that arise in the 

task of linking constraints declaration, but it makes sense 

to consider several illustrative examples.

Noun-adjective  link.  In  English,  we  can  establish  a 

link between any noun and any adjective (answering the 

which?-question). In Russian and Spanish this noun-ad-

jective link can be established only if the adjective agrees 

in number and gender with the noun:

libro rojo (red book)

libros rojos (red books)

rosa roja (red rose)

rosas rojas (red roses)

Verb-object  link.  In  English,  normally  any noun or 

pronoun in objective case can be used as an object of a 

verb:

I like cars.

I like her. (‘her’ is an objective case of ‘she’)

In Russian, we need to know whether the object repre-

sents something alive. For animate things the word form 

of the object is identical to the genitive case form, while 

for inanimate things the nominative case form should be 

used.

Verb government. The examples above describe gen-

eral grammatical rules that hold for wide classes of word 

pairs.  However,  there are  also verb-object  relationships 

that depend on particular verbs. For example, the verb to  

buy requires an indirect object with the preposition in:

I buy fish in a shop.

1 One may ask whether the student needs to know this 

structure. Let us postpone the discussion of this question for 

a while.

This fact is not as trivial as it might seem: in Finnish 

language one buys something from a shop (and this is ex-

pressed without any prepositions; the corresponding form 

of the word shop is used instead). So the choice of prepo-

sitions and word forms of verb objects is not obvious. It 

depends on a particular verb, such as to buy.

Semantics-driven  links.  The  discussed  above  link 

types can be used to ensure grammatical correctness of 

phrases.  However,  they  do  not  prevent  improper  word 

use. Consider the following example. In English, one can 

break the cup and  break the law.  The student,  familiar 

with English, may try to reproduce the same pattern in 

Russian, but this is incorrect: in Russian, it is impossible 

to use the same verb in these two distinct contexts.

We believe this problem can be addressed with addi-

tional  constraints  on  word  types,  as  suggested  in  [13], 

though we did not decide yet whether we are going to im-

plement  this  functionality,  as  it  requires  considerable 

amount of work. The idea is to introduce a hierarchy of 

word classes. Having this ontology, we can specify that 

one can break only breakable things, drive only drivable 

things,  and  so  on.  Several  such  ontologies  are  already 

available and can be used (see, for instance, the system of 

WordNet categories [14]).

III. PROS AND CONS

In the previous sections I have outlined specific tech-

niques  for  addressing  particular  language  phenomena. 

Now let  us  discuss  the  potential  advantages  and draw-

backs of our “virtual language lab”, affecting its pedagog-

ical value.

At present, we see the following positive sides of our 

approach:

Supporting “virtual labs” in language learning. As 

mentioned  above,  the  idea  of  open  experimentation  is 

supported  in  numerous  educational  software  projects. 

However,  in  computer-assisted  language  learning  this 

“virtual lab” approach is clearly underrepresented.

Formalized explanations. Typed word bricks provide 

a  natural  way to explain such language phenomena,  as 

morphology,  homonymy,  cases  and  prepositions,  verb 

government, and proper word use. Students can see how 

the choice of a word form affects brick type; how subjects 

and objects are linked to verbs, and so on.

Understanding  underlying  structures.  Parse  trees 

show  the  structure  of  sentences,  thus  contributing  to 

deeper understanding of grammar rules and word-linking 

principles.

Contextualized  assistance.  Since  the  system  knows 

internal  structure  of  phrases,  being  constructed  by stu-

dents, it  can provide numerous context-dependent hints. 

For example, it can automatically select the proper verb 

form for the given subject-verb word pair; it can provide 

a list of prepositions and grammatical cases, used with the 

given verb; it can display a list of breakable things used 

with the verb  to break or a list of drivable things used 

with the verb to drive, and so on.
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Unfortunately, our approach has also serious disadvan-

tages, whose impact can be evaluated only in real-life ex-

periments:

Unnatural constructions.  Lucien Tesnière,  who pio-

neered dependency grammars, distinguished the concepts 

of  words as syntactic elements and of  nuclei as complex 

elements carrying the same role as words [15]. For exam-

ple, both the word  sees and the word combination  will  

have been seeing correspond to single nuclei. In a sense, 

“will have been seeing” is logically a single word, syntac-

tically made up of separate tokens.

Dependency  trees  provide  a  convenient  and  natural 

way to link nuclei, but the situation becomes less obvious 

for the words inside a single nucleus. What kind of links 

connect the words will, have, been, and seeing? There are 

many such confusing sentence elements: complex objects 

that consist  of  and-, or-,  or comma-separated elements; 

quotations; prepositions and articles; proper names; punc-

tuation  marks.  Researchers  have  developed  consistent 

guidelines that assist constructing dependency trees (see, 

e.g., Stanford typed dependencies manual [16]), but the 

need of  knowing these  technicalities  is  an unnecessary 

burden for a language learner. One may argue that even 

the parsed representation itself is a burden, so these com-

plications with word linking rules make the system im-

practical.

Dependency  grammars  were  also  criticized  for  little 

support of word ordering rules. There are attempts to ad-

dress this defect (see, e.g., [17]), but currently it is unclear 

how to incorporate  word ordering into our system in a 

natural, pedagogically sound way.

Limitations  of  error  prevention  system.  The  pro-

posed system is not bullet-proof. By design, it analyzes 

local  contexts  of  words only,  so it  cannot detect  errors 

that appear at paragraph level. For example, the system is 

generally  unable  to  detect  improper  article  use  (except 

simple cases with precise phrase-level rules, such as “do 

not use articles with people’s names”). The system is also 

unable  to  detect  semantic  errors,  when  the  sentence  is 

grammatically correct, but the meaning is wrong.

Technical difficulties. The complete set of word-link-

ing rules, described in Section IV, is most probably too 

large for  manual implementation.  For the proof-of-con-

cept system, we plan to limit ourselves with a small vo-

cabulary, and to declare rules manually. However, for a 

full-sized system we will  need to  learn rules automati-

cally from treebank data2. Currently, it is hard to estimate 

how challenging this process is.

IV.CONCLUSION

In  this  paper  I  have  outlined  basic  design  ideas  of 

WordBricks  — a  new virtual  language  lab  project,  re-

cently initiated at the University of Aizu. We are trying to

2 A treebank is the collection of manually parsed sentences.

implement a tool for open experimentation with language 

constructions. Such ICALL instruments are still very rare 

today.

Throughout the paper, we have seen how various lin-

guistic phenomena, such as word agreement, verb govern-

ment, cases and prepositions can be handled, and how de-

pendency parse trees can be used by students to construct 

phrases and sentences. We believe that such a visual rep-

resentation of sentence structure is helpful for deeper un-

derstanding of human language grammar rules.

This year we are planning to conduct first experiments 

in  a  real  classroom environment  and  to  make grounde 

conclusions about the feasibility of our approach. We are 

aware of potential limitations and drawbacks, but many of 

them are caused with objective complications of human 

language,  and there is no way to overcome them com-

pletely.
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Abstract—This  article  presents  the  analytical   and retrieval  
potential  of visualization maps.   Obtained maps were tested as  
information retrieval (IR) interface. The collection of documents  
derived from the ACM Digital Library was mapped on the sphere  
surface.  Proposed  approach  uses  nonlinear  similarity  of  
documents  by  comparing  ascribed  thematic  categories  and  
thereby development of  semantic connections between them. For  
domain  analysis  the  newest  IT  trend  -  Cloud Computing  was  
monitored  across  time period  2007-2009.  Visualization reflects  
evolution, dynamics and relational fields of cloud technology as  
well as its paradigmatic property. 

I. INTRODUCTION

SER’S information needs have made the Information 

Retrieval  today  the  prominent  and  exciting  field  for 

scientists,  physicians,  enterprise  and business  analysts,  in-

formation  managers,  librarians  and  any  others  who  deals 

with  a  large-scale  collections  of  data.  Document  retrieval 

systems are based on the theoretical models, where the most 

prevalent are Boolean, Vector Space, Probabilistic, and Lan-

guage Modeling. The basic action in information retrieval is 

to compare an automatically produced index of the textual 

content of documents with the user’s request [1,2]. This con-

nection applies to text or content based (semantic) indexing.

U

From  users  perspective  document  search  is  still  not  a 

solved problem. Search engines find too many results that 

means  too  low  precision  of  retrieval  system  or  too  few 

caused by their small knowledge how to formulate the best 

matching query. Nevertheless, the users show some common 

strategies,  for  example finding more documents similar to 

the  one  already found.  This  technique  is  known as  pearl 

growing [3]. Current information retrieval systems provide 

this model by embedding it within the interface. Collection 

of suggested terms is derived from such units as synonyms, 

close indexing terms, thesaurus as well as the list of previ-

ously entered queries by users [4]. Examples of pearl grow-

ing models can be found  in Google results “similar links”, 

in Amazon’s  category “Customers Who Bought This Item 

Also Bought” and in any e-commerce service’s with item: 

“related articles”. Hence user-friendly information retrieval 

systems need to use option for associate context search. 

Output results in the form of list ranking (Google, Yahoo) 

do not satisfy the searcher because of linearity. Some Web 



search engines besides page ranking allow advanced func-

tions such as results grouping according to the topics or cat-

egories,  visualization of  results and social  tagging.  Linear 

ranking list is not sufficient for similar documents represen-

tation. In complex context the non-discrete property – simi-

larity of documents must be described in more sophisticated 

way. Visual maps of retrieved results join such advantages 

as fuzzy representation, non-linear localization and topic dif-

fusion. Maps provide a physical (geographical) structure for 

comparisons of measured objects as well as an understand-

ing the organization of measured environment [5]. Further 

more maps also help us easy navigate the landscape of find-

ings.

In  this  article  we  focus  on  retrieval  versus  topological 

characteristics  of  visualization  maps.  We  have  chosen  a 

sphere surface as the mapping space of the collection of doc-

uments derived from the ACM Digital Library. Obtained vi-

sualization maps were tested as information retrieval (IR) in-

terface. Studying map pattern across discrete years of docu-

ments publishing (longitudinal mapping [6]) it is possible to 

see the dynamics of changes within scientific domain. 

For  such  analysis  we  have  selected  a  newest  IT  trend 

which  is  Cloud  Computing.  Cloud,  the  most  popular 

word/metaphor  today  presents  both  narrow,  bigger  and 

fuzzier meaning. This is at the same time a model of tech-

nology, model of computing providing web-based software 

as well as business model of providing resources to the user.  

Cloud  is  considered  as  a  service  giving  access  to  the re-

sources on demand. Some analysts define cloud computing 

as an updated version of utility computing: virtual  servers 

available over the Internet.  Others  argue that  anything we 

use outside the firewall is "in the cloud," including conven-

tional outsourcing [22-29]. But this fashionable phrase has a 

long  history  and  provokes  controversy  with  regard  to  its 

source.   Apparently longitudinal  mapping of  CS literature 

facilitates to study  development of the concepts and new 

ideas in the interdisciplinary fields.   

II. MAPPING SPACE REVIEW

Visualization 3D is current trend in graphic design, simu-

lation and modeling. One can find a lot of arguments sup-

porting the systems with dominance of spatial visualization. 

It is natural to say that we live in a four dimensional world 
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and our brain is designed to process information in three di-

mensions.  Original  image  mapped  to  the  spherical  retina 

also has the characteristics of a spherical 3D structures [7].

It  seems  reasonable  to  use  spherical  data  visualization 

methods adapted to the natural abilities of the human visual 

apparatus.  But  so far  the two-dimensional  visualization  is 

still the easiest way of presenting the results.

By mapping multiscale data researchers face difficulties: 

large amounts of unstructured data must be displayed in a 

limited space with limited resolution. This main communica-

tion problem concerns spatial layout a graph drawing algo-

rithms  [8-10].  Last  decade  more  often  spatial  graphs  are 

used for spatializing, filtering, navigating, manipulating and 

clustering than plan visualization. To visualize the complex 

structure in three dimensions one needs to center the main 

node and place child nodes in all directions around it. There 

are  a  lot  of  open  source  software  for  graph  and  network 

analysis  including  wide  interactive  possibilities  (Walrus  , 

Gephi , Pajek  etc.). 

Maps of science are generated through a scientific analy-

sis  of  large-scale  scholarly datasets.  They can  be  used  to 

identify  major  research  areas,  experts,  institutions,  collec-

tions, grants, papers, journals, and ideas in a domain of in-

terest [9, 10]. A lot of visualization layouts is limited to reg-

ular shapes,  as circle or sphere.  For example Science–Re-

lated Wikipedian Activity map [11-13] shows the structure 

and dynamics of the English Wikipedia based on 659,388 

articles and their editing activity. The similarity of each arti-

cle-article pair was calculated as the number of shared links 

to other articles. The final graph layout generated by VxOrd 

[14]  routine  is circular.  According  to  the intention  of  au-

thors, visualization has to highlight current trends and pre-

dict future editing activity and growth in Wikipedia articles 

related to science,  technology,  and mathematics.  Next no-

ticeable circular map layout produced by the same tool is vi-

sualization of  the scientific paradigms. The authors  used 

the VxOrd to recursively cluster the 820,000 most important 

papers referenced in 2003; in result they obtained 776 scien-

tific paradigms [15]. 

Most frequently cited map of global science is Forecast-

ing Large Trends in Science [11, 15, 16] within 3D space. 

The authors visualized 7.2 million papers and over 16,000 

separate journals, proceedings,  and series from a five-year 

period, 2001-2005. The metrics is based on a combination of 

the bibliographic coupling of references and keyword vec-

tors. Using three dimensional graph they achieved spatial vi-

sualization of disciplines on a sphere,  and to give two-di-

mensional version of map Mercator projection was used.

In the present work a sphere surface was selected as a tar-

get mapping space. Sphere surface has no edges and there-

fore it is possible to represent not only local similarity but 

also large-scale regarding to all space. The benefit of curved 

surface in comparison to a plane is more capacious explo-

ration space. We have exploited digital library resources, so 

the aspect of ergonomic user interface for browsing, navi-

gating and searching was also important.  Such features as 

symmetry and continuity of sphere made it natural percep-

tional space. However for detail topological analysis of visu-

alization maps we return to two dimensional representation 

through  equidistant  cylindrical  projection.  The  reason  is 

easy production and  resemblance  to geographic maps that 

everyone  can  read  and  interpret.  Proposed  approach  uses 

nonlinear  similarity  of  documents  by  comparing  ascribed 

classes and thereby development of  semantic connections 

between them.

III. THE METHODOLOGY OF MAPPING

The articles [17-19] describe in detail the construction of 

graphical  representation  of  original  classification  scheme 

adopted in ACM Computing Classification System. Thus we 

confine ourselves to a summary of steps. 

Dataset consist of collected metadata of ACM Digital Li-

brary scientific articles regarding mainly computer science. 

Every article is ascribed to main thematic class/subclass and 

some additional  ones.  Overlapping  classes  and  subclasses 

therefore  appear  simultaneously among documents  collec-

tion. The author's idea consisted in estimation of co-occur-

rences of classes i.e. counting of common documents for ev-

ery pair classes and subclasses. The larger number of com-

mon publications the larger thematic similarity of co-classes. 

The fact that authors of articles participate in classification is 

in favour of our procedure. 

The final number of all possible classes and subclasses in 

collection was 353. This is the dimension of similarity ma-

trix of co-classes. As similarity measure we used normalized 

IC-cosine [5]:

cosi , j=cos j ,i=
RAW i , j

 ∑
k =1

n

C i , j∑
k=1

n

C j , k

To decrease  matrix  dimension  we have  used  an  MDS-

based scatterplot selecting a sphere as output space. For this 

reason the nodes were considered as single particles under 

Morse potential [17]. 

Among 353 (sub)classes nodes, positions of articles were 

calculated from topological relations between main and ad-

ditional classifications with weights 0.6:0.4 accordingly. All 

documents  nodes  were  marked  by  their  main  class  color, 

thus the final visualization palette consists of 11 colors. 

Thus the main classes are: A. General Literature; B. Hard-

ware;  C. Computer Systems Organization; D. Software;  E. 

Data; F. Theory of Computation; G. Mathematics of Com-

puting; H. Information Systems; I.  Computing Methodolo-

gies; J. Computer Applications; K. Computing Milieux. 

For convenient analysis cartographic projections of visu-

alization layouts were used. Fig 1 represents visualization on 

a sphere and Fig 3 - its projections to plane according 2007 

and 2009 years data. Application allowing for visual com-

parison of changes over years of publishing are accessible 

on-line1.

1http://www-users.mat.uni.torun.pl/~garfi/vis2009/ -  the  best  view  is 
with Mozilla Firefox or Chrome browsers.
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IV. MAPS COMPARISON
2

A. CS analysis

Visualization process was repeated for different publish-

ing years with ca. 10 years step: 1968, 1978, 1988, 2007 and 

2009.  Comparison of visualization maps (literature longitu-

dinal mapping [6, 8]) allows to track and analyze dynamics 

of scientific domain. Another possibility of visual analysis 

refers to study how knowledge advances and knowledge or-

ganization changes [9,10]. 

ACM Digital Library’s dataset changes in time is shown 

on Fig 2. Because of the performance not all articles were 

classified and for the preparation of the knowledge maps the 

representative part  has  been selected.  CCS taxonomy falls 

behind the emergence of new thematic categories. The rea-

son can be the crisis of classifications systems in the face of 

keyword searching. It is noticeable in last two decades the 

quantity of classified publications are similar and is about 

30000. 

In the previous papers [17-19] the distributions of docu-

ments nodes depending on time were characterized. The fea-

ture that the most ontologically different Hardware (B class) 

and Software (D class) are distributed in the opposite cor-

ners (poles in case of sphere) could be considered as verifi-

cation of mapping. Maps revealed more or less uniform dis-

tribution of documents till 90th. The results from 1988 show 

how the category of Information Systems (class H) dissemi-

nates and CCS started to evolve. This is also the clustering 

time.  Next  the  Computer  Systems (class  C) i.e.  networks 

were quickly developed.  However class C as networks cate-

gory places between them because of both problems are rep-

resented. Comparing maps in time scale we concluded that 

2For  precise reading and interpretation we put the colored versions of  
generated  maps  with  bigger  resolution  at  the  website: 
http://www.umk.pl/~wieo/infovis2009

in  the  last  two  decades  classification  evolves  towards 

stronger adaptation of CCS structure in ACM digital library. 
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Fig 2. The quantity of documents with searching terms “cloud comput-
ing” since 2007 year of publishing. Miniature chart shows the quantity 
of publications according year of publishing in ACM Digital Library. 

Black columns relate to classified documents.

Current paper concentrates on visualization and retrieval 

of documents published in 2009; the output layout is pre-

sented  on Fig  3.  Nevertheles  with  the  similar  quantity  of 

documents (more than 37 000), the map reveals more uni-

form clustering than in 2007. Nodes of class I - Methodolo-

gies  form continuous  strip  like a sinusoide.  This  category 

refers  to  problem  solving  and  analysis  using  information 

technology. It covers: computer graphics, image processing 

and recognition, text processing,  simulation and modeling, 

as well as artificial intelligence. The central arrangement in-

dicates its present importance among other research fields. 

Information systems (H class) manifest the biggest changes 

in structure. Nodes “follow” I class nodes, that is computer 

scientists have comprehensive approach to describe method-

ology and need simultaneously to work out testing systems. 

Considering Hardware and Software nodes,  the latter ones 

dominate according to its quantity and cohesion. Interesting 

observation  is that  these groups  locate  closer  one  another 

which points to integration software application and devices 

on every level.  Reduced visibility in terms less significance 

of  theme  is  characteristic  of  Applications  (J)  and  Mi-

lieux (K).

B. Documents clustering and Cloud Computing

Spatial representation of publications nodes depicts their 

thematic closeness. Nonlinear approach through counting of 

co-classes determines similarity measure. Documents whose 

topics are similar must be located close each another regard-

less of the classes they are assigned. Articles nodes are ar-

ranged  in the area  around the proper  node of  main class. 

This distance depends on location of an additional class(es) 

and  their  quantity.  For  example,  the  node  of  document 

which belongs to the class C (Computer Systems Organiza-
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Fig 1. Visualization of classes (bigger circles) and documents (scat-
tered points) nodes on a sphere surface. Year of publishing is 2009. 

Application is accessible on-line1.
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Fig 3.  Visualization layout of documents published in 2007 (upper) and 
2009 (bottom). From the right is the legend of main classes symbols with 
ascribed colors: A. General Literature; B. Hardware; C. Computer Sys-
tems Organization; D. Software; E. Data; F. Theory of Computation; G. 
Mathematics  of  Computing;  H.  Information  Systems;  I.  Computing 
Methodologies; J. Computer Applications; K. Computing Milieux

tion)  may be  “expelled”  near  class  J  (Computer  Applica-

tions) located in the different hemisphere.  

IR possibilities of given graphical layout can be tested by 

tracking  positions  of  thematically  similar  publications.  To 

catch  latter  we  retrieved  collections  by  such  metadata  as 

keywords,  title and abstract.  We selected the term “cloud 

computing” because of young concept and quick expansion 

of this service in the world.  

Cloud  computing  as  a  delivering  computing  resources 

through a global network has evolved through a number of 

services and concepts like grid and utility computing, appli-

cation service provision, and Software as a Service [21]. Al-

though the cloud computing is one of the hottest terms in the 

technology it has quite long history [25]. According to the 

sources [24, 25], the first scholarly use of phrase was in in-

ternal  Compaq analysis  titled  “Internet  Solutions  Division 

Strategy for Cloud Computing” dated November 14, 1996. 

The power of term is its marketing value. It is generally con-

sidered to be born in 2006-2007 when cloud computing has 

to be provided to external customers and shows a steady in-

crease in interest. Cloud computing is an evolving paradigm 

[19] that is rewarding object of study in information visual-

ization  because  of  distinct  research  frontiers  are  easy  ex-

posed due to scientific paradigms on domain maps [7-9].

Searching this expression across collections we found its 

occurrence since 2007. Fig 2 shows how the frequency of 

phrase increases rapidly from 2007 (13) through 2009 (175) 

to 2011 (1503).  In the first case (on Figure 4) localization 

of a few objects is only interesting as source categories from 

which it starts to disseminate.  Three clusters were noticed 

near  the  following  themes  (sub/classes  nodes):  Computer 

Systems Organizations  (C),  Software  (D)  and  Information 

Systems  (H).  In  order  to  learn  more  about  the  origin  of 

“cloud” space we analyzed the closest neighboring of found 

nodes.  Authors  characterized  these  articles  by  following 

keywords  shown  in  Table  1.  The  central,  biggest  cluster 

covers grid computing, Web services, data mining, peer-to-

peer,  semantic Web. In the area of neighborhood  there is 

also a publication concerning condensed matter physics (the 

title:   “Soliton  trains  and  vortex  streets  as  a  form  of 

Cerenkov radiation in trapped Bose-Einstein condensates” - 

(BECs). It is possible to find relationship with cloud com-

puting if we recall the BECs experiments are used in quan-

tum  computations  and  quantum  resonance  imaging  [22]. 

Next pair of keywords describes knowledge representation 

formalisms. Scientists consider a cloud concept as a way to 

solve  problems of  knowledge  explosion  and  “information 

overload” over the past few decades.  

Bottom cluster is specialized in  information queries, al-

gorithms,  combinatory  and  imprecise  computation.  Upper 

cluster is computer systems security and stability oriented. 

Thus in 2007 grid computing publications discuss algorith-

mic, programming and technical aspects of information sys-

tems organization. The majority of documents reveals close 

relation with distributed computing issues. The most repre-

sentative publication in filtered collection is “Computing in 

the clouds” [23].

Mapping  of  2007 publications  hits  the origin  of  cloud. 

Till this year no search results for cloud computing in ACM 

Digital Library. The most important is possibility to see se-

mantic source  and  paths  of  cloud idea by studying  given 

clusters on 2007 map. 

Map from 2009 represented on Fig 4 shows the new prop-

erty for  cloud topic:  continuity through  whole  layout.  In-

stead of clustering like in 2007 we see the coherent topics 

path of selected documents nodes. It is possible to discover 

cloud  pattern  follows  the  Methodologies  (class  I)  nodes 

making  a  sinusoide  like  trajectory.  Methodologies  is  the 

most diverse thematic category in ACM CCS covering con-

temporary problems of  AI,  knowledge  representation,  ma-

chine learning, image processing and computer vision, simu-

lation and modeling as well as text processing. 

Summarizing foregoing cloud articles are located nearby 

class I nodes and simultaneously are attracted to area with a 

big concentrations of H class nodes (Information systems). 

These two categories are crucial to cloud topic documents in 

early stage. One should be noted from right there is signifi-

cant concentration of nodes in the same place of Applica-

tions  (I)  nodes  cluster.  It  proves  cloud  concept  rapidly 

evolved  from methodologies  to  application.  Innovation  in 

the computing industry continues to enable new opportuni-

ties for information society. Business and government orga-
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nizations as well as engineering and medical centers looking 

to drive down costs implement cloud solutions in IT infra-

structure. Large data centres offer economies of scale, pro-

viding cheaper computing power, with the flexibility to pay. 

The critical issues for interoperable cloud applications con-

centrate around security, privacy, portability and availability 

of data.

The same state of cloud articles connection with K class 

(Milieux) nodes is observed on the top of layout. This minor 

category  covering  imprecise  fields  concerning  computing 

and society, social issues of computation, organizational im-

pacts, legal aspects and so on.

It is possible to observe from Fig 4 cloud computing re-

lies  on  grid  computing  as  its  backbone  and  infrastructure 

and  generally  grows  out  distributing  systems  (C  class). 

Cloud clusters overlap with distributed computer-communi-

cation networks (C class). This evolution may be considered 

as a result of a shift in focus from an infrastructure that de-

livers storage and compute resources to an economy based 

aiming  to  deliver  more  abstract  resources  and  services 

[28, 29]. 

The pictures show that within two years cloud computing 

has been applied in the more global scale of CS. Big concen-

tration of both H, C and J nodes in the cloud range indicates 

researchers  successfully implement cloud idea in an infor-

mation systems, networks and computer applications. Defi-

nitely cloud can not be limited to primary grid category, i.e. 

Computer Systems class (C). We see a weakness of ACM 

CCS current taxonomy. Cloud as a multifaceted concept be-

came adapted in a wide spectrum of technological, business, 

social and education problems.  

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Information  space  must  illustrate  semantic  correlations 

between  scholar  publications  regarding  computer  science. 

We  have  used  nonlinear  similarity  measure  of  co-classes 

from ACM classification system that allow to arrange their 

in output space and then on visualization layout. Documents 

are represented by many subclasses and have no one occur-

rence on the classification tree. Their nodes were located be-

tween classes/subclasses nodes by using geometrical princi-

ple. If place of classes/subclasses determine wide or narrow 

research and  technology,  articles with similar topics posi-

tions close each other on visualization layout.

Thus  information  space  depicts  semantic  similarity  be-

tween documents belonging to ACM digital library. Topol-

ogy of neighboring documents nodes on a visual  map de-

cides about their semantic relations. This property may be 

useful in associate context retrieval. For example when we 

search an article on-line any search engine now offers option 

“related” or “similar”. If  output visualization was enriched 

by feedback regarding the user it could be served as docu-

ments retrieval interface.  

We constructed visual IR system with inverse data pro-

cessing: first stage includes visualization, second – semantic 

retrieval by using maps. From the perspective of IR systems 

evaluation, effectiveness of thematically similar documents 

retrieval can qualify visualization results. To test visualiza-

tion-searching system we investigated the neighborhood of 

filtered documents with the query “cloud computing” by fol-

lowing fields: keywords,  title and abstract. Increased num-

ber of data from 16 in 2007 year to 175 in 2009 and 1500 in 

2011 points to cloud methodology spreads very rapidly that 

time. This is agreed that the term is starting to be known in 

global  technical  and  economical  scale  since  2007.  Docu-

ments distribution varied from three separate clusters (2007) 

to  “satellite  path”  along  computing  methodologies  which 

cover diverse spectrum of current CS issues (2009). In 2007 

cloud clusters show significant coherence with network ar-

chitecture,  distributed computing, systems and software is-

sues, process management. Two years later cloud computing 

nodes quickly disseminate over whole map and are strongly 

attracted by methodologies class. 

The authors of ACM publications have assured them  the 

best  topic characteristic  by introducing  keywords.  Investi-

gated neighborhood of cloud articles by reviewing keywords 

depicts common roots with  grid computing: distributed sys-

TABLE 1 

THEMATIC CHARACTERISTIC OF THREE CLUSTERS (SEE FIG. 4) WITH “CLOUD” DOCUMENTS PUBLISHED IN 2007

Cluster Categories Keywords

central Systems and so-ftware, 
online information 
services, informa-tion 
retrieval, project and 
people management

retrieval, latent semantic analysis, lexical disagreement problem, query log clusters,  clustering, data 
mining,  peer-to-peer,  Grid  services,  collaboration,  portlets,  environmental  data  distribution,  grid 
computing,  resource  broking,  Grid  portal,  GridPortlets,  GridSphere,  OGCE, comparison,  business 
process  management,  Semantic  web,  specification  integration,  UML  meta-models,  Web  services, 
counting disjoint, optimal partition, sortability, Bose-Einstein condensation, Matter waves, nucleation, 
solitons, vortices, generalized implicatures, literal meaning, nonmonotonic logics.

bottom distributed systems, 
process management, 
public policy issues

Information  query,  mobile  ad hoc networks,  time indexed information,  distributed system, insider 
threat, autonomic computing, cellular automata, grid computing,  algorithms, analysis of algorithms,  
combinatorial  problems,  imprecise  computation  task,  polynomial  time  algorithms,  preemptive 
scheduling, uniform processors .

upper Network architecture, 
decision problems

audit,  security,  service  learning,  asymptotic  stability,  congestion  control,  heterogeneous  delay, 
overlap-free words, formal languages, Thue--Morse word, rewriting logic, semantics and analysis of 
programming languages.
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tems category. Cloud is the technology which exploited grid 

concept especially in early stage.  

Thus by using clustering patterns on visualization maps 

we show how emerged and evolves the current multifaceted 

concept  -  cloud computing,  including  a wide spectrum of 

their  technological,  business,  social  and  education  issues. 

Therefore described tests allow to discover historical basis, 

etymology and relative concepts of initial subject and thus 

research fields.  The question is: how the visualization pat-

tern may facilitate current domain/field development predic-

tion?

VI. DISCUSSION

Beside the visual  analysis  of  all  documents  distribution 

we studied thematic clusters organization by counting key-

words frequency [18-20]. This way keywords map of dataset 

regarding   computer  science  was  obtained  and  published. 

Visualization maps including all layers of mapping like key-

words map, semantic map, co-authors map have a big poten-

tial in domain analysis. Future research plans concern com-

parison tests between proposed approach and traditional vi-

sualization methods.

Due to visual patterns analysis it is possible to study se-

mantic similarity of documents as well as track where scien-

tific paradigms or technological jumps were appeared. 

Exploring visual map which is a mine of semantic knowl-

edge could be considered a new research field  “map-min-

ing” equally to data-, text- or webmining. 
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Abstract—This document describes the improvements of the
Wikipedia Miner word sense disambiguation algorithm. The
original algorithm performs very well in detecting key terms in
documents and disambiguating them against Wikipedia articles.
By replacing the original Normalized Google Distance inspired
measure with Jaccard coefficient inspired measure and taking
into account additional features, the disambiguation algorithm
was improved by 8 percentage points (F1-measure), without
impeding its performance nor introducing any additional pre-
processing overhead. This document also presents some statistical
data that are extracted from the Polish Wikipedia by Wikipedia
Miner. An automatic evaluation of the performance of the
disambiguation algorithm for Polish shows that it is almost as
good as for English, even though the Polish Wikipedia has only
a quarter of the number of the articles of the English Wikipedia.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IKIPEDIA Miner [1] is an open source software for
mining Wikipedia, developed by David Milne and Ian

H. Witten. It is designed as a toolkit that simplifies access to
the semantic content of Wikipedia and offers features such as
word sense similarity measure and topic detection in docu-
ments. The second feature is provided by implementing sense
disambiguation of the terms found in a given document against
Wikipedia articles. Although Wikipedia is not a traditional
semantic dictionary such as WordNet [2] and it does not
capture sense of adjectives, verbs and adverbs well, it might
be transformed into a vast knowledge base, that works very
well as a reference resource covering millions of physical and
abstract objects (cf. [3] and [4]). As such it serves very well
for providing semantics for nouns and multi-word nominal
expressions.

The Wikipedia Miner’s ability to disambiguate terms is
based on the measure of semantic relatedness [5] that utilizes
Wikipeida’s internal link structure in assessing the relatedness
of the articles and the associated concepts. This measure takes
into account the number of incoming links that are and are
not common for the articles in question. These values are
transformed into the measure using equation inspired by the
Normalized Google Distance [6].

The disambiguation decisions made by the algorithm are
driven by a decision tree induced from examples taken from
Wikipedia [7] using the C4.5 algorithm [8]. The features

This work is partially sponsored by the Faculty of Management and Social
Communication of the Jagiellonian University.

that are taken into account cover semantic relatedness, sense
probability and „goodness” of the context, that is the value
indicating if the disambiguation context is consistent.

Although the results obtained by Milne and Witten in pro-
viding explanation for the concepts found in textual documents
are quite good, there is still some space for improvement.
Substituting the original semantic relatedness measure with
a different one and taking into account more features it is
possible to obtain better disambiguation results.

The document is structured as follows: first, the other
word sense disambiguation algorithms that use Wikipedia as
a primary knowledge source are discussed. Then the disam-
biguation algorithm improvements implemented by the author
are shortly presented. The next section discusses the link
structure of Wikipedia that is crucial for the algorithm, with
examples taken from the Polish Wikipedia. This is followed
by a detailed description of the disambiguation algorithm, its
improvements and the evaluation methodology. The paper is
concluded with results obtained both for the English and the
Polish Wikipedia.

II. RELATED WORK

The work on Wikipedia-based word sense disambiguation
algorithms was started by Mihalcea and Csomai in the Wikify!
project [9]. They implemented two algorithms: a knowledge-
based algorithm and a data-driven algorithm. The first one
was based on the Lesk algorithm [10] and used the Wikipedia
articles as the definitions of the associated concepts. The
second one used local and topical features of the text that
were integrated into a machine learning classifier [11]. The
examples used to train the classifier were taken from the
Wikipedia links. The data-driven algorithm was performing
better that the knowledge-based one, achieving performance
of 87,73% (F1-measure).

To some extent the algorithm of Milne and Witten was built
upon the results of that work, especially the link probability
measure (cf. IV-D) and the conception of using the Wikipedia
links as training and testing examples for disambiguation were
reused. However the results of Milne and Witten were reported
by the authors to be substantially better.

The DBpedia Spotlight project is a recent attempt that
tackles the same problem. The design of the system together
with the performance comparison of many such systems is
presented in [12]. The primary difference between DBpedia
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Spotlight and Wikipeida Miner is that the first system may be
configured with many parameters, e.g. some specific classes
out of the 272 defined in the DBpedia ontology [13] might
be selected to identify only these entities that belong to
those classes. The second, more important difference, is that
the disambiguation algorithm, similarly to the data-driven
algorithm of Mihalcea and Csomai, uses the textual context
of the links as the primary means for disambiguation. This
step requires language-specific preprocessing, since for each
link occurrence the surrounding paragraph has to be tokenized,
stopworded and stemmed.

To perform disambiguation DBpedia Spotlight does not
employ any explicit semantic similarity measure between the
concepts. It employs the well known Vector Space Model with
the tf · idf measure replaced by tf · icf , where c in icf
stands for candidate (resource). It is defined by the following
equation:

ICF (wj) = log
|Rt|
n(wj)

(1)

where:
• wj is the word that has to be weighted
• Rt stands for the set of candidate Wikipedia articles for

the term t
• n(wj) denotes the number of the articles that contain the

word wj ; as such it captures the relative importance of
the word among the candidate articles

The authors of DBpedia Spotlight concluded that it out-
performs six other currently available systems, including
Wikipedia Miner. Such a result is indeed very good, but there
are several questions that have to be answered, before we can
fully embrace that claim. First question concerns the number
of texts and disambiguated terms that were used to test these
systems. In the testing set there were only 10 short texts
containing 165 words on average and 251 concepts in total.
So we should ask if such a small amount of data is enough
for a comparison of 7 complex systems.

The second question concerns the accuracy reported by
the authors: it is claimed that it was 80,5% [12, Table 1],
which stays in a large contrast with the results obtained by
the author for the Wikipedia Miner algorithm. The accuracy
of the original Wikipedia Miner algorithm was above 97%
due to the fact that most decisions made by the algorithm
concern false negatives. And the last, but not the least is the
fact that the performance of the Wikipedia Miner (referred to
as M&W system by the authors of DBpedia Spotlight) is not
fully reported (cf. [12, Table 2]).

It seems that a more systematic and neutral comparison of
the systems should be performed.

III. APPROACH

The work presented in this article is largely based on the
work of Milne and Witten ([7], [5], [1]) and should be seen
as its extension. The data that are used for the disambiguation
as well as the algorithm structure are the same. There are
only two areas of algorithm that were improved: the semantic

relatedness measure and the set of features used to induce the
decision tree and disambiguate the terms.

The original algorithm uses Normalized Google Distance
to measure the semantic relatedness between the Wikipedia
articles. By substituting that measure with a Jaccard coefficient
inspired measure, the author obtained disambiguation results
that were substantially better than the original ones.

The selection of features is another area of the algorithm
that was improved. In each disambiguation case we are dealing
with a selection of one sense out of n, but the n and the sense
probability distribution is different for the different terms. As a
result the absolute values obtained for the different terms might
be incomparable. Even though two senses of two different
terms are most probable, the probability of the first one might
be 90% (in case it is dominating) and the second 40% (in case
there are several popular senses).

By extending the set of features with relatedness rank and
sense probability rank, the author obtained further improve-
ment of the disambiguation results. It should be noted that
these new features are trivial to compute and does not require
any additional preprocessing overhead.

IV. LINK STRUCTURE

The internal link structure of Wikipedia is central to the
Wikipedia Miner disambiguation algorithm. The links are used
to recognize the candidate senses for the terms, they are used
to measure the semantic relatedness of the senses, they are
used to estimate the probability of senses for an ambiguous
term and finally an important feature link probability, first
described in [9] is used to weight the recognized terms. This
section describes the various features of the links, illustrating
them with examples taken from the Polish Wikipedia.

A. Links as article names

Table I shows an example of the links in the Polish
Wikipedia that are used to link to the article about Poland. It
contains the morphological forms of the word (Polsce, Polski,
Polska, . . . ), as well as the adjectival forms derived from the
noun (polski, polska, polskiego, polskiej, . . . ), the forms of
the name of Polish citizens (Polak, Polaków, Polacy) and the
abbreviation of Poland – RP.

The names of the links are the primary means for detecting
the candidate senses for the terms to be disambiguated. This
approach was first used in the work of Mihalcea and Csomai
[9]. It should be noted that the links are not transformed
in any way – they are not case folded, nor stemmed, nor
lemmatized. This seems to be strange at the first glance, since
regarding Polish, which is an inflectional language, stemming
or lemmatization seems to be indispensable. But this is not as
strange when Table I is considered – it contains almost all1 the
inflectional variants of Poland as well as many other variants.
What is more – the number of occurrences for each variant
clearly indicates which forms are more common and which
could be ignored as occasional. Such data are not available

1The vocative form Polsko is not present in the table, since it has only 13
occurrences.
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TABLE I
LINKS REFERRING TO Poland IN THE POLISH WIKIPEDIA. (THE LINKS

WITH LESS THAN 100 OCCURRENCES ARE NOT SHOWN.)

Link name # of occurrences
Polsce 74196
polski 11564
Polski 5528
Polska 3271
polska 2234
Polskę 763
Polską 647
polskiego 605
polskiej 510
polsko 458
polskich 432
polskie 295
polskim 246
polską 130
Polak 108
RP 101
Polaków 100
Polacy 100

when one sticks to the canonical title of the article and its
redirect pages.

B. Relatedness measure

One of the key features of the Wikipedia Miner toolkit,
exploited in the algorithm, is the measure of semantic re-
latedness based on the links, first described in [5]. The idea
behind the measure is simple – it is assumed that the more
often the links referring to the articles share their context, the
more the articles are related to each other. In this respect this
idea is similar to latent semantic analysis [14]. However the
actual measure used in the original algorithm [7] is based on
the Normalized Google Distance (NGD) [6]. The rationale for
this measure and its performance in comparison to the other
Wikipedia based measures of semantic relatedness is given in
[5]. The original measure looks as follows:

srG(a, b) = 1− log(max(|A|, |B|))− log(|A ∩B|)
log(|W |)− log(min(|A|, |B|)) (2)

Where:
• srG(a, b) – the measure of semantic relatedness between

a and b
• |A| – the size of the set of articles that link to a
• |A ∩B| – the size of the set of articles that link both to

a and b
• |W | – the number of all articles in Wikipedia

It should be noted that this measure might give values lower
than 0, so the implementation constraints the results to non-
negative values.

Analyzing the results of the application of this measure to
Polish Wikipedia, the author has observed that the measure-
based ranking of related articles is strange. The results for the
Polish word Warszawa (Warsaw – the capital of Poland) are
given in Table II. The first place is occupied by the Warsaw
University, there are several Polish cities (Kraków, Łódź,
Poznań, . . . ) and Warsaw upraising – Powstanie Warszawskie.

TABLE II
THE 15 ARTICLES (AND Poland) MOST RELATED TO Warszawa THAT LINK
TO OR ARE LINKED FROM THIS ARTICLE ACCORDING TO srG MEASURE.

(NOTE: log2 IS USED AS THE log FUNCTION)

Wikipedia article srG
Uniwersytet Warszawski 0.5460
Kraków 0.5350
Powstanie warszawskie 0.5310
Łódź 0.5099
Poznań 0.4853
Lublin 0.4757
Wrocław 0.4632
Order Virtuti Militari 0.4603
Ulica Okopowa w Warszawie 0.4585
Cmentarz żydowski w Warszawie (Wola) 0.4568
Lwów 0.4525
Gdańsk 0.4479
Politechnika Warszawska 0.4415
Wola (dzielnica Warszawy) 0.4401
Białystok 0.4337
. . .
Polska (Poland) 0.2201

What is strange here is the high position of Ulica Okopowa
w Warszawie, one of the Warsaw streets, definitely not the
most known and Cmentarz żydowski w Warszawie one of the
Jewish cemeteries in Warsaw, definitely not the most standing
out place in Warsaw. But what is much more strange is the
absence of Poland in these results. Are Poland and Warsaw
not related?

Comparing the individual values that appear in equation 2,
it turned out that if favors articles with only a few links over
articles with many links. What is even more strange – the
relatedness value might be above 0, even if the articles does
not have any linking article in common.

That observation gave impulse to experiment with the other
measure that seems to be better suited for the task – Jaccard
coefficient [15]. The Jaccard inspired measure is as follows:

srJ(a, b) =





1

1−log
( |A∩B|

|A∪B|

) |A ∩B| > 0

0 a 6= b ∧ |A ∩B| = 0
1 a = b ∧ |A ∩B| = 0

(3)

Where:
• |A∪B| – the size of the set of articles that link to a or b
Table III shows the results of applying this measure to the

same task of ranking the articles that link to or are linked from
the article about Warsaw. First of all the position of Poland is
much better, but it might be observed that this ranking is also
a little strange. There are three numbers there – 1945, 2007
and 2006, which represent years. Their high position stems
from the fact that contrary to srG this measure favors articles
with larger link base. However it is easy to filter them from
the results with a simple regular expression, since years with
their fuzzy semantics, does not seem to contribute much to
the disambiguation problem.

Still the improvement observed for Warsaw was obviously
not decisive for the general improvement of the measure. It
only indicated that changing the measure might be a step in
the right direction.
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TABLE III
THE 15 ARTICLES MOST RELATED TO Warszawa THAT LINK TO OR ARE

LINKED FROM THIS ARTICLE ACCORDING TO srJ MEASURE.
(NOTE: log10 IS USED AS THE log FUNCTION)

Wikipedia article srJ
Kraków 0.5054
Uniwersytet Warszawski 0.4853
Łódź 0.4753
Poznań 0.4740
II wojna światowa 0.4707
Wrocław 0.4595
Powstanie warszawskie 0.4561
1945 0.4449
Lublin 0.4446
Lwów 0.4440
Gdańsk 0.4423
Polska 0.4409
Paryż 0.4327
2007 0.4302
2006 0.4285

TABLE IV
ARTICLE PROBABILITIES OF zamek LINK ACCORDING TO THE POLISH

WIKIPEDIA. (THE ARTICLES WITH LESS THAN 2 LINK OCCURRENCES ARE
NOT SHOWN.)

Wikipedia article # of occurrences P
Zamek (castle) 425 0.698
Zamek (of rifle) 60 0.099
Zamek w Bydgoszczy 28 0.046
Zamek w Bolkowie 11 0.018
Zamek w Szydłowcu 5 0.008
Zamek Świny 4 0.007
Zamek Kapituły Warmińskiej . . . 4 0.007
Zamek (for locking) 4 0.007
Zamek Królewski w Poznaniu 3 0.005
Zamek w Malborku 2 0.003
Zamek w Rzeszowie 2 0.003
Zamek w Suchej Beskidzkiej 2 0.003
Zamek w Kowalu 2 0.003
Zamek Królewski na Wawelu 2 0.003
Zamek w Edynburgu 2 0.003

C. Sense probability

Table IV shows an example of articles that are referred to
by zamek which is highly ambiguous according to the way
people use it in Wikipedia. The Polish-English English-Polish
Oxford/PWN dictionary [16] registers the following English
translations for zamek:

• lock (combination lock, digital lock, spring lock)
• lock (of a rifle), flintlock
• castle
All of them are present in Table IV. There are also many

other articles – describing various castles in Poland and United
Kingdom (the last one). Given the total number of occurrences
of the zamek link, one can compute the probability of the
senses as maximum likelihood estimations.

What might be observed is the low position of the first sense
of zamek provided in the bilingual dictionary. According to the
way the dictionaries are constructed, we may assume that this
meaning was identified as the most probable by its authors.
As a result there seems to be a large discrepancy between
the results obtained from Wikipedia and the knowledge of

TABLE V
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES AS LINK, TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES

AND link probability MEASURE FOR SEVERAL TERMS USED AS LINKS.

Term Category # as link # all P
Jerzy Buzek person 108 236 0.458
Katowicach Giszowcu district 1 4 0.250
Kraków city 2756 29305 0.094
Miechów city 93 359 0.259
Polska coutry 3720 32164 0.116
Utraty river 33 82 0.402
internetowy adj 4 1281 0.003
literatury noun 291 10472 0.028
małego adj 2 3083 0.001
miastem noun 121 8122 0.015
nie part/pron 3 714190 0.000
polskiego harcerstwa adj+noun 1 47 0.021
sascy adj 5 46 0.109
ulica noun 149 5776 0.026
zakopiański adj 4 51 0.078
zamek noun 609 8787 0.069

linguists. Still, it is not as surprising, if we consider the
way Wikipedia is constructed – there are hundreds of articles
describing individual castles, which will probably refer to the
castle sense of zamek. On the other hand zamek in the lock
sens does not have such individuals referring to it.

To sum up – although we can easily estimate the sense
probability of various terms, the results might be highly
skewed by the dominating contents of Wikipedia.

D. Link probability

The last important feature computed out of the links found
in Wikipedia is the link probability, defined in [9] (which is
called keyphraseness in that article) as:

P (term|W ) ≈ count(Dlink)

count(DW )
(4)

where:
• P (term|W ) – link probability
• Dlink – the number of documents where given term is

used as a link
• DW – the number of documents where given term is

found
The algorithm developed by the author uses a slightly mod-

ified version of this feature – instead of counting documents,
it counts the absolute number of occurrences of the term.

Table IV-D gives values of this feature for several manually
selected terms. The category indicates the grammatical cat-
egory of the words, except for proper names (starting with
capital letters), where it indicates their semantic category.
It might be observed that proper names have large link
probability on average. On the other hand – popular adjectives
such as małego (small) and internetowy (internet) have rather
low link probability. The link probability for a particle/pronoun
nie is negligible. The highest link probability for non-proper-
names is registered for sascy adjective, which refers to Saxons.

The applicability of the link probability to identify key
words, observed in the above examples was proven in [9],
by comparison with other measures such as tf · idf and χ2.
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V. DISAMBIGUATION ALGORITHM

The structure of the disambiguation algorithm used in
Wikipedia Miner is as follows [7]:

1) the terms that have only one meaning are recognized in
the document

2) the terms from the previous step are weighted according
to their:

• average semantic relatedness to other unambiguous
terms

• link probability
3) the ambiguous terms are disambiguated using a decision

tree, taking into account several features of the candidate
senses

The approach represented by the algorithm might be called a
bag-of-senses, since it is similar to the bag-of-words approach
in ignoring the order of the words and other syntactic features.
The primary difference is that the senses of the terms are
well defined (i.e. they are the senses of concepts described
by the Wikipedia articles), while words (strings of characters
in fact) are usually ambiguous. The secondary difference is
that the terms might span several words whose meaning is not
necessarily compositional.

The minimum requirement of the algorithm for a successful
disambiguation is the presence of one unambiguous term.
However in such a case the disambiguation results will be
poor, unless the recognized term is central to the meaning of
the senses of the ambiguous terms. So it should be noted that
the quality of the results is much dependent on the presence
of unambiguous terms that capture the topic of the document
well. Such a requirement might be hard to meet in short
passages of text. On the other hand the time complexity of
the algorithm is proportional to the square of the text length
(more precisely: the number of unambiguous terms), so these
features compete with each other.

A. Unambiguous terms

The detection of unambiguous terms is performed using
only the names of the internal links found in Wikipedia. A
link is considered unambiguous if there is only one article
used as the target of the link. So even if the senses that are
discarded in the disambiguation procedure due to the minimal
required sense probability would leave only one valid sense,
the term with such a sense is regarded ambiguous.

B. Weighting

If we consider the context used to disambiguate the remain-
ing terms, we might easily come to an idea that not all terms
are equally important for the disambiguation. Some terms
might be central to the topic of the document and as such
their weights should be properly amplified. Other terms might
be marginal, so they should have their weights damped. Milne
and Witten proposed [7] to use two features for computing the
weights of the terms – their average relatedness to other un-
ambiguous terms and their link probability. The actual weight
is an average of these two values. This weighting schema was

used in the described algorithm without modification, with the
remark, that it uses the srJ relatedness measure.

C. Classification features

The original algorithm [7] uses the following feature for
training the disambiguation classifier:

• average weighted semantic relatedness of the candidate
sense to the senses represented by the unambiguous terms

• probability of the candidate sense
• context goodness – the quality of the disambiguation

context
By using average weighted semantic relatedness computed

against the unambiguous terms the sense that is most related
to them should be selected. On the other hand – it might be the
case that there are two or more senses that seem to be equally
related. Then the one with a higher a priori probability should
be selected.

The context goodness is registered to help the machine
learning algorithm decide if the relatedness or commonness
of the sense is more important. It is defined as the sum of the
weights assigned to the unambiguous terms with the intention
that a well defined context will favor relatedness, while weakly
defined context will favor a priori probabilities of the senses.
This assumption stems from the fact that a classifier that
always selects the most probable senses performs quite well.

The observation that was made by the author concerns the
two first features used by Milne and Witten. It is observed
that the distribution of the a priori probabilities of the senses
changes considerably from one term to another. There are
terms that have one dominating sense and others with senses
more equally distributed. In the first case, the a priori proba-
bility might be as high as 0.9, while in the second it might be
0.6 or even lower. On the other hand, there might be senses
that are very improbable according to Wikipedia (e.g. the lock
sense of zamek), but occupy relatively hight position when
ranked. The advocacy for relatedness is not as direct, but it is
clear that in some contexts the top senses will have very high
and some times very low average relatedness.

It should be stressed that these two features do not require
any additional preprocessing and are trivial to compute, so they
will not impact the performance of the algorithm. As a result
the author added the following features to these proposed by
Milne and Witten:

• rank of semantic relatedness of the candidate sense
among all the candidate senses

• rank of probability of the candidate sense among all the
candidate senses

• link probability of the term
The link probability is another feature directly available, yet

not considered by the authors. Its role is similar as the context
goodness – it might help to choose between relatedness and
commonness of the sense.

D. Examples selection

The method of obtaining training examples was first de-
scribed in [9] – it uses the links manually defined by Wikipedia
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authors as ground truth for the algorithm. It is reported that
they are not always correct, but most of them lead to articles
that properly describe the contextual meaning of the linked
terms. So by simple extraction of these links from Wikipedia
articles one can obtain hundreds of thousands of positive
training examples. The negative examples are generated on
the basis of the ambiguous terms – all the articles but the one
linked in Wikipedia are transformed into negative examples.

It should be noted that in the version of Wikipedia used
by the author (from 22th July, 2011, containing 3.6M articles
excluding redirects and disambiguation pages) for one positive
example there are 34 negative examples on average. As a result
the training set is much imbalanced.

In [7] the selection of training, tuning and testing exam-
ples was as follows – the authors randomly selected 700
articles having at least 50 internal links and divided them
into three groups: 500 for training, 100 for tuning and 100
for testing. This selection scheme was much modified by the
author. Defining only the minimal threshold with moderately
hight value (50) means that the articles with hundreds or
even thousands of links might be selected. This must be
contrasted with the predicted application of the algorithm –
term disambiguation in a document of moderate size (say
several paragraphs) or even one paragraph of text. In such
a context the probability of finding hundreds or thousands of
unambiguous terms is very low. Ideally the algorithm should
perform well even if only a few such terms were detected.

To test the performance of the algorithm in such a setting,
the author imposed much more restrictive constraints on the
articles – they might contain from 5 up to 100 links. The
upper bound is still quite high, but much more realistic than
in the original experiment. The way the examples are split
into training, tuning and testing sets was the same. However
the number of articles was determined differently – all the
articles that met the constrains were selected from articles
with ids from preselected Wikipedia database id range: 2000-
12000 for English and 40000-80000 for Polish. As a result
approximately 3 millions of training examples were generated
for the English Wikipedia and approximately 1 million for the
Polish Wikipedia.

Although the range for Polish was larger, the number of
examples was smaller, since in the Polish Wikipedia (from 8th

of March, 2011, containing 800K articles, excluding redirects
and disambiguation pages) the term ambiguity is much lower
and for each positive examples „only” 12 negative examples
were generated on average.

E. Classifier training

The authors of [7] evaluated several machine learning algo-
rithms (Naive Bayes [17, p. 499], C4.5 decision tree [8] and
SVM [18]) against their performance in term disambiguation.
It turned out that C4.5 performed the best, so the same algo-
rithm was employed in this version of the algorithm. Unlike
Milne and Witten, the author used the original implementation
of the algorithm by Quinlan – the training examples were

TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OF THE ORIGINAL DISAMBIGUATION ALGORITHM [7].

THE THRESHOLD FOR THE MINIMAL NUMBER OF LINKS IN THE ARTICLES
WAS 50. THE RESULTS INCLUDE UNAMBIGUOUS TERMS.

precision recall F1-measure
Random sense 50.2 56.4 53.1
Most frequent sense 89.3 92.2 90.7
srG 98.4 95.7 97.1

TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE OF THE ORIGINAL ALGORITHM AND ITS IMPROVED
VERSION FOR THE ENGLISH WIKIPEDIA. THE THRESHOLD FOR THE

MINIMAL NUMBER OF LINKS IN THE ARTICLES IS 5 AND FOR THE
MAXIMAL IS 100. THE RESULTS DO NOT INCLUDE UNAMBIGUOUS TERMS.

precision recall F1-measure
Random sense 39.1 20.8 27.2
Random sense with P > 0.5% 44.2 45.1 44.6
Most frequent sense 82.8 84.6 83.7
srG 83.5 84.4 84.0
srG + new features 83.3 85.0 84.1
srJ 87.2 93.0 90.0
srJ + new features 90.5 94.4 92.4

converted to vector features and exported to text file which
was then sent to the c4.5 program.

F. Evaluation

The evaluation of the algorithm was performed on the test-
ing data obtained from the internal link structure of Wikipedia.
This is in concert with the statement that this research is an
extension of the work of Milne and Witten [7]. Definitely an
evaluation outside of Wikipedia context would be valuable
(especially in the case of Polish), but there are no gold standard
disambiguation data for Polish available and the author did not
have resources to create such data. So it should be stated that
the results does not reflect the real-word performance of the
algorithm – they should be perceived as its upper bound.

The evaluation performed in the original experiment was
similar, but covered also recreation of the links for Wikipedia
articles with the markup stripped as well as human evaluation
of the links provided for non-Wikipedia articles. Regarding the
evaluation that overlap in both experiments – there was one
peculiarity in the original experiment that was not explicitly
stated in the article [7] – the reported values for precision,
recall and F1-measure were computed for ambiguous and
unambiguous terms2.

The evaluation in this work reports the performance of the
algorithm only for ambiguous terms, since there is nothing to
disambiguate, when a term is unambiguous.

VI. RESULTS

The results of the original experiment [7] with two baselines
are reported in Table VI. The values are very high, but it should
be noted that the articles selected for evaluation contained at
least 50 links and the results cover unambiguous terms.

The results of the original algorithm with the enhance-
ments described in this article for the English Wikipedia are

2This was confirmed by one of the authors in private correspondence.
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TABLE VIII
PERFORMANCE OF THE ORIGINAL ALGORITHM AND ITS IMPROVED
VERSION FOR THE POLISH WIKIPEDIA. THE THRESHOLD FOR THE
MINIMAL NUMBER OF LINKS IN THE ARTICLES IS 5 AND FOR THE

MAXIMAL IS 100. THE RESULTS DO NOT INCLUDE UNAMBIGUOUS TERMS.

precision recall F1-measure
Random sense 39.7 26.4 31.7
Random sense with P > 0.5% 47.0 47.3 47.2
Most frequent sense 81.6 82.2 81.9
srG 82.5 83.5 83.0
srG + new features 84.9 83.2 84.0
srJ 85.4 89.8 87.6
srJ + new features 90.4 93.0 91.7

presented in Table VII. Table VIII contains the performance
results obtained for the Polish Wikipedia. The random sense
with P > 0.5% indicates the baseline that was obtained by
selecting a random sense out of senses that have at least 0.5%
a priori probability (cf. IV-C).

srG indicates the performance of the algorithm with NGD-
inspired measure, while srJ indicates its performance with
Jaccard coefficient-inspired measure. The performance of the
algorithm with inclusion of the new features proposed by the
author (cf. V-C) is indicated by + new features.

Comparison of the baselines reveals that the described
experiment setting is in fact different from the original ex-
periment. By excluding unambiguous terms from the testing
set the baselines dropped by several percentage points. Still it
seems to be strange that if there are 35 different senses for
ambiguous terms in the English Wikipedia, the first baseline
is so high. This is due to the fact, that the average number of
senses does not reveal the distribution of that feature. The
mode of the number of senses of ambiguous terms in the
English Wikipedia is 2, while the median is 8. As a result many
of the disambiguation problems are reduced to the selection
of one sense out of two.

The second difference that is easily spotted is the significant
drop in performance of the original algorithm. The difference
is so big that it raises concerns about the correctness of
the experiment. However the same as with the baselines, the
original performance was much affected by the inclusion of
unambiguous terms in the results. But still, the difference
between the most probable sense baseline and srG is vary
small and there is no significant improvement for this semantic
relatedness measure when new features are included. This
might be due to some important feature of the algorithm, that
was not made clear enough in [7]. But to the best knowledge
of the author, there is no such feature. The most probable
explanation is that the drop in performance is caused by the
reduction of the number of links in the training and testing
sets, making the problem much harder to tackle.

With that in mind we may observe that changing the
semantic relatedness measure causes significant gain in the
recall of the algorithm, besides modest gain in its precision.
This effect is observed both for the English and the Polish
Wikipedia. On the other hand the new features have more
impact on the precision of the algorithm and this result is

also consistent for the English and the Polish Wikipedia. As a
conclusion it is justified to say that the improvements proposed
by the author positively impact the performance of the word
sense disambiguation algorithm.

The final remark concerns the comparison between the re-
sults for the English and the Polish Wikipedia. As it was stated,
the gain in performance is consistent in both Wikipedias. There
is also a little difference between the recall of the algorithm for
the English and the Polish Wikipedia (1.4 percentage point).
It is probably due to the difference in their sizes – English
Wikipedia is more than 4 times larger in terms of the number
of articles (3.6 millions vs. 800 thousands) and 8 times larger
in terms of the dump size (32GB vs 4GB). Even these sheer
size differences, the algorithms performs almost equally well.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The motivation for this article was a construction of a word
sense disambiguation algorithm for the Polish language, that
will be a part of a semantic relation extraction framework. As
a side effect its improved version was constructed, that per-
forms much better than the original algorithm. Still a further
assessment concerning real-word data has to be performed.
It should show if Wikipedia contains enough data to perform
disambiguation of inflectional language such as Polish equally
well as positional such as English.

The author has also other ideas, such as asymmetric se-
mantic measure, iterative as well as hybrid Wikipedia- and
ontology-based disambiguation algorithm that may outperform
the results presented here. They will be assessed in the further
research.
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 Abstract—In this review paper we classified and described 
measures and approaches for document relatedness evaluation. 
For the reviewed measures we pointed out the reasons of their 
construction and usage limitations. We concluded this research 
with a discourse on challenges of the day in estimating docu-
ment appropriateness in the domain of information retrieval.

Keywords—informational search; document relatedness; se-
mantic similarity; semantic measures; information retrieval

I. INTRODUCTION

N TEXT information retrieval and data mining we evalu-

ate retrieved documents so to find out their similarity and 

their relevance to users’ demands while searching.  It is true 

that the quality of searching process depends not only on the 

algorithms used by search engines,  but  also on  quality of 

users’ queries and on the assisting tools that help to expand 

or  modify  queries  to  reach  search  goals  better.  Measures 

used to  evaluate  relatedness  are not  only the fundamental 

part of searching algorithms but also a basic mathematical 

method to support decision making while considering docu-

ment aboutness, document relevance, and document seman-

tics  in  natural  language  processing. Rinaldi  discriminates 

two main classes of information relevance: objective (sys-

tem-based) and subjective (user-based) [1]. Objective rele-

vance  is  mostly  focused  on  measuring  topic  or  concepts 

matching for the retrieved documents and the query, while 

subjective relevance refers to the user interpretation and re-

lates to the concepts of aboutness and appropriateness.

I

Considering particularly linguistic aspects of a relevance 

concept, as far as 1996 Saracevic proposed five types of rel-

evance: an algorithmic relevance between the query and re-

trieved documents, a topic-based relevance associated with 

the concept of aboutness, cognitive relevance for measuring 

documents from tuser’s view, situational reference related to 

the intellectual interpretation of the search tasks, and affec-

tive relevance, focused on achieving the search goals [2]. It 

is clear that measures used to estimate documents serve not 

only one, but different relevance classes as a rule.

Since 1999 we know some comprehensive overviews of 

known methods and approaches appeared, including exten-

sive works of Resnik, 1999 [3], Budanitsky and Hirst, 2005 

[4],  [5],  and  Rinaldi,  2009  [1].  Valuable  extensions  was 

added by Harrington in respect to the classification of ap-

 This work is supported by the University of Aizu

proaches aimed to measure relatedness with introducing re-

source based methods and distributional  methods [6]. Our 

study is aimed to classify principal approaches of measuring 

document  relatedness  with  taking  into  the  consideration 

some recent works in the domain.

II. MEASURING RELATEDNESS

In  this  section  we  review  and  analyze  existing  ap-

proaches,  from the classic distance based similarity to the 

relatively complex  algorithms which  combine components 

related to different classes of measures.

A. Distance-based similarity and relatedness measuring
Let us begin with the terms or word relatedness evalua-

tion  based  on  concept  semantic  relatedness  calculated  by 

term  relative  positions  in  lexical  taxomomies.  General 

schema is the following [3], [5]:

rel w1 , w2=maxc1∈S w1 , c2∈ S w2
[rel c1 , c2]

 S wi being the set of concepts in the taxonomy that are 

senses of w i .

The approach to evaluate document relevance proposed 
by  Leacock  and  Chodorow  in  [7]  is  based  on  the  word 
similarity metric (LC-measure): 

simLCw1 ,w 2=max [−log
length w1 , w2

2dmax
] ,

length w1, w 2 being number  of  nodes  in is-a hierarchy 

from w1 to w2 and d max being maximum depth of 

the taxonomy.

Altintas et al. remarked that one problem of the Leacock 
and Chodorow’s measure is that it is not able to differentiate 
concepts  having  the  same  shortest  path  from  an  input 
concept  [8].  So  they  proposed  to  improve  evaluation  by 
taking into accounts not only the concept commonness but 
also their relative specificity:

Spec c=
Depthc

ClusterDepth c
,

ClusterDepth c being the depth of the deepest node in 

the cluster (sub-tree containing respective concept node). 

Resulting  similarity  measure  (that  we  refer  as  ALT-
measure)  is  based  on  two  components,  one  –  for  length 

based  measure  (similar  to  the  simLC ),  and  other  –  for 

specificity based measure: 
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lengthFactor=
length c1, c2

2dmax

specFactor=∣Specc1−Spec c2∣

simAc1 , c2=
1

1lengthFactorspecFactor
Wu and Palmer also use the similarity measure based on 

is-a  hierarchy,  but  their  measure  (referred  here  as  WP-
measure) computes the distance to the root node of the most 

specific concept lcs c1,c2 that intersects the path of two 

concepts c1, c2 in is-a hierarchy [9]: 

simWP c1 , c2=2 ∙
depthlcs c1 , c2

lengthc1 , lcs c1 , c2lengthc2 , lcs c1, c22 ∙ depth lcsc1 , c2
,

where  depth is  the distance from the concept  node to the 
root node, and length is the path length between concepts. 

Hirst  and  St-Onge  proposed  to  classify  relations  in 
accordance  to  their  strength  into  extra-strong,  strong, 
medium-strong and  weak,  together  with  help  of  some 
geometric representation of relationships [10]. For medium-
strong  relations  they  proposed  to  compute  the  taxonomic 
path length used to evaluate concept relatedness. To estimate 
the weight for the path between two nodes they count not 
only hops between nodes,  but also how many changes  of 
directions are for the path: 

relHS c1 , c2=C−length c1 , c2−k ∙ turnsc1 , c2 ,

where  C and k are empirically defined constants (Hirst and 

St-Onge uses C=8 and k=1 respectively, turns c1 , c2 is 

the  number  of  times  the  path  between   c1 to  c2

changes direction).

Hirst  and  St-Onge  also  defined  patterns  for  allowable 
paths  which  should  be  evaluated.  Some  rules  describing 
constructing  paths  expressing  reasonable  relations  are 
foundations for these patterns:

• No other  relation  may precede  the  upward 
link; 

• At most one change of direction is allowed; 

• It  is  permitted  to  use  a  horizontal  link  to 
make  a  transition  from  an  upward  to  a 
downward direction. 

Let’s  note that the classification proposed by Hirst  and 
St-Onge  has  evident  analogy  with  object  hierarchies  in 
object-oriented languages and especially with up-casting and 
down-casting concepts. 

B. Approaches based on information theory
Resnik remarked that using uniform edge-based or node-

based  distance  counting  may be  unreliable  for  the  reason 

that some sub-taxonomies may be denser than others [3]. To 

overcome the unreliability of direct edge counting he pro-

posed  to  augment  the  taxonomy  with  some  probabilistic 

function  p :C →[0,1] ,  such  that  for  any  concept 

c∈C , p c is probability of encountering an instance of 

concept  c. As a result, the following measure based on the 

information theory argumentation has been proposed: 

simRI c1 , c2=maxc∈S c1 , c2
[−log  p c] ,

S  c1, c2 being  the  set  of  concepts  that  subsume  both 

c1 and c2 . 

Then for word similarity the following measure may be 

used: 

wsimRI w1 ,w 2=maxc1, c2
[simRI c1 , c2] ,

where  c1 ranges over  S  c1 which is set of concepts 

subsuming c1 , and c2 ranges over S  c2 which is 

set of concepts subsuming c2 .

Instead of using negative values produced by the measure 
using the information content, the probability concept may 
be directly used: 

simRP c1 , c2=maxc∈S c1 , c2
[1− p c]

Respectively:
wsimRP w1 ,w2=max c1 , c2

[simRPc1 , c2]

Function  p c is a sort of implementation depending 
function. For the WordNet taxonomy model frequencies of 
concepts  in  the  taxonomy  are  being  used  to  compute 

p c values:
freq c=∑n∈words ccount n ,

where words c is set of words subsumed by concept c. 
Concept  probabilities  may  be  computed  as  relative 
frequency: 

p c=
freq c

N
,

where  N is  a  total  number  of  nouns  observed  (excluding 
those non subsumed by any WordNet class).

Budanitsky mentioned that  for  the reason that  Resnik’s 
approach  attempts  to  deal  with  problem  of  varying  link 
distances by generally downplaying the network edges in the 
determination  of  the  degree  of  semantic  proximity,  using 
rather  selectively  the  taxonomy  structure,  some  semantic 
relations may be indistinguishable, especially in case when 
we analyze  two pairs  of  concepts  having  the  same most-
specific  subsumer  (the  fact  that  the  number  of  edges  is 
different for different branches of the taxonomy tree is not 
taken into the consideration, see [3], [5] for details).  

C. Hybrid approaches for similarity and relatedness 
estimation 
Resnik  noticed  that  it  is  important  to  distinct  between 

semantic  relatedness  and  semantic  similarity  (which 
represents the special case of relatedness and deals mostly 
with  cognitive  synonyms).  Jiang  and  Conrath  tried  to 
combine  edge-  and  node-based  methods  by  using  edge-
counting as a dominant strategy, and statistical information 
as a corrective factor [11].

Rinaldi  introduces  Dynamic  Semantic  Network  (DCN) 

built dynamically in process of semantic analysis on the base 

of some dictionary (e.g. WordNet) [1]. Similar to Jiang and 

Conrath, Rinaldi’s approach also combines statistical infor-

mation with taxonomy data. Semantic network is being con-

structed in accordance to the definition given by Lee et al. in 

[12], where semantic network is considered as a graph con-

sisting of nodes representing terms and concepts and edges 

representing semantic relations.

Harrington  introduced  an  approach  using  semantic  net-

works  created  by  general  purpose  NLP  tools  with  subse-

quent computation of spreading activations in order to eval-

uate the relatedness strength of analyzed terms [6]. What’s 

the promising about this solution is that it is obtained as a 

side effect of one general purpose tool for information col-

lection which was not specially constructed to determine re-

latedness. It seems that it’s human to proceed with semantic 
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analysis  in  this way,  from general  understanding  of  some 

matter to its concrete applications.

Varelas  et  al.  introduced single  ontology method called 

semantic  similarity  retrieval  model  (SSRM) which   com-

bines statistical information of terms usage and information 

about terms position in some taxonomy [13]. The similarity 

metric  they used,  is  based  on  the TF-IDF model together 

with vector  space  model  (VSM) [14],  [15].  According  to 

TF-IDF model, the weight of the term in the collection of 

documents is computed as follows:

w id =tf i ∙ idf i ,

where t i is the i-th term in the document d,  tf i is the 

frequency of t i in the document (i.e. number of times the 

term  appears  in  the  document),  idf i is  the  inverse 

frequency  of  t i in  the  collection  of  documents  (i.e. 

number of documents where this term is present). 
Adapting  the  vector  space  model,  the following metric 

may serve the similarity between two documents: 

simVSM d 1 , d 2=
∑i=1

NT
wi d 1∙ w id 2

∑i=1

NT
wi d 1

2 ∙ ∑i=1

NT
wi d 2

2
,

where  NT is the dimensionality of vector space (number of 
different terms). 

Then the authors proposed correction of term weighting 
on the base of its connections with other semantically related 
terms (they used WordNet ontology, but the idea is general): 

w i
 SSRM 

d =wi d ∑
simVSM i , j ≥ T

j≠ i
wi d ∙ simVSM i , j  ,

where T is the user defined threshold (authors used T=8).
After re-weighting query terms, the query itself is being 

expanded  with  using  synonym  terms,  together  with 
hyponyms  and  hypernyms  which  are  semantically  similar 
within  the  similarity  limited  by  the  user  threshold.  Then, 
each  term of  the  new query is  assigned  a new weight  as 
follows: 

wi , exp
 SSRM 

q=∑sim
VSM

i , j≥ T

j≠ i 1

N j , hyp
w j q ∙ simVSM i , j  , 

for expansion terms;

w i ,exp 
SSRM q=w i

SSRM q∑
simVSM i , j ≥ T

j ≠i 1

N j ,hyp

w j q∙ simVSM i , j  , 

for initial terms. Here N j , hyp is the number of hyponyms 

for each expanded j-th term. For hypernyms N j , hyp=1 .

After  query  expansion  the  similarity  between  a 

reweighted  query  qexp and a  document  d is  defined  as 

follows: 

simSSRM  q
exp

, d =
∑i ∑ j

w i ,exp
SSRM  q

exp
w j  d ∙ simVSM i , j 

∑i ∑ j
wi , exp

SSRMq
exp

w j d 

where  i and  j spans  for  terms of  the query and  of  the 
document respectively. It should to be noticed that unlike to 
the query terms, document terms are neither expanded not 
re-weighted.

Let  us  note  that  for  those  approaches  dealing  directly 
with taxonomy distance  based  information that  have been 
tested  on  the  WS-353  test  collection,  the  Spearman ρ
rank correlation coefficient between the relatedness ranking 
of  pairs  by human judges  and that  by the tested measure 
ranges  between  0.13  and  0.31  [16],  so  there  is  space  to 
further improvement. 

D. Dictionary-based approaches  
Kozima  and  Ito  constructed  context-sensitive  dynamic 

measurement of the word distance on the base of semantic 
space adaptive scaling [17]. 

This is a dictionary-based algorithmic approach. The prin-

cipal idea is that the word distance changes in different con-

texts. For example, in one context “engine” may be near the 

“car” (considering the context of car composition); while in 

other context (e.g. considering the context of means of trans-

portation) it may be much more distant in comparison with 

“bus” or “railway”. 

In this approach every dictionary word is being mapped 
onto NDV-dimensional vector, called P-vector, which is the 
representation of the word in basis of defining vocabulary, 
NDV being the number of words in the defining vocabulary 
(all definitions in the dictionary are written using the words 
in the defining vocabulary or words defined elsewhere in the 
dictionary). So, for given word w the vector P(w) represents 
the meaning of the word in its relationship to other words.  
Semantic distance between two words may be computed as 
geometric  distance  between  respective  P-vectors.  But  this 
measure  is  not  context-sensitive.  To  decrease  complexity 
and to eliminate the noise, every  P-vector is being mapped 
to the  Q-vector with using smaller amount of dimensions. 
The general algorithm described is as follows: 

 1. Compute  principal  components 

X 1, X 2,… , X NDV – each of which is NDV-dimensional 

vector – under the following conditions: 

 a) For  any X i ,i=1÷ NDV its  norm 

∣X i∣=1 .

 b) For  any  pair  {X i , X j}, i ≠ j their  inner 

product is equal to 0. 

 c) The  variance  v i of  P-vectors  projected 

onto  X i is  not  smaller  than  any  v j , ji (it 

means  that  X 1 is  the  first  principal  component 

with  the  largest  variance,  X 2 is  the  second 

principal  component  with  the  second-largest 
variance, and so on. 

 2. Select  first  MDV principal  components 
X 1, X 2,… , X MDV , where MDV ≪NDV .

 3. Map  each  NDV-dimensional  P-vector  onto 
MDV-dimensional  Q-vector  in  basis 

{X 1, X 2, … , X MDV } .

Authors proposed to scale weights for each dimension up 
or down so to make word forming a cluster in the semantic 
space. This cluster refers to the semantic context. Then the 
distance between two words under the context C is defined 
as follows: 

d w1 ,w2 │C =∑i=1

MDV
 f i qi ,1− f i qi ,2

2 ,

where qi , k is the i-th dimension of the Q-vector for the k-

th  word, f i∈[0,1 ] is  the  scaling  factor  of  the  i-th 

dimension defined as follows: 
f i=1−r i for  r i ≤ 1 ,  otherwise  f i=0 ; 

r i=
SD iC 

SDi V 
,  where  SD i C being  the  standard 

deviation  of  the  i-th  component  of w1, w2, ... , wNDV ; 
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SD i V  is  that  of  words  in  the  whole  defining 

vocabulary. 
Another  interesting  research  which  uses  the  vector 

representation of the concepts in the semantic network was 
introduced by Baziz et al. [18]. At the first step, the single- 
and multi-word concepts belonging to some ontology (e.g. 
WordNet) are extracted from given document. The extracted 
concepts  are  weighted  on  the  base  of  concept  frequency 
factor.  The concept  frequency is computed  as  an adopted 
TF-IDF  construct  by  taking  into  the  consideration  the 
number  of  occurrences  of  the  concept  itself in  the 
documents  and  weighted  sum  of  occurrences  of  all  sub-
concepts: 

cf ci =count ci∑sc∈ subc i

nw  sc
nw  ci

count  sc ,

where cf ci  is the concept frequency for the concept 

c i , count c is the number of occurrences of the con-

cept in the document,  subci is the set of all sub-con-

cepts for  c i ,  and  nw c is  the number of words in 

concept description.

For  example,  for  the  concept  “wheeled  motor  vehicle” 
composed  of  three  words  the  concept  frequency  is  as 
follows:

cf wheeled motor vehicle =count  wheeled motor vehicle


2

3
count wheeled vehicle


2

3
count motor vehicle


1

3
count wheeled 


1

3
count motor 


1

3
count  vehicle

 

Then the weight of the concept c i is considered as 

global frequency of the concept in the document d i :

w ci , d j=cf c i∙ ln 
ND
idf i

 ,

where  ND is the total number of documents,  idf i is the 

number of document containing the concept.

This measure is used to rank concepts for selection of the 
concepts to include into the document semantic core. 

At the second step the concept senses and their semantic 
relatedness are to be identified. Suppose the set of concepts 
selected at the first stage: 

DC={Ci },i=1÷ N C ,

where N c is the number of selected concepts.

For every concept its senses have been discovered from 
the ontology (e.g. from WordNet synsets): 

S i
={S j

i
} , j=1 ÷ N S

i

where N S
i 

being the number of senses discovered for the 

concept C i .

Suppose  we  have  N R types  of  relations  in  the 

ontology, so:

R={Ri} ,i=1 ÷ N R

The semantic relatedness between two concept senses is 
estimated as adopted Lesk intersection (number of common 
words which is squared in case of successive words found in 
strings representing the information returned for all relations 
from ontology,  when applied to the given concept  senses, 
see also [19]): 

relBAZ S  j s
k  , S j p

l 
=∑i , j ∈ {1,…, N

R
}
R iS j s

 k
∩R j S jp

k 


Then the semantic network may be defines as weighted 
graph containing nodes representing concept senses: 

SN  j ={S j i

i 
}, i=1 ÷ N C , ji=1 ÷ N S

i
,

where  SN  j ={S ji

i
} , i=1÷ N C , j i=1÷ N S

i
being  the 

j-th configuration of concept senses from  DC ,  ji is 

the sense index ranging from 1 to all possible senses for re-

spective concept C i .

The edges  represent  semantic  relatedness  between  con-

cepts and marked by relBAZ values. Every document may 

have many possible semantic networks,  so to compose the 

best one, the concept senses are being chosen maximizing 

the total relatedness score:

scoreS k
i 
=∑l ∈[1..N

C
] , l ≠i , k∈[1..N

S
 i ]

relBAZ S k
i , S j

l


best C i=maxk=1..NC
score S k

i 


So  the  final  semantic  core  is  a  graph  where  nodes 

correspond  to  selected  concepts  and  marked  by  the  best 

score values.

The  approaches  presented  in  this  section,  seems  to  be 

very useful  for  such  problems as  concepts  extraction  and 

disambiguation, query expansion by choosing relevant terms 

and  concepts,  measuring  semantic  distance  between  con-

cepts, and identifying concepts describing document content 

better.

E. Wikipedia-based approaches  
In recent years Wikipedia rapidly became one of the most 

important  sources  of  knowledge.  Being  the  sort  of 
collaborative  knowledge  base,  Wikipedia  is  currently  the 
largest  repository  of  world  knowledge. The  number  of 
articles in the English version is at least 15 times higher than 
in  Encyclopedia  Britannica.  Despite  the  fact  that  the 
accuracy and the quality of Wikipedia still remain subject of 
many  discussions,  there  is  not  controversial  to  use 

Wikipedia as a source of lexical semantic knowledge [12], 

[20], [21].

One obvious idea is to use Wikipedia as a lexical resource 

(e.g. instead of WordNet or similar lexical bases) and to pro-

ceed  with  the  path  based  measurements  described  in  the 

above sections. This idea has been implemented by Strube 

and Ponzetto and shown better results comparing to similar 

implementations using WordNet [22]. Herrington mentioned 

that  one  explanation  of  this  is  the  nature  of  Wikipedia, 

where articles have links to other articles which are not sim-

ply similar but evidently related [6].

In [20], [23], [24] authors used vector representation of 
the analyzed document in accordance to TF-IDF model and 
estimate  similarity  between  documents  by  regular  cosine 
metric  for  corresponding  vectors  that  is  similar  to 

simVSM d 1,d 2 described  earlier.  This  method is  known 

as  explicit  semantic  analysis  (ESA).  The  semantic 
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interpretation vector  S for some documents  D is defined as 
follows: 

S ={si , i=1÷ NC }, s i=∑w
j
∈D

tf j
ESA ∙ idf i

 ESA

where  N C is  the  total  number  of  Wikipedia  concepts; 

w j is the  j-th word in the document  D;  tf j
 ESA

is the 

weight  for  word  w j ;  idf i
 ESA

is  the  inverted  index 

entry for  word  w j (the strength of association  of word

w j  with Wikipedia concept c i , i=1 ÷ N C ).

Instead of counting terms, Milne and Witten proposed to 
count links [25]: 

lw  st =log
∣W∣
∣T∣

 , s∈T .

 where  s and  t are  the  source  and  target  articles; 
lw  st  is the weight of the link s t ;  T is the set 

of articles having links to  t;  W is the set of all Wikipedia 
articles ( lw  st =0, s∉T ).

 Link  weights  are  used  to  generate  vectors  describing 

documents to compare in the same manner as in the ESA 

method.

The second measure used by Milne and Witten is a link-

based  adaptation  of  the  normalized  Google  similarity 

distance metric:

sr a ,b =
log max ∣A∣ ,∣B∣−log ∣A∩B∣
log∣W∣−logmin∣A∣ ,∣B∣

,

where  a and  b are two articles of interest,  A and  B are the 
sets of all articles that link to a and b respectively,  W is the 
set of all Wikipedia articles. 

The  original  measure  for  normalized  Google  distance 

between  terms  t 1 and  t 2 introduced  in  [26]  uses 

information about terms distribution, rather than the amount 

of links and is defines as follows:

dist Google t1, t 2=
max log∣T 1∣, log ∣T 2∣−log ∣T 1∩T 2∣

log G−min log∣T 1∣ ,∣T 2∣
,

T 1 being the set of pages containing t 1 , T 2 being 

the set of pages containing t 2 (thus, T 1∩T 2 is the set 

of pages containing both terms), G is the total set of pages as 
reported by Google. 

Showing  less  accuracy  in  comparison  with  a  method 
describes in [23], Wikipedia link-based measure (WLM) has 
advantage  of requiring less data and resources.  Milne and 
Witted  noticed  that  to  obtain  measures  from  ESA,  huge 
amount  of  textual  data  must  be  preprocessed,  while  for 
WLM only the link structure of Wikipedia is required.

F. Approaches dealing with user experience  
In  [27]  Ochoa  and  Duval  introduced  some metrics  for 

relevance  ranking  for  learning  objects  as  special  class  of 
electronic  documents.  In  learning  space  the  user  profile 
information plays bigger role in document ranking, because 
in learning every documents is being evaluated not only on 
the base of formal text similarity,  but also on the base of 
subjective user's apprehension of the text: a document may 
be relevant to the query in regard of one user’s experience 
but mostly irrelevant for other users. They introduced three 
classes of personalized relevance metrics – topical relevance 
metric, personal relevance metric and situational relevance 
metric, – and then adopted them to the leaning space tasks. 

The topical relevance metric and situational relevance metric 
are the most interesting within the scope of this study. 

A basic topical relevance measure is aimed to estimate 
which objects (documents) are more related to what a given 
user  wants.  It  is  constructed  as  a  sum  of  conceptual 
distances for selected objects: 

BT d ,q =∑
i=1

NQ

distance q ,qi ∙ selected d , qi

selected d ,q =1, if d clicked in q ,  d being  the 
representation of document to be ranked,  q being the user 

query,  and  qi being  the  representation  of  the  i-th 

previous query,  NQ being the total number of queries. The 
distance  between  queries  can  be  calculated  either  as  the 
semantic  distance  between  the  query  terms  (by  using 
WordNet or other ontology model), or the number of objects 
the both queries have returned in common. 

The situational relevance measure is about estimating the 
relevance of the document to the specific tasks that caused 
the  search.  This  measure  is  an  adaptation  of  the 

simVSM d 1 , d 2 , presented earlier.

It  seems that just presented measures may also be used 
for  efficiency  evaluation  of  some informational  searching 
process.  In  other  words,  they  can  give  us  better 
understanding  of  how  do  assisting  tools  help  users  to 
achieve their searching goals.

Kerschberg  et  al.  introduced  a  searching  agent-based 
system that  involve  users  in  the  process  of  searching  by 
creating  personalized  taxonomy  tree  and  by  using  user-
specified  weighting  [28].  User  intentions represented  in  a 
form  of  weighted  taxonomy tree  is  then  utilized  to  rank 
pages  obtained  from  search  engines  classified  into  six 
matching  categories.  Each  category  (such  as  semantic 
matching, categorical matching, popularity ranks, and so on) 
may also be weighted in accordance to the user preference 
level.

It  is  clear  that  the  usability  requirements  for  those  ap-

proaches,  which rely on some supplementary weighting or 

term selection provided by users, demand special attention 

to the design of user interface components, so the complex-

ity of the task is being shifted to the field of implementing 

flexible interfaces allowing users to participate in process of 

search more explicitly [29].

G. Using measures for summary generation 
Creating summaries for the documents discovered on the 

Web by search engines is another example of an area, where 
relatedness  measures  are  useful.  General  purpose  search 
engines,  as a rule,  list the retrieved documents in form of 
short snippets. These snippets make evident the occurrence 
of query terms in the document, but don’t provide indicative 
information about its contents [30].

The idea is to score document paragraphs or sentences to 

decide whether they should be included to the summary or 

not: sentences containing words that are the most relevant to 

key words are candidates to include into the summary.

To  create  summaries  many  traditional  approaches  de-

scribed above may also be useful. But taking into account 

the fact that summary generation is not the first step in docu-

ments  searching  and  selection  in  most  cases  (because  the 

summaries are to be generated for documents, retrieved by a 
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engine, and therefore their appropriateness in respect to  the 

user’s needs is more or less guaranteed) the some simplified 

scoring  techniques  have  been  proposed  and  implemented. 

In [30], [31] there are examples of query-oriented approach 

to summarization based on the idea that different users may 

be interested in different aspects of the same document, so 

the summary that is good for one user may not be so de-

scriptive for others. There is also wide range of works on 

generating query-independent summaries. 

H. Combination measures 
An  evident  way  to  improve  relevance  measures  is  to 

combine different approaches.  One reason for this may be 
exposed  by the citation from Budanitsky and  Hirst  work: 
“Computational  applications  typically  require  relatedness 
rather than just similarity” [4]. Another reason is a human 
way  to  deal  with  relatedness,  since  humans  use  rather  a 
variety  of  approaches  in  combination,  not  only  one 
approach.

Haralambous  and  Klyuev  introduced  the  measure 
consisting of components related to the encyclopedic (based 
on  Wikipedia  concepts),  ontological  (WordNet)  and 
collocational kind of knowledge [32].

For the encyclopedic component they used the ESA-mea-

sure  introduced  by Egozi,  Markovitch  and  Gabrilovich  in 

[24]. For the ontological  component they studied different 

WordNet  measures  presented earlier  in this paper and se-

lected WordNet  path  measure  showed better  results  when 

combined with ESA-measure.

To take into the consideration collocation nature of some 

word  pairs  in  the  word  similarity  test  collections  such  as 

WS-353 [33] authors introduce collocation component.

The final expression for the combined EWC-measure is 

as follows:

 

simEWCw1 ,w2=simESA w1 , w2
∙ 1λσ m , s simWNP w1

,w
2


∙ 1λ ' σ m ' , s ' C ξ w1 ,w2

where λ weights WNP with respect to ESA, m is sigmoid 
inflection point forming a soft boundary of WNP’s lowest 
range,  s is the steepness of the sigmoid,  λ' m' , and 

s' are  similar  to  weight  collocation  component,  and 
C ξ w1 , w2 is  the  mixed  collocation  index  defined  as 

follows: 

C ξ w1 , w2=
2 ∙  freqw1 w2ξ ∙ freqw2 w1

freq w 1 freq w2
Values of  λ , m ,  s ,  λ' , m' ,  s' and 

ξ are calculated numerically so to obtain highest value of 
Spearman  ρ rank  correlation  coefficient  between  the 
relatedness ranking of pairs by human judges and that by the 
tested  measure.  Authors  reported  to  achieve  the  value 

ρ=0.7874 that, to the publication moment, is the highest 
result  for  WS-353  by  a  direct  measure  and  only  slightly 
inferior  to  the  TSA-measure  combining  static  semantic 
behavior  of  the  words  (achieved  by  ESA)  with  temporal 
dynamics introduced by Radinsky et al. in [34]. 

III. INVITATION TO THE DISCUSSION

In  the  above  sections  we  reviewed  mathematical  ap-

proaches to measure document similarity. In this section we 

introduce some aspects  of  informational retrieval  referring 

the human orientations of IR solutions since IR is a vast area 

of human centric computing. We mentioned earlier the term 

of research search aimed to discover the unclear domain, or 

to extend user experience. In this kind of search where the 

most important is not (only) how much the document is rele-

vant, but how much is appropriate. Regardless that the rele-

vance is a subjective judgment and may include aspects of 

subject, time, source authority, rank in the list of links, etc.,  

if the search doesn’t result the new knowledge, it isn’t kind 

of successful search. This subjective nature of the relevance 

may lead to the following situation: a document may be con-

sidered relevant but it doesn't  necessarily mean that the doc-

ument is appropriate. The information may be adequate, but 

not so interesting for the user (for example, because this user 

already has got this information earlier).

It’s ideal case, to rate relevance metrics according to their 

better  correlation to human relevance estimation based on 

test  collections  of  word  pairs.  There  is  some speculative 

component in estimating measures metrics by their concor-

dance with human judgment on a given test suite. Evidently,  

metrics may fit the best the test suite, not the real searching 

problems.

In many measures, some “magic numbers” are being used 

(e. g. different constants, thresholds, correcting coefficients). 

Often they are introduced only as a result of some empirical 

research,  in the best  cases – as a solution of optimization 

task to obtain highest value of Spearman correlation. 

For the day, it is still unclear how the Wikipedia (with its 

growing contents and refined concept taxonomy) implicitly 

affects the quality of measures. 

There are open issues in regard to using cross-language 

information retrieval technologies, namely:

1. In  searching,  exploring  documents  in  the 

languages different to the search query language may 
be  useful  in  regards  to  the  search 
comprehensiveness,  but only in cases when the user 
may adequately conceive this document. 

2. Cross-language  retrieval  may  lead  to  the 

extending space of concepts necessary to relevance 
estimating, but it seems that there are only few works 
in this area (see [35] as an example). The discussion 
issue is whether the concepts relate to the language, 
or not. 

3. Cross-language retrieval may be useful if there 

are too few document presented in the language of 
the  query.  For  example,  if  we  want  to  find 
information about  some Japanese daimyo,  in many 
cases the only way is to explore Japanese documents. 
But the problem of translating the query in another 
language  and  translating  the  response  back  to  the 
user  as  well  may  seriously  complicate  the  cross-
language  searching.  Even  the  problem  of  name 
transcription may discourage searchers [35], [36]. 

IV. CONCLUSION

Ways measures work aren’t always clear for humans. In 

their  turn,  relatedness  measures  are objects  to evaluate  as 

well. We compare measures to know which one works better 
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in the comparable conditions. Usually researchers use spe-

cially constructed collections of pairs of words or concepts 

which were firstly analyzed by human judges. This allows 

comparing approaches quite fairly, but doesn’t take into the 

consideration certain aspects. One of them is relevance tem-

poral dependency. In addition, measures may lead to judge 

relevance  of  “unexpected”  documents  with  very  complex 

implicit relations, which were rather not clear to humans. In 

[34]  authors  cited  an  example  produced  by  the  TSA ap-

proach with the pair “drink”/”car”. For the reason that they 

used big corpus of New York Times as a source of  temporal 

semantic information,  and  alcohol  drinking  is  being  men-

tioned often in connection with car accidents, “drink” and 

“car” words are being considered correlated, despite the fact 

the humans tend not to find them related. 

In  fact,  this  example  doesn't  illustrate  the  measure’s 

weakness.  The  situation  is  rather  normal:  the  discovered 

knowledge is new for the searcher, and the relatedness con-

cluded on the base of relevance measures  is in some way 

new for the user. That’s why the user’s feedback is of much 

importance to estimate measures in less formal way, but in 

more connection to real world searching problems. Hence, 

the task of developing some user feedback searching simula-

tor  that  would  enable  to  compare  relevance  measures  dy-

namically seems promising.

Effectively, all the pairs in the WS-353 collection are well 

relevant, since they are included into the WS-353 set! Don’t 

believe? Then ask Google.
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Abstract—Peer-to-Peer (P2P) approach in information re-
trieval systems has drawn significant attention recently. P2P
networks provide obvious advantages like scalability, reliability
and, therefore, recent researchers are looking for a way to
adapt these techniques to Information Retrieval fashion of nodes
with heterogeneous documents. The greatest attention is paid
to different semantic-based searching such as Gnutella Efficient
Search (GES) proposed by Zhu Y et al., which derives from
Vector Space Model. This paper proposes conceptual design of
P2P unstructured information retrieval (IR) with heterogeneous
documents on independent nodes.

I. INTRODUCTION

SHIRKY defined Peer-to-Peer (P2P) in the article [22] in
2000 as:
. . . a class of applications that takes advantage of re-
sources — storage, cycles, content, human presence
— available at the edges of the Internet.

Peer-to-Peer networks have become popular for the success
of applications like Napster [14], Gnutella [1], BitTorrent [6].
Although the beginning of the such networks was closely
associated only with the file-sharing, modern projects pay
attention to the possibility of use P2P scenario in Informa-
tion retrieval background. P2P networks provide direct data
exchange in overlay network because of distribution computa-
tional resources, content among large number of users. Each
node in P2P fashion holds client and server responsibilities,
which avoids a central server bottleneck and a single point of
failure.

P2P networks can be classified according to level of de-
centralization (centralized, decentralized or hybrid) or to the
control over data location and network topology (structured
or unstructured). The general attention in recent publications
is paid to unstructured (i.e. consist of nodes without global
information, summarized indices of network, etc.) and decen-
tralized (no any server, mediator) networks because of their
full decentralization and easier maintaining topology without
collecting global indices/descriptors and distributing among
all nodes. However, this line of research is more costly due to
query routing (no precise mapping of nodes). Our first paper
[20] discusses about these classifications of P2P networks in
details.

Noticeable, we should solve wide range problems with
P2P network maintaining and query processing despite the

many advantages of P2P. The first significant problem is
continuously joining and leaving P2P networks by nodes,
known as “churn“. System should have dynamic topology and
be able to provide the same services regardless of the current
network topology. The second is connected with first and is
associated with query processing in dynamic network. The
classical approach in unstructured P2P Gnutella-like networks
is to use positive time-to-live (TTL) indicator to limit number
of hops in a network: a query is transferred inside network
until TTL expires.

II. SEMANTIC SEARCH IN UNSTRUCTURED P2P

Actually searching techniques in P2P networks would be
classified as blind or informed. Informed search utilizes rout-
ing schemes to forward queries while blind has no information
about other nodes and their content. Instances of blind search
are random walk [10] or k-walker random walk [10]. Direct
Breadth First Search [24] or routing indices [7] are informed.
Moreover, searches in P2P can be classified as semantic or
non-semantic. Semantic search is based on locating documents
with similar semantic content (“Sport“, “Baseball“, “Cook-
ing“), and non-semantic âĂ¿ on file IDs and does not need
any semantic information.

Taxonomy of semantic searches depends of representation
of documents [12], thus these networks can be classified as
Ontology-based or IR-based. Ontology-based rely on ontology
mappings of all document types on nodes. All used essences
might be manually described or automatically generated by
transformation already existing mappings. Extractor load data
from documents under user-defined rules, thereby this type of
systems try to apply Semantic Web ontology techniques to
P2P networks. Ontology-based approach has high precision
and performance; however it is expensive for systems with
heterogeneous document collections. A range of IR-based
semantic search networks like Gnutella Efficient Search [26],
Class-based Semantic Searching Scheme [8] is more suitable
for real networks because of heterogeneous occurrence of
stored documents. It is hard to implement strict rules for user
documents and subsequent document collection extraction;
we have to parse documents without strict structure. IR-
based search is the main trend in P2P IR for last years
because of solving this problem by applying classical models
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in Information Retrieval, such as Vector Space Model (VSM)
[4] or Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [15].

III. RELATED WORK

A. Vector Space Model

The Vector Space Model (VSM) [4] is common technique in
Information Retrieval. VSM provides model for representing
text documents as frequency vectors of some identifiers like
index terms. Each vector can be represented by matrix:




T1 T2 · · · Tt

D1 w11 w21 · · · wt1

D2 w12 w22 · · · wt2

...
...

...
. . .

...
Dn w1n w2n · · · wtn




(1)

Where T is of a set of stemmed with non-valuable stop-
words (“is“, “a“, “the“) terms, D represents a set of documents
and w is a weight of respective term in respective document.
Weight is represented by number of inclusions of terms in the
document often.

Suppose a collection with 2 text documents, each of them
has only one string: “The quick brown fox jumps over the
lazy dog“ and “He loves his dog“ respectively. Table I shows
representation of the collection.

As a consequence, we are able to use cosine measure
[17] to calculate similarity of different documents. The cosine
similarity is often used in information retrieval and range of
evaluated projects.

B. Online spherical k-means clustering

There are different document clustering algorithms: k-
means, fuzzy c-means, Gaussian mixture model, etc. We
suppose that online spherical k-means (OSKM) [25] clustering
is the most suitable for our project because of its high
clustering performance, good results and relatively simple
implementation. Algorithm is based on well-known Winner-
take-all competitive learning [11], where each cluster centroid
is incrementally updated given a document, system has not
supervisor and is pretty suitable for decentralized solutions.

C. Gia

The Gnutella network is a popular, pure decentralized
P2P solution for file sharing with flooding search. However,
its nodes are extremely transient and problems with nodes
availability were partially solved in non-semantic Gnutella-
based search which called Gia [5]. Measurement by Microsoft
researchers found that a median time of Napster or Gnutella
nodes uptime is about just 60 minutes [21]. Imagine situation
in network with 100.000 nodes, this implies a churn rate of
over 1600 nodes coming and going per minute. Updating
global information on all nodes is too expensive, using cen-
tralized servers is out of decentralization policy and therefore
authors of Gia proposed new topology adaptation algorithm.

Each Gia node contains a host cache with a cached list of
other Gia nodes (their IP address, port number, and capacity).
The adaptation algorithm is based on independent calculation
a level of satisfaction (S) of this list, i.e. how current node
is satisfied with its neighbours (1 is absolutely satisfied and
0 is for quite unsatisfied, respectively). As long as node is
not satisfied topology adaptation algorithm tries to find new
neighbours for it by random selecting other node and compare
its characteristics under a level of satisfaction metrics. This
handshake method is principally new in Gnutella-like networks
and may be used in our project.

D. Gnutella Efficient Search

We can find a first attempt of using at least some above
technologies in IR context in GES project (Gnutella Efficient
Search) [26] by Zhu et al. The network is implemented in
Semantic-based IR manner: periodically issued node summa-
rized vectors are randomly sent to other nodes for semantic
comparison.

Like to Gia, GES uses handshake protocol to compare
characteristics of nodes (node vectors, in this case) and es-
tablish semantic links between nodes with documents with
same semantic context (and further searching inside semantic
cluster) or random links to nodes from definitely another
cluster (and forwarding non-relevant queries). Replication of
node vectors is selective, only one-hope and used only for
semantically non-relevant node vectors (i.e. from node with
random link).

The search protocol is clear and uses biased walk in seman-
tically non-relevant cases and flooding in case semantically
relevant queries. Received query is utilized by local search
component, which tries to find relevant documents on the node.
If it found at least one document, the node is called a semantic
group target node and node uses semantic links to flood other
nodes from current cluster.

E. Class-based Semantic Search Scheme

Our project is relative close to such Gnutella-like IR system
CSS (Class-based Semantic Search Scheme) [8] by Huang et
al. CSS is founded on main ideas of GES project, however
the main invention is in possibility of splitting node vector
into different class vectors and clustering them by OSKM.
This has obvious reasons, because in real systems nodes
have heterogeneous document collections with different topics.
Possible, documents about sport, cooking and programming
would be stored on the same node and it would be unobvious
to create summarized node vector for them. Moreover, CSS
provides a novel formula to calculate the relevance between
class vectors.

IV. OUR APPROACH

A. Node structure

Preliminary structure of nodes was generally borrowed from
[9] and discussed in our last paper [20]. Now we had to update
and extend it according to semantic approach for P2P systems.
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TABLE I
VSM REPRESENTATION OF 2 DOCUMENTS

Term brown dog fox jumps he his lazy loves over
Document 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1

Document 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

Fig. 1. Structure of node

Now, each node consists of the following main components
(Figure 1).

• A set of documents (Document collection or DC) with
available heterogeneous documents. Document Collection
is used by Local Search Engine (SE) in searching progress
and generating Class vectors (C).

• Generated by VSM and semantically split with OSKM
a set of Class vectors (C). Class vector contains sum-
marized vector of all semantically relative documents
from Document collection on current node. It is a key
component, which is distributing through the network to
find semantically close Class vectors and add them into
a list of neighbours. Undoubtedly, each Class vector has
information about node (e.g. IP-address).

• Processing centre (PC) for incoming queries, returning
results of searching and forwarding a query to neighbour
nodes according to Search protocol. All requests in the
network are passing throw nodes Processing Centres.

• Host cache (HC) contains information about neighbour
nodes.

– Long links collection (LLC) with corresponding
Class vectors from several definitely semantically
non-related nodes. This collection is used for for-
warding semantically non-related queries.

– Short links collection (SLC) with information (e.g.
IP-addresses) about nodes with semantically related
Class vectors to current local Class vector.

B. Class vectors

One of the most important innovations in IR is using several
class vectors instead of summarized node vector. This concept
is proposed by several projects and has proven efficiency
in CSS simulation [8]. Each node has at least one Class
vector with a summarized vector of semantically related local
documents. These Class vectors are calculated by Vector Space
Model, as follows. We are using a typical for class-based

Fig. 2. Two nodes with four class vectors

networks model of calculating from vector of every document
to summarized node vector and split them by OSKM into a
given the number of classes we want to cluster (e.g. 5). The
same weight algorithm is used in CSS:

1) A term’s weight is assigned to its frequency in a docu-
ment.

2) In “dampened“ vector all weights are recalculated by tf
scheme in the form:

1 + log(tf) (2)

3) A weighed term vector is normalized to unit length.
4) All generated term vectors (or node vector) are pro-

cessed by OSKM [25] algorithm for splitting into re-
quired number of class vectors.

C. Semantic links

Semantic approach in our project consists in semantic links
among semantically distributed related class vectors, which
create a resulting semantic cluster. There are two types of
semantic links:

• Long link to connect with semantically non-related class
vector. For this type connection storing a replica of class
vector is required.

• Short link to connect semantically related class vector.
Storing of class vector replica is not required.

Decision of creating a link is based on relevance score
between two respective class vectors. In connection with
applying VSM techniques we are using cosine similarity of
class vectors. The short and long links can be considered as
semantic and random links in GES.

Figure 2 illustrates instance of two nodes with four class
vectors. Class vector “Baseball“ on left node has a short link
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Fig. 3. A routing of topology query message

with right node “Football“ because of similar semantic content
of respective document collections. On the other side, long
links are created to “Cooking“ and “Math“, because these
topics are not similar to sport.

D. Topology Adaptation

Used topology adaptation mechanism is similar to evaluated
in CSS and aims to find the most relevant semantic neighbours
to create short links in one hand, and the most non-relevant
for long links (and forward a non-relevant queries).

When a node joins a network, it first tries randomly connect-
ing (Figure 3) to other nodes using typical Gnutella bootstrap
mechanism.

It periodically send random walk topology query message
to find other interested-in nodes, it is possible because of
encapsulating all class vectors into a query. TTL limitation
and defining a maximum number of answers is used to avoid
situation of overloading by topology query. Received answers
(in the same shape as topology query) are comparing with
local nodes and the most suitable candidates will be saved in
host cache.

Host cache is updated continuously. Node continues to
receive topology queries from new nodes or looking for new
neighbours, compare them and collecting suitable candidates
into host cache. Similarly, node starts to send topology query
when some neighbour leaves a network. Failed nodes would
be detected by keep-alive messages from their neighbours.

E. Search protocol

The proposed search protocol is content and class-based.
Query is processed in two modes: in direct walk mode to find
a relevant semantic cluster through long links (because of their
class vectors) and then flooding mode within cluster through
short links (because of their involving into same relevant
semantic cluster).

Figure 4 illustrates example of searching into semantic
cluster (class vectors are shown). Node Z received query
“muffins“ and forwarded it to neighbour node X through short
link (they are in the same cluster).

Fig. 4. Example of searching into semantic cluster

Fig. 5. Example of searching in another semantic cluster

Figure 5 illustrates another example, searching in another
semantic cluster (class vectors are shown). Node X received
query “car for a big family“ and firstly forwarded it to
neighbour node Z through short link (query is similar to their
context at least a little bit) and then to node Y through long
link.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose combination of CSS and GES
models as Gnutella-like Information Retrieval system. As the
Gnutella, our P2P network is unstructured with a view to
scaling on the one hand, however borrowed from Gia topology
query distribution and handshaking protocol prevent blind
flooding over whole network.

Node is consist of several components: Document Collec-
tion, Local Search Engine, Processing Centre, summarized
Short and Long links into Host Cache and source, Document
Collection. Document Collection is processed throught Vector
Space Model and Online Spherical k-means Clustring to
generate several semantic class vectors as identifiers of node.

VI. FUTURE WORK

Our system design has reason to be productive and effective
as is a combination of the various productive and proven
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techniques. In the near future we plan to conduct with PeerSim
[13] series of evaluations to compare the performance and
scalability in comparison with the structured P2P architectures
such as CAN [18], Pastry [19], and Chord [23]. It makes
sense to check and efficiency compared to traditional Gnutella,
despite a number of existing publications on this subject.

We plan to implement in the long term this project using
the open-source framework JADE (Java Agent Development
framework) [3], what is a free framework for developing Java-
based intelligent multi-agent systems and in addition, accord-
ing to standards from the FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent
Physical Agents) [2], a major non-commercial group in the
multi-intelligent systems. The FIPA’s membership includes
Toshiba Corp., Siemens, Boeing Company, RWTH Aachen
University, etc. The widely adopted FIPA standards are the
Agent Management and Agent Communication Language
(FIPA-ACL) specifications, which already in use as an industry
standard. It is a modern and popular environment, which can
be used without restriction or need major interventions and
other collaborators in the research. One can certainly believe
that the principles of the proposed system will be used not
only as a research subject, but in practical applications. Using
JADE for implementation MAS-based P2P applications is a
common practice [16] and has obvious advantages:

• Interoperability: JADE is according to FIPA specifica-
tions;

• Portability: Java allows to use different platforms and
JADE-based implementation can run on J2EE, J2SE,
J2ME environment;

• Easy of use: JADE is a set of APIs, which has GUI for
a nodes management.
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Abstract—Feature models are used to describe common and
variable properties of families of related software systems re-
ferred as SPL (Software Product Line). Every program in an
SPL is identified by a unique and legal combination of features
called feature configuration. There is no formal semantic for
describing a feature model and no standard tool for building
and validate a feature configuration. In this paper we present an
OWL-based approach for building and editing feature models
together with an OWL-based inferential engine for creating a
feature configuration and check its consistency. The Framework
has been developed as a Java web service and can be applied
to model a wide range of applications from media processing to
business and financial modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

THERE is no agreed upon a standard semantic for feature
models and that makes difficult to exchange and share

feature models in practical applications [1]. Many variations to
the original feature model notation FODA (Feature Oriented
Reuse Method) [2] have been proposed as FORM (Feature
Oriented Reuse Method) and FeatuRSEB [1]. Lack of standard
semantic is the principal cause of the absence of a standard
automated tool for checking the correctness of a feature config-
uration. In [3] the authors propose an approach to propagate
constraints and provide automatic selection and justification
for automatically selected/deselected features through Logic
based Truth Maintenance System (LTMS) and Boolean Satis-
fiability Problem Solver (SAT solver). In [4] feature models
are transformed into a Constraint Satisfaction Problem and a
constraint solver is used to obtain a valid feature configuration.
A few ontology based approaches [5], [6] has been found
in literature and they will be discussed in detail in section
III. In this paper we present an OWL-based tool capable
of inferring a valid feature configuration from some user
defined features. We describe also a feature model semantic
that helps to implement this engine and some tools to support
feature model building and diagram visualisation. This paper
is organised as follows. Section II introduces feature model.
Section III illustrates the OWL ontology used for representing
feature models. In section IV we describe the entire framework
with a particular attention to the tools that enable building
and editing a feature model and creating an SVG graphical
representation of a feature configuration. Section V describes
the inferential engine for building a valid configuration from
some user defined features. Section VI gives some technical
details about the implementation choices. Concluding remarks
are given in section VII.

Fig. 1. Feature Model example taken from [7]

II. FEATURE MODELS

A feature is defined as an important property of a concept
[7] where by concepts, we mean anything in the domain of in-
terest. In the description of a software system, features may oc-
cur at any level, e.g. high-level system requirements, architec-
tural level, subsystem and component level, implementation-
construct level (e.g. object or procedure level) [7]. Feature
modelling is the activity of modelling the common and the
variable properties of concepts and their interdependencies and
organising them into a coherent model referred as a feature
model. [7]. A feature model consists of a tree diagram called
feature diagram with some additional textual information, such
as semantic description. A feature diagram is made up of
nodes, directed edges and edge decorations, where the root
node represents the subject we want to describe, formally
called concept, and the remaining nodes are its features.
Features are further connected by edges to subfeatures in
an hierarchical structure. Formally an instance of a feature
diagram is known as a concept description or a feature
configuration and is defined valid if it does not break feature
constraints and inclusion rules.

A. Feature diagram example

The example we are going to discuss through the entire
paper has been taken from [7] and describes commonalities
and differences among instances of a Car (fig.1).

In order to represent this example, we have chosen to
use Czarnecki’s notation with decorated edges, because it is
the best know formalism in literature. The concept Car is
described by features Car Body, Transmission, Engine and
Pulls trailer. A Transmission feature is further described by
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subfeatures Automatic and Manual; an Engine is described by
subfeatures Electric and Gasoline. Without a way to add some
restrictions on the feature model this diagram also describes
invalid cars like one with a transmission that is both automatic
and manual. Semantic restrictions like those are provided by
different edge decorations (see Section II-B). A valid feature
configuration of this example can be described by the features:
Car body, Transmission, Automatic, Engine, Electric. Such a
configuration do not violate model restrictions and so a car
with a car body, an automatic transmission and an electric
engine can be manufactured. Besides this one, such diagram
allows cars that pulls a trailer and hybrids cars, i.e cars with
an engine that is both electric and gasoline.

B. Feature diagram entities

Many variations to the original feature model notation
FODA (Feature Oriented Reuse Method) [2] have been pro-
posed, as FORM (Feature Oriented Reuse Method) and Fea-
tuRSEB [1], but none of them has been accepted as a standard.
In this project we have chosen to use Czarneckis notation
without edges decoration as a starting point and we introduced
some new feature constraints (see Section II-C). We give here
a brief description of each feature type and their selection
rules with Czarneckis notation with decorated edges. Like in
section II-A, we have chosen this notation and not that one of
our project because of its widespread coverage. Besides with
this formalism we have also the chance to explain why we
preferred this one over the others. As in FODA, Czarnecki
distinguishes between mandatory, alternative and optional
features, but he introduces also Or features. A Mandatory
Feature (see Fig.1 at features Engine or Car body) is included
in a feature configuration if and only if its parent is included
as well. It is represented graphically by a simple edge without
decorations ending with a filled circle. An Optional Feature
(see Fig.1 at feature Pulls Engine) may be included in a
feature configuration if and only if its parent is included. It
is represented by a simple edge without decorations ending
with an empty circle. Only one feature in a set of Alterna-
tive Features (see Fig. 1 at features Automatic and Manual)
can be included in a configuration. Alternative Features are
represented by edges connected by an arc. In a set of Or
Features (see Fig. 1 at features Electric and Gasoline) any non-
empty subset of features can be included in a configuration.
Or Features are represented by edges connected by a filled
arc. Besides these features, we have also Optional Alternative
Features, when there is at least one optional Feature in a set
of Alternative Features (see the left side of normalisation at
Fig.2), and Optional Or Features, when there is at least one
optional feature in a set of Or Features (see the left side of
normalisation at Fig.3).

A feature diagram with one or more Optional Alternative
Feature is normalised into a diagram with all Optional Alterna-
tive features (see Fig.2). A feature diagram with one or more
Optional Or features is normalised into a diagram with all
Optional Or features which is equivalent to have all features
optional (see Fig.3). So the category of Optional Or features

Fig. 2. Optional Alternative Features normalisation

Fig. 3. Optional Or Features normalisation

equivalent to the category of Optional features.

C. Feature diagram notation

In this section we introduce our new formalism with a
representation of the running example (see Fig.4).

This notation comes from Czarneckis [7] feature diagram
notation without edge decorations but contains also some three
new features constrains. Every feature model created with the
previous formalism can be converted to an equivalent feature
diagram without edge decorations. We used this formalism,
even if it is less concise than the other one, because of its
simpler structure and a simpler analysis required. The simpler
structure is due to type of information not stored in a feature
itself but in its parent node, so that every node has an homo-
geneous set of subfeatures. As consequence of this structure,
if you start using it from the beginning, no normalisation is
required. In this notation concepts, parent nodes of mandatory
features and leaf features (features without subfeatures) are
represented like a filled circle (see Fig. 4 at features Car, Car
And and Body); parent nodes of optional features with an
empty circle (see Fig. 4 at feature Car Opt); parent nodes

Fig. 4. Car example without edge decorations
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of alternative features with two concentric circle, where the
internal one is filled (see Fig. 4 at feature Transmission); parent
nodes of optional alternative features are represented like
alternative features but with the internal circle empty; parent
nodes of or-features are represented with a more complex
figure (see Fig. 4 at feature Engine). In this new diagram there
are two new nodes Car And and Car Opt that were not there in
the previous one. These nodes do not represent an entity of the
world but are only used for grouping features under a common
feature type. This kind of node is called FeatureGroup and
like every other node with child features (also called node
feature) have a particular representation depending from the
type of subfeatures. Selection rules with this notation are
equivalent to those introduced in section II-B, but now rules
on a parent node influences selection of its children. Besides
a concept node and all its direct features are always selected
in a feature configuration. Feature type rules are not the only
restrictions that influences feature configuration construction.
Constraints can exists between features in different branches
of a diagram tree. Czarnecki [7] enriched the original FODA
notation with two kind of feature constraints: mutual-exclusion
constraints and requires constraints, renamed here respectively
excludes constraints and implies constraints. Those two types
of constraints are modified to be unidirectional but maintains
same semantic. We have also introduced in our formalism
two other kind of constraints avoid and default. Implies
and excludes constraints are binary and unidirectional ones
whereas avoid and default are unary. In a feature model A
implies B means that the existence of a feature A in a feature
configuration implies the existence of a feature B; whereas
A excludes B means that if a feature A is included in the
configuration feature B should be not included; Avoid A means
that the feature A should not be in the feature configuration and
default A means that the feature A should be in a configuration
by default.

III. FEATURE MODELS IN OWL

In this section we want to illustrate the OWL-based ap-
proach we have developed to represent and manage feature
models. OWL stand for Web Ontology Language and is
the standard defacto for the semantic web. Its expressive
power and formal semantics make it usable in many other
domains [5]. It consists of three increasingly expressive sub-
languages: OWL Lite, DL and Full. We use the OWL DL
dialect because we want to infer a valid feature configuration
using a DL reasoner (see Section V). In the literature we
found two main approaches for representing a feature model
through an OWL ontology and checking its consistency. The
first approach [6] represent features in a diagram like an OWL
class and every feature relations like an object properties. For
example in order to represent a car with a transmission (see
Section II-A and Fig. 1) you should create two OWL classes
Car and Transmission and an object property hasTransmission
for representing this relation. This approach does not represent
features in a configuration as instances of classes (OWL
individual) as intuitively you would think. OWL classes are

Fig. 5. Feature model ontology classes

used to simulate features in order to use TBox (terminological
box or class-level) reasoning for checking consistency. This
solution was justified by limitations of the OWL reasoner
RACER 1 in the 2005. At that time RACER was only able to
detect ABox (assertional box or instance level) inconsistencies
but not which classes has caused them. The second approach
[5] represents feature models in a descriptive way, mapping
every feature in a model or in a configuration with an instance
of class Feature or one of its subclasses. This solution was
proposed in the 2008 with another reasoner called Pellet [8],
2. This reasoner was already able of both ABox and TBox
reasoning and debugging, overcoming the limitation of the
previous approach. We have chosen to use the latter approach
because it simplifies simplify the representation of feature
hierarchies and more important because it makes possible to
express SWRL consistency rules on OWL classes (see Section
V) and infer, a valid feature configuration through SWRL
rules.

A. Feature model ontology

Every feature model or configuration is an instance of
a schema defined in an OWL file. Such schema describes
vocabulary, structure and type restrictions of feature models
(see Fig. reffig5), i.e. features cannot be added as children of
a diagram node.

The main ontology class of this schema is Feature, which
represents all kind of nodes in a feature diagram except
for the root node which is a concept. Because of the Open
World Assumption [11] only node features are described in
our ontology (see Fig. 5 at the NodeFeature class). Every
feature that is not a node feature is considered as leaf feature.
Our formalism without edge decoration enables to represent
edges like a normal parent/child relation without any type of
information through object properties hasChild and hasParent.
In order to ensure that a feature diagram is a tree and not

1http://www.sts.tu-harburg.de/ r.f.moeller/racer/
2http://clarkparsia. com/pellet/
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a graph we introduced some restrictions on these properties:
hasParent is defined as a functional property, meaning that an
individual of its domain can only have one parent; hasChild
is defined an inverse functional property, specifying that two
different parents cannot share the same child node; both these
properties are declared irreflexive, which enables to avoid
an individual have itself as a child or a parent. Feature
type information are stored on diagram node with the object
property hasFeatureType. It is defined functional because it can
connect a Feature instance with only one of the individuals
of class FeatureType (see Fig. 5 at the FeatureType class):
Mandatory, Optional, Alternative, Or and OptionalAlternative.
The main subclass of Feature is NodeFeature, which represents
a feature with at least one subfeature. A NodeFeature instance
can be further classified according to feature types in: Manda-
toryFeature, OptionalFeature, AlternativeFeature, OrFeature
and OptionalAlternativeFeature. This new formalism intro-
duces a new feature diagram entity called FeatureGroup (see
Fig. 5 at the FeatureGroup class), which does not represent a
real diagram entity but only a way to group features under a
common feature type. A feature group inhereditates from the
super class NodeFeature and must have at least a child feature.
Features can be classified in SelectedFeature and Default-
Feature, respectively, according to the properties isSelected
and default. To the first group belong features that have
been selected by the user to be in a feature configuration.
To the second group belong features that the user want to
be selected automatically by the inferential engine during
the feature diagram construction. Besides feature class, we
introduce two other classes: Concept and Diagram. A concept
must contain at least a child node of type FeatureGroup,
while a diagram must contain at least a concept. In order
to support feature constraints (see Section II-B), we have
introduced the following properties: implies, excludes, default
and avoid. Implies and excludes are object properties and they
connect two instances of the Feature class. They are declared
irreflexive, so that a feature cannot implies or excludes itself.
Avoid and default are boolean data properties and they are
applied only to feature instances. Both these properties are
declared functional, so that they cannot be declared twice on
the same feature instance. Avoid property is used to define
which feature we want to deselect from a feature model.
Default properties are used to define a feature that will be
automatically selected by the inferential engine. This property
is very useful for Or, alternatives and optional alternative
feature in order to select automatically one of the subfeatures.
We provide also two other object properties: next and previous,
which enable sorting irreflexive features in a diagram.

IV. FEATURE MODEL ONTOLOGY FRAMEWORK

Our feature model framework is made of five modules:
ModelManager, ModelBuilder, InconsistencyChecker, Selec-
tionEngine and SVGDiagramBuilder. ModelManager is the
main module of the entire application and it is used by other
module in order to load and save local or remote feature
models. This module allows also to obtain an OWL DL

reasoner used for building the inferential engine (see Section
V) or to serialise a feature model to a string. ModelBuilder is
used for building a new feature ontology model or editing an
existing one. Some common allowed operations are:

• creating/deleting diagram nodes, i.e. diagram, concept,
leaf node, feature group.

• adding/removing a parent/child relation between two
nodes, i.e. add a concept to a diagram or remove a leaf
feature to a node feature.

• setting/changing the feature type of a feature node.
• adding/removing feature constraints between two fea-

tures, i.e. implies, excludes, avoid or default constraints.
• selecting/deselecting a feature in a feature configuration,

i.e. set the data property isSelected to true/false.
Every operation is followed by an inconsistency check,

in order to detect model or OWL conflicts, i.e. adding to a
diagram a feature instead of a concept or adding an irreflexive
feature constraint between a feature and itself. Such conflicts
are induced by OWL restrictions in the feature model schema
(see Section III-A). If a conflict is detected, an exception
is launched with the OWL individual, which cause the in-
consistency, and the SWRL rule violated. Such exceptions
are raised also for additional user defined inconsistency (see
InconsistencyChecker) and selection rules inconsistency (see
Section V). The InconsistencyChecker module is used to
check additional SWRL inconsistencies rules on a feature
model. SWRL rules files can be loaded/removed dynamically
at runtime and inconsistency is checked through a OWL DL
reasoner. SVGDiagramBuilder and SelectionEngine modules
are described in detail respectively, in sections IV-A and V.

A. SVGDiagramBuilder

This module is optional and its used only to get a graphic
representation of a feature diagram. It takes as input the
URI of a feature diagram within an OWL ontology file and
produces an SVG vectorial image. Building such graphic
representation requires three steps: loading the feature model
which the diagram belongs to; building with the language
Graphviz/DOT 3 a textual representation of the diagram (see
Fig.6); compiling the DOT representation into an SVG image
(see Fig.7 for the textual representation and Fig.4 for the
graphical representation).

The first step is performed by the module ModelManager
and it requires the URI of the OWL file containing the
feature diagram. Building a DOT representation of the diagram
implies mapping each node in feature diagram into a node
with a label, representing the name of the feature, and an
image, representing the type of node (see Section II-C). In
a feature configuration, two different colours, i.e. grey and
black, represent deselected/selected features or concepts. The
last step is performed with the command dot-Tsvg. You can
use this command specifying an input DOT file and an output
SVG file, but we prefer not to create intermediate DOT files.
Thus we use this command write our DOT diagram to the

3http://www.graphviz.org/
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Fig. 6. DOT representation of a feature diagram

Fig. 7. SVG representation of a feature diagram

standard input and getting the SVG representation from the
standard output. SVG images are vectorial images serialised
in an XML dialect.

V. SELECTION ENGINE

This is the main module of the application and it consist
of three parts: a general algorithm, an OWL DL reasoner,
which you can get with the ModelManager module, and some
SWRL rules. The SelectionEngine has the objective of creating
automatically a valid feature configuration from some users
defined features. In order to be defined valid, such feature
configuration should not violates SWRL selection rules (see
Section II-B) and OWL model consistency (see Section II-
B). A feature configuration is created selecting/deselecting
some features in a feature model, thus model consistency is
verified during the feature model construction (see Section IV
at ModelBuilder).

A. Selection Algorithm

The algorithm used by the SelectionEngine requires as input
an inconsistency free feature model optionally with some
feature constraints. Infact every model inconsistency do not
allow the OWL reasoner to be used. This algorithm consist of
the following steps:

1) The user requires to select/deselect a feature or a concept
from the feature model.

2) The SelectionEngine selects/deselects the required node
according to the SWRL rules, verifying that it does
not contain inconsistencies caused by selection rules or
feature constraints (i.e. more than a feature selected in a
set of alternative features or the user attempts to select
a feature with an avoid constraint)).

3) Steps 1 and 2 are repeated until every features/concepts,
required by the user are selected/deselected or an in-
consistency is detected. In this latter case, the selection
engine cannot go further and it launches an exception.
Such exception describes the OWL individual, which
has generated the inconsistency, and the SWRL rule not
verified. The feature model has to be modified by the
user in order to solve all the conflicts.

4) The user asks to end the selection procedure.
5) The SelectionEngine selects all the default features not

already selected, removes all the features that do not
have their concept selected and calculates a set of
selected features.

6) The user can get only the leaf features selected, all the
selected features (leaf + node features) or all the entities
selected (leaf feature + node feature + concepts). This
last option can be used to obtain an SVG diagram from
a feature configuration.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The flexibility of this features model, makes it suitable for
modeling a wide range of applications: media processing (im-
ages, video, audio) [9], [10], [11], multimedia retrieval tools
[12], medical applications [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18],
[19], [20], biometric applications like [21], object detection,
tracking and classification applications [22], [23], [24], specific
image processing methods [25].

We plan as a future development to integrate this project
with a CASE tool to create and modify graphically a fea-
ture model or a configuration. Small improvements could
be: adding structural inconsistency checks that cannot be
performed by SWRL rules according to the Open World
Assumption, i.e. a node can have only a parent node; managing
temporal feature constraints next and previous (see Section III-
A), in order to create an ordered list of selected features instead
of a set (see Section V); improving the SVGDiagramBuilder
module with a graphical and textual representation of features
constraints.
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Abstract—The paper is devoted to the study of a greedy
algorithm for construction of approximate tests (super-reducts).
This algorithm is applicable to decision tables with many-valued
decisions where each row is labeled with a set of decisions. For
a given row, we should find a decision from the set attached to this
row. The idea of algorithm is connected with so-called boundary
subtables. After constructing a test we use algorithm which tries
to remove attributes from a test and obtain a reduct. We present
experimental results connected with the cardinality of tests and
reducts for randomly generated tables and data sets from UCI
Machine Learning Repository which were converted to decision
tables with many-valued decisions. To make some comparative
study we presents also experimental results for greedy algorithm
which constructs a test based on generalized decision approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE paper we study tests for decision tables with many-
valued decisions. In such table, each row is labeled with

a nonempty finite set of decisions, and for a given row, we
should find a decision from the set of decisions attached to
this row.

We can meet tables with many-valued decisions when we
work with statistical or experimental data. In this case we
often have groups of rows (objects) with equal values of
conditional attributes but, probably, different values of the
decision attribute. Instead of a group of rows, we can consider
one row given by values of conditional attributes. We attach
to this row a set of decisions: either all decisions for objects
from the group, or k the most frequent decisions for objects
from the group [1].

In the rough set theory [2], [3] decision tables are often
considered that have equal rows labeled with different deci-
sions. The set of decisions attached to equal rows is called the
generalized decision for each of these equal rows [4], [5]. The
usual way is to find for a given row its generalized decision.
In the paper, this approach is called as approach based on
generalized decision. However, the problem of finding an
arbitrary decision or one of the most frequent decisions from
the generalized decision (set of decisions) is interesting also.
So, the study of decision tables with many-valued decisions
can give us new tool for the rough set theory.

Reducts are minimal subsets of attributes (with respect to
inclusion) which discern all pairs of objects with different
decisions that are discernible by the whole set of attributes.
Tests [6] (super-reducts) and reducts are used for feature selec-
tion and for construction of classifiers. In various applications,
we often deal with decision tables which contain noisy data. In
this case, exact tests and reducts can be “over-fitted”, i.e., they
depend essentially on the noise. So, instead of exact tests and
reducts it is more appropriate often to work with approximate
ones. In particular, they have smaller number of attributes.

Problem of construction of test with minimum cardinality
is NP-hard [7], [8], [9]. Therefore, we consider approximate
polynomial algorithm for test optimization.

In this paper, we present a greedy algorithm for construction
of exact and approximate tests (super-reducts) for decision
tables with many-valued decisions. Similar algorithm was
presented in [10] but in this paper we also present algorithms
for transformation a test into a reduct and some comparison
with the approach based on generalized decision. Theoretical
results for proposed approach were presented in [11] and in [1]
for exact tests. We prove a bound on precision of the greedy
algorithm for construction of tests. For an arbitrary natural
t, the greedy algorithm for test construction has polynomial
time complexity on tables which have at most t decisions
in each set of decisions attached to rows. In this paper,
we study binary decision tables with many-valued decisions.
However, the obtained results can be extended to the decision
tables filled by numbers from the set {0, . . . , k − 1}, where
k ≥ 3. We present experimental results for randomly generated
decision tables and for data sets from UCI Machine Learning
Repository [12]. We also make some comparative study for
cardinality of tests based on proposed approach and based on
generalized decision approach.

This paper consists of six sections. Section II, contains main
notions. In Section III, we consider decision tables which have
at most t decisions in each set of decisions attached to rows.
In Section IV, we present a greedy algorithm for construction
of approximate tests and algorithms for transformation of the
test to the reduct. Section V contains results of experiments
and Section VI – conclusions.
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II. MAIN NOTIONS

In this section, we consider definitions of notions corre-
sponding to decision tables with many-valued decisions.

A (binary) decision table with many-valued decisions is a
rectangular table T filled by numbers from the set {0, 1}.
Columns of this table are labeled with attributes f1, . . . , fn.
Rows of the table are pairwise different, and each row is
labeled with a nonempty finite set of natural numbers (set
of decisions). Note that each decision table with one-valued
decision can be interpreted also as a decision table with many-
valued decisions. In such table, each row is labeled with a set
of decisions which has one element. An example of a decision
table T0 with many-valued decisions can be found in Table I.

TABLE I
DECISION TABLE T0 WITH MANY-VALUED DECISIONS

T0 =

f1 f2 f3 d
r1 1 1 1 {1}
r2 0 1 0 {1, 3}
r3 1 1 0 {2}
r4 0 0 1 {2, 3}
r5 1 0 0 {1, 2}

We will say that T is a degenerate table if either T is empty
(has no rows), or the intersection of sets of decisions attached
to rows of T is nonempty.

A decision which belongs to the maximum number of sets
of decisions attached to rows in T is called the most common
decision for T . If we have more than one such decision we
choose the minimum one. If T is empty then 1 is the most
common decision for T .

A table obtained from T by removal of some rows is called
a subtable of T . A subtable T ′ of T is called boundary
subtable if T ′ is not degenerate but each proper subtable of T ′

is degenerate. We denote by B(T ) the number of boundary
subtables of the table T . It is clear that T is a degenerate table
if and only if B(T ) = 0. The value B(T ) will be interpreted
as uncertainty of T .

All boundary subtables of the decision table T0, for pro-
posed approach, are depicted in Fig. 1.

T1 =

f1 f2 f3 d
r2 0 1 0 {1, 3}
r4 0 0 1 {2, 3}
r5 1 0 0 {1, 2}

T2 =
f1 f2 f3 d

r1 1 1 1 {1}
r4 0 0 1 {2, 3}

T3 =
f1 f2 f3 d

r2 0 1 0 {1, 3}
r3 1 1 0 {2}

T4 =
f1 f2 f3 d

r1 1 1 1 {1}
r3 1 1 0 {2}

Fig. 1. All boundary subtables of the decision table T0

In case of generalized decision approach we consider sets
of decisions attached to rows of the table T0 as values of
the decision attribute (see Fig. 2). The number of boundary
subtables for such approach is equal to 10. Each boundary
subtable of the table T0 has 2 rows.

T0 =

f1 f2 f3 d
r1 1 1 1 {1}
r2 0 1 0 {1, 3}
r3 1 1 0 {2}
r4 0 0 1 {2, 3}
r5 1 0 0 {1, 2}

⇒

d
1
2
3
4
5

Fig. 2. Transformation of decision attribute from the table T0 for generalized
decision approach

We will say that an attribute fi divides a boundary subtable
Θ of the table T if and only if this attribute is not constant on
the rows of Θ (for example, for a binary decision table at the
intersection with the column fi we can find some rows which
contain 1 and some rows which contain 0).

Let us define the notion of an α-test for the table T . Let α
be a real number such that 0 ≤ α < 1.

An α-test for the table T is a subset of attributes
{fi1 , . . . , fim} such that these attributes divide at least (1 −
α)B(T ) boundary subtables. Empty set is an α-test for T iff
T is a degenerate table. An α-reduct for the table T is an
α-test for T for which each proper subset is not an α-test. We
denote by Rmin(α, T ) the minimum cardinality of an α-test
for the table T . It is clear that each α-test has an α-reduct as
a subset. Therefore Rmin(α, T ) is the minimum cardinality of
an α-reduct.

III. SET Tab(t) OF DECISION TABLES

We denote by Tab(t), where t is a natural number, the set
of decision tables with many-valued decisions such that each
row in the table has at most t decisions (is labeled with a set
of decisions which cardinality is at most t).

The next statement was proved in [1]. For the completeness,
we will give it with the proof.

Lemma 1: Let T ′ be a boundary subtable with m rows.
Then each row of T ′ is labeled with a set of decisions whose
cardinality is at least m− 1.

Proof: Let rows of T ′ be labeled with sets of decisions
D1, . . . , Dm respectively. Then D1 ∩ . . . ∩ Dm = ∅ and for
any i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, the set D1 ∩ . . . ∩Di−1 ∩Di+1 ∩ . . . ∩
Dm contains a number di. Assume that i 6= j and di = dj .
Then D1 ∩ . . . ∩ Dm 6= ∅ which is impossible. Therefore
d1, . . . , dm are pairwise different numbers. It is clear that for
i = 1, . . . ,m, the set {d1, . . . , dm} \ {di} is a subset of the
set Di.

Corollary 1: Each boundary subtable of a table T ∈ Tab(t)
has at most t+ 1 rows.

Therefore, for tables from Tab(t), there exists a polynomial
algorithm for the finding of all boundary subtables and com-
putation of parameter B(T ). For example, for any decision
table T with one-valued decision (in fact, for any table from
Tab(1)) the equality B(T ) = P (T ) holds, where P (T ) is
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the number of unordered pairs of rows of T with different
decisions.

IV. ALGORITHMS FOR TEST AND REDUCT CONSTRUCTION

Results presented in [10] show that problem of mini-
mization of α-test cardinality, 0 ≤ α < 1, is NP-hard.
Based on [11] we know that under the assumption NP *
DTIME(nO(log log n)) the greedy algorithm is close to the
best (from the point of view of precision) approximate poly-
nomial algorithms for minimization of test cardinality. In this
section, we present a greedy algorithm for construction of
the test and algorithms for transformation of the test into the
reduct.

We can describe the work with decision table with many-
valued decisions, in the following way:

1) construction of all boundary subtables for a given deci-
sion table,

2) construction of an α-test using greedy algorithm,
3) transformation of the α-test into an α-reduct.

We use the greedy algorithm for set cover problem to construct
an α-test (if α = 0 we consider an exact test). Let T be a table
with many-valued decisions containing n columns labeled with
attributes f1, . . . , fn. Let α be a real number such that 0 <
α < 1, and B(T ) be the number of boundary subtables of
the table T . Greedy algorithm at each iteration chooses an
attribute which divides the maximum number of not divided
boundary subtables. This algorithm stops if attributes from
the test divide at least (1 − α)B(T ) boundary subtables (see
Algorithm 1). For example, if α = 0.1 an α-test divides at least
90% of boundary subtables. By Rgreedy(α, T ) we denote the
cardinality of α-test constructed by the greedy algorithm. By
Rmin(α, T ) we denote the minimum cardinality of α-test.

Theorem 1: [11] Let T be a nondegenerate decision table
with many-valued decisions and α be a real number such that
0 < α < 1. Then

Rgreedy(α, T ) ≤ Rmin(0, T ) ln(1/α) + 1.

If, for a fixed natural t, we apply the considered algorithm to
decision tables from Tab(t) then the time complexity of this
algorithm (including construction of all boundary subtables)
will be bounded from above by a polynomial depending on
the length of decision table description.

Algorithm 1 Greedy algorithm for α-test construction
Require: B(T ), all boundary subtables of decision table T

with attributes f1, . . . , fn, α ∈ R, 0 ≤ α < 1,
Ensure: an α-test for T
Q← ∅;
while attributes from Q divide less than (1 − α)B(T )
boundary subtables do

select fi ∈ {f1, . . . , fn} with minimum index such that
fi divides the maximum number of boundary subtables
not divided by attributes from Q
Q← Q ∪ {fi};

end while

To transform an α-test into an α-reduct for T we consider
three cases which are differ only in a way of choosing
attributes from the test:

• LEFT: chooses attributes from an α-test from the left-
hand-side (see Algorithm 2),

• RIGHT: chooses attributes from an α-test from the right-
hand-side (see Algorithm 3),

• RANDOM: chooses attributes from an α-test randomly
(see Algorithm 4).

In the following algorithms, we assume that Q is an ordered
set.

Algorithm 2 Transformation of an α-test into an α-reduct:
LEFT
Require: decision table T , an α-test Q = {f1, . . . , fk}
Ensure: an α-reduct for T
Q′ ← ∅
for all fi ∈ Q do

for i = 1, . . . , k
Q′ ← Q \ {fi}
if Q′ is an α-test for T then
Q← Q′;

end if
end for

Algorithm 3 Transformation of an α-test into an α-reduct:
RIGHT
Require: decision table T , an α-test Q = {f1, . . . , fk}
Ensure: an α-reduct for T
Q′ ← ∅
for all fi ∈ Q do

for i = k, . . . , 1
Q′ ← Q \ {fi}
if Q′ is an α-test for T then
Q← Q′;

end if
end for

Algorithm 4 Transformation of an α-test into an α-reduct:
RANDOM
Require: decision table T , an α-test Q = {f1, . . . , fk}
Ensure: an α-reduct for T
Q∗ ← random permutation of Q
use the Algorithm 2 with Q∗

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We consider a number of decision tables from UCI Ma-
chine Learning Repository [12]. In some tables there were
missing values. Each such value was replaced with the most
common value of the corresponding attribute. Some decision
tables contain conditional attributes that take unique value
for each row. Such attributes were removed. In some tables
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there were equal rows with, possibly, different decisions. In
this case each group of identical rows was replaced with a
single row from the group which is labeled with the set of
decisions attached to rows from the group. To obtain rows
which are labeled with sets containing more than one decision
we removed from decision tables more conditional attributes.
The information about such decision tables can be found in
Table II. This table contains name of initial table, number of
rows (column “Rows”), number of attributes (column “Attr”),
spectrum of this table (column “Spectrum”), and number of
removed attributes (column “Removed attributes”). Spectrum
of decision table with many-valued decisions is a sequence
#1, #2,. . . , where #i, i = 1, 2, . . ., is the number of rows
labeled with sets of decision with the cardinality equal to i.

TABLE II
CHARACTERISTICS OF DECISION TABLES WITH MANY-VALUED DECISIONS

Decision RowsAttr Spectrum Removed
table #1 #2 #3 #4#5#6attributes
balance-scale-1 125 3 45 50 30 1
breast-cancer-1 193 8 169 24 0 1
breast-cancer-5 98 4 58 40 5
cars-1 432 5 258 161 13 1
flags-5 171 21 159 12 5
hayes-roth-data-1 39 3 22 13 4 1
kr-vs-kp-5 1987 31 1564 423 5
kr-vs-kp-4 2061 32 1652 409 4
lymphography-5 122 13 113 9 5
mushroom-5 4078 17 4048 30 5
nursery-4 240 4 97 96 47 4
nursery-1 4320 7 28581460 2 1
poker-hand-train-5 3324 5 156 18321140188 7 1 5
poker-hand-train-5a 3323 5 130 18501137199 6 1 5
poker-hand-train-5b 1024 5 0 246 444 286 44 4 5
spect-test-1 164 21 161 3 1
teeth-1 22 7 12 10 1
teeth-5 14 3 6 3 0 5 0 2 5
tic-tac-toe-4 231 5 102 129 4
tic-tac-toe-3 449 6 300 149 3
zoo-data-5 42 11 36 6 5

For decision tables described in Table II and α ∈ {0.0,
0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5}, we constructed by the greedy algo-
rithm α-tests. Table III presents the cardinality of constructed
tests. Based on presented results we can see that the cardinality
of α-test is decreasing when the value of α is increasing, till
α = 0.5 – in this case 0.5-tests for all datasets are equal to
1. For example, for data sets “kr-vs-kp-5” and “kr-vs-kp-4”,
the exact test contains 26 and 27 attributes respectively but
0.01-tests separates 99% of boundary subtables and contain
only 7 attributes when the number of conditional attributes is
31 and 32 respectively.

Next, based on Algorithms 2, 3 and 4 we try to remove from
an α-test some attributes and obtain an α-reduct. For all three
cases (LEFT, RIGHT, RANDOM) we get the same results.
Table IV, presents the cardinality of α-reducts. For four data
sets (“cars-1”, “kr-vs-kp-5”, “kr-vs-kp-4”, “spect-test-1”) the
difference in cardinality between tests and reducts is equal to
1, for “zoo-data-5” – 2 (such values are in bold).

We also considered randomly generated binary decision
tables with many-valued decisions. Such tables contain: n ∈
{50, 80, 100} rows, m ∈ {20, 30, 50} conditional attributes,
and k ∈ {2, 3} values of decision attribute. For k = 2, values

TABLE III
CARDINALITY OF α-TESTS CONSTRUCTED BY THE GREEDY ALGORITHM

Decision α
table 0.0 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.5
balance-scale-1 2 2 2 1 1 1
breast-cancer-1 8 6 4 2 2 1
breast-cancer-5 4 4 3 1 1 1
cars-1 5 4 3 2 2 1
flags-5 13 9 4 2 1 1
hayes-roth-data-1 2 2 2 2 1 1
kr-vs-kp-5 26 12 7 4 3 1
kr-vs-kp-4 27 12 7 4 3 1
lymphography-5 11 9 5 2 2 1
mushroom-5 8 4 3 2 1 1
nursery-4 2 2 1 1 1 1
nursery-1 7 3 2 1 1 1
poker-hand-train-5 5 2 1 1 1 1
poker-hand-train-5a 5 2 1 1 1 1
poker-hand-train-5b 5 5 4 2 2 1
spect-test-1 10 10 6 3 3 1
teeth-1 5 5 4 2 2 1
teeth-5 3 3 3 2 2 1
tic-tac-toe-4 5 5 4 2 2 1
tic-tac-toe-3 6 5 4 2 2 1
zoo-data-5 9 9 7 3 2 1

TABLE IV
CARDINALITY OF α-REDUCTS OBTAINED FROM α-TESTS

Decision α
table 0.0 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.5
balance-scale-1 2 2 2 1 1 1
breast-cancer-1 8 6 4 2 2 1
breast-cancer-5 4 4 3 1 1 1
cars-1 4 4 3 2 2 1
flags-5 13 9 4 2 1 1
hayes-roth-data-1 2 2 2 2 1 1
kr-vs-kp-5 25 12 7 4 3 1
kr-vs-kp-4 26 12 7 4 3 1
lymphography-5 11 9 5 2 2 1
mushroom-5 8 4 3 2 1 1
nursery-4 2 2 1 1 1 1
nursery-1 7 3 2 1 1 1
poker-hand-train-5 5 2 1 1 1 1
poker-hand-train-5a 5 2 1 1 1 1
poker-hand-train-5b 5 5 4 2 2 1
spect-test-1 9 9 6 3 3 1
teeth-1 5 5 4 2 2 1
teeth-5 3 3 3 2 2 1
tic-tac-toe-4 5 5 4 2 2 1
tic-tac-toe-3 6 5 4 2 2 1
zoo-data-5 7 7 7 3 2 1

of decision attribute are from {1 − 10} and {11 − 20}, for
k = 3, values of decision attribute are from {1−10}, {11−20}
and {21 − 30}. For each triple (n,m, k) we generated 10
decision tables such that each value of conditional attribute
is equal to b, b ∈ {0, 1} with probability 1

2 . Probabilities of
values of decision attribute are the same and equal to 1

10 .
Table V presents the average cardinality of constructed

α-tests for randomly generated binary decision tables. For
α ∈ {0.0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1}, we calculate the standard devi-
ation (column “std”) and denote the cardinality of test by
R. Based on presented results we can say that the greedy
algorithm constructs relatively short α-tests.

Using Algorithms 2, 3 and 4 we try to remove from
the test some attributes and obtain the reduct. For all three
cases (LEFT, RIGHT, RANDOM) we get the same results.
Table VI, presents the average cardinality of α-reducts. For
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TABLE V
AVERAGE CARDINALITY OF α-TESTS CONSTRUCTED BY THE GREEDY

ALGORITHM FOR RANDOMLY GENERATED TABLES

Decision α = 0.0 α = 0.001 α = 0.01 α = 0.1 α α
table R std R std R std R std 0.2 0.5
T_100_20_2 9.9 0.5 8.8 0.4 6.5 0.5 4.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_100_20_3 9.9 0.5 8.8 0.4 6.0 0.0 3.1 0.3 3.0 1.0
T_100_30_2 9.5 0.5 8.5 0.5 6.4 0.5 4.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_100_30_3 9.1 0.3 8.1 0.3 6.0 0.0 3.1 0.3 3.0 1.0
T_100_50_2 9.1 0.3 8.2 0.4 6.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_100_50_3 9.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 2.9 1.0
T_50_20_2 7.7 0.5 7.6 0.5 6.0 0.0 3.6 0.5 3.0 1.0
T_50_20_3 7.4 0.5 7.4 0.5 6.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_50_30_2 7.7 0.5 7.4 0.7 5.9 0.3 3.7 0.5 3.0 1.0
T_50_30_3 7.2 0.4 7.2 0.4 6.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_50_50_2 7.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 3.2 0.4 3.0 1.0
T_50_50_3 7.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 5.8 0.4 3.0 0.0 2.8 1.0
T_80_20_2 9.2 0.9 8.3 0.5 6.3 0.5 4.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_80_20_3 9.2 0.4 8.2 0.4 6.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_80_30_2 8.8 0.4 8.1 0.3 6.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_80_30_3 8.7 0.5 7.9 0.3 6.0 0.0 3.2 0.4 3.0 1.0
T_80_50_2 8.4 0.5 8.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_80_50_3 8.1 0.3 8.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 1.0

α ∈ {0.0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1}, we calculate the standard devia-
tion (column “std”) and denote the cardinality of reduct by
Rm. The difference in average cardinality between tests and
reducts is very small (such values are in bold).

TABLE VI
AVERAGE CARDINALITY OF α-REDUCTS OBTAINED FROM α-TESTS FOR

RANDOMLY GENERATED TABLES

Decision α = 0.0 α = 0.001 α = 0.01 α = 0.1 α α
table Rm std Rm std Rm std Rm std 0.2 0.5
T_100_20_2 9.6 0.5 8.8 0.4 6.4 0.5 4.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_100_20_3 9.7 0.5 8.7 0.5 6.0 0.0 3.1 0.3 3.0 1.0
T_100_30_2 9.5 0.5 8.4 0.5 6.2 0.4 4.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_100_30_3 9.1 0.3 8.1 0.3 6.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_100_50_2 9.0 0.0 8.1 0.3 6.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_100_50_3 9.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 2.9 1.0
T_50_20_2 7.6 0.5 7.4 0.5 6.0 0.0 3.6 0.5 3.0 1.0
T_50_20_3 7.4 0.5 7.4 0.5 6.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_50_30_2 7.7 0.5 7.4 0.7 5.9 0.3 3.7 0.5 3.0 1.0
T_50_30_3 7.2 0.4 7.2 0.4 6.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_50_50_2 7.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 3.2 0.4 3.0 1.0
T_50_50_3 7.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 5.8 0.4 3.0 0.0 2.7 1.0
T_80_20_2 8.8 0.6 8.3 0.5 6.1 0.3 4.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_80_20_3 9.1 0.3 8.2 0.4 6.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_80_30_2 8.8 0.4 8.1 0.3 6.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_80_30_3 8.7 0.5 7.9 0.3 6.0 0.0 3.1 0.3 3.0 1.0
T_80_50_2 8.4 0.5 8.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 3.0 1.0
T_80_50_3 8.1 0.3 8.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 1.0

To do some comparative study we also present results of ex-
periments connected with cardinality of α-tests and α-reducts
for approach based on generalized decision. For decision tables
described in Table II and α ∈ {0.0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5},
we constructed by the greedy algorithm an α-test. Table VII
presents cardinality of constructed α-tests.

Using Algorithms 2, 3 and 4 we try to remove from the
test some attributes and obtain the reduct. For all three cases
(LEFT, RIGHT, RANDOM) we get the same results. Table
VIII presents the cardinality of α-reducts. Only for two data
sets (“kr-vs-kp-5”, “kr-vs-kp-4”) we can find the difference in
cardinality between tests and reducts, it is equal to 1.

Table IX, based on results from Tables III and VII, presents
comparison of α-tests cardinality for proposed approach and

TABLE VII
CARDINALITY OF α-TESTS - GENERALIZED DECISION APPROACH

Decision α
table 0.0 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.5
balance-scale-1 3 3 3 2 1 1
breast-cancer-1 8 6 4 2 2 1
breast-cancer-5 4 4 3 1 1 1
cars-1 5 5 3 2 2 1
flags-5 14 9 4 2 1 1
hayes-roth-data-1 3 3 3 2 1 1
kr-vs-kp-5 27 13 8 4 3 1
kr-vs-kp-4 28 13 8 4 3 1
lymphography-5 11 10 6 2 2 1
mushroom-5 9 4 3 2 1 1
nursery-4 4 3 2 2 1 1
nursery-1 7 5 3 2 1 1
poker-hand-training-true-5 5 4 3 1 1 1
poker-hand-training-true-5a 5 4 3 1 1 1
poker-hand-training-true-5b 5 5 4 2 2 1
spect-test-1 11 10 7 3 3 1
teeth-1 5 5 4 2 2 1
teeth-5 3 3 3 2 2 1
tic-tac-toe-4 5 5 4 2 2 1
tic-tac-toe-3 6 6 4 3 2 1
zoo-data-5 9 9 7 3 2 1

TABLE VIII
CARDINALITY OF α-REDUCTS - GENERALIZED DECISION APPROACH

Decision α
table 0.0 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.5
balance-scale-1 3 3 3 2 1 1
breast-cancer-1 8 6 4 2 2 1
breast-cancer-5 4 4 3 1 1 1
cars-1 5 5 3 2 2 1
flags-5 14 9 4 2 1 1
hayes-roth-data-1 3 3 3 2 1 1
kr-vs-kp-5 26 13 8 4 3 1
kr-vs-kp-4 27 13 8 4 3 1
lymphography-5 11 10 6 2 2 1
mushroom-5 9 4 3 2 1 1
nursery-4 4 3 2 2 1 1
nursery-1 7 5 3 2 1 1
poker-hand-training-true-5 5 4 3 1 1 1
poker-hand-training-true-5a 5 4 3 1 1 1
poker-hand-training-true-5b 5 5 4 2 2 1
spect-test-1 11 10 7 3 3 1
teeth-1 5 5 4 2 2 1
teeth-5 3 3 3 2 2 1
tic-tac-toe-4 5 5 4 2 2 1
tic-tac-toe-3 6 6 4 3 2 1
zoo-data-5 9 9 7 3 2 1

approach based on generalized decision. Each input of this
table is equal to the cardinality of α-test for generalized
decision approach divided by the cardinality of α-test for
proposed approach. For α = 0.2 and α = 0.5 we don’t have
any differences in cardinality of tests. For smaller values of
α we can see that greedy algorithm for proposed approach
sometimes construct two or three times shorter tests than for
approach based on generalized decision (such values are in
bold): “balance-scale-1” (α = 0.1),“nursery-4” (α = 0.0,
α = 0.01 and α = 0.1), “nursery-1” (α = 0.1), “poker-hand-
training-true-5” and “poker-hand-training-true-5a” (α = 0.001
and α = 0.01).

We also considered randomly generated binary decision
tables with many-valued decisions for generalized decision
approach. Such tables contain: n ∈ {50, 80, 100} rows,
m ∈ {20, 30, 50} conditional attributes, and k ∈ {2, 3} values
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TABLE IX
COMPARISON OF α-TESTS CARDINALITY

Decision α
table 0.0 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.5
balance-scale-1 1.50 1.50 1.50 2.00 1.00 1.00
breast-cancer-1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
breast-cancer-5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
cars-1 1.00 1.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
flags-5 1.08 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
hayes-roth-data-1 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.00 1.00 1.00
kr-vs-kp-5 1.04 1.08 1.14 1.00 1.00 1.00
kr-vs-kp-4 1.04 1.08 1.14 1.00 1.00 1.00
lymphography-5 1.00 1.11 1.20 1.00 1.00 1.00
mushroom-5 1.13 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
nursery-4 2.00 1.50 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00
nursery-1 1.00 1.67 1.50 2.00 1.00 1.00
poker-hand-training-true-5 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
poker-hand-training-true-5a 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
poker-hand-training-true-5b 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
spect-test-1 1.10 1.00 1.17 1.00 1.00 1.00
teeth-1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
teeth-5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
tic-tac-toe-4 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
tic-tac-toe-3 1.00 1.20 1.00 1.50 1.00 1.00
zoo-data-5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

of decision attributes. For k = 2, values of decision attribute
are from {1−10} and {11−20}, for k = 3, values of decision
attribute are from {1 − 10}, {11 − 20} and {21 − 30}. For
each triple (n,m, k) we generated 10 decision tables such that
each value of conditional attribute is equal to b, b ∈ {0, 1}
with probability 1

2 . Probabilities of values of decision attribute
are the same and equal to 1

10 . Table X presents the average
cardinality of constructed tests for randomly generated binary
decision tables.

TABLE X
CARDINALITY OF α-TESTS FOR RANDOMLY GENERATED TABLES -

GENERALIZED DECISION APPROACH

Decision α
table 0.0 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.5
T_100_20_2 10.00 9.00 7.00 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_100_20_3 10.20 9.00 6.90 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_100_30_2 10.00 8.90 6.90 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_100_30_3 9.90 9.00 7.00 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_100_50_2 9.30 8.30 6.50 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_100_50_3 9.60 9.00 6.70 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_50_20_2 8.10 7.90 6.00 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_50_20_3 8.00 7.70 6.00 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_50_30_2 7.90 7.50 6.00 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_50_30_3 8.00 7.50 6.00 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_50_50_2 7.70 7.20 6.00 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_50_50_3 8.00 7.10 6.00 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_80_20_2 9.70 8.70 6.50 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_80_20_3 9.70 8.70 6.50 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_80_30_2 9.20 8.10 6.10 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_80_30_3 9.20 8.40 6.10 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_80_50_2 9.00 8.00 6.00 4.00 3.00 1.00
T_80_50_3 8.90 8.00 6.00 4.00 3.00 1.00

Table XI, based on results from Tables V and X for ran-
domly generated binary decision tables, presents comparison
of α-tests cardinality for proposed approach and approach
based on generalized decision. Each input of this table is equal
to the cardinality of α-test for generalized decision approach
divided by the cardinality of α-test for proposed approach.
The difference in cardinality of tests is very small, even for
α = 0.

TABLE XI
COMPARISON OF α-TESTS CARDINALITY FOR RANDOMLY GENERATED

TABLES

Decision α
table 0.0 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.5
T_100_20_2 1.01 1.02 1.08 1.00 1.00 1.00
T_100_20_3 1.03 1.02 1.15 1.29 1.00 1.00
T_100_30_2 1.05 1.05 1.08 1.00 1.00 1.00
T_100_30_3 1.09 1.11 1.17 1.29 1.00 1.00
T_100_50_2 1.02 1.01 1.08 1.00 1.00 1.00
T_100_50_3 1.07 1.13 1.12 1.33 1.03 1.00
T_50_20_2 1.05 1.04 1.00 1.11 1.00 1.00
T_50_20_3 1.08 1.04 1.00 1.33 1.00 1.00
T_50_30_2 1.03 1.01 1.02 1.08 1.00 1.00
T_50_30_3 1.11 1.04 1.00 1.33 1.00 1.00
T_50_50_2 1.10 1.03 1.00 1.25 1.00 1.00
T_50_50_3 1.14 1.01 1.03 1.33 1.07 1.00
T_80_20_2 1.05 1.05 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.00
T_80_20_3 1.05 1.06 1.08 1.33 1.00 1.00
T_80_30_2 1.05 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00
T_80_30_3 1.06 1.06 1.02 1.25 1.00 1.00
T_80_50_2 1.07 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
T_80_50_3 1.10 1.00 1.00 1.33 1.00 1.00

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We studied the greedy algorithm for construction of α-
tests. This algorithm requires the construction of all boundary
subtables of the initial decision table. We proved that for an
arbitrary natural t, the considered algorithm has polynomial
time complexity on tables which have at most t decisions in
each set of decisions attached to rows. We also presented algo-
rithms which transform the test into the reduct. To work with
decision tables with many-valued decisions we converted data
sets from UCI ML Repository (by removal of some conditional
attributes) into the form of decision tables described in Table
II. Based on results contained in Sect. V, we can see that
greedy algorithm constructs, for decision tables with many-
valued decisions, short α-tests and improvements relative to
cardinality of reducts are not significant. Based on results
connected with comparative study, for tables from UCI ML
Repository (see Table IX), we can observe that the cardinality
of tests for proposed approach is 2 or 3 times smaller than for
approach based on generalized decisions. In case of randomly
generated binary decision tables (see Table XI) we don’t have
significant improvements.

Based on performed experiments we can’t say which ap-
proach should be used because it depends on the aim of study.
However, if we consider tests as a way of knowledge repre-
sentation then we can see that tests constructed for proposed
approach are shorter than tests constructed for the generalized
decision approach. On the other hand, if we consider tests as a
way for construction of classifier then we should compare the
accuracy of classifiers for these two approaches. Such study
will be considered in our future works.
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Abstract—The purpose of this study was to evaluate the use-
fulness of classification methods in recognizing a cardiovascular
pathology. Based on clinical and electrocardiographic (ECG)
Holter data we propose a method for predicting a coronary
stenosis demanding revascularization in patients with a diagnosis
of a stable coronary heart disease. A possible solution of this
problem has been set in a context of rough set theory and
methods. The rough set theory introduced by Zdzisław Pawlak
during the early 1980s provides a foundation for the construction
of classifiers. From the rough set perspective, classifiers presented
in the paper are based on a decision tree calculated on a basis
of a local discretization method, related to the problem of
reducts computation. We present a new modification of a tree
building method which emphasizes the discernibility of objects
belonging to decision classes indicated by human experts. The
presented method may be used to assess the need for the coronary
revascularization. The paper includes results of experiments that
have been performed on medical data obtained from Second De-
partment of Internal Medicine, Collegium Medicum, Jagiellonian
University, Kraków, Poland.

I. INTRODUCTION

CORONARY heart disease (CHD) is a major health prob-
lem worldwide and is one of the leading causes of high

mortality rates in industrialized countries (see [15]). It is
called angina, due to one of its main symptoms - chest pain,
arising from ischemia of the heart muscle. The consequences
depend largely on the number, degree and localization of artery
stenosis. The current diagnostic standard of anatomic coronary
vessel evaluation is invasive angiography which permits the
determination of therapeutic plan and prognosis. In the case
of unaltered coronary flow the pharmacological treatment is
applied, otherwise revascularization is also needed. However
the coronary angiography (coronarography) is a very sensitive
method, it has its limitations. As an invasive investigation, it is
relatively expensive, and it carries risks including a mortality
rate of approximately 1 in 2000 (see [9]).

It would not be appropriate or practical to perform invasive
investigations on all patients with a coronary heart disease

diagnosis. Given the high incidence and prevalence of CHD,
a non invasive test to reliably assess the coronary arteries
would be clinically desirable.

We propose applying clinical data together with electrocar-
diographic (ECG) Holter recordings as prospective candidate
data for coronary artery stenosis prediction. The proposed
method helps determine the management of patients with
stable angina, including those needing coronary intervention,
without performing invasive diagnostic procedure like angiog-
raphy. It could also work as a screening tool for all patients
with CHD.

The presented subject employs classifier building for tem-
poral data sets, where a classifier is an algorithm which
enables us to forecast repeatedly on the basis of accumulated
knowledge in new situations (see [2] for more details). There
are many suitable methods for classification: e.g. classical
and modern statistical techniques, neural networks, decision
trees, decision rules and inductive logic programming (see
[2] for more details). Classifiers were constructed also for
temporal data (see [2], [11] for more details). In this paper, an
approach for solving problems has been found in the context of
rough set theory and its methods. Rough set theory introduced
by Zdzisław Pawlak during the early 1980s provides the
foundation also for the construction of temporal data set
classifiers (see [2], [19], [4], [5]).

We present a method of classifier construction that is based
on features which aggregate time points (see [2]). The patients
are characterized by parameters (sensors), measured in time
points for a period, called a time window. In the ECG record-
ing context, the exemplary parameters are the number of QRS
complexes, ST interval elevations and depressions or the total
power of the HRV spectrum. The aggregation of time points is
performed by special functions called temporal patterns (see
[2], [20], [24]), that are tools for numerical characterization of
values from a selected sensor during the whole time window.
Temporal patterns are constructed on the basis of the domain
knowledge by human experts. Next, a collection of attributes
is constructed on the basis of temporal patterns. Having such
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attributes, a classifier is constructed approximating a temporal
concept. In studied subjects, the temporal concept means the
presence of coronary stenosis. The classification is performed
using a decision tree that is calculated on the basis of the local
discretization (see [18], [4]).

To illustrate the method and to verify the effectiveness
of presented classifiers, we have performed several experi-
ments with the data sets obtained from Second Department
of Internal Medicine, Collegium Medicum, Jagiellonian Uni-
versity, Kraków, Poland (see Section V).

II. MEDICAL BACKGROUND

CHD refers to the narrowing (stenosis) or occlusion of the
artery supplying blood to the heart, caused by plaque com-
posed predominantly of cholesterol and fatty deposits within
the vessel wall. The accumulation of plaque is a process known
as atherosclerosis developing slowly over many years.

The diagnosis and assessment of angina involves a patient’s
medical history, physical examination, laboratory tests and
specific cardiac investigations. Non-invasive investigations in-
clude a resting 12-lead ECG, ECG stress testing, resting two-
dimensional and doppler echocardiography, and ECG Holter
monitoring. Invasive techniques used in coronary anatomy
assessment are: coronary arteriography and intravascular ul-
trasound. Using coronary arteriography the disease can be
classified into one vessel, two vessel, three vessel, or left main
coronary artery disease (LM CAD).

An electrocardiogram is a measurement of the electrical
activity of the heart on the body’s surface. Holter ECG
monitoring is a continuous recording of the ECG, done over
a period of 24 hours or more. Several electrodes are placed
on the patient’s chest and connected by wires to the recorder.
The patient goes about his or her usual daily activities.

Modern Holter devices record data onto digital flash mem-
ory devices. When the recording of the ECG signal is com-
pleted, the data is uploaded into a computer system which then
automatically analyzes the input. Commercial Holter software
carries out an integrated automatic analysis process which
counts i.a. ECG complexes, calculates summary statistics such
as average, minimum and maximum heart rate and determines
different kinds of heart beats and rhythms. It provides infor-
mation about heart beat morphology, interval measurements,
heart rate variability (HRV) and rhythm overview.

For many years, ECG analysis was adjusted and succeeded
in methods for determining plentiful signal features in the
background for the establishment of a diagnosis. The physi-
cians had to gain experience in using these properties in diag-
nosing. Difficulties arise when there is a need to predict the
necessity of revascularization. No distinct expert knowledge
is available in this field, and the predictions based on non-
invasive tests are conjectural. Due to the invasive character of
revascularization which can exposure the patient to danger and
is a costly procedure, it would be beneficial to know whether
it’s required in advance.

There are numerous systems analyzing ECG recordings.
In our study the data was acquired using Aspel’s HolCARD

24W application. Computer systems enable the processing and
aggregation of data by means of existing signal analyzing
methods. We took advantage of aggregated data to predict
coronary angiography outcomes in regard to the necessity of
revascularization. The data still remain temporal regardless
data aggregation to points representing, e.g. an hour of ECG
recording. The study answers the question whether the appli-
cation of such inputs will be utilizable.

A. Coronary arteriography

Coronary arteriography is a diagnostic invasive procedure
that requires the percutaneous insertion of a catheter into the
vessels and heart. The catheter is introduced into the body
through a vein or an artery, and its progress is monitored by
x-ray. Injected dye (contrast medium, CM or IV dye) enables
the evaluation of heart valves functioning, coronary blood flow
and allows for the identification of the presence, localization
and degree of stenosis in the coronary arteries.

Coronary arteriography is considered a relatively safe pro-
cedure, but in some patients complications arise. Most of them
are minor, resulting in no long-term consequences and include
nausea, vomiting, allergic skin rashes and mild arrhythmias.
In patients with kidney dysfunction, the supply of an excessive
quantity of CM may worsen kidney functioning. There may
be bleeding at the catheter insertion site, which might develop
into swelling. Less frequently, angiography may be associated
with more serious complications. These include blood vessel
damages, formation of blood clots, infections, arrhythmias, MI
(myocardial infarction) or a stroke. The risk of major compli-
cations associated with coronary angiography is determined to
be up to 2% (see [1]). Fatalities are extremely rare and may
be caused by a perforation of the heart or surrounding vessels,
arrhythmias, a heart attack or a severe allergic reaction to CM
(see [14]).

Application of contrast medium during angiography addi-
tionally exposes patients to the adverse effects of supervention.
Reactions to IV dye are relatively common, occurring in 1
to 12% of patients (see [8]). Most of these reactions are
mild, and include a feeling of warmth, nausea and vomiting.
Generally, these symptoms last for only a short period of time
and do not require treatment. Moderate reactions, including
severe vomiting, urticaria and swelling, occur in 1% of people
receiving CM and frequently require treatment. Severe, life-
threatening reactions, including anaphylaxis, are reported in
0,03 to 0,16% of patients, with an expected death rate of one
to three per 100 000 contrast administrations (see [10]).

Diagnostic cardiac angiography plays an important role in
the evaluation of patients with coronary heart disease. It is used
to assess the presence and degree of coronary artery stenosis,
heart valve and muscle dysfunction.

There are no routine noninvasive diagnostic procedures
to assess coronary flow disturbances and when there is no
opportunity to perform coronary angiography, alternative so-
lutions to the problem are needed. The application of the
proposed methods could select potential candidates for my-
ocardial revascularization. We suggest using clinical data,
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derived from a patient’s history, and laboratory test outcomes
together with ECG Holter recordings as prospective candidate
data for coronary artery stenosis prediction.

B. Management of angina

Once the diagnosis of CHD is made, it is important to define
the treatment and the need for revascularization. Coronary ar-
teriography in conjunction with a cardiovascular examination
can appropriately select patients for coronary revascularization
which means the restoration of the blood supply to ischemic
myocardium. Modes of revascularization include thrombolysis
with drugs, percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) mainly
by way of angioplasty, and coronary artery bypass grafting
(CABG). PCI restores blood flow, usually with a balloon,
inserted by a catheter through the peripheral artery, with or
without stent placement. CABG refers to an "open heart"
surgery where a peripheral vein is used to bypass the occlusion
in the coronary artery.

Myocardial revascularization procedures require diagnosis
which should indicate the localization, extent and severity of
the disease, the presence and significance of the collateral
circulation and the status of the left ventricular myocardium.
For many years, the evaluation of the extent and severity of
coronary artery disease has been mainly anatomical, carried
out by a coronary angiography. However, this technique has
methodological limitations and the interobserver variability is
considerable. Intravascular ultrasounds (IVUS)have an indis-
putable advantage in determining lesion characteristics. But
the only noninvasive technique that allows for quantitative
assessment is a positron-emission tomography (PET), but it
is highly complex and expensive, so its use is strictly limited.

III. PREDICTION OF CORONARY ATHEROSCLEROSIS
PRESENCE

Forecasting coronary stenosis in patients without performing
an angiography requires classifier construction, which on the
basis of available knowledge assigns objects (patients) to
defined decision classes. Considered decision classes are:
patients with unaltered arteries who do not need invasive
treatment (decision class: NO) and patients with coronary
stenosis who may need revascularization (decision class: YES).
Classification thus permits decision making about coronary
stenosis and therapy management.

A. Temporal Concepts

The problem of forecasting coronary stenosis presence can
be treated as an example of a concept approximation problem,
where the term concept means mental picture of a group of
objects. Such problems can often be modeled by systems of
complex objects and their parts changing and interacting over
time. The objects are usually linked by some dependencies,
sometimes they can cooperate between themselves and are able
to perform flexible complex autonomous actions (operations,
changes). Such systems are identified as complex dynamical
systems or autonomous multiagent systems (see [2] for more
details). For example, in the problem of coronary stenosis

prediction, a given patient can be treated as an investigated
complex dynamical system, whilst diseases of this patient are
treated as complex objects changing and interacting over time.

The concepts and methods of their approximation are usu-
ally useful tools for an efficient monitoring of a complex
dynamic system (see [2]). Any concept can be understood
as a way to represent some features of complex objects. An
approximation of such concepts can be made using parameters
(sensor values) registered for a given set of complex objects.
However, a perception of composite features of complex
objects requires observation of objects over a period called
a time window. For construction of the features temporal
patterns are used. In this paper, we consider temporal patterns
as a numerical characterization of values of selected sensors
from a time window (e.g., the minimal, maximal or mean value
of a selected sensor, the initial and final values of a selected
sensor, the deviation of selected sensor values).

One can see that any temporal pattern is determined directly
by the values of some sensors. For example, in the case
of coronary disease one can consider temporal patters such
as minimal heart rate and estimated QT dispersion within
a time window. We assume that any temporal pattern should
to be defined by a human expert using domain knowledge
accumulated for the given complex dynamical system.

The temporal patterns can be apply for defining new features
that can be used to approximate more complex concepts, that
we call temporal concepts. We assume that temporal concepts
are specified by a human expert. Temporal concepts are usually
used in queries about the status of some objects in a particular
temporal window. Answers to such queries can be of the form
of Y es, No or Does not concern. For example, in the case of
the main problem in this paper we define a complex concept
by usaging the following query: "Was the stenosis of coronary
artery detected for a given patient?”.

B. Temporal pattern table

The approximation of temporal concepts can be defined
by classifiers, which are usually constructed on the basis of
decision tables. Hence, if we want to apply classifiers for
the approximation of temporal concepts, we have to construct
a suitable decision table called a temporal pattern table (PT)
(see Figure 1).

A temporal pattern table is constructed from a table T
consisting of registered information about objects (patients)
occurring in a complex dynamical system. Any row of table T
represents information about the parameters of a single object
registered in a time window. Such a table can be treated as
a data set accumulated from the observations of the behavior
of a complex dynamical system. Assume, for example, that
we want to approximate temporal concept C using table (data
set) T. Initially, we construct a temporal pattern table PT as
follows.

• Construct table PT with the same objects that are con-
tained in table T.

• Any condition attribute of table PT is computed using
temporal patterns defined by a human expert for the
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Fig. 1. The scheme of the temporal pattern table (PT)

approximation of concept C.
• Values of the decision attribute (the characteristic func-

tion of concept C) are proposed by the human expert.
We assume that any temporal pattern is given by a formula

defined by an expert. In a more advanced approach, the
classifiers for condition attributes related to temporal patterns
should be constructed.

C. Classifier construction

Next, we can construct a classifier for table PT that can
approximate temporal concept C. The most popular method
for classifiers construction is based on learning rules from
examples (see, e.g., [19], [4], [5], [2]). Unfortunately, the deci-
sion rules constructed in this way can often be inappropriate to
classify unseen cases. For instance, if we have a decision table
where the number of values is high for some attributes, then
there is a very low chance that a new object will be recognized
by the rules generated directly from this table, because the
attribute value vector of a new object will not match any
of these rules. Therefore, some discretization strategies are
built for decision tables with such numeric attributes to obtain
a higher quality classifiers. This problem is intensively studied
and we consider discretization methods developed by Hung S.
Nguyen (see [18], [4] for more details). These methods are
based on rough set techniques and boolean reasoning.

In this paper we use the local strategy of discretization (see
[4]). One of the most important notion of this strategy is the
notion of a cut. Formally, the cut is a pair (a, c) defined for
a given decision table A = (U,A ∪ {d}) in Pawlak’s sense
(see [19]), where a ∈ A (A is a set of attributes or columns
in the data set) and c, defines a partition of Va into left-hand-
side and right-hand-side interval (Va is a set of values of the
attribute a). In other words, any cut (a, c) is associated with
a new binary attribute (feature) f(a,c) : U → {0, 1} such that
for any u ∈ U :

f(a,c)(u) =

{
0 if a(u) < c
1 otherwise (1)

✍✌✎☞
a, c

�
�

�✠

❅
❅
❅❘

✁
✁

✁
✁ ❆

❆
❆
❆ ✁

✁
✁
✁ ❆

❆
❆
❆

❄

a(u) < ca(u) ≥ c

u

Left Right

Fig. 2. The decision tree used in local discretization

Moreover, any cut (a, c) defines two templates, where
a template is understood as a description of some set of
objects. The first template defined by a cut (a, c) is a formula
T = (a(u) < c), while the second pattern defined by a cut
(a, c) is a formula ¬T = (a(u) ≥ c).

The quality of a given cut can be computed as a number
of objects pairs discerned by this cut and belonging to different
decision classes. Such an approach was used in [3] and the
classifier constructed through use of this method, will be called
here as the RSH-classic classifier. However, in this paper a new
method of a cut quality computation is introduced. It is based
on special weights obtained for pairs of patient on the basic of
domain knowledge (see Section IV). This method allowed to
significantly improve the results of our experiments relatively
to the results from [3] (see Section V).

The quality of cuts may be computed for any subset
of a given set of objects. In the local strategy of discretization,
after finding the best cut and dividing the object set into
two subsets of objects (matching to both templates mentioned
above for a given cut), this procedure is repeated for each
object set separately until some stop condition holds. In this
paper, we assume that the division stops when all objects from
the current set of objects belong to the same decision class.
Hence, the local strategy can be realized by using a decision
tree (see Figure 2).

The decision tree computed during local discretization can
be treated as a classifier for the concept C represented by
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a decision attribute from a given decision table A. Let u be
a new object and A(T ) be a subtable containing all objects
matching the template T defined by the cut from the current
node of a given decision tree (at the beginning of algorithm
work T is the template defined by the cut from the root). We
classify object u starting from the root of the tree as follows:

Algorithm Classification by decision tree (see [4])
Step 1 If u matches template T found for A

then: go to subtree related to A(T )
else: go to subtree related to A(¬T ).

Step 2 If u is at the leaf of the tree then go to 3
else: repeat 1-2 substituting A(T )
(or A(¬T )) for A.

Step 3 Classify u using decision value attached to the leaf

Figure 3 presents a decision tree computed for the problem
of forecasting the presence of coronary stenosis on the basis
of a medical data set (see Section V). A sample application
of the tree would be the classification of real life objects. For
example, for a patient with first average of QTc interval in
time window equal to 380 ms and first QT standard devation
in channel no 1 of ECG Holter equal 5.8, we flow from the
root of the tree, down to the right subtree, as the patient
suits a template FIRST _QTC1_AV G < 451. Then, in the
next step we tread again along the right tree, which consists
of one node, called a leaf, where we stop. The fitting path
indicates that the coronary arteries of that patient are narrowed
by atherosclerosis.

Our findings have clinical relevance. Generated cuts concern
the QT interval which represents the duration of ventricular
depolarization and subsequent repolarization. Prolongation of
the QT interval reflects a delay in cardiac repolarization and
is associated with the increased risk of potentially fatal ven-
tricular arrhythmias. Because of the QT inverse relationship
to heart rate, it is routinely corrected by means of various
formulae to a less heart rate dependent value known as the
QTc interval. The duration of QTc interval should normally
be up to 450 ms for women, and 430 ms for men (see [22]).

The proposed method can predict coronary stenosis using
the multi-step approach. In the first step, the ECG Holter
data are preprocessed and consolidated with clinical data. The
second step generates temporal patterns chosen by an expert.
Using a decision tree with the local strategy of discretization,
the third step approximates the studied concept. This step
employs the transition weighting approach to locally estimate
the biggest number of differentiated pairs of objects belonging
to opposite classes. This ensures that received cuts produce
more stable results. In the fourth step the performance of
classification is performed.

IV. WEIGHTS OF CUTS RELEVANT TO NUMBER OF
VESSELS INVOLVED IN CHD

The concept we learn is defined as the presence of coronary
stenosis indicating a need for revascularization. We based
the concept membership on angiographic data which divides
patients into groups having single-vessel, double-vessel or

triple-vessel disease depending on the number of coronary
arteries involved. The anatomic stratification of CHD to one,
two and three vessels provides useful prognostic information
and is used in the selection of patients for revascularization.
Triple-vessel disease carries worse prospects than a double-
vessel, which is usually worse than single-vessel disease.
Generally, patients with single or double-vessel disease can
benefit from PCI. For patients with triple-vessel disease, or
the presence of poor heart function, a CABG can often be
a good alternative or a better treatment option.

We acknowledge patients with unaltered coronary flow as
not belonging to the concept, while patients with one, two or
three vessel disease as concept positive examples. However,
this criterion is too simple and not limitless. Dissociation
often exists between the coronarography and clinical mani-
festations. The group with one, two and three vessel disease
is inhomogeneous. It distinguishes patients based only on the
number of vessels, and treats a multidimensional problem as
a one-dimensional. Some physiological facts are fundamental
for correct interpretation of the study results. On the one
hand in patients with angiographically confirmed stenosis,
the collateral circulation and coronary self-regulation may
compensate for the blood pressure decrease caused by stenosis
in order to maintain constant coronary flow. In coronarography,
the role of collateral circulation can be underestimated.

Some previous studies revealed that the ECG’s may appear
inconsistent with stenosis disclosed by arteriography. Some-
times the angiographic picture appears much more alarming
than what is anticipated from the ECG. In patients with com-
plete occlusion the resting ECG may be completely normal
([12]). It was especially evident in the case of right coronary
artery when severe luminal reduction, or even complete oc-
clusions, was often accompanied by normal or only slightly
abnormal ECG. In certain rare cases it may be difficult to
demonstrate and evaluate the presence of coronary stenosis,
despite a technically satisfactory arteriogam (e.g. [7]). On
the other hand, some cases of myocardial infarction with
normal coronary arteries are reported (e.g. [6]). Many theories
have been proposed explaining these inconsistencies, such as
syndrome X, microvascular angina, and non-atherosclerotic
myocardial ischemia. The presence of muscular bridges may
also bring some uncertainty although in these cases during the
diastolic phases, the artery appears normal.

Several studies reported that ECG changes were not good
indicators of coronary artery involvement with 51.5% sensitiv-
ity in correctly detecting significant stenosis ([16]). All things
considered, the ECG data is still attractive as a prospective
candidate for predicting CAD because it is noninvasive, easy
to use, a relatively inexpensive tool offering safety and patient
convenience.

Given the limited ability of ECG to distinguish patients
correctly, we made an attempt to emphasize the differences
between groups using weights for cuts discerning pairs of
objects. It is a way to make the border between positive
and negative examples more exposed. We are interested in
distinguishing patients with normal and narrowed (one, two or
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Fig. 3. The decision tree in CHD

TABLE I
DIVERSIFYING WEIGHTS RELEVANT TO NUMBER OF VESSELS INVOLVED

IN CHD

0 1 2 3
0 0 3 2 1
1 3 0 1 1

2 2 1 0 1
3 1 1 1 0

three) vessels, that‘s why we put the biggest weights between
negative examples of the concept and the remainder. Class
differences are the most subtle between patients with normal
arteries and with only one vessel changed, compared with the
divergence between normal and tree-vessel disease. The cut
discriminating patients with normal and one vessel disease is
assigned the biggest weight. Thereupon we propose weights
as presented in table I, where the first row and the first column
signify the number of affected arteries.

A classifier constructed by using the method based on the
weights from Table I will be refered to from here as the RSH-
weights classifier. It is easy to see, that the method of cuts
weights computation used in the RSH-classic classifier (see
Section III-C) can be treated as a special case of the RSH-
weights method, that is, a case when there are only two values
in the Table I (values: 0 or 1).

In the RSH-classic approach, the quality of a cut is a sum
of the pairs of objects belonging to opposite decision classes,
whereas in the RSH-weights method it is a summation of the

weights of each pair of objects belonging to different decision
classes, with 1, 2 or 3 vessel disease distinction.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To verify the effectiveness of classifiers based on temporal
patterns, we have implemented the algorithms from the library
RSH-lib, which is an extension of the RSES-lib library form-
ing the kernel of the RSES system [5].

The experiments have been performed using the med-
ical data set obtained from Second Department of Inter-
nal Medicine, Collegium Medicum, Jagiellonian University,
Kraków, Poland. The data was collected between 2006 and
2009. Two part 48-hour Holter ECG recordings were per-
formed using Aspel’s HolCARD 24W system. There was
a coronary angiography after the first part of the Holter ECG
(after first 24-hour recording). In the paper, we reported the
results of the experiments performed for the first part of Holter
ECG recordings. The data set includes a detailed description of
clinical status (age, sex, diagnosis), coexistent diseases, phar-
macological management, the laboratory tests outcomes (level
of cholesterol, troponin I, LDL - low density lipoproteins) and
various Holter-based indices such as: ST interval deviations,
HRV, arrythmias or QT dispersion. Moreover, for Holter-based
indices a data aggregation was performed resulting in points
describing one hour of recording. Our group of 33 patients
with normal rhythm, underwent coronary angiography and
24.2% of them required additional angioplasty, whereas 24.2%
were qualified for CAGB.

The acquired data of patients was recorded as binary files. In
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TABLE II
THE CONFUSION MATRIX

Predicted
No Yes

No 12 3
Actual Yes 1 17

the first step we verified the completeness of patient data (dates
of tests, results, etc.) and a database of patients and medical
data was created in the Infobright Community Edition (ICE)
environment (see [13]). ICE is an open source software solu-
tion designed to deliver a scalable data warehouse, optimized
for analytic queries (data volumes up to 50 TB, market-leading
data compression, from 10:1 to over 40:1).

Data files for each test were imported into the database
using an importer created in Java environment. In this process
the text data was converted to the corresponding data formats
(reviewing the various parameters we defined formats allowing
its efficient storage in the database) to allow for storage of
patient data without loss of information (such as float, integer,
long). After internal preprocessing in the ICE environment
(e.g., a data aggregation of Holter-based indices as was men-
tioned above) for further processing data have been imported
into Java environment.

The aim of the conducted experiments was to check the
effectiveness of the algorithm described in this paper in order
to predict the stenosis in coronary arteries. Here we present the
experimental results of presented method. For testing quality
of classifiers we applied the leave-one-out (LOO) technique,
that is usually employed when the size of a given data set
is small. The LOO technique involves a single object from
the original data set as the validation data, and the remaining
observations as the training data. This is repeated such that
each observation in the sample is used once as the validation
data. The LOO provides a repeatable objects selection and uses
the knowledge of all remaining objects in a learning process,
and thus is comparable with other classification methods.
Knowing however it is not free from disadvantages, we plan
to use a bootstrap method.

As a measure of classification success (or failure) we used
the following parameters which are well known from the
literature: the accuracy, the coverage, the accuracy for positive
examples (Sensitivity, SN), the coverage for positive examples,
the precision for positive examples (Positive Predictive Value,
PPV), the accuracy for negative examples (Specificity, SP), the
coverage for negative examples and the precision for negative
examples, also called Negative Predictive Value, NPV (see,
e.g., [2]).

The numbers of objects correctly and incorrectly classified
is contained in table II. Table III shows the results of apply-
ing the considered algorithm (RSH-weights classifier) for the
concept related to the presence of coronary artery stenosis in
patients with stable angina.

The method correctly identifies 94.4% of all patients with

TABLE III
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS FOR CORONARY STENOSIS IN CHD

Decision class Accuracy Precision
Yes 0.944 0.85
No 0.8 0.923

All classes (Yes + No) 0.879 -

stenosis (SN) and 80% of those who did not have stenosis (SP).
With PPV value equal 85%, a positive screen test is good at
confirming coronary stenosis, however a negative result is also
good as a screening tool at affirming that a patient does not
have stenosis (NPV equal 92.3%).

In Table IV we gave the results of the experiments in apply-
ing other classification methods to our data. Those methods
were developed in the following systems well known from
the literature: WEKA [23], RSES [5], ROSE2 [21] (we used
an early implementation of ModLEM algorithm [17] that is
available in ROSE2), and our previous approach called RSH-
classic classifier (see [3]). The coverage of all tested methods
was equal 1.0 (every object was classified).

It should be mentioned that the results for WEKA and
ROSE2 were generated using a set of standard parameters.

Experimental results showed that the presented method
of stenosis prediction in coronary arteries gives good results
and the results are comparable with results of other systems.
Interestingly, the tests classified 94.4% of patients with nar-
rowed vessels as stenosis presence, which is an expected
property of the method, meaning that the number of false
negatives should be the lowest.

A. Limitations of the study

The main limitation of the study was the size of the study
population. However, our results can be applicable for a similar
patient population. Another limitation of our study was using
only the number of affected vessels as a determinant of CHD
severity, as used in most of the studies in the literature. It is
known that resting ECG has a limited value in determining
coronary artery lesion characteristics.

VI. CONCLUSION

In the present work, clinical and ECG data were used
to build a predictive model for the diagnosis of CHD. We
believe that the method can be very useful to clinicians in
managing patients with CHD. Patients with positive tests may
be strongly considered for revascularization, even if other
tests results indicate a moderate or weak risk range. For
negative tests, the clinician may observe the patient continuing
pharmacotherapy.

The most attractive aspect of the method is that it can be
employed with easy to obtain clinical, laboratory, and elec-
trocardiographic parameters. Estimating the coronary anatomy
before angiography could be useful when deciding on diag-
nostic and therapeutic interventions.

The number of studies dealing with the relationship between
electrocardiogram and the severity of CHD are limited. To the
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON RESULTS OF ALTERNATIVE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS

Accuracy Precision
Method All classes Yes No Yes No

C4.5 (WEKA) 0.545 0.611 0.467 0.579 0.500
NaiveBayes (WEKA) 0.394 0.611 0.133 0.458 0.222
SVM (WEKA) 0.545 0.611 0.467 0.579 0.500
k-NN (WEKA) 0.667 0.833 0.467 0.652 0.700
RandomForest (WEKA) 0.515 0.722 0.267 0.542 0.444
Multilayer Perceptron (WEKA) 0.548 0.611 0.467 0.579 0.500
Global discretization + all rules (RSES) 0.667 0.611 0.733 0.733 0.611
Local discretization + all rules (RSES) 0.758 0.778 0.733 0.778 0.733
ModLEM (ROSE2) 0.576 0.556 0.600 0.625 0.529
RSH-classic 0.758 0.778 0.733 0.778 0.733
RSH-weights 0.879 0.944 0.8 0.85 0.923

best of our knowledge, no study investigating the relationship
between the presence of coronary artery stenosis and ECG
Holter monitoring has been demonstrated until now. The pro-
posed work is very important for medical practitioners who
treat patients with CHD in every day practice. The prediction
of coronary arteries stenosis may help in better and tailored
CHD management and treatment.

Further investigation is needed to assess whether proposed
method leads to a meaningful change in clinical outcomes
and may be used as a more routine, screening test for stenosis
prediction. To that end we submitted an application to The
National Science Centre in Poland for the research grant,
which could enable the investigations on more numerous study
population. Moreover, it would be of great benefit for patients,
to develop a method predicting the precise number of narrowed
arteries.
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Abstract—We present a parameter free and monotonic alternative
to the parametric variable precision model of rough set data
analysis, based on the well known PRE index λ of Goodman
and Kruskal. Using weighted (parametric) λ models we show how
expert knowledge can be integrated without losing the monotonic
property of the index. Based on a weighted λ index we present
a polynomial algorithm to determine an approximately optimal
set of predicting attributes. Finally, we exhibit a connection to
Bayesian analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Rough set data analysis (RSDA) was introduced by Z. Pawlak
in the early 1980s and have since become an established tool
in information analysis and decision making. Lack of space
allows us only to define some of the concepts we require, and
we invite the reader to consult [1] for details.

A decision system in the sense of rough sets is a tuple
〈U,Ω, (Da)a∈Ω, (fa)a∈Ω, d,Dd, fd〉, where

• U,Ω, Da, Dd are nonempty finite sets. U is the set of
objects, Ω is the set of (independent) attributes, and Da

is the domain of attribute a. The decision attribute is d,
and Dd is its domain.

• For each a ∈ Ω, fa : U → Da is a mapping; furthermore
fd : U → Dd is a mapping, called the decision function.

Since all sets under consideration are finite, an information
system can be visualized as a matrix where the columns are
labeled by the attributes and the rows correspond to feature
vectors. An example from [2] is shown in Table I.

There, U = {1, . . . , 21} and Ω = {a, b, c}. Each nonempty
set Q of attributes leads to an equivalence relation ≡Q on U

in the following way: For all x, y ∈ U ,

x ≡Q y ⇐⇒ (∀a ∈ Q)[fa(x) = fa(y)]. (I.1)

Ivo Düntsch gratefully acknowledges support by the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council of Canada and by the Bulgarian National Fund
of Science, contract number DID02/32/2009.

TABLE I
A DECISION SYSTEM FROM [2]

U a b c d U a b c d
1 1 0 0 1 12 0 1 1 1
2 1 0 0 1 13 0 1 1 2
3 1 1 1 1 14 1 1 0 2
4 0 1 1 1 15 1 1 0 2
5 0 1 I 1 16 1 1 0 2
6 0 1 1 1 17 1 1 0 2
7 0 1 1 1 18 1 1 0 3
8 0 1 1 1 19 1 0 0 3
9 0 1 1 1 20 1 0 0 3
10 0 1 1 1 21 1 0 0 3
11 0 1 1 1

The tenet of rough sets is that, given a set Q of attributes, the
elements of the universe U can only be distinguished up to
the classes of ≡Q. A similar assumption holds for the decision
classes of θd. To continue the example of Table I, the classes
of θΩ are

X1 = {1, 2, 19, 20, 21}, X2 = {3}, (I.2)

X3 = {4, . . . , 13}, X4 = {14, . . . , 18},

and the decision classes are

Y1 = {1, . . . , 12}, Y2 = {13, . . . , 17}, Y3 = {18, . . . , 21}.

A class X of θQ is called deterministic (with respect to d) if
there is a class Y of θd such that X ⊆ Y . In this case, all
members of X have the same decision value. The set of all
deterministic classes is denoted by Pos(Q, d).

The basic statistic used in RSDA is as follows:

γ(Q, d) =
|⋃Pos(Q, d)|

|U | . (I.3)

γ(Q, d) is called the approximation quality of Q with respect
to d. If γ(Q, d) = 1, then each element of U can be correctly
classified with the granularity given by Q. In the example, the
only deterministic class is {3}, and thus, γ(Ω, d) = 1

21 .
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One problem of decision making using γ is the assumption
of error free measurements, i.e. that the attribute functions fa
are exact, and even one error may reduce the approximation
quality dramatically [3]. Therefore, it would be advantageous
to have a mechanism which allows some errors in order to
result in a more stable prediction success. Such mechanism
should be in the parameter – free spirit of the rough set model.

In the sequel we exclude trivial cases and suppose that θQ and
θd have more than one class.

II. THE VARIABLE PRECISION MODEL

A well established model which is less strict in terms of
classification errors is the variable precision rough set model
(VP – model) [2] with the following basic constructions: Let
U be a finite universe, X,Y ⊆ U , and first define

c(X,Y ) =

{
1− |X∩Y |

|X| , if |X| 6= 0,

0, if |X| = 0.

Clearly, c(X,Y ) = 0 if and only if X = 0 or X ⊆ Y , and
c(X,Y ) = 1 if and only if X 6= ∅ and X ∩ Y = ∅. The
majority requirement of the VP – model implies that more
than 50% of the elements X should be in Y ; this can be
specified by an additional parameter β which is interpreted
as an admissible classification error, where 0 ≤ β < 0.5.

The majority inclusion relation
β

⊆ (with respect to β) is now
defined as

X
β

⊆ Y ⇐⇒ c(X,Y ) ≤ β. (II.1)

Given a family of nonempty subsets X = {X1, ..., Xk} of U

and Y ⊆ U , the lower approximation Y β of Y given X and
β is defined as the union of all those Xi, which are in relation

Xi

β

⊆ Y , in other words,

Y β =
⋃

{X ∈ X : c(X,Y ) ≤ β} (II.2)

The classical approximation quality γ(Q, d) is now replaced
by a three-parametric version which includes the external
parameter β, namely,

γ(Q, d, β) =
|Pos(Q, d, β)|

|U | , (II.3)

where Pos(Q, d, β) is the union of those equivalence classes

X of θQ for which X
β

⊆ Y for some decision class Y . Note
that γ(Q, d, 0) = γ(Q, d). Continuing the example from the

original paper ( [2], p. 55), we obtain

γ(Ω, d, 0) =
|X2|
|U | = 1/21

γ(Ω, d, 0.1) =
|X2 ∪X3|

|U | = 11/21

γ(Ω, d, 0.2) =
|X2 ∪X3 ∪X4|

|U | = 16/21

γ(Ω, d, 0.4) =
|X2 ∪X3 ∪X4 ∪X1|

|U | = 21/21

Although the approach shows some nice properties, we think
that care must be taken in at least three situations:

1) If we have a closer look at γ(Ω, d, 0.1), we observe
that, according to the table, object 13 is classified as
being in class in Y2, but with β = 0.1 it is assigned to
the lower bound of Y1. Intuitively, this assignment can
be supported when the classification of the dependent
attribute is assumed to be erroneous, and therefore, the
observation is “moved” to a more plausible equivalence
class due to approximation of the predicting variables.
However, this may be problematic: Assume the decision
classes arise from a medical diagnosis - why should
an automatic device overrule the given diagnosis? Fur-
thermore, the class changes are dependent on the actual
predicting attributes in use, which is problematic as well.
This is evident if we assume for a moment that we want
to predict d with only one class X = U . If we set

β = 9
21 < 0.5, we observe that U

9
21⊆ Y1, resulting in

γ({U}, d, 9
21 ) = 1.

2) Classical reduct search is based on the monotone relation

P ⊆ Q implies γ(P, d) ≤ γ(Q, d).

Unfortunately, the generalized γ(Q, d, β) is not neces-
sarily monotone [4]. As a counterexample, consider the
information system shown in Table II which adds an
additional independent attribute e to the system of Table
I. Setting P = {a, b, c} and Q = {a, b, c, e}, we observe

TABLE II
AN ENHANCED DECISION SYSTEM

U a b c e d U a b c e d
1 1 0 0 0 1 12 0 1 1 1 1
2 1 0 0 0 1 13 0 1 1 1 2
3 1 1 1 0 1 14 1 1 0 0 2
4 0 1 1 0 1 15 1 1 0 0 2
5 0 1 1 0 1 16 1 1 0 0 2
6 0 1 1 0 1 17 1 1 0 0 2
7 0 1 1 0 1 18 1 1 0 0 3
8 0 1 1 0 1 19 1 0 0 0 3
9 0 1 1 1 1 20 1 0 0 0 3
10 0 1 1 1 1 21 1 0 0 0 3
11 0 1 1 1 1
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that Q generates five classes for prediction. The three
classes X1, X2, and X4 are identical to those of the
first example – given in (I.2) –, here given by P , but Q
splits the class X3 into the new classes X3,0 = {4...8}
and X3,1 = {9...13}. We now have

γ(Q, d, 0.1) =
|X2 ∪X3,0|

|U | =
6

21
< γ(P, d, 0.1) =

11

21
.

The reason for this behavior is that c(X3,1, Y ) > 0.1.
3) A third – perhaps minor – problem is the choice of |U | as

the denominator in γ(Q, d, β). Using |U | makes sense,
when a no-knowledge-model cannot predict anything of
d, and therefore any prediction success of Ω can be
attributed to the predicting variables in Ω. But, as we
have shown in the current section, there are situations
in which a simple guessing model serves as a “perfect”
model in terms of approximation quality.

III. CONTINGENCY TABLES AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

In this and the following sections we describe a formal
connection of statistical and rough set data analysis. First of
all, we need data structures which can be used for both types of
analysis. It is helpful to observe that rough set data analysis
is concept free because of its nominal scale assumption; in
other words, only cardinalities of classes and intersection of
classes are recorded. As Q ⊆ Ω and d induce partitions on
U , say, X with classes Xj , 1 ≤ j ≤ J , respectively, Y
with classes Yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ I , it is straightforward to cross–
classify the classes and list the cardinalities of the intersections
Yi ∩Xj in a contingency table‘(see also [5]). As an example,
the information system of Table I is depicted as a contingency
array in Table III.

TABLE III
CONTINGENCY TABLE OF THE DECISION SYSTEM OF TABLE I

X1 X2 X3 X4 ni•
Y1 2 1 9 0 12
Y2 0 0 1 4 5
Y3 3 0 0 1 4
n•j 5 1 10 5 21

The actual frequency of the occurrence, i.e. the cardinality of
Yi ∩Xj , is denoted by nij and the row and column sums by
ni• and n•j respectively. The maximum of each column is
shown in bold.

If a column Xj consists of only one non-zero entry, the
corresponding set Xj is a deterministic class, and, in terms of
classical rough set analysis, any column Xj which has at least
two non-zero entries is not deterministic. The approximation
quality γ(Q, d) can now easily be derived by adding the
frequencies nij in the columns with exactly one non-zero

entry and dividing the sum by |U |. To conform with statistical
notation, we will frequently speak of the classes of θQ as
categories of the variable X and of the classes of θd as
categories of the variable Y .

IV. PRE MEASURES AND THE GOODMAN-KRUSKAL λ

Statistical measures of prediction success – such as R2 in
multiple regression or η2 in the analysis of variance – are often
based on the comparison of the prediction success of a chosen
model with the success of a simple zero model. In categorical
data analysis the idea behind the Proportional Reduction of
Errors (PRE) approach is to count the number of errors, i.e.
events which should not be observed in terms of an assumed
theory, and to compare the result with an “expected number
of errors” , given a zero (“baseline”) model [3], [6], [7]. If the
number of expected errors is not zero, then

PRE = 1− number of observed errors
number of expected errors

More formally, starting with a measure of error ǫ0, the relative
success of the model is defined by its proportional reduction
of error in comparison to the baseline model,

PRE = 1− ǫ1
ǫ0
.

A very simple strategy in the analysis of categorical data is
betting on the highest frequency; this strategy is normally used
as the zero model benchmark (“baseline accuracy”) in machine
learning.

A simple modification which fits the contingency table was
proposed by Goodman and Kruskal in the 1950s [8]. When no
other information is given, it is reasonable to guess a decision
category with highest frequency (such as Y1 in Table III). If
the categories of X and the distribution of Y in each Xj are
known, it makes sense to guess within each Xj some Yi which
shows the highest frequency. The PRE of knowing X instead
of guessing is given by

λ = 1−
n−∑J

j=1 maxIi=1 nij

n−maxIi=1 ni•
. (IV.1)

Here, n = |U |. Note that n−maxIi=1 ni• 6= 0, since we have
assumed that θd has at least two classes. For our example we
obtain

λ = 1− 21− (3 + 1 + 9 + 4)

21− 12
= 1− 5

9
= 0.444

We conclude that knowing X reduces the error of the pure
guessing procedure by 44.4% in comparison to the baseline
accuracy.
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The λ-index is one of the most effective methods in ID3 [9],
and a slightly modified approach in [10] – known as the 1R
learning procedure – was shown to be a quite effective tool as
well [11].

V. WEIGHTED λ

If we compare the set of classes C(β) of θQ used to determine
Pos(Q, d, β) in the VP-model, and the set of classes C used
in the computation of λ , we observe that C(β) ⊆ C for any
value of 0 ≤ β < 0.5. The proof is simple: For every j more
than 50% of the observations must be collected in one nij , and
so these frequencies are the maximal frequency in column j.

The connection of λ and the approximation quality γ is
straightforward: Whereas λ counts a maximum per column
j, γ counts this maximum only if nij = n•j , i.e if exactly
one entry in column j is nonzero. We observe that |U | is a
suitable denominator for γ, since by our assumption θd has
more than one class. In this situation, ni• 6= |U | for any class
Yi, and therefore all observations have to be considered as
“error”.

As γ is a special case by filtering maximal categories by an
additional condition, we define a weighted λ by

λ(w) = 1−
n−∑J

j=1(maxIi=1 nij) · w(j)
n− (maxIi=1 ni•) · w(U)

. (V.1)

where w : {1, . . . , J} ∪ {U} → [0, 1] is a function weighting
the maxima of the columns of the contingency table. In the
cases we consider w will be an indicator taking its values from
{0, 1}.

Now we set

Xj ⊆w Yi ⇐⇒ nij = maxIk=1 nkj and w(j) > 0,

and define the lower approximation of Yi by X with respect
to w by

Loww(X , Yi) = Yi ∩
⋃

{Xj : Xj ⊆w Yi}.

Observe that Loww(Yi) ⊆ Yi unlike in the lower approxi-
mation of the VP – model. For the upper approximation we
choose the “classical” definition

Upp(X , Yi) =
⋃

{Xj : Xj ∩ Yi 6= ∅}.

The w-boundary now is the set

Bndw(X , Yi) = Upp(X , Yi) \ Loww(X , Yi).

Unlike in the VP – model, elements of non–deterministic
classes are not re–classified with respect to the decision
attribute but are left in the boundary region.

We can now specify the error of the lower bound classification
by

Errw(X , Yi) =
⋃

{Xj \ Yi : Xj ⊆w Yi}.

Various other indices may be defined: Let X be the partition
associated with θQ and Yi be a decision class. In a slight
different meaning to machine learning, we will use the terms
(Rough-)sensitivity and (Rough-)specificity for the results of
our analysis:

1) The Rough-sensitivity of X with respect to Yi (ratio of
conditional positive to mutual positive results)

αw(X , Yi) =
|Loww(Yi)|
|Upp(Yi)|

,

2) The Rough-specificity of X with respect to Yi (ratio of
classified errors to mutual errors)

ζw(X , Yi) =
|Errw(Yi)|
|Bndw(Yi)|

If Y is the partition induced by the decision attribute, we
consider

1) The Rough-sensitivity of the partition X with respect to
the partition Y

γw(X ,Y) =

∑
Yi∈Y |Loww(X , Yi)|

|U |

2) The Rough-specificity of the partition X with respect to
the partition Y

ζw(X ,Y) =

∑
Yi∈Y |Errw(X , Yi)|∑
Yi∈Y |Bndw(X , Yi)|

If X and Y are understood, we will just write γw and ζw. The
Rough-sensitivity tells us about the approximation of the set
or partition, whereas the Rough-specificity is an index which
expresses the relative error of the classification procedure.
Both indices are bounded by 0 and 1, and there is a partial
monotone relationship: The higher the Rough-specificity the
higher the Rough-sensitivity.
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VI. SOME WEIGHTING SCHEMES

The Rough-sensitivity index γw captures the rough set approx-
imation quality γ in case w is defined as

w(j) =

{
1, if n•j = maxIi=1 nij

0, otherwise,

and w(U) = 0.

If we assume that errors are proportional to the number of
entries in the contingency table – but independent of the joint
distribution – it makes sense to count the absolute error cj =
n•j −maxIi=1 nij for every column j and compare it to some
cutpoint C. This leads to the following definition:

wC
eq(j) =

{
1, if n•j −maxIi=1 nij ≤ C,

0, otherwise

and

wC
eq(U) =

{
1, if n−maxIi=1 ni• ≤ C,

0, otherwise.

respectively.

It is easy to see that λeq = γ if C = 0, and λeq = λ if
C = ∞, i.e. if λeq ≡ 1. Furthermore, if C ≤ maxJj=1(n•j −
maxIi=1 nij), then the denominator of λ(weq) is |U |.
In classical rough set theory, adding an independent attribute
while keeping the same decision attribute will not decrease
the approximation quality γ. The same holds for γweq :

Proposition VI.1. Let Qa = Q∪{a} and Xa be its associated
partition. Then, γC

weq
(X ,Y) ≤ γC

weq
(Xa,Y).

Proof: We assume w.l.o.g. that a takes only the two values
0, 1 (see e.g. [12] for the binarization of attributes). Let Z0, Z1

be the classes of θa. The classes of θQa
are the non–empty

elements of {Xi ∩ Z0 : 1 ≤ 1 ≤ I} ∪ {Xi ∩ Z1 : 1 ≤
1 ≤ I}. Each nij is split into n0

ij = |Xi ∩ Yj ∩ Z0| and
n1
ij = |Xi ∩ Yj ∩Z1| with respective columns j0 and j1, and

sums n0
•j and n1

•j . Then, n0
ij + n1

ij = nij , n0
•j + n1

•j = n•j ,
and maxIi=1 n

0
ij + maxIi=1 n

1
ij ≥ maxIi=1 nij by the triangle

inequality. Thus, if n•j −maxIi=1 nij ≤ C, then

n0
•j −maxI

i=1 n
0
ij ≤ n0

•j −maxI
i=1 n

0
ij + n1

•j −maxI
i=1 n

1
ij

= n0
•j + n1

•j − (maxI
i=1 n

0
ij +maxI

i=1 n
1
ij)

= n•j − (maxI
i=1 n

0
ij +maxI

i=1 n
1
ij)

≤ n•j −maxI
i=1 nij

≤ C.

Similarly, n1
•j −maxIi=1 n

1
ij ≤ C. Therefore, if weq(j) = 1,

then weq(j0) = weq(j1) = 1.

Again by the triangle inequality, the sum of errors in the two
j0 and j1 columns is no more than the error in the original

column j. As the overall error is simply the sum of the errors
per column, the proof is complete.

Note that ζ need not be monotonically increasing if an error
class changes to a deterministic class when adding a new
independent attribute. To prevent such behavior one may
require that any deterministic class has to consist of more than
C elements. Hence, using

w̃C
eq(j) =





1, if n•j −maxIi=1 nij ≤ C

and maxIi=1 nij > C,

0, otherwise

is a weighting function for which ζ is monotone when classes
are split. It is straightforward to show that γ is monotone as
well when using w̃ as the weight function.

VII. USING ADDITIONAL EXPERT KNOWLEDGE

Weights given by experts or a priori probabilities of the
outcomes Yi (1 ≤ i ≤ I) are one of the simplest assumptions
of additional knowledge which can be applied to a given
situation: We let πi (1 ≤ i ≤ I) be weights of the outcomes
and w.l.o.g. we assume that

∑
i πi = 1. Now, we obtain a

weighted contingency table simply by defining n∗
ij = nij · πi

and use n∗
ij instead of nij of the original table.

TABLE IV
WEIGHTED CONTINGENCY TABLE OF THE DECISION SYSTEM OF TABLE I

USING π = 〈0.5, 0.3, 0.2〉

X1 X2 X3 X4 n∗
i•

Y1 1 0.5 4.5 0 6
Y2 0 0 0.3 1.2 1.5
Y3 0.6 0 0 0.2 0.8
n∗
•j 1.6 .5 4.8 1.4 8.3

Using Table IV and applying the bounds E = 0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.6
to compute wE

eq(j), we observe the approximation qualities
shown in Table V. We see that λ increases here as well

TABLE V
λ GIVEN VARIOUS BOUNDS

E Formula (IV.1) Weighted λ

0.0 1− 8.3−0.5
8.3

0.060

0.2 1− 8.3−0.5−1.2
8.3

0.250

0.3 1− 8.3−0.5−1.2−4.5
8.3

0.747

0.6 1− 8.3−0.5−1.2−4.5−1
8.3

0.867

as in case of the unweighted λ, but if we consider the
weighted λ, the approximation qualities differ from those in
the unweighted case. Furthermore, even the (approximate)
deterministic class may change, if the weights differ largely:
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Note, that in case E = 0.6 we choose class X1 as the (ap-
proximate) deterministic class, whereas X3 would be chosen,
if we use equal (or no) weights.

The algorithm given below and the monotonicity of λ given
a split (or using an additional attribute) stay valid in case
of introducing weights for the decision category as in the
unweighted case. This holds because we have changed the
entries of the table only – the structure of the table remains
unchanged.

VIII. A SIMPLE DECISION TREE ALGORITHM BASED ON

ROUGH SETS

In order to find an algorithm for optimization, not only the
Rough-sensitivity but also the Rough-specificity must be taken
into account, and we have to find a function which reflects the
status of the partitions in a suitable way. Numerical experi-
ments show that neither the difference γw − ζw nor the odds
γw

ζw
are appropriate for the evaluation of the partitions. The

reason for this seems to be that the amount of deterministic
classification, which is a function of |U | · γw, as well as
the amount of the probabilistic part of ζw are not taken into
account.

Therefore we define an objective function based on entropy
measures, which computes the fitness of the partition X on
the basis of the difference of the coding complexity of the
approximate deterministic and indeterministic classes, which
is an instance of a mutual entropy [13]:

O(Y|X ) = −γw ln(|U | ·γw)+ζw ln(
∑

Yi∈Y
|Bndw(X , Yi)| ·ζw)

The algorithm proceeds as follows:

1) Set a cutpoint C for the algorithm.
2) Start with Q = ∅.
3) Add any attribute from Ω \Q to Q. Compute O for the

chosen cutpoint C
4) Choose a new attribute which shows the maximum in

O.
5) If the new maximum is less than or equal to the

maximum of the preceding step, then stop.
Otherwise add the new attribute to Q and proceed with
step 2.

The time complexity of the algorithm is bounded by O(J2)

and it will find a partition X which shows a good approxima-
tion of Y with an error less than C.

Applying the algorithm to the decision system given in Table
I and using C = 1 (we allow 1 error per column), results in
the following steps:

Step 1 C = 1

Step 2.0 Q = ∅
Step 3.0.a Test attribute a

X1 (a=0) X2(a = 1)

Y1 9 3
Y2 1 4
Y3 0 4
n•j 10 11
O 0.942

Step 3.0.b Test attribute b

X1 (b=0) X2(b = 1)

Y1 2 10
Y2 0 5
Y3 3 1
n•j 6 16
O 0.000

Step 3.0.c Test attribute c

X1 (b=0) X2(b = 1)

Y1 2 10
Y2 4 1
Y3 4 0
n•j 10 11
O 1.096

Step 4.0 Choose attribute c, since it is maximal
in terms of O.

Step 5.0 Iterate step 2.1
Step 2.1 Q = {c}.
Step 3.1.a Test attribute a.

X1 X2 X3

(c = 0, a = 1) (c = 1, a = 0) (c = 1, a = 1)

Y1 2 9 1
Y2 4 1 0
Y3 4 0 0
n•j 10 10 1
O 1.096

Step 3.1.b Test attribute b

X1 X2 X3

(c = 0, b = 0) (c = 0, b = 1) (c = 1, b = 1)

Y1 2 0 10
Y2 0 4 1
Y3 3 1 0
n•j 5 5 11
O 1.561
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Step 4.1 Choose attribute b, since it is maximal
in terms of O.

Step 5.2 Iterate step 2.2
Step 2.2 Q = {b, c}.
Step 3.2.a Test attribute a.

X1 X2 X3 X4

Y1 2 1 9 0
Y2 0 0 1 4
Y3 3 0 0 1
n•j 5 1 10 5
O 1.561

Step 4.2 Stop, because O does not increase.

The attributes.Q = {b, c} show the best behaviour in terms of
O.

IX. BAYESIAN CONSIDERATIONS

As we introduced weights for the decision attribute, and
since the weights may be interpreted as prior probabilities,
it is worthwhile to find a connection to Bayesian posterior
probabilities1 . Choose some cutpoint C; we shall define a
two dimensional strength function sC(i, j) (1 ≤ i ≤ I, 1 ≤
j ≤ J), which reflects the knowledge given in column Xi to
predict the category Yj . As we use approximate deterministic
classes as basis of our knowledge, the strength function is
dependent on C as well.

First consider the case that the column Xj satisfies the
condition

n•j −maxIi=1 nij ≤ C. (IX.1)

In that case there is one class with frequency maxIi=1 nij

which is interpreted as the approximate deterministic class; all
other frequencies are assumed as error. In this case we define
sC(i, j) :=

n(i,j)
n . This is simply the joint relative frequency

p(i, j) of the occurrence of Y = Yi and X = Xj . If the
column Xj does not fulfill condition (IX.1), we conclude that
Xj cannot be used for approximation.

In this case no entry of column Xj contains (approximate)
rough information about the decision attribute. Therefore we
define sC(i, j) := 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ I .

Now we define a conditional strength sC(X = Xj |Y = Yi):
If there is a least one 1 ≤ j ≤ J with sC(i, j) > 0, then there

1For other views of Bayes’ Theorem and its connection to rough sets see
e.g. [14–16].

is at least one (approximate) deterministic class Xj , which
predicts Yi. In this case we set

sC(X = Xj |Y = Yi) =
sC(i, j)∑I

k=1 sC(k, j)
. (IX.2)

Obviously, sC(X = Xj |Y = Yi) reflects the relative strength
of a rule predicting Y = Yi.

If there is no (approximate) deterministic attribute X = Xj ,
which predicts Y = Yi, the fraction sC(X = Xj |Y = Yi) of
(IX.2) is undefined, since its denominator is 0. In this case – as
we do not know the result –, we use sC(X = Xj |Y = Yi) = 0

as the lower bound, and sC(X = j|Y = Yi) = 1 as the upper
bound.

Now we are able to define lower and upper posterior strength
values by setting

sC(Y = Yi|X = Xj) =
sC(X = Xj |Y = Yi)πi∑
r sC(X = Xj |Y = Yr)πr

and

sC(Y = Yi|X = Xj) =
sC(X = Xj |Y = Yi)πi∑
r sC(X = Xj |Y = Yr)πr

If C ≥ n, i.e. if the cutpoint is not less than the number of
objects, then (IX.1) is true for every Xj , and we observe that
sC(Y = Yi|X = Xj) =

n(i,j)
n = p(i, j) for any i, j. Hence,

sn(Y = Yi|X = Xj) = sn(Y = Yi|X = Xj)

= p(Y = Yi|X = Xj)

and we result in the ordinary posterior probability of Y =

Yi given X = Xj . Note, that although sC ≥ sC holds, the
probability estimators p(Y = Yi|X = Xj) may be greater than
sC or smaller than sC . This is due the fact that the strength
tables for different cutpoints C may looks quite different.

X. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Whereas the variable precision model uses a parameter β to
relax the strict inclusion requirement of the classical rough set
model and to compute an approximation quality, a parameter
free λ model based on proportional reduction of errors can be
adapted to the rough set approach to data analysis. This index
has the additional property that it is monotone in terms of
attributes, i.e. if our knowledge of the world increases, so does
the approximation quality. Weighted λ measures can be used
to include expert or other context knowledge into the model,
and an algorithm was given which approximates optimal sets
of independent attributes and that is polynomial in the number
of attributes. In the final section we showed how to explain
Bayesian reasoning into this model. In future work we shall
compare our algorithm with other machine learning procedures
and extend our approach to unsupervised learning.
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Furthermore, we would like to point out that the approach can
be characterized as a task to ”generate deterministic structures
which allow C errors within a substructure”, and that this
approach can be generalized for other structures as well. For
example, finding deterministic orders of objects may be quite
unsatisfactory, because given a linear order and adding one
error could result in a much larger deterministic structure.

As an example note that the data table

Case number a b c d e
1 1 0 0 0 0
2 1 1 0 0 0
3 1 1 1 0 0
4 1 1 1 1 0
5 1 1 1 1 1

produces a linear order as a concept lattice [17]. Now consider
the following table with one erroneous observation:

Case number a b c d e
1 1 0 0 0 0
2 1 1 0 0 0
3 1 1 1 0 0
4 1 1 1 1 0
5 0 1 1 1 1

This data structure results in a concept lattice consisting of
|U | − 2 more nodes than the simple order structure. Hence,
leaving out some erroneous observation may lead to a smaller,
stronger and mutually more stable structure. We will investi-
gate this in future work.
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Abstract—We investigate methods for attribute clustering and
their possible applications to a task of computation of decision
reducts from information systems. We focus on high-dimensional
data sets, for which the problem of selecting attributes that
constitute a reduct can be extremely computationally intensive.
We apply an attribute clustering method to facilitate construction
of reducts from microarray data. Our experiments confirm
that by proper grouping of similar, in some sense replaceable
attributes it is possible to significantly decrease a computation
time, as well as increase a quality of resulting reducts (i.e.
decrease their average size).

Keywords-attribute selection, attribute reduction; attribute
clustering; high-dimensional data; microarray data; scalable
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I. INTRODUCTION

IN MANY applications, information about objects from a
considered universe has to be reduced. It can be required

in order to limit resources needed by algorithms analyzing
the data or to prevent crippling their performance by noisy or
irrelevant attributes [1], [2]. Computation of information and
decision reducts has been widely discussed in literature related
to data analysis and knowledge discovery, as a rough-set-
based approach to attribute reduction. In particular, its practical
significance for tasks such as attribute selection, rule induction
and data visualization is unquestionable [3], [4].

There is plenty of literature showing how to apply rough-set-
based methods to the microarray data analysis [5], [6], [7], [8].
In [9], [10], it was discussed that, given such a huge amount
of attributes in microarray data sets, it is better to combine
the standard computation mechanisms with some elements of
attribute clustering. This paper aims at experimental verifica-
tion of these ideas by combining the rough-set-based methods
of attribute reduction with the rough-set-inspired methods for
attribute clustering.

Although the paper focuses on analysis of microarray data,
the discussed approach to dimensionality reduction can be
applied to a much wider spectrum of high-dimensional data
types. For example, similar techniques can be used to find
concise conceptual representations of texts for the purpose of

multi-label topical classification [11] or meaningful labelling
of clustering results [12]. Both of those tasks require working
on texts represented by a potentially large number of interde-
pendent domain concepts. We go back to this topic in Section
VII, while sketching the areas of our future research.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II recalls some
basic notions of rough-set-based attribute reduction. Section
III outlines our intuition behind combining attribute reduction
with attribute clustering. Sections IV and V report our exper-
imental framework for utilizing gene clustering methods for
computation of reducts and the obtained results, respectively.
Section VI overviews our preliminary research on reusing gene
clustering results in analysis of different data sets. Finally, as
already mentioned, Section VII concludes the paper with some
future research directions.

II. ROUGH-SET-BASED ATTRIBUTE REDUCTION

In the rough set theory, by a reduct we usually mean a
compact yet informative subset of available attributes. In this
section, we outline some basic types of reducts.

Definition 1 (Decision reduct).
Let Sd = (U,A, d) be a decision table with a decision attribute
d indicating belongingness of objects to investigated concepts.
A subset of attributes DR ⊆ A will be called a decision reduct,
iff the following conditions are met:

1) For any pair u, u′ ∈ U of objects belonging to different
decision classes (i.e. d(u) 6= d(u′)), if u and u′ are
discerned by A (i.e. there is a ∈ A such that a(u) 6=
a(u′)), then they are also discerned by DR.

2) There is no proper subset DR′ ( DR, for which the
first condition holds.

A decision reduct can be interpreted as a set of attributes that
are sufficient to discriminate all objects from different decision
classes. At the same time this set has to be minimal, in a sense
that no further attributes can be removed from DR without
loosing the discernibility property. For example, {a3, a5} and
{a3, a6} are decision reducts of the decision table Sd from
Table I. The first condition in Definition 1 is often replaced
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TABLE I
AN EXEMPLARY DECISION TABLE Sd WITH A BINARY DECISION.

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 d
u1 1 2 2 0 0 1 0 1 1
u2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
u3 1 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1
u4 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
u5 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 1
u6 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 0
u7 0 1 1 2 0 2 1 0 1
u8 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 0
u9 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

by some other requirements for preserving information about
decision while reducing attributes [13], [14]. In this paper, for
simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the above discernibility-
based criterion, which is very well-documented in the rough
set literature [15], [16].

There are described many algorithms for attribute reduction,
utilizing various greedy or randomized search approaches [7],
[17]. Most of them refer to the search of optimal (shortest,
generating minimum number of rules, etc.) decision reducts
or some larger ensembles of decision reducts that constitute
efficient classification models. However, most of algorithms
can be also adapted to search for other types of reducts, e.g.,
those aimed at the unsupervised analysis of data sets with no
predefined decisions.

Definition 2 (Information reduct).
Let S = (U,A) be an information system. A subset of attributes
IR ⊆ A will be called an information reduct, iff the following
conditions are met:

1) For any pair u, u′ ∈ U of objects, if u and u′ are
discerned by A, then they are also discerned by IR.

2) There is no proper subset IR′ ( IR, for which the first
condition holds.

Definition 3 (Association reduct).
Let S = (U,A) be an information system. A pair of subsets of
attributes AR = (L,R), where L ∩ R = ∅, will be called an
association reduct, iff the following conditions are met:

1) For any pair u, u′ ∈ U of objects, if u and u′ are
discerned by R, then they are also discerned by L.

2) There is neither proper subset L′ ( L nor proper
superset R′ ) R, for which the first condition holds.

Association reducts were studied in [10], [14] due to their
usefulness for unsupervised learning over huge amounts of
attributes, where there is a relatively low chance to obtain rea-
sonable information reducts. In the case of all the above types
of reducts, we can also consider their approximate versions,
which are especially useful for noisy data sets [13], [17]. For
instance, we can require that only some percentage of pairs of
objects satisfies the first conditions in Definitions 1, 2, 3. Also,
we may extend the discernibility notion towards the criteria of
a sufficient dissimilarity or a discernibility in a degree, which
are useful in the case of numeric data.

The above discussion shows that appropriately extended

Fig. 1. A hybrid approach combining attribute clustering and reduction.

classical rough set notions can be successfully applied as an
attribute selection and reduction framework for the analysis
of large and complex data sets, such as microarray data
(large amounts of attributes with potentially noisy, numeric
values). However, there is yet another possibility of scaling
with regard to the amounts of attributes. The basic idea is
to search for clusters of attributes that can potentially replace
each other while learning optimal reducts from data. In the
next sections, we investigate this opportunity for the case of
decision reducts (Definition 1). An analogous framework may
be also considered for other types of reducts and other criteria
of their construction.

III. REDUCT-ORIENTED ATTRIBUTE CLUSTERING

From a perspective of the analysis of microarray data,
the ideas presented in this section can be regarded as an
example of gene clustering [18], [19]. In [9], we reported
that the gene clustering outcomes may meet the domain
experts’ expectations to more extent when they are based
on information-theoretic measures, rather than on standard
numeric and rank-based correlations. In other words, interpret-
ing genes as attributes with some approximate dependencies
between them may bring better results than treating them
simply as numeric vectors. In [10], we suggested that attribute
clustering can be conducted also by means of dissimilarity
functions based on discernibility between objects, utilized as a
form of measuring degrees of functional dependencies between
attributes. We also proposed a mechanism illustrated by Fig. 1,
where reducts could be searched in a data table consisting
only of the previously computed clusters’ representatives, with
their occurrence in reducts used as a feedback for splitting and
merging the corresponding clusters. For instance, clusters with
their representatives reoccurring more often in reducts could
be considered for further split. On the other hand, clusters
with their representatives not occurring in reducts could be
eliminated or merged with the others.

In order to make sure that approaches such as the one
proposed in Fig. 1 work efficiently, we need to guarantee
that attributes falling more likely into the same clusters will
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also be more frequently replaceable within reducts. From this
perspective, it is reasonable to use analogous criteria for pre-
serving information about decision while reducing attributes
and measuring distances between them. As an example, let us
compare attributes a5 and a6 in Table I. Note that in the case
of most of pairs of objects, a5 discerns them, iff a6 does. This
may indicate that there are relatively many pairs of reducts of
the form B ∪ {a5} and B ∪ {a6}, B ⊆ A \ {a5, a6}. Reducts
{a3, a5} and {a3, a6} are an illustration of the replaceability
understood in this way.

The replaceability of attributes in the context of the dis-
cernibility can be easily noticed by studying a dendrogram
generated by a hierarchical clustering algorithm. An example
of such a tree generated for the decision table from Table I is
presented in Fig. 2. As expected, the attributes a5 and a6 are
merged into a single cluster as the second pair.

The methods of attribute reduction and attribute grouping
can be put together in many different ways. As an example,
in [20] it is noted that so called signatures (irreducible subsets
of genes providing enough information about probabilities of
specific types of cancer – the reader may notice an interesting
correspondence of this notion to a probabilistic version of a
decision reduct [13]) can contain genes (attributes) that are
interchangeable with the others because of data correlations
or multiple explanations of some biomedical phenomena.
Moreover, such an interchangeability can be observed not only
for single elements – there may be a larger subset of genes
/ attributes replaceable with another one, leading to another
signature / reduct.

In the next sections, we operate with relatively straight-
forward dissimilarity functions based on the comparison of
attributes’ abilities to discern important pairs of objects. It
would be possible to extend these functions in order to
measure dissimilarities between subsets of attributes. However,
let us focus on individual attributes.

The first function we considered, called a direct discernibil-
ity function, is a ratio between a number of pairs of objects
from different decision classes that are discerned by exactly
one attribute to a number of such objects discerned by at least
one of the compared attributes. It can be written down in a
way that emphasizes its analogy to some standard measures
used in data clustering [21], [22]. Namely, direct(a, b) =

= 1− |{(u,u′):d(u) 6=d(u′)∧a(u) 6=a(u′)∧b(u) 6=b(u′)}|
|{(u,u′):d(u) 6=d(u′)∧(a(u) 6=a(u′)∨b(u) 6=b(u′))}|

The second of the considered functions, called a relative
discernibility function, takes into account the fact that some
pairs of objects belonging to different decision classes can
be harder to discern than the others. The following formula
should be regarded as one of many possible mathematical
formulations of this basic intuition. Namely, relative(a, b) =

= 1−
∑

u,u′:d(u) 6=d(u′)∧a(u) 6=a(u′)∧b(u) 6=b(u′) α(u,u
′)∑

u,u′:d(u) 6=d(u′)∧(a(u) 6=a(u′)∨b(u) 6=b(u′)) α(u,u
′)

where α(u, u′) = |{c ∈ A : c(u) = c(u′)}|/|A| plays a role of
a weighting factor. The pairs of objects, which are generally
more difficult to discern by the attributes in A, are considered
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Fig. 2. An attribute clustering tree for the decision table from Table I
obtained by applying the agglomerative nesting algorithm in combination with
the direct discernibility dissimilarity function.

to be relatively more important when computing dissimilarity
between a and b. For instance, if a is the only attribute able to
distinguish between u and u′ from different decision classes,
then its corresponding α(u, u′) occurs only in the nominator
of the above formula and causes relatively high decrease of
the value of relative(a, b). On the other hand, if some pair of
objects is discerned by all attributes, it has no impact on the
value of relative(a, b).

The direct and relative discernibility functions will be
used in experiments described in Sections IV and V. We
will verify usefulness of the above intuitions in a slightly
different scenario than the one originally proposed in [10]
and depicted by Fig. 1. However, the fundamental idea will
remain the same – by using appropriate attribute clusters, we
can avoid unnecessary attempts to co-locate replaceable or
interchangeable attributes in the same reducts.

IV. FRAMEWORK FOR EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

We conducted a series of experiments to verify usefulness
of the discernibility-based attribute clustering for scalable
computation of decision reducts. We wanted to find answers
to two main questions. The first one was whether the attribute
grouping can speed up searching for reducts. The second
question was related to a quality of reducts generated using
discernibility-based clustering – we wanted to check if such
reducts are more concise. The minimal number of attributes
is not the only possible optimization criterion for decision
reducts [13], [17]. However, it is indeed the most straight-
forward idea to rely on minimal reducts in order to clearly
visualize the data dependencies.

In the experiments, we use a microarray data set from the
RSCTC’2010 data mining competition [23]. Microarrays are
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usually described by many thousands of attributes whose val-
ues correspond to expression levels of genes. The considered
data set is related to the investigation of a chronic hepatitis C
virus role in the pathogenesis of HCV-associated hepatocellu-
lar carcinoma. It contains data on 124 tissue samples described
by 22, 277 numeric attributes (genes). It was obtained from
the ArrayExpress repository [24] (data set accession number:
E-GEOD-14323). The gene expression levels in this data set
were obtained using Affymetrix GeneChip Human Genome
U133A 2.0 microarrays.

We preprocessed the data by discretizing attributes using an
unsupervised method. Every expression level value of a given
gene was replaced by one of the three labels: over_expressed,
normal or under_expressed. A label for an attribute a and a
sample u is decided as follows:

a(u) =





over_expressed if a(u) > meana + sda,
under_expressed if a(u) < meana − sda,
normal otherwise.

where meana and sda denote the mean and the standard
deviation of expression level values of the gene a in the
whole data set. One might also apply more intelligent dis-
cretization techniques [15], [7] or utilize some rough-set-based
approaches that do not require discretization at all [25], [26].
However, we proceed with the above-proposed discretization
strategy for the sake of simplicity.

In order to assess an impact of different attribute clustering
methods on computation of reducts we clustered the genes
using several techniques. We combined the discernibility-
based functions described in the previous section with the
agglomerative nesting (agnes), which is a hierarchical group-
ing algorithm [21], [22]. We compared it with kmeans and
agnes algorithms working on dissimilarities computed using
Euclidean distance on non-discretized data. As a reference,
we took results obtained for a random clustering, which is
equivalent to no clustering at all. We also checked the worst-
case scenario, in which the attributes are grouped so that the
most dissimilar genes (according to the direct discernibility
function) are in the same clusters.

In each experiment, we generated 100 decision reducts for
all the compared clustering methods. For the reduct computa-
tion we used Algorithm 1, which is a modified version of the
permutation-based attribute reduction framework considered in
[14], [17]. The permutations for each run of the algorithm were
generated based on the clusterings corresponding to the tested
grouping methods. Algorithm 2 explains the permutation con-
struction process. In practice, there is no need to pre-generate
a permutation for the reduct computation since it might be
an integral part of the algorithm. However, we explicitly
generated the permutations for the sake of reproducibility of
the results. In the next section, we also mention some relatively
easier greedy techniques. All the algorithms were implemented
in R System [27].

V. OBTAINED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Table II summarizes computation times. For each clustering
method the mean and standard deviation of 20 independent

Algorithm 1: A permutation-based attribute reduction.
Input: a decision table Sd, an ordered list of attributes

permA = [a1, ..., an]
Output: a decision reduct DR of Sd

1 DR = ∅;
2 i = 1;
3 while DR does not meet condition 1 in Definition 1 do
4 ai = permA[i];
5 DR = DR ∪ ai;
6 i = i+ 1;
7 end
8 for j = i to 1 do
9 if DR \ aj discerns all objects with different

decisions from Sd then
10 DR = DR \ aj ;
11 end
12 end
13 return DR;

Algorithm 2: A cluster-based permutation generator.
Input: a clustering of attributes CLA = (C1, ..., Ck)
Output: an ordered list permA = [a1, ..., an]

1 permA = [] (an empty list);
2 permk = [p1, ..., pk] (a permutation of numbers 1 to k);
3 i = 1;
4 while length(permA) 6= n do
5 if |Cpi

| > 0 then
6 pi = permk[i];
7 select at random an attribute a from Cpi ;
8 permA = [permA, a];
9 Cpi

= Cpi
\ a;

10 end
11 i = i+ 1;
12 if i > k then
13 i = 1;
14 end
15 end
16 return permA;

repetitions of the experiment are given. The results show the
advantage of using the direct discernibility function in com-
bination with a hierarchical clustering algorithm to speed up
generation of decision reducts. Times obtained by this method
are significantly lower than those of all other approaches. The
significance was measured using t-test [28] and the p-values
obtained at 0.95 confidence level were all lower than 10−10.
For instance, the times obtained by this method when grouping
was made into 1000 clusters are on average lower by 34% than
the corresponding times for the random method. Moreover,
robustness of results is confirmed by their stability with regard
to a number of considered clusters.

The results obtained for the relative discernibility func-
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tion may be regarded as disappointing. The tested weighting
schema seems to degrade performance of the reduct computa-
tion algorithm, especially when a low number of gene clusters
is considered. Explanation of this behavior will be definitely
in a scope of our future research. The experiments show that
distinguishing between the cases that are easier and more
difficult to discern may not be necessary. On the other hand, a
better-adjusted mathematical formula for such distinguishing
may lead to more promising outcomes.

The results from Table II obtained for the two Euclidean
distance-based clusterings also show a clear advantage of
using hierarchical methods for grouping genes in microarray
data. The times for the combination of kmeans clustering with
Euclidean metric can not be regarded as statistically different
from results of random clusterings, whereas the grouping
into 10 clusters, made using the agnes algorithm resulted in
significantly lower reduct construction times.

For each clustering method we also measured an average
length of the generated reducts. This statistic reflects a quality
of reducts, both by means of data-based knowledge represen-
tation and ability to construct efficient classification models.
These results are displayed in Table III.

The standard deviations given in the above table are not
computed directly from the lengths of reducts, but from the
average lengths of 100 reducts in each of the 20 experiment
runs. This explains such low values of this statistic.

Our method significantly outperformed other approaches
also in terms of the reduct length. As before, the significance
was checked using t-test. On average, decision reducts gener-
ated by using the hierarchical clustering based on the direct
discernibility function are shorter than those computed from
the random clusterings by nearly 1.5 gene. They were also
shorter than the reducts computed for the agnes algorithm
and working on the Euclidean distances by over 0.5 gene. It
confirms that a proper attribute clustering increases efficiency
of the reduct computation methods.

In order to further assess usefulness of the considered at-
tribute clustering methods for computation of decision reducts,
we compared the permutation-based reducts obtained by uti-
lization of groupings of genes with a reduct computed using
a simple deterministic greedy heuristic, which starts with an
empty set and iteratively adds the most promising attributes
until the decision determination criterion is satisfied [25],
[29]. Out of many possibilities, we selected the GiniGain
measure to evaluate quality of attributes during such an
iterative construction of the solution. At the first stage of this
experiment, we did not use any form of attribute clustering. For
the investigated data, a reduct was constructed in 544 seconds
and it contained 6 attributes. The experiment was conducted
on the same machine as before. The applied heuristic was
implemented in R as well.

The construction of a greedy reduct is a couple of orders
of magnitude more time-consuming than the construction of
a single reduct by the permutation-based algorithm. This is
because at each iterative step we need to examine (almost) all
remaining attributes against the data, which is a huge overhead

TABLE II
AVERAGE COMPUTATION TIMES OF 100 DECISION REDUCTS BASED ON

PERMUTATIONS GENERATED FROM DIFFERENT CLUSTERINGS.

clustering
method

10
clusters

100
clusters

1000
clusters

agens &
direct

3.536±
0.112

3.151±
0.097

3.015±
0.117

agens &
relative

4.680±
0.156

4.164±
0.161

3.705±
0.134

agens &
Euclidean

3.965±
0.158

4.430±
0.251

4.839±
0.199

kmeans &
Euclidean

4.872±
0.239

4.434±
0.229

4.545±
0.148

random 4.597±
0.155

4.665±
0.190

4.543±
0.147

worst 5.485±
0.219

9.901±
0.753

11.929±
0.628

TABLE III
AVERAGE LENGTHS OF 100 REDUCTS COMPUTED FOR DIFFERENT

CLUSTERING METHODS.

clustering
method

10
clusters

100
clusters

1000
clusters

agens &
direct

11.209±
0.099

11.095±
0.087

11.103±
0.093

agens &
relative

12.102±
0.132

11.790±
0.134

11.638±
0.114

agens &
Euclidean

11.709±
0.123

11.860±
0.118

12.198±
0.114

kmeans &
Euclidean

12.590±
0.089

12.228±
0.069

12.283±
0.130

random 12.519±
0.127

12.470±
0.092

12.471±
0.128

worst 12.731±
0.133

14.800±
0.159

15.624±
0.180

TABLE IV
AVERAGE MINIMAL LENGTHS AMONG 100 REDUCTS COMPUTED FOR

DIFFERENT CLUSTERING METHODS.

clustering
method

10
clusters

100
clusters

1000
clusters

agens &
direct

8.900±
0.307

8.950±
0.223

9.200±
0.410

agens &
relative

9.600±
0.502

9.250±
0.444

9.550±
0.510

agens &
Euclidean

9.500±
0.512

9.250±
0.444

9.600±
0.502

kmeans &
Euclidean

10.000±
0.458

9.650±
0.489

9.600±
0.502

random 9.85±
0.489

9.900±
0.447

10.000±
0.324

worst 9.950±
0.394

10.900±
0.640

11.550±
0.604

in the case of microarray data sets. On the other hand, for
the case of the GiniGain measure and this particular data set,
the greedy approach leads to a significantly shorter solution.
In order to confirm it, we checked lengths of the shortest
reducts computed in each of the 20 repetitions of the previous
experiment. The average results for each clustering method are
presented in Table IV.

The above observation motivated us to measure an impact
of attribute grouping on a computation time of greedy reducts.
We introduced constraints to the greedy algorithm which allow
to select only a single attribute from each cluster (the selection
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itself was still done in the greedy fashion). This modification
resulted in a significant decrease of time needed for compu-
tation of a single greedy reduct – it took 392 seconds when
the grouping was done into 10 clusters. The size of a reduct
obtained in this way was 6, which is equal to the classical
case. However, those two greedy reducts differed on 4 out of
6 attributes. In particular, this shows that searching for a single
decision reduct provides highly incomplete knowledge about
dependencies in the data, especially for such huge amounts of
attributes. Hence, the approaches aimed at extraction of larger
families of reducts should be preferred [17], [30].

In the future we would like to investigate a possibility
of combining the greedy and permutation-based heuristics
to facilitate fast computation of representative ensembles of
short decision reducts. Certainly, the choice of parameters
responsible for generation of permutations, the greedy heuris-
tic measures, or the attribute reduction criteria may have a
significant influence on the results. However, in any of such
scenarios it is expected that attribute clustering can improve
computations and interpretation of the results. In particular, in
the case of microarray data sets it may be far more intuitive to
work with reducts understood as subsets of genes representing
some larger clusters.

VI. REUSE OF GENE CLUSTERING RESULTS FOR OTHER
MICROARRAY DATA SETS

In our research on applications of gene clustering for
scalable analysis of microarray data we were also interested
in a possibility of reusing knowledge obtained from one data
set for analysis of different data. This problem is especially
important in the context of the microarray research, since due
to expensiveness of a single microarray experiment the number
of cases available in a typical microarray data set is small. This
characteristic data feature often makes it difficult to perform
meaningful analysis on the microarray data.

On the other hand, researchers attempt to come up with
standards that aim at unification of acquisition, preprocessing
and description of microarray data. The ultimate goal of
this effort is to aid the reuse of knowledge and to facilitate
creation of larger microarray data sets by hybridization of
multiple smaller set that correspond to experiments conducted
in different research centres. One example of such an initiative
is the MIAME (Minimum Information About a Microarray
Experiment) standard [31].

Many microarray experiments for different medical prob-
lems are conducted using the same types of microarray chips
and with the same sets of reagents. As a consequence, data
samples corresponding to unrelated medical issues can be
represented by attributes with exactly the same semantics. A
question arises whether it is possible to facilitate computation
of decision reducts of one microarray data set using a cluster-
ing of genes obtained from a different data. Unfortunately, the
reuse of knowledge for data related to different problems is
usually not that simple because of differences in the applied
acquisition procedures and data preprocessing methods.

TABLE V
AVERAGE COMPUTATION TIMES OF 100 DECISION REDUCTS FOR ACUTE

LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA DATA USING DIFFERENT CLUSTERINGS
OBTAINED FOR THE HEPATITIS C DATA.

clustering
method

10
clusters

100
clusters

1000
clusters

agens &
direct

3.751±
0.086

3.726±
0.118

3.786±
0.094

agens &
relative

3.642±
0.114

3.746±
0.086

3.766±
0.074

agens &
Euclidean

3.745±
0.108

3.730±
0.091

3.699±
0.099

kmeans &
Euclidean

3.775±
0.096

3.699±
0.077

3.658±
0.072

random 3.661±
0.104

3.700±
0.088

3.7155±
0.070

worst 3.845±
0.106

3.668±
0.098

3.671±
0.081

TABLE VI
AVERAGE LENGTHS OF 100 REDUCTS COMPUTED FOR ACUTE

LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA DATA USING DIFFERENT CLUSTERINGS
OBTAINED FOR THE HEPATITIS C DATA SET.

clustering
method

10
clusters

100
clusters

1000
clusters

agens &
direct

12.534±
0.096

12.479±
0.100

12.501±
0.093

agens &
relative

12.420±
0.097

12.467±
0.087

12.513±
0.081

agens &
Euclidean

12.389±
0.093

12.410±
0.118

12.368±
0.084

kmeans &
Euclidean

12.477±
0.108

12.377±
0.074

12.314±
0.064

random 12.402±
0.083

12.428±
0.108

12.391±
0.104

worst 12.744±
0.084

12.281±
0.088

12.203±
0.093

We designed the following experiment along the lines of
the above discussion. First, we searched the ArrayExpress
repository looking for a microarray data set in which gene
expressions were measured using the same microarray chips
as in the hepatitis C data set discussed in Section IV. We
selected a data set related to recognition of acute lymphoblas-
tic leukemia (ALL) genetic subtypes (experiment accession
number E-GEOD-13425). This data set has been used in the
already-mentioned RSCTC’2010 data mining competition as
well. It contains data on 190 blood samples annotated with
expression levels of the same 22, 277 genes as before. We
discretized the data and computed decision reducts using the
same methodology as described in Section IV. However, to
generate the permutations we utilized the clusterings previ-
ously computed for the hepatitis C data set. The results in
terms of a reduct average length and computation speed is
shown in Tables V and VI.

Computation times and reduct lengths obtained by applica-
tion of clusterings from the hepatitis C data set are not statisti-
cally different from random outcomes. Apart from highlighting
the need for unified preparation methods for microarray data,
this result confirms the importance of considering a specific
decision problem as a context when forming groups of genes.
It explains why the attribute dissimilarity functions not refer-
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ring to a given decision task may perform worse than those
taking decision attributes into account.

In the future, we will investigate whether such a reuse of
knowledge can bring benefit for computation of association
reducts, where the decision attribute is not fixed. We would
also like to verify if the gene clustering can be improved by
utilization of a decision table hybridized from several different
microarray data sets. However, one needs to remember that
even though different microarray data sets may be created
using the same microarray chips, the already mentioned dif-
ferences in a processes of acquiring their data rows may cause
significant differences in statistical characteristics of the corre-
sponding attributes. For example, in two series of microarray
experiments, samples may be collected from different kinds
of tissues and as a result, the same genes may have different
neutral expression levels.

Reusing knowledge discovered by attribute clustering seems
appealing also in a context of text mining and information
retrieval [32]. Intuitively, when analyzing large document
corpora related to the same domain (e.g. articles from two dif-
ferent biomedical journals), it is expected that the same terms
would have the same or similar sets of possible meanings,
and that occurrence frequencies of particular meanings would
be similar as well. Knowing this, one may think of reusing
term clustering results obtained for a single corpus, in order
to facilitate analysis of other corpora from that domain. In the
next section, we refer to one of our research projects aiming
at development of a text analysis system, where such a reuse
of the grouping results would be applicable [33], [34].

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We proposed a new approach to attribute clustering and
its application to a task of computation of optimal decision
reducts from data sets with a large number of attributes. We
showed that by utilization of clustering results it is possible
to significantly speed up the search for decision reducts and
that the resulting reducts tend to be shorter than those obtained
without the clustering. We also proposed a discernibility-based
attribute similarity measure, which is useful for identifying
groups of attributes that are likely to be interchangeable in
many decision reducts.

In the future, we intend to combine our methods with
other knowledge discovery approaches that involve attribute
grouping and selection [9], [20]. One may also consider an
idea of full integration of the algorithms for attribute clustering
and selection, so they can provide feedback to each other
within the same learning process. Such a new process may
be performed separately for particular microarray data sets or,
as suggested in Section VI, over their larger unions.

Also, as already noted, the integration of the attribute clus-
tering and selection procedures may not only bring significant
performance improvements but also provide a new meaning
with regard to the attribute selection outcomes. Namely, in-
stead of operating with subsets of individual attributes chosen
from thousands of genes, it may be truly better to deal with

subsets of representatives selected from much more robust
clusters of pair-wise replaceable attributes.

Although our experiments referred primarily to microarray
data sets, we plan to use our methods also for the analysis of
a broader class of biomedical data sources, such as medical
texts and clinical data [6], [35], where there is a common need
for a scalability of the attribute selection techniques.

In particular, we intend to utilize the developed methods
in the system already mentioned in the end of Section VI,
in which they can be applied to different data types, such as
corpora of textual documents. In this context, both attribute
clustering and reduction, can play a significant role for a
search engine, whose aim is to facilitate retrieval, synthe-
sis and visualization of semantically meaningful information
from scientific document repositories. The observations on a
possibility of reusing knowledge related to textual data was
actually among the factors, which motivated us in designing
architecture of such an engine.
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Abstract—We investigate how to use the scripts with automati-
cally generated fast-performing analytic SQL statements to speed
up the KDD-related tasks of attribute selection and decision tree
induction. We base our framework on the entity-attribute-value
data model in order to seamlessly scale the required queries
with respect to the amounts of attributes involved in the given
task’s specification. We note that the considered tasks can be
heuristically handled using the same class of aggregation queries,
where the most promising attributes and splits are searched by
analyzing diversity of aggregated results grouped by decision.
We also outline our plans with respect to creation of a large-
scale framework for evaluating the proposed heuristics against
real-world data.

Keywords-attribute selection; decision trees; SQL; EAV;

I. INTRODUCTION

THE PROCESS of knowledge discovery in databases
(KDD) consists of many stages, such as data integration

and cleaning, feature extraction, dimension reduction, model
construction and more [1], [2]. Given the growing sizes of
data sets, there are a number of approaches attempting to mine
the available sources by means of database query languages
rather than operating directly on data [3], [4], [5], [6]. Due to
its simplicity and commonness, using SQL for such purposes
is probably the most examined and described in the literature
[7], [8], [9].

One of the major trends in described area is to split the
main KDD task into subtasks solved by relatively basic SQL
queries (e.g. [8]), the other trend is to precalculate tables
containing some partial results frequently used in implemented
algorithms’ runs. The presented work is embedded in both
of these trends although the considered examples of KDD
algorithms follow a more iterative, ad-hoc style of formulating
and executing SQL statements. When ordinary SQL statements
that are available in most RDBMS-s became not enough -
especially in the case of growing compoundness of tasks -
researches reach beyond the contemporary language standard
and utilize extensions of SQL such as user defined functions
(including aggregators) or non-scalar types support [8]. In this
paper we concentrate on methods based on standard SQL’s
operands and aggregations provided by most RDBMS vendors.
We do not actually try to implement known algorithms from
KDD domain but rather adapt them to the proposed model and
replace compound calculations by simple procedures that can
be easily calculated with plain SQL queries.

We choose three examples of classical problems from the
domain and formulate them as SQL supported tasks [10], [11].
We focus our attention on the decision tree induction but we
also describe potential applications of the presented approach
in the attribute selection and extraction problems. We show
that a significant part of SQL statements used in all these
cases has the same general structure which may be helpful in
order to choose an appropriate RDBMS solution.

We redefine the selected tasks stages using analytic SQL
over data sets stored in an entity-attribute-value (EAV) format.
We claim that even the previously known SQL-based tech-
niques of attribute selection and decision tree induction can
be improved by means of establishing a more scalable frame-
work. In particular, we show that the EAV layout enables to
design SQL-based scripts independently from the amounts of
attributes, which is not the case for implementations utilizing
a standard tabular format.

For the sake of simplicity, all methods described in this pa-
per are designed for decision tables with numerical attributes.
However they might be adapted for all types of data.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II recalls the EAV
model of data and introduces a simple measure on attributes
that we utilize for mining EAV data sets. In Section III, our
SQL-based heuristics for the decision tree induction problem
is outlined. Section IV presents experimental validation of
method introduced in Section III compared to one of the
state-of-the-art algorithms for learning decision tree. Section
V extends the proposed methodology onto the other classical
problems from the area of KDD, with a special emphasis
on feature selection and extraction. Section VI concludes the
paper and points out directions to be studied in the future.

II. ENTITY-ATTRIBUTE-VALUE APPROACH

The entity-attribute-value (EAV) stores and their exten-
sions have recently got attention as a universal means to
process large amounts of heterogeneous data [12], [13]. The
advantages of EAV have been already studied in knowledge
discovery and data mining [6], [14]. If combined with powerful
enough database technologies, it raises an opportunity to
rewrite in a more flexible form some of the already exist-
ing SQL-based data mining approaches that were originally
designed for data tables where columns corresponded directly
to the attributes specified in a learning task. Surely, it is even
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TABLE I
A DECISION TABLE IN A STANDARD TABULAR FORM.

U a0 a1 a2 a3 d
1 1 101 50 36 0
2 8 176 90 300 1
3 7 150 66 342 0
4 7 187 68 304 1
5 0 100 88 110 0
6 0 105 64 142 0
7 1 95 66 38 0

TABLE II
A DECISION TABLE IN AN EAV FORMAT.

object attribute value
1 a0 1
1 a1 101
1 a2 50
1 a3 36
1 d 0
2 a0 8
2 a1 176
2 a2 90
...

...
...

6 d0 0
6 d1 105
6 d2 64
6 d3 142
6 d 0
7 d0 1
7 d1 95
7 d2 66
7 d3 38
7 d 0

TABLE III
A DECISION TABLE IN AN EAV FORMAT WITH ISOLATED DECISION.

object attribute value d
1 a0 1 0
1 a1 101 0
1 a2 50 0
1 a3 36 0
2 a0 8 1
2 a1 176 1
2 a2 90 1
...

...
...

6 a0 0 0
6 a1 105 0
6 a2 64 0
6 a3 142 0
7 a0 1 0
7 a1 95 0
7 a2 66 0
7 a3 38 0

more interesting for the KDD-related tasks, for which SQL-
based implementations were not studied yet.

Table I displays a decision table A = (U,A∪{d}), where U
contains eight objects, A contains three attributes, and decision
d takes a form of column Flu. Table II displays the same data
in an EAV form. Each object (or a row) is stored as a series
of triples - each triple consists of three things: identifier of

the object, identifier of an attribute and the actual value of the
attribute for the object. The reminder of this section outlines a
simple data mining algorithm rewritten in a form supported by
queries executed against EAV. In the next sections, analogous
techniques are used for other tasks.

Assume that our EAV table was created with the following
schema:

create table EAV (
obj BIGINT,
attr INT,
val INT);

We introduce a measure which evaluates attributes and ex-
presses their usefulness according to a simple heuristic ap-
proach. Namely, let us consider a measure computed using a
single SQL statement that evaluates usefulness of all attributes
based on analysis of diveristy of their values’ averages in
particular decision classes.

Indeed, there is an intuition that an attribute with maximally
diversed means for particular decision classes provides the
highest degree of information about the decision. Surely, this
is just a purely heuristic approach but its major advantage is
the speed of execution, especially for the RDBMS solutions
designed for such types of aggregations. From theoretical
perspective, such a measure seems to follow the princliples
of Bayesian data analysis where attributes and their values are
evaluated subject to possible decision classes [15], [16].

One simple realization of such kind of a function may be
a standard deviation of means of attribute’s values within
decision classes. If the standard deviation is high we may

Fig. 1. Intuition of introduced measure - distributions (and means) of attribute
values in particular decision classes. Examples of: easier separable classes for
”useful” attribute (top - attrx) and harder separable classes - less ”useful”
attribute (bottom - attry)

suspect that the attribute can (with a high degree) distinguish
objects with different decisions. Figure 1 displays intuition:
top chart presents situation with attribute of good ’quality’
where decision classes are relatively easy separable; bottom
chart presents a kind of opposite situation.

Here are simple SQL queries that arranges attributes w.r.t.
their usefulness understood as above. The first query is as
follows
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select attr, stddev(avg_val) as quality from
(
select v.attr, l.dec, avg(v.val) ’avg_val’
from EAV v, LABELS l
where v.obj = l.obj
group by attr, dec
) attr_avg_values

group by attr
order by quality desc;

for database schema related to format similar to presented in
Table III with separate LABELS table containing assignment of
each object to decision class (the table contsists of 2 columns:
(obj INT, dec INT)). The second SQL statement to be
considered is the following

select attr, stddev(avg_val) from
(
select v.attr, d.val, avg(v.val) ’avg_val’
from EAV v, EAV d
where v.obj=d.obj and d.attr=dec
group by 1,2
) attr_avg_values

group by attr;

for table schema resembling the one presented in Table II
containing decision attribute in EAV table (dec is a literal
which identifies the decision attribute). The presented queries
are just exemplary ones and can be adapted to customized
model schema.

III. DECISION TREE INDUCTION

Decision Tree Induction implemented with SQL support
is one of the most studied tasks in the presented area. The
main researchers’ efforts are aimed here at optimization of
well known and verified algorithms known from the machine
learning literature [17], [18]. Usually it is done by applying
techniques to minimize number of submitted queries [19].
Other methods base on limitation of number of redundant
calculations by precalculation of some partial results intesively
used during the main algorithm’s run [8]. Our approach, as
mentioned in Section II is based on simple rule of choosing
most promising attribute from data. Then using the method
we create a cut on its range in order to possibly maximally
separate objects from different decision classes. One of the
main assets of using EAV model is used here: it enables to
significantly limit number of queries by assigning the cuts for
all nodes at a given level with a single SQL query.

Our approach of inducing decision tree based on SQL is
iterative and consists of:

i Finding the best cut for the whole data set in the root.
ii For a given tree of depth i− 1 - finding the best cuts for

all nodes on depth i.
iii Stopping if a predefined depth k of the tree is reached.

We consider binary decision class to avoid introducing poten-
tially complicated rule of cut creation for chosen attribute. For
the sake of simplicity, for attribute which was chosen using
the measure from Section II we calculate the cut as arithmetic
average of all averages from decision classes.

In this paper we skip a pruning step of decision tree creation
process, exposing the method to produce an overlearned classi-
fier. The pruning can also be implemented in SQL manner for
instance by adopting some SQL-based methods of extracting
association and decision rules [20], [6]. We are going to face
this problem in the near future.
We use three following database tables:

• main table, consists whole decision table (information
table) in EAV format; dec stands for decision attribute
and - as a column - is redundant (table EAV may be
normalized in real life - like shown in one of the cases
in previous section). It is done purposely - to make
the method description short. In general situation val
column can be string column and modification of the
rule presented in would be necessary, but for the sake
of simplicity, we present integer column here. Schema of
EAV table is shown below:
create table EAV (

obj BIGINT,
attr INT,
val INT,
dec INT );

• table CUTS consists information about all tests and nodes
in decision tree; each row represents one node of the
tree with respective cut; after each iteration new rows
(one for each new node) are added into it. In presented
approach one searches for tests of a ”greater than” form
attr > c, where c stands for constant. For example a
row (3, 23, -2.78) in the table means that for a
node of id equals to 3 we should check if objects fulfill
a23 > −2.78 predicate. Values of the node_id column
fulfills the following conditions:

– the id of the tree root node is equal to 1
– descendants of a node identified by i have their ids

equal to 2i (for objects that do not pass the test from
the parent node) and 2i+1 (otherwise) respectively.

Table CUTS is built with the following schema:
create table CUTS (

node_id INT,
attr INT,
cut DOUBLE );

• Distribution table containing assignments of each object
(row in original decision table) to the tree node on the
lowest level (deepest) of the tree. This table is actualized
and rewritten after each iteration.
create table DISTR (

obj BIGINT,
node_id INT );

At the beginning of the tree building process all objects are
assigned to the root node.
Induction step. In each iteration there are best cuts calculated
using described criterion in subgroups labelled by ids of nodes
of the deepest level of tree built so far. Using one SQL query
we can calculate next best cuts for all nodes in tree at a given
depth.

The measure described in Section II is suitable for any
number of decision classes. As pointed out earlier we used
here a simplified version of the proposed heuristic. Since our
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task here is the binary classification, instead of the standard
deviation of mean values of attributes with respect to the
decision classes, we can choose the most promising attribute
examining just the distance between the mean values. One can
easily show the equivalence of the two approaches.
Each iteration of the algorithm consists of 3 steps:

1) create temporary table with chosen statistics in sub-
groups defined by nodes of the tree built so far. This
table is also rewritten after each iteration:
create table TMP as
select d.node_id, e.attr,
avg(case when e.dec=1 then e.val
else NULL end) a1,

avg(case when e.dec=0 then e.val
else NULL end) a0

from EAV e, DISTR d
where e.obj = d.obj
group by 1, 2;

2) calculate best cuts w.r.t. measure from Section II for
all leaves of tree built so far. As mentioned earlier,
we reformulate criterion of maximal standard deviation
of averages in decision classes and decided for the
arithmetical average of calculated averages as the cut
selection rule. Results are automatically insert into tables
CUTS:
insert into cuts
select s.node_id, s.attr, (a1+a0)/2 cut
from (
select t.node_id, max(abs(t.a1-t.a0)) m
from TMP t
group by 1) x

join TMP s on
x.node_id = s.node_id and
x.m = abs(s.a1-s.a0)
where a0 IS NOT NULL and a1 IS NOT NULL;

3) assign each object into just calculated new nodes and
rewrite table DISTR
create table distr as
select d.obj,

2*d.node_id + (e.val > c.cut)
as node_id

from DISTR d, EAV e, CUTS c
where e.obj = d.obj and
c.attr = e.attr and
c.node_id = d.node_id
order by d.obj

Analysis. To find cuts for all nodes at any level of tree depth
we need 3 queries. Despite all of them requiring I/O operation
on disk, we find them not too demanding for reasonably sized
tree. Number of such operations depends on: product of actual
tree depth and number of attributes (for TMP table), tree depth
(for CUTS), number of objects (for DISTR). Presented queries
are quite straightforward and do not exceed syntax of standard
GROUP BY aggregations, so can be executed in most of
relational database engines.

The main bottleneck of the presented approach may be
requirement of storing large number of rows in one table (EAV
table case). According to our experiments, this approach may
be applied to data sets sized of billions rows in EAV table (e.g.
of an order of 106 objects and 104 attributes). However it may

depend on database engine. It is quite the same in EAV model
if there exists advantage of number of objects over number of
attributes or vice versa. The approach seems to be flexible in
this matter.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In order to test the soundness of the proposed approach
we performed experiments related to building decision trees
comparing the method and some state-of-the-art algorithms
implemented in R-system [21]. We chose data from one
of the KDD contest [22] related to classification documents
into topics containing 10000 objects and 25640 conditional
attributes (all were numeric and rare). While the contest
referred to a multi-label classification problem, we decided
to choose 2 labels with the highest prior probability in the
training set. We considered separately 2 binary classification
problems for 2 separate decision attributes (decision attributes
with labels: 40 and 44 from the data set). We have split the
training data set (for which true labels were available) into two
subsets of 5000 objects each and on first of them we applied
tree building algorithm. Both data sets were transformed into
EAV format. Our EAV table consisted of 128.2 million of rows.

We have chosen an open source database engine provided
by Infobright [23] which stores data in compressed form. The
input EAV table consumed only 2.1MB space on disk.

The second subset was used to validate built tree with simple
rule of assigning decision class if probability in the node
exceeded its prior probability [15], [16].

Tests were performed on machine with Intel Core i7 870
2.93GHz processor and 8GB RAM. Unfortunately, using com-
munity edition of chosen database engine, we were limited to
only 1 core for calculations.

TABLE IV
AN EXEMPLARY TREE IN TABULAR FORMAT (CUTS TABLE) CALCULATED

FOR DECISION d40 WITH MAXIMAL DEPTH = 4

node_id attr cut
1 2083 67.26111644000000
2 21657 48.38156421633018
3 21657 55.33525309917354
4 10371 44.46231628655018
5 7988 172.96122647631450
6 21895 49.59733955365024
7 22757 239.05555555555550

In Table IV there is presented an exemplary tree built by
the SQL-based algorithm for decision d40 with limit of depth
set to 4 (3 levels of tests). Tree in tabular form consists of
triples containing node_id, id of the attribute which would
be tested in the node (attr) and the cut value (cut). Figure
2 presents the exemplary tree in a graphical form.

On mentioned machine calculating single level of nodes
during algorithm’s run (one iteration of it) lasted on average
less than 1.5 minutes. Details are in Figure 4.

In Figure 3 and Table V we present results from classifi-
cation of test data set for various depth of built tree (various
algorithm’s stop criterion).
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V1

col 2083

<= 67.26 > 67.26

V2

col 21657

<= 48.38 > 48.38
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col 10371
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terminal
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terminal

node

V5
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terminal

node

terminal

node

V3

col 21657

<= 55.34 > 55.34
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<= 49.6 > 49.6

terminal

node

terminal

node

V7

col 22757

<= 239.06> 239.06

terminal

node

terminal

node

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of an exemplary tree calculated for decision
d40 with maximal depth = 4

Fig. 3. Results of experiments for 2 decision attributes (d40 and d44):
relationship between accuracy (acc), balanced accuracy (bacc) of classifiers
for test data set and maximal depth tree. See Table V for details.

Fig. 4. Duration in seconds of consecutive iterations

TABLE V
RESULTS OF DECISION TREE INDUCTION USING SQL.

tree depth bacc40 acc40 bacc44 acc44
8 0.8154 0.8518 0.6769 0.7726
7 0.8112 0.8530 0.6380 0.7642
6 0.8093 0.8522 0.6350 0.7704
5 0.8021 0.8366 0.6301 0.5450
4 0.8035 0.8292 0.6138 0.4526
3 0.8034 0.8290 0.6118 0.7704
2 0.7822 0.8424 0.6118 0.7704
1 0.6709 0.8098 0.5553 0.7488

From the Figure 3 and Table V we can observe some
unstable behaviour for accuracy measure and decision attribute
d44. It is caused by existence of heavy leaf in the tree with
probability of decision attribute equals to 1 being close to the
prior probability. If the maximal depth of the tree is equal to 4
and 5 this leaf is classified to "wrong" decision class. Situation
normalized after depth 6 is reached. Then some observations
are cut off the node and mentioned probability falls below the
prior probability and in consequence assigned decision class
is changed.

We have performed experiments in R-system to assess
reference results. We have used the rpart library to create
decision tree model. Unfortunately for the standard model
settings because of insufficient system resources model cre-
ation process was unsuccessful. Recursive partitioning and
regression trees package (rpart) turn out to be sensitive to
large values of numbers of attributes. Package party showed
similar behaviour. We decided to decrease number of attributes
and build the decision trees limiting the data to the first 10000
attributes. This approach seemed as a good solution for the
arisen situation as we wanted to do only a rough results
comparison. Finally, model creation on 5000 training samples
limited to the first 10000 attributes for decisions d40 and
d44 took about 9 minutes each. The model performance were
measured on the test 5000 samples and expressed by accuracy
and balanced accuracy. The results were as follows:

TABLE VI
RESULTS OF DECISION TREE INDUCTION USING R-PROJECT.

R-system - rpart library bacc acc
10000_attrs_dec40 0.7906 0.8308
10000_attrs_dec44 0.7056 0.8080

Despite discussed unsteadiness we find presented results of
using SQL in decision tree induction satisfactory. Comparing
to partial results - full were unobtainable - from non-tuned
algorithm from R-project the results of proposed method do
not differ significantly (we can even say that they were com-
petitive). For sure, more tuning to the benchmark algorithm
would increase its quality but we believe that also results
of our method may be improved. Ways of achieving this
may be e.g. changing cut selection criterion from average-
based to the median-based or adding pruning stage to the
algorithm. We are aware of potential prolongation of algorithm
execution time when such improvements done by SQL queries
are introduced but we believe the gain of classification quality
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will compensate it. The other direction we are considering
promising is utilize the size of the node in cut selection
criterion.

V. ATTRIBUTE SELECTION AND ATTRIBUTE EXTRACTION

In this section we consider the problem of attribute selec-
tion, which is recognized as one of fundamental tasks of KDD
[1], [11]. Let us start with the simplest possible case where
the goal is to score attributes a ∈ A with respect to a degree
of information they provide for the values of d. There are
plenty of more or less sophisticated measures developed in
the literature for this purpose. On the other hand, for large-
sized real-world data the simplest solutions are often the best
ones. Hence, we can one more time make use of the measure
proposed in Section II. But in contrast to Section III, in this
we present only ideas of the adapted algorithm.

In [6], [20], it was shown how to redesign the well-known
Apriori algorithm for searching for association and decision
rules using script of iteratively generated SQL statements
involving massive self-joins and aggregations. The ideas for
searching for if-then rules satisfying the constraints specified
for their support and accuracy may be adapted also for
the task of attribute selection. The mentioned support and
accuracy should be of course replaced with average support
and accuracy for some classifiers, e.g., decision rules created
from evaluated attribute subsets.

The recalled algorithm and its ideas may be actually used
to design also the attribute selection framework that would
be analogous to the decision rule generation. Namely, the
measure from Section II can be used to fill in the table of single
candidate attributes analogous to filling in the initial table with
the attributes that provide high enough level of heuristically
computed information about the decision. It may be also not so
difficult to imagine an analogy in generation candidates in both
cases. For instance, one may consider the standard deviation
of the values of a particular attribute as a kind of estimate
of its ability to produce well-supported decision rules when
constructing a classifier in the next stage of the KDD process.
Further steps of generating attribute subset candidates (like in
Apriori algorithm) may also utilize some modifications of the
heuristic (e.g. Monte Carlo measures) in assessing quality of
the attribute subsets.
The outline of the algorithm (similar to the Apriori algorithm)
is as follows:

i The initial step in which we select single columns as
initial candidates for the feature selection task.

ii Iterative two-step process of obtaining the best attribute
subsets. Each step focuses on attribute subsets of the
fixed size. Starting from single columns candidates and
combining them to larger attribute subsets (enlarging the
size of candidates by 1 on each step).

– Candidates generation. Attribute subsets that were
tested and recognized as promising in the previous
step are transformed into larger candidates.

– Candidates evaluation. Using the evaluation proce-
dure to assess the candidates. We have tree possibil-
ities for the candidate:

1) It is good enough and can be regarded as a part
of the overall result.

2) It is poor and can be omitted from further con-
sideration.

3) It is promising and will be transfered to the next
step.

All the above steps can be expressed by means of SQL
statements.

Before proceeding with further analogies between the re-
called framework for searching for decision rules satisfying
the constraints specified with their support and accuracy and
the task of attribute selection, let us note that one may extend
this study onto some new, potentially better attributes that
are derived from the original ones. In [2], one may find a
number of practical hints how to extract a useful decision table,
by means of both objects and attributes, from available data
sources stored in a fully relational or partially unstructured
form. Extraction of attributes is especially important in the
case of high-dimensional data sets, such as biomedical or
text data [13], [24]. In such cases, it would be optimal to
evaluate the candidate features with no need of their explicit
materialization or, at least, with no need of materializing too
many of them. In [25], a genetic algorithm searching for new
attributes defined as linear combinations of original attributes
has been suggested. There was also considered how to build
more sophisticated attributes from a multi-table relational
data model. Let us focus on the simplest case of linear
combinations of numeric attributes. In this case, one needs
an appropriate fitness function evaluating particular chromo-
somes that encode new attributes. The above-discussed way
of evaluating attributes by basing on the results of aggregate
queries may be applied to this framework as well. There is
no difficulty in designing a single SQL statement that would
compute the average-value-based statistics for all formulas
describing new attributes occurring in a given population of
the genetic algorithm. It is enough to create an additional table
that encodes such formulas in its rows and to properly join it
while computing the aggregates.

Now, let us note that, regardless of whether we operate only
with original attributes or we extend the search space onto
their combinations, the key point is to search for the subsets
of attributes that complement each other while describing the
decision over the available data set. This problem – sometimes
called the attribute subset selection in order to distinguish it
from a far simpler task of searching for single attributes – is
very thoroughly studied within the theory of rough sets, by
means of so called decision reducts and approximate decision
reducts [26], [27]. An (approximate) decision reduct is an
irreducible subset of attributes that provide (almost) the same
level of information about decision as the whole initial set
of attributes. The level of information may be described by a
measure that estimates an ability to train an accurate classifier
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by basing on the attributes in a given subset. In [28], it was
shown that the degrees of information provided by a subset
of attributes can be computed as the expected confidence of
decision rules based on those attributes. Also, it was shown
that subsets of attributes can be evaluated by means of the
expected support of such decision rules. This means that the
whole framework mentioned above could be adapted to the
search of attribute subsets that approximately determine the
decision classes and that correspond to classifiers that are
general enough in order to expect them working well over
the previously unseen cases. The only remaining task is to
express such expected confidence and support measures using
a simple, fast-performing SQL.

It is worth to mention also about future possibilities of
using different measures for assessing attribute subsets. An
interesting method that is focused on numerical attributes is
presented in [29]. It searches through the possible binary cuts
on attributes contained in the evaluated attribute subset and
estimates the quality of classifier of chosen types constructed
on top of the discretized attributes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We outlined some analogies in building SQL-based heuris-
tics aimed at searching for new attribute subsets and decision
trees in large data sets stored in a triple-store-like format. We
noted that it is possible to construct fast-performing scripts
based on automatically generated analytic queries, given a
proper choice of an underlying RDBMS technology. We tested
method of decision tree induction using proposed criterion on
one of the KDD contest’s data sets and achieve satisfactory
classification results comparing to the state-of-the-art decision
tree induction methods. Some potential directions of its im-
plementation improvement were also discussed.

In the future, we are going to implement and perform exper-
iments for the attribute selection ideas outlined in Section V.
We intend to extend our SQL-based framework onto learning
ensembles of decision models, such as decision forests or
ensembles of attribute subsets [10], [27]. The problem of
adapting solution to the categorical attributes needs to be
investigated as well. We also intend to take an advantage of
some modern extensions of standard RDBMS functionality,
such as the approximate OLAP and SQL methods in order
to further speed up our algorithms. Last but not least, we are
going to take a closer look at the experimental verification of
our framework, which may be understood at the two following
levels: verification whether SQL-based heuristics lead toward
the same or similar output models as in the case of standard
methods (e.g.: whether attribute subsets obtained using the
proposed SQL scripts are significantly different than those
obtained using algorithms working directly against data), and
– in the case of differences at the first level – whether the
quality of the obtained models is significantly worse.

We plan also to compare the presented methods with rough
set methods implemented in, e.g. RSES [30], Rseslib [31],
WEKA [32].
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Abstract—In an information system, each subset of attributes
determines knowledge structure on the set of objects, in which
each element is an equivalence class. Thus, a metric which is
defined on knowledge structures is established on the attribute
sets. Once a metric is established, we can use the metric
to measure attributes distance, cluster and discover important
attributes. As a result, effective algorithms are constructed to
solve attribute reduction in information systems. With metric
on knowledge structures based on the Jaccard distance between
two finite sets, this paper proposes a new method for attribute
reduction in decision table. The paper proves theoretically and
experimentally that this metric method is more effective than
other methods based on conditional Shannon entropy.

I. INTRODUCTION

ATTRIBUTE reduction is a core issue of rough set theory
and also an essential pre-processing step in data mining.

In recent years, there have been many papers about attribute
reduction methods based on different views, and generally
can be classified as attribute reduction method based on
positive region (see [9], [10], [21]), attribute reduction method
based on discernibility matrix (see [1], [3]), attribute reduction
method used information entropy (see [7], [15], [16], [17],
[18], [19]) and attribute reduction method based on granular
computing (see [4], [5], [22]). Further research should focus
on improvement of existing methods or construction of new
advanced methods in order to reduce time complexity and
enhance mega data applicability consequently.

Metric technique plays an important role in data mining. In
recent years, many researchers have applied this technique to
problem solving in data mining, especially problems for data
classification which use decision tree (see [13], [14]).

In information systems, each subset of attributes determines
knowledge structure on the set of objects. Each element in this
knowledge structure is an equivalence class. The difference of
metric from existing measures for the uncertainty in rough set
theory is that metric can measure the similarity of knowledge
structures. Therefore, a metric which is defined on knowledge
structures is established on the attribute sets. Once a metric
is established, we can use the metric to measure attributes
distance, discover important attributes and solve attribute re-
duction problems in information systems. Recently, there have
been some researches on metrics in information systems [11],
[12]. However, there are only a few researches in attribute
reduction with metric in rough set theory.

In this paper, we present a method to construct a metric
among knowledge structures based on the Jaccard distance
between two finite sets. With usage of constructed metric, we
propose a new method for attribute reduction in a decision
table. The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, some
basic concepts in rough set theory are briefly recalled. In
Section 3, a method for constructing a metric is presented and
some properties of metric are studied. In Section 4, a heuristic
algorithm for attribute reduction in a decision table based on
metric is proposed. In Section 5, we show an example. In
Section 6, we conduct experiments to prove the effectiveness
of supposed algorithm. The last section is the conclusion.

II. BASIC CONCEPTS

In this section, we introduction some basic concepts in
rough set theory and some attribute reduction definitions.

An information system is defined as IS = (U,A, V, f) in
which A is a nonempty set of objects; U is a nonempty set
of attributes, V =

∏
a∈C∪D

where Va is the value range of

attribute a, f : U ×A → V is an information function, where
∀a ∈ A, u ∈ U , f (u, a) ∈ Va hold.

Each subset of attributes P ⊆ A determines a binary
indistinguishable relation IND (P ) as follows

IND (P ) = {(u, v) ∈ U × U |∀a ∈ P, f (u, a) = f (v, a)}

It can be easily shown that IND (P ) is an equivalence
relation on the set U. The relation IND (P ) constitutes
a partition of U, which is denoted by U/P . Any element
[u]P = {v ∈ U |(u, v) ∈ IND (P )} in U/P is called the
equivalent class.
Definition 2.1 [9], [10]. Let S = (U,A, V, f) be an informa-
tion system and P,Q ⊆ A.
1) U/P is the same as U/Q (denoted by U/P = U/Q) if

and only if ∀u ∈ U, [u]P = [u]Q.
2) U/P is finer than U/Q (denoted by U/P ≺ U/Q) if

and only if ∀u ∈ U, [u]P ⊆ [u]Q.
Property 2.1 [9], [10]. Let S = (U,A, V, f) be an information
system and P,Q ⊆ A.
1) If P ⊆ Q then U/Q ≺ U/P .
2) For ∀u ∈ U , [u]P∪Q = [u]P ∩ [u]Q.
Let S = (U,A, V, f) be an information system and B ⊆ A,

X ⊆ U . The sets BX = {u ∈ U |[u]B ⊆ X } and BX =
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{u ∈ U |[u]B ∩X 6= ∅} are called the B− lower and the B−
upper approximation of X , respectively.

If we distinguish in an information system two disjoint
classes of attributes, called condition and decision attributes,
respectively, then the system will be called a decision table
and will be denoted by DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f), where C
and D are disjoint sets of condition and decision attributes,
respectively.

Let DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f) be a decision table, the set

POSC(D) =
⋃

Di∈U/D

(CDi)

is called the C − positive region of D. DS is the consistent
decision table if and only if POSC(D) = U . Conversely, DS
is the inconsistent decision table.
Definition 2.2 [9]. Let DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f) be a decision
table. If R ⊆ C satisfies
1) POSR(D) = POSC(D)

2) ∀r ∈ R,POSR−{r}(D) 6= POSC(D)
then B is called a reduct of C based on positive region. Let
PRED(C) be the set of all reducts based on positive region.

In next content, we introduce the attribute reduction based
on Shannon entropy which is relative to research of this paper.

Let DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f) be a decision table. Suppose
that U/C = {C1, C2, ..., Cm}, U/D = {D1, D2, ..., Dn}.
Conditional Shannon entropy of D with respect to C is defined
as

H (D |C ) = −
m∑

i=1

|Ci|
|U |

n∑

j=1

|Ci ∩Dj |
|Ci|

log2
|Ci ∩Dj |

|Ci|

where 0.log20 = 0.
Proposition 2.1 [19]. Let DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f) be a
decision table. If Q ⊆ P ⊆ C then H (D |Q) ≥ H (D |P ).
The condition for equality is ∀Xu, Xv ∈ U/P, Xu 6= Xv,
if (Xu ∪Xv) ⊆ Yk ∈ U/Q then |Xu∩Dj |

Xu
=

|Xv∩Dj |
Xv

for
∀j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}.
Definition 2.3 [19]. Let DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f) be a decision
table and a ∈ C. If H (D |C ) = H (D |C − {a}), then a
is unnecessary (reducible) for D in C based on conditional
Shannon entropy; else a is necessary for D in C. The set
of all necessary attributes in C are called the core based on
conditional Shannon entropy and denoted as HCORE(C).
Definition 2.4 [19]. Let DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f) be a decision
table. If R ⊆ C satisfies
1) H (D |R ) = H (D |C )

2) ∀r ∈ R, H(D |R− {r} ) 6= H(D |C )
then R is called a reduct of C based on conditional Shan-
non entropy. Let HRED(C) be the set of all reducts
based on conditional Shannon entropy, then HCORE (C) =⋂
R∈HRED(C)

R [19].

III. CONSTRUCT A METRIC AMONG KNOWLEDGE
STRUCTURES

A metric on the set U is a map d : U ×U → [0,∞) which
satisfies the following conditions for any x, y, z ∈ U .

P1) d (x, y) ≥ 0, d (x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y.
P2) d (x, y) = d (y, x).
P3) d (x, y) + d (y, z) ≥ d (x, z).
The condition P (3) is called the triangular inequality. (U, d)

is called a metric space.
In this section, we propose the method to construct a metric

among knowledge structures based on the Jaccard distance
between two finite sets.

A. Jaccard distance between two subsets

Definition 3.1 [2]. Let U be a finite set and X,Y ⊆ U .
The following coefficient D (X,Y ) = 1 − |X∩Y |

|X∪Y | is called
Jaccard distance between X and Y. The following coefficient
J (X,Y ) = |X∩Y |

|X∪Y | is called Jaccard coefficient. Jaccard
coefficient measures similarity between two finite sets.
Theorem 3.1. Let U be a finite set and P (U) is the poset of
U . Jaccard distance is really a metric on P (U), that is, for any
three elements X,Y and Z of P (U), it satises the following
conditions
P1) D (X,Y ) ≥ 0, D (X,Y ) = 0 if and only if X = Y .
P2) D (X,Y ) = D (Y,X)

P3) D (X,Y ) +D (Y, Z) ≥ D (X,Z).
Proof. Obviously, D(X,Y ) satises the conditions P1) and
P2). To prove the condution P3) (the triangular inequality),
we proof the following equivalent inequality
J (X,Y ) + J (Y, Z) ≤ 1 + J (X,Z) (3.1)

Suppose |U | = N and U = {u1, u2, ..., uN}. We can then
characterize any subset X ⊆ U by a N-dimensional vector
V X =

(
vX1 , vX2 , ..., vXN

)
where vXk = 1 if uk ∈ X and vXk = 0

otherwise.
Let V XY = V XV Y . Then J(X,Y ) can be written as
J (X,Y ) = V XY

V XX+V Y Y +V XY (3.2)

If J (X,Y ) ≤ J (X,Z) or J (Y, Z) ≤ J (X,Z) then obvi-
ously (3.1) is satisfies. It is thus necessary to prove inequality
(3.1) only for the case in which J (X,Y ) > J (X,Z) and
J (Y, Z) > J (X,Z). From equation (3.2) we get
V XY = J(X,Y )

1+J(X,Y )

(
V XX + V Y Y

)
(3.3)

It can be seen that the inequality(
V Y − V X

) (
V Y − V Z

)
≥ 0 or V Y Y − V Y Z − V XY +

V XY ≥ 0 must be true since the product of the kth entries
of

(
V Y − V X

)
and

(
V Y − V Z

)
equals either 0 or 1. Using

equation (3.2) we have
V Y Y − J(Y,Z)

1+J(Y,Z)

(
V Y Y + V ZZ

)
−

J(X,Y )
1+J(X,Y )

(
V XX + V Y Y

)
+ J(X,Z)

1+J(X,Z)

(
V XX + V ZZ

)
≥ 0

⇔
(
1− J(X,Y )

1+J(X,Y ) −
J(Y,Z)

1+J(Y,Z)

)
V Y Y ≥

(
J(X,Y )

1+J(X,Y ) −
J(X,Z)

1+J(X,Z)

)
V XX+

(
J(Y,Z)

1+J(Y,Z) −
J(X,Z)

1+J(X,Z)

)
V ZZ (3.4)

It is evident that V XX ≥ V XY , by applying equation (3.3)

we obtain V XX ≥ J(X,Y )
1+J(X,Y )

(
V XX + V Y Y

)
or

V XX ≥ J (X,Y )V XY (3.5)

From J (X,Y ) − J (X,Z) > 0 by assumption, we have
J(X,Y )

1+J(X,Y ) −
J(X,Z)

1+J(X,Z) > 0. So from (3.5) we have
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(
J(X,Y )

1+J(X,Y ) −
J(X,Z)

1+J(X,Z)

)
V XX ≥

J (X,Y )
(

J(X,Y )
1+J(X,Y ) −

J(X,Z)
1+J(X,Z)

)
V Y Y (3.6)

An analogous argument leads to(
J(Y,Z)

1+J(Y,Z) −
J(X,Z)

1+J(X,Z)

)
V ZZ ≥

J (Y, Z)
(

J(Y,Z)
1+J(Y,Z) −

J(X,Z)
1+J(X,Z)

)
V Y Y (3.7)

From (3.4), (3.6), (3.7) we have(
1− J(X,Y )

1+J(X,Y ) −
J(Y,Z)

1+J(Y,Z)

)
V Y Y ≥

J (X,Y )
(

J(X,Y )
1+J(X,Y ) −

J(X,Z)
1+J(X,Z)

)
V Y Y +

J (Y, Z)
(

J(Y,Z)
1+J(Y,Z) −

J(X,Z)
1+J(X,Z)

)
V Y Y (3.8)

If V Y Y = 0 then obviously (3.1) is satisfies. Suppose that
V Y Y 6= 0, from (3.8) we have
1 ≥ J(X,Y )+J(X,Y )2

1+J(X,Y ) + J(Y,Z)+J(Y,Z)2

1+J(Y,Z) −
J (X,Z)

(
J(X,Y )+J(Y,Z)

1+J(X,Z)

)

⇔ J (X,Y ) + J (Y, Z) ≤ 1+ J (X,Z) which is inequality
(3.1) we want to prove.

B. Metric between two knowledge structures and its properties

Let IS = (U,A, V, f) be an information system. For each
P ⊆ A, K(P ) = {[ui]P |ui ∈ U } is called the knowledge
structure on U . K(P ) consists of |U | elements, each element
is a equivalence class in U/P . Let K (U) be the set of all
knowledge structures on U . From Theorem 3.1, the following
theorem constructs a metric between two knowledge structures
K(P ) and K(Q).
Theorem 3.2. The map d : K (U)×K (U) → [0,∞) defined

by d (K (P ) ,K (Q)) = 1 − 1
|U|

|U|∑
i=1

|[ui]P∩[ui]Q|
|[ui]P∪[ui]Q| is a metric

on K (U).

Proof. (1) d (K (P ) ,K (Q)) = 1 − 1
|U|

|U|∑
i=1

|[ui]P∩[ui]Q|
|[ui]P∪[ui]Q| =

1
|U|

|U|∑
i=1

(
1− |[ui]P∩[ui]Q|

|[ui]P∪[ui]Q|

)
. By applying the Definition 3.1 to

[ui]P and [ui]Q , we have 1 − |[ui]P∩[ui]Q|
|[ui]P∪[ui]Q| ≥ 0. Therefore,

d (K (P ) ,K (Q)) ≥ 0. d (K (P ) ,K (Q)) = 0 if and only if∣∣∣[ui]P ∩ [ui]Q

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣[ui]P ∪ [ui]Q

∣∣∣ ⇔ [ui]P ∩ [ui]Q = [ui]P ∪
[ui]Q ⇔ [ui]P = [ui]Q for ui ∈ U , that is K (P ) = K (Q).
(2) From the definition of d (K (P ) ,K (Q)), it is

clear that d (K (P ) ,K (Q)) = d (K (Q) ,K (P )) for any
K(P ),K(Q) ∈ K (U).
(3) From Theorem 3.1, it is easy to see that

d (K (P ) ,K (Q)) + d (K (Q) ,K (R)) ≥ d (K (P ) ,K (R)).
From (1), (2), (3) we conclude that d (K (P ) ,K (Q)) is a

metric on K (U).
For the decision table DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f), the follow-

ing proposition constructs the formula of metric between two
knowledge structures K(P ) and K(P ) based on equivalence
classes of partitions U/C and U/D.
Proposition 3.1. Let DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f) be a decision
table. Assume that U/C = {C1, C2, ..., Cn} and U/D =

{D1, D2, ..., Dm}. Then

dJ (K (C) ,K (C ∪D)) = 1−
n∑

i=1

m∑

j=1

|Ci ∩Dj|2
|U | |Ci|

Proof. Suppose that Ci ∩ Dj = {ui1, ui2, ..., uisi} where

|Ci ∩Dj | = si and |Dj | = tj , then
n∑

i=1

si = tj and
m∑
j=1

tj = |U |. We have

Ci ∩ Dj = [ui1]C ∩ [ui1]D = [ui2]C ∩ [ui2]D = ... =
[uisi ]C ∩ [uisi ]D, i.e., |Ci ∩Dj| = |[ui1]C ∩ [ui1]D| =
|[ui1]C ∩ [ui1]D| = ... = |[uisi ]C ∩ [uisi ]D| = si.

|Ci∩Dj |2
|Ci| =

|Ci∩Dj ||Ci∩Dj |
|Ci| =

|[ui1]C∩[ui1]D|
|[ui1]C| +

|[ui2]C∩[ui2]D|
|[ui2]C| + ... +

|[uisi ]C∩[uisi ]D|
|[uisi ]C |

=
si∑

k=1

|[uik]C∩[uik]D|
|[uik]C| .

Hence,
n∑

i=1

|Ci∩Dj |2
|Ci| =

n∑
i=1

si∑
k=1

|[uik]C∩[uik]D|
|[uik]C | =

tj∑
i=1

|[ui]C∩[ui]D|
|[ui]C| ⇔

m∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

|Ci∩Dj |2
|Ci| =

m∑
j=1

tj∑
i=1

|[ui]C∩[ui]D|
|[ui]C| =

|U|∑
i=1

|[ui]C∩[ui]D|
|[ui]C| ⇔ 1 − 1

|U|
m∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

|Ci∩Dj |2
|Ci| =

1− 1
|U|

|U|∑
i=1

|[ui]C∩[ui]C∪D|
|[ui]C∪[ui]C∪D| = dJ (K (C) ,K (C ∪D)).

Proposition 3.2. Let DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f)
be a decision table. If Q ⊆ P ⊆ C then
d (K (Q) ,K (Q ∪D)) ≥ d (K (P ) ,K (P ∪D)).
Proof. From Q ⊆ P we have U/P ≺ U/Q.
Without loss of generality, suppose that
U/P = {X1, X2, ..., Xm} and U/Q =
{X1, X2, ..., Xu−1, Xu+1, ..., Xv−1, Xv+1, ..., Xm, Xu ∪Xv}
is the partition generated by merging the two equivalence class
Xu and Xv in U/P . Suppose that U/D = {D1, D2, ..., Dn}.
We have
d (K (Q) ,K (Q ∪D))− d (K (P ) ,K (P ∪D)) =

=
m∑

i=1, i6=u, i6=v

n∑
j=1

|Xi∩Dj |2
|U||Xi| +

n∑
j=1

|Xu∩Dj |2
|U||Xu| +

n∑
j=1

|Xv∩Dj |2
|U||Xv | −

m∑
i=1, i6=u, i6=v

n∑
j=1

|Xi∩Dj |2
|U||Xi| −

n∑
j=1

|(Xu∪Xv)∩Dj |2
|U||Xu∪Xv |

=
n∑

j=1

|Xu∩Dj |2
|U||Xu| +

n∑
j=1

|Xv∩Dj |2
|U||Xv | −

n∑
j=1

(|Xu∩Dj |+|Xv∩Dj |)2
|U|(|Xu|+|Xv |)

= 1
|U|

n∑
j=1

(
|Xu∩Dj |2

|Xu| +
|Xv∩Dj |2

|Xv | − (|Xu∩Dj |+|Xv∩Dj |)2
|Xu|+|Xv |

)

= 1
|U|

n∑
j=1

(
|Xu∩Dj |2|Xv |2−2|Xu∩Dj ||Xv∩Dj ||Xu||Xv |+|Xv∩Dj |2|Xu|2

|Xu||Xv |(|Xu|+|Xv |)

)

= 1
|U|

n∑
j=1

(|Xu∩Dj ||Xv |−|Xv∩Dj ||Xu|)2
|Xu||Xv |(|Xu|+|Xv |) ≥ 0

Hence, d (K (Q) ,K (Q ∪D)) ≥ d (K (P ) ,K (P ∪D)).
d (K (Q) ,K (Q ∪D)) = d (K (P ) ,K (P ∪D))
⇔ |Xu ∩Dj | |Xv| − |Xv ∩Dj | |Xu| = 0 ⇔
|Xu ∩Dj | |Xv| = |Xv ∩Dj | |Xu| ⇔ |Xu∩Dj |

|Xu| =
|Xv∩Dj |

|Xv | .
Therefore, the condition for equality is ∀Xu, Xv ∈

U/P, Xu 6= Xv if (Xu ∪Xv) ⊆ Yk ∈ U/Q then |Xu∩Dj |
Xu

=
|Xv∩Dj |

Xv
for ∀j ∈ {1, ..., n}.
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Proposition 3.2 indicates that the bigger the attribute set P
is, the smaller the metric d (K (P ) ,K (P ∪D)) is, and vice
versa. In other words, the metric d (K (P ) ,K (P ∪D)) de-
creases monotonically because the granularity of information
becomes smaller through finer partitions. From the conditions
for equality of Proposition 3.2 and Proposition 2.1, we have
the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3. Let DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f) be a de-
cision table, Q ⊆ P ⊆ C. d (K (Q) ,K (Q ∪D)) =
d (K (P ) ,K (P ∪D)) if and only if H (D |Q ) = H (D |P ).

IV. AN ATTRIBUTE REDUCTION ALGORITHM BASED ON
METRIC

Definition 4.1. Let DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f) be a decision
table and a ∈ C. If d(K (C − {c}) ,K (C − {c} ∪D)) =
d(K (C) ,K (C ∪D)), then a is unnecessary (reducible) for
D in C; else a is necessary for D in C. The set of all necessary
attributes in C are called the core based on metric and denoted
as MCORE(C).
Definition 4.2. Let DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f) be a decision
table. If R ⊆ C satisfies
1) d (K (R) ,K (R ∪D)) = d (K (C) ,K (C ∪D))

2) ∀r ∈ R, d(K (R− {r}) ,K (R− {r} ∪D)) 6=
d(K (C) ,K (C ∪D))
then R is called a reduct of C based on metric. Let
MRED(C) be the set of all reducts based on metric.

From Proposition 3.3, we can conclude that the core and
the reduct based on metric are the same as those based on
Shannon entropy. Therefore, MCORE (C) = HCORE (C)
and MRED (C) = HRED (C).
Definition 4.3. Let DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f) be a deci-
sion table and B ⊂ C. The significance of attribute b ∈
C − B is defined as SIGB (b) = d (K (B) ,K (B ∪D))
−d (K (B ∪ {b}) ,K (B ∪ {b} ∪D)) where [ui]∅ = U for
any ui ∈ U, i ∈ {1, ..., |U |}.

Definition 4.3 implies that the significance of attribute
b ∈ C − B is measured by the changes of the metric
d (K (B) ,K (B ∪D)) when b is added to B, the bigger
value of SIGB (b) is, the more important attribute b is. This
significance of attribute is a attribute selection criterion in our
heuristic algorithm for attribute reduction.

According to Definition 2.4, the core is unique, and it is
the intersection of all reducts. Thus, it can be taken as the
beginning point of finding the reduct. In this paper, in order
to find the reduct, first, we compute the core; then the most
important attribute is chosen from searching space and added
into the core. The above processes are done until we get the
reduct.
Algorithm 4.1. Finding the core based on metric.

Input: A decision table DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f).
Output: The core MCORE(C).
1. MCORE (C) = ∅;
2. Calculate d (K (C) ,K (C ∪D));
3. For each c ∈ C

4. Begin

5. Calculate d(K (C − {c}) ,K (C − {c} ∪D));
6. If d(K (C − {c}) ,K (C − {c} ∪D)) 6=

d(K (C) ,K (C ∪D)) then MCORE (C) :=
MCORE (C) ∪ {c} ;
7. End;
8. Return MCORE(C);
With usage of the method for calculating the partition U/C

in [6], the time complexity to calculate d (K (C) ,K (C ∪D))
is O (|C| |U |). Consequently, the time complexity of Algo-
rithm 4.1 is O

(
|C|2 |U |

)
.

Let DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f) be a decision table, R ⊂ C
and a ∈ C − R. Suppose that U/R = {R1, R2, ..., Rk},
U/R∪{a} =

{
R1

1, R
1
2, ..., R

1
m

}
. According to Definition 4.3,

the significance of the attribute a ∈ C − R is SIGR (a) =

1
|U|

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

|R1
i∩Dj|2
|R1

i | − 1
|U|

k∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

|Ri∩Dj |2
|Ri| (4.1)

To calculate SIGR (a), we must calculate U/R and U/R∪
{a}. This paper proposes an effictive algorithm to calculate
U/R ∪ {a} when U/R has already calculated. The algorithm
as follows.
Algorithm 4.2. Calculating U/R ∪ {a}.

Input: U/R = {R1, R2, ..., Rk}.
Output: U/R ∪ {a}.
1. TMP = ∅;
2. For each Ri ∈ U/R do
3. Begin
4. Calculate Ri/ {a};
5. TMP = TMP ∪ Ri/ {a};
6. End;
7. Return (TMP );
With usage of the methods for calculating the partition

U/C in [6], the time complexity to calculate Ri/ {a} is
O (|Ri|). Therefore, the time complexity of Algorithm 4.2 is
k∑

i=1

O (|Ri|) = O (|U |).
Algorithm 4.3. Finding a reduct based on metric.

Input: A decision table DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f).
Output: One reduct R of C.
1. Using Algorithm 4.1, we get MCORE(C);
2. R = MCORE(C);
// add the most important attributes little by little to the core
3. While d (K (R) ,K (R ∪D)) 6= d (K (C) ,K (C ∪D))

4. Begin
5. For each a ∈ C −R

6. Begin
7. Calculate d (K (R ∪ {a}) ,K (R ∪ {a} ∪D));
8. Calculate SIGR (a) = d (K (R) ,K (R ∪D))−

d (K (R ∪ {a}) ,K (R ∪ {a} ∪D)) ;
9. End;
10. Select am ∈ C −R such that

SIGR (am) = Max
a∈C−R

{SIGR (a)};

11. R = R ∪ {am};
12. Calculate d (K (R) ,K (R ∪D));
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13. End;
//Deleting redundant attributes in R
14. R∗ = R−MCORE (C);
15. For each a ∈ R∗
16. Begin
17. Calculate d (K (R− {a}) ,K (R− {a} ∪D));
18. If d (K (R − {a}) ,K (R− {a} ∪D)) =

d (K (C) ,K (C ∪D)) then R = R− {a};
19. End;
20. Return R;

Computational complexity analysis of Algorithm 4.3
Let us consider While loop from Command line 3 to

Command line 13. According to the equation (4.1), to compute
SIGR (a) we only need to compute U/R ∪ {a} because
U/R have already been computed in the previous step.
According to Algorithm 4.2, the time complexity to com-
pute U/R ∪ {a} when U/R has already been calculated is
O (|U |), so the time complexity to compute all SIGR (a) is
(|C|+ (|C| − 1) + ...+ 1)∗|U | = (|C| ∗ (|C| − 1) /2)∗|U | =
O
(
|C|2 |U |

)
.

The time complexity to choose maximum for significance
of attribute is |C|+(|C| − 1)+ ...+1 = |C| ∗ (|C| − 1) /2 =

O
(
|C|2

)
. The For loop at Command line 15 runs |R∗| times,

each time we have to compute d (K (R) ,K (R ∪D)) with
O (|R| |U |) complexity. So the time complexity of Command
line 15 is O (|R∗| |R| |U |). Thus the time complexity of this
algorithm is O

(
|C|2 |U |

)
.

With attribute reduction algorithms based on Shan-
non entropy, the time complexity of MIBARK Algorithm
[7], CEBARKNC Algorithm and CEBARKCC Algorithm
[18] is O

(
|C| |U |2 + |U |3

)
, O

(
|C|2 |U |+ |C| |U |3

)
and

O
(
|C| |U |2 + |U |3

)
respectively. Therefore, Algorithm 4.3 is

more effective than the above algorithms in theory.
Time complexity of attribute reduction algorithms depends

on time complexity of U/C calculation. Algorithm 4.3 is
considered more effective than the above algorithms with the
same U/C calculation [6] for the following reasons:
1) Algorithm 4.3 uses Algorithm 4.2 to compute U/R∪{a}

based on U/R. So the time complexity is reduced.
2) To compute the metric, we need only to carry out

simple arithmetic operations, while to compute the conditional
entropy, we have to compute the logarithm of the frequency,
a time-consuming operation.

V. EXAMPLE

A decision table DS = (U,C ∪D,V, f) is shown in
TABLE I, where C = {a1, a2, a3}, D = {d}, U =
{u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7}.

We have U/ {d} = {{u1, u3} , {u2, u4, u5, u6, u7}},
U/C = {{u1, u2} , {u3, u4, u5} , {u6} , {u7}}. Using Algo-
rithm 4.1 to find the core, we have

TABLE I
THE DECISION TABLE

U a1 a2 a3 d
u1 0 1 1 0
u2 0 1 1 0
u3 0 1 1 0
u4 0 1 1 0
u5 0 1 1 0
u6 0 1 1 0
u7 0 1 1 0

d (K (C) ,K (C ∪ {d})) = 1 − 1
|U|

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

|Ci∩Dj |2
|Ci| = 1 −

1
7

(
12

2 + 12

2 + 12

3 + 22

3 + 12

1 + 12

1

)
= 1

3 . Similarly,

d (K (C − {a1}) ,K ((C − {a1}) ∪ {d})) = 1
3

d (K (C − {a2}) ,K ((C − {a2}) ∪ {d})) = 1
3

d (K (C − {a3}) ,K ((C − {a3}) ∪ {d})) = 12
35

Therefore, MCORE (C) = {a3}.
Using Algorithm 4.3 to find a reduct, we have

R = {a3}, d (K ({a3}) ,K ({a3, d})) = 17
42 . So

d (K ({a3}) ,K ({a3, d})) 6= d (K (C) ,K (C ∪D)), go to
the While loop. SIG{a3} (a1) = d (K ({a3}) ,K ({a3, d}))−
d (K ({a1, a3}) ,K ({a1, a3, d})) = 17

42 − 1
3 = 1

14 . Similarly,
we compute SIG{a3} (a2) = SIG{a3} (a1) =

1
14 .

Because a1 and a2 have the same significance, so we
can choose either a1 or a2. Suppose that we choose a1,
then R = {a1, a3} and d (K ({a1, a3}) ,K ({a1, a3, d})) =
d (K (C) ,K (C ∪ {d})). Go to the For loop.

Consider R∗ = R − MCORE(C) = {a1}, R − {a1} =
{a3}, d (K ({a3}) ,K ({a3, d})) 6= d (K (C) ,K (C ∪ {d})).
Therefore, R = {a1, a3} is a reduct of C.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments on PC (Pentium Dual Core 2.13 GHz,
1GB RAM, WINXP) are performed on 8 data sets obtained
from UCI Machine Learning Repository [23]. We compare
CEBARKCC Algorithm (AL01 for short) with Algorithm
4.3 (AL02 for short). The results of experiments are showm
in TABLE II and TABLE III, where |U |, |C|, |R| are the
numbers of objects, condition attributes, and after reduction
respectively, and t is the time of operation (calculated by
second). Condition attributes will be denoted by 1, 2,...,|C|.

The results show that the reduct of Algorithm 4.3 is the
same as that of the CEBARKCC Algorithm. However, the
time of operation in Algorithm 4.3 is faster than that in the
CEBARKCC Algorithm. It means that Algorithm 4.3 is more
effective. Furthermore, the reducts of these data sets in our
experiments are the same as those in [15, 16, 17]. This proves
result of the experiments.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a method to construct
a metric on the family of knowledge structures. Based on
proposed metric, we have proposed a new method for attribute
reduction in decision tables. The paper has proved theoretically
and experimentally that this metric method is more effective
than other methods based on conditional Shannon entropy.
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TABLE II
THE RESULTS OF ALGORITHM 4.3 AND CEBARKCC ALGORITHM

Seq Data sets |U | |C| AL01 AL02
|R| t |R| t

1 Tic-tac-toe 958 9 8 8.343 8 5.937
2 Hepatitis 155 19 3 0.484 3 0.312
3 Lung-cancer 32 56 4 0.78 4 0.62
4 Automobile 205 25 6 3.921 6 2.562
5 Abalone 4177 8 3 256.12 3 127.43
6 Liver-disorders 345 6 3 0.796 3 0.531
7 Iris 150 4 3 0.93 3 0.78

TABLE III
THE REDUCTS OF ALGORITHM 4.3 AND CEBARKCC ALGORITHM

Seq Data sets The reducts of AL01 The reducts of AL02
1 Tic-tac-toe 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9
2 Hepatitis 2, 15, 16 2, 15, 16
3 Lung-cancer 3, 4, 9, 43 3, 4, 9, 43
4 Automobile 1, 2, 7, 14, 20, 21 1, 2, 7, 14, 20, 21
5 Abalone 2, 5, 6 2, 5, 6
6 Liver-disorders 1, 2, 5 1, 2, 5
7 Iris 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3
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Abstract—Most decision support systems based on rough set
theory are related to the minimal reduct calculation problem,
which is NP-hard. This paper investigates the problem of search-
ing for the set of useful attributes that occur in at least one
reduct. By compliment, this problem is equivalent to searching
for the set of redundant attributes, i.e. the attributes that do not
occur in any reducts of the given decision table. We show that
the considered problem is equivalent to a Sperner system for
relational data base system and prove that it can be solved in
polynomial time. On the base of these theoretical results, we also
propose some algorithms for elimination of redundant attributes
in decision tables.

Index Terms—rough sets, reducts, relational database, minimal
keys, Sperner system

I. INTRODUCTION

FEATURE selection is one of the crucial problems in
machine learning and data mining. The accuracy of many

classification algorithms depends on the quality of selected
attributes. Rough set approach to feature selection problem
is based on reducts, which are in fact the minimal (with
respect to inclusion) sets of attributes that preserve some
necessary amount of information. Unfortunately, the number
of all reducts for a given decision table can be exponential with
respect to the number of attributes. Therefore we are forced to
search either for minimal length reducts or for core attributes,
i.e. the attributes that occur in all reducts. The minimal reduct
problem is NP-hard whilst the searching for core attribute
problem can be solved in polynomial time.

This paper investigates the problem of identifying the set of
attributes, that are present in at least one reduct. Such attributes
are called the reductive attributes. The not reductive attributes
are called redundant attributes because they do not play any
role in object classification. For a given decision table, the
problem of searching for all reductive attributes becomes the
problem of determining the union of all reducts of the given
decision table, or determining the set of all redundant attributes
of a decision table.

In this paper we present two approaches to the investigated
problem. Firstly, we present the fundamental analysis of the
problem of searching for reductive attributes. Using Boolean
reasoning approach we prove that the problem can be solved
completely in polynomial time. Moreover, we can consider
the decision table as the relation over the set of attributes and
apply some results in relational database theory to solve the

mentioned problems. We propose an algorithm to determine
the set of all reductive attributes of consistent decision tables
based on the methods of searching for keys, antikeys and prime
attributes in decision table (see [1], [2]).

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II and
Section III presents some basic concepts in rough set theory
as well as the computational complexity of the reduct calcu-
lation problems. Section IV presents the concept of reducts
in decision table from the view point of relational database
theory. We also propose an algorithm to determine the set of
all reductive attributes of a consistent decision table. In Section
V, we perform some experiments of the proposed algorithm.
The conclusions and future remarks are presented in the last
section.

II. BASIC CONCEPTS

An information system is a pair A = (U,A), where the set
U denotes the universe of objects and A is the set of attributes,
i.e. the mappings of the form: a : U → Va. The set Va is called
the domain or the value set of attribute a.

A decision system is an information system D = (U,A ∪
{dec}) where dec is a distinguished attribute called the de-
cision attribute or briefly decision. The remaining attributes
are called conditional attributes or briefly conditions. For
convenience, we assume that the domain of decision attribute
consists of two or very few values. For any k ∈ Vdec the set

CLASSk = {u ∈ U : dec(u) = k}
is called the decision class of D

As an example, let us consider the decision system below
(Table I). Attributes Diploma, Experience, French and Refer-
ence are condition attributes, whereas Decision is the decision
attribute. We will refer to decision attribute Decision as dec,
and to conditional attributes Diploma, Experience, French and
Reference as to a1, . . . , a4 in this order. In this example there
are two decision classes related to the values Accept and Reject
of the decision attribute domain. These decision classes are as
follow:

CLASSAccept = {x1, x4, x6, x8}
CLASSReject = {x2, x3, x5, x7}

Rough set theory has been introduced by Professor
Z.Pawlak [6] as a tool for concept approximation under
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TABLE I
AN EXAMPLE DECISION SYSTEM REPRESENTED AS A TABLE.

Diploma Experience French Reference Decision
x1 MBA Medium Yes Excellent Accept
x2 MBA Low Yes Neutral Reject
x3 MCE Low Yes Good Reject
x4 MSc High Yes Neutral Accept
x5 MSc Medium Yes Neutral Reject
x6 MSc High Yes Excellent Accept
x7 MBA High No Good Accept
x8 MCE Low No Excellent Reject

uncertainty. The idea is to approximate the concept by two
descriptive sets called lower and upper approximations. One
of the assumptions in rough set theory that differs it from other
methods in soft computing and concept approximation is that
the lower and upper approximations must be extracted from
the information that is available in training data.

One of the simplest ways to define the lower and upper
approximations has been proposed by Prof. Z.Pawlak in [7].
This approach to concept approximation is based on the
indiscernibility relation.

For a subset of attributes B ⊆ A we define B-
indiscernibility relation IND(B) and decision-relative indis-
cernibility relation INDdec(B) (both defined on U × U ) as
follows:

(x, y) ∈ IND(B) ⇐⇒ ∀a∈Aa(x) = a(y)

(x, y) ∈ INDdec(B) ⇐⇒ dec(x) = dec(y)∨
∀a∈Aa(x) = a(y)

The relation IND(B) is an equivalence relation and it defines
a partitioning of U into equivalence classes which we denote
by [x]B (x ∈ U ). The complement of IND(B) in U × U is
called discernibility relation, denoted DISC(B). The lower
and upper approximations of a concept X (using attributes
from B) are defined by

LB(X) =
{
x ∈ U : [x]IND(B) ⊆ X

}
and

UB(X) =
{
x ∈ U : [x]IND(B) ∩X 6= ∅

}
.

The main philosophy of rough set approach to concept
approximation problem is based on minimizing the difference
between upper and lower approximations (also called the
boundary region). This simple, but brilliant idea, leads to many
efficient applications of rough sets in machine learning and
data mining like feature selection, rule induction, discretization
or classifier construction [9].

It has been shown that all of the problems mentioned above
are related to one of the crucial concepts in rough set theory,
called reducts or decision reducts (see [7]). In general, reducts
are minimal subsets (with respect to the set inclusion relation)
of attributes which contain a necessary portion of information
about the set of all attributes [8][5].

There are several ways to define reducts in Rough set theory.
We will further focus on the following one.

A decision-relative reduct is a minimal set of attributes R ⊆
A such that

INDdec(R) = INDdec(A).

This condition guarantees that R contains all information
necessary to discern objects belonging to different classes.
The set of all decision reducts of a given decision table
D = (U,A ∪ {dec}) is denoted by

RED(D) = {R ⊆ A : R is a reduct of D}

The attribute a ∈ A called core attribute iff a presents in
all reducts of A. The set of all core attributes is denoted by

CORE(D) =
⋂

R∈RED(D)
R

The attribute a ∈ A is called reductive attribute if and only
if a belongs to at least one reduct of A. The set of all reductive
attributes is denoted by

REAT (D) =
⋃

R∈RED(D)
R

It is obvious that

CORE(D) ⊆ R ⊆ REAT (D)

for any reduct R ∈ RED(D).
The attribute is called redundant attribute if it is not a

reductive attribute. In other words, redundant attribute is not
presented in any reduct of A.

For example, the set of all reducts of the decision table in
Table I is RED(D) = {{a1, a2}, {a2, a4}}. Thus

CORE(D) = {a2} REAT (D) = {a1, a2, a4}

In this example, a3 is the redundant attribute.

III. COMPLEXITY RESULTS

The concept of decision reducts using discernibility matrix
has been explained in [8]. This simple and nice idea is
also a tool for showing that the reduct calculation problem
is equivalent to the prime implicant problem for boolean
functions.

In fact, discernibility matrix for a given decision table D =
(U,A ∪ {dec}), denoted by MD(A) = [Cij ], is a n× n table,
where n is the number of object, and the entry cij is referring
to the pair of objects (xi, xj) that belong to different decision
classes. The entry cij is the set of all conditional attributes
which discern the objects xi and xj , i.e.

cij = {a ∈ A : a(xi) 6= a(xj)}

In Table II we present a compact form of decision-relative
discernibility matrix corresponding to the decision system
from Table I, where the objects corresponding to class Accept
are listed as columns and the objects corresponding to class
Reject are listed as rows.
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TABLE II
THE COMPACT FORM OF DECISION-RELATIVE DISCERNIBILITY MATRIX

CORRESPONDING TO DECISION SYSTEM IN TABLE I.

x1 x4 x6 x7

x2 a2, a4 a1, a2 a1, a2, a4 a2, a3, a4

x3 a1, a2, a4 a1, a2, a4 a1, a2, a4 a1, a2, a3

x5 a1, a4 a2 a2, a4 a1, a2, a3, a4

x8 a1, a2, a3 a1, a2, a3, a4 a1, a2, a3 a1, a2, a4

The Boolean reasoning approach to reduct calculation prob-
lem is based on encoding it by the boolean discernibility
function defined as follows:

∆D(a1, . . . , ak) =
∏

i,j:d(xi) 6=d(xj)

∑

a∈Cij

a

where a1, . . . , ak are the boolean variables related to attributes
from A, and

∏
,
∑

denote the Boolean conjunction and
Boolean disjunction operators. Thus, for the discernibility
matrix in Table II, the discernibility function can be written
as follows:

∆D(a1, . . . , a4) = (a2 + a4)(a1 + a2)(a1 + a2 + a4)

(a2 + a3 + a4)(a1 + a2 + a4)(a1 + a2 + a4)

(a1 + a2 + a4)(a1 + a2 + a3)(a1 + a4)(a2)(a2 + a4)

(a1 + a2 + a3 + a4)(a1 + a2 + a3)(a1 + a2 + a3 + a4)

(a1 + a2 + a3)(a1 + a2 + a4) (1)

It has been shown in [8],[5] that the set of attributes R =
{ai1 , . . . , aij} is a reduct in D if and only if the monomial

mR = ai1 · . . . · aij
is a prime implicant of ∆D(a1, . . . , ak). As a consequence of
this fact, both the problem of searching for minimal length
reducts as well as the problem of searching for all reducts of
a given decision table are NP-hard.

In terms of decision-relative discernibility matrix, a decision
reduct R is a minimal subset of attributes so that for each non-
empty entry Cij of M(A), Cij ∩R 6= ∅.

Discernibility matrix and discernibility function are very
important tools for calculation and analysis of reducts. Let
us recall the following well known fact (see [8],[5]).

Theorem 1: For any attribute a ∈ A, a is a core attribute
if and only if a occurs in discernibility matrix as a singleton.
As a consequence, the problem of searching for core attributes
can be solved in polynomial time.

For the example from Table I, according to the Theorem 1,
attribute a2 (Experience) is the core attribute, because this is
the only attribute that discerns x4 and x5 (see also Table II).
And we can determine it without calculation of all reducts of
this table.

The question is related to computational complexity of the
problems of reductive attributes. We will use the discernibility
matrix and discernibility function to prove that this problem
can be solved in polynomial time. Therefore, once again, the

Boolean reasoning approach shows to be a useful tool for
reduct calculation problem.

The main idea is based on the absorption law in Boolean
algebra, which states that

x+ (x · y) = x x · (x+ y) = x

where x, y are the arbitrary Boolean functions. In other words,
in Boolean algebra, the longer expressions are absorbed by the
shorter ones. For the Boolean function in Equation 1, (a1+a2)
absorbs (a1 + a2 + a4) but, at the same time, it is absorbed
by (a2).

The Boolean expression is called the irreducible CNF if it
is in CNF (conjunctive normal form) and it is not possible to
apply the absorption law on its clauses.

As an example, the irreducible CNF of the discernibility
function in Equation 1 is as follows:

∆D(a1, . . . , a4) = a2 · (a1 + a4)

We have the following theorem

Theorem 2: For any decision table D = (U,A∪{dec}), if

∆D(a1, . . . , ak) =

(∑

a∈C1

a

)
·
(∑

a∈C2

a

)
. . .

( ∑

a∈Cm

a

)
(2)

is the irreducible CNF of discernibility function
∆D(a1, . . . , ak), then

REAT (D) =
m⋃

i=1

Ci (3)

Proof of Theorem 2: As (2) is the irreducible CNF
of discernibility function, the family {C1, . . . , Cm} should
satisfy the following properties:

• It is an antichain, i.e. Ci * Cj and Cj * Ci for any
i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}

• If R is a reduct, i.e. R ∈ RED(D), then R ∩Ci 6= ∅ for
any i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.

We will prove that the inclusions in both directions of the
Equation (3) hold:

1) REAT (D) ⊆
m⋃
i=1

Ci:

Let a ∈ REAT (D). From the definition, there exists a
reduct R ∈ RED(D) such that a ∈ R. This means that
R ∩ Ci 6= ∅ for i = 1, . . . ,m.
If a /∈ ⋃m

i=1 Ci then for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} we have
a /∈ Ci, which implies that

(R− {a}) ∩ Ci = R ∩ Ci 6= ∅.
Thus there exists a subset of R − {a} which is also a
reduct of D, and this is a contradiction.
Hence we have a ∈ ⋃m

i=1 Ci.

2)
m⋃
i=1

Ci ⊆ REAT (D):
We can use the fact that the irreducible CNF of mono-
tone Boolean function is unique to prove this inverse
inclusion.
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Indeed, if a ∈ ⋃m
i=1 Ci and a is a redundant attribute,

then R ∩ Ci − {a} 6= ∅ for each reduct R ∈ RED(D).
Thus

∆
(1)
D (a1, . . . , ak) =

m∏

i=1


 ∑

aj∈Ci

aj




and

∆
(2)
D (a1, . . . , ak) =

m∏

i=1


 ∑

aj∈Ci−{a}
aj




are the two different irreducible CNF form of the dis-
cernibility function ∆D(a1, . . . , ak), what is the contra-
diction.

The following algorithm is the straightforward application
of the above theorem:

Algorithm 1: Determining all reductive attributes of a
decision table.
Data: a consistent decision table D = (U,A ∪ {dec});
Result: REAT (A) – the set of all reductive attributes of

D;
1 Step 1: Calculate the discernibility matrix MD(A);
2 Step 2: Reduce MD(A) using absorption law; Assume

that C1, . . . , Cm be the nonempty entries of MD(A) after
reduction;

3 Step 3: Return REAT (A) =
⋃m

i=1 Ci as the set of all
reductive attributes of D.

If |A| = k and |U | = n then the construction of discernibil-
ity matrix requires O(n2k) steps and the reducing phase using
absorbtion law requires at most O(n4k) steps. Therefore the
problem of calculation of all reductive attributes can be solved
in O(n4k) steps.

IV. DECISION TABLES IN TERMS OF RELATIONAL
DATABASES

Let us give some necessary definitions and results of the
theory of relation database that can be found in [1], [2], [3],
[4], [11], [12].

A. Relational Database Theory

Let A = {a1, . . . , ak} be a finite set of attributes and let
D(ai) be the set of all possible values of attribute ai, for
i = 1, . . . , k. Any subset of the Cartesian product

R ⊆ D(a1)×D(a2)× . . .×D(ak)

is called the relation over A. In other words, relation over A
is the set of tuples {h1, . . . , hn} where

hj : A →
⋃

ai∈A

D(ai),

is a function that hj(ai) ∈ D(ai)) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

Let R = {h1, . . . , hn} be a given relation over A =
{a1, . . . , ak}. Any pair of attribute sets B,C ⊆ A is called
the functional dependency (FD for short) over A, and denoted
by B → C, if and only if for any pair of tuples hi, hj ∈ R:

∀a∈B(hi(a) = hj(a)) =⇒ ∀a∈C(hi(a) = hj(a))

The set FR = {(B,C) : B,C ⊂ A;B → C} is called the
full family of functional dependencies in R.

Let P(A) be the power set of attribute set A. A family
R ⊂ P(A) × P(A) is called an f -family over A if and only
if for all subsets of attributes P,Q, S, T ⊆ A the following
properties hold:

R1.(P, P ) ∈ R (4)
R2.(P,Q) ∈ R, (Q,S) ∈ R =⇒ (P, S) ∈ R (5)
R3.(P,Q) ∈ R, P ⊆ S, T ⊆ Q =⇒ (S, T ) ∈ R (6)
R4.(P,Q) ∈ R, (R,S) ∈ R =⇒ (P ∪R,Q ∪ T ) ∈ R (7)

Clearly FR is an f -family over A. It is also known that if
F is an f -family over A then there is a relation R such that
FR = F .

A pair S = (A,F), where A is a set of attributes and F is
a set of FDs on A, is called the relation scheme. Let us denote
by F+ the set of all FDs, which can be derived from F by
using the rules R1−R4.

For any B ⊆ A, the set

B+ = {a ∈ A : B → a ∈ F+}
is called the closure of B on S. It is clear that B → C ∈ F+

if and only if C ⊆ B+.
A set of attributes B ⊂ A is called the key of S = (A,F)

iff B → A ∈ F+. The set B is the minimal key of S = (A,F)
if B is a key of S and any proper subset of B is not a key of
S. Let us denote by K(S) the set of all minimal keys of the
given relation scheme S.

Recall that a family K ⊆ P(A) is a Sperner system if for
any K1,K2 ∈ K implies K1 * K2. Clearly K(S) is Sperner
system.

Let K = KS be a Sperner system over A containing all
minimal keys of S. We defined the set of antikeys of K,
denoted by K−1, as follows:

K−1 = {B ⊆ A :(∀C∈KC * B)∧
(B ⊆ D → ∃C∈KC ⊆ D)}

It is easy to see that K−1 is the set of subsets of A, which
does not contain the elements of K and which is maximal for
this property. They are the maximal non-keys. Clearly, K−1

is also a Sperner system.
For the given relation R = {h1, . . . , hn} over A =

{a1, . . . , ak}, let

E(R) = {Eij : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n},
where Eij = {a ∈ A : hi(a) = hj(a)}. The family E(R) is
called the equality set of R. It is easy to notice that in the
worse case, E(R) contains O(n2) subsets of attributes, where
n is the number of records in relation R.
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It is known (see [1]) that for each subset of attributes B ⊆
A, the following property holds:

B+ =

{⋂n
ij=1 Eij if B ⊆ Eij for some Eij ∈ E(R)

A otherwise

Let S = (A,F) be a relation scheme over attribute set A. For
any attribute a ∈ A, the set

KS(a) = {B ⊆ A : B → a ∧ ∄C⊂BC → a}
is called the family of minimal sets of the attribute a over S.
It is known that {a} ∈ KS(a), A /∈ KS(a) and KS(a) is a
Sperner system over A.

B. Relational Database Theory and Reducts
In rough set theory the minimal sets from KS(a) are strongly

related to the concept of decision reducts. Any decision
table D = (U,A ∪ {dec}) can be treated as a relation
U = {u1, . . . , un} over the set of all attributes A ∪ {dec}.
It is clear that

KS(dec) = RED(D) ∪ {dec}
where S is the relation scheme induced from the decision table
D.

In relational database theory, the following important facts
has been proven (see e.g. in [2]).

Lemma 1: The following equality holds for any Sperner
system K over the set of attribute A:

⋃

K∈K
K = A−

⋂

K∈K−1

K

As the consequence we have the following theorem

Theorem 3: Let D = (U,A ∪ {dec}) be a consistent
decision table, the set of reductive attributes can be determined
by:

REAT (A) =
⋃

K∈KS(dec)

K − {dec}

= A−
⋂

K∈(KS(dec))−1

K (8)

Therefore, the main problem is to calculate the family
(KS(dec))−1. According to the theory of relational database
in previous Section we have

(KS(dec))
−1 = {B ⊆ A :(B → dec /∈ F+)∧

(B ( C ⇒ C → dec ∈ F+)}
It is clear that for any set of attributes B ⊆ A we have B ∈
(KS(dec))−1 if and only if

B ∈ E(R) ∧ ∄C∈E(R)(dec ∈ C and (B ( C − {dec})
The method of determining the set of reductive attributes using
the equality set E(R) is presented in Algorithm 2.

Similar to Algorithm 1, the size of Eij is O(n2k), where
k and n are the number of attributes and number of objects.
Thus, in the worse case, the construction of M(dec) requires
at most O(n4k) steps. Therefore the problem of calculation
of all reductive attributes can be solved in O(n4k) steps.

Algorithm 2: Determining the set of all reductive at-
tributes of a decision table.

Data: a consistent decision table D = (U,A ∪ {dec});
Result: REAT (A) – the set of all reductive attributes of

D;
1 Step 1: Calculate the equality system

E(R) = {Eij : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}
where Eij is the set of attributes that have the same
values for ui and uj ;

2 Step 2: Let

Ed = {B ∈ E(R) : dec ∈ B}
E0 = {B ∈ E(R) : dec /∈ B}

3 Step 3: Construct the family of subsets of A:

M(dec) = {B ∈ E0 : ∀C∈E0(B ∩ C 6= B)}
4 Step 4: Construct the set V =

⋂
K∈M(dec) K

5 Step 5: Return REAT (A) = A− V as the set of all
reductive attributes of D.

C. Example

Let us consider the exemplary decision table in Table I. The
equality set E(R) of this table is presented in Table III.

TABLE III
THE EQUALITY SET OF THE DECISION TABLE FROM TABLE I

E(R): without dec with dec
{a1, a3} {a3, dec}
{a3, a4} {a3, a4, dec}
{a3} {a1, dec}
{a1} {a1, a2, a3, dec}
{a4} {a2, dec}
{a2, a3} {a2, a3, dec}
{a1, a3, a4} {a1, a2, dec}

{dec}

In fact, E(R) consists of different subsets of the attribute
set A ∪ {dec} = {a1, a2, a3, a4, dec}. However, for the clear
representation, we divided E(R) into two parts: the subsets
that do not contain the decision dec are placed in left column
and the subsets that contain the decision dec are placed in the
right column.

One can see that the left column can be calculated by taking
the complements of all entries of the discernibility matrix in
Table II.

The next step is to calculate M(dec), which is the family
maximal subsets among the subsets of E(R) that do not
contain dec. In this example

M(dec) = {{a2, a3}, {a1, a3, a4}}

Thus V = {a3} and REAT (A) = {a1, a2, a4}
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TABLE IV
THE RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT ON SOME BENCHMARK DATA SETS USING THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Sequence
number

Data sets |U | |A| t The reductive attributes The redundant attributes

1 Adult stretch 20 4 0.93 3, 4 1, 2
2 Soybean small data 47 35 2.74 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12,

20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 35

11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34

3 Sponge.data 76 45 2.1 1, . . . , 11, 13, . . . , 34,
36, . . . , 45

12, 35

4 Zoo.data 101 17 3.19 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 17

3, 6, 16

V. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments on PC (Pentium Dual Core 2.13 GHz, 1GB
RAM, WINXP) are performed on 4 data sets obtained from
UCI Machine Learning Repository1. We present the results of
calculation the set of all reductive attributes and the set of all
redundant attributes in Table IV. In this Table |U |, |A| are the
numbers of objects and condition attributes, and t is the time
of operation (calculated by second). Conditional attributes will
be denoted by 1, 2, . . . |A|.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented two alternative approaches to the
problem of determining the set of all reductive attributes for
a decision table. The first approach is based on discernibility
matrix and Boolean reasoning methodology.

The second approach is based on Sperner system using the
equality set. We defined the family of all minimal sets of an
attribute over a relation based on the definition of the family
of minimal sets of an attribute over a relation scheme [2],
so the concept of reduct in decision tables is equivalent to
that of minimal set of an attribute in a relation. As a result, an
algorithm for determining all reduced attributes of a consistent
decision table was proposed based on some results proposed
in [1]. We also proved that the time complexity of proposed
algorithm is polynomial in the number of rows and columns
of the decision table. This results play an important role in
rejecting redundant attributes in decision tables before attribute
reduction and rule extraction.

The positive result is related to the fact that the set of
reductive attributes can be calculated in polynomial time.
However both proposed methods seem to have quite a high
complexity. In the worst case, the proposed solutions may need
O(n4k) steps, where n in the number of objects and k is the
number of attributes in the decision table.

We are planing to work on the more efficient methods to
reduce the time complexity of the proposed solutions. The idea
may be based on the attempt to realize the same algorithms
without implementation of discernibility matrix.

1The UCI machine learning repository, http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
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Abstract—In the paper, we continue the research in the field of
decision systems over ontological graphs. Some relations defined
over attribute values in such systems are partial order relations.
Therefore, we try to incorporate Dominance-Based Rough Set
Approach (DRSA) for decision systems over ontological graphs.
Due to this approach, we can define decision rules, similar to that
defined in DRSA, which give us a new look on data included in
such systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN [1], we have defined information systems (decision
systems) over ontological graphs. In such systems, attribute

values are considered in the ontological (semantic) space.
Ontology is represented by means of graph structures. Infor-
mation (decision) systems over the ontological graphs can be
created in different ways:

1) Attribute values of a given information system are con-
cepts from ontologies assigned to attributes - a simple
information system over ontological graphs.

2) Attribute values of a given information system are local
ontological graphs of ontologies assigned to attributes -
a complex information system over ontological graphs.

In our current investigation, we focus on the first approach.
Comparing this approach to the classic one, simple sets

of attribute values are replaced by ontological graphs which
deliver us some new knowledge about meanings of attribute
values. For this case, decision rules in decision systems can be
seen from different perspectives, for example, taking into con-
sideration synonymy, generality or some more sophisticated
properties determining meanings of attribute values.

Incorporation of ontological graphs into a knowledge dis-
covery process from information (decision) systems can give
us some benefits. Such benefits serve as motivation, briefly
described in Section II, for developing a new approach. In Sec-
tion III, we recall basic notions defined for simple information
systems (decision systems) over ontological graphs. Among
others, relations over attribute values are mentioned. Some of
them are partial order relations, for example, a generalization
relation and a specialization relation. Such relations define
preference-orders of attribute domains. The original rough set
approach is not able to deal with preference ordered attribute
domain. Therefore, some modification, called Dominance-
Based Rough Set Approach (DRSA), has been proposed by
Greco, Slowinski and Matarazzo (cf. [2]). In this paper, we
try to incorporate that approach for decision systems over

ontological graphs. Decision rules, similar to that defined in
DRSA, give us a new look on data included in such systems
when the knowledge about meanings of attribute values is
used.

II. MOTIVATION

Classic rough set theory is based on an indiscernibility
relation defined over a set of objects, described by attribute
value vectors, in a given information (decision) system (cf.
[3]). Two objects are indiscernible if and only if for each
attribute its value is the same for both objects. "The same"
means that attribute values are expressed by the same symbol.
In this case, we can say that we are interested in exact (literal,
symbol-precise) meaning of attribute values. Especially, it is a
problem in case of categorical values. Such an approach does
not take into consideration a semantic meaning of attribute
values. We can give two simple examples:

• Let us consider two concepts car and automobile which
can be two values of a given attribute. The semantic
meaning of such concepts is the same (they are syn-
onyms). However, from the point of view of the clas-
sic indiscernibility relation, they are treated as different
values (concepts).

• Let us consider two concepts house and bungalow which
can be two values of a given attribute. The semantic
meaning of house is wider, bungalow is a house that
is all on one level, without stairs. However, bungalow is
also house. It is an example of the classic "is-a" relation
known in many computer science areas, e.g., in object
oriented programming. From the point of view of the
classic indiscernibility relation, they are also treated as
different values (concepts).

To avoid such nuisances in the interpretation of meanings
of attribute values, we propose to put attribute values in the
ontological (semantic) space. Replacing attribute value sets by
ontological graphs leads to generalization of different notions
defined in classic rough set theory. Therefore, notions defined
in the presented paper are based on classic notions.

III. DECISION SYSTEMS OVER ONTOLOGICAL GRAPHS

In this section, we recall basic notions related to infor-
mation systems (decision systems) over ontological graphs.
According to definitions of ontology given by Neches et al.
[4] and Kohler [5], ontology is constructed on the basis of
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a controlled vocabulary and the relationships of the concepts
in the controlled vocabulary. Formally, the ontology can be
represented by means of graph structures. In our approach, the
graph representing the ontology O is called the ontological
graph. In such a graph, each node represents one concept
from O, whereas each edge represents a relation between two
concepts from O.

Definition 3.1: Let O be a given ontology. An ontological
graph is a quadruple OG = (C, E,R, ρ), where

• C is a nonempty, finite set of nodes representing concepts
in the ontology O,

• E ⊆ C × C is a finite set of edges representing relations
between concepts from C,

• R is a family of semantic descriptions (in natural lan-
guage) of types of relations (represented by edges) be-
tween concepts,

• ρ : E → R is a function assigning a semantic description
of the relation to each edge.

In the proposed approach, we take into consideration the
following family of semantic descriptions of relations between
concepts (cf. [1]):

R = {”is synonymous with”, ”is generalized by”,
”is specialized by”}.

We will use the following notation: R∼ - "is synonymous
with", R⊳ - "is generalized by", R⊲ - "is specialized by".
Therefore, for simplicity R = {R∼, R⊳, R⊲}.

Relations have the following properties:
• R∼ is reflexive, symmetric and transitive (it is an equiv-

alence relation),
• R⊳ is reflexive and transitive,
• R⊲ is reflexive and transitive.
Remark 3.1: In the graphical representation of the ontolog-

ical graph, for readability, we will omit reflexivity of relations.
However, the above relations are reflexive, i.e., a given concept
is synonymous with itself, a given concept is generalized by
itself, a given concept is specialized by itself.

Definition 3.2: A simple decision system SDSOG over
ontological graphs is a tuple

SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d),

where:
• U is a nonempty, finite set of objects,
• C is a nonempty, finite set of condition attributes,
• D is a nonempty, finite set of decision attributes,
• {OGa}a∈C is a family of ontological graphs associated

with condition attributes from C,
• Vd =

⋃
a∈D

Va, Va is a set of values of the decision attribute

a ∈ D,
• c : U × C → C, where C =

⋃
a∈C

Ca, is an information

function such that f(u, a) ∈ Ca for each u ∈ U and
a ∈ C, where Ca is a set of concepts from the graph
OGa,

• d : U×D → V is a decision function such that f(u, a) ∈
Vd for each u ∈ U and a ∈ D.

Remark 3.2: It is not necessary for an information function
to be a total function, i.e., c : U × C → C∗ ⊆ C.

Example 3.3: Let us consider a simple decision system
SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d), represented by a
decision table (see Table I), over ontological graphs shown in
Figures 1 and 2. For this system, we have:

• U = {u1, u2, ..., u8} is a set of eight persons described
with respect to their material status,

• C = {V ehicle,Dwelling} is a set of condition attributes
describing selected possessions of persons,

• D = {Material Status} is a set of decision attributes,
D consists of one attribute evaluating material status of
persons,

• OGV ehicle = (CV , EV ,R, ρV ) is an ontological graph
associated with the attribute V ehicle, where

CV = {Bicycle, Car, Lorry,
Minivan, SUV, V ehicle}

and the rest of elements can be obtained from Figure 1,
• OGDwelling = (CD, ED,R, ρD) is an ontological graph

associated with the attribute Dwelling, where

CD = {Bungalow,Condominium,
Cottage,Dwelling,House, F lat, Logging}

and the rest of elements can be obtained from Figure 2,
• R = {R∼, R⊳, R⊲},
• Vd = {Low,Medium,High},
• c is an information function and d is a decision function,

both defined in the tabular form in Table I.
Obviously, ontological graphs used in this example have

been simplified in comparison to ontological graphs expressing
real-world relations between concepts.

IV. RELATIONS OVER SETS OF ATTRIBUTE VALUES

In our approach presented in [1], we have proposed to
consider some relations defined over sets of attribute values in
simple information systems over ontological graphs:

• an exact meaning relation,
• a synonym meaning relation,
• a general meaning relation of at most k-th order,
• a proper generalization relation of at most k-th order,
• a generalization relation of at most k-th order,
• a proper specialization relation of at most k-th order,
• a specialization relation of at most k-th order.

In the defined relations, we use some additional knowledge
about relationships between attribute values which is included
in ontological graphs.

We will take into consideration two of the recalled rela-
tions: a generalization relation and a specialization relation.
However, the presented approach is also valid for a proper gen-
eralization relation as well as a proper specialization relation,
respectively. In the second case, we do not admit synonyms
in generalization (specialization) paths.
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TABLE I
A SIMPLE DECISION SYSTEM OVER ONTOLOGICAL GRAPHS

U/C ∪D V ehicle Dwelling Material Status

u1 Car Lodging Medium
u2 Minivan House High
u3 Car F lat Medium
u4 Bicycle Lodging Low
u5 SUV Bungalow High
u6 Car Lodging Low
u7 Car Condominium Medium
u8 Car Cottage Medium

Fig. 1. An ontological graph OGV ehicle associated with the attribute V ehicle.

Fig. 2. An ontological graph OGDwelling associated with the attribute Dwelling.

Let OG = (C, E,R, ρ) be an ontological graph. We will use
the following notation: [ci, cj ] is a simple path in OG between
ci, cj ∈ C, E([ci, cj ]) is a set of edges from E belonging to
the simple path [ci, cj ], P(OG) is a set of all simple paths
in OG. In the literature, there are different definitions for a
simple path in the graph. In this paper, we follow the definition
in which a path is simple if no node or edge is repeated, with
the possible exception that the first node is the same as the
last. Therefore, the path [ci, cj ], where ci, cj ∈ C and ci = cj
can also be a simple path in OG.

Definition 4.1: Let an ontological graph OGa =
(Ca, Ea,R, ρa) be associated with the attribute a in a
simple information system, where R = {R∼, R⊳, R⊲}.

• A generalization relation GRk(a) of at most k-th order
is a set of all pairs (c1, c2) ∈ Ca × Ca satisfying the

following condition: there exists [c1, c2] ∈ P(OGa)
such that ∀

e∈E([c1,c2])
ρa(e) ∈ {R∼, R⊳} and card({e ∈

E([c1, c2]) : ρa(e) = R⊳}) ≤ k.
• A specialization relation SRk(a) of at most k-th order

is a set of all pairs (c1, c2) ∈ Ca × Ca satisfying the
following condition: there exists [c1, c2] ∈ P(OGa)
such that ∀

e∈E([c1,c2])
ρa(e) ∈ {R∼, R⊲} and card({e ∈

E([c1, c2]) : ρa(e) = R⊲}) ≤ k.

Moreover, let us omit the order of relations. Therefore, we
have:

• A generalization relation GR(a) being a set of all pairs
(c1, c2) ∈ Ca×Ca satisfying the following condition: there
exists [c1, c2] ∈ P(OGa) such that ∀

e∈E([c1,c2])
ρa(e) ∈
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{R∼, R⊳}.
• A specialization relation SR(a) being a set of all pairs

(c1, c2) ∈ Ca×Ca satisfying the following condition: there
exists [c1, c2] ∈ P(OGa) such that ∀

e∈E([c1,c2])
ρa(e) ∈

{R∼, R⊲}.
GR and SR are reflexive and transitive relations.

We can identify a generalization relation with a dominance
relation whereas a specialization relation with an inverse
dominance relation.

Definition 4.2: Let an ontological graph OGa =
(Ca, Ea,R, ρa) be associated with the attribute a in a
simple information system and c1, c2 ∈ Ca. It is said that c1
dominates c2, written as D≥(c1, c2), if (c2, c1) ∈ SR(a), i.e.,
c2 is specialized by c1.

Definition 4.3: Let an ontological graph OGa =
(Ca, Ea,R, ρa) be associated with the attribute a in a
simple information system and c1, c2 ∈ Ca. It is said that c1 is
dominated by c2, written as D≤(c1, c2), if (c2, c1) ∈ GR(a),
i.e., c2 is generalized by c1.

A generalization relation is colloquially called an "is-a" re-
lation. In the Dominance-Based Rough Set Approach (DRSA)
[2], an outranking relation Sq [6] corresponding to criterion q
is used. In this case Sq(x, y) means that "x is at least as good
as y with respect to criterion q". In our approach, covering an
"is-a" relation, the meaning will be quite similar, i.e., "x is at
least y with respect to the ontological graph OG".

Definition 4.4: Let a simple decision system over onto-
logical graphs SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d) be
given, a ∈ C and u ∈ U . An a-dominating set with respect
to u is a set D+

a (u) = {v ∈ U : D≥(a(v), a(u))}. An a-
dominated set with respect to u is a set D−

a (u) = {v ∈ U :
D≤(a(u), a(v))}.

Remark 4.1: Let a simple decision system over ontological
graphs SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d) be given,
a ∈ C and v ∈ Ca of OGa. We use the following notation:

• By D+v
a we denote the set {u ∈ U : D≥(a(u), v)}, i.e.,

the set of all objects u in U for which a(u) dominates v.
• By D−v

a we denote the set {u ∈ U : D≤(a(u), v)}, i.e.,
the set of all objects u in U for which a(u) is dominated
by v.

The a-dominating set with respect to u is a set of all objects
from U having concepts assigned to them by the attribute a
which specialize the concept assigned to u by the attribute
a according to an ontological graph OGa. Analogously, the
a-dominated set with respect to u is a set of all objects
from U having concepts assigned to them by the attribute a
which generalize the concept assigned to u by the attribute a
according to an ontological graph OGa.

V. DECISION RULES CONSISTENT WITH DOMINANCE
PRINCIPLE

In this section, we use definitions related to the Dominance-
Based Rough Set Approach, given, among others, in [2], to
provide notions for decision rules in a simple decision system
over ontological graphs.

Let SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d) be a sim-
ple decision system over ontological graphs, ad ∈ D and
Clad

= {Clt : t ∈ T}, where T = {1, . . . , n}, be a set
of classes of U determined by ad, such that u ∈ U belongs to
one and only one class Clt ∈ Clad

. Moreover, suppose that we
can define a complete preorder, i.e., a strongly complete and
transitive binary relation Sad

, for a decision attribute ad ∈ D
in SDSOG. For r, s ∈ T , r > s means that each element of
Clr is preferred (strictly or weakly) to each element of Cls.
For u, v ∈ U , (u, v) ∈ Sad

means "u is at least as good as v".
For a family Clad

of classes, we define:
• an upward union of classes: Cl≥t =

⋃
s≥t

Cls,

• a downward union of classes: Cl≤t =
⋃
s≤t

Cls,

where Clt, Cls ∈ Clad
.

Let SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d) be a simple
decision system over ontological graphs, ac ∈ C, ad ∈ D and
Cl≥t , Cl≤t be unions of classes determined by ad, upward and
downward, respectively. We define:

• the ac-lower approximation of Cl≥t :

ac(Cl
≥
t ) = {u ∈ U : D+

ac
(u) ⊆ Cl≥t },

• the ac-upper approximation of Cl≥t :

ac(Cl
≥
t ) =

⋃

u∈Cl
≥
t

D+
ac
(u),

• the ac-lower approximation of Cl≤t :

ac(Cl
≤
t ) = {u ∈ U : D−

ac
(u) ⊆ Cl≤t },

• the ac-upper approximation of Cl≤t :

ac(Cl
≤
t ) =

⋃

u∈Cl
≤
t

D−
ac
(u).

Let SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d) be a simple
decision system over ontological graphs. Let C =

⋃
a∈C

Ca,

where Ca is a set of concepts from the graph OGa associated
with a given a ∈ C. For the decision system SDSOG, we
define:

• condition descriptors which are expressions (a, v)≥ over
C and C, where a ∈ C and v ∈ C, read as "a is at least
v" according to OGa,

• decision descriptors which are expressions (a, v)≥ over
D and Vd, where a ∈ D and v ∈ Vd, read as "a is at
least v" according to a complete preorder defined for a.

Analogously, we define:
• condition descriptors which are expressions (a, v)≤ over
C and C, where a ∈ C and v ∈ C, read as "a is at most
v" according to OGa,

• decision descriptors which are expressions (a, v)≤ over
D and Vd, where a ∈ D and v ∈ Vd, read as "a is at
most v" according to a complete preorder defined for a.

In this paper, we consider elementary decision rules. Com-
plex decision rules are subjected to further research. An ele-
mentary rule is said to be a rule with one condition descriptor.
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A complex rule is said to be a rule with many condition
descriptors linked with propositional connectives.

The following two types of elementary decision rules can
be considered in a simple decision system over ontological
graphs SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d):

1) a D≥-elementary decision rule:

(ac, rc)
≥ ⇒ (ad, vd)

≥,

2) a D≤-elementary decision rule:

(ac, rc)
≤ ⇒ (ad, vd)

≤,

where ac ∈ C, rc ∈ Cac
of OGac

, ad ∈ D, vd ∈ Vd and
φ⇒ ψ is read: "if φ, then ψ.

Decision rule (1) can be read in the following way: "if ac
is at least rc, then ad is at least vd". Analogously, decision
rule (2) can be read in the following way: "if ac is at most rc,
then ad is at most vd".

Decision rule (1) is true (valid, certain) in SDSOG if and
only if:

D+rc
ac
⊆ Cl≥vd

and
D+rc

ac
6= ∅,

where Clvd
denotes the class of objects u ∈ U such that

ad(u) = vd. Analogously, decision rule (2) is true (valid,
certain) in SDSOG if and only if:

D−rc
ac
⊆ Cl≤vd

and
D−rc

ac
6= ∅,

where Clvd denotes the class of objects u ∈ U such that
ad(u) = vd.

Example 5.1: Let us consider a simple decision system over
ontological graphs SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d)
given in Example 3.3. In this example, we will examine D≥-
elementary decision rules and D≤-elementary decision rules
in SDSOG.

1) Let us consider the following rule in SDSOG:

(Dwelling,House)≥ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≥,

This rule means that if Dwelling is at least House,
then Material Status is at least Medium. From
OGDwelling , we obtain that Bungalow dominates
House, i.e., D≥(Bungalow,House), as well as
Cottage dominates House, i.e., D≥(Cottage,House).
This rule is true in SDSOG because:

• D+House
Dwelling = {u2, u5, u8},

• Cl≥Medium = {u1, u2, u3, u5, u7, u8},
• hence D+House

Dwelling ⊆ Cl
≥
Medium.

2) Let us consider the following rule in SDSOG:

(V ehicle, Car)≥ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≥,

This rule means that if V ehicle is at least Car,
then Material Status is at least Medium. From
OGV ehicle, we obtain that SUV dominates Car, i.e.,
D≥(SUV,Car), as well as Minivan dominates Car,
i.e., D≥(Minivan,Car). This rule is not true in
SDSOG because:

• D+Car
V ehicle = {u1, u2, u3, u5, u6, u7, u8},

• Cl≥Medium = {u1, u2, u3, u5, u7, u8},
• but D+Car

V ehicle ⊃ Cl
≥
Medium.

3) Let us consider the following rule in SDSOG:

(Dwelling, F lat)≤ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≤,

This rule means that if Dwelling is at most Flat, then
Material Status is at most Medium. This rule is true
in SDSOG because:

• D−Flat
Dwelling = {u3},

• Cl≤Medium = {u1, u3, u4, u6, u7, u8},
• hence D−Flat

Dwelling ⊆ Cl
≤
Medium.

4) Let us consider the following rule in SDSOG:

(Dwelling, Lodging)≤ ⇒ (Material Status, Low)≤,

This rule means that if Dwelling is at most Lodging,
then Material Status is at most Low. This rule is not
true in SDSOG because:

• D−Lodging
Dwelling = {u1, u3, u4, u6},

• Cl≤Low = {u4, u6},
• hence D−Lodging

Dwelling * Cl≤Low.
Example 5.1 shows that, in simple decision systems over

ontological graphs, the validity of a rule depends on the
viewpoint from which attribute values (their meanings) are
seen. For example, generality of meanings of attribute values
changes a view on a decision system, and, among others, a
view on the validity of rules in decision systems. This is a
very important problem in data mining and data analysis. If
we consider literally attribute values, then our solutions are
sensitive to different mistakes of the data meaning, uncertain-
ties, vagueness, ambiguities, etc.

From rough set theory, we know that lower approximations
generate rules true in decision systems. In our case, each
nonempty ac-lower approximation of Cl≥t and ac-lower ap-
proximation of Cl≤t generates D≥-elementary decision rules
and D≤-elementary decision rules, respectively, true in a given
decision system.

Complex decision rules will be considered in the future
works. However, let us have a look at another example.

Example 5.2: Let us consider the following rules in a
simple decision system over ontological graphs SDSOG given
in Example 3.3:

(V ehicle, Car) ∧ (Dwelling,House)≤ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≤,

and
(V ehicle,Minivan) ∧ (Dwelling,House)≤ ⇒

(Material Status,High)≤,
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where ∧ denotes the "and" propositional connective. We can
check that both rules are true in SDSOG and they are con-
sistent to each other. The second rule does not contradict the
first one, but it is more precise, i.e., it proposes a more precise
decision. It means that if we specialize a concept in the first
descriptor of the rules, i.e., instead of Car we put Minivan,
then the decision "Material Status is at least High" is more
precise than "Material Status is at least Medium". This
example shows that to extract more precise knowledge from a
decision system we can pinpoint data included within it, i.e.,
specialize the meaning of data.

VI. GENERATION OF ELEMENTARY DECISION RULES
CONSISTENT WITH DOMINANCE PRINCIPLE

A generalization relation is the standard subtype / supertype
relationship that frequently appears in data modeling (cf. [7]).
It is often expressed as A is-a B where A is referred to as the
specific entity type and B the generic entity type. The well-
known inheritance principle of "is-a" relationships [8] states
that anything that is true about the generic entity type, B, must
also be true of the specific entity type, A. It is worth noting that
an opposing statement is not true, i.e., if something is not true
about the generic entity type, B, then it does not mean that it
is not true of the specific entity type, A. These properties seem
to be important in case of rules generated from information
(decision) systems.

Example 6.1: Let us consider again a simple decision
system over ontological graphs given in Example 3.3. We
can formulate informally the following rule "if Dwelling is
House, then Material Status is at least Medium". This
rule means that owing a house makes at least a medium mate-
rial status. According to the inheritance principle another rule
can be formulated, namely, "if Dwelling is Bungalow, then
Material Status is at least Medium", because Bungalow
is a kind of House (Bungalow is generalized by House).
Therefore, Rule (1) shown in Example 5.1 is valid. If we
take into consideration another rule "if V ehicle is Car, then
Material Status is at least Medium", then it is easy to see,
on the basis of the decision system shown in Example 3.3,
that this rule is not true. We can say, according to this rule
and our decision system, that owing a car does not make at
least a medium material status. However, the rule "if V ehicle
is SUV , then Material Status is at least Medium" is valid
in spite of the fact that SUV is a kind of Car (SUV is
generalized by Car).

Example 6.1 shows that an important task is to find the
most general rules with respect to their condition parts valid
in simple decision systems over ontological graphs.

A generalization /specialization relation is hierarchical, i.e.,
it makes a partial order [8]. "Is-a" connections form a hierarchy
(or, in some cases, a lattice) of the types (concepts) being
connected. In our case, we consider only a generalization /
specialization relation that is hierarchical. Therefore, for this
relation, we obtain a generalization / specialization hierarchy
which can be presented in the form of a tree.

Let OGa = (Ca, Ea,R, ρa) be an ontological graph asso-
ciated with the attribute a of some simple decision system
over ontological graphs. By Children⊲(c), where c ∈ Ca we
denote the set of all concepts c′ ∈ Ca such that c′ specializes
the concept c according to OGa, i.e., ρa((c, c′)) = R⊲. By
Parent⊳(c), where c ∈ Ca we denote the concept c′ ∈ Ca
such that c′ generalizes the concept c according to OGa, i.e.,
ρa((c, c

′)) = R⊳.
Definition 6.1: Let a simple decision system over onto-

logical graphs SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d) be
given. An elementary rule (ac, rc)

≥ ⇒ (ad, vd)
≥, where

ac ∈ C, rc ∈ Cac
of OGac

, ad ∈ D, vd ∈ Vd, is said
to be the most general rule with respect to its condition
part for a fixed decision part (ad, vd)

≥ if and only if the
rule (ac, rc)

≥ ⇒ (ad, vd)
≥ is true in SDSOG, but the rule

(ac, r
′
c)

≥ ⇒ (ad, vd)
≥, where r′c = Parent⊳(rc), is not true

in SDSOG.
Example 6.2: Let us consider two elementary rules in

SDSOG:
(V ehicle, Car)≥ ⇒

(Material Status,Medium)≥.

and
(V ehicle, SUV )≥ ⇒

(Material Status,Medium)≥.

For a fixed decision part, i.e.,

(Material Status,Medium)≥,

the second rule is the most general one in SDSOG with respect
to its condition part, because this rule is true in SDSOG, the
first rule is not true, and Car = Parent⊳(SUV ) according
to OGV ehicle (see Figure 1).

For mining the most general elementary rules, in a given
simple decision system over ontological graphs, with respect
to their condition parts for fixed decision parts, we can use
an algorithm based on the depth-first search technique with
pre-pruning. The pre-pruning enables us to terminate some of
the branches prematurely as a tree structure generated by a
generalization / specialization relation is searched. Input data
for the algorithm are the following:

• SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d) - a simple
decision system over ontological graphs,

• ac ∈ C - a selected condition attribute,
• (ad, vd)

≥, where ad ∈ D, vd ∈ Vd - a fixed decision part
of the most general elementary rules with respect to their
condition parts.

As the output we obtain a set MGER(ac, ad, vd) of all most
general elementary rules with respect to their condition parts
including the attribute ac for a fixed decision part (ad, vd)≥.
In this algorithm, we can use a recursive procedure shown as
Procedure 1. The procedure starts with the root concept of
the hierarchy determined by the generalization / specialization
relation.

Example 6.3: Let us consider a simple decision system over
ontological graphs SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d)
given in Example 3.3. Suppose we are interested in all
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Procedure MGER
Input : rc - a concept belonging to ∈ Cac

of OGac
.

if the rule (ac, rc)
≥ ⇒ (ad, vd)

≥ is true in SDSOG then
MGER(ac, ad, vd)←−
MGER(ac, ad, vd) ∪ {(ac, rc)≥ ⇒ (ad, vd)

≥};
else

for each r′c ∈ Children⊲(rc) do
Call the procedure MGER for r′c;

end
end

most general elementary rules with respect to their condition
parts designating Material Status at least Medium. Tree
structures searched by the proposed algorithm for attributes
V ehicle and Dwelling are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respec-
tively. Bordered nodes are termination nodes defining mined
rules. A set of all most general elementary rules in SDSOG

with respect to their condition parts for the fixed decision part
(Material Status,Medium)≥ includes the following rules:

• (V ehicle, SUV )≥ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≥,

• (V ehicle,Minivan)≥ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≥,

• (Dwelling, Condominium)≥ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≥,

• (Dwelling,House)≥ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≥.

Fig. 3. The searched tree structure for the attribute V ehicle

Fig. 4. The searched tree structure for the attribute Dwelling

VII. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS

The presented paper constitutes the first attempt to dealing
with decision rules in simple decision systems over ontological
graphs. Therefore, it has a rather rudimentary (introductory)

character. In this section, we outline possible applications of
the proposed approach.

Recent research in the area of data mining shows that, in
many situations, data (i.e., attribute values describing objects)
alone are not sufficient. There is a need to add some expert
knowledge about relationships within data expressing the
meaning of data. Such knowledge is included in ontologies.
Ontologies play increasingly significant role in information
systems and computer science [4], [9]. It is one of the
areas of modern computer science that evolves dynamically.
Occurrence of a huge amount of data is one of the causes
of such popularity. Such data, treated only as values, do not
enable us to use information and knowledge hidden in them
in an efficient way. This problem was recognized years ago
in different areas of computer science, especially, data bases
and the Internet. Storage or transmission of a large amount
of data without description of their meaning is not enough in
modern intelligent computer tools. Therefore, there have been
proposed semantic relationships between objects (concepts)
stored in data bases or transmitted through computer networks.
Semantic Web based on semantic networks [10] and the whole
set of methodologies and tools for creating ontologies in
computer science are one of the benefits of such workings.
Covering data semantics is important, especially, in situations
of data coming from different sources (the so-called infor-
mation fusion [11]). Values semantically equivalent can be
recorded in a literally different way, i.e., by means of different
symbolical names. Moreover, different databases can store data
at different levels of rigorousness (generality or specificity).
In many cases of classic data mining algorithms, a variety of
ambiguity, vagueness and uncertainty in data causes extracting
incorrect information and knowledge. This, in turn, leads to
errors in, for example, classification and reasoning processes.
The approach presented in this paper, based on supplementing
data with information about their semantics in the form of
ontological graphs, should prevent (or, at least, curb) data
mining from appearing such unwanted effects. The ontological
graph can indicate, for example, values being synonyms,
values being in a generalization/specialization relation, etc.
Therefore, the problems of synonymic names or names at
different levels of rigorousness will not influence data mining
results and they will enable us to build tools sensitive to data
semantics.

Proposed modifications will allow creating data mining tools
sensitive to data semantics, which can be used in different
areas, e.g., medicine, biology, economy, sociology, etc. In
these areas, we often deal with categorical data. Covering
data semantics seems to be especially important in medicine,
because the data gathered are characterized relatively often by
ambiguity, vagueness and uncertainty.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The approach presented in this paper generalizes a look on
decision rules in decision systems if some new knowledge
describing semantic meanings of attribute values is available.
This new knowledge enables us to look on properties of
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decision systems and decision rules from different perspectives
taking into consideration different relations between attribute
values, for example, a level of generality in their semantic
meaning. The paper is a new contribution to the research area
devoted to embedding ontologies within information systems.
We can distinguish, for further work, several directions well
known in classic rough set theory. We will consider, among
others:

• complex decision rules in simple decision systems over
ontological graphs, i.e., rules with descriptors linked with
propositional connectives,

• properties of simple decision systems over ontological
graphs from the DRSA perspective.
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Abstract—We discuss the notion of a decision bireduct [1],
which is an extension of the notion of a decision reduct developed
within the theory of rough sets. We show relationships between
the decision bireducts and some formulations of approximate
decision reducts summarized in [2]. We investigate advantages
of the decision bireducts and the approximate decision reducts
within a rough-set-inspired framework for deriving attribute
subset ensembles from data, wherein each of attribute subsets
yields a single classifier, basically by generating its corresponding
if-then decision rules from the training data. We also show how to
use the above-mentioned relationships to build even more efficient
rough-set-based ensembles in the future.

Keywords-Attribute Subset Selection; Approximate Reducts;
Bireducts; Classifier Ensembles; Randomized Search;

I. INTRODUCTION

ATTRIBUTE subset selection plays an important role in
knowledge discovery [3]. It establishes the basis for more

efficient classification, prediction and approximation models.
It also provides the users with a better insight into data
dependencies. In this paper, we concentrate on attribute subset
selection methods originating from the theory of rough sets
[4]. There are numerous rough-set-based algorithms aimed
at searching for so called reducts – irreducible subsets of
attributes that satisfy predefined criteria for keeping enough
information about decisions. Those criteria are verified on
the training data and, usually, they encode the risk of mis-
classification by if-then decision rules with their antecedents
referring to the values of investigated attribute subsets and
their consequents referring to decisions.

Original definition of a reduct is quite restrictive, re-
quiring that it should determine decisions or, if data in-
consistencies do not allow full determinism, provide the
same level of information about decisions as the complete
set of attributes. There are a number of approaches to
formulate and search for approximate or inexact reducts,
which almost preserve the decision information [5]. Ap-
proximate reducts are usually smaller than standard ones,

providing the basis for learning more efficient classi-
fiers [6], [7].

In [1], the following issue concerning approximate reducts
was outlined in relation to a popular idea of building classifier
ensembles [8]. Combining classifiers is efficient especially if
they are different from each other [9], [10]. In this way, one
may increase stability of the classification and improve the
ability to represent data dependencies. However, the original
approximate reduct criteria do not allow controlling which
parts of data are problematic for particular reducts. For ex-
ample, when building an ensemble of reducts supposed to
correctly classify at least 90% of the training objects, we may
not anticipate that each of them will have problems with the
same 10% of objects.

Given the above challenges, a new extension of the original
rough-set-based notion of a decision reduct was proposed in
[1]. Its interpretation seems to be simpler than in the case
of most of the types of approximate decision reducts known
from the literature. The emphasis here is on both, a subset
of attributes that describes the decision classes and a subset
of objects for which such a description is valid. Inspired by
the methodology of biclustering [11], where it is crucial to
work with objects and attributes simultaneously, the proposed
notion is called a decision bireduct.

In this paper, we show that, although definitions and proper-
ties of decision bireducts and approximate reducts seem to be
entirely different, there are some relationships between them.
As already noticed in [1], the subsets of attributes being parts
of the most representative decision bireducts turn out to be
approximate decision reducts based on so called majority de-
cision measure [12]. Moreover, it turns out that other measures
utilized in [2] to define the approximate attribute reduction
criteria can be modeled by the decision bireduct searching
mechanisms as well.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tions II and III present approximate reducts and bireducts
notions. In Section IV, we discuss how the two rough set
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Table I
DECISION SYSTEM A WITH 14 OBJECTS IN U , FOUR ATTRIBUTES IN A,

AND d = SPORT?.

Outlook Temp. Humid. Wind Sport?
1 sunny hot high weak no
2 sunny hot high strong no
3 overcast hot high weak yes
4 rain mild high weak yes
5 rain cool normal weak yes
6 rain cool normal strong no
7 overcast cool normal strong yes
8 sunny mild high weak no
9 sunny cool normal weak yes

10 rain mild normal weak yes
11 sunny mild normal strong yes
12 overcast mild high strong yes
13 overcast hot normal weak yes
14 rain mild high strong no

Table II
EXAMPLES OF DECISION BIREDUCTS AND γ-BIREDUCTS

Bireduct γ-Bireduct
({O H},{1..3 6..9 11..14}) ({O H},{1..3 7..9 11..13})

({O H W},{1..14}) ({O H W},{1..14})
({O T W},{1..14}) ({O T W},{1..14})

({T W},{1..2 4..5 7 9..10 14})
({T W},{2..6 9..13})

({T W},{2 5 9})

({T H},{1..2 6 8 10..11 13..14}) ({T H},{10..11 13})
({O},{1..3 6..8 12..14})

({O},{1..5,7..8,10,12..13})
({O},{3 7 12..13})

({O W},{2..7 9..10 12..14}) ({O W},{3..7 10 12..14})
({O T},{1..4 6..10 12..13}) ({O T},{1..3 7 9 12..13})

({H W},{1 5..6 8..10 12..13}) ({H W},{5 9..10 13})

concepts differ and how they are related. The comparison
of bireducts and approximate reducts notions is made. We
show formal relationships expressed in terms of mathemat-
ical formulas. In Section V, we describe algorithms used
for approximate reduct and bireduct calculation. Section VI
describes ensembles of classifiers based on discussed reduct
types. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VII.

II. FOUNDATIONS OF DECISION BIREDUCTS

We use the standard notation of decision systems to rep-
resent data [4]. By a decision system we mean a tuple
A = (U,A∪{d}), where U is a set of objects and A is a set of
attributes and d /∈ A is a distinguished decision attribute. For
simplicity, we refer to the elements of U using their ordinal
numbers i = 1, ..., |U |, where |U | denotes the cardinality of
U . We treat attributes a ∈ A as functions a : U → Va,
Va denoting a’s domain. The values vd ∈ Vd correspond to
decision classes that we want to describe using the values of
attributes in A. Thus, decision systems can be employed within
the standard supervised learning framework.

Let us now consider the notion of a reduct, which is one of
the most important contributions of the theory of rough sets
into knowledge discovery and data mining. We say that B ⊆ A
is a decision reduct for A = (U,A∪{d}), iff it is an irreducible
subset of attributes such that each pair i, j ∈ U satisfying
inequality d(i) 6= d(j) is discerned by B. For A in Table I,
there are two decision reducts: {Outlook,Temp.,Wind} and

{Outlook,Humid.,Wind} (or {O,T,W} and {O,H,W} for
short).

Definition 1. Let A = (U,A ∪ {d}) be a decision system. A
pair (B,X), where B ⊆ A and X ⊆ U , is called a decision
bireduct, iff B discerns all pairs i, j ∈ X where d(i) 6= d(j),
and the following properties hold:

1) There is no C ( B such that C discerns all pairs i, j ∈
X where d(i) 6= d(j);

2) There is no Y ) X such that B discerns all pairs i, j ∈
Y where d(i) 6= d(j).

A decision bireduct (B,X) can be regarded as an inexact
functional dependence linking the subset of attributes B with
the decision d in a degree X , denoted by B ⇛X d. The
objects in U \ X can be treated as the outliers. Remove of
noisy data, outliers, redundant objects (generally known as
the instance selection problem [13]) is often one of the first
steps of data preparation and can significantly improve the
results of the main data analysis algorithms. In the bireducts
approach, the instance selection problem appears integrated
in the whole methodology. The objects in X can be used to
learn a classifier based on B from data. For instance, one
can partition X with respect to its elements’ values on B
and treat the combinations of values labeling partition classes
(called indiscernibility classes in the rough set literature [4])
as the antecedents of rules pointing at specific decision values,
uniquely defined within X thanks to the properties of decision
bireducts.

Table I shows a few decision bireducts and γ-bireducts for a
well-known example of a decision system presented on Table
I. The number of all decision bireducts for this data set is far
higher than illustrated. One may notice that the same B ⊆ A
can occur as a component of many bireducts, with different
subsets of objects.

Some interesting questions arise as to what is the best or
optimal bireduct or when we can say that one bireduct is better
than another. Following the idea from [1] it may be convenient
to describe decision reducts in terms of their attributes and
outliers. An implicit assumption is that bireducts shall mini-
mize both those factors. Minimizing the size of the attribute
subset is quite intuitive as to its great analogy of minimizing
the size of reducts. The smaller the size the more general is
the description of the decision system. The minimization of
the size of the outliers set is also an intuitive tendency to
minimize the number of objects that do not fit to (or disturb)
the description of the decision system contained in a decision
bireduct. The minimization task translates into a maximization
of the size of the objects contained in a decision bireduct. In
case of imbalanced data sets (with large disproportion between
number of objects with certain decision value assigned) the
simplest form of measuring the size based on the cardinality
of the objects subset may be insufficient. In such cases one
should pay more attention to a specified subset of objects, e.g.
objects belonging to the minority decision classes.

We introduce a following modification of the bireduct
Definition 1. The difference is the requirement that objects
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belonging to the bireduct should now be discerned not only in
context of X but of the entire U . One can notice the analogy
of this attitude to a positive region sometimes denoted as POS
from the theory of rough sets. In other words the object can be
added to X if it belongs to positive region defined by attribute
subset B in U . To distinguish between those two types of
bireducts we call the latter γ-bireduct.

Definition 2. Let A = (U,A ∪ {d}) be a decision system. A
pair (B,X), where B ⊆ A and X ⊆ U , is called a decision
γ-bireduct, iff B discerns all pairs i ∈ X, j ∈ U where d(i) 6=
d(j), and the following properties hold:

1) There is no C ( B such that C discerns all pairs i ∈
X, j ∈ U where d(i) 6= d(j);

2) There is no Y ) X such that B discerns all pairs i ∈
Y, j ∈ U where d(i) 6= d(j).

A decision γ-bireduct (B,X) can be regarded as an inexact
functional dependence linking the subset of attributes B with
the decision d in a degree X on U , denoted by B ⇛g

X d,
where g can be regarded as an indicator for a global scope of
the functional dependence. Indeed, the difference between the
two mentioned bireduct types lies in the scope of considered
objects. The latter type focuses on the discernibility on the
whole set of object, while the former considers a local scope
and ensures discernibility among the objects belonging to the
bireduct.

III. FOUNDATIONS OF APPROXIMATE REDUCTS

There is a variety of methods of searching for approximate
reducts in decision systems (eg.[14], [15]). The criteria usually
include formulas for functions measuring degrees of decision
information induced by subsets of attributes and thresholds for
those functions’ values specifying which subsets of attributes
are good enough. The choice of functions may depend on
the nature of particular data sets and methods of learning
classifiers based on reduced sets of attributes.

In order to follow the filter approach to feature subset selec-
tion, we need to design some measures that evaluate particular
feature subsets in the selection process. From this point of
view, the rough set literature may be regarded as a source of
measures that draw correspondence between feature subsets
and rule-based classifiers corresponding to those subsets. Let
us consider the following three examples of such measures:

γ(B) =
∑

EB∈U/B:Pr(XM
EB

|EB)=1 Pr(EB)

M(B) =
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(XM
EB

, EB)

R(B) =
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(EB |XR
EB

)

(1)

where "U/·" denotes indiscernibility equivalence classes in-
duced by a set of attributes. The above decision classes XM

EB

and XR
EB

are defined as follows:

XM
EB

= argmaxEd∈U/{d} Pr(Ed|EB)
XR

EB
= argmaxEd∈U/{d} Pr(EB |Ed)

(2)

All above measures are inspired by the theory of rough sets:
γ corresponds to the already mentioned rough set positive

region [4], while M and R – to its probabilistic and Bayesian
extensions, respectively [12], [16]. We refer to M na R as
decision types Majority and Relative respectively. Majority
type points at the most frequent decision for EB . It is the
most popular way of constructing rules in machine learning.
Relative type points at decision that is most frequent within
EB relative to its prior probability. It may be particularly
worth applying for imbalanced data sets, although it was
used successfully also for data sets with larger number of
uniformly supported decision classes (see [6] for references).
It is also worth noting that, for the simplest case where feature
subsets induce equivalence relations, we have γ(C) ≤ γ(B),
M(C) ≤ M(B), and R(C) ≤ R(B), for any C ⊆ B. Such
property is important for feature subset selection algorithms.
In our studies, we search for so called (F, ε)-reducts, where
F may mean γ, M , R, or any other measure that can rep-
resent decision information provided by feature subsets, and
ε ∈ [0, 1) decides how much of quality of determining d we
agree to lose when operating with smaller subsets B ⊆ A (and
shorter rules as a consequence), according to the following
constraint:

F (B) ≥ (1− ε)F (A) (3)

In [2], we compared functions F by means of aver-
age/maximum classifiers’ accuracies obtained for different
settings of ε. We noted that γ, M , and R usually start leading
towards empty feature sets (corresponding to trivial classifiers
based on rules with empty left sides) for different values of
ε. Therefore, instead of (3), we used the following re-scaled
criterion to assure more accurate comparison:

F (B)− F (∅) ≥ (1− ε)(F (A)− F (∅)) (4)

Equivalently:

F (B) ≥ (1− ε)F (A) + εF (∅) (5)

IV. APPROXIMATE REDUCTS AND BIREDUCTS
COMPARISON

Although definitions and properties of decision bireducts
and approximate reducts seem to be different, we may define
relationships expressing a correspondence between them in
terms of measures described in previous section. More pre-
cisely for a given attribute subset we will show that the size of
X (expressed in terms of values of mathematical formulas) for
the decision bireduct (intuitively the best or most meaningful)
corresponds to the appropriate criterions of (F, ε)-approximate
reduction where F is used to evaluate a quality for specified
attribute subsets.

Proposition 1. Let A = (U,A ∪ {d}) be a decision system
and let M be the measure defined in (1). For B ⊆ A let

XB = {X ⊆ U | (B,X) is a bireduct for A}
be a family of object subsets which together with B create
decision bireducts for A. Then

max
X∈XB

|X|
|U | = M(B)
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Proof

Remark 1. Let A be a decision system defined as above and
(B,X) be a bireduct for A. For each indiscernibility class
EB ∈ U/B the following two statements are true:

• Objects from X ∩ EB are of the same class (have the
same value for the decision attribute).

• Moreover, all objects from EB that belong to that deci-
sion class are contained in X .

This is just a simple conclusion of the bireduct definition:
• If X ∩EB contains objects from more than one decision

class it will break the definition of bireduct because with
the given attribute subset B we cannot discern at least
one pair of objects with different decisions.

• If X ∩ EB contains objects with the same decision but
X ∩ EB is not maximal in a sense that there is at least
one object in EB with the same decision which is not
contained in X , it will break the second part of the
definition of bireduct - maximality of object subset X .

The left hand-side of the proposition’s statement can be
transformed as follows:

maxX∈XB
|X|
|U |

= maxX∈XB Pr(X)
= maxX∈XB

∑
EB∈U/B Pr(X,EB)

(6)

For M(B) based on (1) and (2) we can write:

M(B) =
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(XM
EB

, EB)

=
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d} Pr(Ed, EB)
(7)

Now we only need to show that:

maxX∈XB
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(X,EB)

=
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d} Pr(Ed, EB)
(8)

Let us prove it by a contradiction. Suppose that inequality
holds. Let X ∈ XB be an object subset which maximizes the
left-hand side expression:

X = arg max
X∈XB

∑

EB∈U/B

Pr(X,EB)

There are two cases. The first one is as follows:
maxX∈XB

∑
EB∈U/B Pr(X,EB)

=
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(X,EB)

<
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d} Pr(Ed, EB).

(9)

It is easy to notice that there exists EX
B ∈ U/B such that

Pr(X,EX
B ) < max

Ed∈U/{d}
Pr(Ed, E

X
B )

This means that for (B,X) bireduct we can show an object
subset

X = X \ EX
B ∪ ((arg max

Ed∈U/{d}
Pr(Ed, E

X
B )) ∩ EX

B )

such that |X| > |X|. According to the Remark 1 it is
impossible (it breaks the bireduct’s object subset maximality
property), contradiction.

Now the second case:

maxX∈XB
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(X,EB)

=
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(X,EB)

>
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d} Pr(Ed, EB)

(10)

There exists EX
B ∈ U/B such that

Pr(X,EX
B ) > max

Ed∈U/{d}
Pr(Ed, E

X
B )

This means that the number of objects in X which are con-
tained in EX

B indiscernibility class is greater than the largest
decision class within that equivalence class. This implies that
X contains objects from different decision classes. According
to Remark 1 it is impossible, contradiction.

The assumption that

maxX∈XB
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(X,EB)

6= ∑
EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d} Pr(Ed, EB)

(11)

leads to a contradiction. This shows that

max
X∈XB

|X|
|U | = M(B)

and completes the proof.

Proposition 2. Let A = (U,A ∪ {d}) be a decision system,
let R be the measure defined in (1) and for u ∈ U let

µ(u) =
1

Pr(d(u))

be a weight function defined for objects from U . For B ⊆ A
let

XB = {X ⊆ U | (B,X) is a bireduct for A}

be a family of object subsets which together with B create
decision bireducts for A. Then

max
X∈XB

∑

u∈X

µ(u)

|U | = R(B)

Proof The proof can be conducted in a similar fashion that for
Proposition 1. The left hand-side of the proposition’s statement
can be transformed as follows:

maxX∈XB
∑

u∈X
µ(u)
|U |

= maxX∈XB
∑

EB∈U/B

∑
u∈EB∩X

µ(u)
|U |

(12)

For R(B) based on (1) and (2) we can write:

R(B) =
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(EB |XR
EB

)

=
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(EB | argmaxEd∈U/{d} Pr(EB |Ed))

=
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d}
Pr(Ed,EB)

Pr(Ed)
(13)

We only need to show that:

maxX∈XB
∑

EB∈U/B

∑
u∈EB∩X

µ(u)
|U |

=
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d}
Pr(Ed,EB)

Pr(Ed)

(14)
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Let us prove it by a contradiction. Suppose that inequality
holds. Let X ∈ XB be an object subset which maximizes the
left-hand side expression:

X = arg max
X∈XB

∑

EB∈U/B

∑

u∈EB∩X

µ(u)

|U |

There are two cases. The first one is as follows:

maxX∈XB
∑

EB∈U/B

∑
u∈EB∩X

µ(u)
|U |

=
∑

EB∈U/B

∑
u∈EB∩X

µ(u)
|U |

<
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d}
Pr(Ed,EB)

Pr(Ed)

(15)

It is easy to notice that there exists EX
B ∈ U/B such that

∑

u∈EX
B ∩X

µ(u)

|U | < max
Ed∈U/{d}

Pr(Ed, E
X
B )

Pr(Ed)

(B,X) is a bireduct and all objects from EX
B ∩ X are from

the same decision class Ed ∈ U/{d}. We can write:

∑

u∈EX
B ∩X

µ(u)

|U | = |EX
B ∩X| ·

1
Pr(Ed)

|U | =
Pr(Ed, E

X
B )

Pr(Ed)

This means that X is not maximal, contradiction.
The second case:

maxX∈XB
∑

EB∈U/B

∑
u∈EB∩X

µ(u)
|U |

=
∑

EB∈U/B

∑
u∈EB∩X

µ(u)
|U |

>
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d}
Pr(Ed,EB)

Pr(Ed)

(16)

There exists EX
B ∈ U/B such that

∑

u∈EX
B ∩X

µ(u)

|U | > max
Ed∈U/{d}

Pr(Ed, E
X
B )

Pr(Ed)

By analogy to the previous case, we have:

Pr(Ed, E
X
B )

Pr(Ed)
> max

Ed∈U/{d}
Pr(Ed, E

X
B )

Pr(Ed)

which is impossible, contradiction.
The assumption that

maxX∈XB
∑

EB∈U/B

∑
u∈EB∩X

µ(u)
|U |

6= ∑
EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d}

Pr(Ed,EB)
Pr(Ed)

(17)

leads to a contradiction. This shows that

max
X∈XB

∑

u∈X

µ(u)

|U | = R(B)

and completes the proof.

Proposition 3. Let A = (U,A ∪ {d}) be a decision system,
and let γ be the measure defined in (1). For B ⊆ A let

Xγ
B = {X ⊆ U | (B,X) is a γ-bireduct for A}

be a family of attribute subsets which together with B create
decision γ-bireducts for A. Then

max
X∈Xγ

B

|X|
|U | = γ(B)

Remark 2. Let A be a decision system defined as above and
(B,X) be a γ-bireduct for A. For each indiscernibility class
EB ∈ U/B the following two statements are true:

• If all objects from EB have the same value for the
decision attribute then the whole EB is included in X .
Otherwise no object from XB belongs to X .

This is just a simple conclusion of the γ-bireduct definition:
• If all objects from EB have the same value for the deci-

sion attribute then all of them must be in X , otherwise
breaking the definition in a sense that X would not be
maximal. If EB contains objects from more than one
decision class then no object from EB can belong to
X because with the given attribute subset B we cannot
discern at least one pair of objects from U with different
decision, thus violating the definition of γ-bireduct.

A simple observation can be made on base of Remark 2. For
each indiscernibility class EB ∈ U/B based on its content
it is predetermined if it is contained in γ-bireducts or it is
excluded. Hence, Xγ

B has only one element.
The left hand-side of the proposition’s statement can be
transformed as follows:

maxX∈XB
|X|
|U |

= maxX∈XB Pr(X)
= maxX∈XB

∑
EB∈U/B Pr(X,EB)

using the Remark 2 we can write
= maxX∈XB

∑
EB∈U/B:Pr(X|EB)=1 Pr(EB)

= POS(B)
|U |

(18)

For γ(B) we can write:

γ(B) =
∑

EB∈U/B:Pr(XM
EB

|EB)=1 Pr(EB)

=
∑

EB∈U/B:maxEd∈U/{d} Pr(Ed|EB)=1 Pr(EB)

we can easily notice that we consider those EB

which contain objects from only one decision class
= |POS(B)|

|U |

(19)

This shows that
max
X∈Xγ

B

|X|
|U | = γ(B)

and completes the proof.

V. ATTRIBUTE REDUCTION ALGORITHMS

Let us go back to decision bireducts and consider the
algorithm proposed in [1] in order to search for opti-
mal bireducts in data. It takes as an input a permutation
σ : {1, ..., n+m} → {1, ..., n+m} mixing the ordinal num-
bers of attributes counted from 1 to n, n = |A|, together with
objects represented by numbers from n+1 to n+m, m = |U |.
The algorithm is initiated with the pair (B,X), where B = A
and X = ∅. Then, it examines the values of σ(i), for
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i = 1, ..., n + m. Depending on whether σ(i) corresponds
to an attribute (the case of σ(i) ≤ n) or an object (the case
of σ(i) > n; the corresponding object is then retrieved as
σ(i)− n), it attempts to remove it from B or to add it to X ,
respectively. The removal/addition conditions are defined for
the decision bireducts calculation as B \ {aσ(i)} ⇛X d and
B ⇛X∪{σ(i)−n} d, using the inexact functional dependence
notation introduced earlier. In case of γ-bireduct calculation
the conditions are B \ {aσ(i)} ⇛g

X d and B ⇛g
X∪{σ(i)−n} d

respectively.
Algorithm 1 presents details of bireduct calculation. In case

of γ-bireduct the algorithm is almost the same. It is enough
to change the functional dependence ⇛X with its equivalent
from the description of the decision gamma-bireduct ⇛g

X . For
comparison we also put the procedure for (F, ε)-approximate
decision reduct calculation in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 1 Decision bireduct calculation for a decision
system A = (U,A ∪ {d})

B ← A,X ← ∅
for i = 1→ n+m do

if σ(i) ≤ n then
if B \ {aσ(i)}⇛X d then

B ← B \ {aσ(i)}
end if

else
if B ⇛X∪{σ(i)−n} d then

X ← X ∪ {σ(i)− n}
end if

end if
end for

In [1] it is also noted that for each permutation σ :
{1, ..., n + m} → {1, ..., n + m}, where n = |A| and
m = |U |, the output (B,X) of the above algorithm is a
decision bireduct. In fact, this algorithm is a generalization
of a permutation-based method developed for searching for
standard rough-set-based reducts (see [17]), which was also
adapted for the approximate reducts [5]. The difference is
that in case of the standard reducts the algorithm works with
permutations σ : {1, ..., n} → {1, ..., n}, n = |A|, and needs
to assure irreducibility of the generated subsets of attributes.
In the case of the bireduct search we need to assure both,
irreducibility of the subset of attributes and non-extendability
of the subset of objects.

Examples of bireducts and γ-bireducts are shown on Table
I and V respectively.

It is worth notifying that for (F, ε)-reducts the value of ε can
be understood as a threshold for allowed decrease of classifier
determination and can address the balance between simplicity
and accuracy. For larger ε, calculated reducts contain less
attributes and generated decision rules become shorter. Shorter
decision rules are more applicable. By the cost of slight
inconsistencies we gain higher simplicity and applicability
for unseen cases. On the other hand for smaller ε generated
reducts contain more attributes and decision rules generated

Algorithm 2 Permutation-based (F, ε)-REDORD (a bit mod-
ified comparing to [5])
Input: ε ∈ [0, 1), A = (U,A ∪ {d}),
σ : {1, ..., n} → {1, ..., n}, n = |A|
Output: B ⊆ A

B ← A
for i = 1→ n do

if F (B \ {aσ(i)}) ≥ (1− ε)F (A) + εF (∅) then
B ← B \ {aσ(i)}

end if
end for
return B

Table III
EXAMPLES OF DECISION BIREDUCTS WITH PERMUTATIONS USED TO

GENERATE THEM.

Permutation Bireduct
O 8 W 1 4 7 2 14 10 12 9 T 6 3 13 5 11 H ({H},{1..2 5 7..11 13..14})
H 13 T 8 W 6 11 3 14 10 O 5 7 9 2 1 4 12 ({O},{1..3 6..8 12..14})
3 8 T 1 W 11 9 O 14 12 6 4 7 H 10 13 2 5 ({O H},{1..3 6..9 11..14})
2 13 5 14 11 7 12 4 3 1 9 6 8 10 H O W T ({O T W},{1..14})
9 4 12 14 1 8 7 3 10 13 6 11 2 5 W T H O ({O H W},{1..14})
11 O 2 H 1 10 5 7 9 8 3 13 T 6 14 12 4 W ({T},{1..2 4..5 7 9..12})
T 2 5 H 10 11 W 14 1 12 7 9 13 6 4 8 3 O ({O},{1..5,7..8,10,12..13})
W 6 H O 5 8 4 7 3 2 10 9 12 11 13 14 1 T ({T},{3 6 8 13..14})
O 2 3 13 1 H 4 T W 6 12 14 5 8 9 10 11 7 ({W},{2..6 9..10 13..14})
O H 14 1 10 7 4 3 12 13 5 W 9 T 11 8 2 6 ({T W},{1..2 4..5 7 9..10 14})
6 5 10 9 H O 12 T 8 W 4 2 13 3 7 1 14 11 ({T W},{2..6 9..13})
11 14 9 13 3 7 8 2 5 1 12 W 6 4 10 H O T ({O H},{1..3 5 7..14})
13 8 6 H 7 W 9 T 5 3 4 12 O 2 10 14 11 1 ({O T},{1..4 6..10 12..13})
9 H 2 4 6 13 14 7 T 11 10 O W 3 5 1 8 12 ({O W},{2..7 9..10 12..14})

based on attributes belonging to a reduct are potentially less
applicable but more accurate.

In case of bireducts the approximation threshold is not
defined directly but it is somehow expressed in the way
permutations are generated [1]. We can define a parameter
that can control probability of selecting an attribute in first
place rather than an object while building the permutation σ.
One can notice that when the permutation σ contains more
attributes at its beginning, this results in a bireduct having
smaller number of attributes but also higher number of outliers.
In case more attributes are put at the end of the permutation,
a resulting bireduct will have larger number of objects (less
outliers) but also contain potentially more attributes.

In case of unbalanced data sets it might be desirable to
focus on objects from the minority decision classes. To draw
more classifier attention to those objects one can assign higher
weights to them, that would increase the chance of placing
them at the beginning of permutation thus increase the chances
of covering them by calculated bireduct. We can express this
relation as follows - the more important object is, the closer
to the beginning of the permutation it should appear.

VI. ENSEMBLES

Classifier ensembles perform usually better than their com-
ponents used independently. Combining several classifiers is
efficient especially if they are substantially different from each
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Table IV
EXAMPLES OF DECISION γ-BIREDUCTS WITH PERMUTATIONS USED TO

GENERATE THEM.

Permutation γ-Bireduct
11 2 T 9 W 6 O H 13 8 7 12 5 3 10 4 14 1 ({O H},{1..3 7..9 11..13})
7 14 3 5 10 12 9 6 11 W O 13 1 4 T H 8 2 ({O H W},{1..14})
6 O W 9 4 5 11 1 H T 14 12 13 7 3 2 8 10 ({O T W},{1..14})
O H 14 1 10 9 13 W 6 7 12 T 8 2 5 4 3 11 ({T W},{2 5 9})
W 10 H O T 12 3 14 2 7 5 13 8 4 11 6 1 9 ({T H},{10..11 13})
W H 4 T 7 6 O 11 10 9 1 12 3 13 8 14 2 5 ({O},{3 7 12..13})
4 O T 10 H 7 1 14 W 11 9 12 5 3 6 8 13 2 ({O W},{3..7 10 12..14})
H 7 W 5 4 8 13 1 10 O T 14 6 12 9 2 11 3 ({O T},{1..3 7 9 12..13})
O 9 W T H 7 1 4 6 8 5 13 11 2 3 14 12 10 ({H W},{5 9..10 13})

other. One of the approaches is to construct many different
classifiers based on possibly least overlapping subsets. Permu-
tation based algorithms described in the previous section can
be successfully utilized in construction of reducts ensembles
following such criteria. As mentioned earlier, when generating
permutations one can control the order of attributes (also order
of objects for the bireduct version).

It is already known that in the case of the original
permutation-based algorithm, the standard (or approximate)
reducts that contain less common attributes are more likely to
be obtained by employing a randomly chosen σ : {1, ..., n} →
{1, ..., n} [5]. This property has an impact on the search for
the most meaningful reducts, as well as the reduct ensembles
– the sets of reducts with minimal intersections [2], [18].
The analogous behavior can be seen the algorithms proposed
in [1], where randomly chosen permutations σ : {1, ..., n +
m} → {1, ..., n+m} are more likely to lead to the bireducts
with more diverse attributes and outliers. Such an ability to
control the ensembles of bireducts with respect to the areas of
objects that they cover is especially important for robustness of
the resulting classification systems and completeness of data
representation.

In bireduct version each subset in the ensemble is tuned to
recognize particular set of objects. Assigning greater weights
to objects not included in any of bireducts would cause placing
them at the beginning of the permutation thus increasing
chances of to be recognized by the classifier. As we de-
scribed in previous sections bireduct object weights are used
to construct permutations that are more likely to begin with
objects having less frequent decision classes. The weights can
be also assigned dynamically during the iterative process of
bireducts ensemble creation. In consecutive iteration steps one
may analyze the factor of object coverage by bireducts already
selected for the ensemble. This process is somehow similar
to the mechanisms applied in boosting type algorithms [19]
where objects that are misclassified gain more weight during
classifier training process.

Each reduct in the ensemble can be referred as a single clas-
sifier producing a set of decision rules. When different rules
apply for the same object one must perform aggregate their
outcomes using some simple voting mechanisms. In [2] we an-
alyzed six different strategies of voting in decision rule based
classifiers. Table V illustrated parameters that were taken into

Table V
SIX OPTIONS OF WEIGHTING DECISIONS BY RULES, CORRESPONDING TO

THE right-side WEIGHT TYPES PLAIN, CONFIDENCE AND COVERAGE, AND
left-side WEIGHT TYPES SINGLE AND SUPPORT. EB DENOTES THE
SUPPORT OF A RULE’S LEFT SIDE. X∗

EB
DENOTES XM

EB
OR XR

EB
DEPENDING ON decision TYPE.

Single Support
Plain 1 Pr(EB)

Confidence Pr(X∗
EB

|EB) Pr(X∗
EB

, EB)

Coverage Pr(X∗
EB

|EB)/Pr(X∗
EB

) Pr(EB |X∗
EB

)

account. We considered three right-side weight possibilities
to assign a value to a given decision class X∗

EB
pointed by

a rule supported by EB ∈ U/B: 1 (Plain), Pr(X∗
EB
|EB)

(Confidence), and Pr(X∗
EB
|EB)/Pr(X∗

EB
) (Coverage). The

rule’s vote can be also strengthen by its left side’s support
Pr(EB) (left-side weight type Support) or not (Single).

In case of bireducts based classifiers only Plain and Cov-
erage right-side weighting types can be used. For bireduct
ensembles voting weights are calculated on local X where
confidence is always equal to 1 (rather than on global U as in
case of approximate reducts where rule confidence matters).

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have compared the notion of a decision bireduct origi-
nally presented in [1] and extend its definition to so called γ-
bireduct. Although their concept is different from the concept
of approximate decision reducts we have shown that certain
analogies and relationships exist. We can compare (R, ε)-
reducts based on so called Relative decision measure R(B)
to bireducts generated from permutation where objects having
minor decision are put at fist place. Analogously similar rela-
tions were shown between majority decision measure based
(M, ε)-reducts and bireducts where objects can be added
to X only when their decision is most frequent in certain
equivalence classes induced by attribute subset B. γ-bireducts
where objects can be added to X only when they belong to
positive region induced by B have strong analogy to (γ, ε)-
reducts.

We have addressed several questions about the quality of
bireducts. As it was shown in section IV there should be strong
relation between the quality of X for certain bireduct types and
measures types used in their approximate reducts counterparts.

Bireduct properties and their relationship with approximate
reducts still need closer investigation. For example we think
that there exists a relation between level of approximation ε
used with approximate reducts and the parameter α used to
control the order of objects and attributes within a permu-
tation used for calculating bireducts. We also look forward
experimenting with various types of bireducts and ways of
constructing ensembles and testing such classifiers on a bench-
mark data.
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Abstract—The paper is devoted to the study of an extension
of dynamic programming approach which allows sequential
optimization of approximate decision rules relative to length,
coverage and number of misclassifications. Presented algorithm
constructs a directed acyclic graph ∆γ(T ) which nodes are
subtables of the decision table T . Based on the graph ∆γ(T )
we can describe all irredundant γ-decision rules with minimum
length, after that among these rules describe all rules with
maximum coverage, and among such rules describe all rules
with minimum number of misclassifications. We can also change
the set of cost functions and order of optimization. Sequential
optimization can be considered as tool that help to construct
simpler rules for understanding and interpreting by experts.

I. INTRODUCTION

DECISION rules are one of popular ways for data rep-
resentation used in machine learning and knowledge

discovery. Exact decision rules can be overfitted, i.e., depen-
dent essentially on the noise or adjusted too much to the
existing examples. If decision rules are considered as a way
of knowledge representation then instead of exact decision
rules with many attributes, it is more appropriate to work
with approximate decision rules which contain smaller number
of attributes and have relatively good accuracy. Moreover,
approximate decision rules often give better accuracy during
classification process than exact decision rules. Therefore,
approximate decision rules and also closely connected with
them approximate reducts are studied intensively last years by
H.S. Nguyen, Z. Pawlak, A. Skowron, D. Ślȩzak and others
[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13].

There are many approaches to the construction of decision
rules and reducts: brute-force approach which is applicable
to tables with relatively small number of attributes, genetic
algorithms [13], [14], Apriori algorithm [15], simulated an-
nealing [16], Boolean reasoning [17], [18], [19], separate-and-
conquer approach (algorithms based on a sequential covering
procedure) [5], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], ant
colony optimization [27], algorithms based on decision tree
construction [7], [28], [29], [30], different kinds of greedy
algorithms [6], [17]. Each method has different modifications,
e.g., in the case of decision trees, we can use greedy algorithms
based on different uncertainty measures (Gini index, entropy,
etc.) for construction of decision rules.

In this paper, we present one more approach based on an
extension of dynamic programming. We introduce an uncer-
tainty measure that is the difference between number of rows
in a given decision table and the number of rows labeled with
the most common decision in this table. We fix a nonnegative
threshold γ, and study so-called γ-decision rules that localize
rows in subtables which uncertainty is at most γ. For each of
such rules the number of misclassifications is at most γ.

We consider three cost functions: length, coverage and num-
ber of misclassifications. The choice of length is connected
with the Minimum Description Length principle [31]. The rule
coverage is important to discover major patterns in the data.
Number of misclassifications is important from the viewpoint
of accuracy of classification. Our approach allows sequential
optimization of γ-decision rules relative to the mentioned cost
functions.

Sequential optimization can be considered as tool whose
help to construct rules which are simpler for understanding
and interpreting by experts, e.g., among rules with maximum
coverage we can find rules with minimum length. Such rules
can be considered as part of knowledge and experts can easier
analyze them.

Sequential optimization allows to find optimal rules relative
to the considered cost functions, e.g., rules with minimum
length and maximum coverage. This process can be seen as
postprocessing of rules which helps to design classifiers. In
case of totally optimal rules relative to the considered cost
functions results of sequential optimization do not depend
on the order of optimization. Besides, sequential optimization
of system of decision rules also can help to discover some
regularities or anomalies in data.

First results for decision rules based on dynamic pro-
gramming approach were obtained in [32]. The aim of this
study was to find one decision rule with minimum length for
each row. In [33] we studied dynamic programming approach
for exact decision rule optimization. In unpublished [34]
we studied dynamic programming approach for approximate
decision rule optimization and we used another uncertainty
measure which is the number of unordered pairs of rows
with different decisions in decision table T . In press [35]
we presented procedures of optimization of irredundant γ-
decision rules relative to the length and coverage, and in
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press [36] – relative to the number of misclassifications. In
this paper, we concentrate on sequential optimization of γ-
decision rules relative to the length, coverage and number of
misclassifications.

We present also results of experiments with some decision
tables from UCI Machine Learning Repository [37] based
on Dagger software system [38] created in King Abdullah
University of Science and Technology (KAUST).

This paper consists of seven sections. Section II contains
definitions of main notions. In Sect. III, we study a directed
acyclic graph which allows to describe the whole set of irre-
dundant γ-decision rules. In Sect. IV, we describe procedures
of optimization of irredundant γ-decision rules relative to the
length, coverage and number of misclassifications. In Sect.
V, we discuss possibilities of sequential optimization of rules
relative to a number of cost functions. Section VI contains
results of experiments with decision tables from UCI Machine
Learning Repository. Section VII contains conclusions.

II. MAIN NOTIONS

In this section, we consider definitions of notions corre-
sponding to decision table and decision rules.

A decision table T is a rectangular table with n columns
labeled with conditional attributes f1, . . . , fn. Rows of this
table are filled by nonnegative integers which are interpreted
as values of conditional attributes. Rows of T are pairwise
different and each row is labeled with a nonnegative integer
which is interpreted as a value of the decision attribute. It is
possible that T is empty, i.e., has no rows.

A minimum decision value which is attached to the max-
imum number of rows in T will be called the most common
decision for T . The most common decision for empty table is
equal to 0.

We denote by N(T ) the number of rows in the table T
and by Nmcd(T ) we denote the number of rows in the table
T labeled with the most common decision for T . We will
interpret the value J(T ) = N(T ) − Nmcd(T ) as uncertainty
of the table T .

The table T is called degenerate if T is empty or all rows of
T are labeled with the same decision. It is clear that J(T ) = 0
if and only if T is a degenerate table.

A table obtained from T by the removal of some rows
is called a subtable of the table T . Let T be nonempty,
fi1 , . . . , fik ∈ {f1, . . . , fn} and a1, . . . , ak be nonnegative
integers. We denote by T (fi1 , a1) . . . (fik , ak) the subtable
of the table T which contains only rows that have numbers
a1, . . . , ak at the intersection with columns fi1 , . . . , fik . Such
nonempty subtables (including the table T ) are called separa-
ble subtables of T .

We denote by E(T ) the set of attributes from {f1, . . . , fn}
which are not constant on T . For any fi ∈ E(T ), we denote
by E(T, fi) the set of values of the attribute fi in T .

The expression

fi1 = a1 ∧ . . . ∧ fik = ak → d (1)

is called a decision rule over T if fi1 , . . . , fik ∈ {f1, . . . , fn},
and a1, . . . ak, d are nonnegative integers. It is possible that
k = 0. In this case (1) is equal to the rule

→ d. (2)

Let r = (b1, . . . , bn) be a row of T . We will say that the
rule (1) is realizable for r, if a1 = bi1 , . . . , ak = bik . If k = 0
then the rule (2) is realizable for any row from T .

Let γ be a nonnegative integer. We will say that the rule
(1) is a γ-true for T if d is the most common decision for
T ′ = T (fi1 , a1) . . . (fik , ak) and J(T ′) ≤ γ. If k = 0 then the
rule (2) is a γ-true for T if d is the most common decision
for T and J(T ) ≤ γ.

If the rule (1) is a γ-true for T and realizable for r, we
will say that (1) is a γ-decision rule for T and r. Note that if
γ = 0 we have an exact decision rule for T and r.

We will say that the rule (1) with k > 0 is an irredundant
γ-decision rule for T and r if (1) is a γ-decision rule for T
and r and the following conditions hold:

(i) fi1 ∈ E(T ), and if k > 1 then fij ∈
E(T (fi1 , a1) . . . (fij−1

, aj−1)) for j=2,. . . ,k;
(ii) J(T ) > γ, and if k > 1 then

J(T (fi1 , a1) . . . (fij , aj))>γ for j = 1, . . . , k − 1.
If k = 0 then the rule (2) is an irredundant γ-decision rule

for T and r if (2) is a γ-decision rule for T and r, i.e., if d
is the most common decision for T and J(T ) ≤ γ.

Let τ be a decision rule over T and τ be equal to (1).
The number k of conditions on the left-hand side of τ is

called the length of this rule and is denoted by l(τ). The length
of decision rule (2) is equal to 0.

The coverage of τ is the number of rows in T for which
τ is realizable and which are labeled with the decision d. We
denote it by c(τ). The coverage of decision rule (2) is equal to
the number of rows in T which are labeled with the decision d.

The number of misclassifications of τ is the number of rows
in T for which τ is realizable and which are labeled with
decisions different from d. We denote it by µ(τ). The number
of misclassifications of the decision rule (2) is equal to the
number of rows in T which are labeled with decisions different
from d.

Proposition 1: in press [35] Let T be a nonempty decision
table, r be a row of T and τ be a γ-decision rule for T and r
which is not irredundant. Then by removal of some conditions
from the left-hand side of τ and by changing the decision
on the right-hand side of τ we can obtain an irredundant γ-
decision rule irr(τ) for T and r such that l(irr(τ)) ≤ l(τ)
and c(irr(τ)) ≥ c(τ).

Unfortunately, it is impossible to prove similar result for the
number of misclassifications.

III. DIRECTED ACYCLIC GRAPH ∆γ(T )

In this section, we present an algorithm that constructs a
directed acyclic graph ∆γ(T ). Based on this graph we can
describe the set of irredundant γ-decision rules for T and for
each row r of T . Nodes of the graph are separable subtables
of the table T . During each step, the algorithm processes one
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Fig. 1. Directed acyclic graph G = ∆1(T0)

node and marks it with the symbol *. At the first step, the
algorithm constructs a graph containing a single node T which
is not marked with the symbol *.

Let the algorithm have already performed p steps. Let us
describe the step (p + 1). If all nodes are marked with the
symbol * as processed, the algorithm finishes its work and
presents the resulting graph as ∆γ(T ). Otherwise, choose a
node (table) Θ, which has not been processed yet. Let d be
the most common decision for Θ. If J(Θ) ≤ γ label the
considered node with the decision d, mark it with symbol
* and proceed to the step (p + 2). If J(Θ) > γ, for each
fi ∈ E(Θ), draw a bundle of edges from the node Θ. Let
E(Θ, fi) = {b1, . . . , bt}. Then draw t edges from Θ and label
these edges with pairs (fi, b1), . . . , (fi, bt) respectively. These
edges enter to nodes Θ(fi, b1), . . . ,Θ(fi, bt). If some of nodes
Θ(fi, b1), . . . ,Θ(fi, bt) are absent in the graph then add these
nodes to the graph. We label each row r of Θ with the set of
attributes E∆γ(T )(Θ, r) = E(Θ). Mark the node Θ with the
symbol * and proceed to the step (p+2). The graph ∆γ(T ) is
a directed acyclic graph. A node of such graph will be called
terminal if there are no edges leaving this node. Note that a
node Θ of ∆γ(T ) is terminal if and only if J(Θ) ≤ γ.

Later, we will describe the procedures of optimization of the
graph ∆γ(T ). As a result we will obtain a graph G with the
same sets of nodes and edges as in ∆γ(T ). The only difference
is that any row r of each nonterminal node Θ of G is labeled
with a nonempty set of attributes EG(Θ, r) ⊆ E(Θ). It is
possible also that G = ∆γ(T ).

Now, for each node Θ of G and for each row r of Θ, we
describe the set of γ-decision rules RulG(Θ, r). We will move
from terminal nodes of G to the node T .

Let Θ be a terminal node of G labeled with the most
common decision d for Θ. Then

RulG(Θ, r) = {→ d}.
Let now Θ be a nonterminal node of G such that for each

child Θ′ of Θ and for each row r′ of Θ′, the set of rules
RulG(Θ

′, r′) is already defined. Let r = (b1, . . . , bn) be a

row of Θ. For any fi ∈ EG(Θ, r), we define the set of rules
RulG(Θ, r, fi) as follows: RulG(Θ, r, fi) = {fi = bi ∧ σ →
s : σ → s ∈ RulG(Θ(fi, bi), r)}. Then

RulG(Θ, r) =
⋃

fi∈EG(Θ,r)

RulG(Θ, r, fi)

Theorem 1: in press [35] For any node Θ of ∆γ(T ) and
for any row r of Θ, the set Rul∆γ(T )(Θ, r) is equal to the
set of all irredundant γ-decision rules for Θ and r.

Example 3.1: To illustrate the presented algorithm we con-
sider an example based on decision table T0 depicted in Fig. 1.
We set γ = 1, so during the construction of the graph ∆1(T0)
we stop the partitioning of a subtable Θ of T0 when J(Θ) ≤ 1.
We denote G = ∆1(T0).

For each node Θ of the graph G and for each row r of Θ
we describe the set RulG(Θ, r). We will move from terminal
nodes of G to the node T0. Terminal nodes of the graph G
are Θ1, Θ2, Θ3, Θ4, Θ6, Θ7, Θ8. For these nodes,
RulG(Θ1, r4) = RulG(Θ1, r5) = {→ 1};
RulG(Θ2, r1) = RulG(Θ2, r2) = RulG(Θ2, r3) = {→ 2};
RulG(Θ3, r2) = RulG(Θ3, r5) = {→ 1};
RulG(Θ4, r1) = RulG(Θ4, r3) = RulG(Θ4, r4) = {→ 3};
RulG(Θ6, r1) = {→ 2};
RulG(Θ7, r2) = RulG(Θ7, r3) = {→ 2};
RulG(Θ8, r3) = RulG(Θ8, r4) = {→ 3}.
Now, we can describe the sets of rules attached to rows of Θ5.
This is a nonterminal node of G for which all children Θ1,
Θ3, Θ7, and Θ8 are already treated. We have:
RulG(Θ5, r2) = {f2 = 0 → 1, f1 = 1 → 2};
RulG(Θ5, r3) = {f1 = 1 → 2, f2 = 1 → 3};
RulG(Θ5, r4) = {f1 = 0 → 1, f2 = 1 → 3};
RulG(Θ5, r5) = {f1 = 0 → 1, f2 = 0 → 1}.
Finally, we can describe the sets of rules attached to rows
of T0:
RulG(T0, r1) = {f1 = 1 → 2, f2 = 1 → 3, f3 = 1 → 2};
RulG(T0, r2) = {f1 = 1 → 2, f2 = 0 → 1, f3 = 0 ∧ f2 =
0 → 1, f3 = 0 ∧ f1 = 1 → 2};
RulG(T0, r3) = {f1 = 1 → 2, f2 = 1 → 3, f3 = 0 ∧ f1 =
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1 → 2, f3 = 0 ∧ f2 = 1 → 3};
RulG(T0, r4) = {f1 = 0 → 1, f2 = 1 → 3, f3 = 0 ∧ f1 =
0 → 1, f3 = 0 ∧ f2 = 1 → 3};
RulG(T0, r5) = {f1 = 0 → 1, f2 = 0 → 1, f3 = 0 ∧ f1 =
0 → 1, f3 = 0 ∧ f2 = 0 → 1};

IV. PROCEDURES OF OPTIMIZATION RELATIVE TO
LENGTH, COVERAGE AND NUMBER OF

MISCLASSIFICATIONS

In this section, we describe procedures of optimization of
irredundant γ-decision rules relative to the length, coverage
and number of misclassifications.

First, we describe the procedure of optimization of the graph
G relative to the length l. For each node Θ in the graph G, this
procedure corresponds to each row r of Θ the set RullG(Θ, r)
of γ-decision rules with minimum length from RulG(Θ, r)
and the number OptlG(Θ, r) – the minimum length of a γ-
decision rule from RulG(Θ, r).

We will move from the terminal nodes of the graph G to
the node T . We will correspond to each row r of each table Θ
the number OptlG(Θ, r) and we will change the set EG(Θ, r)
attached to the row r in Θ if Θ is a nonterminal node of G.
We denote the obtained graph by Gl.

Let Θ be a terminal node of G. Then we correspond the
number

OptlG(Θ, r) = 0

to each row r of Θ.
Let Θ be a nonterminal node of G and all children of Θ

have already been treated. Let r = (b1, . . . , bn) be a row of
Θ. We correspond the number

OptlG(Θ, r) = min{OptlG(Θ(fi, bi), r) + 1 : fi ∈ EG(Θ, r)}

to the row r in the table Θ and we set

EGl(Θ, r)={fi :fi∈EG(Θ, r),OptlG(Θ(fi, bi), r)+1=OptlG(Θ, r)}.

Theorem 2: in press [35] For each node Θ of the graph
Gl and for each row r of Θ, the set RulGl(Θ, r) is equal to
the set RullG(Θ, r) of all γ-decision rules with the minimum
length from the set RulG(Θ, r).

Now, we describe the procedure of optimization of the
graph G relative to the coverage c. For each node Θ in the
graph G, this procedure corresponds to each row r of Θ the
set RulcG(Θ, r) of γ-decision rules with maximum coverage
from RulG(Θ, r) and the number OptcG(Θ, r) – the maximum
coverage of a γ-decision rule from RulG(Θ, r).

We will move from the terminal nodes of the graph G to
the node T . We will correspond to each row r of each table Θ
the number OptcG(Θ, r) and we will change the set EG(Θ, r)
attached to the row r in Θ if Θ is a nonterminal node of G.
We denote the obtained graph by Gc.

Let Θ be a terminal node of G and d be the most common
decision for Θ. Then we correspond to each row r of Θ the
number OptcG(Θ, r) that is equal to the number of rows in Θ
which are labeled with the decision d.

Let Θ be a nonterminal node of G and all children of Θ
have already been treated. Let r = (b1, . . . , bn) be a row of
Θ. We correspond the number

OptcG(Θ, r) = max{OptcG(Θ(fi, bi), r) : fi ∈ EG(Θ, r)}
to the row r in the table Θ and we set

EGc(Θ, r)={fi :fi∈EG(Θ, r),OptcG(Θ(fi, bi), r)=OptcG(Θ, r)}.
Theorem 3: in press [35] For each node Θ of the graph

Gc and for each row r of Θ, the set RulGc(Θ, r) is equal to
the set RulcG(Θ, r) of all γ-decision rules with the maximum
coverage from the set RulG(Θ, r).

Detailed descriptions of the procedures of optimization of
irredundant γ-decision rules relative to the length and the
coverage with examples, and proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 can
be found in press [35].

Now, we describe the procedure of optimization of the graph
G relative to the number of misclassifications µ. For each node
Θ in the graph G, this procedure corresponds to each row r of
Θ the set RulµG(Θ, r) of γ-decision rules with the minimum
number of misclassifications from RulG(Θ, r) and the number
OptµG(Θ, r) – the minimum number of misclassifications of a
γ-decision rule from RulG(Θ, r).

We will move from the terminal nodes of the graph G to
the node T . We will correspond to each row r of each table Θ
the number OptµG(Θ, r) and we will change the set EG(Θ, r)
attached to the row r in Θ if Θ is a nonterminal node of G.
We denote the obtained graph by Gµ.

Let Θ be a terminal node of G and d be the most common
decision for Θ. Then we correspond to each row r of Θ the
number OptµG(Θ, r) which is equal to the number of rows in
Θ which are labeled with decisions different from d.

Let Θ be a nonterminal node of G and all children of Θ
have already been treated. Let r = (b1, . . . , bn) be a row of
Θ. We correspond the number

OptµG(Θ, r) = min{OptµG(Θ(fi, bi), r) : fi ∈ EG(Θ, r)}
to the row r in the table Θ and we set

EGµ(Θ, r)={fi :fi∈EG(Θ, r),OptµG(Θ(fi, bi), r)=OptµG(Θ, r)}.
Theorem 4: in press [36] For each node Θ of the graph

Gµ and for each row r of Θ, the set RulGµ(Θ, r) is equal to
the set RulµG(Θ, r) of all γ-decision rules with the minimum
number of misclassifications from the set RulG(Θ, r).
Detailed description of the procedure of optimization of irre-
dundant γ-decision rules relative to the number of misclassi-
fications with example, and proof of Theorem 4 can be found
in press [36].

V. SEQUENTIAL OPTIMIZATION

Theorems 2, 3 and 4 show that for a given decision table T
and row r of T , we can make sequential optimization of rules
relative to the length, coverage and number of misclassifica-
tions. We can find all irredundant γ-decision rules for T and
r with minimum length, after that among these rules find all
rules with maximum coverage, and finally among the obtained
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Fig. 2. Graph Glc

rules find all rules with minimum number of misclassifications.
We can use an arbitrary set of cost functions and an arbitrary
order of optimization.

We have three cost functions: length l, coverage c, and
number of misclassifications µ. Let F be one of sets {l, c, µ},
{l, c, }, {l, µ}, and {c, µ}. An irredundant γ-decision rule τ for
T and r is called totally optimal relative to the cost functions
from F if, for each cost function f ∈ F , the value f(τ)
is minimum if f ∈ {l, µ} or maximum if f = c among
all irredundant γ-decision rules for T and r. In particular,
we will say that an irredundant γ-decision rule for T and
r is totally optimal relative to the length and coverage if
it has minimum length and maximum coverage among all
irredundant γ-decision rules for T and r. We can describe
all totally optimal rules relative to the cost functions from
F using the procedures of optimization relative to these cost
functions.

To describe process of sequential optimization we set G =
∆γ(T ) and first, we consider the case when F contains two
cost functions. Without the loss of generality we can assume
that F = {l, c}.

We apply the procedure of optimization relative to the
coverage to the graph G. As a result we obtain the graph
Gc and, for each row r of T , the value OptcG(T, r) which is
equal to the maximum coverage of an irredundant γ-decision
rule for T and r.

After that, we apply the procedure of optimization relative
to the length to the graph G. As a result we obtain the graph
Gl. Finally, we apply the procedure of optimization relative to
the coverage to the graph Gl. As a result we obtain the graph
Glc and, for each row r of T , the value OptcGl(T, r) which is
equal to the maximum coverage of an irredundant γ-decision
rule for T and r among all irredundant γ-decision rules for T
and r with minimum length.

One can show that a totally optimal relative to the length
and coverage irredundant γ-decision rule for T and r exists
if and only if OptcG(T, r) = OptcGl(T, r). If the last equality
holds then the set RulGlc(T, r) is equal to the set of all totally

optimal relative to the length and coverage irredundant γ-
decision rules for T and r.

It is clear that the results of sequential optimization of
irredundant decision rules for T and r relative to the length
and coverage does not depend on the order of optimization
(length+coverage or coverage+length) if and only if there
exists a totally optimal relative to the length and coverage
irredundant γ-decision rule for T and r. We can find all
irredundant γ-decision rules for T and r with minimum length
and after that among these rules find all rules with maximum
coverage. We can use an arbitrary order of optimization, e.g.,
coverage and length.

Example 5.1: Figure 2 presents the directed acyclic graph
Glc obtained from the graph G (see Fig. 1) after sequential op-
timization relative to the length and coverage. Using the graph
Glc we can describe for each row ri, i = 1, . . . , 5, of the table
T0 the set RulGlc(T0, ri) of all irredundant 1-decision rules
for T0 and ri which have maximum coverage among all irre-
dundant 1-decision rules for T0 and ri with minimum length.
We will give also the value OptcGl(T0, ri) which is equal to the
maximum coverage of a 1-decision rule for T0 and ri among
all irredundant 1-decision rules for T0 and ri with minimum
length. This value was obtained during the procedure of
optimization of the graph Gl relative to the coverage. We have:
RullcG(T0, r1) = {f1 = 1 → 2, f2 = 1 → 3},
OptcGl(T0, r1) = 2;
RullcG(T0, r2) = {f1 = 1 → 2}, OptcGl(T0, r2) = 2;
RullcG(T0, r3) = {f1 = 1 → 2, f2 = 1 → 3},
OptcGl(T0, r3) = 2;
RullcG(T0, r4) = {f2 = 1 → 3}, OptcGl(T0, r4) = 2;
RullcG(T0, r5) = {f1 = 0 → 1, f2 = 0 → 1},
OptcGl(T0, r5) = 1.
Values OptcG(T0, ri) (obtained by the procedure of
optimization the graph G relative to the coverage) are
the same as OptcGl(T0, ri), for i = 1, . . . , 5. Therefore, for
i = 1, . . . , 5, RulGlc(T0, ri) is the set of all totally optimal
relative to the length and coverage irredundant 1-decision
rules for T0 and ri, and we have such rules for each row of T0.
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Now we consider the case when F = {l, c, µ}. At the
beginning, we will make the same steps as in the case
F = {l, c}. As a results we obtain the graph Glc and values
OptcG(T, r), OptcGl(T, r) for any row r of T .

After that, we apply the procedure of optimization relative
to the number of misclassifications to the graph G. As a
result we obtain the graph Gµ and, for each row r of T ,
the value OptµG(T, r) which is equal to the minimum number
of misclassifications of an irredundant γ-decision rule for T
and r.

Finally, we apply the procedure of optimization relative
to the number of misclassifications to the graph Glc. As a
result we obtain the graph Glcµ and, for each row r of T , the
value Optµ

Glc(T, r) which is equal to the minimum number of
misclassifications of an irredundant γ-decision rule for T and
r among all irredundant γ-decision rules for T and r with
maximum coverage, and among all irredundant γ-decision
rules for T and r with minimum length.

One can show that a totally optimal relative to l, c and µ
irredundant γ-decision rule for T and r exists if and only if
OptcG(T, r) = OptcGl(T, r) and OptµG(T, r) = Optµ

Glc(T, r).
If these equalities hold then the set RulGlcµ(T, r) is equal to
the set of all totally optimal relative to l, c and µ irredundant
γ-decision rules for T and r.

It is clear that the results of sequential optimization of
irredundant decision rules for T and r relative to the length,
coverage and number of misclassifications do not depend on
the order of optimization (l+c+µ, l+µ+c, c+l+µ, c+µ+l, µ+l+c,
or µ+c+l) if and only if there exists a totally optimal relative
to l, c and µ irredundant γ-decision rule for T and r.

For decision table T0 depicted in Fig. 1, the graph
Glcµ is the same as the graph Glc presented in Fig. 2:
EGlc(Θ5, ri) = EGlcµ(Θ5, ri) for i = 2, . . . , 5, and
EGlc(T0, ri) = EGlcµ(T0, ri) for i = 1, . . . , 5. However,
totally optimal relative to l, c and µ irredundant 1-decision
rules exist only for rows r2 and r5 of the table T0.

Considering complexities of the presented algorithms, it
is possible to show (see analysis of similar algorithms in
[7], page 64) that the time complexities of algorithms which
construct the graph ∆γ(T ) and make sequential optimization
of γ-decision rules relative to the length, coverage and number
of misclassifications, are bounded from above by polynomials
on the number of separable subtables of T , and the number
of attributes in T . In [39] it was shown that the number of
separable subtables for decision tables with attributes from
a restricted infinite information systems is bounded from
above by a polynomial on the number of attributes in the
table. Examples of restricted infinite information system were
considered, in particular, in [7].

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We studied a number of decision tables from UCI Machine
Learning Repository [37]. Some decision tables contain con-
ditional attributes that take unique value for each row. Such
attributes were removed. In some tables there were equal rows
with, possibly, different decisions. In this case each group of

identical rows was replaced with a single row from the group
with the most common decision for this group. In some tables
there were missing values. Each such value was replaced with
the most common value of the corresponding attribute.

Let T be one of these decision tables. We consider for
this table the value of J(T ) and values of γ from the set
Γ(T ) = {⌊J(T )× 0.01⌋, ⌊J(T )× 0.2⌋, ⌊J(T )× 0.3⌋}. These
parameters can be found in Table I, where column “Rows”
contains number of rows, column “Attr” contains number
of conditional attributes, column “J(T )” contains difference
between number of rows in decision table and number of rows
with the most common decision for this decision table, column
“γ ∈ Γ(T )” contains values from Γ(T ).

Tables II, III and IV present results of sequential optimiza-
tion of irredundant γ-decision rules relative to the length,
coverage and number of misclassifications for corresponding
values of γ. Columns “avg_l”, “avg_c”, “avg_µ” contain
average length, average coverage and average number of
misclassifications after three steps of corresponding order of
optimization. We did experiments for all possible combination
of order of optimization (l+c+µ, l+µ+c, c+l+µ, c+µ+l, µ+l+c,
or µ+c+l) but because of limited number of pages we present
results only for order µ+l+c (column µ+length+coverage”) and
l+µ+c (column “length+µ+coverage”). For example, for case
of optimization µ+l+c we make three steps of optimization –
relative to the number of misclassifications, then relative to the
length, and then relative to the coverage. After that, we find the
average length, the average coverage and the average number
of misclassifications of rules after three steps of optimization.

In our experiments, for data sets which are in bold (Table
II, Table III, Table IV), for all possible combination of order
of optimization relative to l, c, µ, we found the same values
of average length, average coverage and average number of
misclassifications after three steps of optimization. It means
that for such data sets each row has at least one totally
optimal rule relative to the length, coverage and number of
misclassifications. For the rest of data sets the number of rows
for which exist totally optimal rules relative to l, c, µ is less
than the number of all rows in the considered decision table.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF DECISION TABLES AND VALUES OF γ ∈ Γ(T )

Name of Rows Attr J(T ) γ ∈ Γ(T )
decision table 0.01 0.2 0.3
Adult-stretch 16 4 4 0 0 0
Agaricus-lepiota 8124 22 3916 39 783 1174
Balance-scale 625 4 337 3 67 101
Breast-cancer 266 9 76 0 15 22
Cars 1728 6 518 5 103 155
Flags 193 26 141 1 28 42
Hayes-roth-data 69 4 39 0 7 11
House-votes-84 279 16 92 0 18 27
Lymphography 148 18 67 0 13 20
Nursery 12960 8 8640 86 1728 2592
Shuttle-landing 15 6 6 0 1 1
Soybean-small 47 35 30 0 6 9
Spect-test 169 22 8 0 1 2
Teeth 32 8 22 0 4 6
Tic-tac-toe 958 9 332 3 66 99
Zoo 59 16 40 0 8 12
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TABLE II
SEQUENTIAL OPTIMIZATION FOR ⌊γ = J(T )× 0.01⌋

⌊γ = J(T ) × 0.01⌋
Decision table µ+length+coverage length+µ+coverage

avg_l avg_c avg_µ avg_l avg_c avg_µ
Adult-stretch 1.250 7.000 0.000 1.250 7.000 0.000
Agaricus-lepiota 1.182 1370.132 0.000 1.176 1366.455 0.063
Balance-scale 2.942 5.875 0.277 2.290 17.760 1.448
Breast-cancer 2.665 7.038 0.000 2.665 7.038 0.000
Cars 2.351 332.964 0.094 2.087 335.046 0.817
Flags 1.933 6.394 0.000 1.627 6.896 0.306
Hayes-roth-data 2.145 6.522 0.000 2.145 6.522 0.000
House-votes-84 2.538 65.409 0.000 2.538 65.409 0.000
Lymphography 1.993 15.169 0.000 1.993 15.169 0.000
Nursery 2.953 1537.605 1.208 2.274 1642.249 18.201
Shuttle-landing 1.400 1.867 0.000 1.400 1.867 0.000
Soybean-small 1.000 12.234 0.000 1.000 12.234 0.000
Spect-test 1.479 53.550 0.000 1.479 53.550 0.000
Teeth 2.261 1.000 0.000 2.261 1.000 0.000
Tic-tac-toe 3.017 66.580 0.000 3.004 66.643 0.038
Zoo 1.559 10.525 0.000 1.559 10.525 0.000

TABLE III
SEQUENTIAL OPTIMIZATION FOR ⌊γ = J(T )× 0.2⌋

⌊γ = J(T ) × 0.2⌋
Decision table µ+length+coverage length+µ+coverage

avg_l avg_c avg_µ avg_l avg_c avg_µ
Adult-stretch 1.250 7.000 0.000 1.250 7.000 0.000
Agaricus-lepiota 1.182 1367.037 0.000 1.000 1229.795 16.594
Balance-scale 1.000 92.312 32.688 1.000 92.312 32.688
Breast-cancer 2.447 9.835 0.711 1.068 20.417 6.831
Cars 1.604 355.564 8.760 1.250 412.850 21.817
Flags 2.166 6.057 0.021 1.000 9.005 4.275
Hayes-roth-data 1.565 7.217 0.667 1.565 7.217 0.667
House-votes-84 2.487 62.305 0.086 1.000 110.771 6.602
Lymphography 2.081 14.534 0.027 1.007 18.703 5.047
Nursery 1.667 1877.841 137.459 1.000 2289.867 878.133
Shuttle-landing 1.333 1.933 0.067 1.133 2.000 0.267
Soybean-small 1.000 12.234 0.000 1.000 12.234 0.000
Spect-test 1.485 53.556 0.000 1.107 60.183 0.284
Teeth 2.000 1.000 0.304 1.174 1.000 1.957
Tic-tac-toe 2.611 34.732 10.520 1.292 113.691 47.364
Zoo 1.593 10.593 0.000 1.000 11.712 1.746

We can also observe that data sets for which exists totally
optimal relative to l, c, µ irredundant γ-decision rule for T
and r, are different when the value of γ is changing.

Sequential optimization can be considered as a problem
of multi-criteria optimization with hierarchically dependent
criteria. For example, if the length of rules is the most
important criterium and we would like to construct short rules,
length should be considered as the first cost function in order
of optimization. Based on results presented in Tables II, III,
IV we can find the minimum values of average length (column
“avg_l” in order “length+µ+coverage”) and the minimum val-
ues of average number of misclassifications (column “avg_µ”
in order “µ+length+coverage”), for considered γ.

For Tables II, III, IV we can observe also:
• The length of irredundant γ-decision rules is

nonincreasing when γ in increasing (column
“avg_l” in order “length+µ+coverage”). For the order
“µ+length+coverage” we can find exceptions as Flags,
Lymphography, Spect-test and Zoo in Table III, and
Flags, House-votes-84 and Lymphography in Table IV.

• The average coverage (column “avg_c” in order
“length+µ+coverage” is the same or greater than average

TABLE IV
SEQUENTIAL OPTIMIZATION FOR ⌊γ = J(T )× 0.3⌋

⌊γ = J(T ) × 0.3⌋
Decision table µ+length+coverage length+µ+coverage

avg_l avg_c avg_µ avg_l avg_c avg_µ
Adult-stretch 1.250 7.000 0.000 1.250 7.000 0.000
Agaricus-lepiota 1.182 1364.978 0.000 1.000 1229.795 16.594
Balance-scale 1.000 92.312 32.688 1.000 92.312 32.688
Breast-cancer 2.203 10.741 1.312 1.008 22.060 7.699
Cars 1.444 364.206 15.238 1.000 472.579 43.421
Flags 2.487 6.171 0.093 1.000 9.005 4.275
Hayes-roth-data 1.565 7.087 1.145 1.000 9.609 5.304
House-votes-84 2.753 45.667 0.226 1.000 110.771 6.602
Lymphography 2.270 9.338 0.189 1.000 18.784 5.135
Nursery 1.667 1757.600 271.200 1.000 2289.867 878.133
Shuttle-landing 1.333 1.933 0.067 1.133 2.000 0.267
Soybean-small 1.000 12.234 0.000 1.000 12.234 0.000
Spect-test 1.485 52.864 0.000 1.030 63.172 0.414
Teeth 1.913 1.000 0.522 1.000 1.000 2.739
Tic-tac-toe 2.000 64.551 16.590 1.029 152.585 63.856
Zoo 1.593 10.593 0.000 1.000 11.712 1.746

coverage in order “µ+length+coverage”. The exception is
data set Agaricus-lepiota.

• The average number of misclassifications (column
“avg_µ”) is nondecreasing when the value of γ is in-
creasing.

• In order of optimization “length+µ+coverage” µ is the
second cost function, so values in the column “avg_µ”
in this case are usually greater than in column “avg_µ”
and order “µ+length+coverage”.

We can consider γ as an upper bound on the number of
misclassifications of irredundant γ-decision rules (see column
γ ∈ Γ(T ) in Table I). Results in Tables II, III, IV show that
average values of the minimum number of misclassifications
are often less than upper bound on the number of misclassifi-
cations given by γ.

Experiments were done using software system Dagger [38].
It is implemented in C++ and uses Pthreads and MPI libraries
for managing threads and processes respectively. It runs on
a single-processor computer or multiprocessor system with
shared memory. Parameters of computer which was used
for experiments are following: desktop with 2 Xeon x5550
processors running at 2.66 GHz (each with 4 cores and 8
threads) all sharing 16 GB of RAM. The longest time of the
preformed experiments (for γ ∈ Γ(T )) was for the decision
table Flags – 181 min. For the decision table Agaricus-lepiota
– 36 min., for the Nursery – 3 min.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We studied an extension of dynamic programming approach
for the sequential optimization of γ-decision rules relative to
the length, coverage and number of misclassifications. The
considered approach allows to describe the whole set of irre-
dundant γ-decision rules and optimize these rules sequentially
relative to arbitrary subset and order of cost functions. So,
we can consider the problem of multi-criteria optimization of
decision rules with hierarchically dependent criteria.

Results of sequential optimization of irredundant γ-decision
rules for T and r depend on the order of optimization if there
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are no totally optimal relative to l, c, µ irredundant γ-decision
rules for T and r.

Sequential optimization of irredundant γ-decision rules and
construction of totally optimal rules can be considered as tools
which support design of classifiers. To predict the value of
decision attribute for a new object we can use in a classifier
only totally optimal rules or rules with the maximum coverage,
etc. Short rules which cover many objects can be useful also
in knowledge discovery to represent knowledge extracted from
decision tables. In this case, rules with smaller number of
descriptors are more understandable.

Future study will be connected with the construction of
classifiers and scalability for the presented approach.
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Abstract—We consider the problem of utilizing the pack of
batteries serving current demands in Electric Vehicles. When
serving a demand, the current allocation might be split among
the batteries in the pack. Due to its internal chemistry structure, a
battery’s life depends on the discharge current used for supplying
the requests. Any deviation from the (a-priori known) optimal
discharge-current is associated with a penalty. Thus, the problem
is to serve an online sequence of requests for energy, in a way
that minimizes the total penalty associated with the service.

We first formulate the problem as a combinatorial optimization
problem. We show that the problem is strongly NP-hard and
is hard to approximate within an additive gap of Ω(m) from
the optimum, where m is the number of batteries in the pack.
This hardness result is valid even in the offline case, where the
sequence of current demands is known in advance. For the online
problem, we suggest an algorithm in which the total penalty
might be larger than the minimal possible by at most an additive
gap of 1.5m - independent of the initial capacity of the batteries
and the number of requests in the sequence. Finally, we provide
a lower bound of 1.5 for the multiplicative competitive ratio of
any online algorithm.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to analyze
the problem theoretically.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE last few years the idea of electrically powered cars
has turned into reality. This old idea, from the early years

of the automobile industry in the late 1890’s, is now a real
alternative to the gasoline powered vehicles [1], [2]. Electric
Vehicles (EVs) are currently considered the next generation of
cars in the world of automobiles.

One of the most critical components of EV is the recharge-
able battery [3]. The use of a battery as an energy source
raises several issues such as limited driving ranges and high
costs. Batteries are very expensive [4] and thus it is critically
important to extend their life as much as possible. The battery’s
life is affected by the way the energy is discharged (allocated),
which is the focus of this paper. It is important to distinguish
between the battery’s capacity and the battery’s life. The
battery’s capacity is the amount of energy that can be stored in
the battery (and later discharged), i.e., the amount of energy
of one charge-discharge cycle. The battery’s life is the total
amount of energy that can be extracted from all charge-
discharge cycles of the battery [5]. In other words, the battery’s
life is the overall energy output of the battery before it fails
to meet specific performance criteria.

The EV battery is actually a pack of cells that are connected
in serial and in parallel in order to provide the voltage and
current required for propulsion. Cells are serially connected
in order to provide the required voltage, and the series are
connected in parallel to provide the required current. Our work
considers the energy allocation provided by the individual cell-
series in the batteries. For simplicity, we denote each cell-
series as a battery.

The most dominant factor of an EV battery’s life is the
discharge current used. Each battery’s chemistry is designed
to be discharged in a specific current, while higher or lower
currents have negative effects on it [6], [7], [8]. Moreover, as
demonstrated in [9], an optimal discharge current exists for
each battery and depends on the specific chemistry. Based on
these insights, we propose a penalty function that maps each
discharge current to a numeric value reflecting its detrimental
affect on the battery’s life.

The common discharge method in EV is very simple and
naive, where each current demand is supplied using all the
batteries in the pack, and the load is equally divided. The
rational behind this method is simplicity of implementation,
keep all batteries in the same condition (balanced) and the
assumption that the lower the discharge current the better.
However, as described above, the behavior and performance
of a real battery is more complex.

A. Our Results

Motivated by the possibility of extending the EV batteries’
life by a smart operation, we proposed an advanced online
energy allocation algorithm. We also analyze the problem the-
oretically and provide results regarding its complexity status
under common theoretical measures.

The performance of an energy allocation algorithm is eval-
uated according to its gap from an optimal allocation, i.e., the
gap from an allocation that serves all current demands with the
minimal possible penalty. We provide hardness results for both
the offline problem, where the current demands are known in
advance, and for the online problem, where the sequence of
current demands is unknown in advance. In practice, demands
should be served without apriori knowledge of forthcoming
demands. Therefore, the main algorithm we suggest is for the
online problem. Clearly, all hardness results we provide for
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the offline problem also capture the online one. For the online
problem we also provide a lower bound on the competitive
ratio of any deterministic algorithm.

A formal, mathematical, description of the problem is
given in Section II. In Section III we consider the offline
problem. We show that the problem of serving the requests
with the minimal possible penalty is strongly NP-hard and
hard to approximate within an additive gap of Ω(m) from the
optimum.

We then consider the online problem. In Section IV we
suggest an algorithm in which the total penalty might be
larger than the minimal possible one by at most an additive
gap of 1.5m - independent of the number of requests in
the sequence and of the initial capacity of the batteries. Our
result is optimal, i.e., associated with the minimal possible
penalty, for a significant prefix of the sequence – as long
as the remaining capacity of the batteries is not below some
threshold. Thus, our algorithm is optimal in the sense that it
guarantees minimal damage to the batteries’ life when drivers
charge their EV frequently enough and do not wait until the
batteries are empty. Finally, in Section V we provide a lower
bound of 1.5 for the competitive ratio of any online algorithm.
Recall, an online algorithm has a competitive-ratio c if, for
every possible instance, its objective value is within a factor
of c from the optimum.

We note that our results can be applied to other resource
allocation problems in which there are m servers (machines,
batteries) that should serve n clients (jobs, current demands).
Each client is associated with a request for some amount of
resource. A request can be satisfied by several servers, i.e., the
service of a request might split. There is a penalty associated
with each allocation and the objective is to minimize the
total penalty. This general problem appears in many domains.
For example, in Human Resources (HR), it is reasonable to
allocate tasks to workers such that each worker is assigned
a specific workload, and any deviation from this workload
causes some penalty, specifically, high workloads conflict
with working time regulations, and low workloads might be
unprofitable.

Due to space constraints, some of the proofs are omitted
from this extended abstract.

B. Related Work

Battery management and power allocation has been widely
studied. Most of the previous work has been aimed at maxi-
mizing the battery’s lifetime, i.e., the time until the battery is
empty and needs to be recharged.

Algorithms for extending batteries’ lifetime by various
discharge allocation schemes were discussed in [10] and
[11]. Several discharge schemes were proposed including: (i)
serial – discharging of a single battery each time until it is
emptied and discharging next battery, (ii) static switching –
discharging of a single battery for a certain amount of time,
(iii) dynamic switching – discharging of each battery for a
different amount of time depending on its physical state, e.g.,
remaining capacity, (iv) parallel – discharging of all batteries

together where the workload splits equally. In simulations and
lab experiments the static and dynamic algorithms increased
the batteries’s lifetime significantly. In addition, the lifetime
of batteries operated by both static and dynamic switching
algorithms increased as the switching frequency increased.

The energy demands in EVs are not known in advance and
may be estimated using prediction methods based on driving
profiles, driving stories and the history of demands. In [12]
discharge methods among multiple batteries were discussed
where the current requests and their distribution over time are
known. We do not deal with this type of problem since we
propose an online algorithm.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

The system consists of m identical batteries,
B1, B2, . . . , Bm, all having the same initial capacity C.
There are n current demands, i.e. requests for current, given
as an online sequence d1, d2, . . . , dn, where di is the energy
required to satisfy the i-th request. The sequence, and in
particular its length n, is unknown in advance, but it is
guaranteed that the total capacity of the batteries can satisfy
all requests, that is,

∑
i di ≤ mC.

The i-th request can be satisfied in various ways. Any
allocation of di from the batteries is acceptable, and there
are no constraints regarding the distribution of di among the
batteries. However, there are ‘good’ and ‘bad’ allocations –
since an optimal discharge current exists.

Based on our understanding of the electrochemical proper-
ties of the individual cells [6], [7], [8], we define a penalty
function that reflects the damage to the battery’s life from the
discharge current. The actual penalty function depends on the
specific chemistry of the battery. However, it is reasonable to
assume the following basic structure. Let IOPT be the optimal
discharge current, whose supply results in maximization of the
battery life. The penalty function should fulfill the following
conditions.

1) The penalty for no discharge is 0.
2) The penalty for supplying IOPT is 0.
3) All other discharge currents have positive penalty values,

according to their distance from IOPT .

We assume the following linear penalty function, described
in Fig. 1. Let x be the discharge current, then, for some
parameter α > 0,

Penalty(x) =

{
0, if x = 0 or x = IOPT

α|IOPT − x| else
(1)

By simple scaling of all demands and capacities, we assume
throughout this paper, w.l.o.g., that IOPT = 1 and α = 1. We
denote by Ci

j the remaining capacity of battery Bj before
current demand i. The goal is to determine the values xi

j ,
where xi

j is the discharge current (power allocation) of battery
Bj to supply the current demand i.
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Fig. 1. The penalty function.

III. THE OFFLINE PROBLEM

In this section we consider the case in which all requests are
known in advance. While this is not the case in practice, from
the theoretical aspect it is interesting as any hardness result
for this model also captures the online problem. The problem
can be described as follows.

min
n∑

i=1

m∑

j=1

Penalty(xi
j)

s.t.

n∑

i=1

xi
j ≤ C ∀j = 1 . . .m

m∑

j=1

xi
j = di ∀i = 1 . . . n

0 ≤ xi
j , xi

j ∈ R ∀i = 1 . . . n, j = 1 . . .m

A. Hardness of the Offline Problem

We first prove that the offline problem of serving all requests
with the minimal possible penalty is strongly NP-hard. Next,
we show that it is NP-hard to approximate the minimal
possible penalty within an additive Ω(m) factor.

Theorem III.1. The problem of serving all requests with
the minimal possible penalty is strongly NP-hard even if all
current demands are known in advance.

Proof: We show a reduction from the 3-partition problem.
The input to 3-partition is a set of n = 3m numbers S =
{d1, . . . , d3m} such that ∀i, 1

4 ≤ di ≤ 1
2 and

∑n
i=1 di = m.

The goal is to divide S into m subsets S1, · · · , Sm of S such
that

∑
dk∈Sj

dk = 1 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Note that each such
set consists of exactly three numbers. The 3-partition problem
is known to be strongly NP-hard [13].

Given S, we construct the following instance of our prob-
lem: m batteries, each with an initial capacity of C = 1, and
n = 3m current demands, where the i-th request is for di.

Claim III.2. The set S has a 3-partition if and only if the
minimum penalty for serving the requests is 2m.

Proof: Given a 3-partition of S, let S1, · · · , Sm be the
required partition, i.e.,

∑
dk∈Sj

dk = 1 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m. We

serve the requests as follows: for every subset Sj , assume that
Sj = {dj1 , dj2 , dj3}, then the corresponding three requests
are served from battery j. All requests are less than 1, i.e.,
di ≤ 1, thus the penalty from each is 1− di. Accordingly, the
total penalty for serving requests from battery j is (1−dj1)+
(1− dj2 )+ (1− dj3), and the total penalty for serving all 3m
requests, as induced by the m sets is

∑m
j=1[(1− dj1) + (1−

dj2) + (1− dj3)] = 3m−∑n
i=1 di = 3m−m = 2m.

For the other direction, assume that the requests are served
such that the total penalty is 2m. Since all requests for current
demand are less than 1, the penalty for serving request i is
exactly mi − di, where mi ≥ 1 is the number of batteries
for which xi

j > 0 (that allocate some energy to request i).
Therefore, the total penalty is

∑n
i=1(mi−di) =

∑n
i=1 mi−m.

In order for this sum to be 2m, it must hold that
∑n

i=1 mi =
3m. Since n = 3m and mi values are non-negative integer
numbers, mi = 1 must be true for all i. In other words, each
request is supplied only by a single battery. Also, the range
of di, i.e., 1

4 ≤ di ≤ 1
2 , implies that exactly three demands

are served by each battery. Since the total current demand is
exactly the total available energy, i.e.,

∑n
i=1 di =

∑m
j=1 C, it

must be that for every 1 ≤ j ≤ m, the requests that are served
by the j-th battery constitute a total demand of exactly C = 1
and the mapping of requests to the batteries that serve them
induces a 3-partition.

Our next hardness proof shows that the gap between the
total penalty of any efficient algorithm, and the penalty of
an optimal algorithm is Ω(m). We use an idea suggested
in a hardness proof for the problem of packing with item
fragmentation [14].

Theorem III.3. For any m > 1, a set of requests exists such
that for some P ≥ 0, the optimal serve of all the requests
by m batteries constitute a total penalty P , while service of
all the requests by m batteries with a total penalty less than
P +

⌊
m
2

⌋
is NP-hard.

Proof: Recall that mi ≥ 1 denotes the number of batteries
participating in the service of request i, i.e., mi = |{j|xj

i >
0}|.

The proof is based on defining a set of requests, i.e., an
instance σ, with the following attributes:
(A1) All the requests are small, i.e., for all i, di < 1.
(A2) In the optimal solution, every request for current

demand di is provided by a single battery, i.e., for
all i, mi = 1.

(A3) If P 6= NP then in the allocation determined by any
efficient algorithm,

∑
i mi ≥ n+ ⌊m/2⌋.

Note that the penalty for any allocation of xj
i < 1 is 1 −

xj
i . Thus, the total penalty for serving request i is mi − di.

Given that σ fulfills attributes (A1) and (A2), we conclude
that the minimal penalty achieved by an optimal allocation is
POPT (σ) =

∑n
i=1(mi − di) = n−∑

i di. Also, by attribute
(A3), the total penalty of any efficient algorithm is at least
PALG(σ) =

∑
i(mi − di) ≥ n+ ⌊m/2⌋ −∑

i di. Therefore,
PALG(σ) − POPT (σ) ≥ ⌊m/2⌋.
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We now describe the construction of an instance σ that
fulfills (A1) − (A3). For this, we assume that the batteries
have different initial capacities and that m is even. Later we
explain how these assumptions can be removed.

In order to achieve attribute (A3), we use a reduction from
the Partition problem. The input for Partition is a set U =
{a1, . . . , ah} of positive integers with a total size of 2S. The
goal is to determine whether a subset U ′ ⊆ U of a total size
S exists.

For a given number of batteries, m, and a given instance of
Partition, U = {a1, . . . , ah}, construct an instance for the en-
ergy allocation problem with m batteries and n = h ·m/2 cur-
rent demands. The current demands consists of k = m/2 sets,
R0, . . . , Rk−1 each comprising h requests. Let M > (2S+1)
be an integer. The set R0 comprises requests for current
demands a1, a2, . . . , ah; R1 comprises requests for current
demands a1M,a2M, . . . , ahM , and in general, Rℓ comprises
requests for current demands a1M

ℓ, a2M
ℓ, . . . , ahM

ℓ. The
battery capacities are S, SM,SM2, . . . , SM ℓ, . . . , SMk−1

and there are two batteries of each capacity. Note that the total
required energy is exactly the total capacity of the batteries.
Finally, let IOPT = SMk. For simplicity of the description,
the attributes are described assuming IOPT = 1, this is w.l.o.g.
as it is possible to scale all demands and capacities by a factor
of 1/SMk.

If a partition of the items in U into two sets of size S
exists, then an energy allocation fulfilling (A2) exists. Such
an optimal allocation serves all the requests of Rℓ by the two
batteries with a capacity of SM ℓ. Since the total demand of
the requests in Rℓ is exactly 2SM ℓ and a partition exists, Rℓ

can be partitioned into two sets of requests, each set with total
demand of SM ℓ, and it is possible to serve all the requests
such that every request is served by a single battery.

For the other direction, consider any service of the demands.
Since the total required energy is exactly the total capacity of
the batteries, for every battery j with SM ℓ capacity,

∑
i x

j
i =

SM ℓ holds.

Claim III.4. If some battery, Bj , serves only full requests,
that is, for all i either xj

i is 0 or di, then a partition of U
exists.

We conclude that if P 6= NP then, in any allocation
provided by an efficient algorithm, every battery will serve at
least one partial request. Thus, there are at least m/2 fractions
of requests and attribute (A3) holds.

In order to extend the proof to instances with identical
batteries, we set the capacities of all 2k batteries to SMk

and add two filler requests of size S(Mk − M ℓ) to each
set of demands Rℓ. Nonetheless, the total required energy
is still exactly the total capacity of the batteries. Note that
the two smallest filler requests constitute a total size of
2S(Mk −Mk−1), which is larger than SMk for any M > 2.
Therefore, in any allocation of full requests, each battery
serves at most one filler request. Furthermore, the total demand
of non-filler request is too small to fully utilize any battery,
therefore any fully utilized battery must serve exactly one filler

request. Assume that some battery serve only full requests and
let S(Mk−Mz) be the demand of the filler request served by
the battery. The rest of the energy is allocated to requests of
a total demand SMz and the proof for the different capacity
batteries can be applied.

If m is odd, we can add a single request for a current
demand of SMk, and setting k = ⌊m/2⌋, we attain an instance
for which the above reduction can be applied.

IV. AN ALMOST OPTIMAL ONLINE ALGORITHM

In this section we describe an online power allocation
scheme that is guaranteed to serve all requests in an instance σ
with a penalty of at most POPT (σ)+1.5m. By theorem III.3,
a lower bound of POPT (σ)+Ω(m) also applies to the offline
case. Therefore, our algorithm is optimal in the sense that
only the constant factor in the additive term might be reduced.
Another property of our algorithm is that for a significant
prefix of the requests, an optimal allocation is guaranteed.
This property implies that our algorithm guarantees minimal
damage to the batteries’ life of drivers who charge their EV
frequently enough and do not wait until the batteries are empty.
The last demands, i.e., the demands when the batteries are
almost empty, turned out to be the most challenging, as the
amount of energy left in each battery may be small and an
optimal discharge current might not be possible.

The proposed solution distinguishes between two pos-
sible statuses of the batteries. As long as the status is
AboveTheLine (to be defined later), the serve of all requests
is associated with the minimal possible penalty. Once the
status is not AboveTheLine, our allocation might involve
a redundant penalty. However, it is possible to bound this
redundant penalty by 1.5m.

In order to determine the batteries’ status before serving
request i, we sort the batteries in non-increasing order of
remaining capacity, i.e., Ci

1 ≥ Ci
2 . . . ≥ Ci

m.

Definition IV.1. If Ci
1 ≥ 1.5 and Ci

j ≥ 1 for every j > 1,
then the batteries status before request i is AboveTheLine.

Algorithm 1 describes the energy allocation scheme for a
single request. For simplicity, as our analysis refers to a single
request, di, we drop the index i whenever it is clear from
the context. Specifically, d is the request, Cj is the remaining
capacity of Bj before the request, and xj is the power allocated
to the request by Bj .

In some cases the algorithm allocates energy in a balancing
way among a selected set of batteries. That is, the energy
is allocated from the batteries in the set with the highest
remaining capacity, such that x1 ≥ x2 ≥ . . ., while trying to
balance the remaining capacities in the set after the allocation.
This can be done by first allocating from B1, till C1 = C2,
then allocating evenly from both B1, B2, and so on, until the
whole demand is allocated.

In some cases the algorithm calls the procedure Greedy-
FinalAllocation, given in Algorithm 2. In this procedure the
allocation is done greedily from the battery with the lowest
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remaining capacity, moving to the next lowest battery when
the battery is emptied.

We state that a request for energy d has a low fraction if
d−⌊d⌋ < 1

2 . Otherwise, the request has a high fraction. Note
that a request has a low fraction if and only if d−⌊d⌋ < ⌈d⌉−d.
For example d = 2.3 has a low fraction while d = 2.8 has a
high fraction.

The analysis of the algorithm is based on several obser-
vations. First, we show that as long as the batteries’ status
is AboveTheLine, then the service of all requests is asso-
ciated with the minimal possible penalty. Next, we bound
the total possible penalty once the batteries’ status is not
AboveTheLine.

Lemma IV.2. As long as the batteries’ status is
AboveTheLine, the service of all requests is associated with
the minimal possible penalty.

Proof: Consider a current demand, d, and use POPT (d)
to denote the minimal possible penalty for supplying it.

If d ≤ 1 then POPT (d) = 1 − d, achieved by allocating
all energy from a single battery - as in our algorithm (line 4).
If d ≥ m, then POPT (d) = d − m, achieved by allocating
at least 1 from each of the m batteries. Such an allocation is
done in our algorithm (lines 10-11). Given that Ci

j ≥ 1 for
every j > 1, the two above allocations are possible.

If 1 < d < m, then the minimal possible penalty is the
distance of d from the nearest integer, given by POPT (d) =
min{d − ⌊d⌋ , ⌈d⌉ − d}. In both cases, this value is at most
1
2 . If the request has a low fraction then penalty POPT (d)
can be achieved by allocating at least 1 from ⌊d⌋ batteries.
If the request has a high fraction then penalty POPT (d) can
be achieved by allocating at least 1

2 and at most 1 from ⌈d⌉
batteries. Such an allocation is done in our algorithm (lines
19-20 and 27-28 respectively). Note that since the status is
AboveTheLine, i.e., Ci

1 ≥ 1.5 and Ci
j ≥ 1 for every j > 1,

the above allocations are possible. Therefore, if the batteries’
status before the allocation is AboveTheLine, then it is always
possible to follow the suggested allocation which is associated
with the minimal possible penalty.

We conclude that the algorithm might cause a redundant
penalty only in GreedyFinalAllocation. In order to bound the
total redundant penalty, we first bound the gap between the
remaining capacities of any pair of batteries.

Claim IV.3. For any request i and two batteries, j, j′,
|Ci

j − Ci
j′ | < 1.5.

Proof: The proof is by induction on the number of re-
quests serviced. Initially, before the first request, all capacities
equal C and the claim is clearly valid. Assume that the claim
holds before the allocation of the i-th request, we show it is
valid also afterward. Let S denote the set of batteries allocating
power to the i-th request, i.e., k ∈ S if and only if xi

k > 0.
Consider first the case that the batteries’ status is

AboveTheLine. If both j, j′ /∈ S, then clearly, Ci
j = Ci+1

j

and Ci
j′ = Ci+1

j′ , so the gap between the remaining capacities
remains the same. If both j, j′ ∈ S, since the allocation is

Algorithm 1 Energy Allocation for a single request
Input: Power demand, d, battery capacities, C1 ≥ . . . ≥ Cm.

1: Let m̂ be the number of batteries with a capacity of at
least 1, i.e., m̂ = maxj Cj ≥ 1.

2: if d ≤ 1 then
3: if d ≤ C1 then
4: Let x1 = d.
5: else
6: CALL: GreedyFinalAllocation.
7: end if
8: else if d ≥ m then
9: if batteries status is AboveTheLine then

10: Determine initial allocation of xj = 1 from batteries
j = 1, . . . ,m.

11: Allocate the remaining current demand, in a balanc-
ing way among batteries j = 1, . . . ,m.

12: else {batteries status is not AboveTheLine}
13: Determine initial allocation of xj = 1 from batteries

j = 1, . . . , m̂.
14: Let xj = Cj for all j = m̂+ 1, . . . ,m.
15: Allocate the remaining current demand, i.e.,

d− m̂−∑m
j=m̂+1 Cj , by GreedyFinalAllocation.

16: end if
17: else if d− ⌊d⌋ < 1

2 then {low fraction request}
18: if ⌊d⌋ ≤ m̂ and d ≤ ∑⌊d⌋

j=1 Cj then
19: Determine initial allocation of xj = 1 from batteries

j = 1, . . . , ⌊d⌋.
20: Allocate the remaining current demand, i.e., d−⌊d⌋,

in a balancing way from batteries j = 1, . . . , ⌊d⌋.
21: else
22: Determine initial allocation of xj = 1 from batteries

j = 1, . . . ,min{m̂, ⌊d⌋ − 1}.
23: Allocate the remaining current demand, i.e.,

d−min{m̂, ⌊d⌋ − 1}, by GreedyFinalAllocation.
24: end if
25: else {high fraction request}
26: if ⌈d⌉ ≤ m̂ then
27: Determine initial allocation of xj =

1
2 from batteries

j = 1, . . . , ⌈d⌉.
28: Allocate the remaining current demand, i.e.,

d− ⌈d⌉ /2, in a balancing way from batteries
j = 1, . . . , ⌈d⌉ limiting the allocation from any
single battery by 1, i.e., xj ≤ 1 for all j.

29: else
30: Determine initial allocation of xj = 1 from batteries

j = 1, . . . ,min{m̂, ⌊d⌋}.
31: Allocate the remaining current demand, i.e.,

d−min{m̂, ⌈d⌉ − 1}, by GreedyFinalAllocation.
32: end if
33: end if
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Algorithm 2 GreedyFinalAllocation
Input: Power demand, d, battery capacities, C1 ≥ . . . ≥ Cm.

1: index = m
2: while d > 0 do
3: Set xindex = min{Cindex, d}
4: d = d− xindex

5: index = index− 1
6: end while

done in a balancing way, i.e., xi
j ≥ xi

j′ , the gap between the
remaining capacities can only decrease. The third case, i.e.,
j ∈ S and j′ /∈ S, can only happen if di < m. According
to the algorithm the maximal allocation of a single battery in
this case is less than 1.5.

When the batteries’ status is not AboveTheLine, either the
maximal capacity of a battery is less than 1.5, which clearly
implies that the maximal gap is less than 1.5, or the allocation
is done in a balancing way as explained above.

Next, we bound the total redundant penalty after the batter-
ies status is not AboveTheLines.

Theorem IV.4. The total penalty of the algorithm might be
larger than the minimal possible penalty by at most 1.5m.

Proof: Use POPT (di), PALG(di) to denote the minimal
possible penalty, and the penalty caused by the algorithm for
the i-th request. Let ∆(i) = PALG(di) − POPT (di) be the
redundant penalty which occurred in the service of request i;
ei be the number of batteries emptied as a result of servicing
request i; and m′ denote the number of batteries with a
positive remaining capacity after all requests are served, that is,
m = m′+

∑
i ei. We show that

∑
i ∆(i) ≤ 1.5m by showing

that
∑

i ∆(i) ≤ ∑
i 1.5(ei + m′). By Lemma IV.2, as long

as the batteries status is AboveTheLine, ∆(i) = 0 holds.
Therefore, we need to bound the redundant penalty after the
batteries status is not AboveTheLine. Our analysis is based
on combining the following three claims.

1) For all (except maybe for one) requests in which ei > 0
it holds that ∆(i) ≤ 1.5ei.

2) For a single request for which ei > 0 it might be that
1.5ei < ∆(i) ≤ 1.5(ei + 1).

3) Either m′ > 0, or for the last request, ei > 0 and
∆(i) ≤ 1.5(ei − 1).

Before proving the above claims we note several observa-
tions. First, if a battery is emptied while the batteries’ status
is AboveTheLines then by Lemma IV.2, ∆(i) = 0. We
therefore need to analyze only the cases in which the batteries
are emptied when the batteries’ status is not AboveTheLines.
In this case, the algorithm might have redundant penalty only
when GreedyFinalAllocation is called.

The batteries status is not AboveTheLine if one of the two
following condition is valid

1) Ci
1 < 1.5.

2) Ci
m < 1.

1

k1 batteriesk2 batteries

0.5

1

1.5

Fig. 2. The batteries status is not AboveTheLine and Ci
1 < 1.5.

Claim IV.5. If Ci
1 < 1.5 and GreedyFinalAllocation is called,

then ∆(i) ≤ 1.5ei.

Proof: Assume that GreedyFinalAllocation empties k1
batteries for which Ci

j ≤ 1, and k2 batteries for which
Ci

j > 1 (as shown in Fig. 2). The penalty for the k1 batteries
is

∑
j(1 − Ci

j) < k1. The penalty for the k2 batteries is∑
j(C

i
j − 1) < 0.5k2. The last inequality follows from the

fact that Ci
j ≤ Ci

1 < 1.5. The total penalty is therefore
PALG(di) < k1+0.5k2. All batteries participating in Greedy-
FinalAllocation except perhaps the last one are emptied, thus,
ei = k1 + k2 − 1.

We need to show that k1 + 0.5k2 ≤ 1.5(k1 + k2 − 1).
This is equivalent to showing k1 + 2k2 ≥ 3. Clearly, if
(k1, k2) ≥ (1, 1) it is valid. We analyze the other cases sepa-
rately.

Assume k2 = 0, that is, the whole allocation is from
batteries having a remaining capacity of at most 1. We
show that for this case ∆(i) ≤ ei. We distinguish between
several cases, according to the value of di. If di ≤ 1 then
POPT (di) = 1 − di. Recall that the algorithm allocates di
greedily, from k1 batteries, out of which at least k1 − 1 are
emptied. Thus, PALG(di) =

∑
{j|xj>0}(1−xj) = k1−di. We

find that ∆(i) = k1 − di − (1− di) = k1 − 1, i.e., ∆(i) ≤ ei.
If 1 < di < m and di has a low fraction. Let w = di−⌊di⌋.

It holds that POPT (di) = w. The algorithm allocates gi =
di − min{m̂, ⌊di⌋ − 1} greedily from k1 batteries, of which
at least k1 − 1 are emptied. Note that gi is the remaining
current demand from line 15, and that gi ≥ 1 + w. Thus,
PALG(di) =

∑
{j|xj>0}(1 − xj) = k1 − gi. We find that

∆(i) = k1 − gi − w < k1 − 1, i.e., ∆(i) < ei.
If 1 < di < m and di has a high fraction. Let w = ⌈di⌉−di.

It holds that POPT (di) = w. The algorithm allocates gi =
di−min{m̂, ⌊di⌋} greedily from k1 batteries, of which at least
k1 − 1 are emptied. Note that gi ≥ 1−w. Thus, PALG(di) =∑

{j|xj>0}(1− xj) = k1 − gi. We find that ∆(i) = k1 − gi −
w < k1 − 1. That is, ∆(i) < ei.

If k2 > 0 then the condition k1 + 2k2 ≥ 3 might not be
valid only if k1 = 0 and k2 = 1. This implies that the whole
allocation was from batteries having a remaining capacity
between 1 and 1.5, where all but a single battery allocated
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exactly 1 and a single battery allocated 1 ≤ xj ≤ 1.5. Such
an allocation must be optimal and thus, in this case, ∆(i) = 0.

Next, we consider the case in which the batteries’ status is
not AboveTheLine since Ci

m < 1. We bound the redundant
penalty in this case and also show that the algorithm might
accumulate a redundant penalty at most once before the other
condition (Ci

1 < 1.5) holds.

0.5

k1 batteriesk2 batteries

1

2.5

1

1.5

Fig. 3. The batteries status is not AboveTheLine and Ci
m < 1.

Claim IV.6. If Ci
m < 1 and GreedyFinalAllocation is called,

then ∆(i) ≤ 1.5(ei + 1) and Ci+1
1 < 1.5.

Proof: By Claim IV.3, if Ci
m < 1 then Ci

1 < 2.5.
Assume that GreedyFinalAllocation is called. According to
the algorithm, this happens only if the allocation is not
optimal and only after we set the allocation of each of the
m̂ batteries with Ci

j ≥ 1 to 1. Thus, as a result of such
an allocation, the remaining capacity of all batteries is less
than 1.5, and in particular Ci+1

1 < 1.5. Note that if a low
fraction request is serviced and the greedy allocation is of
di − (⌊di⌋ − 1) then ⌊di⌋ − 1 < m̂ and the allocation is non
optimal since di <

∑⌊d⌋
j=1 Cj (see line 18). This can only

happen if Ci
1 < 1.5, thus, the analysis in the proof of Claim

IV.5 applies.
Assume that the greedy allocation empties k1 batteries for

which Ci
j ≤ 1 and k2 batteries for which Ci

j > 1 as shown in
Fig. 3. The penalty for the k1 batteries is

∑
j(1 − Ci

j) < k1.
The penalty for the k2 batteries is

∑
j(C

i
j − 1) < 1.5k2. The

last inequality follows from the fact that Ci
j ≤ Ci

1 < 2.5. The
total penalty is therefore PALG(di) < k1+1.5k2. All batteries
participating in GreedyFinalAllocation except perhaps for the
last one are emptied, thus, ei = k1 + k2 − 1. Clearly, for all
values of k1, k2, it holds that k1+1.5k2 ≤ 1.5(k1+k2). Thus,
∆(i) ≤ 1.5(ei + 1).

Combining Claims IV.5 and IV.6 we find that for all (except
perhaps for one) requests for which ei > 0 it holds that
∆(i) ≤ 1.5ei, and for a single request – the one for which

GreedyFinalAllocation is called when Ci
m < 1, it might be

that 1.5ei ≤ ∆(i) ≤ 1.5(ei + 1). To complete our analysis
we show that this gap of 1.5 is closed by the last request. In
the proof we assume that when the last request is supplied,
Cn

1 < 1.5, as otherwise, the scenario handled in Claim IV.6
never happens and there is no gap to bridge, that is, before
the last request

∑
i ∆(i) ≤ 1.5

∑
i ei.

Claim IV.7. Either m′ > 0, or for the last request, ei > 0
and ∆(i) ≤ 1.5(ei − 1).

Proof: If all batteries are emptied then the last re-
quest empties the last battery. Assume that greedy emp-
ties k1 batteries for which Ci

j ≤ 1, and k2 batteries
for which Ci

j > 1. The penalty for the k1 batteries
is

∑
j(1 − Ci

j) < k1. The penalty for the k2 batter-
ies is

∑
j(C

i
j − 1) < 0.5k2 (recall that Cn

1 < 1.5). The total
penalty is therefore PALG(di) < k1 + 0.5k2. All batteries
are emptied, thus, ei = k1 + k2. We need to show that
k1 + 0.5k2 ≤ 1.5(k1 + k2 − 1). The proof is equivalent to
the proof of Claim IV.5.

We conclude that either the last battery is not emptied, or,
if it is emptied, for at least one request (the last one), at
least one battery is emptied with no redundant penalty. This
compensates for the additional penalty the algorithm might
have accumulated in the situation where Ci

m < 1 which
discussed above. Summing up, the total redundant penalty of
the algorithm is at most 1.5m.

V. A LOWER BOUND FOR THE MULTIPLICATIVE
COMPETITIVE RATIO

A more common performance measure of online algorithm’s
quality is its competitive ratio, defined as the maximal possible
ratio between the algorithm’s objective value and an optimal
one. In this section we show that according to this measure
no algorithm can be better than 1.5-competitive. Formally,

Theorem V.1. For every online algorithm, ALG, a sequence
of requests σ such that PALG(σ) ≥ 1.5POPT (σ) exists.

Proof: Consider an instance with m = 2 batteries with an
initial capacity C = 1. The sequence σ is constructed by the
adversary as a response to the behavior of the algorithm. The
possible sequences, provided by the adversary, and the possible
allocations of the algorithm are described in Fig. 4. Every node
corresponds to a possible configuration of the batteries and is
described as a vector of the remaining capacities.

The first request presented by the adversary is for
d1 = 1

2 − ε. If the algorithm splits the service between the
two batteries (configuration A in the figure), then PALG(σ) =
2 − d1 = 3

2 + ε, while POPT (σ) = 1 − d1 = 1
2 + ε. In

this case, the adversary halts; the whole sequence is a single
request, and the competitive ratio is arbitrarily close to 3 (by
fixing ε → 0).

If the algorithm supply the whole first request from a single
battery, w.l.o.g., from B1, then the adversary proceeds with
d2 = 1

2 − ε. The algorithm can choose one of three options:
split the service (configuration B), provide the whole request
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(1, 1)

(½ + ε, 1)

d1 =  ½ -ε

d2 =  ½ -ε

D: (½ + ε, ½ + ε)C: (2ε, 1)
(½ + ε-x,       

½ + ε+ x)

(2ε-x, ½ -ε+ x)

d3 =  ½ + ε d3 =  1

A: (½ + ε+ x, 1-x)

(2ε, ½ -ε)

F: (0, 0)

E: (ε+ x, ε-x)

d4 =  ½ + ε

B :

’

Fig. 4. Possible behavior of an online algorithm and the adversary.

from B1 (configuration C), or provide the whole request from
B2 (configuration D).

If the algorithm chooses to move to configuration B, the
adversary halts. The penalty for the second request is 2−d2 =
3
2 + ε. In addition to the penalty for the first request, the total
penalty is PALG(σ) = (12 + ε) + (32 + ε) = 2 + 2ε, while an
optimal service has penalty POPT (σ) = 2(12 + ε) = 1 + 2ε.
The competitive ratio is arbitrarily close to 2.

If the algorithm chooses to move to configuration D, then
the adversary proceeds with d′3 = 1. The algorithm must serve
the request d′3 from both batteries (configuration E) with total
penalty for the whole sequence PALG(σ) = (12+ε)+(12+ε)+
1 = 2(1 + ε). An optimal service for this sequence (reaching
configuration C and providing the whole request d′3 from B2)
would incur a penalty of POPT (σ) = 1 + 2ε. The resulting
competitive ratio is arbitrarily close to 2.

We are left with the case in which the algorithm chooses to
move to configuration C. The adversary proceeds with d3 =
1
2 + ε. If the algorithm splits the service (left node of C), the
penalty for the last request is 3

2−ε and the total penalty for the
whole sequence is PALG(σ) =

5
2 +ε while an optimal service

for this sequence (providing the whole request d3 from B2)
would incur a penalty of POPT (σ) = 3

2 + ε. The resulting
competitive ratio is arbitrarily close to 5

3 , and larger than 1.5
for any ε ≤ 1

2 . Otherwise (right node of C), the adversary
proceeds with a final request d4 = 1

2 + ε. The algorithm must
move to configuration F . For the whole sequence the penalty
is PALG(σ) = (12 +ε)+(12 +ε)+(12 −ε)+(32 −ε) = 3, while
an optimal service of this sequence (through configuration D)
would incur a penalty of POPT (σ) = 2. Thus, the competitive
ratio for this scenario is 1.5.

We conclude that for any behavior of the algorithm, the
adversary can proceed in a way that guarantees PALG(σ) ≥
1.5POPT (σ).

VI. DISCUSSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS

This paper studied the problem of utilizing the pack of
batteries serving current demands in Electric Vehicles. We for-
mulated the problem as a combinatorial optimization problem,

provided hardness results, that are valid even for the off-line
scenario, and suggested an efficient almost optimal on-line
algorithm. Several important problems remain open:

1) Consider additional penalty functions. In particular, non-
linear penalty functions as well as penalty functions that
are not symmetric around the optimal discharge current.

2) Our algorithm (Section IV) is guaranteed to have re-
dundant penalty at most 1.5m. On the other hand, it
is NP-hard to guarantee redundant penalty lower than
0.5m, even in the offline case (Theorem III.3). Can this
gap be closed? We believe it might be possible to design
an algorithm with a lower guaranteed redundant penalty.
However, it might also be possible to provide a hardness
result with a higher lower bound.

3) Consider the combination of several different battery
packs in a single EV, each having its own optimal
discharge current.

Additional problems arise when the model is extended to
consider additional parameters such as battery temperature and
other environmental affects. A totally different direction is to
study adaptive switching algorithm, that are based on learning
the driver’s driving pattern.
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Abstract—This paper solves the strip packing problem (SPP)
that consists in packing a set of circular objects into a rectangle
of fixed width and unlimited length. The objective is to minimize
the length of the rectangle that will contain all the objects such
that no object overlaps another one. The proposed algorithm
uses a look-ahead method combined with beam search and a
restarting strategy. The particularity of this algorithm is that
it can achieve good results quickly (faster than other known
methods and algorithms) even when the number of objects is
large. The results obtained on well-known benchmark instances
from the literature show that the algorithm improves a lot of
best known solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

CUTTING & PACKING (C&P) problems are well known
in Operations Research since they have many practical

applications. They can be encountered in the storage and
transportation of objects of different shapes (Baltacioglu et
al. [1]; Conway and Sloane [2]; Lewis et al. [3]). In this
case, the objective is to arrange these objects in order to save
space. C&P problems are also used in the industry when a
set of pieces of predetermined shapes have to be cut from a
rectangular plate (Menon and Schrage [4]). The objective in
this second example is to minimize the waste due to the space
between the pieces to cut.

This paper studies the problem of cutting (or packing) a set
N of n circular pieces Ci of known radii ri, i ∈ N, from (or
into) a strip S of fixed width W and unlimited length L. The
objective is to place the n pieces inside the smallest rectangle
R of dimensions W ×L∗ such that no piece overlaps another
one and no piece exceeds the limits of the rectangle. This
problem is known as the Strip Packing Problem or SPP (see
Wäscher et al. [5]).

The mathematical formulation for SPP is as follows:

min L (1)

(xi−xj)2+(yi−yj)2 ≥ (ri+rj)
2, for j < i, (i, j) ∈ N2 (2)

xi − ri ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ N, (3)

yi − ri ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ N, (4)

L− xi − ri ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ N (5)

W − yi − ri ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ N (6)

L ≥ π

W
×

n∑

i=1

r2i (7)

Equation 1 indicates the objective to minimize, i.e., the
length of the target rectangle that will contain the n pieces.
Equation 2 ensures that any pair of distinct circles Ci and
Cj do not overlap each other, i.e., the distance between their
centers must be greater than or equal to the sum of their radii
ri+rj . Equations 3–6 mean that any circle Ci does not exceed
the container boundary. Finally, Equation 7 indicates that the
problem contains a lower bound limit for L, this limit, denoted
by L, is equal the sum of the surfaces of the n circles divided
by the width of the rectangle W . Any value for L cannot then
be smaller than this lower bound.

A solution for the strip packing problem consists to find the
minimum value for the length of the rectangle that will contain
all the pieces while verifying the constraints represented by
Equations 2–7.

II. RELATED LITERATURE

The problem of packing circular objects of different radii
into a container is well known and very studied in the
literature. Since there is no method calculating exact solu-
tions, the authors use generally heuristic-based approaches in
order to compute approximate solutions for the problem. Two
categories of containers can be distinguished: the first one
corresponds to a circle and the second one to a rectangle.

Packing different-sized circles into the smallest circle was
for example studied by Huang et al. [6] where the authors
proposed greedy algorithms based on the Maximum Hole
Degree (MHD) heuristic. Hifi and M’Hallah [7] proposed
a dynamic adaptive local search where the radius of the
containing circle is increased when placing the circles. For
the same problem, Akeb et al. [8] used beam-search based
algorithms.

The problem of packing circles of different radii into a
rectangular container is more studied in the literature because
of its many applications. For example George et al. [9]
proposed several rules based essentially on the use of a
genetic algorithm as well as a random strategy. Stoyan and
Yaskov [10] designed a mathematical model whose objective
is to search for feasible local optima by combining a tree-
search procedure and a reduced-gradient. A genetic algorithm
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was also used by Hifi and M’Hallah [11]. Huang et al. [12]
designed two greedy algorithms for the strip packing problem,
the algorithms, denoted by B1.0 and B1.5, are based on the
Maximum Hole Degree (MHD) heuristic. Birgin et al. [13]
used a non-linear approach for placing circles inside a rectan-
gle. Kubach et al. [14] proposed a parallel version of the MHD
heuristic for tackling the strip packing problem. Finally, Akeb
et al. [15] proposed a beam-search based algorithm coupled
with a restarting strategy for SPP.

In this paper, an improved algorithm is proposed for the
strip packing problem. This algorithm combines beam search,
a restarting strategy, and a look-ahead method. The objective
of the look-ahead is to accelerate the search to obtain quickly
solutions. In addition, the parameters of the restarting and the
look-ahead strategies are studied in order to adapt them to the
characteristics of each instance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section III
explains how to use beam search in order to resolve the strip
packing problem (SPP). Section IV returns on some existing
beam-search based algorithms for SPP. Section V details the
improved algorithm denoted by IA. Section VI discusses the
results obtained by IA on the most known instances in the
literature. Finally, Section VII summarizes the results obtained
and indicates some orientations for future work.

III. BEAM SEARCH FOR RESOLVING SPP

Beam search (BS) [16] is a tree-based search and is an
adaptation of the best first search. BS selects, at each level of
the tree, the most promising nodes to expand. The number of
the nodes chosen at each level is denoted by ω and represents
the beam width.

This section is organized as follows. First, the different
notations used throughout the paper are given. After that,
a greedy procedure, denoted by MLDP (Minimum Local
Distance Position) is described. The objective of MLDP is
to try to place the n circles inside the current rectangle
R =W ×L, i.e., when the length of the rectangle is fixed to
a given value L.

A. Notations

In order to simplify the reading of the paper, here are the
different notations used throughout the document :

1) N = {1, ..., n} is the set of circles to pack into the
strip S placed with its bottom left corner at (0, 0) in the
Euclidean plan,

2) M = {1, ...,m} is the set of circle types (the set of
different radii in the instance),

3) Sleft, Stop, Sright, and Sbottom are the four edges of S,
4) The circular piece Ci of radius ri is placed with its

center at coordinates (xi, yi),
5) Ii corresponds to the set of circles already packed inside

the strip (|Ii| = i),
6) Ii contains the circles not yet placed (Ii ∪ Ii = N),
7) PIi is the set of distinct corner positions for the next

circle to place Ci+1 given the set Ii,
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Fig. 1. The MLDP strategy

8) A corner position pi+1 ∈ PIi for Ci+1 is computed by
using two elements e1 and e2. An element is either
a piece already placed (set Ii) or one of the three
edges of S (Sleft, Stop, Sbottom). Tpi+1

denotes the set
composed of both elements e1 and e2.

B. The MDLP Greedy Procedure

The Minimum Local Distance Position (MLDP) procedure
can be used as a greedy algorithm in order to compute a
solution. Indeed, given the set Ii of circles already placed
inside the current rectangle and the set of corner positions
Pi+1 for the next circle Ci+1, MLDP selects the best corner
position for this circle. This process is repeated until all
the circles are placed or no additional circle can be placed.
Fig 1 explains the mechanism of MLDP where two circles
are already placed, thus i = 2 and I2 =

{
C1, C2

}
. There

are also three possible positions to place the next circle C3:
PI2 =

{
p
(k)
3 , k = 1, .., 3

}
. The first corner position p

(1)
3

touches circle C2 and the top-edge of the strip Stop, then
T
p
(1)
3

= {C2, Stop}. For the two others corner positions,
T
p
(2)
3

= {C1, C2} and T
p
(3)
3

= {C1, Sbottom}.
Let Ci+1 be the circular piece to place at position pi+1

and δi+1(edge), edge ∈ Eedge = {Sleft, Sbottom, Stop}, the
three distances defined as follows: δi+1(Sleft) = xi+1 − ri+1,
δi+1(Sbottom) = yi+1 − ri+1, and δi+1(Stop) =W − yi+1 −
ri+1.

The euclidean distance from the edge of the next circle to
pack Ci+1 (when positioned at pi+1) and Cj is denoted by
δi+1(j) and is computed as follows:

δi+1(j) =
√

(xi+1 − xj)2 + (yi+1 − yj)2 − (ri+1 + rj) (8)

The MLDP of the circular piece Ci+1 when placed at
pi+1 ∈ PIi is calculated as follows:

δ̂pi+1
= min

α∈Ii∪Eedge\Tpi+1

{δi+1(α)} (9)

Equation (9) gives the MLDP of Ci+1 which is computed by
using the distances between the piece to place at position pi+1

and the elements of the set Ii ∪ {Sleft, Sbottom, Stop}\Tpi+1

containing the pieces already placed, the three edges of the
strip, but by excluding the two elements of Tpi+1

used for
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computing the coordinates of Ci+1 because the corresponding
distance is always equal to zero. Note however that the MLDP
is equal to zero when Ci+1 touches more than two elements
because one of the three elements does not belong to the set
Tpi+1

and then the distance to this element can be taken into
account. Fig. 1 indicates the MLDP δ̂

p
(k)
3

of each position

p
(k)
3 , k = 1, 2, 3.
For calculating a packing of the pieces when using the

MLDP procedure, the following process is executed: MLDP
starts by placing the first circular piece C1 at the bottom-left
corner (at coordinates (r1, r1)), the n − 1 remaining pieces
are successively packed by using the MLDP rule as explained
above. For example, in Fig. 1, C3 will be placed at position
p
(1)
3 since the corresponding MLDP has the minimum value.

IV. BEAM SEARCH-BASED ALGORITHMS FOR SPP

Akeb et al. [15] proposed an augmented beam search algo-
rithm, denoted by SEP-MSBS, for the strip packing problem.
SEP-MSBS combines two main techniques:

• A strategy based on the use of separate beams that aims
to diversify the search space compared to the standard
beam search,

• A restarting strategy that consists to rerun the search by
changing the first circle to place. The objective of this
second technique is to escape from local optima.

The separate-beams mechanism is displayed in Fig. 2. The
root node η1 at level ℓ = 1 contains the starting configuration
(one circle placed in the bottom-left corner of the rectangle) as
well as the possible positions for the n− 1 remaining circles.
The best positions (having the smallest MLDP values) are
chosen for branching, this creates the second level ℓ = 2 (note
that each branching consists to choose a position where to
place the next circle). From this second level, separate beams
are initiated. More precisely, a beam of width ω = 1 is initiated
from the first node (the best node), a beam of width ω = 2
is initiated from the second best node, and so on. Thus, the
node at position i in the second level is explored by applying
a beam search of width ω = i. This is to say that the best
nodes do not require an extensive search, the beam width has
then a small value, unlike the last nodes in the level that need
larger values for the beam width. The separate-beams strategy
was shown in [15] to be better than the standard beam search.

Even if SEP-MSBS obtains good results (often the best
results in the literature) on the instances used, its run time
remains too large. This is mainly due to the restarting strategy,
which is executed m times (the number of different circles
(radii) in the instance).

V. AN IMPROVED ALGORITHM FOR SPP

In this paper, we try to improve the SEP-MSBS algorithm
by adding a look-ahead strategy. The look-ahead-based mecha-
nism will be described in Section V-A. The proposed improved
algorithm, denoted by IA, will be given and explained in
Section V-B. Some adjustments are introduced in algorithm
IA in order to reduce the computation time, these adjustments

concern the number of corner positions to explore by the look-
ahead strategy as well as the number of circles to take into
account in the restarting strategy.

A. A Look-Ahead Based Algorithm

Algorithm SEP-MSBS [15] selects, at each level of the
tree, the best nodes by using the MLDP rule (Sect. III-B).
This can be assimilated to a local evaluation, the packing
process does not take into account the remaining circles to
place. The look-ahead proceeds differently. Indeed, given the
set of nodes B = {η1ℓ , ..., ηωℓ } of the current level ℓ in
the tree, each node ηiℓ is characterized by the set Iℓi of ℓ
circles already placed in the current rectangle and the set
Pℓi of corner positions for the remaining circles, the look-
ahead evaluates each position p ∈ Pℓi by continuing the
placement of the remaining circles by using the MLDP rule.
The objective is to compute final solutions which will help to
choose the actual positions for branching from the current level
ℓ. This strategy is implemented in the Look-Ahead Branching
Procedure (LABP) displayed in Algorithm 1.

In addition to the set of nodes B, LABP (Algorithm 1)
receives as input parameter an indicator feasible set to the
value false as well as a real number 0 < ψ ≤ 1. Parameter
ψ serves to determine the proportion of corner positions to
evaluate by the look-ahead, for example, if ψ = 0.8, then
only the best 80% of corner positions (those having the
smallest MLDP values) are evaluated. The objective of this
parameter is to accelerate the algorithm for large instances
(those containing a large number of circles, and therefore a
large number of corner positions at each step).

The set Π of positions to evaluate by the look-ahead, as
explained above, is constructed in Steps 2 and 3. After that,
LABP considers each position pj ∈ Π (Step 4) by packing

Algorithm 1 The Look-Ahead Branching Procedure (LABP)
Require: A set B = {η1ℓ , ..., ηωℓ } of ω nodes, a boolean indicator

feasible=false, and 0 < ψ ≤ 1

Ensure: A feasible solution if feasible=true, or a set Bω of ω
nodes (those leading to the highest densities through the MLDP
packing procedure).

1: Let Pℓi denotes the set of corner positions of node ηiℓ ∈ B;
2: Let Π be the set of all corner positions of B, i.e., Π =

⋃
Pℓi ;

3: Reduce Π to the ⌈ψ×|Π|⌉ best corner positions (having the best
MLDP values);

4: for all corner positions pj ∈ Π do
5: Pack Cℓ+1 in pj and insert the resulting node ηℓ+1 into Bω;
6: Place in ηℓ+1 the remaining circles by using the MLDP

packing procedure;
7: if all circles are placed then
8: feasible = true;
9: exit with a feasible solution;

10: else
11: Assign to ηℓ+1 the density obtained by MLDP;
12: end if
13: end for
14: Reduce Bω to the ω nodes that led to the highest densities by

MLDP;
15: return Bω .
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the corresponding circle in pj (Step 5). This generates a new
node ηℓ+1 that is added to the set of offspring nodes Bω . The
new node is then processed by placing the remaining circles
by using the MLDP rule (Step 6). Two cases may then be
distinguished:

• A feasible packing is obtained (Step 7), meaning that
the n circles were successfully placed inside the cur-
rent rectangle. In this case, the procedure stops with
feasible=true (Steps 8 and 9), meaning that the
length L of the rectangle could be decreased;

• A feasible packing was not obtained (the n circles cannot
be placed into the current rectangle by MLDP). In this
second case, the procedure assigns to the node ηℓ+1 the
density of the circles placed (Step 11). The density of
a given packing is equal to the sum of the surfaces of
the circles placed divided by the surface of the rectangle
L×W.

Finally, when all the corner positions are processed without
obtaining a feasible packing, then the ω best nodes (those that
have led to the highest densities) are returned (Steps 14, 15).
This means that the current length of the rectangle is too small
and should be increased.

Note that procedure LABP (Algorithm 1) is called by
a beam search algorithm denoted by BSLA (Algorithm 2,
Line 10). BSLA implements a width-first beam search. It uses
an interval search [L,L] in order to compute the best length

Algorithm 2 Beam Search Look-Ahead algorithm (BSLA)
Require: A node ηℓ, the beam width ω, the bounds of the

interval search (L,L), and 0 < ψ ≤ 1

Ensure: The best value for the rectangle’s length (Lbest) and
the corresponding feasible packing.

1: Let B denote the set of nodes to be considered;
2: Let Bω denote the set of descendants of the nodes in B;
3: Let Lbest be the best length found so far;
4: Let feasible be a boolean indicator;

5: while (L− L > δ) do
6: Set B = {ηℓ}, where ηℓ is a starting node of level ℓ

characterized by Iℓ, Iℓ, and PIℓ ;
7: L∗ = (L+ L)/2;
8: feasible = false;
9: while (B 6= ∅ and feasible=false) do

10: Bω = LABP(B, feasible, ψ);
11: if feasible=true then
12: Lbest = L∗; L = L∗;
13: else
14: ℓ = ℓ+ 1; B = Bω; Bω = ∅;
15: end if
16: end while
17: if feasible=false then
18: L = L∗;
19: end if
20: end while
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Fig. 2. Separate beams and Look-ahead

of the rectangle containing all the circles. BSLA receives
several input parameters: the starting node ηℓ containing the
starting configuration, the beam width value ω, the values of
the interval search, and parameter ψ indicating the proportion
of corner positions to process by LABP.

BSLA calls, at Step 10, the LABP procedure (Algorithm 1)
for each value of the rectangle’s length L∗. If LABP has
computed a feasible packing with the current value of L, then
the best length (Lbest) is updated (Step 12) and the upper
bound of the interval search L is set equal to the current length.
Otherwise, level ℓ is incremented by 1, the best expanded
nodes returned by LABP (Step 10) replace the nodes of the
current level in the tree (B = Bω), and Bω is reset to the
empty set (Step 14). If LABP did not succeed to compute
a feasible packing with the current value of the rectangle’s
length (Step 17), then the lower bound of the interval search
L is set equal to the current value of L, i.e., L = L∗ (Step 18)
meaning that the rectangle’s length is too small. Finally, it is
to note that the binary interval search is stopped when the
difference between L and L becomes less than or equal to a
given gap δ.

B. The Improved Algorithm (IA)

The improved algorithm, denoted by IA, is given in Al-
gorithm 3. It combines three main techniques: separate beam
search, a restarting strategy, and look-ahead. Fig.2 shows how
algorithm IA works.

IA receives as input parameters the beam width ω, param-
eter τ that serves to indicate the proportion of circles taken
into account by the restarting strategy, and parameter ψ used
to choose the proportion of corner positions to evaluate by
the look-ahead branching procedure LABP (Algorithm 1).
The output of algorithm IA is a feasible packing and the
corresponding best length of the rectangle Lbest.

At Step 1 of algorithm IA, the best length Lbest is set equal
to the upper bound of the length L which is computed by an
Open Strip Generation Solution Procedure (OSGSPa) [17].
The lower bound of the interval search L is set equal to
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Algorithm 3 The Improved Algorithm (IA)
Require: The beam width ω, parameters τ and ψ
Ensure: A feasible packing with the best length Lbest for the

strip
1: Lbest = L; L = (π ×∑n

i=1 r
2
i )/W ;

2: Rank the pieces of N in decreasing value of their radii;
3: Let T be the set of circle types (different circles in N );
4: Reduce T by keeping only ⌈τ × |T |⌉ circles;
5: Set iorder = 1, where iorder is the index of the first

circular piece of the set T ;

6: while (iorder ≤ |T |) do
7: Generate the node η1, characterized by I1, I1, and PI1 ,

by placing the first circle Ciorder inside the current
rectangle and let B = η1;

8: Branch out of B and generate the list of offspring nodes
Bω;

9: Let B = min(ω, |Bω|) nodes having the best MLDPs
and corresponding to distinct corner positions and reset
Bω = ∅;

10: Let η2 be the node at position ω in B;
11: feasible = BSLA(η2, ω, L, L, ψ);
12: if feasible= true then
13: L and Lbest are updated if a better length is obtained

by BSLA;
14: end if
15: L = (π ×∑n

i=1 r
2
i )/W ;

16: iorder = iorder + 1;
17: end while

18: exit with the best target length Lbest.

the natural lower bound, i.e., L = (π × ∑n
i=1 r

2
i )/W which

corresponds to a density equal to 1, this density is of course
not possible to obtain because there is always a non-occupied
space between the circles and between the circles and the
edges of the rectangle. The pieces are then ranked by de-
creasing value of their radii (Step 2). The set of circle types
T to use in the restarting strategy is constructed in Steps 3
and 4. The index serving to indicate the first circle to place in
the bottom-left corner of the current rectangle is initialized in
Step 5.

The root node η1 (cf. Fig. 2) is generated in Step 7. This
corresponds to the placement of circle Ciorder in the bottom-
left corner of the rectangle. In Step 8, the list of offspring
nodes Bω is generated. The set B is after that set equal to the
ω best nodes of Bω , this correspond to level ℓ = 2 in Fig. 2.
Since the separate-beams mechanism is used, then only the
node at position ω in this level is explored. The node chosen
(η2) is then transmitted to the Beam Search Look-Ahead
algorithm BSLA (Algorithm 2) in order to try to compute
a feasible solution (Step 11). If BSLA have reached a feasible
packing, then the upper bound L of the interval search and the
best solution Lbest are updated (Step 13). Indeed, the upper
bound L is set to the best value obtained Lbest. After that the

lower bound L is reset to the natural lower bound ( Step 15).
In Step 16, the next circle in set T is chosen in order to restart
the algorithm.

It is to note that the main interest of the look-ahead strategy
is that it allows algorithm IA, for which the mechanism is
described in Fig.2, to compute feasible solutions from the
second level (ℓ = 2) in the search tree in opposite to the
other beam search-based algorithms where feasible solutions
are obtained in the last level (ℓ = n).

VI. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The algorithms are coded in C++ language and run on a
computer with a 3-GHz processor and 256 MB of RAM.
Eighteen instances are considered containing from 20 to 200
circles (note that the problem is considered to be large when
the number of pieces is at least n = 100). The first six
instances, denoted by SY1, SY2, SY3, SY4, SY5, and SY6,
contain from 20 to 100 circles. They were proposed by Stoyan
and Yaskov [10] and are the most known ones in the literature
for the strip packing problem, they were for example used
in [10], [12], [17], [14], [15]. Twelve additional instances
were proposed by Akeb and Hifi [17], these instances are
obtained by concatenating the six original instances of Stoyan
and Yaskov and contain from 45 to 200 pieces.

It is to note that all these instances are strongly hetero-
geneous, i.e., the pieces are practically all of different radii
(m / n) where n is the number of circles in the instance and
m the number of circle types (different radii).

A. Varying the Beam Width When the Look-Ahead is Used

In a standard beam-search-based algorithm, like for algo-
rithm BSBIS [17], it is difficult to know in advance what
value to use for the beam width (ω). Indeed, increasing the
value of ω does not necessarily improve the solution, even
if that increase the search space. This can be explained by
the fact that a standard beam search is based on a local
evaluation (e.g. MLDP rule) for branching from the current
level of the search tree in order to create the next level. As
a result, the value of the solution (the length of the rectangle
L) oscillates when increasing the beam width. An example
is shown in Fig. 3 where BSBIS was executed on the first
instance (SY 1, n = m = 30) for all the values of 1 ≤ ω ≤ 75.
Note that this phenomenon concerns also algorithm SEP-
MSBS [15] since this one is based on the MLDP selection
strategy.

But when the look-ahead is introduced (see Algorithm 2,
BSLA), the solution L oscillates much less (as indicated in
Fig. 3) and the value of L often decreases when the value of
the beam width ω increases. In addition, the solution obtained
by the look-ahead (BSLA) is practically always better than
that given by BSBIS and the example shown in Fig. 3 is
very representative since this phenomenon was shown for all
the instances. It is then not necessary to run a look-ahead-
based algorithm with all the possible values of ω. In fact,
the computational investigation showed that starting with the
value ω = 10 and increasing this value by step of 5, i.e.,
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Fig. 3. Effect of the use of the look-ahead on the solution quality, here when
varying ω from 1 to 75 on instance SY1 (m = n = 35) circles.

(ω = 10+5×k, k ∈ N) corresponds to a good setting. Then,
the proposed algorithm (IA) is run with these values of ω.

B. Values of Parameters ψ and τ

Another investigation was conducted. It concerns the values
of parameter ψ corresponding to the proportion of positions
to evaluate by the look-ahead branching procedure (see Algo-
rithm 1) at each level of the tree, and parameter τ that indicates
the proportion of circles to use for restarting algorithm IA (see
Algorithm 3).

Each parameter ψ and τ was varied in the discrete interval
{0.5, 0.75, 1}, which gives 9 possibilities. The nine possibili-
ties were tested on 3 sets of instances:

• the two smallest instances SY2 (n = m = 20) and SY3
(n = m = 25),

• two medium-sized instances SY23 (n = m = 45) and
SY14 (n = m = 65),

• two large instances SY6 (n = 100,m = 98) and SY1234
(n = 110,m = 105).

Table I indicates the best values for parameters ψ and τ
according to the size of the instance. For example, when
considering a small-sized instance (n < 40), then all the
corner positions have to be processed by the look-ahead
(ψ = 1) and each circle type have to be used by the restarting
strategy (τ = 1). The results of algorithm IA presented
in Table II and Table III are obtained by using the values
indicated in Table I.

C. Solution Quality of Algorithm IA

Table II shows the results obtained by algorithm IA as well
as those obtained by different other algorithms. Column 1

TABLE I
BEST VALUES FOR PARAMETERS ψ AND τ ACCORDING TO THE SIZE OF

THE INSTANCE

Instance size ψ τ

small (n < 40) 1 1
medium (40 ≤ n < 100) 0.75 0.75
large (n ≥ 100) 0.5 1

contains the name of the instance and Column 2 (W ) indicates
the width of the strip. Column 3 (n) gives the size of the
instance and Column 4 (m) is the number of circle types in
the instance. Column 5 (MHD) represents the best length of
the rectangle obtained by the Maximum Hole Degree (MHD)
heuristic (Huang et al. [12]). The next column (B16) contains
the result obtained by a parallel version of MHD (Kubach
et al. [14]), symbol “–” means that the result of B16 is not
known for the corresponding instances. Column 7 indicates
the result obtained by the Beam Search Binary Interval Search
algorithm (Akeb and Hifi [17]), the value between parentheses
correspond to the value of the beam width with which the
solution was obtained. The solution obtained by algorithm
SEP-MSBS (Akeb et al. [15]) is given in Column 8 as well as
the corresponding beam width. Column 8 (Best Lit.) shows the
best known solution in the literature for the studied instances.
Finally, the last column contains the result obtained by the
Improved Algorithm (IA).

It is to note that the beam-search based algorithms (BSBIS,
SEP-MSBS, and IA) were run by using a beam width limit
ω̄ = 100 and a computation time limit of thirty hours (as in
[15]). For a fair comparison, MHD was also run (on the same
computer) by using a time limit of thirty hours.

From the results of Table II, we can see clearly that the new
algorithm (IA) has improved twelve results out of eighteen,
i.e, 67% of the best known results in the literature. Algorithm
SEP-MSBS remains better on four instances (SY12, SY13,
SY23, and SY123) and algorithm B16 is better on instances
SY5 and SY6.

The computation time is not indicated in Table II for algo-
rithm IA because the limit of thirty hours was reached for all
the instances except for the smallest one (SY2, n = m = 20)
for which the algorithm has attained the beam width limit
(ω̄ = 100) and terminated after 13 hours. For the SEP-
MSBS algorithm [15], the time limit was reached for thirteen
instances out of eighteen (except for instances SY1, SY2, SY3,
SY4 and SY23), i.e., when n ≤ 45. The reason for which
algorithm IA reached the time limit is that the look-ahead
strategy consumes a lot of time.

What will be the behavior of the proposed algorithm (IA)
when fixing a relatively short time limit? Another investi-
gation, in which the time limit was fixed at thirty minutes,
was conducted. Table III displays the comparison between the
beam search-based algorithms (BSBIS, SEP-MSBS, and IA)
when using this new time limit. The first column (Instance)
contains the name of the instance. Column 2 contains the best
value obtained by the BSBIS algorithm (based on a standard
beam search) as well as the corresponding beam width. Col-
umn 3 indicates the cumulative computation time (in seconds)
in order to obtain the best value L in Column 2. The results
obtained by the two other algorithms (SEP-MSBS and IA) are
indicated in Columns 4–7. Column 8 gives the percentage of
improvement obtained by the new algorithm IA on BSBIS, the
improvement is computed as LBSBIS−LIA

LBSBIS
×100%. In the same

way, the last column contains the percentage of improvement
obtained by algorithm IA on algorithm SEP-MSBS.
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TABLE II
SOLUTION QUALITY OF ALGORITHM IA

Instance W n m MHD B16 BSBIS SEP-MSBS Best Lit. IA

SY1 9.5 30 30 17.291 17.247 17.2315 (45) 17.2070 (50) 17.2070 17.0954 (20)
SY2 8.5 20 20 14.535 14.536 14.6277 (86) 14.5287 (24) 14.5287 14.4548 (15)
SY3 9 25 25 14.470 14.467 14.5310 (78) 14.4616 (44) 14.4616 14.4017 (80)
SY4 11 35 35 23.555 23.717 23.6719 (42) 23.4921 (66) 23.4921 23.3538 (10)
SY5 15 100 99 36.327 35.859 36.0796 (95) 36.1818 (22) 35.8590 36.0045 (15)
SY6 19 100 98 36.857 36.452 36.8456 (85) 36.7197 (26) 36.4520 36.5573 (10)
SY12 9.5 50 48 30.0668 – 29.7011 (52) 29.6837 (61) 29.6837 29.7024 (30)
SY13 9.5 55 54 30.8906 – 30.6371(100) 30.3705 (68) 30.3705 30.4231 (20)
SY14 11 65 65 38.2652 – 38.0922 (79) 37.8518 (63) 37.8518 37.6187 (10)
SY23 9 45 45 28.2697 – 27.8708 (98) 27.6351 (89) 27.6351 27.7148 (35)
SY24 11 55 54 34.6048 – 34.5476 (26) 34.1455 (49) 34.1455 34.0970 (30)
SY34 11 60 59 34.9011 – 34.9354 (39) 34.6859 (43) 34.6859 34.5983 (25)
SY56 19 200 193 69.9790 – 64.7246 (65) 65.2024 (06) 64.7246 64.6904 (10)
SY123 9.5 75 72 43.6257 – 43.2558 (64) 43.0306 (25) 43.0306 43.1709 (15)
SY124 11 85 82 49.3345 – 48.8927 (90) 48.8411 (35) 48.8411 48.6432 (10)
SY134 11 90 88 49.7214 – 49.3954(100) 49.3362 (27) 49.3362 49.2238 (10)
SY234 11 80 78 45.8880 – 45.9526 (83) 45.6115 (39) 45.6115 45.4260 (10)
SY1234 11 110 105 61.9060 – 60.2613 (48) 60.0564 (25) 60.0564 60.0036 (10)

TABLE III
SOLUTION QUALITY OF ALGORITHM IA WHEN FIXING THE TIME LIMIT AT 30 MINUTES

BSBIS SEP-MSBS IA %imp. %imp.
Instance L (ω∗) t∗(sec) L (ω∗) t∗(sec) L (ω∗) t∗(sec) BSBIS SEP-MSBS

SY1 17.2315 (45) 166 17.2145 (34) 1463 17.2029 (20) 1790 0.17% 0.07%
SY2 14.6277 (86) 222 14.5287 (24) 155 14.4548 (15) 216 1.18% 0.51%
SY3 14.5310 (78) 308 14.4616 (44) 1253 14.4106 (20) 750 0.83% 0.35%
SY4 23.6719 (42) 211 23.5335 (27) 1662 23.3538 (10) 1007 1.34% 0.76%
SY5 36.4042 (14) 445 36.3362 ( 2) 1324 36.1707 (10) 1432 0.64% 0.46%
SY6 36.9387 (26) 1637 37.2555 ( 3) 669 36.9232 (10) 1135 0.04% 0.89%
SY12 29.7011 (52) 875 30.0447 ( 9) 650 29.9744 (10) 1800 -0.92% 0.23%
SY13 30.7415 (21) 165 30.7843 (13) 1800 30.6149 (10) 1710 0.41% 0.55%
SY14 38.3573 (37) 885 38.2962 ( 6) 851 37.9690 (10) 1501 1.01% 0.85%
SY23 27.9146 (70) 1116 28.0388 (13) 885 27.8493 (10) 1768 0.23% 0.68%
SY24 34.5476 (26) 266 34.6732 ( 8) 766 34.3544 (10) 675 0.56% 0.92%
SY34 34.9354 (39) 720 34.9614 ( 9) 1304 34.7531 (10) 914 0.52% 0.60%
SY56 65.5565 ( 8) 1022 65.7608 ( 1) 1800 65.3079 (10) 1800 0.38% 0.69%
SY123 43.4907 (44) 1745 43.5815 ( 6) 1412 43.4793 (10) 1511 0.03% 0.23%
SY124 49.3281 (19) 456 49.6348 ( 5) 1720 49.1915 (10) 1661 0.28% 0.89%
SY134 49.8705 (32) 1536 49.9136 ( 5) 1397 49.8184 (10) 1621 0.10% 0.19%
SY234 45.9913 (27) 775 46.1901 ( 4) 880 45.9209 (10) 1321 0.15% 0.58%
SY1234 60.9055 (15) 565 60.8783 ( 3) 1800 60.5660 (10) 1369 0.56% 0.51%

From Table III, we can see clearly that when using a
relatively short time limit (which is more practical), the
proposed algorithm (IA) is practically always the best one (in
17 cases out of 18), except for the instance SY12 where BSBIS
remains better. The good results obtained by algorithm IA can
be explained by the fact that the look-ahead strategy computes
quickly feasible solutions, i.e., from level ℓ = 2 in the search
tree (see Fig. 2) when BSBIS and SEP-MSBS obtain feasible
solutions at level ℓ = n only. So, even if algorithm IA is
stopped after a short computation time, it will have calculated

a lot of feasible solutions, increasing the probability to obtain
good ones. Fig. 4 displays for example the solution obtained
by the proposed algorithm (IA) on the largest instance that
contains 200 circles. The new best length is L = 64.6904, the
previous best known value in the literature was L = 64.7246.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper an improved algorithm, denoted by IA, was
proposed in order to solve the strip packing problem. IA is
a beam-search based algorithm that includes a look-ahead
strategy in order to improve the selection mechanism in each
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Fig. 4. Solution obtained by the proposed algorithm IA on the largest instance SY56 (n = 200,m = 193, L = 64.6904)

level of the tree. In addition, a restarting strategy was also
used.

The computational investigation, conducted on a set of well-
known instances in the literature, showed the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm since it has succeeded to improve
67% of the best known solutions in the literature. In addition,
another experimentation has indicated that the look-ahead
obtains good solutions more quickly, i.e., faster than the
existing beam-search based algorithms.

As a future work, it would be interesting to use a parallel
algorithm in order to reduce the computation time.
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Abstract— Intuitionistic fuzzy logic has been implemented in 

this investigation aiming to derive intuitionistic fuzzy 

estimations of S. cerevisiae fed-batch cultivation model 

parameters obtained using multi-population genetic algorithm 

(MpGA). Performances of the examined algorithm have been 

tested before and after the application of the procedure for 

purposeful model parameters genesis for three different values 

of generation gap which is the most sensitive genetic algorithms 

parameter toward convergence time. Results obtained after the 

implementation of intuitionistic fuzzy logic for the algorithm 

performance assessment have been compared and MpGA with 

GGAP = 0.1 after the purposeful model parameters genesis 

procedure application has been distinguished as the fastest and 

the most reliable one.  

INTRODUCTION 

 ENETIC algorithms (GA), based on biological 

evolution, are preferred and widely used technique for 

global optimization in various areas of science. Some 

properties such as hard problems solving, noise tolerance, 

easiness to interface and hybridize, make GA a suitable and 

quite workable tool especially for tasks which are not 

completely determined. Such an intractable problem and a 

real challenge for researchers is parameter identification of 

fermentation models [1-5]. Modeling of fermentation 

processes (FP), known as complex, dynamic systems with 

interdependent and time-varying process variables, is a 

specific task, rather difficult to be solved. Inability of 

conventional optimization methods to reach to a satisfactory 

solution for model parameters identification of FP [1, 4] 

provokes idea genetic algorithms to be tested as an 

alternative technique.  

A standard single-population genetic algorithm (SGA) 

initially presented in Goldberg [6] and inspired by natural 

genetics searches a global optimal solution using three main 

genetic operators in a sequence selection, crossover and 

mutation. Multi-population genetic algorithm (MpGA) is 

more similar to nature than SGA since in it many 

populations, called subpopulations, evolve independently 

from each other. After a certain number of generations a part 

of individuals are distributed between the subpopulations 

(migration). 

                                                           
 This work is partially supported by National Scientific Fund of 

Bulgaria, Grants DID 02-29 and DMU 03-38. 

According to [6] structure of standard MpGA could be 

shortly presented below in eight steps: 

Step 1:   [Start] Generate k random subpopulations each of 

them with n chromosomes 

Step 2:  [Object function] Evaluate the object function of 

each chromosome n in the subpopulations 

Step 3:  [Fitness function] Evaluate the fitness function of 

each chromosome n in the subpopulations 

Step 4:  [New population] Create a new population by 

repeating following steps: 

4.1 [Selection] Select parent chromosomes from the 

subpopulation according to their fitness function 

4.2 [Crossover] Cross over the parents to form new 

offspring with a crossover probability  

4.3 [Mutation] Mutate new offspring at each locus 

with a mutation probability   

Step 5:  [Replace] Use new generated loop in a old 

subpopulation for a further run of the algorithm 

Step 6:  [Migration] Migration of individuals between the 

subpopulations after following isolation time 

Step 7:  [Test] If the end condition is satisfied, stop and 

return the best solution in current population  

Step 8:  [Loop] go to Step 2. 

There are many operators, functions, parameters and 

settings in GA that might be improved and implemented 

differently in various problems [6, 7]. In [7] generation gap 

(GGAP) (the portion of the population that is replaced each 

generation) has been investigated for four different values 

and has been distinguished as the most sensitive genetic 

algorithm parameter towards convergence time. Up to almost 

40% of the algorithm calculation time can be saved in the 

case of MpGA application using GGAP = 0.5 instead of 0.9 

without loss of model accuracy. Obtained promissing results 

in [7] provoke the idea of subsequent reduction of the 

generation gap value. Thus the topic of the pesent work is to 

be investigated the MpGA quality of performance for three 

different values of generation gap – GGAP = 0.9,          

GGAP = 0.5 and GGAP = 0.1.  

The quality of MpGA performance could be appraised by 

some representative criteria such as the objective function 

value and the algorithm convergence time. Intuitionistic 

fuzzy logic (IFL) is an alternative for assessing the quality of 

different algorithms for various purposes. The main goal is 

the degrees of uncertainty and discrepancy to be lower than 
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measurement error thus inducing to be obtained parameters 

values of a high degree of accuracy. However, for 

constructing the degree of uncertainty and discrepancy it is 

required the algorithms to be performed in two different 

intervals of model parameters variation. One interval could 

be determined as so-called “broad range” known from the 

literature [8]. The other interval could be defined based on 

some criterion for shrinking the range – e.g. based on the 

average values or when the procedure for purposeful model 

parameters genesis presented in [8] has been implemented. 

The aim of the study is intuitionistic fuzzy estimations to 

be applied for assessing the multi-population genetic 

algorithm implemented in parameter identification of           

S. cerevisie fed-batch cultivation with three different values 

of generation gap. Aiming to save decreased convergence 

time while keeping or even improving model accuracy, 

intuitionistic fuzzy estimations overbuild the results obtained 

after procedure of purposeful model parameters genesis. 

INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY ESTIMATIONS 

In intuitionistic fuzzy logic [9] if p is a variable then its 

truth-value is represented by the ordered couple 

 

 V(p) = M(p), N(p),  (1) 

 

so that M(p), N(p), M(p) + N(p)  [0, 1], where M(p) and 

N(p) are degrees of validity and of non-validity of p. These 

values can be obtained using different formula depending on 

the problem considered. 

In this investigation the degrees of validity/non-validity 

can be obtained, e.g., by the following formula: 

 

M(p) = 
m

u
,  N(p) =1 – 

n

u
,  (2) 

 

where m is the lower boundary advisable after the procedure 

application; u – the upper boundary of the “broad range”; n – 

the upper boundary advisable after the procedure application 

[8]. 

If there is a database collected having elements with the 

form <p, M(p), N(p)>, different new estimations for the 

variables can be obtained. In case of three records the 

following estimations might be defined: 

 strong optimistic 

Vstrong_opt = <M1(p) + M2(p) + M3(p) –  

– M1(p)M2(p) – M1(p)M3(p) – M2(p)M3(p) + 

 + M1(p)M2(p)M3(p), N1(p)N2(p)N3(p))> (3) 

 optimistic 

Vopt = <max(M1(p), M2(p), M3(p)),  

 min(N1(p), N2(p), N3(p))>,  (4) 

 average 

Vaver = <(M1(p) + M2(p) + M3(p))/3,  

 (N1(p) + N2(p) + N3(p))/3)>,  (5) 

 pessimistic 

Vpes = <min(M1(p), M2(p), M3(p)),  

 max(N1(p), N2(p), N3(p))>, (6) 

 strong pessimistic 

Vstrong_pes = < M1(p)M2(p)M3(p), N1(p) + N2(p) + N3(p) – 

– N1(p)N2(p) – N1(p)N3(p) – N2(p)N3(p) +  

 + N1(p)N2(p)N3(p)>  (7) 

PROCEDURE FOR PURPOSEFUL MODEL PARAMETER GENESIS 

Due to the stochastic nature of GA, a great number of 

algorithm runs have to be executed in order to obtain reliable 

results in parameter identification of a fermentation process 

model. When results were analyzed, they showed that the 

values of model parameters can be assembled and predefined 

boundaries could be restricted. Thus the idea for purposeful 

model parameter genesis (PMPG) has been created. 

The procedure for purposeful model parameter genesis 

has been originally developed for single-population genetic 

algorithms [8] consisting of six steps, which are shortly 

outlined below for completeness:  

Step 1: Performance of N runs of genetic algorithms. 

Step 2: Determination of the minimum and maximum values 

of the objective function. 

Step 3: Determination of the top level (TL), middle level 

(ML) and low level (LL) of performance with 

corresponding low boundary (LB) and up boundary 

(UB) following the scheme: 

3.1 Determination of discrimination number  by  

3

maxJ - minJ   

3.2 Determination of level boundaries 

Top level low boundary (TL_LB)  min J 

Top level up boundary (TL_UB)   min J+∆–ε 
Middle level low boundary (ML_LB) min J+∆ 

Middle level up boundary (ML_UB) min J+2∆–ε 
Low level low boundary (LL_LB)  min J+2∆ 

Low level up boundary (LL_UB)  max J 

where ε is a small number, ensuring the difference 

between levels. 

Step 4: Determination of minimum, maximum and average 

value for each parameter at each level. 

Step 5: Determination of new intervals of model parameters 

variations, basing on averaged values. 

Step 6: Run of the genetic algorithm with intervals, 

determined in Step 5. 

This is a stepwise procedure that passes through all the six 

steps described above, not omitting any of them and without 

cycles.  

MPGA QUALITY ASSESSMENT FOR PARAMETER 

IDENTIFICATION OF S. CEREVISIAE FED-BATCH CULTIVATION 

Experimental data of S. cerevisiae fed-batch cultivation is 

obtained in the Institute of Technical Chemistry – University 

of Hannover, Germany [1]. The cultivation of the yeast                          

S. cerevisiae is performed in a 2 l reactor, using a 
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Schatzmann medium. Glucose in feeding solution is 35 g/l. 

The temperature was controlled at 30°C, the pH at 5.5. The 
stirrer speed was set to 1200 rpm. Biomass and ethanol were 

measured off-line, while substrate (glucose) and dissolved 

oxygen were measured on-line.  

Mathematical model of S. cerevisiae fed-batch cultivation 

is commonly described as follows, according to the mass 

balance [1]:  

 
dX F

= μX - X
dt V

 (8) 

  S in

dS F
= -q X+ S - S

dt V
 (9) 

 
E

dE F
= q X - E

dt V
 (10) 

  O *2 2
O L 2 22

dO
= -q X+ k a O -O

dt
 (11) 

 
dV

= F
dt

 (12) 

where X is the concentration of biomass, [g/l]; S – 

concentration of substrate (glucose), [g/l]; E – concentration 

of ethanol, [g/l]; O2 – concentration of oxygen, [%]; 
2

*O  – 

dissolved oxygen saturation concentration, [%]; F – feeding 

rate, [l/h]; V – volume of bioreactor, [l]; 2O

Lk a  – volumetric 

oxygen transfer coefficient, [1/h]; Sin – initial glucose 

concentration in the feeding solution, [g/l]; μ , qS, qE, 
2O

q  – 

specific growth/utilization rates of biomass, substrate, 

ethanol and dissolved oxygen, [1/h]. All functions are 

continuous and differentiable. 

The fed-batch cultivation of S. cerevisiae considered here 

is characterized by keeping glucose concentration equal to or 

below its critical level (Scrit = 0.05 g/l), sufficient dissolved 

oxygen O2 ≥ O2crit (O2crit = 18%) and availability of ethanol 

in the broth. This state corresponds to the so called mixed 

oxidative state (FS II) according to functional state modeling 

approach [1]. Hence, specific rates in Eqs. (8)-(12) are: 

2 2 ,S E

S E

S Eμ= μ +μ
S+ k E+ k

2 ,S

S

SX S

q =
μ S

Y S+ k
 

 2

2
,E

E E OE S OS

EX E

O = 
μ E

q = - q q  Y + q Y
Y E+ k

 (13) 

where 
2 2S E
μ , μ  are the maximum growth rates of substrate 

and ethanol, [1/h]; kS, kE – saturation constants of substrate 

and ethanol, [g/l]; Yij – yield coefficients, [g/g]; and all 

model parameters fulfill the non-zero division requirement. 

As an optimization criterion, mean square deviation 

between the model output and the experimental data 

obtained during cultivation has been used: 

   4
2

*

1

,


 i i

i

J = Y -Y min   (14) 

where Y is the experimental data, Y* – model predicted data, 

Y = [X, S, E, O2]. 

The procedure for purposeful model genesis has been 

applied to parameter identification of S. cerevisiae fed-batch 

cultivation using MpGA. Following model (8)-(13) of         

S. cerevisiae fed-batch cultivation, nine model parameters 

have been estimated altogether, applying MpGA with three 

different GGAP values. GGAP is the most sensitive genetic 

algorithms parameter towards the algorithms convergence 

time [7]. The values of other GA parameters and type of 

genetic operators in MpGA considered here are tuned 

according to [7]. GA is terminated when a certain number of 

generations is fulfilled, in this case 100. Scalar relative error 

tolerance RelTol is set to 1e
-4

, while the vector of absolute 

error tolerances (all components) AbsTol – to 1e
-5

. Parameter 

identification of the model (8)-(12) has been performed 

using Genetic Algorithm Toolbox [10] in Matlab 7 

environment. All the computations are performed using a PC 

Intel Pentium 4 (2.4 GHz) platform running Windows XP. 

The quality of MpGA performance is assessed before and 

after application of procedure for purposeful model 

parameter genesis. For each value of GGAP, thirty runs of 

MpGA have been executed. Table I presents obtained results 

before applying procedure for purposeful model parameter 

genesis. 

TABLE I. 

LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE OF MPGA BEFORE PMPG APPLICATION 

MpGA 
Objective  

function 

Levels  

of performance 

Average  

convergenc

e time 

GGAP = 0.9 

min J 0.0220 
TL_LB 0.0220 

159.67 
TL_UB 0.0221 

max J 0.0222 
LL_LB 0.0221 

LL_UB 0.0222 

GGAP = 0.5 

min J 0.0221 
TL_LB 0.0221 

98.96 
TL_UB 0.0221 

max J 0.0222 
LL_LB 0.0222 

LL_UB 0.0222 

GGAP = 0.1 

min J 0.0221 
TL_LB 0.0221 

34.15 
TL_UB 0.0222 

max J 0.0223 
LL_LB 0.0223 

LL_UB 0.0223 

 

The obtained results are analyzed according to achieved 

objective function values. For each GGAP value the 

minimum and the maximum of the objective function are 

determined, and the levels of performance according to the 

procedure [8] have been constructed. According to the 

values of obtained objective function there are only two 

levels of performance in MpGA. The best results hit the                                      

interval [min J; min J + ∆ – ε] and they the top level of 
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MpGA performance has been formed. The worst solutions 

for the objective function fall in the interval                      

[min J + ∆;   max J] and thus the low level of performance 

has been created.  

For each of the levels, constructed in such a way, the 

minimum, maximum and average values of each model 

parameter have been determined. Table II presents these 

values only for the top levels, according to Table I. 

TABLE II. 

MODEL PARAMETERS VALUES FOR THE TOP LEVELS 

MpGA  μ2S μ2E kS kE YSX YEX 2O

Lk a  YOS YOE 

GGAP = 0.9 min 0.9000 0.1104 0.1465 0.7999 0.4002 1.4678 62.727 498.511 11.1317 

 max 0.9235 0.1461 0.1500 0.8000 0.4177 1.9747 116.435 919.304 903.614 

 avrg 0.9060 0.1262 0.1492 0.7999 0.4088 1.6867 83.021 659.883 308.790 

GGAP = 0.5 min 0.9002 0.1161 0.1313 0.7979 0.3987 1.5408 61.129 473.491 228.867 

 max 0.9378 0.1438 0.1500 0.8000 0.4182 1.9290 118.423 921.284 809.902 

 avrg 0.9155 0.1283 0.1453 0.7998 0.4097 1.7212 92.780 656.597 508.501 

GGAP = 0.1 min 0.9131 0.1068 0.1257 0.7540 0.3988 1.4308 64.118 514.4939 229.0956 

 max 0.9667 0.1348 0.1496 0.8000 0.4236 1.8399 117.223 900.8675 630.1261 

 avrg 0.9382 0.1191 0.1388 0.7927 0.4093 1.5843 97.800 757.586 493.1139 

TABLE III. 
MODEL PARAMETERS BOUNDARIES FOR MPGA 

MpGA μ2S μ2E kS kE YSX YEX 2O

Lk a  YOS  YOE 

G
G

A
P

 =
 0

.9
 previously used 

LB 0.9 0.05 0.08 0.5 0.3 1 0.001 0.001 0.001 

UB 1 0.15 0.15 0.8 10 10 300 1000 1000 

advisable after  

procedure application 

LB 0.90 0.11 0.14 0.79 0.40 1.4 60 490 10 

UB 0.93 0.15 0.15 0.80 0.42 2 120 920 910 

degrees of validity of p M1(p) 0.90 0.73 0.93 0.99 0.13 0.14 0.20 0.49 0.01 

degree of non-validity of p N1(p) 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.80 0.60 0.08 0.09 

G
G

A
P

 =
 0

.5
 previously used 

LB 0.9 0.05 0.08 0.5 0.3 1 0.001 0.001 0.001 

UB 1 0.15 0.15 0.8 10 10 300 1000 1000 

advisable after  

procedure application 

LB 0.90 0.11 0.13 0.79 0.39 1.5 60 470 220 

UB 0.94 0.15 0.15 0.80 0.42 2 120 930 810 

degrees of validity of p M2(p) 0.90 0.73 0.87 0.99 0.13 0.15 0.20 0.47 0.22 

degree of non-validity of p N2(p) 0.06 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.80 0.60 0.07 0.19 

G
G

A
P

 =
 0

.1
 previously used 

LB 0.9 0.05 0.08 0.5 0.3 1 0.001 0.001 0.001 

UB 1 0.15 0.15 0.8 10 10 300 1000 1000 

advisable after  

procedure application 

LB 0.91 0.10 0.12 0.75 0.39 1.4 60 510 220 

UB 0.97 0.14 0.15 0.80 0.43 1.9 120 910 640 

degrees of validity of p M3(p) 0.91 0.67 0.80 0.94 0.13 0.13 0.20 0.50 0.21 

degree of non-validity of p N3(p) 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.80 0.60 0.09 0.36 

TABLE IV.  
PROGNOSES FOR MPGA PERFORMANCE 

 
μ2S μ2E kS kE YSX YEX 2O

Lk a  YOS  YOE 

LB UB LB UB LB UB LB UB LB UB LB UB LB UB LB UB LB UB 

Vstrong_opt 1.00 1.00 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.80 0.80 1.03 1.10 3.64 4.88 146.40 235.20 864.85 999.50 397.68 993.84 

Vopt 0.91 0.97 0.11 0.15 0.14 0.15 0.79 0.80 0.40 0.43 1.50 2.00 60.00 120.00 500.00 930.00 220 910.00 

Vaver 0.90 0.95 0.11 0.14 0.13 0.15 0.78 0.80 0.39 0.42 1.40 2.00 60.00 120.00 486.67 920.00 150 786.67 

Vpes 0.90 0.93 0.10 0.13 0.12 0.15 0.75 0.80 0.39 0.42 1.30 2.00 60.00 120.00 470.00 910.00 10 640.00 

Vstrong_pes 0.74 0.85 0.05 0.13 0.10 0.15 0.73 0.80 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.08 2.40 19.20 115.15 778.60 0.48 471.74 
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The new boundaries of the model parameters are 

constructed in a way that the new minimum is lower but 

close to the minimum of the top level, and the new maximum 

is higher but close to the maximum of the top level. Table III 

presents previously used “wide” boundaries for each model 
parameter according to [8] as well as new boundaries 

proposed based on the procedure for purposeful model 

parameter genesis when applying MpGA. Additionally  

Table III consists of intuitionistic fuzzy estimations, obtained 

based on (2) as described in Section II. 

Table IV presents the boundaries (low LB and up UB) 
for the strong optimistic, optimistic, average, pessimistic and 
strong pessimistic prognoses for the  performances of MpGA 
algorithm, obtained based on intuitionistic fuzzy estimations 
(2) and formula (3)-(7). 

Investigated MpGA has been again applied for parameter 

identification of S. cerevisiae fed-batch cultivation involving 

newly proposed according to Table III boundaries at           

GGAP = 0.9, GGAP = 0.5 and GGAP = 0.1. Several runs 

have been performed in order reliable results to be obtained. 

Table V presents the average values of the objective function 

and computation time of MpGA after application of 

purposeful model parameter genesis. The applied procedure 

for model parameter genesis reduces the computation time of 

MpGA with 6 to almost 10% but saving the model accuracy. 

In addition the results hit the top level of presentation and 

have one and same reduced objective function, thus showing 

good effectiveness of proposed procedure for purposeful 

model parameter genesis when MpGA is applied. 

TABLE V. 
LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE OF MPGA AFTER APPLICATION  

OF PURPOSEFUL MODEL PARAMETER GENESIS 

MpGA 
Objective  

function 

Levels  

of performance 

Average  

convergence 

time 

GGAP = 0.9 min J =  max J 0.0221 TL_LB 0.0221 148.91 

GGAP = 0.5 min J =  max J 0.0221 TL_LB 0.0221 90.51 

GGAP = 0.1 min J =  max J 0.0221 TL_LB 0.0221 32.13 

 

Table VI presents the average values of the objective 

function, computation time and model parameters when 

MpGA has been executed at three investigated here values of 

GGAP before and after the application of the purposeful 

model parameter genesis. Table VII lists the estimations 

assigned to the each of the parameters concerning Table IV 

for the three values of GGAP and before and after the PMPG 

application. 

As seen form Table VII, there are no any strong 

pessimistic and pessimistic prognoses. In four of the cases 

there are 4 strong optimistic prognoses, and in three of them 

the next 5 prognoses are optimistic – these are the cases of        

GGAP = 0.5 before and after PMPG and GGAP = 0.1 after 

PMPG. In these three distinguished the most reliable cases, 

the value of the objective function is equal to the lowest one 

that means they are with the highest achieved degree of 

accuracy. But if one compares the time, the MpGA with 

GGAP = 0.1 after PMPG is about three times faster than 

MpGA with GGAP = 0.5 before and after PMPG and about 

5 times faster than the slowest case of GGAP = 0.9 before 

PMPG. 

TABLE VI. 

RESULTS FROM MODEL PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION  

BEFORE AND AFTER PMPG 

Parameter 

 

GGAP = 0.9 GGAP = 0.5 GGAP = 0.1 

Before  

PMP

G 

After 

PMPG 

Before  

PMP

G 

After 

PMP

G 

Before  

PMP

G 

After 

PMP

G 

J 0.0221 0.221 0.0221 0.0221 0.0222 0.0221 

CPU time, s 159.67 148.91 98.96 90.51 34.16 32.13 

μ2S, 1/h 0.91 0.90 0.91 0.91 0.94 0.91 

μ2E, 1/h 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.11 0.13 

kS, g/l 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.15 

kE, g/l 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.79 0.80 

YSX, g/g 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.42 0.41 

YEX, g/g 1.64 1.77 1.69 1.76 1.45 1.70 

2O

Lk a , 1/h 84.24 93.74 94.40 89.37 95.57 88.86 

YOS, g/g 669.65 742.89 742.47 708.43 743.15 708.15 

YOE, g/g 334.89 404.11 516.92 468.28 458.77 475.75 

TABLE VII. 

MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATION BEFORE AND AFTER PMPG 

 

GGAP = 0.9 GGAP = 0.5 GGAP = 0.1 

Before  

PMP

G 

After 

PMPG 

Before  

PMPG 

After 

PMPG 

Before  

PMPG 

After 

PMP

G 

str_opt 3 4 4 4 2 4 

opt 6 4 5 5 6 5 

aver 0 1 0 0 1 0 

pes 0 0 0 0 0 0 

str_pes 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

 Thus, based on the intuitionistic fuzzy estimations of the 

model parameters and further constructed prognoses, MpGA 

with GGAP = 0.1 and after the procedure for the purposeful 

model parameter genesis has been distinguished as more 

reliable algorithm if one would like to obtained results with a 

high level of relevance and for less computational time. 

 Fig. 1 shows results from experimental data and model 

prediction, respectively, for biomass, ethanol, substrate and 

dissolved oxygen when the procedure for the purposeful 

model parameter genesis has been applied for MpGA with 

GGAP = 0.1.  

  The obtained results show that the highest achieved 

model accuracy can be reached using MpGA with        

GGAP = 0.1 for much less computational time additionally 

reduced after the application of purposeful model parameter 

genesis procedure.  
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b) ethanol concentration 
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c) substrate concentration 
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d) dissolved oxygen concentration 

Fig. 1 Model prediction compared to experimental data 

CONCLUSION 

In this investigation intuitionistic fuzzy logic has been 

implemented in order to obtain intuitionistic fuzzy 

estimations of model parameters of fed-batch cultivation. 

Aiming to save obtained promising results, namely less 

convergence time at kept model accuracy, intuitionistic fuzzy 

logic overbuilds the results obtained after the application of 

recently developed procedure for purposeful model 

parameter genesis. This procedure has been applied to 

MpGA at three different values of GGAP as the most 

sensitive genetic algorithm parameter, for the purposes of 

parameter identification of S. cerevisiae fed-batch 

cultivation. After the implementation of intuitionistic fuzzy 

logic for obtaining of intuitionistic fuzzy estimations of 

model parameters and further for construction of strong 

optimistic, optimistic, average, pessimistic and strong 

pessimistic prognoses for the algorithm performances, results 

have been compared and MpGA with GGAP = 0.1 after the 

procedure for purposeful model parameter genesis 

application has been distinguished as more reliable. Among 

the distinguished three “leaders”, MpGA with GGAP = 0.1 

after PMPG is more than three times faster than MpGA with 

GGAP = 0.5 before and after PMPG saving the highest 

achieved values of model accuracy. 

Presented here “cross-evaluation” of three different values 
of GGAP demonstrates the workability of intuitionistic fuzzy 

estimations to assist in assessment of quality of MpGA 

performance. Thus, the estimations based on intuitionistic 

fuzzy logic might be considered as an appropriate tool for 

reliable assessment for other genetic algorithm parameters, 

for different optimization algorithms as well as to be applied 

to various objects of parameter identification. 
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Abstract—This paper presents a heuristic approach com-
bining constraint satisfaction, local search and a constructive
optimization algorithm for a large-scale energy management
and maintenance scheduling problem. The methodology shows
how to successfully combine and orchestrate different types of
algorithms and produce competitive results. The local search
for production assignment is a simple yet optimal solution for
the relaxed initial problem. We also propose an efficient way
to scale the method for huge instances. A large part of the
presented work is done to compete in the ROADEF/EURO
Challenge 2010, organized jointly by the ROADEF, EURO and
the Électricité de France. The numerical results obtained for
the official competition instances testify about the quality of the
approach. The method achieves 3 out of 15 possible best results.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THIS work we take the perspective of a large utility
company, tackling their problems in modeling and planning

production assets, i.e., a multitude of power plants. The goal is
to fulfill the respective demand of energy over a time horizon
of several years, with respect to the total operating cost of
all machinery. Determining optimal maintenance schedules
and production plans is not easy because of the number of
alternatives to assess. The scheduling of outages has to com-
ply with various constraints, regarding safety, maintenance,
logistics and plant operation while it must lead to production
programs with minimum costs. The proposed subject consists
of modeling the production assets and finding an optimal
outage schedule and includes two mutually dependent and
related sub problems:

1) Determining the schedule of plant outages. This sched-
ule must satisfy some additional constraints in order to
comply with limitations on resources, which are neces-
sary to perform refueling and maintenance operations.

2) Determining an optimal production plan to satisfy de-
mand, i.e. a quantity of energy to be produced by each
plant at each time step, for each scenario. Production
must also satisfy some technical constraints.

In medium-term electricity management, numerous uncer-
tainties have to be taken into account (demand, generation
units availability, spot market prices, quantities that can be

bought or sold), and that leads to the need of considering
multiple scenarios. The objective is to minimize the expected
cost of production. The full and detailed description of the
problem is given in [9] together with 15 official instances and
an official solution checker. This problem was proposed at the
ROADEF/EURO Challenge 2010, a competition announced by
the French Operational Research and Decision Support Society
(ROADEF) and the European Operational Research Society
(EURO). Our solution combines constraint programming and
local search approaches.

The company portfolio includes different kinds of energy
production such as thermal (nuclear, coal, fuel oil and gas), hy-
draulic and other renewable energies. Thermal power facilities
usually produce about 90 percent of energy, of which about
80 percent is produced by nuclear power plants. Therefore,
this subject is focused on thermal power plants, especially on
those that have to be repeatedly shut down for refueling and
maintenance, e.g. nuclear ones.

In what follows, we use, when possible, the same names
for data, decision variables and indices as in the subject
(see [9]). On the other hand we need several new kinds of
notation and new constructions. The second section introduces
them while giving an idea how they would be useful. The
third section outlines the proposed algorithm explaining its
coarse structure first. Thereafter, in the same section, we
describe in detail the most important subprocedures that make
the whole algorithm. The fourth section presents possible
improvements of the solution, playing with parameters and
solutions given by either the constraints satisfaction solver
or the linear programming solver. This section also aims to
assess the quality and importance of the building blocks of
the proposed solution and measures the effects of different
synergies between these blocks. The fifth section presents the
numerical results for the given ROADEF Challenge instances
and compares them with best known, public results.

II. NOTATION, ASSUMPTIONS AND REDUCTIONS OF THE
PROBLEM

In this section we introduce several new kind of notation and
simplifications of the problem that proved to be helpful either
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for the presentation itself or they improved the quality and
the efficiency of the solution. The complexity of the problem,
the extraordinary size of certain instances and time limits
imposed on the solver set a stage for these simplifications
and reductions. Moreover, they often become necessary just
to solve to the feasibility the most difficult instances of the
problem.

The objective function consists of three parts that in a
more or less obvious and direct way influence each other.
For official instances A the part of the cost associated with
the production cost for Type-1 plants differs by an order or
two of magnitude with respect to the part associated with the
fuel cost of Type-2 plants. In bigger instances B and X these
two costs are comparable. As the cost associated with the
nuclear plants (Type-2 plants) in most of the given instances
is smaller than the cost incurred with Type-1 plants and in a
real life the nuclear energy is less expensive than the energy
from conventional energy plants, we assume that Type-2
power plants are in general cheaper than Type-1 power plants.
This assumption is used throughout the production planing
algorithm. Nevertheless, this planning for Type-2 plants has a
direct influence on the total cost of energy produced by Type-
1, i.e. conventional plants.

We perform simple pre-processing of input data in order to
simplify the discussion and the implementation of the solution.
In fact, some of the Type-1 power plants have a positive lower
bound on the production level for each time step in each
scenario. The problem is simplified by decreasing the customer
demand by the sum of these lower bounds over all power
plants while setting the new lower bound on production to
zero. This alternation of input data obviously does not change
the structure of the initial problem. From now on, we assume
that these lower bounds are equal to zero for all instances and
the demand is properly changed.

A. Marginal cost associated to the time step

The demand for each time step in each scenario will be
satisfied using both types of power plants. In order to have
a smaller overall cost, demand should be distributed among
the cheapest power plants. Since Type-2 power plants are, in
general, cheaper, their production levels should be set to the
maximum. At the same time, most of the outages must be
scheduled (constraints CT13) and the constraints on refueling,
in their own way, determine the production and the refueling
on Type-2 plants. For some time steps and some scenarios,
one part of the demand has to be distributed among Type-
1 power plants. The problem of determining the production
on Type-1 power plants, given the total production plan for
the set of Type-2 power plants, gives rise to a very simple
optimization problem similar to the relaxed knapsack problem.
The solution consists of sorting the plants according to their
respective production cost and fully employing them one by
one, until the demand is satisfied. The cost of the last employed
power plant deserves the particular name, i.e. the marginal
cost associated to the time step. If the demand would increase
(decrease) by one in a given time step, than the total cost

of production would increase (decrease) by the marginal cost
associated to that time step. This notion of the marginal cost
can be extended to the marginal cost of distance as follows :

The sum of MCts(0) over all time steps is an approximation
of the objective function. The more important the cost associ-
ated to the Type-1 power plants in the total cost of production
(i.e. instances A) the more accurate the approximation. For
instances A this notion becomes one important ingredient of
the solution. Notice that the quality of the outage schedule
could be measured by the associated marginal cost.

B. Decreasing the problem size

One of the things that makes this problem very hard is the
size of its instances. As the problems may contain a huge
number of variables, it is an advantage both with respect to
computational time and memory consumption to reduce the
problem size. We propose two natural ways to reduce the size
of the problem while keeping some of its original features.

a) Shrink a set of time steps to one : This is a simple,
straightforward manner to reduce the size of an instance
by decreasing the total number of time steps. The demand,
maximal power and cost of Type-1 plants, maximal power
of Type-2 plants vary over the set of time steps and the set
of scenarios. For example, the variation of the demand in a
given scenario is mostly determined by the weather forecast
and historical data for this period. We will assume that these
variations are not big and that we could approximate well
these values (demand, maximal power, cost etc.) over several
consecutive time steps. On the other hand, the important
constraints on the set of outages are most often given in terms
of weeks and it is also important to respect their structure
in newly created, reduced instances. The reduction consists
of shrinking several consecutive time steps into one while
respecting their appartenance to the corresponding weeks.
Therefore, the simplest reduction would be to shrink all
time steps from one week into one while calculating for all
scenarios:

• the average demand over all time steps in the original
week

• the average max power over all time steps in the original
week for each power plant

• the average cost over all time steps in the original week
for each Type-1 power plant

and set these numbers as the new values for demand, max
power and cost. Setting the length of new time steps to be
equal to the total length of time steps in the week, while
keeping all other parameters like fuel levels, fuel constraints,
outages constraints the same, even the values of objective
functions of normal and shrinked instances turned out to be
comparable and fairly close. In Table II we compare the size
of shrinked instances to real instances and corresponding costs
when every single week is shrunk to one time step. If the
length of week is a composite number, which is the case
for B and X instances, we can shrink just a fraction of a
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Shrinked instances
instance size(MB) shr. size(MB) cost shr. cost
dataB6 139.9 5.6 8.38e10 8.13e10
dataB7 144.3 5.6 8.20e10 7.93e10
dataB8 262.0 10.3 8.75e10 8.34e10
dataB9 262.0 10.3 9.00e10 8.49e10
dataB10 251.7 9.8 7.98e10 7.51e10
dataX11 140.0 5.5 7.97e10 7.71e10
dataX12 143.2 5.5 7.85e10 7.50e10
dataX13 262.1 10.4 7.78e10 7.42e10
dataX14 262.1 10.4 7.80e10 7.42e10
dataX15 249.8 9.7 7.64e10 7.09e10

TABLE I
FOR EXAMPLE, THE INSTANCE HAVING 250 WEEKS, 1750 TIME STEPS
(WEEK LENGTH = 7) AND TIME STEP DURATION 24, THE SHRINK OF A

WEEK INTO ONE TIME STEP RESULTS INTO AN INSTANCE WITH 250
WEEKS, 250 TIME STEPS AND TIME STEP DURATION 168. SHRINKED

INSTANCES ARE MUCH SMALLER AND EASIER TO SOLVE. NUMERICAL
EXPERIMENTS HAVE SHOWN HOW THIS REDUCTION IS USEFUL PROVIDING

THE FIRST COMPETITIVE RESULTS VERY FAST. THE TABLE SHOWS THE
SIZE OF SHRINKED INSTANCES IN MB AND THE SIZE OF REAL INSTANCES

IN MB . THE LAST TWO COLUMNS PRESENT ASSOCIATED COSTS FOR
OBTAINED SOLUTIONS.

week into one time step. In this way the resulting reduced
instances are slightly larger, but at the same time they are
better approximations for the real instances.

b) Aggregating scenarios: Our approach does not always
scale well with the size of problem. We experimented, there-
fore, with other ways to reduce the problem and the approach
trying to decrease the total number of scenarios proved to
be the most useful. The possible number of scenarios is up
to 500 and this reduction becomes indispensable for certain
instances. It is possible to choose several existing scenarios
as the representatives or to create new scenarios, aggregating
the existing ones on a weekly or daily basis. Further, one
can eventually associate weights different from one to each
scenario, giving to some of them more importance. Several
strategies proved to be useful either for experimentation or for
effective resolution : minimum demand scenario, maximum
demand scenario and average demand scenario.

III. SOLUTION

The proposed solution of the problem is divided into the
outage scheduling phase and the power assignment phase ap-
plied first in a consecutive manner. Once the feasible solution
is found for the complete problem it is then improved using
a series of local improvements. The newly obtained locally
optimal solution gives rise to a new outage scheduling phase
and the cycle repeats. This would be, in short, a description of
the solution we proposed here. The complexity of the problem
as whole and the nature of constraints were important when
we decided to apply this approach. The set of constraints
can be divided in a natural way in two subsets: one dealing
exclusively with outages of Type-2 power plants (constraints
CT13 to CT21) and the other consisting of constraints imposed
on the level of production and the fuel consumption in all
power plants (constraints CT1 to CT12). The first set of
constraints is the outage constraints set, denoted OCS and
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Fig. 1. This figure illustrates solution improvement process in the first
iteration of the algorithm on data set B and data set X instances (B6-B10, X11-
X15). The blue line presents the first feasible solution of the problem (FF)
while the red, green and black lines present the solutions after marginal cost
(LS1), tuning fuel levels (LS2) and moving outages (LS3) local improvements
respectively. Note also that all these improvements contribute together to the
overall quality of the solution in every single iteration.

the second one, the production constraints set, is denoted
PCS. Note that OCS only consists of discrete constraints
that one usually solves using CSP ad-hoc techniques or an
appropriate constraint satisfaction solver, while PCS often
mostly looks like the set of linear constraints and one could
use different approaches such as linear programming or greedy
algorithms to find feasible solutions or even ones close to
optimal solutions. Of course, the constraints CT5 and CT6
are nonlinear and make the problem difficult in a certain
way. Still, the outages scheduling problem and production
planing problem are both hard to solve to optimality, at least
theoretically. The drawback of this approach is also that we
are not able to propose an exact objective function for the
outage scheduling problem. Local improvements applied to the
feasible solution consider how to improve the refueling levels
for the set of outages, power level of Type-2 power plants in
given production campaign and the scheduling of the set of
outages respectively.

The solution therefore contains three different parts applied
in this order :

1) Constraint programming(CSP) - used to construct a
feasible outages schedule

2) Constructive production setting procedure - used to
construct a feasible solution for a given schedule

3) Local Search - to improve the solution quality
Here we describe the details of all three building blocks of

the proposed solution.

A. Outages scheduling

Different approaches can be used to solve the outages
scheduling problem such as local search, constraint program-
ming or constructive procedure, but using CSP solver emerged
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to be the most reliable, and probably the most elegant ap-
proach, with very good results. The CSP solver search for
outages scheduling is guided, when possible and proved to be
useful, with different objective functions.

Type-1 power plants are not scheduled for outages, there-
fore, only Type-2 power plants are considered. The set of
constraints OCS is modeled using the OPL Optimization Pro-
gramming Language offered within IBM Ilog suite. An outage
is modeled with an interval decision variable characterized
by its start date and its length. OPL provides basically all
necessary constructions to efficiently and easily represent ev-
ery single OCS constraint. For instance, using the elementary
cumulative function IloPulse to express the group constraint
CT19 is straightforward. We performed the test and solved
the outage scheduling problem with different solvers (Comet,
IBM Ilog CP, Mistral) and they were all capable of efficiently
solving official instances. The solution time varies from a
fraction of second up to several seconds on the standard test
machine for smaller data sets and a few minutes on larger ones.
The resulting schedule is valid with respect to the outages
scheduling constraints CT13 to CT21.

The obtained solutions for outages scheduling suffer from
a lack of diversification on one hand and on the other hand
from the fact that these schedules do not always allow a
feasible production plan. This is why further constraints are
added to the model to ensure the feasibility of the remaining
production assignment problem, which is the next step of
the algorithm and will be discussed later. A certain amount
of fuel has to be consumed in every production campaign
to reach the fuel level limits that apply before or after the
upcoming refueling (see CT11). Thus, based on the exist-
ing outage schedule and approximate unfeasible production
plan, necessary spacing constraints are calculated and added
between every two successive outages. Besides the approxi-
mate, unfeasible production, several other characteristics of the
problem, such as the minimum refueling and maximum power
contribute to calculating a good estimate for minimum spacing.
Every solution with the CT11 constraint violated mandates the
addition of a new set of increased spacings between outages
and the CSP solver is used again. This procedure repeats
until the feasible outage schedule and production is available.
This quest for feasibility comes at a cost, but the number of
these iterations is usually small and ranges from 0 to 5 on a
provided set of instances.

Simple outages scheduling described above gives outages
dates satisfying the set of constraints from CT13 to CT21
for which a realizable production plan exists. The outages
scheduling from the very beginning of the solution procedure
could be optimized with respect to the value of an objective
function. The marginal cost introduced in II-A and the nu-
merical experiments endorse the scheduling, when possible,
of outages in the weeks of low demand over the scheduling
of outages in weeks where the demand is high. The solver is
guided to these solutions either by specifying the appropriate
objective function or by using a set of weeks of low demand
as the starting search point, or a combination of the two (see

[6]). This simple heuristic is used exclusively in the beginning
when no solution for the whole problem is available. It does
not come as a surprise that this guided search shows better
numerical results than randomized solutions for the outage
schedule problem. In the advanced stages of search, when
feasible or even good solutions are available, the weeks with
the smallest marginal cost are used as the starting point for
the solver. This will be explained in detail later.

Algorithm 1 Scheduling Outages
Calculate successive outages spacings approximately using
min refuel max power strategy
Find outages schedule using solver
Greedy Production Planning
while Feasible Production Plan doesn’t exist do

Increase distance between two successive outages if CT11
is violated
Find outages schedule using solver
Greedy Production Planning

end while

B. Production Assignment
The next step in constructing the solution of the problem

is production planning. This part of the solution assigns
production levels for all plants and refueling amounts in all
outages. For each outages schedule given by the solver, the
constructive production setting procedure proposes a solution.
This solution is not always feasible in which case new ad-
ditional constraints are added to the CSP model and solver
is used again. The algorithm, in a greedy manner, assigns
as much production as possible to the cheapest plants until
the demand is covered. Although cheap production is the
ultimate goal, sometimes a Type-2 power plant has to be
utilized at any cost to comply with the given production
constraints. We assume, that it is desirable for each Type-2
power plant to produce as much as possible and adjust the
refueling strategy accordingly. Using the same assumption the
algorithm chooses a big refueling amount in order to increase
Type-2 power plant utilization. Quite the opposite happens to
the objective function when a certain amount of fuel is lost
during refueling because the fuel stock before refueling was
too big. To summarize, the refueling strategy is to choose
the minimum refuel amount at each outage and increase it
when the plant enters imposed decrease profile, if possible.
The algorithm successfully constructs feasible refuelling and
production plans in all provided instances. Further refueling
optimization will be presented later.

The following problems with feasibility can occur while
setting up the production level for Type-2 power plants :

• overproduction(total Type-2 plants production is bigger
than customer demand)

• over modulation(CT12)
• fuel stock too big before or after refueling(CT11)
Overproduction can occur if total Type-2 power plants

production extends over the customer demand at a certain
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time step for a certain scenario. In fact, if each Type-2 power
plant works to its maximum at each time step overproduction
problem can surge on all B and X instances. This means that
at certain time steps (where the demand is relatively small)
Type-2 power plants could not be powered to their maximum.
The problem is then to choose some Type-2 power plants and
drive them to use the associated modulation on the production.
On the other hand, solving the overproduction problem by
using modulation can lead to the problem that the production
on some Type-2 power plants results in bigger modulation
than it is allowed (imposed by CT12). The total modulation
necessary to cope with the overproduction problem should
be properly distributed among Type-2 plants. Simultaneously,
this way of solving the overproduction problem can lead to
a problem with the violation of fuelstock before (or after)
refueling constraints. The order of Type-2 power plants, while
setting their production levels is crucial for these problems as
they happen while setting production levels for the last few
power plants. The algorithm handles this by sorting Type-2
power plants before setting production for each time step. The
power plants for which these problems are highly probable are
found and then place on the top of the list for production
setting procedure. The priority is given to the plants with
decrease profile at a given time step, to the power plants
with high modulation before given time step or to the power
plants that must have high production levels during given
production campaign to satisfy constraint CT11. This is done
for each time step independently (see 3). Overproduction and
the associated problems do not occur in A instances, which
makes them relatively easier to solve. The algorithm runs
in ascending order of time steps and for all scenarios in
parallel. This way, it is easy to adjust the fuel level using
the level from the previous time step. When Type-2 power
plants production levels are assigned, remaining demand is
distributed among Type-1 plants which are previously sorted
by production cost in increasing order. Presented production
assignment procedure (2) efficiently finds the initial, feasible
production plan for all 15 provided data sets.

C. Local Improvements

Even for small instances of the problem, good approxima-
tion of an optimal solution could be hard to achieve. In some
cases just to find a feasible solution proves to be laborious
task. The internal difficulty of the problem is due to, on one
hand, the extraordinary size of instances, and on the other
hand the presence of non-linear constraints on the production
and on the outages schedule. The non-linear changes of fuel
consumption and refuel in Type-2 plants make, in a sense,
even objective function non-linear. Our solution tackles these
non-linearities with three carefully designed and tested types
of local improvements. The local improvements often substan-
tially improve the feasible solution when applied all alone but
also mutually influence each other in a positive way. Two
strategies optimize the production plan, the first improving
the refueling process while the other directly seeking better
power settings of plants. The third one moves outages locally

Algorithm 2 Production setting procedure
while solution unfeasible do

Set refueling amounts to minimum
for t = 0 to T do

Sort Type-2 power plants using sorting procedure
for j = 0 to J do

Set power plant j production level at time step t
to maximum possible with adding fuel on previous
outage(if possible) if plant will enter imposed power
profile in the next time step (respecting min power
and max power constraints)

end for
Sort Type-1 power plants according to production cost
at given time step in increasing order and set produc-
tion levels to maximum possible (respecting demand
constraint)

end for
if CT11 violated then

Add spacing constraints and find new outages schedule
end if

end while

Algorithm 3 Sorting Type-2 power plants at time step t
list1 = empty
list2 = empty
for j = 0 to J do

if power plant j in decrease profile at time step t then
Add power plant j to list1

else
Add power plant j to list2

end if
end for
Sort power plants in list2 in increasing order by maximum
amount of modulation they can have for given production
campaign and still satisfy CT11 and CT12
return Merge(list1,list2)

and thus improves the outages schedule quality, and finally the
value of the overall objective function.

Here we present three local search strategies to optimize the
solution.

c) Local Search based on marginal cost: This proce-
dure tends to improve the feasible solution modifying the
production levels at only two time steps at once, of the
same Type-2 power plant. Both time steps should be inside a
single production campaign. The fuel levels and the refueling
amounts at the beginning and at the end of the campaign do
not change. The production settings for all other Type-2 power
plants do not change either. The change in the production
of Type-2 power plants, therefore, dictates the adjustment of
the production levels of Type-1 power plants and only at two
appropriate time steps. The overall cost of the solution changes
only according to the change at the production levels of Type-
1 power plants. Here, the notion of marginal cost proved to
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be useful, both to find interesting pairs of time steps and to
determine the scope of change.

Consider a given Type-2 power plant j such that there is a
time step ts1 where it is not employed with maximal power,
and it is not in decreasing profile. Suppose we have another
time step ts2 in the same production campaign such that
MPts2(0) ≤ MPts1(0) (the cost at ts1 on the most expensive
employed Type-1 power plant is bigger than the corresponding
cost at ts2). It is simple to check that it will be profitable to
increase the power of j at ts1 for some small δ and decrease
the power for δ at ts2. The fuel consumption in the production
campaign of power plant j will not change. It will change
only the power levels of Type-1 power plants at ts1 and ts2
such that demand constraint is satisfied. The total cost will
decrease by (MPts1(0) − MPts2(0)) ∗ δ. The bigger δ the
better approximation is. On the other hand, this formula will
not be necessary exact for a big δ but will still remain an
approximation of the change.

The whole procedure is carefully employed and optimized
using a preprocessed list of good candidates for change. A
similiar change could be devised for pairs of time steps
belonging to different production campaigns. The implied
time needed to estimate the quality of the change becomes
prohibitive, and this is not kept in the proposed solution.

It would not be difficult to prove the optimality of this local
search for the instances where demand is always bigger than
the sum of powers on all available Type-2 power plants. In
the presence of low demand this remains an approximation
method with fairly good results.

d) Tuning the Refuel Levels: It is not obvious how to
determine the best refueling amounts. The change in one
refuel propagates through all production campaigns and the
presence of decreasing profile makes these changes non-linear.
Production assignment procedure sets up initial, satisfactory
good amounts of refuel at each outage. These amounts are
further optimized with respect to the total cost of the solution
using small incremental changes. A random Type-2 power
plant i and a random outage j are chosen and the difference in
overall cost for a small changing refuel amount δ is calculated.
If the solution improves, the change is made and the process
continues. Different, positive and negative, values for δ are
chosen. The whole process continues until the local optimum
is met.

e) Local improvements for outages schedule: These local
improvements prove to achieve the most valuable search in
terms of the quality of the solutions. At the same time, the idea
to move around one or several outages, exploring the search
space, is also the most natural one. This exploration comes at a
cost that consists mainly of the evaluation of the improvement
(or deterioration) of the solution. Changing the start time of
the outage will also change the fuel levels at the beginning
and at the end of the production campaign, production levels
of other plants (usually Type-1 power plants) as well as some
other less important characteristics of the solution. All these
changes will affect the overall solution cost. The move and
the associated production assignment have to be feasible to be

accepted. In the developing and testing phase the exact cost of
the new solution is calculated and compared with the actual
one. When there is an improvement the move is accepted and
effectuated. These moves on at most two outages are examined
simultaneously. Creating the whole solution and comparing its
cost is time consuming. In the deployed solver the quality of
the moves of the outages is estimated using the changes in
marginal cost and the estimation of the implied refuel change.
In this way, the search becomes efficient and complies with
the time constraints imposed by the rules of the Challenge.

The order of selection of the outages to be moved influences
the final quality of the solution. We tried the following
approaches :

• Choose a random outage and a random move and evaluate
it

• Choose an outage and a move that decrease the total cost
at most

• Choose randomly one of several best outages
• Choose the first outage and the first move that decrease

the total cost
Moving the best of all outages shows the best performance

despite the fact that it is not the most efficient in terms of
time.

IV. IMPROVED SOLUTION

This section explores and studies the ways of how to
orchestrate and take full advantage of the procedures and
reductions explained so far. Different set-ups are examined.
Still our choices here are often driven by the wish to throw
the problem to the solver and the different set of combinations
of local improvements and their mutual interactions. This
approach is feasible and natural having solved the difficult
problem of production assignment successfully. We were thus
able to create a spectrum of solutions and choose the best one,
while the process proves to be also helpful for comparing the
qualities and characteristics of different solutions and getting
a better inner understanding of the problem. The quality of
the final solutions and the efficiency of the method for B and
X instances are strongly affected by their size. The idea to
shrink the instances proves to be useful to tackle this problem
to a certain degree. The full method for B and X instances is
presented in the algorithm 4. Nevertheless, exactly the same
method is used to solve the smaller instances A. The only
difference is that these small instances are not shrinked in the
pre-processing phase.

A. Relaxed associated problems

Here, we present how the original problem can be relaxed
into an easy linear program with a huge number of variables
for big instances as well as into one less constrained problem.
The study of these relaxed formulations establishes a possible
lower bound on the value of the objective function and verifies
the quality of our subprocedures. Suppose first that we have
a complete feasible solution. Fixing the outage schedule and
fixing the refueling of each outage, then fixing production in
possible decreasing profiles of every Type-2 power plant, the
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Fig. 2. The figure presents the structure of the best known result obtained on one of B instances. The rectangles of different colors represent the power
demand satisfied by the Type-2 power plants. Above them come the grey rectangles representing the power satisfied by the Type-1 power plants. More
expensive plants are presented with darker nuance of grey. The figure illustrates the complexity of one of the solutions to the problem.

Algorithm 4 Improving the solution
Shrink data set
Solve shrinked data set using algorithm described in section
3
Find feasible production plan for outages schedule from
shrinked data set solution
Optimize solution by Local Search
while there is still time do

Construct feasible outages schedule optimized with re-
spect to the given criteria (actual marginal costs)
Construct a feasible production plan
Apply local improvements as long as the solution im-
proves

end while

remaining problem could be easily modeled with a linear pro-
gram that solves with optimality the production assignments
for all power plants in all remaining time steps. This linear
program for all instances A and for some of instances B and
X is solvable on the testing machine in several minutes. The
results confirm that local search based on marginal cost is
the optimal procedure for instances A (see III-C0c). For other
instances, the LP slightly improves the numerical results but
could be very time and memory consuming. One way to cope
with time complexity is to split the set of time steps into two
subsets and solve the resulting programs. The combination
of two solutions is not optimal for the whole problem but
improves the existing result.

The classical approach to relax an optimization problem
is to drop some constraints. The set of OCS constraints or
its subset is a natural choice in this case, as some of them
could be removed in reality due to the technological advances
and because the structure of the relaxed solutions is similar
to the associated complete solutions. One of the reasons is
also that it is not difficult to drop them in the program. This
relaxation also establishes the lower bound on the solutions of
the presented method. The experimentation shows that these
lower bounds are extremely good for instances A and make a
bigger gap with actual solutions in instances B and X.

V. EVALUATION

The whole solution is implemented in the C++ programming
language on Linux x86-64 architecture and compiled with

GCC version 4.4.3. The solver finally chosen for the constraint
satisfaction part of the problem is IBM ILOG CPoptimizer
version 12. The computer is equipped with an Intel i7 920
processor (2.66 GHz, 8M Cache, RAM 6 GB). All results
reported in this paper are obtained on this architecture using
the same software. The performance was not our main concern
and we estimate that the speed of the proposed algorithm
could be improved by 10-15 percent although the quality of
the solution itself must not improve thereafter. Time limits
imposed by ROADEF/EURO Challenge 2010 are respected
(30 minutes for A instances and 60 minutes for B and X
instances). All reported solutions passed the official solution
checker provided by EDF. Almost all obtained solutions are
in the gap within the range between 0.5 and 2 % of the
best known solutions while on the instances A this gap is
substantially smaller and is around 0.01%. For three instances
from set A we obtain the best known result to our knowledge.

Note that our obtained solution quality for A instances is
much better than for B and X instances. This originates from
some nice properties of the A instances: smaller size, demand
always bigger than Type-2 power plants production, comprise
less spacing constraints and outages to schedule and thus the
search spaces are smaller. Among the B and X instances we
achieve good results with a robust deviation from the best
known solution (see figure 1). It is important to mention here
that only the B and X instances are considered for the final
ranking of the ROADEF/EURO Challenge 2010.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose one hybrid method to solve a
large scale energy management problem. The methodology
used to tackle the problem consists of,among other things, the
constructive and greedy algorithms, local search procedures
and constraint satisfaction techniques. The method first solves
two interdependent subproblems in a consecutive manner
and constructs one feasible solution. It then proceeds with
improvements of the entire solution applying several local
search techniques. The method is fully implemented in C++
and is fully operational and can be used to solve real world
instances. Towards the end of the study, we obtained the
best available results for all 15 instances and were challenged
and motivated to improve our own. The numerical results are
comparable with the best known, for some of them our method
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TABLE II
THE TABLE SHOWS THE VALUES FOR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR OUR BEST SOLUTIONS. WE COMPARE THE COSTS OF THE BEST KNOWN RESULTS TO
OUR BEST RESULTS. IN THE SECOND COLUMN WE REPORT THE RESULTS OBTAINED WITHOUT OCS CONSTRAINTS. THIRD COLUMN PRESENTS THE

VALUES FOR THE INITIAL FEASIBLE SOLUTIONS OBTAINED. LAST THREE COLUMNS SUMMARIZE OUR BEST RESULTS AND COMPARE THEM WITH BEST
KNOWN RESULTS.

Best Solutions
instance no CT14− CT21 constraints First feasible sol Solution Best Known Solution Score(percents)
dataA1 169 400 736 729 171 141 268 419 169 474 519 241 169 474 800 000 -0.00016
dataA2 145 817 899 228 147 270 198 259 145 956 733 339 145 956 800 000 -0.000045
dataA3 154 135 275 550 155 834 657 751 154 277 239 128 154 316 000 000 -0.0251
dataA4 111 370 665 296 113 828 236 687 111 505 728 462 111 494 000 000 0.010
dataA5 124 426 695 127 129 167 264 913 124 716 680 000 124 543 900 000 0.128
dataB6 832 052 548 93 840 268 154 84 837 632 963 07 834 247 162 17 0.405
dataB7 810 272 294 44 826 597 146 91 820 702 010 04 810 997 200 00 1.196
dataB8 825 562 154 92 842 156 632 28 837 866 683 28 818 997 400 00 2.301
dataB9 840 658 648 12 881 695 954 71 875 425 269 18 816 895 600 97 7.164
dataB10 794 324 086 12 798 625 487 13 794 669 685 74 777 670 249 99 2.185
dataX11 788 769 223 10 801 297 556 00 796 508 419 33 790 096 500 00 0.811
dataX12 776 845 130 30 786 515 578 88 782 742 078 67 775 639 900 00 0.915
dataX13 769 032 927 96 782 239 963 78 777 210 105 49 762 885 200 00 1.877
dataX14 774 748 125 50 783 373 185 33 780 275 365 71 761 494 800 00 2.466
dataX15 761 565 831 11 766 269 957 85 763 107 410 43 743 883 700 00 2.584

finds the solutions of practically the same quality and even
improve several best results.
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Abstract—Proteins are important molecules that are widely
studied in biology. Their three-dimensional conformations can
give clues about their function, however an optimal methodology
for the identification of such conformations has not been found
yet. Experiments of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) are able
to estimate distances between some pairs of atoms forming the
protein, and the problem of identifying the possible conforma-
tions satisfying the available distance constraints is known in the
scientific literature as the Molecular Distance Geometry Problem
(MDGP). Since some years, some of us have been working on a
suitable discretization for the MDGP and on an efficient Branch
& Prune (BP) algorithm which is based on a tree search. In
order to perform this discretization, however, some assumptions
need to be satisfied. We recently hand-crafted a special order for
protein backbone atoms which allows us to discretize all MDGPs
concerning backbones. In this paper, we do the same for the side
chains of some amino acids. Our computational experiments show
that the inclusion of the side chain information allows to improve
the performances of the BP algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Molecular Distance Geometry Problem (MDGP)
consists in finding the suitable conformations for a certain

molecule which satisfy a set of constraints based on some
distances between pairs of its atoms [2]. When the distance
information is given through a list of lower and upper bounds
on the distances, i.e. by a list of suitable real intervals, the
problem is also referred to as interval MDGP (iMDGP) [10].
The iMDGP, by its nature, is a constraint satisfaction problem,
which is NP-hard [12]. Over the years, its solution has been
attempted by formulating global optimization problems in
continuous spaces [7], where a penalty objective function is
generally employed in order to measure the satisfaction of
the distance constraints for given molecular conformations.
More recently, some of the authors of this paper introduced a
new class of iMDGP instances for which the search domain
can be reduced to a discrete space having the structure of a

tree [4]. We refer to this class of problems as the interval
Discretizable MDGP (iDMDGP). Instances belonging to this
class can be solved by employing an efficient interval Branch
& Prune (iBP) algorithm [5], [6].

Experiments of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) are
able to estimate the distances between some pairs of atoms
of a molecule. Nowadays, NMR is the second most used
technique for the identification of protein conformations,
which are very important molecules performing several fun-
damental functions in living beings. Due to this great in-
terest, three-dimensional conformations of proteins found
by the scientific community are generally stored in a web
database named the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [1]. To
date, however, and in most cases, iMDGPs corresponding
to NMR experiments for a given protein are formulated
as continuous global optimization problems, whose solu-
tion is attempted by the meta-heuristic Simulated Annealing
(SA) [9].

As it is well-known, a meta-heuristic search can give
no guarantees on the optimality of the obtained solutions.
However, since meta-heuristics such as SA can be easily
implemented, this kind of optimization methods is widely used
by the biological and chemical community. This observation
stimulated our research on the iDMDGP and on the iBP. The
latter, indeed, is an exact algorithm that is potentially able
to identify the complete set of solutions for a given instance.
This point is crucial in domains such as biology, where the
identification of one possible conformation for a protein which
satisfies all distance constraints does not directly imply that the
actual protein conformation was found. Our aim is to provide
the biologist with a complete set of mathematical solutions (we
can guarantee that all solutions were found and that there are
no other solutions that escaped to the search); biologist’s task
is then the one of successively filtering the set of mathematical
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solutions by selecting the conformations that have a more
evident biological sense.

The application of iBP is possible when the instance at
hand belongs to the iDMDGP class, i.e. when some partic-
ular assumptions are satisfied. The main requirement for the
discretization is the presence of a suitable atomic order (that
can be different from the natural ordering of the atoms in a
molecule) such that, for each atom v, there are at least three
preceding reference atoms u1, u2 and u3 with known distance
from v. This allows us to compute the possible positions for
the atom v by intersecting three Euclidean objects in the three-
dimensional space. When the distance between two atoms,
say u1 and v, is precise, the considered Euclidean object is
a sphere centered in u1 (this atom precedes in the order the
atom v, so we suppose its position is already known) and
having radius d(u1, v). If this distance is instead imprecise,
i.e. it is represented by an interval [d(u1, v), d̄(u1, v)], then
the Euclidean object is a spherical shell centered in u1 hav-
ing minimum radius d(u1, v) and maximum radius d̄(u1, v).
When, for a certain v, two reference distances are precise and
only one is represented by an interval, then a finite subset
of atomic positions for v can be computed by applying the
procedure detailed in [5]. More details about the discretization
process are given in Section II.

The satisfaction of the assumptions for the iDMDGP de-
pends upon the order given to the atoms of the instance. The
original order may not allow for the discretization, but other
possible orders might be identified. We also point out that no
discretization orders could be available, because of the lack of
distance information. NMR experiments, generally, are able to
give estimates of distances between pairs of hydrogen atoms
whose relative distance is shorter than a certain threshold
(approximately 4–5Å). When we consider molecules with
a known chemical composition, such as proteins, a priori
information on some interatomic distances can be obtained
and included in the instance. Such an information, moreover,
can be exploited for identifying an atomic order for which
the iDMDGP assumptions are satisfied, independently on the
additional information that NMR experiments can provide.
In [5], one of such orders for the discretization of instances
related to protein backbones (without side chains) has been
presented.

In this paper, we propose suitable discretization orders for
the side chains of some of the amino acids that can be involved
in the synthesis of the proteins. This work is motivated
by the fact that NMR instances mainly contain information
related to such side chains: NMR data usually regard distances
between pairs of hydrogen atoms, and some side chains are
composed by several hydrogens. Moreover, some side chains
are hydrophobic, which means that they do not react with the
protein solvent (water), but they are rather buried inside the
protein interior. As a consequence, the interatomic distances
between pairs of hydrogens belonging to different hydrophobic
side chains are likely to be close in space and, therefore, are
likely to be detected through NMR experiments.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

Algorithm 1 The iBP algorithm.
1: iBP(j, r, d,D)
2: if (rj is a duplicated atom) then
3: copy coordinates of previous copy of rj in x1

rj
4: iBP(j + 1, r, d,D);
5: else
6: if (d(rj−3, rj) is exact) then
7: b = 2;
8: else
9: b = 2D;

10: end if
11: for k ∈ {1, . . . , b} do
12: compute the k-th position xk

rj for the rj -th atom;
13: check the feasibility of position xk

rj ;
14: if (xk

rj is feasible) then
15: if (j = |r|) then
16: a solution x is found, print it;
17: else
18: iBP(j + 1, r, d,D);
19: end if
20: end if
21: end for
22: end if

we briefly present the iDMDGP and give a sketch of the
iBP algorithm, which we employ for solving iDMDGPs with
interval data. In Section III, we discuss about the discretization
order for instances related to protein backbones, while, in Sec-
tion IV, we present some new hand-crafted orders related to 8
side chains. Computational experiments, detailed in Section V,
show that the inclusion of the information related to the side
chains allows to improve the pruning capabilities of the iBP
algorithm. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. THE iDMDGP AND THE iBP ALGORITHM

An instance of the iDMDGP can be represented by a
weighted undirected graph G = (V,E, d), where each vertex
v ∈ V represents an atom and each edge (u, v) ∈ E represents
the known distance between the vertices u and v. The weight
d(u, v) associated to an edge (u, v) can correspond either to
a precise distance or to a suitable interval where the actual
distance is supposed to be contained.

Let us suppose that there exists a total order relationship for
the vertices of V = {1, . . . , n}. Assumption 1 of the iDMDGP
requires that the first 3 atoms in V form a clique (all their
interatomic distances are known) and that, for each v > 3,
the distances between v and the 3 immediate predecessors are
known:

Ass.1 ∀v ∈ {4, . . . , n} ∀j, k ∈ {v − 3, . . . , v}
(j, k) ∈ E.

Moreover, for any triplet of consecutive vertices, the strict
triangular inequality must be satisfied (Assumption 2):

Ass.2 ∀v ∈ {2, . . . , n− 1}
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Fig. 1. The hand-crafted order rPB for the protein backbone.

d(v − 1, v + 1) < d(v − 1, v) + d(v, v + 1).

In all atomic orders discussed in this paper, all distances
related to edges (u, v), with v−u ≤ 2, are precise. Therefore,
only precise distances are concerned in Assumption 2.

Assumption 1 allows to compute the possible positions for
the generic atom v as the intersection among three Euclidean
objects, which are related to the three immediate preceding
atoms v − 3, v − 2 and v − 1. Each Euclidean object can be
either a sphere (when the distance is precise) or a spherical
shell (when the distance is represented by an interval). The
intersection among three spheres consists of, with probability
one, two points in the three-dimensional space [3]. The role
of Assumption 2 is to prevent the case in which the sphere
intersection gives infinitely many points.

If one of the distances is represented by an interval, one
of the spheres is replaced by a spherical shell, so that the
intersection consists of, with probability one, two disjoint
curves. In order to guarantee the discretization in this case, we
choose a certain number of sample distances from the available
interval, and we identify a predetermined number of possible
atomic positions on the two curves [5]. All orders discussed
in this paper are constructed so that, for each v, at least two
reference distances are exact. Therefore, our intersections can
at most produce two disjoint curves that can be successively
discretized.

More particularly, the iBP algorithm has been conceived in
order to manage the three following situations (see Alg. 1) [5].
Let r be a discretization order related to a certain iDMDGP
instance. We also refer to such an order as a re-order, because
distinct vertices rj of the ordering can represent the same
atom of the considered molecule. This is done for producing
precise distances: the distance between two copies of the same
atom rj1 and rj2 is evidently 0. In such a case, the algorithm
recognizes that the current vertex represents a duplicated atom,
and it associates to this atom the position of its previous
copy. Otherwise, there are other two possible situations to
manage: either the three reference distances are precise, or
only the distance d(rj−3, rj) is represented by an interval.

In the first case, the sphere intersection gives the only two
possible positions for rj . In the second case, the intersection
provides two curves: we choose D sample distances from
the interval distance, and we intersect the corresponding three
spheres D times. As a consequence, 2 × D possible atomic
positions are determined for rj .
iBP recursively calls itself until the search domain is

exhaustively explored. In the algorithm call, j is the rank
of the current vertex, r is the vertex order allowing for the
discretization, d represents the distance information (precise
distances and intervals), and D is the number of sample
distances taken from intervals. As it can be deduced from the
algorithm sketch, this search domain has the structure of a tree,
and it can be organized in |r| layers. Each layer contains all
possible positions for the vertex rj . The tree is constructed as
the search proceeds: for a given branch at layer j−1, a certain
number of branches are added at layer j, and this number can
be equal to 1, 2 or 2 ×D, depending on the three situations
mentioned above.

The possible combinatorial explosion makes the iBP algo-
rithm exponential in the worth case. However, the strong point
of this algorithm is given by its pruning phase, where the
feasibility of the computed atomic positions is verified, and, in
case of infeasibilities, the corresponding branch is immediately
pruned and not considered anymore. This allows us to focus
the searches on the parts on the tree where there are solutions.
Moreover, it was recently proved that instances regarding
protein conformations generally bring to the definition of trees
having a bounded width [8].

III. AN ORDER FOR THE PROTEIN BACKBONE

Let G = (V,E, d) be a weighted undirected graph repre-
senting an instance of the iDMDGP. Let us divide the edge
set E in two parts: Ed, which contains distances necessary
for the discretization (Assumption 1), and Ep, which contains
all the other available distances. In each step of the iBP
algorithm, a certain number of possible positions for the
current vertex rj are computed by using the distances in Ed,
and the feasibility of these positions is immediately verified
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Fig. 2. The hand-crafted orders for 8 side chains.

by exploiting information on additional distances contained in
Ep. In this work, we suppose that Ed only contains distances
obtained by analyzing the chemical composition of proteins. In
practice, all the distances in Ed are derived from known bond
lengths and bond angles that are present in protein structures.
The distances in Ep, instead, represent the pruning distances,
which can be obtained by NMR experiments. One important
consequence of the fact that Ed do not contain NMR data is
that our search tree (and hence our atomic coordinates) are
not computed by exploiting NMR information, which could
be affected by errors.

As mentioned in the Introduction, there exist special order-
ings for V so that Assumptions 1 and 2 of the iDMDGP are
always satisfied. In [5], we found one of such orders for the
protein backbones. Fig. 1 shows the hand-crafted order for a
small protein backbone containing 3 amino acids. For a protein
containing p amino acids, the following order can be used for
discretizing the backbone of proteins:

rPB = (N1, H1, H0, C1
α, N

1, H1
α, C

1
α, C

1,

N2, C2
α, H

2, N2, C2
α, H

2
α, C

2, C2
α, . . . ,

N i, Ci−1, Ci
α, H

i, N i, Ci
α, H

i
α, C

i, Ci
α, . . . ,

Np, Cp−1, Cp
α, H

p, Np, Cp
α, H

p
α, C

p, Cp
α,

Op, Cp, Op+1).

Superscripts indicate the amino acid to which each atom
belongs: in our notation, H0 is the second hydrogen bonded

to N in the first amino acid, whereas Op+1 is the second
oxygen of the last amino acid. A particular order has been
identified for the first, the second, the generic (labeled with
i) and the last amino acid for protein backbones. This order
can be used in conjunction with the iBP algorithm described
in the previous section: for each vertex rj of the order, the
necessary distances for the discretization are all available and
only the distance between rj−3 and rj may be represented by
an interval. Up to 3 copies of the same atom can be present
in this ordering. We point out that this does not increase the
complexity of the problem, because there is no branching on
the tree in correspondence with duplicated atoms.

IV. NEW ORDERS FOR THE SIDE CHAINS

We present in this section new hand-crafted discretization
orders for the side chains of 8 of the smallest amino acids that
can be involved in the protein synthesis. Such orders can be
combined with the backbone order in Figure 1 for discretizing
instances concerning entire protein conformations (backbone
and side chains). In Section V, our computational experiments
will show that the addition of the distance information regard-
ing the side chains improves the pruning capabilities of the iBP
algorithm, by allowing a stricter selection of the tree branches
where feasible solutions to the iDMDGP can be searched.

Figure 2 contains the discretization orders for 8 side chains.
The glycine (GLY) is the smallest amino acid that can be found
in proteins, whose side chain is composed by a hydrogen atom
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only. A possible discretization order for GLY is the following:

rGLY = {Ci
α, N

i, Hi
α, C

i
α, H

i
β , C

i, Ci
α},

where, in our notation, Hi
β represents the only hydrogen atom

which forms the side chain. It can be noted that the inclusion of
only one atom needs the duplication of some backbone atoms
in order to have the discretization assumptions satisfied.

The other amino acids that we consider in this paper are:
the alanine (ALA), the aspargine (ASN), the aspartic acid
(ASP), the cysteine (CYS), the glutamic acid (GLU), the lysine
(LYS) and the serine (SER). ALA is the second amino acid
in order of size. Its side chain is composed by 4 atoms:
one carbon atom bonded to three hydrogens. However, in
order to have the discretization, the ordering associated to
ALA is composed by much more vertices, connected by 11
edges, labeled from 4 to 15. The same observation can be
made for all other side chains that we consider. LYS is the
longest in Figure 2. The proposed order is represented by
36 edges, labeled from 4 to 39. Since Figure 2 is rather
self-explicative, we omit the explicit definition of the orders
rSC, with SC ∈ {ALA,ASN,ASP,CYS,GLU,LYS, SER},
which can be easily derived from the pictures.

V. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

We present in this section some computational experiments
where we use the side chain orders proposed in Section IV.
All codes were written in C programming language and all the
experiments were carried out on an Intel Core i7 2.30GHz with
8GB RAM, running Linux. The codes have been compiled by
the GNU C compiler v.4.6.1 with the -O3 flag.

The experiments here presented prove that the information
regarding the protein side chains plays an important role in the
identification of solutions to iDMDGPs. At this stage of our
work, we did not try yet to use real data from NMR (as it was
done in [11] for protein backbones), but rather we did study
the influence of side chain information on the iBP algorithm,
and, in particular, on its pruning phase.

To this aim, we artificially generated a set of instances of
the iDMDGP by combining the backbone order in Figure 1
and the 8 side chains orders in Figure 2. The first considered
set contains instances formed by 4 amino acids. Given a
certain sequence of amino acids, say ALA-GLY-ASN-CYS,
we construct two graphs G and G′, which represent two
instances of the iDMDGP. The graph G represents an instance
where the side chains of its amino acids are considered,
the graph G′ represents the same instance without the side
chain information. We will refer to the first class of instances
with the symbol Csidechains, and to the second class with
Cbackbone.

Graphs G ∈ Csidechains are generated as follows. Recall
that the edge set E can be divided in two subsets Ed and
Ep (see Section III). Since G contains the information related
to the side chains of the amino acids, the vertex set V
and the subset of edges Ed are obtained from the orderings
(backbone and side chains) presented in Sections III and IV.
The subset Ep contains some randomly generated interval

TABLE I
THESE EXPERIMENTS SHOW THE INFLUENCE OF THE SIDE CHAIN

INFORMATION ON THE NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS OF iDMDGPS.

sequence min(D) #Sol for G′ #Sol for G
GLY GLY GLY GLY 4 11424 48
GLY ALA GLY ALA 5 9792 256
ALA ALA ALA ALA 5 11518848 1536
CYS CYS CYS CYS 5 35840 512
CYS GLY GLY CYS 5 3216256 768
GLY ASN GLY GLY 5 320 64
SER SER SER SER 5 35840 512

ALA GLY ASN CYS 6 10240 3200
CYS ASN ALA SER 8 3785264 784
ASN ASN ASN ASN 6 264720 6800
GLY ASP SER GLY 5 165120 128
GLY ASP GLY ALA 4 244128 864
GLY ALA GLU GLY 6 10175840 800
GLY GLY GLY LYS 14 130282650 37856

distances concerning only pairs of hydrogens in V . In order
to simulate NMR data, only distances shorter than 5Å are
considered. All distances are represented by an interval of
length 1.4Å.

Graphs G′ ∈ Cbackbone are derived from the corresponding
graph G ∈ Csidechains. This is done in order to compare pairs
of similar instances, one containing the side chain information,
the other without. The vertex set V ′ ⊂ V and the subset
of edges E′

d are obtained from the special ordering for the
backbone atoms in Figure 1. Then, we set E′

p = {(u, v) ∈ Ep :
u, v ∈ V ′}, so that the pruning distances in G′ are exactly the
same in G, exception made for the pruning distances related
to side chain atoms.

Table I shows some experiments where our instances G and
G′ are related to sequences that are formed by 4 amino acids.
In the table, min(D) is the smallest D value that guarantees
the generation of enough tree branches for obtaining at least
one solution to the problem. In general, if D̄ = min(D)
for an instance G ∈ Csidechains, then D̄ is also a suitable
number of sample distances for the corresponding instance
G′ ∈ Cbackbone, because it contains, by definition, fewer
pruning distances. #Sol represents the number of solutions
that we obtain for each instance G (containing the side
chain information) or G′ (containing the backbone information
only). All experiments lasted no more than 20 seconds.

The experiments show the importance of side chain in-
formation. In all experiments, the number #Sol of solutions
is smaller in correspondence with instances that contain
side chains. Instances without side chains are hence much
more flexible, many more possible conformations are allowed,
whereas instances with side chains have a reduced number of
possible conformations. The use of side chain information,
therefore, improves the pruning capabilities of the iBP algo-
rithm, allowing to focus the search on a smaller number of
branches of the tree.

In Table II, we consider another set of instances containing
longer sequences of amino acids. In this table, we only
consider the instances represented by graphs G ∈ Csidechains,
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TABLE II
SOME EXPERIMENTS ON INSTANCES CORRESPONDING TO LONGER

SEQUENCES OF AMINO ACIDS.

naa |V | min(D) #Sol for G CPU time
10 145 7 1 0.36
20 325 8 1 5.42
30 447 8 1 77.37
40 623 10 1 80.63
50 750 8 1 114.22

and, for the minimum D̄ = min(D), we compute only one
solution for the instance (#Sol is always 1). For each instance,
naa is the number of amino acids forming the simulated
molecule (the sequences of amino acids have been randomly
generated, and they only contain the amino acids considered
in Section IV), and |V | is the total number of vertices in G
(duplicated atoms are counted). We also report the CPU time
in seconds.

The experiments in Table II show that side chain informa-
tion can also be added to discretized iMDGPs related to longer
sequences of amino acids. For a sequence containing 50 amino
acids, there are 750 vertices in the graph G representing the
artificial instance, and the iBP algorithm is still able to find
a solution in less than 2 minutes. At this stage of our work,
we do not compute yet all solutions for instances in the set,
because suitable strategies need to be developed in order to
control the combinatorial explosion in iBP trees in the case
of long sequences.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We presented new discretization orders for 8 of the smallest
amino acids that can be found in proteins. Together with
a discretization order for the protein backbone, these orders
allow for discretizing all instances concerning proteins com-
posed by these amino acids. This way, the employment of the
iBP algorithm is possible, and all distances estimated through
NMR experiments can be exploited for efficiently pruning
parts of the iBP search tree. The computational experiments
show that the side chain information is able to improve the
pruning phase of the iBP algorithm.

Future research will be devoted to the identification of
special orders for the other side chains in proteins. Longer
side chains, however, imply the following issue: duplicated
atoms (i.e. atoms appearing more than once in the order) may
be very far from each other in the sequence (in the proposed
order for LYS, for example, copies of the Cα atom are quite
far but not too much). As a consequence, because of some
small error propagation, the coordinates of two copies of the
same atom may be different. This phenomenon could bring
to incompatibilities between partial coordinates and available

distances. For this reason, we are currently studying possible
ways to overcome this issue.

Moreover, as it can be noted in the experiments in Sec-
tion V, the total number of solutions for an instance (even
containing side chains) can be large. However, we noticed
that some found solutions are very similar to others, so that
clusters of solutions may be identified in order to reduce the
number of representative solutions that are obtained. Work is
currently in progress for improving the iBP algorithm so that
it can only output representative solutions.
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Abstract—This paper describes the way a multi-item, multi-
plant Lot-Sizing problem with transfer costs and capacities may 
be  reformulated  according  to  a  multi-commodity  flow 
formalism, and decomposed, through Lagrangean Relaxation, 
into a master Facility Location problem and a slave Minimal 
Cost  Multi-commodity  Flow  problem.  This  decomposition 
framework  gives  rise  in  a  natural  way  to  the  design  of  a 
relax/project  approximate  algorithm,  and  it  ends  with 
numerical experiments.   

I. INTRODUCTION

OT-SIZING models  are  production  planning  models 

which  involve  clustering  effects:  tasks  may  be  run 

together  as part  of lots or batches [3], [4],  [8], [19],  [23], 

[12], while sharing some kind of fixed cost resource. Those 

problems may be set at both operational and tactical levels. 

Models  may  be  dynamic  or  static,  and  involve  assembly 

processes, one or several plants or machines, one or several 

kinds of products (multi-item), due dates, non deterministic 

demands [7]. Performance criteria may be about production 

cost  minimization,  delay  or  shortage  minimization  [1], 

robustness in relation to uncertain demands.  

L

One  of  the  major  difficulties  in  solving  Lot-Sizing 

problems  arises  from  capacity  restrictions  in  each  time 

period. Problems are polynomially solvable when capacities 

are not considered, as when as when production capacities 

are identical in each period of the planning horizon [3], [25]. 

When  capacities  are  allowed  to  vary  over  the  planning 

horizon, the problem is NP-Hard. 

Real Lot-Sizing problems are usually constrained by tight 

capacity restrictions, high set-up times and specific industrial 

constraints.  The classical multi-item capacitated Lot-Sizing 

problem  (MCLS)  is  widely  the  most  widely  big-bucket 

model studied in the context of multi-item capacitated Lot-

Sizing. Nevertheless, obtaining optimal and sometimes even 

feasible  solutions remains challenging.  It  has  been  proved 

[5] that the MCLS problem is strongly NP-Hard. Also, it has 

been shown [25], [27], that the single-item capacitated Lot-

Sizing problem is NP-Hard in the ordinary sense.  

Since Lot-Sizing problems have been most often proved 

to be NP-Hard [19], [18], it may be convenient to deal with 

through  greedy heuristics  involving ad  hoc decision  rules, 

which are usually well adapted to dynamic contexts, through 

heuristic  algorithmic  scheme,  involving  local  search  or 

dynamic  programming  [1],  or  through  Mathematical 

Programming  frameworks,  linked  to  the  Linear 

MIP/Polyhedral framework.  

Several  authors  made appear  that,  in  case  item transfer 

had  to  be  performed,  Lot-Sizing  could  be  linked  with 

Network  Flow  Theory  [18],  [10],  [21].  Network  Flow 

Theory [2], [22], is devoted to the algorithmic handling of 

problems  which  involve  the  circulation  of  goods,  people, 

money,  energy...  It  has  been  essentially  used  in  order  to 

design transportation and telecommunication systems or in 

order  to  optimize  gas  or  electricity  distribution  [2],  [17], 

[15]. It proved itself to be a very powerful link between the 

LIP machinery and combinatorics.  

There are extensions of the basic Lot-Sizing problem that 

can be used to model a variety of industrial problems. We 

refer  here to the extensive literature review of [12] for an 

overview  of  the  latest  modelling  developments  in  Lot-

Sizing.  We deal here with an extension, to the case of the 

existence transfer capacities, of a multi-period, multi-plant, 

multi-item capacitated  Lot-Sizing problem with  inter-plant 

transfers, which was introduced in [21], [5], [16], [13], with 

application to Steel Industry. While using the same kind of 

Lagrangean  Relaxation  scheme  as  in  [21],  we  first  make 

appear that this problem may be decomposed into a master 

Facility Location problem [15], [9], [24], [6], [20], [13], and 

a  slave  Minimum  Cost  Multi-commodity  Flow problem. 

Since  both  Facility  Location and  Multi-Commodity  Flow 

problems have been widely studied, with many applications 

to  the  design  of  telecommunication  networks  or  to  VLSI 

conception, this kind of decomposition framework opens the 

way  to  faster  generic  software  development.  Part  of  the 

difficulty  consists  in  designing  the  projection  part  of  this
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Relax/Project decomposition scheme, in such a way that it 

ensures the satisfaction of both capacity and demand 

constraints. So, the rest of the paper describes algorithms 

which implement this decomposition scheme and tackle this 

feasibility problem, and the numerical experiments which 

were then carried on.  

 

II. MULTI-PLANT, MULTI-ITEM LOT-SIZING WITH 

STORAGE AND TRANSFER CONSTRAINTS 

 

We consider here a product (item) set K, a plant set I, and a 

discrete time space T = {0..NT}.  A plant i in I may be at the 

same time producer and demander, and may also be used as 

an inventory place for the transfer of some items from some 

producer site j1 to some demander site j2. For every instant t 

in space T = {0..NT}, every item k in K, and every plant i in 

I, we are provided with the demand d
k
i,t of k by i at instant t. 

As in [21], production requires one time unit in order to be 

performed, while transfers may be considered as 

instantaneous: some item may be produced by some plant i 

during period t and arrive to any plant j at the end of the 

same period. In case this item has to be stored at plant j, we 

consider that this storage transition takes place between 

period t and period t + 1. Simultaneously planning 

production and transfer/storage operations means dealing 

with the following variables:  

 

Variables: for every i, j ∈ I, k in K, and t ∈ T, we search:   

- the quantity x
k
i,t of item k, which will be produced at 

plant i at time t: depending on the context, this 

variable may take rational or integral values;   

- the boolean indicator z
k
i,t, which tells us whether plant 

i is effectively going to produce some item k at time t;    

- the quantity s
k
i,t of item k, which is stored at plant i 

between time t and time t +1; 

- the quantity y
k
i,j,t of item k, which is transferred from 

plant i to plant j at instant t. 

 

Constraints and criteria are mainly defined by costs and 

capacities:  As for costs, we denote by:     

- P
k
i,,t the marginal production cost of item k at plant i 

during period t;  

- S
k
i,,t the marginal inventory (storage) cost of item k at 

plant i between t and t+1;  

- R
k
i,,j, t the marginal transfer cost of item k from plant i 

to plant j at time t ; 

- C
k
 i,t the fixed cost related to the production of any 

non null amount of item k  by plant i at  time t. 

 

As for capacities, we use the following input data: 

- 1/αk
i,t = production rate for item k at plant i, time t;   

- βk
i,t = setup time rate for item k at plant i, time t;  

- A i,t = production capacity available at plant i, time t;  

- Bi,t = storage capacity available at plant i time t;  

-  γk
i,t = storage rate for item k at plant i and time t; 

- BT,j,t = transfer capacity from plant i to plant j at time t; 

- τk
i,j,t = transfer rate for k from plant i to plant j at time t. 

So the Production Capacity Constraint at plant i, time t is 

expressed: Σ k ∈ K αk
i,t x

k
i,t + Σ k ∈ K βk

i,t z
k
i,t ≤ A i,t, 

Also, Storage Capacity Constraint at plant i, time t will be: Σ 

k ∈ K γk
i,t s

k
i,t ≤ Bi,t, while Transfer Capacity Constraint related 

at plants i, j, time t will be:  Σ k ∈ K τk
i,j,t y

k
i,j,t ≤ BT,j,t. 

 

This yields the following MIP (Mixed Integer Programming) 

formulation of MSI-ST-Lot-Sizing (Lot-Sizing with Storage 

and Transfer Constraints): 

  

LIP Formulation for the MSI-ST-Lot Sizing Problem:  

 

Compute z
k
i,t: Boolean, x

k
i,t, s

k
i,t, y

k
i,j,t: Integer or Rational, 

i, j ∈ I, k ∈ K, t ∈T such that:  

 

Constraints. 

For every plant i, and period t:  

 

Σ k ∈ K αk
i,t x

k
i,t + Σ k in K βk

i,t z
k
i,t ≤ Ai,t (Production 

Capacity Constraint); 

 

Σ k ∈ K γk
i,t s

k
i,t ≤ Bi,t  (Storage Capacity Constraint); 

 

For every plant i, j, and period t: Σ k in K τk
i,j,t y

k
i,j,t ≤ BT,j,t 

(Transfer Capacity Constraint); 

 

For every plant i, item k, and period t:  

 

x
k
i,t ≤  N.z

k
i,t , where N is some large number (Set-up 

Constraint); 

 

x
k
i,t + sk

i,t-1 + Σ j in I y
k
i,j,t = d

k
i,t + s

k
i,t + Σ j in I y

k
j,i,t  (Item 

Conservation Constraint);  

 

Minimize: Σ k ∈ K P
k
i,t x

k
i,t + Σ k in K C

k
i,t z

k
i,t  +   Σ k in K S

k
i,t 

    s
k
i,t + Σ k in K R

k
i,,j, t .y

k
i,j,t  . 

 

III. MULTI-COMMODITY FLOW REFORMULATION OF 

THE MSI-LOT-SIZING PROBLEM 

 

A. Recall: Network Flows and Multi-commodity Flows 

 

Given a network G = (V, A), i.e. an oriented graph with node 

(vertex) set V and arc set A, we say that a -valued A-

indexed vector f is a flow vector iff: (Kirchoff’s Law) for 

every node z, Σ e arrives into z fe = Σ e gets out of z fe.  

We denote by Ind(f) the Boolean vector which takes  Ind(f)e, 

e in A, values equal to 1 value when fe is non null. If K is 

some commodity set, then we call multi-commodity flow any 

collection f = (f(k), k∈ K), where every f(k), k ∈ K, is a flow 

vector.   
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B.  The Dynamic MSI-Lot-Sizing Network 

 

We define the node set of the MSI-ST-Lot-Sizing Network G 

= (V, A) as the set V = {(i, t), i  ∈ I, t ∈ T} of all pairs (plant, 

instant), augmented with two auxiliary nodes  Start and  End.  

Then the arc set A of G is defined as follows:   

A = {[(i, t), (i, t+1)], i  ∈ I, t ∈ T } ∪ {[(i, t), (j, t)], t ∈ T, 

i, j ∈ I} ∪ {[Start, (i, t)], i ∈  I, t ∈  T} ∪ {[(i, t), End], i 

∈ I, t ∈T} ∪ {[End, Start]}.  

The arcs of A-Prod = {[Start, (i, t)], i ∈  I, t ∈  T} are called 

the producer arcs; the arcs of A-Dem =  {[(i, t), End], i ∈ I, t 

∈T} are the demander arcs; the arc of A-St = {[(i, t), (i, 

t+1)], i ∈ I, t ∈T } are the storage arcs; the arc of A-Tr = 

{[(i, t), (j, t)], i , j ∈ I, t ∈ T } are the transfer arcs; the arc 

{[End, Start] is the equilibrium arc.  

Any demander or producer arc e of G is provided in a 

natural way with its time value t = t(e). 

 

Every arc e in G may be provided as follows with fixed costs 

CF(k)e and marginal costs CM(k)e, k ∈ K:  

- If e = [Start, (i, t)], s ∈  I, t ∈  T, is a producer arc then 

CF(k)e = C
k
i,t and  CM(k)e  = P

k
i,t;  

- If e is the equilibrium arc or is a demander arc, then the 

related costs are null; 

- If e is a storage arc {[(i, t), (i, t+1)], i  ∈ I, t ∈ T then 

CF(k)e = 0 and CM(k)e = S
k
i,t ;  

- If e is a transfer arc {[(i, t), (j, t)], i, j ∈ I, t ∈ T then 

CF(k)e = 0 and CM(k)e = R
k
i,,j, t;  

 

By the same way, any arc e in G may be viewed as provided 

with set-up capacities CAS(k)e, marginal capacities CAM(k)e, 

k in K, and global capacities CAe, according to the following 

formulas :   

- If e = [Start, (i, t)], i ∈ I, t ∈ T, is a producer arc then 

CAS(k)e = βk
i,t, CAM(k)e = αk

i,t and CAe =  A i,t 

- If e is the equilibrium arc or is a demander arc, then the 

related capacities are infinite; 

- If e is a storage arc {[(i, t), (i, t+1)], i  ∈ I, t ∈ T then 

CAS(k)e = 0; CAM(k)e = γk
i,t and  CAe, = Bi,t; 

- If e is a transfer arc {[(i, t), (j, t)], i, j,t ∈I.I.T, then 

CAS(k)e = 0, CAM(k)e =  τk
i,j,t and  CAe,  =  BT,j,t 

Every demander arc e = {[(i, t), End], i ∈ I, t ∈T, is provided 

with demand coefficients D(k)e =  d
k
i,t. 

 

 

 

Fig.  1 The MSI-Lot-Sizing Network 

 

 

C.  Flow Formulation of the MSI-ST-Lot-Sizing Problem. 

 

It comes that the MSI-ST-Lot Sizing Probem may be 

reformulated as follows: 

 

MSI-ST-Lot Sizing-Mult-Flow: {Compute, on the MSI-

ST-Lot Sizing dynamic graph, a multi-commodity flow f 

= (f(k), k ∈ K) ≥ 0, such that: 

- For any demander arc e, any item k, f(k)e =   D(k)e 

 (Demand Constraints); 

- For any arc e, Σ k ∈ K  (CAS(k)e.Ind(f(k))e + CAM(k)e. 

f(k)e) ≤ CAe  (Capacity Constraints); 

- The cost quantity Σ k ∈ K, e ∈ A (CF(k)e.Ind(f(k))e + 

CM(k)e. f(k)e) is the smallest possible}  

 

 

 

IV.  DECOMPOSING MSI-LOT-SIZING INTO FACILITY 

LOCATION AND MINIMUM COST MULTI-COMMODITY 

FLOW.  

 

A. Recall: The Facility Location  Problem 

 

The standard Uncapacited Facility Location problem is 

defined by a set X (the location set), a function p from X to 

the set of the non negative rational numbers, and a function  

q from X.X to the set of the non negative rational numbers, 

such that  q(x, x) = 0 for any x in X. The related goal is to 

compute some subset Y of X which minimizes the quantity   Σ 

x ∈ Y p(x) + Σ x ∈ X  Min y  ∈ Y q(x, y). One gets an equivalent 

formulation by considering the unknown object as being the 

subset Y, together with, for every location y in Y, some 

neighbourhood N(y)  ⊆ X, and subject to: 

 

- the neighbourhoods N(y), y in Y, define a partition of X;   

- Σ x ∈ Y p(x) + Σ x ∈ N(y),  y  ∈ Y q(y, x) is the smallest 

possible. 
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This problem was studied in an extensive way (see [9], [6], 

[15]). It may be handled in an exact way through LIP or 

Branch/Bound or in a heuristic way through the use of local 

search operators. For instance, one may consider the 

following operators, which operate on the location subset Y: 

 

- Remove(y): the location y is removed from the subset Y; 

- Transfer(y, y’, x): x in N(y’) is transferred into N(y);  

- Fusion(y, y’): the location y’ is removed from the subset 

Y, and N(y’) is merged with N(y); 

- Replace(y, y’): y in Y  is replaced by y’ in X – Y.   

 

Then one gets a simple heuristic FAST-FACLOC(N: 

Replication Number) for this problem by designing a 

randomized GRASP greedy + descent scheme, related to 

those operators, which is an implementation of the “naive” 

heuristics which were proposed in [6], [24]. Still, one must 

mention that more efficient algorithms exist [20], which 

provide programmers with very significant time consumption 

improvement.  

 

 

B. A Lagrangean Relaxation Scheme 

 

Let us denote by A-PST the union the producer arcs, the 

transfer arcs and the storage arcs, and by A-ST the difference 

set A-PST  - A-Prod.  Then any Lagrangean Multiplier 

vector is a A-PST-indexed vector  λ  = (λe, e ∈ A-PST) ≥ 0, 

and the related Lagrangean  Function L(f, λ) comes as 

follows:  

 

L(f, λ) =  Σ k in K, e in A-Prod CF(k)e.Ind(f(k))e  

 +  Σ k in K, e in A-PST CM(k)e. f(k)e  

+ Σ e ∈ A-Prod  λe. Σ k  CAS(k)e. Ind(f(k))e  

+ Σ e ∈ A-PST  λe. Σ k  CAM(k)e,. f(k)e  

- Σ e ∈ A-PST  λe. CAe.  

 

Let us suppose that we are provided with some Lagrangean 

Multiplier vector λ  = (λe, e in A-PST) ≥ 0. Then, for every 

pair of nodes (v, w) in V – {Start, End}, we may set:  

 

- p
k
λ(v) = CF(k)[Start,v]     +    λ[Start,v].CAS(k)[Start,v]   ;  

- q
k
λ(v, w) = λ[Start,v].CAM(k)[Start,v]   + D(k)[w,End].Dist

k
λ(v, w), 

where Dist
k
λ(v, w) is the length of a shortest path from v 

to w in the network G, computed while considering every 

arc e in A-ST as provided with a length 

 d
k
λ(e) =  CM(k)e + λe. Σ k  CAM(k)e. 

  

Then, one easily checks that: 

 

Theorem 1: Minimizing L(f, λ) on the set of multi-

commodity flows f which satisfy the Demand Constraints,  

means solving, for every k in K, the Facility Location 

instance FL
k
λ defined by:  

o X = V – {Start, End}; p = p
k
λ; q = q

k
λ. 

The related optimal value Inf f L(f, λ) is then equal to W
k
λ  -  

Σ e ∈ A-PST  λe. CAe , where W
k
λ is the optimal value of the 

Facility Location instance FL
k
λ.  

 

Proof. 

Minimizing L(f, λ) on the set of multi-commodity flows f 

which satisfy the Demand Constraints means relaxing the 

capacity constraints. Then we see that, if k is some item in K, 

and if Pk is the set of the active producer nodes, that means 

the set of the nodes v of the network G which are going to 

bring a non null CF(k)[Start,v] fixed cost    contribution to the 

quantity L(f, λ), then every k-demander node w is going to 

get the whole demand D(k)[w,End] from its closest node v in Pk, 

in the sense of the “distance” function (it is not really a 

distance since q
k
λ(v, w) is non null)   q

k
λ(v, w) = 

λ[Start,v].CAM(k)[Start,v]   + D(k)[w,End].Dist
k
λ(v, w), where 

Dist
k
λ(v, w) is defined as above.  More, this demand is going 

to be routed along a shortest path related to the Dist
k
λ(v, w) 

shortest path distance. Clearly, this allows us to conclude: 

any feasible solution of the Facility Location instance FL
k
λ 

defined by:  

o X = V – {Start, End}; p = p
k
λ; q = q

k
λ, 

may be turned into a feasible solution of the relaxed multi-

commodity flow problem, with same induced cost; 

conversely, any feasible solution of this relaxed multi-

commodity flow problem may be improved by routing the 

D(k)[w,End] demands according to the smallest q
k
λ(v, w) 

values, and, thus, turned into a feasible solution of the 

Facility Location instance FL
k
λ with no larger cost . End-

Theorem.  

 

The sub-gradient ∇f,λ
 of the concave function λ ≥ 0 -> Inf f 

L(f, λ), is defined, for every arc e in A-PST, by:   

- if e ∈ A-Prod, then ∇f,λ
e =   Σ k  CAS(k)e. Ind(f(k))e  

+ Σ k  CAM(k)e. f(k)e - CAe;  

- if e ∈ A-ST, then ∇f,λ
e =  Σ k  CAM(k)e. f(k)e - CAe.  

 

It comes that computing the maximal value Sup λ ≥ 0 Inf f L(f, 

λ), may be done according to the following process LAG-

LOT-SIZING:  

 

LAG-LOT-SIZING(N: Integer) 

Initialize λ <- 0; Not Stop; W <- 0; λ-max <- 0; n <- 0;  

While Not Stop do 

Apply either an exact algorithm or an approximate 

FAST-FACLOC like procedure to the Facility 

Location instance FL
k
λ; 

Let Wλ be the obtained value;  

If Wλ > W then W <- Wλ; λ-max <- λ;  

λ <− Sup(0, λ + δn.∇
f,λ

 / ∇f,λ
  ), where  δ = δn  is a 

small coefficient, and   is the Euclidean Norm;  

Update the Dist
k
λ,   k in K, matrices;  
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If there is no improvement of the current value W 

during more than N iterations then Stop; 

 n  <- n + 1;  

Keep the best λ value ever obtained, denote it by λ-max, 

and denote by A-Prod-Act = {A-Prod-Act
k
, k ∈ K} the 

related producer subset collection.   

 

Remark 1: Computing the incremental coefficient δ = δn. 

Several formulas for the δn coefficients exist [MIN83], which 

allow efficient updating of the Lagrangean Multipliers.  

Most often those coefficients define a decreasing sequence, 

such that Σ n 1/ δn = + ∞.   

 

Remark 2: Incremental handling of FL
k
λ and Dist

k
λ. 

Launching a Facility Location heuristic every time λ is 

updated should be avoided. Instead, a well-fitted approach 

consists in adapting such a heuristic, and maintaining during 

the whole process some collection (population) P of 

solutions of FL
k
: every time λ is updated, we only perform 

local search on every element of P. By the same way, one 

should update the coefficients Dist
k
λ(v, w), v, w ∈ V – {Start, 

End}, k in K,  through constraint propagation.  The same 

remark holds in case one deal with the Facility Location 

problem with an exact method.  

 

 

C. A Related Projection Process 

 

LAG-LOT-SIZING(N: Integer) ends while yielding some 

value W, together with some multiplier vector λ-max and 

some subset A-Prod-Act
k 

of the producer arcs set A-Prod. 

Then, turning the subset collection A-Prod-Act = {A-Prod-

Act
k
, k ∈ K} into an efficient (eventually optimal) solution of 

the related MSI-ST-Lot-Sizing instance (projecting A-Prod-

Act onto the feasibility domain of MSI-ST-Lot-Sizing) means 

solving the following multi-commodity flow problem Mult-

FlowA-Prod-Act:  

 

{Compute a multi-commodity flow f  ≥ 0, such that:  

- it satisfies the Demand Constraints; 

- for any producer arc e not in A-Prod-Act
k
, f(k)e = 0;   

- for any arc e ∈A-Prod,  

Σk ∈ K CAM(k)e. f(k)e ≤  

CAe - Σ k ∈ K such that e ∈ A-Prod-Actk   CAS(k)e; 

- for any arc e ∈ A-ST,  Σk ∈ K CAM(k)e. f(k)e ≤ CAe; 

- the quantity Σ k ∈ K, e ∈ A CM(k)e. f(k)e is minimal} 

 

It may occur that Mult-FlowA-Prod-Act does admit any feasible 

solution.   In order to deal with this issue, we introduce an 

auxiliary positive vector parameter: 

 µ = (µe, e in the set A-Dem of the demander arcs)  

And we replace the Mult-FlowA-Prod-Act problem by the 

following relaxation Mult-Flow
µ

A-Prod-Act: 

 

{Compute a multi-commodity flow f ≤ 0, together with  a 

[0, 1]-valued vector r = (re, e in A-Dem) in such a way 

that:  

- for any demander arc e, any item k, f(k)e ≥   re.D(k)e; 

-    for any producer arc e not in A-Prod-Act
k
, f(k)e = 0;  

  

-    for any arc e ∈ A-Prod,  

Σk ∈ K CAM(k)e. f(k)e ≤  

CAe - Σ k in K such that e ∈ A-Prod-Actk   CAS(k)e; 

- for any arc e ∈ A-ST, Σk ∈ K CAM(k)e. f(k)e ≤ CAe; 

- the quantity Σ  e ∈ A-Dem µe.re, is maximal;  (E1) 

- the quantity Σ k ∈ K, e ∈ A CM(k)e. f(k)e is the smallest 

possible, (E1) being satisfied} 

 

Then we proceed as follows:  

 

PROJECTION(A-Prod-ACT = {A-Prod-Act
k
, k ∈ K}: 

Collection of k-producer subsets).  

 

Choose µ; Solve Mult-Flow
µ

A-Prod-Act: let f be the resulting 

multi-commodity flow;  

Compute the residual demand vector: for any e ∈ A-Dem, 

k ∈ K, do D(k)e <- D(k)e - f(k)e;  

Kill the A-Prod-Act producer set: for any k in K, e ∈ A-

Prod-Act
k
, do CF(k)e <- + ∞;    

For any arc e ∈ A-Prod, compute the residual CAe 

capacity:   

CAe <- CAe -  Σ k ∈ K   CAM(k)e. f(k)e  

 - Σ k ∈ K such that e ∈ A-Prod-Actk   CAS(k)e; 

For any arc e in A-ST, compute the residual CAe 

capacity: CAe <- CAe - Σ k ∈ K CAM(k)e. f(k)e. 

 

 

Remark 3: Dealing with the Mult-Flow
µ

A-Prod-Act program.  

Multi-commodity flow problems are difficult ones, even if 

rational numbers are involved. In such a case, the best 

approach consists in using a path/arc representation and 

implementing Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition algorithmic 

scheme, which involves a column generation process. In case 

one is required to deal with integral f(k)e values, solving 

Mult-Flow
µ

A-Prod-Act becomes NP-Hard. Still, as soon as those 

values are not too small, the best approach consists in first 

relaxing the integrality constraint, and next, in applying some 

ad hoc rounding procedure.   

 

 

 

V.  AN ALGORITHM FOR THE MSI-ST-LOT-SIZING PROBLEM.  

 

This algorithm works by first applying LAG-LOT-SIZING in 

order to get the A-Prod-ACT active producer subset 

collection, and by next applying PROJECTION in order to 

get some related multi-commodity flow f. Since this 

PROJECTION process may not be able to compute f in such 

a way the Demand Constraint be satisfied, MST-ST-LOT-
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SIZE may have to enter again the global while main loop, 

while killing the producer arcs of A-Prod-Act and 

considering the residual demands and capacities. Once MST-

ST-LOT-SIZE gets out of the main while loop, it updates the 

multi-commodity flow f in order to make it optimal in 

relation to the costs CM(k)e, e ∈ A, k ∈ K.   

 

 

MSI-ST-LOT-SIZE Algorithm:  

 

D-Init, CA-Init and CF-Init are original demands, costs, 

and capacities; f -> 0; Active-Prod <- Nil; Not Stop;  

 

D <- D-Init; CA <- CA-Init; CF <- CF-Init;   

 

While Not Stop do 

Apply LAG-LOT-SIZING while considering that 

producer arcs in Active-Prod are “dead” (for the 

related items): let A-Prod-Act be the resulting subset 

collection;            (I1) 

If A-Prod-Act = Nil then Stop (Fail: the Demand 

Constraint is not satisfied) 

Else 

Apply PROJECTION to A-Prod-Act;  

If the resulting flow vector is null then Stop (Fail: 

the Demand Constraint is not satisfied) 

Else  

Insert A-Prod-Act in Active-Prod;  

If residual demands are null then Stop (Success).  

 

For any demander arc e, any item k, D(k)e <- D-Init(k)e;  

For any e ∈ A-PST, any item k, CA(k)e <- CA-Init(k)e; 

Solve the related Mult-FlowActive-Producers program.  

 

 

Remark 4:  the above scheme corresponds to the case when 

the flow vector f takes rational values. In case f must be 

integral, one must refer to remark 3 of section 4.     

 

 

Theorem 2: MSI-ST-LOT-SIZE Algorithm terminates.   

 

Proof. Obvious, since any iteration of the main loop makes 

decrease the set of the node which may still be identified as 

produce nodes by the Facility Location algorithm.  End-

Proof.  

 

Some important questions must now be raised:  

 

First question:  what about the choice of µ?   

Clearly, what is at stake is the ability of the MSI-ST-LOT-

SIZE Process to yield a feasible solution. So, µ must be 

chosen in such a way it avoids breaking the connection 

between demander arcs e and producer arcs e’ such that t(e) 

≥ t(e’). In order to make demander arcs e with t(e) small time 

value be prior satisfied, we make µe values decrease in a 

significant way every time t(e) increases.      

 

Second Question: Do MSI-ST-LOT-SIZE gets a feasible 

solution if  such a solution exists?  

Unfortunately not, even when µ is chosen as above. In order 

to improve the algorithm, one may compute an estimation 

PL(A-Prod-Act) of the ability of a subset collection A-Prod-

Act to meet current residual demands, and, instead of picking 

up λ value which yields Sup λ Inf f L(f, λ) value, select, 

among a package of N1 “good” values, the one which 

maximizes PL(A-Prod-Act).      

  

 

 

VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

 

 

We performed experiments on PC AMD opteron 2.1GHz, 

while using gcc 4.1 compiler and dealing with the Mult-

Flow
µ

A-Prod-Act program through the CPLEX library. Facility 

Location instances were alternatively handled through 

CPLEX (exact way) and through a FAST-FACLOC 

heuristics.  

 

We tried several instance packages, generated as in 

[SAM05].  For every test, the identification parameters were 

(UD means here Uniform Distribution):   

  

o N-Plant = number of plants, in {2, 3, 5, 10}; 

o N-Item = number of item, with values in {2, 3, 5, 10}; 

o N-Time = number of periods, with values in {3, 5, 

10}; 

o Size Instance = triple (N-Plant, N-Item, N-Time); 

o MP = mean marginal production cost, UD in [0,8]; 

o MI = 
 
marginal inventory (storage) cost = UD in [0, 

2];    

o MT = marginal transfer cost, UD in [0, 2]; 

o CF
 
= fixed cost = UD in [5, 15];  

o DM = Mean Demand = UD in [0, 50].  

 

Capacities were generated as follows: a first flow f was 

randomly generated, in such a way it satisfies the Demand 

Constraint. A value of a covering parameter α was chosen in 

[0, 100], and CAe values were computed in order to make 

possible an increase f on the Equilibrium arc by α %.   

 

For every test, we computed: (all but Ite are percentages): 

 

o Ite  = iteration number of MSI-ST-LOT-SIZE;    

o Gap = gap (W- WOpt) / WOpt between the value W 

produced by MSI-ST-LOT-SIZE and the optimal value 

WOpt obtained while using the CPLEX library.   

o GLg = gap (W- WLag) / WLag between W and the value 

WLag produced by the LAG-LOT-SIZING Process.       

o Def = percentage of the whole demand which could 

not be satisfied after the 1
th

 iteration of MSI-ST-LOT-

SIZE.  
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o GLP = gap (W- WLP) / WLP between W and WLP 

produced by the LP relaxation of MSI-ST-Lot Sizing. 

o GPr = gap (WOpt - WOpt1 )/ WOp1 between WOpt and the 

optimal value WOpt1 of the problem obtained by only 

taking into account production capacity constraints.  

o GFr = gap (WOpt - WOpt-free) / WOpt-free between WOpt and 

WOpt-free related to the problem without any capacity.    

 

 

A. Experiments with Facility Location handled through 

CPLEX Libraries 

 

In the case that we handled the Facility Location instances in 

an exact way (through CPLEX) we got:  

 

 

TABLE I: GAP ANALYSIS 

 Size Ite Gap GLg  GLP GPr GFr Def 

3*5*3 1 0 5.4 15.6 0.8 85 0 

3*5*3 1 0 7.5 12.7 0.6 54 0 

3*5*3 1 0 0.8 15.9 5.8 32.

5 

0 

4*10*6 1 1.7 0.2 15.6 2.9 21.

5 

0 

4*10*6 1 0 0.2 20.3 3.8 9.2 0 

4*10*6 2 1.0 5.4 13.8 20.

0 

25.

4 

3.5 

5*10*10 1 0.7 0.6 19.7 5.2 20.

2 

0 

5*10*10 1 0.7 1.5 15.3 6.7 19.

1 

0 

5*10*10 1 0.1 0.4 20.2 5.5 14.

7 

0 

8*10*15 1 0 0.9 13.5 2.6 23.

6 

0 

8*10*15 1 0.8 3.4 12.8 3.7 49.

0 

0 

8*10*15 2 1.5 4.5 19.4 7.5 58.

3 

2.2 

10*15*15 1 1.2 2.6 23.7 3.4 37.

2 

0 

10*15*15 1 0 0.9 14.5 3.5 29.

6 

0 

10*15*15 3 2.5 6.5 28.2 11.

8 

82.

0 

4.8 

  

 

Comments: Lagrangean relaxation yields good 

approximations, if we compare it with the usual LP bound. 

The projection mechanism, though it most often fails in 

meeting demands at the end of the first iteration, still gets 

close to those demands and usually meets them fast.    

 

 

B. Experiments with Facility Location handled through 

FAST-FACLOC heuristics 

 

In the case that the size of the instance is large, or in case a 

LIP library is not available for the programmers, it may be 

necessary for them to develop their own procedure for the 

handling of the intermediate location problem. What is 

interesting to study in such a case, is the way approximation 

induced by the application of such a heuristic procedure is 

going to impact the final result.  In order to understand it, we 

used the same instances as in table 1, and, for every instance, 

we computed the mean error (as a rate) performed by our ad 

hoc FAST-LOC procedure, and compared it with the final 

error.  The FAST-FACLOC like heuristic which we used was 

a rough adaptation (with significantly worse performances) 

of the sophisticated algorithm of [20).  Then we denoted by: 

 

- Gap-Approx and GLg-Approx are the increase rate 

(in %= with relation respectively with Gap and GLg  

of experiment A, due Facility Location handling in a 

heuristic way; 

- Gap-Loc-Approx: the mean error (in %) induced by 

the use of the FAST-LOC Heuristic instead of 

CPLEX  on the resolution of the intermediate 

Facility Location sub-problem.   

- Ite-Approx and Def-Approx: as in experiment A, in 

case Facility Location is handled in a heuristic way;  

   

Then we got:  

 

TABLE 2: SENSIBILITY ANALYSIS: HEURISTIC VERSUS EXACT 

HANDLING OF THE  FACILITY LOCATION SUB-PROBLEM 

 Size Ite-

Appro

x 

Gap-

Appro

x 

GLg-

Appro

x  

Gap-

Loc-

Appro

x 

Def-

Appro

x 

3*5*3 2 10.8 6.7 6.5 2.3 

3*5*3 1 2.0 2.0 2.1 0 

3*5*3 1 12.6 12.8 12.5 0 

4*10*6 2 9.9 5.1 3.8 1.8 

4*10*6 1 6.8 6.7 6.4 0 

4*10*6 1 0.1 1.5 1.9 0 

5*10*10 2 11.0 9.6 8.5 5.2 

5*10*10 2 20.7 15.0 13.4 2.1 

5*10*10 1 8.4 6.9 7.7 0 

8*10*15 1 5.0 5.1 4.8 0 

8*10*15 1 14.5 16.4 15.2 0 

8*10*15 3 10.2 4.5 3.9 6.2 

10*15*15 1 12.5 14.9 10.6 0 

10*15*15 1 7.0 6.8 7.3 0 

10*15*15 2 3.2 7.6 5.5 2.8 

  

 

Comment: We can see here the GLg increase is closely 

following the gap between optimality the result produced by 

this heuristic. Still, impact on the final value Gap was more 
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difficult to predict, due to the dependency of the behaviour 
of  the  projection  mechanism  to  the  characteristics  of  the 
producer set  obtained at  the end  of  the  LAG-LOT-SIZING 
process.  

VI. CONCLUSION

We  just  described  the  way  Lot-Sizing might  be 

decomposed,  into  Facility  Location and  Network  Multi-

Commodity Flow. Since both Facility Location and Network 

Multi-Commodity Flow problems have been widely studied, 

casting  Lot-Sizing problems  into  such  a  decomposition 

framework opens a way to fast design of generic software 

components. It would be interesting to go further, and better 

identify those  Lot-Sizing problems, which may be cast into 

such a decomposition scheme.
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Abstract—This paper deals with the  Dial and Ride Problem 

(DARP),  while using randomized greedy insertion techniques 
together  with  constraint  propagation  techniques.  Though  it 
focuses here on the static version of Dial and Ride, it takes into 
account  the  fact  that  practical  DARP  has  to  be  handled 
according to a dynamical point of view, and even, in some case, 
in real time contexts. So, the kind of algorithmic solution which 
is proposed here, aim at making easier to bridge both points of 
view. The model is a classical one, and considers a performance 
criterion which is a mix between Quality of Service (QoS) and 
economical cost. We first propose the general framework of the 
model  and  discuss  the  link  with  dynamical  DARP,  next 
describe the algorithm and end with numerical experiments.  

I. INTRODUCTION

ITERATURE in the field of urban systems and geomat-

ics hint a trend to a surge of  new “on demand”  flexible 

transportation systems (ODT): ad hoc shuttle fleets,  vehicle 

sharing  (AUTOLIB...),  co-transportation  (see  for  instance 

[3], [9]). This trend reflects from both environmental  (cli-

mate change, overcrowded megalopolis…) and economical 

concerns (surge of energy prices…). It has also to be associ-

ated with technological advances: internet, mobile commu-

nication, geo-localization…, which allow efficient monitor-

ing of complex mobility system and large sets of heteroge-

neous requests. 

L

An important Operations Research model for the manage-

ment of flexible reactive transportation system is the DARP, 

which  tries  to  optimize the  way a given  fleet  of  vehicles 

meet mobility demands emanating from people, or, in some 

cases from some combination of people and goods. DARP is 

a complex problem, which admits several formulation, most 

of  them NP-Hard.  It  usually does not  fit  well  the Integer 

Linear  Programming framework  [2]  and  one  must  try  do 

handle it through heuristic techniques: Tabu search [4], ge-

netic  algorithms  [7],  partial  branch/bound  [2],  Simulated 

Annealing [6], VNS techniques [8], [10], Dynamic Program-

ming  [2]-[3],  Insertion  techniques  [11]-[12].  Moreover,  a 

basic features of DARP is that it usually derives from a dy-

namic context. So, algorithms for static DARP should be de-

signed in order to take into account the fact that they will 

have to be adapted to dynamic and reactive context, which 

means  synchronization  mechanisms,  interactions  between 

the users and the vehicles, and uncertainty about fore com-

ing demands.

So, what is done inside this paper is to consider a generic 

DARP model with time windows and a mix QoS/Economi-

cal-Cost performance criterion, and propose algorithms for 

this model which are based upon randomized insertion tech-

niques and constraint propagation, and so, which will easily 

adapt themselves to dynamic contexts, where demand pack-

age has to be inserted into (or eventually removed from) cur-

rent vehicle schedules, in a very short time, while taking into 

account  some probabilistic  knowledge  about  fore  coming 

demand packages. 

The paper is organized as follows: we first introduce the 

problem and discuss  the  link  between static  and  dynamic 

formulations, next describe our formal model, together with 

the performance criterion which we use.  Then we present 

the general insertion mechanism together with the constraint 

propagation techniques which we use in order to filter inser-

tion parameters and to select the demands to be inserted. We 

conclude  with  experimental  experiments  and  comparison 

with [7] and [8].

II.THE STANDARD DIAL A RIDE PROBLEM

A. General Dial a Ride Problem

We can  find  in  literature  several  mathematical  formula-

tions for the DARP. But, the complexity of all these linear 

programs  doesn't  allow  finding  an  exact  solution  with  a 

solver, the operation is too time consuming. In fact, it mixes 

a lot of booleans and plenty of fractional numbers. Refer to 

[4], [7] for the principal formulations.

A Dial a Ride Problem instance is essentially defined by:
- a  Transit  network  G = (V,  E),  which contains  at 

least some specific node Depot, and whose arcs e ∈ 
E  are  endowed  with  riding  times  l(e)  ≥  0,  and, 
eventually, with other technical characteristics;

- a vehicle fleet VH;

- a Demand set D = (Di, i ∈ I), any demand Di being 

defined as a 6-uple Di = (oi, di, ∆i, F(oi), F(di), Qi), 

where: 

o oi ∈V is the origin node of the demand Di;

o di ∈V  is  the  destination  node  of  the 

demand Di;
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o ∆i ≥ 0 is an upper bound (transit bound) 

on  the  duration  of  demand  Di’s 
processing;

o F(oi) is a time window related to the time 

Di starts being processed; 

o F(di) is a time window related to the time 

Di ends being processed; 

o Qi is a description of the load related to Di.

Dealing with such an instance means planning the han-

dling demands of  D, by the fleet  VH, while taking into ac-

count the constraints which derive from the technical char-

acteristics of the network G, of the vehicle fleet VH, and of 

the 6-uples  Di = (oi, di,  ∆i,  F(oi),  F(di), Qi), and while opti-

mizing some performance criterion which is usually a mix of 

an economical cost (point of view of the fleet manager) and 

of QoS criteria (point of view of the users). 

All along this work, we are going to deal with  homoge-

neous fleets and with nominal demands, and we shall limit 

ourselves to static points of view but our insertion process 

allows flexibility for using it in a dynamic context. Still, we 

shall  pay  special  attention  to  cases  when  temporal  con-

straints are tight.

B. Discussion: Dynamic versus Static DARP

DARP is  essentially a  problem which  arise  in dynamic 

contexts, and the trend is about reactivity delays which be-

come smaller and smaller [5]. Basically, one should consider 

a system which is identified by a vehicle set V, a user com-

munity C, and a supervision system S, which, because of ad-

vances in the field of geo-localization, mobile communica-

tions and remote monitoring, permanently disposes of a full 

knowledge about the current state of the vehicles (position, 

load,  roadmap...)  and  maintains  communication  with  both 

users and vehicles. All along the time, the system (central-

ized or  decentralized)  receives  user  request,  which,  in the 

simplest case,  are characterized by a load, an origin and a 

destination node, and time windows related load and unload 

transactions, as well as about trip duration. At some instant 

t,  supervisor  S decides  to  launch  a  scheduling  process  P, 

which consider as its input the current state E of the vehicles 

of V, together with the currently waiting demand set D, and 

which, for any demand  d in  D, either rejects it or insert it 

into the current schedule of some vehicle  ϖ in  V,  without 

modifying  in  a  significant  way the  way  v is  supposed  to 

meet previous demands. Running  P require a  δ computing 

time, and, at time t + δ, propositions are transmitted to users 

and updated schedules are transmitted to the vehicles, which 

apply them until  instant  t’,  when the whole  process  takes 

place again. Meanwhile, it may occur that some demands are 

dropped  or  that  vehicles  register  failure  (delays  or  user 

fault…) [14]. 

In any case, one see that, in case vehicles are moving in-

side a small area (a urban area) and deal with a large size set 

of demands, process P has to insert in a fast way a demand 

set D into a current schedule E, and that it has to do it in a 

way which keeps most features of E, and preserves the abil-

ity of  the system to efficiently deal  with fore coming de-

mands, that means with demands which are likely to be for-

mulated after the instant t when P is launched. This point is 

the key one which motivates the approach which is going to 

be  described  here.  We  want  an  algorithmic  framework 

which is going to be naturally compatible with this context: 

the use of insertion techniques is clearly going to fit the in-

put (E, D) of the dynamic context, and the use of constraint 

propagation techniques is going to make easier uncertainty 

about fore coming demands handling.  

Also, one should notice that, under this prospect, the vir-

tual complete network which is going to be the key input 

data for the static model (see next section III.A), is, in prac-

tice, going to be a dynamic network.  

III. THE FRAMEWORK

A. The Considered Network

We treat here the general Dial a Ride Problem described 

above. It is known that we do not need to consider the whole 

transit network G = (V,  E),  and that we may restrict  our-

selves to the nodes which are either the origin or the destina-

tion  of  some demand,  while  considering  that  any  vehicle 

which visits two such nodes in a consecutive way does it ac-

cording to a shortest path strategy. This leads us to consider 

the node set {Depot, oi, di, i ∈ I} as made with pairwise dis-

tinct nodes, and provided with some distance function DIST, 

which to any pair x, y in {Depot, oi, di, i ∈ I}, makes corre-

spond the shortest  path distance from x to y in the transit 

network G.

As a matter of fact, we also split the Depot node accord-

ing to its arrival or departure status and to the various vehi-

cles of the fleet  VH, and we consider the  input data of a 

Standard Dial a Ride Problem instance as defined by: 

- the set  {1..K = Card(VH)} of the vehicles  of the 

homogenous fleet VH; 

- the common capacity CAP of a vehicle in VH;
- the node set X = {DepotD(k), DepotA(k), k = 1..K} 

∪ {oi, di, i ∈ I};

- the distance matrix DIST, whose meaning is that, 
for any x, y in X, DIST(x, y) is equal to the length,  
in the sense of the length function l, of a shortest 
path which connect x to y in the transit network G: 
we  suppose  that  DIST,  satisfies  the  triangle  
inequality. 

Moreover  the  following  characteristics,  which,  to  any 
node x in X, make correspond: 

- its status  Status(x):  Origin,  Destination,  DepotA, 

Depot D; we set Depot = DepotD ∪ Depot A;

- its load CH(x):  

o if Status(x) ∈ Depot then CH(x) = 0;

o if Status(x) = Origin then CH(x) = Qi; 

o if  Status(x) = Destination then  CH(x) = 

-Qi;         

- its twin node Twin(x):

o if  x  =  DepotA(k)  then  Twin(x)  = 

DepotD(k) and conversely;

o if  x  =  oi then  Twin(x)  =  di and 

conversely;
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- its  time  window  F(x):  for  any  k  =  1..K, 

F(DepotA(k)) = [0, + ∞ [ = F(DepotD(k)). Also, we 

suppose that any F(x), x ∈ X, is an interval, which 

may be written F(x) = [F.min(x), F.max(x)]; 

- its transit bound ∆(x): if x = oi or di, then ∆(x) = ∆i, 

and  ∆(x)  =  ∆ else,  where  ∆ is  an  upper  bound 

which  is  imposed  on the duration  of  any vehicle 
tour.  

According  to  this  construction,  we  understand  that  the 

system works as follows: vehicle k ∈ {1..K}, starts its jour-

ney from DepotD(k) at some time t(DepotD(k)) and ends it 

into  DepotA(k)  at  some  time  t(DepotA(k)),  after  having 

taken in charge some subset D(k) =  {Di, i ∈ I(k)} of D: that 

means that for any i in I(k), vehicle k arrived in o i at time 

t(oi) ∈ F(oi), loaded the whole load Qi, and kept it until it ar-

rived in di at time t(di)  ∈ F(oi) and unloaded Qi, in such a 

way that t(di) - t(oi) ≤ ∆i. Clearly, solving the Standard Dial a 

Ride Problem instance related to those data (X,  DIST,  K, 

CAP)  will  mean  computing  the  subsets  D(k)  =  {Di,  i  ∈ 
I(k)}, the routes followed by the vehicles and the time val-

ues t(x), x ∈ X,  in such a way that both economical perfor-

mance and quality of service be the highest possible.  

B. Discussion:  Durations and Waiting Times

Many authors include what they call service durations in 

their models.  That means that they suppose that loading and 

unloading  processes  related  to  the  various  nodes  of  X 

require some time amount  δ(x), (service time) and, so, that 

they  distinguish,  for  any  node  x  ∈ X,  time  values  t(x) 

(beginning  of  the  service)  and  t(x)  +  δ(x)  (end  of  the 

service). By the same way,  some authors suppose that the 

vehicles  are  always  running  at  their  maximal  speed,  and 

make a difference between the time t*(x), x ∈ X, when some 

vehicle arrives in x, and the time t(x) when this vehicle starts 

servicing the related demand (loading or unloading process). 

We do not do it. Taking into account service times, which 

tends to augment the size of the variables of the model and 

to  make  it  more  complex  it,  has  really  sense  only  if  we 

suppose that  the service times  δ(x) depend on the current 

state (its current load) of the vehicle at the time the loading 

or unloading process has to be launched. Making explicitly 

appear waiting times t(x) – t*(x) is really useful if we make 

appear the speed profile as a component of the performance 

criterion. In case none of the situation holds, the knowledge 

of the routes of the vehicles and of the time value t(x),  x 

∈ X, is enough to check the validity of a given solution and 

to  evaluate  its  performance,  and  then  it  turns  out  that 

ensuring  the  compatibility  of  the  model  with  data  which 

involve service times and waiting times t(x) – t*(x), x ∈ X, 

is  only a matter  of  adapting  the times windows  F(x),  the 

transit bounds  ∆(x),  x  ∈ X, and the distance matrix DIST 

(cf. Error: Reference source not found).

C. Modeling and Evaluation Techniques

The  model  described  in  this  section  needs  some 
definitions, we set:

- First(Γ) = First element of Γ; Last(Γ) = last element 

of Γ;

- for any z in Γ: 

o Succ(Γ, z) = Successor of z in Γ; 

o Pred(Γ, z) = Predecessor of z in Γ;

- for any z, z’ in Γ: 

o z <<Γ z’ if z is located before z’ in Γ;

o z <<Γ
= z’ if z <<Γ z’ or z = z’.

o Segment(Γ,  z,  z’)  =  the  subsequence 

defined by all z” in Γ such that z  <<Γ
=  z” 

<<Γ
= z’. If  z = Nil, then Segment(G, Nil, 

z’) denotes the subsequence defined by all 

z” in Γ such that z” <<Γ
= z’.

In any algorithmic description, we use the symbol  ← in 

order  to  denote  the  value  assignment  operator:  x  ← α, 

means that the variable x receives the value  α.  Thus,  we 

only use symbol = as a comparator.
In order to provide an accurate description of the output 

data of  our  standard  Dial  a  Ride  Problem  instance  (X, 

DIST, K, CAP), we need to talk about tours and related time 
value sets.   

A tour Γ is a sequence of nodes of X, which is such that: 

- Status(First(Γ)) =  DepotD; =  Status(End(Γ)) = 

DepotA; 

- For  any  node  x  in  Γ,  x  ≠  First(Γ),  End(Γ), 
Status(x) ∉ Depot; 

- No node x ∈ X appears twice in Γ;

- For any node x = oi (resp. di) which appears in  Γ, 

the node Twin(x) is also in Γ, and we have: x <<Γ 

Twin(x) (resp. Twin(x) <<Γ  x).

This tour Γ is said to be load-valid iff: 

- for any x in Γ, x ≠ First(Γ), we have Σ y\y <<Γ x CH(y) 

≤ CAP. 

Moreover,  this  tour  Γ is  said  to  be  time-valid iff  it  is 

possible to associate, with any node x in Γ, some time value 

t(x), in such a way that:     
(E1)

- for any x in  Γ, x  ≠ Last(Γ), t(Succ(Γ, x)) ≥ t(x) + 

DIST(x, Succ(Γ, x)); (Distance Constraints)

- for any x in Γ, t(Twin(x)) – t(x) ≤  ∆(x); 

- for any x in Γ, t(x) ∈  F(x).

Fig. 1 Considered times between two nodes
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In  case the tour  Γ is  time-valid,  any time value set t  = 

{t(x), x  ∈X}, which satisfies (E1) is said to be a  valid re-

lated time value set. We denote by  Valid(Γ) the set of the 

related time value set t.

In case we need to consider F as a variable, we say that Γ 
is time-valid in relation to F.

The tour Γ is said to be valid if it is both time valid and 

load valid.

For any pair (Γ, t) defined by some time-valid tour Γ and 

by some valid related time value set t, we may set:  

- Glob(Γ, t) = t(End(Γ)) – t(First(Γ)): this quantity 

denotes the global duration of the tour Γ;

- Ride(Γ, t) =  Σ i  in  Γ (t(di)-t(oi)) ; this quantity may 

be viewed as a QoS criterion, and denotes the sum 
of  the  duration  of  the  individual  trips  of  the 

demanders which are taken in charge by tour Γ; 

- Wait(Γ,  t) =  Glob(Γ,  t) – (Σ x\x   ≠ Last(Γ)  DIST(x, 

Succ(Γ,  x))) :  this  quantity  denotes  the  « waiting 

time »  of  the  vehicle  involved  in  Γ,  the  waiting 

time related  to  some node  x  being   the time the 
vehicle  is  supposed  to  wait  before  loading  or 
unloading x in case it runs full speed on the route 

which connects Pred(Γ, x) to x.  

If  A, B, C are three multi-criterion coefficients, we may 

define the performance criterion CostA, B, C(Γ, t) as follows:

CostA,B,C(Γ,t) =A.Glob(Γ,t) + B.Ride(Γ,t) + C.Wait(Γ,t).

In  section  V,  we  use  different  coefficients  in  order  to 

compare with other techniques found in literature. Our inser-

tion techniques allow some flexibility for this change.

So, let us suppose that we deduced from the data G = (V, 

E), VH = (K, CAP), D = (Di = (oi, di, ∆i, F(oi), F(di), Qi), i ∈ 
I),  a  4-uple  (X,  DIST,  K,  CAP),  and  that  we  are  also 

provided with 3 multi-criterion coefficients A, B and C ≥ 0. 

Then we see that solving the related  Standard Dial a Ride  

Problem instance means computing:

- for any vehicle index k in 1..K, a valid tour T(k);

- a time value set t = {t(x), x ∈X};

in such a way that: 
- the restriction of t to any T(k), k = 1..K, defines a 

valid time value set related to T(k);
- the tour set T = {T(k), k = 1..K} induces a partition 

of X;

- the quantity PerfA, B, C(T, t)  Σ k = 1..K CostA, B, C(T(k), 

t) is the smallest possible. 

IV. AN INSERTION ALGORITHM

A. Handling Constraints

Let  Γ a tour.  The algorithm which we are going to de-

scribe in this section will essentially be based upon the use 

of insertion techniques. Thus, we must be able to check in a 

fast way, whether the insertion of some demand Di inside Γ 
will maintain the validity of  Γ, and to get an evaluation of 

the quality of this insertion. Since we want to pay a special 

attention to the case when temporal constraints are tight, we 

are first going to provide ourselves with a package of con-

straint handling tools for testing the valid tours.

First, checking the load validity of  Γ is easy. In order to 

be able to test the impact of the insertion of some demand 

into  the  tour  Γ on  the  charge-validity  of  this  tour,  we 

associate, with any such a tour, the quantities C(Γ, x), x ∈ Γ, 

defined by:

- for any x in Γ, C(Γ, x)  = Σ y\y <<Γ or y = x CH(y).  

Then  it  comes  that  Γ is  load-valid  iff  for  any  x  in 

Γ, C(Γ,x)  ≤ CAP.

Second,  checking the time validity of  Γ, according to a 

current time window set  FS = {FS(x) = [FS.min(x),  FS.-

max(x)], x  ∈ Γ} may be performed through propagation of 

the following inference rules Ri, i = 1..5: 

Rule  R1:  y  =  Succ(Γ,  x);  FS.min(x)  +  DIST(x,  y)  > 

FS.min(y) |=  FS.min(y) ←  FS.min(x) + DIST(x, y); NFact 
← y;

Rule  R2:  y  =  Succ(Γ,  x);  FS.max(y)  -  DIST(x,  y)  < 

FS.max(x)  |=   FS.max(x)  ←   FS.max(y)  -  DIST(x,  y); 
NFact ← x;

Rule R3: y = Twin(x); x <<Γ  y ; FS.min(x) <  FS.min(y) – 

∆(x,y) |=  FS.min(x) ← FS.min(y) - ∆(x,y); NFact ← x;

Rule R4: y = Twin(x); x <<Γ  y ; FS.max(y) >  FS.max(x) + 

∆(x,y) |=  FS.max(y) ←   FS.max(x) + ∆(x,y) ; NFact ←  y;

Rule R5:  x ∈ Γ; FS.min(x) > FS.max(x) |=  Fail.

Propagating these rules may be performed as follows: 

Procedure Propagate

Input: (Γ: Tour,  L: List  of nodes,  FS: Time windows set 

related to the node set of Γ);

Output: (Res: Boolean,  FR: Time windows set related to 

node set of Γ); 

Not Stop; 

While L ≠Nil and Not Stop do

 z ← First(L); L ← Tail(L);
For i = 1..5 do Compute all the pairs (x, y) which make 
possible an application of the rule Ri and which are such 
that x = z or y = z;
For any such pair (x, y) do 

Apply the rule Ri;  
If NFact is not in L then Insert NFact in L;

If Fail then Stop; 

Propagate ← (Not Stop, FS);
 

Proposition 1

The tour Γ is time-valid according to the input time window  

set  FS if and only if the  Res component of the result of a  

call  Propagate(FS,  Γ) is  equal  to  1.  In  such a case,  any  

valid time value set t related to  Γ and FS is such that: for  

any x in Γ, t(x) ∈ FS(x).

Proof
The part (only if) of the above equivalence is trivial, as well 
as the second part of the statement. As for the part (if), we 

only need to check that if we set, for any x in Γ: 
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- FS(x) = [FS.min(x), FS.max(x)];

- t(x) = FS.min(x); 

then we get a time value set t ={t(x), x  ∈ X(Γ)} which is 

compatible with Γ and FS.

End-Proof. 

We  denote by  FP(Γ) the time window set  which  result 

from a call Propagate(Γ, L, F). FP(Γ) may be considered as 

the largest (in the inclusion sense) time window set which is 

included into  F and which is stable under the rules Ri, i = 

1..5, and is called the window reduction of F through Γ. 

B. Evaluating a Tour

Let us consider now the tour Γ, provided with the window 

reduction set FP(Γ). We want to get some fast estimation of 

the best  possible value CostA,  B,  C(Γ,  t) = A.Glob(Γ,  t)   + 

B.Ride(Γ,  t)  +  C.Wait(Γ,  t),  t  ∈Valid(Γ).  We  already 

noticed that it could be done through linear programming or 

through  general  shortest  path  and  circuit  cancelling 

techniques.  Still, since we want to perform this evaluation 

process  in  a  fast  way,  we  design  two ad  hoc  procedures  

EVAL1 and EVAL2:

- the EVAL1 procedure works in a greedy way, by 

first  assigning  to  the  node  First(Γ)  its  largest 

possible  time  value,  and  by  next  performing  a 
Bellman process in order to assign to every node x 

in Γ its smallest possible time value.

- the  EVAL2 procedure  starts  from  a  solution 
produced  by  EVAL1,  and  improves  it  by 
performing a sequence of local moves, each move 

involving a single value t(x), x ∈ Γ. 

Procedure EVAL1(Γ: Tour): (Val: Number, δ: value set)

For any x in Γ, let us set set: [a(x), b(x)] = FP(Γ);

δ(First(Γ)) ←  b(First(Γ));  x ← First(Γ); 

While x ≠ Last(Γ) do 

y < Succ(Γ, x); δ(y) ← Sup(a(y), δ(x) + DIST(x, y));

x ← y; δ ← {δ(x), x ∈ Γ}; Val ←  CostA, B, C(Γ, δ);

EVAL1 ← (Val, δ); 

Procedure EVAL2(Γ: Tour): (Val: Number, δ: value set)

For any x in Γ, let us set: [a(x), b(x)] = FP(Γ);

For any x in Γ do δ(x) ← EVAL1(Γ, FS).δ; Not Stop;

While Not Stop do

 Search  the  node  x  in  Γ such  that  one  of  the  two 

statements (E2) or (E3) below is true: 

o (E2):  (λx < 0) ∧ (Status(x) ∈ {Origin, DepotD}) 

∧ (δ(x)  ≠ Inf(b(x), δ(Succ(Γ, x) – DIST(x, Succ(Γ, 

x)));

o (E3):   (λx >  0)  ∧ (Status(x)  ∈ {Destination, 

DepotA})  ∧ (δ(x)   ≠ Sup(a(x),  δ(Pred(Γ,  x)  + 

DIST(Succ(Γ, x)), x));

If Fail(Search) then 
Stop; 

EVAL2 ←   (δ = {δ(x), x  ∈ X(G)}; Val =   CostA,  B, 

C(Γ, δ)); 

Else 

If (E2) then δ(x) ← Inf(b(x), δ(Succ(Γ, x) – DIST(x, 

Succ(Γ, x)));

Else if  (E3) then (δ(x)  ← Sup(a(x),  δ(Pred(Γ,  x) + 

DIST(Pred(Γ, x)), x));

EVAL2 ← (CostA, B, C(Γ, δ), δ); 

Proposition 2

Both EVAL1 and EVAL2 yield a time value set  δ which is  

compatible with Γ and F (with Γ and FP(Γ)). Besides, if B = 

C = 0, then EVAL1 yields an optimal value Val, that means  

yields  the  smallest  possible  value  CostA,  B,  C(Γ,  δ),  δ ∈ 
Valid(Γ, F). 

Proof
As  in  the  description  of  both  procedures  EVAL1  and 

EVAL2, we suppose that for any x in  Γ, the time window 

FP(Γ) may also be written FP(Γ) = [a(x), b(x)];

The first part of the above statement is trivial. In case B and 

C  =  0,  minimizing  CostA,  B,  C(Γ,  δ)  means  minimizing 

δ(Last(Γ)) – δ(First(Γ)).  We must deal with two cases:

- First Case: there exists x  ∈ Γ and x ≠ Last(Γ)  such 

that: 

o δ(x) = a(x);

o For any y such that x  <<Γ
= y  <<Γ

 Last(Γ), 

we have:  δ(Succ(Γ, y)) –  δ(y) =  DIST(y, 

Succ(Γ, y)); 

Then the stability of  FP(Γ)(x) under the inference 

rule R3 allows us to deduce δ(Last(Γ)) = a(Last(Γ)), 

and the result since δ(First(Γ)) =  b(First(Γ)). 

- Second Case: for any x in X(Γ), x  ≠ Last(Γ), we 

have δ(Succ(Γ, x)) – δ(x) =  DIST(x, Succ(Γ, x)).

Then the result comes in an immediate way. 
End-Proof.

Γ being  some valid  tour,  we  denote  by  VAL1(Γ)  and 

VAL2(Γ) the values respectively produced by the applica-

tion of EVAL1 and EVAL2 to Γ. 

C. The Insertion Mechanism

It works in a very natural way. Let  Γ be some valid tour, 

let  Di = (oi, di,  ∆i,  F(oi),  F(di), Qi) be some demand whose 

origin and destination nodes are not in Γ, and let x, y be two 

nodes  in  Γ,  such  that  x  <<Γ
= y.  Then  we  denote  by 

INSERT(Γ, x, y, i) the tour which is obtained by: 

- locating oi between x and Succ(Γ, x);

- locating di between y and Succ(Γ, y).

We say that the tour INSERT(Γ, x, y, i) results from the 

insertion of demand Di into the tour Γ according to the in-

sertion nodes x and y. The tour INSERT(Γ, x, y, i) may not 

be valid. So, before anything else, we must detail the way 

the validity of this tour is likely to be tested. 
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Testing the Load-Admissibility of INSERT(Γ, x, y, i). 

We only need to check, that for any z in Segment(Γ, x, y) = 

{ z such that x  <<Γ
= z  <<Γ

= y} we have,  C(Γ, z) +  Qi   ≤ 

CAP. It comes that we may set: 

Procedure Test-Load(Γ, x, y, i): 

Test-Load ← {For any z in Segment(Γ,x, y), C(Γ, z) +  Qi  ≤ 

CAP};

Testing the Time-Admissibility of INSERT(Γ, x, y, i). 

It  should be sufficient  perform a call  Propagate(Γ,  {oi, 

di},  FP(Γ)),  while using the list  {oi,  di} as  a  starting list. 

Still, such a call is likely to be time consuming. So, in order 

to make the testing process go faster, we introduce several 

intermediary  tests,  which  aim  at  interrupting  the  testing 

process in case non-feasibility can be easily noticed:

- the  first  test  Test-Node aims  at  checking  the 
feasibility of the insertion of a node u,  related to 
some load Q, between two consecutive node z and 

z’  of  a  given  tour  Γ.  It  only provides  us  with  a 

necessary  condition  for  the  feasibility  of  this 
insertion.

- the  second  test  Test-Node1 aims  at  checking  the 
feasibility of the insertion of an origin/destination 
node  u,  v,  related  to  some load  Q,  between  two 

consecutive node z and z’ of a given tour Γ. Again, 

it only provides us with a necessary condition for 
the feasibility of this insertion.

Procedure Test-Node(Γ, z, z’: nodes in Γ, u: node out Γ, Q: 

load): Boolean

Let us set, for any x in Γ, [a(x), b(x)] = FP(Γ)(x);

Let us set: [α,β] = F (u);

Test node ← (a(z) + DIST(z, u) ≤  β)  ∧(α + DIST(u, z’) ≤ 

b(z’)) ∧(a(z) + DIST(z, u) + DIST(u, z’) ≤ b(z’)) ∧ (C(Γ, z) 

+ Q  ≤ CAP);

Procedure Test-Node1(Γ, z, z’: nodes in Γ, u, v: nodes out 

Γ, Q: load): Boolean

Let us set, for any x in Γ, [a(x), b(x)] =  FP(Γ)(x);

Let us set, for any x in {u, v}: [α(x), β(x)] = F(Γ)(u);

Test node1  ←  (a(z) + DIST(z, u) ≤ β(u)) ∧(α(u) + DIST(u, 

v) ≤ β(v))  ∧(α(v) + DIST(v, z’) ≤ b(z’))  ∧ (a(z) + DIST(z, 

u) + DIST(u, v) ≤  β(v))  ∧(a(z) + DIST(z, u) + DIST(u, v) 

DIST(v, z’) ≤ b(z’))  ∧ (α(u) + DIST(u, v) +DIST(v, z’) ≤ 

b(z’)) ∧ (C(Γ, z) + Q  ≤ CAP);

So, testing the admissibility of a tour INSERT(Γ, x, y, i) 

may be performed through the following procedure: 

Procedure  Test-Insert(Γ,  x,  y,  i):  (Test:  Boolean,  Val: 

Number);

If x  ≠ y then Test ← Test-Node(Γ, x, Succ(Γ, x), oi, Qi)  ∧ 
Test-Node(Γ, y, Succ(Γ, y), di, Qi);

Else Test ← Test-Node1(Γ, x, Succ(Γ, x), oi, di, Qi);

If Test = 1 then Test ← Test-Charge(Γ, x, y, i);

   If  Test  =  1  then  (Test,  F1)  ←  Propagate(Γ,  {oi,  di}, 

FP(Γ);

      If  Test = 1 then Val ← EVAL1(INSERT(Γ, x, y,  i), 

F1).Val; 
Else Val ← Undefined;

Test-Insert ← (Test, Val – Val1(Γ)); 

D. The Insertion Process

So, this process takes as input the demand set  D = (Di = 

(oi, di,  ∆i,  F(oi),  F(di), Qi), i  ∈ I),  the 4-uple (X, DIST, K, 

CAP), and 3 multi-criterion coefficients A, B and C ≥ 0, and 

it works in a greedy way through successive insertions of 

the various demands  Di = (oi, di,  ∆i,  F(oi),  F(di), Qi) of the 

demand set  D.  The basic point  is  that,  since we are  con-

cerned  with  tightly  constrained  time  windows  and  transit 

bounds,  we  use,  while  designing  the  INSERTION  algo-

rithm,  several  constraint  propagations  tricks.  Namely,  we 

make in such a way that, at any time we enter the main loop 

of this algorithm, we are provided with: 

- the set I1 ⊂ I of the demands which have already 

been inserted into some tour T(k), k = 1..K;
- current  tours  T(k),  k  = 1..K:  for  any such a tour 

T(k), we know the related time windows FP(T(k))

(x), x ∈ T(k), as well as the load values C(T(k), x), 

x  ∈ T(k),  and  the  values  VAL1(T(k))  and 

VAL2(T(k)); 
- the knowledge, for any i in J = (I - I1) of the set 

FREE(i) of all the 4-uple (k, x, y, v), k = 1..K, x, y 

∈ T(k), v ∈ Q, such that a call Test-Insert(T(k), x, 

y, i) yields a result (1, v). We denote by N-FREE(i) 
the cardinality of the set V-FREE(i) = {k = 1..K, 
such  that  there  exists  a  4-uple  (k,  x,  y,  v)  in 
FREE(i)}: N-FREE(i) provides us with the number 
of  vehicles  which  are  still  able  to  deal  with  de-

mand Di.
Then, the INSERTION algorithm works according to the 

following scheme:

- First, it picks up some demand i0 in J, among those 
demands  which  are  the  most  constrained,  that 
means  which  are  such  that  N-FREE(i0)  is  small: 
more  specifically,  if  there  exists  i such  that  N-
FREE(i)  = 1,  then i0 is  chosen  in  a random way 
among those demand indices i in J which are such 
that N-FREE(i) = 1; else we select randomly  in a 
set  of  demands  j  with  N-FREE(j)  inside  {2,  N-
FREEMAX }. N-FREEMAX becomes a parameter 
of the INSERTION.                                      (E4)

- Next, it picks up (k0, x0, y0, v0) in FREE(i0) which 
simultaneously corresponds to one of the smallest 
values  v,  and  to  one  of  the  smallest  values 
EVAL2(INSERT(T(k),  x,  y,  i0)).Val  – 
VAL2(T(k)): more specifically it first builds the list 

L-Candidate of the N1 (up to five) 4-uples (k, x, 
y, v) in FREE(i0) with best (smallest value v). For 
any  such  a  4-uple,  it  computes  the  value  w  = 
EVAL2(INSERT(T(k),  x,  y,  i0)).Val  – 

VAL2(T(k)),  and  it  orders  L-Candidate 
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according to increasing values w.  Then it randomly 
chooses (k0, x0, y0, v0) among those N2 ≤ N1 first 4-

uples  in  L-Candidate.  N1 and  N2  become  two 
parameters of the INSERTION procedure  (E5)

- Next it inserts the demand Di0 into  T(k0) according 
to the insertion nodes  x0, y0, which means that it 
replaces T(k0)  by INSERT(T(k0), x0, y0, i0);

- Next it defines, for any i ∈ J, the set Λ(i) as being 

the set of all pairs (x, y) such that there  exists some 
4-uple  (k0, x’, y’, v) in FREE(i), which satisfies:

o (x’  =  x)  or  ((x’  =  x0)  and  x’  = 

Pred(T(k0),x)) or ((x’ = x0  = y0) and (x’ = 
Pred(Pred(T(k0),x))));

o (y’ = y) or ((y’ = y0 ) and y’ = Pred(T(k0), 

y))  or  ((y’  =  x0  =  y0)  and  (y’  = 
Pred(Pred(T(k0),y))));                          (E6)

- Finally,  it  performs, for  any pair (x, y)  in  Λ(i),  a 

call  Test-Insert(T(k0),  x,  y,  i),  and  it  updates 
FREE(i) and N-FREE(i) consequently. 

   This can be summarized as follows:

Procedure INSERTION(N1 and N2: Integer): (T: tour set, t: 

time value set, Perf: induced PerfA, B, C(T, t) value, Reject: 
rejected demand set);    
For any k = 1..K do 

T(k) ← {DepotD(k), DepotA(k)}; 
t(DepotD(k)) = t(DepotA(k)) ← 0;  

I1 ← Nil ; J ← I ; Reject ← Nil;

For any i ∈ J do 

N-FREE(i) ← K;
FREE(i) ← all the possible 4-uple (k, x, y, v), k = 1..K, 

x,  y  ∈{DepotD(k),  DepotA(k)},  x  <<T(k) y,  v  = 

EVAL2({DepotD(k), oi, di, DepotA(k)}).Val;

While J ≠ Nil do   

Pick up some demand i0 in J as in (E4); Remove i0 from 
J;

If FREE(i0) = Nil then Reject ← Reject ∪ {i0}

Else

Derive from FREE(i0) the  L-Candidate list and 

Pick up (k0, x0, y0, v0) in L-Candidate as in (E5);
T(k0) ← INSERT(T(k0), x0, y0, i0);

δ ← EVAL2(T(k0)).δ;  Insert i0 into I1 ;

For any x in T(k0) do t(x) ← δ(x);  

For any i ∈ J do

Λ(i) ← {all pairs (x, y) such that there exists 

some 4-uple  (k0, x’, y’, v) in FREE(i), which 
satisfies (E6);

For any pair (x, y) in Λ(i) do 

(Test, Val) ←  Test-Insert(T(k0), x, y, i);
Remove (k0, x, y, v) from FREE(i) in case 
such a 4-uple exists and update N-FREE(i) 
consequently;
If Test = 1 then insert (k0, x, y, Val) into 
FREE(i)  and  update  N-FREE(i) 
consequently; 

Perf ← PerfA, B, C(T, t);

INSERTION ← (T, t, Perf, Reject);

  Since the above (I1) and (I2) instruction may be written in 
a non deterministic way, the whole INSERTION algorithm 
becomes  non  deterministic  and  may be  used  inside  some 
MONTE-CARLO framework: 

RANDOM-INSERTION(N1, N2, P: Integer) Scheme;
For p = 1..P do 

Apply the INSERTION(N1, N2) procedure;

Keep the best result (the pair (T, t) such that |Reject| is 
the  smallest  possible,  and  which  is  such  that,  among 

those pairs which minimize |Reject|, it yields the best 

PerfA, B, C(T, t) value). 

V.  COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

Our experimentations deal  with the randomly generated 

instances of Cordeau and Laporte [4]. To analyse the behav-

ior of our solution, we used the same objective function used 

in [7] and adapted in [8]. The instances have between 24 and 

144 requests which have to be supported by a fleet of 3 to 13 

vehicles. The maximum route duration is 480 for each vehi-

cle and for each instance. The capacity is equal to 6 and the 

maximum ride time is 90.

[7] used the objective function given in equation (4), the 

terms penalizing the violations  have been  removed.  Thus, 

we minimize travel distance (c(s)), excess ride time (r(s), cf. 

(1)), passenger waiting (l(s), cf. (2)), the total duration Glob 
(g(s)) and early arrival (e(s), cf. Error: Reference source not

found & (3)). We set the weight like in [7] and [8] to w1=8, 

w2=3, w3=1, w4=1, w5= |D|. 

r ( s)=∑k=1

K

∑i∈k
(Ride ( i )−DIST (o

i
, d

i
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Table I gives the values of the  COST obtained with the 

proposed insertion techniques using constraint propagation. 

We take best results over 25.104 replications with a variation 

in  the  values  of  N-FREEMAX,  N1  and  N2  (each  lower 

than 4).  We noted  only the  objective  function  of  the  two 

works.  So we compare our Insertion Techniques (IT) with 

the Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) and the Genetic 

Algorithm (GA). Refer to [13] and [8] for the other values.

As with the VNS technique, we obtained results always 

better than the GA. Moreover, we often obtained better re-

sults than the variable neighborhood search. So we found a 

large difference between [7] and the others works, but solu-

tions obtained by us and by Parragh  and al.  [8] are close 

even though in R10a we obtain a large gap.  In  fact,  time 

constraints of this instance are very tight and we use a sim-
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ple learning algorithm without computing a precise order for 

introducing the demands already rejected.

Early  arrivals  have  the  largest  weight  in  the  objective 

function and the related column gives us numbers close to 0 

(except for R10a). As a result, no vehicle arrives at a node 

before the beginning of a node’s time window.

[8] used an Intel Pentium D computer at 3.2 GHz and the 

results of this paper are computed with an Intel Q8300 at 2.5 

GHz (only one thread has been used).  Our CPU times are 

close to the VNS’ runs with the same number of iterations 

(e.g. we required only one minute for R1a and 38 minutes 

for R10a). 

VI. CONCLUSION

The static multi-vehicle DARP with Time Windows re-

quired approximate solutions for being able to be solved in a 

reasonable time. We have described an implementation of 

some insertion techniques using constraint propagation. This 

solution allows obtaining good results in little time. In addi-

tion,  we formulate  an  objective  function  which  optimizes 

quality of service. But, in order to compare with tests found 

in literature we prove the flexibility of our framework by 

changing the objective function without modification of the 

framework itself.  Despite this change,  we obtain good re-

sults.
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TABLE I.

INSERTION TECHNIQUES (IT) COMPARED TO GA ([7]) AND VNS ([8])

Instances 
Customer

s

Total Cost f 

(GA)

Total Cost f 

(VNS)

Total Cost f

(IT)

Travel 

distance 

(IT)

Excess 

ride (IT)

Passenger 

wait. (IT)

Total 

duration 

(IT)

Early 

Arrival 

(IT)

R1a 24 4696 3234.60 3371.41 272.81 145.55 0.00 752.28 0.00

R2a  48 19426 14640.16 8152.32 495.29 711.18 46.75 1625.71 8.00

R3a   72 65306 15969.08 10361.79 861.78 388.59 0.00 2301.78 0.00

R5a   120 213420 23852.00 14006.79 1054.57 705.22 0.00 3454.57 0.00

R9a  108 333283 13806.40 14081.01 1056.17 805.16 0.00 3216.17 0.00

R10a 144 740890 25016.46 43889.79 1517.66 1568.67 85.74 4553.24 155.58

R1b   24 4762 2825.53 2809.75 235.80 69.16 0.00 715.81 0.00

R2b   48 13580 5003.11 5066.46 449.26 21.04 0.00 1409.26 0.00

R5b   120 98111 12360.50 12528.93 1001.21 372.68 0.00 3401.21 0.00

R6b   144 185169 16499.44 16005.12 1321.22 411.38 0.00 4201.22 0.00

R7b   36 9169 4601.71 4480.11 395.98 65.43 0.00 1115.98 0.00

R9b   108 167709 13412.76 13586.04 1062.19 622.11 0.00 3222.19 0.00

R10b 144 474758 16420.00 17546.52 1411.27 655.03 0.00 4291.27 0.00

Avg. 333283.00 13806.40 14081.00 1056.17 805.16 0.00 3216.17 0.00
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Abstract—We consider the problem of scheduling linearly
deteriorating jobs on a single machine. Between the jobs there
are defined arbitrary precedence constraints and the objective
is to minimize the maximum cost. For this problem we propose
an exact algorithm and a heuristic. We also report preliminary
results of computational experiments conducted in order to
evaluate the quality of schedules generated by the heuristic.

I. INTRODUCTION

SCHEDULING jobs with variable processing times very
often occur in manufacturing practice [6]. For example,

the processing time of an activity may be shorter (longer) if
we pay more (less) for its completion. Hence, managers and
project leaders must control the processing times of activities
in projects they rule, in order to act accordingly to changes in
the projects.

In scheduling theory there are known a few different models
of variable processing times. One of them is time-dependent
scheduling in which one assumes that the processing time of
a job is a function which depends on the starting time of the
job. This assumption allows us to consider such scheduling
problems in which any delay results in changes of job pro-
cessing times. We refer the reader to [1] for the most recent
discussion on different aspects of time-dependent scheduling.

Among many time-dependent scheduling problems consid-
ered in literature, most often are studied problems in which job
processing times are described by monotonically increasing
functions. So defined jobs are called deteriorating jobs, since
the job processing times deteriorate (increase) in time.

Usually deteriorating jobs are assumed to be independent,
i.e. no precedence constraints exist between the jobs. This
is a significant simplification, since in real-life problems
precedence constraints occur very often. For example, project
managers must take into account not only variable processing
times of activities but also precedence constraints that indicate
which activities must be completed in order to start other
ones. Hence, even single machine scheduling problems with
the maximum completion time criterion (Cmax), variable job
processing times and non-empty precedence constraints are
rather weakly explored, since only a few results are known.
A special case of linearly deteriorating jobs with arbitrary

precedence constraints is considered in [4]. Linear jobs with a
few special forms of precedence constraints are discussed in
[7] and [1, Chapter 13].

In this paper, we consider the following problem of schedul-
ing dependent deteriorating jobs on a single machine. The pro-
cessing time of each job is a linear function of the job starting
time and between the jobs there exist arbitrary precedence
constraints described by a directed acyclic graph. The criterion
of optimality of a schedule is to minimize the maximum
cost. The criterion is a generalization of the Cmax criterion
and in a better way mirrors the criteria applied in real-life
problems. For example, if a company pays after completion
of each activity of a project and it uses a bounded budget, the
manager will look for such a schedule in which the maximum
single payment will be minimized. According to the best of
our knowledge, scheduling problems of this type were not
considered in literature earlier.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as
follows. In Section 2, we formulate the considered problem.
In Section 3, we formulate the exact algorithm. In Section 4,
we present the heuristic algorithm. In Section 5, we present
the results of a numerical experiment. In Section 6, we give
conclusions and remarks for further research.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The problem under consideration can be formulated as
follows. The set of jobs J = {J1, J2, . . . , Jn} has to be
processed on a single machine, available for processing from
time t0 ≥ 0. Job processing time of job Jj ∈ J at time t ≥ t0
equals pj (t) = aj + bj ∗ t, where basic job processing times
aj ≥ 0 and deterioration rate bj ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Each
job Jj ∈ J is associated with a monotone non-decreasing
cost function fj (t). It measures the cost of the completion
of job Jj at time t and can be computed in a constant time.
Job precedence constraints between jobs from the set J are
described by a given acyclic digraph G = (V (G) , A (G)),
where V (G) and A (G) denote the set of vertices and the set
of arcs, respectively. Our goal is to find a schedule σ such
that fmax (σ) = min

τ∈S
max
1≤j≤n

{fj (Cj (τ))}, where Cj (τ) and

S denote the completion time of job Jj ∈ J in the schedule
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τ and the set of all schedules consistent with job precedence
constraints described by G, respectively.

In short, we will call the problem as the SPDJMS
(Single-machine Precedence-constrained Deteriorating Jobs
Maximum-cost Scheduling) problem.

A special case of the SPDJMS problem is the problem
of minimizing the maximum lateness for a set of jobs with
mixed job processing times and empty precedence constraints,
proved to be NP-hard in [2]. Therefore, the problem under
consideration is NP-hard as well and for it there do not exist
polynomial algorithms, unless P = NP.

Since the SPDJMS problem is NP-hard, only suboptimal
schedules for it can be constructed in polynomial time. Hence,
we are interested in good polynomial heuristic algorithms for
the problem. In our paper, we propose such an algorithm. The
quality of schedules generated by the algorithm was examined
by using an exact algorithm described in the next section.

III. EXACT ALGORITHM

In the section, we formulate an exact algorithm for our
problem. The algorithm will be used to verify the quality of
schedules generated by a heuristic algorithm for the problem
presented in the next section. Before we formulate the exact
algorithm, we define two auxiliary functions: GENERATEALL-
TOPSORTS and CALCULATECT.

The function GENERATEALLTOPSORTS applies the idea
used in the algorithm presented in [3]. Given a digraph G
the algorithm generates all topological sortings and returns
them as a list H of dimension SIZEOF(H). The algorithm
uses the following data structures: a list VERTICES, an array
PREDSCOUNT and a list VEP, which contain vertices, number
of predecessors for each vertex and vertices without predeces-
sors, respectively. For a given v ∈ V (G), attribute PredCount
contains the number of predecessors of v, while method Add
inserts a vertex to the list VEP.

1: function GENERATEALLTOPSORTS(G)
2: for all v in V (G) do
3: VERTICES[v.Index] ← v
4: PREDSCOUNT[v.Index] ← v.PredCount
5: if PREDSCOUNT[v.Index] = 0 then
6: VEP.Add(v.Index)
7: end for
8: ALLTOPSORT(0)
9: return H

The function GENERATEALLTOPSORTS after creating men-
tioned data structures, calls the function ALLTOPSORT.

The function ALLTOPSORT returns all topological sortings
as a list H . It manipulates the list VEP which containins only
those vertices without predecessors that have not been yet
processed. The function ALLTOPSORT may cause temporary
changes in VEP and PREDSCOUNT, but upon exit they are
restored to initial values. Functions ERASEALLRELATIONS(q)
and RETRIEVEALLRELATIONS(q) erase and retrieve all arcs
(q, i) ∈ A (G) for a given vertex q ∈ V (G), respectively.
The array OUTPUT contains a sequence of already processed

vertices, and if its size is equal to the number of vertices of
G, the sequence is moved to the list H .

1: function ALLTOPSORT(k)
2: if (VEP.Count > 0) then
3: base← VEP[VEP.Count]
4: do
5: q ← VEP[VEP.Count]
6: VEP ← VEP\ {q};
7: ERASEALLRELATIONS(q)
8: OUTPUT[k] ← q;
9: if k = VERTICES.Count-1 then

10: H .Add(OUTPUT)
11: ALLTOPSORT(k + 1)
12: RETRIEVEALLRELATIONS(q)
13: VEP.Insert(1,q)
14: while VEP[VEP.Count] ! = base

Example 1: We illustrate the application of the algorithm
to a digraph given in Fig. 1.

2 4

6 3

5

7 1

Fig. 1. Digraph of job precedence constraints

There exist 22 topological sortings of the digraph. Each
sorting corresponds to a sequence of indices of vertices of
the digraph that, in turn, corresponds to a schedule. All these
schedules, denoted as σi for 1 ≤ i ≤ 22 (see Table I), can be
found using the function GENERATEALLTOPSORTS.

TABLE I
ALL TOPOLOGICAL SORTINGS FOR DIGRAPH IN FIG. 1

Schedule Sorting Schedule Sorting
σ1 (2,6,4,3,5,1,7) σ12 (2,4,6,3,5,7,1)

σ2 (2,6,4,3,5,7,1) σ13 (4,2,6,3,5,1,7)
σ3 (2,4,3,5,1,7,6) σ14 (4,2,6,3,5,7,1)
σ4 (2,4,3,5,1,6,7) σ15 (4,2,3,5,1,7,6)

σ5 (2,4,3,5,7,6,1) σ16 (4,2,3,5,1,6,7)
σ6 (2,4,3,5,7,1,6) σ17 (4,2,3,5,7,6,1)

σ7 (2,4,3,5,6,1,7) σ18 (4,2,3,5,7,1,6)
σ8 (2,4,3,5,6,7,1) σ19 (4,2,3,5,6,1,7)

σ9 (2,4,3,6,5,1,7) σ20 (4,2,3,5,6,7,1)
σ10 (2,4,3,6,5,7,1) σ21 (4,2,3,6,5,1,7)

σ11 (2,4,6,3,5,1,7) σ22 (4,2,3,6,5,7,1)
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Now, we describe the function CALCULATECT, the main
idea of our exact algorithm and we present its pseudo-code.

The function CALCULATECT, for a given schedule H [i]
and starting time t0, generates the vector of all job completion
times. The pseudo-code of the function is as follows.

1: function CALCULATECT(H [i], t0)
2: C[0]← t0
3: for i← 1 to n do
4: C[i]← ai + (1 + bi) ∗ C[i− 1]
5: end for
6: return C

The main idea of our exact algorithm (see the pseudo-code
of Algorithm 1) is as follows. Using function GENERATEALL-
TOPSORTS we create all topological sortings and store them
in array H . Each such a sorting corresponds to a schedule and
is described by an element H [i] from H . For each schedule
σ described by a H [i], we calculate job completion times by
function CALCULATECT and store them in array C. For each
job Jj we compute its cost in σ and C, and calculate the
maximum cost Fmax of currently examined schedule. Finally,
we compare the value Fmax with previously stored value
of Fmin of the smallest maximum cost among all examined
schedules and if Fmax is lower, we set Fmin ← Fmax. In a
similar way, we check all remaining sortings in H .

At the input of Algorithm 1 we are given a digraph G of
job precedence constraints, the set of jobs J with processing
times in the form of pj (t) = aj + bj ∗ t and cost functions
fj , where 1 ≤ j ≤ n. At the output of the algorithm we get
optimal schedule σ⋆ with the smallest maximum cost.

Algorithm 1 for the SPDJMS problem
1: H ← GENERATEALLTOPSORTS(G)
2: k ← SIZEOF(H)
3: i← 1
4: Fmin ←∞
5: while i ≤ k do
6: Fmax ← −∞
7: C ← CALCULATECT(H [i], t0)
8: r← n
9: while r ≥ 1 do

10: j ← H [i][r]
11: f ← fj(C[r])
12: if Fmax < f then Fmax ← f

13: r ← r − 1
14: end while
15: if Fmin > Fmax and r = 0 then
16: Fmin ← Fmax

17: σ⋆ ← H [i]

18: i← i+ 1
19: end while
20: return σ⋆

IV. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM

In the section, we present a heuristic algorithm for the
SPDJMS problem, based on algorithm from [5] for finding
a schedule with the smallest maximum cost for a set of
jobs with fixed job processing times. Before we formulate
the heuristic algorithm, we define three auxiliary functions:
CALCULATEFMAX, GENERATERATES and FINDMINIMUM.

The function CALCULATEFMAX, for a given schedule σ
and starting time t0, calculates the maximum cost Fmax.

1: function CALCULATEFMAX(σ, t0)
2: C[0]← t0
3: Fmax ← −∞
4: for all j in σ do
5: C[j]← aj + (1 + bj) ∗ C[j − 1]
6: f ← fj (C[j])
7: if Fmax < f then Fmax ← f

8: end for
9: return Fmax

The function GENERATERATES, for a given set of jobs J ,
for each job returns a pair of two sets of ratios. The first set
contains the values of bj

aj
for each job Jj ∈ J . We use the

ratios to generate schedules with the smallest and the largest
completion time of the last job. The second set contains the
values of cost functions associated with each job Jj ∈ J
at time t = Random(1, 100). We use this set to generate
schedule with jobs in non-increasing order of these ratios.

1: function GENERATERATES(J )
2: for all j in J do
3: t← RANDOM (1, 100)
4: ptRates [j]← bj

aj

5: fRates [j]← fj (t)
6: end for
7: return (ptRates, fRates)

The function FINDMINIMUM, using the function CALCU-
LATEFMAX, for each of given four schedules σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4,
calculates the maximum cost and returns both an optimal
schedule and its maximum cost.

1: function FINDMINIMUM(σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, t0)
2: for i← 1 to 4 do
3: F [i]← CALCULATEFMAX (σi, t0)
4: end for
5: Fmin ← F [1]
6: for i← 2 to 4 do
7: if F [i] < Fmin then
8: Fmin ← F [i]
9: σ ← σi

10: end for
11: return (σ, Fmin)

Now, we describe our heuristic algorithm (see the pseudo-
code of Algorithm 2). At the input of the algorithm, we are
given a digraph G of job precedence constraints, a set of jobs
J with processing times in the form of pj (t) = aj + bj ∗ t
and cost functions fj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n. By GT , V (GT ), A (GT )
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and NS (GT ) we denote the copy of digraph G of precedence
constraints, the set of vertices of GT , the set of arcs in GT

and the set of jobs without successors in GT , respectively. At
the output of the algorithm, we get an optimal schedule σ⋆.

Algorithm 2 for the SPDJMS problem
1: for i← 1 to 4 do
2: GT ← G
3: while V (GT ) 6= ∅ do
4: NS (GT )←

{
j ∈ V (GT ) : deg

+ (j) = 0
}

5: min←∞
6: max← −∞
7: GENERATERATES(J )
8: for all j in NS (GT ) do
9: if i = 1 and ptRates [j] < min then

10: min← ptRates [j]
11: k ← j
12: else if i = 2 and ptRates [j] > max then
13: max← ptRates [j]
14: k ← j
15: else if i = 3 and fRates [j] > max then
16: max← fRates [j]
17: k ← j

18: end for
19: if i = 1 then σ1 ← (k|σ1)
20: else if i = 2 then σ2 ← (k|σ2)
21: else if i = 3 then σ3 ← (k|σ3)
22: else
23: x← SIZEOF (NS (GT ))
24: k ← x divRandom(1, x)
25: σ4 ← (NS (GT , k) |σ4)

26: V (GT )← V (GT ) \ {k}
27: A (GT )← A (GT ) \ {(i, k) : i ∈ V (GT )}
28: end while
29: end for
30: (σ⋆, Fmin)← FINDMINIMUM (σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, t0)
31: return σ⋆, Fmin

The main idea of Algorithm 2 is as follows. Four iterations
of the external loop for (lines 1–29) are responsible for
creating four different schedules σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4. Schedules σ1

and σ2 correspond to feasible schedules with the smallest and
the largest maximum completion time, respectively. Schedule
σ3 corresponds to non-increasing order of values of cost
functions calculated by function GENERATERATES. The last
schedule σ4 is a random schedule, which does not violate
job precedence constraints. In every iteration of the internal
loop (lines 3–28) a set of jobs without successors (line 4) is
created, and for this set schedules σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4 (lines 7–27)
are constructed. In every iteration of loop for (lines 8–18) there
is selected a job to schedule σ1(lines 9–11), σ2 (lines 12–14)
and σ3 (lines 15–17). Conditional statements if in lines 19–21
are responsible for adding the choosen job to an appropriate
schedule (σ1, σ2 or σ3), while in lines 22–25 we choose a
random job from the set NS (GT ) and add it to schedule σ4.

Next, in lines 26–27, we update sets V (GT ) and A (GT ). We
proceed in a similar way with other jobs until the moment
when V (GT ) = ∅.

Example 2: We apply the Algorithm 2 to the following in-
stance. We are given a set of n = 7 jobs, with processing times
and cost functions as in Table II. A digraph of precedence
constraints between the jobs is given in Fig. 1.

TABLE II
JOB PROCESSING TIMES AND COST FUNCTIONS IN EXAMPLE 2

Processing times Cost functions

p1 (t) = 8 + 3t f1 (t) = t + 5

p2 (t) = 4 + t f2 (t) = 2t + 3

p3 (t) = 1 + t f3 (t) = t + 4

p4 (t) = 7 + 2t f4 (t) = 2t + 8

p5 (t) = 3 + 2t f5 (t) = 2t + 7

p6 (t) = 8 + 2t f6 (t) = t + 2

p7 (t) = 2 + t f7 (t) = 2t + 6

For this instance, the heuristic algorithm generates sequence
σ18 with the maximum cost equal to 2794. All possible sched-
ules for the instance, together with corresponding maximal
costs, are listed in Table III (by a star ’⋆’ we denote the optimal
schedule and its maximum cost).

TABLE III
ALL FEASIBLE SCHEDULES FOR INSTANCE FROM EXAMPLE 2

Schedule Maximum cost Schedule Maximum cost
σ1 6 570 σ12 3 189

σ2 3 285 σ13 6 090
σ3 2 944 σ14 3 045

σ4 5 898 σ15 2 800
σ5 2 949 σ16 5 610

σ6 2 938 σ17 2 805
σ7 5 930 σ⋆

18 2 794⋆

σ8 2 965 σ19 5 642
σ9 6 090 σ20 2 821

σ10 3 045 σ21 5 802
σ11 6 378 σ22 2 901

V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

In the section, we present results of a numerical experiment
we conducted in order to verify the quality of schedules
constructed by the proposed heuristic algorithm.

We implemented both the exact algorithm and the heuristic
algorithm in Microsoft Visual C# 2010 Express. The exper-
iment was performed on a PC computer with the following
parameters:

1) Motherboard: ASUS P5K SE;
2) Processor: Intel(R) Pentium(R) Dual CPU E2180 @

2.00GHz (2C 2GHz, 1MB L2);
3) RAM Memory: 2GB of Patriot Memory DDR2-800;
4) Operating System: Microsoft Windows XP Professional.
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In the experiment, we generated 6 sets with n jobs, where
n ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}. For each n, we generated 10 times a
random digraph G of job precedence constraints. For each such
a digraph, we calculated the smallest maximum cost and an
optimal schedule using the exact algorithm and a suboptimal
schedule and its maximum cost using the heuristic. In total,
we generated 60 random instances of our problem.

Results of the experiment are summarized in Table IV,
where ’#sched’, ’Exact’, ’Heur’ and ’Worst’ denote the num-
ber of all feasible schedules, the optimal (minimal) maximum
cost, the maximum cost of the schedule constructed by our
heuristic and the worst (largest) maximum cost, respectively.
Each value in the table is an average of 10 values correspond-
ing to randomly generated instances of the SPDJMS problem.

Average computation time for the heuristic algorithm was
less than 1ms. Average time for the exact algorithm for
instances with n = 10 jobs was less than 10s.

TABLE IV
RESULTS OF NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

n #sched Exact Heur Worst
5 15 546 602 1 297
6 68 1 516 2 078 5 525

7 105 6 463 7 857 25 769
8 882 10 917 14 631 50 788

9 5 851 9 385 13 667 76 127
10 54 564 51 522 78 069 402 079

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In the paper, we proposed an exact algorithm and a heuristic
for an NP-hard time-dependent scheduling problem with lin-
early deteriorating jobs, arbitrary precedence constraints and
the maximum cost objective. We also presented preliminary
results of numerical evaluation of the algorithms.

The main future research goal is to introduce in the proposed
heuristic algorithm such improvements that will increase the
quality of generated schedules and make it more satisfactory.
It is also worth to check, which one of known algorithms
generating all topological sortings of a given acyclic digraph
will be the most effective in the exact algorithm.
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Abstract—E. coli plays significant role in modern biological
engineering and industrial microbiology. In this paper the Ant
Colony Optimization algorithm is proposed for parameter iden-
tification of an E. coli fed-batch cultivation process model. A
system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations is used to

model the biomass growth and the substrate utilization. We
use real experimental data set from an E. coli MC4110 fed-
batch cultivation process for performing parameter optimization.
The objective function was formulated as a distance between
the model predicted and the experimental data. Two different
distances were used and compared – the Least Square Regression
and the Hausdorff Distance. The Hausdorff Distance was used
for the first time to solve the considered parameter optimization
problem. The results showed that better results concerning
model accuracy are obtained using the objective function with a
Hausdorff Distance between the modeled and the measured data.
Although the Hausdorff Distance is more time consuming than
the Least Square Distance, this metric is more realistic for the
considered problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

A lot of proteins are produced by the modified genetically

microorganisms. One of the most used host organisms in the

process is the Escherichia coli [33]. Furthermore, the E. coli

is still the most important host organism for the recombinant

protein production. In many cases, cultivation of recombinant

micro-organisms e.g. the E. coli, is the only economical way

to produce pharmaceutical biochemicals such as: interleukins,

insulin, interferons, enzymes and growth factors, etc. Simple

bacteria, like the E. coli, are manipulated to produce these

chemicals so that they are easily harvested in vast quantities for

use in medicine. Scientists may know more about the E. coli

than they do know about any other species on earth. Research

on the E. coli accelerated after 1997, after publication of its

entire genome.The scientists were able to survey all 4,288 of

its genes, discovering how groups of them worked together

to break down food, make new copies of the DNA and do

other tasks. However, despite decades of research, there rest

a lot more to know about the E. coli. In 2002, they formed

the International E-coli Alliance, for organization of projects

that many laboratories could work together. As knowledge of

the E. coli grows, scientists are starting to build models of the

microbe that capture some of its behavior.It is important to be

able to simulate how fast the microbe will grow on various

sources of food, and how its growth changes if individual

genes are knocked out. These questions are best answered by

application of mathematical modeling.

Modeling of biotechnological processes is a common tool

in process technology. It is obvious that the model is always a

simplification of the reality. This is especially true when trying

to model natural systems containing living organisms. How-

ever, for many industrial relevant processes, detailed models

are not available due to the insufficient understanding of the

underlying phenomena. These models can be too complicated

and/or impossible to be solved. Therefore the specialists try

to separate the most important components, and to create

simplified models, which are as close as possible to the

real processes. The mathematical models are very useful and

effective tools in describing those effects. They are of great

importance for control, optimization, or for understanding of

the process. Thus the numerical solution of the models is fun-

damental for the development of powerful, though economical,

methods in the fields of bioprocess design, plant design, scale-

up, optimization and bioprocess control [26], [21]. Some of

the recent researches and developed models of the E. coli were

presented in [6], [15], [16], [20], [22], [28].

A common approach to model cellular dynamics is by

systems of nonlinear differential equations. Obviously, pa-

rameter identification of a nonlinear dynamic model is more

difficult than the linear one, as no general analytic results

exist. The difficulties that may arise are such as: convergence

to local solutions if standard local methods are used, over-

determined models, badly scaled model function, etc. The

problem is NP-hard and it is unpractical to be solved with

exact or traditional numerical method. Therefore, existing

research results indicate that the most useful solution method is

by application of some metaheuristics. During the last decade

metaheuristic techniques have been applied in a variety of

areas. Heuristics can obtain suboptimal solution in ordinary

situations and optimal solution in particular cases. Since the

considered problem has been known to be NP-complete, using

heuristic techniques can solve this problem more efficiently.

Three best known (and most studied) heuristic approaches

are: the iterative improvement algorithms, the probabilistic

optimization algorithms, and the constructive heuristics. In

this context, the evolutionary algorithms like: (a) Genetic

Algorithms (GA) [13], [14], [18], (b) Evolution Strategies, (c)
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Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [7], [8], [9], [12], (d) Particle

Swarm Optimization [32], (e) Tabu Search (TS) [35], (f)

Simulated Annealing (SA) [17], (g) estimation of distribution

algorithms, (h) scatter search, (i) path relinking, (j) greedy

randomized adaptive search procedure, (k) multi-start and

iterated local search, (l) guided local search, and (m) variable

neighborhood search are - among others - often listed as

examples of classical metaheuristics [3], [30], [31]. Obviously,

they all have individual historical backgrounds and follow

different paradigms and philosophies [4]. In this work the

ACO is chosen as the most common direct method used for

the global optimization.

The ACO is a rapidly growing research area of population-

based metaheuristics that can be used to find approximate

solutions to difficult optimization problems. It is applicable

for a broad range of optimization problems, can be used

in dynamic applications (adapts to changes such as new

distances, etc.) and in some complex biological problems

[10], [11], [27]. Recall that the ACO can compete with other

global optimization techniques like GAs and SA. Overall,

the ACO algorithms have been inspired by the real-world

ant behavior. In nature, ants usually wander randomly, and

upon finding food return to their nest while laying down

pheromone trails. If other ants find such a path, they are

likely to not continue traveling at random, but to follow the

trail instead, returning and reinforcing it (if they eventually

find food). However, as time passes, the pheromone starts to

evaporate. Therefore, the more time it takes for an ant to travel

down the path and back again, the more time the pheromone

has to evaporate and the path becomes less noticeable. A

shorter path, in comparison, will be visited by more ants and

thus the pheromone density remains high for a longer time.

The ACO is usually implemented as a team of intelligent

agents which simulate the ants behavior, walking around the

graph representing the problem to solve using mechanisms of

cooperation and adaptation.

In this paper the ACO is applied for parameter identification

of a system of the E. coli fed-batch cultivation process,

described in terms of a mathematical model. Specifically, a

system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations is proposed

to model the E. coli biomass growth and substrate (glucose)

utilization. The parameter optimization is performed using

real experimental data set from the E. coli MC4110 fed-

batch cultivation process. The cultivation was performed in the

Institute of Technical Chemistry, of the University of Hannover,

Germany during the collaboration work with the Institute

of Biophysics and Biomedical Engineering, BAS, Bulgaria,

and was funded by a grant DFG. The experimental data set

includes records for the substrate feeding rate, concentration

of biomass and substrate (glucose), and the cultivation time.

In the nonlinear mathematical model considered here, the

parameters that should be estimated are the maximum specific

growth rate (µmax), the saturation constant (kS), and the yield

coefficient (YS/X).

The parameter estimation is performed based upon the use

of a modified Hausdorff Metric [25] and the most commonly

used metric – the Least Square Regression. The Hausdorff

Metrics are used in the geometric settings for measuring the

distance between sets of points. They have been used exten-

sively in areas such as computer vision, pattern recognition and

computational chemistry [34], [29], [19], [5]. The modified

Hausdorff Distance is proposed to evaluate the mismatch

between the experimental and the model predicted data. The

results from both metrics are compared and analyzed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The optimal

parameters setting problem is formulated in Section 2. The

ACO algorithm for the considered problem is defined in Sec-

tion 3. The numerical results and the discussion are presented

in Section 4. Concluding remarks are introduced in Section 5.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The costs of developing mathematical models for the bio-

process improvement are often too high and the benefits

too low. The main reason for this is related to the intrinsic

complexity and non-linearity of biological systems. In general,

mathematical descriptions of growth kinetics assume extensive

simplifications. These models are often not accurate enough to

correctly describe the underlying mechanisms. Another critical

issue is related to the nature of the bioprocess models. Quite

often, the parameters involved are not identifiable. Addition-

ally, from the practical point of view, such identification would

require data from specific experiments, which are themselves

difficult to design and to realize. However, the estimation of

model parameters with high parameter accuracy is essential

for successful model development.

The real parameter optimization of simulation models, has

become a research field of great interest in recent years.

Nevertheless, after all completed research (for example, see

references quoted above), this task still represents a very diffi-

cult problem. This mathematical problem, the so-called inverse

problem, is a big challenge for the traditional optimization

methods. In this case only the direct optimization strategies

can be applied, because they exclusively use information about

values of the goal function. Additional information about the

goal function, like its gradients, etc., which could be used to

accelerate the optimization process, is not available. Since an

evolution of a goal for one string is provided by one simulation

run, completing of the optimization algorithm may require a

lot of computation time. Therefore, various metaheuristics are

used as an alternative to surmount the parameter estimation

difficulties.

A. Problem Model

The general state space dynamical model of the process

of interest was described by Bastin and Dochain in [2]. It is

accepted as representing the dynamics of an n components and

m reactions bioprocess:

dx

dt
= Kϕ(x, t)−Dx+ F −Q. (1)

Here, x is a vector representing the state components; K is

the yield coefficient matrix; ϕ is the growth rates vector; the
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vectors F and Q are the feed rates and the gaseous outflow

rates. The scalar D is the dilution rate, which will be the

manipulated variable, and which is defined as follows:

D =
Fin

V
(2)

where Fin is the influent flow rate and V is the bioreactor

volume.

Application of the general state space dynamical model [2]

to the E. coli cultivation fed-batch process leads to the follow-

ing nonlinear differential equation system [23]:

dX

dt
= µmax

S

kS + S
X − Fin

V
X (3)

dS

dt
= − 1

YS/X
µmax

S

kS + S
X +

Fin

V
(Sin − S) (4)

dV

dt
= Fin (5)

where:

X – biomass concentration, [g/l];

S – substrate concentration, [g/l];

Fin – feeding rate, [l/h];

V – bioreactor volume, [l];

Sin – substrate concentration in

the feeding solution, [g/l];

µmax – maximum value of

the specific growth rate, [h−1];

kS – saturation constant, [g/l];

YS/X – yield coefficient, [-].

The mathematical formulation of the nonlinear dynamic

model (Eqs. (3) - (5)) of the E. coli fed-batch cultivation

process is described according to the mass balance and the

model is based on the following a’priori assumptions:

• the bioreactor is completely mixed;

• the main products are biomass, water and, under some

conditions, acetate;

• the substrate glucose is consumed mainly oxidatively and

its consumption can be described by the Monod kinetics;

• the variation in the growth rate and the substrate con-

sumption do not significantly change the elemental com-

position of the biomass, thus only balanced growth con-

ditions are assumed;

• parameters, e.g. temperature, pH, or pO2, are controlled

at their individual constant set points.

For the parameter estimation problem the real experimental

data of the E. coli MC4110 fed-batch cultivation process

is used. Off-line measurements of the biomass and on-line

measurements of the glucose concentration are used in the

identification procedure. The cultivation condition and the

experimental data have been published in [24]. Here only the

fermentation conditions described.

The fed-batch cultivation of the E. coli MC4110 is

performed in a 2l bioreactor (Bioengineering, Switzerland),

using a mineral medium [1], in the Institute of Technical

Chemistry, University of Hannover. Before inoculation, a

glucose concentration of 2.5 g/l is established in the medium.

Glucose in the feeding solution is 100 g/l. The initial liquid

volume is 1350 ml. The pH is controlled at 6.8 and the

temperature is kept constant at 35◦C. The aeration rate is

kept at 275 l/h air, the stirrer speed at start 900 rpm, and

after 11 hours the stirrer speed is increased in steps of 100

rpm. At end the stirrer sped reaches 1500 rpm. Oxygen is

controlled at around 35%.

Off-line analysis

For the off-line glucose measurements, as well as the biomass

and the acetate concentration determination, samples of

about 10 ml are taken approximately at every hour. Off-line

measurements are performed by using the Yellow Springs

Analyser (Yellow Springs Instruments, USA).

On-line analysis

For the on-line glucose determination a flow injection analysis

(FIA) system has been employed, using two pumps (ACCU

FM40, SciLog, USA) for the continuous sample and the

carrier flow rate. To reduce the measurement noise the

continuous-discrete extended Kalman filter was used [1].

Glucose measurement and control system

For on-line glucose determination, the same FIA system has

been employed for the continuous sample and the carrier flow

rate at 0.5 ml/min and 1.7 ml/min respectively. A total of

24 ml of cells containing the culture broth were injected

into the carrier stream and mixed with an enzyme solution

of 350 000 U/l of glucose oxidase (Fluka, Germany) of a

volume of 36 ml. After passing a reaction coil of 50 cm

length, the oxygen uptake was measured using an oxygen

electrode (ANASYSCON, Germany). To determine the oxygen

consumed by cells only, no enzyme solution were injected.

Calculating the difference of both dissolved oxygen peak

heights, the glucose concentration can be determined. The time

between sample taking and the measurement of the dissolved

oxygen was ∆t = 45 s.

For the automation of the FIA system, as well as

glucose concentration determination, the software CAFCA

(ANASYSCON, Germany) was applied. To reduce the mea-

surement noise the continuous-discrete extended Kalman filter

was used. This program was running on a separate PC and

got the measurement results via a serial connection. A PI

controller was applied to adjust the glucose concentration to

the desired set point of 0.1 g/l [1].

The initial process conditions were [1]:

t0 = 6.68 h, X(t0) = 1.25 g/l, S(t0) = 0.8 g/l, Sin = 100 g/l.

B. Optimization Criterion

From the practical perspective, modelling studies are per-

formed to identify simple and easy-to-use models that are suit-

able to support the engineering tasks of process optimization
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and, especially, of control. The most appropriate model must

satisfy the following conditions:

(i) the model structure should be able to represent the

measured data in a proper manner;

(ii) the model structure should be as simple as possible,

while remaining compatible with the first require-

ment.

On account of that, the cultivation process dynamic is de-

scribed using a simple Monod-type model, the most common

kinetics applied for modelling of the cultivation processes [2].

The optimization criterion is a certain factor, value of

which defines the quality of an estimated set of parameters.

To evaluate the mishmash between the experimental and the

model predicted data, a modified Hausdorff Distance and the

Least Square Regression are proposed.

In this work the Hausdorff Metric is used for the first time to

solve the parameter optimization problem involving cultivation

processes models.

1) Hausdorff Distance: When talking about distances, it

usually means the shortest: for instance, if a point X is said

to be at distanceD of a polygon P , it is generally assumed that

D is the distance from X to the nearest point of P . The same

logic applies for polygons: if two polygons A and B are at

some distance from each other, it id commonly understood that

the distance is the shortest one between any point of A and any

point of B. That definition of distance between polygons can

become quite unsatisfactory for some applications. However,

it would be natural to expect that a small distance between

two polygons means that no point of one polygon is far from

the other polygon. Unfortunately, the shortest distance concept

carries very low informative content.

In mathematics, the Hausdorff Distance, or the Hausdorff

Metric (named after Felix Hausdorff), also called Pompeiu-

Hausdorff Distance [25], measures how far two subsets of

a metric space are from each other. It turns the set of non-

empty compact subsets of a metric space into a metric space

in its own right. Informally, two sets are close in the Hausdorff

Distance if every point of either set is close to some point of

the other set. In other words, the Hausdorff Distance is the

longest distance you can be forced to travel by an adversary

who chooses a point in one of the two sets, from where you

then must travel to the other set. Thus, it is the farthest point

of a set that you can be at, to the closest point of a different

set. More formally, the Hausdorff Distance from set A to set

B is a maxmin function defined as:

h(A,B) = max
a∈A

{
min
b∈B
{d(a, b)}

}
, (6)

where a and b are points of sets A and B respectively, and

d(a, b) is any metric between these points. For simplicity, in

this work, the d(a, b) as the Euclidean distance between a and

b is taken. If sets A and B are made of lines or polygons

instead of single points, then h(A,B) applies to all defining

points of these lines or polygons, and not only to their vertices.

The Hausdorff Distance gives an interesting measure of mutual

proximity, by indicating the maximal distance between any

point of one set to the other set. IN this way it is better than

the shortest distance, which applied only to one point of each

set, irrespective of all other points of the sets.

2) Least Squares Regression: The objective of the mod-

elling process consists of adjusting the parameters of a model

function to best fit the data set. A simple data set consists of

n points (data pairs) (xi, yi), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where xi is an

independent variable and yi is a dependent variable value of

which is found by observation. The model function has the

form f(x, β), where the m adjustable parameters are held in

the vector β. The goal is to find the parameter values for the

model which “best” fits the data. The least squares method

finds its optimum when the sum S of squared residuals:

S =

n∑

i=1

r2i

is at a minimum. A residual is defined as the difference

between the actual value of the dependent variable and the

value predicted by the model. A data point may consist of

more than one independent variable. For example, when fitting

a plane to a set of height measurements, the plane is a function

of two independent variables, x and z. In the most general case

there may be one or more independent variables and one or

more dependent variables at each data point.

ri = yi − f(xi, β).

III. ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION (ACO)

The ACO is a stochastic optimization method that mimics

the social behavior of real ants colonies, which manage to

establish the shortest rout to feeding sources and back. Real

ants foraging for food lay down quantities of pheromone

(chemical cues) marking the path that they follow. An isolated

ant moves essentially at random but an ant encountering a

previously laid pheromone will detect it and decide to follow

it with high probability and thereby reinforce it with a further

quantity of pheromone. The repetition of the above mechanism

represents the auto-catalytic behavior of a real ant colony,

where the more the ants follow a trail, the more attractive

that trail becomes. The original idea comes from observing

the exploitation of food resources among ants, in which ants’

individually limited cognitive abilities have collectively been

able to find the shortest path between a food source and the

nest.

Basic of Ant Algorithm

The ACO is usually implemented as a team of intelligent

agents, which simulate the ants behavior, walking around the

graph representing the problem to solve, using mechanisms

of cooperation and adaptation. The requirements of the ACO

algorithm are as follows [3], [8]:

• The problem needs to be represented appropriately, which

would allow the ants to incrementally update the solutions

through the use of a probabilistic transition rules, based
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on the amount of pheromone in the trail and other

problem specific knowledge.

• A problem-dependent heuristic function, that measures

the quality of components that can be added to the current

partial solution.

• A rule set for pheromone updating, which specifies how

to modify the pheromone value.

• A probabilistic transition rule based on the value of the

heuristic function and the pheromone value, that is used

to iteratively construct a solution.

The structure of the ACO algorithm is shown by the

pseudocode below (Figure 1). The transition probability pi,j ,
to choose the node j when the current node is i, is based on

the heuristic information ηi,j and the pheromone trail level

τi,j of the move, where i, j = 1, . . . . , n.

pi,j =
τai,jη

b
i,j∑

k∈Unused

τai,kη
b
i,k

, (7)

where Unused is the set of unused nodes of the graph.

The higher the value of the pheromone and the heuristic

information, the more profitable it is to select this move and

resume the search. In the beginning, the initial pheromone

level is set to a small positive constant value τ0; later, the
ants update this value after completing the construction stage.

The ACO algorithms adopt different criteria to update the

pheromone level.

Ant Colony Optimization

Initialize number of ants;

Initialize the ACO parameters;

while not end-condition do

for k = 0 to number of ants

ant k choses start node;

while solution is not constructed do

ant k selects higher probability node;

end while

end for

Update-pheromone-trails;

end while

Fig. 1. Pseudocode for ACO

The pheromone trail update rule is given by:

τi,j ← ρτi,j +∆τi,j , (8)

where ρ models evaporation in the nature and ∆τi,j is new

added pheromone which is proportional to the quality of the

solution. Thus better solutions will receive more pheromone

than others and will be more desirable in a next iteration.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, a more precise description, concerning the

application of the ACO for the parameter optimization of

the E. coli cultivation process model, is presented. Here,

the parameters µmax, kS and YS/X have to be estimated.

First, the problem is represented by a graph. It is needed

to find th optimal values of three parameters which are

interrelated. Therefore, the problem is represented with three-

partitive graph. The graph consists of three levels. Every level

represents a search area of one of the parameters that will

be optimized. Every area is thus discretized, to consists of

1000 points (nodes), which are uniformly distributed in the

search interval of every parameter. The first level of the graph

represents the parameter µmax. The second level represents the

parameter kS . The third level represents the parameter YS/X .

There are arcs between nodes from consecutive levels of the

graph and there are no arcs between nodes from the same level.

The pheromone is deposited on the arcs, to indicate how good

is this parameter combination. Every level of the graph of the

problem consists of 1000 points, thus the number of possible

solutions is 109, therefore is unpractical to apply the exact

methods.

A. ACO for Parameter Optimization

Here the proposed ACO approach is very close to real ant

behavior. Starting to create a solution, the ants chose a node

from the firs level in a random way. Next, for nodes from

the second and the third level, they apply the probabilistic

rule. The transition probability depends only on the pheromone

level. The heuristic information is not used. Thus the transition

probability is as follows:

pi,j =
τi,j∑

k∈Unused

τi,k
, (9)

The ants prefer the node with maximal probability, which

is the node with maximal quantity of the pheromone on the

arc (starting from the current node). If there is more than one

candidate for next node, the ant chooses randomly between

the candidates. The process is iterative. At the end of every

iteration the pheromone on the arcs is updated. The quality

of the solutions is represented by the value of the objective

function. In this case the objective function is the mean

distance between the simulated data and the experimental

data, which are the concentration of the biomass and the

concentration of the substrate. The aim of the process is to

minimize it, therefore the new added pheromone by ant i is:

∆τ = (1 − ρ)/J(i) (10)

where J(i) is the value of the objective function according the

solution constructed by ant i. Thus the arcs corresponding to

solutions with the lesser value of the objective function will

receive more pheromone and will be more desirable in the

next iteration.

The values of the parameters of the ACO algorithms are

very important, because they manage the search process.

Therefore, it is necessary to find appropriate parameter set-

tings, where the number of ants is the main parameter. In

the ACO a small number of ants between 10 and 20 can
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be used, without need to increase the number of iterations

to achieve good solutions. The next parameter is the initial

pheromone. Normally it has a small value. The last parameter

is the evaporation rate, which shows the importance of the

last found solution, as related to the previous ones. Parameters

of the ACO were tuned based on several pre-tests according

considered here optimization problem. After tuning procedures

the main algorithm parameters are set to the optimal settings.

The parameter settings for the ACO are shown in Table I.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF ACO ALGORITHM

Parameter Value

number of ants 20

initial pheromone 0.5

evaporation 0.1

In this paper two different measures – the Least Square Re-

gression and the modified Hausdorff Distance are compared.

The modified Hausdorff Distance, which is conformable to the

considered problem is applied. There are two sets of points, the

simulated (model predicted) and the measured (experimental)

data, which form two lines. The Euclidean distance d(t)
between points from the two lines, corresponding to the same

time moment t, is calculated. After that, the Euclidean distance
from the point of one of the lines in time t to the points

from other line in the time interval (t − d(t), t + d(t)) is

calculated, and the minimal of these distances is taken. This is

the distance between the two lines in the time moment t. Thus,
the number of calculations, compared with the traditional

Hausdorff Distance, is decreased, due to the fact that the

distance to the points out of the interval (t−d(t), t+d(t)) will
be large. At the end all distances between the points and the

lines are combined. Thereby, eventual larger distance in some

time moment, due to the measurement noise, is eliminated.

Thus, the objective function is presented as a minimization

of the modified Hausdorff Distance measure J1 between

experimental and model predicted values of the state variables,

represented by the vector y:

J1 =

m∑

i=1

h (yexp(i),y mod (i))
2 → min (11)

where m is the number of state variables (biomass and

glucose concentrations); yexp is the known experimental data;

while y mod model predictions with a given set of the param-

eters.

In the case of the Least Square Regression the objective

function is:

J2 =

m∑

i=1

(yexp(i)− y mod (i))
2 → min (12)

B. Numerical Results

All experiments have been conduced on a PC with Intel

Core 2 2.8 GHz, 3.5 GB Memory, Linux operating system and

using the Matlab 7.5 environment. Because of the stochastic

TABLE II
ACO WITH LEAST SQUARE REGRESSION AND HAUSDORFF DISTANCE

Method Average Worst Best

ACO Least Square – 4.8866 6.7700 3.3280
Hausdorff 2.3875 4.1290 1.7218

ACO Hausdorff – 1.8744 2.5322 1.6425
Least Square 3.9706 4.4283 3.4276

TABLE III
BEST PARAMETER VALUES OF THE MODEL

Parameter Value

µmax 0.5283

kS 0.0174

YS/X 2.0300

characteristics of the applied ACO algorithm, a series of 30

runs for each algorithm was performed.

To study the algorithm performance, the worst the best

and the average results of the 30 runs, for the objective

function values of the two variants are studied. For a realistic

comparison, the number of iterations is fixed to be 100. The

average, worst and best values of the objective functions are

shown on Table II. In the first line of the second row, the

average, worst and best value of the objective function are

shown when Least Square Regression is used. The second line

in the second row depicts the calculated Hausdorff Distance

between the same solutions achieved when the objective

function is the Least Square Regression. The first line of the

third row shows the average, best and worst values of the

objective function when it is the Hausdorff Distance. The

second line of the third row represents the Least Square

Distance of the same solutions achieved when the objective

function is the Hausdorff Distance. Comparing the two rows

it can be observed that the average and the worst achieved

results are much better using the Hausdorff Distance than

the Least Square Regression. The best achieved solutions are

similar. In the best achieved solutions it can be seen that

the Hausdorff Distance between achieved solutions is smaller

when the objective function is Hausdorff, but the Least Square

Distance is smaller when the objective function is the Least

Squares Regression. During a number of runs of the algorithm

the same phenomenon was observed – a small Hausdorff

Distance between modeled and measured data and at the same

time a big Least Square Distance between the data. When the

Least Squares Regression is applied as the metric, the distance

between the two lines can be very big, and in the same time

it is seen that they are geometrically close to each other. It

can happen especially in the steep parts of the lines. Applying

the Hausdorff Metrics it can not happen, because it measures

the geometrical similarity. Overall, the Hausdorff Distance is

more time consuming than Least Square Distance, but much

more realistic for the type of problems considered here. It can

be concluded that algorithm proposed in this paper performs

better when the objective function is the Hausdorff Distance.

In Table III the best parameter values (µmax, kS and YS/X ),

obtained using the ACO with the objective function based on
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the Hausdorff Distance, are presented.

The obtained model dynamics compared to the real exper-

imental data is presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

In Figure 2, the modelled substrate is represented by the

dash line, while by solid line the measured substrate is

depicted. In Figure 3, line represents values of the modelled

biomass, while stars represent values of the measured biomass.

The presented figures show a very good correlation between

the experimental and model predicted data and confirm the

obtained results.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work the ACO algorithm for a parameter setting of

the E. coli fed-batch cultivation process model was proposed.

The ACO is chosen as the most common direct method used

for global optimization. The process model is presented as a

system of nonlinear ordinary differential equation describing

the biomass and the substrate dynamics. In the identification

procedures, the real experimental data was used. The objective

function was formulated as the difference between the mod-

eled and the measured data. When solving the optimization

problem, two different measures were used – the commonly

used Least Square Regression and, for the first time applied

to this type of problem, the Hausdorff Distance. To adapt the

Hausdorff Distance to the considered problem a modification

of this metric was proposed. Comparison of the results shows

that the Hausdorff Distance is more time consuming than the

Least Square Distance. However, at the same time, the highest

parameter accuracy is achieved when the objective function

is measured as the Hausdorff Distance between the model

predicted and the real experimental data.
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Abstract—The problem of fair resource allocation is of consid-
erable importance in many applications. In this paper advanced
aggregation operators based on the Ordered Weighted Averag-
ing (OWA) are utilized as consistent and fairness–preserving
approach to modeling various preferences with regard to dis-
tribution of Internet traffic between network participants. The
networking model based on Wireless Mesh Networks is consid-
ered. The physical medium properties cause strong interference
among simultaneously operating node devices, which makes the
optimization problem extremely difficult. We show that in this
case OWA–based aggregation operators can be utilized just as
easily as traditional lexicographic operators.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS Mesh Network (WMN) is an organized
cooperating group of network devices communicating

with each other by means of wireless media. The nodes are
organized in a mesh topology, where each wireless device
not only sends and receives its own data but also serves as
a relay for other nodes. Some of the nodes can be connected
to cable network or mobile network and serve as Internet
gateways. This way the whole mesh network constitutes
a decentralized way of providing Internet access between
attending participants.

This network type poses numerous advantages including
setup cost, independence of the hardwired infrastructure and
flexibility. However, providing fair and efficient network man-
agement, including routing and scheduling, is not a straight-
forward task. The main source of difficulty lies in physical
medium properties that cause strong interference among si-
multaneously operating devices. Additionally the link quality
is a function of the distance and can be affected by obstacles
present between the nodes. As a result the efficient network op-
eration requires transmission scheduling, channel assignment
and transmission power determination.

Common objective of the optimization is maximization of
the total throughput while retaining fairness in its distribution
between participants.

In many network optimization problems, fairness is accom-
plished by simple max-min optimization with regularization
through minimization of the second largest outcome (provided
that the largest one remains as small as possible), minimization
of the third largest (provided that the two largest remain as
small as possible), and so on. This approach, called MMF

(Max-Min Fairness) prevents some demands with structurally
low throughputs from blocking/disabling the max-min func-
tion. This is, however, a stiff approach that usually does not
allow any other criteria, the overall efficiency (total through-
put) in particular. Moreover, it requires sequential repeated
optimization of the original problem.

In this paper we show the application of the ordered
weighted averaging (OWA) aggregation with extensions as
consistent, reasonable and fairness–preserving approach to
modeling various preferences (from the extreme pessimistic,
through neutral to extreme optimistic) with regard to distribu-
tion of Internet throughput between network participants.

In the OWA aggregation ([20], [21]) the weights are
assigned to the ordered values (i.e., to the largest value, the
second largest and so on) rather than to the specific criteria.
The OWA operator provides a parameterized family of
aggregation operators, which include many of the well-known
operators such as the maximum, the minimum, the k-order
statistics (including CVaR), the median and the arithmetic
mean. The OWA satisfies the properties of strict monotonicity,
impartiality and, in the case of monotonic increasing weights,
the property of equitability (satisfies the principle of transfers –
equitable transfer of an arbitrary small amount from the larger
outcome to a smaller outcome results in a more preferred
achievement vector). Thus the OWA-based optimization
generates the so-called equitably efficient solutions (cf.[8]
for the formal axiomatic definition). According to [8] and
[16], equitable efficiency expresses the concept of fairness, in
which all system entities have to be treated equally and in the
stochastic problems equitability corresponds to the risk aver-
sion [3]. Since its introduction, the OWA aggregation has been
successfully applied to many fields of decision making [22],
[21], [11]. When applying the OWA aggregation to multicrite-
ria optimization, the weighting of the ordered outcome values
causes that the OWA optimization problem is nonlinear even
for linear programming formulation of the original constraints
and criteria. Yager has shown that the nature of the nonlinearity
introduced by the ordering operation allows one to convert
the OWA optimization into a mixed integer programming
problem. We have shown [13] that the OWA optimization
with monotonic weights can be formed as a standard linear
program of higher dimension. Its significant extension
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introduced by Torra [18] incorporates importance weighting
into the OWA operator forming the weighted OWA (WOWA)
aggregation as a particular case of Choquet integral using a
distorted probability as the measure. The WOWA averaging is
defined by two weighting vectors: the preferential weights and
the importance weights. It covers both the weighted means
and the OWA averages as special cases. Some of the example
applications of importance weights include definition of the
size or importance of processes in a multi-agent environment,
setting scenario probability (if uniform objectives represent
various possible values of the same uncertain outcome under
several scenarios), or job priorities in scheduling problems. In
[14] we have shown that in the case of monotonic preferential
weights also WOWA aggregation can also be modeled by a
mere linear extension of the original problem.

The paper is organized as follows.

II. FLOW OPTIMIZATION IN WMN

The WMN networking technology has been drawing an
increased attention over the last years (see literature overview
in [15] and references therein). Due to complexity of the
problem usually some sort of simplifications are assumed.
The problem considered in this paper can be stated as fol-
lows. There is given a WMN network with a number of
nodes – routers and gateways. The nodes are interconnected
wirelessly in compliance with all the physical constraints and
requirements including signal loss with increasing distance and
interference occurring during simultaneous operation. Each
node can be either sending or receiving data, but not both
at the same time. There is a number of modulation and
coding schemes (MCS) used for communication between the
nodes with different properties with regard to speed, maximum
allowable interference and the distance. Each MCS has its
signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) requirement
that must be fulfilled in order to successfully transmit data.
Only one fixed transmitting power and single channel are
assumed, but MCS can be dynamically allocated. The network
model consists only of links for which at least one MCS
can be applied, and this requirement reduces to the maximum
allowable distance between the nodes.

Only downstream communication direction from gateways
to routers is considered. For each router there is a single
predefined path leading to a chosen gateway. The routers have
elastic traffic demand, which means they can consume all the
possible network capacity. The demands compete for network
resources to get as much throughput as possible.

The objective is to maximize total throughput preserving
fairness among competing demands.

The solution approach is based on the concept of compatible
sets introduced in [4]. Compatible set consists of links that
can operate at the same time within given interference model.
The basic solution concept consists in linear approximation
of the model and consecutive generation of the compatible
sets improving current solution within the column generation
schema. The approximation is needed if the time horizon

is divided into fixed-length time slots, if not the solution is
optimal.

Although we consider only specific problem, the solution
concepts involving application of WOWA operators can be
utilized for many other variants of WMN problems including
different capacity reservation models (see [15]).

A. Notation

Wireless mesh network topology is represented by a directed
graph N = (V, E), where V = G ∪R is the set of nodes from
which we distinguish the set of gateways and set of mesh
routers denoted respectively by G and R, and E is the set of
(radio) links.

The (potential) link between two nodes v, w ∈ V is modeled
by a directed arc e = (v, w) ∈ E , where a(e) = v is the
originating node that can transmit a signal of a given power
Pvw to its terminating node b(e) = w. Additionally, we assume
that if arc e = (v, w) ∈ E exists then an opposite arc e′ =
(w, v) ∈ E also exists. Furthermore, the sets of outgoing and
incoming arcs from/to node v ∈ V are denoted, respectively,
by δ+(v) and δ−(v), while δ(v) = δ+(v) ∪ δ−(v) is the set
of all arcs incident to node v.

Nodes are transmitting using one of the available modula-
tion and coding schemes (MCSs) denoted by m ∈ M, where
M is the set of all MCSs (to simplify the considerations, we
assume that the set of available MCSs M(e) = M, e ∈ E).
The (raw) data rate of transmission using MCS m is denoted
by Bm.

The (radio) link e = (v, w) can successfully transmit if the
signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the arc e is greater than a
certain threshold value denoted by γm for at least one MCS
m ∈ M:

Γ′
e =

Pvw

N
≥ γm, (1)

where N = 10−10.1 mW is the ambient noise power.
At any arbitrary time instance the transmission of other

nodes can interfere with transmission on e. The corresponding
signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) condition for
successful transmission on e using MCS m reads as follows:

Γe =
Pvw

N +
∑

a∈A\{v} Paw
≥ γm, (2)

where A ⊆ V is the set of active nodes which are transmitting
at the same time.

Moreover, we assume that a node can either transmit or
receive, or be inactive, that is,

A ∩ {b(δ+(v))} 6= ∅ ⇒ A ∩ {a(δ−(v))} = ∅ v ∈ V (3)
A ∩ {a(δ−(v))} 6= ∅ ⇒ A ∩ {b(δ+(v))} = ∅ v ∈ V (4)

Each router r ∈ R is connected with a selected gateway g ∈
G by a directed path pd (i.e. a subset of links, pd ⊆ E) that is
supposed to carry the entire downstream flow fd from gateway
g to router r (to simplify the formulations we do not consider
the upstream direction). The set of routers is considered as
demands and denoted by d ∈ D, where D = V \ G. Let
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P = {p1, . . . , pD} be the given set of paths between routers
and gateways, where D = |D|. For each link e ∈ E , the set of
all indices of paths in P that contain this link will be denoted
by Qe = {d : e ∈ pd, 1 ≤ d ≤ D}.

B. Compatible sets

A compatible set (CS) is defined as a subset Ei of links
Ei ⊆ E together with a particular MCS me, e ∈ Ei that each
link is using so that each link can be active simultaneously (i.e.
transmit without generating too much interfering with other
links). In other words, a compatible set is defined by Ei =
{(e,m) ∈ E × M : yme = 1}, where variables yme form a
feasible solution that satisfy (2) and (3)–(4).

1) Master problem: Using the family of compatible sets
denoted by I, the formulation of max-min fair (MMF) flow
optimization problem reads as follows:

max f (5)
f ≤ fd d ∈ D (6)
∑

d∈Qe

fd ≤ ce e ∈ E (7)

ce =
∑

i∈I
Beizi e ∈ E (8)

∑

i∈I
zi = T (9)

z ≥ 0 (10)

In the presented formulation, T is the time of network
operation, Bei is the (raw) data rate of a transmission using
MCS m ∈ M allocated to link e ∈ E in compatible set i ∈ I,
i.e. either Bm or 0, depending on whether link e is active or
not in the compatible set i, and ce is total amount of data that
can be transmitted over link e ∈ E in a time interval T. This
formulation is a non-compact (|I| grows exponentially in the
network size), continuous approximations of the MIP problem
involving time slots (see [15]) - continuous variables zi define
the number of time slots assigned to a compatible set within
the time T.

2) Pricing problem: The pricing problem we consider
corresponds to a WMN system in which there are multiple
MCSs available and each node can use different MCS in
different compatible set. The following formulation is referred
to as dynamic allocation of MCSs to nodes:

max
∑

e∈E
π∗
eBe (11)

Xv =
∑

m∈M
xm
v v ∈ V (12)

Ye =
∑

m∈M
yme e ∈ E (13)

∑

e∈δ(v)

Ye ≤ 1 v ∈ V (14)

∑

e∈δ+(v)

yme = xm
v v ∈ V,m ∈ M (15)

zmev ≥ yme +Xv − 1 v ∈ V, e ∈ E ,m ∈ M (16)
zmev ≤ yme , zmev ≤ Xv v ∈ V, e ∈ E ,m ∈ M (17)

Nyme +
∑

v∈V\{a(e)}
Pvb(e)z

m
ev ≤ 1

γm
Pa(e)b(e)y

m
e

e ∈ E ,m ∈ M
(18)

Be =
∑

m∈M
Bmyme e ∈ E (19)

Each node v ∈ V and each link e ∈ E can use at most
one MCS m ∈ M in the compatible set (12)–(13). At most
one link e ∈ δ(v) incident to node v can be active (14) and
exactly one link e ∈ δ+(v) outgoing from node v is active and
uses MCS m (15), provided the node is active and uses this
MCS in the compatible set. The constraints (16)–(18) assure
admissible SINR for link e using MCS m in the compatible
set. The (raw) data rate Be of link e in the compatible set is
found by (19).

III. FAIR AGGREGATION OPERATORS

As stated before the basic operator used to preserve fairness
among outcomes is max-min, regularized by lexicographic
maximization of the second worst outcomes (provided that the
worst one remains as large as possible) , third worst outcomes
(provided that the two largest remain as large as possible),
and so on (MMF). In the case of linear problem it is possible
to carry out the MMF procedure based on simple algorithm
that in each step uses the dual information to determine the
outcomes that are blocked at their highest values possible. In
the following steps, only the outcomes are optimized that have
not been blocked before (for details see [15]).

The WOWA aggregation is based on the ordered weighted
averaging operator introduced first by Yager [20]. In the
OWA aggregation of outcomes y = (y1, . . . , ym) weights
w = (w1, w2, . . . , wm) are assigned to the ordered values
rather than to the specific criteria:

Aw =

m∑

i=1

wiθi(y) (20)

where (θ1(y), θ2(y), . . . , θm(y) = Θ(y) is the ordering map
Rm → Rm with θ1(y) ≤ θ2(y) ≤ . . . ≤ θm(y) and there
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exists a permutation τ of set I such that θi(y) = yτ(i) for
i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.

If the weights are monotonic w1 > w2 > . . . > wm−1 >
wm, the OWA aggregation has the property of equitability [13],
that guarantees that an equitable transfer of an arbitrarily
small amount from the larger outcome to a smaller outcome
results in more preferred achievement vector. Every solution
maximizing the OWA function is then an equitably efficient
solution to the original multiple criteria problem. Moreover,
for linear multiple criteria problems every equitably efficient
solution can be found as an optimal solution to the OWA
aggregation with appropriate weights.

For the maximization problem the OWA objective aggre-
gation can be formulated as linear extension of the original
problem, as follows. Let us apply linear cumulative map to
the ordered achievement vectors Θ(y)

θ̄k(y) =

k∑

i=1

θi(y) k = 1, 2, . . .m (21)

As stated in [13], for any given vector y ∈ Rm, the cumulated
ordered coefficient θ̄k(y) can be found as the optimal value
of the following LP problem:

θ̄k(y) = max ktk −
m∑

i=1

dki (22)

subject to

tk − yi ≤ dki, dki ≥ 0 i = 1, 2, . . . ,m (23)

The ordered outcomes can be expressed as differences θi(y) =
θ̄i(y)− θ̄i−1(y) for i = 2, . . . ,m and θ1(y) = θ̄1(y). Hence,
the maximization of the OWA operator (20) with weights wi

can be expressed in the form:

max{
m∑

i=1

w′
iθ̄i(y) : y ∈ Y } (24)

where coefficients w′
i are defined as w′

m = wm and w′
i =

wi − wi+1 for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m − 1 and Y is the feasible set
of outcome vectors y. If the original weights wi are strictly
decreasing, then w′

i > 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.
For the WMN flow optimization problem (5)–(10) the final

OWA aggregation of the outcomes fd for all demands/routers
can be stated as the following LP model:

max

|D|∑

k=1

kw′
ktk −

|D|∑

k=1

∑

d∈D

w′
kddk (25)

subject to

ddk ≥ tk − fd, ddk ≥ 0 k = 1, 2, . . . , |D|, d ∈ D (26)
f ∈ F (27)

where f = [fd]d∈D and F is a feasible set of flows/throughputs
defined by (7)–(10).

The WOWA aggregation is a generalization of the OWA,
that allows assigning importance weights to specific crite-

ria [12]. Those weights could express, for example, relative
importance of the routers. The weights assigned to ordered
values will be further called preferential weights.

Let p = (p1, . . . , pm) be an m-dimensional vector of
importance weights such that pi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m and∑m

i=1 pi = 1. The corresponding Weighted OWA aggregation
of vector y is defined [18] as follows

Aw,p =

m∑

i=1

ωiθi(y) (28)

with

ωi = w∗(
∑

k≤i

pτ(k))− w∗(
∑

k<i

pτ(k)), (29)

where w∗ is an increasing function interpolating points
(i/m,

∑
k≤i wk) together with the point (0, 0) and τ repre-

senting the ordering permutation for y (i.e. yτ(i) = θ(y)).
Moreover, function w∗ is required to be a straight line when
the points can be interpolated in this way. We assume the
piecewise linear interpolation function w∗ which is the sim-
plest form of the required interpolation.

Note, that the piecewise linear functions may be built with
various number of breakpoints, not necessarily m [12]. Thus,
any nonlinear function can be well approximated by a piece-
wise linear function with appropriate number of breakpoints.
Therefore, we will consider weights vectors w of dimension
n not necessarily equal to m. It is even possible to de-
fine a generalized WOWA aggregation where the preferential
weights wk are allocated to an arbitrarily defined grid of
ordered outcomes defined by quantile breakpoints (see [12]
and references therein).

As shown in [12], maximization of an equitable WOWA
aggregation with decreasing preferential weights w1 ≥ w2 ≥
. . . ≥ wn may be implemented as the LP expansion of the
original problem. In the case of the WMN flow optimization
problem (7)–(10), this can be stated as follows:

max

n∑

k=1

w′
k

[
k

n
tk −

∑

d∈D

pdddk

]
(30)

subject to

ddk ≥ tk − fd, ddk ≥ 0 k = 1, 2, . . . , n, d ∈ D (31)
f ∈ F (32)

If the importance weights are equal pd = 1/|D|, the model
reduces to the OWA aggregation.

A special case of the generalized WOWA aggregation is
defined for single breakpoint and corresponds to optimization
of the predefined quantile of worst outcomes and in finance
is known as the CVaR (Conditional Value at Risk). It can
be computed as a standard linear extension of the original
problem [12]:

max t− 1/β
∑

d∈D

pddd (33)
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subject to

dd ≥ t− fd, dd ≥ 0 d ∈ D (34)
f ∈ F (35)

IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

We analyzed the performance of the CVaR and WOWA
aggregation operators together with the performance of the
classic max-min and lexicographic max-min (MMF) operators.
The aggregation operators were applied to the problem defined
by the constraints (7)–(10) with the network flows fd as the
optimization criteria.

For the pricing problem (11)–(19) we applied the Simulated
Annealing (SA) algorithm. SA was first introduced by Kirk-
patrick [7], while Černý [5] pointed out the analogy between
the annealing process of solids and solving combinatorial
problems. Researchers have been studying the application
of the SA algorithm in various fields of optimization prob-
lems [9], [17], [6] and to the WMN problem, as well [10].

The process of Simulated Annealing adapted to the pricing
problem, i.e. the dynamic allocation of MCSs to nodes, can be
described as follows. First, an initial solution - a compatible set
with no active nodes (A = ∅) is specified as a starting point.
Then, repeatedly, a candidate solution is randomly chosen
from the neighborhood of the current one. The procedure for
creating a neighboring solution (i.e. a compatible set in this
case), known as the perturbation scheme, consists in activat-
ing/deactivating nodes and changing the MCS of randomly
selected link, see Algorithm 1. If the newly generated solution
is better than the current one, it is accepted and becomes
the new current solution. Otherwise, the candidate solution
still has a chance to be accepted with, so called, acceptance
probability. This probability is determined by the difference
between the energy denoted by E of the current and the
candidate solution, and depends on the temperature denoted
by τ , a control parameter taken from the thermodynamics. The
energy of the compatible set is found by:

E(CS) =
∑

e∈E

∑

m∈M
π∗
eB

myme (36)

The acceptance probability for the compatible set is calculated
as follows:

p (δ, τ) = e−δ/kτ (37)

where δ is the difference between the current (CS) and the
candidate (CS′) solution:

δ = E(CS)− E(CS′), (38)

and k is the Boltzmann constant found by:

k =
δ0

log p0

τ0

. (39)

where δ0 is an estimated minimal difference between the two
solutions, p0 is the initial value of the acceptance probability,
and τ0 is the initial temperature.

TABLE I
INITIAL VALUES OF SIMULATED ANNEALING PARAMETERS

Param. Description Value
α Reduce factor 1− 5

N
τ0 Initial temperature 0.999
δ0 Minimal diff. between solutions 0.001
p0 Initial acceptance probability 1
T Iterations number at each temp. 10
N Number of SA iterations 300000

TABLE II
IEEE 802.11A MCS, FER 61%, 1500 BYTE PAYLOAD.

MCS m Raw rate SINR threshold Max. link
Bm (Mbps) γ̂m (dB) length dm (m)

BPSK 1/2 6 3.5 273.5
BPSK 3/4 9 6.5 230.0
QPSK 1/2 12 6.6 228.0
QPSK 3/4 18 9.5 193.7
16-QAM 1/2 24 12.8 160.2
16-QAM 3/4 36 16.2 131.7
64-QAM 2/3 48 20.3 103.8
64-QAM 3/4 54 22.1 93.5

After a number of iterations in a constant temperature, the
colling takes place, i.e. the temperature is decreased by a factor
denoted by α, known as the reduce factor, and the process is
continued as described above. The annealing scheme can be
represented as the following recursive function:

τ i+1 = α τ i, (40)

where i is the number of current iteration in which the
cooling schedule takes place. The algorithm is stopped when
a maximum number of iterations is reached. The best solution
found during the whole process is considered a final. Initial
values of SA parameters are collected in Table I.

The numerical experiments were performed on a number
of randomly generated problem instances of different sizes.
The algorithm of generating network topology instances can
be described as follows. A grid of length 25m of 30 × 30
points is created. Each of the grid points can be chosen to
be a mesh router or a mesh gateway. First, the location of
each gateway g ∈ G is chosen at random. Then, for each
router r ∈ R a location is chosen at random that satisfies
condition (1) for at least one link e = (g, r), g ∈ G and MCS
m ∈ M. This condition is equivalent to that dgr ≤ dm, where
dgr is the distance between gateway g and router r and dm

is the maximum distance for selected MCS m. Finally, paths
rooted in the gateways are established by iteratively connecting
the neighboring routers that are reachable with the highest link
rate and, if possible, with the lowest hop count. The specific
data for different MCSs are presented in Table II.

Although weights determination is an important issue in the
theory of Ordered Weighted Averaging [19], [1], [2], for the
performance check simple generation methodology has been
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Algorithm 1 Compatible set perturbation scheme
Require: Current solution compatible set CS
Ensure: CS′ = neighbor(CS)

1: Choose at random v ∈ V and e ∈ δ+(v) that satisfy (12)–(15).
2: if v ∈ A then
3: if random(0, 1) < 1/ |M(e)| then
4: A ← A \ {v} [deactivate node]
5: else
6: m← random(M(e) \ {m}) [switch MCS]
7: end if
8: else
9: A ← A∪ {v} [activate node]

10: m← random(M(e)) [select MCS]
11: end if

TABLE III
COMPUTING TIMES [S]

Problem size Aggregation operator

|D|, |E| |G| Max-Min MMF CVaR WOWA

10 2 15.1 16.8 12.9 9.3
10 4 15.2 17.4 13.1 7.9
10 8 14.1 18.8 12.4 7.0
20 2 53.1 63.0 44.0 36.6
20 4 50.4 63.0 39.2 32.3
20 8 46.9 63.3 44.1 27.3
50 2 313.2 335.3 254.3 226.5
50 4 258.0 325.7 191.3 185.8
50 8 253.0 329.2 199.5 180.7

chosen. All the weights, except two, are strictly decreasing
numbers with the step 0.1, while the two selected weights
(k = ⌊n/3⌋ and k = ⌊2n/3⌋) differ from the previous ones
by 0.5.

All the experiments were performed on the Intel Core
i7 2.9GHz microprocessor using CPLEX 12.1 optimization
library for the linear master problem. The results are the
average of 10 randomly generated problems of a given size.
Computing times are presented in Table III and the total
number of the columns (compatible sets) generated with SA
in Table IV.

One can notice the advanced aggregation operators gener-
ally perform not only better than the MMF but also better than
the max-min operator. Additionally, problems with increased
number of gateways can also be computed more efficiently.

V. CONCLUSION

The problem of fair resource allocation is of considerable
importance in network optimization. Advanced aggregation
operators based on the Ordered Weighted Averaging allow
to model diverse preferences with regard to fairness and
efficiency. We have shown that application of the advanced
aggregation operators for the flow optimization in Wireless
Mesh Networks can be effectively modeled and its computa-
tion times can be shorter than of the traditional lexicographic
max-min approach.

TABLE IV
NUMBER OF COMPATIBLE SETS GENERATED

Problem size Aggregation operator

|D|, |E| |G| Max-Min MMF CVaR WOWA

10 2 15.2 17.3 13.7 10.9
10 4 16.6 19.1 15.1 10.4
10 8 16.3 21.7 15.1 9.3
20 2 38.7 48.9 35.4 32.4
20 4 40.9 53.7 34.9 32.5
20 8 42.8 60.1 41.0 29.5
50 2 145.5 158.8 132.8 124.6
50 4 134.2 178.7 109.8 112.2
50 8 141.8 193.3 118.6 117.3
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Abstract—Item-based collaborative filtering is one of most
widely used and successful neighborhood-based collaborative
recommendation approaches. The main idea of item-based al-
gorithms is to compute predictions using the similarity between
items. In such approaches, two items are similar if several
users of the system have rated these items in a similar fashion.
Traditional item-based collaborative filtering algorithms suffer
from the lack of available ratings. When the rating data is sparse,
as it happens in practice, many items without any rating in
common are present. Thus similarity weights may be computed
using only a small number of ratings and consequently the item-
based approach will make predictions using incomplete data,
resulting in biased recommendations. In this paper we present
a two phase method to find the similarity between items. In the
first phase a similarity matrix is found by using a traditional
method. In the second phase we improve the similarity matrix
by using a bicreterion path approach. This approach introduces
additional similarity links by combining two or more existing
links. The two criteria take into account on the one hand the
distance between items on a suitable graph (min sum criterion),
on the other hand the estimate of the information reliability
(max min criterion). Experimental results on the Netflix and
Movielens datasets showed that our approach is able to burst
the accuracy of existing item-based algorithms and to outperform
other algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

ARECOMMENDER System (RS) filters a large amount
of information to identify the items that are likely to be

more interesting and attractive to a user. Recommendations are
inferred on the basis of different user profile characteristics, in
most cases including explicit ratings on a sample of suggested
elements. Collaborative filtering (CF) recommends items on
the basis of the ratings provided by groups of users [11].
There are two major approaches to collaborative filtering:
(i) neighborhood models and (ii) dimensionality reduction
models.

Neighborhood models base their prediction on the similarity
relationships between either users or item. Algorithms based
on the similarity between users predict a user’s preference on
an item based on the ratings that item has received from similar
users. On the other hand, algorithms based on the similarity
between items compute the user’s preference for an item based
on his/her own ratings on similar items. The latter is usually
the preferred approach, as it usually performs better in terms
of accuracy, while also being more scalable [19].

Item-based systems suffer from the lack of available ratings.
When the rating data is sparse, it is possible to have items
with few ratings in common; therefore, similarity weights
may be computed using only a small number of ratings and
consequently the item-based approach will make predictions
using a very limited number of neighbors, resulting in a biased
recommendation.

Dimensionality reduction is one of the common approaches
used to overcome the problems of sparsity and scalability in
CF. Decomposition of a user-rating matrix [4], [8], [23] and
decomposition of a sparse similarity matrix [7] are essentially
two ways in which dimensionality reduction can be used to
improve recommender systems.

Graph-based approaches have been introduced to overcome
the problems arising in neighborhood collaborative filtering
due to sparsity. These approaches make use of a graph
where nodes correspond to users, items or both, and edges
represent the interactions or similarities between users and
items. Recommendations are then induced by “transitive as-
sociations”, that is suitable paths in the graph that have the
role to reduce graph sparsity. The transitive associations can
be used to recommend items in two different ways. In a
first approach, the proximity of a user u to an item i in
the graph is used directly to evaluate the rating of u for
i [13], [25]. Following this idea, the items recommended
to u by the system are those that are the closest to u in
the graph. The second approach considers the proximity of
two item nodes in the graph as a measure of similarity, and
uses this similarity as the weights of a neighborhood-based
recommendation method [6], [16].

Based on the above discussion and in order to overcome
sparsity in CF, we present an optimization approach in item-
based CF which is based on the item graph [24]. We define
a weighted graph where nodes correspond to items and arcs
are similarity link between items. For each arc a real numbers
is assigned representing the reliability of the arc. In order to
find a new similarity link between two items with unknown
similarity in the item graph, first we formulate the problem
as a bicriterion path optimization problem [21]. By applying
an efficient polynomial algorithm [10] for bicriterion path
optimization we find a subset of “efficient” paths in the graph
as a best candidate set of paths between these two nodes.
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Eventually we use the best path in the candidate set to assign
the similarity weight to the new link.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2
we review some related works which has been done so far to
improve the similarity in collaborative filtering. Section 3 de-
scribes some collaborative algorithms considered in our study,
to provide the needed technical background for the following
sections. In section 4, we first formulate our problem as an
optimization problem then we present an efficient algorithm
to find the bicriterion path problem in networks and apply
this algorithm to our problem. The experimental results will
be provided in section 5. In section 6 the conclusion and
discussion will be presented.

II. RELATED WORK

Computation of the similarity weights is one of the most
critical aspects of building a neighborhood-based recom-
mender system. The similarity weights play a double role
in the neighborhood-based recommendation methods: 1) they
allow for the selection of trusted neighbors whose ratings
are used in the prediction, and 2) they provide the means
to give more or less importance to these neighbors in the
prediction. Item based recommendation algorithm contains
two main phases, the model building phase and the prediction
phase. In the model building phase, the similarities between
each pair of items are computed and for each particular item
i, the algorithm will store its k most similar items and their
similarity values with i. According to this fact that similarity
weights can have a significant impact on both accuracy and
performance of collaborative filtering, a lot of research has
been devoted to improve the similarity in the literature.

The basic idea in similarity computation between two items
i and j is to first consider the users who have rated both
of the items and then apply a similarity technique to deter-
mine the similarity weight. There are a number of different
ways to computing the similarity between items [19]: Cosine-
based similarity, correlation-based similarity and adjusted-
cosine similarity are three important methods. In a sparse
dataset the possibility of existing items with just a few rating
in common is high. Therefore, the item-based approach will
make predictions using a very limited number of neighbors,
resulting in biased recommendation.

The decomposition of the similarity matrix is one of the
way to overcome the problem of sparsity which was used to
recommend jokes in the Eigentaste system [7]. Moreover in
the literature there are some attempts that create the similarity
paths in the graph-based model to improve the similarity
weights. In path-based similarity, the distance between two
nodes of the graph is evaluated as a function of the number
of paths connecting the two nodes, as well as the length of
these paths. A recommendation approach that computes the
similarity between two users based on their shortest distance
in a graph is the one described in [1]. In this method, the
data is modeled as a directed graph whose nodes are users,
and in which edges are determined based on the notions of
horting and predictability. The number of paths between a user

and an item in a bipartite graph can also be used to evaluate
their compatibility [13]. This method of computing distances
between nodes in a graph is known as the Katz measure [14].
Another direction in collaborative filtering research combines
user-based and item-based approaches. For example, [26] clus-
ters the user data and applies intra-cluster smoothing to reduce
sparsity. Also in [9] a procedure for computing similarities
between elements of a database has been presented which is
based on a Markov-chain model of random walk through a
graph representation of the database. The presented similarity
measures can be used in order to compare items belonging to
database tables that are not necessarily directly connected.

The general framework of our work, like other graph-based
models, is based on finding one or more paths between two
items. However, in our method the similarity between items is
found by considering not only the distance between two items
or the length of the path joining them but also by taking to
account the “reliability” of the path which connects them.

III. COLLABORATIVE FILTERING

Collaborative filtering recommends items on the basis of
the ratings provided by groups of users. The main input to
collaborative algorithms is the user rating matrix, where each
element rui is user u’s rating on item i (missing ratings are
set to zero). There are two major approaches to collaborative
filtering: (i) neighborhood models and (ii) latent factor models.

A. Neighborhood models

Neighborhood models base their prediction on the similarity
relationships between either users or items. Algorithms based
on the similarity between users predict a user’s preference on
an item based on the ratings that item has received from similar
users. On the other hand, algorithms based on the similarity
between items compute the user’s preference for an item based
on his/her own ratings on similar items. The latter is usually
the preferred approach (e.g., [19]), as it usually performs better
in terms of accuracy, while also being more scalable. Both
of these advantages are due to the fact that the number of
items is typically smaller than the number of users. Another
advantage of the latter algorithms is that the reason why a
specific recommendation was made to a user can be explained
in terms of the items previously rated by him/her. In addition,
basing the model on items (rather than on users) allows a
seamless handling of users and ratings that are new to the
model.

The similarity sij between item i and item j is measured
as the tendency of users to rate items i and j similarly. It is
typically based either on the cosine, the adjusted cosine, or
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(more commonly) the Pearson correlation coefficient [19]

sij =





∑
u

ruiruj

√∑
u

r2
ui

√∑
u

r2
uj

Cosine

∑
u

(rui−r̄u)(ruj−r̄u)

√∑
u

(rui−r̄u)
2
√∑

u

(ruj−r̄u)
2

Adjusted cosine

∑
u

(rui−r̄i)(ruj−r̄j)

√∑
u

(rui−r̄i)
2
√∑

u

(ruj−r̄j)
2

Pearson correlation

where r̄u is the average rating of the u-th user and r̄i
(respectively, r̄j) is the average rating of the i-th (respectively,
j-th) item. Summations in the cosine similarity are computed
over all the users. On the contrary, summations in both the
adjusted cosine and the Pearson similarities are computed only
on users who have rated both items i and j – the common
raters – and the similarity is set to zero for pairs of items
with no common raters. In the typical case of a very sparse
dataset, it is likely that some pairs of items will have a poor
support (i.e., a small number of common raters), leading to
a non-reliable similarity measure. This is why, if nij denotes
the number of common raters and sij the similarity between
item i and item j, we can define the shrunk similarity dij as
the coefficient

dij =
nij

nij + λ
sij (1)

where λ is a shrinking factor. A good value for λ is 100 [15].
Neighborhood models are further enhanced by means of a

kNN (k-nearest-neighborhood) approach: when predicting a
rating r̂ui for user u on item i, only the k items rated by
u that are the most similar to i are considered. The kNN
approach discards the items that are poorly correlated to the
target item, thus decreasing noise for improving the quality
of recommendations. We denote the set of k items rated by
user u, and most similar to i, as Dk(u; i). We have focused
our attention on two item-based neighborhood algorithms, i.e.,
Non-Normalized Cosine Neighborhood and Direct Relations.

• Non-Normalized Cosine Neighborhood (NNCosNgbr)
predicts the rating r̂ui for user u on item i as the weighted
average of the ratings of similar items.
Before computing the weighted average, we normalize
the ratings by removing different biases which mask
the more fundamental relations between items. The bias
associated with the rating of user u to item i is denoted
by bui and it is subtracted from rating rui. Such biases
include item-effects, which represent the fact that certain
items tend to receive higher ratings than others, and user-
effects, which represent the tendency of certain users to
rate higher than others. For instance, a simple formulation
for the bias could be

bui = r̄ + (r̄u − r̄) + (r̄i − r̄) (2)

where r̄ is the average of all the ratings in the user rating
matrix, r̄u is the average rating of the u-th user and r̄i is

the average rating of the i-th item. By removing the bias
effects, the rating estimation is

r̂ui = bui +

∑
j∈Dk(u;i) dij (ruj − buj)∑

j∈Dk(u;i) dij
(3)

where dij is computed as (1), and sij is measured as the
Pearson correlation coefficient.
Notice that the denominator in (3) forces the predicted
rating values to fall within a defined range, e.g., [1 . . . 5]
for a typical star-rating system. However, for a top-N
recommendation task, exact rating values are not neces-
sary. We simply want to rank items by their appeal to
the user. In such a case, we can simplify the formula by
removing the denominator. A consequential benefit of this
is that items with many similar neighbors, that is with a
high value of

∑
j∈Dk(u;i) dij , which means in turn that

we have a high confidence in the recommendation, have
higher rankings. Therefore, we propose to rank items with
the following rating estimation

r̂ui = bui +
∑

j∈Dk(u;i)

dij (ruj − buj) (4)

Here r̂ui does not represent a proper rating, but is rather
a value we can use to rank the items according to user
u’s taste. We should note that similar non-normalized
neighborhood rules have been mentioned by others [15],
[5].

• Direct Relations (DR). An alternative and simple way of
computing the similarity between pair of items i and j in
(4) is to count the number of users that rated both items,
without any normalization factor

dij = # users rating both items (5)

According to [2] this metric emphasizes the similarity
between popular items.

B. Dimensionality reduction models

Recently, several recommender algorithms based on dimen-
sionality reduction have been proposed. Some of the most
successful realizations of dimensionality reduction models
are based on matrix factorization. In its basic form, matrix
factorization characterizes items and users by vectors of factors
inferred from item rating patterns. High correspondence be-
tween item and user factors leads to a recommendation. These
methods have become popular since they combine predictive
accuracy with good scalability.

In dimensionality reduction models, each item i is associ-
ated with a vector qi ∈ Rf , and each user u is associated with
a vector pu ∈ Rf , where f is the number of latent factors.
For a given item i, the elements of qi measure the extent
to which the item possesses those factors, either positively or
negatively. For a given user u, the elements of pu measure the
extent to which the user is interested in items that have high
values for the corresponding factors, again, either positively
or negatively. The resulting dot product, qT

i pu, captures the
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interaction between user u and item i, i.e., the user’s overall
interest in the item’s characteristics. This approximates user
u’s rating of item i, leading to the estimate rui = qT

i pu. The
major challenge is to compute the mapping of each item and
user to factor vectors qi, pu. After the recommender system
completes this mapping, it can easily estimate the rating a user
will give to any item.

Dimensionality reduction models based on matrix factor-
ization informally known as Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) models. Since conventional SVD is undefined in the
presence of missing values, which translate to unknown user
ratings, several alternative solutions have been proposed. Ear-
lier works fill the missing ratings with baseline estimations
(e.g., average user/item rating [20]). This however leads to a
very large and dense user rating matrix, whose factorization
might be computationally infeasible. More recent works learn
the values from the known ratings through a suitable objective
function which minimizes the prediction error (e.g., RMSE).
The proposed objective functions are usually regularized in
order to avoid over-fitting [18]. Typically, gradient descent is
applied to minimize the objective function. In this work we
have considered PureSVD techniques treats missing ratings as
zeros and performs a traditional SVD.

• PureSVD. PureSVD is a recently proposed latent factor
algorithm [4]. Its rating estimation rule is based on
conventional SVD, where unknown ratings are treated as
zeros. In terms of predictive power, choosing zero is not
very important, and we have received similar results with
higher values. What is important is that the conventional
SVD decomposition of the user rating matrix becomes
feasible, since all matrix entries are now non-missing
and it can be performed using highly-optimized tools for
conventional SVD on sparse matrices. The user rating
matrix R is estimated by the factorization [2]

R̂ = U ·Σ ·QT (6)

where U ∈ ℜn×f and Q ∈ ℜm×f are two orthonormal
matrices representing, respectively, the left and right
singular vectors associated to the top-f singular values of
R with the highest magnitude. The top-f singular values
are stored in the diagonal matrix Σ ∈ ℜf×f . As detailed
in [4], once the user rating matrix has been decomposed,
the prediction rule for PureSVD can be written as

r̂ui = ru ·Q · qi
T (7)

where ru denotes user u’s vector of ratings (where
unknown ratings are filled with zeros), and qi represents
the i-th column of Q. Note that, similarly to (3), r̂ui is
not a proper normalized rating, but can be used to rank
items according to user u’s interests.

IV. BICRITERION PATH OPTIMIZATION

In this section we first describe the items and relationship
between them by means of a weighted graph, then we formu-
late the problem of finding the similarity between items with
unknown relationship as a bicriterion path problem. Suppose

that M = {1, 2, ...,m} is the set of users, V = {1, 2, ..., n}
is the set items and R ∈ ℜm×n is the user-rating matrix
where each entry ahk gives the rating that user h gave to
itemk, if any. Moreover, suppose that we are given the item
similarity matrix S ∈ ℜn×n. For instance, S can be obtained
by Cosine similarity method. Based on similarity matrix we
define a weighted graph G with vertex set V and arc set
E = {(i, j) ∈ V × V : sij > 0}. Each arc (i, j) ∈ E is
weighted by the similarity of two items.

Now consider two non adjacent nodes a and b in the graph
G that is two items with unknown similarity. Our objective is
to look for a similarity weight between items a and b so as to
improve the quality of the recommender system. This objective
can be translated as introducing one arc between nodes a and
b in the graph G. A natural way to find a new connection
between two nodes in a graph is to find a path which connects
these two nodes. Selecting the "best" path among all possible
paths between these two nodes is very important.

Let P = (a, i, j, ..., b) denote a path from node a to node
b, and

∏
ab be the set of all such paths in G. In order to find

the best path(s) between two items a and b with unknown
similarity weight in G, let us first define the concept of the
"reliability" of a path as follow:

Definition 4.1: the reliability of a path is defined by the
lowest reliability arc in the path. and

reliability(P ) = min
(i,j)∈P

sij

This implies that finding a path with the maximum reliability
between two items a and b, corresponds to finding a path
whose arc of minimum weight sij is maximum among all
paths P ∈ ∏

ab, giving rise to the following bottleneck path
problem:

max
P∈

∏
ab

reliability(P ) (8)

One of the most critical issues with the previous problem is
that the maximum reliability path might be too long in terms of
arcs. Although in our formalization paths are only weighted by
the value of the arc of minimum reliability, in practice it also
makes sense to require that the paths should be short in terms
of the number of "hops" in the path. The realization of this
idea of this idea yields the following optimization problem:

min
P∈

∏
ab

|P | (9)

Where |P | denotes the cardinality of P .
Definition 4.2: A path would be selected as a "best" path

if it satisfies in the two following criteria:
Criterion 1: Selected path must have the maximum reliability
in

∏
ab.

Criterion 2: Selected path must include the minimum number
of "hops".
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Fig. 1. Item-graph

According to criterion 1 and criterion 2 we must find minimum
cardinality path with maximum reliability in G which is a kind
of bicriteria path optimization problem and called MinSum-
MaxMin bicriterion path optimization problem [10].

As it is highly unlikely to find a path from node a, to
node b which achieves both the minimum cardinality and
maximum reliability, we have to settle with something less,
namely finding the set of efficient paths from a to b.

Definition 4.3: A path P ∈ ∏
ab is efficient if and only if

no other path P ′ ∈ ∏
ab has a better value for one criterion

and not worse value for the other one.
A path which is not efficient is thus dominated by at least

one efficient path.
Definition 4.4: Two efficient paths are equivalent if and

only if their value agree for both criteria.
Definition 4.5: A set Cab ⊂ ∏

ab of efficient paths is
complete, if any path P ′ /∈ Cab is either dominated or
equivalent to at least one efficient path P ∈ Cab.

Definition 4.6: A complete set Cab is minimal if and only
if no two of its efficient paths are equivalent.
According to these definitions, in the MinSum-MaxMin
optimization problem we will be interested to determine a
minimal complete set C∗

ab of efficient paths in G.

By solving a MinSum-MaxMin path optimization problem
for each two non-adjacent nodes a and b in G, we find a
complete set C∗

ab of efficient paths. Let C∗
ab = {P1, P2, ..., Pℓ}

be the complete set associated with nodes a and b. Also
let λ1, ..., λℓ and µ1, ..., µℓ be the reliability and cardinality
of the paths P1, P2, ..., Pℓ respectively. If Θab = max{θi :
θi = λi/µi for i = 1, 2, ..., ℓ}, then we define the similarity
between items a and b as follows:

ξab = λi : θi = Θab. (10)

As an example consider the item graph in Figure 1 and
suppose we are considering the introduction of a similarity link
between items 1 and 6. By solving the bicriteria optimization
problems (1) and (2) we find the minimal complete set
C∗

16 = {P1, P2}. Where P1 = (1, 2, 4, 6) with λ1 = 0.1,
µ1 = 3 and P2 = (1, 2, 4, 5, 6) with λ2 = 0.2, µ1 = 4.
Θ16 = max{ 0.1

3 , 0.2
4 }. By using (9) the similarity weight

between items 1 and 6 is found as:

ξ16 = 0.2

corresponding to path P2.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we present the quality of our graph-based
optimization algorithm and the recommender algorithms pre-
sented in Section III on two standard datasets: MovieLens [17]
and a subset of the Netflix [3]. Both are publicly available
movie rating datasets. Collected ratings are in a 1-to-5 star
scale. Table I summarizes their statistical properties.

A. Testing methodology

The testing methodology adopted in this study is similar to
the one described in [4]. For each dataset, known ratings are
split into two subsets: training set M and test set T . The test
set T contains only 5-stars ratings. So we can reasonably state
that T contains items relevant to the respective users.

The original Netflix dataset was released partitioned into
two parts: training-set and probe-set. Ratings in the training
set M were a subset of the original Netflix training set. Some
items (and the corresponding ratings) were removed because
of the lack of complementary data, while other items were
merged because of the different editions of the same movie
existing. Ratings in the test set T were a subset of the Netflix
probe-set. Again, some items and their corresponding ratings
were removed or merged. Moreover, only 5-star ratings (or
1-star ratings) were retained from the Netflix probe-set, thus
leading to the creation of two test sets T . The first test set only
contained 5-stars and was used for the computation of recall,
while the second test set only contained 1-stars and was used
for the computation of fallout (see section V-B for a definition
of recall and fallout).

We adopted a similar procedure for the Movielens dataset
[17]. We randomly sub-sampled 1.4% of the ratings from the
dataset in order to create a probe set. The training set M
contains the remaining ratings. The test set T contains all the
5-star ratings from the probe set.

The same training set was used across all the algorithms,
and a standard hold-out technique was adopted for the testing
methodology. For each rating in the testing set, we predicted
the rating together with the ratings of an additional 1000
unrated random items. The corresponding list was sorted and
recommended to the user. Thus, the testing methodology used
the whole training set to build the model, and recommended
a list of 1000+1 items to the user.

In order to measure recall, we first trained the algorithm
using the ratings in M . Then, for each item i in T that was
rated 5 stars by user u, we followed these steps:

1) We randomly selected 1,000 additional items that were
not rated by user u. We assumed that the user u was not
interested in most of them.

2) We predicted the ratings for the test item i and for the
additional 1,000 items.

3) We formed a top-N recommendation list by picking the
N items with the largest predicted ratings.

Overall, we generated a number of recommendation lists equal
to the number of elements in T . For each list we had a hit (e.g.,
a successful recommendation) if the test item was in the list.
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TABLE I
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF MOVIELENS AND NETFLIX.

Dataset Users Items Density
Movielens 6,040 3,883 4.26%
subset of Netflix 247,939 6,489 0.55%

Therefore, the overall recall r was computed by counting the
number of successful recommendations over the total number
of recommendations

r =
# times the element is in the list

# elements in T
(11)

A similar approach was used to measure fallout, with the only
difference being the composition of the test set T . In this case
it only contained part of the 1-star ratings. Therefore we can
reasonably state that this test set contained items that were not
relevant to the users. The fallout f was defined as

f =
# times the element is in the list

# elements in T
(12)

B. Evaluation Metric

To evaluate the algorithms we employed the receiver op-
erator characteristic (ROC) curve [22] advocated for recom-
mender system evaluation by Herlocker [12]. ROC curves
are suited for tracking performance in binary classification
tasks while varying a parameter of the classifier (usually,
the number of classified items). RS applications are cast
as binary classification when we classify a user/item pair
as like/does-not-like (rating prediction) or purchased/did-not-
purchase (implicit rating prediction). To create the ROC curve
we vary the number of recommended items in a ranked list
that we use as recommendations. ROC curves plot the miss
rate (fallout) on the x-axis against the hit rate (recall) on the
y-axis. Recall measures the percentage of items in the catalog
interesting for the user and that the recommender system is
able to suggest to the user. Fallout measures the percentage of
items in the catalog not interesting for the the user and that the
recommender system erroneously suggests to the user. Ideally,
a good algorithm should have high recall (i.e. it should be able
to recommend items of interest to the user) and low fallout
(i.e. it should avoid recommending items of no interest to the
user).

Figures 2 and 3 represent the results by using ROC curves.
For both datasets, the graph-based algorithm outperforms other
algorithms, as the best results are obtained when a curve is
close to the upper-left corner of the diagram (i.e., low fall-out
and large recall).

The improvement of quality is more evident on the Netflix
dataset. This is an expected result, as in our experiments
the Netflix dataset is sparser than the Movielens dataset and
traditional CF techniques suffer from the sparsity problem.
For instance, the number of similarity links between items in
traditional item-based algorithms – such as NNCosKnn and
DR – is low if the input user rating matrix is too sparse. On
the contrary, our graph-based approach is able to overcame
this problem by finding additional similarity links.

Fig. 2. ROC curves (Netflix data set)

Fig. 3. ROC curves ( MovieLens data set)

VI. CONCLUSION

In order to overcome the problem of sparsity in item-based
CF, we introduced a new optimization approach which is based
on the graph representation of the item similarity matrix. To
find a new similarity link between two items with unknown
similarity, in the item graph, we proposed two optimization
criteria: (i) paths with maximum reliability and (ii) paths with
minimum cardinality in terms of number of "hops". By solving
a bicriterion path optimization problem we found all possible
efficient paths in the graph then we chose the best similarity
weight by using a simple optimization approach. Eventually
we use the best path in the candidate set to assign the similarity
weight to the new link. The experiments showed that our new
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bicriteria optimization framework is effective in improving the
prediction accuracy of collaborative filtering and dealing with
the data sparsity problem.
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Abstract—The optimization of the wire routing in an artificial
skin for robots consists in selecting a subset of links between
adjacent tactile sensors in order to connect them to a finite
set of microcontrollers with a minimum cost. The problem has
been modelled as a minimum cost Constrained Spanning Forest
problem with solution-dependent costs on arcs. The problem is
NP-hard. A MIP formulation, which applicability is limited, is
given. An Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm, recently
introduced, is also described for tackling large scale problems.
This paper introduces several different alternative pheromone
structures, whose effectiveness is evaluated through experimen-
tal tests, performed on both real and synthetically generated
instances.

I. INTRODUCTION

TO EQUIP robots, especially humanoids, with tactile
sensing, the development of robotic skin is an active

field of research. Artificial skins are devices composed of
tactile sensors linked in a network of connections, and are
researched because they would allow new kind of interaction,
possibly safer and more natural, with people, other robots
and the environment. The kind of technology used for the
sensors allow the recognition of different types of information,
especially pressure, proximity or temperature. Designing a
robotic skin is a hard engineering task as it requires to deal
with different conflicting requirements including resolution,
speed, bandwidth, weight, consumption, placement, reliability,
calibration, to name the main ones. In the last phases of the
design, it is necessary to choose how to route the wires in
the skin, in order to satisfy a set of requirements. A general
optimization technique has been recently developed [1]: this
article extends the contribution by exploring several algorith-
mic features.

The considered skin [2]–[4] is based on capacitive-
technology and is formed by elements (Fig. 1a) which tile
(Fig. 1b) the surface of a robot part, forming a so-called patch.

A data network is embedded in the elements: thanks to I/O
ports on their sides, information can be sent to and forwarded
from adjacent elements or, with use of additional wires, a
microcontroller. Given a patch, an appropriate routing of the
networking of the skin elements is required, in order to link

(a) (b)

Fig. 1: A skin element, bottom and up (a), and a patch (b) [2]–
[4], (pictures courtesy of IIT, Italian Institute of Technology).

each element to a microcontroller which will read its data.
Each microcontroller can be connected to a limited number
C of elements. The resulting wiring represents one of the
major limiting factors to the implementation of large scale
robot skin. Therefore, in order to reduce wiring complexity,
each microcontroller can be connected directly to only one
element of a patch, called the entry point, whereas the signals
of the other sensing elements are routed via neighbouring skin
elements. Note that each skin element can route the signals
managed by a single microcontroller.

Beyond the minimization of routing complexity cost dis-
cussed above, two other main objectives must be considered
in the skin layout: power consumption (mostly related to the
number of microcontrollers) and the fault tolerance of each
skin patch. The former is achieved by reducing the number of
microcontrollers to the strictly necessary minimum to control
all of the elements. Fault tolerance prescribes that in case
of failure the system must avoid to suddenly stop working.
On the contrary, a graceful performance degradation must be
guaranteed, since residual functionalities can be essential to
detect the failure and let the robot safely homing. The failure
of a microcontroller is the most critical case and hence it is the
main focus of this work. In such a case all the elements con-
nected to the microcontroller become blind. Therefore, in order
to reduce the damage it is advisable to uniformly distribute
the load among microcontrollers. In addition, a significant
performance degradation occurs if the blind elements form
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a big sensing hole on the patch; a strategy to mitigate this
drawback consists in spreading the skin elements assigned to
a microcontroller as much as possible.

The concepts explained above lead to the formulation of
wire routing as an optimization problem with three distinct
but interconnected aspects: (i) assign each skin element to a
microcontroller; (ii) identify an entry point for each microcon-
troller; (iii) define wire routing.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A
review of the approaches to robotic skin optimization is given
in Section II. Issues relevant to modelling this problem in
the class of the Constrained Spanning Forest problems are
discussed in Section III. A Mixed Integer Programming (MIP)
formulation for the problem is introduced in Section IV. The
proposed multi-start heuristic and the ant colony approaches
are detailed in Section V. In Section VI the performance of the
heuristic approaches are analysed and conclusions are drawn
in Section VII.

II. APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEM OF WIRING IN
ROBOTIC SKIN DESIGN

For a detailed review of tentative solutions to robotic skin
optimization, the interested reader can refer to [1]. In the past
two decades, research on tactile arrays for humanoid robots has
been based on the design of grid-like wiring patterns. Solutions
based on grid-like patterns are not efficient when scaling up to
patches with hundreds of tactile sensors, since the number of
wires quadratically increases with the array size. This problem
is of the uttermost importance for highly embedded machines
as humanoid robots, because the physical space necessary to
host wires can be difficult to obtain. The approach based
on telemetric robotic skin, aimed at avoiding wires at all
by locating sensor chips inside a moulding material, which
is drained within a suitable robot cover does not allow any
control related to fault-tolerance requirements. Attempts to
address the wire routing problem via skin modularity deeply
compromise fault-tolerance. Deformable and stretchable skin
sensors exploit the principle of Electrical Impedance Tomog-
raphy to reconstruct pressure distribution over a given surface
using only border measurements. Although this mechanism
allows to avoid wiring the surface itself, the problem of the
number of wires actually needed at the border (especially for
large surfaces) is not addressed.

In spite of all the different approaches to the wiring problem
available, it is important to note that a smart method to wiring
taking into account fault-tolerance is currently missing. The
only work which provides wire routing solutions taking into
account both complexity and fault-tolerance is the authors
recent paper [1], which presents two heuristic algorithms, one
of which is an Ant Colony Optimization.

The main contribution of this article is an experimental
investigation of five different pheromone structures for solving
the wire routing problem.

III. A GRAPH-BASED MODEL

Since the interconnections between robotic skin elements
are fixed, it is convenient to represent a robotic skin patch as
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Fig. 2: An example of a patch graph (a), and a possible solution
(b).

a graph G = (V, E) where V = {v0, . . . , vn} is a set of vertices
and E = {e0, e1, . . . , em} is a set of edges. V contains a vertex
v for each skin element, whereas E includes an edge e = (i, j)

for each pair of neighbouring elements i, j ∈ V , i < j .
An example of a graph associated with a patch is given

in Fig. 2a. Note that the graph is supposed to be symmetric,
so no direction is defined between two connected elements.
Due to the characteristics of the considered robotic skin and
independently from the elements shape, G is a planar graph.
In addition, if the vertices associated with the skin elements
on the border are neglected, then G is also a regular graph.
Given a patch and a corresponding graph G, Dij represents the
Euclidean distance between the centroids of each pair of skin
elements (i, j) ∈ V × V . Finally, a set K of microcontrollers
is given. In general, the minimum cardinality of K can be
computed as |K| =

⌈
|V |
C

⌉
, where V is the set of skin

elements and ⌈x⌉ denotes the ceiling operator, which returns
the smallest integer bigger than or equal to x .

The problem of optimally defining a wire routing for a
patch of skin elements can be modelled within the class
of Constrained Spanning Forest problems: the set of skin
elements assigned to a microcontroller k corresponds to a
set of vertices Tk , such that |Tk| ≤ C , and the wiring defines
an acyclic connected sub-graph Sk(Tk , Ek) in G induced by
Tk, that is a tree. Any vertex v in Tk can be chosen as root
and used as entry point for the microcontroller k . The solution
of the wiring problem is then a forest F corresponding to the
the collection of all the trees Sk. Therefore, the connection
of the skin elements in a patch to a set of microcontrollers
and the consequent wire routing corresponds to a constrained
spanning forest on the graph associated with the patch. As an
example, Fig.2b shows a possible wiring for the patch graph
of Fig.2a using two microcontrollers. In Fig.2b the node labels
(k|v) denote the index of the microcontroller followed by the
index of the vertex, whereas the number associated with the
edges represents the order of assignment of a connection to a
microcontroller, allowing the identification of the entry-points
(vertices 1 and 12, in the example) and the routing direction.

The Maximum Weight Forest (MAXWF) problem consists
in defining a spanning forest that maximizes the sum of the
weights associated with each edge. Although it is possible
to solve MAXWF in polynomial-time with a greedy algo-
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rithm [5], the introduction of constraints makes the problem
much more difficult. The Maximum Weight t-restricted Forest
(MAXWCF(t)) problem, consisting in finding the MAXWF
constrained to have no more than t edges in each tree, has
been shown to be NP-hard [6]. The authors also give a
1/4 approximating greedy algorithm. [7] deal with the Min-
imum Weighted Constrained Spanning Forest (MINWCF(p))
problem, which consists in computing the spanning forest of
minimum weight such that every tree component contains at
least p vertices. They demonstrate that the the problem is
NP-hard, ∀p ≥ 4 and [8] show that MINWCF(p) is NP-
hard even with p = 3. [9] address the unweighted version
of the same problem (MINCF(p)) and show that it is NP-
hard for any p ≥ 4, even on planar bipartite graphs of
maximum degree 3. Moreover, they demonstrate that dropping
the condition of planarity the problem becomes APX-hard for
any p ≥ 3, even on graphs with maximum degree 3. Despite
some similarities, the problem faced in this paper differs both
from MAXWF, MINWCF (and MINCF). As a matter of fact,
the problem here considered is to find a constrained spanning
forest F that serves all vertices, minimizing a cost function
with two components: (i) the sum, on all the trees Sk ∈ F ,
of the absolute value of the difference between the number
of vertices |Tk| and the desired average number of vertices
per tree, defined as λ ,

⌈
|V |
|K|

⌉
; this cost component would

favour the microcontroller load balancing; (ii) the sum, on all
the trees Sk ∈ F and on all the ordered pairs of vertices
(i, j), such that i < j, i, j ∈ Tk, of the difference between
the maximum distance between all the pairs of vertices in
V and the distance between i and j; this component would
favour the spreading of the skin elements associated with a
single microcontroller, thus avoiding the risk that large skin
spots could become blind in case of a microcontroller failure.
Considering the second objective component, it is evident
that, for the faced Constrained Spanning Forest problem, no
cost can be a priori associated to an edge as it depends on
which subsets of vertices in V are finally assigned the |K| trees.
Therefore, since the contribution of an edge to the objective
function becomes known only after the introduction of that
edge in a solution, a greedy heuristic appears not suitable for
this problem. Nonetheless, if the contribution of each edge
was known a priori, the considered problem could be reduced
to a MINWCF. This allows to conclude that the problem is
NP-hard.

IV. THE MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

The wiring routing problem can be formulated as the prob-
lem of determining a spanning forest on the graph G = (V,E)
associated with a skin patch so that the forest is composed by
at most |K| trees and each tree includes at most C vertices.
In addition, as for each microcontroller an entry point and
a feasible routing must be determined, a root vertex and
an orientation is selected for each tree so that the solution
corresponds to a directed spanning forest consisting of a set
of arborescences. This problem can be formulated as a mixed
integer programming (MIP) problem considering the directed

graph G′ = (V,A), where A = {(i, j), (j, i) : ∀(i, j) ∈ E}.
In the following let a = (i, j) denote a generic directed
arc, where vertices i and j are respectively the tail and the
head of a. Then, a feasible solution identifying a directed
spanning forest H is a set of arborescences Rk, i.e., H ,
{Rk(Tk, Ak), k ∈ K}, where Tk ⊆ V and Ak ⊆ A.

The following constants are used: Dij , ∀(i, j) ∈ V ×V , Eu-
clidean distance between vertices i and j; Dmax = max{Dij},
Dmin = min{Dij}; C, maximum number of vertices in a
tree (microcontroller capacity); λ ∈ (0, C], desired number
of vertices in a tree (desired microcontroller load level);
w1, w2, w3 ∈ R+, weights modelling the priority of the
objective function components.

The following decision variables are used:
• rkv ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k ∈ K, v ∈ V ; rkv = 1 only if controller

k ∈ K is connected directly to vertex v ∈ V , that is, v is the
root of tree k (the entry point for microcontroller k);

• xka ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k ∈ K, a ∈ A; xka = 1 only if a ∈ Ak; note
that a vertex j is assigned to an arborescence (Tk, Ak) (i.e., it
is controlled by microcontroller k) if either j is the root of k
or it is the head of an arc a = (i, j) such that a ∈ Ak;

• yij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(i, j) ∈ V × V , i < j; yij = 1 only if i, j ∈
Tk for a given k; these variables determine if two vertices are
assigned to the same arborescence and are used to evaluate the
relative distance between vertices;

• nv ∈ {0, 1}, ∀v ∈ V ; nv = 1 only if v /∈ Tk, ∀k ∈ K;
variables nv are introduced to relax the vertex spanning condi-
tion, i.e., to model also the case of skin patches that generate
graphs structured so that there is no possibility to assign all the
vertices to a microcontroller (this point is discussed later in this
Section);

• ∆k ∈ R+, ∀k ∈ K; these are deviational variables giving the
absolute difference between |Tk| and the average desired load
λ for microcontrollers;

• uv ∈ R, ∀v ∈ V ; variables used in subtour elimination
constraints.

The problem is a multi-objective one requiring the minimiza-
tion of the three following objectives:

O1 ,
∑

v∈V
nv (1)

O2 ,
∑

k∈K
∆k (2)

O3 , 1

(Dmax −Dmin)

∑

i,j∈V
i<j

yij (D
max −Dij) (3)

where O1 (1) is the sum of vertices not assigned to any
tree in the current solution, O2 (2) is the sum over all
microcontrollers of the variations from the average desired
load λ and O3 (3) corresponds to the sum of the normalized
distances among every pair of vertices assigned to the same
arborescence. The following three scaling factors, ν1, ν2 and
ν3, are introduced to ensure that Oh ∈ [0, 1], h = 1, 2, 3:

ν1 , 1

|V | ; ν2 , 1

|K|λ ; ν3 , 2

[|V | (|V | − 1)]
; (4)

Note that, as such factors are derived from worst case con-
siderations, the scaled objectives could not reach the extremes
of their variation range.
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The multi-objective problem can be converted into a scalar
minimization problem by combining the three objectives into
a single weighted additive objective function (5), where the
values of the weights are provided according to the different
preference of the decision maker. A lexicographic priority can
be imposed between any pair of objectives Oi, Oj , fixing
wi ≫ wj . Then, the proposed formulation is the following:

min w1ν1O1 + w2ν2O2 + w3ν3O3 (5)

subject to:
∑

k∈K
(rkj +

∑

a∈A
a=(i,j)

xka) + nj = 1 ∀j ∈ V (6)

xka ≤
∑

f∈A
f=(j,i)

xkf + rki ∀i ∈ V, k ∈ K,a = (i, l) ∈ A (7)

∑

v∈V
rkv ≤ 1 ∀k ∈ K (8)

∑

j∈V

∑

a∈A
a=(i,j)

(
xka + rkj

)
≤ C ∀k ∈ K (9)

ui − uj + C
∑

k∈K
xka ≤ C − 1 ∀a = (i, j) ∈ A (10)

∑

j∈V

∑

a∈A

(
xka + rkj

)
− λ ≤ ∆k ∀k ∈ K (11)

∑

j∈V

∑

a∈A

(
xka + rkj

)
− λ ≥ −∆k ∀k ∈ K (12)

yij ≥
∑

a1∈A
a1=(h,i)

xka1 + rki +
∑

a2∈A
a2=(l,j)

xka2 + rkj − 1 (13)

∀i, j ∈ V, k ∈ K, i < j

Constraints (6) require that each vertex must be at most
assigned to a single arborescence (i.e., a microcontroller),
being either the entry point for the arborescence or the head of
one of its arcs. Constraints (7) ensure that an arc with origin
in vertex i can be assigned to controller k only if another
arc assigned to k enters in i or if i is an entry point for k.
Constraints (8) impose that for each microcontroller there must
be at most one entry point. Constraints (9) limit the number of
vertices assigned to each microcontroller. Constraints (10) are
the sub-tour elimination constraints introduced by [10]; here
these constraints ensure that each microcontroller is associated
with an acyclic connected and directed sub-graph, i.e., an
arborescence. Constraints (11) and (12) define the unbalance
between the number of vertices assigned to a microcontroller k
and the average desired load. Constraints (13) impose yij = 1
if vertices i and j are controlled by the same microcontroller.

Variables nv are necessary to determine feasible solutions
for the graphs whose vertices cannot be partitioned into
|K| distinct arborescences, i.e., assigned to the available
|K| microcontrollers. Such situations may arise in case of
patches generating a non connected graph, but also in case
of connected graph with particular structures [1].

V. THE ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

Since the MIP model as-is is almost useless to solve large
scale instances [1], a metaheuristic approach had to be de-

veloped and, being the problem instances very structured, the
choice has been oriented towards an algorithm which makes
use of learning. In particular, an Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO) algorithm [11], together with an efficient Candidate
Strategy (CS), has been implemented [1]. The ACO algorithm
described in this Section shares the same structure of the
algorithm described by Anghinolfi and Paolucci [12], which
borrows concepts both by the Ant Colony System (ACS) [13]
and the Max-Min Ant System (MMAS) [14]. The algorithm is
outlined in Pseudocode 1.

Pseudocode 1 ACO algorithm.
Input: G = (V, E), |K|, λ, P
1: F ∗ ← ∅, zbest ← +∞
2: π ← initPheromone(G)
3: while termination_condition not met do
4: for all ant a do
5: Fa ← build solution( G, |K|, λ, π )
6: if z (Fa) < zbest then
7: F ∗ ← Fa
8: zbest ← z (F ∗)
9: end if

10: localPheromoneUpdate(Fa , π)
11: end for
12: globalPheromoneUpdate(F ∗ , π)
13: end while
14: return F ∗

The graph G, the number |K| of microcontrollers, the
desired occupancy level λ and the number P of artificial ants
are fed into the algorithm. The best solution F ∗ and the best
value zbest are initialized respectively to an empty set and
to +∞ (l. 1). The pheromone π is also initialized (l. 2). The
main loop of the algorithm (l. 3 - 13) consists in making each
ant (l. 4 - 11) construct a forest Fa which possibly spans all
the vertices in V (l. 5), comparing the solution against the
incumbent (l. 6) and eventually save it (l. 7 - 8). Pheromone
trails are locally updated after each construction (l. 10) and
globally updated at the end of the iteration (l. 12). The best
solution found is finally returned (l. 14).

The solution construction proceeds incrementally [1], each
ant a constructing a forest Fa one tree T at a time. A tree
is constructed by adding an edge e to T . The edge e is
obtained from an element z, which is extracted out of a set
θ of candidates using information associated with pheromone
trails. The set θ is generated from scratch before the insertion
of each edge and Subsections V-A and V-B explain how to
obtain it. The set θ can contain one among two possible types
of elements: edges or vertices. A vertex v is called free if it
has not been assigned to any tree yet so, If z corresponds to
an edge e = (i, j), either i ∈ T and j is free, or j ∈ T and i
is free. In the other case, if z corresponds to a vertex v, then
it is free. For the sake of completeness, any edge e connecting
v to a vertex in T can be added, since their contribution to
the objective function (5) is equivalent. The construction of
current tree ends when the desired occupancy level has been
reached (|T | = λ) or it is no longer possible to find an element
for which the insertion is feasible (θ = {∅}).

Note that, for comparison purposes, it is possible to design a
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randomized constructive heuristic simply by neglecting the use
of pheromone. In this case, the selection of the next element
z ∈ θ to insert in T is performed randomly with a uniform
probability distribution. A Multi Start Heuristic (MSH) is
then obtained by restarting the construction. Conceptually, this
corresponds to setting P = 1 but, in practice, it is convenient
to write a dedicated implementation. For a fair comparison, the
termination condition both of MSH and ACOs is the maximum
running time.

Differently from MSH, when more alternatives exist, the ant
performs the selection in two steps. First, as in the standard
ACS, the ant chooses randomly the node selection rule be-
tween exploitation and exploration with probability q ∈ [0, 1]
and 1 − q respectively. Let π(z) denote the pheromone trail
associated with element z: the exploitation rule selects z
deterministically according to

w = argmax
w∈θ

π(w) (14)

and the exploration rule selects z according to a selection
probability p(z) obtained as

p(z) =
π(z)∑
w∈θ π(w)

(15)

Following the same approach proposed in [12], the
pheromone trails do not depend on the cost function values
associated with previously explored solutions. Rather, they
vary in an arbitrary range [πmin, πmax] such that πmin < πmax

and πmin ≥ 0. In this way, πmin and πmax are no longer
parameters to be tuned. This feature makes the algorithm more
independent from the specific problem or instance. After any
ant a completes the construction of a solution F , in order to
reduce the probability that the successive ants construct an
identical solution during the same iteration, the pheromone
trails are locally updated (l. 10) as follows

π(z)← (1− ρ)π(z), ∀z ∈ F (16)

where ρ ∈ [0, 1] is the local evaporation parameter. The
global pheromone update (l. 12 in Pseudocode 1) is performed
in three steps:
(i) the perturbations due to the local pheromone updates are

removed;
(ii) pheromone trails are evaporated as follows

π(z)← (1− α)π(z), ∀z /∈ F ∗ (17)

where F ∗ is the incumbent solution and α ∈ [0, 1] is the
global evaporation parameter;

(iii) pheromone trails relevant to F ∗ are reinforced as follows

π(z)← π(z) + α ·∆π(z), ∀z ∈ F ∗ (18)

where ∆π(z) is the maximum pheromone reinforcement
obtained as

∆π(z) = πmax − π(z), ∀z ∈ F ∗ (19)

As shown in [12], these rules make the pheromone reach
both bounds asymptotically.

A. Candidate Strategy

The set θ of elements candidate for insertion, is constructed,
coherently with the used pheromone structure, upon a set ψ
of candidate vertices, defined as follows. Let A(v) be the set
of vertices adjacent to v and N(v) ⊆ A(v) be the set of free
vertices adjacent to v. With a minor abuse in the notation,
let also A(T ) be the sets of vertices adjacent to those in
T and N(T ) the set of free vertices adjacent to those in
T . Given a incomplete forest F , possibly empty, a first set
ψ0 is obtained including including all vertices in N(T ). If
the tree is empty, then any free vertex is added to ψ0 to
bootstrap its construction. Now, ψ0 can be passed directly to
an ant for construction but this choice leads to poor quality
solutions which, most of the times, are also incomplete. A
first improvement is obtained by constructing a set ψ1 ⊆ ψ
keeping only those vertices for which |N(v)| is minimal, i.e.,

ψ1 =

{
v ∈ ψ : v = arg min

w∈ψ
|N(w)|

}
(20)

This is called the Least Unassigned (LU) rule and allows
to obtain much better solutions, although it still produces too
many incomplete ones.

Finally a set ψ2 ⊆ ψ1 is defined by keeping only those
vertices in ψ1 for which, in turn, the total number of free
adjacent vertices is minimal, i.e.

ψ2 ,



v ∈ ψ1 : v = arg min

w∈ψ1

∑

u∈N(w)

|N(u)|



 (21)

This is called the Least Cumulative Unassigned (LCU) rule
and, thanks to its look-ahead effect, it reduces the chances
that a vertex v is left unassigned to any microcontroller since
it tends to avoid leaving v isolated. It is convenient to set
ψ = ψ2: LCU allows to obtain remarkably better solutions
in terms of objective O1, and partly of O3 as, in most cases,
this mechanism tends to produce chain-like shaped trees, i.e.,
trees with only two leaves. Objective O2 is implicitly taken
into account by limiting to λ the number of vertices per tree.
Fig.3 shows how the LCU rule works. Suppose T = {0, 1, 2, 3}.
Then N(T ) = {X,Y, Z}. All vertices in N(T ) have only one free
adjacent vertex, except X, so ψ1 = {Y,Z}. The cumulative sum
of free adjacents for Y is 1, whereas it is 3 for Z , so ψ2 = {Y }.

B. Pheromone Structures

The pheromone allows the artificial ants to learn what the
attributes of a good solution are. The candidate set must be
coherent with the choice. Since in this problem it is necessary
to learn how link vertices together, the following possibilities
have been tested:

1) Direct Edges (DE): θ is defined as the set of edges
linking a candidate vertex and a vertex in current tree,
i.e.,
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Fig. 3: Candidate set generation.

θDE , {e ∈ E, e = (v, i) ∨ e = (i, v) : v ∈ ψ ∧ i ∈ T} (22)

The pheromone trail is associated with each edge e ∈ E
and is indicated as πe.

2) Cumulative Edges (CE): in this case

θCE = ψ (23)

and the value of the corresponding pheromone trail πv
is averaged over all possible edges e linking v to a vertex
in T , i.e.,

πv ,
∑
e∈ET (v) πe

|ET (v)|
(24)

where ET (v) ⊆ E is defined as:

ET (v) , {e ∈ E, e = (v, i) ∨ e = (i, v) : v ∈ ψ, i ∈ T} (25)

This is the pheromone structure originally adopted by
the authors [1].

3) Direct Pairs (DP): θ is the set of (virtual) edges linking
all vertices in T with all vertices in ψ, i.e.,

θDP , {e ∈ PT (v)} (26)

where
PT (v) , {e = (i, j), i < j : (27)

(i ∈ ψ ∧ j ∈ T ) ∨ (i ∈ T ∧ j ∈ ψ)}

The pheromone is associated with the same edges.
4) Cumulative Pairs (CP): as in CE but applied to pairs

defined in the previous case, i.e.,

θCP = ψ (28)

and the pheromone trail is averaged over all edges in
PT (v) ending or beginning in v, i.e.,

πv ,
∑
e∈PT (v) πe

|PT (v)|
(29)

5) Naive Clustering (NC) in this final case, the element to
be inserted is a vertex, i.e.,

θNC , ψ (30)

and the pheromone πc is associated to the couple
c = (T, v), where T is the tree under construction
and v ∈ θNC. This representation is the only one
which works also with empty trees, whereas the others
require the adoption of dummy edges to bootstrap the
construction.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

The MSH and the ACO algorithms, the latter with all
of the pheromone configurations described above, have been
tested on the same instances and with the same termination
condition, i.e., a maximum time of 300 seconds. No results
of a MIP solver are reported as it has already been shown
that the formulation as-is is definitely not competitive [1].
Since both algorithms are randomized, 10 independent runs
were executed for each instance. All tests were executed on
a 2.83 GHz Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q9550, with 4GB of
RAM, running Linux (Ubuntu with 3.2.0-26-generic-pae, 32
bit). Instances are grouped in two datasets: the first contains
instances corresponding to patches for some real parts of the
iCub robot platform1, which have a number of vertices ranging
from 6 up 232; the second contains artificially generated
instances with a number of vertices ranging from 35 up to
2470. In the following, the instance associated with real parts
from iCub are identified by the prefix “i”. These instances
correspond respectively to: i1 = Left Upper Arm, lower part,
i2 = Left Hip, i3 = Right Upper Forearm, i4 = Torso, i5 =
Lower Torso; whereas instances in the synthetic dataset have
a prefix “s” followed by the number of vertices. The first four
columns of Table I show, for each instance, the number of
vertices, microcontrollers and the desired occupancy level λ.

Robot designers require a lexicographic ordering O1 ≺
O2 ≺ O3, where a ≺ b means that a has a priority higher
than b. In fact, they consider unacceptable (or at least very
low quality ones) those solutions that do not assign all the
skin elements to the microcontrollers (1), and microcontroller
load balancing (2) is considered more important than skin
element spreading (3). To model this priority, the weights
in the objective function (5) must be set in order to satisfy
w1 ≫ w2 and w2 ≫ w3. In particular the following set
of values was considered suitable for the objective weights:
w1 = 1000, w2 = 10, w3 = 1. Although all of the algorithms
described explicitly enforce the required lexicographic order-
ing of solutions, this assignment allows the comparison with
the solutions obtained with a MIP solver [1].

Table I summarizes the performance of the algorithms: the
first column (ID) indicates the instance, the second (BV) the
value of the best solution found during the experiments and
the remaining columns report the average Relative Percent
Deviation (RPD) of MSH and of the ACO algorithms with
the different pheromone configurations (DE, CE, DP, CP, NC).
The last two column report the range between the worst and
the best solution found respectively by all algorithms and
by ACO algorithms only. Each row is dedicated to a single
instance, and the best value is highlighted in boldface. The
last two rows show the average and the standard deviation
respectively. The RPD is calculated as follows:

RPD =
z − BV

BV
· 100 (31)

where z is the value of the objective function found by the
algorithm under test.

1Please refer to the official iCub website at www.icub.org.
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TABLE I: Instances characteristics and computational results.

ACO range (all) range (ACO)
ID |V | |K| λ BV MSH DE CE DP CP NC (max - min) (max - min)
i1 6 2 3 0.3851 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0 0
i2 9 1 9 0.6792 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0 0
i3 37 4 13 3.1087 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0 0
i4 125 9 16 1.4905 0.023% 0.032% 0.033% 0.022% 0.030% 0.035% 0.01 0.01
i5 232 15 16 0.3899 0.240% 0.018% 0.010% 0.165% 0.171% 0.215% 0.23 0.21

s35 35 3 12 0.5193 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0 0
s40 40 3 14 0.7179 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0 0
s54 54 4 14 0.5406 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0 0
s60 60 4 15 0.1798 0.006% 0.217% 0.000% 1.385% 0.063% 0.063% 1.38 1.38
s77 77 5 16 0.5219 0.093% 0.000% 0.076% 0.678% 0.000% 0.630% 0.68 0.68
s84 84 6 14 0.1230 2.069% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 2.107% 2.11 2.11
s104 104 7 15 0.2027 0.768% 0.320% 0.360% 0.332% 0.000% 1.962% 1.96 1.96
s112 112 7 16 0.1063 1.834% 0.327% 1.906% 0.966% 0.105% 0.121% 1.8 1.8
s135 135 9 15 0.0840 4.900% 0.000% 0.000% 4.035% 1.527% 4.336% 4.9 4.34
s170 170 11 16 0.4137 0.482% 0.150% 0.012% 0.521% 0.283% 0.271% 0.51 0.51
s198 198 13 16 0.5440 0.263% 0.150% 0.125% 0.079% 0.052% 0.216% 0.21 0.16
s252 252 16 16 0.2070 0.730% 0.199% 0.150% 0.349% 0.357% 0.372% 0.58 0.22
s322 322 21 16 0.4570 0.201% 0.091% 0.079% 0.126% 0.175% 0.178% 0.12 0.1
s432 432 27 16 0.0312 1.970% 0.133% 0.511% 0.705% 0.622% 1.152% 1.84 1.02
s608 608 38 16 0.0225 2.230% 0.309% 0.914% 1.205% 0.718% 1.128% 1.92 0.9
s874 874 55 16 0.0840 0.324% 0.041% 0.113% 0.128% 0.154% 0.135% 0.28 0.11

s1344 1344 84 16 0.0105 1.125% 0.366% 0.106% 0.381% 0.665% 0.110% 1.02 0.56
s2470 2470 155 16 0.0461 0.082% 0.018% 0.013% 0.030% 0.044% 0.035% 0.07 0.03

average 0,754% 0,103% 0,192% 0,483% 0,216% 0,568%
stdev 1,174% 0,127% 0,431% 0,876% 0,364% 1,024%
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Fig. 4: Algorithms performance.

The same values are visualized in Fig. 4, which plots the
results as a function of the number of vertices.

First of all, although not shown, it is remarkable that every
algorithm was able to produce a complete solution, i.e., with
O1 = 0, in every run on every instance. This is a very satisfy-
ing performance on the point of view of the subject matter ex-
perts. From the Table it stems out that every algorithm proved
to be very efficient on the less challenging instances, namely
i1-i3 and s0035 - s0054: not only 0% RPD was achieved on
all of them, but they actually constantly kept finding a solution
with the same (best) cost in all of the replications. In the graph
in Fig. 4, this corresponds to those points, on the left, where all
the lines reach the horizontal axis. At this stage of the analysis,
it is not possible yet to state that an algorithm was clearly
dominated by some other, although the ACO with the Direct
Edges pheromone structure achieves the best average results
and the tightest standard deviation. Considering the averages

TABLE II: 95% confidence intervals.

lo avg up stdev
MSH 0.42% 1.02% 1.62% 1.27%
DE 0.08% 0.14% 0.20% 0.13%
CE 0.03% 0.26% 0.49% 0.49%
DP 0.19% 0.65% 1.11% 0.97%
CP 0.10% 0.29% 0.48% 0.40%
NC 0.23% 0.77% 1.31% 1.13%

Fig. 5: Average results for MSH and ACOs with 95% confi-
dence intervals.

the remaining algorithms ranked as follows: CE, CP, DP, NC
and MSH; whereas looking a the standard deviation the order
was: DE, CP, CE, DP, NC and DE. The right part of the graph
reinforces the observation that DE, CE and CP perform better
on large scale instances. To gain some more insight, it is useful
to filter out the simplest instances and compute the confidence
intervals. Table II shows, on the rows, the average RPD (avg)
of each algorithm, together with the 95% confidence intervals
(lo, up) and the standard deviation (stdev). For convenience,
the same intervals are also plotted in Fig. 5.

The confidence interval of DE does not overlap with that
associated to MSH, which allows to conclude that the improve-
ment obtained with the Direct Edge pheromone representation
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is statistically significant. It pays to add this learning mech-
anism to the purely random constructive mechanism adopted
by the MSH. Interestingly, DE is also better than NC, for
which the interval is largely coincident with that of MSH,
and this is remarkable: apparently, the clustering information
associated with the couple c = (T, v), where T is a tree
and v is a vertex is not powerful enough. The reason cannot
depend on the choice of the edge to be inserted in T because,
given vertex v, the contribution to the objective function is
univocally defined. To understand one possible reason why
NC did not perform well, consider a graph for which the set
of vertices can be partitioned into two disjoint subsets V1 and
V2, and suppose that it is possible to obtain a solution for
which V1 and V2 are assigned to trees T1 and T2 respectively.
Then, a completely equivalent solution can be obtained by
swapping the assignments, i.e., by assigning V2 to T1 and V1
to T2. This kind of representation suffers the inefficiency due
to its embedded strong symmetry: since equivalent solutions
can be obtained simply by performing cyclic permutations
of the assignments represented in couples c, the algorithm
probably wastes a lot of CPU time to determine which of these
equivalent assignments works best. It can be concluded that, at
least on the given instances, it is not efficient to represent the
clustering information by specifying the tree to which a vertex
must be assigned. Instead, remaining structures try to represent
the fact that two or more vertices must be grouped together in
a good solution. The performance of DE are superior also of
those of DP: even if there is a minimal intersection between
the two, the interval of DP is almost entirely contained into
that of NC. DE, CE and CP look the best configurations. The
interval of DE is embedded into that of CE and overlaps for
almost its 80% with that of CP, so no statistical significance
of the superiority of DE can be inferred.

If a single pheromone had to be selected, then DE would
be a good choice, as it is the only that guarantees superior
performances with respect to those offered by MSH. CE and
CP would be the next best alternative. This ranking allows
to speculate that two characteristics of a good pheromone
structure are: (i) the use of topology and (ii) the information on
the fact that two or more elements (i.e., vertices) must belong
to the same cluster. DE and CE have both characteristics, while
CP only have the second one. Finally, it is worth noting that on
the two largest instances, those with 1344 and 2470 vertices,
the situation changes: CE performs best, and NC and DP close
the gap. These two final observations will be addressed in
future research.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Five different pheromone structures for an Ant Colony Op-
timization have been designed and tested to solve a minimum
cost Constrained Spanning Forest problem arising in robotic
skin design. These are Direct Edges (DE), Cumulative Edges
(DE), Direct Pairs (DP), Cumulative Pairs (DP) and Naive
Clustering (NC). The proposed heuristics were tested against
real and synthetic instances: results show the effectiveness of

all methods but suggest that some structures work better than
others. The simplest structure (DE), performs definitely better
than the simple randomized restart MSH algorithm obtained
disabling the learning capability given by the pheromone and
than the Naive Clustering structure. DE is superior also of
the CP method but no statistical evidence that DE is better
than CE, DP has been found. Moreover, the behaviour of the
algorithms seems to be sensitive to the scale of the problem.
At the same time, there is a need for automatic methods
that can handle an ever increasing number of sensors per
area unit, obtained thanks to miniaturization and technology
improvements, so even larger cases will be considered in future
research.
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Abstract—This  paper  deals  with  an  extension  of  the  Re-
source Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP), which 
involves resource transfer delays. A flow model is used in order 
to formalize this extended RCPSP, which contains the standard 
RCPS, and leads us to introduce the  Timed Flow Polyhedron 
and to state several  structural  results.  This framework gives 
rise  to  a  generic  Insertion  operator,  as  well  as  greedy/local 
search algorithms. We end with numerical tests. Introduction

I. INTRODUCTION

EALING with  Resource  Constrained  Project  
Scheduling  Problems (RCPSP:  see  [1]–[3])  means 

scheduling a set of tasks, submitted to temporal and resource 
constraints, while minimizing the induced Makespan value. 
This  problem   has  been  extensively  studied:  [4]–[7];  its 
theoretical  analysis  requires  the  use  of  sophisticated 
mathematical  tools:  linear  programming,  posets, 
hypergraphs...:  [8].  While  Standard  RCPSP only  involves 
deterministic  non  pre-emptive  tasks  and  renewable 
resources,  extended models address  pre-emption: [9], time 
lags: [10], non renewable resources: [11], [12], non constant 
profiles, robustness: [13], deadlines and penalties, redundant 
resources…: [14]–[16]. A survey about RCPSP variants is 
available in [17].

D

RCPSP problems are  usually NP-Complete,  and  getting 
exact results becomes hard as soon as there are more than 60 
tasks and 4 resources: [18],[19]. Characterizing benchmark 
computational  complexity  is  also  difficult:  [20].  Exact 
methods are most often branch and bound,  cut  generation 
and constraint propagation based: [12], [21]–[24]. Powerful 
lower  bounds  derive  from  column  generation  techniques 
applied to specific LP models, energetic reasoning processes 
or  largest  paths  computing:  [25],  [26].  But  efficient 
heuristics  may  be  designed:  greedy  algorithms  based  on 
priority rules or insertion techniques: [13], [27], [28] local 
search methods: [29]–[31]. Dynamic RCPSP is most often 
handled through priority rule based algorithms: [28]. 

This paper studies an extension of the RCPSP Problem 
which  involves  Resource  Transfer  Delays:  RCPSTDP: 
resources are transmitted from one task to another, and those 

communication  tasks  involve  delays.  Such  a  RCPSPTDP 
model corresponds to the case when every task takes place 
on a given production unit and when part of the resources 
(workers,  equipments…) need  to  be  transported  from one 
unit  to  another.  Coping with such a problem requires  the 
existence of an explicit representation of the way resources 
transit from one production unit to another and, thus, leads 
us  to  make  appear  a  Network  Flow component  into  our 
model. 

Network  Flow  Theory:  [32],  [33],  is  devoted  to  the 
handling  of  problems  which  involve  the  circulation  of 
goods, people, energy, information.... It has been essentially 
used  in  order  to  model  transportation,  telecommunication 
and  energy  distribution  systems:  [32].  The existence  of  a 
link  between  the  RCPSP  and  Network  Flow  Theory  has 
already been noticed in [27], [28], [6], [14], and been used 
in order to get ILP formulations, as well as some specific 
insertion  algorithms.  Still,  few  works  have  explicitly 
involved  the  network  flow  machinery  into  the  design  of 
generic algorithms. So, we are first going to explain the way 
RCPSTDP may be cast into the Network Flow framework, 
while  introducing  the  Flow  Polyhedron  Vertex  Subset 
related to a RCPSTDP instance. Next, we shall state several 
structural  results  about  connectivity  and  cut  management. 
Finally, we shall derive from this theoretical work a generic 
insertion mechanism,  close  to  the  insertion  mechanisms 
which  were  proposed  in  [27],  [28]  and  use  it  in  order  to 
design and test greedy and local search algorithms.

II. NETWORK FLOW MODEL RELATED TO A RCPSTDP 
INSTANCE

A. Preliminary Notations and Definitions

We denote  by  ← the value  allocation  operator:  "x←a" 

means that variable x takes value a. Q is the rational number 

set. If τ is some partial order relation, then τ= is the relation 

(τ or =) and Tr(τ) is the transitive closure of τ. An oriented 

graph (network) G with node set Z and arc set E is denoted 
by G = (Z, E). An arc e with origin/destination nodes x and y
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is denoted by (x, y). A partial graph (sub-graph) of G is the 

restriction of G to some subset of E (Z).   

B. The Non Preemptive RCPSTDP Problem 

A Standard RCPSP instance I = (V, K, R, r, d, <<) is 

defined by:  

o a set V of non pre-emptive tasks: every task v in V is 

endowed with some duration dv > 0 and must be run as a 

whole during some time window with length dv; 

o a binary no circuit precedence relation <<, which is 

defined on the set V: v << w means that the activity v 

must be finished before the activity w starts; 

o a finite renewable resource set K: the initial available 

amount of resource k  K is given by the component Rk 

of the resource vector R = (Rk, k  K); during the whole 

time it is run, task v requires a rk,v amount of resource k to 

be available, and forbids any other task to use it. Once it 

is over, task v gives this resource back;   

 

Solving I means computing, for any v  V, its starting 

time Tv ≥ 0, in such a way that:  
o  if v and w  V are such that v << w, then  

 Tv + dv  ≤ Tw;        (Precedence Constraint) 

o at any time t ≥ 0, and for any resource k  K, 

ktTUv vk Rr   ),( , , with U(T, t) = {v  V such that  

 Tv ≤ t < Tv + dv }  V is the set of the tasks which  

 are running at time t;  (Resource Constraint)  

o the makespan Makespan(T) = SupvV (Tv + dv) is the 

smallest possible.  

 

An instance I-TD = (V, K, R, r, d, ≪, D-Lag, Depot) of the 

Resource Constrained Project Scheduling with Transfer 

Delays Problem (RCPSTDP) is defined as above, while 

taking into account the Delay function D-Lag whose meaning 

is:  
o  tasks of V are run at different places inside some 

“production” space, and resources circulate between 

these places. At time 0, resources are all located at a 

same place Depot, and they must be back to Depot for 

the project to be over. Then the Delay Q-valued function 

D-Lag, associates, with any pair v, w in V  {Depot}, a 

value D-lag(v, w)  0: if task v (or Depot) transmits some 

resource to task w (or to Depot) or if v << w (v transmits 

some output to w which uses it as an input), then 

transferring this resource requires a D-lag(v, w) delay 

between the ending time of v (0 if v = Depot) and the 

starting time of w.    (Delay Constraint) 

 

So, solving I-TD means simultaneously computing a Time 

vector T as in the simple case, and an ad hoc description F of 

the way resources are provided to the tasks.   

  

Remark 1. RCPSTD and RCPSP with Time Lags are quite 

different problems, since delays D-lag(v, w) only impact tasks 

v, w which exchange resources.    

 

C. Linking Network Flows with RCPSTDP: Timed Flows 

We may now explain what may be an “ad hoc description 
F of the way resources are provided to the tasks”, and get a 

formal framework for the RCPSPTD Problem;   

 

Recall: Network Flows. Given a network G = (Z, E), i.e. 

an oriented graph with node (vertex) set Z and arc set E, 

together with a Q -valued function defined on the node set 

Z; a Q-valued E-indexed vector f is a -flow vector iff:  
eofndestinatioz eeoforiginz e ffZz

______
,  

 (Extended Kirshoff Law) 

If I is some commodity set, if  = ( (i), i  I) is a 

commodity function, i.e. if every (i), i  I, is a Q-valued 

function defined on the node set Z, then we call Q-flow 

vector any collection f = (f(i), i  I), where every f(i), i  I, is 

a (i)-flow vector.   

 

The Activity Network. Let I-TD = (V, K, R, r, d, <<, D-

Lag, Depot) be a RCPSPTD instance. We derive from I-TD 

the Activity Network N(V) = (V
*
, E*) by introducing two 

auxiliary tasks Start and End, and by setting:  

o V
*
 = V  {Start, End} = node set of N(V); 

o E
*
 = {(v, v’), v, v’  V}  {(Start, v), v  V {End}}  

{(v, End), v  V {Start}} = arc set of N(V). 

We define the E*-indexed length vector d
*
 by setting: 

o for any v  V, d
*

(Start, v) = D-Lag(Depot, v) and d
*

(v, End) = 

dv  + D-Lag(v, Depot) 

o d
*

(End, Start) =  ;  

o for any v  V, w  V  {End}, d
*

(v, w) = dv  + D-Lag(v, w). 

We provide the node set V
*
 with a commodity vector r

*
, by 

setting, for every resource k  K and for any v in V
*
: if v  V 

then vkvk rr ,

*

,   else  
*

,vkr  = Rk. We define the precedence 

arc subset  
*E by setting: 

*E  = {(v, v’), v, v’  V such 

that v Tr (<<) v’}  {(Start, v), (v, End), v  V}, where Tr 

(<<) is the transitive closure of the << relation.   

 

Feasible solutions of I-TD and r
*
-flow vectors. Then, an 

explicit representation of the circulation of resources 

between the tasks of V, consists into a r
*
-flow vector F = 

(F(k), k  K), defined on the Activity Network N(V), which 

may be viewed as transporting the resources k  K, from 

Depot (the source-node Start) to Depot (the end-node End), 

while providing the activities v  V with the required 

resources. We define the support arc subset E(F,<<) of F by 

setting: E(F, <<) = 
*E   {(v, w), v, w  V such that F(v, w) is 

non null}. Clearly, E(F,<<) has no circuit, and so we say that 

F is no circuit. As a matter of fact, we easily see (see for 

instance [27, 28]), that even if we only deal with a simple 

RCPSP instance I = (V, K, R, r, d, <<, D-Lag), we may 

derive, as described in Figure 1, such a flow F from any 

feasible schedule T.  
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Fig. 1  (a) Gantt chart – (b) Flow representation  

 
Casting RCPSPTDP into a formal framework: Timed 

Flows. Let F be a no circuit r
*
-flow vector defined on the 

Activity Network N(V) and T be a time V-indexed vector such 

that the pair (F, T) defines a feasible solution of I-TD. If we 

extend the time vector T to V  {Start, End} by setting:  

o TStart = 0; TEnd =  = Makespan(T) = SupvV (Tv + dv + D-

Lag(v, Depot));  

then, for any arc e = (v, w) in the arc set E
*
 of N(V), we get 

the implication:  

e = (v, v’)  E(F,<<)  (Tw ≥ Tv + dv Tw ≥ Tv + d
*

e)                    (P1)  

This leads us to define a Timed (r
*
, d

*
)-Flow as being any 

such pair (F, T) made of a no circuit r
*
-flow vector F and a 

time vector T such that (P1) is true. One easily checks that 

any such a Timed (r
*
, d

*
)-Flow (F, T) defines a feasible 

solution of I-TD. This notion of Timed Flow allows us to 

reformulate RCPSTDP as follows: 

 
RCPSPTD Timed Flow Reformulation: solving the 

RCPSTDP instance I-TD =  (V, K, R, r, d,<<  , D-Lag, Depot) 

means computing, on the Activity network N(V), a Timed (r
*
, 

d
*
)-Flow (F, T) such that TEnd is the smallest possible.  

 

Also, following ([27, 28]) one easily checks that:  

 

Theorem 1: Standard RCPSP Reformulation Theorem 

Any feasible solution T of the Standard RCPSP instance I =  

(V, K, R, r, d,<< ) may be extended into a feasible solution 

(F, T) of the RCPSTDP instance I-TD =  (V, K, R, r, d, << , 0, 

Depot).  

 

D. A Connectivity Theorem 

Part of the efficiency of the flow machinery derives from 

properties of the flow polyhedron. Thus, one may ask about 

the part of this polyhedron made with the no circuit r
*
-flow 

vectors.  

 
The No Circuit r

*
-Flow Polyhedral Vertex Set: the set 

of all r
*
-flow vectors F ≥ 0 defined on the Activity Network 

N(V) defines a bounded polyhedron Pr*. A r
*
-flow vector F 

is a vertex of Pr* which contains no non null alternated cycle, 

that means there is no cycle (v0, v1, ..., vn = v0) such that: 

o n is even and all the nodes v0, v1, ..., vn-1 are distinct (the 

cycle is elementary); 

o there exists k  K such that:  the arcs (v0, v1), (v2, v3), ..., (vn-2, vn-1) are all endowed 

with non null F(k) values;   the arcs (v2, v1), (v4, v3), ..., (v0, vn-1) are all endowed 

with non null F(k) values.  

We denote by Sr* the vertex set of this polyhedron. This 

vertex set is endowed with a canonical adjacency relation R, 

which may be characterized as follows: 

o let  be some even cycle (v0, v1, ..., vn = v0) in N(V): the 

alternated cycle flow f


 is defined by:  fe = + 1 for any arc e = (v0, v1), (v2, v3), ..., (vn-2, vn-1);  fe = - 1 for any arc e = (v2, v1), (v4, v3), ..., (v0, vn-1). 

o F, F’ in Sr* are R-adjacent if there exists some resource 

k0K, some even cycle  and some number  ≥ 0, such 
that we have:  for any k ≠ k0, F(k) – F’(k) = 0; F’(k0) – F(k0) = . f

 
 In such a case, value  is unique, and F’ derives from 

F through redirection of F(k) on . 

It comes from LP Theory that Sr* is connected for the 

relation R. Since we deal here with no circuit r
*
-flows, we 

are led to ask whether restricting the Redirection scheme to 

the set SNr* of those specific vertices of Pr* which define no 

circuit r
*
-flow vectors maintains this connectivity property. 

We call this set SNr* the No Circuit r
*
-Flow Polyhedral 

Vertex Set. Then we may state:  

  

Theorem 2: Connectivity Theorem 

If we suppose that, for any k  K, v, w  V, we have: rk,v + 

rk,w ≤ Rk (Parallelism Hypothesis), then the No Circuit r
*
-

Flow Polyhedral Vertex Set SNr* is connected for the 

canonical adjacency relation R.  

 

Comment: this means that one may handle timed flows 

(and RCPSP instances) through classical local search 

procedures (cancelling cycle procedures…).   
 

Proof of theorem 2 (Sketch of the Proof) 

Let us first define a linear r
*
-flow vector as being a no 

circuit r
*
-flow vector F ≥ 0 which is such that the transitive 

extension of the support arc set E(F,<<) is linear. So we 

denote by SNLr* the subset of SNr* which is made with linear 

r
*
-flow vectors. If  is some linear ordering of V  {Start, 

End}, which is compatible with <<, we denote by SNr*() the 

subset of SNr* which corresponds to the case when  may be 

viewed as a linear extension of the transitive extension of 

E(F, <<). Then we check, by using ad hoc flow redirection 

processes involving cycles with length 4 that: 

 

Lemma. SNr*() is connected for the R relation. Also, if 

we suppose that, for any v  V, k  K, rk,v ≠ 0 and that the 
parallelism holds, then we may state that: 
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- If F and F’ are both in the set SNLr*, then there exists a R-

path from F to F’;        (P2) 

- for any linear ordering  of V  {Start, End}, which is 

compatible with , the intersection of SNLr* and SNr*() 

is non empty.                    (P3).     

 
Clearly, this lemma allows us to conclude to the R-

connectivity of SNr* in the case when, for every activity v in 

V and every resource k in K, the quantity rk,v is non null. In 

order to get our result in the general case, we use a trick 

which involves topology. Let  > 0 be a small positive 

number. For every activity v and any resource k, such that rk,v 

= 0, we replace rk,v by , and Rk by Rk + Card(V(k))., where 

V(k) = {v  V such that rk,v = 0}. We denote by Sr*

 and SNr*


 

the respective related polyhedron vertex sets and by R
 the 

related adjacency relation. It comes from above that SNr*

 is 

connected for the relation R
. Also, we see that if F is some 

vertex in SNr*, then the r*-flow vector F

 defined by: 

o for any v and any k such that rk,v = 0, F

(k)(Start, v) =  = 

F

(k)(v, End); 

o F

(k)(Start, s) = Card(V(k)).; 

o for any other pair (e, k), k in K, e in the arc set of the 

network N(V), F

(k)e = F(k)e; 

is no circuit and does not admit any non null alternated 

cycle, and thus is in SNr*

.  

So we conclude by checking that any pair F, H of elements 

of SNr*, may be connected by a path  which is the limit, 

when  converges to 0, of some path sequence 
,  >0, 

where every path 
 connects F


 and H


 in SNr*


. End-Proof.  

 

Remark: one easily check that the Parallelism hypothesis 

cannot be removed.   

III. INSERTION SCHEME, INSERTION PROBLEM AND 

ALGORITHMS 

As told in 2, the main motivation for introducing the 

Timed Flow formalism is provided by the prospect of 

applying ad hoc network flow algorithmic tools to 

RCPSTDP instances. So the current Section III is devoted to 

the description of the way it can be done. Basically, our 

RCPSTDP algorithms work while performing 

insertion/removal processes which may be compared with 

those which have been proposed in [27, 28] for standard 

RCPSP: the basic difference lays upon the fact that every 

time the insertion/removal of some activity is performed, it 

involves the resolution of a specific Insertion-Flow sub-

problem related to a given Cut of the currently inserted task 

set: the related resolution process updates all the flow values 

which express the flow transportation between both sides of 

this Cut, and may be viewed as an implementation of the 

Connectivity Theorem of Section II. More precisely, at any 

time during the process of some RCPSTDP instance I-TD = 

(V, K, R, r, d, , D-Lag, Depot), we are provided with some 

Inserted Activity subset W of V, with a no circuit r
*
- flow 

vector F defined on the Activity Network N(W), and with two 

positive (or null) -valued time vectors T and T
*
, both with 

indexation on W
*
, in such a way that, for any v in W

*
:                                      

      (P4) 

o Tv = Length of a largest path from Start to v in the 

Support Partial Activity Network defined by E(F,<<), for 

the length vector d
*
; 

o T
*
v = Length of a largest path from v to End in the 

Support Partial Activity Network defined by E(F, <<), for 

the length vector d
*
. 

 

Clearly, the pair (F, T) defines a timed (r
*
, d

*
)-flow on 

N(W). Then, performing an Insertion means picking up some 

task v0 which is not in W, computing some Cut, i.e. a 

partition of W into two subsets U and W U, such that no 

flow amount goes from (W U)  {End} to U  {Start}, and 

turning (F, T), through the resolution of the Insertion-Flow 

Problem, into a convenient timed (r
*
, d

*
)-flow defined on 

N(W  {v0}), in such a way that v0 receive flow values from 

U  {Start} and give them back to (W U)  {End}. 

Performing a Removal means reversing this operation. In 

order to explain those mechanisms in a more accurate way, 

we need to introduce the Flow-Insertion Problem. 

Meanwhile, we may illustrate the general insertion/removal 

mechanism through the drawings of Figure 1, which 

represent, (a), a partial solution with 4 tasks and a Cut (U = 

{1, 3}, W U = {2, 4}), and, (b), the insertion of task v0 = 5 

(with d5 = 2 and r5 = 2) into this Cut.   

Start

3

4

2
1

2

2

1

1
1

1

1

1

End

 
(a) 

 

 

  

 

Start

3

4

2
1

2

2

1

11

1

1

1

5 2
End

 
(b) 

 

Fig. 2  (a) The flow and the “cut” (dotted line) - (b) the resulting 

flow after insertion 

  

A. The Insertion Flow Problem 

The above considerations lead us to formalize the 

Insertion-Flow Problem related to a given Cut as follows: 

we say that an oriented graph N = (X, E) is almost-bipartite, 

if there exists some node z0 in X such that the restriction of N 

to X – {z0} is bipartite, which means that X – {z0} may be 

written as the disjoint union X – {z0} = A  B, of two 

disjoint independent sets A and B; let us suppose now that 

we are endowed with two positive (or null) Q-valued A-

indexed vectors , Out, with two positive (or null) Q-valued 

B-indexed vectors *, In, with some Q-valued positive 

vectors  with indexation on (A  {z0}).(B  {z0}), and with 

a positive (or null) coefficient  such that:  xA Out(x) =  
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yB In(y)  ; then we say that a vector G = (Gx,y ≥ 0, x  A 

 {z0}, B  {z0}) ≥ 0, is an Insertion-Flow vector related to 

those data: (X, E), z0, A, B, In, Out,  , *, ) iff:  

o for any x in A, Outx =  yB  {x0} Gx,y ; 

o for any y in B, Iny =  xA  {x0} Gx,y; 

o  =  yB Gz0,y  =  xA Gx,z0. 

For such an Insertion-Flow vector G, we set:  

o Make1(G) = Supx  A, y B such that (x, y)  E or Gx,y ≠ 0 (x + *y + x,y); 

o Make2(G) = Sup x  A, y  B such that ((x, z0)  E or Gx,z0 ≠ 0) and 

(z0, y)  E or Gz0,y ≠ 0) (x + *y + x,z0 + z0,y); 

o I-Makespan(G) = Sup(Make1(G), Make2(G)). 

 

This definition leads us to introduce the following 

Insertion-Flow Problem:  {Given (X, E), z0, A, B, In, Out,   *, , as above. Find a related insertion flow vector G in 

such a way that I-Makespan(G) be the smallest possible.}  

  
Explanation: if we refer to the situation which prevails 

during the previously described insertion process, and if we 

suppose that Card(K) = 1, then we clearly see that we should 

think:                                                                           (P5) 

o A = U{Start}; B = (W – U){End}; E = (v, w), 

vA, wB, such that v Tr( ) w; 

o z0 = v0;  = rk,v0;   

o for any v in U  {Start}, v = Tv and Outv =  wB 

F(k)(v,w) ; 

o for any w in B = (W – U)  {End}, *w = T*w and 

Inw =  vA F(k)(v,w) .  

o for any pair v, w in (A  z0).(B  z0), v,w = d*(v,w).  

 

In order to deal with this Insertion-Flow problem, we 

design an Insertion-Flow procedure which:    

- first computes the set E, z0 of the possible attachment 

values: for a given Insertion-Flow vector G, its 

attachment value u(G) will be given by: 

 u(G)) = Sup (x + x,z0),  x A such that (Gx, z0 ≠ 0 
or (x, z0)  E); 

- next, For any u in E, z0, computes some Insertion-Flow G 

such that u = u(G), and performs the following loop: 

o While Possible do: Make decrease, through the search 

of some Redirection Path, the G value on the arcs (x, 

y) such that I-Makespan(G) = Gx,y, while making u(G) 

remain unmodified;   

- ends while keeping with the best Insertion-Flow G which 

was computed.   

 

Theorem 3: Insertion-Flow Theorem 

The Insertion-Flow Procedure solves in an exact way the 

Insertion-flow Problem in polynomial time.    

 

Proof of theorem 3 (Sketch of the Proof) 

The key point is that u(G) remains unmodified during the 

While Possible loop: then, a standard flow reasoning makes 

appear that if G is some Insertion-Flow vector, G(u) derives 

from the While Possible loop for a given u, and if we have 

both u(G) = u and I-Makespan(G(u)) > I-Makespan(G), then 

the cycle decomposition of the flow vector G – G(u) makes 

appear some Redirection Path which make possible 

improving G(u). End-Proof. 

  

Fast-Try-Insertion and Lex-Insertion-Flow Procedures: 

As a matter of fact, before insertion is effectively performed, 

it must be tried several times. In order to speed this trial 

process, we designed a greedy approximation Fast-Try-

Insertion heuristics, which ties the node z0 with the nodes x 

of A which are the most likely to make increase  I-Makespan 

in case Gx, z0 = 0, and proceed the same way in order to 

distribute flow values from A to B. By the same way we 

minimize the number of arcs (v, w) such that (v (Not Tr(<<)) 

w and F(v, w) ≠ 0) by turning Insertion-Flow into a Lex-

Insertion-Flow procedure which tends to allocate G values to 

arcs of E, while E increases every time a new resource k is 

handled.  

B. Generic Flow Algorithms for the RCPSTDP 

A Greedy Insertion Algorithm RCPSTDP-Greedy-Flow 

This algorithm works through successive insertions as 

explained at the beginning of Section III. Clearly, a key point 

is about the computation of the Cut U of the set W of the 

currently inserted tasks, prior to the call to the Insertion-

Flow procedure. But searching for a best Cut U in the 

general sense seems to be a difficult problem. As a matter of 

fact, we may state: 

 

Theorem 4: Cut Theorem 

The search for a best Cut as defined above is NP-Complete.  

 

Proof of theorem 4:  

Let us consider the following input situation for the Best Cut 

Problem:  

o there is only one resource (so we set rk,x = rx) and Rk = 

R, for the unique k in K; 

o  Wv vr = R; rv0 = R/2; << is the empty relation; for 

any v in W, dv= 1; dv0 = 2. 

Determining whether the optimal value of this Best Cut 

instance is no more than 2 means solving some 2-Partition 

problem instance. End- Proof.    

Still, if v is some node W  {End}, we may set Cut(v) = 

{w  W, w ≠ v, such that Tw ≤ Tv}. So, while searching for a 

best Cut U is difficult, we can easily scan the set W, and 

choose U =  Cut(v) in such a way that an application of the 

Insertion-Flow Procedure yields the best possible Makespan 

value. The whole process, which may be easily randomized, 

may be summarized as follows: 

 

RCPSP-Greedy-Flow Algorithm 

Input: the instance I-TD = (V, K, R, r, d, <<, D-Lag, Depot) of the 

RCPSTDP problem;  
Output: a timed (r*, d*)-flow (F, T), and the related Makespan 

value  

Init.:  W  Nil;    0; F  0; TStart = TEnd = T*
Start = T*

End  0; 

Main Loop: RCPSP-Flow   Packet-Insertion(Nil); 
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Packet-Insertion Procedure 

Input: the instance I-TD = (V, K, R, r, d, <<, D-Lag, Depot) of the 

RCPSTDP problem, a subset W of V, given together with a 
related no circuit r*-flow vector F, and two related vectors T and 
T* as in (P4). 
Output: a timed (r*, d*)-flow (F, T), and the related Makespan 

value  

Initialization: S  V – W; SAux  S;   

While SAux  Nil do  
Randomly Pick up v0 in SAux and Remove it from SAux;   

Compute v1 in W  {End}, such that the application of the 
Fast-Try-Insertion-Flow procedure to:   

o X = W  {Start, End, v0}; A = Cut(v1)  {Start}; B = X – A 
– {v0};  

o z0,In, Out,   *, , E = {(x, y), x  A  {v0}, y  B  

{v0}, as in (P5); 
yields the best possible Makespan value; 
Let u1 be the related attachment value: Apply Lex-Insertion-
Flow to Cut(v1) and u1, and perform the insertion of v0 into 
the timed (r*, d*)-flow (F, T) in an effective way (update F, T 
and T* values);  

W  W  {v0};  

  

A local search RCPSTDP-LS-Flow Algorithm 

The above Packet-Insertion operator gives rise in a generic 

way to a local search operator Transform-Insertion. The idea 

is that, once we are endowed with a timed (r
*
, d

*
)-flow (F, T) 

defined on the activity set V, we may pick up some (small) 

subset S of V, take it away from V (which means reversing 

the insertion process, i.e applying some Reverse-Insertion 

procedure) and, next, come back to inserting the activities of 

S into the pair (F, T). Transform-Insertion operates on any 

timed (r
*
, d

*
)-flow (F, T), through a parameter S  V:  

 

Transform-Insertion(S) Procedure:  

Packet-Reverse-Insertion(S);  
Packet-Insertion(V - S). 

 
Provided with this operator, we may design several local 

search algorithms based upon Descent, Tabu or Simulated 

Annealing control, while picking up the parameter subset as 

the task subset defined by a critical path (Crit-Path strategy) 

or by the tasks which are simultaneously running at some 

critical time t (Antichain strategy).   

IV. NUMERICAL TESTS 

 We performed several experiments, on PC AMD opteron 

2.1GHz, while using gcc 4.1 compiler. We tried several 

instance packages, most of them derived from the PSPLIB 

testbed, and, for every package, we tried both RCPSTDP-

Greedy-Flow and RCPSTDP-LS-Flow, while using replication 

techniques. Since we were not provided with optimal values 

for general RCPSTDP, we first tested the case D-Lag = 0, 

which means that RCPSP and RCPSPTD are the same 

problems, as well as ad hoc instances, with D-Lag designed 

in such a way that the optimal values of both problems were 

the same. For every instance, we kept memory of the number 

of activities N-Ac, the number of resources N-Res, the 

number of involved replications N-Re, and got an evaluation 

of:  

o Time = CPU time in seconds for the N-rep replications; 

o Gap-LB (%) = gap between our values and: in case of 30 

job instances, the optimal value; in case of 60 and 120 

job instances, the best  lower bound value.  

o Gap-TB (%)  = gap between our values and: in case of 30 

job instances, the optimal value; in case of 60 and 120 

job instances, the trivial (largest path)  lower bound 

value.  

 

A. Experiments on PSPLIB instances with D-Lag =  0.  

Since our models and algorithms are generic, they may be 

used in order to deal with standard RCPSP instances, and it 

is interesting to test their efficiency in such a specific 

context. The following tables 1 and 2 provide us with 

average results for the algorithms RCPSTDP-Greedy-Flow 

and RCPSP-LS-Flow, related to the PSPLIB packages: 30 

jobs, 60 jobs, 120 jobs, when D-Lag = 0. In this specific case, 

the Fast-Try-Insertion procedure is used, since it is designed 

in such a way that it ensures the same result as the full 

procedure when D-Lag = 0. We see that the induced results 

are very satisfactory, taken into account the simplicity and 

the generic features of those algorithms which derive from 

our Timed Flow framework. In case of 60 and 120 job 

instances, they provide us with some of the best available 

results.  

 

TABLE I. 

 RCPSP-GREEDY-FLOW PROCEDURE, MEAN RESULTS 

N-Ac N-res N-re Time(s) Gap-TB  Gap-LB   

30 4 100 0.63 1.87 1.87 

30 4 1000 6.3 0.92 0.92 

30 4 5000 31.6 0.53 0.53 

30 4 50000 317.4 0.28 0.28 

60 4 100 4.54 16.91 7.10 

60 4 1000 53.04 15.37 5.79 

60 4 5000 243 14.56 5.13 

60 4 50000 2432 13.77 4.47 

120 4 100 29.6 52.33 21.32 

120 4 1000 515 48.84 18.5 

120 4 5000 2608 47.05 17.12 

 

 

TABLE II. 

 RCPSP-LS-FLOW PROCEDURE, MEAN RESULTS 

N-Ac N-

Re 

Strategy Gap-

TB 

Gap-

LB 

Time (s) 

30 10 Crit-Path 0.85 0.85 3.77 

30 10 Antichain 0.36 0.36 1.64 

30 50 Crit-Path 0.49 0.49 19.41 

30 50 Antichain 0.12 0.12 8.42 

60 10 Crit-Path 14.34 4.97 20.11 

60 10 Antichain 12.70 3.82 9.33 
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60 50 Crit-Path 13.69 4.4 101.50 

60 50 Antichain 11.93 3.34 46.93 

120 10 Crit-Path 45.41 15.80 210.80 

120 10 Antichain 38.67 12.41 63.73 

120 50 Crit-Path 43.71 14.45 1055.90 

 

B.  Experiments on PSPLIB instances with D-Lag such that  

RCPSP and RCPSTDP optimal values are the same. 

This sequence of tests involves “difficults” instances, 
which are deduced from standard RCPSP instances in the 

following way: we start from a standard RCPSP instance I of 

the PSPLIB and from some optimal of almost optimal 

solution T of this instance; then we randomly generate D-Lag 

values in such a way that T remains a feasible schedule for 

the related RCPSTDP instance. Since, for every pair (v, w) 

of actions of I,   which are not run in parallel according to T, 

it is possible to compute a maximal D-Lag value Max-Lag(T, 

v, w)  which is compatible with T, we generate our D-Lag 

values with a mean ratio D-Lag/Max-Lag which vary from 

10% to 50% (difficult instances). Then the following table 3, 

provides us with results related to such ad hoc PSPLIB 

instances with 30 jobs distributed into 5 groups of 480 

instances, according to the value of the mean ratio D-

Lag/Max-Lag, the number of replications being here always 

equal to 100.  

TABLE III. 

 RCPSP-GREEDY-FLOW PROCEDURE, 100 REPLICATIONS, MEAN 

RESULTS, AD HOC PSPLIB INSTANCES 

Group-Instance Gap (%) Time (s) 

1 - 10% 2.50 2,71 

2 – 20% 3.21 2,79 

3 – 30% 7.35 2,92 

4 – 40% 8.50 2,94 

5 – 50% 14.50 3.12 

 

Comment: Clearly, we see that the largest is the D-

Lag/Max-Lag mean ratio, the most difficult are the instances. 

Still, we may consider that results remain satisfactory, Also, 

we notice that using the full Try-Insertion procedure has an 

impact on the speed of the process.  

C.  Experiments on Ad Hoc instances with D-Lag such that  

RCPSP and RCPSTDP optimal values are the same. 

This last sequence of tests is related to ad hoc instances I 

with only one resource, which have been generated in such a 

way that the optimal value of I  is exactly the quantity ( v in V 

rv.dv )/R. Thus, the parallelism level (the mean number of 

actions which are simultaneously run) of those instances is 

high.  Then we generate the D-Lag values and the << 

precedence relations in such a way that the ratio between the 

mean D–Lag values and the mean length of the actions of V 

vary from 10% to 50% (difficult instances).   

 

The following figure 3 shows the skeleton of such an 

instance, i.e. the time/resource drawing which represents the 

schedule T: << precedence relations and D-lag values are 

generated in such a way that T remains feasible (and thus 

optimal). For instance, we may here generate (or not) the 

precedence relation 4 << 22 and a D-Lag(4, 22) value may 

be generated between 0 and  Max-Lag(4, 22) = 7.    

 
Fig. 3  The skeleton of an Ad Hoc 1 resource instance 

 

Following Table 4 provides us with results for this kind of 

ad hoc instances, with N-Act between 22 and 37, such that 

RCPSP and RCPSTDP optimal values be the same, and D-

Lag mean value vary from 10% to 50% of mean value of the 

task durations (difficult instances).  The number of 

replications is once again equal to 100.  One remarks that 

those specific instances are more difficult than the previous 

one, especially in the case of the last group. It makes appear 

that when the D-Lag values are similar to the duration of the 

tasks and when the parallelism level is high, greedy insertion 

is not enough in order to tackle the difficulty of the problem.  
 

TABLE IV. 

 RCPSP-GREEDY-FLOW PROCEDURE, 100 REPLICATIONS, AD HOC 

INSTANCES WITH HIGH PARALLELISM LEVEL 

Group-Instance Gap (%) Time (s) 

1 - 10% 13.50 2.11 

2 – 20% 13.00 2.11 

3 – 30% 22.00 2.12 

4 – 40% 18.50 2.32 

5 – 50% 84.50 2.54 

 

D.  Fast-Try-Insertion versus Full Try-Insertion. 

We test here the replacement of the Try-Insertion 

procedure of Section III.A, which involves  path search, by a 

greedy Fast-Try-Insertion procedure, which involves simple 

swith moves.  We consider here the same instances as in 

previous sub-section B, and then get the following results: 

We notice that this replacement does not lower in a 

significant way the quality of the solutions, and clearly 

speeds the process.   

 

TABLE V. 

 RCPSP-GREEDY-FLOW PROCEDURE, 100 REPLICATIONS, MEAN 

RESULTS, AD HOC PSPLIB INSTANCES, FAST-TRY-INSERTION 

Group-Instance Gap (%) Time (s) 

1 - 10% 2.85 0.71 

2 – 20% 3.80 0.79 

3 – 30% 8.23 0.92 

4 – 40% 9.80 0.94 

5 – 50% 18.10 1.12 
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Abstract—This  paper  is  about  multi-processor  scheduling 
with non idling constraints, i.e constraints which forbid inter-
ruption in the use of the processors. We first reformulate the  
problem, while using a notion of pyramidal shape, and next ap-
ply matching techniques in order to get a min-max feasibility 
characterization criterion, which allows us to derive a polyno-
mial algorithm for the related existence problem and for the 
Makespan Minimization related problem. 

I. INTRODUCTION

OST scheduling problems assume that no cost is in-

curred when a machine waits between the completion 

of a job and the start of the next job. Moreover, it is well-

known that such waiting delays are often necessary to get 

optimality,  whatever  be  the  related  performance  criterion. 

This is the key feature which explains why list algorithms, 

which do not allow a machine to wait for a more urgent job, 

do not generally yield optimal schedules. However, it may 

happen that in some applications such that those described 

in [5], the cost of making a running machine stop and restart 

later is so high that a non idling constraint is put on the ma-

chine so that only schedules without any intermediate delays 

are accepted. For instance, if the machine is an oven which 

must heat different and non compatible pieces of work at a 

given high temperature, keeping the required temperature of 

the oven while it is empty may clearly become too costly.  

Problems concerning power management policies may also 

yields similar constraints [6], where for example each idling 

period has a cost and the total cost has to be minimized [1]. 

Note that the non idling constraint will not necessarily en-

sure full machine utilization but will remove the cost of ma-

chine  re-starts,  maybe  at  the price  of  processing  the  jobs 

later. 

M

Contrarily to the well-known no-wait  constraints  in job 

scheduling, where no idle time is allowed between the suc-

cessive  operations  of  a  same job,  the non-idling  machine 

constraints have just begun to receive research attention in 

the literature. To the best of our knowledge, the first work 

on  such  problems  concerns  the  earliness-tardiness  single 

machine  scheduling  problem  with  no  unforced  idle  time, 

where a Branch and  Bound approach  has  been developed 

[4]. More recently,  some aspects of the impact of the non-

idling  constraints  on  the  complexity  of  single-machine 

scheduling problems as well as the important role played by 

the earliest starting time of a non-idling schedule has been 

studied in [2]. Moreover, in [3], a Branch and Bound effi-

cient method has been developed for the basic one-machine 

non-idling scheduling problem. 

In this paper, we study the basic homogeneous m-machine 

non-idling problem, where weakly dependant unit-time jobs 

have to be scheduled within time windows in such a way 

that the non-idling constraint be satisfied not only for each 

machine but also for every subset of machines. In section 2, 

the problem, as well as the key notions of pyramidal struc-

ture,  k-hole,  m-matching,  pre-schedule,  k-schedule and 

schedule are defined. Section 3 is devoted to structural anal-

ysis and to  the derivation of feasibility criteria. It first ex-

amines the case of a m-matching and next the case of a pre-

schedule,  and  finally  provides  a  necessary  and  sufficient 

condition for an instance to admit at least a feasible sched-

ule. Section 4 provides a polynomial algorithm which solves 

both the related existence problem and the makespan mini-

mization problem.

II. NOTATIONS, PROBLEM DEFINITION AND REFORMULATION

A. Main Notations:Time-Units and Intervals

We consider the discrete time space N = {0,.., +∞ }, each 

element of it being called a time-unit.  A subset Ω of N is an 

interval if it is made of a finite number of consecutive time-

units. The smallest (respectively largest) time-unit of an in-

terval Ω is denoted min(Ω) (respectively max(Ω)). If p and q 

are two distinct natural numbers, the interval whose bounds 

are p and q is denoted by I(p, q) (note that we may have p < 

q or  q  <  p). Interval  Ω2 is said to  dominate interval  Ω1 if 

max(Ω1) + 1 <  min(Ω2): such a situation is denoted by  Ω1 

Dom Ω2. If  Ω1 Dom Ω2, then we denote by Mid(Ω1, Ω2) the 

(non empty) interval {max(Ω1) +1 ,..,  min(Ω2) - 1}. We say 

that two intervals and are  connected if their union is an in-

terval. 

B. The Feasibility Homogenous Non-idling Scheduling 
Problem

We now suppose that we are given a set J = {J1, .. , Jn} of 

n unit-time jobs that are to be processed on a set M = {M1, .., 

The Homogeneous Non-Idling Scheduling Problem
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Mm} of m identical machines. Job Ji must be executed inside 

a given time-window F(i) = {ri, .. , di} which is an interval. 

It  will  be convenient  to  denote  rmin (respectively  dmax)  the 

smallest ri (respectively the smallest di) and by H the interval 

{rmin, .., dmax}. The jobs are also constrained by a weak prece-

dence relation denoted by << where  Ji <<  Jj means that  Jj 

must not be performed before Ji. Jobs are further constrained 

by the so-called homogeneous non-idling constraint (HNI in 

short) which imposes that, for any subset M’ of M, the time 

units at which the machines of M’ are busy define an inter-

val. Then a schedule of the job set M is a pair (T, µ), where 

T and  µ are two functions, which assign, to any job  Ji, re-

spectively a time-unit T(i) and a machine µ(i). The schedule 

(T, m) is said to be feasible if:

- For any job Ji, T(i) ∈ F(i); 

- For any pair of  jobs  Ji,  Jj,  such that  Ji <<  Ji,  we 

have T(i) ≤ T(j);

- For any pair of jobs Ji, Jj, we have either T(i) ≠ T(j) 

or µ(i) ≠ µ(j);

- The HNI condition is satisfied:  for any subset M’ 

of M, the set {t ∈ N, such that there exist i = 1..n, 

with T(i) = t and T(i)  ∈ M’} is an interval. 

For any such a schedule (T, µ), we define the active time-

unit set  of the function T as the image set of T, that means 

as the subset ACT(T) of N defined by: ACT(T) = {t ∈ N such 

that there exists at least some index value i = 1..n, with T(i) 

= t}.

Then  we  define  the  related  Feasibility  Homogeneous  

Non-Idling Scheduling Problem NON-IDLE0 = (P, HNI|pi = 

1, ri, di, preceq|-) as the problem which consists in deciding 

whether the given instance (J, F, <<, m) admits at least one 

feasible schedule. If the answer is yes, we say that this in-

stance is feasible. 

It must be pointed out that the precedence relation preceq  

which we handle here has not the same meaning as the clas-

sical one, since when we set Ji << Ji , we allow  Ji and Jj   to 

be processed at the same time-unit. Clearly, due to the ma-

chine constraint, there is no difference when m = 1.

It is also of interest to notice that the problem (P, HNI|pi = 

1,  ri,  di,  preceq|-), where  prec is the usual precedence rela-

tion, is NP-Complete, since the NP-Complete (P|pi = 1, prec|

Cmax ≤ d), polynomially reduces to the problem (P, HNI|pi = 

1,  ri,  di,  preceq|-), by adding  (md –  n) filling jobs and set-

ting ri = 1 and di = d for all the jobs.  

C A Reformulation Through Pyramidal Shape Functions

Let  I = (J,  F, <<,  m) be an instance of NON-IDLE0 and 

(T,  µ) some schedule of  I.  If  t ∈ N, we denote by  nT(t) = 

Card(T-1(t)) the number of jobs which are scheduled at time-

unit t according to T, and we call this function the resource 

profile function of the schedule.   We say that this function t  

-> nT(t) has a pyramidal shape if for any time units t,  t’,  t” 

such that t’  < t <  t”, we have Inf(nT(t’), nT(t”)) ≤ nT(t) (see 

figure 1). 

Figure 1: A pyramidal function nT(t)

Then we say that (T, µ) is a flat schedule of the instance I, 

if  for  any time unit  t such  that  nT(t)  > 0,  we have  µ(t) = 

{M1, ..,  MnT(t)}. Clearly any feasible schedule (T,  µ) can be 

turned, through reassignment of the jobs onto the machines, 

into a flat feasible schedule, and, in the case of a flat sched-

ule,  the  knowledge  of  T determines  µ.  So,  the  following 

statement  reformulates the NON-IDLE0 as a problem which 

only involves the time function T, subject to some pyrami-

dal shape property related to the profile function t ->  nT(t).  

Theorem 1: Solving the NON-IDLE0  problem in the case of 
instance I = (J, F, <<, m) only means computing the 
function T, which with any job Ji associates some time-unit 
T(i) in  such a way that: 

1. For any job Ji, T(i) ∈ F(i); 

2. For any pair of jobs Ji, Jj, such that Ji << Ji, we 

have T(i) ≤ T(j);

3. For any time-unit t, nT(t) =  Card(T-1(t)) ≤  m = the  

number of machines; 

4. The function  t -> nT(t) has a pyramidal shape. 

A function T which satisfies 1 and 3 above will be called 

a  m-matching. In case it also satisfies 2, it will be called a 

pre-schedule. In case it satisfies all conditions 1..4, we shall 

also call T a feasible schedule of the NON-IDLE0  of the in-

stance I = (J, F, <<, m). 

D. The Makespan Minimization Homogenous Non-
Idling Scheduling Problem

Let I = (J, F, <<, m) as above, and let T be some feasible 

schedule for  I. The Makespan of  T is the cardinality of its 

active time-unit set  Act(T). Then the  Makespan Minimiza-
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tion Homogeneous Non-Idling Problem NON-IDLE1  comes 

as follows: 

NON-IDLE1: {Compute a feasible schedule T of I =  

(J,  F,  <<,  m)  with  a  minimal  makespan  

Card(Act(T))}. 

Notice that, while setting this problem, we do not require 

our schedule T to start at instant 0.    

III. STRUCTURAL RESULTS FOR THE NON-IDLE0 

FEASIBILITY PROBLEM

In order to proceed to the analysis of the feasibility prob-

lem NON-IDLE0, we need to introduce some additional con-

cepts.

A.  T-Block, k-holes, k-Schedules. 

Let  T some pre-schedule of the NON-IDLE0  instance  I = 

(J,  F,  <<,  m).  We denote  by  s(T)  (respectively  e(T))  the 

smallest (respectively largest) time-unit such that at least one 

job is performed at time-unit t.  We say that an interval Ω  ⊆ 
ACT(T) = {s(T), .., e(T)} is a T-block if every job Ji which is 

scheduled inside  Ω is such that  F(i)  ⊆ Ω. A time-unit  t  is 

then a  k-hole for  T,  where  k is  some positive number,  if 

there exists time-units t, t’, t” such that:

-  t’  < t <  t”;

-  Inf(nT(t’), nT(t”)) > nT(t) = k (in the following fig-

ure 2, time–unit 6 is a 2-hole and time-unit 7 is a 1-

hole). 

Clearly,  T is a feasible schedule if only if, for any  k in 

{0..m-1}, it has no k-hole. This leads us to introduce the in-

termediate notion of  k-schedule: the pre-schedule  T is a  k-

schedule if T has no l-hole for l = 0..k-1, or, equivalently, if 

the function  t -> Inf(k,  nT(t))  has  a pyramidal  shape.  The 

time diagram of Figure 2 represents a pre-schedule which is 

a  1-schedule,  but  not  a  2-schedule  since  time-unit  7  is  a 

1-hole. Obviously,  a feasible schedule is a  m-schedule and 

conversely. 

Figure 2: k holes

B.  Time-windows stability. 

The family of time-windows F(i),  i = 1..n, is  stable  with 

respect to the precedence relation << if, for any pair of jobs 

Ji, Jj such that Ji << Jj, we have: ri  ≤  rj and  di ≤ dj. The fol-

lowing result, which is almost obvious, shows that we may 

assume, without any loss of generality, that our input family 

of time windows is stable with respect to the precedence re-

lation <<:

Proposition 1: Let I = (J, F, <<, m) be an instance of the 
NON-IDLE0  problem. There exists an instance I’  = (J, F’, 
<<, m), which may be obtained from I  through constraint 
propagation, which admits the same set of feasible solution 
as f,  which is such that:  F’ is stable with respect to << 

and, for any I, F’(i) ⊆  F(i). 

Since the goal of this paper is mainly to provide a charac-

terization of the feasible instances of the NON-IDLE0  prob-

lem,  together with recognition and makespan minimization 

algorithms, we proceed in several  steps.  First,  we use the 

Konig-Hall Theorem in order to characterize the instances 

which admits a  m-matching.   Then,  we show that  any  m-

matching may be turned into a pre-schedule. We keep on by 

identifying a structural property which is going to make pos-

sible turning this pre-schedule into a feasible schedule. Fi-

nally, we translate this mathematical characterization into a 

recognition algorithm. 

C. Existence of a m-matching. 

Let I = (J, F, <<, m) some NON-IDLE0 instance. For any 

interval Ω, we denote by J(Ω) the set of all jobs Ji, such that 

F(i)  ⊆  Ω. Then one may derive in a straightforward way 

from classical Konig-Hall Theorem related to the existence 

of generalized matching in bipartite graphs that: 

Proposition 2: The instance (J, F, <<, m) admits a m-

matching if and only if, for any interval Ω of N, we have 

Card(J(Ω)) ≤ m.Card(Ω). 

D. Existence of a Pre-schedule. 

The next property is mainly due to our assumption about 

the stability of F. It will be essential for us when we shall 

have to deal with the precedence relation <<.

Proposition 3: The instance (J, F, <<, m) admits a pre-
schedule if an only if it admits a m-matching.

Principle of the proof: starting from a  m-matching  T, one 
only has to iteratively exchange T(i), T(j) values in order to 
make T compatible with the << precedence relation. 

E.  Existence of a Feasible Schedule. 

Let I = (J, F, <<, m) our NON-IDLE0 instance. If the con-

dition provided by Proposition 3 is satisfied, we easily be-

come able to produce some pre-schedule T. However, such a 

pre-schedule  may have  k-holes  and  thus  may not  fit  the 

“pyramidal”  property  required  for  the  feasible  schedules. 

This section will provide an additional necessary and suffi-

cient condition so that an instance  I = (J,  F, <<,  m) admits 

some feasible schedule. Before deriving this condition, we 
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first give two simple lower bound properties which must be 

met by such a feasible schedule and then introduce the no-

tion of propagation path which will prove to be a quite use-

ful  tool  either  to  transform a  pre-schedule  into a feasible 

schedule  or  to  prove  the  no  existence  of  such  a  feasible 

schedule. 

Let Ω be an interval of N.  We denote by Int(Ω) the set of 

intervals which are contained into Ω and by λ(Ω) the integer 

value Sup  ω ∈ Int(Ω) Card(J(ω))/Card(ω). Then the meaning 

of those definitions comes in an immediate way through the 

almost trivial following lemma: 

Lemma 1: Let T some be m-matching of I = (J, F, <<, m) 

and let Ω be an interval of N. There must exist at least one 

time-unit in Ω such that at least λ(Ω) machines are busy. 

We understand the main role of λ(Ω) is to provide us with 

a lower bound of the number of machines which are going 

to be necessary if we want to succed in scheduling the jobs 

of J(Ω).  Notice that if Ω is a T-block, then we have λ(Ω) ≥ 

Σ t ∈ Ω nT(t)/Card(Ω), since, in this case, J(Ω) is exactly the 

set of the jobs which are scheduled inside Ω. 

Let us assume now that Ω1 and Ω2 are two intervals of N 

such that  Ω1 Dom Ω2. If we denote by µ(Ω1,  Ω2) the value 

Card(Mid(Ω1, Ω2)).Inf(λ(Ω1), λ(Ω2)), then we easily see that 

we get:

Lemma 2: In any feasible schedule of I = (J, F, <<, m),  

at  least µ(Ω1,  Ω2)   jobs  are  scheduled  in  the  interval  

Mid(Ω1, Ω2) . 

Also,  the  following  two  properties,  which  come  in  a 

straightforward way and which are related to T-blocks, will 

be useful in order to derive the main characterization result: 

Lemma 3: Let T be some m-matching of I = (J, F, <<, m) 

and let Ω1 and Ω2 be two connected T-blocks. Then Ω1 ∪ Ω2 

is a T-block and λ(Ω1∪ Ω2) ≥ Sup(λ(Ω1),λ(Ω2)).

Lemma 4: Let T be some m-matching of I = (J, F, <<, m), 

let Ω1 be a T-block, and let Ω1 be an interval such that Ω1 ∩ 

Ω2 is empty.  If, for any pair (u, t) in Ω1 * Ω2, nT(u) ≥ nT(t) 

(respectively nT(u) > nT(t)), then λ(Ω1) ≥ λ(Ω2)) (respectively  

λ(Ω1) > λ(Ω1)).   

Given a m-matching T, we now define what is a propaga-

tion path of  T. We first define the  propagation graph G = 

(H, E(T)) as the labeled directed graph whose node set is the 

interval  H = {rmin, ..,  dmax} of the possible values for  T, and 

the arc set E(T) is defined by: 

- [t,  t’]  ∈ E(T)) iff  t  ≠  t’ and there is at least one job  Ji 

which is scheduled at t and which is such that t’ ∈ F(i). 

- If job Ji is scheduled at t and t’ ∈ F(i), then Ji is said to 

be a label of the arc [t, t’].  

Then, a propagation path of  T is an elementary path γ = 

(t0, ..,  tk) of G(T). The sub-path of γ from ti to tj will be de-

noted by  γ(ti , tj ).  The  length L(γ) of  γ is the value  k + 1 

(that means the number of vertices of  γ), and the  extended  

length L*(γ) of γ is the sum Σ s = 1..k |ts – ts-1|. 

This propagation path γ is monotone if the sequence (t0, .., 

tk) is either decreasing or increasing. It is no-cross if for any 

r ∈{1..k}, we have either tr > Sup i = 1..r-1 ti or tr > Inf i = 1..r-1 ti, . 

Clearly, the no-cross property may be viewed as a weak ver-

sion of monotonicity.  It is labeled when all its arcs are as-

signed with labels, that means when, with any arc in  γ, we 

decided to associate some job Ji whose value T(i) is likely to 

be modified through shiftpropagation along γ. 

The path γ is said to be fitted if it is labeled and satisfies 

Card(T-1(tk)) <  m.   Of course,  we understand that  if  f  γ = 

(t0, ..,  tk) is a propagation path of  G(T), which is fitted and 

provided with the labeling  σ = (Ji(0),  ..,  Ji(k-1)),  then we br-

come able to modify the  m-matching  T and get another  m-

matching T’  = Trans(T, γ, σ) by setting T’(Ji(p)) = tp+1 for any 

p = 0,.., k-1. 

Let T be a pre-schedule and let γ = (t0, .., tk) be a propaga-

tion path of the graph G(T). If  γ has at least one labeling σ 
such that T’ = Trans(T, γ, σ) is a pre-schedule, then γ is said 

to be compatible with the precedence relation << (<<-com-

patible in short). 

The two following lemmas are fundamental tools, which 

show that no-cross propagation paths allow to transform a 

pre-schedule into another one: 

Lemma 5: Let T be a pre-schedule and let us assume that γ 

= (t0, .., tk) is a propagation path of G(T) from t0 = u to tk = 
v. Then there exists a no-cross propagation path from u to v 

in G(T).   

Proof: Assume that γ is not no-cross and let tr (2 ≤ r ≤ q) be 

the first node of γ such that min  i = 1..r-1 ti < tr <  max  i = 1..r-1 ti. 

From the definition of  tr, we know that there is a smallest 
index s (0 ≤ s ≤ r - 2) such that tr belongs to I(ts, ts+1). Thus 

[ts, tr] is an arc of G(T) and the concatenation γ(t0, ts). [ts, tr] 

is no-cross. The above transformation may then be iterated 
while the current propagation path is not no-cross. 

Lemma 6: Let T be a pre-schedule and let us assume that γ 

= (t0, .., tk) is a propagation path of G(T) from t0 = u to tk = 
v, where Card(T-1(tk)) < m. Then there exists a no-cross and 

<<-compatible propagation path from u to v in G(T).   

Sketch of the proof. Define the extended length of such a 

path γ in G(T) as the sum Σ i = 1..k ti – ti-1 ,  and consider a 

propagation path γ from u to v with minimal extended length 

and whose length is maximal among the paths with minimal 

extended length.  Assume also that  γ is not <<-compatible 

and let σ = (Ji(0), ..,  Ji(k-1)) be a labeling of γ. The jobs of the 

labeling are called the moving jobs, while the other jobs are 

called the static jobs.  Since T is a pre-schedule and γ is not 

<<-compatible, << is violated in  T’ =  Trans(T,  γ,  σ) either 

because an inversion has been created between a static job J’ 

scheduled  at  t’  and  a  moving  job  Ji(s)  scheduled  at  ts+1 or 
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between two moving jobs Ji(s) and Ji(r) respectively scheduled 

at  time  ts+1 and  tr+1.  In  both  case,  one  checks  that  it  is 

possible to rearrange path γ in order to get a contradiction on 

the minimality of γ. 

Let T be a pre-schedule and let u be a time-unit such that 

nT(u) > 0.  The next lemma, whose prove is essentially rou-

tine, provides us with an important property of the set AT(u) 

of the time-units that may be reached from u by the propaga-

tion paths of G(T). 

Lemma 7: The set AT(u) is a T-block. 

We are now able to describe and state the structural con-

dition which must be met by an instance I = (J, F, <<, m) of 

the  NON-IDLE0  problem  so  that  it  admits  some  feasible 

schedule.

Theorem 2: The instance I = (J, F, <<, m) of NON-IDLE0 is  
feasible if and only if the following two conditions are 
satisfied:

1. For any interval Ω of N, Card(J(Ω))  m.Card(≤ Ω).  

2. For any sequence (Ω1,..Ωp) of intervals of N, such  

that  Ω1 Dom…Dom Ωp ,we have: 

 Card(J - ∪  s = 1..p J(Ωs) )    ≥ Σ s = 1..p-1 µ(Ωs, Ωs+1). 

Sketch of the Proof. 
The “only if” part of the proof is a straightforward conse-

quence of propositions 2 and 4 and lemmas 1, 2, 3 

Before starting the proof of the part “if”, let us  recall that, 

for any k = 1..m, a pre-schedule T is a k-schedule if T has no 

l-hole for any l  = 0..k-1. So we may adapt the definition of 

the quantity µ(Ω1,Ω2), where Ω1 and Ω2 are two time inter-

vals  such  that  Ω1 Dom  Ω2,  to  k-schedules  by  setting: 

µ∗(Ω1,Ω2,  k) =Card(Mid(Ω1,  Ω2)).Inf(λ(Ω1),  λ(Ω2,  k). Then 

one easily checks:  

Lemma 8: Let Ω1 and Ω2 be two time intervals such that Ω1 

DomΩ. In any k-schedule of I = (J, F, <<, m), at least 

µ∗(Ω1,Ω2, k) jobs are scheduled in the interval Mid(Ω1, Ω2).

In order to prove the “if” part, we extend the statement of 

Theorem 2 to  k-schedules and prove it by induction on  k. 

Using  k-schedules allow us to try to perform an inductive 

reasoning in order to prove Theorem 2. As a matter of fact,  

what  we  have  to  do  is  to  prove  the  following  statement, 

which may be viewed as an inductive extension of Theorem 

2 to k-schedules : 

Inductive Formulation of Theorem 2:  The instance I = 
(J, F, <<, m) of NON-IDLE0 admits at least one k-schedule 
if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:

1. For any interval Ω of N, Card(J(Ω))  m.Card(≤ Ω).  

2. For any sequence (Ω1,..Ωp) of intervals of  N, such  

that  Ω1 Dom… Dom Ωp ,we have: 

Card(J - ∪  s = 1..p J(Ωs) )   ≥
 Σ s = 1..p-1 µ∗(Ωs, Ωs+1,k). 

In order to prove this last statement, we proceed by induc-

tion on k. More precisely, we show that if an instance I = (J, 

F, <<, m) of the NON-IDLE0 problem has at least a k-sched-

ule and no (k+1)-schedule, then there exists a sequence of 

intervals that does not satisfy condition 2 of the above state-

ment.  In  order  to  get  such  a  sequence,  we  consider  a  k-

schedule of  I,  which is  doubly minimum in the following 

sense:

-  T has a minimum number of k-holes;

-  the vector (NT(m),.., NT(1)), where NT(j)  is the number 

of time-units  t such that  nT(t)  = j, is lexicographically 

minimum.  

Thus,  T may be viewed as the flattest  k-schedule with a 

minimum number of k-holes.  

The graph of  the piecewise constant  function t  ->  nT(t) 

may be decomposed into 3 parts: 

- a  left part,  which  is  a  climbing  stair (increasing 

piecewise constant function)  for which we denote 

by  CInf
p,  1  ≤ p   ≤ k+1,  the smallest  time-unit  at 

which the stair height is at least equal to p;

- a right part, which is a  descending stair (piecewise 

constant decreasing function) for which we denote 

by  CSup
p,  1   ≤ p   ≤ k+1,  the  largest  time-unit  at 

which the stair height is at least equal to p;

- a  medium part, which is made of the time-units u 

such that  nT(u) ≥  k + 1, and which is such that at 

least one time-unit is a k-hole. 

Figure 3:  t -> nT(t)  segmentation

From the minimality of T, we easily get that the propaga-

tion graph G(T) is such that there is no propagation path:

-  from a time-unit t which satisfies  nT(u) ≥ k + 2 to a 

time-unit u which is a k-hole; (E1)

- from  a  time-unit  CSup
p or  CInf

p  to  a  time-unit  u 

which is a k-hole; (E2)

- from a time-unit CSup
p  to a time-unit CSup

j  + 1,  1 ≤ 

j     < p; (E3)
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- from a time-unit CInf
p  to a time-unit CInf

j  + 1,  1  ≤ j 

< p; (E4)

From what precedes, we deduce 3 families of intervals:

-  the  right family  L1..Ll, which we get from the  T-

blocks AT(CSup
p), 1  ≤ p  ≤ k+1, by merging those in-

tervals  which  are  connected.  By using  lemmas  7 

and 8, we may check that, for any i = 1..l - 1:

Σ t ∈ Mid(Li, Li+1) nT(t) = λ(Li).Card(Mid(Li, Li+1)) 

 ≤ µ*( Li, Li+1, k+1) ; 

- the  left family  L*1..L*h, which we get from the  T-

blocks AT(CInf
p),1  ≤ p   ≤ k+1, by merging those in-

tervals  which  are  connected.  By using  lemmas  7 

and 8, we may check that, for any i = 1..h - 1:

Σ t ∈ Mid(L*i, L*i+1) nT(t) = 

λ(L*i).Card(Mid(L*i, L*i+1) 

 ≤ µ*( L*i, L*i+1, k+1) ; 

- the medium family J1..Jq, which we get from the T-

blocks AT(u), u such that nT(u) ≥ k + 2, by merging 

those intervals which are connected. By using lem-

mas 7 and 8, we check that, for any i = 1..l - 1:

Σ t ∈ Mid(Ji, Ji+1) nT(t) = λ(Ji).Card(Mid(Ji, Ji+1) 

 ≤ µ*( Ji, Ji+1, k+1) ; 

Figure 4:  t -> nT(t)  Interval Decomposition

The key point is that, because of (E1, .., E4),  those inter-

vals  define  several  distinct  connected  blocks,  with  non 

empty  space  between  them (we  must  find  at  least  the  k-

holes,  which are going to separate those intervals. 

Still, since we may have L*1  ∩ J1  Nil or ≠ Ll  ∩ Jq  Nil,≠  

we   merge once again the connected intervals of those three 

families. Then we get a sequence of non connected intervals 

M1..Mr, of disjoint T-blocks such that: 

- M1 Dom .. Dom Mr;

- The number of jobs which is to in ∪ j = 1..r J(Mj) is 

not large enough to avoid the existence of a k-hole. 

Then we conclude. 

IV. A POLYNOMIAL ALGORITHM  FOR THE NON-IDLE0 

FEASIBILITY PROBLEM  AND FOR THE NON-IDLE1 
MAKESPAN MINIMIZATION PROBLEM

A. A Polynomial Algorithm for the NON-IDLE0 
Feasibility Problem.

The proof of Theorem 2 is not an algorithmic proof, since 

it involves an hypothesis about doubly minimality which has 

no algorithmic interpretation.  In this section, we first show 

that a forbidden pattern of intervals may also be found from 

any  k-schedule  which satisfies  a  weaker  set  of  conditions 

than that of the doubly minimal  k-schedule T considered in 

the proof of Theorem 2. Its is going to allow us to turn this 

doubly minimality condition into conditions which might be 

used as halting test inside the “while” loop of a recognition 

algorithm.  Then we derive from this a polynomial algorithm 

which solves the  NON-IDLE0 Problem, and whose correct-

ness mainly relies on this new set of sufficient conditions. 

So, let T be a k-schedule and let U and V be two disjoint 

sets of time-units: we denote by PP(U, V) the set of propaga-

tion paths of G(T) which start in U and end into V.  We de-

note by Hole(k) the set of time-units t which are k-holes, and 

by Top(k)  the set of time-units t which satisfies  nT(u) ≥ k + 

2.   Then we may state: 

Theorem 3. Let I = (J, F, <<, m) be an instance of the 

NON-IDLE0 problem, and let k be some number in {1, .., m-

1}. Let us assume that T is a k-schedule of I such that the 

following conditions are satisfied:

1. T is not a (k+1)-schedule;

2. PP(Top(k) ∪ {CInf
1,.., CInf

k+1} ∪ {CSup
1,.., CSup

k+1}),  

Hole(k)) is empty; 

3. PP(Top(k), {CInf
1 -1,..,  CInf

k+1 -1}  ∪ {CSup
1 +1,..,  

CSup
k+1 +1}) is empty; 

4. For  j  =  2..k+1,  PP({CSup
j},  {  CSup

j-1 +  1})  is  

empty; 

5. For j = 2..k+1, PP({CInf
j}, { CInf

j-1 - 1}) is empty; 

Then the instance I has no (k+1)-schedule. 
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This  result  allows  us  to  the  following  algorithm 

SEARCH-SCHEDULE(J, F, <<, m) which solves the NON-

IDLE0  problem by providing, for any instance I = (J, F, <<, 

m) either a feasible schedule of I or a k-schedule T, (with 0 ≤ 

k  ≤  m-1)   of  I which  satisfies  the conditions  1..5  of  the 

above statement. Notice that Hole(k), Top(k), CSup
p , CInf

p de-

note here variables that contains the values associated with 

the current  k-schedule T.    

Algorithm  SEARCH-SCHEDULE(J, F, <<, m):

T <-  Matching(J,  F,  m); (*Computation of an initial  

m-matching,  through  a  standard  matching  proce-

dure*)

If T does not exist (*Condition of Propositions 2 and  

3*) then SEARCH-SCHEDULE <- Fail 

Else 

T <- Pre-Schedule(J,  F,  m, <<, T); (*Turn T into  

a pre-schedule through a sequence of exchanges,  

according to proposition 3*) 

k <- Sup  l =  0..m l  such that  T is a  l-schedule; Not 

Stop;

While k < m and Not Stop do

Try, according to this order, the existence of a 

propagation path γ in:

- PP(Top(k)  ∪ {CInf
1,..,  CInf

k+1}  ∪ {CSup
1,.., 

CSup
k+1}, Hole(k)); 

- PP(Top(k),  {CSup
1 +1,.., CSup

k+1 +1}  ∪ 
{CInf

1 -1,.., CInf
k+1 -1});

- ∪ j  =  2..k+1 PP({CSup
j,  CInf

j },  {CInf
j-1 -1 , 

CSup
j-1 +1});

If  Failure(Try) (*Non existence of  γ*)  then 

Stop

Else

Let σ be a label of γ; 

T <- Trans(T, γ, σ);   

If  k =  m then  SEARCH-SCHEDULE <-  T else 

SEARCH-SCHEDULE <- Fail; 

Theorem 4. The above algorithm SEARCH-SCHEDULE 

solves the feasibility NON-IDLE0 problem in polynomial 

time. 

Sketch of the proof: one follows the proof of Theorem 2, 
while  replacing  the  doubly  minimality assumption  by  the 

conditions 1..5 of Theorem 3. As for complexity,  it is easy 
to check that the above algorithm is time polynomial if the 
encoding  size  of  a  time-window  F(i)  is  defined  as  being 
proportional to the size of this time windows. But, in fact, it 
has  to  be  related  to  the  encoding  size  of  both  numbers 
min(F(i)) and max(F(i)). Still, one easily checks that, once an 
initial  m-matching has been computed,  time-windows may 
be restricted in such a way that the size of their union be 
polynomial  bounded  by  the  number  n of  jobs,  and  that 
provides  us  with  the  key  argument  for  the  time-
polynomiality of our algorithm.

B. A Polynomial Algorithm for the NON-IDLE1 

Makespan Minimization  Problem.

Makespan  minimization  is  contained  into  feasibility 

testing,  and comes in a simple way through the following 

process:

Makespan-Min-No-Idle-Schedule Algorithm. 

Input:  the instance I = (J, F, <<, m)
Output:  a  no  idle  feasible  schedule  or  a  Failure 
signal; 
Initialize  T through  the  SEARCH-SCHEDULE 
procedure;

If  Failure(Initialize) then Failure 

Else 
Not Stop; 
While Not Stop do

∆  <- Makespan(T); 

Let  t1 and  t2 respectively  the  smallest  and 

largest active time-units according to T; 

For any job Ji ∈ J, set F∆(i) = F(i ∩  { t1 + 1, 

t2};

T-Aux <-  SEARCH-SCHEDULE(J,  F∆,  <<, 

m); 

If T-Aux ≠ Failure then T <- T-Aux

Else

For any job  Ji ∈ J, set  F∆(i) =  F(i) ∩ 

{ t1,.., t2-1};

T-Aux <- SEARCH-SCHEDULE(J, F∆, 

<<, m); 

If  T-Aux ≠  Failure  then  T <-  T-Aux 

Else Stop. 
Makespan-Min-No-Idle-Schedule <- T ; 

Theorem 5: The above Makespan-Min-No-Idle-Schedule 
algorithm solves the Makepan Minimization NON-IDLE1 
Problem in Polynomial Time. 

Sketch of the Proof: the basic point here is that if T is some 

feasible schedule with active time-unit set ACT(T) =  [a, b] , 

and  if  there  exists  a  feasible  schedule  T’  with  smaller 

makespan than T, then T’ may be computed inside the time-

window [a, b]. 

V. CONCLUSION

 In this paper, we have just been studying a variant of the 

homogeneous m-machine non-idling problem, where weakly 
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dependent unit-jobs have to be scheduled within their time 

windows so that the non-idling constraints must be satisfied 

not only for each machine but for every subset of machines. 

A structural  necessary  and  sufficient  condition  for  an  in-

stance to be feasible has been provided and an algorithm has 

been developed for the existence problem.  This algorithm 

may be  extended  to  the  case  when  a  job  dependent  cost 

function is associated with the termination of each job and 

the makespan has to be minimized.  However, several  im-

portant  questions  about  the  complexity  of  more  general 

problems with the same HNI constraints (non unit jobs, lin-

ear costs…) are still open.  Also, it would be quite interest-

ing  to  get  the  complexity status  of  the  non-homogeneous 

variant of the problem (more frequent when it comes to ap-

plications)  which  corresponds  to  the  case  when  the  non-

idling constraint has only to be satisfied on each machine or 

on a given subset of machines. 
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Abstract—In this paper, a novel meta-heuristics algorithm, 

namely the Firefly Algorithm (FA), is applied to PID controller 

parameter tuning in Smith Predictor. The controller is used to 

control feed rate and to maintain glucose concentration at the 

desired set point for an E. coli fed-batch cultivation process. The 

FA adjustments are done based on several pre-tests. Simulation 

results indicate that the applied FA is effective and efficient. 

Good closed-loop system performance is achieved on the basis of 

the considered PID controllers tuning procedures. Moreover, the 

observed results are compared to the ones obtained by applying 

Genetic algorithms. The comparison of both meta-heuristics 

shows superior performance for FA PID controller tuning of the 

considered nonlinear control system than GA tuned controller. 

 

Keywords—meta-heuristics, firefly algorithm, genetic 

algorithm, E. coli cultivation process, PID controller, parameter 

tuning. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ULTIVATION of recombinant micro-organisms, e.g. E. coli, 

in many cases is the only economical way to produce 

pharmaceutic biochemicals such as interleukins, insulin, 

interferons, enzymes and growth factors. To maximize the 

volumetric productivities of bacterial cultures, it is important 

to grow E. coli to high cell concentration. Among the different 

modes of operation, (batch, fed-batch and continuous), fed-

batch operation is the most often used one in industry. Since 

both nutrient overfeeding and underfeeding is detrimental to 

cell growth and product formation, development of a suitable 

feeding strategy control is critical in fed-batch cultivation. The 

control strategy for substrate feed rate can be summarized in 

three groups: open (feedforward), closed-loop (feedback) 

control and mixed (feedforward-feedback). In feedback 

control of industrial cultivation processes, the proportional-

integral-derivative (PID) controller is widely used [1, 2]. 

Usually the PID controller is poorly tuned due to highly 

changing dynamics of most bioprocesses caused by the 

nonlinear growth of the cells and the changes in the overall 

metabolism. The tuning procedure is a significant challenge 

for the conventional optimization methods. As an alternative, 

meta-heuristics could be applied [3-5]. 

During the last decade, a broad class of meta-heuristics has 

been developed and applied to a variety of areas. Algorithms 

like genetic algorithms and evolution strategies, ant colony 

optimization, artificial bee colony optimization, bacterial 

foraging algorithms, particle swarm optimization, tabu search, 

simulated annealing, multi-start and iterated local search are – 

among others – often listed as examples of classical meta-

heuristics, and they have individual historical backgrounds 

and follow different paradigms and philosophies [6-9]. 

In the literature, there are results showing different 

strategies based on meta-heuristic algorithms for the optimal 

tuning of PID controllers. Results about application of 

simulated annealing and tabu search tuning considering linear 

systems are presented in [5, 10-14]. The properties of genetic 

algorithms (GA) result in increased use of this technique for 

tuning of PID controllers [3-4, 15-17]. Actually, there is a lack 

of results about using meta-heuristic algorithms for bioprocess 

control design, considering non-linear systems. 
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Recently, a new meta-heuristics called Firefly Algorithm 

(FA) has emerged. This algorithm was proposed by Xin-She 

Yang [18]. According to recent bibliography, the FA is very 

efficient and can outperform other meta-heuristics, such as 

genetic algorithms, in solving many optimization problems 

[18-21]. Although the FA has many similarities with other 

swarm intelligence based algorithms it is indeed much simpler 

in concept and implementation [20-21]. Based on bibliography 

results, it is evident that the FA is a powerful novel 

population-based method for solving optimization problems 

[22-25]. 

This paper aims to introduce for the first time an application 

of the FA specified to solve PID controller parameter tuning. 

An optimization algorithm based on FA is proposed for 

parameter tuning of the PID Controller for glucose 

concentration control of a nonlinear E. coli fed-batch 

cultivation process.  

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

A modified Smith Predictor (SP) structure, proposed in 

[14], based on a nonlinear plant model is used here. When the 

object is characterized with a significant time delay, the 

conventional PID controller can not ensure the control system 

performance. A tool approved in the practice for time delay 

compensation is the SP [26]. In this predictor scheme, the 

mathematical model of the process is implemented in an 

internal feedback loop around a conventional controller. The 

major advantage of the SP is that delay issues can be ignored 

when designing the controller [27]. 

The structure of the control system is shown in Fig. 1. In the 

conventional case of SP, only the plant output is used to form 

the inner feedback. In this case, a universal PID controller is 

used to form the feedback term of control signal [14]. In 

addition, the process variables predicted by a nonlinear model 

are used to form the feedforward term of the control signal. 

This term is utilized to hold the nonlinear plant at the actual 

equilibrium point. 

The block labeled “Nonlinear process model” predicts the 
non-delayed model output by equations: 
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Figure 1.  Structure of the control system  
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where: Xm is the evaluated by model concentration of biomass, 

[g l
-1

]; Sm is delayed concentration of substrate (glucose) 

evaluated by model, [g l
-1

]; F is feed rate, [l h
-1

]; Sin is 

substrate concentration of the feeding solution, [g l
-1

]; Vm is 

evaluated by model bioreactor volume, [l]; maxm
 is model 

maximum growth rate, [h
-1

]; kS is saturation constant, [g l
-1

]; 

YS/X is yield coefficient, [-]; SCORm is non-delayed 

concentration of substrate predicted by model, [g l
-1

]; 
X

 is 

biomass concentration process noise, [g l
-1

]; 
S

 is substrate 

concentration process noise, [g l
-1

]; 
max

 is the maximum 

growth rate process noise, [h
-1

]; ( )t  is measurement noise, 

[g l
-1

]. Here maxm
= 0.5 h

-1
. 

The PID controller algorithm is described as follows: 

 * ,

1

fb p CORm

p d

CORm

di

u s K be s S s

K T s
e s ce s S s

T sT

N

 (6) 

where: fbu s  is the feedback term of control variable, [l h
-1

]; 

r s  is a reference signal, [g l
-1

]; Kp is proportional gain, [-]; 

Ti is integral time, [h] Td is derivative time, [h]; b, c are set-

point weight coefficients, [-]; Td /N is low-pass first order filter 

of D-term time-constant, [h]. 

For the E. coli MC4110 cultivation considered here, the 

process desired set-point (reference signal) is set at  

SPS  = 0.1 g l
-1

 glucose concentration [28].  

Considering real applications, usually a digital PID controller 

is implemented. Here, for discretization of the PID controller 

(Eq. (6)), the backward Euler method
 
[10] is used. The 

mathematical description of the designed digital PID 

controller is: 

 fb p i du k u k u k u k , (7) 
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The control variable used to control the feed rate is: 

 fb ffF k u k u k , (11) 

where 

 
/

1 m m m

ff

S X in CORm

V k k X k
u k

Y S S
 (12) 

is a feedforward term obtained from the steady state 

conditions.  

Finally, the real control variable has the following form: 

 
realreal fb ffF k u k u k , (13) 

where 

 .
real real real realfb p i du k u k u k u k  (14) 

The variables 
realpu k , 

realiu k  and 
realdu k  are formed 

using Eqs. (8) – (10). The error is me s r s e s  [14]. 

To provide control action designed for specific process 

requirements, tuning of the PID controller parameters is 

required. The controller parameters are Kp, Ti, Td, b, c, Td /N. 

III. FIREFLY ALGORITHM 

The Firefly Algorithm is a new meta-heuristic algorithm 

which is inspired from flashing light behaviour of fireflies in 

nature. The pattern of flashes is often unique for a particular 

species of fireflies. The two basic functions of such flashes are 

to attract mating partners or communicate with them, and to 

attract potential victim. Additionally, flashing may also serve 

as a protective warning mechanism.  

Based on the three idealized rules [18-21], the basic steps of 

the FA can be summarized as the pseudo code (Fig. 2). 

In this algorithm, each firefly has a location x = (x1, ..., 

xd)T in a d-dimensional space and light intensity I(x) or 

attractiveness β(x), which are proportional to an objective 

function f(x). Attractiveness β(x) and light intensity I(x) are 

relative and these should be judged by the rest fireflies. Thus, 

attractiveness will vary with the distance ri,j between firefly i 

and firefly j. So, attractiveness く of a firefly can be defined by 

Eq. (15) [18-21]: 

 0( ) e
mrr , m ≥ 1, (15) 

where r or ri,j is the distance between the i-th and j-th of two 

fireflies. く0 is the initial attractiveness at r = 0 and け is a fixed 

light absorption coefficient that controls the decrease of the 

light intensity. In the herewith applied FA, m = 2. 
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Figure 2.  Pseudo code of FA 

The initial solution is generated based on: 

 xj =  rand(Ub − Lb) +Lb, (16) 

where rand is a random number generator uniformly 

distributed in the space [0, 1]; Ub and Lb are the upper range 

and lower range of the j-th firefly, respectively. 

When firefly i is attracted to another more attractive firefly 

j, its movement is determined by: 

 
2
,

1 0

1
e ( ) ( )

2

i jr

i i i jx x x x rand , (17) 

where the first term is the current position of a firefly, the 

second term is used for considering a firefly's attractiveness to 

light intensity seen by adjacent fireflies く(r) (Eq. (15)), and the 

third term is used to describe the random movement of a 

firefly in case there are no brighter ones. The coefficient α is a 

randomization parameter determined by the problem of 

interest. The distance ri,j between any two fireflies i and j at xi 

and xj, respectively, is defined as a Cartesian or Euclidean 

distance, according to [18-21]: 

 
2

, , ,

1

( )

d

i j i j i k j k

k

r x x x x , (18) 

where xi,k is the k-th component of the spatial coordinate xi of 

the i-th firefly.  

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A series of tuning procedures for the considered control 

system using FA are performed. Computer specifications to 

run all optimization procedures are Intel® Core™i5-2320 

CPU @ 3.00GHz, 8 GB Memory (RAM), Windows 7 (64bit) 

operating system.  

The parameters of the FA are tuned based on several pre-

tests according to the problem considered here. After tuning 

procedures, the main FA parameters are set to the optimal 

settings:  く0 = 1, け = 1, α = 0.2, number of fireflies = 25, 

number of iterations = 50. 

Because of the stochastic characteristics of the applied 

algorithms, a series of 30 runs for each algorithm are 

performed and the best results are presented. 

To evaluate the significance of the tuning procedure and 

controller performance the integrated square error (IISE) 

criterion is used: 

 
2

0

d

T

ISEI e t t , (19) 

where t is time, h; T is end time of the cultivation, h. 

A. Case I: Tuning of controller parameters Kp, Ti and Td 

In this case the tuning of the three controller parameters is 

considered. The coefficients b, c and N are set to the following 

values [14]: b = 1, c = 1 and N = 30. The range of the tuning 

parameters is considered, as follows: Kp  [0, 2], Ti  [0, 2], 

Td  [0, 0.1].  

For comparison of FA and GA, a series of tuning 

procedures for the considered control system using GA are 

performed, too. For realistic comparison, the GA is run for the 

same number of function evaluations, namely 1250. The GA 

parameters are: the number of generations is set at 50; the 

number of individuals is set at 25; a roulette wheel mechanism 

is employed; double point crossover with crossover 

probability of 0.7 is accepted; mutation with low probability in 

the range 0.01 is randomly applied; a generation gap of 0.97 is 

chosen, and fitness-based reinsertion is used. 

As a result of the FA and GA tuning, the optimal PID 

controllers settings are obtained. The numerical values of the 

controllers parameters, objective functions values, total 

computational times and number of functions evaluations are 

presented in Table I. In this case, it is observed that FA shows 

identical performance to GA performance with respect to 

computational time and obtained objective function values. 

The two meta-heuristics solve the tuning problem with the 

same quality – IISE = 16.86.  

begin 

Define 

light absorption coefficient け 
initial attractiveness く0 
randomization parameter α 
objective function f(x), where 

x = (x1, ..., xd)
T
 

Generate initial population of fireflies 

xi (i = 1, 2, ..., n) 

Determine light intensity Ii at xi via f(xi) 

while (t < MaxGeneration) do 

for i = 1 : n all n fireflies do 

for j = 1 : i all n fireflies do 

if (Ij > Ii) then 

Move firefly i towards j 

based on Eq. (7) 

end if 

Attractiveness varies with 

distance r via exp[−けr2] 
Evaluate new solutions and 

update light intensity 

end for j 

end for i 

Rank the fireflies and find 

the current best 

end while 

Postprocess results and visualization 

end begin 
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TABLE I 

CASE I: RESULTS FROM PID CONTROLLER TUNING 

Parameter 
Obtained best values 

FA GA 

Kp 0.4927 0.5450 

Ti 0.4629 0.5917 

Td 0.0030 0.0031 

IISE 16.8625 16.8653 

total time, s 165.5401 170.0924 

NFE 1250 1250 

 

In the next figures, some graphical results of the control 

system performance for E. coli fed-batch cultivation process 

are presented. As it can be seen from Fig. 3, up to 15 h 

controllers show identical performance – the resulting errors 

between control variable and reference signal (IISE) are 

identical. After 15 h, both controllers fail to keep the substrate 

concentration to set point of 0.1 g l
-1

. However, GA tuned PID 

controller accumulates bigger error in the end of the process 

compared to the FA tuned PID controller (Fig. 3, solid line). 

Resulting profiles of the control variable are shown on Fig. 4. 
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Figure 3.  IISE during the time (Case I) 

Although the observed objective function values of the two 

meta-heuristics are very close, the FA tuned PID controller 

shows better performance than the GA tuned one. Further, FA 

is compared to the GA for a more complex case – six PID 

controller parameters tuning. 
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Figure 4.  Control variable - glucose concentration (Case I) 

In Fig. 5, the resulting control signal (feed rate profile) is 

shown.  

B. Case II: Tuning of controller parameters Kp, Ti, Td, b, c 

and N 

The range of the tuning parameters is considered as follows: 

Kp  [0, 2], Ti  [0, 2], Td  [0, 0.1], b, c  [0, 5],  

N  [0, 50]. The obtained numerical values of the FA and GA 

controllers' parameters, objective functions values, total 

computational times and number of functions evaluations are 

presented in Table II.  
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Figure 5.  Control signal – feed rate profiles (Case I) 
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TABLE II 

CASE II: RESULTS FROM PID CONTROLLER TUNING 

Parameter 
Obtained best values 

FA GA 

Kp 0.3031 0.5227 

Ti 0.4912 0.1983 

Td 0.0034 0.0061 

b 0.0986 1.0365 

c 1.6207 0.9764 

N 19.9520 1.2357 

IISE 16.8410 16.8706 

total time, s 178.7211 185.8908 

NFE 1250 1250 

 

In this case, the FA tuned PID controller has superior 

performance compared to the GA tuned controller. For the 

same number of function evaluations, the FA reached better 

values for IISE compared to GA. In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the 

control variable (substrate concentration) and observed 

objective function are presented. 

As a result of FA tuning procedure, a set of optimal PID 

controller parameters is obtained. Thus, for a short time, the 

controller sets the control variable and maintains it at the 

desired set point (0.1 g l
-1

) to the end of fed-batch cultivation 

process. GA tuned PID controller fails in the last 1 hour of the 

cultivation. The results imply that the FA is potentially more 

powerful in solving optimization problem considered here. 
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Figure 6.  Control variable - glucose concentration (Case II) 
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Figure 7.  IISE during the time (Case II) 

The resulting control signal is shown in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 8.  Control signal – feed rate profiles (Case II) 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper presents optimal tuning of PID controller, using 

the recently developed FA. The controller is used to control 

feed rate and to maintain glucose concentration at the desired 

set point for an E. coli fed-batch cultivation process.  

The mathematical model of the cultivation process is 

represented by the dynamic mass balance equations for main 

process variables – biomass and substrate concentration.  

A series of tuning procedures for PID controllers tuning, 

using FA, are performed. The FA parameters are problem-

oriented and specifically chosen to achieve an adequate and 

accurate decision. It is demonstrated that the FA provides 

simple, efficient and accurate approach of tuning the Smith 

Predictor structure based on PID controller. As a result, a set 

of optimal PID controller parameters is obtained. For a short 

time, the controllers set the control variable and maintain it at 

the desired set-point during the cultivation process. Thus, a 

good closed-loop system performance is achieved.  

In order to compare the obtained results with another meta-

heuristic algorithm, a series of tuning procedures using GA are 

performed, too. Based on the comparison, it could be 

concluded that FA, shows superior performance for PID 
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controller parameter tuning of the considered nonlinear control 

system. 

Finally, it is shown that the PID controller tuning using FA 

can be considered as an effective approach for the 

achievement of high quality and better performance of the 

designed control system for cultivation processes. 
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Abstract—In the paper the new formulation of the Broyden
restricted convex class of updates involving oblique projections
is introduced. It is a sum of two terms: the first one containing
special oblique projection and the second standard term ensuring
verification of the quasi-Newton condition (it is also an oblique
projection multiplied by appropriate scalar). The applied oblique
projection involves vector defined as the convex, linear com-
bination of the difference between consecutive iterative points
and the image of the previous inverse hessian approximation
on the corresponding difference of derivatives, i.e. gradients.
Formula relating coefficient in the convex combination of vectors
in the oblique projection with its counterpart in the standard
representation of the Broyden convex class is presented.

Some preliminary numerical experiments results on two twice
continuously differentiable strictly convex functions with increas-
ing dimension are included.

I. INTRODUCTION

PROBLEM considered in the current paper is the uncon-
strained minimization of a sufficiently smooth function

min
x∈IRn

f(x) (1)

Solution method assumes that given starting point x0 every
consecutive approximate solution point is generated according
to the following iterative formula

xk+1 = xk + αkdk, ∀k ≥ 0 (2)

where αk > 0 is the stepsize coefficient found in the
directional minimization and the search direction dk is equal
to

dk = −Hkgk (3)

Matrix Hk+1 is calculated at each step with the aid of vectors:
sk = xk+1 −xk, rk = ∇f(xk+1)−∇f(xk) and the previous
matrix Hk.

Problems of unconstrained functions minimization arise first
of all as the result of the least squares approach to solve
sets of nonlinear equations (see for instance the problem
of determining stresses in RC ring sections with openings
in Lechman and Stachurski [11] and Stachurski and Lech-
man [20]) and identification of parameters appearing in the
model in a nonlinear way (as for instance in the augmented
Gurson model describing the creation and growth of voids in
the porous material considered in Nowak and Stachurski in
the sequence of publications [12]- [16]).

Broyden convex class of updates is usually expressed in the
following way (see for instance Sun and Yuan [25])

Hk+1 = Hk +

(
1 + Φ

(
rk
)T

Hkrk

(rk)
T
sk

)
sk
(
sk
)T

(rk)
T
sk

− (1− Φ)
Hkrk

(
rk
)T

Hk

(rk)
T
Hkrk

−Φ
sk
(
rk
)T

Hk +Hkrk
(
sk
)T

(rk)
T
sk

(4)

where Φ is a scalar belonging to the interval [0, 1].
In the consecutive section we shall show an alternate

updating formula of the form

Hk+1 = PTHkP+ β •Q
where P and Q are oblique projections, i.e. P sets to null
any vector collinear with rk and Q nullifies any vector
orthogonal to sk and PP = P and QQ = Q. Parameter β
is a positive scalar changing from one iteration to another.
Reader interested in the theory of oblique projections and their
properties may find more infromation for instance in Afriat [1]
or Szyld [24].

Section III contains some preliminary computational results
obtained with the aid of quasi-newton methods with updates
defined by the discussed formula with parameter Θ = 1, 0
and 1

2 . Testing examples are two strictly convex functions con-
structed in the way permitting easily increase their dimensions.
In the last section IV conclusions and comments following
from the numerical experiments and of general theoretical
character are presented.

II. OBLIQUE PROJECTIONS IN THE FORMULA OF THE
BROYDEN CLASS UPDATES

Broyden convex class may be equivalently represented by
the following updating formula

Hk+1 =
(
Pk
)T

HkPk +
sk
(
sk
)T

(rk)
T
sk

(5)

where Pk is the projection matrix defined as follows

Pk = I− rk
[
Θsk + (1 −Θ)Hkrk

]T

(rk)
T
(Θsk + (1−Θ)Hkrk)

(6)
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and parameter Θ ∈ [0, 1]. Parameters Φ and Θ are mutually
connected by the following formula

Φ = Θ2

(
rTk sk

)2
(
rTk uk

)2 (7)

Formal prove showing that when equality (7) holds then
formulae (4) and (5) are equivalent will be presented in the
forthcoming paper.

A. Involved oblique projections

First, let’s show that Pk is the projection matrix transform-
ing vector rk to the null vector 0

Pkrk =

(
I− rk

[
Θsk + (1−Θ)Hkrk

]T

(rk)
T
(Θsk + (1−Θ)Hkrk)

)
rk

= rk − rk
[
Θsk + (1−Θ)Hkrk

]T
rk

(rk)
T
(Θsk + (1−Θ)Hkrk)

= 0

(8)

Matrix Pk is an oblique projection (definition and properties
of such projections may be found for instance in Afriat [1] or
Szyld [24]), because

PkPk

=

(
I− rk

[
Θsk + (1− Θ)Hkrk

]T

(rk)
T
(Θsk + (1−Θ)Hkrk)

)

•
(
I− rk

[
Θsk + (1 −Θ)Hkrk

]T

(rk)
T
(Θsk + (1−Θ)Hkrk)

)

= I− rk
[
Θsk + (1−Θ)Hkrk

]T

(rk)
T
(Θsk + (1−Θ)Hkrk)

+
rk
[
Θsk + (1 −Θ)Hkrk

]T

(rk)
T
(Θsk + (1−Θ)Hkrk)

•
(
rk
)T (

Θsk + (1−Θ)Hkrk
)

(rk)
T
(Θsk + (1 −Θ)Hkrk)

− rk
[
Θsk + (1 −Θ)Hkrk

]T

(rk)
T
(Θsk + (1−Θ)Hkrk)

= I− rk
[
Θsk + (1−Θ)Hkrk

]T

(rk)
T
(Θsk + (1−Θ)Hkrk)

= Pk

Second term in formula (5) is also an oblique projection

sk
(
sk
)T

‖sk‖2 (9)

multiplied by a scalar

β =
‖sk‖2

(rk)
T
sk

(10)

It is not difficult to show that formula (9) defines an oblique
projection.

B. BFGS update and oblique projections

Representation (5) has appeared for the first time in
Stachurski [22]. It was proposed there as a new quasi-newton
update. Later the author has realized that it’s a new represen-
tation of the famous convex class of Broyden proposed for the
first time in [3]. Such representation is known for many years
for the BFGS update (name derived from the family names
of its authors Broyden [3], Fletcher [8], Goldfarb [10] and
Shanno [17])

Hk+1
BFGS = Hk

+

(
1 +

(
rk
)T

Hkrk

(rk)
T
sk

)
sk
(
sk
)T

(rk)
T
sk

−sk
(
rk
)T

Hk +Hkrk
(
sk
)T

(rk)
T
sk

(11)

In the limitted memory BFGS method (see for instance
Xiao [26]) the following representation of the BFGS update
is frequently used

Hk+1 =(
I− rk

(
sk
)T

(sk)
T
rk

)T

Hk

(
I− rk

(
sk
)T

(sk)
T
rk

)

+
sk
(
sk
)T

(rk)
T
sk

(12)

It is easy to notice that formula (12) is represented by
formulae (5) and (6) with Θ = 1.

C. DFP update and oblique projections

The second famous update – DFP (proposed originally
by Davidon [5] and [6] and further developed by Fletcher
and Powell [7])

Hk+1
DFP = Hk − Hkrk

(
rk
)T

Hk

(rk)
T
Hkrk

+
sk
(
sk
)T

(rk)
T
sk

(13)

may be also expressed with the aid of oblique projections as
follows

Hk+1 =(
I− rk

(
Hkrk

)T

(Hkrk)
T
rk

)T

Hk

(
I− rk

(
Hkrk

)T

(Hkrk)
T
rk

)

+
sk
(
sk
)T

(rk)
T
sk

(14)

It is easy to observe that formula (12) is represented by formu-
lae (5) and (6) with Θ = 0. It was shown in Stachurski [21].

III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In the current section the results of numerical calculations
are presented. They are realized by means of three variants of
updates specified by formulae (5-6) with parameter Θ equal
to 1 (corresponding to the BFGS method), 0 (DFP method)
and 1

2 . Three variants of directional minimization were tested:
Armijo directyional minimization ensuring verification of the
Armijo condition (identical with the first Godstein test) (it is
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denoted below in the results table by A.), directional minimiza-
tion ensuring verification of the Wolfe conditions (denoted
below by W.), directional minimization ensuring verification
of both Goldstein conditions (denoted by G. respectively).

The first directionasl minimization was realized by setting
the starting value of the directional stepsize and its con-
secutive reduction by some constant coefficient belonging
to the interval (0, 1) until the first Goldstein condition is
met. In the second directional minimization Wolfe conditions
were used as the stopping criterion and in the third variant
two Goldstein tests served as the stopping criterion for the
directional minimization. In the second and third variant of
the directional minimization consecutive approximations of the
stepsize length were generated as the minimum point of the
parabola approximating function f̃(α) = f(xk + α ∗ dk).

A. Test functions

Two stricly convex, n-dimensional functions with increasing
dimension were used for testing. Dimensions were equal to
n = 2, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 2000. The first was obtained by
raising up to the second power values of a strictly convex
quadratic function with positive values (its minimal value was
positive)

f1(x) =
1

2
[fqua(x)]

2
, (15)

where
fqua(x) =

1

2
(x− e)

T
Q (x− e) + 1.0 (16)

Vector eT = [1, 1, . . . , 1] in formula (16) consists of ones, sec-
ond derivative matrix Q was generated randomly (some extra
operations ensuring its positive definiteness were involved).
First, quadratic matrix Q̄ of size n×n is created by invoking
MATLAB function rand. Its elements are numbers belonging
to the interval [0, 1]. Next, lower triangular matrix L is created
on the basis of matrix Q̄. It has entries with 0 values on the
main diagonal and its entries below the main diagonal were
identical with that of Q̄ matrix, i.e.

Lij = Q̄ij , ∀i < j,
Lij = 0, ∀i ≥ j

Finally, matrix Q is defined in the consecutive step by the
formula

Q̃ =
1

2

[
L+ LT

]

to which the diagonal matrix D defined as

Dii =
n∑

j=1

Q̃ij + 1, i = 1, . . . n

is added. The resulting matrix Q = Q̃ +D was a diagonally
dominated matrix with nonnegative entries. All entries outside
the main diagonal belong to the interval [0, 1]. Furthermore, it
was positive definite. The last property was checked numeri-
cally to verify correctness.

Vector e is the unique, local and global minimum of the
function (15) constructed in this way. Its optimal value is 1/2.
Described construction makes use of the random numbers

generator, however data defining the generated problem of a
given size together with the starting point were stored in the
MATLAB data file with extension .dat by means of the save
command. The file has been loaded to the operational memory
during the start of any method by means of the load command.
It ensures compatibility of the computational results for vari-
ous methods which were tested. For any assumed dimension
– 2, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 2000 an independent problem
has been generated. In any case, the way of generating the
problem was identical with that described above. Similarly, the
starting points were the same for any method for the problem
of the given dimension. All calculations were run on the 32-bit
personal computer with processor Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU
3.20GHz, with RAM memory of 1GB capacity, working under
the Windows XP Professional operational system.

In the second example function f2 is generated similarly.
The only difference is that instead of taking the second power
of the quadratic function fqua we assume its natural logarithm,
i.e.

f2(x) = ln(fqua(x)) (17)

B. Results obtained by means of selected members of the
Broyden convex class

Three variants of Broyden methods belonging to the convex
class in version with oblique projections defined by (5) were
implemented. The selected three variants are: BFGS method
with Θ = 1, DFP method with Θ = 0 and the third version
with Θ = 1

2 . Every method was implemented with three above
mentioned directional minimizations: Armijo (A.), Wolfe (W.)
and Goldstein (G.). Hence we considered altogether nine
variants of methods. Every method variant has been run with
the same MATLAB m-function implementing the directional
minimization and on the same set of test problems with
increasing dimesion, generated as described above. Stopping
criterions were also the same - on the derivative norm and on
the minimized function value. Let’s notice that we know the
optimum goal function value. The results for goal function f1
are collected in table I and for the second goal function f2 in
table II.

Symbol (M) placed instead of the number of iterations
means stop due to overcrossing the maximal number of
iterations, set by the user. Symbol (P) denotes the user break
by pressing simultaneously combinations of keys CTRL-C and
(O) stopping the calculations due to the zero value in the
denominator in the updating formula (something theoretically
impossible in the exact arithmetic, but on the computer we
never carry out calculations in the exact arithmetic). Later
appropriate safeguards were introduced.

The obtained results prove the BFGS method superiority
over the DFP and the third variant with Θ = 1

2 . Furthermore,
they have shown that for problems of larger dimension the
Armijo directional minimization (i.e. decreasing the stepsize
from given starting value by a constant coefficient until the
first Goldstein test is met) is totally unuseful. The directional
minimization with the Wolfe stopping conditions proved to
be the best one. Number of iterations of the BFGS method
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TABLE I
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS OF BROYDEN CONVEX CLASS WITH DIFFERENT

DIRECTIONAL MINIMIZATION FOR FUNCTION f1

Dir. Problem size n =

min. 2 10 50 100 500 1000 2000

BFGS method (Θ = 1)

A. 5 (M) (M) (M) (M) (M) –
W. 4 27 70 185 533 1080 821

G. 4 47 139 314 809 1728 1762
DFP method (Θ = 0)

A. 5 (M) (M) (M) (M) (M) –
W. 4 29 76 313 5652 (M) 2986(O)
G. 4 68 249 (M) (M) (M) (P)

variant with Θ = 1
2

A. 5 (M) (M) (M) (M) (P) –

W. 4 29 69 190 597 1443 1106
G. 4 58 185 582 1331 3254 3819

TABLE II
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS OF BROYDEN CONVEX CLASS WITH DIFFERENT

DIRECTIONAL MINIMIZATION FOR FUNCTION f2

Dir. Problem size n =

min. 2 10 50 100 500 1000 2000

BFGS method (Θ = 1)

A. 23 51 314 627 2787 (M) (M)
W. 4 17 37 48 116 406 768
G. 4 25 38 52 524 428 1655

DFP method (Θ = 0)
A. 23 51 311 (M) (M) (M) –

W. 4 17 38 48 116 (M) (M)
G. 4 20 53 67 289 419 1086

variant with Θ = 1
2

A. 23 51 501 (M) (M) (M) –

W. 4 17 40 48 116 (M) (M)
G. 4 20 60 75 285 534 906

implemented with the directional minimization ensuring veri-
fication of the Wolfe conditions was substantially smaller than
in all other considered variants. The only exception were the
problems of smallest size equal to 2.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS

Updates representation with oblique projections gives a
deeper look into the structure of the existing variable metric
updates. It offers new possibilities in convergence analysis
of quasi-newton methods for minimization. It would be then
possible to exploit the existing rich algebraic theory of oblique
projections. Furthermore it opens the possibility to exploit in
context of the limitted memory methods any member of the
Broyden convex class. We are not restricted to the BFGS as
it was up till now.
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Abstract—We consider the connected facility location problem
(ConFLP), a useful model in telecommunication network design.
First we introduce the extended connected facility location prob-
lem which generalizes the ConFLP by allowing pre-opened and
pre-fixed facilities. This new concept is advantageous for applying
complex sequences of reduction tests. By such an analysis of
the solution space we anticipate solution dependencies in favor
of following optimization methods. Besides transferring existing
techniques designed for the facility location problem, the Steiner
tree problem and the group Steiner tree problem, specific new
reduction methods are introduced. The presented concepts based
on graph theoretic formulations are also of theoretical interest.
Additionally, we propose an efficient self-adaptive presolving
strategy based on test dependencies and test impacts respectively.
A computational study shows that the number of edges could
be reduced up to 85% and the number of nodes up to 36%
respectively on instances from the literature.

Keywords-connected facility location; presolving; network de-
sign; Steiner tree;

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

THE connected facility location problem (ConFLP) is a
highly useful model for the application to problems aris-

ing in the design of telecommunication networks. For instance
the (partial) replacement of existing out-of-date copper based
networks by modern fiber-optic cables can be handled as a
ConFLP. We are given customers, that need to be connected
to a central distributor by a tree-shaped network. In com-
monly used Fiber-To-The-Curb (FTTC) architectures, potential
switching locations are given to which the customers may by
connected by an existing copper infrastructure. Any choice of
switch installations results in a set of terminals that have to be
connected to the distributor using new fiber-optic technology.
The practical objective is to minimize the overall installation
costs for cables and switching devices.
The ConFLP is an NP-hard [1] optimization problem and
therefore especially challenging in real world applications
involving large instances. To ease the computational burden
for algorithms to compute an optimal or heuristic solution,
the application of problem presolving procedures is not just
effective, but also unavoidable in many cases. The term

Partially supported by the Austrian Research Promotion Agency, FFG,
within Bridge 2 programme (812973)

presolving is used in turn which emphasizes the solution-
oriented character of the applied techniques, compared to
simple preprocessing methods. Such an analysis of the solution
space may result in a remarkable reduction of the problem size.
For certain instances no further methods need to be applied
since the techniques used for presolving completely reduced
them to trivial ones and therefore solves it to optimality. Exact
and heuristical methods take advantage of the anticipation of
preprocessable dependencies. Certainly a reduced number of
provided variables is likely to accelerate the enumeration in
exact branch & bound algorithms.

B. Contribution

We developed several presolving techniques for the ConFLP,
transferred existing literature ideas for related problems and
embedded these methods into a self-adaptive overall strategy.
This algorithmical framework is based on problem and test
specific reduction dependencies that we also present in this
paper. In our studies we did not limit ourselves to problem re-
ductions that necessarily result into a ConFLP instance again.
Instead we generalized the ConFLP by the introduction of
the extended connected facility location problem (EConFLP).
This model is very convenient for transferring presolving in-
formation during the reduction process and allows the flexible
integration of practical side constraints at the same time. The
ideas are also of theoretical interest and variations may be
considered for related problems. Computational results show
that these methods can be effective.

C. Related work

The ConFLP model combines two classical problems in
combinatorial optimization. On the one hand the Steiner tree
problem (STP) asks for a tree of minimal edge costs that
connects given terminals by optional use of Steiner nodes for
the interlinkage [2]. On the other hand the ConFLP generalizes
the well known (Uncapacitated) facility location problem
(FLP). To solve the FLP selected facilities are installed at
potential sites and each given customer is assigned to exactly
one of them. The objective is to minimize the sum of the
installation costs and the assignment costs. The ConFLP
has been introduced by Karger and Minkoff [1] who gave
the first approximation algorithm of constant factor. Solution
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approaches for the ConFLP in the literature include exact MIP-
based methods [3], greedy random adaptive search [4] and
a dual based heuristic [5]. The design of effective reduction
methods was already carried out for related network design
problems. Introductory work on preprocessing techniques can
ba found in [6]. The STP was considered by Duin et al. [7]
and Polzin et al. ( [8], [9]). Ferreira et al. [10] developed
sophisticated tests for the reduction of instances of the group
Steiner tree problems (GSTP). Ideas from these works serve as
a starting point for some of our elaborations presented in this
paper. More recently, the extensive application of presolving
techniques by Letchford et al. [11] enabled the solution of
peviously unsolved FLP instances to optimality. The authors
combined complex lower and upper bounding procedures to
an effective aggressive preprocessing scheme, that reduces
instances sufficiently for MIP solvers.

D. Problem definition

Given an undirected connected graph G = (V,E), a nontriv-
ial partition (F,C) of V identifying facilities and customers,
nonnegative edge costs c and nonnegative opening costs for
the facilities, the connected facility location problem consists
of finding a connected subgraph G′ = (V ′, E′) of G, such that

i.) each customer is adjacent to exactly one facility in G′,
ii.) the subgraph of G′ induced by the set of facilities in V ′

is connected, and
iii.) the total cost, defined as the sum of the edge costs and

the costs for opening facilities,
∑

v∈NV ′ (C)

pv +
∑

e∈E′

ce ,

is minimized.
For any node u ∈ V , by NV ′(u) we denote the set of its
neighboring nodes in V ′, and for any subset X ⊆ V , we
set NV ′(X) = ∪u∈XNV ′(u). Due to the problem definition
above and the non-negativity of costs c and p there exists an
optimal solution such that G′ is a tree. Some facilities in F
may be used as pure Steiner nodes, in which case no opening
costs need to be paid for them. If in a solution a facility v is
adjacent to a customer u, we call v an open facility and we
say that u is supplied by v, or that u is assigned to v. The set
of potential facilities Fp = NF (C) contains the nodes in F
that allow facility installations.

II. THE EXTENDED CONFLP (ECONFLP)

In our presolving studies we did not limit ourselves to
problem reductions that necessarily result into a ConFLP
instance. Instead we generalize the understanding of such an
instance by the following properties:
• A facility might be labeled as open facility, i.e. it has to

be open in a solution.
• A facility might be labeled as network facility, i.e. it has

to be part of a solution, either open or not. We do not
allow a facility to be open and a network facility at the
same time.

• An edge connecting two facilities might be labeled as
network edge, i.e. it has to be part of the facility network
in a solution. This implies each of the two ends to be
network facilities if not opened yet.

• Facilities may belong to groups. A group specifies facility
sets in which at least one node belongs to an optimal
solution.

In order to solve the resulting EConFLP, algorithms might
need to be modified with respect to the additional restrictions.
Alternatively a ConFLP instance could easily be obtained from
an EConFLP instance. The corresponding transformation into
the ConFLP looks as follows:

i.) For each open facility v, introduce an artificial customer
ṽ and connect it to v with cṽv = 0. Herewith in any
ConFLP solution the facility v will be opened.

ii.) For each network facility v introduce an auxiliary facility
v′ and connect it to v by an edge of zero cost where
pv′ = 0. Then proceed with v′ as for an open facility
described above. Note that v′ needs to be introduced since
we do not necessarily open v.

iii.) For each group g, introduce an artificial customer vg and
connect it by zero cost edges to the nodes in g.

III. PRESOLVING TECHNIQUES

Our presolving methodology tries to reduce the initial prob-
lem stepwise. To refer to the current reduced structures we use
tilde, (e.g. F̃p). Furthermore we will use the distance function
duv which returns the length of a shortest path between two
nodes u to v in the current graph with respect to c. To restrict
the function to a subgraph induced by the nodes X ⊆ V
we write dXuv . For the set of open and network facilities,
we also say solution or fixed facilities. Given two disjoint
node sets S1, S2 ⊆ V [G], we define a minimal {S1, S2}-
cut as a partition {RS1

, RS2
} of V [G] such that S1 ⊆ RS1

,
S2 ⊆ RS2

and the number of edges connecting RS1
and

RS2
is minimized. After computing a solution for the reduced

problem, a corresponding solution for the original problem
needs to be constructed. This is achieved by the successive
reversion of the modifications in the current problem and
the corresponding solution adaptations in the opposite order
of reduction. Corresponding restoration rules can easily be
derived from the reduction steps so that we do not elaborate
them here.

A. Presolving the facility subgraph

As we already observed, once the set of open facilities is
known, the problem reduces to the Steiner tree problem on
the facility subgraph GF . Therefore, the traditional reduction
procedures for the STP, most of them originally proposed by
Duin and Volgenant [7], can easily be extended to the ConFLP.
We now show how to generalize these tests for the ConFLP:
we apply them on the subgraph G̃F̃ , with network facilities
and open facilities treated as terminal nodes.
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1) Degree 1 and 2 facilities: Every facility v ∈ F̃ with
degṼ (v) = 1 that is not a potential facility can be deleted.
If v is an open or network facility, we additionally fix its
neighbor (if not an open facility yet) as a network facility.
For a facility v ∈ F̃ with degṼ (v) = 2 that is not a potential
facility, an open facility or network facility, we can apply
the following: delete v and insert an edge connecting its two
former neighbors. Set the edge cost to the sum of the costs
of the removed edges. If this edge already exists, then set its
weight to the minimum of the new cost and its original value.
This is possible because either none of the two edges incident
with v is part of an optimal solution or both.

2) Shortest paths: An edge e = uv ∈ ẼF̃ that is not a
network edge is dispensable if ce ≥ dF̃uv , because e can always
be replaced by a shortest path connecting u and v without
increasing the objective value.

3) Network edges: For a network edge e = uv ∈ ẼF̃ with
not both ends being potential suppliers, i.e. {u, v} 6⊆ F̃p, u
and v can be contracted, say to z. Then z becomes a solution
facility if neither u nor v were fixed in the solution before. If
one of the ends was an open facility, then we assign its opening
costs to z and open it. If u or v was a network facility, then
z is added to the network facilities.

4) Nearest node: Consider a solution facility v and let x =
argminu∈NF̃ (v)cvu and z = argminu∈NF̃ (v)\{x}cvu. We add
vx to our solution as a network edge if a solution facility v′

exists such that
cvx + dF̃xv′ ≤ cvz .

Note that the nearest facility x may be a solution facility and in
this case the test corresponds to the adjacent solution facilities
test for x and v.

5) Node nearer to solution facility: An edge uv ∈ ẼF̃ will
not appear in an optimal solution if a solution facility x /∈
{u, v} exists such that

max(dF̃xu, d
F̃
xv) ≤ cuv .

This is possible, because instead of using the edge uv in the
network we could always connect the two ends to a solution
facility without paying additional costs. Note that in the case
of one end being a terminal, this test corresponds to the nearest
node test.

6) Bottleneck degree m: We consider a facility v that is
not a potential facility with m = degF̃ (v) ≥ 3. Such a facility
will have either degree two or will not belong to an optimal
solution if the following property holds:

∑

u∈NF̃ (v)

cvu ≥ ST (K, G̃F̃ \{v}), ∀K ⊆ NF̃ (v), |K| ≥ 3,

where ST (K,H) denotes the cost of an optimal Steiner tree
connecting subset K of terminals on the graph H . Since solv-
ing the Steiner Tree subproblem would be way to expensive,
we just apply a heuristic, namely the well known Shortest
Path Heuristic for the STP (see [2] or [4]). In order to do
so, for each pair of neighbors of x, z ∈ NF̃ (v), we either
insert a new edge e = xz (if it does not exist) and set its

cost to s = cxv + cvz or we update the current edge weight
to cxz = min(cxz, s). In the worst case we pay the price of
adding

(
m
2

)
− m edges to the problem for a single facility

deletion which explains why this test is just applicable for
small values of m. In a dense facility network we conversely
may not need to add any edges but we might want to change
the cost structure, besides the facility deletion.

7) Adjacent solution facilities: Let two adjacent facilities u
and v be part of a solution, either as network or open facilities.
If cvu ≤ cvx ∀x ∈ F then the edge evu can be added to our
solution as a network edge. To prove this, assume that the
condition holds for v but an optimal solution S exists that
does not contain vu. For connectivity reasons S contains a
path in F̃ using an edge vx (x 6= u) from v to u. So S could
be improved by using vu instead of vx what contradicts with
the optimality of S.

8) Facility cuts: In [9], Polzin and Daneshmand present
a decomposition concept for the STP based on the detection
of node separator subsets of low cardinality, i.e. subsets of
nodes whose removal separates the terminals of the graph
G̃F̃ . We extend this concept to the set of edge separators, by
introducing additional presolving steps for the newly detected
groups induced by these cuts. For solution facilities t1 and t2
we compute a minimal t1-t2-cut (S, T ) in G̃F̃ . If there is just a
single edge e connecting S and T we can label e as a network
edge, since it will belong to any feasible solution. Additionally
we consider the induced node separator sets QS = {v ∈ S :
NF̃ (v)∩T 6= ∅} and QT = {v ∈ T : NF̃ (v)∩S 6= ∅}. We add
QS and QT to the set of groups, but control these additions
by a parameter that limits the size of added groups. Some of
the presolving techniques for the group Steiner tree problem
can be transferred and applied to the concept of EConFLP
as defined above. Recall that, given a graph G̃F̃ with non-
negative edge costs, and a collection R of subsets of F̃ , called
groups, the GSTP is to find a minimum-cost subtree of G̃F̃

that contains at least one node from each group R ∈ R. We
consider the groups R ⊂ F̃ , that arise from different tests
introduced within this paper. Apart from such groups, we can
initially add a group Ru for each customer u consisting of its
potential suppliers NF̃ (u).

9) Node nearer to group: This test is a generalization of
the node nearer to terminal test for the GSTP. An edge e =
uv ∈ ẼF̃ will not appear in an optimal solution if a group
R 6⊇ {u, v} exists such that

max(dF̃ru, d
F̃
rv) ≤ ce ∀r ∈ R .

This is possible, because instead of using the edge e in the
network we could always connect the two ends with any node
in R without additional costs. The special case of considering
groups of cardinality one leads to the node nearer to terminal
test.

10) Group cuts: For two disjoint groups R1 and R2, we
compute a minimal (R1, R2)-cut in GF̃ , say (S, T ). If there
is just a single edge connecting S and T we can label it as a
network edge, since it will belong to any solution. Additionally
we consider the induced node sparator sets RS = {v ∈ S :
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N(v) ∩ T 6= ∅} and RT = {v ∈ T : N(v) ∩ T 6= ∅}. We add
RS and RT to the set of groups, but limit the total number
of added groups. This generalizes the facility cut test since
facilities fixed in a solution are just groups of cardinality one.
Here we also mix the two types by allowing singleton groups.

B. Presolving the facility-customer subgraph

Adapting presolving tests for the facility location problem
we get the following applying to the ConFLP.

1) Degree 1 customers: For a customer u ∈ C̃ with
degG̃(u) = 1 we remove u and force the facility v to be
part of the facility network as an open facility.

2) Customer domination: For two customers u and v with
NṼ (u) ⊂ NṼ (v) we can delete an edge e = vx with x /∈
NṼ (u) if ce ≥ cvz ∀z ∈ NṼ (u). The reason for this is that
at least one of the potential facilities of u will be opened
and therefore even if facility x was already open it would be
cheaper to let v be supplied by the facility supplying u.

3) Network facility: We consider the network facilities that
are potential suppliers in order to open them or exclude
alternative potential suppliers. Consider such a facility v and a
potential customer u, i.e. v ∈ NṼ (u). We may delete an edge
ux (x 6= v) if cxu ≥ cuv + pv . So opening v and supplying u
by v would be cheaper than supplying u by x, even if x was
open.

4) Open facility: In the case that we have fixed a facility v
to be supplying in our solution we should check whether we
can exclude other facilities from being potential suppliers for
its potential customers. So for a customer u adjacent to v an
edge e = ux (x 6= v) can be deleted if cvu ≤ ce.

C. Presolving the whole graph

Finally, in this section we propose tests that apply to the
EConFLP concept, involving the whole graph G̃, considering
solution facilities, network edges and groups as well.

1) Facility-customer distance: For a potential facility v we
can delete a supply edge e = vu (u ∈ C̃) if a path Pvu

in G̃F̃∪{u} from v to u not containing e exists such that
d′vu ≤ cvu, where d′vu denotes the length of the path Pvu

plus the opening costs of the potential facility z on that path
if not opened yet. Thereby, the weights of network edges are
discarded:

d′vu =

{∑
e∈Pvu

ce + pz z closed∑
e∈Pvu

ce z open
(zu ∈ Pvu) .

This test checks if it would be cheaper to add the whole path
to the solution and possibly open the facility z than using the
edge vu.

2) Solution-facility-customer distance: In this test we con-
sider a potential facility v and one of its supply edges e = vu
(u ∈ C̃). Let FS be the set of current solution facilities. We
delete e if for a x ∈ FS a path Pux in G̃F̃∪{u} from u to x
not containing e exists such that d′u,x ≤ cvu. Here d′ is the
function used in the facility-customer distance test. In contrast
to the facility-customer distance test we just try to supply and

connect the customer u to any facility in the existing facility
subnetwork without exceeding certain supply edge costs. In
the case that v is already open or a network facility, this test
covers the facility-customer distance test.

3) Group-customer distance: We extend the terminal-
customer distance test to groups. The additional requirement
for a supply edge deletion is the existence of the mentioned
path for all the nodes of at least one group.

4) Potential facility leaves: Let a potential facility v have
degF̃ (v) = 1. If v is part of an optimal solution, then -
provided it is not the only facility to do so - surely its incident
edge vx ∈ ẼF̃ in the facility network will be used in this
solution. In the case that x is not a potential facility itself, we
can contract x and v and set the opening costs of the resulting
potential facility as pv+ce. Otherwise if x is a potential facility
and there exists a group not containing v or one other solution
facility, then the opening cost of v can be increased by ce to
provoke the success of the network facility test.

5) Groups: We remove groups that contain solution facili-
ties, since this is redundant information. Additionally we trans-
form groups of cardinality 1 to network facilities. Multiple
and empty groups are dynamically removed when removing a
facility.

D. The overall presolving strategy

The proposed techniques are all of polynomial time com-
plexity. Although the STP is well known to be in the class of
NP-hard optimization problems we use a polynomial method
to solve the problem heuristically. Therefore the overall pro-
cedure based on reduction success is also polynomial. The
correctness follows from the validity of the single reductions
and the transformation of the EConFLP into the ConFLP.
However the effort for carrying out test on a problem in-
stance varies. For instance a degree-testing can be done in
significantly less time than running numerous minimal cut
computations. Therefore we tried to minimize the number of
tests that we identified as computationally more expensive
in our experiments. The latter ones are mostly the tests that
require solving a non-trivial subproblem, e.g. finding minimal
cuts or multiple shortest paths. So we first apply the less
elaborate tests as long as this results in a problem reduction.
Afterwards we once run the more time consuming procedures
and perform a restart if a problem modification was detected.
Since we still observed many redundant test runs we focus on
concrete test interactions to minimize unnecessary iterations.
One can observe some complex relationships between different
reduction types. Figure 1 describes the potential changes of
the problem structure with respect to the tests performed. An
arc depicts the potentially successful presolving tests after a
certain problem modification. Figure 2 shows the impacts of
the modifications of the input graph on specific presolving
steps. An arc describes a problem modification consequence
of the corresponding reduction type. Our idea was to make the
testing scheme adaptive. Therefore a prioirity is assigned to
each reduction method. Initially these values are chosen to set
up a basic ordering. We simply enumerate the tests from based
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on our computational study from easy to hard. So the tests are
called according to their priority. Whenever a test did alter the
current problem, we increment the priority of all the other tests
that may depend on the performed problem modification. To
keep the computational effort low, we still apply the 2-phase
division that first works all the easy tests.

Fig. 1: Arc AM indicates that test A may result in a problem
modification of type M .

Fig. 2: Arc MB indicates that a modification of type M may
have an impact on the success of test B.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

We ran our scheme on the ConFLP instances used in [4].
The problems consist of a random facility network with ran-
domly added customer assignments . The following parameters
were adjusted to create the problem classes: the probability
of creating an edge in the facility network, G[F ] (peF ), the
probability of creating a supply edge (peC) and the probability
of defining a facility node as a potential supplier (pFp).
Edge weights are randomly assigned ranging from 50 to 100
and opening costs from 150 to 200 respectively. Our C++
implementation of the presolving algorithm was tested on an
Intel Core 2 Duo E4300 machine with 1.8 GHz, 3.25 GB
RAM. We used the following default parameter setting: in the

bottleneck degree test we set m = 3; the maximal size of the
added groups was set to 2 and number of groups was limited
to 8. The simple categorization of tests into two complexity
classes already speeds up the overall testing procedure. The
number of easy test loops is about twice the number of hard
test repetitions. Moreover it saves computational effort to
exclude hard tests from a test loop, if no need can be detected
by the dependencies illustrated in the previous section. The
results shown in Table I are average values of 3 random
instances per group. The computation times did not exeed 5
minutes per instance. The graphs having a sparse facility

TABLE I: Average presolving effectiveness on 39 instances
(|F | = 100,|C| = 100) with the relative reductions rV and
rE on V end E. Each instance class consists of 3 random
instances.

Orig. ConFLP instance Presolved EConFLP instance
peF peC pFp |E| |EF | |EC | |E| |F | |C| rV rE
0.18 0.18 0.3 1131 590 540 435 33 93 36.5 61.5
0.18 0.18 1.0 2406 594 1811 1811 100 100 0.0 24.7
0.18 0.55 0.3 2215 587 1628 1702 49 100 25.3 23.2
0.18 0.55 1.0 6062 575 5486 5486 100 100 0.0 9.5
0.18 1.00 0.3 3575 575 3000 3103 57 100 21.2 13.2
0.18 1.00 1.0 10572 572 10000 10029 100 100 0.0 5.1
0.55 0.18 0.3 3070 2538 531 647 87 94 9.0 78.9
0.55 0.18 1.0 4347 2538 1808 1808 100 100 0.0 58.4
0.55 0.55 0.3 4179 2524 1654 1815 72 100 13.8 56.6
0.55 0.55 1.0 8023 2528 5495 5495 100 100 0.0 31.5
0.55 1.00 0.3 5518 2518 3000 3154 66 100 17.0 42.8
1.00 0.18 0.3 5506 4950 556 828 96 98 3.0 85.0
1.00 0.55 0.3 6569 4950 1619 1869 80 100 9.75 71.6

network (peF = 0.18) can be preprocessed with less effort
than others. The benefit of the applied methods obviously
depends on the density of the customer-facility network (peC).
If the bipartite subgraph is complete, the algorithm stops after
less than 2 seconds without any reduction. On the other hand
if both networks are sparse (peF = peC = 0.18) and not all
facilities are potential suppliers (pFp = 0.3), we are able to
significantly reduce the size of the inputs. We obtain graphs
whose numbers of nodes and edges are reduced by 36% and
61% respectively on average. We can also observe that the
sparsity of the graph G is not a sufficient condition for a
successful reduction. If Fp = F , i.e. pFp = 1, the presolving
is not able to remove nodes, even for a very sparse graph G[F ].
The worst results are obtained for graphs having a complete
bipartite structure and Fp = F . This can be explained by the
fact that many tests originally designed for the STP are not
directly applicable to potential suppliers. Since our benchmark
instances obey a uniform structure, in which every node has
almost the same degree, simple degree tests that lead facility
removals have no effect at all. In extreme cases, when the
degree of every customer equals |Fp|, the number of edges
could be reduced by only 5.1%. Finally, the most remarkable
reductions concerning the number of edges (between 71.6%
and 85%) are obtained for graphs having complete facility
networks.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3: Presolving effect on a random instance.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we provide techniques for presolving instances
of the ConFLP embedded in an algorithmic framework. We
extend the concept of a the ConFLP by allowing terminal
facility nodes (being open or not) and groups of facilities
among which at least one needs to be included in the solution.
Afterwards we also describe how such an extended ConFLP
instance can be reversed into a ConFLP. The new extended
ConFLP concept enables the transfer of several known tests
for (group) Steiner tree problems and the facility location
problem. Furthermore, we propose a bunch of new presolv-
ing ideas for the ConFLP structure itself and test all of
them computationally. The overall methodology is based on
identified problem modification dependencies. Our algorithmic
framework is tested on a set of benchmark instances from the
literature showing that the proposed presolving is especially
beneficial for graphs obeying a sparse edge structure with
respect to the edges connecting only facilities, facilities and
customers, or both. We observe that increasing the number of
potential suppliers decreases the effectivity of the presolving
procedures. maximal degree m for the bottleneck test, are
determined manually, by running only a small number of
sample instances. One possible way to improve these features
is to use intelligent learning techniques to train these so-called
control values.
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owadays, computational ontologies are commonly used 
as conceptual models of information systems (IS) cre-

ated in different domains, such as: engineering, law, social 
sciences, biomedicine, humanities, business enterprise, geog-
raphy, library science etc. They are used both in the design 
and the exploitation phases of the IS’s life. However, what 
can be largely observed, the main drawback of the majority 
of such ontologies is their insufficient ontic expressiveness 
and lack of a good foundations. Thus, the question arises: is 
the ontological engineering mature enough to apply the so-
phisticated theoretical solutions and propose methodologies 
and tools enabling to create both practical and expressive on-
tologies for everyday use? We call such ontologies shortly: 
“well-founded”.

N

The aim of the workshop is to gather researchers and prac-
titioners interested in answering the posed question. Particu-
larly, we single out three main scientific areas, for which re-
search feedback is expected.

The first domain of interest addresses the design and im-
plementation of ontological structures that are strongly influ-
enced by philosophy, but are still reasonably applicable. The 
area  includes  foundational  approach  driven  ontology  cre-
ation strategies for concrete domains and applications.

The  linguistic  investigations  concerning  national  and 
multi-language semantic lexicons provide, among other re-
sources, also the top-level ontologies. The second considered 
research area addresses the problem of using such ontologies 
(possibly accompanied by other linguistic resources) to build 
well-founded and tractable domain conceptual models.

Most ontology-building approaches proposed by computer 
engineers  employ algorithimcs  (i.e.  data  mining,  machine 
learning etc.). Even though they benefit from the automation 
at the same time they suffer from the bad (ontic) quality of 
obtained  ontologies.  Thus,  issues  concerned  with bridging 
the gap between bottom-up automatically engineered ontolo-
gies and foundational/top-level manually created ones, con-
stitute the third scientific area we are strongly interested in. 

TOPICS

These topics are strongly recommended but are not lim-
ited to:

• Foundational  approach-driven  practical  ontolo-
gies

• Foundational  issues  of  ontologies:  identity, 
change, vagueness, granularity, kinds of entities, ba-
sic relations in the context of applications

• Linguistic top-level ontologies in practice
• Relations  between  computational  lexicons  and 
thesauri and ontologies

• Bridging  the  gap  between  bottom-up  automati-
cally  engineered  ontologies  and  foundational/top-
level ones

• Ontology integration and comparison
• Experiments with well-founded ontologies in dif-
ferent application areas, among others:

• law,
• biomedicine,
• engineering,
• humanities,
• business enterprise,
• geography,
• library science,
• social interactions,
• dialogue and argumentation,
• semantic wiki
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Abstract—Within the paper we discuss the issue of designing 
well-founded contextual  knowledge bases.  Following the base 
idea that contextualization is a vital part of conceptualization, 
we extend the definitions of selected notions of OntoClean, the 
well-known  method  of  assessment  of  taxonomies,  towards 
contextual  approach.  This  allows  us  to  formulate  a  set  of 
desirable qualities for context-semantic knowledge bases. In the 
further  part  of  the  paper  we  show  that  SIM  method,  our 
proposal  of  organizing  contextual  knowledge  base,  is  in 
accordance with the introduced desiderata.

I. INTRODUCTION

ODULARIZATION of knowledge bases is perceived 

as a modern way of defining the proper knowledge 

base architecture. Splitting knowledge into fragments should 

solve many problems faced by knowledge engineers during 

their  works  with  ontologies.  Modularization  techniques 

should  make reasoning  more effective  and  reusing  easier. 

The majority of these techniques are based on the notion of 

context.

M

Until today many modularization techniques were proposed. 

Almost all of them try to solve the problems with contextual 

reasoning,  how  should  interpretations  of  modules  affect 

each  other,  how  to  preserve  decidability,  soundness  and 

completeness. Although very important, these works do not 

help with the problem which we call the problem of contex-

tual designing. They have no tools allowing to express why 

contexts were created and what is their purpose. In our opin-

ion  an  efficient  and  appropriate  framework  for  designing 

context-semantic  knowledge  bases,  i.e.  knowledge  bases 

where  contexts  are  explicit  elements  of  conceptualization 

and affect the semantics of other members of the model, is 

desirable.

In this paper we try to justify this opinion. In Section 2 we 

describe shortly the state of the art dividing it into four sub-

sections.  The  first  subsection  characterizes  the  approach 

concentrated on problems of contextual reasoning, the next 

This work is partially supported by the Polish National Centre for Re-
search and Development (NCBiR) under Grant No. SP/I/1/77065/10 by the 
strategic scientific research and experimental development program: „Inter-
disciplinary System for Interactive Scientific and Scientific-Technical Infor-
mation”.

subsections present considerations important in our opinion 

for the approach connected with semantics of contexts: the 

metaphor of a context as a box and the method of evaluation 

of ontologies OntoClean. In Section 3 we present the propo-

sition of  our  method of  building context-semantic knowl-

edge bases and show its semantic features describing how it 

corresponds to the metaphor of context as a box and how to 

adapt  to it  the rules  taken from the OntoClean.  Section 4 

presents the summary of related works. Section 5 concludes 

the paper.

II.CONTEXTUAL ONTOLOGIES

In this section we analyze two approaches to the problem 

of  contextualization:  the  first  focused  on  the  problem  of 

contextual  reasoning  and  the  second  connected  with  the 

problem of semantic contextual designing.

A. Principles of Contextual Reasoning

The most  known modularization  technique  (or  rather  a 

family  of  techniques),  DDL  [1],  is  an  adaptation  of  the 

context  deductive  system  called  DFOL  (Distributed  First 

Order Knowledge) [2] in Description Logics. This family of 

techniques  were  defined  taking  into  consideration  two 

principles  of  contextual  reasoning given  in  [3].  The  first 

principle,  called  the  first  principle  of  context  reasoning 

(PCR1)  or  shortly  the  principle  of  locality,  says  that 

reasoning may always be performed from the perspective of 

a single module only and all  logical  consequences of this 

reasoning  must  not  be  inconsistent  with  any  axiom 

contained in this module.  The second principle,  called the 

second  principle  of  context  reasoning (PCR2)  or  the 

principle  of  compatibility,  says  that  all  the  logical 

consequences  of  reasoning  from the given  module should 

conform  structural  constraints,  which  are  restrictions 

imposed upon the module by another modules defined in the 

distributed  system. In  DDL (like in  DFOL)  the  structural 

constraints  are  called  bridge  rules.  Describing  semantic 

dependencies between concepts and roles defined in a pair 

of modules, the bridge rules say nothing about semantic of
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the modules (contexts) themselves. They are nothing more 
than low level instructions for reasoning algorithms and 
they do not explain the reason why contexts are created. 

The idea behind such regulations is that the authors 
consider two types of contexts: pragmatic and cognitive [4]. 
The former type is defined as a point in an actual (being a 
part of the real world) multidimensional space where 
sentences are produced, and where the content, meaning 
and logical value of these sentences is determined. The 
latter one is defined as a part of the cognitive state of an 
agent. It is “a set of implicit assumptions that affect 
cognitive processes, like communication, problem solving, 
common sense reasoning, and so on” [4]. The consequence 
of such an approach is that all the related methods are 
suitable to solve the problem of merging of heterogeneous 
knowledge (or data-) bases and useful in multi-agent 
systems, where every agent has its own ontology and 
constitutes its own module (one agent—one module). It also 
seems to be very useful when the purpose is to reuse 
existing ontologies in a new project. 

B. Need for Contextual Designing 
But it seems to be obvious that also normal, single 

ontologies should have modular structure. The need of 
constructing such ontologies follows from the observation 
that any information, if complex, should be ordered in a 
structure making designing to be more controllable. It was 
clearly stated by M. Minsky in [5]: It seems to me that the 
ingredients of most theories both in Artificial Intelligence 
and in Psychology have been on the whole too minute, 
local, and unstructured to account—either practically or 
phenomenologically—for the effectiveness of common-sense 
thought. The chunks of reasoning, language, memory, and 
perception ought to be larger and more structured; their 
factual and procedural contents must be more intimately 
connected in order to explain apparent power and speed of 
mental activities. 

Minsky’s thoughts led to the object oriented approach 
which showed its power in software engineering. The most 
advantageous in this approach is that a designer can model 
reality at any level of granularity hiding details inside 
objects. In fact, objects are structures containing another 
objects, and so on, until the designer stops 
conceptualization and decide that there should be no more 
details in the model. This way she/he builds a model using 
“chunks” of desired size and content. In the case of 
knowledge engineering the “chunks” could be contexts. A 
structure of contexts could give users and designers 
opportunity to emphasize some details and to hide others, to 
change level of abstraction or/and to take the appropriate 
point of view. 

The principles of contextual reasoning are not sufficient 
in this case. As such knowledge bases are intended to be 
contextual from the beginning of the designing process, 

contextualization should be a part of a conceptualization 
process. It is very important task for researchers to supply 
designers with rules helping to make decisions how to 
separate contexts, what is their semantic influence, how 
they are mutually related. 

C. OntoClean 
Conceptualization was discussed in details by Guarino 

and Welty in many publications, e.g. [6]. All of them 
consider the questions what does it mean: well founded 
ontology, when an ontology is well founded, and how to 
define well founded ontologies. The effect of this discussion 
is the method of evaluating ontologies called OntoClean. 
The main purpose of the OntoClean method is to supply 
designers with several precisely defined rules helping them 
to build inside an ontology a proper taxonomies of concepts. 
The rules suggest what criteria should be taken into 
consideration during deciding about inheritance relation 
between two given concepts. The authors enumerate four 
metaproperties of properties (concepts) affecting the 
decision: identity, rigidity, unity and dependency. Let us see 
how does it work in the case of rigidity. The definition of 
this metaproperty, using modal operators, is as follows: 

Definition 1 (rigidity) 
A rigid property is a property that is essential to all 
instances, i.e. a property  such that: x ((x)  (x)). 
A non-rigid property is a property that is not essential to 
some of its instances, i.e. x ((x)  (x)). 

An anti-rigid property is a property that is not essential to 
all its instances, i.e. x ((x)  (x)).  

A property of an entity is rigid (or essential) to that entity 
if it must be true of it in every possible world, i.e. if it 
necessarily holds for that entity. For example being a 
human is rigid, because if an entity (i.e. someone) is a 
human, it is a human for as long as it exists. And being a 
student is an anti-rigid property, because every student 
finally finishes his/her education. 

The rule constraining designing decisions about 
subsumption says that an anti-rigid property cannot 
subsume a rigid property. Following this rule we can decide 
that the concept HUMAN subsumes STUDENT but never 
vice-versa. 

As it was already stated, contextualization is a part of 
conceptualization. It would be valuable to consider how 
contextualization changes the phenomena described by 
OntoClean. For this purpose it is necessary to formalize the 
notion of context and relations between them. 

D. Context as a Box 
Our starting point to conduct the formalization is the 

metaphor called “Contect as a Box”, defining contexts as a 
box containing sentences and described with a set of 
parameters. It was invented by Bar-Hillel in 1954 [7]. More 
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detailed description was given in [3] and [8]. Following this 
idea we can imagine a context as it is showed in Figure 1. 

 
 

 

Fig.  1 Context as a box [3]. 
 
Parameters and their values replace all the complexity of 

the real conditions determining why a context was separated 
and represent all the knowledge removed outside the box. 
The authors of [3] describe two methods of dealing with the 
parameters during reasoning: push and pop and shifting. In 
the first method we assume that there exists a non-
contextual state where the set of parameters is empty. It is 
an ideal state which never exists in practice. Then we can 
push some information from the inside of the box to the set 
of parameters. This process is called contextualization. The 
result after n steps is illustrated in Figure 2 a) as the box on 
the left side. After the next step the information 
symbolically assigned s is removed from all the sentences in 
the box and a new parameter sit = s appeared in the set of 
parameters. The process is invertible, i.e. one can remove a 
parameter from the set and place an appropriate 
information inside the box. This process is called 
decontextualization. 

 

Fig.  2 Push and pop (a) and shifting (b) [3]. 
 
The second method, shifting, is showed in Figure 2 b). 

The set of parameters does not change but changing the 
value of a parameter causes revaluation of sentences. Like 
in the picture, changing the date from 1st to 2nd January 
makes the sentence “It is raining now” false. 

By comparing two sets of parameters belonging to a pair 
of contexts and their values, we can determine a 
relationship the both contexts are in. For example if we 
have the contexts c1 and c2 such that their sets of 
parameters are equal and the values in the case of c2 are 
either equal or more specific than in the case of c1 
(shifting), then we can say that c2 is more specialized than 

c1. Similarly if the set of parameters of c1 is a subset of the 
set of parameters of c2 and their values are equal, then the 
remaining parameters for c2 make this context more 
specialized. 

Given a set of contexts, imposing some rules constraining 
the context parameter sets and their values it is easy to 
make the relation between the contexts to be a partial order. 
Let us call such a structure a context ordering structure 
(COS).The order helps to define how the contexts affect 
each other in the contextual knowledge bases. 

Let P = {p1, …, pn} be a finite set of contextual 
parameters which are taken into consideration during 
designing a knowledge base. We can define the function fP: 
  (P) assigning subset of P to every context   . 
Assigning values to the parameters from the finite set P = 
{p1, …, pn} has the same meaning as building a valuating 
tuple  = {(p1, v1), …, (pn, vn)}, every value vi (i  [1..n]) 
taken from the domain pi containing the values admissible 
for the parameter pi. (pi) means the value assigned to the 
parameter pi in the valuating tuple . All the admissible 
valuating tuples make the relation   pP p. 

Now, if we want to speak about relationships between 
contexts, we have to impose a partial order on every domain 
pi. Let assume that the order inside the domain pi is 
realized by the compatibility relation pi with the maximal 
element max(pi) such that for every v  pi v is compatible 
with max(pi) (denoted v pi max(pi)). We say that 1 is 
compatible with 2 (denoted 1  2) iff p  P 1(p) p 2(p). 

This order is intuitive and gives us the opportunity to 
establish a space where every point represents one context. 

E. Rigidity in contextualized conceptualization 
Now let us consider how the rules proposed in OntoClean 

should be modified if applied in the space of contexts. 
Guarino and Welty say that a property  is rigid iff x ((x) 
 (x)). They use quantified modal logic to express that 
in case of rigid property it is true for an entity x in every 
possible world. It is correct, due to the assumption of rigid 
designator saying that the individual name is identically 
interpreted in every possible model. Loosing rigidity is 
always connected with updating information contained by 
an ontology due to the changes observed in the domain 
being described. So if a designer assumes that a property  
is rigid, he/she expects that no future update will remove a 
sentence (x) if such a sentence once were added. And, 
inversely, if a property is non-rigid he/she expects that such 
a change will occur in the future. A new state of the world, 
bringing the need of updates, creates a new context which, 
according to the metaphor of “a context as a box”, can be 
described with a set of parameters. In the case of flat (not 
modularized) ontologies there is no habit to do it, but it is 
obvious that subsequent versions of  a given ontology can be 
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described along the dimensions characteristic for contexts 
(e.g. partiality, approximation, perspective). Therefore there 
exists such a set of parameters P = {p1, …, pn}, which is 
able to contain information sufficient to describe every 
future version of this ontology. Every expected change 
inserted into the ontology reflects a given possible world 
and may be represented by the relation described above. 
So if we assign our ontology with the letter O it is 
convenient to denote the version described by the tuple   
 by O(). Let (O) means the signature of O. Now we can 
define rigidity as follows: 

Definition 2 (rigidity in ontology) 
A property  is rigid in ontology O iff for every pair of its 
versions O(), O(') and any x belonging to the signatures 
of the both versions, (x) is entailed either by the both 
versions or by none. Formally: 
x (,'   (x  (O())  (O(')) 
  (O() ⊨ (x)  O(') ⊨ (x))))  

Describing expected versions with a set of parameters 
allows us to ask how chosen subsets of parameters affect 
rigidity. Some properties may be rigid according to one 
subset of parameters and non-rigid according to others. For 
instance the temperature of evaporation of water does not 
change in time but depends on pressure. Let us call this 
kind of rigidity local rigidity. Let [P'], where P'  P, 
means a subtuple containing valuation of parameters from 
P' only: [P'] = {(pi, vi): (pi, vi)    pi  P'}. 

Definition 3 (local rigidity w.r.t. a subset of parameters) 
A property  is locally rigid in ontology O w.r.t. the subset 
of parameters P'  P iff for every pair of its versions O(), 
O(') such that [P'] = '[P'], and any x belonging to the 
signatures of the both versions, (x) is entailed either by the 
both versions or by none. Formally: 
x (,'   
 ((x  (O())  (O('))  [P'] = '[P']) 
   (O() ⊨ (x)  O(') ⊨ (x))))  

We can say that local rigidity is rigidity in a subset of the 
set of possible worlds. All possible worlds from this subset 
are described with the parameters substituted in such a way 
that parameters from the subset P' have fixed values. The 
global rigidity is a special case of the local one—it is a local 
rigidity for P' = . 

There is no need to analyze the remaining metaproperties 
as their contextual properties are similar. In the same way 
we can describe local identity, local unity and local 
dependency.  

Different kinds of updates “move” an ontology through 
the space of , changing some values of parameters and 
preserving the others. The substantial question here is what 
does it mean “a new version of O”, or what kind of changes 
just “maintain” an ontology giving its new versions, but not 
new ontologies. An intuitive answer is that the only changes 

maintaining ontologies are monotonic changes. But in the 
case of flat ontologies it is very difficult to fulfil this 
requirement. Thus differentiation between a new ontology 
and a new version of an ontology is very vague. 

Contextual ontologies are more capable to retain 
monotonicity because they are able to cope with 
contradictions. But they do it because they contain more 
than one context. We can say that while a flat ontology is 
connected always with one point of , a contextual ontology 
engages a subset i  . Inside i it is rationally to speak 
about locality of the metaproperties. 

Taking it into consideration we can now define what 
semantics of contexts means. Semantics of contexts is a 
function assigning to every pair (, ), where k is a context 
and  is a property, values of every metaproperty defined by 
OntoClean. So, in other words, we can say that contextual 
designing determines semantics of contexts by defining the 
range of locality of the metaproperties for every defined 
property. 

We can also say that context-semantic knowledge base 
(CSKB), is a knowledge base which is able to preserve the 
definition of the range of locality of the metaproperties 
during its lifetime. 

III. SIM METHOD 
In this section we present our proposition of a context-

semantic knowledge base. We introduced it in [9] where it 
was called a method of hierarchical contextualization of 
ontologies. Later on the method was called Structural 
Interpretation Model. After a short presentation we will 
show how it fulfils the definition of CSKB. 

A. Description of the Method 
The structure of a contextual ontology designed 

according to the SIM rules consists of two parts: a 
terminology part, called contextualized TBox (or 
contextualized terminology) and a factual part called 
contextualized ABox (or contextual description of the 
world). Symbolic names TBox and ABox are taken from 
Description Logics but the kind of logic is not obligatory 
except it must be able to distinguish general statements 
(quantified) and detailed statements (description of facts). 
The formal definition is as follows: 

Definition 4 (contextual TBox) 
A contextualized TBox (shortly c-TBox) is a structure T = 
(, , Tmax) and consists of a set of TBoxes  whose 
elements are called context types, and a generalization 
relation      which is a partial order established over 
the set of . The structure T contains the maximal element 
Tmax  , such that T  Tmax for every T  . 
We also introduce the following notions (T1, T2, T3  ): 
 T1 generalizes/is an ancestor of T2 iff T2  T1,  T1 specializes/is a successor of T2 iff T1  T2. 
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 A direct generalization  is a subset of  such that T1  T2 iff T1  T2  T1  T2  T3 (T1  T3  T3  
T2). 

As a TBox T   contains a set of sentences, the 
generalization relation describes how knowledge is 
distributed between the elements. More specialized 
terminology imports more general one, but not vice-versa. It 
works in the same manner as owl:import predicate in OWL. 
The symbols p(T) and t(T) represent respectively the 
signature of predicates and signature of terms of T after the 
import, i.e. if T1  T2, then p(T2)  p(T1) and t(T2)  
t(T1).   

It is worth noting that there is no flow of information 
between context types not related by the generalization 
relation. Therefore, if in such contexts exist the same 
predicate names not inherited from a common ancestor, 
they have not the same meaning unless they have a common 
successor. If they have one, then the same predicate names 
have the same meaning but only in the domain of the 
successor (see Definition 7). 

Definition 5 (contextual ABox) 
A contextualized ABox (shortly c-ABox) A = (, , inst, 
Amax) of contextualized TBox T = (, , Tmax) is a structure 
consisting of: 
1) A set of ABoxes , each of which is called an instance of 

context. As an ABox A   contains a set of sentences, 
the symbols p(A) and t(A) represent respectively its 
signature of predicates and signature of terms. 

2) The aggregation relation     , which is a partial 
order established over the set of . 

3) The maximal element Amax  , such that A  Amax for 
every A  . 

4) The function inst:  →  relating every instance A from 
 with a context type T from . We require that: 
a) p(A)  p(inst(A)) 
b) inst(Amax) = Tmax, 
c) for each A1  A2 such that A1  A2 holds  inst(A1)  

inst(A2) and inst(A1)  inst(A2). 
We also say that (A, A1, A2,  ): 
 A is an instance of the context type T iff inst(A) = T, 
 A1 aggregates A2 iff A2  A1,  A1 is aggregated by A2 iff A1  A2,  A1 is an aggregating context instance iff A2: A2  A1.

  

The both parts of a contextual ontology, c-TBox and 
c-ABox, have their own substructures built by the  and  
relations. The inst function links them together in such a 
way that several ABoxes may be assigned to a single TBox. 
(More detailed explanation of the assumptions described in 
Def. 5 can be found in [9].) Figure 3 shows an example of a 
contextual knowledge base designed according to the SIM 
method. The structure of this base contains three context 
instances: A7, A8, and A9 which are assigned to a single 
context type (namely T5). Relationships between context 

instances and between context instances and contexts are 
depicted in the form of a graph, e.g. the instance A4 
aggregates instances A8 and A9. For the sake of clarity only 
the transitive reductions of generalization and aggregation 
relations have been depicted. 

It gives us distinctive opportunities: different ABoxes 
may contain different (consistent locally but possibly 
inconsistent with other ABoxes) sets of assertions 
describing different groups of individuals using the same 
notions (concepts and roles). A pair  = (T, A) such that 
inst(A) = T is called a context. By T() and A() we denote 
the first and the second element of the pair respectively. 

The both relations ( and ) and the function inst 
determine the paths information flow along. In the case of 
aggregation relation the flow has the direction from 
aggregated to aggregating instances. All sentences must be 
taken into account, but due to the fact that the attached 
TBox is more general some information must be 
reinterpreted in more general terms. Figure 3 depicts three 
aggregating context instances: A1, A3 and A4. 

 

 

Fig.  3 An example of a SIM knowledge base. 
 
If levels of generality (introduced by context types) are 

properly chosen, we can aggregate information from context 
instances holding contradictory assertions without making 
the knowledge base inconsistent. 

The main principle of SIM structures is that the higher 
level of hierarchy the larger set of individuals is described 
in the more general way. 

The maximal element of aggregation relation aggregates 
all the other context instances. It means that all the context 
instances of a given c-ABox have to be consistent with each 
other at the highest level of generality. Thus this element 
consolidates all the information hidden in all the modules. 
The both structures, c-TBox and c-ABox, together make a 
contextualized knowledge base: 
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Definition 6 (contextual knowledge base) 
A contextualized knowledge base K = (T, A) consists of a 
c-TBox T and a c-ABox A of T.  

Sometimes it is convenient to perceive T as a schema of a 
knowledge base and A as its instance. Thus the set of all 
possible knowledge bases K is a relation K  T  A, 
where T is the set of all possible schemas and A is the set 
of all possible instances. Obviously not every A  A may 
be an instance of a given T  T. A pair (T, A) may be an 
element of K iff it fulfils Definition 4. The set of all 
admissible instances of T is denoted by T. 

The definition of the  and  relations and the inst 
function determines the direction of information flow. The 
next definition explains how the flow should be performed 
to fulfil the principles of locality and compatibility. 

 

Definition 7 (interpretation and satisfiability) 
A contextualized interpretation (shortly c-interpretation) of 
contextualized knowledge base K = (T, A), where T = (, 
, Tmax) and A = (,, inst, Amax), is a set of interpretations 
 . 
We say that  satisfies K ( ⊨ K) iff: 
1) For every individual name a, there do not exist two 

interpretations 1, 2   such that a1  a2. 
2) For every context instance A1  : 

a)    such that  ⊨ A1, denoted by [A1], 
b) [A1] ⊨ {T  : inst(A1)  T}, 
c) for every A2 such that A2  A1: 

i) [A2]  [A1], 
ii) for every predicate C of arity n from 

{T  : inst(A1)  T}: C[A2] = C[A1]  
([A2])n.  

The convention of symbols used in this definition, 
corresponds to the widely used standard definition of first 
order interpretation:  = (, ): a means an element of 
 assigned to the individual name a and C means a subset 
of ()n assigned to the predicate name C (of arity n) by the 
function •. 

The rule 1 introduces  uniformity of names. It ensures 
that a single individual name used throughout the 
knowledge base is always locally interpreted in the same 
way. 

The rules 2.a and 2.b, let us call them local conformance 
rules, ensure preservation of the principle of locality. Each 
local interpretation satisfies the ABox and the TBox of the 
context instance it is assigned to and all TBoxes being its 
ancestors. 

Other rules follow the principle of compatibility, i.e. 
introduce the desired level of interaction between 
interpretations. The rules 2.c establish relations between 
aggregating context instance and context instances being 
aggregated. They are called aggregation conformance rules. 

The rule 2.c.i introduces aggregation conformance of 
domains and states that the domain of the interpretation of 
the aggregating context must cover domains of 
interpretations of all context instances being aggregated. 
The rule 2.c.ii establishes aggregation conformance of 
denotation. It states that within the limited domain of the 
context instance A2 being aggregated by A1, at the level of 
generality of the terminology T (inst(A1) = T), all the 
concepts and roles must be interpreted in A1 in the same 
way (have the same extensions) as in A2. 

In our further considerations we will also need the notion 
of entailment. 

Definition 8 (entailment) 
Entailment in contextual knowledge base K = (T, A) where 
T = (, , Tmax) and A = (,, inst, Amax): 
1)  is entailed by K in the context  (denoted K ⊨ ) iff it 

is entailed by , 
2)  is entailed by  (denoted  ⊨ ) iff for every c-

interpretation  that is a model of K it is true that 
[A()] ⊨ .  

B. SIM and Contextual Parameters 
The SIM formalism does not explicitly use the notion of 

context parameters. But it is easy to observe that the 
structure built by the relations defined in the formalism 
reflects a structure COS. Let again P = {p1, …, pn}be a 
finite set of contextual parameters which are taken into 
consideration during designing a knowledge base. Now we 
can define the function fP in a slightly different way. fP: T 
 (P) assigns a subset of P to every context type. The 
main property of this function is implied by the fact that 
with moving down the generalization relation (walking 
away from the least element) the context types are 
increasingly specialized. Deciding only about the content of 
the set of parameters (without their values) the only way to 
make a context type more specialized is to push a new 
parameter into the set. Therefore the function fP should 
assign the parameters to the context types in such a way 
that: 
T1  T (T1  Tmax  

 {fP(T2): T1  T2}  fP(T1)) (1) 
Every specializing context type inherits all the 

parameters of the contexts types being specialized and, 
optionally, adds new ones. 

Every context instance of the type T has to be described 
by assigning  values to every parameter from the set of 
parameters belonging to T. The function describing context 
instances is fV: T   such that A  T A1, A2  A, 
A1  A2 and fP(inst(A1)) = {p1, …, pk}: 

fV(A1) = {(p1, v1), …, (pk, vk), 
 (pk+1, max(pk+1)), …, (pn, max(pn))}, (2) 

fV(A1)  fV(A2) (the function is an injection), (3) 
A1  A2   fV(A1)  fV(A2). (4) 
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If the functions fP and fV are defined as above, the 
structure of contexts (i.e. pairs type-instance) in a SIM 
knowledge base is equivalent to COS. Defining the SIM 
relations: ,  and inst, is more convenient than assigning 
parameters and valuating them but brings the same effect. 

C. SIM and locality of the metaproperties 
In this section our intention is to discuss how the SIM 

method preserves locality of the metaproperties using 
rigidity as an example. In the sake of simplicity we can 
assume that all possible versions of an ontology form a 
subset of K such that: 

 all the pairs have the same given schema T,  knowledge base instances belong to T and are 
monotonic. Let us denote them with T

m. 
As it was shown earlier, in the graph representing the 

generalization relation the number of exposed parameters 
grows when a context type is more specialized. For this 
reason we can bind locality of rigidity with a part of the 
SIM structure. Choosing a subset of parameters means in 
this case choosing a place in the hierarchy of context types. 
Choosing a parameter valuation tuple means pointing out a 
place in the hierarchy of context instances. 

As we pointed in Section II.E a contextual knowledge 
base is connected with i rather than with a single . The 
reason is that in the case of a SIM model  is related with a 
part of it, namely with such context instances A for which 
holds fV(A)  . It seems to be more convenient then to 
speak about instances. Furthermore T is constant. Thus we 
can transform the expression from Definition 3 as follows: 

x (A, A'  T (A1  A (A2  A'  
 ((x  t(A1)  t(A2)  fV(A1)[P'] = fV(A2)[P']) 
   (A1 ⊨ (x)  A2 ⊨ (x)))) 

We can simplify this formula noting that with the 
assumption of monotonicity we can take into consideration 
one knowledge base instance only: 

x (A  T
m (A1, A2  A  

 ((x  t(A1)  t(A2)  fV(A1)[P'] = fV(A2)[P']) 
   (A1 ⊨ (x)  A2 ⊨ (x))))) 

It is easy to observe that the SIM structure conform this 
expression. The equality fV(A1)[P'] = fV(A2)[P'] is true for 
the context instances aggregated by the instances of the 
context type T such that P'  fP(T). So we can transform the 
formula again: 

x (A  T
m (A1, A2, A3  A  

 ((x  t(A1)  t(A2)  A1  A3  A2  A3 
   (A1 ⊨ (x)  A2 ⊨ (x)))))) 

It is obvious that according to the point 2.c.ii of 
Definition 7, this formula must be true for all predicates   
p(inst(A3)) (not only for unary ones). 

The above consideration illustrates the ability of the SIM 
method to preserve locality of the metaproperties. This 
notion, when analyzed together with contextualized 
knowledge bases, seems to be much more concrete, because 
affects concrete structural and functional features of created 
systems. 

IV. RELATED WORK 
The majority of works on modularization of knowledge 

bases do not analyze the problem of semantics of contexts. 
Although there are several general considerations in the 
metaphysical and epistemological level of abstraction (like 
in [4] or [3]) there are very few works trying to propose 
practical solutions. 

To the best of our knowledge, the only solution, except 
the SIM method, based on the metaphor of context as a box, 
is the proposition of the method of building modular 
knowledge bases called Contextual Knowledge Repository 
[10]. CKR is a set of contexts C and the knowledge base D 
which is expressed in Description Logics. D defines 
contextual parameters, called here dimensional attributes, 
their domains and concepts denoting subsets of these 
domains. The set of contexts contains elements, each of 
which is defined as a set of sentences (expressed also in DL) 
about a domain of interest, and a set of roles (defined in D 
dimensional attributes) assigning dimensional values to the 
context. There are two kinds of contexts: primitive contexts 
and context classes. The former contain detailed 
information tightly connected with the point of the space 
which is similar to . The values of parameters assigned to 
them are constants. The latter contain more general 
information and some of the parameter values assigned to 
them have to be concepts defined in D. The formulas 
defined inside a context class may describe the domain of 
interest or, using qualified concepts, may control the 
propagation of information between contexts. 

A user asks CKR formulating conjunctive queries in a 
language allowing to specify the dimensional vector 
determining the set of contexts reviewed by the system 
during searching the answer. If the query contains a total 
dimensional vector then the query is fully contextualized 
and is precisely addressed to one context. If the dimensional 
vector is partial then the query is addressed to the set of 
contexts. The tuples contained in the answer are completed 
with the missing part of the vector.  

The order imposed on the set of contexts is a step forward 
to organize context structure. But this structure has only 
weak relationship with the semantics understood as rules 
adjusting semantic compatibility between modules. The 
only way to define this compatibility are formulas with 
qualified concepts but they strongly resemble bridge rules 
from DDL and have nothing to do with contextual 
designing. 
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III. CONCLUSION

In  the  paper  we  considered  the  problem  of  semantic 

designing of context-semantic knowledge bases. We tried to 

justify  the  opinion  that  effective,  efficient  and  successful 

contextual  designing  is  not  possible  without  perceiving 

contextualization as a significant part of conceptualization. 

We  presented  the  proposition  of  our  method  of  building 

contextual  knowledge  bases.  Then  we  showed  how  it 

corresponds to the metaphor of context as a box which is a 

foundation for formalization semantics of contexts. We also 

analyzed how to adapt the rules taken from the OntoClean 

method  to  contextual  knowledge  bases.  In  our  opinion 

farther consideration of the results achieved by the authors 

of  OntoClean  in  the  area  of  contextual  conceptualization 

may  be  very  fruitful  and  may  result  in  creating  a  full 

contextual framework for knowledge base developers.
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Abstract—We present a current state of development of an on-
tology of beef production and consumption developed within the
interdisciplinary project ProOptiBeef, which focuses on increasing
the level of innovation of beef sector in Poland. The ontology
is intended to improve communication between specialists from
different disciplines and expressing the results of the project
in an unambiguous and machine readable way. We present the
methodology applied to creating the ontology and several specific
problems that occurred during its development. The ontology has
been used as a component of semantic search engine, Oxpecker,
which is described in the paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE MAIN role of ontologies is to provide a clear under-
standing of terms used by different parties involved in

information exchange [1], [2]. They are of special importance
especially in those fields where the parties essentially differ.
This is exactly the case in the domain of beef production
and consumption where we find experts in: marketing and
consumer research, economics of consumption, sensory anal-
ysis, chemical research, development of green areas, cattle
feeding and farming, evaluation of material of animal origin,
technology and chemistry of meat. That is why it was not
surprising that the need of ontology was quickly recognised
by the leaders of project ProOptiBeef – Optimising beef pro-
duction in Poland according to strategy “from fork to farm”1.
The aim of the project is an attempt to increase the level
of innovation in Polish beef sector through comprehensive
research and development in the field of beef quality. Within
the scope of ProOptiBeef there are experimental tasks such as
for instance:

• controlled studies and observations of cattle fattening,
• analysis of the biochemical properties and evaluation of

technological properties of meat,
• sensory analysis,

and more theoretical activities such as:
• comprehensive study of the literature on beef and
• creating interactive knowledge base containing informa-

tion extracted from the literature and results obtained
experimentally in the project.

1http://www.pzpbm.pl/wolowina/

The expected users of the results of the project are
researchers working in the related fields, agricultural

advisors and people directly involved in the process of beef
production and consumption, such as: agricultural producers,
processors, traders and consumers. All of them are expected
to have the access to results of the project via Internet.

Taking into account the fact that the amount of information
in the project is growing fast and that the information comes
from different sources and research domains, the leaders of
the project decided to create beef ontology covering categories
and terms relevant for the project. The ontology is intended to
help in expressing the results of the project in an unambiguous
way. Moreover, the ontology can be used as a component of a
system for searching information in a database of scientific ar-
ticles created within the project and an expert system gathering
the results of the project and revealing them to the public.

The methodology of building the ontology, its content and
application is the main subject of this paper. In Section II
we refer to other works on related subjects which form the
state of the art in the area. In Section III we sketch the
methodology that was implemented in the process of creating
our ontology. In Section IV we present selected problems,
ontological choices and lessons learned during the work on
the ontology. In Section V we show how our ontology can be
used for a system browsing a database of articles. Finally, in
Section VI we summarise the contributions of the paper and
point out at further works.

II. RELATED WORKS

The work presented in this paper is in a close relation to
other projects concerning the creation of unified conceptual
systems for agriculture and food science and their use in the
domain of scientific information. The specific character of our
project, in which we have to cover a wide range of problems
of a different nature from the whole chain of beef production
and consumption, makes it necessary to create a new ontology
but we make use of the existing ontologies and thesauri which
overlap with our domain of interest.

The largest, most widely recognised and with the biggest
common area of interest with our project among them is the
AGROVOC thesaurus, created and maintained by FAO (see
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e.g. [3])2 based on the global public domain bibliographic
database AGRIS3. Concepts represented in AGROVOC cover
a wide area of agriculture science and related disciplines in
multilingual settings. From the point of view of the project
discussed in the present paper AGROVOC is not satisfactory
as a statement of common vocabulary for two main reasons.

Firstly, AGROVOC misses technical terminology which is
specific for its area, e.g. meat processing technology and con-
sumer satisfaction study. Secondly, the concepts are connected
by relations: ‘broader’/‘narrower’ and ‘associated with’. Since
the meaning of those relations is far from being precise, their
use is an important drawback from the perspective of formal
ontology. It is especially important for us that the former
relation contains two ontological relations: subsumption and
parthood (and their converses) which, in our approach, have to
be distinguished. We shall address this problem later in more
details.

Among other available resources it is worth to mention
several domain specific ontologies covering concepts that are
relevant to beef production and consumption, i.e. e.g.: Animal
Trait Ontology (ATO, [4])4, Chemical Entities of Biological
Interest (ChEBI)5 Reproduction Ontology (RepO)6. The over-
lap between those ontologies and our domain of interest is
however much smaller than in the case of AGROVOC.

The ideas of semantic web and utilisation of formal on-
tology were, in the recent years, applied on a large scale
to scientific information in general and, to some extent, in
the specific area of agricultural sciences. From the former let
us mention two papers [5], [6]. In both of them ontology of
metadata is used for representation of information about arti-
cles from a selected journal from agricultural domain (‘Food,
Nutrition and Agriculture Journal’ and ‘The Cuban Journal
of Agricultural Science’ respectively). The representation of
domain terminology is limited to a restricted vocabulary listing
possible subjects of indexed articles. AGROVOC and Wordnet
are used to connect terms occurring in users’ queries with the
restricted vocabulary of subjects of articles.

In contrast to those works in our approach we focus on the
development of a genuine domain ontology. Utilisation of the
ontology is just one of the possible benefits of having it.

III. OntoBeef Library CREATION METHODOLOGY

In the project several ontologies have been developed. They
are gathered under the name “OntoBeef Library” (or just
“OntoBeef ” for short).

A. OntoBeef Library

OntoBeef Library is planned to be composed of four on-
tologies: Domain, Papers, Conceptualisation and Science (see
figure 1). The first three ontologies from that list have been
already developed and are currently being validated by experts.

2http://www.fao.org/agrovoc
3http://www.fao.org/agris
4http://www.animalgenome.org/bioinfo/projects/ato/
5http://www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi/
6http://www.sabre-eu.eu/Portals/0/ATO/RepO.zip

Domain ontology, provides a knowledge about beef, its
production and consumption. It consists of 2310 classes,
95 object properties, 90 individuals. It contains also 2747
owl:subClassOf axioms.
Conceptualisation is a reification of Domain, i.e., it is

a metaontology in which Domain classes, data and object
properties become instances of Conceptualisation classes. It
consists of 5 classes, 8 object properties, 3 data properties
and 2496 individuals.
Papers provides mainly metadata knowledge about docu-

ments, i.e., their authors and structure. Additionally it refers
also to Conceptualisation in order to describe the content
of papers by assigning reified classes to each document. It
consists of 39 classes, 67 object properties, 19 data properties
and 36297 individuals.
Science ontology is intended to be a description of prob-

lems, methods, data and theses. We plan to start it’s develop-
ment in the near future.

Conceptualisation

Papers

Domain

Science

method

problem data

reification

theses

concerns

uses

concerns

Fig. 1. OntoBeef Library

B. DataBase of articles descriptions

A starting point for creating OntoBeef was created in
the project a database of articles. The database contains
descriptions of around 2300 articles. Articles included in
the database were originally published in English or Polish,
their descriptions in the database are in Polish. It was done
by 61 researchers working in eleven groups. Experts were
responsible for selecting papers relevant for the domain of beef
production and consumption and describing them according to
the scheme of DB. All the articles have been divided into two
groups: (A) articles presenting experiments and their results
and (B) review articles (see table I). Among the database
columns there were

• those referring to parts of the structure of each article, i.e.,
its title, author(s), abstract, keywords and bibliography
and
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• those describing the content of each article, e.g.: defini-
tions, theses proved and theses disproved.

TABLE I
“X” IN THE ROW AND COLUMN MEANS THAT FILLING THE DB COLUMN

FOR THE ARTICLE OF CERTAIN TYPE (I.E., A OR B) WAS REQUIRED.

DB columns A B
1 Author(s) X X
2 Title X X
3 Keywords X X
4 Abstract X X
5 Summary X X
6 Aim and scope X
7 Research material X
8 Research methodology X
9 Main results X
10 Discussion X
11 Important conclusions X
12 Defining the issues and concepts X
13 List of chapters and characterisation of the major issues X
14 Summary of chapters X
15 Recapitulation of chapters X
16 Key positions in the bibliography X X
17 Personal summary of the key issues X X
18 Theses proved X X
19 Theses disproved X X

C. Selection of relevant terms

As a starting point of development of Domain ontology,
the relevant keywords have been selected as follows. First a
TXT file has been prepared for each article. It contained the
content of columns: 2-5, 18 and 19 from DB (see table I). It
should be stressed here that the content of the aforementioned
columns was expressed in Polish. Then Polish tagger TaKIPI
[7] has been used for describing words in the files by attaching
tags representing morphosyntactic descriptions of words and
disambiguation. Finally TF-IDF (term frequency - inverse doc-
ument frequency) weight has been used to assess importance
of every word (taking into account only its base form) in each
article in relation to a whole collection of papers. 15 most
relevant words for each article selected by TF-IDF have been
intersected with the paper keywords. As the result the relevant
keywords for each article have been selected.

It was assumed that the obtained keywords denote entities
relevant for the beef production and consumption domain. It
appeared that most of them are general names and just a few
of them are individual names.

It was further assumed that each general name corresponds
to the one class in OWL and each individual name to the one
instance in OWL. Previously selected names became “values”
of datatype properties of classes and instances, i.e. to each
class and instant its name has been assigned by datatype
property rdsf:label.

D. Ontologisation

The first step of ontologisation of the obtained list of
notions was to identify synonymous notions appearing among
keywords chosen for ontology. Such synonymous notions may
have appeared in the database of articles since both authors

of original papers and experts preparing database entries may
have used different phrases for the same concepts (there were
no formal restrictions on vocabulary of keywords).
Domain OWL classes, having at this stage different but

synonymous labels, have been merged into one class. The
obtained “merged” classes have obviously a few (more then
one) labels assigned. All labels attached to one and the same
class make up a sort of a synset structure [8].

Then all the classes have been structured according to the
DOLCE ontology. DOLCE [9] is a widely recognised and used
top level ontology. Among others successful applications of
DOLCE let us list the following:

• it was used to create a conceptual structure Semantic
Content Model in METOKIS project7,

• DOLCE-UltraLite is an ontological module of e-learning
project Language Technology for eLearning8,

• DOLCE-Lite-Plus was used as a fundament of Fishery
Ontology Service9.

We have started that stage of the work with recognising an
appropriate top DOLCE category for each class of Domainİn
other words, we have made decisions whether the instances
of each Domain class are endurants, perdurants, qualities or
regions. Endurants are “entities that are ‘in time’, they are
‘wholly’ present (all their proper parts are present) at any
time of their existence.” [9] (e.g., Beefburger, Bovinae,
Slaughterhouse), whereas perdurants “are entities that
‘happen in time’, they extend in time by accumulating different
‘temporal parts”’ [9] (e.g., Slaughter, Sterilisation,
Feeding). Qualities are particulars “we can perceive or mea-
sure” [9] (e.g., Sex, Tenderness, Colour). Regions are
quality spaces. Each region provides values used for measuring
qualities (e.g., pH, Carcass grade, Colour space).

The following steps consisted of constructing a taxonomy
within the main categories (the relation of subsumption was
used there) and connecting classes with relations other then
subsumption. That step of ontologisation was performed by
a team of specialists in applied ontology with the support
of domain experts. The final validation of ontology and
complementation with concepts important for the domain and
absent in the initial list of notions is still in progress.

IV. ONTOBEEF PRESENTATION

Domain ontology of OntoBeef is grounded in DOLCE. In
section III-D we have pointed out the four main top classes
of DOLCE subsuming together all classes of Domain. In this
section we would like to present how Domain is structured.
Of course it is impossible to describe all 2310 classes of
Domain and relations in which they remain. Let us just focus
on a few interesting ontological choices and distinctions made
by us while creating this ontology. It should be stressed
that some of them may be rather obvious for ontologists
but their application in the ontology of beef production and
consumption is pioneering and beneficial for the field.

7http://metokis.salzburgresearch.at
8http://www.let.uu.nl/lt4el/
9http://www.fao.org/agris/aos
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A. isa (subsumption), instantiation and parthood

All of the three concepts listed in the title of this paragraph
appeared to be indistinguishable for the experts working in
the field. Thus it was essential to make first a clear distinction
between

• classes, i.e. ontological objects which are used to classify
things (e.g., Institution), and instances, i.e. objects
which are classified by classes and which cannot classify
things (e.g., Japan)

• subsumption, which is a relation holding between
classes and mainly used to express inheritance (e.g.,
Institution subsumes Country), and parthood, re-
lation between a whole and its parts (e.g., Shortloin
is part of Hindquarter)

After working with domain experts, we can report that the
distinction between subsumption and parthood within dynamic
entities, i.e. perdurants caused a particular difficulty, e.g.
experts obdurately claimed that class Stunning is a subclass
of Slaughter.

However, from the point of view of intended applications,
such as an ontology-driven information search described in
Section V, the distinction plays a crucial role. It is especially
important that subsumption is transitive and a subsumed class
inherits the properties of its superclasses.

B. Amount of matter vs. physical object

To understand the meaning of terms it was very helpful to
refer to the unity criteria.

Among the entities with no unity such as
Chemical compound, Mineral, Isotope there
are two important categories subsumed by DOLCE class
Amount of matter: Amount of matter artifact
and Amount of matter plant.
Amount of matter artifact contains entities being
produced (in a general sense) intentionally by humans. Its
subclasses are for instance: Cereal mixture, Marinade,
Milk, Oil and Uncountable food. Uncountable
food subsumes: Beef stew, Pate and Roast beef.
Amount of matter plant subsumes classes of entities
which are plants with no unity, for instance: Lucerne,
Grass, Tomato and Grain.

Among physical entities with unity we have
• Material Artifact and its subclasses such as:
Straw Bale and Countable food (Steak and
Burger),

• Organism (among its subclasses are for example
Plant and Animal),

• Natural Thing (among its subclasses are for
example: Part of organism, Part of plant,
Inanimate thing)

• System as artifact (System sous vide)
One should notice that in Domain there are two classes for
plants with and without unity. This choice expresses the way
in which domain experts think about plants. For instance in the
context of feeding animals or studying nutritional properties

“tomato” would mean uncountable mass of stuff, whereas in
other context, for instance growing plants, it would rather
refer to entities with unity. Thus, Domain ontology shows the
usefulness of the DOLCE class Amount of matter.

C. Role

Roles are not necessary, relationally dependent and non-
physical endurants [10]. Forage is an example of role.
Domain ontology allows us to express that instances of one
class can play a certain role. For example, instances of Grass
may play a role of forage. This entails that cows do not really
eat forage but grass playing a role of forage.

Among other classes Role subsumes
Role played by amount of matter (examples
of subclasses: Allergen, Enzyme and Forage) and
Role played by physical object (examples of
subclasses: Culinary element and Consumer).

From the perspective of the semantic search inter-linking
roles with the entities which may play it provides a significant
improvement while the expander using “friends” is applied
(see section V).

The nature of roles is a subject of discussions in the
community of applied ontology (see e.g. [11]) and we believe
that examples from the area of agriculture can be an interesting
reference for different positions in the matter.

D. Phase of the life of cattle and perdurants

Among perdurants it is worth mentioning a class
Phase of the life of cattle. Examples of its
subclasses are: Phase of the life of bull and
Phase of the life of cow. Exemplary subclasses
of the first class are Life of bull and Young bull,
whereas the second one—First bearing a calf and
Heifer. That makes our ontological choice concerning the
meaning of such terms as “young bull” or “heifer” clear. The
terms refer to dynamic entities, i.e. they are phases of the life
of cattle. In Domain it is also true that between some phases
the parthood relation holds. For instance, a phase of life of
bull has as a temporal part young bull phase.

E. Qualities and Regions

Most relevant and contributing to better understanding of
the process of measurement of beef properties are the choices
made on the line of distinction qualities-regions.

It appeared that the same qualities of beef such as for
instance belonging to the class Tenderness are measured
in different ways and the results of the measurement are
expressed in different scales. One can find in different papers
the statements that a piece of beef is crumbly. Ontology forces
one to make explicit which region space is used for stating
“crumbly value”. It gives also a conceptual framework for the
comparison or inter-linking conceptual spaces.

We have also made an interesting choice concerning Breed
being a quality of Bos taurus. In Domain it has values
in the region Bos taurus breed region. The region
has currently 49 instances such as for example: Angus,
Brahman, Japanese black, etc.
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Different parties involved in the project have sometimes
different view on qualities. For instance Sex of an animal
is by some experts (biologists) understood in such a way that
it may take one of two values on the basis of congenital pri-
mary sexual characteristics, while some other (zootechnicians)
accept here five possible values on the basis of actual hormone
levels. This issue forms an interesting question for the process
of creating an ontology based on experts of a certain domain,
namely how to resolve a problem of inconsistent experts’
opinions.

V. OXPECKER FOR ONTOLOGY-DRIVEN INFORMATION
SEARCH

One of the advantages of using a formal applied ontology,
that can be recognised already at the present stage of our
project is a semantic search engine. A JAVA desktop appli-
cation we developed within the project is called Oxpecker.
Oxpecker allows the user to:

1) “translate” the database (see section III-B) whose
records relate scientific papers with the keywords into
an OWL ontology Papers

2) reify the Domain ontology into Conceptualisation
3) link Papers to Conceptualisation
4) create the so-called expansions of Papers
5) select a suitable expansion
6) perform a semantic search on the basis of selected

expansion
The translation process 1 employs a simple ontology of

documents developed for the sake of the current project.
This ontology is populated with the data from the database.
The reification process (functionality 2 ) is required be-
cause of the syntactic restrictions of the OWL language.
Functionality 3 identifies the instances of the owl:Class
Keywords in the Papers with the rdfs:label properties
of Conceptualisation classes. The most innovative aspect of
Oxpecker is related to the idea of the ontology expansion.
Briefly speaking, instead of just retrieving papers whose
keywords syntactically match a user’s query we allow him/her
to extend his/her search in two dimensions:

1) all papers whose keywords contain any synonym of any
word used in the query are retrieved.

2) all papers whose keywords contain a word that labels
(in the sense of rdsf:labels) an “expanded class”
(from the reified OntoBeef ontology) whose label is used
in the query are retrieved.

So any expanded search retrieves not only the papers that
are related to the keywords from a user’s query (see figure 2),
but also those papers that are related to the “expanded labels”
of the classes in the OntoBeef ontology. Each expansion model
may be construed as a kind of a homomorphic image of
the latter ontology. The user of Oxpecker may define any
expansion he or she likes but we provide him with a number
of predefined expansions:

1) basic expansion (see figure 3) in which each class
is expanded by its every subclass (in the sense of
owl:subClassOf property)

Paper #2

grass

ryegrass

Paper #1

No expansion

owl:subClassOf

database link

database link

Fig. 2. No-expansion model of search

2) “parents” expansion (see figure 4) in which each class
is expanded by its every superclass (in the sense of
owl:subClassOf property)

3) “friends” expansion in which each class is expanded by
any class that is related (in the OntoBeef ontology) to
it by any owl:ObjectProperty

4) “grandparents” expansion in which each class is ex-
panded by its every superclass and every superclass of
the latter superclass (in the sense of owl:subClassOf
property)

5) “parents and friends” expansion in which each class is
expanded by its every superclass and then each such
superclass is expanded by any class that is related (in
the OntoBeef ontology) to it by any owl:ObjectProperty

As the reader may expect each expansion contains the basic
expansion.

The three figures 2–4 explain the way the papers are linked
to keywords in the “no-expansion” model, the basic expansion
and the “parents” expansion. A query on ryegrass returns:

1) paper #2 in the no-expansion and basic model of search
2) papers #1 and #2 in the “parents” model of search

Similarly, a query on grass returns:
1) paper #1 in the no-expansion model of search
2) papers #1 and #2 in the basic and “parents” model of

search

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORKS

We presented the objective of ProOptiBeef project and
the use of ontology within the project. The main part of
ontology under the name Domain is currently in the phase of
validation, so we are not yet able to open it to the public. Thus,
we presented methodological background of the ontology
and some ontological choices that we have made and some
problems that occurred during its development, that we find
interesting.
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Paper #2

grass

ryegrass

Paper #1

Basic expansion

owl:subClassOf

database link

database link

basic expansion 
link

Fig. 3. Basic expansion model of search

Paper #2

grass

ryegrass

Paper #1

Parents expansion

owl:subClassOf

database link

database link

basic expansion 
link

parents expansion
link

Fig. 4. “Parents” expansion model of search

Already in the current phase of its development our ontology
has proven to be useful as a vital component of semantic
search engine Oxpecker, which can be used for finding papers,
placed in the database of scientific literature relevant to beef

production and consumption chain, relevant to a user’s query.
Further plans include the use of ontology as a component of

expert system of the domain and publication of the ontology
via a linked open data mechanism.
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Abstract—This paper discusses roles from ontological point of 

views. We first propose a most general type including roles and 

role-like entities in a new way. Then, we discuss ongoing 

property of roles to in-depth understand temporal aspects of 

roles. We identify two kinds of roles: original roles and derived 

roles. Our new findings in this research include all original 

roles are ongoing and all the derived occurrent-dependent roles 

are either retrospective or prospective. Finally, we propose a 

temporal model of derived roles. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

eal world entities are heavily mutually dependent, 

makes ontology building harder. There are many kinds 

of dependency such as intrinsic dependence of the whole on 

its parts, existential dependence of quality on the objects, 

constitutional dependence of physical objects on its 

babies’ dependence on their mother, water’s dependence on 

its glass, etc. Some are philosophical but some are practical. 

So, how to deal with “dependency” is one of the key 

technologies in ontology building. Among them roles such 

customer, president, pedestrians, etc. are dependent on other 

entities. A company can be a customer of another company 

while being a supplier to others. Proper treatment of roles is 

crucial to building a good ontology. This is why the topic of 

roles has been investigated extensively to date[1]-[7]. 

Although there exist multiple theories of roles, there is no 

standard theory yet. In fact, when we try to deal with 

existing role candidates, we easily have a difficulty by 

encountering borderline examples. For example, speaker and 

listener are roles which make sense to each other, then how 

about runner? “Run” is an intransitive verb, so it has nothing 

to do with others. So, if we take a theory that defines roles as 

something meaningful to others, runner would not be a role. 

But, if we take another that accepts actor role, then all the 

three would be roles. Then, we have a problem. How about a 

breather? It is also a special type of actor role. For speaker, 

listener and runner, while he/she needs not to be so and 

he/she can start and stop doing, he/she must be a breather 

throughout his/her life. Being a breather is essential to being 

an animal which contradicts being a role in some theories. 

                                                           
This research is partly supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research 

(A) 22240011, JSPS. The authors are grateful for their constructive 

comments given by EuJoint (IRSES 247503) members of Trento: Nicola 

Guarino, Stefano Borgo, Laure Vieu, and Claudio Masolo.  

(Biological) Mother1 seems to be a role but no woman 

can stop being a mother once she has started to play it, so it 

partially violates the dynamicity condition of roles in a 

theory[7]. However, we still want to consider mother is a 

role. How can we do it? While patient is a role, the sick is 

not. Why? A theory says patient is externally founded but 

the sick is not. It is true, but except that characteristic both 

are very similar to each other. Essentially, both are emerging 

entities played by a person depending on a situation. How 

can we deal with the sick as a role-like entity? Is murderer a 

role? Some answer no. A reason would be because one 

cannot stop being a murderer once he/she has started to play 

it. Another would be “it is odd to say “he plays a murderer” 

if not in a drama”. Although these reasons are reasonable to 

some extent, we need a convincing explanation of what 

murderer is ontologically. 

In this paper, after summarizing our role theory [3], we 

investigate ontological issues underlying those cases 

concerning roles. Note that our goal here is not to identify a 

unique definition of roles which everyone agrees on but to 

provide kinds of role-like dependent entities with clearly 

distinguished characteristics, which one can select a kind(s) 

of them for his/hers own use of the notion of role. In spite of 

this strategy, we do not avoid defining a key concept on 

which we base our theory. In fact, we define a most general 

type of all role-like entities in an innovative way. All the 

existing theories including ours try to define role concept 

first, and then explain what role holder (or qua-entity) is in 

terms of role concept and player. We suspect the way would 

have a difficulty in uncovering what is a role. On the 

contrary, we first define role holder to explicitly capture its 

essential characteristic as being a new entity which emerges 

context-dependently which is common to all the existing role 

and role-like entities. 

We next propose a new view of roles to distinguish 

derived roles from original roles. Murderer role seems to 

be a kind of retrospective role in the sense that it is defined 

in the past event. As we see it below, however, we consider 

it a derived role derived from the original role of murderer 

by which we mean a person who has just completed a 

murdering event. On the basis of the new view of roles, we 

                                                           
1 The English terms like mother, teacher, etc. have two meanings such 

as “role concept” and “role holder”. Readers should not be too sensitive to 

which meaning they mean in the explanation using examples. We carefully 

distinguish between the two when discussing technical definitions of them. 
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can claim all the original roles are ongoing including 

continuous and instantaneous roles as variants. We will 

discuss this view in detail with its taxonomic hierarchy. 

We then ontologically analyze temporal issues of roles in 

the context of enumeration of kinds of roles. We have 

realized that although most of the roles like walker and 

president are ongoing and continuous, a few are ongoing but 

instantaneous, and that most of the derived roles are either 

retrospective or prospective. We discuss such a temporal 

issue of roles. Finally, we present concluding remarks 

together with future work. 

II.  OVERVIEW OF OUR ROLE THEORY 

The fundamental scheme of our roles at the instance level 

is the following (see the lower diagram in Figure 1.):  

“In Osaka high school, John plays teacher role-1 and 

 thereby becomes teacher-1” 

This can be generalized to the class level (see the upper 

diagram in Figure 1): 

“In schools, there are persons who play teacher roles and 

 thereby become teachers.” 

By play, we mean that something “acts as”, that is, it 

contingently acts as according to the role (role concept). By 

“teacher”, we mean a class of dependent entities which 

roughly correspond to a person who is playing teacher role 

and which is often called a qua individual [2] or relational 

tropes [6]. Our theory introduces a couple of important 

concepts to enable finer distinctions among role-related 

concepts: role concept, role holder, potential player and 

role-playing thing.  

By context, we mean a class of things that should be 

considered as a whole. Unitary entities and relations can be a 

context of its parts and participants, respectively. Role 

concept is defined as a concept which is played by some 

other entity within a context. So, it essentially depends on the 

context. By potential player, we mean a class of entities 

which are able to play an instance of a role concept. In many 

cases, potential players are basic concepts (natural types). 

When an instance of potential player is playing an instance of 

a role concept, we call the instance a role-playing thing. In 

this example, we say a person can play an instance of a 

teacher role. In particular, John is actually playing a specific 

teacher role, teacher role-1. By doing so, he is associated 

with the instance teacher-1, an individual teacher role holder. 

A role-holder class is a class whose instances include, say, 

teacher-1. As such, it is neither a specialization of a potential 

player class (e.g., person) nor that of a role concept class (e.g., 

teacher role), but an abstraction of a composition of a 

role-playing thing and an instance of role concept, as is shown 

in Figure 1, which is the heart of our role model. 

All the concepts introduced here are core of our role 

model and contain rich implications which are elaborated in 

[3]. The above shows that we divide the conventional notion 

of role into two kinds: role concept and role holder in our 

model. A role concept can exist at the instance level without 

being played, since its existence depends only on its context 

and not on its player. The decomposition explicates the 

significant difference between a role instantiation and role 

playing, that is, to claim a role holder (John as a teacher) is 

not an instance of role concept (teacher role). We now believe 

this separation is well-understood in the role community. So, 

in this paper, although the term “role concept” is important, 

we use “role” to denote” role concept” for notational 

simplicity. 

III. WHAT IS A ROLE? 

A. Separation between role-assignment and role playing 

According to BFO, a role is a realizable entity. To 

interpret this idea we need to introduce two kinds of “play”: 

play_1 and play_2. By the former, we mean a role is 

assigned to a player and the latter the assigned role is 

literally played by a player. In the most cases of the 

process-dependent roles such as runner, singer, etc. play_1 

and play_2 happen at the same time. So, BFO does not 

consider them as roles. In the case of BFO’s roles, while a 

role is being played_1, the player can appropriately realize 

the assigned role by playing_2 when necessary. Note that 

BFO calls “play_1” and “play_2” "has" and "play or realize", 

respectively. The key idea of BFO’s role is that a role is a 

realizable and optional property of a player. 

 

Definition of play_1 and play_2 are as follows: 

play_1: =def  a role is assigned to a player. (He/she 

 plays_1 it during the time when assignment is valid in 

 which the assignment can be either explicit or implicit) 

play_2: =def  an assigned role is realized by a player. 

 (Then we say he/she plays_2 the role)  

“Play” subsumes play_1 and play_2. 

Role holder is defined in terms of “Play” 

Imagine a teacher role in a school. When John is hired by 

the school as a teacher, that is, he is assigned a teacher role, 

we say he plays_1 a teacher role even when he is sleeping in 

his home, and say he plays_2 the teacher role only when he 
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teaches students and/or does some jobs in the school as a 

teacher. While John runs, he plays_1 a runner role. When he 

temporarily stops running and drinks some water with 

intention of continuation of his running, he keeps playing_1 

while drinking water. While he is playing_1 the runner role, 

he is playing_2 the runner role (he is physically running) 

except such intermissions. 

B. Role and two subtypes of Role 

We introduce a new type (of role) named Role which 

subsumes two kinds of roles: one is a conventional role 

which is equivalent to an English word “role” which is 

literally played in the sense of English, which we call role-a, 

and what we call role-b which includes “role-like” entities. 

By a Role holder, which will be defined later, we roughly 

mean an entity that comes into being context-dependently 

depending on another entity. 

People believe that the following three conditions are key 

properties of roles: 

(1) Anti-rigidity 

(2) Externally foundedness 

(3) Dynamicity 

 

If role-a nicely captured all role individuals existing in the 

real world, there would be no problem. However, once we try 

to deal with real world role individuals, we come across quite 

a few counter examples and/or exceptions. See Table 1 which 

shows evaluations of typical roles including problematic ones 

in terms of several factors. 

In the examples of “role-like dependent entities” in this 

table, only the “teacher role” in a school, “invited speaker role” 

at a conference and “patient role” satisfy all those conditions 

above. The “invited speaker role” at a conference is different 

from the “speaker role” which is played when a person who 

are speaking to other person and thus “play_1” and “play_2” 

happen at the same time. The “runner role” has the same 

characteristic as speaker role. In addition, “run” is 

intransitive, so, one might say it is not externally-founded. As 

discussed in Introduction, the “breather role” is neither 

anti-rigid nor dynamic. The (biological) mother is partially 

dynamic. The (biological) child is totally non dynamic (has 

dynamicity neither on staring to play the role nor on stopping), 

because just after a person has been born the person is always 

playing a “(biological) child role” until the end of life. These 

two roles refer to the past event (giving birth or birthing) as 

we will discuss the temporal characteristics in section V in 

detail. The “murderer role” also seems to refer to the past 

killing event because its common meaning is “a person who 

had killed a person”. These examples will be discussed in 

detail later. 

 Considering all of the examples seem to share 

something significant to be a role, the above discussion 

suggests us we would need a loser/weaker definition of roles 

to obtain a more usable definition which can cover more role 

candidates without losing the essential characteristics of 

roles. Note, however, that we are not proposing “the” 

definition of roles. As stated in the introduction, one of our 

goals is to present a most general type which subsumes 

hopefully all existing types of roles including role-like 

entities to position them in a common framework. Now, 

contrary to the traditional way of role definition, we define 

Role holder first and then define Role by referring to Role 

holder: 

 

Def. 1 Role holder =def an (emerging) entity that exists 

context-dependently with the help of another (base) 

entity which shares the same spatiotemporal region with 

it. In addition, the identity of the emerging entity depends 

mainly on the base entity and on the newly acquired 

properties as well. 

TABLE I. 

SOME EXAMPLES OF ROLE AND ROLE-LIKE ENTITY 

Roles and 

role-like 

entities 

Context 

 

Anti-rigid 
(non-essenti

al) 

Externally  

founded 

Dynamic Explicit 

assignment 

Temporal 

Start to 

play role 

Stop to  

play role 

Teacher School Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Ongoing 

Speaker Dialog process Yes Yes (transitive) Yes Yes No Ongoing 

Invited 

speaker 

Conference
(event) 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Ongoing 

Patient Medical care 
process 

Yes Yes (passive. 

transitive) 

Yes Yes Yes Ongoing 

Runner Running 
process 

Yes No? 

(intransitive) 

Yes Yes No Ongoing 

Breather Breathing 
process 

No Yes 

(intransitive) 

No No No Ongoing 

(Biological) 

mother 

Birth giving 
event 

Yes Yes (transitive) Yes No No Past 

(Biological) 

Child 

Birth event No Yes (passive. 

transitive) 

No No No Past 

Murderer Killing event Yes Yes (transitive) Yes No No Past 

The sick Health 
condition 

Yes No Yes Yes No Ongoing 
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Context includes any objects, occurrents and relations 

  with which base entities are associated. 

By context-dependence, we mean that any emerging entity 

specifically depends on its context, that is, the emerging 

entity can exist (1) only while the individual context is 

present or (2) only if the corresponding event as its context 

exists before or after the playing time. 

By emerge, we mean an entity comes into being. 

Def. 2 Role =def  a dependent entity which provides a base 

entity with some properties defined in a context to let a 

Role holder to emerge context-dependently. We say a 

basic entity Plays a Role, and thereby becomes a Role 

holder. 

 

Although Role holder does not guarantee any of the above 

three conditions, majority of the Role holders satisfy all of 

them.  

(a) Because of the context-dependency, the main 

properties of the emerging entity cannot be essential 

to the base entity, so anti-rigidity should hold. 

(b) Similarly, because any context usually exists outside 

of the emerging entity, it is externally-founded in 

most cases. 

(c) Context-dependency usually implies optional 
and suggests whether the emerging entity is in 
or out of the context can change from time to 
time, so it is usually dynamic. 

 

We know, of course, the above claims are very informal. 

We have no intention to make them official claims. Rather, 

we try to support that the notion of Role is not far from the 

conventional notion of role discussed in the literature. 

We define role-a holder and role-a as follows: 

 

Def. 3 role-a holder  =def  a specialization of Role holder 

where an explicit role-assignment is done and the 

assigned role is optional to its player. Neither the 

starting time nor the ending time of the duration of 

player’s being context-dependent should necessarily 

coincide with those of the life time of the player 

individual, respectively. (Runner in a competition is a 

role-a holder thanks to its temporary and explicit role 

assignment) 

Def. 4 role-a =def a specialization of Role which provides a 

base entity with some properties defined in a context to 

let a role-a holder to emerge context-dependently. We say 

a basic entity plays_1 a role-a, and thereby becomes a 

role-a holder. 

 

“role-a holder” satisfies the above three conditions for roles: 

(a) If it is not anti-rigid, then some role-a individuals do 

not need an explicit role-assignment for its existence, 

which violates the definition, so it is anti-rigid. 

(b) The condition of an explicit role-assignment excludes 

context-dependency on internal affairs of the player 

because internal dependency cannot be assigned by others 

explicitly, so it is externally founded. 

(c) The playing time is a proper part of the player’s life 

time, so it is dynamic. 

 

We define role-b as: 

 role-b  =def  a specialization of Role excluding role-a 

with additional property of implicit role assignment. This 

addition is valid because Role is independent of the way of 

role-assignment.  

C. How are role-a holder and role-b holder different from 

each other? 

Some say, role-a holder, such as teacher is a teacher even 

when he is sleeping (not teaching) but role-b holder, say, 

runner is not a runner when he is not running. This 

difference comes from the fact that a teacher is explicitly 

assigned to the player, and hence he/she has the role, but a 

runner role is not and is truly contingent so that it cannot 

have the role. Although such a claim seems right at first 

glance, it is not the case. It is right that a runner role is not 

explicitly assigned to the player. Note, however, the 

following facts: A runner can stop running (playing_2) while 

he is running (playing_1) and drink some water. He is a 

runner while drinking (playing_1 as far as he still intends to 

run). Another example is a driver who is driving his own car. 

While he rushes into the toilet after parking his car 

somewhere, he is still a driver. A police would detect his car 

being illegally parked and ask you “where is the driver of 

this car?”, then you would answer “the driver is in the toilet”. 

This is explained by the fact that happens actions are 

understood in terms of BDI (Belief, Desire and Intention) 

model. That is, an action continues while actor’s intention is 

still there, and hence termination of an action must be 

understood by considering not only observable motion but 

also actor’s intention. So, within the continuation of the 

action the role is being played_1 including the duration 

when it is not being played_2. 

We thus believe there is no ontologically significant result 

is derived from the difference between role-a holder and 

role-b holder with respect to the way of role-assignment. 

Assignment of role-a is explicit and that of role-b is implicit. 

This is the reason why the expression of “He is playing a 

driver role” sounds odd when he is driving his own car. 

However, it is not an issue in the context where we are 

discussing Role. Note, once again, that we have to be careful 

for not relying on linguistic expression too much in 

investigating what roles are. The fact that either one exist as 

an emerging entity context-dependently is the more 

important property than the issue of explicitness of role 

assignment. 

D. Implications of Role holder include 

(0) The base entity already exists mostly before the 

emerging one comes into being or it comes into being 

simultaneously with the emerging entity. 

(1) The base entity continues to exist after the emerging one 

has come into being in all cases but victim Role who dies 

by being killed so that he/she cannot play the Role. 

(2) The base entity continues to exist after the emerging one 

has terminated its existence in all cases but a few cases 

such as breather Role. 
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(3) Entities constituted of another entity such as a vase 

constituted of an amount of clay are not Role holders, 

since the identity of such a constituted entity does not 

come from the constituting entity, e.g., the identity of a 

vase does not come from the amount of clay. 

(4) Artifacts are not Role holders because identity of an 

artifact comes not from its parts but from its properties 

newly acquired by the design/manufacturing when it has 

come into being.  

(5) The meaning of “playing a role” should be defined in the 

case of Role independently of English word meaning and 

it should be “a base entity Plays a Role in a context” and 

thereby becomes an emerging entity (a Role holder). 

(6)  “role-a holder” is defined as a specialization of Role 

holder by adding an explicit assignment to the base entity 

when it starts to play_1 the Role and an additional 

constraint which imposes the duration in which the 

individual role holder exist is a proper part of the 

duration of the whole life of the basic entity. E.g., a 

school teacher comes into being when the assignment 

contract with John has been made. Since then, John starts 

to play_1 the teacher role-a and he continues to be a 

teacher even when he is sleeping. The context of the 

teacher role-a is not the contract but the school. The 

contract works only for validating the playing_1 status of 

John. Dissolution of the contract happens when John has 

been fired or when John has quit the job, which only 

means to stop to play_1 the role and the teacher role-a 

continues to exist without being played_1 by any person 

in the school. The school is the context in which the 

teacher role-a is defined. The teacher role-a, and hence 

the teacher entity specifically depends on the school. 

(7) “role-b holder” can be defined by specializing Role 

holder by adding an implicit assignment to a base entity 

when it starts to Play a Role. When John starts to run, he 

starts to Play (to play_1 and play_2 simultaneously) a 

runner role-b and then a runner comes into being as an 

emerging entity.  

(8) When Role holders start/terminate its existence is not an 

issue as far as they do so within the duration where their 

associated contexts exist, since the context-dependency 

only imposes specific (existential) dependence on the 

contexts on them. That is, the duration could coincide 

with that of the player. 

In the rest of this paper, we use the term “role” to denote 

“Role”. The latter will be used only when we need to 

distinguish the two. 

IV. ORIGINAL AND DERIVED ROLES 

A. Classification of Role 

The issue here is the fact that there are many kinds of 

roles other than what we usually see in the literature on roles 

such as teacher, president, wife, patient, etc. According to 

the types of the context on which roles are dependent, we 

can identify two kinds of roles such as those dependent on 

continuant and those on occurrent. Many of the popular roles 

including those mentioned above belong to the former. On 

the other hand, there are quite a few roles depending on 

processes or events. They include actor roles such as driver 

and runner, task roles such as symptoms and fault hypothesis 

played by states in the context of diagnostic tasks, functional 

roles such as level-control valve and steering wheel of a bike, 

artifact role such as table role which a box plays, etc. All 

these roles mentioned thus far are ongoing, by which we 

mean the context the role depends on is present when the 

role is being played. Surprisingly, at first glance, there seem 

to be quite a few roles whose contexts are not present when 

they are played. Typical examples include murderer, culprit, 

witness2, victim, product, residue, etc. However, as we see it 

below, those roles are not original roles but derived roles 

derived from the corresponding original roles. We have to be 

very careful not to be caught by language expression-based 

justification/understanding of roles. Roles should be 

understood as the original definition defined directly in the 

context. Original and derived role holders are defined as 

follows: 

 

Def. 5 Original role holder =def  role holder defined as a 

 participant of its depending occurrent or relation as its 

 context or role holder defined as a part of an object as its 

 context. 

Def. 6 Derived role holder =def  non-original role holder 

 derived from an original role holder. 

 

A typical example is murderer which means “a person who 

had killed a person” in English and it seems to be a role holder 

with a historical property. Considering the role model 

discussed in section II, however, we can find an original 

murderer role holder which means “a person who has just 

completed a killing action”. Then, we can consider “a person 

who had killed a person” as a derived role holder derived 

from the original role holder. 

Linguistically, examinee means a person/student who 

works/studies hard to pass an (entrance) exam, so it seems to 

be a prospective role holder. However, it should be a derived 

role holder because it has no direct context of the taking exam 

as a process. Its original role holder should be “a 

person/student who is taking an (entrance) exam” defined in 

the context of an exam-taking process. The former role holder 

which has a prospective property should be understood as a 

derived one from the original one 

Another example suggesting a danger of relying on 

linguistic justification would be (biological) child in which 

people would ignore the difference between the 

instantaneous event of being born and its persisting 

existence after it. It would sound odd that the player (John) 

is born simultaneously the new entity as a (biological) child 

(role holder) of his parents is born. Concerning the above 

difference, however, (biological) child and murderer share 

the same characteristic, and hence (biological) child should 

be understood as a role holder defined at the very time of 

having been born. Both Child and murderer carry the 

property after their appearance events. 

                                                           
2 This is not a person who testifies what his/her saw in the court 

but a person who saw the event. 
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We know the above explanation is rather informal. 

Leaving in-depth discussion on this topic later in subsection 

B, let us here summarize the above observation as follows: 

All original roles are ongoing. Roles which seem to be 

retrospective and/or prospective roles are derived roles 

derived from original roles. These are represented in the 

taxonomy of roles shown below in which clear distinction 

between original and derived roles is made at the top-level. 

This topic will be discussed in subsection B in detail. 

 

 Role 

  Original role (ongoing) 

  non-participatory role (continuous) 

 wife, patient, teacher, Hamlet, friend, etc. 

 occurrent-dependent role 

process-dependent role (continuous) 

 dynamic 

  speaker/listener, runner, breather, 

   symptom, level-control vale, table role, 

   witness, examinee 

  static 

   baby/infant/adult, the sick 

 event-dependent role (instantaneous) 

 murderer, victim, residue, conclusion, 

 mother, (biological) child, 

 departing passenger 

Derived role (non-ongoing) 

retrospective 

 murderer as a person who had killed a person 

prospective 

 examinee as a person who studies hard to pass 

 an exam 

B. Ongoing and non-ongoing roles 

Although it is implicitly mentioned in the definition of 

Role, we define for roles being ongoing as follows: 

 

Def. 7 Being ongoing  =def  when a role is being played, its 

 context is present. 

The condition “when a role is being played” is equivalent 

to “when a role holder is present”. Therefore, the first 

condition (“when” clause) of this definition can be 

replaced with: “when a role holder is present” 

 

In our role theory, objects and occurrents can serve as a 

context to its parts and participants to be defined as a role 

holder, respectively. Following the policy of role definition 

of this paper, we discuss ongoing property of role holders. 

Role holders defined in the context of an object is defined as 

its parts. Parts can exist only when the whole exist. 

Therefore, when such a role holder exists, its whole exists. 

This is why all object-dependent roles are ongoing. 

Occurrent-dependent roles are classified into 

process-dependent and event-dependent roles because of the 

intrinsic difference between processes and events [8]. 

Walker and singer role holders are defined as a participant of 

walking and singing processes, and seem ongoing. Then, 

what about an event-dependent role? Murderer seems 

non-ongoing. In the case of a murderer who had performed a 

killing action, the killing event is not alive anymore when 

he/she plays the murderer role, which suggests we need to 

divide murderer role into original role and derived role. We 

discuss this topic in detail below. 

C. Process-dependent roles are ongoing 

As we have discussed it in [8], any process is progressive 

(ongoing) and any event is not. Events must be dealt with as a 

temporal whole in any case. The intrinsic difference between 

processes and events contributes to the ongoing property of 

occurent-dependent roles. Let us here examine process- 

dependent roles. Typical example of this kind is actor role 

holder of such processes which includes singer of a simple 

singing process, walker of a simple walking process, etc. 

Those role holders are defined as participants of the related 

processes. The singing process exists when a singer is singing, 

since he/she is participating in the singing process and the 

same applies to walker. This claim is enhanced by the 

ongoing property of processes. Therefore, when an individual 

role holder defined in the context of a process exists, the 

process is also present and hence such a role is ongoing. 

We here discuss problematic roles such as invited speaker, 

conference chair, (conference) participant. At first glance, 

they seem to be event-dependent roles and their context is a 

conference as an event as shown in Figure 1. However, the 

player has been explicitly assigned to it long before the 

conference time and it is valid until the end of the conference. 

So, like teacher role, it has a clear separation of play_1 and 

play_2 which corresponds to delivering process of the invited 

talk. Any invited speaker cannot be ongoing before the 

conference, since the definition of being ongoing requires 

existence of the context, the conference in this case. We could 

think of a possibility of these roles of being special kinds of 

event-dependent roles which are ongoing. But, we have no 

idea about how to cope with such an explicit assignment and 

event-dependency? 

Although a conference (an event) and a school (an object) 

are very different ontologically, they can be a context for 

defining roles in a very similar manner. It suggests necessity 

of an innovative view to interpret conference as an 

object-like context to define such roles. This is why we said 

invited speaker, program chair, etc. are problematic roles. 

In fact, we can turn “a conference” to an object in the 

context of role definition. The key idea comes from “explicit 

role-assignment”. Any explicit role-assignment does need 

the existence of an agent who does it, otherwise the 

assignment cannot be explicit. In fact, those roles are 

officially assigned by the organizing committee. Once we 

notice the existence of the organizing committee with 

respect to a conference, we realize the fact that those are 

roles defined in the context of a conference organizing 

committee as a social object which corresponds to a school 

which is a social object supposed to perform educational 

processes. A conference organizing committee is an object 

which is expected to organize all the necessary activities to 

run a conference as well as roles to perform them just like a 

school is. Therefore, in the exactly same way as that teacher 

roles are defined in the context of a school, these roles such 
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as invited speaker, program chair and participant are 

defined in the context of a conference organizing committee. 

In summary, on the contrary to initial expectation, those 

conference-related roles are continuant-dependent roles. 

D. Event-dependent role 

Contrary to a process, an event has a property of 

completion and must be dealt with as a whole in any case. A 

killing event becomes a complete event only when it has been 

completed. Before completion, it is not a killing event. A 

murderer, a person who had killed a person, cannot have a 

killing process as its context because it is not yet completed. 

Only killing event can be the context of murderer because of 

its completion property. Note, however, that the above 

discussion is based on the conventional meaning of murderer 

and that we need to define original role holder first rather than 

derived role holder. Considering the model of roles described 

in section II, the ontological meaning of murderer as a role 

holder should be “a person who has just completed a killing 

action”. At the very moment of the completion, the person 

can play the murderer role and becomes a murderer. We 

believe this is the original role holder of murderer and “a 

person who had killed a person” should be explained as a 

derived role holder which is discussed in detail in section V. 

The above observation implicitly relies on the nature of 

the action of murder which is of the achievement type. A 

murdering event is an event made of an action of 

achievement type. There are other kinds of events made of 

other type of actions like walk, sing, etc. John’s walking 

event in a morning which is constituted of walking process 

cannot define or generate a meaningful role holder like 

“walking event completer” because it is essentially a 

walking process. Detailed discussion on this topic is 

discussed in section V. Thus, a salient feature of completion 

roles is that its role holder instance is created at the very end 

of the event and the player can play it only at the very time 

of completion. 

E. Original roles are ongoing 

On the basis of the above discussion, we can claim that all 

the original roles are ongoing, though it includes two 

sub-kinds: one is continuous and the other is instantaneous. 

By a continuous role, we mean a role which is played within 

a non-zero interval and it includes most of the roles. By an 

instantaneous role, we mean a role which is played at an 

instant time at the end or start of an event such as murderer 

or departing passenger roles, which is consistent with the 

case of (1) in Def. 1. All the derived roles are either 

prospective or retrospective. How those derived roles are 

related to the original roles and how we can deal with them 

systematically are the main topic in the next section. 

V. ONTOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF A TEMPORAL ASPECT OF 

DERIVED ROLES 

We built an ontological model of the temporal aspect of 

derived role holders as shown in Figure 2 to examine them in 

detail. In terms of the temporal model of derived role holders, 

it seems we can introduce a two-class classification into role 

holders, in which we call prospective derived role holder 

such as examinee as a person who studies hard to pass an 

exam and departing passenger and retrospective derived role 

holder such as murderer as a person who had killed a person, 

victim and (biological) mother. As will be discussed below, 

when we consider role holders derived from an occurrent- 

dependent role holder, any original role holder has three 

variants associated with it. In the following, in order to 

represent them systematically, we introduce three names: 

derived role holder1 to derived role holder3 as follows: 

 

Derived role holders 

Derived role holder1: Retrospective or prospective 

reference to the player of a event-dependent role holder 

Derived role holder2: Retrospective or prospective 

reference to the player of an process-dependent role holder 

Derived role holder3: Aggregation of derived role holders 

from an occurrent-dependent role holder 

 Although all the three kinds of role holders are possible in 

theory for each original role, how much they make sense 

depends on the nature of the original process/action 

constituting a context on which the original role holder 

depends. We discusses characteristics of their historical 

properties are discussed in [9] while this paper summarizes 

them. 

A. Retrospective derived role holder 

By retrospective derived role holders, we mean role 

holders which are derived from an original role holder 

defined dependently on past processes/events. By past, we 

mean before the playing time. For example, a murderer1 as a 

person who had killed a person is derived from an original 

role holder, murderer, dependent on a past killing event in 

which its player participated. To consider how retrospective 

derived role holders are dependent on past processes/events, 

we define the above three kinds of derived role holders for 

each original occurrent-dependent role holder. For simplicity, 

we take up the case of actor role. In the case of murderer, 

murderer1 is used for referring to the murderer after the 

murder event. We call it “content-oriented reference”. For 

example, when people say “He is a murderer”, they do not 

mean murderer, which is realized at only the very end of the 

murder event, but a person who had committed a murder 

event. Murderer1 is a “name” to specify the referent in a 

content-oriented way. When we refer to an entity through 

derived role holder1, it is not necessary that a player of the 

referent role is present in reality at the time of reference, since 

the reference to the player of the original role holder which 

the derived role holder1 specifies is always successful 

independently of the existence of the player who must have 

existed when the original role was played. Even in the case 

of victim who is not present any more because he/she was 

killed by a murderer, he/she had been present at the time the 

killing event. 

We find another kind of murderer role which is expected 

to be played by the player of murderer. In order to represent 

this kind of role, we introduce derived role holder3. 

Murderer3 is defined as an aggregation of “being chased by 

police”-role or “being punished by justice”-role, etc. Those 
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roles are derived from the murderer and are expected to be 

played by the person who plays murderer role. Therefore, 

these roles are not only “being chased by police”-role or 

“being punished by justice”-role but also “being chased as a 

murderer by police”-role or “being punished as a murderer 

by justice”-role. Murderer2 which means a person who was 

murdering does not make sense because “murder” is 

essentially an accomplishment action. In general, derived 

role holder2 is minor in the retrospective case, since such a 

role holder is realized by using the original role holder in the 

past tense. 

B. Prospective derived role holder 

Basically, there is the symmetry between retrospective 

and prospective derived roles. A unique feature of 

prospective case is that derived role holder2 is not minor. 

Examples include examinee2 and candidate2. They just 

represent what people mean by corresponding words. 

Examinee3 is an aggregate of hard worker role, etc. 

Although space limitation does not allow us to discuss this 

topic in more detail, the model shown in Figure 2 should be 

informative so that readers can capture the underlying 

structure of derived roles.  

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper, we proposed a new definition of Role holder 

as a context-dependently emerging entity rather than roles to 

cover role-like entities as well as conventional roles. Then 

we introduced a distinction between original and derived 

roles. We also defined role-a which covers only 

“less-controversial” roles in English sense. Introduction of 

play_1 and play_2 clarified the difference between “genuine” 

roles and role-like entities. Although a few significant 

problems of roles have been solved, the authors are aware of 

the fact that there remain a lot of interesting topics. 

Examples include what we precisely mean by “explicit role 

assignment”, how to deal with derived roles derived from 

non-participatory roles like x-wife, what is a vacant role, etc. 

All are in the list of our future work. 
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Figure 2. An ontological model of occurrent-dependent roles 
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Abstract—We have applied the methodology combining
Bayesian inference with Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
algorithms to the problem of the atmospheric contaminant source
localization. The algorithms input data are the on-line arriving
information about concentration of given substance registered
by sensors’ network. A fast-running Gaussian plume dispersion
model is adopted as the forward model in the Bayesian inference
approach to achieve rapid-response event reconstructions and
to benchmark the proposed algorithms. We examined different
version of the MCMC in effectiveness to estimate the probabilistic
distributions of atmospheric release parameters by scanning 5-
dimensional parameters’ space. As the results we obtained the
probability distributions of a source coordinates and dispersion
coefficients which we compared with the values assumed in
creation of the sensors’ synthetic data. The annealing and burn-
in procedures were implemented to assure a robust and efficient
parameter-space scans.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN MANY fields of applications we face the task of having
to draw conclusions from imperfect, very often fragmentary

information. In those cases it become important to estimate
model’s unknown parameters to predict more precisely the
underlying dynamics of a considered physical system. In this
context the Bayesian approach is a powerful tool to combine
observed data along with prior knowledge to gain a current
(probabilistic) understanding of unknown model parameters.
In particular, it provides a very natural framework for updating
the state of knowledge about a considered dynamic system the
more precisely, the more new data are available. For complex
systems, such updating needs to be carried out via stochastic
sampling of unknown model parameters.

One of the fields of application of the Bayesian approach
is the problem of the location of the dangerous substance
release given the concentration of the released substances in
the points where the sensors are placed. Knowledge of the
temporal and spatial evolution of a contaminant released into
the atmosphere, either accidentally or deliberately, is funda-
mental to adopt efficient strategies to protect the public health
and to mitigate the harmful effects of the dispersed material.

This work was supported by the Welcome Programme of the Foundation
for Polish Science operated within the European Union Innovative Economy
Operational Programme 2007-2013

In this context there arise the questions to be answered: What
was released? When and where was it released? How much
material was released? Moreover, we have to answer these
questions as soon as possible. In general, we are able to
develop a model to predict precisely concentration fields of a
pollutant provided its release source, weather and terrain data.
However, to create the model realistically reflecting the real
situation based only on a sparse point -concentration data is
not trivial. This task requires specification of set of parameters,
which depends on the considered model. The stated problem
is in some sense ill-posed. It should be noted, that only given a
downwind concentration sparse measurement and knowledge
of the wind field, the determination of the source location and
its characteristics could be ambiguous. Non-inverting problems
of this type are termed inverse problems: problems that can
be solved in one direction but for some physical reason
cannot be solved in the opposite direction. Such problems
are widely encountered in several fields e.g. [1]. In all such
inverse problems the aim is to infer the unknown state from
measured consequences of that state. In the case of gas
dispersion, the unknown state is the gas source distribution
of strengths and locations; and the measured consequences
are the gas concentrations for the associated wind conditions
and measurement locations. Our aim is to find the source
distribution that will generate predicted concentrations closest
to those actually measured. To do this we have developed a
dynamic data-driven event reconstruction model which couples
data and predictive models through Bayesian inference to
obtain a solution to the inverse problem.

The key idea behind statistical inversion methods is to recast
the inverse problem in the form of statistical inference by
means of Bayesian statistics. In the framework of Bayesian
statistics all quantities, included in the mathematical model,
are modeled as random variables with joint probability dis-
tributions. This randomness can be interpreted as parameter
variability, as it is related to the uncertainty of the true
values. This unsertanity is expressed in terms of probability
distributions. The solution of the inverse problem corresponds
to summarizing a probability distribution when all possible
knowledge of the measurements, the model and the available
prior information, have been incorporated. This distribution
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the sensors and the releases source.

which is referred to as posterior distribution describes the
degree of confidence about the estimated quantity conditioned
on the measurements [2].

A comprehensive literature review of past works on
solutions of the inverse problem for atmospheric contaminant
releases can be found in [3]. In [4] was implemented
an algorithm based on integrating the adjoint of a linear
dispersion model backward in time to solve a reconstruction
problem. In [5], [6] was introduced dynamic Bayesian
modeling, and the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [7],
[8] sampling approaches to reconstruct a contaminant source
for synthetic data.

A. Synthetic data

In this paper we have implemented stochastic models based
on the MCMC sampling to find the contamination source
location based on the concentration of given substance regis-
tered by the 14 sensors distributed over 15km x 15km (Fig.1).
The synthetic concentration data (Fig.2), used in testing the
algorithm, were generated with use of the atmospheric dis-
persion Gaussian plume model [9], [10]. In this experiment
the contamination source was located at x = 2km, y = 5km,
z = 50m within the domain (Fig. 1). The release rate was
assumed to change with time within interval q ≈ 5000g/s
up to q ≈ 7000g/s which resulted in the change of the
concentration measured by the sensor in subsequent time
intervals (Fig. 2). The wind was directed along x axis with
speed 5m/s.

II. RECONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE
A. Bayesian inference

A good introduction to Bayesian theory can be found in [8]
and [11]. Bayes’ theorem, as applied to an emergency release
problem, can be stated as follows:

P (M |D) =
P (D|M)P (M)

P (D)
(1)
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Fig. 2. The synthetic concentration registered by the 14 sensor in 6
subsequent intervals (time steps)

where M represents possible model configurations or param-
eters and D are observed data. For our application, Bayes’
theorem describes the conditional probability P (M |D) of
certain source parameters (model configuration M ) given
observed measurements of concentration at sensor locations
(D). This conditional probability P (M |D) is also known as
the posterior distribution and is related to the probability of
the data conforming to a given model configuration P (D|M),
and to the possible model configurations P (M), before taking
into account the measurements. The probability P (D|M), for
fixed D, is called the likelihood function, while P (M)-the
prior distribution. P (D) is the marginal distribution of D and
is called prior predictive distribution [8]; it serves as a scaling
factor; so the Bayes’ theorem can be written as follows:

P (M |D) ∝ P (D|M)P (M) (2)

To estimate the unknown source parameters M using (2),
the posterior distribution P (M |D) must be sampled. P (D|M)
quantifies the likelihood of a set of measurements D given the
source parameters M .

Value of likelihood for a sample is computed by running
a forward dispersion model with the given source parameters
M and comparing the model predicted concentrations in the
points of sensors location (within a considered domain) with
actual observations D. The closer the predicted values are to
the measured ones, the higher is the likelihood of the sampled
source parameters (Fig. 3).

As the sampling procedure we use an MCMC with the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to obtain the posterior distribu-
tion P (M |D) of the source term parameters given the concen-
tration measurements at sensor locations [7], [8]. This way we
completely replace the Bayesian formulation with a stochastic
sampling procedure to explore the model parameter space and
to obtain a probability distribution for the source location.
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The Markov chains are initialized by taking samples from
the prior distribution (in different ways presented further in this
paper). To lower the computational cost, we limit the prior
distribution to the two dimensional space fixing the vertical
position constant both for the source and sensors location
at 50m.

B. The likelihood function

A measure indicating the quality of the current state of
Markov chain is expressed in terms of a likelihood func-
tion. This function compares the predicted from model and
observed data at the sensor locations as:

ln[P (D|M)] = ln[λ(M)] = −
∑N

i=1[log(C
M
i )− log(CE

i )]2

2σ2
rel

(3)
where λ is the likelihood function, CM

i are the predicted by
the forward model concentrations at the sensor locations i,
CE

i are the sensor measurements, σ2
rel is an error parameter

chosen accordingly to expected errors in the observations and
predictions, N is the number of sensors.

After calculating value of the likelihood function (Fig.3) for
the proposed state its acceptance is performed as follows:

ln(λprop)

ln(λ)
≥ RND(0, 1) (4)

where λprop is the likelihood value of the proposal state, λ
is the previous likelihood value, and RND(0, 1) is a random
number generated from a uniform distribution in the interval
(0, 1).

It is important to note that condition (4) is more likely to
be satisfied if the likelihood of the proposal is only slightly
lower than the previous likelihood value. It gives a chance to
choose even a little "worse" state, because the probability of
acceptance depends directly on the quality of proposed state.
Different likelihood functions can also be developed [12].

C. Posterior distribution

The posterior probability distribution (2) is computed di-
rectly from the resulting Markov chain paths defined by the

algorithm described above and is estimated as;

P (M |D) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

δ(Mi −M) (5)

which represents the probability of a particular model con-
figuration giving results that match the observations at sensor
locations. Equation (5) is a sum over the entire Markov chain
of length n of all the sampled values Mi. Thus δ(Mi−M) = 1
when Mi = M and 0 otherwise. If a Markov chain spends
several iterations at the same location the value of P (M |D)
increases through the summation (increasing the probability
for those source parameters).

D. Forward dispersion model

A forward model is needed to calculate the concentration
CM

i at the points i of sensor locations for the tested set of
model parameters M at each Markov chain step. As a testing
forward model we selected the fast-running Gaussian plume
dispersion model [9], [10].

The Gaussian plume dispersion model for uniform steady
wind conditions can be written as follows:

C(x, y, z) = (6)
q

2πσyσz ū
exp

[
−1

2

(
y

σy

)]
×

{exp
[
−1

2

(
z −H

σz

)2
]
+ exp

[
−1

2

(
z +H

σz

)2
]
}

where C(x, y, z) is the concentration at a particular location,
U is the wind speed directed along x axis, q is the emission
rate or the source strength and H is the height of the release; y
and z are the distance along horizontal and vertical direction,
respectively. In the equation (6) σy and σz are the standard
deviation of concentration distribution in the crosswind and
vertical direction. These two parameters are defined empiri-
cally for different stability conditions [13], [14]. In this case
we restrict the diffusion to the stability class C (Pasquill type
stability for rural area). Thus, in creation of the testing data
we have fixed this coefficient as:

σy = 0.22x · (1 + x · 4 · 10−5)−0.5, σz = 0.2x. (7)

However, we assume in scanning algorithm that we do
not know exact behavior of the plume and consider those
coefficients as unknown. Thus, the parameters σy and σz are
taken as:

σy = ζ1 · x · (1 + x · 4 · 10−5)−0.5, σz = ζ2 · x (8)

where values ζ1 and ζ2 are sampled by algorithm within
interval [0, 0.4].

To summarize, in this paper the searched model’s parameter
space is

M = (x, y, q, ζ1, ζ2) (9)

where x and y are spatial location of the release, q release
rate and ζ1, ζ2 are stochastic terms in the turbulent diffusion
parametrization given in (8).
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of the scanning algorithm

FOR TimeStep =1:6
FOR j =1 : ChainNumber

Draw M from a p r i o r i d i s t r i b u t i o n ;
F o r w a r d D i s p e r s i o n (M) ;
Read C o n c e n t r a t i o n (M) ;
Compute l i k e l i h o o d (M) ;
FOR i =1 :N

Chain ( j , TimeStep ) . Add (M( i ) ) ;
M’=M( i )+N( 0 , sigma ) ;
F o r w a r d D i s p e r s i o n (M’ ) ;
Read C o n c e n t r a t i o n (M’ ) ;
Compute l i k e l i h o o d (M’ ) ;
IF l i k e l i h o o d (M’ ) / l i k e l i h o o d (M’ )

>=RND( 0 , 1 )
THEN
M( i )=M’ ;
l i k e l i h o o d (M)= l i k e l i h o o d (M’ ) ;
END IF

END FOR
END FOR

END FOR

E. Scanning algorithm

We assume that the information from the sensors arrives
subsequently in six time steps. We start to search for the
source location (x, y), release rate (q) and model parameters
ζ1 and ζ2 after first sensors’ measurements (based on the
data in time t = 1, see Fig. 2). Thus, scanning algorithm
is run with obtaining the first measurements from the sensors
(Fig. 2). Based on this information we obtain the probability
distributions of the searched parameters (9) starting from the
randomly chosen set of parameters M (i.e. first we start
from the "flat" priori). This assumption reflects initial lack
of knowledge about the release. The forward calculation are
performed for the actual state M and likelihood function λ is
calculated. Then we apply random walk procedure "moving"
our Markov chain to the new position. Precisely, we change
each model M parameter by the value draw from the Gaussian
distribution with the variance σ2

M equal 200 for x and y, 100
for q and 0.02 for ζ1, ζ2. Based on proposal state forward
calculation the likelihood function λprop is again estimated.
We compare this two values λ and λprop according to (4). If
comparison is more favorable than the previous chain location,
the proposal is accepted (Markov chain "moves" to the new
location). If the comparison is "worse", new state is not
immediately rejected. Bernoulli random variable (a "coin flip")
is used to decide whether or not to accept the new state of
chain. This random component is important because it prevents
the chain from becoming trapped in a local minimum. The
pseudo code of the algorithm is given above.

In our calculation we use 10 Markov chains in each time
step. The traces of five independent Markov chains in the x,y

0 5000 10000 15000
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5000

10000

15000

x [m]

y
 [

m
]

 

 

Source

Sensor

Fig. 4. The traces of five Markov chains in the x,y space. The source location
is marked by triangle and the sensors by squares. The samples came from
results of Standard MCMC algorithm.

space are presented in Fig. 4, the source location is marked
by triangle and sensors by squares.

The number of iteration for each Markov chain n = 10000.
This number was chosen based on the numerical experiments
as the number of iteration needed to reach convergence for
each sampled model parameters. Statistical convergence to
the posterior distribution is monitored by computing between-
chain variance and within-chain variance [8]. If there are m
Markov chains of length n, then we can compute between-
chain variance B with

B =
n

m− 1

m∑

j=1

(M̄j − M̄)2 (10)

where M̄jis the average value along each Markov M̄ and is
the average of the values from all Markov chains. The within-
chain variance W is

W =
1

m

m∑

i=1

s2i (11)

where

s2i =
1

n− 1

n∑

j=1

(Mij − M̄i)
2 (12)

The convergence parameter R is then computed as

R =
var(M)

W
(13)

where var(M) is estimate variance of M and is computed as

var(M) =
n− 1

n
W +

1

n
B (14)

The convergence R values vs. the number of iteration for
searched parameters presents Fig. 5. One can see that the
10000 iterations satisfy the convergence condition R ≈ 1.

One of the important aspects of stochastic procedure of
calculating the posterior distribution is choosing burn-in phase.
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Fig. 6. The trace of x coordinate for all considered algorithms. The target
value is marked by horizontal line, the burn-in is marked by vertical line.

The burn-in factor represents the number of samples needed
at the beginning for the Markov chain to actually reach the
search state where it is sampling from the target distribution.
These initial samples are discarded and not used for inference.
In our calculation the burn-in was fixed at 2000 iterations.
This value was chosen based on the numerical experiments as
the number of iteration needed to reach the target distribution
with same approximation. Fig. 6 presents the trace of x and
y coordinates of source location vs. number of iteration. The
burn-in is marked by vertical line.

In the algorithm we have also applied the annealing process
technique which allows to escape from a bad initial location
and to get "flatter" likelihood (Fig.3). It is motivated by
willingness to accurately search the parameter space in the
initial iterations. This procedure involves the modification of
likelihood function during the initial phase of the algorithms.

For the first K = 1000 iterations (i = 1, ...,K) the likelihood
was taken as:

ln[λ(M)]
1
Ti , (15)

where Ti = 1 + (10i(10/K)). It is worth to note, that the
effect of Ti ratio decreases with increasing values of iteration
(up to a limit equal K).

In subsequent time intervals (subsequent time steps) we
investigate different version of MCMC algorithms that use (or
not) the probability distributions obtained based on informa-
tion from previous measurements as the priori distribution in
(2) and update the marginal probability distribution with use of
the newly arrived measurements. The scanning algorithm can
(or not) take the advantage from the past MCMC realizations
in different ways. Each type of algorithm has unique properties
that have an impact on various aspects of the reconstruction
of events.

In this paper we examine the following MCMC algorithms:

Standard MCMC
In this algorithm, the parameter space scan in each time

step t is independent form the previous ones. So, in this case
we don’t use information from past calculations i.e. in each
time step the calculations start from scratch.

MCMC via Maximal Likelihood
This algorithm uses the results obtained in the previous time

steps to run calculation with use of the new measurements. As
the first location of Markov chain M t

0 it select the set of M
parameters for which likelihood function in previous time step
was the highest. So, for t > 1:

M t
0 ∼ arg

max
M ∈

{
M t−1

0 , ...,M t−1
n

}ln[λ(M)] (16)

With this approach, we always start with the best values of
the model (previously found) and correct the result with new
information from sensor.

MCMC via Rejuvenation and Extension
This algorithm as the first location of Markov chain M t

0

at the time t > 1 chooses the set of parameters M selected
randomly from previous realization in t − 1 with use of the
uniform distribution:

M t
0 ∼ U(M t−1

0 ,M t−1
1 , ...,M t−1

n ) (17)

Applying the new knowledge (new measurements) the
current chain is "extended" starting from selected position
with use of the new data in the likelihood function calculation.

MCMC via Rejuvenation, Modification and Extension
This algorithm, similarly to the MCMC via Rejuvenation

and Extension algorithm, as the first location of Markov chain
M t

0 at the time t > 1 chooses the set of parameters M selected
randomly from previous realization t − 1 with use of the
uniform distribution as (17). However, additionally it modifies
the Markov chain path obtained in previous time step t − 1.
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Fig. 7. Posterior distribution as inferred by the Bayesian event reconstruction
for all applied algorithms for x parameter. Posterior distributions were
averaged based on the data for all time steps and all Markov chains. Vertical
lines represent the target x value.

So, if the M t−1
drawned = M t

0 is the dawned first location of
Markov chain in time t according to (17) then the chain in
time t− 1 is modified starting from this position with a new
data available in time t:

(M t−1
0 ,M t−1

1 , ...,M t
drawned, ...,M

t
n). (18)

III. RESULTS

Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 presents the results of calculation with
use of all four above described MCMC algorithms for x, y, ζ1
and ζ2 parameters. Presented marginal probability distributions
were calculated based on the scanning algorithms’ results from
all time steps and all Markov chains.

Fig. 7 shows the marginal probability distribution for x
coordinate of source location within the considered domain.
One can see that the Standard MCMC algorithm do not marked
the target value of x as the value with the highest probability.
At the same time all other methods hit to the target value
of x. Additionally, algorithms MCMC via Rejuvenation and
Extension and MCMC via Rejuvenation, Modification and
Extension mark this value with higher probability than MCMC
Max Likelihood. The same in seen for the ζ1 parameter. On the
other hand all methods successfully find the correct value of
the y coordinate of the source. The reason of the high peek in
the histogram is that y is the crosswind direction, thus applied
model is quite sensitive to this parameter. In contrast, all
methods do not find the target value of the ζ2 parameter being
responsible for the dispersion in vertical direction which do
not influence the results much, as far we consider sensors and
source as fixed at z = 50m. We do not consider the probability
of the release rate distribution, as far it was changing during
creation of the synthetic data.

It is worth to mention that three algorithms for which we
obtain better results (i.e. MCMC Max Likelihood, MCMC
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Fig. 8. The same as in Fig.7 for y parameter.
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Fig. 9. The same as in Fig.7 for ζ1 parameter.

via Rejuvenation and Extension, MCMC via Rejuvenation,
Modification and Extension) use the probability distributions
obtained based on information from previous measurements
to update the distribution in subsequent time step with use
of the new data. In other word, the starting position of the
Markov chain in subsequent time step is sampled from the
posterior distribution in previous time step. This methodology
makes those algorithms more effective in localization of the
most probable value of considered parameters.

Figs. 12 and 13 presents how the probability distributions of
x parameter are updated in subsequent time steps by MCMC
via Rejuvenation and Extension (Fig.12) and MCMC via
Rejuvenation, Modification and Extension (Fig.13) algorithms.
One can see that with time the probability of the target value
is reached with higher probability, at the same time the false
peak around x ≈ 12000m decreases. Moreover, the MCMC
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Fig. 12. The same as in Fig.11 for MCMC via Rejuvenation and Extension
algorithm.
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Fig. 13. The same as in Fig.11 for MCMC via Rejuvenation, Modification
and Extension algorithm.
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Fig. 10. The same as in Fig.7 for ζ2 parameter.
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Fig. 11. Posterior distribution of x parameter in subsequent time steps for
Standard MCMC algorithm. Vertical line represent the target value of x.

via Rejuvenation, Modification and Extension algorithm seems
to be more effective. On the contrary Fig. 11 presents that
Standard MCMC algorithm do not increase its efficiency in
finding the target value with time.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented a methodology to reconstruct a source
causing an area contamination, basing on a set of measure-
ments. The method combines Bayesian inference with Markov
chain Monte Carlo sampling and produces posterior proba-
bility distributions of the parameters describing the unknown
source. Developed dynamic data-driven event reconstruction
model, which couples data and pollutant dispersion simula-
tions through Bayesian inference. This approach successfully
provide the solution to the stated inverse problem i.e. having
the downwind concentration measurement and knowledge of
the wind field algorithm found the most probable location
of the source. We have examined usefulness of differ-
ent version of the MCMC algorithms i.e. Standard MCMC,
MCMC via Maximal Likelihood, MCMC via Rejuvenation
and Extension, MCMC via Rejuvenation, Modification and
Extension and its modification in effectiveness to estimate the
probabilistic distributions of searched parameters. We have
shown the advantage of the algorithms that in different ways
use the source location parameters probability distributions
obtained basing on available measurements to update the
marginal probability distribution of considered parameters
with use of the received new information. As the most effective
we pointed the MCMC via Rejuvenation, Modification and
Extension algorithm.

The probabilistic aspect of the solution optimally combines
a probable answer with the uncertainties of the available
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data. Among several possible solutions, the Bayesian source
reconstruction is solely able to find values of the model
parameters that are more consistent with the data available
and its uncertainties.

The stochastic approach used in this paper is completely
general and can be used in other fields where the parameters
of the model bet fitted to the observable data should be found.
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Abstract—We present a novel implementation of a dense,
square, non-structured matrix factorization algorithm, namely
the WZ factorization — with the use of graphics processors
(GPUs) and CPUs to gain a high performance at a low cost.
We rewrite this factorization as operations on blocks of matrices
and vectors. We have implemented our block-vector algorithm
on GPUs with the use of an appropriate (and ready-to-use) GPU-
accelerated mathematical library, namely the CUBLAS library.
We compared the performance of our algorithm with CPU im-
plementations. In particular, our implementation on an NVIDIA
Tesla C2050 GPU outperforms a CPU-based implementation.
Our results show that the algorithm scales well with the size
of matrices; moreover, the larger the matrix, the better the
performance. We also discuss the impact of the size of the
matrix and the use of ready-to-use mathematical libraries on
the numerical accuracy.

Keywords: GPU, WZ factorization, parallel computing, matrix
factorization.

I. INTRODUCTION

GRAPHICS processing units (GPUs) are useful for sci-
entific computations, particularly for general problems

such as dense linear systems, the eigen decomposition and
the singular value decomposition. In this paper we focus on
developing a GPU-accelerated WZ factorization with the use
of the CUBLAS library [8] and a further aim is a parallel,
low-cost and efficient WZ-factorization.

Solution of linear systems of the form:

Ax = b, where A ∈ Rn×n, b ∈ Rn, (1)

is an important problem in scientific and engineering compu-
tations. One of the methods to solve a dense linear system (1)
is a factorization of the matrix A (that is its decomposition to
factor matrices of a simpler structure) and then solving simpler
linear systems. Here we deal with the first stage only, that is
the factorization of A.

The most known factorization is the LU factorization. There
are some implementations of the LU factorization for CUDA
architectures [1], [7]. Authors of [1] proposed to accelerate the
LU factorization on a multicore node enhanced with multiple
GPU accelerators.

This work was partially supported within the project N N516 479640 of the
Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Polish Republic (MNiSW)
“Modele dynamiki transmisji, sterowania zatłoczeniem i jakością usług w
Internecie”

In this work we study another form of factorization, namely
the WZ factorization. In [2] we showed that there are matrices
for which applying the incomplete WZ preconditioning gives
better results than the incomplete LU factorization.

The outline of the paper is following. In Section II we give
an overview of the features of GPUs and the used ready-to-use
GPU-accelerated mathematical library (CUBLAS).

Section III describes the idea of the WZ factorization [4],
[10] and the way the matrix A is factorized to a product
of matrices W and Z — such a factorization exists for a
nonsingular matrix (with pivoting) what it was shown in [4].

In Section IV we describe the algorithm of the WZ factor-
ization using the vector and matrix notation [3]. We present
the algorithm for matrices which can be factorized without
pivoting, that is, for example, for symmetric positive definite
ones and strictly diagonally dominant ones (as it was proved
in [4]). In Section IV we also present the design of a new
CPU/GPU hybrid kernel for performing a WZ factorization
on GPU with the use of CUBLAS.

In Section V we present details of the implementation
and the results of our experiments. We benchmarked our
implementation on a GPU (NVIDIA Tesla C2050) and com-
pared it with the CPU-based implementation on a multicore
architecture Intel Core i7. We tested the algorithms with
square matrices of sizes from 128 to 8192. We analyzed the
performance of our algorithm measuring the performance time,
the efficiency (both for the single and double precision), the
speed-up and the relative error. We study the influence of the
size of the matrix and the use of the ready-to-use mathematical
library on the numerical accuracy.

Section VI is a summary of our experiments.

II. GPU PROGRAMMING MODEL

Graphics processing units (GPUs) have recently been used
for many applications beyond graphics, introducing the term
general-purpose computation on graphics processing units
(GPGPU), thanks to (among others) the CUDA architec-
ture (Compute Unified Device Architecture) [9] prepared by
NVIDIA.

Graphics processing units are manycore computing systems,
being able to deal with thousands threads processing simple
data. In contrast to CPUs, GPUs have a relatively higher
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effective memory clock in comparison to its computational
core clock. The operations performed on each data element
are independent of each other, and can be efficiently computed
in parallel using many processors on a GPU.

One of the major challenges in developing GPGPU algo-
rithms is to create techniques which fully use pipelining, many
cores and the high memory bandwidth. It is not an easy task to
build an efficient algorithm which uses all the GPU’s features.
Therefore, we propose using ready-to-use libraries. The use
of such libraries requires preparation of an adequate, block
version of the algorithm where matrix-vector operations are
used.

Among computing tools for the CUDA architecture, we
can find the CUBLAS library [8]. During programming linear
algebra problems, the use of CUBLAS make an efficient
application creation process much easier. The CUBLAS li-
brary is an implementation of BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra
Subprograms) on GPUs. To use the CUBLAS library, we must
send the matrices and vectors into the GPU memory space,
fill them with data, call the sequence of desired CUBLAS
functions, and then upload the results from the GPU memory
space back to the host.

III. WZ FACTORIZATION

Here we describe shortly the WZ factorization usage to
solve (1). The WZ factorization is described in [4], [6].
Assume that the A is a nonsingular matrix. We have to find
matrices W and Z that fulfil WZ = A and the matrices
W and Z consist of following columns wi and rows zTi
respectively:

wi = (0, . . . , 0, 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i

, wi+1,i, . . . , wn−i,i, 0, . . . , 0)
T

for i = 1, . . . ,m,

wi = (0, . . . , 0, 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i

, 0, . . . , 0)T

for i = p, q,

wi = (0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−i+1

, wn−i+2,i, . . . , wi−1,i, 1, 0, . . . , 0)
T

for i = q + 1, . . . , n,

zTi = (0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−1

, zii, . . . , zi,n−i+1, 0, . . . , 0)

for i = 1, . . . , p,

zTi = (0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−1

, zi,n−i+1, . . . , zii, 0, . . . , 0)

for i = p+ 1, . . . , n,

where
m = ⌊(n− 1)/2⌋,
p = ⌊(n+ 1)/2⌋,
q = ⌈(n+ 1)/2⌉.

(see also Figure 1).

After the factorization we can solve two linear systems:

Wc = b,

Zx = c

(where c is an auxiliary intermediate vector) instead of one
(1).

The first algorithm (denoted WZCPU, Figure 2) is a tra-
ditional implementation computing the WZ factorization with
the use of CPU (given the matrix A in the array a, the output
matrices W and Z are in the arrays w and a, respectively).

IV. BLOCK WZ FACTORIZATION

Now we describe a matrix-vector algorithm for the WZ fac-
torization of the matrix A which is originally presented in [3].
This algorithm is only recalled here for further development
(Section IV-A).

This is a sequential algorithm where we grouped and
ordered the scalar operations anew, into matrix-vector op-
erations. We are showing the algorithm without pivoting,
working only for matrices for which such a WZ factorization
is executable.

Let us write the matrices A, W, Z as block matrices. We
can get equations presented in Figure 3.

In Figure 3, Ŵ and Ẑ are square matrices of the same
structure as the matrices W and Z, respectively; Â is a full
square matrix; Ŵ, Ẑ and Â are of the size 2 less than the size
of W, Z and A; vectors aT1∗, aTn∗, zT1∗, zTn∗ are row vectors;
vectors a∗1, a∗n, w∗1, w∗n are column vectors.

From the comparison of the corresponding elements in
Figure 3 we get:

a11 = z11; a1n = z1n;
an1 = zn1; ann = znn

aT1∗ = zT1∗; aTn∗ = zTn∗
{

a∗1 = w∗1z11 + w∗nzn1
a∗n = w∗1z1n + w∗nznn

Â = w∗1zT1∗ + ŴẐ+w∗nzTn∗

(2)

From (2) we can describe our algorithm for finding W and
Z as following:

1) let the first row of the matrix Z be the first row of the
matrix A;

2) let the last row of the matrix Z be the last row of the
matrix A;

3) compute the vectors w∗1 and w∗n from:

w∗1 = αa∗n − βa∗1,

w∗n = γa∗1 − δa∗n,
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Fig. 1. Structures of the matrices W (left) and Z (right)

for (k=1; k<=n/2-1; k++) {
k2 = n-k+1;
det = a[k2][k]*a[k][k2]-a[k][k]*a[k2][k2];
for (i=k+1; i<=(k2-1); i++) {

w[i][k] = (a[k2][k]*a[i][k2]-a[k2][k2]*a[i][k])/det;
w[i][k2] = (a[k][k2]*a[i][k]-a[k][k]*a[i][k2])/det;
for (j=k+1; j<=k2-1; j++)

a[i,j] = a[i][j]-w[i][k]*a[k][j]-w[i][k2]*a[k2][j];
}

}

Fig. 2. WZCPU: a traditional implementation of the WZ factorization

A =




a11 aT1∗ a1n
a∗1 Â a∗n
an1 aTn∗ ann


 = WZ =




1 0 0

w∗1 Ŵ w∗n
0 0 1






z11 zT1∗ z1n
0 Ẑ 0
zn1 zTn∗ znn


 =

=




z11 zT1∗ z1n

w∗1z11 +w∗nzn1 w∗1zT1∗ + ŴẐ+w∗nzTn∗ w∗1z1n +w∗nznn

zn1 zTn∗ znn




Fig. 3. The WZ factorization written as blocks

where
α =

zn1
z1nzn1 − z11znn

,

β =
znn

z1nzn1 − z11znn
,

γ =
z1n

z1nzn1 − z11znn
,

δ =
z11

z1nzn1 − z11znn
;

4) update the inner part of the matrix A (the matrix without
its first and last row and column):

Ânew = ŴẐ = Â−w∗1z
T
1∗ −w∗nz

T
n∗;

5) if the size of the matrix Ânew is 3 or more, then start
over from 1., but with A = Ânew, W = Ŵ and Z = Ẑ
(so all three matrices become smaller and smaller and
the algorithm comes eventually to the end).

In the remainder of our paper we use the name BLASCPU
to denote the next algorithm (Figure 4) — that is a matrix-
vector WZ algorithm (described above) implemented on a
CPU with the use of a BLAS library (input and output as
in WZCPU).

A. GPU implementation

We show a new algorithm denoted in this paper CUBLAS-
GPU. We have shown that matrix-vector operations play a
critical role in the WZ factorization. To see how a GPU can
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for (k=1; k<=n/2-1; k++) {
k2 = n-k+1;
k2_k_1 = k2-k-1;
kplus1 = k+1;
det = a[k2][k]*a[k][k2]-a[k][k]*a[k2][k2];
alpha = a[k2][k]/det;
beta = a[k2][k2]/det;
gamma = a[k][k2]/det;
delta = a[k][k]/det;
cblas_dcopy(k2_k_1, &a[kplus1][k2], 1, &w[kplus1][k], 1);
cblas_dscal(k2_k_1, alpha, &w[kplus1][k], 1);
cblas_daxpy(k2_k_1, -beta, &a[kplus1][k], 1, &w[kplus1][k], 1);
cblas_dcopy(k2_k_1, &a[kplus1][k], 1, &w[kplus1][k2], 1);
cblas_dscal(k2_k_1, gamma, &w[kplus1][k2], 1);
cblas_daxpy(k2_k_1, -delta, &a[kplus1][k2], 1, &w[kplus1][k2], 1);
cblas_dger(CblasColMajor, k2_k_1, k2_k_1, -1, &w[kplus1][k], 1, &a[k][kplus1], n,

&a[kplus1][kplus1], n);
cblas_dger(CblasColMajor, k2_k_1, k2_k_1, -1, &w[kplus1][k2], 1, &a[k2,kplus1], n,

&a[kplus1][kplus1], n);
}

Fig. 4. BLASCPU: a matrix-vector implementation of the WZ factorization (BLAS on a CPU)

TABLE I
THE SPECIFICATION OF THE HARDWARE AND THE SOFTWARE USED IN THE

EXPERIMENTS

CPU 2 × Intel Core 3GHz (4 cores with HT)
GPU NVIDIA Tesla C2050
OS Debian GNU Linux 6.0
Libraries CUDA Toolkit 3.2, MKL 10.3

be used to accelerate the WZ factorization, we implemented
the algorithm on a CUDA architecture. It is the same block
algorithm implemented (partially) on a GPU with the use
of the CUBLAS library. The input matrix A should be in
the GPU’s memory already (in the array a_d) as well as
there will be output matrices there (in w and a_d). It is
also important that the computations are partially carried out
on CPU, because we are to get four corner elements of the
matrix being factorized at the beginning of each step and
make some operations on them and then we use GPU (by
means of CUBLAS). To copy data from CPU to the GPU
and from GPU to the CPU we using cublasSetMatrix,
cublasGetMatrix (of the CUBLAS library)

The algorithm CUBLASGPU is presented in Figure 5.

V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The algorithms WZCPU, BLASCPU and CUBLASGPU
were implemented with the use of the C language with the
use of the single and double precision. Our codes were
compiled by NVIDIA C Compiler (nvcc) with optimization
flag -O3. Additionally, BLASCPU was linked with the BLAS
library (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms) [11] (in the MKL
implementation). Similarly, CUBLASGPU was linked with
the 3.2 CUBLAS library [8].

The algorithms were tested on an Intel Core i7 3 GHz CPU
with an NVIDIA Fermi C2050 GPU working under the Linux
operating system. The information about the hardware and the
software used are presented in Table I. All the algorithms were
run for matrices for which the WZ factorization is possible.
The matrices were dense and randomly generated, of the
following sizes: 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192.

A. Time and Performance

In Figure 6 we have compared the average running time
of the three WZ decomposition algorithms: implemented on a
CPU without any BLAS (that is, WZCPU), implemented on
a CPU with the use of the BLAS library in a multithreaded
MKL implementation (BLASCPU) and implemented on a
GPU with the use of the CUBLAS library (CUBLASGPU).
They were tested both in the single and double precision.

Figure 7 presents the performance results obtained for those
computations — also in the single and double precision. The
performance is based on the number of floating-point opera-

tions in the WZ factorization
(
2

3
n3 − 1

2
n2 +

11

6
n− 7

)
.

Figure 8 shows a finer analysis of CUBLASGPU perfor-
mance, namely three main components of the running time.
‘Transfer time’ is the time spent by the machine on getting
four values (akk, ak2k, akk2, ak2k2) from GPU to CPU
(totally, in all steps of the loop). ‘CPU time’ is the whole time
used by CPU (for computing det, alpha, beta, gamma,
delta in all steps). Eventually, ‘GPU time’ is the time spent
by GPU on CUBLAS functions.

Table II shows the run-time and speed-up result for the
WZCPU, BLASCPU and CUBLASGPU algorithms running
on the machine described in Table I in the double precision. In
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for (k=1; k<=n/2-1; k++) {
k2 = n-k+1;
k2_k_1 = k2-k-1;
kplus1 = k+1;
get_from_GPU_to_CPU(&akk, &ak2k, &akk2, &ak2k2, ...);
det = ak2k*akk2-akk*ak2k2;
alpha = ak2k/det;
beta = ak2k2/det;
gamma = akk2/det;
delta = akk/det;
cublasDcopy(k2_k_1, &a_d[IND(kplus1,k2,n)], 1, &w[IND(kplus1,k,n)], 1);
cublasDscal(k2_k_1, alpha, &w[IND(kplus1,k,n)], 1);
cublasDaxpy(k2_k_1, -beta, &a_d[IND(kplus1,k,n)], 1, &w[IND(kplus1,k,n)], 1);
cublasDcopy(k2_k_1, &a_d[IND(kplus1,k,n)], 1, &w[IND(kplus1,k2,n)], 1);
cublasDscal(k2_k_1, gamma, &w[IND(kplus1,k2,n)], 1);
cublasDaxpy(k2_k_1, -delta, &a_d[IND(kplus1,k2,n)], 1, &w[IND(kplus1,k2,n)], 1);
cublasDger(k2_k_1, k2_k_1, -1, &w[IND(kplus1,k,n)], 1, &a_d[IND(k,kplus1,n)], n,

&a_d[IND(kplus1,kplus1,n)], n);
cublasDger(k2_k_1, k2_k_1, -1, &w[IND(kplus1,k2,n)], 1, &a_d[IND(k2,kplus1,n)], n,

&a_d[IND(kplus1,kplus1,n)], n);
}

Fig. 5. CUBLASGPU: a matrix-vector implementation of the WZ factorization (CUBLAS on a GPU; here, IND() is a function (a macro, actually)
translating two-dimensional indices into a single one-dimensional index)

Fig. 6. The average running time of the WZ matrix decomposition as a function of the matrix size — using the single (left) and double (right) precision for
the WZCPU, BLASCPU and CUBLASGPU algorithms (logarithmic y-axis)

Table II for the CUBLASGPU algorithm we give additionally
(to the total runtime) the data copying time (the matrix A)
from the CPU to the GPU and the data copying time (the
matrix Z) from the GPU to the CPU. ‘Total’ is the sum of both
the data copying time and the runtime of the CUBLASGPU
algorithm.

Moreover, in Table II we have some relative speed-ups:

spC:B =
Time[s]BLASCPU

Time[s]CUBLASGPU

and

spC:W =
Time[s]WZCPU

Time[s]CUBLASGPU

(all total times).
We can see the following:
• CUBLASGPU is the fastest, WZCPU is the slowest;
• better (about 20 GFlop/s) is the performance of

CUBLASGPU for the single precision, proportionally
worse (about 10 GFlop/s) is for the double precision;

• CUBLASGPU scales well with the size of the matrix;
moreover, bigger the matrix, better the performance;

• the time spent on the data transfer from the GPU to the
CPU (in CUBLASGPU) is much longer than the CPU
computations alone.

• the speed-ups of up to 6 times in the comparison to the
multithreaded CPU solver for a matrix of a big size;
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Fig. 7. The performance results for the WZ factorization — using the single (left) and double (right) precision for the WZCPU, BLASCPU and CUBLASGPU
algorithms

Fig. 8. The time components of CUBLASGPU in the double precision

TABLE II
RUN-TIMES (IN SECONDS) AND CORRESPONDING SPEED-UPS FOR THE WZCPU, BLASCPU AND CUBLASGPU ALGORITHMS IN THE DOUBLE

PRECISION

ID matrix Time[s] Time[s] Time[s]CUBLASGPU
spC:W spC:Bsize WZCPU BLASCPU CPU−→GPU GPU CPU−→GPU Total

1 128 1.58e+00 1.86e+00 2.23e-01 2.57e+01 2.26e-01 2.62e+01 0.06 0.07
2 256 1.75e+01 3.35e+00 4.53e-01 5.20e+01 5.04e-01 5.30e+01 0.33 0.06
3 512 1.75e+02 2.65e+01 1.19e+00 1.10e+02 1.35e+00 1.12e+02 1.56 0.24
4 1024 2.72e+03 1.10e+02 3.91e+00 2.68e+02 3.91e+00 2.75e+02 9.86 0.4
5 2048 2.98e+04 3.19e+03 1.36e+01 8.92e+02 1.42e+01 9.19e+02 32.4 3.47
6 4096 3.64e+05 2.73e+04 5.23e+01 4.95e+03 5.55e+01 5.05e+03 71.97 5.4
7 8192 3.45e+06 2.33e+05 8.41e+02 3.70e+04 2.19e+02 3.81e+04 90.65 6.12

however, for matrices of small sizes using GPU makes
no sense.

B. Numerical Accuracy

The purpose of this section is not to accomplish a full
study of the numerical stability and accuracy of the WZ
factorization. Our goal is rather to justify experimentally that
our implementation of the WZ algorithm can be used in
practice.

As a measure of accuracy we took the following expression
(where ||M|| is the Frobenius norm of a matrix M) based on

the relative error:

− log10
||A−WZ||
n · ||A|| .

Figure 9 shows the accuracy for all the implemented algo-
rithms (WZCPU, BLASCPU and CUBLASGPU) in both
precisions (single and double).

From that analysis we can see that:

• the numerical accuracy decreases as the size of the matrix
increases;
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Fig. 9. The numerical accuracy
(
− log10

||A−WZ||
n·||A||

)
for random matrices A in the single (left) and double (right) precision for the WZCPU, BLASCPU

and CUBLASGPU algorithms .

• a much better accuracy for the double precision is
achieved than for the single precision for all the algo-
rithms;

• the accuracy almost does not depend on the algorithm
but only on the precision (and the size of the matrix), so
using the CUBLAS or BLAS libraries does not change
the accuracy.

VI. CONCLUSION

We described an algorithm for the WZ factorization with the
use of the matrix-vector operations and it was implemented
with the use of the BLAS library on a CPU and the CUBLAS
library on a GPU. Both the BLAS library on the CPU and the
CUBLAS library on the GPU increases the speed of compu-
tations done during the WZ factorization significantly. Thanks
to the libraries we were able to reach a higher performance.
Speed-ups of up to 6 times for the GPU implementation in
comparison to the multithreaded CPU solver are achieved for
large matrices.

The major drawback of our CUBLASGPU algorithm is the
data transfer from the GPU to the CPU, because it is very
time-consuming and it requires to be made faster or even
completely deleted. We are to improve the communication
efficiency between the CPU and the GPU using the page-
locked memory.

We have shown that the stability is influenced by the size
of the matrix. The CUBLASGPU algorithm in the single

precision is likely to lead to a very acceptable numerical
accuracy; and its double precision implementation is much
better even. The accuracy of the result is not affected when
using the GPU.
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Abstract—In the paper two approaches of parallelization for
solving optimal control problems of ODE and index-1 DAE sys-
tems were presented and discussed. DAE Optimization Problem
can be treated by Direct Nonlinear Programming Approach in
two manners, known as Sequential Approach and Simultaneous
Approach. Simultaneous Approach seems to be more reliable,
because provides initial states in periods and discretized control
variables. Therefore there is a possibility of efficient use of Opti-
mization with multiple shooting, which was developed to handle
unstable DAE systems. In the article some parallelization methods
of the Sequential Quadratic Programming were discussed and
compared both in the Jacobian calculation and the numerical in-
tegration of DAE models. Augmented objective function, based on
Mathematical Programming with Complementarity Constraints,
was proposed. The illustrative simulations of Catalyst Mixing
Problem were performed in MATLAB, which is a commonly
known programming environment.

Index Terms—optimal control, DAE systems, Simultaneous
Approach

I. INTRODUCTION

FOR last 30 years differential-algebraic systems have been
attracted the attention of many scientists around the

world. One of the first monographs justifies the use of such
equations. "In the last decade the use of differential-algebraic
equations (DAE’s) has become standard modeling practice
in many applications, such as constrained mechanics and
chemical process simulation. The advantages of using implicit,
often computer-generated models for dynamical processes are
encouraging the use of DAE’s in new areas" [6]. Then the
study was conducted to highlight the basic types of systems
and their properties [6], [9], [14], [16].

Today, practical use of the optimal control methods in real
systems in the chemical and aerospace industry have been
widely documented in [4], [5], [10].

One of the most popular approach for DAE Optimization
Problems is Direct NLP Approach. At this moment one should
decide, how many variables are there. It means, what is the
scale of the problem. The second important aspect is, what
is their origin and what the variables do actually mean. If
the variables denote only discretized control function, it is
reasonable to use Sequential Approach. If in addition there
are variables connected with initial conditions of state trajec-
tory, Simultaneous Approach can be used. In both mentioned
situations, Multiple Shooting method is appropriate, especially

when unstable DAE system is considered. So, "Optimization
with multiple shooting serves as a brige between sequential
and direct transcription approaches (...)" [5].

Advanced optimal control methods combine generalized
mathematical models, elastic mode optimization algorithms,
numerical analysis for solving DAE systems and high perfor-
mance programming environments.

Some ideas from smooth optimization were adjusted to non-
smooth problems and successfully used there. This applies, for
example, Mathemmatical Programming with Complementarity
Constraints, where the formulation of the objective function
may mirror various specifc features of the system [1], [2], [17].
This dependence can also act in the opposite direction. So, the
use of of the scalar product with the penalty coeffcient was
proposed to take into account the equality constraints resulting
from the multiple shooting method in the objective function.

This paper was organized as follows. First, the optimal con-
trol problem of DAE systems was stated. Then the elements
of Simultaneous Approach were described. Our attention was
focused on reliable using of both NLP and DAE solvers.
Before numerical examples the discussion about parallelization
methods was conducted and some comments about using
Multi-Step Approach were made. Catalyst Mixing Problem
is one of tasks, which can be arbitrarily large. Simulations
were executed in many ways with different number of parallel
processes.

II. OPTIMAL CONTROL OF DAE SYSTEMS

In the paper the following DAE optimization problem was
considered

ϕ(p) =

NT∑

l=1

Φl(yl(tl), z
l(tl), p

l)→ min, (1)

subject to
dyl

dt
= f l(yl(t), zl(t), pl) (2)

with initial conditions

yl(tl−1) = yl0 (3)

and algebraic equations

gl(yl(t), zl(t), pl) = 0, t ∈ (tl−1, tl], l = 1, ..., NT (4)
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with bounds
plL ≤ pl ≤ plU , (5)

ylL ≤ yl ≤ ylU , (6)

zlL ≤ zl ≤ zlU (7)

and constraints

h(p1, ..., pNT , y10 , y
1(t1), y

2
0 , y

2(t2), ..., y
NT
0 , yNT (tNT

)) = 0.
(8)

There are differential variables y(t) and algebraic variables
z(t) in the DAE system in semiexplicit form. The assumption
of invertibility of g(−, z(t),−) permits an implicit elimination
of the algebraic variables z(t) = z[y(t), p]. While there are
NT periods in DAE equations, time-dependent bounds or other
path constraints on the state variables are no longer considered
[5]. The control profiles are represented as parameterized
functions with coefficients that determine the optimal profiles
[20], [21]. The decision variables in DAE equations appear
only in the time independent vector pl. Algebraic constraints
and terms in the objective function are applied only at the end
of each period.

The problem (1)-(8) can be represented as the following
nonlinear program

φ(p)→ min (9)

subject to
ci(p) = 0, i ∈ E, (10)

ci(p) ≤ 0, i ∈ I. (11)

In the literature one can find a lot of methods solving the
above problem (see [4], [5], [12], [15]).

III. SIMULTANEOUS APPROACH

The method described in this article is a part of the trend
"Discretize then Optimize". This approach has the advantage
of directly finding good approximate solutions, which are
feasible to the state equations. From literature [5] it is known,
that this formulation requires an accurate level of discretization
of the control and state profiles.

In the considered approach, the time domain is partitioned
into smaller time elements and the DAE models are integerated
separately in each element [4], [5], [12], [13], [18].

Control variables are represented as piecewise polynomials
[20], [21]. Optimization is performed with respect to poly-
nomials coefficients. Sensitivities are obtained for both the
control variables and the initial conditions of the states in
each element. Equality constraints are added to the nonlinear
program in order to link the elements and ensure that the states
remain continous over time. Inequality constraints for states
and control can be imposed directly at the grid points, although
constraints on the state profiles may be violated between grid
points [5].

There is a sketch of simultaneous dynamic optimization
strategy on the fig. 1. This approach consists of three main
elements. There are NLP solver, DAE solver and sensitivity
calculations. All of this parts, especially from parallel calcu-
lations point of view, were described and commented below.

Figure 1. Sketch of simultaneous dynamic optimization strategy.

A. NLP solver

"Discretize then Optimize" approach enables us to use the
full machinery of large-scale NLP solvers. Now SQP codes
are considered. For large-scale problems the appropriate SQP
codes are filterSQP [7], MUSCOD − II [12], [13] and
SOCS [4]. For nonlinear programming problems with less
than a few hundreds of variables fmincon solver can be
treated as quite suitable [5].

fmincon is coupled to the MATLAB environment and
applies l1 merit function line search and BFGS updates of
the Hessian [5], [8].

Algorithm 1 presents steps executed by fmincon [8],
[15]. This algorithm has to be completed by two comments.
The general nonlinear programming problem is modeled by
linearization both the inequality and equality constraints to
obtain

φ̃(d) = φk +∇φT
k d+

1

2
dT∇2

ppLkd→ min (12)

subject to
∇ci(pk)T d+ ci(pk) = 0, i ∈ E, (13)

∇ci(pk)T d+ ci(pk) ≤ 0, i ∈ I. (14)

The second note is, that strategy for choosing µ in the
Algorithm 1 considers the effect of the step on a model of
the merit function, so µ has to satisfy the inequality

µ ≥ ∇φ
T
k dk + σ

2 d
T
k∇2

ppLkdk

(1− ρ) ‖ ck ‖1
. (15)

If the value of µ from previous iteration of the SQP method
satisfies eq. (15), it is left unchanged. Otherwise, µ is increased
so that satisfies this inequality with some margin. The constant
σ is used to handle the case in which Hessian ∇2

xxLk is not
positive definite. We define σ = 1, if dTk∇2

xxLkdk > 0, and
σ = 0 otherwise.

The l1 merit function for the problem (9)-(10) takes the
form

Φ1(p;µ) = φ(p) + µ‖c(p)‖1. (16)

The directional derivative of Φ1 in the direction dk satisfies

D(Φ1(pk;µ); dk) = ∇φT
k dk − µ‖ck‖1. (17)

2
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Algorithm 1 Line Search SQP Algorithm
Choose parameters η ∈ (0, 0.5), τ ∈ (0, 1), and an initial
pair (p0, λ0);

2: Evaluate φ(p0),∇φ(p0), ci(p0),
A0 = [∇c1(p0),∇c2(p0), . . . ,∇cm(p0)]

T ;
4: If a quasi-Newton approximation is used, chose an initial

n× n symmetric positive definite Hessian approximation
B0, otherwise compute ∇2

ppL0;
while convergence test is not satisfied do

6: Compute dk by solving eq. (12)-(14); let λ be the
corresponding multiplier;
Set dλ ← λ̂− λk;

8: Choose µk to satisfy eq. (15) with σ = 1;
Set αk ← 1;

10: while Φ1(pk + αkdk;µk) > Φ1(pk;µk) +
ηαkD1(φ(pk;µk)dk) do

Reset αk ← τααk for some τα ∈ (0, τ ];
12: end while

Set pk+1 ← pk + αkdk and λk+1 ← λk + αkdλ;
14: Evaluate φk+1,∇φk+1, ck+1, Ak+1 (and possibly

∇2
xxL);

if a quasi Newton approximation is used, set then
16: Set sk ← αkdk and ŷk ← ∇pL(pk+1, λk+1 −

∇pL(pk, λk+1)), and obtain Bk+1 by updating Bk

using a quasi-Newton formula;
Bk+1 = Bk + (ŷk−Bksk)(ŷk−Bkss)

T

(ŷk−Bkss)T ss
;

18: end if
end while

1) Sensitivity Calculations: The first place, where appropri-
ate using of parallel computing can improve time performance
is connected with calculations of sensitivites. The important
question is always what and why should be calculated. Firstly,
SQP algorithm needs the gradients of both objective and
constraints functions.

Estimation of the objective function and constraint functions
can be obtained by using finite difference derivative approxi-
mation.

Consider a subroutine, that estimates the gradient of the
objective function and constraint functions. This calculation
involves computing function values at points near the current
location of p. As a result there was obtained the vector

∇g(p) =




g(p+∆1e1)−g(p)
∆1

g(p)+∆2e2−g(p)
∆2

...

g(p)+∆nen−g(p)
∆n




, (18)

where
g is objective or constraint function,
ei are the unit direction vectors,

∆i is the size of a step in the ei direction.
Gradient estimated by central differences can be obtained

in the similar way

∇g(p) =




g(x+∆1e1)−g(x−∆1e1)
2∆1

g(x+∆2e2)−g(x−∆2e2)
2∆2

...

g(x+∆nen)−g(x−∆nen)
2∆n




, (19)

In this situation there is a possibility to compute successive
elements of the gradient vector parallel. It is worthy to note,
that these elements are independent and computing of every
elements needs objective or constraint function evaluation.

Let us say, that the considered model is very complicated
and calculation of every objective function is time-consuming.
So, the question is, if it is better to use parallel computing
for gradient estimation or parallel evaluation of objective
function? The last question is, how to avoid complex inequality
constraints. The answer is sought in the next section and in
simulations of Catalyst Mixing Problem.

2) Multiple Shooting and Penalty function: In this section
the Multiple shooting method (fig. 2) and its applications
for solving both ordinary differential and differential-algebraic
systems is considered.

The idea is to break the time domain [tI , tF ] into smaller
intervals of the form

tI = t1 < t2 < · · · < tNT
= tF . (20)

Let us denote yl0 for l = 1, . . . , NT as the initial value for
the dynamic variables at the beginning of every of the segment
l. For segment l the DAE system can be solved from tl to the
end of the segment at tl+1. The results of this integration can
be denoted by ŷl. Collecting all segments, let us define a set
of NLP variables

pT = (y20 , y
3
0 , . . . , y

NT
0 ). (21)

The segments have to be joined at the boundaries, so the
constraints are imposed

c(p) =




y20 − ŷ1

y30 − ŷ2

...

yNT
0 − ŷNT−1




, (22)

One of the results of the multiple shooting approach is an
increase in the size of the NLP problem. There are additional
variables and constraints, which were introduced for each
segment. The number of NLP variables and constraints for a

3
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multiple shooting application is n = ny(NT −1), where ny is
the number of dynamic variables y and (NT−1) is the number
of segments. It is importanat to note, that the Jacobian matrix,
which is needed to compute the Newton search direction, is
sparse. Only (NT − 1)n2

y elements in this matrix are nonzero
of a possible [(NT −1)ny]

2. Thus, the percentage of nonzeros
is proportional to 1

NT−1 indicating that the matrix get sparser
as the number of intervals grows [4].

The immediate benefit of the multiple shooting algorithm is
the ability to exploit a parallel processor. The method is some-
times called parallel shooting because the simulation of each
element can be implemented on an individual processor [4].

The method presented in [4] was often used in other appli-
cations like in [12], [13]. Now we propose another approach
to handle contraints, which are caused by multiple shooting
method. The idea was previously introduced as one of the
approaches for Mathematical Programming with Complemen-
tarity Constraints and results in augmented objective function.

In this approach the objective function was augmented by
scalar product with penalty parameter.

PF (ρ)

φ̂(p) = φ(p) + ρaT b→ min, (23)

ci(p) = 0, i ∈ E, (24)

ci(p) ≤ 0, i ∈ I. (25)

a, b ≥ 0, (26)

where parameter ρ depends on the considered problem and
aT b reflects the complementarity conditions.

In this manner the augmented objective function was con-
structed

φ̂(p) = φ(p) + ρ

NT−1∑

l=1

(yl+1
0 − ŷl)

2 → min, (27)

ci(p) = 0, i ∈ E, (28)

ci(p) ≤ 0, i ∈ I. (29)

In both approaches complex constraints were introduced to
objective functionand enhanced by penalty parameter ρ, which
is constant in all iterations.

B. DAE solver

The range of applications of this method depends on the
applied DAE solver. The multiple shooting method allows
to use parallel solving systems, hence the calculation of the
objective function can be faster, especially when the function is
complicated. Such approach may result in labor-intensive task
due to the need of splitting the tasks in parallel and send to
different processors and receive results. These activities occur
during each time calculating the objective function.

Figure 2. Multiple shooting method.

IV. CATALYST MIXING PROBLEM

This problem determines the optimal mixing policy of two
catalysts along the length of a tubular reactor. The mixing ratio
of the catalysts is the control variable [11].

This example used here does not contain any path constraint
for state variables. The numerical algorithm of solving this
problem reduces to the control parameterization method. Since
there are no state variables involved in path constraint in the
formulation, the discretization of the control variable and start
points for multiple shooting methods leads to an NLP with
upper and lower bounds on both types of decision variables
[11].

The optimal mixing policy involves two switches. In the
control parameterization approach, the controls can be re-
stricted to piecewise constant, converting it to a three-variables
problem [3]. In our approach, we allow more flexibility in
the determination of the control trajectory and hence the
simulations were performed for different numbers of control
variables and shooting intervals.

The solution is sought for a fixed value of the reactor
length. As the length increases, the structure of the solution can
change drastically. For the greater length, the optimal control
profile includes not only the portions at bounds but also a sin-
gular arc section in the middle . In an optimal control context,
the singular arc exists whenever the Hamiltonian of the system
does not depend on the control explicitly. Equivalently, the
problem can also be regarded as having a high index portion
because higher order derivatives of the state variables have
to be evaluated to determine the decision variables . For this
particular instance, the DAE solution contains two index one
sections and one index three section between them [19].

The dynamic optimization formulation is described as fol-
lows:

φ(p) = y3(1.0)→ max, (30)

subject to

4
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dy1

dt = u(10y2 − y1),

dy2

dt = u(y1 − 10y2)− (1− u)y2,

y3 = 1− y1 − y2,

y(0) = [1.0, 0.0, 0.0],

u(t) ∈ [0.0, 1.0].

(31)

System (30)-(31) can be prescribed as ODE system

φ(p) = 1− y1(1.0)− y2(1.0)→ max, (32)

subject to

dy1

dt = u(10y2 − y1),

dy2

dt = u(y1 − 10y2)− (1− u)y2,

y(0) = [1.0, 0.0],

u(t) ∈ [0.0, 1.0].

(33)

What does the parameter p mean here? It is a vector
of all variables. For Simultaneous Approach with 5 control
functions, the vector p was steated as follows

p = [y101, y
1
02, . . . , y

5
01, y

5
02, u1, . . . , u5]

T . (34)

Simulations were performed on a processor Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5 CPU 2.67 GHz in Matlab 7.11.0 with the
following parameters

NLP ’TolFun’,1e-7, ’TolX’, 1e-7, ’Algorithm’, ’sqp’,
’Hessian’, ’bfgs’,

DAE ’RelTol’,1e-7, ’AbsTol’, 1e-7, ’BDF’, ’on’, ’Max-
Order’, 1,

ρ 104.
The same task was solved with different numbers of con-

tinuous sections of the control function. Use of the multiple
shooting method resulted in a significant number of variables
to be considered. It is therefore proposed approach using
parallel computing.

As can be seen, for small problems parallel computing of
gradient of the objective function causes a significant increase
in computation time. This is due to effort, which runs parallel
processes. For the tasks with a large number of variables using
parallel computing of the gradient with four parallel processes
resulted in saving of computation time by half.

Details on the duration of the calculations are presented in
the table I. The table II provides details about the course of the
simulation, such as the number of iterations iter, the number
of calculation of augmented objective function feval and final
value of differential state trajectories y1 and y2.

There are differential state trajectory for 100 piecewise
constant control functions on the fig. 3

Figure 3. State trajectories. Case with 100 control functions.

Table I
PERFORMANCE TIME FOR PARALLEL COMPUTED GRADIENT

Number of without parallel 2 parallel 4 parallel
control variables processing [s] processors [s] processors [s]

1 5.1583 15.6728 15.7202
5 1.1254× 103 717.9797 598.8218

25 6.2670× 103 3.7672× 103 2.9486× 103

50 1.7984× 104 1.0213 ×104 8.1255× 103

100 7.6393× 104 4.4441× 104 3.4422× 104

Table II
DETAILS OF COMPUTATIONS

Number of Number of iter feval y1 y2
control variables variables

1 1 8 18 0.8883 0.0725
5 13 229 3484 0.8997 0.0524
25 73 274 21412 0.8984 0.0517
50 148 323 50410 0.8966 0.0514

100 298 472 145566 0.8934 0.0505

Trajectories of the control functions, which are constant in
each time interval and discontinuous in a finite number of
points, can be seen on the fig. 4-IV.

The studies have shown that starting and ending parallel
processes in Matlab requires about 7.5 s for 2 processors and
9.5 s for 4 processors. For this reason, avoid frequent started
parallel processes.

If for the gradient of the objective function parallel process
is ran only once, while each time the calculation of the objec-
tive function in parallel requires initialization and termination
of parallel computing. In the second case one can not be
determined in advance how many times the objective function
will be calculated.

The time, in which dynamic optimizatation problem can
be solved, highly depends on used DAE and ODE solvers.
In presented examples, with 100 control functions, the time
not connected with solving DAE system, after solving DAE
system to obtain objective function, is about 0.0003s and
can be seen as relatively small. But this time depends lin-

5
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Figure 4. Control trajectory. Case with 1 control function.

Figure 5. Control trajectory. Case with 5 control functions.

early on number of objective function evaluations and can
not be minimized by parallel calculation of only the DAE
system.

V. CONCLUSION

In the article considerations about parallel processing in
solving optimal cotrol problems were made. There were dis-
cussed two options for parallelization of computing. The first
is the ability to calculate the components of the gradient of
the objective function parallel, the second was sought only
in the parallel calculation of the DAE system. Simulations
performed on an object derived from the chemical engineering
have shown that the parallel calculation of the gradient of
the objective function yields better results. It is caused by
the amount of tasks sent to processors and received results.
Equality constraints, arising from the use of the multiple
shooting method, were introduced to the objective function.

Figure 6. Control trajectory. Case with 25 control functions.

Figure 7. Control trajectory. Case with 50 control functions.
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Abstract— The sparse direct parallel finite element solver 

PARFES, which is based on L·S·LT factoring of symmetric 

stiffness matrix, where S is the sign diagonal, is developed for 

analysis of problems of structural and solid mechanics using 

multi-core desktop computers. The subdivision of sparse matrix 

into rectangular blocks and the use of procedures from level 3 

BLAS leads to high-performance factorization. Comparisons 

against multi-frontal solvers and PARDISO from the Intel 

Math Kernel Library when solving real problems from the 

SCAD Soft 1 collection demonstrate that PARFES is a good 

alternative to the multi-frontal method and, unlike PARDISO, 

allows solving large-scale problems using computers with 

limited amount of RAM, owing to virtualization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

owadays, large-scale engineering problems are more 

and more frequently solved on desktop computers 

instead of workstations, clusters, computer grids and other 

high-performance hardware.  

Desktop computers have a relatively small amount of core 

memory and narrow memory system bandwidth. Therefore, 

many algorithms developed for high-performance computers 

are often less efficient on multi-core individual PCs, which 

are classified as symmetrical multiprocessing (SMP) 

computers. Therefore, developing software for this type of 

computers often requires taking into account some of their 

specifics mentioned above. 

The scope of this work will be limited to finite element 

solvers for problems of solid and structural mechanics, 

implemented in software for desktop computers. The sparse 

direct solver presented in this article constructs 

decomposition: 

T
LSLK ⋅⋅= ,                                       (1) 

where K is a symmetric non-singular matrix, L is a lower 

triangle matrix and S is a diagonal matrix of signs, consisting 

of +1 or –1 on the diagonal. 

                                                           
� This work was supported by Narodowy Centrum Nauki on the basis 

of resolution DEC-2011/01/B/ST6/00674 
1 SCAD Soft (www.scadsoft.com) is a Software Company developing 

software for civil engineering. SCAD is FEA software, which is widely 

used in the CIS region and has a certificate of compliance to local 

regulations. 

Today, the multi-frontal solver [1], [3] is the most 

widespread in FEA software [6] among other types of sparse 

direct solvers, because it utilizes the core memory carefully 

and involves the disk (HD) if the dimension of the problem 

exceeds the RAM capacity. On the other hand, the multi-

frontal solver results in a large transfer of data between 

different memory areas, which occurs when the remaining 

part of the frontal matrix is stored in the stack and restored 

from it. Aggregation of the current frontal matrix also 

requires a lot of data transfer [3]. On shared-memory desktop 

computers with narrow bandwidth, such operations are 

classified as low-performance ones, and are very poorly 

accelerated with the increase in the number of processors. 

This leads to a decrease in performance and restriction of 

speed up, or acceleration of the method with the increase in 

the number of processors. 

Solvers from high-performance libraries, for instance [12], 

demonstrate high performance and good speed up on such 

computers, but their area of application is limited to the tasks 

that can be placed in the core memory. These problems have 

relatively small dimension (up to about 300 – 500 thousand 

equations) because the amount of RAM of desktop 

computers is usually restricted. Recently, particular attention 

has been paid to PARDISO – parallel direct solver for 

shared-memory computers [14] from the Intel Math Kernel 

Library (Intel MKL) [12]. According to its manual, the 

method uses the OOC (out-of-core)  mode. However, 

neither the author of this paper nor his colleagues could 

solve any large-scale problem using PARDISO. Only 

relatively small tasks were solved successfully [11] in the 

OOC mode. 

This paper presents the direct finite element solver 

PARFES for FEA on desktop computers. PARFES is more 

efficient than multi-frontal solvers and, unlike PARDISO 

and other methods from high-performance libraries, uses the 

disk space when the scale of the problem is too large to be 

solved in the core memory. 

The presented version of this solver, in contrast to the 

previously published one [11], contains generalization for 

the case of indefinite matrices, which is very important in 

solving problems of structural dynamics and stability. The 

OOC1 mode was also added. While in the OOC mode, 

performance is slightly decreased compared to the core mode 

because of the number of I/O operations with the disk is 

N
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minimal, the OOC1 mode performs plenty of I/O operations 

with the disk. As a result, productivity and speed up of the 

method are significantly reduced, but the large problems 

become solvable on computers with small amounts of RAM. 

II.  SPARSE MATRIX ANALYSIS STAGE 

The adjacency graph for the nodes of finite element model 

is prepared. Each node of this graph corresponds to a block-

column in the sparse stiffness matrix, because each node of a 

finite element model comprises several degrees of freedom 

(DOFs), denoted as lb. For unconstrained nodes lb ϵ [2 – 6] 

and depends on the type of the design model. Therefore, we 

are dealing with an initial grouping of equation into 

respectively small blocks, and should enlarge their size in 

order to increase the performance. In addition, the adjacency 

graph for the nodes of a finite element model is much 

smaller than the same for the sparse stiffness matrix. 

Therefore, the analysis stage with the adjacency graph for 

the nodes is much faster than that with the adjacency graph 

for the sparse matrix. 

Reordering the nodal adjacency graph reduces the number 

of fill-inns. The reordering method is chosen among the 

minimal degrees algorithms MMD, METIS [13], or nested 

dissection [4]. The fast symbolic factorization procedure [4] 

allows to select a method that produces a minimal number of 

fill-inns and creates a non-zero structure of the factorized 

stiffness matrix L. 

Decomposition of a sparse matrix into respectively large 

rectangular blocks is based on the analysis of the non-zero 

structure of each column. Let us consider a simple example 

(fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1 Finite element model of plane frame 

The adjacency graph after reordering using the MMD 

algorithm is presented in fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 Reordered adjacency graph 

The reordered node numbers are shown. Nodes 1, 3, 5 

(their old numbers, corresponding to numbering in fig. 1, are 

respectively 1, 5, 9) are supported and do not contain any 

degree of freedom. 

The portrait of the factorized stiffness matrix and its 

division into blocks is shown in fig. 3. 

 
 

Fig. 3 Non-zero structure of the factorized matrix and its division into 

blocks 

The node numbers, which correspond to the vertices of the 

adjacency graph (fig. 2), are located on the diagonal of the 

matrix. The off-diagonal non-zero entries are marked "x". 

Each non-zero element produces dense 3×3 submatrices, 

because each node contains 3 degrees of freedom. The 

supported nodes do not generate any equation and, therefore, 

are skipped. The following algorithm is used to create blocks 

(fig. 4). 

 while (j <= Neq) 

   first = j; blcksize = 1 

  do i ϵ Lj 

   if(i != j+1 ˅ blcksize >= 120) 

    last = first + blcksize-1 

    j = last+1 

    put first, last to descriptor of block 

    break 

   else 

    blcksize++ 

    j++; 

   end if 

  end do 

 end while 

Fig. 4 Algorithm for the creation of blocks 
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The algorithm processes the columns from left to right 

(while loop). For the current column j, it processes the non-

zero structure of Lj (i ϵ Lj) (do loop), and if the next element 

is non-zero (i == j+1 – else block), it means that the block 

under the diagonal is dense, in which case column j+1 is 

added to this block, and blcksize block size is incremented. 

This process is stopped if element with subscripts i = j+1, j 

is zero, or the size of the block exceeds the limit value 120 

(if block). The first (first) and last (last) column numbers are 

pushed to the block descriptor, and further analysis is 

performed. In contrast to the classical approach based on the 

super-nodal technique, this algorithm does not allow for 

overshoot of zero elements in the diagonal blocks.  

Blocks located below the diagonal can be completely 

empty, partially filled or completely filled. The completely 

empty blocks are skipped. For partially filled blocks, only 

non-zero rows are stored. A row is considered non-zero if it 

contains at least one non-zero element. The non-zero rows 

give rise to the bands in partially filled blocks. The elements 

are located in column wise manner within non-zero bands, as 

well as in completely filled blocks [11]. 

III. NUMERICAL FACTORIZATION 

The main idea of numerical factorization for 

simplification of understanding will be illustrated on 

example of a dense block matrix and then generalized on the 

sparse matrices consisting of dense rectangular blocks. 
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Expression (2) presents the L·S·L
T
 factoring of the dense 

symmetric matrix, divided into rectangular blocks Aib,jb, 

jb ϵ [1,Nb], ib ϵ [jb, Nb], where Nb is a number of block-

columns, Lib,jb is a block of lower triangle matrix and Sjb is a 

diagonal block, consisting of +1 or -1 on main diagonal. 

The looking-left algorithm is applied for factorization of 

block columns with left to right – jb = 1, 2, … , Nb. On step 

jb all block columns to the left of the column jb are fully 

factorized, and the columns to the right include elements of 

the original matrix. 

From (2) on the basis of the known relations of the algebra 

of matrices should be 

[ ]NbjbqbT
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Hence, for qb = jb we find blocks Ljb,jb and Sjb.  
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The right hand side of (4) is computed because elements 

of corresponding blocks are known and after this the L·S·L
T
 

decomposition is produced. 

Then from (3) for qb = jb+1, …, Nb 
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and after transposition T
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So, we need to update the right hand side of (6) and solve 

the linear equation set with lower triangle matrix Ljb,jb , 

diagonal scaling presented by Sjb, and multiple right hand 

sides. 

This idea is extended to the factorization of sparse 

symmetric matrices K, divided into rectangular blocks (fig. 

5). 

Nb is the number of block-columns. For the core mode 

(CM), the initial stiffness matrix is assembled before 

factorization and stored in L. Factorization processes block-

columns from left to right (p. 2, fig. 5). The current block-

column jb is assembled if the OOC or OOC1 mode is used 

(p. 3). In the CM mode, this step is skipped. 

For the current block-column, a parallel correction is 

made (p. 4) by block-columns located on the left (subscript 

kb < jb); only block-columns which contain non-zero blocks 

Ljb,kb ≠ 0  in block-row ib = jb, take part in this correction 

(kb ϵ List[jb]). The subscript ib points to non-zero blocks of 

column kb (ib ≥ jb, ib ϵ L). After this update, the diagonal 

block is factorized, and under-diagonal blocks are updated 

(p. 5). In the OOC and OOC1 modes, the factorized block-

column is stored to disk; in the CM mode, this step is 

skipped. Non-zero structure of block-column jb allows 

predicting the set of columns located on the right (sb > jb), 

which will be updated by column jb and create the structure 

List[sb] (p. 6). 
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1. if(CM) 

  prepare block-columns jb ϵ [1, Nb] 

2.  do jb = 1, Nb 

3.   if(OOC ˅ OOC1) 

    prepare block-column jb . 

4.  Parallel correction of block-column jb: 

  Libjbib
jbListkb

kbjb
T

kbkbibjbibjbib ∈≥⋅⋅−= ∑
∈

,;
][

,,,, LSLAA  

5.  Factoring of block-column jb: 

    jbjb
T

jbjbjbjbjb ,,, LSLA ⋅⋅= ; 

    parallel loop ib ≥ jb, ib ϵ L: 

     ;,,,, jbibjbib
T

jbib
T

jbjbjb LALSL →=⋅⋅  

    end of parallel loop 

    if(OOC ˅ OOC1) 

     write block-column jb to disk and free RAM for 

     block-row ib = jb. 

6.  Add jb to List[sb], sb > jb, if block-column jb corrects 

  the block-column sb. 

7. end do 

 
Fig. 5 Algorithm for numerical factorization 

 

Step 4 produces about 99% floating point operations; 

therefore, it must be parallelized first of all. Each block-row 

is mapped on the same thread to avoid synchronization 

during writing in block Aib,jb. The load balance is achieved 

by taking into account the weights for each block-row and 

specific mapping algorithm [11]. As  result, the queues Q[ip] 

with elements serving as pointers to appropriate blocks in 

block-columns are prepared. Each of these queues defines 

the processing order for blocks for threads ip ϵ [0, np-1], 

where np is the number of processors. The parallel update 

(fig. 6). is performed in the parallel region OpenMP [11]. 

Several while loops run in the parallel region 

simultaneously until the appropriate queue Q[ip] is non-

empty. For each queue, the first element is extracted and 

immediately removed ( )( )kbipQ kbjbkbib ;;/][ ,, LL . The dgemm 

procedure from Intel MKL is used to achieve top 

performance during matrix multiplication [7]. 

# pragma omp parallel  ( ip ϵ [0, np-1]) 

 while(Q[ip] is not empty) 

 ( ) ( )( );;;/][];[;; ,,,, kbipQipQkb kbjbkbibkbjbkbib LLLL ←  

 ;,,,, kbjb
T

kbkbibjbibjbib LSLAA ⋅⋅−=  

 end while 

end of parallel region 

 
Fig. 6 Algorithm for parallel update 

 

 

The virtualization approaches in the OOC and OOC1 

modes are presented in fig. 7. 

The OOC mode ensures a minimum of I/O operations 

(only the factorized column jb is stored), but requires the 

RAM amount shown in grey in fig. 7.

 

 

Fig. 7 Virtualization scheme for the OOC and OOC1 modes 
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The OOC1 mode requires RAM only for two block-

columns. It is essentially less than what the OOC mode 

requires, but during the update stage, each kb column must 

be read from disk. The number of I/O operations 

considerably increases, and performance and speed up 

decrease. 

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

All numerical results are obtained on the following 

computers: 

• Four-core computer Intel® Core™2 Quad CPU Q6600 

@2.40 GHz, cache L1 – 32 KB, L2 – 4096 KB, RAM – 

DDR2 800 MT/s, 8 GB core memory, chipset – Intel 

P35/G33/G31, OS – Windows Vista
TM

 Business (64-bit), 

Service Pack 2. 

• Four-core computer AMD Phenom™ II x4 995 3.2 GHz, 

L1 – 4x64 KB, L2 – 4x512 KB, L3 – 6 MB, RAM – 

DDR3 1066 MT/s, 16 GB core memory, chipset – AMD 

790X, OS – Windows Vista
TM

 Business (64-bit), Service 

Pack 2. 

• Workstation DELL with two processors Intel Xeon 

X5660 @ 2.8 GHz /3.2 GHz (2×6 = 12 cores), RAM – 

DDR3, 24 GB core memory, OS – Windows 7 (64-bit). 

• Notebook Toshiba Satellite: two-core processor Intel® 

Pentium® Dual CPU T3200 @ 2.00 GHz, cache L1 – 32 

KB, L2 – 1024 KB, RAM – DDR2, 667 MT/s, 4 GB core 

memory, chipset – Intel GL40 rev. 07, OS – Windows 

Vista
TM

 Business (64-bit), Service Pack 2. 

We compare PARFES with PARDISO and BSMFM – 

block substructure multi-frontal method [8] – [10]. 

Comparison of BSMFM with the multi-frontal solver of 

ANSYS v.11 software demonstrates that the BSMFM 

method is not inferior [10], [11] and, therefore, it can be 

selected for this comparison as a good example of a multi-

frontal solver.  

A large problem from the SCAD Soft collection is 

considered. The finite element model of a multi-storey 

building of 3D concrete blocks (fig. 8) contains 3 198 609 

equations. METIS reordering is used for all solvers. The 

results obtained with Core
TM

 2 Quad based computer are 

presented in Table 1 ( [11], Table 7). 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 8 Design model of multistorey building of 3D concrete blocks (3,198,609 equations) and it fragment 
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TABLE 1.  

DURATION OF THE SOLVING PHASES USING A CORE
TM

 2 QUAD BASED COMPUTER ([11], TABLE 7). 

Method  L, MB  Analysis stage, s  Numerical factorization, s Phase of forward-

back 

substitutions, s  

Number of processors Number of 

processors  

1  2  3  4  1  4 

PARFES  12,186  23.6  1,190  802  594  475  804  526  

PARDISO  10,662  61.4  Numer. factorization phase: error = -11  

BSMFM 10,869  9.0  2,011  1,482  1,286  1,232  497  
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32 453 MFLOPS 

12 186 MB RAM 

22 899 MFLOPS 

2 995 MB RAM 
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706 MB RAM 

Fig. 9  Speed up of PARFES in the CM, OOC and OOC1 modes on the AMD Phenom™ II 4 × 995 based computer (16 GB RAM) 

 

 

All solvers run in the OOC mode. The size of the 

factorized stiffness matrix in MB is shown in the second 

column. The duration of sparse matrix analysis stage is 

shown in the third column. 

PARDISO failed, producing error code -11. PARFES, run 

on four cores, solves this problem approximately 2.5 times 

faster than BSMFM. 

The results of solving with the AMD Phenom™ II 4 × 995 

based computer are presented in fig. 9. 

The performance and amount of required RAM is 

presented for 4 cores. PARFES demonstrates a good speed 

up and achieves the best performance in the CM mode. In 

the OOC mode, the speed up decreases, but the required 

amount of RAM is approximately 3 GB, instead of 12 GB. 

In the OOC1 mode, the speed up and performance are the 

lowest, but as little as 706 MB is sufficient. Therefore, in the 

OOC1 mode, this large-scale problem can be solved even as 

a 32-bit application. Both OOC and OOC1 modes 

demonstrate a stable speed up within four cores. The time of 

numerical factoring in the CM mode on a single processor is 

729 s for PARFES and 697 s for PARDISO; on four 

processors – 197 s for PARFES and 208 s for PARDISO. On 

a single processor, PARDISO is slightly faster than 

PARFES, but on four processors, PARFES is slightly faster 

than PARDISO. PARDISO results in a slightly smaller size 

of the factorized matrix, but PARFES demonstrates a slightly 

higher performance (32,453 MFLOPS – PARFES on four 

cores and 26,181 MFLOPS – PARDISO). PARFES exhibits 

an essentially less sparse matrix analysis stage time than 

PARDISO. 

The comparison of solvers on the DELL workstation is 

presented in Table 2. All solvers run in core mode. PARFES 

and PARDISO exhibit a very similar numerical factoring 

time. The minimal time is achieved with 11 processors. The 
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best time of BSMFM is about 9.6 times worse compared to 

PARDISO and PARFES. 

The speed up for all solvers is presented in fig. 10. Since 

the processors support a turbo boost mode, the ideal speed 

up (ideal) is not achievable. The id_tb_fun curve is a 

quadratic parabola, passing through points (0, 0), (1, 1) and 

(12, 10.5). The ordinate of the last point is calculated as 

12·2.8/3.2=10.5, where 3.2 is the maximal clock frequency 

and 2.8 – the minimal one. The ideal-tb curve presents the 

results of the test program, which produces intense 

computations without reading of RAM. The id_tb_fun and 

ideal-tb values are very close. The speed up of PARFES is 

very close to the one of PARDISO. BSMFM demonstrates a 

poor speed up for the given problem.

 

 

 

TABLE 2.  

DURATION OF THE SOLVING PHASES USING A DELL WORKSTATION (12 CORES). 

N of 

processors 

PARFES PARDISO BSMFM 

Analysis, s Numerical factoring, s Analysis, s Numerical factoring, s Analysis, s Numerical factoring, s 

1 16.9 654 31.06 596 13 1,406 

2 16.9 337.8 23.59 305.3 13 1,015 

3 16.9 232.1 25.33 208.6 13 869 

4 16.9 177.9 23.26 163.3 13 793 

5 16.9 145.7 23.79 135.7 13 786 

6 16.9 125.6 25.68 116 13 777 

7 16.9 110.6 23.11 100.9 13 772 

8 16.9 100.5 23.43 90.83 13 807 

9 16.9 92.5 23.98 83.85 13 770 

10 16.9 86.3 23.71 79.6 13 796 

11 16.9 82.1 29.86 77.36 13 825 

12 16.9 87.5 28.58 78.45 13 839 
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Fig.10  Speed up of solvers on the 12-core DELL workstation 
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The  last  result  is  obtained  using  the  Toshiba  Satellite 
laptop computer. PARFES runs as a 32-bit application in the 
OOC1  mode.  The  duration  of  the  sparse  matrix  analysis 
stage  is  26  s,  stiffness  matrix  assembly  3  min  16  s, 
numerical factoring 51 min 51 s, solving 19 min 54 s, and 
total solution time is 75 min 32 s.  This problem cannot be 
solved by BSMFM solver as a 32-bit application; only a 64-
bit application ran successfully.

V. CONCLUSION

PARFES can solve large-scale problems on workstations 

as  well  as  on  desktop  and  laptop  computers.  When  the 

factorized  matrix  is  fully  stored  in  the  core  memory, 

performance and speed up are close to those of PARDISO. 

If  the  scale  of  the  problem  exceeds  the  RAM  capacity, 

PARFES automatically chooses the OOC or OOC1 mode. 

The performance and speed up decrease in that case, but the 

problem can be solved even on a laptop computer. PARFES 

is a good alternative to multi-frontal solvers.
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Abstract—Markovian models can generate very large sparse
matrices, which are difficult to store and solve. A useful method
for finding transient probabilities in Markovian models is the
uniformization. The aim of this paper is to show that the
performance of the uniformization can be improved using multi-
GPU architecture. We propose partitioning scheme for HYB
sparse matrix storage format and some optimization techniques
adjusted so as to minimize communication between GPUs during
iterative sparse matrix-vector multiplication, which is the most
time consuming step. The results of experiments show that on
multi-GPU we can solve larger matrices than on single device and
accelerate computations in comparison to a multithreaded CPU.
Computational test have been carried out in double precision for
a wireless network models. Using multi-GPU we were able to
solve model which is described by a matrix of the size 3.6× 107.

Keywords: Markovian models, uniformization method, GPU,
multi-GPU, heterogeneous computations, parallel computing,
wireless network models.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN graphic cards (GPU—graphics processing
units) enable significant speeding up computations in

scientific and engineering applications. However, a single GPU
has not a big memory so it enables processing data of very
limited sizes. To process greater data we need more than one
GPU (multi-GPU).

Markov chains are a tool for modelling various complex
systems. One of the problems appearing while using Markov
chains to model complex systems is a very large size of
the model and thereby implied a long computation time and
memory consumption.

For a Markov model system we can compute transient
probabilities of states at any moment of the model time by
solving ordinary differential equation and then we can compute
various characteristics of the model from the probabilities.

From a set of various methods we chose the uniformization
method [9], [11] (developed also in [10], [6]), because this
method usually achieves better results than others; moreover,
it is numerically stable and allows us to control truncation
errors easily. However, it is quite difficult to use it with

This work was partially supported within the project N N516 479640 of the
Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Polish Republic (MNiSW)
“Modele dynamiki transmisji, sterowania zatłoczeniem i jakością usług w
Internecie”

huge matrices, because it requires a lot of matrix-vector
multiplications (SpMV), where the matrix is sparse but the
vector is dense.

In the paper [3] we use one GPU to accelerate the uni-
formization method for a wireless network model, particularly
using an SpMV operation from the CUSP library. We obtain a
significant speed-up for large (of more than 2.5 millions rows)
matrices—about 8 times.

In this paper, we propose an original solution based on
multithreading—in order to implement via CUDA the uni-
formization method on multi-GPU architectures. This ap-
proach utilizes all CPU cores and all GPUs to obtain the
highest performance possible (higher than using only a CPU).
Our solution is well suited to the case where CPUs are
connected to several GPUs.

In the paper [7] authors investigate performance properties
of SpMV with matrices of various sparsity patterns on a
GPU cluster using special pJDS format (modification of the
ELLPACK-R scheme [1], [14]) to represent a sparse matrix to
reduce the memory needed. We use another storage scheme,
namely the HYB scheme.

In our previous work [2] we studied performance of the
sparse matrix-vector multiplication on GPU using a variety of
matrix storage formats. This paper develops a partition of the
matrix stored in the HYB format between GPUs.

The article outline is following. Section II presents briefly
the uniformization method and its algorithm. In Section III
we describe an architecture of the multi-GPUs within a single
node. In Section IV we propose a multi-GPU algorithm to
accelerate the uniformization method for large matrix sizes.
In Section V we describe partitioning of the matrix between
GPUs and its distribution between them, and the operation
of the matrix-vector multiplication. Section VI shows some
numerical results—we investigate the capacity of the multi-
GPU memory for large sparse matrices, the time, and the
speed-up. Section VII concludes the paper.

II. UNIFORMIZATION

Analyzing transient probabilities we obtain a system of first
order ordinary differential equations (ODE) which is to be
solved to find the probabilities. The system can be written (as
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a matrix-vector ODE) as follows:

dx(t)

dt
= QTx(t), (1)

where Q is a transition rate matrix of a Markov chain and
x(t) is an unknown column vector of the states’ probabilities
in the moment t.

For the equation (1) there exists an analytical solution of
the form:

x(t) = x(0)eQ
T t, (2)

where x(0) is an initial value of the probabilities vector.
The uniformization method serves solving ODE systems (1)

for continuous-time Markov chains (CTMC). The idea of the
method is the discretization of the CTMC, that is replacing
the CTMC by a DTMC (a discrete-time Markov chain) and a
Poisson process. The discretization of the CTMC is based on
replacing its transition rate matrix Q by a stochastic matrix
P of transitions’ probabilities between states in a given time
interval.

The probabilities matrix P can be obtained from Q by:

PT = I +
1

α
QT , where α = max

i
|aii|.

Thus, we can write:

eQ
T t = eαP

T t−αIt = e−tαe(tα)P
T

. (3)

Multiplying the equation (3) by x(0) and expanding it, we get
a new form of the solution (2):

x(t) =

∞∑

k=0

x(0)
(αt)k

k!
e−αt(PT )k. (4)

A. The Truncation Error

Among merits of the uniformization method we can find
an easy truncation error control facility. For the numerical
computations we need to replace the infinite series (4) with
a finite one, what means fixing the number of the operations
and introducing a truncation error determining the accuracy of
the computations.

Let:

x∗(t) =
L∑

k=0

x(0)
(αt)k

k!
e−αt(PT )k. (5)

The truncation error is expressed as δ(t) = x(t) − x∗(t).
Hence, we can obtain a number L defining the length of the
finite series (5) needed to achieve a given accuracy ε:

||x(t)− x∗(t)||∞ = 1−
L∑

k=0

(αt)k

k!
e−αt ≤ ε. (6)

Moreover, in practical implementations we will subdivide
the integration domain 〈0, t〉 to prevent overflow issues. We
divide the interval 〈0, t〉 into l intervals of equal lengths t/l.

B. Algorithm of the uniformization method on a multicore
CPU

Algorithm 1 computes the states’ probabilities vector x(t) in
the moment t from the equation (5). In this algorithm inputs
are: the matrix QT , the initial probabilities vector x(0) and
the truncation criterion ε. This algorithm is a multithreaded
version using a multicore CPU with OpenMP directives and
BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms) functions, namely
the Sparse BLAS from the MKL (Math Kernel Library) [13]—
extensively threaded mathematic routines for applications that
require the maximum performance.

Algorithm 1 The uniformization method for a multicore CPU
Require: QT , ε, t, pt = x(0)

Ensure: pt =

(
L∑

k=0

(αt)k

k!
e−αt(PT )k

)
· x(0)

1: α← max
i
|qii|, parallelized by OpenMP

2: PT ← 1

α
QT , parallelized by MKL BLAS

3: PT ← I + PT , parallelized by OpenMP
4: Θ← 100; l← αt/Θ; t← t/l; at← αt, single thread
5: Compute L from formula (6) using ε, single thread
6: for i← 1 to l do
7: m← pt,
8: for k ← 1 to L do
9: r ← PT ∗m;, parallelized by MKL Sparse BLAS

10: m← αt
k ∗ r, parallelized by MKL BLAS

11: pt← pt+m, parallelized by MKL BLAS
12: end for
13: pt← pt ∗ e−at, parallelized by MKL BLAS
14: end for

III. MULTI-GPU ARCHITECTURE WITHIN A NODE

Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have recently been used
for many applications beyond graphics, introducing the term
general-purpose computation on graphics processing units
(GPGPU), owing to (among others) the CUDA (Compute
Unified Device Architecture) [8] prepared by NVIDIA.

Nowadays computers with heterogeneous architecture—a
multicore CPU and multi-GPUs—become more and more
popular. The host system has multicore CPUs and is connected
to two GPUs with a dedicated PCI-Express connection. The
host and the GPUs have different memory spaces and an
explicit memory copy is required to transfer data between
them. Thus, an important problem of multi-GPU programming
is accessing to the memory space of the other GPU and peer-
to-peer (P2P) copy.

In the multi-GPU programming model, the CPU forms a
multiple threads belonging to the same process. Each GPU is
associated with a separate p-thread running on the CPU.

There exist a lot of libraries consisting of routines accel-
erating computations on one GPU—among others the CUSP
[12] library for benchmarking, which supports multiple sparse
matrices storage formats. In this article we are going to modify
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the operation of the sparse matrix-vector multiplication from
the CUSP library for one GPU to get a good result on multi-
GPUs with the HYB storage format.

In the experiments we used 2 × Tesla M2050 based on
Fermi architecture with 448 CUDA Cores and 1.15 GHz clock
speed. This model contains 3072MB of the total amount of the
memory with the clock rate at 1546 MHz. Unlike the previous
CUDA architectures, Fermi offers a much better performance
during double precision computations.

IV. SPARSE MATRIX-VECTOR MULTIPLICATION ON 2
GPUS

The matrix-vector multiplication is computationally inten-
sive and wonderfully fits into our GPU architecture described
in Section III.

For Markovian matrices we achieved the best performance
with the HYB format [2], therefore in our further work we
consider only this format.

Parallelization of the SpMV operation requires the de-
composition and distribution of the coefficient matrix. Our
approach is based on a one-dimensional (1D) scheme for parti-
tioning a sparse matrix, with the goal of efficient parallelizing
the SpMV operation on multi-GPUs.

The n × n matrix is partitioned among 2 GPUs, with
each GPU storing complete rows of the matrix (row-wise 1D
partitioning)—but every row in only one GPU. The whole n×1
vector x is needed on each GPU. Since each GPU performs
computations with the use of a n/2× n matrix and the n× 1
vector x, therefore after the multiplication each GPU holds a
half-vector y of the size n/2× 1.

The HYB format combines the efficient memory bandwidth
of ELLPACK and the flexibility of COO. The most common
number of non-zeros per row is stored in the ELLPACK format
and the rest of the elements in the COO format. Figure 1 shows
an example of storing a primary matrix A in the HYB format,
where ell_data, ell_indices represent the ELLPACK’s part
and coo_data, coo_row, coo_col belong to COO.

However, to process larger matrices we need to divide
matrix between multiple GPUs. In our matrices the ELLPACK
part contains over 90% of all the elements, so it is important to
split it fairly evenly. We assume that COO vectors are sorted by
rows, so we can divide them also by rows. By the fact that we
split COO vectors by rows, the result vector after each matrix-
vector multiplication has the same size and the communication
needed for results exchange is balanced. Figure 2 illustrates
concept of the matrix division and Figure 3 shows an example.

To minimize the time needed for the communication be-
tween the GPU cards we used peer-to-peer transfers, which
allow to copy data from one GPU directly to another without
the CPU memory involvement (peer-to-peer multi-GPU DMA
allows to copy data in such a manner). Figure 4 presents
the matrix-vector multiplication scheme on 2 GPUs. In the
uniformization method algorithm the result vector y is addi-
tionally further processed.

V. ALGORITHMS AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The multi-GPU implementation uses the same algorithm
as described previously in Section II-B but the matrix-vector
multiplication is performed on multi-GPUs. Some communi-
cations have to be added in order to exchange data between
the GPUs. The pattern of the required communications is
dependent on the way our matrix is scattered across the GPUs
memory.

Algorithm 2 The uniformization method for 2 GPUs
Require: QT , ε, t, pt = x(0)

Ensure: pt =

(
L∑

k=0

(αt)k

k!
e−αt(PT )k

)
· x(0)

1: α← max
i
|qii|

2: PT ← 1

α
QT

3: PT ← I + PT

4: Θ← 100; l← αt/Θ; t← t/l; at← αt
5: Determine the L needed to achieve a given accuracy ε
6: Divide PT matrix into 2 matrices P0, P1 on host
7: Copy {P0,m} to GPU0 and {P1,m} to GPU1

8: for i← 1 to l do
9: for k ← 1 to L do

10: m′
0 ← PT

0 ·m0 ‖ m′
1 ← PT

1 ·m1

11: m′
0 ← αt

k ·m′
0 ‖ m′

1 ← αt
k ·m′

1

12: m0 ← merge(m′
0,m

′
1) ‖ m1 ← merge(m′

0,m
′
1)

{GPU0 ↔GPU1}
13: pt0 ← pt0 +m0 ‖ pt1 ← pt1 +m1

14: end for
15: pt0 ← pt0 · e−αt ‖ pt1 ← pt1 · e−αt

16: m0 ← pt0 ‖ m1 ← pt1
17: end for

Algorithm 2 performs the uniformization method on 2
GPUs. First, we divide the input matrix into two matrices
which are copied to respective GPUs. Then, we compute the
matrix-vector product on each GPU and scale the results.
Each GPU is assigned its own thread on CPU and operations
denoted by ‖ are performed in parallel. In step 7 we send the
partial result vector to the other GPU. The remaining steps
perform the same operations on the same data, but it is much
faster than additional GPU0 ↔GPU1 transfer.

VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

A. A Wireless Network Model

To verify our multi-GPU implementation of the uniformiza-
tion method we used a model of two identical wireless devices
sharing a common channel—described in details in [5], [4].
Such models (and also this one) are impossible to solve
analytically—and that is why it is to be solved numerically.

B. Testing Environment

In this section we compare the performance of the uni-
formization method algorithm on a multicore CPU, a single
GPU and 2 GPUs. The codes were compiled using NVIDIA C
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A =




4 0 0 0 1
0 2 0 9 0
0 0 0 5 0
1 3 0 2 1
0 0 0 0 8




ell_data =




4 1
2 9
5 ∗
1 3
8 ∗




ell_indices =




0 4
1 3
3 ∗
0 1
0 ∗




coo_data =
[
2 1

]
coo_col =

[
3 4

]
coo_row =

[
3 3

]

Fig. 1. The HYB storage scheme

Fig. 2. The HYB format division

ell_data0 =

[
4 1
2 9

]
ell_indices0 =

[
0 4
1 3

]

coo_data0 =
[ ]

coo_col0 =
[ ]

coo_row0 =
[ ]

ell_data1 =




5 ∗
1 3
8 ∗


 ell_ind1 =




3 ∗
0 1
0 ∗




coo_data1 =
[
2 1

]
coo_col1 =

[
3 4

]
coo_row1 =

[
3 3

]

Fig. 3. An example of the HYB format division concept

Fig. 4. SpMV for 2 GPUs on 1 host
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TABLE I
THE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE USED IN TESTS

CPU 2 × Intel Xeon X5650 2.67GHz (6 cores with HT)
Host memory 48 GB DDR3 1333 MHz
GPU 2 × Tesla M2050 (515 Gflop/s DP, 3 GB DDR5)
OS Debian GNU Linux 6.0
Libraries CUDA Toolkit 4.0, CUSP 0.3, MKL 10.3

TABLE II
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE UNIFORMIZATION METHOD

n [×106] nz [×106] TCPU [s] TGPU [s] T2GPU [s]
TCPU

TGPU

TCPU

T2GPU
11 65 370 38 210 9.74 1.76
23 133 472 59 241 8.00 1.96
27 155 511 66 267 7.74 1.91
31 178 654 – 306 – 2.14
36 202 705 – 352 – 2.00

Compiler (nvcc) with the CUSP and MKL libraries. We used
the hardware and software configuration shown in Table I.

All the computations were carried out in the double preci-
sion. We computed the transient probabilities vector for t = 10
with π(0) = (1, 0, . . . , 0)T [10] of the appropriate length.
We run the experiments with the accuracy tolerance parameter
value ε = 10−5. However, as shown in [3] t and ε parameters
extends processing time linearly, so it is easy to estimate
performance on different parameters.

In Table II we present the processing times in seconds of
our implementations TCPU (multicore CPU), TGPU (single
GPU), T2GPU (2 GPUs).

Each matrix from our models contains about 6n non-zero
elements in a row, so TGPU algorithm stores 8n (the base
matrix, the vectors x and y) elements per GPU and T2GPU
only 5n per GPU, which allows processing of larger matrices.
Unfortunately, the communication between GPUs takes 90%
of time, therefore the performance on 2 GPUs is much lower
than on single GPU, but still higher than on CPU.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed a multi-GPU parallel imple-
mentation of the uniformization method for solving Markov
chains with CUDA in the double precision.

Our approach also permits to solve problems of size 3.7×
107. We have presented a new approach using multi-GPUs
substantially reducing the cost of the uniformization method
in comparison to the multicore CPU. We obtain speedup about
2 times.

Unfortunately, when we use GPUs, quite a lot of time is
consumed by sending data from the CPU to the GPU and back
and between GPUs. However, in the uniformization method
we need only one transfer from the CPU to the GPU (the
matrix) before computations, then we make L×l matrix-vector
multiplications on GPU, and eventually have to send our result
(the vector) from the GPU to the CPU.

But in the uniformization method the performance gap
between a GPU and its PCI-Express is a bottleneck. The

method is communication-intensive and multiple communica-
tions between GPU cards cause the lack of the nice scalability.

The main advantage of our approach is still some speed-up
in comparison to a multicore CPU and a substantial benefit
in the memory space in comparison to a single GPU, and
hence, the bigger problems are possible to solve—what is very
important in Markovian models.
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Abstract—This paper explores the opportunities of using a 

GPGPU to solve systems of polynomial equations. We propose 

numerical real root-finding based on recursive de Casteljau 

subdivision over an n-dimensional rectangular domain. Two 

variants of parallelism - multithreading and multiprocessing - 

have been investigated. The speed, memory consumption and 

resistance for different sets of input data have also been 

examined. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

YSTEMS of algebraic equations are widely used in 

many fundamental problems in computer-aided design 

and manufacturing, engineering, robotics, and computer 

graphics. They are essential in modeling, simulation, and 

optimization problems. Most approximation and 

interpolation methods employ piecewise polynomial 

functions over a given domain.  

While finding roots for polynomials is a well-explored 

area, solving systems of such equations is still a serious 

challenge. They can have many solutions relative to the 

number and degrees of equations. Furthermore, in many 

cases only a few roots, e.g. those lying in a specific region, 

are the subject of interest. In such situations, a systematic 

search through a solution space and excluding areas not 

containing any roots seems to be a successful approach.  

A method based on a multidimensional bisection 

algorithm using the multivariate Bernstein-Bezier 

representation, convex hull property and de Casteljau 

subdivision provides the approximate location of all the 

system roots in a given bounded domain [1]. The 

effectiveness of the algorithm can be significantly improved 

by early elimination of regions of roots that have already 

been isolated [2]-[4].  

The rapid increase of GPU computing power means that 

this well-conditioned numerical algorithm, based on the 

analysis of Bernstein coefficients, may be useful, despite its 

exponential computational complexity. In recent years, many 

publications have proven that such an approach works well 

for surface intersection calculation or for the visualization of 

curves and surfaces [5]-[6]. They have been confirmed 

mostly for one or two equations and the computation of 

single precision floating-point values that are sufficient 

enough for computer graphics purposes.  

Our goal is to investigate the usefulness of GPU 

processing in the case of larger polynomial systems and 

double precision floating-point arithmetic, which are 

required by CAD/CAM/CAE systems.  

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we briefly 

introduce the theoretical background for a multidimensional 

bisection algorithm. In the next sections we discuss the 

details of our implementation and the numerical results 

obtained for various sets of equations. Section 5 provides 

conclusions drawn from the presented analysis.  

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Consider a set of n polynomial equations in n independent 

variables  

 0xF )(  (1) 

where F = (f1, f2,…, fn): [0,1]
n
  R

n
. The problem is to 

calculate numerically, with a given accuracy ε, all the real 

roots {x0} of the system (1).  

The multidimensional bisection method discussed here is 

based on the Bernstein-Bezier tensor representation. Each 

polynomial fk is in the form 
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and 
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ii n
b   are called Bernstein coefficients [7].  

The properties of the multivariate tensor-product 

Bernstein basis – most of all the convex-hull property over a 

unit box [0,1]
n
 – are essential in the root-finding algorithm. 

A sufficient condition for excluding the existence of roots in 

a given domain [0,1]
n
 is that all Bernstein coefficients of any 
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polynomial fk are of the same sign. If all the polynomials fk 

have Bernstein coefficients of both signs, the corresponding 

domain is suspected to contain a solution of an equations 

system (1) and it has to be subdivided further.  

The solver routine consists of a queue formed by the areas 

(boxes) to be processed. If the considered area is suspected 

to have roots of a polynomial system, it is then subdivided 

along the consecutive variable xj into two boxes. This 

subdivision involves the de Casteljau algorithm to calculate 

sets of Bernstein coefficients for both resulting subdomains. 

Such a division implies that both new areas are scaled into a 

unit box. Therefore, not only Bernstein coefficients, but also 

additional information about the current area’s coordinates 

relative to an initial unit box have to be stored. A subdivision 

along only one variable simplifies de Casteljau algorithm 

implementation, and a cyclical selection of dividing 

coordinate xj guarantees the decrease in diameter of 

subsequent subdomains.  

Both new boxes together with their Bernstein coefficients 

are placed as one data package in a queue of regions 

suspected to contain a root and a consecutive data package is 

removed from the queue to be processed.  

The root-location process is completed when the tolerance 

of subdivision resolution ε for all subdomains is obtained or 

all areas have been excluded as not containing any system 

solutions. This corresponds to emptying the queue. 

III. ALGORITHM PSEUDOCODE 

The whole computation procedure was divided into 3 

stages: first converting polynomial in power basis into 

Bernstein basis on CPU and sending converted polynomials 

to GPU, second making  de Casteljau division on GPU, third 

sending back results from GPU to CPU and converting it to 

power basis.  

First stage on CPU: 
1. Scale domain from interval in Rn to 

multidimensional box [0,1]n 

2. Convert polynomials in each equation 

from power basis to Bernstein basis 

3. Optimization step: pre-divide 

equation system using de Casteljau 

method so that each thread block 

have one box 

4. Send converted equations to GPU 

5. CPU starts a CUDA program on GPU 

Second stage on GPU for each thread block (each block of 

threads has its own queue): 
1. Initialize queue with the obtained 

box. 

2. For all threads in block in parallel 

a. Get box from queue 

b. Divide box using de Casteljau 

method 

c. Check existence of roots 

d. Put into queue boxes which may 

contain roots  

3. Check end conditions (emptiness of 

queue, size of boxes, number of 

boxes analyzed, etc.). If they are 

not satisfied go to 2. Else go to 4. 

4. Send boxes queue from GPU to CPU 

 

Note that due to queuing different threads at the same 

moment may handle boxes of different sizes. 

In the literature, e.g. in [11], one can find other parallel 

solvers for polynomial equation systems. However, they do 

not rely solely  on GPUs when searching through the box 

hierarchy, delegating hierarchy traversal to the CPU. So only 

one step of box processing is executed in parallel on GPUs 

and then the control returns to CPU. Our novel algorithm 

makes use of the new feature of dynamic memory allocation 

on CUDA that allows for processing of boxes in a loop 

solely on GPUs  (GPUs perform the traversal) which 

exploits thoroughly the natural parallelism of the task itself.  

In the third stage the CPU is responsible for collecting of 

the results and does not control search through the boxes. 

Third stage on CPU: 
1. Merge results from all blocks. 

2. Scale boxes to initial domain. 

3. As root solution take midpoint of 

each box. 

4. Check if this point is a solution 

with a given accuracy epsilon. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION NOTES 

The algorithm presented in the previous section has been 

implemented mainly on a GPU with the use of the CUDA 

parallel programming model. The main concepts and an 

extensive description of this technology are given in [8] and 

[9].  

Modern graphics cards contain hundreds of cores that 

execute tasks in parallel. The threads are logically grouped 

into so-called blocks, and threads from the same block are 

always executed on the same multiprocessor. Therefore, 

threads from the same block can and threads from different 

blocks cannot cooperate effectively. A GPU also has its own 

memory hierarchy. According to its speed, it looks as 

follows: registers, cache, shared memory, constant memory 

and the slowest – global memory.  

The algorithm described for root isolation seems to be 

suitable for CUDA parallelization. Distinct boxes can be 

processed independently, and the exclusion tests together 

with the subdivision procedure are of a very simple form.  

The simplest way of parallelization is using only one 

block of threads. The threads are then executed in parallel in 

groups of 32. The memory is shared for all of them and 

synchronization while placing data packages in, and 

removing them from the queue can easily be done.  

The more efficient parallelization divides the threads into 

many blocks to execute many independent de Casteljau 

subdivisions on different available multiprocessors at the 

same time. 
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Our preliminary version of the solver has been written for 

NVIDIA GPUs with compute capability 2.x, using NVIDIA 

Computing SDK 3.2 for 64-bit Windows 7. To begin with, 

all necessary data for a given system of polynomial 

equations, such as coefficients and computation tolerance, 

are copied into the GPU’s global memory. Then, a CPU 

initializes one or more blocks of a required number of 

threads, and dynamic structures, such as queues of boxes and 

sets of corresponding Bernstein coefficients, are allocated. 

Afterwards, each thread executes a de Casteljau subdivision 

and exclusion test for one data package which has been 

removed from the corresponding queue. When calculations 

for a block have been completed, a CPU copies the results 

from the GPU’s global memory to RAM and then, they are 

joined together to get a final solution to a given set of 

equations. 

All the calculations are done in double precision floating-

point arithmetic. Single precision floating-point computing, 

although more efficient than the double type, does not 

guarantee sufficient accuracy for an arbitrary location of the 

roots of the system. Many times in single precision 

computation algorithm did not find root due to numerical 

errors. Due to numerical errors bisection algorithm ran 

differently for single and double precision. In single 

precision it rejected too many boxes and worse boxes with 

roots in it. Hence comparison between single precision and 

double precision is not insightful. 

Secondly, the efficiency of this approach has also been 

decreased through applying dynamic allocation of memory 

for corresponding data structures. In this algorithm, the 

number of boxes that are suspected to contain the roots is 

unknown. Therefore, dynamic allocation, although it is 

slower than allocation of global memory of a given size, 

seems to be more reasonable. When a thread makes de 

Casteljau subdivision in GPU part of algorithm, it must 

allocate memory for division result. If checking box for 

containing a root is positive, then this thread puts box into 

queue and otherwise it frees memory. Memory allocated by 

thread is only available for threads inside a block. 

The amount of memory used by a GPU is proportional to 

the size of the task (measured by the number and the 

maximum degree of equations), which influences the number 

of Bernstein coefficients. Table 1 shows the amount of 

memory for a data package with coefficients for one 

analyzed box for a different number of equations n and the 

maximum degree of equations m in each variable separately. 

It should be noted, that due to the tensor basis and a box’s 

domain, the corresponding degree of the equation may even 

be equal to n·m. 

Note that for a given equation system m, n are fixed and 

therefore box descriptor size is constant. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The numerical experiments were performed on a PC with 

an NVIDIA GeForce 460 GTX 1 GB graphics card with 336 

CUDA cores. It is suggested to leave at least 10% of the 

memory for stack operations; therefore, the size of the heap 

for all the tests was set to 768 MB.  

 

TABLE I. 

MEMORY SIZE (IN BYTES) OF A SINGULAR BERNSTEIN 

COEFFICIENTS PACKAGE FOR A DIFFERENT NUMBER OF EQUATIONS 

N WITH MAXIMUM DEGREE M IN EACH VARIABLE SEPARATELY 

n 3 4 5 6 7 8 

m=1 240 576 1,360 3,168 7,280 16,512 

m=2 696 2,656 9,800 35,088 122,584 420,032 

 

The goal of our research was to compare the time and 

memory performance of a parallel GPU solver and its 

resistance for different sets of input data and their execution 

configuration.  

The input systems of equations differed in the number n of 

variables and equations (ranging from 3 to 8), the maximum 

degree m (1 or 2) in each variable separately, and the level of 

their linearity.  

Note that even when degree m=1 it does not mean, that an 

equation system is linear. If you have, say 7 variables, then 

the equation degree can be up to 7. The linearity control 

means that we restricted in a given experiment the 

coefficients of nonlinear terms to be by some factor smaller 

than the coefficients of linear terms. Anyway linearity 

control does not mean linear equations. 

It should be stressed here that limiting the systems to only 

8 quadratic equations in each variable separately, results in 

multi-quadratic polynomials of degree equal even to 16. 

Moreover, such systems are of the utmost importance not 

only in modeling and constraint programming, but also in 

robotics associated with the inverse kinematic problem. It 

has been proven that for a general revolute 6-DOF robot 

manipulator the inverse kinematic problem can be reduced to 

solving a system of 8 second-degree polynomial equations in 

8 unknowns [10].  

The speed of the calculations was ascertained by 

measuring the average time of processing a box, and memory 

consumption – by the number of subdomains that had been 

processed. The tolerance for the subdivision resolution ε was 

equal to 10
-6

. 

In this paper we present only a portion of the numerical 

results obtained. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the time needed for 

processing a box depending on the number of threads. 

For multilinear sets of equations (nx1) the time increases 

with the number of threads, and for quadratic equations in 

each variable (nx2) – it decreases for a number of threads 

less than 8 and a number of equations greater than 6. This 

shows that, depending on the equation system complexity 

(which influences the amount of data to be processed), it is 

worth using only a limited number of threads. An excessive 

number of threads generates only additional costs for 

managing the threads not used for calculating. 
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Fig. 1  The average time for processing a box for different numbers of 

threads in a block and systems of linear equations in each variable. 

 

Fig. 3  The average time for processing a box for different numbers of 

threads in a block and systems of linear equations in each variable with 

dominant linear coefficients. 

 

Fig. 3 presents the results for sets of almost linear systems. 

The performance for one box is similar to the previous cases, 

but a smaller increase in time in comparison to Fig. 1 and 

Fig. 2 is noticeable. The number of subdivisions increased 

for the certain sets even by a few orders of magnitude. Thus, 

the roots of systems of 8 equations were also possible to 

locate.  

Special systems of equations were investigated in Fig. 4. 

The roots have been placed on the boundaries of the 

subdomains; therefore, the adjacent areas cannot be excluded 

from root examination, even during later stages of 

computation. The time needed to process a box is still almost 

the same, but the number of examined boxes increases 

rapidly. 

The next few experiments lead to an analysis of the 

relationship between computing performance and the number 

of blocks.  

The initial set of equations was divided by a CPU into the 

required number of boxes, and then sent to a GPU and 

divided between the corresponding blocks. The maximum 

number of blocks we tested was 256.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  The average time for processing a box for different numbers of 

threads in a block and systems of bilinear equations in each variable. 

 

Fig. 4  The average time for processing a box for different numbers of 

threads in a block and systems of equations with the roots on the 

boundaries of subdomains. 

 

In Fig. 5 we present the times for different numbers of 

blocks. The number of threads per block was always 4. Such 

a choice comes from the previous experiments, where the 

time increased for a number of threads greater than 4. Fig. 5 

shows that a successive increase in the number of blocks up 

to 32, resulting in a decrease in the time of computation. 

Then, the greater the number of blocks, the slower the 

processing of a box. This is due to the large overhead for 

memory management, when the free memory for data 

structure allocation is used up. The lack of memory is also 

the reason for breaking up the calculations for larger systems 

and a greater number of blocks.  

Additionally, when compared to the previously discussed 

case of a single block, in the case of multiple blocks, the 

similar relationships between the better performances of 

solving the systems with a dominant linear part have been 

observed.  

The last three figures (Fig. 6 – Fig. 8) show the influence 

of the number of threads on the speed of solving similarly 

complex tasks.  
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Fig. 5  The average time for processing a box for different numbers of 

blocks and systems of linear equations in each variable. 

 

Fig. 7  The run time for processing 1000 boxes for different numbers of 

threads in a block and systems of bilinear equations in each variable. 

 

In these experiments, the root-locating procedure was 

ceased after just 1000 boxes had been processed. The figures 

present the run time for one block with a maximum number 

of threads equal to 256 (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) and up to 256 

blocks of only four threads (Fig. 8). Just as was expected for 

such a small number of processed subdomains, the greater 

the number of threads, the better the efficiency obtained. A 

comparison of these results and the previous ones allows us 

to suppose that the massive number of boxes that needs to be 

analyzed, and the corresponding memory management, 

decrease the effectiveness of the solver. In multibock case 4 

threads were chosen from experimental results as the best 

speedup. When more threads are taking boxes form queue 

and allocating memory simultaneously the time of processing 

one box increases. It is caused by forced sequentiality due to 

synchronization of shared resources. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the possibilities of using a GPU to isolate the 

roots of systems of polynomial equations have been 

analyzed. An algorithm based on the general multivariate 

Bernstein-Bezier representation and the systematic search of 

a given domain with the use of NVIDIA CUDA technology 

has been implemented.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6  The run time for processing 1000 boxes for different numbers of 

threads in a block and systems of linear equations in each variable. 

 

Fig. 8  The run time for processing 1000 boxes for different numbers of 

blocks of 4threads and systems of linear equations in each variable. 

 

The main objective of this research was verification of 

applicability of GPU in pure bisection process in such a way 

as not to miss any potential root. We did not aim at a  fast 

computing method. Currently hybrid CPU/GPU solvers or 

pure CPU solvers based on multicore architecture turn out to 

be faster. They are usually exploiting Newton’s method, 
which can converge to the solution in another simplex. This 

implies that some solutions may be missed and some may be 

found several times. We considered such a behavior 

disadvantageous  Therefore we looked for methods finding 

all roots in a reasonable time. 

The number of variables and equations influences the 

amount of memory required to store all the necessary data 

for a given system of equations. The memory usage increases 

rapidly especially according to the greater degree of a 

system. Due to the high memory demand and limited 

memory of GPUs, not all the tests were completed.  

A new feature of GPU cards – dynamic memory allocation 

– proved to be a bottleneck. Therefore, we put a strong 

emphasis on minimizing such memory allocations. It allowed 

for a 50% increase in the speed of the solver, when 

compared to its initial version. The current NVIDIA 

Computing SDK 4.0 contains some improvements in 

memory management; therefore this part of the solver might 

turn out to be even more effective.  
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Increasing the number of threads in a block results in a 

decrease in the speed of a single box’s processing. This is 

related to the time needed to wait for synchronization while 

reading the next box from, and placing two new ones in, the 

queue. It should be stressed that even in the case of many 

blocks,  they  use  the  common  heap  and  therefore  their 

allocation queries have to be serialized. Hence, to speed up 

the  solver,  we  also  reduced  the  need  for  thread 

synchronization. 

Another problem is data transfers between global memory 

and the device. These can be minimized by the use of on-

chip memory that speeds up the calculations. The size of the 

cache is equal to 128 bytes.  This is not sufficient to hold 

even one of the smallest boxes per thread, even in the case 

of  three  trilinear  equations,  and  to  take  advantage  of  the 

cache, it should store data for the whole warp of threads. 

The next problem related to memory performance is the 

storage  of  results.  For larger  systems, the queue of  boxes 

that have to be analyzed gets longer. Its  length  reaches as 

high  as several  thousand  boxes.  The  effectiveness  of  the 

algorithm may be significantly improved by additional, more 

expensive tests for eliminating regions without any roots and 

the huge number of processed data [3].

The  studies  performed  show  that  although  GPU 

processing is a promising alternative for solving systems of 

algebraic  equations,  current  software  and  hardware 

limitations  strongly  reduce  the  fields  of  their  usage.  The 

main problems were connected with slow double precision 

arithmetic,  conflicts  in  dynamic  access  to  the  common 

memory  and  the  lack  of  efficient  synchronization  of 

different blocks of threads. 

Regardless  of  the technological  advances of  graphics 

cards, the use of more effective criteria for  box  exclusion 

should be considered as a future direction of research. This 

should reduce memory consumption and allow the solving 

of even more complex systems. 
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Abstract—Hierarchical storage formats (HSFs) can signifi-
cantly reduce the space complexity of sparse matrices. They
vary in storage schemes that they use for blocks and for block
matrices. However, the current HSFs prescribe a fixed storage
scheme for all blocks, which is not always space-optimal. We show
that, generally, different storage schemes are space-optimal for
different blocks. We further propose a new HSF that is based
on this approach and compare its space complexity with current
HSFs for benchmark matrices arising from different application
areas.

I. INTRODUCTION

PARTITIONING an m × n sparse matrix into s × s
blocks, we can represent it as a two-level hierarchical

data structure (see Fig. 1). Level 0 consists of nonzero blocks,
which are, in fact, submatrices of size s × s with at least
one nonzero element. Level 1 forms a block matrix of size
⌈m/s⌉ × ⌈n/s⌉, whose elements are pointers to particular
blocks. Storage formats for sparse matrices based on such
partitioning are called hierarchical storage formats1 (HSFs).

Blocks as well as a block matrix can be either sparse or
dense and we can use various storage schemes to store them
in a computer memory. Let us mention the most frequently
used ones:

• The dense storage scheme consists of a single array that
stores all elements in particular order.

• The bitmap storage scheme consists of an array of
nonzero elements and a bitmap that stores their pattern.

• The coordinate (COO) storage scheme consists of three
arrays that contain nonzero elements, their row indexes,
and their column indexes [4], [5].

• The compressed sparse row (CSR) storage scheme
consists of three arrays. Two arrays contain nonzero
elements and their column indexes, respectively. The third
array contains pointers for all rows to their data in the first
two arrays. The last member of the third array contains
the number of nonzero elements [4], [5].

This work was supported by the Czech Science Foundation under Grant
No. P202/12/2011, by the Grant Agency of the Czech Technical University
in Prague under grant SGS12/097/OHK3/1T/18, by the U.S. National Science
Foundation under Grant No. OCI-0904874, and by the U.S. Department of
Energy under Grant No. DOE-0904874.

1Recursive storage formats, which are based on recursive top-down parti-
tioning of a matrix into smaller blocks [1]–[3], are sometimes also denoted
as hierarchical. These types of formats are not discussed within this paper.

(a)

block matrix

level 1

level 0

blocks

(b)

Fig. 1: An 8×8 matrix (a) represented as a hierarchical data
structure with 2×2 blocks (b).

In Table I, we present a summary of the previously de-
veloped HSFs, which we further call current HSFs. Each
prescribes a fixed scheme for all blocks, which has the
following drawbacks:

1) Generally, different HSFs are space-optimal for different
matrices (see [6] or Table III). In other words, none of
the current HSFs is space-optimal for all matrices.

2) Within a single matrix, different storage schemes are
generally space-optimal for different blocks, as illus-
trated by Fig. 2. Consequently, some blocks might be
stored in a non-optimal way if only a single storage
scheme is used.

In this paper, we present a new HSF called Adaptive-
blocking hierarchical storage format (ABHSF) that is based
on the idea of using a space-optimal storage scheme for each
individual block. We further compare the space complexities of
ABHSF with the current HSFs for benchmark matrices arising
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(a) Freescale1 [13], p = 0.00016%
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(b) ohne2 [13], p = 0.034%
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(c) Zd_Jac2 [13], p = 0.32%
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(d) H_A6_Nmax6 [14], p = 21.6%

Fig. 2: The relative number of nonzero blocks, for which is the given storage scheme space optimal, as a function of the block
size s. Measurements are presented for a subset of benchmark matrices, each identified by its name, source, and the number
of nonzero elements p.

HSF Source Level 1 Level 0

BCRS [5], [7]
CSR dense

BCSR [8]
HiSM [7], [9]

COO COO
COOCOO [6]

SBSRS [10]
CSR COOSPBCRSX [11]

CSRCOO [6]
CSB [12] dense COO

COOCSR [6] COO CSR
CSRCSR [6] CSR CSR

AHF [6] bitmap COO

TABLE I: Current HSFs and their storage schemes.

from different application areas and discuss the results.

II. ANALYSIS

Let A be an m×n sparse matrix partitioned into blocks of
size s× s. Let further:

• z be the number of nonzero elements of A;
• p = z/(m · n) · 100 be the relative number of nonzero

elements of A in percents;
• M = ⌈m/s⌉ be the number of rows of the block matrix;

• N = ⌈n/s⌉ be the number of columns of the block
matrix;

• Z be the number of nonzero blocks, i.e., blocks that
contain at least one nonzero element;

• d be the number of bytes required for storing a single
matrix element (for example, d = 4 in case of single-
precision real numbers, d = 8 in case of double-precision
real numbers or single-precision complex numbers, etc.);

• B (ξ) be the minimum number of bytes of an unsigned
integer data type that can index an array of ξ elements,
i.e.,

B (ξ) = min
{
η ∈ {8, 16, 32, 64} : ξ ≤ 2η

}
/ 8,

if zero-based indexing is used.

A. Space complexity of HSFs

The space complexity of some data structure is defined as a
minimum number of bytes needed to store this data structure
in a computer memory. Let SX denote the space complexity
of A that is stored in HSF X . For HSFs, we consider the
following assumptions:

1) Pointers are implemented as zero-based array indexes.
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2) For indexes of an array with ξ elements, the minimum
data type is used, i.e., an unsigned integer data type of
size B (ξ) bytes2.

3) All indexes are stored as local to the particular level.
For example, rows within blocks are indexed from 0 to
s−1 and rows within the block matrix are indexed from
0 to M − 1.

4) Arrays at level 0 are accessed sequentially. Since we
know the index of the first element as well as the number
of elements that belong to each block in a particular
array, we do not need to store explicitly any pointers to
that array at level 1.

Providing the following definitions:

COO0 = z ·
[
2 · B (s) + d

]
,

CSR0 = z ·
[
B (s) + d

]
+ Z · (s+ 1) · B

(
s2
)
,

COO1 = Z ·
[
B (M) + B (N)

]
,

CSR1 = Z · B (N) + (M + 1) · B (Z) ,

we can express the space complexity of A stored in the current
HSFs as follows3:

SBCSR = CSR1 + Z · s2 · d,
SHiSM = COO1 + Z · B

(
s2
)
+COO0,

SSBSRS = CSR1 + Z · B
(
s2
)
+COO0,

SCSB = M ·N · B
(
s2 + 1

)
+COO0,

SCOOCSR = COO1 +CSR0,

SCSRCSR = CSR1 +CSR0,

SAHF = ⌈M ·N / 8⌉+ Z · B
(
s2
)
+COO0.

B. Space-optimal storage schemes for blocks

Let ζ denote a number of nonzero elements of a block B.
Let σX denote the space complexity of B that is stored in
the storage scheme X . For the previously considered storage
schemes, we can express the space complexities as follows:

σdense = s2 · d, (1a)

σbitmap = ⌈s2/8⌉+ ζ · d, (1b)

σCOO = ζ ·
[
2 · B (s) + d

]
, (1c)

σCSR = ζ ·
[
B (s) + d

]
+ (s+ 1) · B

(
s2
)
. (1d)

By evaluating and comparing these expressions, we can find
their minimum and hence the corresponding space-optimal
storage scheme for B.

2Accurately, we need ⌈log2 ξ⌉ bits to index an array of size ξ. However,
most of nowadays computer systems and programming languages naturally
work only with integer numbers of width 8, 16, 32, or 64 bits.

3Minimizing the storage requirements, we should calculate CSR0 as

CSR0 = z ·
[
B (s) + d

]
+

Z∑

k=1

(s+ 1) · B (ζk) ,

where ζk is the number of nonzero elements of the k-th nonzero block.
However, the implementation of such a variant of the CSR storage scheme
would be very impractical, since we would need, generally, different integer
data types for different blocks to store pointers to data for all rows. Therefore,
we consider the variant of the CSR storage scheme, where all pointers can
be stored in a single array. The same approach is used in (1d).

For demonstration, examples of space complexities (1) are
shown in Fig. 3.

III. ADAPTIVE-BLOCKING HIERARCHICAL STORAGE
FORMAT

Here, we propose a new HSF called Adaptive-Blocking
Hierarchical Storage Format (ABHSF) that is based on the
following concept:

1) The space-optimal storage scheme from the set {dense,
bitmap, COO, CSR}, that is, the storage scheme with
the minimum space complexity (1), is used for every
block.

2) For the block matrix, the COO storage scheme is used.
The evaluation of the space complexity of ABHSF for the

whole matrix is not as trivial as for the current HSFs. For
every block at level 1, we need:

1) row index inside the block matrix—B (M) bytes,
2) column index inside the block matrix—B (N) bytes,
3) (optimal) storage scheme—coded in 1 byte,
4) number of nonzero elements if the storage scheme is

COO4—B
(
s2
)

bytes5.
Let ZX be the number of blocks for which the storage scheme
X is space-optimal. Let zX be the total number of nonzero
elements that belong to these blocks. The space complexity
for level 1 is then

Z ·
[
B (M) + B (N) + 1

]
+ ZCOO · B

(
s2
)
. (2)

For level 0, the space complexity can be evaluated according
to the storage schemes that are space-optimal for particular
blocks, as follows:

• Dense—for every block, we store all its elements (includ-
ing zeros). Overall, we need

Zdense · s2 · d (3)

bytes.
• Bitmap—for every block, we store a bitmap of size

⌈s2/8⌉ bytes along with nonzero elements for these
blocks, which translates into

Zbitmap · ⌈s2/8⌉+ zbitmap · d (4)

bytes.
• COO—we store nonzero elements along with their row

and column indexes local to a block. As a result, we need

zCOO ·
[
2 · B (s) + d

]
(5)

bytes.
• CSR—for every block, we store the first element for

each row, totally (s + 1) indexes (local to a block).

4For other storage schemes, one can evaluate the number of block (nonzero)
elements in another way.

5The number of nonzero elements for nonzero blocks ranges between 1
and s2, thus, accurately, we need B

(
s2 + 1

)
bytes to store this information.

However, when the block contains s2 nonzero elements, it would never be
stored in the COO storage scheme, since the dense storage scheme is space-
optimal in such a case.
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Fig. 3: The space complexity of a single block for different storage schemes, as a function of the number of its nonzero
elements.

In addition, we store nonzero elements along with their
column indexes local to a block. Overall, we need

ZCSR · (s+ 1) · B
(
s2
)
+ zCSR ·

[
B (s) + d

]
(6)

bytes.
Combining the expressions (2), (3), (4), (6), and (5), we

finally get the total space complexity of ABHSF as follows:

SABHSF = Z ·
[
B (M) + B (N) + 1

]
+ ZCOO · B

(
s2
)

+ Zdense · s2 · d
+ Zbitmap · ⌈s2/8⌉+ zbitmap · d
+ zCOO ·

[
2 · B (s) + d

]

+ ZCSR · (s+ 1) · B
(
s2
)
+ zCSR ·

[
B (s) + d

]
.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate ABHSF, we performed measurements of space
complexities for the current HSFs as well as for ABHSF with
a set of matrices arising in different application areas. We call
these matrices benchmark and their list, along with their origin
and properties, is presented in Table II.

We first measured the space complexities S for all discussed
HSFs as a function of the block size s. Due to the space
limitations, we present results for a subset of benchmark

matrices in Fig. 4. These results were obtained for s = 2k,
where k = 1, . . . , 13.

Next, we compared the space complexities S of the current
HSFs with ABHSF for all benchmark matrices—the results are
presented in Table III. Because of the limited space, we present
results for s = 256 only. According to Fig. 4, this value, in
most cases, seems to provide the best space complexity. Since
we wanted to evaluate ABHSF, we present the relative values
of S , where SABHSF corresponds to 100%.

By inspecting Fig. 4 and Table III, we can make the
following observations:

• None of the current HSFs works well—in the sense
of space optimality—for all matrices. For instance,
only COOCSR and CSRCSR yield results close to the
minimum for matrices such as Zd_Jac2. Looking at
Fig. 2(c), we can see that there exist a lot of blocks for
which the CSR storage scheme is space-optimal. Hence,
only COOCSR and CSRCSR, which are the only formats
that use CSR at level 0, provide good results in this
particular case.
On the other hand, these formats provide space complex-
ities far from the minimum values for matrices such as
Freescale1. The reason is that, according to Fig. 2(a),
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Matrix Source Domain m,n p Symmetric

amazon0312 [13] directed graph 4.0 · 105 2.0 · 10−3 no
atmosmodj [13] computational fluid dynamics 1.3 · 106 5.5 · 10−4 no
bmw7st 1 [13] structural problem 1.4 · 105 1.8 · 10−2 yes

c-29 [13] optimization problem 5.0 · 103 9.6 · 10−2 yes
cage12 [13] directed weighted graph 1.3 · 105 1.2 · 10−2 no

FEM 3D thermal2 [13] thermal problem 1.5 · 105 1.6 · 10−2 no
Freescale1 [13] circuit simulation 3.4 · 106 1.6 · 10−4 no

gupta2 [13] optimization problem 6.2 · 104 5.6 · 10−2 yes
H A6 Nmax6 [14] nuclear structure 2.5 · 103 2.2 · 101 yes

H A6 Nmax6 all [14] nuclear structure 5.3 · 104 2.9 yes
ldoor [13] structural problem 9.5 · 105 2.6 · 10−3 yes

mouse gene [13] undirected weighted graph 4.5 · 104 7.1 · 10−1 yes
nlpkkt120 [13] optimization problem 3.5 · 106 4.0 · 10−4 yes

ohne2 [13] semiconductor device 1.8 · 105 3.3 · 10−2 no
thread [13] structural problem 3.0 · 104 2.5 · 10−1 yes

Trel 6Li Nmax6 [14] nuclear structure 2.0 · 105 1.0 · 10−2 yes
Zd Jac2 [13] chemical process 2.3 · 104 3.2 · 10−1 no

TABLE II: The list of the benchmark matrices used for the performed experiments.
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(c) Zd_Jac2 [13], p = 0.32%
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Fig. 4: The space complexity of the whole matrix for different HSFs and d = 4, as a function of the block size s. Measurements
are presented for a subset of benchmark matrices, each identified by its name, source and the number of nonzero elements.
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Matrix BCSR HiSM SBSRS CSB COOCSR CSRCSR AHF ABHSF

amazon0312 879938.0 96.7 90.0 115.6 1802.5 1795.9 84.5 100.0
atmosmodj 17739.4 104.5 104.4 297.9 121.8 121.7 110.3 100.0
bmw7st 1 8571.4 110.7 110.7 116.6 109.1 109.0 110.8 100.0

c-29 12555.7 104.8 104.7 105.7 111.9 111.8 104.7 100.0
cage12 24212.3 103.2 103.0 111.4 133.4 133.2 103.1 100.0

FEM 3D thermal2 6483.5 112.6 112.5 119.6 106.5 106.4 112.7 100.0
Freescale1 54890.6 101.7 101.4 735.6 192.2 191.8 120.7 100.0

gupta2 16356.3 106.8 106.8 108.5 121.0 121.0 106.8 100.0
H A6 Nmax6 252.2 138.4 138.6 138.4 115.8 115.8 138.4 100.0

H A6 Nmax6 all 969.3 118.7 118.7 118.7 100.8 100.8 118.7 100.0
ldoor 21106.4 105.2 105.0 145.4 129.0 128.8 106.1 100.0

mouse gene 5196.9 109.6 109.6 109.7 101.5 101.5 109.6 100.0
nlpkkt120 6950.6 108.0 108.0 382.2 103.6 103.6 116.5 100.0

ohne2 13077.1 110.1 110.0 113.1 117.3 117.2 110.0 100.0
thread 2978.0 115.0 115.0 115.4 101.7 101.7 115.0 100.0

Trel 6Li Nmax6 28937.7 100.3 100.1 109.7 140.2 140.0 100.2 100.0
Zd Jac2 2477.2 118.1 118.1 118.4 103.3 103.2 118.1 100.0

TABLE III: The relative space complexity of benchmark matrices in percents for s = 256, d = 4, and different HSFs, related
to ABHSF. The best value out of all HSFs is emphasized with bold print, the best value achieved for the current HFSs is
emphasized with italics.

the COO storage scheme is space-optimal for a vast
majority of blocks within this matrix. Even more extreme
example of unsuitability of the COOCSR and CSRCSR
formats is the matrix amazon0312.

• ABHSF clearly provides the best results among all
discussed HSFs and hence seems to be the most uni-
versal format as to the space optimality. It provides
the best space complexity for all matrices except for
amazon0312. Even for this matrix, ABHSF gives rel-
atively good result, 18.3% above the minimum value of
AHF. (For comparison, the worst values for the current
HSFs are at least 38.4% above the minimum across
matrices.)
The reason why ABHSF does not work well for the
amazon0312 matrix is the following. This format intro-
duces some memory overhead at level 1 (see Section III).
This overhead consists of

1) the code of the actual storage scheme for each
block;

2) the number of block nonzero elements if its actual
storage scheme is COO.

The amazon0312 matrix has almost all blocks ex-
tremely sparse: ζ = 1 for the majority of blocks
and ζ ≤ 10 for the others. This is illustrated by the
frequency diagram in Fig. 5 (for comparison, we also
present the same frequency diagram for the Zd_Jac2
matrix). According to (1) and provided that s = 256,
σCOO < σCSR for ζ < 514. Therefore, all blocks within
the amazon0312 matrix will be stored in the COO
storage scheme. And since the amount of data stored at
level 0 for each block is very small (especially if ζ = 1),
the memory overhead of ABHSF becomes considerable
here.

• For most HSFs, there is a significant step increase in the
space-complexity values between block sizes s = 256

and s = 512. It is caused by the required data type for
local indexes within blocks, since

B (s) =

{
1 for s ≤ 256,

2 for 256 < s ≤ 8129.

It is worth noting that this step change is not present for
ABHSF and the H_A6_Nmax6 matrix—see Fig. 4(d).
The reason is that the bitmap storage scheme, which
does not use any local indexes, is space-optimal for the
majority of blocks; see Fig. 2(d). (No HSF other than
ABHSF uses the bitmap storage scheme at level 0.)

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we aimed at optimization of the space
complexity of hierarchical storage formats (HSFs) for sparse
matrices. Our contribution is the new format called Adaptive-
Blocking Hierarchical Storage Format (ABHSF). We tried to
answer the question if it is worth to store each individual block
in its space-optimal storage scheme. Based on the performed
experiments, we can conclude that the answer is yes—ABHSF
is clearly the most universal compared to the current HSFs (see
Table I) when minimization of the space complexity of sparse
matrices is considered.

In our experiments, we found only one matrix for which
ABHSF did not provide the best result—a matrix with ex-
tremely sparse blocks, namely blocks containing mostly just 1
nonzero element. ABHSF introduces some overhead into level
1 that is significant is such a case.

We did not focus on the particular implementation of
ABHSF, that is, we did not show detailed organization of data
structures (arrays) used at both levels. Our aim was to show
rather the concept of this new format and to compare it with
the current HSFs assuming their space-optimal implementa-
tions based on rules that are listed in Section II-A.
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Fig. 5: The frequency diagrams of the relative number of blocks according to their number of nonzero elements ζ for selected
benchmark matrices. For comparison, the x-axis is limited by ζ ≤ 100.

We also limited the storage schemes for individual blocks to
dense, bitmap, COO, and CSR. Other storage schemes may be
considered as well, e.g., the ones based on bitmap compression
or the quad-tree data structures [3].

Data structures and optimization of their space complexities
were the subject of our work. We thus did not present any
algorithm related to ABHSF. These algorithms are dependent
on a particular situation, that is, they depend on what we
particularly want to do with this format—for instance, we
can convert other formats from/to ABHSF, generate matrix
elements (in particular order) directly into ABHSF, perform
sparse matrix-vector multiplication, etc.

Since we do not focus on algorithms related to ABHSF, we
do not discuss their time complexity and efficiency. It can be
readily seen, however, that ABHSF brings some overhead to
the data structures for sparse matrices and this overhead would
lead to higher complexity of related algorithms. Thus, this
format would be beneficial particularly in situations, where one
attempts to minimize the space-complexity of sparse matrices
at any price. Our motivation for this research is the parallel
I/O for extremely large sparse matrices that are processed by
massively parallel computer systems with distributed memory
architectures. On such systems, the number of I/O nodes
is usually of several orders of magnitude lower than the
number of computational cores and storing/loading of large
data into/from a distributed file system may form a significant
performance hotspot. In such situations, it is imperative to
minimize the space complexity of data structures and ABHSF
provides this possibility specially for sparse matrices.
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Abstract—We address in this paper the parallelization of a 
recursive  algorithm  for  triangular  matrix  inversion  (TMI) 
based on the ‘Divide and Conquer’ (D&C) paradigm. A series 
of  different  versions  of  an  original  sequential  algorithm are 
first presented. A theoretical performance study permits to es-
tablish  an  accurate  comparison  between  the  designed  algo-
rithms. Afterwards, we develop an optimal parallel communi-
cation-free  algorithm targeting  a  heterogeneous  environment 
involving processors of different speeds.  For this purpose, we 
use a non equitable and incomplete version of the D&C para-
digm consisting in recursively  decomposing the original TMI 
problem in two subproblems of non equal sizes, then decompos-
ing only one subproblem and so on. The theoretical  study is 
validated by a series of experiments achieved on two platforms, 
namely an  8-core shared memory machine and a distributed 
memory cluster of 16 nodes. The obtained results permit to il-
lustrate the interest of the contribution.

Keywords—communication  free;  divide  and  conquer;  
heterogeneous platform; parallel algorithm; recursive algorithm;  
triangular matrix inversion

I. INTRODUCTION

RIANGULAR matrix inversion (TMI) is a basic kernel 
in  large  and  intensive  scientific  applications.  TMI  is 

commonly performed when calculating the explicit inverse of 
a (dense) matrix from its LU factorization. Given its cubic 
complexity i.e. O(n3) in terms of the matrix size (n), several 
works addressed the design of efficient  parallel  algorithms 
for solving this problem. Apart the standard TMI algorithm 
consisting in solving n linear triangular systems of size n, n–
1,…,1 [1],  a  recursive  algorithm, of  same complexity,  has 
been proposed by Heller in 1973 [2][3][4]. It uses the ‘Di-
vide and Conquer’ (D&C) paradigm and consists in succes-
sive decompositions of  the original  matrix. To our knowl-
edge,  few original  works  have been  devoted  to  the  paral-
lelization of this algorithm [5][6][7][8][9]. Our first objective 
here is the design of a series of sequential algorithms based 
on Heller’s algorithm. Our second and main objective is the 
design of efficient parallel  algorithms based on the former 
ones. The efficiency we target is in fact two-fold i.e. cost-op-
timality as well as communication free. 

T

We  have  proposed  in  [10]  a  particular  study  on  the 
parallelization  of  a  divide  and  conquer  algorithm  for  p 
homogeneous processors, ending up to a cost optimal parallel 
communication  free  algorithm.  In  this  paper,  we  are 
interested  in  the  generalization  of  this  study  to  an 
heterogeneous platform.

The  remainder  of  the  paper  is  organized  as  follows.  In 

section 2, we detail a theoretical study on diverse sequential 

versions of Heller’s  algorithm. Section 3 is devoted to the 

parallelization of the former designed algorithms. Finally, we 

present in section 4 an experimental study achieved on two 

target  parallel  machines  i.e.  an  8-core  shared  memory 

machine and a distributed memory cluster of 16 nodes. 

II.SEQUENTIAL RECURSIVE TMI ALGORITHMS

We first  recall  that  the  well  known standard  algorithm 
(SA) for inverting, say a lower  triangular matrix [1], say A 
of  size  n,   consists  in  solving n triangular  systems 
AB(i) = e(i) of size n–i+1 (i=1...n) where B(i) (resp. e(j)) is 
the  i-th  column  of  the  inverse  matrix  B  (resp.  identity 
matrix). The complexity of (SA) is as follows [1][6][7]:  

                            CSA=n3/3+n2/2+n/6.                        (0)

I. Heller’s Recursive Algorithm (HRA)

Using the Divide  and  Conquer  (D&C) paradigm,  Heller 
proposed in 1973 a recursive algorithm [2][3][4] for TMI. 
The main idea he used consists in decomposing matrix A as 
well as its inverse B (both of size  n) into 3 submatrices of 
size n/2 (see Fig 1, A being assumed lower triangular). The 
procedure is recursively repeated until reaching submatrices 
of  size  1.  This  original  decomposition  will  be  called 
henceforth complete equitable decomposition (CED). Here 
‘complete’ means that the binary decomposition is applied 
to each triangular submatrix and ‘equitable’ means that, at 
each decomposition level, the submatrices are of same size.  

We hence deduce: 

Β1=
1

1A−
,   Β3=

1
3A−

, Β2= − Β3Α2Β1.
  (2)

Therefore,  inverting  matrix  A  of  size  n consists  in 
inverting 2 submatrices of size n/2 followed by two matrix 
products (triangular by dense)  of size  n/2.  In  [6][7] Nasri 
proposed a slightly modified version of the above algorithm. 

Indeed, since we have B2= – B3A2 B1= – 1
12

1
3 AAA −− , let 

Q=
2

1
3 AA− . From (2), we deduce:        

Α3Q=Α2   ;   Β2Α1= −Q. (3)
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Hence, instead of two matrix products needed to 

compute B2, we have to solve 2 matrix systems of size n/2

i.e. A3Q=A2 and (A1)
T
(B2)

T
=–Q

T
. The interest of such 

version is that neither B1 (=
1

1A  ) nor B3 (= 1
3A  ) are needed 

to compute B2. The impact of this property will be seen 

when parallelizing the algorithm (see section 3).  We 

precise that both versions are of n3/3+O(n2) complexity 

[6][7]. 

Now, for sake of simplicity, we assume that n=2
q

(q≥1). 
Let RCA_0.5*_k be the (Recursive Complete) Algorithm 

designed by  recursively applying the complete equitable 

decomposition (CED) until reaching a threshold size n/2
k

(1≤k≤q), the factor 0.5 meaning here that at each 

decomposition the matrix size is divided by 2 (i.e. 

multiplied by 0.5). The complexity of  RCA_0.5*_k is as 

follows [6][7]:  
CRCA_0.5*_k=n

3
/3+n

2
/2

k+1
+n/6. 

B. Variations of the D&C Paradigm

The standard D&C paradigm [4][11] is based on the CED 

as previously seen. As a matter of fact, we may derive other 

versions based on the notions of incomplete and non 

equitable decompositions as depicted in Fig 2. We precise 

that a decomposition is called non equitable (NE) when a 

given problem is decomposed into subproblems of different 

sizes, whereas ‘incomplete ’designates the fact that the 

decomposition is not applied on all the derived 

subproblems. 

Since the recursive TMI algorithm is binary, we’ll 

associate to the non equitable decomposition (NED) a set of 

decomposition factors (i.e. ratios between the size of a 

subproblem and the size of its father problem) λi ≠ ½, 

i=1…k. Remark that λi=½, corresponds to an equitable 

decomposition (ED) done at level i. The incomplete 

decomposition is achieved when, at each decomposition 

level, only one subproblem is decomposed. Furthermore, 

the decomposition is called static (resp. dynamic) when λi, 

i=1…k is constant (resp. varies) at each decomposition level 

i.  We summarize in Table I, the complexities of the 

standard algorithm SA, the recursive algorithm with 

complete dynamic non equitable decomposition 

RCA_λ1…k_k (denoted RCA_λ*_k when λi=λ : i=1…k) and 

the recursive algorithm with incomplete dynamic non 

equitable decomposition RIA_λ1…k_k (denoted RIA_λ*_k 
when λi=λ : i=1…k).       

Fig 1. Matrix Decomposition in Heller’s algorithm

Fig 2. Versions of the D&C paradigm

Remark that RCA (resp. RIA) may be represented by a 

complete (resp. an incomplete) binary tree as depicted in 

Fig 3.    

Fig 3. Recursive binary trees for algorithms RCA and RIA

From Table II, we may deduce the following: We always have an n
3
/3+O(n

2
) complexity.  The recursive versions are (slightly) better than the 

standard one as far as the O(n
2
) term is concerned.  The complete decomposition version is slightly better 

that the incomplete one as far as the O(n
2
) term is 

concerned.   The complexities of the recursive versions decrease 

when k increases as far as the O(n
2
) term is concerned, 

the best case occurring for k=q=logn i.e. we obtain 

n
3
/3+2n/3 for RCA_0.5*_q and n

3
/3+n

2
/6+n/6+1/3 for 

RIA_0.5*_q. 

By sorting the algorithms in decreasing performances, we 

get:

 RCA_0.5*_k (Equitable Complete Decomposition) RCA_λ1…k_k (Dynamic Non Equitable Complete 

Decomposition) RIA_0.5*_k (Equitable Incomplete Decomposition) RIA_λ1…k_k (Dynamic Non Equitable Incomplete 

Decomposition) SA 
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TABLE I. COMPLEXITIES OF THE DIFFERENT ALGORITHM VERSIONS

We detail further in section 4, an experimental study 

validating the previous study and permitting to determine 

for each matrix size the best sequential algorithm. 

III. PARALLELIZATION OF THE RECURSIVE TMI ALGORITHM

A. Brief State-of-the Art

The parallelization of the standard algorithm (SA) has 

been largely studied [12][13]. As to the recursive one, its 

parallelization interested fewer researchers to our 

knowledge. We may particularly cite [6][7] where Nasri 

studied TMI in both homogeneous and heterogeneous 

environments to design cost optimal parallel algorithms i.e. 

whose efficiency is asymptotically equal to 1. This 

performance could be reached thanks to a recursive task 

segmentation fitted to the number of available processors, 

who are recursively decomposed then grouped. The aim is 

to guarantee a perfect load balancing. Experimentations 

achieved only on two homogeneous multiprocessors show 

the practical efficiency of the approach.

In [8], the parallelization of the original Heller’s 

algorithm is studied in a shared memory environment for 

p≤n processors and the designed algorithms are sub-

optimal. Recently, Keqin Li [9] presented, in a survey 

paper, a deep theoretical study and gave precise optimal 

complexity results as well as a bounding interval for the 

minimal number of processors required to reach the optimal 

parallel complexity. However, the practical performances 

lack since no experimental study is achieved. 

To conclude, the main remark one may make here is the 

fact that even if the designed algorithms known so far are 

optimal or (sub) cost-optimal, they all require inter-

processor communications which may generate important 

overheads. On top of that, no original work has been 

devoted to the experimental study on heterogeneous 

platforms. Therefore, our contribution is to intend to fill this 

gap. 

B. Machine model

We assume that the target multiprocessor system we use 

consists of a collection of ,p ,heterogeneous processors, 

denoted Pi (i = 1,…,p), each provided with a local memory, 

a cycle time ti (i = 1,…,p) and connected by an 

homogeneous interconnection network [6]. Moreover, we 

assume that the speed of each processor (vi for Pi) is known 

and does not vary during the program execution.

C. Parallel Algorithm

As previously seen, the designed algorithm in the 

(dynamic) incomplete decomposition case denoted 

RIA_λ1…k_k, requires much less decompositions steps than 

its homologous RCA_λ1…k_k in the complete case. We 

have shown that RIA has a much better degree of 

parallelism than RCA [10]. Therefore the study is limited to 

the incomplete decomposition case.

1)Description of the heterogeneous ARI algorithm for 

p=2

    We start our study by describing the case where p=2

processors are available. So, we assume that we have at 

one’s disposal two processors P1 and P2 with speeds v1 and 

v2 respectively (v1v2). We note v = v1 + v2  and ρ=v1/v2. Let 

us first consider the RTMI algorithm with only one level 

decomposition, namely algorithm RCA_λ_1. We define the 
3 following tasks: 

T1: B1= ,A 1
1
 T2: B3= ,A 1

3
 T3: {A3Q=A2, T

2
T
1 BA = –Q

T
}

It is easy to notice that the 3 tasks are independent. 

However, if we consider the original Heller’s algorithm 

consisting in two matrix inversions followed by two matrix 

products and adopt a similar task decomposition i.e. T1: 

B1= ,A 1
1
 T2: B3= ,A 1

3
 T3: B2= – B3A2B1, we’ll have the 

following precedence relations: T1→T3, T2→T3. i.e. T1 and 

T2 are independent but must be finished before T3 can 

begin. Therefore the modified version exhibits a higher 

parallelism (see Fig 4). 

Let T23 be the (supertask) consisting in grouping T2 and 

T3 i.e.  T23=T2T3. Remark that now, any task corresponds 

either to a matrix inversion or to an inversion followed by 

Algorithm
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two matrix system resolution. The size of A1 (denoted n1) 

and that of A2 (denoted n2) are not necessarily n/2 (but in 

general different) since the two processors have not the 

same speed. In fact, n1 and n2 are chosen in terms of v1 and 

v2 in order to guarantee the optimality of the algorithm (see 

further). Therefore, the matrix A3 is rectangular.

Fig 4. Precedence graph corresponding to the modified version

Here, we can assign T1 to P1 and T23 to P2. In order to 

guarantee a perfect load balancing, we have to 

have Cost(T1) = Cost(T23). This leads (after equation 

solving) to 3 1  .

It should be noted that the value of the ratio ρ and the size 
of the matrix A are two factors that must be taken into 

account to determine whether the use of the slower 

processor is inefficient and hence decide to exclude it. 

The calculation gives:    3/)/)1(1/(/)1(
33

nnnnn  
2)Generalization to p processors 

Let us recall that the target multiprocessor machine is 

composed of p heterogeneous processors, denoted P1, P2, …,

Pp, with speeds v1 v2 … vp respectively. Let s= vi

(i=1..p).

   We detail now how to construct the optimal algorithm 

when we dispose of p heterogeneous processors. The 

principle consists in generalizing the approach developed in 

section 3 (p=2) by recursively decomposing the p processors 

into two sub-sets (each one corresponds to a virtual 

processor) as follows: let L={P1,…,Pp}= L1L2. L1 involves 

p1 processors (and corresponds to a virtual processor Ƥ1) 

and L2 involves p–p1=p2 processors (and corresponds to a 

virtual processor Ƥ2). Thus, we end up in the case already 

seen of two processors Ƥ1 (whose speed is equal to the sum 

of the speeds of the processors of L1) and Ƥ 2 (whose speed 

is equal to the sum of speeds of the processors of L2). L1 and 

L2 will then be decomposed each into two sub-sets and so 

on. We therefore generate a recursive binary decomposition 

tree.

The problem of the construction of this « optimal » 

decomposition (in fact partition) is known as the Set 

Partition Problem « SPP » [14]. It has been proved that the 

SPP is NP-complete. In addition, this decomposition

generates communications (Fig 5). As an illustration, we 

present below (Fig 7) the decomposition for p=4, 

V={10,7,5,3}, s=vi=18, Ƥ1={P1,P4}, s1=13, Ƥ2={P2,P3}, 

s2=12, ρ=13/12=1.083. We first calculate the appropriate λ
to ensure the load balancing by solving the following 

equation: cost (T1) = ρ (cost (T23)). The next step is to share

T1 (resp. T23) between processors Ƥ1 (resp. Ƥ2). This 

division does not lead to communication between processors

P1 and P4 (constituting Ƥ1). However, it will lead to

communications between processors P2 and P3 (constituting

Ƥ2.). We add that the symmetric allocation i.e. which assigns 

T1 (resp. T23) to Ƥ2 (resp. Ƥ1) will generate communication 

between P1 and P4 but not between P2 and P3.

Fig 5. Communications generated by the equitable decomposition

The optimal solution consists in a recursive 

decomposition of the p processors into two subsets L1 and 

L2 such that L1 contains a single processor, i.e. the faster 

(P1) and L2 contains the remaining p–1 processors.

Fig 6. Recursive binary tree corresponding to a non equitable 

decomposition

T1                              T2        

T23

T3

Ƥ1

Ƥ2

P4

P1

  P2 and P3

Communication!!

Ƥ2

Ƥ1

P3

P2

P1 and P4

Communication!!
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Thus, we end up in the case already seen of two 

processors. After this first step, L2 (of cardinality p–1) will 

in turn be decomposed into two subsets and so on until 

leading to singleton subsets while L1 is a singleton for each 

decomposition (see Fig 6).

To be consistent, we will assume that the speed of Ƥ1, 

denoted v(Ƥ1) is always greater than or equal to the speed of  

Ƥ2, denoted v(Ƥ2). In other words, the virtual processor Ƥ1

which may consist of one or more processors will always be 

the fastest processor. Determining the values of λ reduces to 

solving cubic equations. It should be noted that in order to 

guarantee no communication at each level of decomposition, 

task T23 is always assigned to one processor while task T1 is 

assigned to p–1 processors at level 1, to p–2 processors at 2, 

..., and to 1 processor at level p–1. The tasks that are 

generated will be denoted 
1p

1
1

1 T...T


and
1

23

1

23...
pTT . 

As an illustration, we resume a previous example where p

= 4 and V = {10,7,5,3} (see Fig 7).

Step 1. Ƥ2 = P1 : Speed 10, Ƥ1={P2,P3,P4} : Speed 15, 

ρ=15/10=1.5 
1

1T (resp.
1

23T ) is assigned to Ƥ1 (resp. Ƥ2  i.e. P1) with 

cost (
1

1T ) = ρ cost (
1

23T )

Step 2. Ƥ2 =P2 : Speed 7 et Ƥ1={P3,P4} : Speed 8, 

ρ=8/7=1.14
2

1T (resp.
2

234T ) is assigned to  P1 (resp. Ƥ2 i.e. P2) with 

cost (
2

1T ) = ρ cost (
2

234T )

Step 3. Ƥ2 = P4 : Speed 3 et Ƥ1=P3 : Speed 5, 

ρ=5/3=1.67
3.

1T (resp. 
3

23T ) is assigned to. P4 (resp.  P3)   with      

cost (
3

234T ) =ρ (cost (
3.

1T )            

Fig 7. Processor decomposition in the example

In order to validate our theoretical contribution covering 

both the sequential and the parallel cases, we present in the 

next section an experimental study involving two parts. The 

first (resp. second) deals with the sequential (resp. parallel) 

algorithms.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

A. Sequential Algorithms 

We discuss in this section the variations of the execution

time in terms of the matrix size n. For this purpose, n was 

chosen in the range [64 6000], the input matrices involving 

real floating point elements randomly generated. The target 

machine is a 3 GHZ Fujitsu Siemens PC. C language under 

Linux OS was used.  Algorithms SA, RCA_λ1…k_k and 

RIA_λ1…k_k (for different values of k) were implemented. 

Remarks.

 As a first remark, we verified that for all the algorithms, 

the execution time (denoted ext) follows a cubic relation in 

terms of n (see Fig 8). On the other hand, the 

decomposition factor λ as well as the recursivity 

(decomposition) level k have important impacts on the 

execution time.  The execution time decreases when k grows until reaching 

a threshold k*(n) which varies with n.  For fixed k, the time ratio i.e. ext obtained for k divided 

by ext obtained for any k’ such that k<k’≤k*(n) increases 

with n. Hence better performances are reached for matrices 

of large sizes. 

In Table II, we give for some values of n, the values of 

both k*, n*=n/2
k*

(the corresponding size) and the time 

ratio ext(RCA_0.5_q)/ext(RCA_0.5*_k*). We deduce that 

the threshold size n*=n/2
k*

from which RCA becomes more 

efficient is around 32.   Decomposition factor λ. We remark (see Fig 9) that, for 

fixed n and k, the execution time (ext) is minimum for 

λ=0.5 thus confirming our theoretical complexity analysis 

(see section 2.2). In fact, the variations of ext in terms of λ
(for fixed n and k) are quadratic as precised in Table I. Let 

us add that the largest value of ext (in terms of λ) is at most 

equal to 1.15 (resp. 1.05) times its lowest one obtained for 

n=1024 (resp. 6000). Hence this ratio decreases when n

increases and seems to converge to 1 for very large values 

of n.   For (the dynamic) algorithms RCA_λ1…k_k where a 

different decomposition ratio λi is chosen at each 

decomposition level i (=1…k), quite similar results were 

obtained. The same results occur for RIA_λ*_k and 
RCA_λ*_k as well for RIA_λ1…k_k and RCA_λ1…k_k.
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TABLE II. VARIATIONS OF THE RATIO, K* AND N* IN TERMS OF MATRIX SIZE

N 400 512 800 1024 1600 2048 3200 4096 5000 6000

Rati

o
1.14 1.26 1.34 1.41 1.46 1.56 1.62 1.73 2.02 2.26

k* 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 7

n* 50 32 50 32 50 32 50 32 36 49

Fig 8. Execution time in terms of the decomposition factor λ for  (static) 

RCA_λ*_k

Fig 9. Execution time ext in terms of matrix size n

B. Parallel Algorithms

Two series of experiments were achieved. The first was 

done on a shared memory environment i.e. a Dell T5400 2.5 

GHz quad core biprocessor. In order to have a flexible range 

of different speeds, we used a technique of changing clock 

frequencies of processors on Linux [15][16]. The second 

targeted a distributed platform constituted by 16 node cluster 

connected by heterogeneous network. C, OpenMp [17][18] 

and MPI [19][20] under Ubuntu 9.04 OS were used. 

1)First Platform: Shared Memory Parallel Machine: We 

defined three scenarios with heterogeneous characteristics 

(frequencies are imposed) explained in Table III below. 

TABLE III. SCENARIOS OF THE SHARED MEMORY ENVIRONMENT

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Core 1 2.5 2.5 2.5

Core 2 2.5 2.5 2.5

Core 3 2.5 2.5 2.0

Core 4 2.5 2.5 2.0

Core 5 1.7 1.2 1.7

Core 6 1.7 1.2 1.7

Core 7 1.7 1.2 1.2

Core 8 1.7 1.2 1.2

Virtual Global Speed 

(vgs)
16.8 14.8 14.8

The performance evaluation consists in measuring the 

cost of the parallel algorithm ℂp=(
p

1i

iv )Tp . We then 

deduce the corresponding efficiency, denoted Ep=W/ℂp. 

Remark that for each n and p, successive runs were achieved 

and the mean run time is chosen. Notice that vi corresponds 

to the speed of Pi, Tp is the execution times of the parallel 

algorithm and W is the execution time of the sequential 

algorithm running on a processor with speed 1 (using the 

same technique of changing frequency explained above).

Fig 10. Efficiencies for the different scenarios in terms of matrix size n –

Shared memory case
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The analysis of the results confirming the theoretical 

study (see Fig 10), leads to the following remarks.  For fixed scenario, Ep increases with n reaching 97% of the 

optimal value i.e.100%.  For fixed n, the efficiencies of the three scenarios are very 

similar. The scalability of our algorithm is good for this type of 

architecture.

2)Second Platform: Distributed Memory Cluster: A 

preliminary work was necessary before the implementation 

of our algorithm. It is a measure of the real performance of 

each processor used (see Fig 11). Table IIIV reports the 

relative speeds of the heterogeneous processors in the cluster 

(We measure their relative speed with the core computation 

of the algorithm). Note that the relative speed does not 

depend on the size of problem for the wide range of matrix 

sizes used in our experiments [21].

TABLE IV. CLUSTER FEATURES

We defined six scenarios with heterogeneous 

characteristics depicted in Table V below.

TABLE V. SCENARIOS OF THE DISTRIBUTED PLATFORM

C1 C2 C3

Virtual 

global 

speed (vgs)

Processors’ 

number

Scenario 1 5 5 6 35 16

Scenario 2 5 5 0 20 10

Scenario 3 5 0 6 20 11

Scenario 4 0 5 6 30 11

Scenario 5 1 1 1 6.5 3

Scenario 6 2 2 2 13 6

As previously done, the efficiency E(p,n) is depicted (see 

Fig 12) for different scenarios. The analysis of the results 

leads to the following remarks.  For fixed scenario, Ep increases with n reaching 93% of the 

optimal value i.e.100%. 

Fig 11. Cluster schema

 For fixed n, the efficiencies of the six scenarios are very 

similar. The scalability of our algorithm is good for this type of 

architecture.

Let us precise that an important performance criterion for 

a parallel algorithm is its scalability on a target architecture 

i.e. its ability to achieve performance proportional to the 

number of processors [19]. Our algorithm is indeed scalable 

since we obtained efficiencies around 95% and increasing 

with the number of processors as well as the matrix size.
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Fig 12. Efficiencies for the different scenarios in terms of matrix size n – 

Distributed memory case

III. CONCLUSION

We  addressed  in  this  paper  the  parallelization  of  an 
important kernel in scientific computing, namely triangular 
matrix  inversion.  Choosing  a  modified  version  of  the 
recursive  algorithm  of  Heller  based  on  the  ‘Divide  and 
Conquer’  (D&C)  paradigm,  we  made  use  of  original 
versions  of  the  latter  in  order  to  design  optimal  parallel 
communication-free  algorithms  for  heterogeneous 
processors. The theoretical study was validated by a series 
of experiments achieved on two platforms: a shared memory 
one constituted by 8 cores  and  a distributed  memory one 
involving 16 nodes. The results we obtained were interesting 
since we reached about  95% of the optimal speed-up and 
efficiency values for large matrix sizes. Furthermore, since 
we have shown that our algorithm is scalable, it may easily 
be adapted to larger parallel environ-ments, thus delivering 
high performances. 
This  leads  us  to  precise  some  attracting  perspectives  we 
intend to study in the future. We may particularly cite the 
following points. 

• Achieve  an  experimental  study on  larger  platforms 

involving a higher number of (heterogeneous) processors. 

• Achieve  an  experimental  study  on  heterogeneous 

multicore CPU/GPU systems.

• Apply  our  non  equitable  and  incomplete  D&C 

approach  on  other  algorithms  in  order  to  design  optimal 
parallel algorithms where communications vanish or at least 
are minimised.
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Abstract—QR decomposition of matrix is one of the important
problems in the field of matrix theory. Besides, there are also
so many extensive applications that using QR decomposition.
Because of that, there are many researchers have been studying
about algorithm for this decomposition. Two of those researchers
are Feng Tianxiang and Liu Hongxia. In their paper, they
proposed new algorithm to make QR decomposition with the
elementary operation that is elementary row operations. This
paper gives review of their paper, the analysis and numerical
experiment using their algorithm, comparison with other existing
algorithms and also suggestion for using other existing better
algorithm that also has same features with theirs. Beside of them,
we also compare all of these algorithms for some types of matrix.
The result can be seen at this paper also.

I. INTRODUCTION

DECOMPOSITION is one of the important subjects in
matrix analysis. Decomposition in this case means how

we divide a certain matrix into two or more matrices with
certain characteristic. There are numerous of objectives when
we decompose a matrix, i.e. for maximizing storage optimiza-
tion, carrying out parallel computation, simplifying problem,
etc. One of the famous techniques for conducting the de-
composition is QR decomposition. QR decomposition is the
decomposition of a matrix (A) into an orthogonal matrix (Q)
and an upper triangular matrix (R). Beside being used in
the field of theory, QR decomposition can also be used for
many practical issues. In signal detection, algorithm using QR
decomposition for VBLAST-OFDM systems was studied by
Zhong et.al [ZH07]. In another area like wireless applications,
digital predistortion (DPD) and etc., QR decomposition is also
being used.

However, its decomposition process is usually very com-
plex. This reason becomes a trigger for many researchers
for finding new simpler algorithm. Two of them are Feng
Tianxiang and Liu Hongxia [FL09]. In [FL09], they pre-
sented new algorithm for finding QR decomposition for
square and full column rank matrix. For finding the de-
composition, they use elementary operation that is ele-
mentary row operations. There are at least 2 excesses of
full rank matrix, i.e. it has unique QR decomposition and
also has unique solution in term of least square prob-
lem.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
shows the basic theory of QR decomposition and the algorithm
that was presented in [FL09]. The numerical experiment is
shown in Section III while the analysis of their algorithm
will be shown in Section IV. Section V gives other suggested
algorithm that has better result and also the comparison of
those algorithms for some types of matrix. The conclusion of
this paper is given in Section VI.

II. BASIC THEORY AND ALGORITHM

A. Basic Theory

This subsection shows some basic theories that are used for
finding the algorithm in [FL09].

Theorem 1: [FL09] If A ∈ Rn×n is a full column rank
matrix, then ATA is a symmetric positive definite matrix and
has unique triangular decomposition ATA = LDLT where L
is a lower triangular matrix with all diagonal elements are 1
and D is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements.

Theorem 2: [FL09] If A ∈ Rn×n is a full column rank
matrix, then A has QR decomposition A = QR where
Q=A

(
L−1

)T
D−1/2 has orthonormal columns and R =

D1/2LT is upper triangular matrix.
Because A is full column rank matrix, then the QR decom-

position for A is unique [BP92].

B. The Algorithm

The complete algorithm that proposed by Feng and Liu can
be seen in [FL09]. Overall, this algorithm just doing upper
triangularization for the composite matrices AT ×A and AT ×(
ATA | AT

)
. This process using elementary row operation. In

[FL09], Feng and Liu stated that some advantages from their
algorithm are computationally simpler, more elementary, and
clearer computational complexity.

Beside those advantages, they were also compare their
algorithm with other exist algorithm that is Householder
transformation. They stated that it has lower accuracy than
the Householder transformation method. However, they did not
give their numerical experiment to show that. They also noted
in their paper that the algorithm would be used more flexibly
to solve some practical problems that need QR decomposition
method. It has been known that in practical problems, almost
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for all problems, it needs very big matrix such as for data
storage, 3D image and etc. Unfortunately, from the numerical
experiment below, the algorithm in [FL09] have a good chance
(just in term of time) just for small matrix whose size not
bigger than 15× 15.

III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

Before doing the numerical experiment, there is simpli-
fication in the algorithm without changes the concept. The
simplification just for doing the upper triangularization and
can be seen in Algorithm 3 below.

Algorithm 3: Simplification of upper triangularization.
k = 0
while k < n− 1 do

i = k
while i < n do
i = i+ 1
temp= A [i, k] /A [k, k]
j = k − 1
while j < 2× n do

A [i, j] = A [i, j]−temp×A [k, j]
end while

end while
end while
The numerical experiment here is done with Matlab R2010b

and worked at computer (notebook) with Processor Intel R©
Core(TM) i5 CPU M460 @ 2.53GHz and RAM 2 GB. Be-
cause Feng and Liu compare their algorithm with Householder
transformation algorithm, we also compare their performance
in term of time and accuracy. The result from the experiment
can be seen in Fig. 1 below. The experiment described in
Fig. 1 was done for matrix with maximum size 600×600 and
repeated for 4 times. The time and error was gotten by getting
mean of these loops.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the algorithm proposed by
Feng and Liu is worse than Householder in term of time and
accuracy. This is just the same like what they stated in [FL09].
Fig. 2 shows that their algorithm is ”better” than Householder
just for matrix whose size not bigger than 15×15. though it
is just better in time because the accuracy is still not. The
experiment for this small size matrix was repeated 6 times
The detail of analysis can be seen in Section IV.

IV. THE ANALYSIS

A. Analysis of Flopping Time

For counting the flopping time, there are 3 steps in the
algorithm that must be checked i.e. the multiplication of A
and AT step, upper triangularization step and replacement the
j-th row of B by the B

−1/2
jj times of itself. It is obvious that

the multiplication of matrix A and AT requires 2n3−n2 flops
where n is the size of matrix A.

For upper triangularization step, notice the algorithm in Fig.
3.1. There is an assumption here that each of division or taking
square root, it needs 2 flops. The outermost loop executes
n − 1times as the counter k runs from 1 to n − 1. For each

Fig. 1. Comparison time and error for Feng-Liu and Householder algorithm.

Fig. 2. Comparison time and error for Feng-Liu and Householder algorithm
for small size matrix

of these loops, the middle loop executes n − k times. For
each middle loop, 2 flops are executed (for the division). The
innermost loop executes 2n−k+1 times as the counter j runs
from k to 2n where in each of it encounters 2 flops. Collecting
all of the multiples, the following total number of flops is

n−1∑

k=1

(n− k) {2 + 2 (2n− k + 1)} . (1)
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For solving Equation 1, remember the formulas
∑n

k=1 k =
1
2n

2 + 1
2n and

∑n
k=1 k

2 = 1
3n

3 + 1
2n

2 + 1
6n. Us-

ing this two formulas, Equation 1 can be solved so
that flopping time for upper triangularization step is
5
3n

3 − 5
3n. For the row’s replacement, it requires 8n2

flops.
By adding all the flops above, the flopping time needed by

the algorithm is 11
3 n3 + 7n2 − 5

3n. However, this flopping
time is larger than flopping time needed by Householder
transformation. It has been known that for square matrix n×n,
if the matrix Q is required, Householder needs 4

3n
3 flops.

B. Accuracy of The Algorithm

The main step in this algorithm is how the matrices(
ATA | AT

)
are transformed into upper triangular form. Feng

and Liu use elementary row operation to make this LU
factorization. Theorem 4 below quantifies the roundoff errors
associated with the computed upper triangular form.

Theorem 4: [Hig96] Assume that A is m × n matrix. The
computed triangular matrices L̂ and Q̂ satisfy L̂Û = A+∆A

where
∣∣∆A

∣∣ ≤ 3ǫ (n− 1)
(∣∣A

∣∣+
∣∣L̂

∣∣∣∣Û
∣∣
)
+O (ǫ).

Proof: For proofing this theorem, we use induction on
n. This theorem obviously hold for n = 1 because

∣∣∆A
∣∣ ≤

O (ǫ). Assume it holds for all (n− 1)×(n− 1) matrices. Take

A =

[
α ωT

υ β

]
is (n− 1) × (n− 1) matrices, ẑ = fl

(
v
α

)

and Â1 = fl
(
β − ẑωT

)
. Therefore, we have ẑ = 1

αυ+f, f ≤
ǫ

∣∣υ
∣∣∣∣α
∣∣ +O (ǫ) and

Â1 =
(
β − ẑωT

)
+ F, F ≤ 2ǫ

(∣∣β
∣∣+

∣∣ẑ
∣∣∣∣ωT

∣∣)+O (ǫ) . (2)

Now, we are going to do LU decomposition for Â1. Because
Â1 is (n− 1)× (n− 1) matrices, the assumption can be used
so that the decomposition of Â1 satisfy

L̂1Û1 = Â1 +∆A1. (3)
∣∣∆A1

∣∣ ≤ 3ǫ (n− 2)
(∣∣Â1

∣∣+
∣∣L̂1

∣∣∣∣Û1

∣∣
)
+O (ǫ) . (4)

Thus, L̂Û ≈
[
1 0

ẑ L̂1

] [
α ωT

0 Û1

]
= A +

[
0 0
αf H1 + F

]
≈

A + ∆A. From Equation 2, it follows that∣∣Â1

∣∣ ≤ (1 + 2ǫ)
(∣∣β

∣∣+
∣∣ẑ
∣∣∣∣ωT

∣∣) + O (ǫ), and
by using Equation 3 and Equation 4 we have∣∣∆A1

∣∣+ F ≤ 3ǫ (n− 1)
(∣∣β

∣∣+
∣∣ẑ
∣∣∣∣ωT

∣∣+
∣∣L̂1

∣∣∣∣Û1

∣∣
)
+O (ǫ).

Because of
∣∣αf

∣∣ ≤ ǫ
∣∣υ
∣∣, then we get

∣∣∆A
∣∣ ≤

3ǫ (n− 1)

([∣∣α
∣∣ ∣∣ωT

∣∣∣∣υ
∣∣ ∣∣β

∣∣
]
+

[
1 0∣∣ẑ
∣∣ ∣∣L̂1

∣∣
] [∣∣α

∣∣ ∣∣ωT
∣∣

0
∣∣Û1

∣∣
])

+

O (ǫ).

V. OTHER BETTER ALGORITHM AND THE
COMPARISON

It can be seen from the numerical experiment in Section
III that the algorithm proposed by Feng and Liu in [FL09]
is worse than other existing algorithm that is Householder

Fig. 3. Comparison time and error Feng-Liu, Householder and the improved
algorithm

transformation. This result stimulates the writer to make some
improvement for their algorithm. Because the main step is
the upper triangularization step, then the improvement will be
done in there. This improvement just changes the way to make
upper triangular form, from with elementary row operation
into with the Algorithm 5. The idea of this improvement is
taken from [Hig96]. The improvement is like in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5: Improvement for Upper Triangularization
Step.

while ((k ≤ m)&& (B [k, k] 6= 0)) do
temp[k + 1 : m] = B [k + 1 : m, k] /B [k, k] ;
B [k + 1 : m, :] = B [k + 1 : m, :]−(temp [k + 1 : m])

′×
B [k, :] ;
k = k + 1;

end while
The result from the experiment with this improvement

can be seen in Fig. 3. It can be seen from that figure, the
improvement improves the time needed for doing QR de-
composition, but not the accuracy. Nevertheless, Householder
transformation is still better than them.

Because it still weaker than Householder, we try to find
another existing algorithm that can be stronger than House-
holder in term of time and accuracy. Feng and Liu in [FL09]
stated that their algorithm has features of simpler calculation
and clearer computational complexity. Therefore, the better
algorithm must have same features to can be compared.

This existing algorithm is modified Gram-Schmidt (MGS).
Bjorck and Paige in [BP92] conclude that MGS method is
equivalent, both mathematically and numerically, to House-
holder for some cases. The MGS algorithm is given in
Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6: MGS algorithm.
k = 0
while k < n do
k = k + 1
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Fig. 4. Comparison time and error between Feng-Liu, Householder and MGS
algorithm

R [k, k] = |A [1 : m, k]|
Q [1 : m, k] = A [1 : m, k] /R [k, k]
j = k
while j < n do
j = j + 1
R [k, j] = Q [1 : m, k]

′ ×A [1 : m, j]
A [1 : m, j] = A [1 : m, j]−Q [1 : m, k]×R [k, j]

end while
end while
From that algorithm, it is clear that MGS also have features

of simpler calculation and clearer complexity. Thus, we com-
pare the algorithm in [FL09] with Householder and also MGS
method. The result of this comparison can be seen at Figure 4.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 above that time complexity
needed by MGS method is better than Householder and also
the accuracy is not worse than Householder. Ref [Bjo67]
has shown that MGS produces a computed matrix Q̂ in QR
decomposition that satisfies Q̂T Q̂ = I + △IM ,

∥∥△IM
∥∥ ≈

ǫκ2 (A) whereas the corresponding result for Householder
transformation is Q̂T Q̂ = I +△IH ,

∥∥△IH
∥∥ ≈ ǫ. In our case

(A is full column rank matrix), κ2 (A) is very small because
the columns of A are independent. From the definition of
κ2 (A) in our case, if orthonormality is critical, then MGS
should be suggested used. Moreover, [Hig96] mentions that
the computed matrix Q̂ and R̂ produced by MGS satisfies∥∥A − Q̂R̂

∥∥ ≈ ǫ
∣∣A

∣∣ and there exists a Q with perfectly
orthonormal columns such that

∥∥A−QR̂
∥∥ ≈ ǫ

∣∣A
∣∣.

Beside the comparison with Householder and MGS algo-
rithm, we also compare all of these algorithms for some
types of matrix. We have compared all of them for some size
in previous section. All of the above experiment were done
for matrix whose element are integer numbers. For any real
numbers, result of the experiment can be seen an Fig. 5. It
can be seen that the Feng and Liu’s algorithm is still worse
than the others.

Fig. 5. Comparison time and error between Feng-Liu, improved, Householder
and MGS algorithm for small matrix

Fig. 6. Comparison time and error between Feng-Liu, improved, Householder
and MGS algorithm for sparse matrix

Until now, we have considered about full matrix. But how
about sparse matrix? As we now, sparse matrix is very useful
in many kind of applications, i.e. image processing, computer
graphics, etc. Figure 6 tells about the result. This experiment
was repeated for 5 times. Unfortunately, Feng and Liu’s
algorithm is still worse than the others. The experiment results
the same also for matrix whose has magic number.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARK

The QR decomposition is often used for counting the eigen
values from giant matrix or for solving the least square prob-
lem. Besides, there also many practical issues that need QR
decomposition to be solved. Therefore, the QR decomposition
is not only an important problem in matrix theory, but also
has an extensive application prospect. This thing becomes
a trigger for many researchers for doing experiment in QR
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decomposition including Feng Tianxiang and Liu Hongxia. In
[FL09], they presented new algorithm for finding Q̂ and R̂ so
that A=Q̂R̂ using elementary operation. Unfortunately, they
did not give the numerical analysis and experiment of theirs in
[FL09]. This paper gives the analysis of their algorithm and
tries to compare their algorithm with other basic algorithm
for finding QR decomposition i.e. Householder transforma-
tion. The result is, the algorithm in [FL09] is worse than
Householder. Without changing their idea, this paper gives
improvement for improving their algorithm. The comparison
result with this algorithm can be seen in Fig. 3. Because the
result is still worse than Householder, then we try to find an-
other existing algorithm that has same features like algorithm
proposed by Feng and Liu, i.e. simpler calculation and clearer
complexity. The chosen algorithm is modified Gram-Schmidt
(MGS). The experiment for comparing their algorithm with
Householder and also MGS method can be seen in Fig. 4. The
result is MGS method is better than the algorithm in [FL09]

and also than Householder if orthonormality is important.
After all of the comparison, we are still try to compare all
of these algorithms for some types of matrix: matrix with real
numbers in its element, sparse matrix, and also matrix with
magic number. The result is, Feng and Liu’s algorithm is still
worse than the others.
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Abstract—In this paper we investigate correcting properties of
LDPC error correcting codes obtained from new infinite family
of special extremal graphs. We describe how to construct these
codes and compare our results with codes obtained by Guinand
and Lodge, corresponding to family of graphs D(k, q).

I. INTRODUCTION

INFORMATION is always transmitted through the commu-
nication channels with interferences, which can be an air, a

telephone line,a beam of light or a cable. An interference could
cause errors in the transmited messages. It is very important for
the recipient to receive exactly the same message as was sent,
in order to minimize the number of errors in the transmission
we can use error correcting codes.

All information in a computer are represented as zeros-ones
sequences. Coding of information using linear error correcting
codes means adding to the sequences of k elements some extra
bits in a certain way. Such codes are called redundant codes,
extra bits don’t carry any information and are used for error
detection and correction. We denote by [n, k] the code, which
has a length of code words n and k information bits. Error
correcting code is A ⊂ Fn

2 , where F2 = {0, 1} and codewords
are in classical Hamming metric:

d(x, y) = |{i : xi 6= yi}|.

In that code we have r = n− k parity checks. The ratio r/n
is called code rate and is denoted by RC . It is interesting to
look for codes with the best correction properties at the lowest
code rate for economic reasons. In 1948 Claude Shannon in
his works defined the concept of capacity and proved that there
exists code allowing the transfering of information from any
small error probability if the rate of information transmission
is below the capacity. Let T be the time of transmition of
a single bit. Then the rate of information transmission is
Rt =

k
nT . Unfortunately, he didn’t show a way of constructing

such codes. The most known classes of error correcting codes
are Turbocodes and Low-Density Parity-Check Codes (LDPC
codes). In this article we are only interested in LDPC codes.
They were introduced in 1963 by Robert G. Gallanger. These
codes have a high possibility of selection of parameters n
and r, making it possible to create codes with a large block

size and excellent correction properties. Their advantage is the
existence of efficient decoding algorithms of linear complexity
of the block length n.

LDPC codes can be obtained by few methods but a very
good codes can be obtained from families of graphs with cer-
tain specific properties. The ability to use graphs to construct
error correcting codes was first discussed by Tanner [8]. This
is the area where we can work because only specified graphs
are suitable for creating a good code. Usually for this purpose,
simple graphs are used, which means undirected graphs and
containing no graph loops or multiple edges. The graph should
be bipartite, sparse, without small cycles and biregular or
regular with the possibility to obtain biregularity.

There are three ways to represent linear error correcting
code allowing us to obtain LDPC codes: generator matrix
G, parity check matrix H or Tanner graph Γ(V,E). Parity
check matrix for [n, k] code is r× n matrix, which words are
zeros or ones. Rows of this matrix correspond to the parity
checks and the column to codeword bits. If a bit number j
in codeword is checked by a parity check number i then the
number on a position (i, j) in matrix H is one, otherwise the
number is zero. Each bit is checked by a unique set of control
equations. In regular LDPC code every row has the same
constant weight a and every column has the same constant
weight b. Switching columns doesn’t change code properties
and gives an equivalent code. We assume that every codeword
is from the set:

C = {y ∈ Fn
2 | HyT = 0}.

Generator matrix G for [n, k] code is k×n zeros-ones matrix,
which rows create code base. G creates a codeword y for
information vector x of length k: y = x ·G. Each information
vector corresponds to exactly one codeword. Parity check
matrix and generator matrix are dependent. It is known that if
G = [Ik|A] is generator matrix in standard form for the [n, k]
code C, then H = [−AT |In−k] is a parity check matrix for C.

Bipartite graph we call graph Γ(V,E), in which a set of
nodes V can be divided into two subsets V = V1 ∪ V2 in
such a way that no two vertices from each set Vi, i = 1, 2 are
connected by an edge. The only connections by edge is from
V1 to V2.
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Tanner graph we call bipartite graph in which one subset
V1 corresponds to codeword bits and the second subset V2

corresponds to the parity checks. Vertex from the subset V1

is connected to a vertex from the subset V2 if and only if a
bit corresponding to vertex from V1 is controled by the parity
check corresponding to vertex from V2. There is a standard
way to create LDPC codes depending on adjacency matrix of
bipartite, biregular Tanner graph. Parity check matrix H is a
part of the adjacency matrix for a graph used to create the
code. Adjacency matrix has the form:

(
0 H

HT 0

)

Determination of the matrix H is an equivalent code des-
ignation.

Codes which have sparse parity check matrices H we call
Low-Density Parity-Check Codes (LDPC). Matrix is called a
sparse matrix if the ratio of number of ones to the number of
zeros in each row and column is small compared to the length
of the rows and columns. A very primary example of LDPC
code is [7, 4] Hamming code with RC = 3

7 . Code has a sparse
matrix H if and only if when it has a representation as sparse
Tanner graph. Sparse graph has a small number of edges in
comparison to the number of vertices. A simple relationship
describing the density of the graph Γ(V,E) is

g =
2|E|

|V |(|V | − 1)
,

where |E| is the number of edges of graph Γ and |V | is the
number of verteces. The parameter g can take values from the
interval [0, 1]. If g = 1, then the graph is totally connected.

II. DESCRIPTION OF A(k,K)

Missing definitions from the Simple Graphs Theory can be
find in [2].

A distance between vertices v1 and v2 in the graph is the
length of minimal path from v1 to v2. A graph is connected if
for arbitrary pair of vertices v1, v2 there is a path from v1 to
v2. The diameter in a connected, simple graph is the maximum
of distances between vertices in the graph and a length of the
shortest cycle in a graph is called a girth.

We refer to bipartite graph Γ(V1∪V2, E) as biregular one if
the number of neighbors for representatives of each partition
sets are constants a+1 and b+1 (bidegrees). We call a graph
regular in a case a = b.

Let K be a commutative ring. A(k,K) is connected, bireg-
ular, bipartite family of graphs of a large girth. The following
interpretation of A(k,K) the can be find, for example in [11].

Traditionally one subset of vertices in graphs from family
A(k,K) is denoted by V1 = Pk and called a set of points and
another one V2 = Lk is called a set of lines. Let P and L
be two copies of Cartesian power Kn, where n is a positive
integer. Brackets and parenthesis allow us to distinguish points
and lines.

If z ∈ Kn , then (z) ∈ P and [z] ∈ L. Let us use the
notions for points and lines introduced in [7]:

(p) = (p0,1, p1,1, p1,2, p2,2, p2,3, ..., pi,i, pi,i+1, ...),

[l] = [l1,0, l1,1, l1,2, l2,2, l2,3, ..., li,i, li,i+1, ...].

The elements of P and L can be thought as infinite ordered
tuples of elements from K, such that only a finite number of
components is different from zero. We now define an incidence
structure (P,L, I) in a following way. We say that the point
(p) is incident with the line [l], and we write (p)I[l], if the
following relations between their coordinates hold:

{
li,i − pi,i = l1,0pi−1,i

li,i+1 − pi,i+1 = li,ip0,1
(1)

We denote this infinite incidence structure (P,L, I) as
A(K) and it can be identified with the bipartite incidence
graph of (P,L, I), which has the vertex set P ∪L and the edge
set consisting of all pairs {(p), [l]} for which (p)I[l]. A(K)
is a infinite tree. For each positive integer k > 2 we obtain a
finite incidence structure (Pk, Lk, Ik) in a following manner.
Firstly, Pk and Lk are obtained from P and L, respectively, by
simply projecting each vector onto its k initial coordinates with
respect to the natural order. The incidence Ik is then defined
by imposing the first k incidence equations and ignoring all
others. The incidence graph corresponding to the structure
(Pk, Lk, Ik) is denoted by A(k,K). Let Fq be the finite field
containing q elements, where q is prime power. If K = Fq

then we denote A(k,Fq) simply as A(k, q).
A(k,K) is q-regular but has a structure that allows us to

remove points and lines in such a way that we can obtain
arbitrary bidegree. We can make it exactly the same as it was
done with D(k, q) in [9], when L is a set of all lines and P
is a set of all points. To obtain the desired bidegree (a, b) we
must put restriction on coordinates. Let A ⊂ Fq and B ⊂ Fq

be an a-element and b-element subsets respectively and let VP

and VL be sets of points and lines in new bipartite graph. They
are the following sets:

VP = {(p) ∈ P |cp ∈ A},
VL = {[l] ∈ L|cl ∈ B},

where cp is fixed coordinate of point and cl is fixed coordinate
of line. If the set of points is bigger than the set of lines then
points correspond to codeword bits and lines correspond to
parity checks. Otherwise, lines correspond to codeword bits
and points correspond to parity checks.

III. CODE CONSTRUCTION

To create LDPC code with codeword of length n we use
A(k, q) such that kq > n. Graph is connected and q-regular.
The graph determines how many parity check equations per
bit can be used. Each bit should be checked by at least 2 parity
check equations. We denote the number of parity checks by
d. We reduce the bidegree to (d, q) by the method shown
above. We can put restrictions on the value of first or other
coordinates of lines and points. Bidegree reduction can only
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increase the girth so there is no risk that short cycles occur.
After bidegree reduction the graph can become disconnected
and divide into several components. Choose one vertex and
take the component containing this chosen vertex (point or
line) and find all other vertices, for which there is a path to the
chosen one. We use this component to create a parity check
matrix. If |VP | > |VL| then points correspond to codeword
bits and lines to parity checks, if not then lines correspond
to codeword bits and points to parity checks. We decide to
put one or zero on a position (i, j) in parity check matrix by
checking if the relations (1), between vertex number i from
set VP and vertex number j from set VL, are satisfied.

For k ≤ 3 graphs D(k, q) and A(k, q) are isomorphic.
They are different for k ≥ 4 and lead us to different codes.
For example, graphs D(k, q) are disconnected for k ≥ 6
when A(k, q), q 6= 2 have compact structure. The structure of
A(k, q) after biregularity reduction allows us to obtain codes
of bigger block size than for codes obtained from D(k, q).
For example, graph A(8, 5) after the reduction of bidegrees
to 2 and 5 splits into 125 components and D(8, 5) into 625.
A(10, 3) after the reduction of bidegrees to 2 and 3 splits into
81 components and D(10, 3) into 243. When we use bigger
field we obtain better code rate (more economic). Reducting
bidegrees to 2 and q gives code rate 2

q . Obviously, for each
code we can change the bidegrees of a graph to a

b , where
2 ≤ a, b ≤ q, but then the code rate can increase. A good
example is a case of bidegrees 3 and q.

IV. RESULTS

Transmission quality depends mainly on code, decoding
algorithm and the level of noise in a communication channel.
Properties of error correcting codes are tested by determining
the relationship between noise level and bit error rate. Bit
error rate (BER) is the ratio of number of error bits to the total
number of transferred bits. Simulation usually is carried out for
Gaussian Channel where noise is modeled by White Gaussian
Noise. Our simulations were done using BPSK modulation
over AWGN channel and simple MAP decoder implementa-
tion. Let y be the received codeword. MAP decoder works
according to the rule which returns an output value x̂ of a code
word x for which the a posterior probability P = (x|y,H)

TABLE I
PROPERTIES OF GRAPHS AFTER RECEIVING BIDEGREE (2, s) USED FOR

PRESENTED SAMPLE CODES

Number Number
Initial Biregularity of lines of points Code
graph in fixed in fixed rate

component component
A(6, 6) (2, 6) 648 216 0.(3)
A(6, 7) (2, 7) 2401 686 ≈ 0.286
A(8, 5) (2, 5) 3125 1250 0.4
A(10, 3) (2, 3) 729 486 0.(6)
D(6, 6) (2, 6) 216 72 0.(3)
D(6, 7) (2, 7) 2401 686 ≈ 0.286
D(8, 5) (2, 5) 625 250 0.4
D(10, 3) (2, 3) 243 162 0.(6)

Fig. 1. Bit error rate for [2401, 686] code (green) based on A(6, 7),
[3125, 1250] code (red) based on A(8, 5) and [729, 486] code (black) based
on A(10, 3)

Fig. 2. Bit error rate for [2401, 686] code (green) based on D(6, 7),
[625, 250] code (red) based on D(8, 5) and [243, 162] code (black) based
on D(10, 3)
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Fig. 3. Bit error rate for [648, 216] code (red) based on A(6, 6), [625, 250]
code (blue) based on D(6, 6)

is maximized. Table 1. shows properties of sample described
codes. In order to compare quality of codes Fig. 1 shows codes,
which based on some representatives of family A(k, q) and
Fig. 2 shows codes based on some representatives of family
D(k, q), with the same parameters accordingly. We see that
codes based on representatives of family A(k, q) have better
error correcting properties. This fact is supported by a dozen
other conducted simulations.

V. REMARKS

Instead of using Fq as K we can use ring Zn and modulo
operations. Modified codes where rings are used, based on
subgraph of A(k,Zn) give better code than those based
on subgraph of D(k,Zn) (Fig. 3 shows results for fixed
parameters).
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Abstract—The aim of the paper is to show how to design fast
parallel algorithms for linear congruential and lagged Fibonacci
pseudorandom numbers generators. The new algorithms employ
the divide-and-conquer approach for solving linear recurrence
systems and can be easily implemented on GPU-accelerated
hybrid systems using CUDA or OpenCL. Numerical experiments
performed on a computer system with modern Fermi GPU show
that they achieve good speedup in comparison to the standard
CPU-based sequential algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

PSEUDORANDOM numbers are very important in prac-
tice and pseudorandom number generators are often cen-

tral parts of scientific applications such as simulations of phys-
ical systems using Monte Carlo methods. There are a lot of
such generators with different properties [5]. Recursion-based
generators such as linear congruential generators (LCG) and
lagged Fibonacci (LFG) generators have good statistical prop-
erties and they are commonly used [2], [6] (especially LFG,
which has better statistical properties than LCG). The problem
of designing efficient parallel pseudorandom numbers is very
important from the practical point of view [1], [4], [22], [23].

Graphical processing units (GPUs [18]) have recently been
widely used for scientific computing due to their large num-
ber of parallel processors which can be exploited using the
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) programming
language [17]. In 2010 NVIDIA introduced a new GPU
(CUDA) architecture with an internal name of Fermi [21].
Now programmers should consider the use of hybrid sys-
tems which comprise multicore CPUs and powerful manycore
GPUs. Thus it is a good idea to develop algorithms for hybrid
(heterogeneous) computer architectures where large paralleliz-
able tasks are scheduled for execution on GPUs, while small
non-parallelizable tasks should be run on CPUs [30].

The aim of the paper is to show how to design fast parallel
and scalable LCG and LFG generators using the divide-
and-conquer approach [27] for solving recurrence systems
instead of using standard cycle division and parametrization
techniques which produce pseudorandom number streams on
different processes and such streams should be tested for
possible correlations [25]. The new method can be easily
implemented on modern computing architectures including
GPU-accelerated systems [28], [29]. It should be noticed that

the approach can be adopted for solving other recursion-based
computational problems on modern hybrid systems.

II. RELATED WORKS

Parallel pseudorandom generators have been studied by
many authors [3], [4], [10], [14], [15], [23]. Parallel versions
of LCG and LFG generators have been introduced in the
SPRNG Library [11], [12]. Such libraries have been developed
under the assumption that a parallel generator should produce
a totally reproduced stream of pseudorandom numbers without
any interprocessor communication [8] using cycle division
or parameterizing techniques [9], [13]. A parallel generator
should also be portable between serial and parallel platforms.
and such generators should be tested for possible correlations
and ’high quality’ properties [25].

Our approach for developing parallel pseudorandom gen-
erators is quite different. We parallelize recurrence relations
for LCG and LFG, thus statistical properties of our parallel
generators are exactly the same as for corresponding sequential
ones, thus there is no need to perform special statistical tests.

It should be noticed that the CURAND library [19] provides
facilities that can be used for the simple and efficient gener-
ation of pseudorandom numbers for GPU computations using
some other popular generators such as XORWOW, MRG32K3A
and MTGP32. Unfortunately, LCG and LFG generators are not
present in CURAND.

III. RECURSION-BASED PSEUDORANDOM NUMBERS
GENERATORS

Let us consider the following two well-known sequential
pseudorandom numbers generators:

1) Linear congruential generator (LCG):

xi+1 ≡ (axi + c)( mod m), (1)

where xi is a sequence of pseudorandom values, m > 0
is the modulus, a, 0 < a < m is the multiplier, c, 0 ≤
c < m is the increment, x0, 0 ≤ x0 < m is the seed or
start value. For example:

a) m = 232, a = 1664525, c = 1013904223 [24],
b) m = 264, a = 6364136223846793005, c =

1442695040888963407, [6],
c) m = 231 − 1, a = 75, c = 0 [7].
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2) Lagged Fibonacci generator (LFG):

xi ≡ (xi−p1
⋄ xi−p2

)( mod m), (2)

where 0 < p1 < p2, ⋄ ∈ {+,−, ∗,xor}. For example
[2], it can be ⋄ ≡ + and

a) p1 = 7, p2 = 10,
b) p1 = 5, p2 = 17, which was the standard parallel

generator in the Thinking Machines Connection
Machine Scientific Subroutine Library.

Usually, m = 2M , and M = 32 or 64. It allows the modulus
operation to be computed by merely truncating all but the
rightmost 32 or 64 bits, respectively. Thus, when we use
unsigned int or unsigned long data types, we can
neglect "( mod m)". Note that the integers xk are between 0
and m − 1. Thay can be converted to real values rk ∈ [0, 1)
by rk = xk/m [1].

IV. NEW PARALLEL ALGORITHMS

Equations (1) and (2) can be considered as special cases of
the following linear recurrence system

xk =





0 for k < 0

ck +
p∑

j=1

ajxk−j for 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, (3)

where we have to compute n number xk, k = 0, . . . , n−1, and
all coefficients ck, ak are given. In [28], [29] we showed that
the problem (3) can be efficiently solved on heterogeneous
computer architectures based on CPU and CUDA-enabled
GPU processors using the divide and conquer method [27].
Now we will show how to use this approach for finding
sequences of preudorandom numbers. Let

Zm = {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}.
Now we will consider parallel versions of LCG and LFG.

A. Parallel LCG

Let us consider the following (simple, sequential) algorithm
for finding (1):

{
x0 = d

xi+1 = axi + c, i = 0, . . . , n− 2,
(4)

The recurrence relation (4) can be rewritten as the following
system of linear equations:




1
−a 1

. . . . . .
−a 1







x0

x1

...
xn−1


 =




d
c
...
c


 , (5)

Let us assume that n = rs, where r, s > 1. Then (5) can be
rewritten in the following block form:




A
B A

. . . . . .
B A







x0

x1

...
xr−1


 =




f0
f
...
f


 (6)

where xi = (xis, . . . , x(i+1)s−1)
T ∈ Zs

m and f0 =
(d, c, . . . , c)T ∈ Zs

m, and f = (c, . . . , c)T ∈ Zs
m, and the

matrices A and B are defined as follows

A =




1
−a 1

. . . . . .
−a 1


 ∈ Zs×s

m ,

B =




0 · · · 0 −a
...

. . . 0 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · · · · 0



∈ Zs×s

m .

From (6) we have
{
Ax0 = f0

Bxi−1 +Axi = f , i = 1, . . . , r − 1,

and then
{
x0 = A−1f

xi = A−1f −A−1Bxi−1, i = 1, . . . , r − 1,

where A−1 denotes the matrix such that A−1A = I . Note that

−A−1Bxi−1 = A−1




axis−1

0
...
0


 = xis−1A

−1




a
0
...
0


 .

When we set t = A−1f and y = A−1(ae0), where e0 =
(1, 0, . . . , 0)T ∈ Zs

m, then we get
{
x0 = A−1f0

xi = t+ xis−1y, i = 1, . . . , r − 1.
(7)

The equation (7) has a lot of potential parallelism. The
algorithm comprises the following steps:

1) Find x0, y, t (using three separate tasks).
2) Find the last entry of each vector xi, i = 1, . . . , r − 1

(sequentially, using (7)).
3) Find s−1 entries of the vectors x1, . . . ,xr−1 (in parallel,

using (7)).
To implement the algorithm efficiently, let us assume that

we have to find the following matrix

Z =




z00 . . . z0,r−1

...
. . .

...
zs−1,0 . . . zs−1,r−1


 ∈ Zs×r

m

such that



z0i
...

zs−1,i


 = xi, i = 0, . . . , r − 1.

The steps of the parallel algorithm can be described as follows:
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Step 1:
{
y0 = a

yi+1 = ayi, i = 0, . . . , s− 2

{
z00 = d

zi+1,0 = azi,0 + c, i = 0, . . . , s− 2

{
t0 = c

ti+1 = ati + c, i = 0, . . . , s− 2

Step 2:

zs−1,i = zs−1,i−1ys−1 + ts−1, i = 1, . . . , r − 1

Step 3:



z0i
...

zs−2,i


 =




t0
...

ts−2


+ zs−1,i−1




y0
...

ys−2


 ,

i = 1, . . . , r − 1.

B. Parallel LFG

Let us consider the following simple algorithm for finding
a pseudorandom sequence using (2):

{
xi = di i = 0, . . . , p2 − 1

xi = xi−p1
+ xi−p2

, i = p2, . . . , n− 1.

Let n = rs, r, s > p2. To find a sequence x0, . . . , xn−1, we
have to solve the following system of linear equations




A0

B A
. . . . . .

B A







x0

x1

...
xr−1


 =




f
0
...
0


 , (8)

where the matrices A0, A and B are of the following forms
(see also Figure 1):

A0 =




1
...

. . .
0 . . . 1
...

. . . . . .
−1 −1 1

. . . . . . . . .
−1 −1 1




∈ Zs×s
m ,

A =




1
. . .

−1 1
. . . . . .

−1 −1 1
. . . . . . . . .

−1 −1 1




∈ Zs×s
m ,

Fig. 1. The matrix of the system (8) for n = 24, s = 12, r = 2, p1 = 3,
p2 = 6

B =




0 −1 −1 0 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . .

...
. . . . . . . . . 0

. . . . . . −1
. . . . . .

. . . −1
. . .

0




∈ Zs×s
m .

The vectors are defined as f = (d0, . . . , dp2−1, 0, . . . , 0)
T ∈

Zs
m and xi = (xis, . . . , x(i+1)s−1)

T ∈ Zs
m. Thus we have

{
A0x0 = f

Bxi−1 +Axi = 0, i = 1, . . . , r − 1.
(9)

Let

ek = (0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

, 1, 0, . . . , 0)T ∈ Zs
m.

Then

xi = −A−1Bxi−1 =

= A−1

(
p2−1∑

k=0

eke
T
s−p2+k +

p1−1∑

k=0

eke
T
s−p1+k

)
xi−1 =

=

p2−1∑

k=0

A−1(xis−p2+kek) +

p1−1∑

k=0

A−1(xis−p1+kek).

Let yk satisfies the system of linear equations Ayk = ek,
k = 0, . . . , p2 − 1, and y ≡ y0 = (1, y1, . . . , ys−1)

T . It is
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easy to verify that

yk = (0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

, 1, y1, . . . , ys−1−k)
T ,

Thus it is sufficient to find only the vector y. Finally we get




x0 = A−1
0 f

xi =

p2−1∑

k=0

xis−p2+kyk +

p1−1∑

k=0

xis−p1+kyk,

i = 1, . . . , r − 1.

(10)

Note that (10) is the generalization of (7). Thus one can de-
velop a similar parallel divide-and-conquer algorithm. During
the first step we have to find the vectors x0 and y0, then
(Step 2) using (10) we find p2 last entries of x1, . . . ,xr−1.
Finally (Step 3) we use (10) to find s−p2 first entries of these
vectors in parallel. Note that Step 2 requires interprocessor
communication.

V. GPU-ACCELERATED IMPLEMENTATIONS

The detailed description of NVIDIA CUDA and Fermi
architectures can be found in [21] and [20]. A computing
device (usually GPU) comprises a number of streaming multi-
processors (SM). Each SM consists of 32 (8 for older CUDA
devices) scalar cores (streaming processors, SP). SMs are
responsible for executing blocks of threads. Threads within
a block are grouped into so-called warps, each consisting of
32 threads managed and executed together.

A device has its own memory system including the global
memory (large but low latency), constant and texture read-
only memories providing reduction of memory latency. Each
SM has also a 48 kB (16 kB for older CUDA devices)
of fast shared memory that can be used for sharing data
among threads within a block. The global memory access
can be improved by coalesced access of all threads in a
half-warp. Threads must access either 4-byte words in one
64-byte memory transaction, or 8-byte words in one 128-
byte memory transaction. All 16 words must lie in the same
memory segment [20].

Fermi (CUDA) programs consist of a number of C functions
called kernels that are to be executed on devices as threads.
Kernels are called from programs executed on CPUs. Host
programs are also responsible for allocation of variables in
the device global memory. There are also some CUDA API-
functions used to copy data between host and device global
memories.

In our implementation large parallelizable tasks are sched-
uled for execution on GPUs, while small non-parallelizable
tasks should be run on CPUs. Step 1 is executed on CPU and
then data are copied to the global memory of GPU. Next, Step
2 and Step 3 are executed on GPU (see Figures 2 and 3 for
details) using one-dimensional blocks of threads. Each thread
is responsible for computing one row of the matrix Z. The
implementation of LFG is rather similar. The first two steps are
also computed on CPU, data are copied to the global memory
of GPU and then the appropriate kernel is executed on GPU

Fig. 2. Parallel LCG – Step 3 executed on GPU

(see Figure 4). The kernel is more sophisticated. To reduce
the number of global memory references, the vector y is
"manually" cached in the shared memory. It should be noticed
that our implementation is fully portable, thus the kernels
will be run efficiently on the new NVIDIA GPU architecture
with an internal name of Kepler. The algorithms can also be
implemented using OpenCL [16].

VI. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS

The considered algorithms have been tested on a computer
with Intel Xeon X5650 (2.67 GHz, 48GB RAM) and NVIDIA
Tesla M2050 (448 cores, 3GB GDDR5 RAM with ECC off),
running under Linux with gcc and NVIDIA nvcc compilers
and CURAND Library ver. 4.0 provided by the vendor. Our
algorithms are faster than CURAND generators (Figure 9),
however they implement different generators, so they cannot
be compared directly. The results of experiments are presented
in Figures 5 and 6 for LCG, and in Figures 7 and 8 for LFG.
We can conclude the following:

• For both parallel generators, GPU achieves the best
performance for blockDim.x==256.

• The best performance results are achieved for when r and
s are O(

√
n), and s ≈ 10r (Figures 5 and 7).

• Parallel LCG is up to 80× faster than simple sequential
LCG.

• The performance of Parallel LFG depends on the se-
quence length (the value of n), and the values of p1 and
p2.

• For smaller values of p1 and p2, the performance of
Parallel LFG is reasonable (up to 30×). Unfortunately,
when p2 > 60, then the performance of Parallel LFG is
similar to the performance of LFG executed on CPU. It
is obvious, because the parallel algorithm requires much
more computations for bigger values p1 and p2 (see
Eq. (10)).
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Fig. 9. CURAND and the new algorithms

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have showed how to design and implement fast Parallel
LCG and Parallel LFG pseudorandom number generators
using the divide-and-conquer approach for solving linear
recurrences on modern hybrid systems. The methods can be
easily implemented on multiple GPUs and clusters of hybrid
CPU+GPU nodes using the method introduced in [26]. We
are planning to reimplement out routines using CURAND-
like implementation style and make them freely available for
the community.
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t y p e d e f unsigned i n t u i n t ;

_ _ g l o b a l _ _ void s t e p 2 g p u ( u i n t ∗ t , u i n t ∗y , u i n t ∗z , u i n t r , u i n t s ) {
f o r ( u i n t i =1 ; i < r ; i ++) {

z [ i ∗ s+s−1]=z [ ( i −1)∗ s+s −1]∗y [ s−1]+ t [ s −1];
} / / f o r

} / / _ _ g l o b a l _ _ voud s t e p 2 g p u

_ _ g l o b a l _ _ void s t e p 3 g p u s h a r e d ( u i n t ∗ t , u i n t ∗y , u i n t ∗z , u i n t r , u i n t s ) {
_ _ s h a r e d _ _ u i n t t _ s h r [ 2 5 6 ] ;
_ _ s h a r e d _ _ u i n t y _ s h r [ 2 5 6 ] ;
u i n t j = b l o c k I d x . x∗blockDim . x+ t h r e a d I d x . x ;
t _ s h r [ t h r e a d I d x . x ]= t [ j ] ;
y _ s h r [ t h r e a d I d x . x ]= y [ j ] ;
i f ( j <s −1) {

f o r ( u i n t i =1 ; i < r ; i ++) {
z [ i ∗ s+ j ]= t _ s h r [ t h r e a d I d x . x ]+ z [ ( i −1)∗ s+s −1]∗ y _ s h r [ t h r e a d I d x . x ] ;

} / / f o r
} / / i f

} / / _ _ g l o b a l _ _ v o i d s t e p 3 g p u s h a r e d

/ / s t e p 2 : c a l c u l a t e l a s t row o f t h e m a t r i x Z on d e v i c e
s t ep2gpu <<<1 , 1>>>( t_gpu , y_gpu , a r r a y , r , s ) ;

/ / s t e p 3 : c a l c u l a t e r e s t o f m a t r i x on d e v i c e
s t e p 3 g p u s h a r e d <<<s / 2 5 6 , 256>>>( t_gpu , y_gpu , a r r a y , r , s ) ;

Fig. 3. Kernels for Step2 and Step3 of (parallel) LCG

_ _ g l o b a l _ _ void compute_columns ( u i n t ∗x , u i n t ∗y , u i n t r , u i n t s ) {
u i n t row= b l o c k I d x . x∗blockDim . x+ t h r e a d I d x . x ;
u i n t i , k , tmp ;
_ _ s h a r e d _ _ u i n t y _ s h a r e d [512+ p2 ] ;
y _ s h a r e d [ t h r e a d I d x . x ]= y [ row ] ;
i f ( t h r e a d I d x . x<p2 ) {

y _ s h a r e d [512+ t h r e a d I d x . x ]= y [512+ row ] ;
} / / i f
_ _ s y n c t h r e a d s ( ) ;
i f ( row<s−p2 ) {

f o r ( i =1 ; i < r ; i ++) {
tmp =0;
f o r ( k =0; k<p2 ; k ++) {

tmp=tmp+x [ i ∗ s−p2+k ]∗ y _ s h a r e d [ t h r e a d I d x . x+p2−k ] ;
} / / f o r
f o r ( k =0; k<p1 ; k ++) {

tmp=tmp+x [ i ∗ s−p1+k ]∗ y _ s h a r e d [ t h r e a d I d x . x+p2−k ] ;
} / / f o r
x [ i ∗ s+row ]= tmp ;

} / / f o r
} / / i f

} / / v o i d compute_columns

Fig. 4. Kernel for Step3 of (parallel) LFG
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An Optimization of the FPGA Based Wavelet
Trigger in Radio Detection of Cosmic Rays

Zbigniew Szadkowski,

Abstract—For the observation of ultra high-energy cosmic rays
(UHECRs) by the detection of their coherent radio emission an
FPGA based wavelet trigger is being developed. Using radio
detection, the electromagnetic part of an air shower in the
atmosphere may be studied in detail, thus providing information
complementary to that obtained by water Cherenkov detectors
which are predominantly sensitive to the muonic content of an air
shower at ground. For an extensive radio detector array, due to
the limited communication data rate, a sophisticated self trigger
is necessary. The wavelet trigger investigating online a power
of signals is promising, however its implementation requires
some optimizations. The digitized signals are converted from the
time to frequency domain by a 32-point FFT procedure, then
multiplied by wavelet transforms. Altera R© FFT routines convert
ADC data as blocks of 2N samples. FFT coefficients are provided
in a serial stream in 2N time bins. An estimated signals power
strongly depends on relatively positions of the FFT(data) and the
wavelet transforms in a frequency domain. Additional procedure
has to calculate a most efficient selection of the sample block
to reach a response corresponding to a maximal signal power.
If a set of FFT coefficients were available in each clock cycle,
the signal power could be estimated also in each clock cycle and
additional tuning procedure would not be necessary. The paper
describes an implementation of the 32-point FFT algorithm into
Altera R© FPGA providing all 32 complex DFT coefficients for
the wavelet trigger in each clock cycle as well as a resource
occupancy, timing and a power consumption for several variants
implementing up to 12 wavelet engines. Measurements on an
Altera R©’s development kit fully confirmed our expectation based
on simulated configurations. The presented results give a green
light for a development of the Front-End Board prototype based
on the newest Cyclone R© V FPGA with the wavelet trigger for
radio detection of cosmic rays.

Index Terms—FPGA, DFT, FFT, wavelet, trigger, cosmic rays.

I. INTRODUCTION

IRESULTS from various cosmic rays experiments lo-
cated on the ground level, point to the need for

very large aperture detection systems for ultra-high energy
cosmic rays. With its nearly 100% duty cycle, its high angular
resolution, and its sensitivity to the longitudinal air-shower
evolution, the radio technique is particularly well-suited for
detection of Ultra High-Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECRs) in
large-scale arrays. The present challenges are to understand
the emission mechanisms and the features of the radio signal,
and to develop an adequate measuring instrument. Electron-
positron pairs generated in the shower development are sep-
arated and deflected by the Earths magnetic field, hence
introduce an electromagnetic emission [1], [2]. During shower
development, charged particles are concentrated in a shower
disk of a few meters thickness. This results in a coherent radio

emission up to about 100 MHz. Short but coherent radio pulses
of 10 ns up to a few 100 ns duration are generated with
an electric field strength increasing approximately linearly
with the energy of the primary cosmic particle inducing the
extended air showers (EAS), i.e. a quadratic dependence of
the radio pulse energy vs. primary particle energy. In contrast
to the fluorescence technique with a duty cycle of about 12%
(fluorescence detectors can work only during moonless nights),
the radio technique allows nearly full-time measurements and
long range observations due to the high transparency of the
air to radio signals in the investigated frequency range.

The radio detection technique will be complementary to the
water Cherenkov detectors and allows a more precise study of
the electromagnetic part of air showers in the atmosphere. In
addition to a strong physics motivation, many technical as-
pects relating to the efficiency, saturation effects and dynamic
range, the precision for timing, the stability of the hardware
developed, deployed and used, as well as the data collecting
and system-health monitoring processes will be studied and
optimized [3].

One of the currently developed technique is an radio signals
power estimation based on the wavelet transforms.

II. WAVELETS

Fourier transform is useful to analysis the frequency com-
ponent over the whole time, but it can not catch the change
in frequency response with respect to time. Short-Time Fre-
quency transform (STFT) uses a window function to catch
the frequency component in a time interval. Although STFT
can be use to observe the change in frequency response with
respect to time, there is still a problem that the fixed width
of the window function lead to the fixed resolution. On the
other hand, from the Uncertainty Principle, we know that
the product of the time domain resolution and the frequency
resolution is constant, so we cannot obtain high resolution at
both the time domain and frequency domain at the same time.
The wavelet transform is one of the solutions to the above
problem: by changing the location and scaling of the mother
wavelet, we can introduce a multi-resolution concept. By an
implementation of several windows with variable width, the
wavelet transform can capture both the short duration, high
frequency and the long duration, low frequency information
simultaneously. It is more flexible than STFT and particularly
useful for the analysis of transients, aperiodicity and other
non-stationary signal feature.

Let us investigate a time series X, with values of xn, at time
index n. Each value is separated in time by a constant time
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interval ∆t. The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) Wn(s) is
just the inner product (or convolution) of the wavelet function
with our original time series:

Wn(s) =

N−1∑

m=0

xmψ
∗
[
(m− n)∆t

s

]
(1)

where the asterisk (*) denotes complex conjugate. The above
sum can be evaluated for various values of the scale s (usually
taken to be multiples of the lowest possible frequency), as well
as all values of n between the start and end dates.

It is possible to compute the wavelet transform in the time
domain according to (2). However, it is much simpler to use
the fact that the wavelet transform is the convolution between
the two functions X and ψ, and to carry out the wavelet
transform in Fourier space using the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT). In the Fourier domain, the wavelet transform is :

Wn(s) =

N−1∑

k=0

X̄mΨ̄∗(sωk)e
iωkn∆t (2)

Unlike the convolution, the FFT method allows the compu-
tation of all n points simultaneously, and can be efficiently
coded using any standard FFT package.

Wavelets coefficients allow an estimation of signal power.
The global wavelet spectrum, defined as the time average over
a series of p-wavelet powers, can be expressed as [10]:

W̄ 2(p) =
1

N

N−1∑

k=0

|Wk(p)|2 =
1

N

N−1∑

k=0

|X̄k × Ψ̄k(p)|2 (3)

A sum of products of Fourier coefficients calculated in a
FFT32 routine for ADC data data (xn) in each clock cycle
with pre-calculated Fourier coefficients of reference wavelet
gives an estimation of power for selected type of the wavelet.
Only a single FFT32 routine for on-line calculation of Fourier
coefficients for data is needed. Fourier coefficients for various
wavelets can be calculated earlier and be available for final
power estimation as constants.

A fundamental limitation for wavelet analysis on-line in the
FPGA is an amount of embedded DSP multipliers. Multipli-
cation by an utilization of logic elements is rather inefficients.

There are many functions chosen to be the mother wavelet:
Haar, Mexican Hat, Morlet, Daubechies, Meyer and others [4],
[5]. A selection of the mother wavelet should be correlated
with a most frequent shapes of radio signals to get the maximal
efficiency of the wavelet trigger approach. A preliminary
analysis suggests that the potentially most promising wavelet
families are Morlet (4) and Mexican Hat (5) ones.

ψ̄(t) =
1
4
√
π

(
eiω0t − e−

ω2
0
2

)
e−

t2

2 (4)

ψ̄(t) =
2

4
√
π
√
3σ

(
1− t2

σ2

)
e−

t2

2σ2 (5)

III. ALTERA R© FFT LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

Commercially offered FFT processors for FPGA applica-
tions require several clock cycles to accomplish calculation of
all complex DFT coefficients. Each stage of the decomposition
typically shares the same hardware, with the data being read
from memory, passed through the FFT processor and written
back to memory. Each pass through the FFT processor is
required to be performed logrN times. Popular choices of
the Radix are r = 2, 4, and 16. Increasing the Radix of the
decomposition leads to a reduction in the number of passes
required through the FFT processor at the expense of device
resources. Such an approach is very widely useful for many
applications, where timing is not crucial. However, there are
areas, where the FFT coefficients (based on a new set of
samples) have to be known in each clock cycle. Commercial
FFT processors, unfortunately, cannot be used. This approach
requires special algorithms optimized for a particular solution
[6], [7], [8].

Quartus R© II environment for an Altera R© FPGA program-
ming provides parametrized FFT routines with various ar-
chitectures: streaming, variable streaming, burst and buffered
burst. For the variable streaming provides also fixed or
floating-point algorithms with natural or bit-reversed order.
However, all routines deliver the FFT coefficients in a serial
form. No any Altera R© routine allows calculating all FFT
coefficients simultaneously.

If FFT coefficients are spread in time, the wavelet transform
can be also calculated in a serial way (in a single clock cycle
only a single pair of X̄n is multiplied by a single pair of ψ∗),
however, a product will strongly depend on a relative position
of X̄n and ψ∗. If the variables are shifted between themselves,
even strong signal may give a negligible final contribution.
Some additional procedure is needed, which could tune a
wavelet transform regarding to the Fourier transform of ADC
samples.

This problem can be automatically solved if all Fourier
coefficients were provided simultaneously in each clock cycle.
A synchronous multiplication with Fourier coefficients of
wavelets would give required power estimation independently
of any relatively configurations of these variables. The Fourier
coefficients of selected wavelets are fixed, a sliding window
of N ADC samples gives all Fourier coefficients in each clock
cycle. This assures that for some set of samples (if a signal
appears) the product of both transforms may give a significant
contribution and may be used as a trigger.

The radio signal is spread in time interval of an order of
couple hundred nanoseconds, most of registered samples gave
a time interval below 200 ns. The frequency window in the
atmosphere, where a signal suppression is on an acceptable
level (the atmosphere is relatively transparent) is ca. 30-
80 MHz. According to the Nyquist theorem the sampling
frequency should be twice higher than the maximal frequency
in an investigated spectrum. The anti-aliasing filter should have
the cut-off frequency of ca. 85 MHz. Taking into account
some width of the transition range for the filter (from pass-
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Fig. 1. The 8-point Radix-2 Decimation-in-Time algorithm. For real
samples xk the Fourier coefficients Gk and Hk for N/2-point DFT are
complex. Calculations of final N-point Fourier coefficients require complex
multiplications by factors Wk

N for k > 0.

band to stop-band) the final sampling frequency should not
be lower than 180 MHz (200 MHz in our considerations).
This frequency corresponds to 5 ns between rising edges of
the clock. The interval of 160 ns (estimated as sufficient time
interval for radio signals) requires 32-point Fourier transform
calculated in each clock cycle.

IV. 32-POINT FFT ALGORITHM

Let us consider 32-point Discrete Fourier Transform X̄ [9]

X̄k=0,...,31 =

31∑

n=0

xne
−iπkn/16 (6)

where xn as samples from an ADC chip are real. The formula
(6) can be split on two or more parts by rearranging of
the sum and indices. The standard approach of a formula
simplification is a Radix-2 Decimation-in-Time (DiT) (Fig. 1)
or Decimation-in-Frequency algorithm (DiF) (Fig. 2) one.

For Radix-2 DiT, we get :

X̄k =
N−1∑

n=0

xne
−2iπkn/N = (7)

=

N
2 −1∑

n=0

x2ne
−i 2πkn

N/2 + e−i 2πk
N

N
2 −1∑

n=0

x2n+1e
−i 2πkn

N/2 =

= DFTN
2
[x0, x2, ..., xN−2]+W

k
N ×DFTN

2
[x1, x3, ..., xN−1]

N-point DFT can be easily split on two N/2-point trans-
forms. Outputs from DFT procedures are complex. So, a
calculation of final DFT coefficients by using DiT algorithm
requires complex multiplication for final merging data from
parallel DFT procedures with lower order (i.e. multiplication
of twiddle factors W k

N :

W k
N = e−i 2πk

N (8)

by G[k] and H[k] in Fig. 1. Altera R© provides a library
routine of a complex multiplication in the FPGA (Fig. 3), how-
ever, for i.e. 16x16 bits operation requires 6 DSP embedded
9x9 multipliers even in most economical (canonical) mode.

Fig. 2. The 8-point Radix-2 Decimation-in-Frequency algorithm [?]. For real
samples xk supporting variables g[k] and h[k] require only real additions and
subtractions.

Generally, a complex multiplication in the FPGA is rather
resource-spendthrift and if possible it should be replaced by a
multiplication of real variables.

For Radix-2 DiF, we get :

X̄2k =

N−1∑

n=0

xnW
2kn
N = DFTN

2

[
xn + xn+N

2

]
(9)

X̄2k+1 =

N−1∑

n=0

xnW
(2k+1)n
N = DFTN

2

[(
xn − xn+N

2

)
Wn

N

]

The standard Radix-2 Decimation-in-Frequency algorithm
(DiF) rearranges the DFT equation (6) into two parts: compu-
tation of the even-numbered discrete-frequency indices ¯X(k)
for k=[0,2,4,. . .,30] and computation of the odd-numbered in-
dices k=[1,3,5,. . .,31]. This corresponds to a splitting N-point
DFT into two k = N/2-point routines. The first corresponding
twiddle factor is e−i 2π

N
N
2 = −1. The first operations are simple

sums and subtractions of real variables. Each operation related
to the consecutive twiddle factor will be performed in a single
clock cycle. The algorithm of Decimation in Frequency used
for the 32-point DFT allows splitting eq. 6 as follows:

X̄k=2p =

15∑

n=0

Ane
−iπkn/8 ⇒ FFT16even (10)

X̄k=2p+1 =

15∑

n=0

An+16e
−iπ(2p+1)n/16 (11)

where for n = 0,1,...,15

An = xn + xn+16 An+16 = xn − xn+16 (12)

The next twiddle factors are:

WB = e−iπ/2 = −i (13)
WC = e−iπ/4 = γ(1− i) (14)
WD = e−iπ/8 = α− iβ (15)
WE = e−iπ/16 = ξ − iη (16)
WF = e−3iπ/16 = σ − iρ (17)
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Fig. 3. The ALTMULT COMPLEX procedure provided by Altera R©.

where

γ = cos(π/4) (18)
α = cos(π/8) β = sin(π/8) (19)
ξ = cos(π/16) η = sin(π/16) (20)
σ = cos(3π/16) ρ = sin(3π/16) (21)

The scheme developed on a pure Radix-2 Decimation in
Frequency algorithm is presented on Fig. 5. The algorithm
takes into account only FFT coefficients with indices k =
0,...,15. Due to real input data (x0,...31) the higher FFT
coefficients have well known symmetry : ReX̄32−n = ReX̄n

and ImX̄32−n = −ImX̄n (n > 0). Calculation of X̄0,...15

according the pure Radix-2 DiF algorithm requires 8 pipeline
stages. For X̄0,4,8,12,16 2 pipeline stages are necessary only
for a synchronization.

According to the eq. (10) all X̄0,2,4,...,14 with even indices
could be calculated by the algorithm presented in [6]. Variables
xn in Fig. 2 in [6] were replaced by variable of An according
to eq. (12). An application of a modified algorithm reduces an
amount of 9× 9 multipliers from 12 to 10 only and shorten a
pipeline chain on stages (the last 2 stages are simple registers
for synchronization) .

Let us notice that for the odd indices stages B and C for
k=16,...,19 and k = 24,...27 are pure delay lines, while for
neighboring indices k=20,...,23 and k = 28,...31 mathematical
operation are performed in a cascade. Let us multiply A16,...19

and A24,...27 by the factor λ = γ−1. Then to adjust variables
in the C stage for odd FFT coefficients (for k = 20,21,22,23
and k = 28,29,30,31)

Ck = λ× γ = Bk (22)

So, by such a redefinition C stage for odd FFT indices is a
pure pipeline stage. It can be removed with one of pipeline
stage for the even FFT indices. In order to come back to the
correct values coefficients in F stage can be simple redefined

α′ = γ × α β′ = γ × β (23)
ξ′ = γ × ξ η′ = γ × η (24)
σ′ = γ × σ ρ′ = γ × ρ (25)

but for indices k = 16,20,24,28 we have to use additional 4
multipliers. Nevertheless, at this cost we save one pipeline
stage and depending on a width of buses in final FFT coeffi-
cients we should save ca. 640 logic elements (32 registers with
20-bit width). In order not to lose an accuracy in calculation,
the width of the variables (and registers) increase by one in
successively pipeline stages. Assuming 12-bit ADC data, we
get 12-bit data bus in shift registers xk (Figures 5 - 6). The
bus width increases to 13, 14,..., 20 in A, B,.., last routine,
respectively.

We can save a next pipeline stage and more logic elements
but again at the cost of additional utilized multipliers. The
algorithm used for indices k = 2,6,10,14 is neither Decimation
in Time nor Decimation in Frequency. The eq. (11) can be
rewritten as follows:

X̄k=2p+1 = A16 +A24 +

7∑

n=1

(cosφBn+24 − isinφBn+16)

φ =
π(2p+ 1)n

16
B16,24 = A16,24 (26)
Bn+16 = An+16 +A32−n n = 1, ..., 7

Bn+24 = An+16 −A32−n n = 1, ..., 7

Development of the algorithm according to eq. (22) would
allow a reduction of the next pipeline stage, but unfortunately
at the cost of additional 16 ALTMULT ADD routines (64 DSP
blocks) (see Fig. 4).

If the speed is not a factor, sums of products in the E bin
routine can be performed in a single clock cycle instead of two
cycles as shown on Fig. 6. Thus, D16,20,24,28 shift registers
are not necessary and can be removed. A shorter chain for the
odd indices allows removing also the last pipeline chain for

Fig. 4. The ALTMULT ADD procedure provided by Altera. For a calculation
of |Wk|2, dataa 0 = datab 0 and dataa 1 = datab 1. This routine requires 4
DSP 9× 9 multipliers. It is used in E bin pipeline stage for odd FFT indices
(Fig. 6). Inputs dataa 0, 1 are used for Ck , datab 0, 1 for constants α, β, ξ,
η, σ and ρ. The routine requires two clock cycles. Sub-products are registered
in MULT0 and MULT1 DSP blocks, respectively. Thus, the sum in the next
register stage.
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TABLE I
RESOURCES OCCUPANCY AND POWER CONSUMPTION FOR THE CYCLONE III FPGA - EP3C120F780C7 FOR 200 MHZ PLL GLOBAL CLOCK

power power power power power
config variant logic DSP pins fmax sim. sim. sim. mea. mea.

elements (MHz) core static I/O core I/O
(mW) (mW) (mW) (mW) (mW)

pure FFT32 pure DiF 4712 - 4% 92 - 16% 25 - 5% 236 557 106 65 580 170
optimized 4301 - 4% 96 - 16% 25 - 5% 241 589 106 65 588 170

plus Module pure DiF 4990 - 4% 152 - 26% 25 - 5% 245 750 107 68 779 170
optimized 4541 - 4% 156 - 27% 25 - 5% 246 787 107 68 783 170

1 wavelet - 24-bit optimized 4726 - 4% 186 - 32% 29 - 5% 235 861 107 88 840 240
1 wavelet - 16-bit optimized 4265 - 4% 186 - 32% 21 - 4% 228 814 107 66 790 170
4 wavelets - 16-bit optimized 5478 - 5% 276 - 48% 81 - 15% 212 1134 108 215 1040 240
8 wavelets - 16-bit optimized 5967 - 5% 396 - 69% 161 - 30% 204 1591 109 413 1363 360
12 wavelets - 16-bit optimized 7060 - 6% 516 - 90% 241 - 45% 208 1980 111 612 1691 478

TABLE II
RESOURCES OCCUPANCY AND TIMING FOR THE CYCLONE R© IV AND CYCLONE R© V FPGAS FOR 200 MHZ PLL GLOBAL CLOCK

Slack Fmax Fmax
Family FPGA config logic DSP Fast Slow Slow

elements 0◦C 85◦C
(ns) (MHz) (MHz)

Cyclone IV EP4CE115F29C7 12 wavelets 7120 - 6% 516 - 97% 2.594 234 214
Cyclone V 5CGXFC7D6F31C6 12 wavelets 6933 - 6% 156 - 100% 2.111 195 196
Cyclone V 5CGXFC7D6F31C6 4 wavelets 3177 - 3% 111 - 71% 2.169 227 228

even indices and saving totally more than 1000 logic elements
without the cost of additional multipliers. However, we should
be aware, that a registered performance significantly decreases
from ca. 220 MHz to only 158 MHz for EP3C120F780C7.

V. WAVELET POWER CALCULATION AND MEASUREMENTS

The reference wavelets are real, however, their Fourier trans-
form are already complex. Elementary product from eq. (3) is a
product of two complex numbers: Fourier coefficients of data
and Fourier coefficient of a reference wavelet. The simplest
way is to use the Altera R© routine from Fig. 3. However, due
to a fact that the wavelet Fourier coefficients are predefined
constant and finally we are going to calculate a module of a
complex product as well as |W ×Ψ|2 = |W |2 × |Ψ|2, we can
calculate only |W |2 and next as real number multiply by a
next real |Ψ|2.

The FFT32 routine from Fig. 6 utilizes 96 DSP 9 × 9
multipliers. For a calculation of |Wk|2, the ALTMULT ADD
routine utilizes 4 DSP 9×9 multipliers for each index k, totally
60 (|W0| is trivial). |Wk|2 × |Ψk|2 products use next 30 DSP
9× 9 multipliers.

The biggest FPGAs from the Cyclone R© III
(EP3C120F780C7) and Cyclone R© IV (EP4CE115F29C7)
families with 576 and 532 DSP multipliers, respectively,
allow implementation FFT32 routine (96 DSP blocks) +
”Module” block (60 DSP blocks) + 14 or 11 ”engines” (30
DSP blocks each) simultaneously for a power estimation of
14 or 11 various reference wavelets, respectively.

Table I shows results calculated and measured in the
Altera R©’s development kit DK-DSP-3C120N for various vari-
ants for Cyclone III EP3C120F780C7 (a heart of this devel-
opment kit). Results do not fully agree with our expectations.

A reduction of a single pipeline stage decreases a resource
occupation on ca. 410 (not 640) logic elements. This may
be due to optimization processes performed by the Quartus R©

II compiler to achieve the maximal registered performance.
Nevertheless, for all comparisons the speed in ”optimized”
design is higher than for the ”pure DiF”. For a development
of wavelet engines the ”optimized variant has been selected
as potentially faster.

The Quartus R© II compiler estimated a power consumption
for the core, a static mode and for the I/O sector. As possible,
the output of registers were multiplexed to reduce an amount
of output pins (all pins were achieved to HSMC connectors
on the development board). According to expectation the
power for I/O increase ca. linear with number of used pins.
The static power consumption is on a level ca. 100 mW. It
is a reasonable level. In comparison the Stratix R© III chips
have a huge power consumption in a static mode of ca. 600
mW, which significantly limited their application in systems
supplied from solar panels. The power consumption for the
”optimized” variant is ca. 35 mW higher than for the ”pure
DiF” solution. The additional 35 mW is not a factor, if it
allows an improvement of the safety margin for the register
performance. The EP3C120F780C7 allows implementation of
14 wavelet engines. A design with 12 engines has been tested.
The power consumption is on a level of ca. 100-110 mW per
the wavelet engine. It gives ca 2 W for 12 engines. This may
be a challenge for an autonomous system supplied from solar
panels.

Measurements of the power consumption for all considered
variants show some discrepancies with simulations. Measures
power consumption for the core increases slower with new
wavelet engines than simulations show. Almost 300 mW lower
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Fig. 5. An internal structure of the FFT32 FPGA procedure. The algorithm uses 14 single clock-cycle multipliers (i.e. F7 = γD7 - each utilizes two 9x9
DSP multipliers) and 16 two clock-cycles multipliers (i.e. N7 = βG7 − αH7 - each utilizes four 9x9 DSP multipliers). Totally, the algorithm needs 92 9x9
DSP multipliers.

power taken by the FPGA (in comparison to simulations)
for 12 engines gives optimistic predictions for the future
applications. Power consumption for the core seems to be
ca 15% overestimated in simulations. On the other hand,

power consumption for the I/O section is unpredictable much
higher than for simulations. However, differences decrease
with higher amount of active pins. This, actually, is not a
problem, I/O pins have been attached for test only. In real
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Fig. 6. An optimized structure with a reduced a single pipeline stage at the cost of only 4 additional multipliers (8 DSP 9× 9 blocks).
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applications almost all variables are utilized as internal nodes.
A power optimization is highly recommended.

Designs have been also implemented into EP4CE115F29C7
from the Cyclone R© IV family of Altera R© used in a devel-
opment kit DE2-115 (Terasic). According to the Altera R©’s
specification, the power consumption for the Cyclone R© IV
family is 30% less than for the Cyclone R© III one. However,
the Terasic’s development kit does not contain any system
allowing a measurement of the power consumption on the
board.

For the Cyclone R© IV EP4CE115F29C7 timing shows a
pretty good safety margin.

VI. SPECTRAL LEAKAGE

For serial FFT processing the input data have to be chopped
into blocks to be processed by the FFT routine. If signal pulses
are located close to the border of a block, aliasing occurs. It
manifests by a spurious contribution in the opposite border of
the block and in the neighboring block as well. This effect may
cause spurious pulses and has to be eliminated. The problem
can only be solved, without introducing dead time between
the blocks, by using an overlapping routine. Therefore the
FFT engines have to be overclocked. Practically for 1024-
length blocks aliasing is reduced to a negligible level, when
two blocks are overlapped during 64 time bins [3]. For parallel
data processing, when all set of Fourier coefficients is available
for each clock cycle

aliasing can be eliminated by a selection of a set of these
coefficients not significantly affected.

If a reduced set of Fourier coefficients is taken for data
analysis, there is a possibility to increase an amount of
wavelet engines for simultaneously analysis of more reference
wavelets.

VII. DESIGN IMPROVEMENT

The new Altera’s FPGA family - Cyclone R© V provides the
industry’s lowest system cost and power, along with perfor-
mance levels that make the device family ideal for differentiat-
ing your high-volume applications. A total power consumption
compared with the previous generation (Cyclone R© IV) is
reduced up to 40%.

The biggest FPGA from the Cyclone R© V E family 5CEA9
(with logic only without ARM-based hard processor system
(HPS) contains 684 DSP 18× 18 multipliers + 342 variable-
precision DSP blocks (DSP blocks include three 9x9, two
18x19, and one 27x27 multiplier). Assuming roughly a single
18 × 18 multiplier is equivalent to two 9 × 9 ones, 5CEA9
could implement FFT32 + 18 engines for various 18 reference
wavelets. However, the 5CEA9 FPGA is not yet available even
for compilation (latest Quartus R© II version 12.0). An estima-
tion for 12 wavelet engines for 5CGXFC7 FPGA shows the
scarcity of DSP blocks. Fast multipliers are replaced by logic
elements, which significantly reduced the register performance
for slow models, below our requirements. Nevertheless, if all
multiplication all implemented in the fast DSP blocks (see
Table II Cyclone R© V for 4 wavelet engines only), timing

is perfect. This allows anticipating also a perfect timing for
the 5CEA9 chip. Expected total 58% less power consumption
(30% and next 40% of reduction of power consumption from
Cyclone R© III to Cyclone R© V) gives an estimation of 840 mW
for 12 and 1260 mW for 18 wavelet engines, respectively. It is
acceptable level of the power consumption for currently used
supply systems in cosmic rays experiments.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The FFT32 routine has been successfully and cost-
effectively implemented into the powerful FPGA
EP3C120F780C7 from the Cyclone R© III family used in
a development kit DK-DSP-3C120N (Altera R©) [11] and
EP4CE115F29C7 from the Cyclone R© IV family of Altera R©

used in a development kit DE2-115 (Terasic) [12], [13] .
Nevertheless, both FPGAs from Cyclone R© III and IV

families were treated as an engineering test platform for a
development of the algorithm and a timing verification. The
prototype targeted for real detection of radio signals coming
from air showers developing in the atmosphere will be built
on a basis of Cyclone R© V family.
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Abstract—In this paper we present the implementation of a
parallel searching algorithm, which is used for the insetting
procedure in cartography. The calculation time of the above
procedure is very long due to the fact that the datasets in
cartography are maps with large and very large resolution. The
purpose of this proposal is to reduce the calculation time in a
multicore machine with shared memory. The proposed algorithm
and the performance tests are developed in Matlab Parallel
Toolbox.

I. INTRODUCTION

CARTOGRAPHY often deals with problems that confront
the necessity of designing cartographic software tools.

One of these problems faced by cartographers is the insetting
procedure. In this procedure mapmakers are placing insets
into the maps, in order to tackle with the land discontinuity
problem [1], [2].

Papakonstantinou et al. in [2], [3] presented a software
tool called Inset Mapper (IM), that helps cartographers to
overcome insetting procedure difficulties. In this approach, a
computational procedure following specific cartographic rules
for calculating the appropriate position and the optimal scale
for an inset was presented [4], [5]. In this computational
procedure, a modified searching algorithm is used in order to
calculate the number and the position of the proposed insets.
This algorithm runs repetitively to calculate inset dimensions
until the computational process finds the optimal results. Both
the computational procedure and the searching algorithm were
developed in Matlab and were embedded into the IM software
tool. The calculation time of this computational procedure
and more specific the searching algorithm execution time
depends on the dataset size and is defined from a large degree
polynomial function. In very large geographic datasets the
execution time problem becomes more significant,therefore it
is essential to study efficient ways of parallel processing in

This work was supported by the Research Committee of the Serres Institute
of Education and Technology

order to reduce it.

Parallel processing is one of the most successful efforts
to introduce explicit parallelism to high level programming
languages [6], [7], [8]. This approach is selected because
many useful computations can be conducted in terms of a set
of independent sub-computations, each strongly associated
to an element of a large dataset, where such computations
are inherently parallelizable [9], [10]. Parallel processing
is particularly convenient because it can scale easily to
large problem sizes, such as searching into large geographic
datasets.

The aim of this paper is to present a parallel processing
approach in order to reduce the calculation time of the
computational procedure and the total execution time of the
IM software tool, respectively. In particular, in section 2
we present the serial searching algorithm. The theoretical
number of iterations and the theoretical computational time are
computed as well. In section 3 the modification of the above
algorithm that is implemented using parallel processing is
presented. Additionally, in this section we compute the corre-
sponding theoretical number of iterations, while the theoretical
calculation times for the parallel processing implementations
is also given. Finally, in section 4 we apply the implemented
algorithms using the parallel computing toolbox of Matlab
[11], [12], [13] and a comparison of execution times for
specific geographic datasets is conducted.

II. THE SERIAL SEARCHING ALGORITHM

In this section we present the modified for the insetting
procedure serial searching algorithm, witch is based on the
sequential searching algorithm. In particular, the modified al-
gorithm is implemented using two double loops in order to find
the total number of inset placement positions. Additionally, we
compute the number (L) of iterations and the bounded interval
of L. Finally, the computational complexity of this algorithm
is given.
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Algorithm 1 Serial processing
Input: A,mi, ni

Output: N, positions
for i = 1 to m−mi + 1 do
j ← 1
while j ≤ n− ni + 1 do

B ← A(i to i+mi − 1, j to j + ni − 1)
bj ← ni

done← true
while bj ≥ 1 do
bi← 1
while bi ≤ mi do

if b(bi, bj) = 1 then
done← false
pos← bj + 1
Break

end if
bi← bi+ 1

end while
bj ← bj − 1

end while
if done = true then

Count and Store position
j ← j + 1

else
j ← pos

end if
end while

end for

The primary aim of this algorithm is to compute the number N
of the proposed inset map placement positions in a map using
predefined inset dimensions. The geographic dataset (map) is
transformed to a two-dimensional (m× n) numerical matrix,
where n is the length and m the width of the dataset in pixels.
This matrix has values, for every element zero corresponding
to sea and one to land:

ai,j =

{
1, land
0, sea

(1)

Let a matrix A ∈ Km×n and the matrix B ∈ Kmi×ni , being
sub-matrix of A, where K = {0, 1}. The dimensions of matrix
B are mi×ni, where mi and ni are the length and the width
(in pixels) of the proposed inset, respectively.
In mathematical representation, the problem is to count (and
store positions) how many times the matrix B exists into the
matrix A having all the elements equal to zero.
The serial searching algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.

In this algorithm the number of iterations depends on
the size of matrix A and B. Additionally, for both internal
and external loops the number of iterations depends on the
elements of matrix B, namely on the existence of the value
one. The external double loop is defined by the indices i and
j and the internal double loop is defined by the indices bj

and bi, respectively. In the external double loop the number
of iterations for index i is constant and equal to m−mi + 1,
while the number of iterations for index j is between 1 and
n−ni+1. Thus, the maximum amount of iterations for external
loop is (n− ni + 1)× (m−mi + 1).
In the internal loop the respective amount is ni×mi iterations.
Therefore, the maximum total number of iterations that are
executed in the serial algorithm, where the inputs are Am×n,
mi and ni, is given by

Lmax(n,m) = (n− ni + 1) · (m−mi + 1) · ni ·mi (2)

Consequently, the theoretical complexity of the above algo-
rithms is of O

(
n2m2

)
.

Specifically, in the external loop, the number of iterations for
each row (index j) depends on the coverage of the map, where
for matrix A the coverage is given by

C =

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

ai,j

m · n
where ai,j ∈ Am×n.
Therefore, the number of iterations for each row is
(n− ni + 1)× (1− C).
Similarly, in the internal loop the number of iterations depends
on the coverage of map, thus it is equal to (m−mi + 1) ×
(1− C).
We conclude that the total number of iterations is

L = (n− ni + 1) (m−mi + 1)nimi × (1− C)2

According to the following cartographic rules from [3], [14]
we have that

n ·m
16
≤ ni ·mi ≤

n ·m
8

In case where n ≃ m and ni ≃ mi, he have

n2

16
≤ n2

i ≤
n2

8
and

m2

16
≤ m2

i ≤
m2

8

or equivalently
n

4
≤ ni ≤

n√
8

and
m

4
≤ mi ≤

m√
8

(3)

Therefore, the total number of iterations is enclosed

L1 ≤ L ≤ L2

where

L1 =

(
(
√
8− 1)n+

√
8
) (

(
√
8− 1)m+

√
8
)
nm

82
× (1−C)2

and

L2 =
(3n+ 4)(3m+ 4)nm

44
× (1− C)2

The number of iterations is increased rapidly while the dimen-
sions of map are increased (Figure 1a and 1b).
In case where m = 200 and n = 200, we have

0.19148× 107 ≤ L ≤ 5.70025× 107
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(a) L1 (b) L2

Fig. 1. The lower and upper bound of iterations

while in case where m = 500 and n = 500, we have

2.9781× 107 ≤ L ≤ 220.9× 107

The increase in L has as a result a significant influence
on the execution time of the serial algorithm and the total
calculation time of the computational procedure of the IM
software tool.

III. THE PARALLEL SEARCHING ALGORITHM

The serial algorithm access all rows of the matrix A, and
for each row checks if there exists an inset map placement
position; this procedure is independent for each row. Also,
the number of iterations for index i (rows) in the external
loop in matrix A is fixed. Thus, we can partition the loop for
index i (rows in matrix A) into a (m−mi + 1) independent
tasks (Figure 2). These tasks can run simultaneously in a
set of processors. Each of these tasks performs the same
procedure for a different dataset. The architecture of parallel
processing for this implementation is a Single Instruction
Multi Data (Figure 3) with shared memory. From the above
we conclude that the most simple way to parallelize the serial
algorithm [10], [9] is to parallelize the external loop for index
i, because this loop has a constant number of iterations since
this procedure can be applied to each row separately.
The parallel searching algorithm is described in Algorithm 2.
The number of iterations in each processor (row) is given by

Lp = (n− ni + 1) · ni ·mi · (1− C)2

The computation time of the serial algorithm is given by

T1 = L · tc = Lp · (m−mi + 1) · tc
where tc is the computational time of each iteration.
The computation time of parallel algorithm is given by

Tp = (Lp · tc + p · Tcomm) · (m−mi + 1)

p

Algorithm 2 Parallel processing
Input: A,mi, ni

Output: N, positions
for i = 1 to m−mi + 1 in Parallel do

j ← 1
while j ≤ n− ni + 1 do

B ← A(i to i+mi − 1, j to j + ni − 1)
bj ← ni

done← true
while bj ≥ 1 do

bi← 1
while bi ≤ mi do

if b(bi, bj) = 1 then
done← false
pos← bj + 1
Break

end if
bi← bi+ 1

end while
bj ← bj − 1

end while
if done = true then

Count and Store position
j ← j + 1

else
j ← pos

end if
end while

end for

where p is the number of processors and Tcomm is the required
time for communication between CPUs and memory.
Therefore, the theoretical speed up of the parallel algorithm is
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Fig. 2. Serial processing architecture

Fig. 3. Parallel processing architecture

given by

Sp =
T1

Tp
=

Lp · (m−mi + 1) · tc
(Lp · tc + p · Tcomm) · (m−mi+1)

p

=

Lp · tc · p
Lp · tc + p · Tcomm

and the efficiency of this algorithm is given by

Ep =
Sp

p
=

Lp · tc
Lp · tc + p · Tcomm

In case where Tcomm = a · tc we have

Sp =
Lp · tc · p

Lp · tc + a · tc
=

Lp · p
Lp + p · a

and
Ep =

Sp

p
=

Lp

Lp + p · a
A common practice for the insetting procedure in cartography
is to create insets with the dimensions’ proportions similar
to the proportions of the selected area, in order to have a

balanced design into the final result [14]. According to the
previous condition, for the realisation of the case study, we
selected the inset dimensions to follow the ratio of the map
dimensions for arbitrary area to inset. We have to point out
that the efficiency Ep of the parallel algorithm depends on Lp,
p and a. In particular, if the inset dimensions are mi =

m
4 and

ni =
n
4 and a map has land coverage C = 0.40, then

Lp =
(
n− n

4
+ 1

)
· n
4
· m
4
· (1−C)2 =

9

1600

(
3n2 + 4n

)
m

For a map with resolution 100 dpi the dimensions are m =
400 and n = 400, thus the number Lp is very large and the
efficiency converge to one.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION IN MATLAB PARALLEL TOOLBOX

The performance tests for both serial and parallel algorithms
are implemented in Matlab Parallel Toolbox. In this toolbox
the loop command “parfor” is included, which implements the
parallelization of simple loop command “for”. The parallel
algorithm is constructed in Matlab programming language
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Fig. 4. The island of Lesvos with inset

with the appropriate features. The following performance tests
are implemented in a personal computer using the software
Matlab, having the specifications: Intel Core Quad CPU
(Q9400) at 2600 GHz with 4 Gb RAM.
In the performance tests we measure the execution time of the
serial algorithm (1 core) and the parallel algorithm with two
cores and four cores.
The geographical dataset is the map of island Lesvos (Figure
4) with resolution varying from 50 to 500 dpi, with coverage
C = 0.40. According to (3) we study the following four cases
for the inset dimensions:

1) mi =
m
4 and ni =

n
4

2) mi =
2m
7 and ni =

2n
7

3) mi =
3m
10 and ni =

3n
10

4) mi =
m
3 and ni =

n
3

In case (4) the number N of inset placement position is equal
to zero which means that the study of this case does not have
cartographic interest. In the other three cases, the number of
inset placement positions is unequal to zero and has the order
N3 < N2 < N1. Therefore, the forthcoming analysis is takes
into consideration cases (1), (2) and (3).

In Figures 5, 6 and 7 we present the execution time (in
seconds) of the serial (1 core) and parallel (2 cores, 4 cores)
algorithms for each case, respectively. An increase in the
map resolution leads to increase in corresponding time. The
inset dimensions have an effect on the execution time because
in case (1) the serial algorithm (1 core) and the parallel
algorithm (2 cores) have the same time, but in cases (2) and
(3) the divergence between one core, two cores and four cores
increases.

The results of performance tests are hosted in Table I
where the speed up of the parallel algorithm is presented.
Figure 8 depicts the efficiency of parallel algorithm.

The speed up of the parallel algorithm for implementation
with two and four cores is greater than to one (Sp ≥ 1) in
all cases, except case (3) with two cores. Generally, we have
improvement in the absolute execution time of the parallel
algorithm instead of the serial one.
The speed up for implementation with four cores is greater
than that of two cores in all cases. Thus, in a machine with

Fig. 5. Execution times for serial (1 core) and parallel (2 and 4 cores)
algorithms for the case (1)

Fig. 6. Execution times for serial (1 core) and parallel (2 and 4 cores)
algorithms for the case (2)

Fig. 7. Execution times for serial (1 core) and parallel (2 and 4 cores)
algorithms for the case (3)
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TABLE I
THE PARALLEL ALGORITHM SPEED UP FOR ALL IMPLEMENTATIONS

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
S2 S4 S2 S4 S2 S4

50 dpi 1.419180 1.496161 1.084891 1.029603 0.746859 0.740214
100 dpi 1.863052 2.450053 1.421818 1.518030 0.905782 1.077569
150 dpi 1.942125 2.611736 1.506132 1.815267 0.995336 1.600386
200 dpi 1.930686 2.750511 1.506229 1.876751 0.985022 1.753372
250 dpi 1.937525 2.851550 1.576129 2.149487 0.965037 1.837854
300 dpi 1.946198 2.885138 1.578884 2.138818 0.978388 1.722617
350 dpi 1.954530 2.920274 1.568819 2.141944 1.002680 1.799576
400 dpi 1.946883 2.996352 1.623641 2.199886 0.976638 1.872199
450 dpi 1.952799 3.058527 1.593354 2.257043 0.980677 1.686572
500 dpi 1.962332 3.113050 1.593543 2.241439 0.981906 1.735417

(a) 2 Cores (b) 4 Cores

Fig. 8. The parallel algorithm Efficiency for all implementations

quad core processor we prefer the four core implementation.

The maximum efficiency for implementation with two
cores is achieved in all cases in the map with the resolution
of 150 dpi. Then the efficiency is stable and equal to 95%
(excellent) in case (1), equal to 75% (good) in case (2) and
equal to 50% (poor) in case (3).
The efficiency for implementation with four cores is upward
but in all cases is less than the corresponding one of the
implementation with two cores. Thus this implementation can
be applied in maps with resolution greater than 500 dpi.
The efficiency depends on the number of inset placement
positions, because the order of efficiency in cases (1), (2) and
(3) follow the order of numbers N3 < N2 < N1.

From the above, we conclude that the execution time
of searching algorithm is reduced by the use of parallel
processing. In case where the cartographers select random
inset dimensions following the cartographic rules [3], [14] the
implementation with four cores gives better results in all cases.
It should be noted that in SIMD parallel architecture in Matlab
Parallel Toolbox with shared memory, the size of memory has
significant role. The time and the efficiency of the parallel

algorithm is improved in the presence of a lot of memory.
We have to point out that in maps with resolution higher
than 700 dpi (for the computer specs mentioned above) the
Matlab confronts memory problems. This can be limited by
using distributed memory in a network of computers or a grid
computer.

V. CONCLUSION

A parallel algorithm for the insetting procedure in a
multicore machine with shared memory has been given. The
total number of iterations for both the serial and the parallel
algorithms has been computed. The theoretical computational
time of the parallel algorithm is better than the serial one
and is depended on the number of processors. The efficiency
of the parallel algorithm is in general very good, helping
the cartographers who use the IM software tool to reduce
its execution time in a local machine with multicore processor.

In the future, we aim to study the speed-up and the
efficiency of the parallel algorithm, and to transform the IM
software tool to a web-based application in parallel architec-
ture with distributed memory in a network of computers or in
a grid computer.
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Abstract—This paper presents an approach for detecting
network traffic anomalies using detectors generated by a ge-
netic algorithm with deterministic crowding Niching technique.
Particularly, the suggested approach is inspired by the negative
selection mechanism of the immune system that can detect foreign
patterns in the complement (non-self) space. In our paper, we run
a number of experiments on the relatively new NSL-KDD data set
which was never tested against this algorithm before our work.
We run the test using different values for the involved parameters,
to find out which values give the best detection rates, so we can
give recommendations for future application of the algorithm.
Also, Formal Concept Analysis is applied on the generated rules
to visualize the relation among attributes. We will show in the
results that the algorithm have very good results through the
analysis, compared to other machine learning approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

ANOMALY detection has been a widely researched prob-
lem in several application domains such as system health

management, intrusion detection, health-care, bio-informatics,
fraud detection, and mechanical fault detection. Traditional
anomaly detection techniques analyze each data instance (as
a uni-variate or multivariate record) independently. And ig-
nore the sequential aspect of the data. Often, anomalies in
sequences can be detected only by analyzing data instances
together as a sequence, and hence cannot be detected by tra-
ditional anomaly techniques [1]. Gonzalez and Dasgupta in [2]
used sequential niching technique with the genetic algorithm
to generate the rules. Then, in 2003 [3] they suggested using
deterministic-crowding niching technique to limit the crowd
by replacing parents with more fitted children. This time, the
algorithm gave same results with less number of rules, which
is better because the population size won’t change. This paper
applies an approach for detecting network traffic anomalies
using genetic algorithm based intrusion detection system, but
without the levels of abnormality. The algorithm is put under
investigation to find which values for its parameters can lead
to better results, using the relatively new NSL-KDD data set.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents a background of anomaly intrusion detection, artificial
immune systems, genetic algorithms and formal concept anal-
ysis. Section III gives a description of the applied approach
and its phases as well. Section IV shows the experimental
results and discusses observations. Finally, section V addresses
conclusions and discusses future work.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Anomaly Detection

An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a system built
to detect outside and inside intruders to an environment
by collecting and analyzing its behavior data. Two basic
approaches are followed to implement an IDS: Misuse-based
and Anomaly-based detection. In a misuse-based IDS, attacks
are represented as a pattern or a signature to use for detection.
It’s very good in detecting known attacks and provide detailed
information on the detected ones, but is of little use for
unknown attacks. Anomaly-based IDS build a model for a
system’s normal behavior to use for detection, assuming all
deviated activities to be anomalous or intrusions. It is very
useful for finding unknown attacks but it has a high false
negative or positive rates, beside it needs to be updated
with system behavior and can’t provide much information on
detected attacks. In some IDSs, a hybrid of both techniques is
used [4].

Different approaches exist for Anomaly-based Network IDS
(A-NIDS), but in general they all consist of the following
modules: (1) Parameterization: representing the observed in-
stances in some pre-defined form, (2) Training: a model is
built using the normal or abnormal system behavior. It can
be done manually or automatically, and (3) Detection: the
(parameterized) monitored traffic is searched for anomalous
behavior using the system model built through previous stage.

The techniques used to build the system behavioral model
can be: statistical, knowledge-based, or machine learning-
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based. The Genetic Algorithms (GA) is among the machine
learning-based techniques. The flexible and robust global
search is the main advantage of applying GAs in A-NIDS,
where it looks for a solution from multiple directions with no
prior knowledge required about the system [5], [6].

B. Genetic Algorithms

GAs are basically used in IDSs to generate rules used
to detect anomalies [6]. They were inspired by the biolog-
ical evolution (development), natural selection, and genetic
recombination. GAs use data as chromosomes that evolve
through: selection (usually random selection), cross-over (re-
combination to produce new chromosomes), and mutation
operators. Finally, a fitness function is applied to select the
best (highly-fitted) individuals. The process is repeated for a
number of generations until reaching the individual (or group
of individuals) that closely meet the desired condition [2], [6].

GAs are very promising in the computer security field,
especially in IDSs. They have been applied for intrusion
detection since the 1990’s, and still being used up till the
current time. GA is usually used to generate rules for intrusion
detection, and they usually take the form if {condition} then
{action}, where the condition part test the fields of incoming
network connections to detect the anomalous ones [6].

C. Artificial Immune Systems

The Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) were inspired by
the Human Immune System which is robust, decentralized,
error tolerant, and adaptive. The HIS has different cells with
so many different tasks, so the resultant mimic algorithms
give differing levels of complexity and can accomplish a
range of tasks. There are a number of AIS models used in
pattern recognition, fault detection, computer security, and
a variety of other applications in the field of science and
engineering. Most of these models emphasize on designing
and applying computational algorithms and techniques using
simplified models of various immunological processes and
functionalities [7], [8].

There exists no single algorithm from which all immune
algorithms are derived, as AISs are designed using a number
of algorithms [9]. The Negative Selection approach (NSA) —
which is applied in our paper — explains how T-cells are
being selected and their maturation in the system. T-cells are
blood cells that belong to a group of white blood cells calles
lymphocytes. In the NSA, whenever the T-Cells are produced,
they undergo an immaturely period to learn which antigen
recognition results in their death. The T-cells need activation to
develop the ability to remove pathogens. They are exposed to
a comprehensive sample of self antigens, then they are tested
against self and non-self antigens to match the non-self ones.
If a T-Cell matched a self antigen, it is then removed until
they are mature and released to the system [10], [11].

D. Formal Concept Analysis

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is one of the data mining
research methods and it has been applied in many fields as

medicine. The basic structure of FCA is the formal context
which is a binary-relation between a set of objects and a set
of attributes. The formal context is based on the ordinary set,
whose elements has one of two values, 0 or 1 [12], [13]. A
formal concept is defined as a pair(A, B) with A ⊆ G,B ⊆ M ,
intent(A)=B and extent(B) = A. The set A is called the extent
and the set B called the intent of the concept (A, B). The
extent and the intent are derived by two functions, which are
defined as:

intent(A) = {m ∈ M |∀g ∈ A : (g,m) ∈ I}, A ⊆ G, (1)

extent(B) = {g ∈ G|∀m ∈ B : (g,m) ∈ I}, B ⊆ M. (2)

Usually the attributes of a real life data set are not in a
binary form, attributes could be expressed in a many-valued
form that are either discrete or continuous values. In that case
the many-valued context will take the form (G,M, V, I) which
is composed of a set G of objects, a set M of attributes, a
set V of attribute values and a ternary-relation I between G,
M and V . Then the many-valued context of each attribute
is transformed to a formal concepts, the process of creating
single-valued contexts from a many-valued data set is called
conceptual scaling. The process of creating a conceptual scale
must be performed by using expert knowledge from the
domain from which the data is drawn. Often these conceptual
scales are created by hand, along with their concept lattice,
since they are represented by formal contexts often laid out
by hand. Such that we choose a threshold t for each many-
valued attribute and replace it by the two one-valued attributes
”expression value” [12], [13].

III. THE PROPOSED NETWORK ANOMALY DETECTION
APPROACH

Genetic Algorithms produce the best individual as a solu-
tion, but in an A-NIDS a set of rules is needed - hence, running
GA multiple times. The technique used here was originally
proposed in [3] to solve this problem using the Deterministic-
Crowding Niching technique. Niching algorithms are impor-
tant research area in evolutionary computation. They basically
aim to generate multiple and highly-fit different solutions
while slowing down convergence if only one solution is
needed. Many Niching techniques exist, but the strengths of
the deterministic-crowding are that it requires no additional
parameters to those that are already used in a GA, beside that
itis fast and simple [14].

The self (normal behavior) individuals are represented in a
self space S, where each individual is represented as a vector
of features of dimension n, with the values normalized to the
interval [0.0,1.0]. This can be written as S = x1, . . . , xm,
where m is the number of the self samples. Algorithm (1)
shows the main steps of the detectors generation approach.

The final solution is a set of rules, represented as
individuals with low and high limits for each dimension, as
the conditions used to define the AIS detectors. So, each rule
R has a condition part (xn ∈ [lowi, highi]), hence a feature
vector xi satisfies a rule R if its hyper-sphere intercepts the
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Algorithm 1 Deetetors generation algorithm
1: Initialize population by selecting random individuals from

the space S.
2: for The specified number of generations do
3: for The size of the population do
4: Select two individuals (with uniform probability) as

parent1 and parent2.
5: Apply crossover to produce a new individual (child).
6: Apply mutation to child.
7: Calculate the distance between child and parent1 as

d1, and the distance between child and parent2 as
d2.

8: Calculate the fitness of child, parent1, and parent2
as f , f1, and f2 respectively.

9: if (d1 < d2) and (f > f1) then
10: replace parent1 with child
11: else
12: if (d2 <= d1) and (f > f2) then
13: Replace parent2 with child.
14: end if
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: Extract the best (highly-fitted) individuals as your final

solution.

hyper-cube represented by the rules defines by its points [3].

To calculate the fitness of an individual (or a rule), two
things are to be taken into account: the number of elements in
the training sample that can be included in a rule’s hyper-cube,
calculated as [2], [3]:

num elements(R) = xi ∈ S and xi ∈ R (3)

The volume of the hyper-cube that the rule represents is
defined by the following form:

volume(R) =

n∏

(i=0)

(highi − lowi) (4)

Consequently, the fitness is calculated as:

fitness(R) = volume(R)− C × num elements(R) (5)

where C is a coefficient of sensitivity that represents a penalty
if a rule covers anomaly samples. The bigger the C value, the
higher the sensitivity - hence the penalty - is. The fitness can
take negative values. The same equations are used if you’re
calculating the fitness of an individual in general. To calculate
the distance between two individuals (a child c and a parent
p), volumes of the hyper-cubes surrounding the individuals
(represented by low and high points in each dimension) are
used as follows:

distance(c, p) =
volume(p)− volume(p

⋂
c)

volume(p)
(6)

The purpose of using the volume is to check how much the
child covers of the area of the parent, so this distance measure
is not symmetric. To calculate the intersection between two
hyper-cubes, compare the intervals of the hyper-cubes in each
dimension, which will produce a hyper-rectangle in the end.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Data Sets

The experiment was performed on the NSL-KDD data set
which was suggested to solve some problems in the KDD
Cup’99 data set that is widely used for IDS evaluation. This
data set contains less number of records in both the train
and the test, which helps researchers to run their experiments
on the whole sets instead of only small portions. Hence, the
evaluation results will be comparable and consistent [15].
Fifteen parameters (features) were selected to use in our
experiment, which have real values that can be used in the
approach and can be used to detect basic DoS attacks. These
features values are already in the interval [0.0,1.0], and they
are listed in Table (I).

TABLE I
FEATURES USED IN THE EXPERIMENT

Feature name Description
serror rate % Of connections with “SYN” errors

(same-host connections)
srv serror rate % Of connections with “SYN” errors

(same-service connections)
rerror rate % Of connections with “REJ” errors

(same-host connections)
srv rerror rate % Of connections with “REJ” errors

(same-service connections)
same srv rate % Of connections to the same service

(same-host connections)
diff srv rate % Of connections to different services

(same-host connections)
srv diff host rate % Of connections to different hosts

(same-service connections)
dst host same srv rate Same srv rate for destination host
dst host diff srv rate Diff srv rate for destination host
dst host same src port rate Same src port rate for destination host
dst host srv diff host rate Diff host rate for destination host
dst host serror rate Serror rate for destination host
dst host srv serror rate Srv error rate for destination host
dst host rerror rate Rerror rate for destination host
dst host srv rerror rate Srv serror rate for destination host

B. Experiment Settings

We used the self (normal) data only in the training phase
to generate best rules that represents the Self profile, as the
negative selection approach suggests, then the rules were
compared against the test sample. The parameters values used
for the genetic algorithm were:

• Population size: 200, 400, 600
• Number of generations: 200, 500, 1000, 2000
• Mutation rate: 0.1
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• Sensitivity coefficient: 1.0
• Variability values: 0.05, 0.10, 015, 0.20
Following the NSA, we basically train the algorithm (to

generate rules) on self (normal) samples, then use these rules
to find non-self (anomalies) which will be the vectors very
far from the self rules. To characterize the samples to self or
non-self, the characterization function was:

µnon self(x) = D(x, Self) = min{d(x, s) : s ∈ Self} (7)

which mean the closer a vector x is to a self point s, the
less it is a non-self sample.

The distance measure d(x,s), as shown in equation (8), used
to characterize the test data was the n-dimensional Euclidean
distance, which is:

d(x, s) =
√

(x1 − s1)2 + (x2 − s2)2 . . . (xn − sn)2 (8)

C. Experiment Results

The training phase was held using normal samples extracted
from the 20% Train Set to generate intrusion detectors using
different population sizes ran for different numbers of gener-
ations, one run used for each. Then these rules were used to
detect anomalies in both the whole Train Set and the Test Set+.
Figures 1 and 2 show the average detection rates and maximum
detection rates respectively against different variation levels.
The figures show that low variation levels give better results
when used with smaller populations, while the bigger the
population size, the better the average detection rates of higher
variation values used. Following figure 2, we will realize that
using higher population size gives better results, especially
with less number of generations.

Fig. 1. Train Set Average Detection Rates versus Variation Levels.

As for the Test Set, Figures 3 and 4 show the average
and maximum detection rates respectively. we will find that
in general detectors generated using lower population sizes
give relatively better results with low variation values. But
looking at maximum rates in figure 4, we will realize that
higher variation values have the best detection rates.

Fig. 2. Train Set Maximum Detection Rates versus Variation Levels.

Fig. 3. Test Set Average Detection Rates versus Variation Levels.

Fig. 4. Test Set Maximum Detection Rates versus Variation Levels.

Coming to different threshold levels used to detect anoma-
lies, figures 5 and 6 show the detection rates versus threshold
values (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8). the detection rates are higher when
testing the Train Set with threshold values 0.4, 0.6. Running
the intrusion detection process on the Test Set, we will realize
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that using a threshold of value 0.2 gives the best results.

Fig. 5. Train Set Maximum Detection Rates versus Threshold Levels.

Fig. 6. Test Set Maximum Detection Rates versus Threshold Levels.

D. Comparison analysis

In [16], they ran the machine learning algorithms imple-
mented in the project WEKA [17] against the NSL-KDD Test
Set. The detection accuracy is listed in table II along with
the suggested algorithm, and it shows that we have very good
detection accuracy compared to those approaches used

TABLE II
THE CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF KNOWN CLASSIFIERS

Classifier name Classification accuracy
j47 81.05%

Naive Bayes 76.56%
NBTree 82.03%

Random Forest 80.67%
Random Tree 81.59%

Multi-layer Perception 77.41%
SVM 68.52%

Suggested Algorithm 81.76 %

E. Visualization of rules

Formal Concept Analysis is applied on the rules generated
from running the algorithm. Figure 7 shows that attributes
A1, A3, and A5 are the most effective in the descrimination
between normal and anomalous connections. They correspond
to serror rate, rerror rate, and same srv rate respectively.

Fig. 7. Visualized generated rules using FCA

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, an investigation was held to test different
values for the parameters used in the genetic algorithm to find
those which can give better results. The system is basically an
intrusion detection system which uses detectors generated by
genetic algorithm combined with deterministic-crowding nich-
ing technique, applied on NSL-KDD IDS test data set under
the scope of negative selection theory. Different population
sizes against different number of generations with different
variation levels were tested. At the stage of rule generated,
we use the formal concept analysis to visualize the generated
rules, which give more insight analysis on these rules using the
visualization. The observations—based on the results shown
after running the intrusion detection on the Test Set can be
summarized as: (1) Using threshold values 0.2 and 0.4 results
in better detection rates (higher true positives). (2) Using
higher variation values gave better results when the algorithm
was tested against Test Set, which includes unknown attacks
that did not exist in the Train Set. (3) Lower population size
with more generations gave also the best detection rates when
tested on the Test Set. Our future work would be tending to do
more investigations on the parameters used in this approach,
concerning the features selected for the detection as obviously,
real-valued features are not enough to detect attacks, especially
there are other features in the data set that are not real-valued
but can be used to detect attacks that can not be detected with
the features used in the experiment.
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Abstract — This paper presents practical integration of 

enterprise Unified Communications system with 

telecommunication service provider Service Delivery Platform. 

System implemented in Orange Labs, enables sending SMS and 

USSD messages geo-localizing of user mobile terminal directly 

from user interface of Unified Communications system.  

This article presents also statement regarding further 

investigations in the area of integration enterprise UC with 

telecommunication service provider SDP using Telco 2.0 model 

and restrictions in implementing this kind of applications. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Enterprise communication systems are some of the 

most promising area for implementing telecommunica-

tions service provider (TSP) services in Telco 2.0 model. 

Contemporary communications systems: PBX, IP PBX, 

and Unified Communications (UC), combine multimedia 

communication including: Voice, Instant Messaging, 

Video etc. The obvious direction is expansion above list 

by TSP provided media. Possible enhancements of enter-

prise UC by TSP include e.g. SMS, MMS or Unstructured 

Supplementary Service Data (USSD). It is noticeable that 

business communications systems implement interfaces 

integrating computer and telephony systems for years. 

Protocols supported by this model known as Computer 

Telephony Integration (CTI) include CSTA, TAPI, and 

JTAPI. Enterprise systems vendors have rich experience 

in integrating telecommunications and IT areas. 

   Integration of enterprise communication and mobile 

communication provider systems used to require detailed 

knowledge of specific protocols like SMPP (SMS), MM7 

(MMS) or MAP (USSD). Availability of TSP open Ser-

vice Delivery Platforms [3], enabled access Intelligent 

Network services via more developer friendly interfaces 

like CORBA (OSA/Parlay) or Web Services [4] e.g. Par-

layX [7] and oneAPI [11] standards. 

 Dynamic expansion of social networking services in 

Internet brings some observations. Service providers have 

noticed correlation between growth rate of a social net-

work and number of available Application Programming 

Interfaces (API). The fastest growth has been achieved by 

portals enabling developers with rich API functionalities 

(Facebook, LinkedIn, LastFM), and portals without such 

an open API, have often shrunk (N-K) [2]. As a result 

from above dependency TSP’s started process of opening 

their networks to external developers and expose their 

Service Delivery Platforms in the Internet. This two sided 

business model, in which both TSP and independent de-

veloper share benefits from telecommunication applica-

tion or service is known as Telecommunication 2.0 [9] or 

Telco 2.0. 

II.  SIEMENS’ UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS -

OPENSCAPE UC 

A. OpenScape solution 

 

Siemens Enterprise Communications OpenScape UC 

Application is part of OpenScape Suite, communication 

environment for enterprises. From architectural point of 

view OpenScape Suite consists of many applications, 

described in Fig. 1.  The most important are: 

• OpenScape Voice – application implementing IP pro-

tocol based voice services for subscribers and Private 

Branch Exchange’s (PBX). 

• OpenScape Video – system enabling video commu-

nication between terminals and multiparty video confer-

ences. 

• OpenScape Messaging – implementing integrated of-

fline messaging services, i.e. combination of email, SMS, 

fax mail and voice mail in one Unified Messaging sys-

tem. 

• OpenScape UC Application – set of applications 

supporting group work and collaboration. User services 

include: One Number Service (ONS), advanced voice and 

multimedia multiparty conferencing, presence manage-

ment, contextual conferencing with document sharing, 

aggregation of many communication forms in one busi-
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ness client like MS Outlook, Lotus Notes or Google 

Apps. 

• OpenScape Mobility – implementing mobile user 

concept, by safe, wireless access to enterprise knowledge 

resources and enterprise Fixed Mobile Convergence 

(FMC). Features are implemented using dedicated appli-

cation on the Smartphone. 

 

 
Fig 1. Siemens’ OpenScape logical system architecture 

 

B. OpenScape UC  

 

OpenScape UC Application is an Unified 

Communications class system [8], which provides user 

with the following services: 

 

• CTI – control of a user phone from PC application, 

• ONS – possibility of dynamic definition and 

management of preferred communication device for voice 

and video by the user. Regardless actual device, incoming 

or outgoing communication, user is presented to other 

parties by the same logical address, 

• Presence – possibility to define and issue to 

authorized parties own user status (Office, Holidays, 

Meeting etc.) and managing incoming connections based 

on this status, 

• IM - multiparty Instant Messaging, 

• Conference – setting up dial in and dial out 

multiparty conferences for voice, video and web 

collaboration based on media server,  

• Voicemail – voice mail function based on personal 

user voice portal, 

• Contacts – contact list service private e.g. MS 

Outlook and global e.g. OpenScape system or MS Active 

Directory integrated, 

• Mobile – support of mobile users access to UC 

services via Smartphone applications. 

 

Fig. 2. presents physical architecture of system 

consisting of IP PBX OpenScape Voice unified 

communications system OpenScape UC. 

 

 
Fig 2. OpenScape UC system architecture 

 

OpenScape Voice system monitors connected phones 

using CTI technology with CSTA protocol. OpenScape 

UC is application server for clients running on user PC’s 

and mobile devices. Thank’s to open API based on 

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [5], [6] and using 

open standards (SIP, XMPP,) OpenScape environment 

can be easily enhanced by new functions. Such functions 

can be advanced network services of TSP available via 

Telco 2.0 API.   
 

III.  INTEGRATION BETWEEN UC SYSTEM AND 

TELCO 2.0 SDP 

 

Architecture of prototype system integrating 

OpenScape UC Application with TSP Service Delivery 

Platform (SDP) built in Orange Labs is presented in Fig. 

3.  

 
Fig 3.  Integration of provider’ SDP with Unified Communications 

system 

 

System is dedicated for use in enterprises. Typical UC 
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user is equipped with VoIP office phone connected via 

SIP protocol with OpenScape Voice soft switch and www 

based UC client from PC. This OpenScape Web Client 

application, enables access to advanced Unified 

Communications system functions, like: Conferencing, 

Instant Messaging, phone management (CTI) etc. 

OpenScape Suite architecture has been expanded by 

application server named Telco 2.0 for UC. Tasks of this 

server are connecting and maintaining connection to 

provider platform SDP (using Web Services in REST 

standard – Representational State Transfer) on one 

interface, on the other interface proxying Telco 2.0 

services to Unified Communications system users. 

 

Server integrating enterprise Unified Communications 

environment with TSP Service Delivery Platform is based 

on J2EE. Application has been created in Java program-

ming language using Eclipse Integrated Development 

Environment (IDE). Apache Tomcat server provides 

www container function and underlying database is im-

plemented as MySQL. 

 

User interface of Telco 2.0 for UC is based on www 

subpage, integrated in UC user portal – OpenScape Web 

Client.  OpenScape Web Client is an application which 

enables users with: choice of preferred device for voice 

service (office phone, soft phone, mobile phone). Addi-

tionally it offers access to other services like: 

 

• easy handling of voice phone connections via Click 

& Dial, 

• logging incoming and outgoing connections in a per-

sonal journal, 

• access to global directories via LDAP standard and 

integration of private contacts and directories with com-

pany contacts, 

• creation and managing of conferences. 

 

The above list of functions has been enhanced by TSP 

provided services:  

 

• sending SMS messages 

• sending USSD messages 

• subscriber terminal location 

 

OpenScape Web Client application interface imple-

mented with telecommunication service provider func-

tions is presented in Fig. 4: 

 
Fig 4.  OpenScape Web Client with functionality provided by an 

provider’ SDP 

 

Application Telco 2.0 for UC can make use of UC 

server internal directory service. For this purpose Telco 

2.0 server initiates Web Service (SOA) session to 

OpenScape UC server using SOAP protocol. Using this 

interface application can use list of users defined in 

enterprise UC system. Using received contact data, we 

can use TSP location service to find terminal location, 

send SMS or USSD message. Example record of 

electronic directory accessed this way is presented in Fig. 

5.  Fig. 6. presents terminal location function. 

 

 
Fig 5.  Telco 2. For UC user frontend – contacts window 
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Fig 6.  Telco 2. For UC user frontend – terminal location  

 
 

The presented system is managed using dedicated www 

portal presented in the Fig. 7. Using this portal the IT 

Administrator is able to: manage users, give privileges to 

access particular services (SMS, USSD, and location), 

manage access to API of enterprise OpenScape UC and 

TSP Service Delivery Platform (manage  user names and 

passwords).   

 

 

Fig 7. Telco 2. For UC - system management 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

System presented in this paper is a non commercial 

(demo) application, integrating telecommunication 

service provider service delivery platform and enterprise 

Unified Communications system, using Telco 2.0 API’s 

exposed in Internet. This integration is an example of 

enhancing enterprise Unified Communications by mobile 

telecommunication service provider functionalities. Such 

kind of integration not easy to implement and sometimes 

impossible without API provided by telecommunication 

service provider in internet [10].  

 

During process of building a prototype and testing the 

system there was a need to estimate possible traffic and 

load of SDP platform. Unfortunately simple calculation of 

number of requests per second, which have to be served 

by API exposing platform is not possible. Detailed 

performance models of enterprise UC systems which 

could be base for calculation of integration scalability 

(UC – Telco 2.0) are very simplified [12]. We have also 

not found full data of existing large implementations of 

enterprise Unified Communications systems. Such 

statistical data could help to find out correlations between 

VoIP, and other traffic forms present in UC system (IM, 

Presence, ONS, CTI, video) and their relations in time 

domain. This could create base for estimating API traffic 

towards telecommunication provider SDP and define 

performance requirements of this platform. Described 

issues will be further investigated. 

 

Application has been developed as part of Orange Labs 

Telco 2.0 University program (http://www.tu.rd.tp.pl).  
*) Siemens Enterprise Communications Sp. z o.o. is a 

Trademark Licensee of Siemens AG 
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Abstract—Using of mobile devices has grown over the past 

years.  Under  the  term  “mobile  devices”,  we  can  see  cell  

phones,  personal  digital  assistants  (PDA),  smart  phones, 

netbooks,  tablets  etc.  Mobile  devices  provide  many function 

e.g. accessing internet  and e-mail,  playing music and movies,  

accessing  files  from remote  storage.  Disadvantage  of  mobile 

devices is that connection to the internet  can vary. It can be 

very fast  while  using 3G mobile  network or very slow while  

using  an  old  GPRS  connection.  The  newest  mobile 

communication technologies are not available everywhere. But 

the users usually wants to access their files as quickly as they 

can access them on wire-connection. 

If  data  are  demanded  repeatedly,  they  can  be  stored  in 

mobile  device  in  an intermediate  component  called  a cache. 

The cache capacity is limited, so we should store in the cache  

only data that will be probably required in the future. In this  

paper, we present innovated caching algorithm. The algorithm 

is based on local and server statistics that are used to predict  

user behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION

EED of storing a huge amount of data has grown over 
the past years. Whether data are of multimedia types 

(e.g. images, audio, or video) or are produced by scientific 
computation,  they should be stored for future reuse or for 
sharing among users. Data files can be stored on a local file 
system or on a distributed file system. 

N

Local  file  system  (LFS)  provides  the  data  quickly but 
does not have enough capacity for storing a huge amount of 
the data in general. LFS is also prone to failure. Failure of 
LFS usually cause more or less temporary loss of data ac-
cessibility, or even loss of data. On the other hand, a distrib-
uted file system provides many advantages such as reliabil-
ity, scalability,  capacity, etc. 

Most of distributed file systems (DFS) are developed for 
wired clients and do not support mobile devices. Accessing 
files  from mobile  devices requires  algorithms  which  take 
into account changing  communication channels  caused by 
user’s movement. DFS that are widely used were made be-
fore mobile clients have been spread,  and it is difficult  to 
develop  mobile  client  applications  now.  None  of  current  

This work is supported by the Ministry of Education, Youth, and Sport of the 
Czech Republic – University spec. research – 1311. 

DFS e.g. Andrew File System (AFS), Network File System 
(NFS), Coda, InterMezzo, BlueFS, CloudStore,  GlusterFS, 
XtreemFS, dCache,  MooseFS, Ceph and Google File Sys-
tem does not  have suitable clients  for mobile devices [1], 
[2], [3]. 

Accessing  files from mobile devices brings  some prob-
lems that must be solved. Mobile devices have limited capa-
city for storing user content. They can store up to GB of the  
data. DFS can store TB of the data. Also the speed of wire-
less connection is low in comparison to wired connection.  
In addition, speed of wireless connection can vary. This can 
be caused by user’s movement. The size of transferred data 
can  be restricted  by mobile  connection  provider.  But  the 
mobile users wish access their data as fast as possible and  
without  restrictions. If we suppose that the users download 
the same data repeatedly, we can use cache to increase sys-
tem performance.  In this paper, we will focus on using the 
cache in mobile clients in distributed file system

A cache is an intermediate component which stores data  
that  can  be  potentially  used  in  the  future.  While  using 
cache,  the  whole  system  performance  is  improved.  The 
cache is commonly used in  database servers,  web servers, 
file servers, storage servers etc. [4]. The cached content is 
usually stored in high speed memory (e.g. RAM). However, 
cache capacity is not sufficient  to store all  requested con-
tent. The cache functionality is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Cache
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When the cache is full, a system designer must adopt al-
gorithm which marks an old content in the cache to be re-
placed.  This  algorithm  implements  replacement  policy. 
This policy tries to predict user’s future behaviour. In sub-
sequent text, we  discuss cache policies used in distributed 
file systems.

The cache in the DFS can be on client side as well as on 
server side. The cache on the client side stores content that  
has been downloaded by a user who is running a client ap-
plication. In  this case, replacement policy is usually based 
on  statistical  information  gathered  from user's  behaviour. 
The cache on the server side contains data which has been 
requested  by the   most  users.  Replacement  policy in  this 
case uses statistics gathered from users' requests. 

Using cache on server and client  side at  the same time 
does not increase system performance. Increasing cache hit 
ratio on the client side causes increasing miss ratio on the 
server side and vice versa [5]. 

In  section II,  we provide state of the art  in  caching  al-
gorithms. We introduce simple, sophisticated and hybrid al-
gorithms which are used in DFS.

In our approach (section III),  we present a new caching 
replacement  policy. In  this policy, we use only client  side 
caching. While designing replacement policy, we have em-
ployed both server and local statistics for increasing cache 
hit ratio, and for decreasing  network traffic.

In section IV, we present performance analysis results for 
the new algorithm. These results were generated via simula-
tion of user's behavior. As a remote storage for user files, 
we have used KIV-DFS. KIV-DFS is a distributed file sys-
tem which is being developed at  the Department  of Com-
puter  Science  and  Engineering,  University  of  West  Bo-
hemia.  KIV is an acronym for Czech name of our depart -
ment  (Katedra  Informatiky  a  Výpočetní  techniky).  This 
DFS is designed to support mobile devices. 

II. SHORTCOMINGS OF EXISTING CACHING ALGORITHMS

The goal of this paper is an introduction of new caching 
algorithm  that  is  suitable  for  use  in  mobile  devices.  As 
mentioned in the section “Introduction”, a cache is an inter-
mediate component which stores data that can be potentially 
used in the future.  The cache employs caching policy that 
makes space for an incoming data when the cache is full.  
Clearly, optimal replacement policy replaces data that  will 
be used farthest  in  the future.  However,  this  policy is not 
implementable.  We cannot  look into the  future  to get  re-
quired  information.  None of the  presented  caching  policy 
will be better this optimal policy.

In this section, we introduce some of replacement policies 
which are commonly used in distributed file systems or in  
operating  systems.  Caching  policies  can  be  divided  into 
three  categories:  simple,  sophisticated  and  hybrid  al-
gorithms. 

A. Simple caching algorithms

Simple caching algorithms do not use any statistics or ad-
ditional information for data replacement. For replacement 
decision, they usually employ other mechanisms. Examples 
of simple caching algorithms are RAND and FIFO.

RAND.  RAND  or  Random  is  a  simple  replacement 
policy which chooses data to be replaced based on random 
selection [6]. It is very easy to implement this replacement 
policy. Disadvantage  of RAND replacement  policy is that 
RAND policy does not  take  of user’s  behaviour  into  ac-
count.

FIFO.  First-In  First-Out is another  simple replacement 
policy. The data that are chosen to be replaced are the oldest 
in the cache [7]. Data in the cache are ordered in  a queue. 
The new data are placed on the tail of the queue. When the 
cache is full, and new data come to the cache, the data from 
the head of the queue are thrown out. Disadvantage of FIFO 
is the same as of RAND policy – FIFO policy does not take 
user’s behaviour into account.

B. Sophisticated caching algorithms

Sophisticated algorithms employ some statistical inform-
ation about data in the cache: frequency of the accesses, and 
recency of last  use of data.  Frequency is used by LFU al-
gorithm, and recency by LRU algorithm.

LRU. Least Recently Used is a sophisticated replacement 
policy which uses temporal locality of the data [6]. Tempor-
al locality means that the data that have not been accessed 
for the longest time will not be used in the near future and  
can be replaced when the cache is full [8]. According to the 
tests  [9],  LRU seems to be the  best  solution  for  caching 
large files. LRU is frequently implemented with a priority 
queue. Priority is the timestamp of last access. The disad-
vantage of LRU policy is that the data block can be replaced 
even if the block was accessed for many times. In this case, 
the file will be probably requested in the near future again.

LFU.  Least Frequently Used is another sophisticated re-
placement  policy which  uses  statistical  information.  LFU 
replaces the data that have been used at least [6]. For each 
data block exists a counter which is increased every time the 
data block is accessed. Disadvantage of this approach is that 
the  data  blocks in  the  cache that  have been  accessed for 
many times in a short  period of time remain in the cache, 
and cannot be replaced. 

We will use RAND, FIFO, LRU and LFU policy for eval-
uation of our caching algorithm.

C. Hybrid caching algorithms

The disadvantages of LRU and LFU replacement policies 
result  in  hybrid algorithms.  These algorithms use parts of 
LFU and LRU to get better results in cache hit ratio. 

LRU-K replacement policy keeps the timestamps of the 
last K accesses to the data block [10]. When the cache is 
full,  LRU-K counts so-called Backward K-Distance which 
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leads to mark  data  block to replace.  LRU-K algorithm  is 
used  in  DB systems [10].  Example  of LRU-K is  LRU-2 

which remembers last two access timestamps for each data 
block. It replaces then the data block with the least recent  
penultimate reference [11].

2Q replacement policy uses two queues. The first queue 
uses FIFO replacement policy for the data block and is used 
for  data  block  that  have  been  referenced  only once.  The 
second queue uses LRU as a replacement policy, and serves 
for so-called hot data blocks. Hot data blocks are blocks that  
have  been  accessed  more  than  once.  If  new  data  block 
comes to the cache, it  is stored in  FIFO-queue. When the 
same data block is accessed for the second time, it is moved 
to the LRU-queue. [12]. 2Q algorithm gives approximately 
5% improvement in hit ratio over LRU [12].

MQ  replacement  policy  uses  multiple  LRU-queues. 
Every  queue  has  its  own  priority.  The  data  blocks  with 
lower hit’s count are stored in lower priority queue. If the  
number of hit’s count reaches the threshold value, the data  
block is  moved to the  tail  of queue with  higher  priority. 
When the replacement is needed, the data blocks from the 
queue with the lowest priority are replaced [13]. 

LRFU replacement  policy employs both LRU and LFU 
replacement policies at the same time. LRFU calculates so-
called  CRF (Combined  recency and  Frequency)  value for 
each  data  block.  This  value quantifies the  likelihood that  
the block will be referenced in the near future [14]. LFRU is 
suitable for use and was tested in database systems [14].

LIRS  replacement  policy  uses  two  sets  of  referenced 
blocks:  High  Inter-reference Recency (HIR) block set  and 
Low Inter-reference Recency (LIR) block set.  LIRS calcu-
lates the distance between the last two accesses to the data 
block and also stores a timestamp of last access to the data 
block. Based on this statistical information, the data are di-
vided into either LIR or HIR blocks. When the cache is full, 
the data blocks from the LIR set are replaced. LIRS is suit -
able for use in virtual memory management [15].

FBR  replacement  policy uses the benefits of both LFU 
and  LRU policies.  FBR divides  the  cache into  three  seg-
ments: a new segment, a middle segment, and the old seg-
ment  [16].  Data  blocks are  placed into sections based on 
their recency of usage. When a hit occurs, the hit counter is 
increased only for data blocks in  the middle and  old seg-
ment.  When  a  replacement  is  needed,  the  policy chooses 
data block from the old segment with the least hit  counts.  
[16]

ARC is similar  to 2Q replacement policy. The ARC al-
gorithm  dynamically  balances  recency  and  frequency.  It 
uses two LRU-queues. These queues maintain the entries of 
recently evicted data blocks [17]. ARC is simple to imple-
ment and has low computational overhead while performing 
well across varied workloads [11], [18].

CRASH  is a low miss penalty replacement  policy. It  is 
developed for caching data block during reading data block 
from hard  disk.  CRASH puts data blocks with contiguous 
disk  address  into  the  same  set.  When  replacement  is 
needed,  CRASH chooses the  largest  set  and  replaces  the 
block with the minimum disk address from it [17]. The data 
blocks are stored in a priority queue based on the modifica-
tions [17].

III. THE LFU-SS AND LRFU-SS ARCHITECTURE

All mentioned caching algorithms were made mainly for 
low-level  I/O  operations.  These  algorithms  usually  work 
with the data blocks that have the same size. When replace-
ment  occurs,  all  mentioned  caching  policies  choose  the 
block to be removed from the cache based on statistics made 
during  user’s  requests.  Moreover,  all  the caching  policies 
have to store statistical information for all data blocks in the 
cache.

In  our  approach,  we will  make  and  test  new caching 
policy for use in mobile devices. Our first goal is to minim-
ize costs of counting  the priority of the data  block in  the 
cache. We must also take into account that the capacity of 
the mobile devices is limited. The speed of connection from 
the mobile device to the remote server can vary. Thus, our 
second goal is to increase cache hit  ratio,  and thereby de-
crease the network traffic. 

We present  an  innovated  LFU  algorithm  called  Least 
Frequently Used with Server Statistics (LFU-SS), and a hy-
brid algorithm called Least  Recently and  Frequently Used 
with Server Statistics (LRFU-SS).

A. LFU-SS

In LFU-SS, we use server and local statistics for replace-
ment decision. We will focus on the server statistics at first.  
The database module of the server maintains  metadata for 
the files stored in  the DFS. The metadata  records contain  
items  for  storing  statistics.  These  statistics  are  read  and 
write hits per file, and global read hits for all  files in  the 
DFS.  When  a  user  reads  a  file  from  the  DFS,  the 
READ_HITS  counter  is  increased,  and  sent  to  the  user. 
When  a  user  wants  to  write  the  file  content,  the 
WRITE_HITS counter is increased. Both of these counters 
are provided for each requested file.  The GLOBAL_HITS 
counter is provided on demand. 

Calculation of GLOBAL_HITS counter is time-consum-
ing operation because of summation of the READ_HITS of 
all  files.  If  we presume that  the DFS stores thousands  of 
files  which  are  accessed  by users,  the  value  of  variable 
GLOBAL_HITS is then much greater than value of variable 
READ_HITS,  and  we  do  not  need  to  get  value  of 
GLOBAL_HITS  for  each  file  access.  We can  obtain  this 
value periodically which will save server workload.

Basic caching unit in our approach is the whole file. By 
caching whole files, we do not need to store read or write 
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hits for each block of the file, we store these statistics for 
whole file. Storing whole files also bring another advantage 
– calculation of priorities for replacement is not computa-
tionally  demanding  because  of  relatively  low number  of 
units in the cache.

When LFU-SS replacement  policy must mark  file to be 
thrown out from the cache, LFU-SS works similarly as reg-
ular  LFU.  LFU-SS maintains  metadata  of files in  a  heap 
structure. In LFU-SS, we use binary min-heap. The file for 
replacement is stored in the root node. When a user reads a 
cached file, the local read hits counter is increased and the 
heap is reordered if necessary. The server statistics are only 
used for newly incoming files to the cache.

In a regular LFU policy, the read hits counter for a new 
file is initialized to one (the file has been read once). The  
idea  of LFU-SS is  that  we firstly calculate  the  read  hits 
counter from the statistics from the server. If the new file in 
the cache is frequently downloaded from the server, the file 
is then prioritized in comparison to a file which is not fre-
quently read form the server. For computing initial read hits 
value, we use following formula: 

We firstly  calculate  difference  between  read  and  write 
hits from the server. We prefer the files that have been read  
many times, and have not been written so often. Moreover, 
we penalize the files that are often written and no so often 
read. We do this because of maintaining data consistency of 
the cached files.  The variable  GLOBAL_HITS

client
 repres-

ents the sum of all read hits to the files in the cache. Finally 
we add 1 because the user wants to read this file. We must  
also store the read hits value as a decimal number for accur-
acy in comparison for sorting files in the heap. The pseudo-
code for LFU-SS is depicted in Figure 2. 

The disadvantage of using LFU-SS and general LFU is in 
ageing files in the cache. If the file was accessed for many 
times in the past, it still remains in the cache even if the file 
will  not  be accessed in  the  future again.  We prevent  this 
situation by division  the  READ_HITS

client
 by 2. When the 

value  of  variable  READ_HITS
client  

reaches  the  threshold 

value,  READ_HITS
client

 variables of all cached files are di-

vided by 2. The threshold value was set to 15 read hits ex-
perimentally.

We will discuss time complexity of using LFU-FF now. 
As mentioned before,  we use binary min-heap  for storing 
metadata records. This heap is ordered by read hits count. 
For cached files in LFU-SS, we use three operations: insert -
ing new file into cache, removing file from the cache, and 
updating file read hits. Let N be number of the cached files:

Input: request for file F
Initialization: heap of cached files records /*sorted by 
cache hit’s counts*/

if F is not in cache
{
while cache is full {

Remove file with the least read hits
Reorder heap to be min-heap

}
Compute read_hits for file F
Download file F into cache
Insert metadata record to the heap
Reorder heap to be min-heap

}
else

{
Increase read_hits value of file F by 1
if read_hits > threshold
{

for each file in cache do
read_hits /= 2

}
Reorder heap if necessary

}

Figure 2. Pseudo-code for LFU-SS

•  Operation inserting new file into cache has two steps: 
Insert  file record into the heap with time complexity O(1), 
and reordering the heap structure with time complexity of 
O(logN).  These time complexities are  common for binary 
heap structures [19].

•  Operation removing file record has time complexity of 
O(logN). We need to remove the record from the heap with 
the time complexity of O(1) and reorder the heap structure 
with complexity of O(logN).

•  Operation  updating  file  read  hits  has  the  time  com-
plexity of O(logN) in the worst case. The worst case occurs 
when the file is moved down from root  to the leaf of the 
heap. 

B. LRFU-SS

Next in our approach, we will use the LFU-SS in combin-
ation with standard LRU. As was introduced in other hybrid 
caching replacement policies, the combination of LRU and 
LFU brings increasing cache hit  ratio. For combination of 
these caching policies, we will compute priority of LRU and 
LFU-SS for each file in the cache. The priority of LRU and 
LFU-SS is from interval 0 to 65535. Higher number means 
that  the file is more suitable for storing in the cache. For-
mula for counting final priority of the file is following:

In  computing  final  priority,  we can  favour  one  of the 
caching policies by setting higher value for  K

1
 or  K

2
 con-

stants. Impact of setting these constants is shown in section 
experimental  results.  We will focus on computing priority 
values  for  LFU-SS and  LRU caching policies now.

READ HITSclient=
READ HITS server−WRITE HITS server

GLOBAL HITS server

⋅

⋅ GLOBAL HITS
client

+1

P
final

=K1⋅P
LFU −SS

K2⋅P
LRU
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1) PLFU-SS

The priority value for the LFU-SS algorithm is calculated 
by using linear  interpolation between the greatest  and  the 
lowest read hits values. Formula for counting this priority is 
following:

In  this formula,  the values of variables  GLOBAL_MIN-

IMUM_HITS
client

 and GLOBAL_MAXIMUm_HITS
client

 cor-

respond to the greatest  and  lowest read  hits  value.  In  the 
case that the file is new in the cache, we calculate read hits  
by using formula from section LFU-SS. We suppose that a 
new file in the cache is fresh and will be also used in the fu-
ture. Despite computing read hits for a new file in the cache 
by using server statistics,  new files in  the cache have still  
low read hits count. Therefore we calculate the PLFU-SS for 

the new file in the cache in a different way. We use server 
statistics again. We calculate the first PLFU-SS as follows:

2) PLRU

Least  recently used policy usually stores timestamp  for 
last access to the file. If replacement is needed, the file that  
has  not  been  accessed for the  longest  time period  is  dis-
carded. In  our approach,  we need to calculate the priority 
from the timestamp. We do this as follows:

As shown in the formula, we use again linear interpola-
tion for calculating PLRU. We interpolate between the Tleast_re-

cently_file and Tmost_recently_file . Tleast_recently_file is the timestamp of the 
file that have not been accessed for the longest time period. 
Tmost_recently_file is the timestamp of the file that  has been ac-
cessed  last time.

Disadvantage of using LRFU-SS is in computation prior-
ities. We need to recalculate priorities for all cached units 
every time one cached unit is requested. We also need to re-
order  the  heap  of the  cached  files  because of changes  of 
these priorities. We have got over this disadvantage by us-
ing whole files as caching units. By caching whole files, we 
do not have so many units  in  the cache in  comparison to 
storing data blocks with the same size in the cache. This ap-
proach needs to store statistics of each of these blocks. The 
pseudo-code for the LRFU-SS is shown in Figure 3.

Similar to the LFU-FF, we will discus time complexity of 
using  LRFU-SS.  We  use  binary  min-heap for  storing 
metadata records of cached files. We also employ three op-
erations to the cached files:  inserting  new file into cache,  
removing file from the cache, and accessing the file. Let N 
be  number of the cached files:

•  Operation inserting new file to the cache seems to have 
the time complexity of O(NlogN) in the worst case. Insert-
ing  new  file  invokes  recalculating  time  priorities  of  all  
cached files with time complexity of O(N) and reordering 
the heap with the time complexity of O(logN). But we do 
not  need to reorder  the  heap  because we change  PLRU for 
each cached file. After recalculating new priorities, we in-
sert new file into heap with complexity of O(logN). The fi-
nal time complexity is O(N).

•  Operation removing file record has time complexity of 
O(logN). We need to remove the record from the root of the 
heap  with  time  complexity of O(1)  and  reorder  the  heap 
structure with time complexity of O(logN).

•  Operation  accessing  the  file  seems to have  the  time 
complexity of O(NlogN) in the worst case. The worst case 
assumes that  we calculate new PLRU for each file, and than 
we need to reorder the whole heap. Changing of PLRU does 
not affect the heap.  The time complexity for recalculating 
PLRU priorities is O(N). For accessed file, we need to recal-
culate  PLFU-SS priority,  and  reorder  the  heap.  In  the  worst 
case,  the  reordering  the  heap  has  time  complexity  of 
O(logN). The final complexity is O(N) .

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate proposed algorithms. Recall-
ing the introduction, we use KIV-DFS for storing and ac-
cessing files. 

     
Input: Request for file F
Initialization:
Min-Heap of cached files /*ordered by priority*/,
K1, K2 /*constants for computing Pfinal*/

if F is not in cache
{
while cache is full 
{

Remove file with the least priority
Reorder heap to be min-heap

}
Compute read hits for file F
Compute initial PLFU-SS for file F

Compute PLRU for file F

Compute Pfinal := K1 * PLFU-SS + K2 * PLRU
Download and Insert file F into cache
Recalculate priorities of all files in the cache 

and simultaneously reorder the heap
}
else

{
Increase read_hits value of file F by 1
if read_hits > threshold
{

for each file in cache do
read_hits /= 2

}
Store new timestamp for file F
Recalculate priorities of all files in the cache 

and simultaneously reorder the heap

}

Figure 3. Pseudo-code for LRFU-SS

PLFU −SS=(READ HITS file , client−GLOBAL HITSminimum , client )⋅

⋅
65535

GLOBAL HITS
maximum,client

−GLOBAL HITS
minimum ,client

P
LFU −SS

=
READ HITS

server

GLOBAL HITS server

⋅65535

PLRU =T actual file−T least recently file⋅
65535

T mostrecently file−T leastrecently file
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A. KIV-DFS environment

KID-DFS is a distributed file system which is being de-
veloped at the Department of Computer Science and Engin -
eering, University of West Bohemia. Whole distributed file 
system consists of two main parts: server and client applica-
tions. System architecture is depicted in Figure 4.

1) KIV-DFS Client

The  client  module  allows  client  to  communicate  with 
KIV-DFS servers, and to transfer data.  The client applica-
tions exist  in  three main  versions:  standalone application,  
core module of operating  system and  Filesystem in  User-
space (FUSE).

2) KIV-DFS Server

KIV-DFS Server consists of five modules: Authorization, 
Synchronization,  VFS,  Database,  and  File  System.  These 
modules can  be run  on different  machines cooperating  in 
DFS or on single machine. This  increases the whole system 
scalability  substantially.  We   briefly  describe  these  five 
modules. KIV-DFS is deeply described in [20].

Authorization Module.  This module is an entry point to 
the system. It ensures authorization and secure communica-
tion  with  clients  [20].  The communication  channel  is en-
crypted by using OpenSSL. 

Synchronization Module.  The synchronization module is 
a crucial  part  of the whole system. Several  clients can ac-
cess  the  system  via  several  nodes.  Generally,  different 
delays occur in delivering the messages. The KIV-DFS sys-
tem uses Lamport’s logical clocks for synchronization. Re-
ceived messages are stored in  a queue and  get  unique ID 
corresponding to the logical clock. The message is then sent 
to all nodes in the DFS. Every node maintains its own list 
with other nodes addresses. If the node receives a message 
with higher timestamp than local timestamp, the node pro-
cesses the message and sends ACK back to the sender. On 
the  other  hand,  if  the  local  timestamp  is  higher  than  re-

Figure 4. Model of KIV-DFS

ceived, the local timestamp is sent back. The sender must in  
this case obtain the highest timestamp from all other nodes.  
This timestamp is increased by 1 and the message with new 
timestamp can be sent. The requests to the system are stored 
in a database.

Virtual  File  System  Module  (VFS). The  VFS  module 
hides  the  technology used for  data  and  metadata  storing.  
Based on the request, the module determines whether  it is 
aimed at the metadata, e.g. to list the directory, create a new 
directory, or is aimed at the file access. Then, the request is 
send to the DB module or to the File System module. 

File System Module.  The File system module serves for 
storing file content on physical device like hard disks. It is 
utilized to work with the content of the files that  the user 
works  with.  If  the  module  obtains  a  request  to  store  the 
data,  it replies to the client  with its IP address and a ran-
domly selected port. On this port, the transfer will be real -
ized. The client connects to this port and sends the file con-
tent.  A randomly chosen  port  decreases the  possibility of 
misuse.  

The FS module also manages the data active replication. 
The FS module starts the replication of the file in the back-
ground.  When  the  file operations  are  performed,  the  rep-
licas are locked at the metadata level (Synchronization lay-
er).  This  prevents  a  situation  of simultaneous file access. 
The  metadata  record  is  unlocked  after  the  file  is  stored. 
Similarly, when the replication is finished, the metadata re-
cord  of replicas  is  unlocked.  By using  this  approach,  the 
KIV-DFS supports multi-RW replication. 

Database Module. The Database module serves for com-
munication  with  the  database.  The  database  stores 
metadata, the list of authorized users, and the client request  
queue. Metadata contain all information about files, such as 
names, the location in the directory structure, ACL inform-
ation, size, and the physical location of the file. 

The synchronization of the databases is solved at the syn-
chronization level of KIV-DFS. It ensures the independence 
of the replication and synchronization  mechanisms of dif-
ferent databases. The database is designed in a minimalistic 
way.

B. Experiments

To evaluate proposed policies, we performed simulation 
of remote file accesses.  For the simulation, we have created 
500 files with random size between 500KB and 5MB on the 
server  side.  The size of files respects the fact that  mobile 
clients  usually accesses smaller  files from the remote stor-
age.

The simulation was run on the wired client. We did not  
use mobile client because of acceleration of simulation. We 
have implemented RND, FIFO, LFU and LRU policies for 
comparison  with  our LFU-SS and  LRFU-SS policies.  For 
simulation of LRFU-SS, we have chosen coefficients K1=1, 
K2=1;  K1=1,  K2=2;  K1=2,  K2=1.  While  using  K1=1  and 

KIV-DFS Server

KIV-DFS Client

Authorization

Synchronization

VFS

Database File system
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K2=1,  we do  not  favour  any  of  the  caching  algorithms.  
While  using   K1=1  and  K2=2,  we favour  LRFU-SS over 
LRU, and while using  K1=2 and K2=1, we favour  LRFU-
SS over  LRU. We have chosen  these  coefficients  experi-
mentally.

In a simulation scenario,  we have made 10,000 random 
requests on files where some of the files are prioritized and 
some other  files are accessed less often. The prioritisation 
was made  by a  random  number  generator  and  a  modulo 
function. 

In  the first  experiment,  we have observed the read hits 
count, and then we have computed read hit ratio. Read hits 
count  represents  the number  of requests which  have been 
served by the cache. The experiment used cache sizes from 
8MB to 256MB. These cache sizes were chosen because of 
limited  capacity  of  mobile  clients.  Table  I  summarizes 
cache read hit  ratio,  and Figure  3 depicts the cache read 
hits count for each of the implemented algorithms. For each 
simulated caching policy, we have had the same scenario of 
accessed files.

The best algorithm in this scenario is LFU-SS. While us-
ing LFU-SS with cache capacities of 16MB and 32MB, we 
can achieve up to 11% improvement  over commonly used

Table I. Cache Read Hit Ratio vs. Cache size 

Read Hit Ratio [%]/ 

Caching Policy
Cache Size [MB]

Caching policy 8 16 32 64 128 256

RND 2,98 5,68 10,36 16,03 25,46 40,39

FIFO 2,66 5,49 10,18 15,34 25,44 39,69

LFU 2,79 6,18 11,21 19,09 30,19 41,23

LRU 2,79 6,36 10,84 19,3 28,94 40,67

LFU-SS 6,55 13,05 21,68 23,64 31,47 42,47

LRFU-SS K1=1;K2=2 4,15 9,03 14 23,16 29,8 41,5

LRFU-SS K1=1;K2=1 2,83 7,28 12,2 22,07 30,58 41,91

LRFU-SS K1=2;K2=1 3,16 7,34 14,02 22,89 30,44 40,71

Figure 3. Cache Read Hits vs. Cache Size

LRU or LFU caching policies. When we use cache with lar -
ger capacity (64, 128, and 256MB), the improvement is up 
to 4% in cache hit ratio.

On the other  side,  the cache read hits count deals only 
with the count of the files in the cache that  were found in  
the cache. We use whole file as a basic caching unit. Hence, 
the policy with the best read hits count does not have to be 
the  best  caching  policy in  saving  data  traffic  because  of 
variable file size.

In  the  second  experiment,  we have  observed  the  data 
traffic while using various cache algorithms. The total size 
of transferred files was 22,5GB. We have done the experi-
ment with cache sizes from 8MB to 256MB again. Figure 4 
shows, and Table II summarizes the bytes saved for differ-
ent caching policies. 

The best caching algorithm for cache sizes 8MB, 16MB, 
and 32MB is LFU-SS again. For larger cache capacity, the 
best  caching  policy   LRFU-SS  with   K1=1,  and  K2=1. 
While using LRFU-SS with cache size of 265MB, we have 
saved up to half of the network traffic. LFU-SS achieves up 
to  8%  of  improvement  over  LRU  in  small  cache  sizes. 
LRFU-SS achieves up to 10% of improvement  over LRU 
and LFU in larger cache capacities.

Table II. Saved bytes vs. Cache size 

Saved Bytes[MB] / 

Caching Policy 
Cache Size [MB]

Caching policy 8 16 32 64 128 256

RND 601 1204 2136 3383 5110 8671

FIFO 537 1155 2199 3307 4991 8161

LFU 458 1070 1995 4448 5741 8274

LRU 614 1440 2495 4252 5537 8205

LFU-SS 1605 3315 4040 4520 7574 10245

LRFU-SS K1=1;K2=2 708 1528 2577 5955 6432 10280

LRFU-SS K1=1;K2=1 822 2342 3745 5761 7798 10362

LRFU-SS K1=2;K2=1 639 2626 4648 5966 7718 8932

Figure 4. Cache Size vs. Saved Bytes
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V. FURTHER WORK

In our future work, we will implement cache and caching 
policy for iPhone, Android and Windows Mobile client ap-
plications. 

Storing files in the user’s cache may cause data inconsist-
ency.  The data  on server  can  be modified while the user  
constantly works with the old files in the cache. In our fu-
ture work, we will develop algorithms for maintaining data 
consistency for cached files. 

In mobile devices, the connection to the server is not per-
manent. Not all of cellular networks providers have the cov-
erage on the whole area where the user uses the device. For 
disconnected users, we will implement so-called offline op-
erations. In  this case, the user can still access cached files 
even after disconnection.

VI.  CONCLUSION

This paper presented caching algorithms for caching files 
in mobile devices. Our goals in developing new caching al-
gorithms  were  to  decrease  network  traffic,  and  minimize 
costs of counting the priority of the data block in the cache. 
These two goals were set because of variable network con-
nection of the mobile devices caused by moving of the user, 
and because of  poor performance of the mobile devices. 

The comparison of caching policies made in the section 
Experimental  results shows that  the introduced algorithms 
act better in comparison to commonly used caching policies 
like LRU and LFU. For smaller cache size, LFU-FF is suit-
able caching policy; for larger cache size, LRFU-SS is bet-
ter choice.

For using in mobile devices, we have count the time com-
plexity for both of the developed algorithms.  In  this case, 
the LFU-SS seems to be better algorithm. If we assume that  
the basic caching unit is the whole file, than both of the al-
gorithms can be used in the mobile devices. 
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Abstract—Modern microelectronics has settled for good in
embedded systems that run our everyday life in areas of home
entertainment, telecommunications, medical equipment, various
industrial applications, even military and aerospace systems.
Increasing complexity of these systems requires new tools for
development, testing and security analysis. Presented work is an
ongoing effort to create from scratch a Free and Open framework
for low–level access (In–Circuit–Emulation and On–Chip–Debug)
into ARM–Cortex [7] based devices that use new SWD bus
(a JTAG alternative). LibSWD [1] is a BSD–licensed software
library and it is being integrated into well known Open–Source
applications such as UrJTAG [11] and OpenOCD [12].

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Software and Hardware

MODERN embedded systems are the state of the art
mixture of hardware and software. Hardware (elec-

tronic components) makes it possible for software (computer
programs) to operate, but on the other hand it is the soft-
ware that makes hardware intelligent, communicative and user
friendly with help of the Operating System. Before device
reaches state of the final product it needs to conquer long
and hard road of design, development and testing, utilizing
unimaginable resources and thousands of minds at work. Only
few people really know how hard and important it is to
create basic components that makes Operating System (high–
level components) functional – bootloaders, drivers, compilers,
linkers, and many more low–level services that create a virtual
bridge between world of software and hardware. Figure 1
shows how many various peripherals are included in just one
simple chip of the modern microcontroller.

B. Low–Level Access

The hardware and physical parts of the system are often re-
ferred as low–level because they make operation of logical and
software structures (so called high–level functions) possible.
On the other hand it is still possible to access low–level system
resources with use of special physical interface connection,

even if the software is not yet operational (i.e. no bootloader
and operating system), to test the software components from
the hardware point of view (i.e. debugging the bootloader
or the operating system components), or simply to test the
hardware itself.

C. Standards

JTAG is the best known standard (IEEE1149.1 [3]) of
the low–level access method to various microcontroller ar-
chitectures internals such as CPU, Peripherals and Memory,
making it possible to take full control over target system
at the hardware level. This is very important feature for
developers, testers and security researchers to have unlimited
access to every information in the system. But as JTAG has
some limitations, the alternative solution called Serial Wire
Debug (SWD) was introduced by ARM Incorporated [4] and
implemented in their new ARM Cortex devices family.

This paper describes low–level access basics into modern
microprocessor systems with use of LibSWD software library
that implements the Serial Wire Debug transport in Platform
Independent, Free and Open–Source manner.

II. JOINT TEST ACTION GROUP (JTAG)

A. What is JTAG

As mentioned in previous section the JTAG is the well
known low–level access mechanism to access internals of
the microprocessor systems. The IEEE1149.1 [3] standard
defines a finite state machine (see Figure 2) that defines
access to the Test Access Port / Debug Access Port registers
(Instruction and Data Registers) in order to access system
internals such as CPU, Peripherals, Memory, Debug Unit, etc.

However, the internal organization of the specific regis-
ters and access ports itself is target dependent and vary
across different CPU architectures. Microprocessors designed
by ARM use ARM Debug Interface standard [5] (described
later in this paper), microprocessors designed by MIPS use
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Fig. 1. ARM Cortex CPU in STM32 microcontroller, block diagram [9].

EJTAG standard [8], other devices will probably use their
own internal organization. This makes things complicated and
require target specific software implementation of the tools,
while the electrical interface and the access method remains
common for all JTAG aware devices.

B. Signalling

The JTAG Test Access Port requires following electrical
signals to operate:

• TDI (Test Data Input) that provides input bitstream into
scan chain.

• TDO (Test Data Output) that provides output bistream
from the scan chain.

• TCK (Test ClocK) that provides synchronous clock
source to the target system.

• TMS (Test Mode Selection) that provides operation mode
selection of the target system and is vital for proper state
machine operations.

• TRST (Test ReSeT) that can reset target access port.
• GND (Ground) that provides voltage reference point of

zero potential.
• VCC (Voltage Supply) that provides reference voltage for

interface input buffers and voltage level shifters.

Fig. 2. JTAG TAP/DAP State Machine [6].

• SRST (System ReSeT) that can reset whole target system
(useful for development purposes and remote manage-
ment).

C. Practice

For some systems TRST signal can be omitted and equiv-
alent functionality can be achieved only with use of TMS
and TCK pins, also SRST can be sometimes activated using
target internals. Therefore at least six signals are required for
JTAG connection to work (TRST and SRST can be ommited),
and those signals have corresponding pins somewhere on the
system PCB as a group of test points or even a dedicated
connector.

Finding JTAG connector on an unknown board is a very
complex subject (large enough for a separate publication) and
usually this requires knowledge obtainable from technical/ser-
vice specification of the target CPU/SoC, or even hardware
reverse–engineering techniques.

Accessing mentioned signals also brings some security risk
to the target system, therefore very often Test Access Port
functional block is disabled or at least hidden by spreading
test points across whole PCB.

D. Multiple Devices

Fig. 3. JTAG Scan Chain [10].

As presented on Figure 3 JTAG aware devices can be daisy–
chained together serially one after another, where input of the
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chain (TDI) is the input to the first device, output of the first
device becomes input of the second device, and the last device
output is the chain output (TDO). In this case TCK, TMS and
TRST control signals are common to all devices, only one
interface is necessary to access all of the chain elements, only
one device can be active at time. Unfortunately, whole chain
is as fast as its slowest component and the malfunction of one
component breaks whole chain.

III. DEBUG ACCESS PORT

A. What is DAP

Although Serial Wire Debug (SWD) is somehow alternative
to JTAG method of low–level access to ARM Cortex devices,
both JTAG and SWD exist to transport commands to/from
Debug Access Port (DAP). Debug Access Port is a dedicated
silicon on–chip device that serves as a gateway between debug
host (software+interface) and the microprocessor internals
(memory, peripherals, debug unit, etc).

To understand how low–level access works in ARM micro-
processor based embedded systems it is essential to understand
how Debug Access Port (DAP) works, please read the „ARM
Debug Interface” specification [5] for detailed information.

DAP is far more complex than Bootloader or Operating
System Serial Port Console with Commandline Interface (CLI)
implementation because it works on a hardware register
transfer level not in a software domain. Its purpose is to
access dedicated on–chip functional blocks using Access Ports
(AP) as their interface. Reading and writing to selected AP
registers triggers operations that can result in memory access
(when using MEM–AP), general bus access (AHB–AP), debug
functionality, and others.

Not all internal peripherals have their corresponding Access
Ports, therefore only those functionalities with AP imple-
mented in the hardware can be accessed from outside by DAP.

B. Organization

Fig. 4. ARM Cortex Debug Access Port organization [6].

Figure 4 shows the internal organization of the Debug
Access Port. Debug Port Interface (also known as Test Access
Port in JTAG terminology) is the physical signalling connector.
DAP Internal Interface connects DAP to multiple Access Ports
(AHB–AP as example in this case).

C. Functionality

Depending on hardware capabilities, from the debugger
perspective, DAP can support JTAG transport (using JTAG–
DP), SWD transport (using SW–DP), or both. The block
responsible for decoding the transport bitstream is called Serial

Wire and JTAG Debug Port (SWJ–DP), it contains both SW–
DP and JTAG–DP. Methods for read, write and error handling
operations are a bit different for JTAG and SWD, but in
general they access the same DAP registers.

DAP registers makes it possible to read/write Access Ports
in order to perform operations on selected on–chip subsys-
tems. Therefore, DAP is only a gateway between debugger
host/software and the target on–chip subsystem, it can store
read/write results, error codes, AP addresses and eventually
abort their operations, but DAP alone without target AP is
pretty useless.

D. Registers

Debug Access Port consists of following registers:

• IDCODE – Identification Code Register that contains
unique 32–bit identification bitstream with manufacturer
code, device and version code according to the JEDEC
standard.

• ABORT – Abort Register is used to abort ongoing or
stalled operations, also to clear error flags on SW–DP.

• CTRL/STAT – Control/Status Register contains all im-
portant information on status of the DAP, also allows to
control DAP functions.

• SELECT – AP Select Register function is to select Access
Port address to be accessed and Register Bank within the
selected AP.

• RDBUFF – Read Buffer has different meaning in JTAG–
DP (to initiate a read operation) and SW–DP (to return
last AP read result, because reading the data register
in AP initiates a read and produces WAIT state by
default, however sequential reads from RDBUFF will
give unpredictabe result!).

• WCR – Wire Control Register has the same address as
CTRL/STAT but it is accessed when SELECT bit 0 value
is set to 1. Its purpose is to control physical SWD bus
parameters.

• RESEND – Read Resend Register is available only on
SW–DP and its purpose is to recover read data from
corrupted transfer without repeating AP transfer.

Fig. 5. Serial Wire and JTAG Debug Port organization [6].
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IV. SERIAL WIRE DEBUG

A. What is SWD

As explained in previous sections Serial Wire Debug (SWD)
is an alternative to JTAG transport method to perform oper-
ations on on–chip Debug Access Port (DAP) and peripheral
specific Access Ports (AP) in ARM Cortex devices. To un-
derstand the complexity of its software implementation it is
first important to understand SWD basics. It is packed–based
half–duplex serial protocol, where each transfer is initialized
and controlled by a debugger host.

Fig. 6. Successful Read and Write SWD Operations [6].

Figure 7 presents example successful read and write oper-
ation diagrams (these are not exact timing diagrams!) which
nicely visualise SWD packet elements:

• REQUEST – defines access type (read, write) and lo-
cation (AP/DP register address). It also contains parity
control bit to avoid protocol errors.

• TRN – turnaround gives time for interface buffers to
switch bus direction from read to write. TRN length in
clock cycles can be set using WCR DP register.

• ACK – returns the Target response status – it can be
OK, WAIT (to retry transfer), FAULT (when unrecover-
able error occurs), or no response when Protocol Error
Sequence occurs (target is powered down, target does not
understand the request, etc).

• DATA – holds the 32–bit data payload.
• PARITY – even parity bit to control DATA integrity.

B. Signalling

Figure 9 tells more about SWJ–DP signalling. JTAG and
SWD use the same signal / port pins – JTAG TMS is the SWD
SWDIOTMS, TCK is the SWCLKTCK. SWD only use two
signal pins as opposed to five signal pins used by JTAG. To
activate SW–DP or JTAG–DP special 16–bit sequence should
be applied on the TMS signal, however JTAG–DP is active
by default for backward compatibility reasons. It is therefore
possible to use one Serial Wire and JTAG interface to access
SWJ enabled device, which is elegant solution.

V. LIBSWD

A. What is LibSWD

LibSWD is a first in the world platform and hardware
independent Open–Source framework to deal with with Se-
rial Wire Debug Port in accordance to ADI (Arm Debug
Interface, version 5.0 at the moment) specification [5]. It is

Fig. 7. SWD/JTAG connector tapped into a real hardware [2].

released under 3–clause BSD license and documented with
Doxygen. For more information please visit project website at
http://libswd.sf.net.

B. What it can do

Serial Wire Debug is an alternative to JTAG (IEEE1149.1)
transport layer for accessing the Debug Access Port in ARM-
Cortex based devices. LibSWD provides methods for access-
ing the Debug Access Port and various Access Ports registers
on the target.

From programmer and user perspective it is
as simple as calling swd_dap_detect() and
swd_{dp,ap}_{read,write} functions to perform
low–level operations on the target hardware. LibSWD takes
care of bitstream generation on the wire using simple but
flexible API that can reuse capabilities of existing applications
for easier integration, specifically the existing interface drivers
code.

Every bus operation such as control, request, turnaround,
acknowledge, data and parity packet is named a „command”
represented by a swd_cmd_t data type that builds up the
queue that later can be flushed into real hardware using
standard set of (application–specific) driver functions. This
way LibSWD is almost standalone and can be easily integrated
into existing utilities for low–level access and only requires
in return to define driver bridge that controls the physical
interface interconnecting host and target.

Drivers and other application–specific functions are
extern type and located in external file crafted for that
application and its hardware. Figure 8 shows how easily
LibSWD can be integrated into existing low–level access
applications.

Fig. 8. LibSWD integration with existing low–level access applications.
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C. SWD Context

The most important data type in LibSWD is swd_ctx_t
structure, a context that represents logical entity of the swd
bus (transport layer between host and target) with all its
parameters, configuration and command queue. Context is
being created with swd_init() function that returns pointer
to allocated virgin structure, and it can be destroyed with
swd_deinit() function taking the pointer as argument.
Context can be set only for one interface–target pair, but
there might be many different contexts in use if necessary,
so amount of devices in use is not limited.

D. Functions organization

All functions in general operate on pointer type and return
number of processed elements on success or negative value
with swd_error_code_t on failure. Functions are grouped
by functionality that is denoted by function name prefix (ie.
swd_bin* are for binary operations, swd_cmdq* deals with
command queue, swd_cmd_enqueue* deals with creating
commands and attaching them to queue, swd_bus* performs
operation on the swd transport system, swd_drv* are the
interface drivers, etc).

Because programs using LibSWD for transport can queue
multiple operations and don’t handle errors of each transaction
appropriately, swd_drv_transmit() function verifies the
ACK and PARITY operation results directly after execution
(read from target) and return error code if necessary. When
error is detected and there were some pending operations
enqueued for execution, they are discarded and removed from
the queue (they would not be accepted by the target anyway),
the queue is then again ready to accept new transactions (i.e.
error handling operations).

Standard end–users are encouraged to only use high level
functions (swd_bus*, swd_dap*, swd_dp*) to perform
operations on the swd transport layer and the target’s DAP
(Debug Access Port) and its components such as DP (Debug
Port) and the AP (Access Port). More advanced users however
may use low level functions (swd_cmd*, swd_cmdq*) to
group them into new high–level functions in order to automate
some tasks (such as existing high–level functions does).

Functions of type extern are the ones to implement in
external file by developers that want to incorporate LibSWD
into their application. Context structure also has void pointer
in the swd_driver_t structure that can hold address of the
external driver structure to be passed into internal swd drivers
(extern swd_drv* functions) that wouldn’t be accessible
otherwise.

E. Commands

Bus operations are split into commands represented by
swd_cmd_t data type. They form a bidirectional command
queue that is part of swd_ctx_t structure. Command type,
and so its payload, can be one of: control (user defined 8–
bit payload), request (according to the standard), ack, data,
parity (data and parity are separate commands!), trn, bitbang
and idle (equals to control with zero data). Command type is

defined by swd_cmdtype_t and its code can be negative
(for MOSI operations) or positive (for MISO operations) –
this way bus direction can be easily calculated by multiplying
two operation codes (when the result is negative bus will have
to change direction), so the LibSWD „knows” when to put
additional TRN command of proper type between enqueued
commands.

Payload is stored within union type and its data can be
accessed according to payload name, or simply with data8
(char) and data32 (int) fields. Payload for write (MOSI)
operations is stored on command creation, but payload for read
(MISO) operations becomes available only after command is
executed by the interface driver. There are 3 methods of ac-
cessing read data – flushing the queue into driver then reading
queue directly, single stepping queue execution (flush one–by–
one) then reading context log of last executed command results
(there are separate fields of type swd_transaction_t in
swd_ctx_t’s log structure for read and write operations
that are updated by swd_drv_transmit() function be-
fore write and after read), or providing a double pointer on
command creation to have constant access to its data after
execution.

After all commands are enqueued with
swd_cmd_enqueue* function set, it is time to send
them into physical device with swd_cmdq_flush()
funtion. According to the swd_operation_t parameter
commands can be flushed one–by–one, all of them, only to
the selected command or only after selected command. For
low level functions all of these options are available, but
for high–level functions only two of them can be used –
SWD_OPERATION_ENQUEUE (but not send to the driver) and
SWD_OPERATION_EXECUTE (all unexecuted commands
on the queue are executed by the driver sequentially) – that
makes it possible to perform bus operations one after another
having their result just at function return, or compose more
advanced sequences leading to preferred result at execution
time. Because high–level functions provide simple and
elegant manner to get the operation result, it is advised to use
them instead dealing with low–level functions (implementing
memory management, data allocation and queue operation)
that exist only to make high-level functions possible.

F. Drivers

Calling the swd_cmdq_flush() function leads to
execution of not yet executed commands from the
queue (in a manner specified by the operation pa-
rameter) on the SWD bus by swd_drv_transmit()
function that use application specific extern func-
tions defined in external file (ie. libswd_urjtag.c or
swd_libswd_drv_openocd.c as examples) to operate
on a real hardware using drivers from existing applica-
tion. LibSWD use only swd_drv_{mosi,miso}_{8,32}
(separate for 8–bit char and 32–bit int data cast type) and
swd_drv_{mosi,miso}_trn functions to interact with
interface buffers, so it is possible to easily reuse low–level
and high–level devices for communications, as they have all
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Algorithm 1 Simple LibSWD example to detect and read out
the target IDCODE identification register.

# i n c l u d e < l i b s w d . h>
# i n c l u d e < s t d i o . h>
i n t main ( ) {

s w d _ c t x _ t ∗ swdctx ;
i n t r e s , ∗ i d c o d e ;
swdctx = s w d _ i n i t ( ) ;
i f ( swdctx ==NULL) re turn −1;
/ / d e f i n e d r i v e r swd_drv ∗ f u n c t i o n s
/ / use swdctx−>d r i v e r −>d e v i c e = . . .
r e s = s w d _ d a p _ d e t e c t ( swdctx , \
SWD_OPERATION_EXECUTE, &i d c o d e ) ;

i f ( r e s <0){
p r i n t f ( "ERROR: %s \ n " , \

s w d _ e r r o r _ s t r i n g ( r e s ) ) ;
re turn r e s ;

} e l s e p r i n t f ( "IDCODE : 0x%X (%s ) \ n " , \
∗ i dcode , s w d _ b i n 3 2 _ s t r i n g ( i d c o d e ) ) ;

s w d _ d e i n i t ( swdctx ) ;
re turn 0 ;

}

information necessary to perform exact actions – number of
bits, payload, command type, shift direction and bus direction.
It is even possible to send raw bytes on the bus (control
command) or bitbang the bus (bitbang command) if neces-
sary.

MOSI (Master Output Slave Input) and MISO (Master
Input Slave Output) nomenclature was used to clearly dis-
tinguish transfer direction (from master–interface to target–
slave), as opposed to ambiguous read/write statements, so after
swd_drv_mosi_trn() master should have its buffers set
to output and target inputs active.

Drivers, as most of the LibSWD functions, works on data
pointers instead data copy and returns number of elements
processed (bits in this case) or negative error code on failure.

It is also important to note that LibSWD can use different
debug levels to produce verbose messages usually helpful
in troubleshooting. LibSWD can even produce hardware bit-
stream debug information messages, so there is no need to
use external measurement units such as oscilloscope to exactly
reproduce and retrace all bus operations.

G. Summary

LibSWD project has its public website at http://libswd.sf.
net. It is developed in C programming language as static and
dynamic library with use of Autotools for platform indepen-
dent build. The source code is Free and Open, still under
development, and documented with Doxygen. The library
is meant to give SWD access to external applications with
minimal effort, reusing existing interface drivers, and almost
no source code modifications.

Fig. 9. LibSWD communicating with real hardware [2].

GIT repositories of LibSWD integrated into OpenOCD
and UrJTAG software utilities are publicly available for
testing. Project history and details are located at http://
stm32primer2swd.sf.net. Feel free to contact library author for
more information, suggestions and general feedback. Please
remember to support Open–Source and Free–Software as you
may need it one day – you will probably get as much as you
give to the community for their efforts.
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I.� INTRODUCTION 

HE increasing popularity of Flash RAM used as 

storage media forces the need for mechanisms to 

ensure an adequate level of protection of data stored on 

them. This is particularly important in the case of sensitive 

data which has significant impact on the safety of the 

institution. 

For this purpose, the most commonly used is the software 

(e.g. USB Flash Security, Secure Traveler, Rohos Mini 

Drive, etc.) that must be installed on the media prior to its 

use. During the installation of such software in Flash RAM it 

is created an encrypted volume that is accessed using a 

password defined. The power of safeguard of the medium 

using this type of software depends on the used symmetric 

encryption algorithm and key length. This type of security is 

sufficient in the event of such loss or theft of the media. Use 

this solution to transfer data between the various entities that 

use such media poses problems arising mainly from the need 

to provide the transfer the medium and an encryption key 

with help which the media has been encrypted. In addition, 

the data sender is not certain that the data will be available 

only for the recipient, and the recipient is not certain that it 

has received data from the expected sender. 

The article presents a solution enabling to such 

preparation of data stored in Flash RAM, so that the 

recording medium can be used for secure transfer of data 

files, during which the sender of data (i.e., the creator of the 

protected media content) is assured that data will be 

available only for designated recipient and the recipient is 

assured that the data received come from the expected 
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sender. The described mechanism uses both symmetric 

encryption algorithms and asymmetric. The presented 

solution uses a filter driver [1][3][4]. In this solution, it is 

assumed that in terms of operating system data can be 

processed in two directions: from plain text form stored on 

your hard disk to secure form on removable media (e.g. 

Flash RAM, hard drive) connected to the system via the 

USB bus and, conversely, from secure form on removable 

media to plain text form on the hard drive. Do not allow the 

possibility of using the software for the direct exchange of 

data files between removable media (e.g. flash memory) 

connected to the system via the USB bus. 

The process of securing the exchange of data should 

satisfy the following functional requirements: 

−� should be implemented in a manner transparent to the 

user; 

−� should not cause any noticeable to the user loads of the 

operating system; 

−� should not have a significant impact on the speed of read 

and write data onto data media; 

−� should allow the use of various encryption algorithms to 

ensure the required level of confidentiality; 

−� should build on removable media, protected file and the 

signature for this file; 

−� should allow to perform any operation allowed for data 

storage media, such as volume, surface checking for 

errors, and defragment the disk8based data. 

These requirements force the use of the process of 

securing the data separate modules (drivers) operating at the 

kernel8level of operating system [2][3][6]. Schematic 

representation of a solution being developed is shown in 

Figure 1. 

Described solution is available for a user through the 

control application (AST). The main elements of the built 

system are interacting drivers: encryption driver [1] and 

driver supporting, which are compatible to the Windows 

Driver Model [5]. Both elements work in kernel mode 

operating system and communicate with each other using the 

internal mechanisms of the operating system (in the figure 

these mechanisms are labeled as IRP 8 Input8Output Request 

Packet) [2][5].  

T
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Fig.  1 Schematic diagram of securing data stored on removable media 

The purpose of the encryption driver (STS) is the 

realization of the process of encryption / decryption of data 

and determination of its hash value for these data. The driver 

supporting (STW) sets the signature for protected data 

(according to the algorithm presented in the next section) 

and mediates the transfer of messages / commands between 

STS and AST. The other components of the system are: the 

.DLL library that provides the functionality of the 

implemented encryption algorithms, module of generation of 

session key, and the database of public keys of users. 

The product of the process to secure the original file are 

two files: a file with encrypted data and the file containing 

the signature for the encrypted file. Both files can be stored 

on one medium or each file on a different medium. Choosing 

a storage location of the signature file is defined by the user 

through AST. It should be noted that saving the encrypted 

file and the signature on separate media increases the 

security of stored data, but it is cumbersome to use. 

II.�THE PROCESS OF CREATING AND READING A PROTECTED 

FILE 

The process of creating a protected file on removable 

flash memory (that is, to create an encrypted file and the 

signature of this file) and reading (decryption) file from the 

removable flash memory needs attributes of a user which 

creates a protected file (file sender) and a user for which a 

secured file will be created (file recipient). When a protected 

file is created the user logged into the system is the sender, 

and he specifies the file recipient using the AST. When 

reading a protected file with using the AST logged user is 

the file recipient, a sender's attributes are read after 

successful decryption of signature that file with using a 

private key of the logged user. The situation in which at the 

same time the logged user is the sender and the recipient of 

the data is acceptable. 

The process of creating a protected file includes the step 

of encryption, and then creating a signature for that file. 

However the process of reading a protected file in a first step 

obtains from file signature the attributes needed for 

decrypting that file and in the second step the protected file 

is decrypted. 

�	�
������������������������

The process of writing the file, including file encryption 

and hash generation, is performed by the STS. Operation of 

STS has been presented in [1]. The diagram describing the 

process of writing the file is shown in Figure 2. Dashed line 

in Figure 2 indicates operations implemented by the STS. 

During the process of file encryption is determined the value 

of the hash function to ensure the integrity of the file. 

Fig.  2 The process of writing data to removable flash memory 

Determined value of the hash function, and the generated 

session key after completion of record are transferred to the 

STW in order to generate a signature for the stored data. The 

process transferring the hash function value and the session 

key transferring is implemented using the system 

mechanisms marked in Figure 2, as the IRP.  

�	������������������������

For each of the protected file the signature is generated 

which containing the information needed to read of this file. 

Signature of the file contains the following fields: 

KSY 8 random key to encrypt / decrypt the secure file; 

SK 8 value of hash function which is determined 

based on the content of protected file after 

encrypting this file; 

ID_SZY 8 identifier of the algorithm used to encrypting; 

ID_SKR 8  identifier of the algorithm used to generate the 

hash; 

ID_OPER 8 identifier of the logged user (the sender) who 

initiated the operation of data write 8 this 

identifier is required to determine the public key 

of sender when the file is read; 

TMS 8 time stamp of file creation 8 this value 

corresponds to the date of file creation. 

The structure of signature is shown in Figure 3, and 

process of signature creation proceeds according to the 

diagram is shown in Figure 4. 
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Fig.  3 The structure of signature secure file 

Fig.  4 The algorithm of signature generation for protected file 
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The process of reading the file requires that the signature 

was read before and then decrypted. These activities are 

performed by the logged user (recipient of file) using AST.  

The process starts with decrypting the signature file using 

the private key of the logged user, then reading time stamp 

and user identifier (ID_OPER) which assumed the role the 

sender creating a protected file. The time stamp protects the 

an encrypted file before moving it to another medium than 

that on which was originally written. Incompatibility of date 

and time stored in the time stamp and date and time the file 

was created displays the message and terminates the 

procedure of file reading. With compatibility of the 

parameters the next part of the signature is decrypted using 

the user public key which identifier (ID_OPER) has been 

read. The next steps of file decoding are schematically 

shown in Figure 5. 

Fig.  5 The process of data reading from an external file 

On the Figure 5 operations performed by the STS are 

marked using thick dashed line, and  the operations 

performed by the STW are marked using the thinner line 

(two dots dash). 

During the read data the value of hash function 

(SKR_Wyz) is determined. If the value SKR_Wyz is 

different from the values obtained from the signature 

(SKR_Zap) a message is displayed and the decrypted file, 

which was saved on hard disk,  is being deleted. 

III.� HANDLING FOR CREATING AND READING A SECURE FILE 

Logged user (file sender) configures the parameters of the 

process of creating and reading a protected file using AST 

whose window is shown in Figure 6. 

Fig.  6 The window of control application AST 

The process of creating protected file requires first of all 

connection one or two (depending on where the file with the 

signature will be stored) removable Flash RAM memories to 

encryption using the sender  

private key 

encryption using the recipient public key 
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a computer through USB interface. The devices are 

automatically detected by STS, which transmits information 

about them via the STW to AST. The logged user should 

determine the parameters required for encrypting the file and 

generating a signature. He does this by selecting the: 

−� drive in which will be stored the protected file (field 

"Data Drive" in Figure 6); 

−� drive and path to the directory in which will be stored the 

file with the signature (field "Signature Drive" in Figure 

6); 

−� identifier for the algorithm used to encrypt (field "The 

encryption algorithm" in Figure 6);  

−� identifier for the algorithm used to generate Hash value 

for the protected file (field "The Hash function algorithm" 

in Figure 6); 

−� identifier for user (recipient) encrypted data (field “Data 

Recipient" in Figure 6); 

−� location of public key data recipient file (field "Location 

of Public Key" in Figure 6). 

Identifier (ID_OPER) and the private key of the sender 

(the elements required to generate the signature) are 

automatically retrieved from the system. After determining 

the data configuration logged user can begin the process of 

copy the file using , e.g.  Windows Explorer. The name of 

file which stores the signature will be concatenation of the 

name of protected file and string "SIG". The process of 

creating a file with the signature is started after the 

encryption process is finished and is, just as the encryption 

process, invisible to the user. When next  file for the same 

recipient is being encrypted it does not need to change the 

configuration data unless the other parameters (that is the 

identifier of encryption algorithm or identifier of algorithm 

generating of hash value) will be changed. Always for the 

next file a new session key will be automatically generated. 

The process of reading protected file requires connection 

to a computer through USB interface one or two (depending 

on where is stored the file with the signature) removable 

Flash RAM memories. The devices are automatically 

detected by STS, which transmit information about them via 

the STW to AST. The logged user (recipient of the data ) 

using AST has to specify the drive on which is stored 

encrypted file and indicate the file with the signature 

corresponding to the encrypted file. He does this by 

selecting the: 

−� drive on which will be stored the protected file (field 

"Data Drive" in Figure 6); 

−� drive and path to the directory on which will be stored the 

file with the signature (field "Signature Drive" in 

Figure 6). 

Other parameters required to decrypt the file are 

determined based on the signature. After initializing by the 

logged user the process of copying a file STS sends  to the 

STW the name of the copied file and pauses the copy 

process to the moment when  receives data required to 

decrypt the file (that is the identifier of encryption algorithm, 

session key and identifier of algorithm generating of hash 

value). Based on submitted by the STS the name of 

encrypted file, STW identifies a file containing the signature 

and performs the process of signature decryption and 

reading the configuration data. Then performs the 

verification process read out TMS with the date and time of 

the creation of an encrypted file. In the case of inequality of 

these values message is displayed and the file reading 

process is interrupted. In the case of equality of those values 

other configuration data read from the signature are passed 

to STS, which resumes the process of decryption. During the 

proces of decrypting the file the STS determines the value of 

a hash function for that file. After completion the process of 

copy STS  transmit to STW determined value of the hash 

function for verification. If the designated hash value is not 

equal to the value read from the signature a message is 

displayed and the STW deletes the file. 

IV.� CONCLUSION 

Currently widely available tools to secure the contents of 

removable Flash RAM uses symmetric encryption when 

writing files. In these solutions, it is assumed that the key 

needed for encryption / decryption is determined by the user 

who creates protected file, and during reading the protected 

file this key is known for the user. When a user saves a 

protected file on removable medium, and another user of this 

medium reads this file, the problems associated with the 

transmission of the key between the users are not taken into 

consideration, which is a significant lack of such solutions in 

terms securing of  transfer of saved data on media Flash 

RAM. 

The solution presented in this paper is unique and more 

complicated than the commonly used. Users using this 

solution do not see the problem with the transmission of the 

key, because they are using the advantages of asymmetric 

encryption which gives assurance secured transfer of 

encryption key between parties involved in the exchange of 

data. The developed system requires the user who is creating 

a protected file, to determine file recipient and  the 

parameters to encrypt the file. The process of protecting file 

is closely linked with the mechanisms of systemic support 

for removable media Flash RAM, and is transparent to the 

user. When the protected file is read, user is not burdened 

with any additional activities. In addition, security is so 

constructed that the reading of the file is only possible with 

the medium on which the file was originally saved. 

Attempting to copy a protected file to a different medium  

locks the ability to read the file. This scheme has been tested 

in a Windows environment. 

The described method for protecting data on removable 

Flash RAM protects data from unauthorized access, for 

example in case of loss or theft of the medium, but also 

makes it possible to secure transfer of that data through an 

unsecured transmission channel, for example using a courier. 

This approach is necessary in systems that process data 

belonging to different security domains (with different 
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classification levels) in which the flow channel of data must 

be strictly controlled
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Abstract—A detailed flooding analysis for extreme events is a 

more and more upcoming task in urban drainage studies. For 
such  studies  an  integrated  model  simulating  the  flow  in  the 
sewer  system normally  as  a  1-D approach and a 2-D model 
simulation the flow on the surface is needed. This allows for the 
simulation  of  the  interaction  between  the  flow  in  the  sewer 
system and the surface. 

The simulation of flooding for a large urban catchment with 
a high resolution in time and space is not a technical problem 
but a computer time consuming process if one likes to simulate 
flooding the whole urban catchment. 

The paper describes the methodology for a risk analysis in a 
stepwise procedure with the objective not to simulate the whole 
urban catchment but for those areas with a potential risk.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOODING in residential areas poses great challenges to 
sewer network operators. The damage caused by waste 

water  from sewer networks can be enormous due to high 
quality  additions  and  installations  in  basements  and 
underground  car  parks.  Also,  a  restriction  of  public  and 
private transport is barely tolerated. Aside from that, dangers 
to life and limb can occur not only during severe floods. In 
addition,  the climatic conditions  have noticeably changed, 
particularly  the  occurrence  of  local  torrential  rains.  The 
trends found exceed the regional-specific  and  inter-annual 
fluctuation margins  previously known from long series  of 
measurements  in  some investigated  quantities  (KA-no.  8, 
2006).

F

The  clear  consensus  is  that  it  is  not  economically 
justifiable to prevent floods during extreme precipitation by 
expanding  sewer  networks.  Therefore,  it  is  necessary  to 
analyze  the  potential  dangers  that  arise  due  to  flooding, 
assess the associated risk, and establish a risk management 
program. 

Up  to  now,  research  and  practice  have  mainly  been 
concerned with the probability of flooding. The analysis of 
the actual danger, i.e., whether a certain plot of land is also 
affected  (flooded),  and  based  on  this  the  assessment  of 
potential, more extensive damage, has not been considered.

The  conventional  practice  for  determining  possible 
hazards from the precipitation runoff process is to set-up a 

rainfall-runoff model of the drainage system and to simulate 
the  runoff  process.  Thus,  sewer  network  models  have 
statements  about  location,  frequency  and  volume  of  an 
overflow. In principle, hazard areas can already be estimated 
with  these  models.  The  question  as  to  where  the  water 
actually flows to on the surface and where it infiltrates again 
into a sewer network or collects on the surface or drains off 
into bodies of water, remains unanswered. For this reason, 
the risk of actual damage has to date not been estimated or 
only estimated in a very simplified way.

In order to describe the potential hazards in more detail, 
area-related geographic data can be used as it is normally 
collected and  managed in geographic  information systems 
(GIS).  This approach concerns both the required basic data 
for the simulation, such as for example surface composition 
and topographic information, as well as local and surface-
related potential damage.

For  individual  areas  of  the  city  of  Dresden,  a  hazard 
analysis and risk assessment was performed as part of the 
REGKLAM project (Regional Climate Adjustment Program 
Model Region Dresden) (itwh, 2011).

II.HAZARD ANALYSIS AND RISK ASSESSMENT

A. Manhole-related classification

A hazard due to flooding in urban drainage basins can be 
posed  by  surface  runoff  of  areas  that  are  not  directly 
connected to the sewer network and run off on the surface, 
by  surface  runoff  that  cannot  penetrate  into  the  sewer 
network,  by  flooding  from the  sewer  system overflowing 
and by back-up through household drainage connections to 
the  building.  Normal  sewer  network  models  are  able  to 
calculate the flooding (overflow volume) at the manholes of 
the sewer network.

To  characterize  the  hazards  for  a  drainage  area,  a 
manhole-related  classification  is  introduced.  This  is  done 
using  an  assessment  of  the  calculation  results  by  a 
classification into five classes. Table 1 shows an example of 
the  classification  criteria.  The  classification  must  be 
determined in relation to the special conditions in the area 
under observation.  The respective class of manholes is also 
assigned to the subsequent positions in the flow direction. 
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TABLE 1. MANHOLE-RELATED CLASSIFICATION 

 

Hazard classes 

(GK) 
Classification Reason 

0 No hazard Water level ≤ 2.5 m under ground level 

1 Slight hazard Water level ≤ 1 m under ground level 

2 Moderate hazard 
Water level between 1 m under ground level and 

an overflow volume ≤ 5 m³   

3 Great hazard Overflow < 1,000 m³ 
*)

 

4 Very great hazard Overflow ≥ 1,000 m³ 
*)

 

 *) or assessment in the form of a flood test 

 

 

Averaging the manhole- or position length related-

classification produces a system number as a measure of the 

hazard to the entire sewer network or the observation area.  

The key hazard figure (GKZ) for the sewer network or the 

area of observation results in:  

  

 
with  

GKZ:  Key hazard figure Drainage system 

Li :  Length of the position i in meters 

GKi  : Hazard class for position i 

Lges : Total length of the positions considered in meters 

n :  Number of positions considered 

 

In determining hazard classes 3 and 4, only the sewer 

network is observed for verification of flooding. Possible 

reserves on the surface that permit harmless storage or runoff 

outside of the sewer network on the surface will not be 

considered in relation to the process. Therefore, as an 

assessment process, the verification of flooding may yield 

risk classes that are too great. 

In contrast, with a flooding test, additional effects of 

overflowing water quantities, which due to the complete 

filling of the sewer network cannot drain into it, are taken 

into consideration. Thus, an assessment based on a flooding 

test can properly estimate the actual hazard.  

The problem-related system depicted in figure 1 can be 

used to assess model simulations of the sewer network.  

Whether the respective next analysis stage is required for 

classification depends on the respective results.  

 
Fig. 1 Classification in stages. 

 

B. Stage 1 – backup and overflow testing 

A stressed condition of the sewage system is called an 

overflow, in which the water level exceeds a defined 

reference level (DWA-A 118, 2006). In practice, the 

reference level is most often equated with reaching the top of 

the ground surface. The computational proof of drainage 

systems with the target figure maintenance of the necessary 

overflow frequency is required. At least for large drainage 

systems, verification using hydrodynamic sewer network 

computation is the standard.  

In order to quantify the effects of extreme precipitation on 

a drainage system, potential flooding points are identified 

using model simulations and assessed based on the criteria 

overflow-frequency, -volume and -length.  

• The determination of frequencies for verification of 

flooding or overflow is ascertained by manholes, e.g, 

pursuant to DIN EN 752 or DWA-A 118. Different area 

usages can lead to various required frequencies and thus 

to multiple calculations.   

• The simulations are performed using a design storm or 

multiple events for the actual state or for a planning state 

if hydraulic deficits in the existing system have already 

been detected and a re-structuring concept is available. 
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The calculations are performed with the hydrodynamic 

sewer network model Hystem-Extran (itwh, 2010). 

• With the simulated cases of flooding, the hazard class 

can be determined manhole by manhole. This is done by 

an assessment of the calculation results by a manhole- or 

also positional assignment into the five classes. (Figure 

1).  

Figure 2 shows an example of a classification. The hazard 

classes are depicted as results of the backwater and overflow 

testing (stage 1).  

 

Fig.2 Classification as the result of backwater- and 

overflow testing  

C. Stage 3 – Flood testing with assessment of potential 

hazard 

In the observed context, flooding is defined as a condition 

in which sewage and/or rain water escapes from a drainage 

system or cannot infiltrate into this system and remains on 

the surface or seeps into buildings (DIN EN 752, 2008).  In 

the German drainage practice, "flooding" is associated with 

consequent damages (e.g., flooding of basements) or 

functional breakdowns (e.g. with underpasses) (DWA-A 

118, 2006). 

A flood test with assessment of the potential hazard can be 

performed with a description of the flow paths on the surface 

and the determination of depressions in the environment of 

the overflowed manholes. The following procedure is 

offered: 

• Summary of the manholes with significant overflow 

volume in the sewer network model to potential hazard 

areas.  

• Determination of the depression using the digital terrain 

and surface area model. Depressions are areas that lie 

deeper than the surrounding area by a specified measure. 

• Determination of the flow paths on the surface using 

analysis of the digital terrain model (DGM) and aerial 

photographs.  

• Identification of possible flooding areas using the 

simulated overflow volume. 

• Compilation of the potentially threatened depressions in 

the area and rough quantifica-tion of possible damages 

and risks.   

 

  

Fig. 3 Flow path and depression analysis as results of the 

flooding test (stage 2) 

 

Figure 3 shows the flow paths and depression for an 

example area. In many cases, the visual analysis of local 

conditions and estimation of the local situation (e.g., edge of 

the road) is recommended.  

D. Stage 3 – Technical model flooding calculation 

In order to create concrete flood hazard maps, e.g. with 

flooding heights or flow intensities, a detailed 2-D 

simulation of the flooding on the surface from the sewer 

network is needed. The sewer network model is coupled with 

a detailed surface runoff model for this purpose For the 

coupled simulation, the hydrodynamic sewer network model 

Hystem-Extran (itwh, 2010) and a 2-D surface runoff model 

are used  (Fraunhofer ITWM, 2010).  

The surface runoff model offers the possibility of a 

detailed 2-D simulation of the surface runoff and is based on 

the numerical solution of two-dimensional shallow water 

equations.  

The surface runoff of the water is influenced by the 

topography, the sealing of the soil surface, and the geometric 

direction of line elements such as street boundaries and 

curbs, among other things. The availability and reliability of 

this data, as well as its implementation in physical 

parameters, affects to a considerable degree the quality of the 

simulation results (Fraunhofer ITWM, 2010). 

The topography and line elements are depicted by a 

triangulated terrain model whose triangles simultaneously 

form the cells of the numerical calculation approach. 
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Compared to equidistant terrain models, a more precise 

depiction of structures is achieved with the same number of 

cells by using triangle meshing. 

The bidirectional coupling between sewer network model 

and surface model allows the re-infiltration of flooded water 

into the sewer network. In contrast to conventional 

approaches, the water does not necessarily reenter at the 

same spot where it originally came from, but rather reenters 

where it flows to due to the topographical conditions. In this 

way, a dynamic relationship of the whole system is achieved 

that permits statements to be made about the chronological 

course of flooding events. 

The interfaces for the exchange between both models are 

manholes and road drains. At these locations, there are 

exchange nodes that are known from the point of view of 

both models, and through which the exchange of water 

volume and additional relevant information for the 

calculation occurs. 

III. EXAMPLE OF A COUPLED NETWORK- AND SURFACE 

SIMULATION 

For the coupled simulation, the existing sewer network 

model for the city of Dresden can be used, including the 

runoff-forming hydrologic drainage area, which for instance 

is already being used in processing stage 1, the backwater 

and overflow test. 

The objective of step by step processing for the hazard 

analysis and risk assessment is to minimize the processing 

expense.  The detailed surface runoff model is therefore only 

set up for the areas in processing stage 2 that were 

determined to be threatened. The work steps are divided into 

preprocessing, model generation, simulation and post-

processing. Geographic information systems are used during 

pre- and post-processing and for model generation. 

 

A. Preprocessing and model generation 

Preprocessing comprises the collection, selection and 

preparation of raw data so that it can be used for creating the 

surface runoff model. The following basic data is essentially 

needed for the preprocessing: 

• Laser scanner data of ground points 

• Building polygons  

• Linear structures (e.g., curb edges) 

• Location information about the street drains 

• Location and names of the manholes 

• Land use map to determine roughness coefficient  

The captured data as well as the laser scanner data are 

customized to the areas to be examined. Building polygons, 

linear structures and street drains in the project area were ex-

tracted from the cadastral map of the city of Dresden.  In the 

terrain model, buildings are cut out as insurmountable runoff 

obstacles. In order to take into account the runoff-guiding 

effect of linear structures, such as for instance curb corners, 

in the calculation of the runoff, these structures are 

integrated into the model as breaklines. 

Furthermore, the use of orthophotos for area analysis and 

validation of the raw data has proved to be necessary. If 

needed, the raw data must be manually supplemented with 

these orthophotos. 

The usage classes from the land use map are assigned 

roughness coefficients, which are set in the respective 

calculation cells for the simulation of the surface runoff.  

Figure 4 shows the data prepared in the GIS for the model 

generation. 

This data is the input data of the model generator. The 

result of the model generation is a model that can be used for 

the 2-D simulation. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4  Depiction of the data for model generation 

 

B. Simulation and post-processing 

The simulation is done in a parallel manner in the sewer 

network and surface model, and these simulations are 

bidirectionally coupled. In this way, an exchange between 

the runoff processes on the surface and the sewer network 

takes place. In practical terms, this means that water 

escaping to the surface due to flooding at a drain runs off 

according to the slope conditions, and only reenters the 

sewer network where drains exist and there is enough 

capacity in the sewer network. 

The follow-up work and preparation of results of the 

simulation is termed post-processing. In this process, the 

large quantities of data produced in the simulation are 

transformed into a clear presentation form, for example in 

graphs and animations.   

Figure 5 depicts the maximum water levels from the 

coupled simulation for an example area in Dresden. It is 

evident from which overflowed manholes the floods come 

from. In addition, different colors depict which areas are 

potentially affected with which maximum water level. 

Based on this analysis of the potential hazard, an 

estimation of the possible risks to buildings and municipal 

infrastructure, but also to life and limb, can be made.  
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If there is a need for action, preventive measures based on 
coupled sewer network and surface runoff simulation can be 
reviewed  with  regard  to  their  effect  and  interaction  for 
minimization of the flooding hazard.

Fig. 5 Maximum  water  levels  on  the  surface  in  the 
flooding areas (stage 3)

.

III. SUMMARY

For effective risk management to cope with the danger of 
heavy urban  rains,  it  is  necessary  to  analyze  in  as  much 
detail  as  possible  the  potential  hazards.  Geo  information 
systems  are  an  indispensable  tool  for  preparation  of  the 
basic data needed for this purpose and for presentation and 
analysis  of  the area-related potential  hazards.   This is  the 
foundation for risk assessment.

An example of hazard analysis and risk assessment was 
performed  as  part  of  the  REGKLAM  project  (Regional 
Climate  Adjustment  Program Model  Region  Dresden)  for 
individual areas in the city of Dresden.

For this project, a method was developed that is adjusted 
to the potential hazard in a gradually higher degree of detail. 
The  respective  stages  provide  for  a  manhole-related 
classification through backflow and overflow testing using

hydrodynamic model calculation (stage 1),  a flood test by 
analysis  of  the  flow  paths  and  depressions  in  the  terrain 
(stage  2),  and  a  detailed  flood  simulation  using  coupled 
sewer network and surface calculation (stage 3). 

The  presented  method  offers  an  effective  approach  to 
create  flood  hazard  maps.  The  affected  areas  can  be 
analyzed with regard to risks, potential damages and special 
vulnerabilities, and thus the method is the basis for effective 
risk management.
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Abstract—This document describes the architecture of a dis-
tributed Content Delivery Network (CDN) monitoring system and
its deployment in a research environment in one of the biggest
telecommunication company in Poland and involves about fifty
nodes distributed in the country and database system located on
dedicated storage cluster working in RD center in Warsaw.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays big media companies are highly interested in
publishing in the internet which has became one of the most
influencing medium in the world. Tens millions of users may
be easily gathered by an event or well designed marketing
strategy. However, no media publisher can stand network
traffic of this volume. This is how telecommunication compa-
nies and Content Delivery Networks are involved by playing
crucial role in assuring high level of services especially high
quality streaming data. Its main idea, content migration and
distribution from the central publishing server (often called an
origin server) to as many nodes as possible, shortens the path
to clients, reduces network traffic and decreases bottlenecks in
the infrastructure. It is also much more economical to place
CDN nodes in already existing telco backbone than to build
a new backbone from scratch only for one content provider.
Telecommunication companies begun selling CDN as a service
to many content providers which further reduces running costs.
In this win-win solution each party is satisfied: media can
achieve better quality of service for end users reducing internal
financial engagement and the users may get high quality of
streaming media on demand. However, this scenario requires
tight cooperation between a content provider and a network
owner. It often includes charges for certain data volume or
achieved speed of data transfer and therefore requires detailed
analysis of data flow, activities of users and service quality.
The task of high level data delivery monitoring remains an
open problem.

This paper describes an architecture of a CDN system
monitoring service and experiences of its deployment in one
of the biggest telecommunication companies in Poland. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows. The remaining part
of this section describes the functional and non-functional
requirements for the CDN monitoring system. Section II
provides system architecture and presents experiences and
results. Section III presents results and section IV concludes.

A. Problem Description

CDN Monitoring requires detailed informations, statistical
as well as sensor measurements to be available real-time and
cover any given period of time not loosing any detail. For
example, if a malfunction of one is detected one may need to
track its behaviour up to the unlimited point in the past in order
to find possible coincidences with other events. Therefore all
relevant data concerning CDN operation must be stored in
exact shape. The general functional requirements include:

1) all data and statistics must be available real-time
2) the system must be able to answer any query for any

given period of time in the past
3) all measured data must be safe and cannot be lost in

case of hardware failures
4) the system must scale well in case of substantial CDN

growth (more nodes to be covered)
5) the system must scale well in case of substantial number

users increase (more events per second)
6) the system must be available all the time even in case

of hardware failures
7) the system must cover the following types of reports:

• content delivery (speed of content downloading,
bytes sent to clients, number of requests, etc.)

• content popularity (number of requests per content)
• users behaviour (number of unique users, number

of different files requested by one user, etc.)
• nodes behaviour (alive nodes counters, reachable

nodes, etc.)
8) all information if possible should be supplied with

geographical information to allow geo-spatial analysis
9) the system must present aggregated global reports as

well as reports concerning peering groups or single
nodes

10) the system must be able to separate reports for different
content providers, origin servers or geographical loca-
tions

Data aggregation cannot reduce information resolution in order
to be able to query all available data.

Additionally there are significant non-functional require-
ments concerning mostly number of data to be processed in
given time. The most basic analysis can be based on CDN
logs data fetching. We performed platform load experiments
covering 10Gbps per single node, which generated around
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Fig. 1. General architecture of the CDN monitoring system

400.000 log entries every five minutes. This means that with
equal 30Gbps (maximum predicted) load of a system build of
50 nodes we may need to process only 80 entries per second
on single node.

II. CDN MONITORING DATABASE

The presented requirements lead us to the conclusions that
first the system must be distributed in order to achieve high
scalability and safety of data and second must be based on
one of a key-value storages which can quickly perform map-
reduce tasks in order to answer queries concerning any data
and time period. Data collecting should be also distributed to
minimize network traffic and perform as much of data analysis
in parallel as possible. The general architecture of the system
in presented in figure 1.

There are three layers of our solution. CDN data collectors
which are placed on the CDN nodes. They perform the first
step of data analysis, aggregation and annotation. Then this
preprocessed data is sent to the database system which is
also responsible for user queries processing. The last layer
is constituted by data storage which is actually hidden from
users. However its map-reduce capabilities are required for
real time query answering.

A. CDN Logs

This section briefly describes Coblitz CDN content delivery
logging mechanism. It follows a general idea of events logging
and may be perceived as an example of events storing. We
believe that any other CDN system may use similar logs or
any other reporting solution which can be used as an entry
point of our data analysis.

Each log entry is composed of the fields presented in table I.
We can treat it as a raw database table which will be an input
for data analysis performed by collectors in CDN nodes. Any
other data published on nodes may be treated similarly. Our
approach does not loose generality focusing only on Coblitz
Logs. What is more, we are also prepared for any Coblitz log

mechanism changes. We only need to update log parser or log
collector. The rest of the system may remain the same.

B. Metrics Collectors

The crucial part of the system is devoted to collecting data
from CDN nodes. In order to describe appropriate solution we
must first understand what kind of data we need to gather.

The simplest type of data is based on counters like number
of MB sent from a node, speed, or number of requests. This
can be collected independently on each node. In the global
image this kind of metrics are additive, sum of MB sent from
each node gives us total number of MB sent from all CDN.
This also holds if we slice data for given content provider, file
types or origin servers.

However there are also metrics which are not additive when
moving from local to global scale. For example number of
unique client IPs. This value collected for a single node cannot
be added to a value of another node. Sets of IPs and other not
additive metrics must be processed globally in order to get
correct results.

This leads to hierarchical set up of metrics collectors. The
first layer works on the nodes, very close to local log files.
They are responsible for initial data analysis and additive
metrics. This layer sends data in two directions. Additive
metrics are directly sent to a store via a database interface.
Preprocessed data for non-additive metrics are sent to the
second layer of collectors to perform reduction. This phase of
data processing may be multi-step to get good efficiency as it is
done in other distributed reduction solutions. The architecture
of collectors in presented in figure 2.

C. Local Data Aggregation

Log files containing entries for each event may grow up
to several hundreds thousands of records. The first level of
aggregation done locally in a node must reduce this very
detailed information by aggregating events which apply to the
same data category. For example, if we calculate number of

Fig. 2. Data flow among the collectors. Solid lines denote global values
reduction procedure. Dashed lines indicate direct database storing actions.
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TABLE I
SAMPLE LOG ENTRY FIELDS.

No Field name Field type Field meaning

1 log_version Number Log entry version (currently only 1)

2 account_name Text Name of the content provider

3 request_id number Unique request number

4 start_time Epoch [ms] Start of downloading time (unix format)

5 elapsed_time seconds.msecons Downloading time

6 client_IP Decimal.decimal.decimal.decimal IP

7 HTTP_method Text GET or PUT

8 URL Text Resource url

9 HTTP_version Text Version oh http protocol

10 response_code Number http response code

11 total_object_size Number [bytes] size of a file

12 bytes_sent_to_client Number [bytes] size of transmitted data

13 cache_hit_bytes Number [bytes] size of data taken from cache

14 range_from Number [bytes] 0 in case of beginning of a file

15 range_to Number [bytes] -1 in case of end of a file

16 content_type enumeration Mime type of the content

17 redirection_location enumeration {0, 1, 2} {none, to origin server, to a peer node}

18 status enumeration {complete, progress} status of a data chunk

requests for certain URL all records referring to that URL may
participate but will produce only one value as an output.

Local data aggregation script processes log file as a raw
table database and produces a time limited MOLAP cube. The
cube may contain arbitrary number of dimensions and metrics
depending on client needs. Any value derivable from log file
and interesting as a statistical result may be a metric. Any
value which is a category for a user who wants to distinguish
values may be a dimension. Figure 3 presents a sample cube
in form of a tree. Each dimension forms a separate level. Any
possible value of a dimension generates children in the next
level. Leafs contain metrics. In the example the cube has three
dimensions (state, provider and origin server) and two metrics
(requests and Mbps).

Our data cube is inherently connected to time passing. Since
log files change dynamically, our cube is valid only for certain
period of time. One cube intersection changes every given
period of time. In a longer time period one intersection forms
a time series. Different dimensional values define different
intersections in a cube which means also different time series.

In our solution cube creation is done by a simple Python
script using nested dict built-in type. Is is a classical key-
value structure. At each tree level children are defined by dic-
tionary entries with keys for each available dimension value.
A dictionary value contains a nested dictionary for a sub-tree.
The cube is created by a recursive procedure which takes
a single log entry, extracts all dimensional values and then
searches for appropriate child in the tree. Although Python
is not the fastest possible solution one local collector script
calculating around dozen metrics may process about 1000 log
entries per second. Being executed every 300 seconds (time of
local log rotation) it could handle correctly logs containing up

to 300.000 entries. If a better efficiency is necessary Python
interpreter may be easily exchanged with something faster.

D. Example Metrics
This section lists sample metrics which may be calculated

by local collectors only upon simple CDN log files and other
local system data. All values, as it was explained earlier,
change every five minutes and are stored in database as time
series. Therefore to calculate number of request per hour we
need to sum 12 subsequent values in a selected series.

Each metric is calculated for one CDN node. However, most
of them may be easily aggregated among nodes to get global
metric value. For example adding number of request from
all nodes will give correct number of requests for all CDN.
For each metric we describe which aggregation function (sum,
min, max, avg) produces sensible results in a global scope.

Content Metrics:
cdn.vod.requests

Number of Video-on-Demand requests.
Globally – min, max, avg, sum.

cdn.Mbits_per_second
Number of megabits per second sent to end users.
Globally – min, max, avg, sum.

cdn.Mbytes
Number of megabytes sent to end users.
Globally – min, max, avg, sum.

cdn.BHit
Percentage of cache hits.
Globally – min, max, avg.

CDN Life Metrics:
cdn.node.hits

Number of processed log entries.
Globally – min, max, avg, sum.
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cdn.node.unique_ips
Number of connections from unique IP numbers.
This metric calculated for given node can be only
understood locally. It is not additive among different
nodes since sets of unique IPs for many nodes may
contain non empty intersection. At a local level it can
be only a measure of a local system. Utilization at a
global level requires global IP sets to be calculated
globally.
Globally – max – also gives information which node
has the biggest number of unique clients.

cdn.node.max_same_ip_connections
Maximum number of requests from the same IP. This
metric again calculated for single node is correct only
for this node. For global metric this values should be
calculated upon data from all available nodes.
Globally – max – also gives information which node
has the biggest number of connections from the same
IP. This may help to detect potential attackers.

The last two metrics are not globally additive and require
reduction procedure (done by reduction workers) described in
the next section.

Collectors Self State Metrics:
cdn.collector.processing_time

Time in seconds of single log processing on a node.
Globally – max, min.

cdn.collector.heartbeat
This is a very interesting metric containing informa-
tion about local data collector state. It is a simple
counter initialized when a collector is started. Each
log processing activity increases a counter by one. If
a collector runs correctly this value should increase
by one every 5 minutes. Globally sum of this metric
for all nodes should increase by number of running
collectors every 5 minutes. If slope of this metric
changes it means a collector malfunction.
Globally – sum – increases by number of running
collectors – min, max – shows which collector is

Fig. 3. A sample cube for two metrics (requests, Mbps) and three dimensions
(status, provider, origin_server). Only one branch visualized for clarity.

running the longest/shortest time – avg – shows an
average time of collector run. The time is understood
as a 5 minute periods counter.

cdn.collector.errors
Number of errors encountered in local node process-
ing. This is a simple information metric which may
point administrator to a certain collector log file in
order to analyse local problems.
Globally – min, max, sum, avg.

Hardware State Metrics: The following metrics are not
collected from CDN log files but taken directly from Linux
proc system. We find them informative about the current state
of the hardware. Ability of joining these statistics with other
CDN data also lets us to infer many interesting informations
about correlations of CDN content delivery and hardware
utilization.

proc.net.bytes
Bytes in/out (rate)
Globally – min, max, sum, avg.

proc.net.packets
Packets in/out (rate)
Globally – min, max, sum, avg.

proc.net.errs
Packet errors in/out (rate)
Globally – min, max, sum, avg.

proc.net.dropped
Dropped packets in/out (rate)
Globally – min, max, sum, avg.

df.1kblocks.used
1K blocks used
Globally – min, max, avg.

df.1kblocks.free
1K blocks available
Globally – min, max, avg.

proc.loadavg.15min
last 15 minutes processor load average
Globally – min, max, avg.

proc.meminfo.memfree
Current system free memory
Globally – min, max, avg.

E. Reduction Workers

Reduction workers are designed to perform efficient global
metrics calculation. They are organized in a tree with data flow
from bottom to the top (see fig. 1). Each worker is specialized
for one simple reduction task. Each task is defined by number
of inputs and algorithm to be done. For example unique IP
connections require input IP sets union and sending it to the
next reduction level, which again performs union on inputs
and sends results to the next level. The last reduction worker
gets global data and may finally calculate global metric value.
The result is sent to a database system.

F. Time Series Database Component

Our prototype utilizes OpenTSDB [1], a popular time series
database system. It is widely used in data centres to monitor
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nodes state. It is able to store values in time with bandwidth
of more than 10.000 points per second. Each value may be
tagged with arbitrary number of tags, string labels. Tags may
be used in queries to combine or split different time series. For
example if we consider processor load it may be tagged with
name of a node. The system is able to perform aggregation
of given nodes processors load and draw sum, min, max or
average or show load for single nodes. Proper time series
tagging lets to group time series and get proper queries results.

For example figure 4 presents three plots of number of CDN
log entries. Each value stored in a database is tagged with
labels containing provider, node and geographical location.
Time series can be therefore grouped for providers, locations
and nodes or drilled down to see metrics for single nodes or
single resources.

OpenTSDB runs several distributed demons (Time Series
Demons – TSD). They are independent and equal without any
state sharing. All of them communicate with common data
store which is build on HBase [2]. Since HBase is distributed
itself and provides data replication there is no single point of
failure in the system. HBase follow BigTable distributed data
model (sorted distributed hash-map) and is able to scale very
well and answer queries very quickly.

A big advantage of OpenTSDB is that users do not need
to communicate with the data store directly. A user may just
send a query to an arbitrarily selected TSD which produces an
answer in form of a data plot or a list of data points which may
be further analysed in other statistical systems. The system is
very simple, stable and reliable, yet very powerful.

III. RESULTS

A. Other Clusters Monitoring Systems

While distributed cloud services became more and more
popular many services providers discovered problems with
hardware layer state monitoring. There appeared many differ-
ent solutions which are able to track events and parameters of
distributed nodes and present them in a feasible administration
console. These systems must process millions or billions of
records and must be extremely efficient. In many cases ad-
vanced data mining algorithms are necessary to get appropriate
information from this kind of huge data sets. Often companies
collect all possible data for future analysis even not being
sure what kind of data extraction is possible and what kind of
analysis is necessary.

Ntop is a network traffic measurement system that shows
the network interface usage [3]. It can show many different
views of network utilization and display statistics limited to
the last 24 hours. It is quite low level tool and cannot collect
CDN content flow information. Our solution may both perform
ntop like tasks and also provide high level data analysis.

Our solution is a bit similar to RMON monitoring stan-
dard [4] in the aspect of monitoring agents. In RMON agents
are located in many places and track internet packets going
through that place. In our solution agents are located in all
CDN nodes.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 4. Analysis of number of CDN log entries for one week. a) summary
for all nodes. b) summary for different content providers. c) summary for one
provider and different geographical locations. d) separated entries for nodes
for one location for one provider.

Different approach is presented by Chukwa which is devoted
to arbitrary logs collection and analysis [5]. Data is stored
in not aggregated form and may require huge space. Reports
are calculated by custom functions which must process all
data. In the contrary our system stores only numerical data in
appropriate resolution.

Another system which is designed to scale to large number
of nodes is Scribe [6]. Again it only keeps messages in a
form for key-value informations as categories and strings sent
to subscribers of particular types of messages. It is rather a
notification systems than a database which can be queried
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Fig. 5. Analysis of log processing time in single CDN node. a) plot of
processing time (red line scale to the left) and number of log entries (green
line scale to the right) during the heavy load experiment. There is a strong
linear correlation between the two variables presented in the bottom figure
(b).

afterwards.
In the contrary our solution not focuses on data volume

reduction and stores only tagged numerical values which
are subject to arbitrary queries. It may also legitimate with
high scalability and great robustness. We managed to store
thousands of data points per second and retrieve data in queries
not lasting more than a few seconds even when drilling though
data collected from one month of cluster operation.

B. The CDN Monitoring System Capabilities

This section describes our CDN monitoring system capabil-
ities.

The system built on OpenTSDB and HBase has no single
point of failure. It scales well for hundreds of nodes and
may process queries very quickly using the map-reduce pro-
cedure on Hadoop store. We achieved all functional and non-
functional features described in user expectations in section
I-A.

Knowing the efficiency of the OpenTSDB and HBase we
need to focus on our local collectors performance which may
be the only potential bottleneck. We encountered that the
overall efficiency of a single node data collector meets the
requirements. Figure 5 shows that we are able to process
approximately 1000 log lines per second. This means that with
given 5 minutes time window to process all the log we can
properly handle 300.000 log lines. This is more than sufficient
result. What is more, as it was stated earlier, we can speed it up
by exchanging Python language scripts with a faster solution.

The system perfectly diagnoses content streaming. For
example we may track changes in content distribution load
among geographical locations. Figure 6 shows this kind of

a)

b)

Fig. 6. Analysis of CDN log entries for one week. a) summary for all nodes.
b) summary for different content providers.

analysis. Upper plot presents overall users of CDN cluster
located in Katowice. We can observe that at certain point
in time traffic dramatically decreases and then completely
disappears. Combining this plot with a graphical represen-
tation of node pinging errors we can observe that there is
coincidence of this two events. A node encountered network
communication problems which resulted in traffic absence.
Diagnosing of radical change in cluster load requires further
investigation. Bottom plot of fig. 6 presents traffic of all CDN
peering groups. We can see that in the same time when
Katowice load decreased Warsaw and Wroclaw utilization
increased. This means that the traffic was automatically moved
to other clusters. In fact this was cased by an accidental error
introduced by the system administrator. This proves usability
of the solution in the field of content distribution monitoring.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented architecture of a distributed CDN
monitoring system. It is well scalable, robust and assures data
consistency for any period of time regardless to the time
window one would like to analyse. It can answer complicated
queries and present any information required both for content
providers and system administrators.
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Abstract─We propose  conception  of  the  identification  and 

forecasting of threatening situations in a Smart Space. This ap-

plies to the problem of public safety hazards caused by natural 

disasters, human activity, equipments failures, and is the im-

portant element of a proper functioning of modern society. Pro-

tection against threats is becoming increasingly possible with 

the development of "Smart Connected World". Therefore, this 

article is an attempt to show a public safety vision in the future 

communication networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

HREATS may arise as a result of natural disasters and 

human activity. In terms of responding to dangerous sit-

uations we should divide the threats into two groups: in open 

environments (natural or urban) and in closed one (inside the 

building), because the scale of these threats and responses to 

them are different.

T

The error price in the public safety task is very high. It is 

evaluated  by  the  risk  value,  which  is  proportional  to  the 

threats  probability and events  result  losses.  Therefore  ser-

vices of threats early detection and prediction must be con-

text-aware  and  use  as  much  as  possible  information. 

Context-aware infrastructures of  this  services  may  be 

autonomous, e.g. for Crisis Management, or come in a set of 

services used for other purposes, e.g. for the Smart Home.

This  article  is  composed  as  follows.  In  chapter  2  we 

defined  the types  of  threats in smart spaces,  divided 

conditionally on open and clouse. In Chapter 3 we present a 

strategy of actions,  defined by  Celtic-Plus in 2012 [1]. In 

chapters 4, 5, 6 we analysed the public safety impact on the 

context model, context-aware infrastructure and architecture 

choise. In Chapter 7, 8 we present our view on the privacy 

and security  by automation and results  of  our analysis  of 

problems in the public safety topic.

II. THREATS IN OPEN AND CLOSED SPACES 

We want  to  consider  examples  of  threats  in  open  and 

closed spaces.

A. Threats in open environment

Threats in open environment can be caused by different 

abnormal  environmental  parameters  (temperature,  wind, 

water  level,  etc.),  acts  of  terrorism  (explosions  of  gas  / 

bombs / etc; attack on a shop / person), lack of electricity, 

traffic  disruption,  etc. In  general,  the  threats  in  an  open 

environment are massive, and may lead to a crisis situation 

or even to disasters. In every country there is a special multi-

layer  state  Crisis  Management  (CM)  system  with  Crisis 

Management Centers (CMC) in each county, province, city. 

CM  analyses  the  monitored  data, receives  notification  of 

threats  from  residents  and different  systems, operating 

during and after the crisis situation, modernizing themselves 

basing on an analysis of its weaknesses during crisis. 

Unfortunately, the prediction of the crisis situation in the 

CM  in  widest  scale  does  not  exist.  It  is  related  to  the 

problem difficulties and the extremely high costs.  Now we 

can see only the beginnings of such approach, for instance, 

the  information  system  of  the  national  safety  against 

exceptional risks ISOK (pol.  Informatyczny System Osłony 

Kraju przed Nadzwyczajnymi Zagrożeniami) [2]) and GEM 

(Global Earthquake Model).[3] projects.

We give some examples for Poland.

> Fire.  CM Center  receives  messages  about  the fire  from 

residents or from the visual cameras.  This information is 

long overdue, because in this moment the fire is already 

gathering their harvest.

> Flood.  We  had  this  summer  in  Poland  huge 

unexpected flood, as a result of heavy rains. System ISOK 

was  not  helpful,  despite  of  having  full  meteorological 

information,  including  weather  forecasts.  Prediction  of 

water  level  in  ISOK was  calculated  basing on different 

theories and water level monitoring. However, the practice 

showed that  they were  not  interconnected  large  rainfall 

(context)  with  the  water  level  (parameter)  in  mountain 

areas. 

> GEM and ISOK.  This two projects are independent and 

have  no common  relationships,  e.g.  information 

exchanging. However, the knowledge of the earthquakes 

forecasting in  Europe  is  a  context  information  for  the 

flood forecasting in Poland 

B. Threats in close environment

In a closed environment threats can be caused by attack, 

sudden events with the person (casualty,  loss of conscious-

ness, etc.), lack of regular electricity, gas or lighting, gas / 

bomb explosions, poisoning water, etc.

These  threats  are  generally  incremental,  on  a  small 

number  of  people,  especially  when  it  comes  to  housing. 

Context─aware  services  with  public  safety  functionalities 
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significantly  increases  the  persons  safety  in  this 

environment. 

III. STRATEGY RESEARCH AREAS 

The main challenges  in  the  telecommunication  services 

are increasingly focusing on the user. The boundary between 

the physical  and the digital  worlds  is  gradually becoming 

more  transparent,  including  the  boundary  between  the 

network  infrastructure  and  services. This  fact  has  a  huge 

impact on the research strategy today.

A. Research Areas definition

France  Telecom (FT) strategy is compatible with Euro-

pean  research  initiative Celtic-Plus,  described  in  [1].  It  is 

proposed to divide all telecommunication problems in two 

parts:  get  connected  and  while  connected,  as  shown  on 

Figure 1 [1]. 

Fig. 1. Research areas in telecommunication [1]

Get Connected deals  with the network components  and 

infrastructure (wireless, optics, energy efficiency) as well as 

network  architecture  and  connectivity  (networking  and 

autonomic  network). By adding  a  new cheaper  and  more 

efficient  infrastructure  in  this  area,  we  make  the  system 

better adapted to new services,

While  connected deals  with the services  and  end-to-end 

applications, as well as security, public safety and identity, 

business aspects. 

The  area  of  services  brings  higher  profits  growth  than 

infrastructure [1], but reaching of this profit is not possible 

without  building  a  base,  on  which  the  services  can  be 

expanded.

B. Research in get connected area

Network  infrastructure  improving  is  mainly  associated 

with bandwidth, mobility, responsibility, security / privacy / 

trust. In order to support new applications in real time and 

provide accurate information, we must solve many problems 

in which the main ones are:

• increasing  of  energy  efficiency  by  creating  an 

interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary integrated services;

• change the Internet architecture by adjusting the Internet 

protocol for mobile devices;

• arrangement for the mass market services and applications 

(such  as  video  streaming  or  downloading  huge  files) 

requires  capabilities  that  today's  infrastructure  can  not 

offer;

• take  into  account  scenarios  of  the  performance 

degradation  because  of  the  lack  Internet  investment, 

sudden  meltdown,  increasing  complexity,  lack  of 

innovation.

We want  to  pay  special  attention  to  the  following two 

problems, what are important for us.

Wireless communication is a larger part of the smart space 

services.  Without  the  use  of  mobile  devices  does  not 

mention the creation of ubiquitous services. But they provide 

to  their  own  problems,  which  also  we  need  to  solve. 

Accuracy  of  the  mobile  devices  depends  on  the  used 

spectrum (width and height) and environmental parameters. 

There is problem of  a spectral efficiency, that is to say the 

limited  available  radio  spectrum. Mobile  devices  have 

limited battery power too. A lot of problems bring wireless 

broadband,  with  such  challenges  as:  architectural  design, 

management of access network structure, high transmission 

errors probability and low accuracy.

Strong growth of Machine to Machine (M2M), Internet of 

Things  (IoT),  etc.  services, built mainly in  mobile 

technology, change the proportion of network traffic: a small 

number of 'large'' session data of interchange (conversation, 

streaming video) migrates out to the huge amount of “small' 

session  (meter  reading,  provide  information  about state 

changes) with a corresponding increase of signaling traffic. 

Architecture  of future networks should  be optimized for 

efficient network communication and  to  allow multiple 

sessions to respond back in real time. One major problem 

will be to prevent “signaling congestion”.

Service-based  web  2.0  platforms.  The  acquisition  of 

scattered  information  from  various  service  execution 

environments, in a uniform manner through open interfaces 

allows us to create new services quickly and cheaply, using 

shared  information  technology,  methodologies  and  best 

practices. 

ISOK,  GEM projects use this technology to allow local 

authorities and residents actively interact with them. That is 

they use the collective intelligence of users. Users can obtain 

information  about a  possible crisis situation  in  order  to 

forecast it  or add specifics to the analysis of the crisis that 

can arise. In this way, Web 2.0 let to increase safety in local 

area.

C. Systems  for  threat  information,  developed  in  Orange  

Labs Warsaw

Notification systems for emergency use the API exposed 

to the network operators on the Internet  in a model Telco 

2.0. [4]. In  order  to  establish  interaction  with  the  person 

being in this situation, you can use one of the channels from 

the following table. 

TABLE 1

 CHANNELS API FOR THREATS INFORMATION 

Interaction Channel (API)

Notifies of users SMS API (notification)

USSD API (notification)
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Locates users Location API

NMR API

Receives information 

from users

USSD API

SMS API

Users  notifying and  receiving  information  from  them 

about the threat can be carried out by the SMS channel and 

other  media,  for  example,  developed  at  Orange  Labs 

applications Emergency Button [5] using the USSD channel. 

Warsaw  Municipal  Guard  can  also  be  informed  on 

emergency situations via SMS [5].

Users  Locating  based  on  the  location  of  their  mobile 

terminals. However, due to the low accuracy of the method, 

more  accurate  algorithms  must  be  used  in  the  future,  for 

example, reports based on NMR [6].

D. Research in while connected area

In “while connected” we take care of vertical services and 

applications  end-to-end,  such  as  digital  citizens,  digital 

homes, digital enterprise, digital city, digital school, digital 

transfers, e-health, and games and horizontal services such 

as  security  and  identity,  and  business  aspects, as  the 

evolution of network value in business telecommunications 

field.

We will focus mainly on the context problems. Without of 

the  context  using is  not  possible  to build  a ubiquitous 

service, but on the other hand the context, itself creates sub-

stantial problems, that are waiting for a solution. Of particu-

lar interest in dealing with complex and open pervasive sys-

tems are: 

(1) Context model representing context in a general way 

and consist from three hierarchy levels [7]: a) the basic raw 

data; b) meta-level concepts; c) the situation as a result of 

the  contextual  information  analysis.  Sometimes  context 

model is defined as two-layer hierarchy [8], where layers b) 

and c)  as  above are consolidated in order  to  emphasize a 

different mode of operation in selected layers.

(2) Architectures that promote agility and autonomy of in-

dividual computing entities.

IV. CONTEXT MODELS AND PUBLIC SAFETY

The inaccuracy and unreliability of sensors,  that  collect 

the basic raw data, may lead to mistakes in context reason-

ing.. To obtain more reliable information from the sensors 

we must have high redundancy, which in practice is carried 

out to measure the same parameter by different sensors or 

systems. It’s very impotent the right choice of the context 

model 

A. Context model approaches

Currently  there  are  three  major  trends  in  research  on 

modeling context [10]: a) ontology and logic-based models; 

b)  techniques  for  accumulation  of  sensor  data  and 

applications and c) Context Space.

We are interested in two approaches: 

- Ontology and logic-based models allow the description of 

the universality of the context, the structure and semantics 

are often served in a context ontology. The reasoning is 

usually based on the claims of 'true or false'. 

- Context Space model [7, 10] is a multidimensional space 

(Figure  2) consisting  of  domains  of  values  for  each 

relevant  type  of  information,  in  which  context  can  be 

detected. 

If the first model is simple in realization at the expense of 

large  database,  then  the  second  model  needs  to  use  high 

level  mathematics,  reducing  the  database  volume  by  the 

same quality  of processing (accuracy,  speed of  execution, 

etc.).

B. Ontology and logic-based models

We think, simplicity and ability of high volume databases 

building causes that we have mass implementation of logic-

based methods into the practice. There are almost ubiquitous 

in  context-aware  services  and  are  integrated  with  others 

methods, e.g. semantics with multi-agent systems (MAS). In 

this case, semantics plays supportive role, enabling to exist 

more adequate and automatic agents communication, for in-

stance in negotiation systems [11], trading agents environ-

ment [12] or access to biological resources [13].

The  disadvantages  of  the  logic-based  models  (the 

difficulty  of  obtaining  an  overall  picture  of  the  context 

model with a large number of systems context, the lack of 

context  hierarchy  depending  on  its  importance  and  the 

inability to detect small changes in context during execution) 

[10] will interfere more and more in the future, particularly 

in issues related to public safety.

Orange Labs Warsaw activities in semantic

In Orange Labs Poland several activities are provided in 

the scope of semantic modeling for different purpose, such 

as:  semantic  search  of  the  services  according  to  user  de-

mands, modeling a high-level context of location (HLC) in 

order to present user meaningful information, composition in 

mashups.

C. Context Space model

The  Context  Space model  explicitly  introduces  the  real 

conditions, formalizes them in formulas, charts, and in a se-

verely logical, elegant way verified and solved problems, us-

ing powerful  mathematical  apparatus,  among which as the 

principal is Context Spaces Algebra [10].

The model provides a unifying way to represent context 

and enables effective reasoning to be applied over the mod-

eled information. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the model’s fundamental elements [7, 10]. 

This model shows distinguishing between the context and 

situation definitions [14].  Context Space is the information 

used in the model for representing all possible parameters 

values in all possible situations.  Situation Space is a meta-

level over context, it is a parameters values set, suitable for 

real situation.  Context State is a set of concrete parameters 

values, as the context data reasoning result.

Context state fluctuates in time within Situation Space (if  

data are correct), reflecting sensor data changes. Different 

methods, particularly statistic methods in Context Space [15] 

will calculate the average value of sensor data errors, correct 

some  of  them,  increasing  their  probability and  accuracy, 

estimate the reliability of assessments, evaluate and forecast 

the situation, in our case, threats situation.

Approach Context Space allows to associate in  the con-

texts analysis on the seemingly unlike components base in a 

joint action, expressing the result in terms of usability. 

D. Propositions

We think also it  is  worth to  face  to the Context Space 

model. Elements of this model have a place not only in the 

works of  one researchers  group,  but  also in  the works  of 

other authors,  independently entered this method,  e.g. [16], 

that  highlights  its  advantage in dynamic, incomplete and 

uncertain environment. 

Using  this  approach we  are  able  to  define different 

metrics in  this space.  By  the  help  this  metrics  we  can 

separate the different situation spaces, automatically validate 

the  resulting situation. Of  particular  importance,  this 

approach has by the threats forecasting challenge.

In [9] was proposed to perform the verification and cor-

rection of the basic raw data at the context models top level, 

using an analysis of the whole set of the object parameters,  

collected for reasoning. That is, the vector analysis is per-

formed in the multidimensional space of parameters.

We offer a slight transition to the  Context Space  model 

(as  in  [16])  and  try  to  fit  it  to  our  systems,  utilizing  the 

ontology and logic-based models too. We believe, that com-

bining  of  different  approaches,  can  give  very positive  re-

sults, taking benefits from each of the methods. Such a com-

bination of different techniques and methods takes place al-

ready in our company, as mentioned in this section a little 

higher.

V. CONTEXT-AWARE INFRASTRUCTURES AND PUBLIC 

SAFETY

We have a choice from three types of  context-aware in-

frastructures, known from the literature [10]:
- based on the mobile autonomous agents in the ubiquitous 

environment;
-  centralized  with  autonomous agents,  which  do  not 

cooperate among themselves in there activity [17, 18];
- hybrid, combines first two approaches [10]. 

The  advantages  of a  centralized  infrastructure are a 

common representation  in the  center  (broker)  and 

disambiguation of contextual information in the repositories, 

what  allows  to  perform  complex  and highly  accurate 

calculations. But the infrastructure is not flexible: failures or 

improper operation of a single point can lock system almost. 

Hybrid  infrastructure  add flexibility to  centralized 

infrastructure by  enabling agents  to cooperate  with  each 

other personally in some specific tasks., [11], [12] [13].

A. Infrastructure for CM Center in no urban environment

This  approach  presupposes  the  existence  of  following 

information, near to existing in Poland, (except for the first 

component):

- own sensor network for fire & smoke on the fixed points 

in  the  open  environment  (not  in  the  forests  areas  where 

sensors data are very uncertain and unstable);

- actual information about humidity, measured in the fixed 

points  in  the  forests  of  country  and  received  from  the 

departments  of  forestry,  presented  in  Internet  for  every 

forest area of Poland with the decision about the situation (a 

fire hazard present or not in the forest);

-  actual  and  forecast  information  about  temperature, 

humidity,  speed  and  direction  of  wind,  water  level, 

atmospheric pressure from ISOK system platform, presented 

in Internet for every area of Poland.

Note that the humidity is measured by the two different 

systems. Therefore, it is possible to compare this parameter 

and correct, reducing the wrong decision probability about 

the situation.

In our opinion, all existing platforms for the different risks 

(fire,  flood,  etc.)  detection must cooperate.  For this they 

need to commmunicate with each other (e.g. by the Internet) 

and transmit to each other information about the parameters 

values, monitored by each of them. Each of these platforms 

must  be  able  to use information received from  other 

platforms, as context

B. Infrastructure for CM Center in the Smart City.

CM Center in the city responds on the massive or often 

repeated threats: fire, flood, huge congestion or accidents on 

the road, big disaster because of storm or heavy rain or riot, 

breakdown  of  municipal  infrastructure  (electricity, central 

heating, canalization, etc), contamination of water or/and air 

or/and food, explosions (gas,  bombs), etc. This list can be 

continued long. We see, that there are a lot of very different 

threats in Smart City. 

City  with  a  lot  of  different  devices  on  the  streets, 

buildings, columns, transports, etc, is a very conducive for 

creation  of  ubiquitous  computing  environment.  In  this 

environment are extremely fit nomadic agents [1]. 

Today, every developed country already has some autono-

mous services, which belong to public safety. For example, 

Internet service informs about the traffic in any area on the 

country or about optimal path, where in defined period of 

time we want to drive. We receive also information, how far 

and how long he will drive, how much fuel will be used, etc. 

This  service  may  give  context  information  for  different 

events, e.g. quickly locate the place, knowing about the traf-
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fic jams, and the optimal route to the location by receiving 

information of a shooting in the city.

For  Smart City fits hybrid infrastructure  with a nomadic 

agents.

C. Infrastructure for public safety in the building

This example is presented in the dynamic form, to show 

of situation recognition as  a  automated reasoning process. 

Masked intruder  enters the smart building. At the entrance 

the  monitoring  system  shows  his  overall  silhouette. No 

identification  of  individual  causes  the  sending  of 

information about the incident to the building platform (BP). 

Nomadic monitoring systems in the corridors, elevators and 

stairs try to identify the intruder and the situation, providing 

contextual  information  to  BP  about  the  direction  of  its 

movement and the eventual goal - apartment, to which it is 

going. BP must have a profile of entertainment (where live 

the  elderly,  lonely  or  sick  persons  and  unaccompanied 

children; that apartments can be empty at this time, etc). If 

an intruder is identified, then it needs to classify the object 

as "known" or "unknown". If  it  will be in the category of 

"known" and fits the friend’s profile of some occupant,  to 

which tends, it is concluded that there is no threat and the 

case is closed. If a person is "unknown", must be considered 

whether it belongs to a group, that serves people or building. 

If an intruder does not belong to any of these groups or are 

not identified and will seek to enter the property,  which is 

the context of "vulnerable", the police have to act.

Hybrid  infrastructure with  a nomadic  agents  can  be 

implemented for this case.

D. Infrastructure for public safety in the home (apartment)

By addition of public safety functions to Smart Home we 

name it  Safe Smart Home.  We see two type of Safe Smart  

Home:

- Safe Smart Home 1 for old, ill, invalid persons, often alone 

and need help without risking of invasion to their privacy. 

It is not visible, how much threats they have in common 

house  (e.g.  collapsed  and  drowned  in  the  bathtub  by 

taking  a  bath). In  these  cases,  we  can  not  use  visual 

monitoring,  only  the  context  to  help  threats  situation 

reasoning.  As the context may be used different parame-

ters  e.g., dimensional  sizes  of  the  body  (horizontal, 

vertical,  height  over  floor),  lack  of  activity,  constant 

on/off lights, no calls, long sleep, medicine data, behavior 

of pet animals (cats, dogs, birds, etc.).

In  threat  situation  we  need  to  inform  a  close  person 

(relative,  friend,  neighbor)  and  a  medical  institution, 

which  takes  care  for  this  person.  It  performs  remote 

surveys  and reports  to  us  the  result.  If  an  ambulance 

arrives, we must open the apartment door to enter medical 

teams  and  accompanying  person.  In  this  case  it  is 

necessary to browse this person profiles.

For Safe Smart Home 1 fits hybrid infrastructure. 

- Safe Smart Home 2 saving from fire, gas explosion, etc. for 

any family.  This  home type  we can  implement now by 

looking broadly at the problem in any home service. We 

think, that each such service must consider the problem of 

public safety just such as security. For example, in the sys-

tem,  being  developed  in  the  project  UP-TO-US  [19], 

which will be widely used, we have to add simply some 

sensors (fire, smoke, smell of gas, etc.) and create the ap-

propriate device profiles in order to significantly enhance 

the safety.

Adding  smart  services  in  home  environment  does  not 

change  infrastructure  type,  typically  it  is  a  central 

infrastructure 

VI. CONTEXT-AWARE ARCHITECTURE AND PUBLIC SAFETY

We presented (see item 4) some examples of context –

aware infrastructures for or with public safety functionality, 

that  showed  depending  of  results  infrastructures  on  many 

factors. 

In  order  to  have  context-aware  Crisis  Management 

system, we have to build a special platform. It will monitor 

some key parameters,  and some correlated parameters will 

receive from other existing platforms, For example, for early 

detection or prediction of fire,  platform monitors  value of 

fire,  smoke,  whereas  the  values  of  temperature,  humidity, 

wind  speed,  etc.  receive  from  the  platform  ISOK  by 

suspicion that it may be starts a fire.

Adding functionality public safety to the service in close 

spaces can change the architecture type from central to the 

hybrid without the addition of a specific platform.

Increase  of  services  number,  transparent  to  the  client 

application enriches  customers context awareness and  cor-

rectness about situation reasoning.

B. Context-aware services developed in Orange Labs 

Warsaw and Public Safety

In  Orange Labs Warsaw there are some interesting pro-

jects in the context-aware services topic.

Project  [19] focuses on two direction: users in nomadic 

situations ("My Personal Content Moves with Me", allowing 

the user to access his personalized IPTV content in a hotel 

and be billed on his own bill), and users’ mobility in his do-

mestic sphere (“My Content Follows Me in a Customized  

Manner”-  continuing accessing his IPTV service personal-

ized according to his location and devices). To achieve this 

tasks, system must be capable to perform the follow func-

tion:

• monitoring and gathering of the user and his environment 

contexts and feed them in a dynamic manner to the IPTV 

system; 

• constructing and dynamically updating of the users pro-

files according to the various contexts;

• managing of the different privacy levels for each user and 

the user personal information protecting.

In this case the service can be personalized with the content 

tailored to user preferences in different contexts and is able 

to conform to all requirements: quality, privacy, etc.

The project includes a lot of problems and solves them at 

a high level, but there is no mention about public safety. 
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Project  [20]  is  the  part  of  the  ReactiveHome  project, 

which  is  developing  a  functional  prototype  of  the  Home 

Area Network (HAN) technology. In turn, HAN subsystem 

is  an  integral  component  of  the  Smart  Grid  architecture 

whose main objective is the optimization of household en-

ergy consumption. In paper [19] we described scrupulously 

all home consumption aspects of measure, the acquired data 

characteristics, algorithms efficiency, and security problems. 

However [20] does not include public safety problems: how 

system will  react,  if  energy in home system increases  be-

yond the specified  threshold? How much is this threshold?, 

etc.

In [21] we were developed device profiles related on the 

one hand, with the user and on the other hand with the situa-

tion, adjusted to a specific user or situation respectively. A 

main  goal  was  the  introduction  of  this  profiles  to  tablets 

(multi-user and mobile devices), enabling to get localization 

information from a tablet about concrete owner on the basis 

of the tablet  activity,  supposing that tablet is close to this 

owner (father,  mother,  child,  etc.).  E.g.,  child's  location is 

determined according the tablet activity in game. In normal 

situation  this  service  operates  without  charge.  But  if  this 

child during the game goes into the kitchen to eat the sand-

wich quickly,  falls onto the floor and breaking his leg,  he 

may be a long time without help.

In  the project  [22] we  is designed  to prepare  a generic 

architecture (initially, on the Android basis) that will allow 

for  advanced  way  to  manage  of  his  device  resources, 

equipment  detectable  around  and  contextual  data. The 

management  of  these  aspects  in  an  intelligent  way  will 

connect  to the architecture  some services  and applications 

such as provide new elements of these resources. 

We developed device profiles related to the user and the 

situation, in which the device works. It is usually a different 

location as the "work" or "house", but also the spaces within 

the  home. Situation  can  be  also  a  "Car",  "Meeting", 

"Activity", which will also affect the settings, but their main 

criterion is not the location.

The  user  can  be  identified  by  his  personal  device 

localization,  assuming,  that  it  is  always  near.  Situation of 

user can be resolved based on time of day,  location, GPS, 

Wi-Fi, fingerprinting. 

We also have implemented functionality to detect  other 

devices in the environment and different protocols, among 

them UPnP,  that  hides  from  the  user  the  communication 

between  different  protocols.  Finally  we  plan  to  create 

nomadic services.

We have created software that  in a Friendly User Tests 

will gather the data from the sensor device, the operations 

performed on the system in order to create a large context 

base of the user behavior. Among this base we will search of 

patterns  that  will  be  helpful  in  the  future  for  situation 

reasoning  and  proposing  new  services  according  to  user 

preferences.

We try to associate research and implementation, so as to 

be able to present concepts that are already at this point is 

possible to set up and user input.

Because  this  project  will  be  continued  and  has  a  rich 

content, we are able to supply it with public safety services. 

Orange  Labs  Warsaw has  created  a  "Multimodal  Inter-

faces" [23] program which may yield interesting results for 

public safety. They set out to create an ecosystem of multi-

modal  devices  and  services  that,  from the  user's  point  of 

view,  would work as  one,  engulfing experience.  The pro-

gram  proposes  some  very  helpful  services  such  as  „Tap 

me!”  or  „Watch It!”.  In  the „Tap me!”  service,  user  taps 

phone and application detects this taps with built-in motion 

sensors. This service may be modified for Safe Smart Home 

1 in such a way, that user would have a some critical points 

in  the  flat  (bed,  bath,  kitchen,  etc.)  and  phone  will  send 

alarm to a guardian. It will be very helpful for users in dan-

gerous or uncertain situations, where phone can send SMS 

message like „SOS_my location” to police or user’s friends.

VII. PRIVACY AND SECURITY BY AUTOMATION

In everyday life everyone is no doubt, the more comfort-

able life he leads, the more happy. But there is a paradox, the 

higher  level  of  comfort,  the  more  there  are  conflicting 

threads, which earlier was not noticeable. For example, bet-

ter is to ride than walk, but a result of car and bike compari-

son already is ambiguous. The car is a much more comfort-

able, but the bike helps to keep good health.

The introduction of automation in everyday life increases 

remarkably the quality of life, but adds some  considerable 

negative aspects, namely:

- Threats  increase  with  the  civilization  progress.  The  de-

vices and systems are getting much more complex with 

higher  intellect  and  adapting  to  the  environment.  Using 

this  instrument,  a  man  can  perform  works,  which 

previously  were  impossible.  But  the  reasoning  and 

proceedings  logic  of  machines  and  ordinary  man  are 

different. In  addition,  sometimes,  even  if  a  man 

understands the system, he can not physically change any-

thing in its actions. For example, during the atomic power 

stations disaster in 2011 in Japan during tsunami the staff 

were not be able to stop reactors immediately.

- Changes of society are not avoidable, e.g. amount of citi-

zens without activity necessity will increase.

- There is a growing concern about privacy through autono-

mous devices.

Invasion  in  the  personal  privacy  is  a big  problem. 

However, in our opinion, there is still a large reserve of pri-

vacy safety. In order to increase privacy we can see now at 

least three approaches:
- receive  private  data  from one  database,  for  example,  a 

variety of services in the home has to retrieve data only 

from the Smart Home base;
- use  widely biological  methods for  private  protection  - 

fingerprints, hand, eye, ear, bottom, on the basis of which 

create a complete profile of the person;
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- use Information  Hiding (IH)  methods,  particular  Digital 

Watermarking (WM) [24]. IH is a new enough informa-

tion security topic,  rapidly growing, especially within the 

last  10  years  period.  WM is  very  requested  by  private 

area, because it can be used in order to provide copyright 

and integrity of different products or documents. For ex-

ample, Digital Rights Management (DRM) system is used 

for copyrights safe.

Turn to the example in Chapter 4, C about “intruder enters 

the building”. This example shows how deep we enter the 

area of person’s privacy, when we protect him or counteract 

him. In addition,  next intruder can  attack to break into the 

profile information when we process it.

In this example we touch simultaneously two problems:

-  Privacy:  we  obtain  information  for  business,  not 

threatening to the person

-  Security:  the  attacker  is  looking  for  "holes"  in  our 

searching procedure in order to threat to the person

The problem of security is almost always solved by per-

sonal private profiles building, good or bad – it is another 

matter. The problem of privacy is more complicated, since 

information about the person data allows us to perform ser-

vices that are needed exactly for that person, in our case, for 

achieving the protection of his property and life.

Services designers try to hide context information, as they 

can  now,  for  example:  a)  make context was passed  only 

when  recipient  need to  use  it  in  computing and  then  it 

disappears from its area; b) the recipient does not know the 

other parameters  of the object  (e.g., get information about 

location, not knowing who is; etc.); c) using mobile personal 

devices  (e.g.  smart  phone)  enables  to  locate  the  private 

information in this device exclusively. These methods solve 

partly security problems too. 

VIII. CONCLUSION

Philosophy of the  services  development  is  well 

represented today by the motto "Smart Connected World", 

forces  already  today to  pay  attention  to public  safety, 

starting with  one person up to universe. The revolution in 

telecommunications greatly increases the quality of life and 

gives  a  chance  to counter multiple  threats.  However, we 

should not forget  that this revolution can bring additional 

threats, if not over-think and do not accept solutions, which 

can reset one.  In  [1]  has  been  paid attention,  if  in  hard 

competition some companies do not pay particular attention 

to  the quality  and  reliability of  services,  what  may 

sometimes lead to danger,  and even  to crisis. We can see 

such  examples in  the  home,  city, country  and world. 

Therefore, we  think, this  direction can  not  be 

underestimated. 
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 Abstract — This paper presents possibility to use Telco 2.0 

architecture interfaces to realize a service supporting public 

transport in agglomerations. Such systems are expected to be 

easily accessible for everyone and to be available in any 

location. Such expectations  may only be met by a system using 

the latest achievements in the scope of telecommunication, 

which are API based on telecommunication operator’s 
networks. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
HIS data presented in [1] shows that the number of 

passengers using public transportation in 2010 in 

Poland exceeded 3,9 million. That shows how crucial is 

public transport in the everyday activities of the 

agglomeration inhabitants. Public transport is related to a 

series of information which concern it: timetables, stops’ 
locations, communication routes, etc. Nowadays, the 

passengers wish to have free access to such information from 

any location at any time. Additionally, access to such 

information should be as quick as possible. 

A. Existing solutions 

Using existing solutions, passengers may look for 

information regarding public transport in the following ways: 

 going to a chosen stop where they will learn about the 

timetables for lines corresponding to that stop and the 

routes of these lines, 

 checking information placed on the Internet website of 

the public transport operating in a particular city, 

 using smartphones, in this case access is made through 

the Internet or by use of applications created for such 

purposes, such as e.g. Transportoid [2], 

 using a hotline. 

 All of the above solutions have limitations. The largest 

possibilities are given by using smartphone applications. 

Such may operate in two modes: online and offline. The 

offline ones use data stored in the appliance memory 

delivered with the application. The online applications use 
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information provided by Web Services. This solution 

requires the use of smartphone with dedicated application. 

 

B. Concept of open data access  

Development of applications delivering communication data 

to passengers is strictly related to the access to data that are 

held by the Public Transport Authority. These data may be 

available in the open data model. The concept of open data 

access is an very popular mainstream of sharing information 

in the Western Europe. Open data is part of a larger 

mainstream called e-administration which relies upon 

providing citizens methods for contact with state 

administration through electronic channels. Open data relate 

to the idea of open-government which offers citizens a large 

amount of public data, in form of  raw and processed data. 

An example of such which should be widely accessible is 

public transport information: 

 Location of stops 

 Routes of lines 

 Timetables 

 Open data related to transport is already being used in 

England, e.g. the British Fix My Street [3] portal containing 

information about street damage or the Fix My Transport [4] 

portal containing remarks by citizens regarding the 

functioning of public transport. 

 An example of an open-government application is a 

software developed in Holland – the Bridge [5] program 

designed for Android operating system phones. This 

application shares public data which is information about the 

state of drawbridges in Rotterdam (open/closed) and 

predicted times of their opening, making travelling through 

the city easier. 

C. Description of the problem 

Public Transport Authorities operate in Polish cities,  usually 

do not provide APIs allowing free access to information 

regarding public transport. They usually present such data on 

their websites as in the case of Warsaw Public Transport 

Authority [6]. For some cities those websites contain 

communication data in a compressed file. 
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 Limited access to public transport data makes the 

development of applications and systems supporting public 

transport more difficult. The result is that there is still no 

solution which, while being simultaneously widely 

accessible, would also satisfy all the passengers’ 
expectations. 

D. Telco 2.0 

Currently, telecommunication operator networks evaluates 

from Telco 1.0 to Telco 2.0. The main assumption of this 

process is to allow practically anyone to create added 

telecommunication services [7]. 

 In the Telco 1.0 approach only the operator was allowed 

to create and distribute added telecommunication services. 

This resulted from the fact that such services were launched 

on intelligent network platforms. Only the operator could 

access them using special tools for management and 

configuration. 
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Fig 1. Telco 1.0 vs. Telco 2.0 concepts 

 
 The Telco 2.0 concept (Fig.1) assumes the existence of an 

additional layer in the intelligent network architecture 

responsible for communication of service platforms with 

user applications. The additional layer is realized in the form 

of websites. They allow access to basic telecommunication 

services such as assortment of phone calls, sending and 

receiving SMS and USSD messages and locating terminals, 

etc. Communication with such websites is possible using the 

SOAP and REST [8] protocols. The architecture of the Telco 

2.0 solution is presented in Fig. 2. 
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Fig 2. Telco Web Services architecture 

 

E. Profits of using Telco 2.0 to solve the presented 

problem 

Telco 2.0 allows the creation of added telecommunication 

services. Access to those will be possible for all mobile 

phone users which is based on the information presented in 

[9] for over 95% of the citizens of Poland. It will be possible 

to launch the service from any location covered by the radio 

access network of the native cellphone operator. 

II.  THE BUSSTOP SERVICE 

The BusStop service is a proposition of a system which is 

aimed to support public transport in agglomerations. One of 

the main functions of the system is to provide users 

information about the timetables of chosen lines, routes of 

particular lines and numbers of lines operating near a user 

location. An implemented prototype of the service supplies 

with the mentioned above information within the Warsaw 

agglomeration. 

 The aim of the prototype is to show the advantages of 

using Telco 2.0 interfaces to develop services aimed at a 

large number of recipients, and to present the basic function 

of the BusStop service. 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

A. Functional schematic of the solution 

The BusStop service is responsible for accumulating and 

storing data about public transport and for providing this 

information to users. The functionality of the BusStop 

service is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig 3.  Functional schematic of the BusStop service  

B. Used Telco 2.0 interfaces 

The BusStop service is based on the functionalities offered 

by cellular phone networks. The BusStop uses USSD 

messages to invoke the service. Then, when it is needed, the 

service locates the subscriber, and  generate the response 

related to subscriber location. In the final stage, a response is 

sent to the user using SMS message. Described above 

functionality is possible, only using  Telco 2.0 interfaces 

exposed by the operator. 

C. Structural architecture of the BusStop 

The BusStop service consists of three parts based on the 

performed functions shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig 4. Structure of the developed service 

  End User – communicate with the service via 

UTRAN/GERAN access network using mobile 

phone. 

 BusStop – the logic of the service is performed within a 

Web application, launched on an application server. 

Communication between application and database 

uses a JDBC library. The database stores information 

about public transport. The Web application uses 

Telco 2.0 interfaces, in order to assure 

communication between the service and the user and 

to locate users. 

 GMS/UMTS Operator – provides communication of the 

end user with the BusStop service using exposed in 

Internet Telco 2.0 interfaces. 

 

IV. MEASUREMENTS 

In next step a series of 100 tests were performed (50 in GSM 

and 50 in UMTS network). A single test consisted of calling 

BusStop service, where input argument was a number of 

public transport line. The result was received in SMS 

timetable. Service calls were made from different places in 

Warsaw for the various public transport lines.  

A. Accuracy and usability tests 

TABLE 1 TEST RESULTS FOR THE GSM NETWORK 

Parameter description  Result 

average response delay  8,7s  

successful service calls 98 %  

unsuccessful service calls 2%  

received answer was the nearest bus stop 76%  

received the answer is a neighboring bus stop 20%  

received the answer is a neighboring second bus stop 2%  

received the answer is a neighboring third or more bus 

stop 

0%  

 

TABLE 2 TEST RESULTS FOR THE UMTS NETWORK 

Parameter description  Result 

average response delay  5,9s  

successful service calls 98 %  

unsuccessful service calls 2%  

received answer was the nearest bus stop 48%  

received the answer is a neighboring bus stop 40%  

received the answer is a neighboring second bus stop 8%  

received the answer is a neighboring third or more bus 

stop 

2%  

 
The results of test for the 2G network are satisfied. More 

than 75% of the received responses pointed the nearest of 

public transport stop. Location of 3G subscribers in less 

accurate, which means that about 40 % of received responses 

pointed the neighboring bus stop. There was also a situation 

when the location error was so large that indicated by the 

service public transport stop was the third in order from 

closest. Results of test are presented above in Table 1 and 

Table 2.  

B. Example accuracy test results 

In Figures bellow are presented results of test cases. The 

maps presents selected points, in which the service was 

called and shows the location of bus stops which points the 

received response. If the response received was incorrect in 

Fig. 5 -8 is pointed the correct location of the stop. For 

results of test presentation Google maps were used. 

- location of service call 

  - stop location pointed BusStop service 

- correct public transport stop location 
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Fig. 5. Example result of service - GSM network, the correct stop 

location 

 

 
Fig. 6. Example result of service - GSM network, incorrect  stop 

location 

 

 
Fig. 7. Example result of service - UMTS network, incorrect stop 

location 

 

 
Fig. 8. Example result of service - GSM network, incorrect stop location 

V. CHALLENGES 

The presented architecture of the service is characterized by 

large elasticity. In this case it is based on the simplicity of 

implementing new functionalities. Additional functions may 

be created in the form of independent modules dedicated to 

performing new tasks and functionalities. 

 The BusStop service may be enhanced by a dedicated 

application for mobile devices. The application would be a 

layer of presentations for the acquired data. An additional 

advantage is the possibility to integrate the functions of a 

cellphone with the BusStop service to e.g. a better 

localization of the user using the GPS transceiver in the 

smartphone. 

 In its current state, the BusStop service does not offer a 

function of searching bus or tram connections. From the end 

user point of view this functionality is also very important. 

This problem may be solved in two ways. The first by 

creation a connection browser that could be used by 

BusStop. The other by integration the presented service with 

existing connection browsers which provide adequate API, 

e.g. with the “jakdojade” website [10]. The presented 
architecture of the service allows implementing such 

integration. 

 Another way to improvement the BusStop service is 

creation a module responsible for acquiring up-to-date 

information about timetables, which can take into 

consideration information about bus/tram delays. If any 

systems providing such information exist, they could be 

integrated with the BusStop service. In other cases, acquiring 

data from the users may be utilized (in user participation 

model). 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Presented in this paper the prototype of the BusStop service 

shows that the Telco 2.0 interfaces allow for development a 

system dedicated for supporting public transport in 

agglomerations. Such system is characterized by a high 

speed of operation. The BusStop service may be launched in 

all locations which are covered by the radio access network 

of the native mobile network operator. 

 The functionality of the service based on the accuracy of 

locating subscribers returned by the mobile network. In 

smaller cities or in some districts of larger cities it may be 

insufficient. The functionality of the BusStop service is 

strictly dependent on the information provided by the Public 

Transport Authority. Open, provided by standard API access 

to this data is crucial for correct operation and maintenance 

of BusStop service in the future. 

 Prototype of BusStop service was developed under the 

program Orange Labs Telco 2.0  University [11] as part of 

Kamil Litwiniuk’s BSc Thesis . 
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Abstract—In this paper we propose an approach of building
a modern high-speed access network based on FTTB+LAN
architecture in multi-dwelling buildings where cat.5 copper in-
frastructure is available and can be used. Presented approach al-
lows building easy-to-deploy and cost-effective access network as
compared to another FTTH and FTTB-based topologies. Thanks
to flexible network design various service profiles cohabitation in
one access network is possible. The study presents also methods
of how to carry user traffic in effective way within the considered
architecture. The proposed approach was verified during a field
trial, which results are discussed in the paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. VHBB solutions

NOWADAYS one can observe increasing demand for
bandwidth which is driven mostly by video related

services (HD TV, 3D HDTV, Ultra HDTV, VOD, Youtube
etc.) being the most bandwidth-hungry applications. Apart
from that there is a need for effective web browsing and
files downloading, online gaming, video conferences or cloud
computing services. Moreover, users tend to upload content to
the network more eagerly. It is getting even more important
issue for network operators to provide high-speed access links
in cost-effective way.

The first bottleneck alongside an end-to-end path between
end-user and service content is an access network. Most
of currently deployed access networks, which utilize copper
infrastructure like ADSL-based systems, are not capable of
meeting high bandwidth requirements due to technology-
specific limitations concerning maximum transmission speed.
Today only VHBB (very high-speed broadband) solutions
(sometimes called super-fast broadband solutions) provide
users with possibility to consume as much bandwidth as they
need. Typically a broadband technology qualifies as VHBB
when it offers download speed of at least 50 Mbit/s, and
has the potential for 100 Mbit/s or more ([6]). In practice
only those technologies which utilize an optical fibre (fully or
partially) can be considered as VHBB solutions (see Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Access network topologies

The most powerful technology family is FTTH (Fibre To
The Home). Two popular FTTH solutions are xPON (Passive
Optical Network) based on Point-to-MuliPoint topology, e.g.
GPON ([1]), and P2P optical Ethernet based on Point-to-
Point topology. Both assume that an optical fibre is provided
up to customer premises and therefore it is possible to offer
very high transmission speeds. However, FTTH networks are
expensive ones since complete fibre infrastructure has to be
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Fig. 2. Various service profiles cohabitation

built in the order to connect customer premises. It leads to
significant network cost increase, thus a great challenge for
network operators is to find an acceptable trade-off between
total network cost and network capabilities according to a
business model they follow. Another technology that meets
VHBB requirement is FTTB+VDSL2 (Fibre To The Building
+ Very High Speed Digital Subscriber Line 2). In such
topology fibre is provided to a building where access node
equipped with VDSL2 interfaces is located. P2P or xPON-
based fiber link acts as a feeder for the access node. Inside a
multi-dwelling building cat.3 copper infrastructure is used in
order to connect customer premises with VDSL2 access node,
so called MDU (Multi Dwelling Unit). In some cases also
FTTC+VDSL2 (Fiber To The Cabinet/Curb) can be considered
as VHBB solution but only when the copper part of the
network is short enough, because transmission capabilities of
VDSL2 technology deteriorate together with longer distance
between customer premise and VDSL2-based access node. For
buildings with existing cat.5 copper infrastructure which can
be reused an effective VHBB access technology seem to be
so called FTTB+LAN.

B. What is FTTB+LAN?

The acronym FTTB+LAN can be not clear enough at first
glance, hence an explanation of this term is given below.

A term LAN (Local Area Network) originally refers to
computer network that connects computers and devices in a
limited geographical area such as home, school, computer lab-
oratory or office building. There are several LAN technology
standards but the most popular is Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) with
its various working modes: Ethernet (10 Mbps), Fast Ethernet
(100 Mbps), Gigabit Ethernet (1 Gbps), etc. That is why
FTTB+LAN means in fact: Fiber to the Building + Ethernet
inside a building.

Depending on optical access technology provided to a
building (xPON link, P2P GbE link) the following devices
can be installed in the building:

• xPON MDU device (xPON uplink & Ethernet copper
interfaces towards users)

• switch (GbE optical uplink & Ethernet copper interfaces
towards users)

One of the most popular solutions available on the market
is GPON-based FTTB+MDU with K * FE ports, which refers
to a device equipped with GPON uplink interface and K *
Fast Ethernet (100 Mbps max. rate) interfaces (typically K =
8,16,24,32) on LAN side. Such kind of device we consider
for the purpose of the network architecture we propose in this
paper.

Inside a multi-dwelling building an in-building copper cat.5
infrastructure is available with Ethernet (RJ-45) sockets in-
stalled in customer premises in order to connect those premises
(i.e. users devices located there) with FTTB+LAN MDU
typically located in in-building cable distribution point (for
instance located in a basement of a multi-dwelling building).

Remark: A configuration with different users sharing one
FTTB+LAN MDU may create an impression that all of them
are in the same LAN segment. It is not the case, because an
important feature of FTTB+LAN MDU is that, as opposed to
a standard L2 (Layer 2) Ethernet switch, it blocks direct com-
munication between users by default, mainly due to security
reasons.

II. ACCESS NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

A. Flexible and cost-effective approach

One of the main assumptions of network architecture design
we propose in this paper is to support various service profiles
cohabitation within FTTB+LAN access network (see Figure
2) allowing to make flexible and cost-effective solution. The
following service profiles are considered:

• 1Play (Mono-Play): Internet
• 2Play (Dual-Play): Internet & VoIP
• 3Play (Triple-Play): Internet & VoIP & IPTV
1Play (Internet) service profile uses Ethernet connections

which are considered as mature, well-known and common
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Fig. 3. Mono-Play scenario deployment capabilities for different access
technologies

technology and almost each PC (notebook or desktop) is
equipped with network card providing Ethernet-based (for
instance Fast Ethernet: 100 Mbps) interface. That is why no
additional intermediate device is required to connect user’s
PC to the network. In order to access Internet user needs only
to connect his or her PC to Ethernet (RJ-45) socket installed
in customer premise using popular Ethernet cable. In case of
other VHBB access architectures like FTTB+VDSL2, FTTH
GPON or FTTH P2P optical Ethernet an intermediate device:
VDSL2 modem, GPON ONT (Optical Network Termination)
or Media Converter respectively is always required to be
installed in customer premise even for Mono-Play service
scenario (see Figure 3). The reason for that is obvious: since
PCs are not equipped with any DSL-based or optical interfaces
an external module is necessary to act as technology-specific
termination unit. It leads to higher total cost of the network
because additional device always means additional cost from
network operator perspective. Moreover, the total cost of all
CPE (Customer Premise Equipment) has a great impact on
the total cost of the network. Thanks to using FTTB+LAN
access architecture that cost can be reduced. Thus, an im-
portant advantage of considered solution (for 1Play scenario)
can be noticed, especially in case of deployments with high
percentage of 1Play subscribers amongst all users.

In order to serve Dual-Play (Internet & VoIP) two Ethernet
ports on FTTB+LAN MDU are required to be used for each
user. Internet is provided in the same way as in Mono-Play
scenario. In order to serve VoIP an appropriate VoIP gateway
(a device which enables VoIP session initiation/termination)
needs to be used. An analogue phone is connected to VoIP
gateway (using RJ-11 telephone cable) and VoIP gateway is
then connected to the Ethernet socket (using Ethernet RJ-45
cable). Two Ethernet (RJ-45) sockets are used in customer
premise to connect user’s devices (one socket for PC, another
one for VoIP gateway).

If only one Ethernet socket is available in customer premise
it is still possible to offer 2Play - if transmission rate not
higher than 100 Mbps is assumed. For such transmission
rate only 2 of 4 pairs are used in Ethernet 100BASE-TX
standard (commonly used nowadays). Using special cables
(with transmission pair splitting) it is possible to serve 2Play

TABLE I
COST RELATED DRAWBACKS OF CONSIDERED VHBB SCENARIOS IN

COMPARISON WITH FTTB+LAN ARCHITECTURE

VHBB architecture
type

Additional cost components in compari-
son with FTTB+LAN access architecture

FTTH GPON - In-building fiber infrastructure has to be
built
- GPON ONT is required for each service
profile

FTTH P2P optical
Ethernet

- In-building fiber infrastructure has to be
built
- Media Converter is required for each ser-
vice profile

FTTB+VDSL2 - FTTB+VDSL2 MDU is more expensive
than similar FTTB+LAN MDU (VDSL2
interfaces are more expensive than FE ones
since VDSL2 is more sophisticated technol-
ogy than Ethernet)
- VDSL2 modem is required for each ser-
vice profile

having only one Ethernet socket in customer premise (VoIP &
Internet signals are transmitted in one cable). Using dedicated
VoIP gateway for 2Play service profile purpose is still less
expensive than using GPON ONT or VDSL2 modem with
integrated VoIP gateway functions in case of FTTH GPON
and FTTB+VDSL2 architectures respectively.

For 3Play (Internet & VoIP & TV) scenario HGW (Home
Gateway) is required, which aggregates traffic from various
user’s devices. In FTTB+LAN architecture 3Play is provided
in similar way as in FTTH GPON or FTTB+VDSL2 architec-
tures. User’s devices: STB (Set-Top-Box), PC and analogue
phone are connected to HGW which is connected to Ethernet
socket (RJ-45) in customer premise. HGW with Ethernet
WAN port is the only CPE required for FTTB+LAN access
architecture. In case of other architectures like FTTH GPON or
FTTB+VDSL2, GPON ONT and VDSL2 modem respectively
are required additionally what of course makes those solutions
more expensive than FTTB+LAN.

Remark: In case of FTTH GPON and FTTB+VDSL2 ar-
chitectures there is also alternative configuration using single
equipment which integrates functions of HGW and GPON
ONT/VDSL2 modem instead of using two independent de-
vices (GPON ONT + HGW or VDSL2 modem + HGW).
However, it is easy to notice that because of its complexity
(extra hardware plus more features implemented) such all-
in-one device is still much more expensive than HGW with
Ethernet WAN port used for FTTB+LAN access architecture
purpose.

Table I shows the main additional cost components of con-
sidered VHBB architectures in comparison with FTTB+LAN
access architecture.

B. Various service profiles cohabitation

In order to ensure various service profiles cohabitation
within the same FTTB+LAN MDU an appropriate network
architecture design has to be made. Since FTTB+LAN MDU is
equipped with GPON uplink interface it acts as ONU (Optical
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Fig. 4. Upstream multiplexing in GPON system (source: [2])

Network Unit) from GPON system perspective (like ONT does
in FTTH topology). That is why an important issue is to carry
user traffic in downstream and upstream directions on the
GPON layer (using GPON-specific traffic entities) in effective
way.

GPON system encapsulates transported Ethernet frames into
GEM (GPON Encapsulation Method) frames. A single logical
connection within the GPON system is called GEM Port and
it is identified by GEM Port ID. In the upstream direction
GPON system also utilizes T-CONTs (Transmission Contain-
ers) corresponding to timeslots within TDMA multiplexing
existing in GPON. Each T-CONT represents a group of logical
connections (GEM Ports) that appear as a single entity for the
purpose of upstream bandwidth assignment on the PON (see
Figure 4).

Each T-CONT can be seen as an instance of upstream
queue with a certain bandwidth profile (a set of bandwidth
parameters). The bandwidth assignment model applied in
GPON system effectively introduces a strict priority hierarchy
of the assigned bandwidth components ([2]):

• fixed bandwidth: with highest priority
• assured bandwidth
• non-assured bandwidth
• best-effort bandwidth: with lowest priority
Each T-CONT instance is associated with a bandwidth pro-

file. Bandwidth profile is described using the traffic descriptor,
which has the following components:

• fixed bandwidth (bandwidth that is reserved exclusively
for a given T-CONT and no other T-CONTs can use it;
this bandwidth is statically allocated to a T-CONT)

• assured bandwidth (bandwidth that is available for a given
T-CONT on demand; this bandwidth is guaranteed)

• maximum bandwidth (maximum amount of bandwidth,
that can be allocated to a given T-CONT on demand;
this bandwidth is not guaranteed)

• additional bandwidth eligibility (type of additional band-
width that a given T-CONT is eligible to get, can have
the following values: none –no additional bandwidth, NA

Fig. 5. FTTB+LAN field trial network: a generic view

–non-assured bandwidth, BE –best-effort bandwidth)
Depending on the used set of those parameters, five T-

CONT types are defined by [2]. Depending on the traffic type
(latency-sensitive traffic, data transmission, etc.) the most ap-
propriate T-CONT type should be selected to carry considered
traffic.

Upstream user traffic (Ethernet frames) is encapsulated into
GEM ports and then into T-CONTs. Each FTTB+LAN MDU,
which acts as ONU from GPON system perspective, uses
its own set of T-CONTs and GEM ports, unique within a
PON tree, which MDU belongs to. A single GEM port can
be encapsulated into only one T-CONT, however a single
T-CONT may encapsulate multiple GEM ports. For a more
detailed explanation please refer to [2].

For those access architectures which assume using access
devices shared between many users (like FTTB+LAN MDU)
it is important to define appropriate rules (consistent and
unambiguous ones) allowing to forward data streams incoming
from users to appropriate GEM Ports. Users traffic to GEM
Ports mapping rules can be mono-criterion-based i.e. mapping
is based on only one of the following criteria like:

• VLAN ID (Virtual LAN - IEEE 802.1Q)
• p-bit (IEEE 802.1p)
• UNI (user port number on MDU)
or multi-criteria-based i.e. more than one criterion is used

in that case:
• VLAN ID + p-bit
• VLAN ID + UNI
• UNI + p-bit
• UNI + VLAN + p-bit
Mono-criterion-based mapping rules are in most cases not

sufficient to ensure effective traffic forwarding and separation
between users on acceptable level if GPON-based access
devices shared between many users (like FTTB+LAN MDU)
are assumed to be used. GEM Port per service per user and
T-CONT per service principles are difficult or even impossible
to be followed when a mono-criterion-based mapping rule is
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Fig. 6. Network architecture of FTTB+LAN solution used in the field trial

applied. That is why for FTTB+LAN MDU multi-criteria-
based mapping rules are supposed to be used. Depending
on so called VLAN plan defining VLAN IDs and p-bits
corresponding to services an optimal user traffic to GEM
Port mapping rule has to be chosen. For access architectures
based on L2 (Layer 2) forwarding and multi-VLAN approach
(each service has its dedicated VLAN) an appropriate rule
would be the one based on VLAN ID + UNI. In such a
case users are differentiated by UNIs since they are served
from different ports on MDU and services are differentiated
by VLAN IDs. For access architectures based on flat-IP L3
(Layer 3) forwarding and mono-VLAN approach (all services
utilize the same VLAN) an adequate rule is the p-bit + UNI-
based one. In such a case users are differentiated by UNIs since
they are served from different ports on MDU and services are
differentiated by p-bits.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

In order to verify presented access network architecture the
field trial was launched. Thus, an opportunity was taken to
obtain results, not only from tests performed in laboratory,
but also in a real network environment. Orange Labs Poland
launched FTTB+LAN field trial in Orange Poland network
in 2011. The trial took place in one of student dormitories
in Warsaw associated with Warsaw University of Technology.
About 50 students decided to act as testers.

For the field trial purpose FTTB+LAN network was built
based on an architectural concept presented in section II
(see Figure 2) i.e. a possibility of providing various service
profiles within the same access network was ensured. The
following profiles were deployed: Mono-Play Internet, Dual-
Play (Internet and VoIP), Triple-Play (Internet, VoIP and
IPTV). Over half of users were Mono-Play users. Additionally
using the same optical Access Node (GPON OLT: Optical Line
Termination) services were offered in FTTH technology for
some students. The aim of such configuration was to verify

a cohabitation of FTTB+LAN users and FTTH users in one
PON. Inside a student dormitory (a multi-dwelling building)
a copper cat.5 infrastructure was available with Ethernet (RJ-
45) sockets installed in customer premises (in order to connect
those premises with FTTB+LAN MDUs installed in cable
distribution point i.e. server room). MDUs were connected via
GPON to OLT located in nearby Central Office (see Figure 5).
For each service profile a specific way of connection to the
network was defined. Mono-Play (Internet) users’ PCs have
been connected directly to RJ-45 Ethernet sockets installed in
customer premises using common Ethernet cables. For Dual-
Play scenario two parallel links were used between users’ end
devices (PC and phone) and FTTB+LAN MDU. It implied
using two LAN (Fast Ethernet) ports on MDU for each Dual-
Play user. Internet in Dual-Play scenario was realized exactly
in the same manner as in case of Mono-Play service profile.
For VoIP service an additional device was required since
analogue phones were not capable to adapt to any kind of
digital transmission. Due to that fact dedicated VoIP gateway
initiating/terminating VoIP session was used. User’s analogue
phone was connected to FXS port of VoIP gateway using
standard RJ-11 based cable with VoIP gateway connected to
Ethernet RJ-45 socket. For Triple-Play scenario HGW was
used, which aggregated traffic incoming from various users’
devices. HGW was equipped with different ”user interfaces”:
Ethernet-based (FE), FXS, WiFi. HGW’s uplink port (WAN
port) was connected to Ethernet RJ-45 socket installed in
customer premise. That configuration proved high flexibility
as well as eased the process of service delivery. Moreover,
for Mono-Play there was no additional device like modem or
router. Such solution allowed lowering the costs. Installation
process for customers was simple and practically the same as
when connecting PC to a local network thus allowing self-
installation and plug-and-play experience.
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Fig. 7. User traffic mapping to GEM Ports and T-CONTs

A. Network architecture
Network architecture used for the field trial purpose was

based on IP forwarding and DHCP attachment process. How-
ever some differences existed depending on the service type.
For IPTV the approach was based on BBF TR-101 recom-
mendations ([3]) with L2 forwarding on FTTB+LAN MDU
and Access Node (OLT) as well. Additionally IGMP Proxy
function was enabled on OLT. For Internet and VoIP services
L2 forwarding on FTTB+LAN MDU and L3 forwarding on
OLT were used. This meant that end users’ devices (HGWs
for Triple-Play or PCs for Mono and Dual-Play) were directly
connected to OLT on IP level. Those end devices were attached
to the network by means of DHCP process: a dedicated DHCP
server, serving field trial users, was established and it assigned
IP address. OLT was connected to Internet through Orange
Poland network. A generic view of architectural solution used
in FTTB+LAN field trial is depicted in Figure 6.

For Triple-Play customers HGW worked as a gateway for
customers’ equipment with its WAN IP address being assigned
by DHCP server. At the same time HGW assigned private
IP addresses to devices on LAN side. OLT worked as a
default gateway for Home Gateway. HGW tagged outgoing
traffic with VLAN IDs and p-bits and removed marking from
incoming traffic (from MDU). P-bits were used for traffic
prioritization (QoS). IP addresses for Mono-Play and Dual-
Play customers’ equipment were assigned by DHCP server.
In that case there was no marking coming from end devices
(PCs or VoIP gateways). FTTB+LAN MDU was configured to
add/remove necessary marking for traffic incoming/outgoing
from/to such customers. Additionally MDU prevented user-to-
user communication (split horizon forwarding, default setting
on MDU) and limited maximum number of MAC addresses
per UNI interface (Ethernet port).

In order to ensure an effective traffic forwarding and sepa-

ration between users on acceptable level on the GPON layer
GEM Port per service per user and T-CONT per service prin-
ciples were followed within user traffic to GEM Ports mapping
process. According to so called VLAN plan designed for the
field trial purpose Internet and VoIP traffic was transmitted in
VLAN ID#A and IPTV traffic was transmitted using VLAN
ID#B (see Figure 6). For the considered FTTB+LAN solution
a hybrid L2/L3 forwarding model was used and more than one
VLAN was utilized to carry user traffic in access network.
Hence, p-bit + UNI-based mapping rule was applied as an
optimal one in terms of considered VLAN plan (see Figure
7).

Thanks to network architecture design described above
installation and service delivery process were simplified in
comparison to typical situation (e.g. traditional ADSL access).
Layer 3 forwarding and attachment based on DHCP allowed
reusing other parts of the network without changes (aggre-
gation and core network). FTTB+LAN-based access network
introduction required only to connect OLT to Orange Poland
network and to configure appropriate routing (only dedicated
DHCP server was added on the network side).

B. Results

During the field trial an opportunity was taken to perform
service tests using dedicated tools (applications). The aim of
the tests was to verify performance of FTTB+LAN access
network in real network conditions, under traffic generated
by real users. Tests performed not only in laboratory but
also in the real network environment allowed a much better
assessment of the solution and led to trustworthy predictions
about how such systems would perform in case of future
deployment.

For that purpose a tool for traffic and miscellaneous optical
parameters monitoring was used. The tool allowed continuous
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Fig. 8. FTTB+LAN field trial Quality of Experience survey results

retrieving of requested parameters. Data retrieving process
was based on SNMP messages exchange between application
server and FTTB+LAN MDUs and optical Access Node
(OLT). The main conclusion based on received results analysis
is that the FTTB+LAN solution had sufficient bandwidth for
handling high number of users and offer them proper QoS.

Another application was employed to monitor the quality
of IPTV by connecting to multicast streams and performing
RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) header analysis. The tool
was able to measure packet loss and to check continuity of
the streams.

Results (see Table II) show very small number of errors
that occurred during tests and thus a very good performance
of IPTV on tested FTTB+LAN configuration. Also important
is that there were small numbers of lost packets while trans-
mitting a long burst of packets.

Many test items were focused on Internet service quality
since 1Play profile was the most common service profile
deployed during FTTB+LAN field trial. For that purpose an

TABLE II
EXAMPLE RESULTS FROM TOOL MEASSURING IPTV PACKET LOSS

Test # Successful re-
ceived packets

Packet
lost

Duration of
measurement

Packet
loss ratio

1 493124816 25655 11 days 5,20e-5

2 1961718298 15382 26 days 7,84e-6

3 3085972984 26557 11 days 8,61e-6

application for Internet service performance measurement was
used. Following metrics were measured using the tool:

• Internet DNS E2E response time
• Internet DNS success rate
• available IP bit rate (download throughput)
• Internet delay variation
• Internet round trip delay
• Internet web-page download time
Obtained results (see Table III) proved very good perfor-

mance of Internet Access service.
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TABLE III
MEASSURED METRIC RESULTS FOR INTERNET ACCESS SERVICE

Metric Value Unit
dns e2e response time 9,67 ms

dns success rate 100,00 %

download throughput 100000 kb/s

delay variation 0,56 ms

rtt 3,86 ms

web page download time 1633,42 ms

Overall results received from all tools proved very good
performance of the services and high level of quality. Based
on those results a conclusion can be made that considered
FTTB+LAN solution provides high bandwidth and also as-
sures high quality of delivered services with small number of
errors. Moreover, it offers flexibility and simplicity in terms
of service delivery and usage by customers.

An important objective of FTTB+LAN field trial was to
receive feedback from users. Students were supposed to per-
form do-it-yourself tests and to fill dedicated questionnaires
in. Based on Quality of Experience survey results students’
impressions and opinions regarding services provided during
FTTB+LAN field trial were gathered.

According to received feedback (see Figure 8) it can be
noticed that users were very satisfied with Internet Access
service - achieved download and upload speeds were much

higher than speeds which are offered normally in academic
campus network. Moreover, several users declared they would
have paid for Internet Access service if Orange Poland de-
cided to launch such service (with the same performance as
observed during field trial) as a commercial service. It allows
to make a conclusion that Internet service indeed met students’
requirements and expectations.
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Abstract — The paper presents the idea of Telco 2.0 with an 

e-health usage scenario. Since numerous elderly people are go-
ing  missing every  year,  proposed emergency  location service 
depicts a way in which mobile operators’ networks, the Inter-
net  and  possibilities  given  by  rapid  improvement  of  smart-
phones’  functionalities  can  converge  in  order  to  relieve  the 
problem. The descriptions are supplemented with sets of accu-
racy measurements and usability tests, conducted during test 
deployment in Polish Orange Labs R&D Centre.  The results 
confirm usability potential of the service, giving green light for 
further research and development. Still, in order to make the 
service reliable, the algorithms used to determine location and 
detect falls need to be improved.

I.  INTRODUCTION

S the  societies  of  highly-developed  countries  are 
gradually becoming older, the phenomenon of elderly 

people  going  missing  becomes  noticeable  [1];  the  main 
reason  being  health  issues,  such  as  memory  losses  and 
spatial orientation problems. Additionally, elderly people are 
more likely to lose consciousness and fall due to their health 
problems – such situations always  require  instant  reaction 
and hospitalization. Rapid response is not always possible, 
especially  if  the  location  of  the  person  is  unknown. 
Therefore, the main idea behind the proposed solution is to 
provide  its  users  with  a  reliable  and  fast-to-use  location 
service  that  could  be  easily  –  or  even  automatically  – 
invoked  in case  of  emergency,  without  the  need  to  carry 
additional electronic equipment.

A

A. Existing solutions

At the moment, there are numerous GPS-based location 
systems available  that  can  be  used  in  medical  assistance, 
such as Finder On-Line [2]. Those solutions are solely de-
signed  to  work  outdoors,  where  GPS  signal  is  available. 
Other systems, like ZUPS [3] are designed for indoor loca-
tion and require dedicated devices and infrastructure. Since 
mobile network cell-based location outperforms both solu-
tions in range and reliability, it stands out as an interesting 
area of research. Despite its lower accuracy it has the addi-
tional advantage of very low cost. In this paper we investi-

 Prototype  of  the  Emergency Button  service  was developed under  the 
Orange Labs Telco 2.0 University programme.

gate the performance of a simple emergency location system 
built upon cellular network infrastructure.

B. The idea of Telco 2.0 and Telco Web Services

In  the  last  years  the  Internet  has  gone  through  major 
changes. The idea of Web 2.0 has transformed the way in 
which  the  network  is  used  and  perceived.  In  the  days  of 
Web  1.0,  a  typical  Internet  user  was  mainly  a  passive 
consumer of the content such as web portals. Possible user 
activities  were  not  related  to  the  then-static  World  Wide 
Web and limited to sending e-mails, participating in chats or 
newsgroups. At the moment, Internet users have numerous 
possibilities  of  dynamically  creating  their  own  content: 
participating  in  social  networking  sites,  writing  blogs, 
collaborating on wikis and building web sites using content 
mashup from other pages and portals [4]. 

Telecom operators,  seeing the immense potential behind 
the Web 2.0, have aggressively tried to implement a similar, 
two-sided  business  models,  based  on  service  exposure 
platforms [5]. Their goal was to monetize existing network 
assets more efficiently by leveraging third party developers 
and service providers.  This concept  is  currently known as 
Telco 2.0 and is actively researched, resulting in numerous 
new applications like [6], [7]. 

In the Telco 1.0 model, telecommunication networks are 
closed for external entities and only the operator is able to 
create  services  and  telecom applications.  In  the Telco 2.0 
model,  operator’s  networks’  functionalities  are  made 
available  for  external  developers  by  exposing  sets  of 
interfaces in the Internet.  This approach allows companies 
and universities to build, test and deploy their own services 
based on telecom infrastructure.

From  the  practical  point  of  view,  the  most  significant 
difference between Telco 1.0 and 2.0 is the way in which 
telecom resources are accessed. In Telco 2.0 it is done using 
the Web Services technology (Fig. 1), which is predominant 
in  the  IT  sector,  as  opposed  to  telecom-network-specific 
protocol stack used in Telco 1.0. 

Through Telco Web Services,  Telco 2.0 implementation 
supports  the  most  popular  access  models  such  as  REST 
(Representational  State  Transfer  –  predominant  in  the 
Internet [8]) and SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), in 
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accordance  with  SOA  (Service-Oriented  Architecture) 
guidelines  –  a  “de  facto”  standard  in  the  enterprise 
sector [9].

 Fig. 1: Telco Web Services architecture

C. Reason behind using Telco 2.0 approach

In  comparison  with  the  traditional  way,  use  of  Telco  2.0 
interfaces  allowed  for  a  significant  reduction  in  time 
required to develop a service. Therefore, as our goal was to 
confirm whether it was possible to build a usable emergency 
location service upon mobile network infrastructure, Telco 
Web Services was chosen as an optimal solution.

II.  THE EMERGENCY BUTTON SERVICE 

The majority of emergency information and fall detection 
systems  require  specifically  designed  hardware  and 
software,  which  limits  the  commercial  viability  to  the 
wealthiest users. We propose a low priced system that uses 
reliable,  ubiquitous technology – mobile phones that  most 
people  carry  every  day.  Every  cell  phone  is  suitable  to 
activate  the  basic  service,  and  using  a  slightly  more 
expensive smartphone significantly boosts its functionality. 

In spite of the above, as typical end users for the service 
we have chosen people with orientation disorders, memory 
losses or in danger of losing consciousness, their families or 
people in any way responsible for  their well-being (social 
workers, nursing homes etc.). As will be described later, due 
to its flexible nature, the service can be tailored to fit any 
situation  where  coarse,  base-station  location  is  of  enough 
accuracy.

III.  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. Activation and interaction between Seniors and 
Guardians

Seniors are the people who require attention due to their 
health issues.  They will be the ones to invoke the service 
(intentionally – when lost, or automatically – when a fall is 
detected).  Guardians,  on  the  other  hand,  are  those  to  be 
informed  about  senior’s  location  in  case  of  emergency. 
When the Emergency Button service is invoked, a message 
containing approximate GPS coordinates and address is sent 
to Guardian’s cell phone (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Possible service invocation scenarios

As stated before,  Emergency Button may be invoked in 
numerous ways. The most basic one is by sending a USSD 
message. Specific code can be stored in phone’s memory or 
SIM card and assigned a speed dial button for the ease of 
access.  We  have  also  developed  a  full-screen  widget  for 
Android smartphones that covers whole screen of the phone. 
Therefore,  the  EB  Service  can  be  activated  by  simply 
touching almost anywhere in the screen while the phone is 
unlocked.

The most prospective way to invoke the service, that was 
implemented,  is  the EB Fall.  It  is  an Android  application 
that controls a background service (not to be confused with 
EB service itself,  as it  is,  in simple words,  an application 
without  a user  interface  running  in the background).  It  is 
responsible  for  detecting  a  fall  caused  by  losing 
consciousness  by  the  owner  using  data  from  built-in 
accelerometer. If the Senior does not respond within a given 
period of time, the EB service is activated. The implemented 
heuristic  model  of  a  fall  is  based  on  measurements  and 
findings presented in [10] and [11].

B. Required mobile network functionalities

In order to implement the service, the following Telco 2.0 
API functionalities were used:

• Send USSD – for invoking the service from Senior’s 
cell phone,

• Terminal  Location  –  for  determining  Senior’s  cell 
phone location by means of cell identification,

• Send SMS – to inform the Guardian  about  an emer-
gency situation.
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C. Architecture

As shown in Fig. 3, the main component of the developed 
service  is  the  application  server,  where  main  software 
components  are deployed.  The first  one is responsible for 
running the logic of the service – receiving USSD messages, 
location  and  sending  SMS  messages  to  Guardians.  It 
cooperates  with  the  second  module,  designed  to  maintain 
communication  with  the  database  and  process  incoming 
requests. The last module is the graphical user interface – a 
web page allowing the Guardians to register in the service, 
add  Seniors  and  maintain  associations  between  them and 
registered Seniors, as well as view recent service activations 
on a map.

Fig 3: Structure of the developed service

IV.  MEASUREMENTS

In order to check the accuracy of location returned by the 
mobile network, we have taken measurements in 60 random 
locations  in  Warsaw – using both GSM and 3G (UMTS) 
Radio Access  Networks (RAN).  As reference position we 
used data from an external GPS device. To assess reliability 
and  actual  usability,  7  tests  were  conducted  in  order  to 
determine  whether  it  was  possible  to  find  a  lost  person 
without using measures different than the EB service.

A. Accuracy tests

The histograms represent the distribution of location error 
for  both  the  GSM  mode  (Fig.  4)  and  the  UMTS  mode 
(Fig. 5).

Obtained  accuracy  was  higher  in  the  GSM mode.  The 
reason behind those results is that in Warsaw, GSM cells of 
the  mobile  network  in  use  (Orange)  were  significantly 
smaller than the UMTS cells [12]. 

Since every mobile carrier’s  RAN structure  is  different 
(ex.  an  operator  might  maintain  only  one  type  of  access 
network,  have higher base station location density etc.),  it 
cannot  be  stated  with  certainty  that  a  specific  type  of 
network  allows  for  better  accuracy.  Chances  are  that  if  a 
UMTS network was the only type of RAN maintained by an 
operator, its performance in means of location error could be 

much  better  due  to  UMTS  networks  characteristics 
(relatively small cells to provide good HSPA coverage [13], 
wide  use  of  picocells  [14]  adding  capacity  in  areas  with 
dense phone usage).

B. Usability tests

The results of usability tests were obtained in accordance 
with the following rules: 

Fig. 4: Error of location prediction for the GSM RAN

Fig. 5: Error of location prediction for the UMTS RAN

• one person (Senior) had to choose a random place in 
Warsaw to invoke the service and then wait for rescue,

• the other tester (Guardian) had to find the Senior wast-
ing as little time as possible,

• Guardian  was  only  allowed  to  use  means  of  public 
transport,

• the service could be invoked only once per test,

• no way of  communication between the Guardian and 
the Senior was allowed other than activating the service.

All the measured distances are “as the crow flies” – the 
length  of  a  straight  line  segment  connecting  the points  is 
given.
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Usability tests (Tab. 1) show that if the location error is 
smaller  than 200 m, finding a lost  person  in a very short 
period of time is possible, like in tests 1 and 3. Still, even if 
the error is relatively small, it might take a long time if the 
conditions  are  unfavourable,  like  in  tests  2  (university 
campus) and 7 (Warsaw Metro construction site). 

When an emergency situation occurs in a densely built up 
residential  area  and  the  location  error  is  higher  than  300 
meters,  finding  the Senior  is  still  possible,  but  requires  a 
very methodical, lengthy search (like in test 5), as the area to 
be  explored  grows  quadratically  with  the  error.  As  it 
increases, and the person in need is not in within sight, time 
needed to find  them increases  dramatically,  up to a point 
when  doing  so  in  a  reasonably  short  time  is  almost 
impossible (test 4). Therefore, small error (less than 200 m) 
does not necessarily guarantee a short search time, but large 
(more than 200 m) always results in a lengthy walk. 

TABLE I.

RESULTS OF USABILITY TESTS

# Distance Guardian-
Senior [m]

Senior location 
error [m]

Time to find 
[min]

1 1655 198 19
2 3153 210 44
3 1092 125 15
4 377 686 n/a
5 852 377 48
6 3710 290 35
7 410 144 41

V.  CHALLENGES

Using a mobile phone for location and fall detection has 
numerous  advantages  over  specialized  systems,  the  main 
being its low cost and the fact, that it is already considered 
an  indispensable  device  by most  people  and  is,  therefore, 
carried  on  a  daily  basis.  Still,  there  are  numerous 
weaknesses  to  the  EB service  that  need  to  be  taken  into 
account and addressed during future development. 

As  opposed  to  GPS-based  systems,  proposed  service 
works  indoors  as  well  as  outdoors  and  is  relatively 
invulnerable to difficult weather conditions. Unfortunately, 
due to relatively large size of cells in cellular networks, if  
cell identification alone is used, location errors may be up to 
several  kilometers  in  sparsely  populated  areas.  This  issue 
might  be  resolved  by  implementing  a  client-side  GPS 
support or triangulation algorithms that would process data 
from Senior’s phone such as signal strength and neighboring 
base stations. This would require phone-specific software to 
run  on  Senior’s  mobile  phone  as  well  as  a  reliable  data 
connection,  making  the  service  more  precise,  but 
considerably less universal.

In order to improve the handset location accuracy without 
any client-side support, the operator should implement more 
advanced network-based tracking techniques.  It  is possible 
to determine the sector in which the mobile phone resides 
and estimate the distance to the current station by measuring 
radio  signal  propagation  time  delay  [16].  Moreover, 
triangulation techniques can be used to determine position 

by  using  data  concerning  signal  parameters  from 
neighboring base stations. 

Since the service is intended to be used in case of loses of 
consciousness  as  well,  improving  the  reliability  of  the 
implemented fall detection algorithm is a matter of utmost 
importance.  The  greatest  challenge  is  the  reduction  in 
number of false positives while maintaining high sensitivity 
to real falls.

In  its  current  form,  the  service  strictly  relies  on  the 
interfaces  provided  by  the  mobile  network  operator. 
Consequently,  as  not  all  of  the  cellular  operators  expose 
necessary Telco 2.0 interfaces,  it is only possible to use it 
within one network. Hopefully this matter will be resolved 
by the operators themselves by exposing proper APIs  and 
providing  with  functional  inter-operator  links  for  USSD 
messages and location services.

Another  concern  is  the  possibility  of  confidentiality 
breaches  that  applies  to  all  location-based  services. 
Subscriber’s location and movement data is controlled and 
owned  by  mobile  network  operators.  Since  it  has  the 
potential to be used in adversary purposes, it may only be 
revealed  under  strict  conditions  that  are  defined  by 
telecommunications law of a given country [16]. Therefore, 
before any commercial deployment, legal precautions need 
to  be  taken  in  order  to  prevent  any  misuse  of  the  data 
provided.

VI.  CONCLUSION

Presented  system  is  a  viable  solution  to  low-cost 
emergency  location.  Using  existing  technologies  and 
simplest cell-identification based location, we proved that it 
is possible to find a lost person in a densely populated area 
with only the data from the received text message. Further 
improvement  in  accuracy  and  better  reliability  can  be 
obtained  if  the  operators  decide  to  better  their  handset 
tracking  technologies.  It  is  probable,  since  by  exposing 
Telco  2.0  interfaces  they  received  an  easy-to-use  way of 
providing location services to external entities. If that is not 
the  case,  better  accuracy  can  be  obtained  by  using  less 
universal client-side solutions.

Future work ought to focus on improving the accuracy of 
returned  location,  which  is  crucial  in  reducing  time 
necessary for  finding  a lost  person.  Another  problem that 
needs  to  be  addressed  is  the  limited  reliability  of  the 
implemented fall detection algorithm.

Despite  presented  use-case,  the  service  can  be  easily 
adapted  to  different  emergency  situations,  e.g.  informing 
municipal  police  about  dangerous  situations  in  means  of 
public transportation or finding lost children.
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Abstract—At the present time Telecom Web Services (TWS)
become more and more widely known and many mobile network
operators decide to expose their networks through Application
Programming Interfaces (API) and include access to their in-
frastructure ‘as a part of their offer. This document presents an
idea of development of blog software plug-in which would allow
blog owners to use telecommunication services. This should be
available even to those who do not have programming skills and
do not want to invest in dedicated integration their blogs with
available APIs.

Proposed functionalities of such plugin are listed and a short
case study is presented. The case study shows how telecommuni-
cation functions could enrich a travel blog with more interactivity
and communication features which currently are not available.

The document also describes a working prototype which was
prepared in order to verify feasibility of the proposed idea. Basic
technical specification is provided and example functionality is
described with command reference and screenshots of dedicated
Web portal which was set up for plug-in testing purposes.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS it is difficult to encounter an actively work-
ing business or a creative individual which do not

use communication possibilities offered by World Wide Web
(WWW). Large and small companies not only present and
advertise their products on-line but actually do their business
in the Internet. For many of them, it is now a primary way
to reach their customers with the latest offers and product
information.

Personal WWW logs known more commonly as blogs
became a very popular way of sharing individual’s thoughts
and ideas regarding virtually all matters. Some of the blogs
are lightweight places where authors express their opinion and
emotions regarding their personal life, but many of them are
sources of valuable information. Regardless the weight and
importance of blogs’ contents, all authors are interested in
reaching as many readers as possible and keeping their blog
live (i.e. receiving comments, discussing posts, etc.)

A. Blog software

Popularity of publishing on the WWW was a driver for
fast development of many blogging engines. Typically, such
software (also called blogware or blogging software) enables
blog author to easily author, edit, and publish short articles
(posts), include images, and moderate comments submitted by
readers. However, through many extension (plug-ins) function-
ality contents the blog can be enriched with image galleries,

movie clips, calendars, user menus, tag clouds, and many
others.

The most popular blogging engines are WordPress [1], [2],
Joomla!, and Drupal. They are free and relatively easily cus-
tomizable. According to information available on WordPress’
homepage there are thousands of themes and plug-ins ready
for download and they should satisfy nearly all blog owners’
needs.

B. Telecom Web Services

Telecom Web Services (TWS) is a general name for various
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) dedicated to be
used with telephony network. Basic functions which are made
available through those APIs include:

• Message send and receive.
• Terminal location
• Call set-up

The key practical advantage of TWS is that they are based on
widely accepted standards (e.g. HTTP, XML) which makes
system integration easier and less costly than in case of other
native protocols and APIs. Their management is also relatively
simple and required level of security can be achieved without
excessive costs.

It is not yet common to mobile network operators to expose
their networks via TWS. Because it is a completely new type
of service many factors have to be carefully analyzed such
as pricing model, network security, subscribers security, risk
of cannibalization of other services, etc. However, TWS are
generally considered as a mean to gathering new revenues and
as a technology which shall boost creativity and innovation in
the area of telecommunication services.

II. TELCO 2.1 WORDPRESS PLUG-IN

Despite the fact that TWS are regarded as very easy to use
it is still not possible for persons without programming skills.
This means that in order to use available telecommunication
functionalities still several (or more) lines of code have to
be written. In order to overcome this obstacle the idea of
development of blog engine telco plug-in is proposed.

This approach can be considered as a small advancement
and extension of Telco 2.0 approach. Thus a name ’Telco 2.1
plug-in’ was proposed for the prepared software module. The
key differentiator is the assumption that telecommunication
services are made available without requirement for any
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programming. This should substantially extend number of
people capable to use telecommunication functions in their
Web pages.

A. Proposed functionalities

Functionalities which could be envisaged for such plug-in
can be divided into two following categories:

• Blog housekeeping—used by blog owners and adminis-
trators:

– Short Message Service (SMS) [3] notification about
new posts.

– Sending of new post excerpt via Multimedia Mes-
sage Service (MMS).

– SMS authorization of new users.
– Welcome MMS sent to new blog readers.

• Business telco components for Web—used by small com-
panies and individual entrepreneurs:

– Micro-payments via Premium Rate SMS or MMS.
– Transaction confirmation via SMS.
– SMS auctions.
– Targeted marketing info sent via MMS.

Some of the functionalities listed above were implemented
in the working prototype described later.

B. Case study

To demonstrate how telecommunication functionalities
could be effectively use be a web page to increase its attractive-
ness for users, let us consider en example of ekskursja.pl
portal. Its a travel portal which allows authors to share
information about past journeys and future travel plans. They
can post images (also organized as galleries), comment other’s
posts and search for information according to geographical
location.

Initial screen of the portal is shown in Fig. 1
Owners of the portal intend to increase number of users

by offering them unique functionalities and possibility to sell
photos made during their journeys.

Integration with telecommunication network could support
portal owners’ businesses needs by introduction of the follow-
ing functionalities:

• SMS/MMS notification of new posts and comments.
• Travel log functionality consisting of:

– A map showing current location of a traveler.
– Micro-blogging (with possibility to post a photo) via

MMS.
– On line chat service with a traveler.

• Possibility to buy a photo via premium rate SMS and its
delivery via SMS.

• Targeted marketing information related to their interests,
location, and favorite travel destinations.

The above examples show that enriching thematic blog with
interactivity offered by mobile network could greatly increase
its attractiveness to the users, and potentially open some
additional revenue opportunities for its owners and authors.

Fig. 1. Initial screen of ekskursja.pl

III. WORKING PROTOTYPE

In order to perform practical verification of the proposed
idea a working prototype was developed and made available
for testing and trials. Currently it implements the following
commands:

• auth_locate—includes a small interactive map (free
OpenStreetMap service [7] is used) which shows current
localization of post’s author.

• auth_msg—includes a form for sending a SMS mes-
sage to the author.

• auction—includes a table which displays submitted
offers and opens possibility to send offers via SMS and
on the Web.

• img2mms—allows to send an image as a MMS message.
• team_locate—includes a static map showing locaton

of mobile terminals.
In order to use a command in a post it is only necessary for

the author to include it in a square brackets and provide values
for mandatory parameters. No programming is required.

Additionally, the plug-in implements functionality of smart
new post notification. In case a new post is published by one
of the authors, other authors who recently posted some text in
the same category are notified via Short Message Service.

A. Telecomunication API from Orange Polska

The prototype connects to TWS API service provided
in a trial mode by Orange Polska [4]. It is accessible at
http://api.orange.pl and currently exposes following
services:

• SMS send and receive.
• MMS send and receive.
• Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) send.
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• Terminal location.
• Mobile network operator verification.

In order to use any of the services user needs to create an
account associated with his mobile phone number. Afterwards
he can invoke the service by sending short XML document
over HTTP (both POST and GET commands are available).
During the trial period there is no charge for using this API.
However, restrictions are applied in order to ensure security
of other users and stability of network resources. The main
screen of the API portal is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Main screen of api.orange.pl

B. Prototype Web page

The dedicated Web page [5] which uses the plug-in
was prepared and made available at the following URL:
http://sabak.info/sandbox/. It demonstrates fea-
tures that are ready to use and provides commands reference
both for Web and SMS. Additionally, it includes posts related
to various uses of Telecom Web Services with a special
attention to APIs offered by Orange Poland mobile network.

C. Technical specifications

WordPress software is written in PHP [6] and thus all plug-
ins also have to be prepared using this scripting language. The
plug-in prototype uses following version of software:

• WordPress: v3.2.1
• WordPress database: MySql v5.5
• PHP: v5.5
• HTTP server: IdeaWebServer v0.7

D. Use case: Author’s current location

One of the functionalities made available in the-plugin is
possibility to include a map showing current location of the
author. To achieve this author needs to include the following
text in the body of the post.
[oapi21 app=auth_locate /]

Before the post is displayed in the Web browser, its author
is localized by a mobile network and his location is presented
on a map.

An example screen showing the post with such content is
presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Post showing author’s location

E. Use case: SMS Auction
Another example of functionality implemented in the proto-

type is an ’SMS auction’ feature. In order to prepare an SMS
auction author should make following actions:

1) Create a new post.
2) Prepare a picture or an icon of a auctioned item and

embed in it the post body.
3) Insert the following command in the post body:

[oapi21 app=auction id=rower /]
4) Publish the post.
As soon as the post is published other users can bid in the

auction either by entering their offers via the Web page or
using SMS commands which is sent to the short number. The
SMS command syntax:

• G—routing keyword, required for delivery of SMS to the
plug-in

• offer—command
• nick—nickname used by the bidder
• auction_id—auction identifier
• amount—money offered for the auctioned item.
An example of such SMS when user greg offers 550 PLN

for the bicycle during auction with id ’rower’ would be:
G offer rower 550
Every time new offer is submitted via SMS or Web all

participants receive SMS notification about the highest offer.
An example screen showing the post after several offers

were made is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Example screen of an auction

IV. SUMMARY

Development of ’Telco 2.1 WordPress Plugin’ showed that
contemporary blog software has architecture which makes
integration with mobile network APIs relatively easy. Basic

telecommunication functionalities (showing terminal location,
SMS) can be made available in a form which does not require
any programming skills. Level of difficulty to include graphic
information about author’s location can be compared to using
HTML tags for text formatting.

Future development of the plug-in could include:
• sending posts via MMS
• insertion of the operator’s advertisements in messages

sent to users
• payments via Premium Rate SMS
• SMS confirmation of transactions
After further development Telco 2.1 Plugin could become

a really attractive option for blog owners and good opportu-
nity for mobile network operators to increase usage of their
services.
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Abstract—This document describes the sample implementa-
tion of a very popular classification method in the modern in-
ternet web applications – folksonomy. This method forces users 
to assign a particular keywords to the content that they are up-
loading. Basing on the assigned keywords it is possible to find a 
similar content. In this paper, there is described the method of 
finding similar content basing on the ART-1 neural network. 
Such solution allows to perform a background clustering of a 
content and speed up the process of retrieving the related data. 
In case of  a heavy exploitation of an internet application, this 
might be a big advantage

I. INTRODUCTION

NTERNET  has significantly changed form at the begin-

ning of  the 21st century.  Instead  of  presenting  only the 

static content that has been updated only occasionally, it has 

become a completely dynamic medium where content  has 

been created not only by a website administrators, but also 

by users. It was possible because of the, so called, Web 2.0. 

New technologies  that  allowed to create  a  dynamic pages 

have been introduced and have been used widely over all 

modern websites. Users were able to change the shape of a 

particular web application. There were created a new types 

of  applications,  like  web  forums  or  social  networks.  The 

Web 2.0 revolution has begun the significant increase of the 

amount of information stored over the internet. For this rea-

son there has appeared a need for an arrangement of all in-

formation. It has been achieved in two ways – by introduc-

tion of search algorithms and by categorization of a content. 

Categorization of a content allowed to provide a new fea-

tures for all modern websites. One of them is the display of 

the similar content to the user. Such feature allows to keep 

user  busy  for  a  longer  period  of  time.  This  leads  to  the 

greater popularity of a website and increases it's value. One 

of the best examples of this feature can be found on the most 

popular  video  sharing  web  application  –  Youtube.  When 

user begins to watch a particular video clip, there are being 

displayed the similar videos that might interest him.  

I

Representation of a similar content can be achieved by as-

signing specific features to the given record (photo, video or 

other), depending on it's type. For example photos or videos 

might be classified basing on the key points assigned to the 

particular frame. Music files can be classified basing on so 

called signatures. All these solutions however, require com-

plex algorithms to be applied  and  require  many computa-

tions. The simplest and most popular method of classifica-

tion of any content is the key words (tags) assignment sys-

tem.

Fig 1. Sample Youtube video page with related content – in this 
case Honda Civic commercials

A. Tagging in practice

Assigning tags can be applied to any content available in 

the web. It is the most universal method of classification that 

quickly became widely used over the whole internet.  It can 

be done in two ways:

• Administrators or moderators of an internet appli-

cation are assigning key words to the content

• Users are assigning key words to the content that 

they own and upload
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Fig 3. Keywords: "flower", "tulip", "plant"

First method is used in the smaller and highly specified 

web sites, where the key words precision is very important 

(for example scientific articles, news). In this case, qualified 

person is assigning the most appropriate tags to the particu-

lar content. This method allows more precise mapping of the 

content features but it requires high amount of work done by 

the persons responsible for tagging. It is almost impossible 

to use this method in the biggest web applications that con-

tain tons of user specific data.

Second  method  is  so  called  folksonomy  [6],  in  other 

words – social tagging. Word folksonomy has been obtained 

by  concatenation  of  words:  folks  (people)  and  taxonomy 

(practice of content categorization). One of the first applica-

tions that  utilized folksonomy is Delicious.com. This web 

site allows users to upload their own bookmarks so they can 

access  them from any place  in the world  and  share  them 

among each other.

In the short amount of time folksonomy has become the 

most popular method that has been used in the websites for 

user content categorization. It is widely used in the applica-

tions like Youtube.com (video sharing), Flickr.com (photos 

sharing) or 43things.com (social network).

This paper describes a method of folksonomy implemen-

tation that bases on the ART-1 [1] neural network. There are 

many methods of  finding a similar  content  in the modern 

web applications. However, most of them, use complex SQL 

queries in order to retrieve the similar data. In case of heav-

ily exploited website,  this may become a potential  bottle-

neck. ART-1 based solution provides the same functionality 

but all computations are being done by the neural network, 

hence reducing the database load. 

B. General idea

General idea of an ART-1 based classification is to create 

a  binary vectors,  basing  on  the keywords  assigned  to the 

particular  content.  Such binary vectors  may be clusterized 

and therefore, when user views specific content it is possible 

to present him similar content – the one that has been as-

signed to the same cluster.

Let's consider an example of a web application that allows 

to share photos between users.  Let's  assume that there are 

only the following keywords present in the database:

'Car', 'Cat', 'Dog', 'Ferrari', 'Red', 

'Blue', '2012'

When user uploads a following photo:

With a keywords  'Ferrari',  'Car',  '2012',  then 

the following photo may be represented by the following bi-

nary vector: 

[1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1]

The following algorithm is being used for a vector gener-

ation:

Given:

D={d 1, d 2, ... , d N } - Dictionary of all 

tags in the database

T={t 1, t 2,... , tM } - Tags assigned to the 

photo

v={v1, v2,... , v N} - resulting vector

Foreach d i in D

if d i∈T

set v i=1

else

set v i=0

Having such set of vectors, one may provide each of them 

as an input to the ART-1 neural network and obtain the clus-

ter to which each of them has been assigned.  In  this case 

each cluster will contain a set of similar vectors i.e. with at 

least  one “1” in common. Once the ART-1 algorithm has 

been finished, it is possible to display a similar photos to the 

user basing only on the information to which cluster it has 

been assigned.

Such solution doesn't require complex SQL query and al-

lows for a quick search of the database content. In the ap-

proach  presented  in  this  paper,  ART-1  neural  network  is 

supposed to be loaded into the RAM memory so all compu-

Fig 4. Sample photo uploaded by a user
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tations can be performed much faster than in the case when 

data is being stored in the database or directly on the disk.

II. ART-1 NEURAL NETWORK

At the beginning of the research,  there has been imple-

mented a standard ART-1 neural  network with attentional 

and orienting subsystems.  There  has  been performed tests 

that were designed to show the result of the classification of 

15 binary vectors of length 10.

Obtained results weren't satisfactory. First of all there ap-

peared clusters where vectors had only one “1” in common. 

In case of folksonomy classification, such situation is unac-

ceptable, because it would mean that two elements are simi-

lar if they have only single keyword in common. This would 

be  a  contradiction  to  the  assumptions  of  the  presented 

method, because such functionality might be achieved with a 

simple SQL query that  will  be faster  than the neural  net-

work.  The main aim of  ART-1 based  folksonomy was to 

mark two objects as similar only when they have at least two 

keywords in common. 

To achieve mentioned above functionality there has been 

changed the sequence of neural network training. Input vec-

tors have been sorted beginning from the vectors with the 

most number  of  “1”s.  With this solution initial  input was 

supposed  to  form base  clusters  that  will  be able  to  serve 

sparse vectors.

Unfortunately the results were still unacceptable. For this 

reason the orienting subsystem has been redesigned to meet 

the  folksonomy  classification  requirements.  Since  vectors 

that are supposed to be provided as an input are very sparse, 

the standard vigilance threshold parameter has been rejected. 

Let's  consider,  a medium sized web application,  that  con-

tains 5000 tags distributed among it's content.  Since users 

usually assign between 2 and 6 keywords,  created vectors 

will be very long and filled with a small amount of “1”s. To 

perform a classification of such vectors  the standard vigi-

lance threshold would need to have to be set to a very small 

values in order to allow proper clusterization. For this rea-

son it has been redesigned and instead it took into account 

the number of common ones between two vectors.

Such simple modification allowed to specify directly how 

many “1”s vectors should have in common to become classi-

fied as similar, thus, it is possible to specify how many key-

words should match to assign content to the same cluster.

III. SAMPLE ART-1 BASED CONTENT CLASSIFICATION

To present the results of  a classification there has been 

implemented a sample application that allows users to share 

the photos that they own. In order to fill the database, there 

has  been written a crawler  that  downloaded samples from 

the most popular site of that kind – Flickr.com.

There has been downloaded 10000 photos and 9968 key-

words. Unfortunately,  one of the biggest drawbacks of the 

folksonomy implemented by Flickr  is  no limitation of  the 

number of tags assigned to the single content. There is also 

no limit on the number of chars within the single keyword 

and no filter on the non-alphanumeric characters (users can 

provide keywords containing “&”, “?” and other).

In order to construct the binary vectors that were provided 

as an input there has been created a dictionary of 3976 tags. 

Other tags out of the 9968 keywords were assigned only to a 

single photo, which made them useless – they stored no in-

formation and would only delay the training algorithm. 

Only the photos with two or more tags assigned has been 

taken into account. As a result there has been created 9348 

vectors that have been provided as an input. In result there 

has  been  created  3246  clusters,  which  gives  on  average 

about 3 photos per cluster.

IV. FOLKSONOMY IMPLEMENTATION METHODS COMPARISON

The  main  purpose  of  the  ART-1 based  implementation 

was to achieve a much higher speed of similar content find-

ing than in the standard SQL query approach. It  was sup-

posed to be especially visible for the bigger amount of con-

tent available in the web application. Instead of performing 

one complex SQL query, there is being executed only a sin-

gle simple query to retrieve the content assigned to the same 

cluster. There has been prepared a benchmark that simulated 

the web application that facilitates news articles. Created ap-

plication allowed to perform the following activities:

• Generating sample database

• Browsing data

• Train ART-1 neural network

• Compare  the execution  time of  ART-1 based  ap-

proach and standard SQL approach

Generation of the sample database was achieved by pro-

viding the number of articles that were supposed to be cre-

ated, number of clusters that are supposed to be generated 

and  number  of  keywords  specific  for  each  cluster.  Algo-

rithm responsible for generation of a single article, was de-

signed in such way, that it picked up a random cluster and 

basing on this information it picked up a random keywords 

related with a given cluster. Within this approach, there has 

been created many elements that contain common features 

and might be successfully classified.

Below are  presented  results  of  similar  contents  finding 

comparison.  For  each  testing  sample  there  has  been  per-

formed two tests. The results show that the difference grows 

proportionally to the data set size.

Tests have been performed basing on the following data 

sets (generated via the application interface):

• Set 1:

◦ Articles count: 10 000

◦ Clusters count: 100

◦ Tags per cluster: 10

• Set 2:

◦ Articles count: 100 000

◦ Clusters count: 10

◦ Tags per cluster: 10

• Set 3:

◦ Articles count: 1 000 000

◦ Clusters count: 10

◦ Tags per cluster: 10

The following charts present results for each set:
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• Set 3:

When using the ART-1 based classification the number of 

rows in the table doesn't affect the speed of the classification 

in the same way as within the SQL approach. For 1 million 

rows, the query takes almost 1000 ms. For most modern, big 

web applications such amount of computations is unaccept-

able.  However,  many modern  websites  have  implemented 

the  mechanisms that  are  able  to  serve  the  similar  content 

even under the heavy exploitation from the users. One these 

mechanisms is queries caching. Namely, only the first run of 

a query is being performed directly on the database. During 

the next call of a similar content finding, instead of querying 

the database,  there are being returned the results from the 

cache. Such solution is very fast and even for a large data 

sets,  the query execution  takes  only a couple  of  millisec-

onds.

Implemented tests were supposed to simulate the situation 

when user uploads his own article, so there can be displayed 

similar content, immediately. The ART-1 neural network so-

lution has proved to be faster at each such demonstration. 

However, the tests have shown the biggest drawback of this 

solution – huge memory requirements.

V. POSSIBILITIES OF IMPLEMENTATION IN A REAL SYSTEM

There are a couple of problems that one has to solve when 

implementing ART-1 based folksonomy in the real system. 

First of all, each time when the user uploads a new content 

and assigns a new keywords that hasn't been earlier used to 

describe content, there is need to retrain the neural network. 

It is required due to the fact that dictionary of tags, basing 

on which, binary vectors are generated, is being modified. 

Since this process is computationally expensive and requires 

big amount  of  time, it  should  be implemented as  a  back-

ground process  that  reads  the data from the database  and 

performs the ART-1 training algorithm. At some point, the 

frequency of dictionary size change will  be systematically 

decreasing and there will be no need to repeat the process 

very often.

Another important point that requires special solution is a 

process  of  saving  into  the  servers  memory ART-1 neural 

network. In most cases there is a significant memory limit 

for  most  web  applications.  Especially  when  using  virtual 

hosting. In the sample photo sharing application where has 

been classified 10000 photos, neural network occupied only 

110  MB.  It  is  relatively  small  amount  of  memory  so  the 

process of reading/writing network to the server memory has 

been solved by simple operations on a binary file that con-

tained serialized ART-1 network. Due to the small size, the 

whole  operation  was  performed  relatively  fast.  However 

there has to be handled many cases when the application is 

being restarted due to the inactivity or maintenance. In such 

case, when the ART-1 network grows in size, this might be-

come a potential bottleneck. 

The solution might be to use the most recent technologies 

available  in  the  cloud  hosting  solutions.  For  instance, 

Microsoft Windows Azure cloud offers, so called, AppFab-

ric  Cache  service,  that  keeps  the  cache  among  the  web 

servers and is supposed to be quickly accessible whenever it 

is required. It  can be used to store the ART-1 neural  net-

work. In such case the problems with reading/writing trained 

network on the disk would be solved.

A. The biggest disadvantage

Presented in this paper solution has one crucial disadvan-

tage – memory occupancy. For a big websites, that contain a 

lot of user specific content, the size of a network might ex-

ceed the physical RAM limits of most modern web servers. 

For instance, when the web application contains a dictionary 

of 100 000 tags, and there is being set a limit of maximum 

10 000 clusters. In the worst case, in the Microsoft .NET en-

vironment,  the memory required  to store  such  neural  net-

work will be equal to about 10 GB.

Such huge memory requirement is related to the fact that 

to each neuron in the input layer,  that is being assigned a 

vector  of  floating  point  weights,  that  require  significant 

amount of memory allocation. For this reason the size of an 

object that represents single neuron can be especially visible 

when dealing with bigger number of clusters and vectors.

VI. SUMMARY

Presented in this paper method of folksonomy implemen-

tation allows to automate most of the functionalities avail-

able to obtain by having keywords assigned to the particular 

content. There is no need to hire additional moderators that 

Fig 5. Set 1 classification speed

Fig 6. Set 2 classification speed

Fig 7. Set 3 classification speed
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will filter records in the database in such way that there will 

be a possibility of their classification. There might be intro-

duced a feature that will automatically perform an ART-1 

training at the time when website is not being heavily ex-

ploited.

During  the work  on  this paper  there  has  been  revealed 

that  a  huge  memory  requirements  eliminate  this  solution 

from the production applications. Especially when they con-

tain large amount of user  specific data that  is  heavily ex-

ploited. However, medium sized web services, that contain 

only thousands of records might successfully integrate this 

solution and enhance the process of content classification.

The DLL library that  has  been  implemented during  re-

search, may be used not only in the web applications,  but 

also in other types of applications. It is ready to perform a 

classification of any binary vectors. Because the whole ap-

plication has been created in the modern Microsoft .NET en-

vironment,  there  could  be  introduced  an enhancements  to 

the ART-1 neural network algorithm, like dynamic alloca-

tion of output neurons.

Presented  in  this  paper  implementation  of  folksonomy 

hasn't been published and serves as a first step toward the 

improvement  of  the  folksonomy  based  classification 

process. The main aim is to reduce the amount of work per-

formed  by  moderators  and  amount  of  computation  per-

formed by database. Once it is done, all computations can be 

focused on the other parts of an application, where they can 

be performed faster.
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Abstract—The following document describes building well-
balanced CDN evolution process. We start with very intuitive, 
but  unfortunately  wrong  solution  and  change  it  to  the  one 
which works almost ideally.  We realized our experiments on 
Planetlab  environment,  which  is  a  good  internet  simulation. 
Every  experiment  description is  in  common format  for  easy 
comparison. Document include for each experiment methodol-
ogy:  environment  description,  system architecture,  short  de-
scription of experiments, result analyzing and conclusions.

I. INTRODUCTION

n 2012 Poland and Ukraine hold the UEFA European Cup 

in soccer. Using historical data, we know that in 1998 of-

ficial Soccer  World Cup Website had 1,35 billion request 

over 3 months, with peaks 73 million request per day and 12 

million request per hour [1] These numbers were exceeded 

during Summer Olympic Games in 2004 and 2008. One  can 

expect that in 2012 these numbers will be exceeded several 

times.

I

Nowadays Content Delivery Network (CDN) is a solution 

for the above problem. But many servers give us only one 

thing: possibility of user distribution. The Wikipedia entry 

for CDN states: “A content delivery network or content dis-

tribution  network  (CDN)  is  a  system  of  computers  net-

worked together across the Internet that cooperate transpar-

ently to deliver content to end users, most often for the pur-

pose  of improving performance, scalabil-

ity,  and  cost  efficiency.”  But  an  important 

question  is  how to improve those?  We will  try to  find  a 

proper answer.

II. CDN ARCHITECTURE

A. Notation

First of all we need to define a notation. We decided to 

use the same as in [2], depicted below:

• Web Server (WS) - is a container of content;

• Service Registry (SR) - discovers and stores 
resources and policy information in a local domain.

B. Architecture (CDN definition)

Using the above notation we can define: „CDN is built with 
one or more Web Servers (WS'S) and one Service Registry 
(SR)”. In the simplest CDN definition SR works as „first 
line” for user requests. It can also be responsible for 
resource discovery and policy in local domains. WS works 

as a container for content available for user. Architecture of 
CDN is presented in figure 1 below:

Fig 1. CDN architecture

The  main  idea  is  as  follows  (presented  on  figure  2 

bellow):

• End user sends a request for some content to the 
Service Registry SR;

• SR finds "the best" Web Server WS for this user;

• SR redirects the user to the “best” WS;

• The WS receives the request;

• The user downloads the requested content from 
WS.

Fig 2. CDN sequence diagram
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It is important to notice that WS is described as "the best" 

depends on the policy in the SR. For example it may depend 

on GEO-IP combined with WS’s load and speed. There is a 

large number of metrics, but only those based on Quality of 

Service -related parameters have matured to a level that al-

lows the delivery of comparable results. 

C. PlanetLab

The Wikipedia entry for PlanetLab states: “PlanetLab is a 

group of computers available as a testbed for computer net-

working and distributed systems research. It was established 

in 2002 by Prof. Larry L. Peterson, and as of June 2010 was 

composed of 1090 nodes at 507 sites worldwide. Each re-

search project has a "slice", or virtual machine access to a 

subset of the nodes.”

We can define PlanetLab as an Internet simulation. Un-

fortunately it has the biggest disadvantage of Internet – it is 

neither repeatable nor isolated. In other words: every experi-

ment is unique and other experiments performed at the same 

time have influence on our experiment. To obtain depend-

able results one must conduct several experiments and ob-

serve the average.

III. ENVIRONMENT SET-UP

As we  have  described  earlier  we  created  our  CDN  on 

PlanetLab network, which uses Linux base OS's. Our envi-

ronment consists of two main parts, i.e. Service Registry SR 

and Web Server WS.

 1. On Service Registry we have installed some 
additional software:

 1.1.For handling user http requests and 
redirections we have used Apache based 
WWW server (Lighttpd [4]), with enabled 

FAST-CGI and PHP support (to enable 

database access) – we installed following 
packages: 

 a) lighttpd;

 b) lighttpd-fastcgi;

 c) php-cli.

 1.2.As a storage for information about network 
metrics and topology we used SQL database: 
PostgreSQL 8.2.11 [5]. To facilitate 
operations on storage we created a special api 
consisting of several SQL-based stored 
procedures. Database api is described in details 
in §IV (Internal Architecture)

 1.3.Database was periodically updated by shell 
scripts configured in CronTab [6] which 
gathers data from Web Servers (WS) about 
current workload.

 2. On Web Server (WS) we have installed the 
following software:

 2.1.For handling user http requests we have used 
Apache base WWW server (Lighttpd [4]) 

with enabled FAST-CGI support  - hence the 
following packages were installed:

 a) lighttpd;

 b) lighttpd-fastcgi.

 3. We also used some general-purpose tools to 
facilitate performing tests: 

 3.1.For running shell scripts we used PSSH [2]. 
This tool is similar to standard SSH client, the 
main difference is that it allows to run shell 
scripts in parallel (on multiple nodes 
simultaneously)

 3.2.For transferring binary resources (files) we use 
PSCP [2]. This tool is an extend of SCP and 
similar to PSSH, as it allows to transfer one 
file to multiple nodes simultaneously.

 3.3.For simulating user requests (requests for 
content) we use WGET [3]. 

IV. INTERNAL ARCHITECTURE

In §III (Environment set-up) we have described that CDN 

workload data is stored in SQL database installed on Service 

Registry (SR). The database is periodically updated with the 

data gathered from Web Servers (WS) by a shell script. The 

shell script loads data into database through special stored 

procedure. Shell script is scheduled as cron task.

User  requests  on  Service  Registry  (SR)  invoke  stored 

procedure, which extracts from database location of the best 

Web Server (WS).

The main components of database api are as follows:

• FUNCTION add_new_weight_value(character 
varying, character varying, character varying) – 
SQL function (used by shell script) which adds new 
rate value for specified Web Server;

• FUNCTION recount_agregate_weight(character 
varying) – SQL function (used by shell script) 
which recounts weight of specified Web Server 
after adding new rate value;

• FUNCTION get_nearest_cdn(character varying) 
RETURNS character varying – SQL function (used 
by PHP script) which finds “the best” Web Server 
for the specific users.

V. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Environment Modifications

Service Registry
We did not change the architecture on root  server.  The 

only modification was shell script which collects data from 

CoMon service [1]: “CoMon provides a monitoring statistics 

for PlanetLab at both a node level and a slice level. It can be 

used to see what is affecting the performance of nodes, and 

to examine the resource profiles of individual experiments.”

In  our  case  CoMon  service  was  the  natural  way  of 

collecting data.
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Database
In  this  experiment  we  used  database  only  for  storing 

information  about  nodes  in  experiments  and  results  from 

CoMon. No calculations were performed. 

Web Server
Since  sending files  was  done with Lighttpd  using PHP 

and collecting data was done by build-in CoMon service, we 

did not need any modifications to web servers.

Clients
The client architecture is in accordance with the definition 

from §VI

Procedure Modification
In this experiment we created a procedure of conducting 

experiments. It can be described by the following algorithm:

1. Deliver content to every server node

2. Deliver bash script for downloading files to client 
nodes.

3. Prepare cron task on every client node to start 
downloading files at  the same time

B. Experiment Results

We ran the experiment several times. Unfortunately it al-

ways  finished  with  exceeding  the  network  quota  on  one 

server nodes. We discovered that it was because CoMon ser-

vice did not collect network data which is run as root. As 

Lighttpd is a server application it is running on special ac-

count.

This  caused  that  in  our  database  all  server  nodes  have 

same weight. So our redirection application always chooses 

the first  of  the best  ones.  Owing to the fact  that  all  have 

same weight (zero), it always chooses the first one.

C. Conclusions

CoMon service cannot be used in PlanetLab environment 

for  load-balancing  network  traffic,  because  it  collects  a 

wrong type of data. 

The main advantage of this experiment is that we created 

and tested tools and techniques which we used in following 

parts. We have built environment for future work.

VI. EXPERIMENT 2

A. Environment Modifications

Service Registry
We did not change the architecture on root  server.  The 

only modification was shell script which collects data from 

Web Servers.  We collected TX rates  extracted  from Web 

Servers  network  interfaces  instead  of  data  returned  from 

CoMon service.

Web Server
We  created  shell  script  which  retrieves  TX  rate  from 

ETH0 interface  of  Web  Server.  Data  generated  from this 

script serves as simple HTML page by PHP script. This PHP 

script is used by Service Registry to extract TX rate from 

Web Server

Database
Our database has to grow, because we needed to store all 

information about TX rates. We decided to create a stored 

procedure for updating weight for server.

B. Experiment Results

We need to find metric to compare results. Our first idea 

was to use throughput. But the question was which one: the 

whole  server  throughput  or  just  generated  by our  clients. 

Calculating metric using the whole server TX rate does not 

work, because it is not comparable on virtual environment. 

Especially  that  we  do  not  know  infrastructure  behind  it. 

Unfortunately calculating throughput generated only by our 

clients  is  also  incorrect,  because  lot  of  throughput  is 

generated on other virtual machines.

We decided  to  check  how  requests  were  distributed  to 

servers.  Having  recalculated  every  weight,  we  ordered 

servers by weight and calculated how many requests went to 

the servers from the one with the least weight up to this with 

the most weight. The following table (table 1) presents result 

series by average where Weighti+1 > Weight  i in the mo-

ment of redirection:

C. Conclusion

In this experiment, weights of each Web Server were up-

dated every minute. One minute  looks a good factor for re-

direction  approach,  especially  that  updating  Web  Servers 

more frequently could start be an important part of through-

put. Such approach caused that all requests which were han-

dled  by  CDN  network  between  recalculations  were  redi-

rected to one Web Server. 

These problems are especially visible in the experiment 

results. On the next iteration we are trying to improve http 

request  forwarding (i.e.  weight  recalculation  algorithm) to 

eliminate such side effects.

VII. EXPERIMENT 3

A. Environment modifications

Database
As we have described above in §VI.C, our forwarding al-

gorithm needed some changes to be more effective. We tried 

TABLE I.

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT 2

Server weight No. of 
requests

Percentage of total

Weight1 299 17,798%

Weight2 286 17,024%

Weight3 274 16,310%

Weight4 217 12,917%

Weight5 263 15,655%

Weight6 187 11,131%

Weight7 154 9,167%
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to introduce a simple approximation of Web Server's weight 

between  recalculations.  Basing  on  previous  weights  and 

number of clients which were handled by Web Server be-

tween recalculations, after each user request handled by the 

Web Server we increase the weight by following factor:

last increate betweenrecalculations

number of clients betweenrecalculations
(1)

B. Experiment Results

Using the same metric as in previous experiment, the ta-

ble with results presents as follows. Again this is results set 

by average:

We  decided  to  include  one  more  metric:  request  per 

server:

C. Conclusion

Our summary results look very well. 4 out of 5 servers 

handled a similar number of requests. Moreover two servers 

with smaller load took most of new incoming requests. Un-

fortunately we have observed one problem, which is not vis-

ible in the summary results. After each recalculation our al-

gorithm  completely  reorders  servers,  so  the  most  loaded 

server starts to be least one.  In  our opinion it can perturb 

balance of servers .

VIII. EXPERIMENT 4

A. Environment Modifications

Database
Our previous methodology gave us stable results, but the 

algorithm reorders the server list after each calculation. That 

is why we decided to introduce random factor in our algo-

rithm. New redirect implementation should ensure that prob-

ability  that  n'th  Web  Server  will  handle  user  request  is 

higher  for  those  Web  Servers  which  have  lower  weight 

(have  lower  workload).  Moreover,  dependency  between 

probability  that  n'th  Web  Server  is  chosen  for  client  and 

weight should not be linear,  it  should be rather  similar to 

1/x.

To implement such logic we used the following solution. 

1. For each Web Server we calculate following value: 

xi=

∑
k=1

n

wk

wi

(2)

2. We  ordered  ascent  values  computed  in  previous 

step:

x j : j=1..n ∀ k , l :  k ≤l∧l≤n∧1≤k  xk≤xl  (3)

3. Based  on  previously  calculated  values  we  evalu-

ated: 

z j=

∑
m=1

j

xm

∑
k =1

n

xk

(4)

Definition  of  these  values  shows  that  following 

statement is true:

max  z j : j=1...n =1 (5)

To calculated values, we add additional one: 

z0=0
(6)

4. Having  performed the above operations,  we have 

n+1 weights which all are in range [0, 1]. Moreover 

it can be proof that: 

∀ k , l :  0k , l≤n∧xkxi  zk−zk−1≥zl −z l−1 (7)

5. In  the  last  step,  we  randomized  a  number  from 

range  [0,1)  and  looked  for  minimal  value  of  zj 

which is greater than randomized number. Random 

number  is  needed to make better  distribution  be-

tween recalculations.

B. Experiment Results

Using the same metric as in previous experiments, the ta-

ble with average results from series of experiments presents 

as follows (table 4)

Moreover table of requests per server is almost ideal:

TABLE II.

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT 3

Server weight No. of 
requests

Percentage of total

Weight1 922 34,17%

Weight2 582 21,57%

Weight3 447 16,57%

Weight4 385 14,27%

Weight5 362 14,27%

TABLE III.

REQUESTS PER SERVER - EXPERIMENT 3

Server weight No. of 
requests

Percentage of total

A 435 16,12%

B 760 28,17%

C 534 19,79%

D 483 17,90%

E 486 18,01%

TABLE IV.

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT 4

Server weight No. of 
requests

Percentage of total

Weight1 8881 35,17%

Weight2 6432 25,47%

Weight3 4992 19,77%

Weight4 4944 19,58%
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C. Conclusion

Out last experiment gave us really good results. Servers 

are well-balnced.  The difference between the most loaded 

and the least loaded is around 6%. Moreover the order list is 

stable  between  recalculations  and  still  less-loaded  servers 

take more than 60% of requests.

IX. FINAL CONCLUSIONS

Building a well-balanced CDN one does not need difficult 

algorithms. Some of them of course are better than others. 

The most important thing is assumption: every node must be 

same or  very similar  to  others.  If  not,  balancing  function 

must include differences between nodes.

Our set of experiments presents evolution of an balancing 

algorithm: from very simple to complex. Moreover we have 

created a technique which is working on such unpredictable 

environment as Planetlab. As we have described above Plan-

etlab is a very good Internet simulation.

The presented  technique  can  deal  with following prob-

lems:

• Infrastructure – every Planetlab node should be 
connected to the internet with the same 100Mb/s 
cable. We cannot check every node we use in 
experiment, but during our internal test at Warsaw 
University of Technology, we discovered network 
problems. As in real life we cannot be sure of the 
Internet speed.

• Virtualization – this is the problem with sharing 
resources. For example on one physical computer 
we have several virtual machines. They share CPU, 
disk speed, physical RAM and the most important 
in this experiments network card.

Nowadays when we start to use virtual computers more 

than the real ones, we have to deal with different problems 

than 10 years ago. The above methodology can be used in 

every virtual environment. Taking into account that imple-

mentation details probably have to be adapted in technical 

implementation .
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REQUESTS PER SERVER - EXPERIMENT 4

Server weight No. of 
requests

Percentage of total

A 7064 27,98%

B 5524 21,88%

C 6427 25,45%

D 6234 24,69%
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Abstract—This paper presents information about  Anomaly-
Detection – a Snort-based network traffic monitoring tool. The 
article  concerns  use  of  based  on  Holt-Winters  forecasting 
method in real-time behavioral analysis of network traffic.

I. INTRODUCTION

N MODERN computer  networks  and high-loaded busi-

ness or industrial  systems there is a need of continuous 

availability  of  services  and  hosts (see  e.g.  [28][29]  [30] 

[34]).  Inaccessibility  of  some  mission  critical  can  cause 

large impact to business processing continuity and this as a 

result  would  generate  looses.  Solution  for  such  potential 

problems could be permanent and uninterrupted supervision 

on network health. This in turn can be achieved by imple-

mentation of some monitoring solution. Efficient monitoring 

method helps achieve high service availability and it will be 

a good idea to extend network security by tools such as In-

trusion Detection System, Intrusion Prevention System and 

Unified Thread Managers (see e.g. [32] [33]). IDS is a tool 

which monitors and analyses in real time every aspect of in-

bound and outbound traffic  of  the network.  Based on the 

analysis and based on one of the mechanisms responsible for 

threat detection creates reports of the abnormalities of net-

work  traffic.  Most  common  mechanisms  which  detect 

threats used in IDS are misuse detection and anomaly detec-

tion, they are two different approaches to threat  detection, 

first one relays on determination abnormal parameters and 

network traffic behavior, everything which we do not know 

is treated as normal, second one is a reverse of the first one, 

it  treats  everything  which  deviates  from  the  standard  is 

treated as potential threat. IDS on its own only reports and 

logs the abnormalities and does not take any further actions 

and his role is to report to administrator which is whom de-

cides what action should be taken to prevent imminent dan-

ger which can be a cumbersome for the administrator with a 

large number of notifications. In order to relieve the amount 

of work of administrator, ideas of IDS have been extended 

I

by possibility to take defined actions immediately in case of 

detection of typical and schematic threats for the network, as 

a result IPS was created which is a variety of IDS which is 

compatible with tools such as firewalls and control its set-

tings in order to counter the threat.

A  typical  representative  of  the  above-described  tool  is 

Snort (see e.g. [2] [3] [31]), a software type of IDS / IPS 

based on mechanism which detects attack signatures origi-

nally  intended  only  for  the  Unix  platform,  but  now  also 

transferred to the Windows operating system, developed on 

the principles of open source software licenses. Large capac-

ity  and  performance  are  characteristics  that  gained  snort 

popularity among users. Its modular design makes the soft-

ware very flexible and thus can be easily adapted to the re-

quirements of the currently analyzed network environments, 

and expand its functionality.

This article demonstrates the capabilities of the tool cre-

ated for network monitoring and future network traffic fore-

casting  Snort-based  applications  using  the  flexibility  and 

easy extensibility (the  ability to  create  own  preprocessors 

and postprocessors) of this program. The preprocessor was 

developed to extends Snorts possibilities of network traffic 

analysis by anomaly detection mechanism [4]. Combination 

of the two mechanisms (i.e., misuse detection and anomaly 

detection) provides more comprehensive protection against 

all types of threats, even those partially abstract, such as the 

malice of employees. Tools included in the Anomaly Detec-

tion 3.0 allows analysis  of movement, its forecasting with 

help of its advanced statistical algorithms, evaluation of cre-

ated forecasts,  real-time monitoring and verifying  that  the 

individual volumes of network traffic parameters do not ex-

ceed the forecasted value and in case of exceeding the norms 

to generate the appropriate messages for  the administrator 

who should check each alarm for potential threats. 

Current (3.0) version (see e.g. [5] [6]) of Anomaly Detec-

tion provides  monitoring  of  following network  traffic  pa-

rameters:  total  number  of  TCP, UDP, and  ICMP packets, 
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number of outgoing TCP, UDP, and ICMP packets, number 

of incoming TCP, UDP, and ICMP packets, number of TCP, 

UDP,  and  ICMP packets  from current  subnet,  number  of 

TCP packets with SYN/ACK flags, number of outgoing and 

incoming WWW packets – TCP on port 80, number of out-

going and incoming DNS packets –  UDP outgoing on port 

53, number of ARP-request and ARP-reply packets, number 

of non TCP/IP stacks packets, total number of packets, TCP, 

WWW, UDP, and DNS upload and download speed [kBps].

Whole  Anomaly Detection  application  consists  of  three 

parts:  Snorts  preprocessor,  Profile  Generator  and  Profile 

Evaluator. Data exchange between these parts is realized by 

CSV (Comma Separated  Values)  files.  Fig  1 shows  data 

flow diagram for AD.

Black solid arrows means saving to file and gray dotted – 

reading from file. Particular files stands for:

• Log file – this file gathers all network traffic data 

collected with AD Snort  preprocessor.  Data from 

this file is next used by Profile Generator for net-

work traffic forecasting.

• Profile file – this file stores network profile com-

puted with Profile Generator. This file is generated 

by Profile Generator and used by AD preprocessor 

for detecting anomalies and generating alerts. After 

every passed time period preprocessor reads profile 

file and looks for data corresponding to current pe-

riod. If  value for some counter exceeds minimum 

(MIN) to maximum (MAX) range then alert is gen-

erated. 

• Predicted pattern file – predicted pattern file con-

tains predicted future data for network – in fact this 

is the same file as profile file, but with single value 

for  each counter.  This is necessary for  evaluating 

profile in AD Evaluator script. Structure of pattern 

file is the same as log file.

• Pattern file – this file is created like predicted pat-

tern file, but network traffic profile stored in this 

file is historical data.

• Parameters  file  –  this  file  stores  information  for 

method of profile generation and method parame-

ters values. This file has different structure for ev-

ery algorithm of profile generation.

Structures  of  log  and  profile  files  can  be  found  in  [15]. 

Anomaly Detection have two main modes:

• data acquisition mode – only network traffic statis-

tics are saved into log file. Only log file is created 

in this mode.

• alerting mode – instead of data acquisition there is 

also created profile file and current traffic statistics 

are compared to values stored in profile file. In this 

mode log and profile file are required.

Pattern, predicted pattern and parameters files are always 

optional and they're useful for future research.

Anomaly  Detection  3.0  can  be  downloaded  from 

http://anomalydetection.info [24].  Preprocessor is  available 

as  source  or  RPM  package.  Both  Profile  Generator  and 

Evaluator are available as R scripts – additional R CRAN 

(free) software is required for use R scripts.

II. PREPROCESSOR

The main part of the Anomaly Detection system is a pre-

processor written in C programming language, designed to 

enhance Snort  possibilities  to  monitor,  analyze  and detect 

network  traffic  anomalies  using  NBAD  (Network  Behav-

ioral  Anomaly  Detection)  approach.  The  first  version  of 

Anomaly Detection preprocessor [6] for Snort version 2.4x 

was published in a Master’s Thesis [25] in 2006. Next the 

project has been developed (see e.g. [5] [7] [8] [9] [17]) till 

the current version 3.0 designed for Snort 2.9.x 

The next function of the preprocessor is generating alerts. 

Preprocessor reads a predicted pattern of the network traffic 

(of all parameters) from the ‘profile’ file and generates alert 

when the current value exceeds ‘minimum’ to ‘maximum’ 

range for the current moment (the moment is given by day 

of the week, hour, minute and second corresponding to the 

intervals from the log file) from the profile file.

The profile can be generated ‘manually’  or by a Profile 

Generator using appropriate model, based on historic values 

from the log file. The architecture affords easy implementa-

tion of different statistical models of the traffic and usage of 

different tools (i.e. statistical packets) for building profiles. 

Data from the profile is read in intervals defined by the user, 

there is only one lane read into the structure at a time, this 

gives possibility to dynamically alter the profile file, whose 

forecast length (amount of lines) can by any. In case of fail-

ure to find the correct entry in the profile, anomaly report 

module is  automatically disabled  to  prevent  generation  of 

false positive alerts.

III. PROFILE GENERATOR

The current version of Profile Generator (see e.g. [7] [8] 

[9]) is based on R language / environment (The R Project for 

Statistical Computing)  (see e.g. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14]). R-

project is an free, open source packet for statistical comput-

ing and graphics. In this implementation optional packages 

for R: tseries, quadprog, zoo and getopt are used.

The whole implementation of Profile Generator is divided 

into few parts. First part prepares data from log file for fur-

Fig 1. Anomaly Detection data flow diagram. Source: [15]
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ther calculations and other parts –  depending on the given 

parameters – calculates future network traffic forecasts.

To use all functions of Profile Generator local R-project 

installation must contain listed above additional  packages. 

They can be installed in R with commands:

Profile Generator is controlled with parameters passed for 

script  execution  –  all  script  parameters  are  handled  with 

getopt() function.

Particular  columns  of  specification  matrix  contains  re-

spectively:

• long flag name

• short flag

• parameters arguments

• arguments type

• description

Profile  Generator  actually  implements  five  methods  of 

profile file generation: moving average,  naive method, au-

toregressive  time  series  model,  Holt-Winters  model  and 

Brutlags version of HW model (see e.g. [1] [17]). The value 

of dependent variable is given as follows:

Moving average:

ŷ t=
∑

i=t−k

t−1

y i

k

(1)

Naive method:

ŷ t= y t−T (2)

where T is day or week period

or

ŷ t= y t−1
(3)

Autoregressive time series model:

ŷ t=a
0
+a

1
y t−1

+a
2
y t−2

+ ...+ak y t− k
(4)

Holt-Winters model:

ŷ t=Lt−1
+Pt−1

+St−T
(5)

where:

L is level component given by:

Lt=α( y t−St−T )+(1−α)(Lt−1+Pt−1) (6)

P is trend component given by:

Pt=β(Lt−Lt−1)+(1−β)P t−1
(7)

S is seasonal component given by:

S t=γ( y t−Lt)+(1−γ)S t−T (8)

Brutlag method:

ŷmaxt
=Lt−1

+Pt−1
+St−T+m⋅dt−T (9)

ŷmint
=Lt−1

+Pt−1
+St−T−m⋅d t−T (10)

where:

L , P and S are the same as in Holt-Winters 

model

d is predicted deviation given by:

d t=γ∣yt− ŷ t∣+(1−γ)d t−T (11)

where:

k is number of measurements in time series

t is moment in time

ŷ t is predicted value of variable in moment t

y t is real (measured) value of variable in 

moment t

T is time series period

α is data smoothing factor

β is trend smoothing factor
γ is the seasonal change smoothing factor

m is the scaling factor for Brutlags confidence bands

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF HOLT-WINTERS MODEL

The Holt-Winters model, called also the triple exponential 

smoothing model, is a well-known adaptive model used to 

modeling time series characterized by trend and seasonality 

(see e.g.  [20], [19] p. 248, [18], [21], [22]). The model is 

sometimes used to modeling and prediction of network traf-

fic (see e.g. [23],[7], [8]).

For computing an Holt-Winters model Profile Generator 

must be launched with parameter '-m HW'. Optional param-

eter '--hw' can be set for defining model periodicity and sub-

set of data used to build model.

Implementation  of  Holt-Winters  prediction  method  in 

Profile  Generator  is  based  on function  HoltWinters() 

from package  stats.  HoltWinters() functions  requires 

time series  data as object  of  class  'ts'  (time-series  object). 

Object 'ts' is created as follows:
ts_obj<-ts(log.data[,column.log], frequ

ency=profile.config.frequency, start=c(a

s.numeric(log.first.date),log.first.samp

le.no))

Function 'ts' gets in this implementation 3 parameters:
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• data – a numeric vector of the observed time-series 

values

• frequency – the number of observations per unit of 

time

• start – the number of observations per unit of time. 

This parameter can be a single number or a vector 

of two integers – because of this in our implemen-

tation  human-readable  date  from  log  file  is  con-

verted into numeric value and second value is num-

ber of sample of first observation in the day.

Next HoltWinters() function computes Holt-Winters 

filtering of a given time series. Function tries to find the op-

timal values of  α  and/or  β  and/or  γ  by mini-

mizing the squared one-step prediction error with optim() 

function.  Start  values  for  L ,  P and  S are  in-

ferred by performing a simple decomposition in trend and 

seasonal component using moving averages –  it is realized 

with decompose() function.

For testing purposes total number of TCP packets from 

one exemplary network was used. Testing data were gath-

ered for few weeks (between January 1st and March 11th). 

Illustration  Fig 2 shows one weekly period (from January 

1st to January 7th) of testing data.

Decompose() function decomposes a time series into 

seasonal, trend and irregular components using moving av-

erages.  For  testing  data  decompose() function  returns 

values with trend,  seasonal and random component.  Fig 3 

shows those decomposed data. 

HoltWinters() function  estimates  HW  model 

smoothing parameters (alpha, beta and gamma), which were 

for testing data as follows:

alpha:  0.8140128

beta :  0 

gamma:  1 

 Fig 4 shows fitted time-series of Holt-Winters model.

Fitted values compared to observed values for given test-

ing data:

Black line stands for observed data and gray line stands 

for fitted model (in most range black line covers gray).

When Holt-Winters model is computed, then future pre-

diction  can  be  calculated  simple  with 

predict.HoltWinters() function.  Predict() 

function takes in this case two arguments:

• HoltWinters object with fitted model parameters

• number of future periods to predict

Function returns a time series of the predicted values for 

given future periods. For testing data values returned from 

predict() function are shown on illustration Fig 6.

Fig 2. One period of testing data.

Fig 3. Decomposed time series.

Fig 5. Holt-Winters fitted to observed comparison.

Fig 4. Fitted Holt-Winters.
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V. BRUTLAG METHOD

Holt-Winters method was used to detect  network traffic 

anomalies  as  described  in  the  article  [1].  In  that  paper, 

the concept of “confidence bands” was introduced. As de-

scribed in the article,  confidence bands measure deviation 

for each time point in the seasonal cycle and this mechanism 

bases on expected seasonal variability.

Illustration  Fig 7 shows computed confidence bands for 

HW time series prediction. Confidence band is computed by 

comparing  last  period  of  collected  network  traffic  values 

with fitted Holt-Winters values for the same period. Subtract 

of real and predicted values is next scaled with γ  esti-

mated  by Holt-Winters function – obtained value is finally 

multiplied by scaling factor. Confidence band width is con-

trolled with '--scale' parameter – above example is computed 

with scale parameter value of '2'. Brutlag proposes sensible 

values of '--scale' parameter are between 2 and 3. Particular 

lines stands for:

• black – observed values of time series

• medium gray – computed prediction of time series 

with Holt-Winters model

• light  gray –  upper  bound  of  Brutlags  confidence 

band

• gray – lower bound of Brutlags confidence band

VI. USAGE OF PROFILE GENERATOR

Profile Generator can be launched like any script in CLI 

(Command Line Interface) of operating system with R soft-

ware and necessary packages installed. Scripts available at 

[24] were tested on few GNU / Linux distributions: Fedora, 

Debian, and Ubuntu. Parameters for Profile Generator script 

are validated against bellow BNF notation grammar:
ad_profilegenerator.r <mode> 
<mode> ::= <m_help> | <m_generate> 
<m_help> ::= -(-help|h) 
<m_generate> ::=  <log>  <profile>  <evaluator> 

<pattern>  <model_param>  <method>  <ahead>  <scale> 
<verbose>  

<log> ::= -(-log|l) <<log_file_path>> 
<profile> ::= -(-profile|p) 

<<profile_file_path>> | <<empty>> 
<evaluator> ::= -(-evaluator|e) 

<<predicted_pattern_file_path>> | <<empty>> 
<pattern> ::= -(-pattern|P) 

<<pattern_file_path>> | <<empty>> 
<model_param> ::= -(-save|s) 

<<model_parameters_file_path>> | <<empty>> 
<verbose> ::= -(-verbose|v) | <<empty>> 
<ahead> ::= -(-ahead|a)  <ahead_val>  | 

<<empty>> 
<ahead_val> ::= WEEK|MONTH|<number> 
<scale> ::= -(-scale|d) <<scale_parameter>> | 

<<empty>> 
<method> ::= -(-method|m)  <pred_method>  | 

<<empty>> 
<pred_method> ::=  AVG  <avg_param>  |  NAIVE 

<naive_param> | AR <ar_param> | HW <hw_param> | 
BRUTLAG <brutlag_param> 

<avg_param> ::= --avg <avg_value> | <<empty>> 
<naive_param> ::=  --naive  <naive_value>  | 

<<empty>> 
<ar_param> ::= --ar <ar_value> | <<empty>> 
<hw_param> ::= --hw <hw_value> | <<empty>> 
<brutlag_param>::=  --brutlag  <brutlag_value>  | 

<<empty>> 
<avg_value> ::= (LAST|DAILY|WEEKLY),<number> 
<naive_value>::= (LAST|DAILY|WEEKLY) 
<ar_value> ::= (DAILY|WEEKLY),(YW|BURG|MLE|OLE) 
<hw_value> ::= (DAILY|WEEKLY) 
<brutlag_value> ::= (DAILY|WEEKLY) 
<number> ::= <number><number>|0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9

Sense of each parameter impact is clarified under '--help' pa-

rameter. At least one of <profile>,<evaluator>,<pattern>, or 

<model_param> parameter  should be set  for  any sense of 

running script.

For  example  the  simplest  naïve  prediction  for  real  data 

stored in 'log.csv' file with saving profile data to 'profile.csv' 

file can be launched with: 
./ad_profilegenerator.r  -l  log.csv  -p 

profile.csv -m NAIVE --naive LAST

Prediction  for  one  week for  the same file  based  on  Holt-

Winters algorithm with daily periodicity and with 'verbose' 

mode can be calculated with:
./ad_profilegenerator.r  -l  log.csv  -p 

profile.csv -m HW --hw DAILY –ahead WEEK 

-v

VII. PROFILE EVALUATOR

Profile Evaluator is the third part of Anomaly Detection 

project. This script is designed for fast evaluation of profile 

file compared to log file. This script calculates simple statis-

Fig 6. Holt-Winters prediction.

Fig 7. Brutlags confidence bands.
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tic 
MAE

M
for two files. Main application of Evaluator is 

to check fit between pattern and current logged values (with 

log and pattern file) or between model and historical  data 

(log and predicted pattern file).

MAE means Mean Absolute Error and M means Mean.

MAE=
1

n
∑
t=1

n

∣y t− ŷ t∣=
1

n
∑
t=1

n

∣et∣ (12)

M=
1

n
∑
t=1

n

yt
(13)

where:

y t is real (current) value of counter in moment t

ŷ t is predicted (estimated) value of counter in 

moment t

e t is prediction error in moment t

VIII. USAGE OF PROFILE EVALUATOR

Profile Evaluator script is launched likewise Profile Gen-

erator  script.  Profile  Evaluator  script  parameters  grammar 

looks as follows:
ad_evaluator.r <mode> 
<mode> ::= <m_help> | <m_evaluate> 
<m_help> ::= -(-help|h) 
<m_evaluate> ::=  <log>  <pattern>  <save>  <skip> 

<verbose> 
<log>  ::= -(-log|l) <<log_file_path>> 
<pattern>::= -(-pattern|p) <<pattern_file_path>> 
<save> ::= -(-save|s) <<save_maem_file_path>> 

<<empty>> 
<skip> ::= -(-skip|S) <number> | <<empty>> 
<verbose> ::= -(-verbose|v) | <<empty>>

Evaluation  of  pattern stored  in  'pattern.csv'  file  compared  with  log  data  

stored in 'log.csv' file can be done with:

./ad_evaluator.r  -l  log.csv  -p 

pattern.csv --verbose

IX. CONCLUSION

At the moment the most needed improvement to out pro-

gram is to use a database for logging network traffic param-

eters instead of flat comma separated values file. For short 

logging time interval log file would grow rapidly and in the 

course of time access to log data will raise. Usage of data-

base would have one other more major advantage – obtain-

ing a needed sub-collection of log data will be easier and 

faster. Moreover by not using file for log data there should 

be lower memory and disk usage consumption – actually all 

data from log file are loaded into memory during forecasts 

calculations.  With simple SQL queries  there  would  be no 

need to do this – only data for current counter (time series) 

are necessary. 

Second awaited development is use of NetFlow / IPFIX 

standard in storing and calculating network data. By this it 

would be simple to collect network data from many observa-

tion points. Afterwards device which support IPFIX proto-

col can filter and aggregate data and send it to Anomaly De-

tection server for further analysis. Implementation of IPFIX 

protocol would be good starting point for further improve-

ments such as flow or route analysis (see e.g. [26] [27]).
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Abstract—Conventional blind source separation is based on 

over-determined with more sensors than sources but the under-

determined is a challenging case and more convenient to actual 

situation. Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) has been 

widely  applied  to  Blind  Source  Separation  (BSS)  problems. 

However, the separation results are sensitive to the initialization 

of  parameters  of  NMF. Avoiding  the subjectivity of  choosing 

parameters,  we  used  the  Fuzzy  C-Means  (FCM)  clustering 

technique to estimate the mixing matrix and to reduce the re-

quirement  for sparsity.Also,  decreasing  the  constraints  is  re-

garded in this paper by using Semi-NMF. In this paper we pro-

pose a new two-step algorithm in order to solve the underdeter-

mined blind source separation. We show how to combine the 

FCM clustering technique with the gradient-based NMF with 

the multi-layer technique. The simulation results show that our 

proposed algorithm can separate the source signals with high 

signal-to-noise  ratio  and  quite  low  cost  time  compared  with 

some algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

LIND Source Separation (or Blind Signal Separation, 

BSS) combining with artificial neural network, infor-

mation theory and computer  science,  has received a great 

deal of attention in the fields of digital communication sys-

tems, speech processing, medical  imaging, water marking, 

biomedical  engineering and data  mining [13-17]  in  recent 

years. Blindness means that very little information is known 

about the source signals or the mixing system. The source 

signals can be extracted only by the matrix of observations 

from a group of sensors. 

B

The objective of BSS [1] is to extract the original source 

signals from their observation mixtures using only the infor-

mation  of  the  observed  signals  with  no  or  very  limited 

knowledge about the source signals or the mixing system.-

During the last few years, Researchers have developed many 

approaches  to  solve  the  problem  of  blind  source  separa-

tion.These  approachescan  be  largelyclassified  into  two 

methodologies  namely over-determined BSS and underde-

termined BSSaccording to the number of source signals and 

observable mixed signals. The BSS of number of sensors or 

observable mixed signals less than source signals is called 

underdetermined BSSwhile the BSS of number of sources 

less  than  sensors  is  called  over-determined BSS.However, 

the approaches for the blind source separation in the under-

determined case are rarely involved.  In this latter case the 

approach of classic  independent component analysis (ICA) 

fails to solve this problem.

Unlike the traditional BSS which is assumed that the mix-

ing matrix is of full column rank, the mixing matrix in the 

underdetermined  case  is  not  of  full  column  rank.Conse-

quently, multiplying the observable data mixturesbythe pseu-

doinverse of the mixing matrix cannot be used to recover the 

source signals.  This  makes recoveringthe source  signals  a 

very challenging task even if the mixing matrix is  known 

[3].In practical field, the over-determined mixture assump-

tion does not always hold e.g. in radio- communications the 

probability of receiving more sources than sensors increases 

with the increase of reception bandwidth; thus it is necessary 

to solve the problem of underdetermined blind source sepa-

ration (UBSS) [2]. Zhang and Zheng [4] divided the algo-

rithms to solve underdetermined problems into three cate-

gories. The first category is the iteration algorithmsthat esti-

mate the source signals  and the mixing matrix simultane-

ously. The Second is the algorithms based on the statistical-

probability model of the source signals.The third is the “two-

step” algorithms clustering-then-optimization.

Inthis paper we focus on the UBSS in the instantaneous 

mixture case utilizing the “two-step” algorithm. In the first 

step, the mixingmatrix is estimated by fuzzy C-means clus-

tering  techniqueusing  only the  matrix  of  observable  mix-

tures. In the second step, we use the estimated mixing matrix 

as an input to the projected-gradient based NMF to estimate 

the source signals matrix.
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Our work in this paper introduces three contributions in 

the study of underdetermined blind source separation. First, 

we speed the convergence and solve the problem of 

initialization for NMF which is sensitive to the initial values 

of mixing matrix, source signals matrix and the other 

parameters by using FCM to estimate the mixing matrix and 

then use this estimation as an input to the Semi-NMF 

algorithm to estimate the source signals. Second, we 

decrease the complexity and increase the performance of the 

separation. The final contribution is using the projected 

gradient based NMF which is rather computationally soft 

and decreases the constraints using semi-NMF. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 

we introduce an overview and basic concepts of NMF and 

FCM clustering. In Section 3, we present the detailed 

proposed system. In section 4, we show the analysis of the 

typical experiments and the results of different BSS methods 

and the simulation results show the effectiveness and high 

performance of the proposed algorithm. Finally, a short 

conclusion and future work are drawn in Section 5. 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Fuzzy C-Means Clustering 

The fuzzy set theory developed by zadeh 1965 provides a 

powerful analytical tool for soft clustering method. The 

fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm (developed by Dunn in 

1973 and improved by Bezdek in 1981) is the best known 

method for fuzzy clustering, based on optimizing objective 

function, it has been used most widely in many applications 

as a conventional tool in clustering, and has the most perfect 

algorithm theory. The FCM clustering algorithm is a 

variation and an extension for the traditional k-means 

clustering algorithm, in which for each data point a degree of 

membership or membership function  of clusters 

is calculated. However, almost no data points have a crisp 

membership }.That is, FCM always produces 

fuzzy memberships  in the open interval (0, 1) [6]. The 

centroids of the clusters are computed based on the degree of 

memberships as well as sample data points. 

According to unsupervised learning clustering literatures, 

FCM algorithm is a fuzzy clustering method for finding 

cluster centers with the objective function: 

                                                                                          (1) 

where,  is the number of desired clusters, T is the number 

of samples, the weighting exponent  is the degree of 

fuzziness, ) is the fuzzy c-partition matrix,  

 is the cluster centers,  

is the distance between the data sample point and the cluster 

center. The necessary conditions for minimizing  are the 

following update rules equations: 

                                           (2) 

and, 

                                                                    (3) 

where, . 

B. Nonnegative Matrix Factorization 

Many researchers have proposed the nonnegative matrix 

factorization (NMF). Since it was first proposed in 1999, 

nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) has attracted more 

and more attention. Recently, it has been widely used in 

many areas and one of these areas is BSS [5,18,19]. 

However, the solution is not unique since, NMF is a non-

convex programming, and in most algorithms it frequently 

results in local optima. 

The basic NMF decomposition model for BSS is as 

follows: 

                                                                      (4) 

where,  (  ) is the observable mixtures, 

 is the mixing matrix,   is the source 

signals matrix with   and E is the additive noise. 

For BSS  is the number of mixtures or sensors,  is the 

number of sample time points, and J is the number of 

sources. With only the data observable mixtures  is the only 

known, the mixing matrix  and the source signals  are 

estimated by formula (4). 

There are many algorithms for NMF Such as 

multiplicative algorithms but these methods depend on 

choosing an auxiliary function and are rather computation 

intensive. On the other hand, the projected gradient 

algorithms are faster and have low complexity. The 

projected gradient based update rules take the following 

general form of iterative updates as follows [5]: 

                                          (5) 

                                           (6) 

 

where,  means that the entries are forced to be 

nonnegative by replacing the negative values by zero in the 

theoretical field but for practical purposes it is replaced by a 

small positive value ε to avoid numerical instabilities, thus 

giving component-wise  ,and  and  are 

the descent directions of  and  respectively and  are 

the learning rates. 

One of the projected gradient based algorithms is 

Projected Sequential Subspace Optimization (PSESOP) 

method [5, 12] that performs a projected minimization of a 

smooth objective function over a subspace spanned by 

several directions. These include the current gradient and the 

gradient from previous iterations, together with the 

Nemirovski directions. Nemirovski showed that convex 
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smooth unconstrained optimization is optimal if the 

optimization in the n-th iterative step is performed over a 

subspace which includes the current gradient , the 

directions 

                                                                (7) 

, and the linear combination of the previous gradients 

                                                       (8) 

With the coefficients  and, 

    (9) 

These directions should be orthogonal to the current 

gradient. And the line search vector can be given in a closed 

form as follows: 

  

 .                                                            (10) 

Where,  

C. Semi Nonegative Matrix Factorization s 

Ding et al [9] has considered variations of NMF where the 

elements of one factor but not the other, are constrained to 

be nonnegative, and so allowing the data matrix Y to have 

mixed signs [7].In some applications the observed input data 

are unsigned (unconstrained) as indicated by Y±∈R
I×T

 which 

allows us to relax the constraints regarding nonnegativity of 

one factor. This leads to approximated semi-NMF which can 

take the following form: 

                                               (11) 

Where, the sub index X+ indicates that a matrix is forced 

to be nonnegative. 

III. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this section we present Fuzzy C-Means Semi-NMF as a 

new method for underdetermined blind source separation. It's 

the first work that combines Fuzzy C-Means Clustering 

algorithm with Semi-Nonnegative Matrix Factorization 

which allows relaxation to the nonnegativity constraints to 

the input data mixtures matrix and the mixing matrix. This 

implies that a fast convergence in the system we proposed. 

We use PSESOP algorithm that has additive update rules 

with modified format which we use it in the Semi-NMF 

methodology to estimate the sources only exploiting the high 

performance and low complexity time. 

The method starts with producing initial base cluster 

centers, apply the FCM algorithm, and then use PSESOP. 

Finally, apply the multi-layer algorithm. The whole 

procedure is summarized as: 

(1) Apply the FCM clustering algorithm to estimate the 
mixing matrix with normal distribution random 
numbers initial cluster center 

(2) Extract the sources using PSESOP in a semi-NMF 
fashion 

(3) Apply the multi-layer algorithm [8] to the preceding 

steps and get the final source signals 

A. Mixing matrix estimation 

Using the FCM clustering algorithm we can solve the 

problem of initialization for NMF and eliminate the selection 

of parameters, and get a very good result. Here, in this paper 

unlike [4] we use FCM method directly to the source signals 

without any transformation although signals are not always 

sparse in time domain since, the NMF then the multi-layer 

technique will treat this problem. Given only the observable 

mixtures matrix Y as follows: 

Y= [Y1, Y2,……..,Yt]     , t=1,2,3,……..T 

Where T is the number of sampling time points we can get 

the J columns of the mixing matrix A. We have chosen the 

initial base cluster centers as a random numbers with normal 

distribution. The final cluster centers which are the columns 

of the mixing matrix are computed according to the 

following algorithm. 

FCM clustering algorithm 

Input: the observable mixtures Y= [Y1, Y2,……..,YT] , T the 
number of sample time points, the dimension I of each data 
point of Y, the number of desired clusters C, Maximum 
number of iterations N, degree of fuzziness β, initial 

centroids for clusters, tolerance ε for convergence. 

Output:  the final cluster centers which are the columns of A  

Initialize the cluster centers. 

While (neither convergence nor reach the maximum number 

of iterations)  

Repeat for i = 1 to C and for j = 1 to T 

Compute  

Repeat for i = 1 to C and for j = 1 to T 

  If  for some  set  and 

0 for all  , otherwise compute the 

membership as in (2) 

 Repeat for I = 1 to C 

  Update the cluster centers, using equation (3) 

End while 

 

B. Source signals Recovery with Semi-NMF PSESOP 

After the columns of the mixing matrix are estimated i.e. 

we get the mixing matrix, we use the Semi-NMF in order to 

estimate the source signals matrix. In Semi-NMF the 

observable mixtures matrix Y and the mixing matrix A are 

unconstrained (i.e. unsigned) with only the sources matrix is 

constrained to be nonnegative.  PSESOP is then performed 
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in a modified fashion where the matrices Y and A is 

unconstrained i.e. Semi-NMF. The source signals can be 

obtained by Semi-NMF PSESOP algorithm. In this work we 

regard the source signals which is forced to be nonnegative 

obtained by PSESOP and the mixing matrix obtained by 

FCM as a preprocessing step for the multi-layer technique 

which be stated below in detail. The algorithm of Semi-NMF 

PSESOP is stated below 

Semi-NMF PSESOP Algorithm 

Input: the observable mixtures Y= [Y1, Y2,……..,Yt] , the 

mixing matrix A obtained from FCM algorithm, number of 

components J, Maximum number of iterations N 

Output: the source signals X 

Initialize the matrix X randomly.  

Repeat for t=1 to T 

 Begin 

           

          Repeat 

   

                              

  Compute  as in equation (7) 

   

                               

                              Compute  as in equation (10) 

    Or, 

//  

         Until stopping criteria is met 

 End 

End for 

The estimated source signals by the previous algorithm will 

be normalized and rescaled. 

C. Multi-layer FCM and Semi-NMF PSESOP algorithm s 

The multi-layer technique proposed by A. Cichocki and R. 

Zdunek 2006 [8,11], also known hierarchical multi-layer 

technique. The mixing matrix A is replaced in multi-layer 

NMF by a set of cascaded matrices as follows: 

 , where L is the number of 

layers [5]. Since the model is linear, all the matrices can be 

merged into a single matrix  if no special constraints are 

imposed upon the individual matrices . 

The multi-layer technique is used to improve the 

performance of the NMF or Semi-NMF as in this paper. In 

the first step of the multi-layer algorithm the basic 

approximate decomposition  can be 

performed. Then the result obtained from the first step can 

be used to build up a new assignment, 

so . The learning update rules are 

performed hierarchically or sequentially i.e. layer by layer. 

Repeating these update rules according to the number of 

layers to get the final form of the multi-layer model as 

follows: 

                                      (12) 

where, . The multi-

layer FCM and Semi-NMF PSESOP (proposed algorithm) is 

demonstrated as follows: 

Multi-layer FCM and Semi-NMF PSESOP algorithm 

Input: The observations matrix Y and the number of layers 

L 

Output: The source signals X and signal-to-noise ratio 

 Repeat for l=1 to L 

 If l >1 then 

  Set ; where  is the estimated source signals 

 Otherwise, keep Y as it is 

 Compute A
l
 from FCM clustering algorithm 

 Compute XH from Semi-NMF PSESOP algorithm 

 Compute the final result for A as: 

   

End for 

Get the final result for XH which is the final estimation of 

the source signals, and then compute the signal-to-noise ratio 

as in the simulation results. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section, we present a good simulation to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm. 

The experimental analysis is conducted on six speech signals 

coming from 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/emu/files/examples/aetobi/ 

and the number of sensors (mixtures) is set . The 

mixture signals that we perform our experiments on are 

obtained by multiplying a matrix of random numbers with 

normal distribution by the source signals. The source signals 

are not always sparse in the time domain. The analysis aims 

at comparing mainly the reconstruction index Signal-to-

Noise Ratio (SNR) to evaluate the performance of the 

proposed method.  SNR [10] is defined as: 

                                             (13) 

where,  is the estimation of the source signals X. 

When , the efficiency of the separation 

results is good. The proposed algorithm is implemented by 

Matlab 7.10.0 R2010a. 
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Without loss of generality, the experiments are performed 

by multi-layer FCM and Semi-NMF PSESOP (proposed 

algorithm) stated above with which the number of layers is 

only 5 layers and the observation matrix as an input without 

the constraint of nonnegativity. The sources signals and 

mixture signals are shown in fig. 1 (a) and (b) respectively. 

The parameter inputs of FCM clustering algorithm step in 

the proposed algorithm are 35376, 2, 6, 20, 3, 0.005 for the 

number of sample points, the dimension of the sample time 

points, number of clusters, maximum number of iterations, 

degree of fuzziness, and tolerance respectively. We consider 

the dimension of the sample points equals to the number of 

sensors (observable mixtures). The final cluster centers got 

from this step are the columns of the mixing matrix A. 

The parameter inputs of Semi-NMF PSESOP algorithm 

set in our proposed algorithm are the observable mixtures 

matrix Y, the mixing matrix A obtained from the previous 

step instead of initialize it as in [5], the number of 

components (sources) equals 6, the maximum number of 

iteration is only 5 iterations. 

In order to analyze performance of algorithm proposed, 

we calculate reconstruction index (SNR) for each separated 

signal using as (13) respectively. A comparison between our 

proposed method and other three methods is shown in fig. 2. 

The three methods are PSESOP, multi-layer PSESOP [5, 

11], fuzzy c-means PSESOP that we also propose. The 

separated signals by our proposed algorithm are shown in 

fig. 1 (c). 

Another evaluation for our proposed method compared 

with the method in [4] and PSESOP method using the 

dataset of four speech signals from 

http://people.ac.upc.es/pau/shpica/ instant.html which in [4], 

is recorded in Table 1. From the results in Table 1 and fig. 2, 

we can see that separation performance of our algorithm is 

very high and has faster convergence with respect to the 

other methods. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we address the problem of underdetermined 

blind source separation. We proposed a new two-step 

method of estimating original source signals in the 

underdetermined case based on Multi-layer technique using 

the FCM to estimate the mixing matrix in the first step and 

then using the Semi-NMF PSESOP to estimate the sources in 

the second step repeating these steps for a number of layers. 

The proposed algorithm partially relaxes the nonnegativity 

and the sparsity conditions. Also, this new algorithm can 

effectively improve the mixing matrix estimation, and 

significantly reduce the computation costs of source signals 

extraction. The simulation experiments illustrate the validity, 

some advantages, and the superior performance of the 

proposed algorithm. 

Our future work will enhance the mixing matrix 

estimation, and separate unknown number of sources and 

then to separate and extract nonsparse signals. We would 

also like to reduce the running time. 
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Fig 1. (a) six source signals; (b) two mixture signals; (c) six separated 

signals 
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Abstract—With a large number of different standards of
sample rates we often need to use sample rate conversion
algorithms. If the resampling ratio is not expressed as the ratio
of small integer numbers or is not a fixed value, the sample
rate conversion algorithm based on fractional delay filters might
be used since it allows for arbitrary resampling ratios. The
performance of such algorithm depends solely on the method
used to design fractional delay filters. In this paper we propose
a novel classification of fractional delay filter design methods
dividing them into three general categories: optimal fractional
filter design, offset window method and polyphase decomposition.
The proposed classification is based on differences in properties
of the sample rate conversion algorithm based on fractional delay
filters.

I. INTRODUCTION

D IGITAL representation of analog signals has a lot of
advantages but the problem arise when the sample rate

with which signal was recored is different from the sample
rate required for further processing. With a large number of
sample rate standards available today such situation is quite
common. A typical example is the CD (compact disc) to DAT
(digital audio tape) conversion, when a signal sampled with
the sample rate Fs,CD = 44.1 kSa/s needs to be converted
into a signal with the sample rate Fs,DAT = 48 kSa/s [1].

The classic approach to the sample rate conversion (SRC)
is presented in Fig. 1 [2]. First, the input sample rate Fs1

is increased L-times by inserting L − 1 zeros between each
two input samples. Next, a lowpass filter is used to remove
spectral images located at multiples of the input sample rate.
This replaces zeros, which have been previously inserted, with
values of the interpolated input signal. Finally, a sample rate
is decreased M -times by leaving only every M -th sample,
thus signal with the sample rate Fs2 = L/MFs1 is obtained.
Interpolation and decimation factors used in this process can
be computed using the following formulas

L = Fs2/ gcd(Fs1, Fs2) (1)
M = Fs1/ gcd(Fs1, Fs2) (2)

Such an approach to the SRC is relatively simple in imple-
mentation and interpretation but at the same time computa-
tionally inefficient. Nevertheless, computational efficiency can
be readily improved with polyphase structures [3]. The more
serious problem is that when L or M are about a hundred or
larger, like in the aforementioned CD to DAT conversion with

L = 160 and M = 147, design of the interpolation filter
is problematic. The required transition band becomes very
narrow and a very long impulse response of the interpolation
filter is required. Therefore the main challenge in the SRC
algorithm implementation is the interpolation filter design.
A designer tries to obtain a shortest possible filter, which
means lower computational costs and filter delay, fulfilling
given specification described by passband ripples, stopband
attenuation, and width and location of transition band. For
very long impulse responses optimal solutions might not be
reachable and less efficient filter design methods need to be
used, like the window method. Moreover, when a ratio of input
and output sample rates is an irrational number or when it
varies in time, the factors L and M cannot be determined and
the interpolation filter cannot be specified.

Fig. 1. Classic sample rate conversion algorithm.

Therefore, in practice, the classic sample rate conversion al-
gorithm can be used only to resample a signal by factors which
can be represented as a ratio of two relatively small integer
numbers. For other resampling ratios a different approach to
the resampling needs to be used.

Let us notice that the SRC algorithm actually has to compute
values of signal samples in new time instants located between
original samples (Fig. 2) [1], [4]–[6]. This means that we can
treat each output sample of the SRC algorithm as an input
sample delayed or advanced by a fraction of the input sampling
period.

The fractional delay (FD) between the current output sample
y[m] and the nearest input sample x[n] can be computed using
the following recursive formula [7], [8]

d[m] = d[m− 1]− Fs1/Fs2 +∆n[m] ∈ [−0.5, 0.5) (3)

where the resampling ratio Fs1/Fs2 = M/L and ∆n[m] is
a number of new samples required in the input buffer for
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Fig. 2. Presentation of resampling process in the time domain. Black arrows
show the delay between output samples and closest input samples. L = 5,
M = 4.

computation of the next output sample

∆n[m] = round(Fs1/Fs2 − d[m− 1]) (4)

Using those two parameters we can formulate the resam-
pling algorithm (Fig. 3):

1) start with d[0] = 0 and ∆n[0] = 0,
2) wait for ∆n[m] new samples in the input buffer,
3) compute the output sample y[m] delayed by d[m],
4) calculate ∆n[m] and d[m] for the next m and go back

to step (2).
In the variable (or adjustable) fractional delay (VFD) ap-

proach to the SRC, computation of each output sample re-
quires the FD filter with the impulse response approximately
L-times shorter than the length of interpolation filter required
in the classic approach. Moreover, contrary to the classic SRC,
the resampling ratio doesn’t need to be rational. To achieve this
we need, however, to calculate a new set of filter coefficients
for every output sample.

II. FRACTIONAL DELAY FILTER

The SRC based on FD filters has many advantages over
the classic approach but its performance depends on a method
used to design FD filters. The ideal frequency response of the
FD filter with the total delay τd is defined by the following
formula [9]

Hid(f) = exp(−j2πfτd), f ∈ [−0.5, 0.5) (5)

which corresponds to the ideal impulse response

hid[n] = sinc(n− τd) (6)

Since the ideal impulse response is infinite and non-causal,
in practical applications, the frequency response (5) must be
approximated with an finite order filter. In this paper we will
consider the approximation with the use of FIR FD filter with
the frequency response

HN (f) =

N−1∑

n=0

h[n] exp(−j2πfn) (7)

where h[n] is the impulse response of the length N .

Fig. 3. Diagram of VFD based SRC algorithm.

Because of the causality requirement, FD filters are usually
characterized with a nonzero integer delay D = round(τd),
which for FIR filters is commonly selected close to the bulk
delay τN = (N − 1)/2. With those two delays defined, we
receive the following formula for the total delay

τd = D + d = τN + ε (8)

where d ∈ [−0.5, 0.5) is the fractional delay and ε is the net
delay.

The performance of the FD filter is usually evaluated using
the frequency domain error function [9]

E(f) = HN (f)−Hid(f) (9)

but it is not sufficient to know just the errors of FD filters
to assess the performance of the SRC algorithm based on FD
filters. Relations between all FD filters used in the resampling
are also important. These relations can be readily taken into
account if we observe that the SRC algorithm based on FD
filters (Fig. 1.3) is equivalent to the classic approach (Fig. 1)
[7]. We only need to replace the interpolation filter with
the overall filter, obtained by polyphase composition of FD
filters used in resampling. This can be done only for rational
resampling rates but the conclusions resulting from the overall
filter can be readily adapted to arbitrary resampling ratios.

The composition of the impulse response of the overall filter
is defined by the following formula [7]

ho[m+ nL] = hd[m][n]; m = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1 (10)

where hd[m][n] is the impulse response of the FD filter with
fractional delay d[m]. In order to obtain a proper overall filter,
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delays d[m] need to be organized in the decreasing order

d[m− 1] = d[m] + 1/L; m = 1, . . . , L− 1 (11)

Using the overall filter we can readily analyze distortions in-
troduced by SRC algorithm based on FD filters since this filter
should fulfill the same design requirements as the interpolation
filter in the classic approach (Fig. 1).

It is worth noting that SRC algorithms with different dec-
imation factors M , but with the same interpolation factor
L, operate on the same set of fractional delays. Therefore,
since the same set of FD filters is used, the overall filter also
stays the same. Nonetheless, we must remember that when
the output sample rate is smaller than the input sample rate
(M > L) the cutoff frequency fc of the interpolation filter
should be lower

fc = min(0.5/L, 0.5/M) (12)

which must be taken into account in the SRC algorithm design.

III. FD FILTER DESIGN FOR SRC

There are numerous approaches to FD filter design [9].
Typically, the FD filter design is discussed in the literature
as a problem of approximation of the ideal FD filter. If the
filter has to be used for the SRC such an approach is not
always satisfactory. In this paper we propose to organize
FD filter design methods into three general categories: the
optimal FD filter design, the offset window method and the
polyphase decomposition. As we will present further in this
paper, SRC algorithms based FD filters belonging to each
of those categories demonstrate different properties. In this
paper only FIR FD filters are considered since the design and
analysis of the SRC algorithm based on such filters is simpler
than in case of IIR filters.

A. Optimal FD filters

In the optimal FD filter design an error dependent on given
criteria based on complex approximation error (9) is mini-
mized. The most commonly used criteria are maximal flatness
of error frequency response (MF) and minimization of least
square error (LS) or maximum magnitude of approximation
error (minimax) in a given approximation band defined by its
upper frequency fa [9].

The design of optimal FD filters is quite complex since it
involves solving matrix equation [9], in a case of recursive
algorithms even several times [9], [10].

Optimal FD filters might seem to be the best choice for
the SRC since they offer the best possible approximation of
the ideal FD filter for particular filter length and approxima-
tion band. Nevertheless, each filter is optimized separately,
which means that relations between all the filters used in
the resampling process are neglected. In the result magnitude
response of the overall filter obtained from optimal FD filters
(Fig. 4) exhibits large lobes in the stopband, at the frequencies
corresponding to the components of the input signal located
above fa and images of those components (Fig. 5) [7].

Fig. 4. Examples of impulse responses of overall filters. For FD filters of the
length N = 51, black - maximally flat, green - minimax with fa = 0.45 and
red - LS with fa = 0.475. Interpolation factor L = 10. Frequency normalized
by the input sample rate.

Fig. 5. Magnitude responses of overall filters from Fig. 4

Thus, the SRC algorithm implemented using optimal filters
performs correctly only for signals with band limited to the
approximation band of FD filters used in the resampling.
For fullband signals the additional filter preceding the actual
resampling, limiting the band of the input signal, is required.
Such a prefilter increases computational cost of the resampling
but with multistage implementation [1], [11] which improves
computational efficiency of the resampling, the prefiltering can
be readily incorporated into the interpolation filter of the first
resampling stage.

The additional advantage of the optimal FD filter approach
is that when such a filter is implemented using the extracted
window concept (Fig. 6) [12]–[14], parameters of the resam-
pling algorithm can be readily modified during runtime since
only a symmetric window wref [n] and coefficients of a low
order polynomial used for computation of gain correction α(d)
need to be replaced. This makes such an approach well suited
for SRC algorithms prototyping, when we need to verify which
filter type or approximation band width should be selected
in the final implementation or when a versatile application,
which leaves the decision on selection of the filter type and
its specification to the user, is needed.

Fig. 6. Optimal FD filter structure based on the extracted window method
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B. FD filter design using offset window

The second approach to the FD filter design is based on the
window method with window which is offset accordingly to
the fractional delay of the designed filter [15]–[18]. The filter
design formula is simple

hd[n] = wd[n]hid[n] (13)

where

wd[n] = w((n− d)Ts1) (14)

is the offset window which is a sequence of samples of pro-
totype continuous time window w(t) sampled with sampling
period Ts1 in instants delayed by d.

Let us notice that the impulse response of the overall filter
composed of truncated impulse responses of the ideal FD
filter (6) is the truncated ideal response of the 1/L-th band
interpolation filter

hLPF,id[n] = sinc(2fcn) (15)

where cutoff frequency fc = 0.5/L and the gain of the filter
is equal to L.

In the same way as the overall filter is created, the overall
window can be composed of windows used to design each FD
filter. For the window offsetting method, the overall window is
simply the L times interpolated window of the same type as the
protopype window used to design FD filters. Thus, using FD
filters designed with offset window we actually design overall
filter using window method while designing only a fraction of
the whole filter with each FD filter. Therefore, although the
performance of FD filter designed using offset window method
is worse than the performance of optimal filters, the overall
filter performs better in the stopband (Fig. 7). The magnitude
response of the overall window does not exhibit large lobes
in stopband which are typical to the overall window extracted
from overall filter of the SRC algorithm based on optimal FD
filters (Fig. 8). In consequence the overall interpolation filter
also does not exhibit large lobes (Fig. 9) [18] in stopband,
which means that the SRC algorithm based on FDs filter
designed with this method can be used in the resampling of
fullband signals without need for a prefilter.

Additionally, using this approach we can readily manipulate
the location of the transition band of the interpolation filter.
The impulse response of the fullband FD filter (6) needs only

Fig. 7. Magnitude responses of overall filters for optimal FD minimax filters -
black, and filters designed using offset window method with window extracted
from optimal FD minimax - red. fa = 0.45, N = 51 and L = 10.

Fig. 8. Overall windows corresponding to filters presented in Fig.7.

Fig. 9. Magnitude responses of windows for Fig.8.

be replaced with ideal impulse response of the bandlimited
FD filter

hid[n] = sinc(Lfc(n− τd)) (16)

where fc is the assumed cutoff frequency of the ideal overall
filter (15).

The concept of the design based on offset window is simple
when a prototype window w(t) is given as a continuous
function of time, like in case of raised cosine windows [19].
The problem with raised cosine windows is, that even with
optimized coefficients, filter designed using such a window is
worse than the optimal filter by few dB. On the other hand,
offsetting other types of windows is more problematic. For
example, the Kaiser window [20] is defined as a continuous
function of time variable but coefficients recalculation for
different delays is numerically too demanding for most real
time applications of the SRC. If the window is not defined in
the time domain as a continuous function, like the Chebyshev
window [20] which is defined in the frequency domain, then in
addition to coefficients calculation formula being too complex,
the window offsetting procedure is not straightforward.

Offsetting procedures for such windows are based on the
fact that window offsetting can be interpreted as delaying a
discrete symmetric prototype window by a fraction of the
sampling period. Thus, when a prototype window is not a
continuous function, it might be resampled using a delay
operator implemented either in the frequency domain [21],
[22] or in the time domain, e.g. using short FD filter [18].

If we want to decrease computational costs of window
offsetting even more, after computing several offset windows
for different delays, the discrete window prototype can be
approximated with piecewise polynomial. Precise window
offsetting can be then performed in time domain with separate
polynomials approximating window segments corresponding
to each sample of impulse response of the designed FD.
Usually second or third order polynomials offer a sufficient
performance [23].
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C. Polyphase subfilters

The last category of FD filter design methods suited for the
needs of the SRC is directly related to the classic approach.
Let us notice that a polyphase decomposition of 1/L-th band
optimal interpolation filter [3], designed for example using the
Parks-McClellan algorithm, into L subfilters

hd[m][n] = hLPF [m+ nL]; m = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1 (17)

gives us L fullband FD filters, each with different delay d[m].
With those filters stored in memory we can implement the
SRC algorithm with interpolation factor L. The problem is
that for large L we need to design and store very long impulse
response of the interpolation filter, in some cases even longer
than several thousands samples. Such optimal filter design
might not be possible due to accumulation of numerical errors
during design. Additionally, a particular interpolation filter
can only be used for the resampling with the given factor
L. On the other hand, for a given length of the overall filter
we gain a possibility to improve the attenuation in stopband
of the overall filter in the exchange for increased ripples
in passband (Fig. 10). This is a significant advantage. For
example with stopband attenuation equal to 86 dB (Fig. 10)
with two previous approaches to the FD filter design, when
no prefilter is used, passband ripples of the overall filter are
about 10−3 dB. In most application we don’t need such a high
precision in passband. Relaxing the specification in passband
and allowing ripples equal to 0.02 dB, improves stopband
attenuation by 30 dB (Fig. 10) for the same filter length.

This approach might seem inappropriate for incommensu-
rate or variable resampling ratios, since we get only L FD
filters, but we actually don’t need to directly design the inter-
polation filter for the required ratio. We only need to design the
prototype interpolation filter for some low integer interpolation
factor, for example L = 10 (Fig. 10). Subsequently, using the
Farrow structure [11], [24]–[26] (Fig. 11) we can approximate
the FD filter and obtain the impulse response for any required
fractional delay.

The idea behind the Farrow structure is that the overall filter
impulse response is approximated with a low order piecewise
polynomial with each segment

h[n] =

p∑

m=0

cm[n]dm (18)

Fig. 10. Magnitude responses of overall filters combined from FD filters
designed using offset window (from Fig. 7) - black and minimax interpolation
filters with the same transition band and impulse response length designed
with similar passband ripple level like previous one - red and with larger
passband ripple level - green.

Fig. 11. Farrow structure of order p = 2 approximating the FD filter of the
length N = 6. Thick dashed box indicates structure coefficients cm[0] of the
polynomial approximating the first sample of the impulse response hid[0].

Fig. 12. Magnitude responses of overall filters obtained using the Farrow
structure for interpolation factor L = 35. Farrow structure coefficients
computed based on two first filters presented in Fig. 10. The length of the
impulse response of FD filters N = 51.

approximating separate sample of the FD filter impulse re-
sponse.

Thus using the Farrow structure we can keep the advantages
of the SRC algorithm specification flexibility resulting from
of the direct design of the interpolation filter and at the same
time implement any arbitrary resampling ratio (Fig. 12). That
way we can freely select cutoff frequency and adjust passband
ripple level while improving the stopband attenuation. How-
ever, for each different specification we need to replace all
coefficients of the Farrow structure.

It is worth noting that although the Farrow structure can be
used to implement the VFD filter belonging to any category
described in this paper, the structure is the most beneficial
when used with polyphase filters obtained from the lowpass
prototype of the interpolation filter.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper properties of the SRC algorithm based on
FD filters have been presented. The dissimilarities of different
methods of the FD filter design have been analyzed using the
overall filter or the overall window. Based on the observed
properties the classification of FD filter design methods into
three categories have been proposed. To the first category
belong the optimal FD filter design methods which offer
the smallest possible approximation error for a given filter
length and approximation band width. For this category the
overall filter of the SRC algorithm exhibits large lobes in
the stopband. This means that either the input signal must be
bandlimited or a prefilter needs to be used before resampling.
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Since FD filters belonging to this group are closely related
to the symmetric window design method, such an adjustable
FD filter can be implemented using extracted window method.
This implementation allows for simple change window type
or width of the approximation band which might be useful in
some applications.

If the properties of the overall filter in the stopband have
to be improved, the offset window method should be used to
design FD filters instead of the optimal filters. This results
in elimination of large lobes in stopband and additionally the
cutoff frequency of the overall filter can be readily changed.
A design of FD filters using the offset window method
when compared with design of optimal filters with symmetric
extracted window is more numerically complex but the SRC
algorithm based on the offset window approach does not
require additional prefilter since large lobes in stopband of
the overall filter are suppressed.

The last category includes FD filters designed by means
of polyphase decomposition of the interpolation filter. This
approach offers the best performance since we can directly op-
timize the interpolation filter. In this approach using polyphase
decomposition we obtain only few FD filters from the whole
family but the Farrow structure can be used to obtain FD
filters with any required fractional delay. This makes an
implementation of the arbitrary resampling ratio possible using
FD filters from this group. Unlike with previous categories,
polyphase filters and Farrow structure coefficients need to be
redesigned each time we want to change specification of the
SRC algorithm. This is the price we have to pay for the
flexibility of the overall filter specification.
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Abstract—This is a comparative study for recursive and non-
recursive content search algorithms in a dual multimedia data-
bases with medical (endoscopic) and different (natural) images. 
The recursive algorithms in two stages use  the same method of 
determining similarity at each stage and models to represent 
color content of images in quantified uniform spaces. The non-
recursive algorithms use a single iteration and models to repre-
sent color content of images in unevenly quantified color spa-
ces. The performance of the search has been measured accord-
ing to four parameters: reappeal, precision, the quality of re-
trieval and the cost of retrieval. These are based on two meth-
ods of deciding the similarities between the models of images: 
Minkowski  distance  and  Jaccard  generalized  measure.  The 
model of representing the images in multimedia database used 
here are the normalized color histogram. The color space of the 
images are RGB reduced to 64 and 125 colors and HSV re-
duced to 60 and 162 colors. The study was realized in a dual 
database containing 360 endoscopic images grouped in 23 cate-
gories and 280 different images grouped in 10 categories. The 
results are presented both in tables and graphs.

I. INTRODUCTION

ONTENT search  algorithms  in  multimedia  databases 

with images and multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary 

projects,  attempt  to  answer  to  the multimedia  information 

explosion  that  most  of  fields  are  facing  today.  Content 

search algorithms in multimedia databases have lately seen 

an unprecedented development, both at a conceptual level, 

as well at the implementing level. Content search systems al-

low the storing a high quantity of modeled images, and can 

return images similar to the search image in a short time.

C

The study will determine and compare the performances 

of recursive and non-recursive content search algorithms in 

multimedia databases in general, as well as in the particular 

case  of  medical  endoscopic  images.  The  purpose  of  this 

study is improving the methods of search in databases con-

taining endoscopic images, as well as trying to apply these 

methods to other categories of medical images or other im-

age databases.

II.ELEMENTS OF THE COMPARATIVE STUDY

A. Database

The study was executed on a dual database which con-

tains:

- the models of 360 endoscopic images (END) organized 

in 23 categories containing 7 to 36 images;

- the models of 280 different images (DIF) organized in 

10 categories containing 7 to 47 images;

 Images were processed previously under study in order to 

standardize the size and eliminate the inconclusive.

B. Color spaces

The color spaces utilized in modeling the images are:

- the RGB (Red, Green, Blue) color space reduced to a 

number of 64 and 256 colors;

- the HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) color space reduced 

to a number of 60 and 162 colors.

For  recursive  algorithms,  the  RGB  color  space  was 

quantified by reducing the points that represent the middle 
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TABLE I.

THE ORGANIZATION OF CATEGORIES FOR ENDOSCOPIC IMAGES

No.

categ.

The name of categorie No. 
imag.

1. adenopathy 12

2. gastric atrophy 10

3. esophageal cancer 27

4. gastric cancer 36

5. antral gastric cancer 16

6. cyst 10

7. duodenal diverticulum 17

8. esophageal diverticulum 15

9. reflux oesophagitis 16

10. fitobezoar 7

11. NSAID induced gastritis 10

12. papular gastritis 10

13. syphilitic gastritis 24

14. gastropathy 34

15. hiatus hernia 9

16. normal major papilla 10

17. polyp 11

18. resected stomach 14

19. duodenal ulcer 10

20. esophageal ulcer 13

21. gastric ulcer 18

22. Esophageal varices 15

23. Gastric varices 16
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of the intervals obtained from dividing one the axes of the 

coordinate system into 4, and the other into 5 equal inter-

vals. The HSV color space was quantified in a similar way,  

by dividing the axes into (15,2,2) and (18,3,3).

For non-recursive content search algorithm in unevenly 

quantified spaces, each axis was divided in intervals of dif-

ferent sizes, which are obtained after analyzing the represen-

tation models in the uniform quantified spaces. The centers 

of the intervals are the new points of the quantified space. 

The sizes of the new intervals are obtained starting from the 

standard size by increasing or decreasing the according to 

the pertaining number of images.

C.  The models of representation of images

One  model  of  images  representation  was  used  in  this 

study, the normalized color histogram which represents the 

color distribution of the images, being represented according 

to this formula:

H
I
[m=1.. M ]=( ∑

x=0

X −1

∑
y=0

Y −1

{1 if I [ x , y ] )=m

0 otherwise )/M (1)

where M is the degree of quantification of the color space 

and X and Y are the dimentions of the I image.

D. The methods of determining similarities

In this study two methods of determining similarities were 

used:

1) A method which uses Minkowski distance (MD) be-

tween the vectors of the models of image representation. It 

is defined by the formula:

d M ( X , Y )=(∑
i=1

N

∣x i− yi∣
2)

1/2

(2)

in which X,Y are the vectors of the models of representation 

of  images,  with  the  dimension  N.  If  the  distance  has  the 

value 0, the representation models are considered identical 

(maximum similarity of the images) and for the value 1.41 

of the distance, the models of representation are considered 

to be opposite (minimal similarity of the images).

2) A method which used the generalized measure Jaccard 

(GMJ) between the vectors of the models of image represen-

tation is defined by the formula:

m
J
( x , y )=

∑
i=1

N

x
i

y
i

∑
i=1

N

x
i
2+∑

i=1

N

y
i
2−∑

i=1

N

x
i
y

i

(3)

in which X, Y are the vectors of the models of image repre-

sentation, with the dimension N. For the value 1 of the mea-

sure,  the models of representation are considered identical 

(maximum similarity of the models) and for the value 0 of 

the measure the models of representation are considered to 

be opposite (minimal similarity of the images).

E. The algorithms content search

In this study, two algorithms have been subjected to tests:

-  recursive  algorithms  in  two  stages  using  the  same 

method of determining similarity at each stage;

- non-recursive algorithms in one stage using the models 

of  representations  of  images  in  unevenly  quantified  color 

spaces.

F. The performance of the retrieval

The performance of the retrieval process is measured ac-

cording to four parameters:

1. reappeal measured the ability of the system to retrieve 

relevant information from the data base. R is defined as the-

proportion between the number of retrieved relevant items 

and the total number of relevant items;

2.  precision  (P)  measured  the  accuracy  of  the  retrieval 

process. It is defines as the proportion between the number 

of retrieved relevant items and the total number of retrieved 

items;

3. the quality of the retrieval (QR) is established by the 

order of the retrieved items, and it is defined according to 

the following formula:

TABLE II.

THE ORGANIZATION OF CATEGORIES FOR DIFFERENT IMAGES

No.

categ.

The name of categorie No. 
imag.

1. animals 24

2. sunsets and sunrises 16

3. flowers 40

4. documents 7

5. parks 20

6. winter landscapes 13

7. mountain landscapes 38

8. urban landscapes 47

9. seascapes 30

10. portraits 45

TABLE III.

RESULTS OF RECURSIVE ALGORITHMS IN TWO STAGES USING 

NORMALIZED COLOR HISTOGRAM FOR DIFFERENT IMAGES

ID Reapeal

(R)

Precision

(P)

Quality  of 
retieval

(QR)

Cost

(C)

RGB 64 125 64 125 64 125 64 125

MD 0.49 0.51 0.50 0.47 0.51 0.51 19.5 38.2

JGM 0.61 0.65 0.54 0.61 0.51 0.52 36.4 71.0

HSV 60 162 60 162 60 162 60 162

MD 0.50 0.55 0.53 0.48 0.56 0.54 16.1 43.4

JGM 0.57 0.60 0.69 0.72 0.52 0.50 31.8 85.6
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QR=

∑
i=1

n

{i i f is relevant

0

∑
i=1

n

i

(4)

where n is the total number of relevant items;

4. cost (C) measured the reaction speed of the algorithm. 

It is defined as the number of standard operations executed 

until the result is given. It is measured in million operations/  

second.

III. RESULTS

The  performances  were  determined  at  the  level  of  the 

entire database as the average of the performances obtained 

for each category.  At the category level, the performances 

were determined as the average of the performance for each 

image.

Table III  presents the results for endoscopic images and 

table IV for different images in which the harmonic measure 

between reappeal and precision is high. Figure 1 shows the 

performance diagram (reappeal-precision) for the recursive 

algorithms in two stages that uses the methods of determin-

ing the similarity Minkowski distance, respectively general-

ized measure Jaccard for the normalized color histogram.

Similarity thresholds used are:

- for Minkowski distance and endoscopic images: 0.275 

for first step and 0.155 for second step;

- for Minkowski distance and different images: 0.475 for 

first step and 0.280 for second step;

- for Jaccard generalized measure and endoscopic images: 

0.675 for first step and 0.900 for second step

- for  Jaccard generalized measure and different  images: 

0.475 for first step and 0.700 for second step.

Table V presents the results for endoscopic images and ta-

ble VI for different images in which the harmonic measure 

between reappeal and precision is high.  Figure 2 shows the 

performance diagram (reappeal-precision) for the non-recur-

sive algorithms in unevenly quantified spaces that uses the 

methods of determining the similarity Minkowski distance, 

respectively generalized measure Jaccard for the normalized 

color histogram.

Similarity thresholds used are:

- for Minkowski distance and endoscopic images: 0.165;

- for Minkowski distance and different images: 0.300;

- for Jaccard generalized measure and endoscopic images: 

0.860;

- for  Jaccard generalized measure and different  images: 

0.650.

Fig.  1 Performance diagrams of recursive algorithms in two stages 

using normalized color histogram

Fig.  2 Performance diagrams of non-recursive algorithms in 

unevenly quantified spaces using normalized color histogram

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions are based on the comparison between the 

performance of   algorithms content  search,  starting of  the 

criteria:  type  algorithm,  method of  determining similarity, 

color  space  used,  comparasion  with  standard  values  for 

multimedia  database  with  small-medium  size  (250-1000 

images). Comparations values are summarized in table VII.

TABLE IV.

RESULTS OF RECURSIVE ALGORITHMS IN TWO STAGES USING 

NORMALIZED COLOR HISTOGRAM FOR ENDOSCOPIC IMAGES

ID Reapeal

(R)

Precision

(P)

Quality  of 
retieval

(QR)

Cost

(C)

RGB 64 125 64 125 64 125 64 125

MD 0.59 0.57 0.65 0.60 0.57 0.55 25.1 49.1

JGM 0.59 0.60 0.65 0.74 0.52 0.56 46.7 91.2

HSV 60 162 60 162 60 162 60 162

MD 0.62 0.61 0.64 0.64 0.59 0.60 20.6 55.7

JGM 0.59 0.64 0.52 0.60 0.49 0.50 40.8 110
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TABLE .VII

COMPARASIONS REGARDING THE RESULTS OF THE 

ALGORITHMS STUDIED

Comparation type Difference 
level

1. Recursive algorithms / Non-recursive 
algorithms in unevenly quantified 
spaces

++ / - (END)

+ / - (DIF)

2. Algorithms in RGB color space/ 
Algorithms in HSV color space

- / + (END)

- / + (DIF)

3. Recursive algorithms studied / 
Standard values

- / - (END)

- / + (DIF)

4. Non-recursive algorithms in 
unevenly quantified spaces / Standard 
values

- / - (END)

-  / + (DIF)

5. Algorithms using Minkowski 
distance / Algorithms using Jaccard 
generalized measure

- / + (END)

- / + (DIF)

TABLE V.

RESULTS OF NON-RECURSIVE ALGORITHMS IN UNEVENLY 

QUANTIFIED SPACES USING NORMALIZED COLOR HISTOGRAM FOR 

ENDOSCOPIC IMAGES

ID Reapeal

(R)

Precision

(P)

Quality  of 
retieval

(QR)

Cost

(C)

RGB 64 125 64 125 64 125 64 125

MD 0.53 0.54 0.62 0.58 0.46 0.47 12.0 23.5

JGM 0.59 0.53 0.70 0.68 0.42 0.33 30.9 60.5

HSV 60 162 60 162 60 162 60 162

MD 0.49 0.51 0.63 0.63 0.42 0.44 11.2 30.4

JGM 0.44 0.46 0.67 0.74 0.45 0.46 29.0 78.3

TABLE VI.

RESULTS OF NON-RECURSIVE ALGORITHMS IN UNEVENLY 

QUANTIFIED SPACES USING NORMALIZED COLOR HISTOGRAM FOR 

DIFFERENT IMAGES

ID Reapeal

(R)

Precision

(P)

Quality  of 
retieval

(QR)

Cost

(C)

RGB 64 125 64 125 64 125 64 125

MD 0.52 0.57 0.53 0.51 0.49 0.50 9.4 18.3

JGM 0.58 0.44 0.43 0.57 0.39 0.47 24.1 47.1

HSV 60 162 60 162 60 162 60 162

MD 0.53 0.61 0.58 0.54 0.52 0.52 8.8 23.7

JGM 0.44 0.41 0.75 0.80 0.40 0.35 22.6 60.9
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Abstract—The  purpose  of  this  paper  is  to  describe  the 
process,  analysis,  results  and  implications  of  a  card-sorting 
usability  study.   The  study  was  conducted  in  order  to 
investigate user-behavior during the design of a mobile tablet 
application  for  inexperienced  users  centred  on  the  topic  of 
“first  aid”.  Card  sorting  is  a  participant-based  knowledge 
elicitation technique for grouping information into categorical 
domains.   We identified  nine categories of cards and three 
cards were used by a small percentage of users. The categories  
showed  indications  of  grouping  by  shared  words  and  task. 
Differences in grouping were probably due to various mental 
representations  on  the  part  of  users.  Novices  tend  to  group 
cards  in  one  level  without  sub-groupings.  Participants  made 
many suggestions regarding possible new content. 

I. INTRODUCTION

ARD sorting is a user-centered design tool capable of 

increasing the usability of a system and of improving 

the  design  of  interactive  systems.  Users  sort  cards  that 

describe their picture, understanding and their mental image 

of concepts, workflows and information  knowledge . The 

term ‘card  sorting’  applies  to a wide range   of  activities 

involving  the  naming  of  objects  or  concepts  and  their 

grouping [1]. It is a methodology that can be used to capture 

users’ mental models of how information is organized in a 

software interface. According  to  Morville and Rosenfeld, 

card sorting “can provide insight into users’ mental models, 

illuminating the way that they often tacitly group, sort and 

label tasks and content within their own heads.” [2]. One of 

the main goals of a mobile interface is to relate function and 

operation to the elements of interaction that are performed 

well [3]. The challenge is to structure these elements in such 

a way that the product and system is useful, meaningful and 

easy to understand and to use.

C

With the increase in the use of new technologies and of 

use of the Internet  at home, the numbers of  novice users,  

that  is,  of  ordinary  people  who  lack  skills  in  computer 

science  and  who  are  drawn  from  a  wide  range  of 

backgrounds, has grown exponentially.   Such persons face 

difficulties  in  operating  computers.  Ordinary  people, 

however,  are  now  the  main  target  of  the  market,  which 

produces new applications very rapidly[4].

Thus applications can be easy to use when the application 

conforms  to  the  users’  mental  models.  A  good  tool  that 

enables  one  to  see  and  understand  this  process  is  card 

sorting. Sorting is a natural method of classification and is 

an everyday activity for software, mobile applications  and 

website  content.   The  results  that  arise  can  lead  to 

suggestions regarding navigation, the design of menus and 

taxonomies and ideas for interface design for specific target 

audiences  [5,6].   Content  categorization  is  significant  for 

many  reasons.  The  main  advantage  is  that  the  method 

provides  maximum  information  with  minimal  cognitive 

effort [7]. Card sorting may have a fruitful impact on either 

the  overall  structure  of  the  software  or  on  specific 

components of the organization of the design. As a method, 

card sorting is a knowledge elicitation technique designed to 

reveal  the conceptual  structures  or  categorizations  applied 

by targeted individuals [8].

The goal of this study is to investigate ways for novice user 

to find and interact with the information content of a tablet 

mobile  application.   Thus,  in  order  to  improve  the 

effectiveness of interaction on the part of novices users in a 

mobile tablet application oriented around the topic of first 

aid,  we  performed  a  card  sorting  session  to  gather 

information with the following aims in mind: 

• To generate categories for a mobile tablet application  with 

specific content

• To identify how novices structure information and

• To gain ideas regarding potential information architecture 

for novices.

To present the results of this study, this paper opens with a 

literature  review  which  establishes  the  theoretical 

background  for  our  study.  It  then  describes  the  research 

methodology  employed.  It  analyses  the  data  and  offers 

results,  which  are  discussed,  before  offering  some 

conclusions.

II.  BACKGROUND

Mental  models

The term “mental model” has been used in many contexts 

and for many purposes. It was first mentioned by Craik in 

his  1943  book, The  Nature  of  Explanation  [9].  Leiser 

argues that a mental model of a user interface consists of a 

set  of  representations  of  the  relationship  between  user 
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actions  and  system  responses  [10].   This  view  rests  on 

Johnson-Laird’s  view  of  mental  models  as  a  form  of 

knowledge representation and their manipulation as a form 

of reasoning, in which a mental model is regarded as the set 

of possible representations of the available information [11]. 

Mental  models  have  been  used  in  human-computer 

interaction and in increasing usability. Staggers and Norcio 

propose  definitions  of  users’  mental  models  that  base  the 

users’  models  of  a  system on  their  experience  of  it  [12]. 

Users  may not  always  have  optimal  mental  models  [13]. 

Designing a system based on defective user mental models 

can clearly hamper user performance.

Norman  suggests  that  the  usability,  functionality  and 

learnability  of  the  conceptualized  model  of  the  designer 

depend  on  the  degree  of  alignment  between  the 

conceptualized model of the designer and the mental models 

of the user.  He argues that  “Mental models are naturally  

evolving models. That is, through interaction with a target  

system,  people  formulate  mental  models  of  that  system.  

These  models  need  not  be  technically  accurate,  but  they  

must be functional” [14].

Usability is strongly tied to the extent to which a user's  

mental  model  matches  and  predicts  the  action  of  a 

system[15]. However, sometimes it happens that the features 

of a system display no similarity to objects in the world. 

Nielsen   argues  that  user  interfaces  should  “speak  the 

user's  language”,  which  includes  the  presence  of  good 

mappings between the user's mental model of the system and 

the  computer's  interface  for  it  [16].  Knowing  the 

representative  users'  mental  model  with  respect  to  the 

structure of a software is obviously very important, because 

it  allows  designers  to  construct  the  content  according  to 

users'  expectations,  thus  making  the  resulting  design  as 

intuitive as possible for the users[ 17].

The importance of information architecture

The  organization  of  information  is  one  of  the  most 

powerful factors that influence the way in which  users think 

about  and interact with interfaces [18].

In the view of the Institute of Information, architecture is 

the  art  and  science  of  organizing  and  labeling  websites, 

intranets,  online  communities  and  software  to  support 

usability [19]. In the 1970s, Richard Soul Wurman created 

and  gave  the  term  “Information  Architecture”  wide 

circulation.  Wurman  was  trained  as  an  architect,  but  was 

also a skilled graphic designer. His definition of information 

architects  emphasizes the organization  and presentation of 

information.

    "Information  architect.  (1)  the  individual  who  

organizes the patterns inherent in data, making the complex  

clear.  (2)  a  person  who  creates  the  structure  or  map  of  

information which allows others to find their personal paths  

to  knowledge.  (3)  the  emerging  21st  century  professional 

occupation addressing the needs  of  the age focused  upon  

clarity,  human  understanding,  and  the  science  of  the  

organization of information" [20].

In  the  view  of  Ding  and  Lin,  information  architecture 

involves a number of activities.  It concerns organizing and 

simplifying  information,  designing,  integrating  and 

aggregating  information spaces/systems;  creating  ways  for 

people  to  find,  understand,  exchange  and  manage 

information, thus staying on top of it and making the right 

decisions [21].

Information  architecture  design  is  a  set  of  specialized 

skills that allows one to interpret  information and express 

distinctions  between  signs  and  systems  of  signs.  More 

concretely, it involves the categorization of information into 

a  coherent  structure,  preferably  one  that  the  intended 

audience can understand quickly,  if not inherently,  so that 

they can then easily locate the information for which they 

are searching [2].

Card sorting methods

There  are  two  card  sorting  method (Fig.1),  open  and 

closed, and they produce different types of data regarding 

the organization of content.

In an open card sort, participants create their own names 

for  the  categories  and  have  the  freedom  to  classify 

information  according  to  their  domain  knowledge  and 

experience, without external influences. 

Fig.  1 Open and closed card sorting 

This  helps  reveal  both  how  they  mentally  classify  the 

cards and what terms they use for the categories. 

Open sorting is generative.  It  is typically used to reveal 

patterns  in  how participants  classify,  which  in  turn  helps 

generate ideas for organizing information. 

In  a  closed  card  sort,  participants  are  provided  with  a 

predetermined set of category names. They then assign the 

index cards to these fixed categories. This helps reveal the 

degree  to  which  the  participants  agree  on  which  cards 

belong to each category.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To  examine  how  novice  users  conceptualize  a  mobile 

tablet application,  we  decided  to  create  a  card  sorting 

session. (Fig.  2)  This study used the open card sorting in 
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order to assess the participants’ initial categorical structure. 

Since we are interested in categorization by non-experts, we 

chose  to  use  paper  cards  to  implement  our  card  sorting 

method.  Before  the  study  the  subjects  were  required  to 

perform, by way of practice, a  pilot test involving fourteen 

cards which they were required to classify in four categories 

(animals, birds, names of individuals,  names of towns), the 

aim  of  this  being  to  familiarize  the  participant  with  the 

process. 

Fig.  2 During the card sort session.

A. Participants

The optimum number of participants to be employed in 

such  a  card  sorting  experiment  is  unclear.  According  to 

Robertson, four to six participants are enough [22]. Mower 

suggests 10 to14 participants [23]. Tullis and Wood propose 

a number of 20-30 participants [24]. Kaufman recommends 

“at least ten participants” for a card sort exercise, but cites 

no data for this recommendation and even goes so far as to 

state that “you can achieve reasonable results with fewer” 

[25]. There is thus no agreement on the appropriate number 

of participants in such an experiment. However, as Nielsen 

points  out,  the  value  of  card  sorting  experiments  lies  in 

listening  to  the  subjects  comment  as  they  sort  the  cards, 

which offers  an deeper insight into the mental  model that 

they employ than  does  examination  of  the  mere  fact  that 

they sorted certain cards into the same pile [26].  Ross adds 

that “Having several  people sort  the cards together allows 

you to hear their discussions and the reasoning around how 

they  group  the  cards”[27].  Our  session  was  designed 

specifically to include a representative pool of the potential 

users  of  the  mobile  application  that  was  being  tested. 

Twelve participants (N=12) aged between 18 -76 (mean age 

= 41.6, SD = 20.9, years), seven of whom were males and 

five  females,  participated  in  the  card  sorting  session.  All 

participants were novices in computing.  They did not suffer 

from any visual or cognitive impairment and were educated 

to at least high school level. Participants were told that the 

study was being done to help organize the information for a 

mobile  tablet  application  dealing  with  the  topic  of  “first 

aid”.

B. Material

Thirty six cards were used in the open card sorting session 
and their subjects were drawn from information pertaining 

to "first aid ". Items were carefully selected to be of interest 
to our participant population.  The titles were framed so as 
to be of a uniform level of complexity. An information sheet 
with  detailed  definitions  of  36  terms  was  given  to  the 
participants. An example of such index cards is depicted in 
Fig. 3(a). In our study we used self adhesive cards for better 
user performance.

C. Procedure

Each  participant  was  given  a  set  of  thirty  six  (36) 

randomly  ordered  paper  cards  (see  appendix  A).  Group 

observation  was  used  to  test  the  participants,  who  were 

asked to sort the cards into logically ordered groupings.  The 

participants were requested:

• To sort  the cards  by placing similar cards  on the same 

pile.

•  To create as many or as few piles as they like.

They were told to bear in mind:

• That the piles did not need to contain the same number of 

cards and that it was permissible for some piles to be very 

large and others to contain only one or two cards, if, in the 

view of the participants, the subjects of such cards were not 

sufficiently similar to others. 

The subjects  were  also permitted to change their mind as 

much as they wanted, to move cards around and to split piles 

as much as they saw fit. They were also allowed to place a 

post-it note on top of each of their piles, with the name of  

the name of category that they had created.

Fig.  3.  (a) The cards , (b) Participant during the card sort session.

In addition, the participants were requested to:

• Use blank index cards to create new cards for anything 

the participant felt was missing or to create duplicate cards 

where the participant felt that a card belonged in multiple 

categories,

• To  set  aside  cards  that  they  considered  to  have  no 

meaning or to place them in a pile of discards and

• To use a category called “other” or “general” for  cards 

that seemed not to fit into any category but which they felt 

should still be retained (an idea we drew from the MIT study 

[28]). The subjects were encouraged to ask questions or to 

request  further  clarification  whenever  they  desired  of  the 

concepts employed. Subjects were free to assemble as many 

groups of items as they wanted and to put as many items 

into one group as they saw fit. Each card was unique to the 

whole set. During the session participant, P4 requested more 

information  about  the  card  “cardiac  massage”  as  he  was 

unable to find anything on the information sheet of detailed 

definitions that the participants were provided with. Another 
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participant,  P9,  asked  if  she  could  create  a  new  pile 

containing all “symptoms” together.  She was told that she 

could group the topics as she saw fit.

When  the  participants  were  satisfied  with  their  final 

classification, they were asked to record their card groupings 

on paper . They were then requested to fix the self-adhesive 

card to the final position .

Participants  were  given  45  minutes  to  complete  the  card 

sorting procedure. Only two of the 12 participants failed to 

finish in the set time, with most participants completing the 

sort in 30-40 minutes. When the classification was over, the 

participants  were  asked  a  set  of  open–ended  questions  to 

throw  light  on  the  process  and  describe  their  experience 

during the sorting process. To aid our understanding of the 

concepts  that  the  participants  employed  in  grouping  the 

information,  they  were  also  asked  to  write  down  group 

names and descriptions of why they had grouped the items 

in this way. 

IV. RESULTS ANALYSIS

All participants gave their permission for  the test to be 

recorded  on  video.  Although  it  was  useful  to  look at  the 

various  cards  to  discover  how  users  organized  the 

information Fig.  3(a),  it  proved to be more convenient  to 

assign  a  score  to  each  of  the  cards,  so  that  a  statistical 

analysis  could  be run.  On the basis  of  our  review of  the 

literature, we can choose a number of approaches,  namely 

visual analysis,  simply looking at the grouping categories, 

cluster  analysis  and  a  spreadsheet  template.  We  did  not, 

however,  employ  cluster  analysis,  since,  in  the  view  of 

Hudson, dendrograms (the graphic result of cluster analysis) 

are of use only when there is a single location for each card 

and  a  few of  our  participants  used  two locations  for  one 

card.  We  employed  the  spreadsheet  template  created  by 

Spencer [29]. Card numbers were entered on the spreadsheet 

to be analyzed and determine which cards  were placed in 

each category. 

Fig.4  shows  the  relationship  between  cards,  categories 

and participants.  Each percentage shows how often a card 

was  placed  into  a  category  by  the  participants.   At  the 

bottom  of each column there are statistics regarding to: 

•  cards in this category , a count of  how   many participants 

cards were placed in this category 

•  cards  with  high  agreement,   a  count  of  cards  with  a 

correlation  of   75%  of  participants  or  more  used  this 

category for the card.

•  cards with medium  agreement,  a count of cards with a 

correlation of 25%-50%

•  cards  with  low   agreement,   a  count  of  cards  with  a 

correlation of 25%or less.

Agreement:  is a measure of  how much agreement there was 

between participant results for that category [29].

The essential  criterion for  the formulation of  categories 

was  the  presence  of  a  “similarity  of  meaning”  in  the 

semantics  of  the  language.  This  does  not  imply  that  the 

“same” meaning is to be sought, which would “reduce the

semantic  task  to  finding  synonyms”  [7].  No  significant 

differences have been found between manual and electronic 

card  sorts  in  terms of  accuracy,  test-retest  reliability,  and 

number  of  categories  generated  by participants  [30].  It  is 

very  easy  to  organize  online  sorts,  even  those  involving 

hundreds of participants,  with the aim of discovering how 

far  large  numbers  of  individuals  have  understood  the 

meaning of categories and concepts [31]. Although results 

offered  by  a  card  sorting  session  are  mainly  qualitative, 

those  derived  from  large-scale  online  studies  are  mostly 

quantitative.  According  to  Fincher  and  Tenenberg, 

“Traditional  analyses  of  card  sort  data  use  semantic 

methods,  those  methods  that  rely  upon  interpretative 

judgments by individual researchers on the meanings of the 

respondents’ utterances”.  Thus it is obvious that, in order to 

construct workable information architecture for the project, 

it is important to listen, as it were, to the users, to feel their 

experience and to observe their difficulties over the meaning 

of the labels. Analysis of the card sorting task revealed that 

one of the older participants did not arrange the cards in a 

hierarchical  structure.  Instead,  she  arranged  the cards  in 

groups   of  four,  in  such  a  way  that  there  was  no 

interconnection  among  the  groups.  One  other  participant 

displayed  no  clear  organizing  principle  at  all  in  their 

arrangement of the cards.  The younger novice participants 

adopted a hierarchical menu structure. The subjects created 

a  total  of  16  categories,  but,  because  some  employed 

different  names for  the same category,  we identified  nine 

categories  in  all.  These  nine  are:  heart  attack,  poisoning, 

burns  and  scalds,  severe  bleeding,  car  accident,  broken 

bones,  drowning,  electrocution  and  hypothermia.  In 

Appendix  B  we  present  the   category  structure  of  the 

application  we  were  intending    to  proceed  before  the 

session   and  in  Appendix  C the  specified  categories   by 

participants.  

As illustrated  in Fig. 4 every participant created a group 

called “burns” and included the cards “first degree burns”, 

“second degree  burns” and  “third degree burns”.  In  this 

case participants may group similar names together. But in 

other  cases  superficial  similarities  in  the  names  used  can 

produce unhelpful results [1]. Furthermore every participant 

created a group called  “electrocution” and used the cards 

“disconnect  casualty from power source ”  “don’t  touch 

casualty”, “pushing  away whatever”. The  “car accident” 

group was diverse.  The cards were put in that group least 

frequently were all ones that didn’t fit strongly to one group. 

The card  sort  results  were  not  used  directly  to  create  the 

information architecture. Instead, they were combined with 

results derived from other activities and an understanding of 

the users’ behavior. According to Fling (2009) “The secret  

is  that  mobile  information  architecture  isn’t  all  that  

different from how you might architect software or website;  

it just has a few added challenges”.   Appendix D portrays a 

low functional -  prototype consisted of  four  level  master 

screens  of  menu  selection   “Drowning”  based  on 

participants cooperation.  
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V.  DISCUSSION-CONCLUSION

This paper reports our initial exploration of the difference 

between  the mental  models  of  novice  users  regarding  the 

information architecture of a mobile tablet application.

We  derived  nine  categories  (Fig.4)  from  the  16  that 

participants  had  created,  but,  as  we  have  mentioned, 

participants  used  various  words  to  describe  the  same 

category.  A  small percentage of  cards  weren’t   labeled 

well  which  indicates  either  that  the  participants  did  not 

understand the meaning intended to be conveyed by these 

cards or that there is simply no need for these cards.

The differences we observed in the way the participants 

classified these cards  suggests  that  one of  the reasons  for 

differences in grouping lies in the use of different  mental 

representations. Novices tend to create groups on one level 

alone  (appendix  C),  without  any sub-groupings  (appendix 

B) or with at most only one sub-grouping. Furthermore, our 

observations suggest that novice users interpret the concepts 

they  are  dealing  with  on  the  basis  of  their  personal 

experience and are unable to create a hierarchical structure. 

As  stated  above,  we  held  a  discussion  with  our 

participants after the test, the aim of the conversation being 

to discover any organizational principles that they may have 

employed  [33].  This  helped  us  to  decide  on  the  final 

structure of the interface design of the prototype. 

One way of  minimizing misunderstanding  and  delay in 

the conduct of the test is to provide a definition on the rear  

face of the card. We feel that this is more convenient for the 

participants than having to search for the relevant definition 

in  a  list  of  36  definitions.  We  employed  the  procedure 

involving adhesive cards, whose aim was to allow changes 

to be made easily, as some of the participants used the wall 

to sort the cards, Fig. 2(b).

The results  of  our  study,  which  applies  a  user-centered 

design  process  to  the  construction  of  novice-oriented 

information  architecture  for  a  mobile  tablet  application 

centered  around  the  topic  of  ‘first  aid’,  make  clear  the 

benefits of involving novice users in the process. Involving 

prospective users in the design can capture their underlying 

perception of  the different  components  of  the information 

architecture,  thus  leading  to  the  design  of,  among  other 

things, a hierarchy and navigation structure that reflects the 

mental  model  employed   by  the  user,  to  the  naming  of 

Fig.  4  Participants agreement on classification.
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groups  that  likewise  reflects  this  structure  that  efficiently 

categorize content.

We found card sorting to be a useful technique for task 

specification  and  for  verifying  task  credibility.  Moreover, 

the simple satisfaction of incorporating the user’s point of 

view had a tremendous impact on the generation of  ideas 

during the design of the prototype. 

APPENDIX

Appendix A Card Labels  

1 Symptoms

2 Critical the first hour

3 Precious time

4 Ask for an ambulance and say you suspect a heart attack

5 Give them a 300 mg tablet of Aspirin to chew

6 First degree burns

7 Second degree burns

8 Third degree burns

9 First aids 

10 Broken leg

11 Broken arm

12 Vertebral column 

13 Jaw 

14 Cranium 

15 Severe bleeding

16 Nosebleeds

17 Get medical help if necessary 

18 Victim with senses

19 Victim with loss of senses

20 Do not cause vomiting

21 Disconnect casualty from power source

22 Pushing  away  whatever  is  conducting  the  current  using  an 

insulating material

23 Don't touch casualty because they may be 'live'

24 Important help

25 Look out for any continuing danger, to yourself and others

26 Look out for the victims

27 Make  a  first  assessment  of  the  casualties  -  is  anybody  in 

immediate danger?

28 Checking breath

29 CPR (Cardiopulmonary resuscitation)

30 Checking pulse

31 Cardiac massage

32 Important details

33 Uncontrollable shivering

34 Slow, shallow breathing

35 Cold, pale, dry skin

36 Irregular pulse

Appendix B  The intended structure before the session   
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Appendix C The specified  structure by the participants Appendix  D   A  prototype  (low  functional)   based  on  

participants cooperation,  who took part in the study.
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Abstract—The key issues of conversational Russian speech
processing at phonemic and language model levels are considered
in the work. The multiple transcriptions for modeling word
pronunciation variety and joint application of statistic and
syntactic analysis of training text data for modeling long-distance
grammatical relations between words in the phrase are proposed.
The word error rate of the developed speech recognition system
was 33% for the collected conversational speech corpus.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE majority of state-of-the-art automatic speech recogni-
tion systems can efficiently analyze isolated pronounced

words or read phrases. Recognition of conversational speech
is difficult owing to its variability: different speakers may
pronounce the same word differently, besides the pronunci-
ation of the same speaker can vary depending on the context
and the speech rate. Therefore it is necessary to take into
account variability of word pronunciation when developing
speech recognition system.
Any speech recognition system uses a phonemic vocabulary

of the words. Generally such vocabulary is created with the
use of the phonetic transcription rules. In spontaneous speech
some phonemes can be assimilated and reduced up to complete
disappearance [1], [2]. Therefore the transcriptions of the
pronounced words often mismatch with the transcriptions
made by the phonetic rules. The problem of appearance of
reduction and assimilation phenomena could be solved by
addition of alternative transcriptions to canonical transcriptions
into the vocabulary of the recognition system. The accuracy
of variation modeling of spontaneous speech depends on the
way of alternative transcription creation.
There are two main approaches to the problem of pronun-

ciation variability modeling [3]: knowledge-based and data-
driven methods. In the knowledge-based methods variability

This research is supported by the Ministry of Education and Science
of Russia (contract No.11.519.11.4020), the Russian Foundation for Basic
Research (project No. 12-08-01265) and by the grant of the President of
Russia (project No. MK 1880.2012.8).

of pronunciation is defined by the analysis of existing pho-
netic and linguistic knowledge formulated by experimental
phonetics at analysis of speech data, acoustic and articulation
characteristics of phonemes. In data-driven methods alternative
transcriptions are found when analyzing a spontaneous speech
corpus. Derived real transcriptions of words can describe only
variants that are occurred in the given database therefore
the fullness of alternative transcriptions directly depends on
the speech corpus size. Unlike the knowledge-based methods
in the data-driven methods it is possible to compute the
probability of every alternative transcription appearance using
the training speech corpus.
Direct and indirect approaches to creation of alternative

variants of word pronunciation are applied for both meth-
ods. In knowledge-based methods direct modeling is made
manually by an expert. In indirect modeling some reduction
and assimilation rules are applied. In this case alternative
transcriptions are made by applying these rules to the list
of basic transcriptions. In the data-driven methods when
applying the direct modeling only pronunciation variants that
frequently occur in the training corpus are chosen as alternative
transcriptions. When applying the indirect modeling the most
typical changes in the pronunciation of the same phoneme
sequences in different words are revealed, i.e. the rules of the
most typical changes on the phoneme level are defined by the
speech corpus.
Thus the mentioned above approaches to pronunciation

variety modeling have its own advantages and disadvantages
connected with manual data processing and creation of huge
list of alternative transcriptions created automatically. So, a
trade-off is required during development of speech recognition
vocabulary.
The next stage after word recognition is generation of

grammatically correct and sensible hypothesis of the pro-
nounced phrase by a language model. Methods of language
model creation, which increase accuracy of speech recognition,
have been already developed for many natural languages.
However, these methods cannot be directly applied to the
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Russian language owing to free order of words in sentences
and existence of a large amount of word-forms for every
lexical unit because of inflective nature of the language.
One of the most efficient natural language models is a

statistical model based on word n-grams aimed to estimate
a probability of word sequence W=(w1,w2,...,wm) in some
text. n-gram is a sequence of n elements (for example, words),
and the n-gram language model is used for prediction of an
element in a sequence containing n-1 predecessors [4]. This
model is based on an assumption that a probability of any
n-gram, which presents in an input text, can be estimated by
information about its frequency of appearance in some large
training text.
There are several types of n-gram models, which are de-

scribed in the surveys [4], [5]. Class-based models use a
function that maps every word wi into a class ci: f: wi →
f(wi)=ci. If any class contains more than one word, then this
mapping results in less distinct classes than there are words.
Distance models describe a longer context than the n-gram

model. In these models, a distance bigram is defined as a
bigram, which predicts a word wi based on the preceding word
wi−d, where d is the distance between the considered words.
Another type of models that determinates a correlation

between word pairs in a longer context is trigger models.
The appearance of a trigger word in a history increases the
probability of another word referred to as a target word.
The simplified version of trigger pairs is a cache model. The

cache model increases the probability of word appearance in
accordance with frequency of appearance of this word in a
history. If a speaker used a certain word, then he/she tends to
use this word once more because this word is specific for the
particular topic or because the speaker tends to use this word.
Particle-based models are used for inflected languages. In

this case, a word is divided into some number of parts, and
language model is created for these word parts.
There are models that do not restrict sequences of words

to a certain n and store sequences of different lengths. These
models are varigrams [4]. Varigrams can be considered as n-
gram models with a large n and methods of n-gram pruning
that store only a small subset of all long sequences.
In the paper [6], the class of compound language models

has been proposed. For every word in a vocabulary, 15
attributes that determine grammatical features of a word-form
are assigned. Every word in a sentence is considered as its
initial form and a morphological class. As the result, the
grammar is divided into 2 parts: a variable part based on the
morphology and a constant part based on initial forms of words
constructed in the form of the n-gram language model.

Free order of words in sentences permitted by Russian
constrains implementation of the referred language models.
Therefore some approaches to modeling long-distance depen-
dencies between words are required.
In this work the software complex for conversational Rus-

sian speech processing is presented. The complex allows
generating multiple transcription variants that take into account
variability of pronunciation in conversational speech, and cre-

ating a stochastic Russian language model that is distinctive by
joint application of statistic and syntactic analysis of training
text data and uses long-distance grammatical relations between
words in the phrase. In the two next sections the processes of
creation of the vocabulary with words and multiple transcrip-
tions, and creation of n-gram language model is considered. A
software complex for Russian speech recognition is described
in Section IV. Section V presents experimental results.

II. PHONEMIC VOCABULARY CREATION

One of the important challenges in development of spoken
Russian ASR systems is grapheme-to-phoneme conversion or
orthographic-to-phonemic transcription of a recognition lexi-
con. There are several issues: grapheme-to-phoneme mapping
is not one-to-one, stress position(s) in word-forms is floating,
substitution of grapheme Ë (always stressed) with E in the
most of printed and electronic text data, phoneme reductions
and assimilations in continuous and spontaneous speech, many
homographs, etc.
According to the SAMPA phonetic alphabet, there are 42

phonemes in the Russian language (for 33 Cyrillic letters):
6 vowels and 36 consonants including plain and palatalized
versions of some consonants. Russian consonants are: voiced-
unvoiced pairs /p/ (Cyrillic grapheme П) and /b/ (Б), /t/ (Т)
and /d/ (Д), /k/ (К) and /g/ (Г), /f/ (Ф) and /v/ (В), /s/
(С) and /z/ (З) (they have palatalized versions as well), /S/
(Ш) and /Z/ (Ж); sonorants /l/ (Л), /r/ (Р), /m/ (М), /n/ (Н)
(these consonants are not paired, but have palatalized versions)
and /j/ (Й), plus velar /x/ (and a soft version /x’/, grapheme
Х), /ts/ (Ц), /tS’/ (Ч), /S’:/ (Щ). However, according to the
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), there are 17 vowels in
Russian with different levels of reduction between stressed
and unstressed vowels up to complete disappearance. Recent
experiments showed [7], that distinction between models for
stressed and unstressed vowels allows decreasing WER at
ASR. Thus, six stressed (/a!/, /e!/, /o!/, /u!/, /i!/ and /1!/ in
SAMPA format) and four unstressed vowels are used (/o!/ and
/e!/ may have only stressed versions in the standard Russian
with a few exceptions).
At grapheme-to-phoneme conversion the following posi-

tional changes of sounds are made: (1) changes of vowels
in pre-stressed syllables, which are presented in Table I;
(2) changes of vowels in post-stressed syllables, which are
shown in Table II; (3) positional changes of consonants can
happen in the following cases [8]:

− At the end of a word or before an unvoiced fricative
consonant, voiced fricatives are devoiced.

− Before voiced fricatives (excluding /v/ and /v’/) unvoiced
fricatives become voiced.

− Before the palatalized dentals /t’/ and /d’/ the phonemes
/s/, /z/ become palatalized, as well as before /s’/ and /z’/,
the consonants /s/, /z/ are disappeared (merged into one
phoneme).

− Before the palatalized dentals /t’/, /d’/, /s’/ /z’/ or /tS’/,
/S’:/ the hard consonant /n/ becomes palatalized.
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− Before / tS’/ the consonant /t/ (both for the graphemes Т
and Д) is disappeared.

− Before /S/ or /Z/ the dental consonants /s/, /z/ are disap-
peared (merged).

− Two identical consonants following each other are
merged into one.

− Some frequent combinations of consonants are changed:
/l n ts/→ /n ts/, /s t n/→ /s n/, /z d n/→ /z n/, /v s t v/→
/s t v/, /f s t v/→ /s t v/, /n t g/→ /n g/, /n d g/→ /n g/,
/d s t/→ /ts t/, /t s/→ /ts/, /h g/→ /g/, /s S’:/→ /S’:/, etc.

The developed algorithm for automatic grapheme-to-
phoneme conversion of word-forms operates in two cycles,
consisting of the following steps:
1) Stress positions are identified using a morphological

database.
2) Hard consonants before graphemes И, Е, Ë, Ю, Я

become palatalized (if possible) and these graphemes are
converted into phonemes /i/, /e/, /jo!/, /ju/, /ja/ in the case
if they are located in the beginning of a word or after any
vowel, otherwise they are transformed into /i/, /e/, /o!/, /u/,
/a/, correspondingly.
3) A consonant before grapheme Ь gets palatalization and

the grapheme is deleted (it has no corresponding phoneme).
4) Transcription rules for positional changes of consonants

(presented above) are applied.
5) Transcription rules for positional changes of vowels in

pre-stressed and post-stressed syllables (presented above) are
applied.
6) Steps (4)-(6) are repeated one time again, some changes

may result in some other changes in preceding phonemes.
7) Grapheme Ъ is deleted (it has no corresponding

phoneme), this letter just shows that the preceding consonant
is hard.
For the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion, we employ an

extended morphological database of more than 2.3M word-
forms with a mark ("!") for stressed vowels/syllables. This
database is a fusion of two different morphological databases:
AOT (www.aot.ru) and Starling (starling.rinet.ru/morpho.php).
The former one is larger and has above 2M items, but the latter
one contains information about the secondary stress for many

Table I
POSITIONAL VOWEL CHANGES IN PRE-STRESSED SYLLABLES

Resulting phoneme depending on position

Original
vowel
(for

grapheme)

A
t
th
e
b
eg
in
n
in
g

o
f
a
w
o
rd

A
ft
er

v
el
a
r
co
n
-

so
n
a
n
ts

A
ft
er

p
a
ir
ed

h
a
rd

co
n
so
n
a
n
ts

A
ft
er

p
a
ir
ed

p
a
la
ta
li
ze
d

co
n
so
n
a
n
ts

A
ft
er

fr
ic
a
ti
v
es

/S
/,
/Z
/,
/t
s/

/e/ (Э,E) /1/ /i/ /1/ /i/ /1/

/i/ (И) /i/ /i/ - /i/ -

/1/ (Ы) - - /1/ - /1/

/a/ (А,Я) /a/ /a/ /a/ /i/ /a/

/o/ (О,Ë) /a/ /a/ /a/ /i/ /a/

/u/ (У,Ю) /u/ /u/ /u/ /u/ /u/

Table II
POSITIONAL VOWEL CHANGES IN POST-STRESSED SYLLABLES

Resulting phoneme depending on position

Original

vowel

(for
grapheme)

A
ft
er

v
el
a
r
co
n
-

so
n
a
n
ts

A
ft
er

p
a
ir
ed

h
a
rd

co
n
so
n
a
n
ts

a
n
d
/S
/,
/Z
/,
/t
s/

A
ft
er

p
a
ir
ed

p
a
la
ta
li
ze
d

co
n
so
n
a
n
ts

a
n
d

/t
S
’/
,
/S
’:
/

/e/ (Э,E) /1/ /i/ /1/

/i/ (И) /i/ /i/ -

/1/ (Ы) - - /1/

/a/ (А,Я) /a/ /a/ /a/

/o/ (О,Ë) /a/ /a/ /a/

/u/ (У,Ю) /u/ /u/ /u/

compound words as well as words with grapheme Ë, which is
always stressed at pronunciation, but it is usually replaced to
Е in official texts that results in loosing information on stress.
Additionally, some alternative phonemic transcriptions can be
generated for word-forms in order to model the effects of
phonemes’ reduction and assimilation in spontaneous speech
using a set of cross- and within-word phonetic rules [9]. These
rules can be divided into three groups [10]:
1) The rules of within-word reduction (for instance, un-

stressed vowels are reduced up to complete disappearance
if they are located between the same consonants: balalaika
/balala!jka/ → /balla!jka/ (balalaika in English);

2) The rules of cross-word reduction (for instance, phoneme
/j/ located at the word end is completely reduced if it fol-
lows an unstressed vowel: dragotsennyj kamen’ /dragatse!nyj
ka!m’in’/ → /dragatse!ny ka!m’in’/ (precious stone in En-
glish).
3) The rules of cross-word assimilation (for instance, the

first vowel /i/ in a word, located after a hard consonant, trans-
forms to the phoneme /y/: fil’m interesnyj /f’i!l’m ynt’ir’e!snyj/
(interesting film in English).
The set of all possible alternative pronunciation variants are

produced by applying this rules to the basic word transcrip-
tions. Forced alignment is performed for selection of the best
transcription from multiple alternative transcriptions. At forced
alignment a recognizer chooses the most appropriate transcrip-
tion for speech signal from the alternative transcriptions list.
In this case the selection of the transcription is carried out only
between alternative transcriptions of the same word or phrase.
For every alignment the Viterbi algorithm computes the proba-
bility that the phonemic transcription and speech signal match
with each other [11]. The optimal transcriptions variants are
chosen based on the highest probabilities [12]. As a result of
the forced alignment a transcription that matches with a certain
part of speech signal is chosen. The analysis of how often
every transcription was chosen during training is performed.
Only transcriptions with relative appearance frequency higher
than a certain threshold are added to the resulting extended
vocabulary. As a result the extended vocabulary containing
the best transcriptions for every word is obtained.
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III. LANGUAGE MODEL CREATION

We have proposed an integral language model (LM) that
takes advantages of statistical and syntactic text analysis.
Figure 1 presents the scheme of creation of the LM using
some elements of the syntactic analysis. A training text corpus
is processed in parallel identifying n-grams and syntactic
dependencies in sentences and then the results of both an-
alyzers are fused in the integral stochastic model that takes
into account frequencies of the detected word pairs. These
analyzers complement each other very well: syntactic one
is used to find long-distance dependencies between words
(potential n-grams not appeared in training data), but not
relations between the adjacent words, which are covered by the
statistical analyzer. For the statistical text analysis we employ
the CMU SLM Toolkit v2, while VisualSynan v1.0 [13] from
the AOT release is used for the syntactic analysis. The latter
parses input sentences and produces a graph of syntactical
dependencies between pairs of lexical items. There are 32
different types of syntactic groups in the analyzer in total,
but we extract 9 of them, which can describe long-distance
(over one word at least) relations between pairs of words. The
following types of syntactic groups are selected:
1) subject - predicate, e.g., "мы еë не знали" (English: "we

did not know her");
2) adjective - noun: "ежегодный вокальный конкурс"

("an annual vocal competition");
3) direct object: "решить эту сложную проблему" ("to

solve this complicated problem");
4) adverb - verb: "иногда такое бывает" ("sometimes this

happens");
5) genitive pair: "темой текущего и следующего

номера" ("a topic of the present and next issues");
6) comparative adjective - noun: "моë слово сильнее

любого контракта" ("my word is stronger than any
contract");

7) participle - noun: "дом, аккуратно построенный"
("house, carefully constructed");
8) noun - dangling adjective in a postposition: "цель,

достаточно благородная" ("the aim is rather noble");
9) verb - infinitive: "мы хотим это потом изменить" ("we

want to change it later").
Moreover, words of the syntactic groups (2)-(3), (7)-(9) and

(1), but without subordinate attributive clauses starting with
"which", "who", etc., are commutative in Russian and each
such syntactic dependence produces two bigrams with direct
and inverse word order. Figure 2 shows an example of the
syntactic analysis of the phrase ("In the very expensive show,
both military and civilian aircrafts, which arrived yesterday
and today the airport of our little town, are involved") taken
from the corpus. It demonstrates some types of long-distance
dependences, whereas all the adjacent word pairs are modeled
by the statistical bigrams. The commutative groups are denoted
by the double-sided arrows. Thus, syntactic parsing of this
sentence produces 6 long-distance word pairs additionally
to the statistic processing, which gives 9 bigrams. n-gram

Figure 1. Integral syntactic-statistical LM generation

likelihoods in the integral stochastic LM are calculated after
merging the results (the count files) of both analyzers based on
their frequency in the training text data. n-grams with words
occurred once in the corpus are deleted from the LM, because
they likely contain typos or these words are extremely rare.
At present, there are some text corpora for Russian,

for example, Russian National Corpus (www.ruscorpora.ru)
of 140M words and Corpus of Standard Written Russian
(www.narusco.ru) of 20M items. However, they contain a
few of shorthand reports of the spoken language. For LM
creation, we have collected and processed a text corpus
consisting of the following on-line newspapers for the last five
years: "Новая газета" (www.ng.ru), "СМИ" (www.smi.ru),
"Лента.ру" (www.lenta.ru), "Газета.ру" (www.gazeta.ru).
The news corpus contains texts that mirror state-of-the-art
Russian including the spoken language. The volume of the
corpus after text normalization and deletion of doubling or
short (<5 words) sentences is over 110M words, and it has
about 937K unique word-forms. As the results of the statistical
analysis we have obtained almost 6M unique bigrams (n-gram
cutoff is 1) and the syntactic analysis extended the integral LM
to 6.9M items, i.e. 15% increase with respect to the baseline
model.

IV. CONVERSATIONAL RUSSIAN SPEECH
RECOGNITION SYSTEM

The architecture of software complex of conversational Rus-
sian speech recognition system is presented on Figure 3. The
software modules are developed on programming language
C++ and Perl, also some modules of software complexes of
the CMU-Cambridge Statistical Language Modeling Toolkit
(CMU SLM) [14], HTK (Hidden Markov Model Toolkit) [15],
AOT [13] are used.
The system work in two modes: training and recognition.

In this section the training mode of the system will be
described in particular. In the training mode, acoustic models
of speech units, language model, and phonemic vocabulary
of word-forms that will be used by recognizer are created.
For acoustic model’s training manually segmented corpus of
Russian speech is used; the language model is created based
on a text corpus. Thus, the following stages of the training
process can be distinguished:
− preliminary processing of the text material for creation

of the language model;
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Figure 2. An example of the syntactic phrase analysis (numbers of types of long-distance syntactic dependencies are shown)

− creation of transcriptions for words from the collected
text corpus;

− selection of the best transcriptions from the multiple
variants;

− creation of the stochastic language model;
− training of the acoustic models of speech units.

The block of preliminary text material processing carries
out the following operations. At first, texts are divided into
sentences, which must begin from an uppercase letter or a digit
before which inverted commas may be situated. A sentence
ends by the point, exclamation, question mark or dots. It
takes into account that initials and/or a surname can be placed
within the sentence. Formally, it is similar to a boundary
between two sentences, therefore, if the point is after a single
uppercase letter, the point is not considered as the end of the
sentence. Sentences containing direct and indirect speech are
divided into separate sentences. These sentences can be of
the following types: (1) direct speech is placed after indirect
speech; (2) direct speech is before indirect speech; (3) indirect
speech is within direct speech. In the first case, a formal sign
for distinguishing direct and indirect speech is presence of the
colon mark followed by inverted commas. In the second case,
the division is made if the comma follows the inverted commas
and followed by the dash. In the third case, the initial sentence
is divided into three sentences: (1) from inverted commas to
the corresponding comma; (2) between the first comma with
dash to the second comma with dash; (3) from comma with
dash to the end of the sentence.
Then, a text written in any brackets is deleted, and sentences

consisting of less than six words are also deleted. Then
punctuation marks are deleted, symbols "No" and "#" are
replaced by the word "number". All numbers and digits are
combined in a single class that is denoted by the symbol "No"
in the resulting text. A group of digits, which can be divided
by point, comma, space or dash sign is denoted as a single
number. Also the symbol "No" denotes Roman numbers that
are a combination of Latin letters I, V,X, L,C,D,M , which
can be divided by space or dash. Internet links and E-mails
are distinguished in single classes and denoted by the symbols
"<>" and "<@>", respectively. Uppercase letters are replaced
by lowercase letters, if a word begins from an uppercase letter.
If a whole word is written by the uppercase letters, then such
change is made, when the word exists in a vocabulary only.
Also at this stage of training the vocabulary of words occurred
in the training corpus is created.
The word transcription creation block can generate both

basic and alternative transcriptions for the words from the
vocabulary obtained by the block of preliminary text pro-
cessing. Basic transcriptions are made with help of canonical

transcribing rules that describe standard pronunciation of a
spoken isolated word. Alternative transcriptions take into ac-
count within-word and cross-word reduction and assimilation
phenomena that are specific for conversational speech.
The block of best transcription selection is used only if

mode of alternative transcription creation is chosen. In this
block the most commonly used transcription variants are
chosen as alternative variants of basic transcription. As a result
of work of the block of phonemic transcription creation and
best alternative transcriptions selection, the list of phonemic
representations of words from the text corpus is created. This
list contains basic transcriptions and the best transcriptions for
words appeared in the training text corpus. This list of words
with its canonical and alternative transcriptions is phonemic
vocabulary of the speech recognition system.
The block of n-gram model creation performs statistic

and syntactic analysis of text corpus and builds an integral
stochastic language model. This model reflects connections
between neighboring words as well as syntactically connected
pairs separated by the other words in the training text material.
Training of acoustic models of speech units is carried out

with use of Russian speech corpus. Speech databases with
records of large number of speakers are needed to provide
speaker-independent speech recognition. Recording is per-
formed in soundproofing room. The phrases to be pronounced
are sequentially shown to a speaker. Each phrase is recorded
in separate sound wav file. Then semiautomatic labeling of
acoustic signal on phrases, words, and phonemes is carried
out.
Hidden Markov models (HMM) are used for acoustic mod-

eling, and each phoneme (speech sound) is modeled by one
continuous HMM. A phoneme model has three states: the
first state describes phoneme’s start, the second state present
the middle part, and the third state is phoneme’s end. HMM
of a word is obtained by connection of phoneme’s models
from corresponding phonemic alphabet. Similarly the models
of words are connected with each other, generating the models
of phrases. The aim of training of the acoustic models based
on HMM is to determine such model’s parameters that would
lead to maximum value of probability of appearance of this
sequence by training sequence of observations [16].
In the speech recognition mode, an input speech signal is

transformed into the sequence of feature vectors, and then
search of the most probable hypothesis is performed with the
help of preliminary trained acoustic and language models.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To test the system we used a speech corpus containing 100
continuously pronounced phrases consisting of 1068 words
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Figure 3. The architecture of software complex of conversational Russian speech recognition system

(7191 letters). The phrases were taken from the materials
of the on-line newspaper "Фонтанка.ru" (www.fontanka.ru).
The speech data were recorded with 44.1 KHz sampling rate
(for ASR downsampled to 16 KHz), 16 bits per sample,
SNR was 35dB at least, by a stereo pair of Oktava MK-012
stationary microphones (close talking ≈20 cm and far-field
≈100 cm microphone setup) connected to PC via Presonus
Firepod sound board.
As for acoustic features, we used 13-dimentional Mel-

Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) with the 1st and
2nd order derivatives calculated from the 26-channel filter
bank analysis of 20 ms long frames with 10 ms overlap.
Cepstral mean subtraction is applied to audio feature vectors.
Continuous density HMMs with 16 Gaussians per state model
Russian context-dependent phones.
Table III summarizes language model parameters (LM infor-

mational entropy and perplexity, amount of out-of-vocabulary
OOV words, bigram hit) and recognition results for the given
corpora in terms of the word error rate (WER) and grapheme
(or letter that is the same) error rate (LER). The pronuncia-
tion vocabulary contains almost 210.1K word-forms and the
integral syntactic-statistical bigram LM is used.
Relatively high speech error rates can be explained by the

inflective nature of the given Slavic language, where each
stem corresponds with tens/hundreds of endings, which are
usually pronounced in continuous speech not so clearly as the

Table III
POSITIONAL VOWEL CHANGES IN POST-STRESSED SYLLABLES

Entropy,
bit/-

word

Perplex
OOV

words,%

n-gram
hit, %

WER,% LER,%

9.6 772 0.75 84.1 33.43 11.83

beginning parts of the words and often different orthographic
word-forms have identical phonemic representations. We have
also applied inflectional word error rate (IWER) measure [17],
[18], which assigns a weight kinf_1 to all "hard" substitutions
S1, where lemma of the word-form is wrong, and a weight
kinf_2 to all "weak" substitutions S2, when lemma of the
recognized word-form is right, but ending of the word-form
is wrong:
IWER =

I+D+kinf_1S1+kinf_2S2

N ∗100%
In our experiments, the IWER measure with kinf_1=1.0 and

kinf_2=0.5 was 29.85%, so in total about 10% of the errors
were caused by misrecognized word endings.

VI. CONCLUSION

The pronunciation variety is one of the main problem
during the development of conversational speech recognition
system. The inflective nature of Russian and the free word
order are additional issues. The developed software complex
generates multiple transcription variants that take into account
the variability of pronunciation in conversational speech.Also
this complex creates a stochastic Russian language model that
is distinctive by joint application of statistic and syntactic
analysis of training text data and that takes into account
long-distance grammatical relations between words in the
phrase. Further research will be devoted to other aspects of
conversational speech like speech disfluency.
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Abstract—We consider an audio watermarking technique
based on echo hiding that provides both a very high quality
of audio signals just after embedding of some hidden messages
and robustness of their extraction under the condition of natural
signal transforms. The technique of cepstrum analysis is used for
hidden message extraction along with its parameter optimization.
Since the extracted bit error probability is kept still significant
for an acceptable sound fidelity and embedding rate, we propose
to use wet paper codes to reduce the error probability to zero
at the cost of a very negligible embedding rate degradation.

Index Terms—Audio-signal, Cepstrum, Watermarking, Wet
paper codes

I. INTRODUCTION

IT is well known that digital watermarking( WM) is an
important technique for a protecting of copyrights of digital

media content including audio files [1]. This goal of WM
requires,however, to design such WM systems which are
robust against to all possible deliberate attacks. It is assumed
obviously that such attacks(say audio signal transformations)
have to keep an acceptable audio signal fidelity while making
the embedded WM disabled with respect to hidden message
extraction. This problem is very hard and its solution is
not found so far for all possible attacks. In the same time
there exist such situations where a resistance of WM to
deliberate attacks is not required. This is just the case for
which WM plays the role of some additional imperceptible
information(say about possible contacts with owner of this
file). But on the other hand WM system should be resistant
to any natural transforms like MPEG compression, channel
filtering and channel noise.

Many novel techniques have been proposed for WM audio
systems. For instance, techniques based on masking [2], phase
coding [3], phase modulation [4], echo hiding and reverbera-
tion [5], among others.

Echo hiding has many benefits from various points of
view, as imperceptibility, robustness to natural transforms,
and simple encoding and decoding processes. In addition,
detecting rules for echo hiding based embedding are lenient
and hence anyone is able to extract the embedded information
in a host signal without any special key. We claim that both
imperceptibility and robustness to natural sound file transforms

(like MPEG) are getting practically “for free” because “echo”
does not affect on sound comprehension under some echo
parameter restrictions. It is worth to note that some extension
of echo hiding, known as reverberation, has the same and even
better properties, but we will consider only simple echo based
embedding in the current paper to make the investigation of
this topic as complete as possible.

II. EMBEDDING OF AUDIO WM BASED ON A SIMPLE ECHO
AND EXTRACTION BASED ON THE CEPSTRUM

The embedding procedure can be stated as follows:

x = S ∗ hb (1)

where x = (x(n))
N−1
n=0 is the watermarked signal after embed-

ding, S = (S(n))
N−1
n=0 is the input audio signal (say in wav

format), and for n = 0, . . . , N − 1

hb(n) = δ(n) + αbδ(n− τb),

δ(n) =

{
1, n = 0

0, n 6= 0

∗ is the operation of convolution, and N is the number of
samples in which one bit b ∈ {0, 1} of WM is embedded.

As it can be seen from (1), simple echo hiding based
watermarking can vary depending on the echo delay τb and
the echo amplitude αb. We have chosen a constant αb and
different delays τ0 and τ1 because the use of a constant τb
and two values α0 = 0 and α1 > 0 results in some problems
in the choice of the threshold for the extraction scheme.

At a single glance, it seems to be very natural to use the
correlation receiver directly in the sample domain, namely:

b̃ = argmax
b

N∑

n=1

x(n) · x(n− τb) (2)

but the decision rule (2) results in a very large bit error
probability as a consequence of a non-zero correlation between
the delay on the interval τb sound samples S. Therefore, it
seems to be much better to exploit the cepstrum transform of
sound signals [6], [7].
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Fig. 1. The relative error ∆ versus the number of appended zeros. The solid
line plots the complex cepstrum, while the dotted line plots the real cepstrum.

There are two notions of cepstrum: complex cepstrum xc =
(xc(n))

N−1
n=0 and real cepstrum xr = (xr(n))

N−1
n=0 , determined

as follows: ∀n = 0, . . . , N − 1

xc(n) =
1

N

N−1∑

k=0

[log |X(k)|+ jΘ(k)] e2πj
nk
N (3)

xr(n) =
1

N

N−1∑

k=0

log |X(k)|e2πj nk
N (4)

where ∀k = 0, . . . , N − 1, X(k) =
∑N−1

n=0 x(n)e−2πj nk
N ,

|X(k)| is the module of X(k), Θ(k) is the argument of the
complex number X(k) and j =

√
−1.

It can be shown that the complex cepstrum is not always
a real-valued sequence whereas the real cepstrum is always a
real-valued sequence. Indeed, this is one reason to deal with
the real cepstrum. For both cepstrums, the following identity
is currently claimed [6], [7], [8]:

x̃(n) = S̃(n) + h̃b(n), n = 1, 2, ..., N (5)

where the tilde denotes the cepstrum transform of the corre-
sponding signals. But in fact the relation (5) holds only for
a very large N whereas in order to embed many bits into
audio signal, N should be very limited, hence (5) is just
an approximate equality. We investigated, the relative error
carried by (5) can be expressed as:

∆ =

∑
n

(
x̃(n)− (S̃(n) + h̃b(n))

)2

∑
n

(
S̃(n)

)2 (6)

where S̃ =
(
S̃(n)

)N−1

n=0
is modeled as a white Gaussian noise

and x̃ = S̃ ∗ hb.
The simulation results of ∆, averaged on the ensemble of

Gaussian signals, for N0 = 1000, τb = 50 versus the number
of zeroes appended by the signal cepstrum transforms are
shown in Fig. 1, where the length of input Gaussian noise
is N0 = 1000, and the delay is τb = 50.

From Fig. 1, it is evident that for both types of cepstrums
the relative error cannot be made equal to zero at the cost of
appended zero increasing and that real cepstrum is superior
than complex cepstrum in this sense.

But if we assume nevertheless that (5) holds approximately,
then the following decision rule occurs very natural:

N−1∑

n=0

x̃(n) · h̃0(n)
b:0

≷
b:1

N−1∑

n=0

x̃(n) · h̃1(n) (7)

where the symbol
b:0

≷
b:1

denotes that if the inequality > holds

then embedded bit is b = 0 while if < holds then b = 1. In
fact let the input signal S = (S(n))

N−1
n=0 be, by the moment,

a Gaussian white noise, then it is well known [9] that the
optimal likelihood decision rule for the model (5) is just (7).
Then the bit error probability p can be found as follows:

p = 1− F



√√√√ 1

2σ2

N−1∑

n=0

h̃2
0(n)


 (8)

where σ2 = Var (S̃) and F : x 7→ F (x) = 1√
2π

∫ x

−∞ e−
t2

2 dt,
under the very realistic conditions:

N−1∑

n=0

h̃2
0(n) ≈

N−1∑

n=0

h̃2
1(n),

N−1∑

n=0

h̃0(n) · h̃1(n) ≈ 0

But the “trick” with the channel model (1) and with the use of
cepstrum transform is that the decision rule (7) can be very far
from the optimal one and there exists a much better decision
rule based on subintervals, namely:

L∑

k=1

N0−1∑

n=0

x̃k(n) · h̃0(n)
b:0

≷
b:1

L∑

k=1

N0−1∑

n=0

x̃k(n) · h̃1(n) (9)

where x̃k = (x̃k(n))
N−1
n=0 is the cepstrum of the signal x on

the k-th sample subinterval, N0 is the number of samples on
each subinterval, and L is the number of subintervals.

The reason of such strange fact for conventional commu-
nication theory that we can improve the decision rule by
fractioning the original interval on subintervals is based due
to the property that

∑
n∈I h̃

2
i (n), i ∈ {0, 1}, does not depend

on the interval length provided that its length embraces the
cepstrum pulse response

(
h̃2
i (n)

)
n∈I

duration. Then if we
assume that the cepstrums x̃k are mutually independent on
the different subintervals, we may expect that the signal-to-
noise ratio will increase with the increasing of the number L
of subintervals. The probability of bit error may be expressed
as:

p = 1− F



√√√√ L

2σ2

N−1∑

n=0

h̃2
0(n)


 . (10)

But in practice the relation (10) does not hold because not
all the required conditions in its proof are fulfilled.
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Fig. 2. Original modulo 2π phase (a), and phase after unwrapping
procedure(b)

If the use of complex and real cepstrum in (9) are compared,
then it may be concluded that the real cepstrum is superior to
the complex one. This fact has been mentioned also in [6]
although without any justification. As it can be seen from
relations (8) or (10), the probability of the bit error depends
on the variance of the input cepstrum S̃ while it is much
greater for the case of complex cepstrum. This last fact can
be explained by the property of phase unwrapping that is
required for the complex cepstrum. It is worth to note that
the complex log is a multiply valued function, because its
imaginary part has infinite number of values differing on 2π. In
order to remove this uncertainty, it is common to calculate an
imaginary part modulo 2π. But it results in turn in a breaking
of this function and, in order to remove this unwanted property,
phase unwrapping should be used [10].

In Fig. 2 we display (a) the modulo 2π waveforms phase
and (b) the unwrapped phase.

Since the probability of bit error is much lesser in the case
of using real cepstrum for the extraction procedure, we will
consider in the sequel only a real cepstrum implementation.

III. SIMULATION OF EXTRACTION RELIABILITY

We consider simple echo-based watermarking by (1) where
the cover messages(CM) S = (S(n))

N−1
n=0 are different musical

files in format wav with durations between 3 and 6 minutes.
The delays τ0 and τ1 should be optimized in order to provide,
on the one hand, maximum embedding rate and, on the other
hand, an acceptable bit error probability after extraction by the
rule (9). Our experiment showed that optimal values are close
to 27 and 32 samples respectively which correspond to delays
0.61 and 0.73 ms with frequency of samples 44.1 kHz for the
wav format.

The amplitude of the echo αb affects over the CM quality
after embedding and on the bit error probability. Therefore we
vary this value and we estimate the CM quality by experts,
assigning grades 5 for excellent, 4 for good, 3 for satisfactory,
and 2 for unsatisfactory.

The type of “window” where one bit is embedded plays an
important role in the extraction efficiency. There are known

TABLE I
THE BIT ERROR PROBABILITIES p AND CM QUALITY Q (IN 1-5 GRADES)

DEPENDING ON THE OPTIMAL NUMBER OF SUBINTERVALS Lopt , ECHO
AMPLITUDE α, AND THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES N0 IN WHICH ONE BIT IS

EMBEDDED

Name of file N0 ER Lopt α Q p,%

music1.wav

4410 10 3 0.2 5 0.04

(classical)

0.1 5 1.68

980 45 1 0.3 4.8 0.06
0.25 4.9 0.16

294 150 1 0.45 2.8 0.09
0.4 3.5 0.32

music2.wav

4410 10 3 0.2 5 0.22

(hard rock)

0.1 5 3.58

980 45 1 0.3 4.9 0.07
0.25 5 0.33

294 150 1 0.45 3.3 0.09
0.4 3.5 0.31

music3.wav

4410 10 3 0.2 5 0.07

(rock)

0.1 5 4.78

980 45 1 0.3 4.8 0.14
0.25 4.9 0.59

294 150 1 0.45 2.8 0.17
0.4 3.5 0.43

music4.wav

4410 10 3 0.2 5 0.17

(pop)

0.1 5 3.71

980 45 1 0.3 4.8 0.25
0.25 4.9 0.7

294 150 1 0.45 2.7 0.15
0.4 3.5 0.36

music5.wav

4410 10 3 0.2 5 0.75

(jazz)

0.1 5 7.85

980 45 1 0.3 4.8 0.42
0.25 4.9 1.04

294 150 1 0.45 2.7 0.67
0.4 3.5 1.2

ER: The embedding rate (bit/sec).
The delays are τ0 = 27, τ1 = 32

different types of windows (exponential, Hamming, rectangu-
lar and Hann). Our experiments showed that the best results
can be achieved with the Hann window although difference
with Hamming window is not too large.

The important parameter that should be optimized is the
number of subintervals L (see eq. (9) and (10). In Table I there
are presented the results of simulation for different musical
files, and under the condition that τ0 = 27, τ1 = 32 and a
Hann window is used. We vary the echo amplitude α, the
number of samples N0 in which one bit is embedded and we
optimize the number of subintervals L in order to provide
minimal probability of bit error.

Also, from Table I, it can be observed that in order to
provide quality to the CM after embedding, as evaluated by
experts, within range [4.8,5] and the bit error probability close
to 0.01 it is necessary (on the average) select α = 0.1,
N0 = 4410, L = 3 (giving better quailty) and α = 0.3,
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N0 = 980 and L = 1(giving better embedding rate). The
embedding rate occurs around 10 bits per second and 45 in
the second case.

The experimental fact that the optimal number of subinter-
vals L is between 1 and 3 contradicts the eq. (10) because it
entails that in order to minimize p, L should be as large as
possible but always less than N/max (τ0, τ1)(otherwise each
subinterval would be less than the pulse response of the echo
channel). This contradiction can be explained by a violation of
the relation (5), by the presence of some statistical dependency
between the random sequences x̃k and their non-Gaussian
probability distributions.

Although the errors can be decreased by the use of forward
error-correcting codes (FEC) (say convolutional or low parity
density codes [11]) there is an opportunity to decrease the error
probability quite significantly because the interference in bit
extraction is just CM (musical files) which are exactly known
in the embedding procedure. We consider such approach in
the following Section.

IV. APPLICATION OF WET PAPER CODES FOR A
DECREASING OF ERRORS WITHIN WM EXTRACTION

The wet paper codes (WPC) have been proposed in [12]
and they were used initially in the embedding procedure for a
special stegosystem known as perturbed steganography. Later,
they were used in an embedding procedure with binary images
and with other applications [13]. We propose a rather unusual
application of WPC below. But initially let us remember the
main concepts of WPC.

Let us denote by m = (mµ)
M
µ=1 the binary message

string which should be embedded , and by b = (bκ)
Ñ
κ=1

the binary string in which it is necessary to embed m.
Let F ⊆ {1, 2, ..., Ñ} be a subset of indexes in the set
{1, 2, ..., Ñ} pointing the positions in which the embedding is
allowed. This means that we can change bits only at positions
in F during the embedding procedure. It is necessary to encode
the string m into the string b in such a way to change just
bits positions at F . Moreover, in the extraction procedure it is
assumed that the subset F is unknown.

The embedding procedure is executed as follows: Initially
an M × Ñ binary matrix H has to be generated. (It can be
considered either as a stegokey or as function of a stegokey).
The encoded binary vector b′ is b′ = b ⊕ ν where ν has
Ñ − k zero positions i for i /∈ F and k unknown positions i
for i ∈ F , where k = |F | is the number of elements in the
subset F .

Let us denote by ν̃ the binary vector of the length k that
can be obtained from the vector ν after removal of all zero
positions in ν. Then ν can be found if both ν̃ and F are
known. In order to find ν̃ it is necessary to solve the system
of linear equations

H̃ν̃ = m⊕ (H · b) (11)

where H̃ is a submatrix of H obtained after a removal of all
columns corresponding to zero elements of ν.

The system (11) has an unique solution whenever

rank H̃ = M . (12)

In practical applications the parameter M is not initially fixed
and the matrix H is generated by rows until the condition (12)
fails. If M ′ is the maximum number of rows for which (12)
holds then it is possible to embed M ′ bits and this value M ′

is also embedded as a head of m.
The decoding procedure (extraction of the message m) is

performed very simple:

m = H · b′. (13)

Let us consider now how to implement the WPC in our case.
The general idea is to embed bits only in such N0-blocks

where the interference
(
S̃(n)

)N0

n=1
does not result in errors

after extraction by the rule (9).
The embedding algorithm is presented in Fig. 3.
As seen within this scheme, initially the N0-blocks in

which extractors produce errors during an embedding of both
values zero and one are marked. Let F be the position subset
where embedding is possible. In the following “embedding
round”, the message sequence m is encoded with the WPC
and the echo embedding is performed for those N -blocks
corresponding to the subset F where the errors after “virtual
extraction” are absent. The extractor outputs at the input
of encoder the bit string b decoded from audio file before
embedding. Next this sequence b is encoded in line with the
rule of WPC mentioned above.

This results in a zero bit error probability after the real
extraction of the watermarked signal. The sacrifice within
this approach is a decreasing of the embedding rate because
some N -blocks are removed from the embedding process. The
results of this method are shown in Table II.

At this table it can be observed that the number T of
embedded bits is slightly less than the number t of bits that
could be embedded (but with errors after extraction) without
the use of WPC. T depends on the length of WPC. (The
difference between d (the cardinality of F ) and T can be
explained by the fact that (12) does not hold for all code
blocks).

V. CONCLUSION

We considered a simple and direct echo watermarking of
audio signal. It has been proved that the use of real cepstrum
is superior than the use of complex cepstrum in extraction
procedure because it results in smaller bit error probability.

Our first important contribution is in proving that the use
of the decision rule based on subintervals (see eq. (9)) has
significant advantage in comparison with the decision rule
based on a single echo interval (see eq. (7)) that is unusual by
conventional communication theory. Moreover the number of
subintervals should be optimized and this fact can be justified
by a breaking of eq. (5) for echo-modulated audio signals
(see (6) and Fig. 1) and significant correlation of audio signal
samples.
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Fig. 3. The embedding algorithm with the use of WPC

TABLE II
THE RESULT OF SIMULATION FOR A WPC-BASED EMBEDDING ALGORITHM AND SOME CHOSEN PARAMETERS

Name of file t d
T

Ñ = 500 Ñ = 1000

music1.wav 10000 9989 9563 9781

music2.wav 12179 12156 11490 11727

music3.wav 12244 12185 11430 11685

music4.wav 8135 8093 7613 7786

music5.wav 9625 9512 8990 8994

The number of samples for an embedding of one bit is N0 = 980, the delays corresponding to bit 0 and 1 are 25 and 30 respectively, the amplitude of
embedding is α = 0.3, the number of subintervals is L = 1, t is the potential number of embedded bits in audio file, d is the number of changeable bits in
audio file, and T is number of embedded bits
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The simulation results show that for optimally chosen
parameters of audio echo based watermarking it is possible
to provide excellent quality of audio signal after embedding,
an embedding rate about 30–45 bit/sec and the bit error
probability after extraction close to 10−2.

Our second important contribution is in proposing the use
of a WPC in order to provide zero bit error probability after
extraction. The embedding algorithm suited for such a WPC
application was proposed. (see Fig. 3).

The use of a WPC decreases the embedding rate only on
6% in average. It seems to be better than the use of ordinary
FEC codes in order to correct errors with a probability of
10−2. However the use of a WPC is impossible if some errors
occur just after embedding because the WPC results in an error
extension.

In the future we are going to investigate a combination of
both WPC and FEC.
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Abstract—The algorithmic composition models  used in the 
domain  of  systems  generating  music  compositions  are  pre-
sented in the paper. Moreover, the model based on the transi-
tion matrix of music events (music patterns described by notes, 
measures and durations) and classification of the instrumental 
parts appearing in the input music work is presented. An exem-
plary  implementation  of  the  model  is  described  using  MIDI 
Toolbox implemented in Matlab. In the summary possible ex-
tensions of  the presented model  are described as well  as  the 
place of system functioning results in the form of output music 
compositions are indicated.    

I. INTRODUCTION

HE idea of composing a song by the machine as an act 
of artificial music may be regarded by many critics as 

an unwanted intrusion into the sphere reserved and domi-
nated by a human. However, it appears that in this area the 
machine begins to play an increasingly important role and it 
becomes at least a helpful tool used in the music work com-
position. In the history of music machine learning develop-
ment  there  have  been  many music  composition  computer 
systems and among them there are two the most important 
approaches that differ  in the stage of composition process 
autonomy:  algorithmic  composition  systems,  in  which  the 
composition process is automatic with a little human inter-
ference, and Computer-Aided Algorithmic Composition sys-
tems, in which the composer’s work is supported by the ma-
chine.  This paper is devoted to the automatic composition 
systems which are described in details in the next part.

T

II.COMPUTER MODELS FOR ALGORITHMIC COMPOSITION

There are two main approaches to solving the problem of 
algorithmic composition. The first method consist of models 
that use the composition rules defined in an arbitrary way by 
a person.  The second one consist  of  models in which the 
composition rules are generated from the exemplary music 
works. 

A. The models with composition rules defined by a user

The composition models orientated to the rules defined by 
a user treat the composition rules as a probability distribu-
tion function of the music sequences occurrence that are de-
scribed  by means  of  selected  music  parameters.  The  best 
known  approach  is  the  use  of  Hidden  Markov  Model 
(HMM) in which the future events (such as the appearance 
of a particular note) only depend on the previous events.

Moreover, solutions using cellular automates and genetic 
algorithms can be distinguished in the domain of composi-
tion based on the defined rules. Cellular automates are de-
fined as a cells matrix, where cells change in time according 
to the fixed rules and generate patterns, constitute the model 
in the form of patterns propagation. The exemplary solution 
– the CAMUS system – of the Markov's Model and cellular 
automates usage is presented in [1]. 

Composition can be treated as an optimization problem 
where  the music creation  mechanism constitutes  a genetic 
algorithm. This algorithm is a process initiated by a random 
individuals population (e.g. music patterns), which as a re-
sult of the reproduction and mutation of the selected individ-
uals evolves in time to the next generation solutions. A criti-
cal element of this process is a fitness function whose defini-
tion  is a complex problem and because of this an approach 
to the generation using interactive assessment by a human is 
used more frequently.  The examples of the use of the ge-
netic algorithms are described in [2] and [3].

B. The models with composition rules generated from 
exemplary music works

The algorithmic composition models orientated to extract-
ing music patterns from exemplary compositions constitute a 
large subset  of the solutions from a machine learning do-
main. S. Dubnov in the works [4] and [5] proposed using in-
cremental parsing and the prediction suffix tree (PST) as a 
mechanism for separating music style from input composi-
tions. Another solution is applying the widely used artificial 
neural networks as a simplified model of the human brain 
which separates patterns from the given data structures. In 
this area the most recent studies are described in [6] and [7].

Prof. David Cope's researches constitute an important ele-
ment  of  developing  algorithmic  composition  [8]-[11].  He 
uses the idea of Mozart's music dice game and grammars de-
scribing syntax of music compositions. Cope’s solution is to 
find and select simple music signatures from the works of 
music  classicists  (Bach,  Mozart)  using  template  matching 
methods. Then the templates are replicated and recombined 
to make a new melody. The evolving solution is a result of 
an  augment  transition  network  used  in  processing  natural 
language. 

In the next part of this work author’s research on the algo-
rithmic composition system using a  framework  developed 
by Eerola  and  Toiviainen  (the  MIDI Toolbox  [12] imple-
mented in Matlab) are described.
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III. THE ALGORITHMIC COMPOSITION MODEL WITH THE 
MUSIC PATTERNS CLASSIFICATION

The presented algorithmic composition system operates in 
a music set described in the symbolic form (MIDI, Musical 
Instrument Digital Interface). The MIDI transfers informa-
tion between electronic musical devices by means of a set of 
commands described in [13]. In the presented system only a 
selection  of  messages  is used  and  their  interpretation  is  a 
data structure that is described in the next part of the work.

Before processing a music information, the MIDI file is 
converted to the form of a matrix presented in the Table 1 
where columns represent following note parameters:  onset 
time in beats (1), duration in beats (2),  MIDI channel (3), 
pitch (in MIDI number) (4), velocity (5), onset time in sec-
onds (6) and duration in seconds (7).

In  the  Table  1  the  octave  from  the  sound  C4  to  C5 
(pitches from 60 to 72) is presented. The sound pitch is rep-
resented  in  so  called  MIDI  numbers.  The  note  matrix 
proposed by Eerola and Toiviainen can be presented in the 
form  of  a  pianoroll  plot  (Figure  1),  which  depicts  the 
composition  duration  in  time  beats.  The  vertical  axis 
contains pitch ranges. On the horizontal axis there are time 
ranges in beats. The rectangles represent single sounds from 
the  composition.  Figure  1  depicts  pianoroll  plot  for  the 
octave from C4 to C5 sounds.

In the next part  of this work a pianoroll plot is used to 
show a piece of music generated in the described model, as a 
well  readable  graphical  representation  of  the  music  data. 

Fig. 1 Pianoroll plot of the C4-C5 octave.

The first stage in the music information processing is the 
separation of all the channel used in the song that contain 
separate instrumental parts. Every channel is assigned to one 
from four defined classes which describe a kind of instru-
mental part: melody, bass, accompaniment and drums.

To determine the potential channels belonging to the class 
of melody, it is proposed to calculate the cover coefficient of 
the sounds that overlap in time in the set of all the sounds 
that occur in the channel. The number of sounds in the chan-
nel j is n, and the number of all the channels present in the 
compositions (except for the channel 10 which is reserved 
for  percussion  instruments)  is  N.  For  every  i sound  from 
channel j its position in relation to the beginning of the time 
row series of all the sounds in the j channel is calculated and 
it constitutes the sum of the onset and the duration value of 
the  i sound. The condition of covering the sound  k by the 
sound i fulfills the inequality (1):

∀i∈1 : n−1∀ j∈N ∀k ∈2 :n onset ij+durationij 〉onset kj

(1)

The total number of all the sounds that fulfill the inequal-
ity (1) was marked as C. The ratio of C to the total number 
of sounds in the j channel is the cover coefficient that has a 
value from the interval [0,1]. A 0 value means that in the 
given channel the phenomenon of polyphony is absent. A 1 
value indicates that all the sounds in the channel cover each 
other. The condition of belonging to the melody class is de-
scribed by the inequality (2): 

∀
j∈N

C j

n
j

≤treshold (2)

As a result of the conducted experiments it was assumed 
that the j channel potentially connects the melody (it can be-
long to the  melody class) if the ratio of  Cj to  nj is smaller 
than the  threshold 0.2.  Otherwise the given channel is as-
signed to the accompaniment class.

After  determining  the  melody class  the  channel,  which 
stemplot dominant sounds pitch value (Dpitch) is minimal, is 
designated from among the class members. This is described 
by the formula (3):

TABLE I.

AN EXAMPLE NOTE MATRIX 

Onset

(beat)

Duration

(beat)

MIDI

channel

Pitch

(MIDI number)

Velocity Onset

(seconds)

Duration

(seconds)

0 0,4167 1 60 100 0 0,2500
0,4167 0,4167 1 62 100 0,2500 0,2500
0,8333 0,4167 1 64 100 0,5000 0,2500
1,2500 0,4167 1 65 100 0,7500 0,2500
1,6667 0,4167 1 67 100 1 0,2500
2,0833 0,4167 1 69 100 1,2500 0,2500
2,5000 0,4167 1 71 100 1,5000 0,2500
2,9167 0,4167 1 72 100 1,7500 0,2500
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∀ j∈melody min (D pitch
j
) (3)

The  channel,  for  which  the  equation  (3)  is  fulfilled,  is 
marked as a member of the bass melody class. If in the pro-
cessed composition channel 10 is used it is always marked 
as drums (this follows from the MIDI standard, where chan-
nel 10 is reserved for the percussion instruments).

Then the processed and classified channels undergo seg-
mentation in order to select patterns that they contain. There 
are three methods of segmentation in the employed frame-
work: the method using the Gestalt-based algorithm and de-
scribed in [14], the Local Boundary Detection Model pro-
posed by Cambouropoulos in [15] and Markov's model pre-
sented in [16]. 

The  exemplary  segmentation  result  for  the  three  men-
tioned methods is presented in Figure 2 and it applies for de-
termining music segments in the Norway folk song Läksin 
Minä Kesäyönä. At the top of Figure 2 there is a pianoroll 
plot depicting a main melody segmentation (sounds pitch) of 
the mentioned song in the time function in beats. Under the 
plot  there  are  stemplots  depicting  the  probability  of  the 
boundary occurrence in the music sequence for a given note 
(strength of a boundary following each note) for a method 
based on the Gestalt-based algorithm (2a), the Local Bound-
ary Detection  Model  (2b)  and  Markov's  probabilities  (2c) 
from the  Essen  collection  (6,252  folk  songs  collected  by 
Schaffrath  in  1995,  mainly from the  Germanic  regions,  a 
handful of folksongs from other regions of the world).

Fig. 2 The pianoroll plot of the main melody (top) of the Läksin Minä 
Kesäyönä and the segmentation results for the Gestalt-based algorithm 
(a), Local Boundary Detection Model (b), Markov probabilities from 

Essen collection (c). Source: [12].

  
The mentioned methods generate different results of the 

segmentation, however,  next the model proposed by Cam-
bouropoulos (Local Boundary Detection Model) and recom-
mended by Eerola and Toiviainen in [12] was used as a one 
that most accurately reflects division boundaries of the se-
quence in the music composition.

Subsequently, the matrix of possible connections is made 
for the patterns extracted from all the channels. This matrix 
is used in the process of creating an output composition. An 

exemplary  transition  matrix  for  the  patterns  of  the  drums 

class  channel  and  the pianoroll  plot  of  the most  common 
pattern is shown in Figure 3. The transition matrix (on the 
top of Figure 3) depicts probable connections between the 
discovered  patters  in  the  drums  track  in  Sasha’s  song 
Ecuador. At the bottom of Figure 3 there is a pianoroll plot 
of the most common patters in the analyzed track.

After designating possible connections between the pat-
terns the process of creating the output composition begins. 
The set that is going to appear in the new output composi-
tion is chosen from the patterns extracted from all the de-
fined  classes.  The patterns  appearing  in  a  given  class  are 
chosen  taking  into  consideration  a  transition  matrix  for  a 
particular class.

Fig. 3 Exemplary transition matrix for drum patterns (top) and the most 
common drum pattern (bottom) for Sasha song Ecuador.

Fig. 4 Connection of two exemplary patterns: allowing of (A) and not 
allowing of (B) time signature (meter).

At the beginning,  a  theme motif  is  drawn from a class 
containing main melody patterns. The theme motif is a com-
bination of the patterns distinguished from an input melody 
track and connected taking into account the probabilities ap-
pearing in the transition matrix.

 After creating a new main melody the next step is creat-
ing a chord progression matching the generated melody. The 
rhythmical chord progression patterns connection matching 
is implemented similarly to the example described basing on 
the  composition  theme motif  creation  process.  As  for  the 
main melody,  the new instrumental tracks (recombinations 
of the input instrumental parts taking into account the transi-
tion matrices  between patterns)  are  created  for  the instru-
mental class tracks appearing in the input composition. 

The final result is a music composition that is a recom-
bined version of the input song. The recombination is based 
on using patterns  from the input song in a new generated 
song.  The  transition  matrices,  which  are  described  in  the 
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model and refer to the composition process described as a 
Markov’s chain, constitute a basis of composition rules ob-
tained from the exemplary input songs. 

An important and critical point in the patterns connection 
process is taking under consideration rhythm. In the current 
approach the mechanism of patterns connection is used and 
it  takes  into  account  measures  distribution  –  the  smallest 
musical pieces implementing time signature – meter. Meter 
describes  schema that  defines  the  value  of  notes  duration 
and the configuration of accentuations in the measure. 

Fig. 5 A piece of an output composition belonging to the bass class.

Meter is written in the form of two numbers one above 
another. The bottom number describes a basic metric unit of 
a  song  (note  duration).  The  top  number  describes  the 
number of metric units (notes with a given duration) in the 
measure.  For  example,  2/4  means  that  there  are  two 
crotchets in the measure (number 1 stands for a semibreve, 2 
for a halfnote, 4 for a crotchet, 8 for a quaver etc.). It also 
means that within a measure there can be metric units which 
duration sum is 2 crotchets, that is 1 crotchet and 2 quavers 
(1/4 + 1/8 + 1/8), 4 quavers (1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8), etc. In  
the  described  model  the  mechanism  of  searching  meter 
using  the  onset  distributions  across  a  measure  and 
autocorrelation function of onset times of notes described in 
[17] pages 29-31 was used.

In  Figure  4  there  is  a  connection  of  two  exemplary 
patterns  (in  different  shades)  allowing  of  (4a)  and  not 
allowing  of  (4b)  a  song  meter.  Not  allowing  of  a  meter 
causes rhythm disturbance.

An exemplary result (a short composition) in the form of 
a pianoroll plot is presented in Figure 5.The patterns used in 
the  composition  are  marked  with  different  colours.  The 
connections  between the patterns  allow of the song meter 
marked as 4/4. Every pattern used in the composition has the 
length of two measures and the total length of a piece is 8 
measures..

An important issue in the music composition systems is 
evaluation of the composition results.  The problem lies in 
the  subjective  individual  opinion  of  the  evaluator.  The 
majority of composition systems are evaluated by presenting 
exemplary  generated  songs.  Some  scientists  suggest 
quantitative  analysis  of  the  composition  by  asking 
evaluators  about  their  music  preferences.  The  qualitative 
results analysis is similar to the Turing’s test: the evaluators 
indicate  which  composition  has  been  generated  by  a 
computer  system  and  which  by  a  person.  The  author 

suggests  becoming  acquainted  with  the  results  of  his 
research in the sources presented in the summary.

IV. CONCLUSION

Algorithmic composition systems described in the work 
present  current  problems  in  the  music  machine  learning 
domain. In  Poland this problem still  stays  in the scientific 
niche, although, what deserves an attention is the work of 
Zabierowski  [18,  19],  in  which  he  describes  the  issue  of 
using linguistic methods in reference to music creation and 
cascade artificial  neural  networks  which  are  based  on the 
information  derived  from  the  harmony  rules  -  the  music 
theory. 

At this stage the author’s researches focused only on find-
ing recurrences and recombination among the patterns con-
stituting the output composition. The possible directions of 
further research include the use of defined composition rules 
(consistent with the theory of music) and the operators lo-
cally modifying the patterns found in the song.

For the further research development the author suggests 
using genetic algorithms which can constitute a mechanism 
that  goes  beyond  the limitations of  the transition matrices 
connection. The author proposes using uncommon mutation 
operator for genetic algorithms. Within the frames of muta-
tion operator the following can be used: transposition of a 
piece of the pattern or a single note (sound pitch shift by a 
particular number of semitones up or down), a note or notes 
replication or removal from the pattern (increase or decrease 
of music ornamentation) or inversion of the sound pitches or 
their rhythmic values.

Another possible extension of the research is generating 
compositions on the basis of many input songs, described by 
means of Markov's models and constituting common transi-
tion matrices for each attribute (domain) of a sound or a mu-
sic piece. An important scientific problem is then studying 
the possible connections between the previously recognized 
patterns  from the different input songs. 

The results of the song composition methods described by 
the  classicists  (Cope,  Biles,  Kirnberger),  and  the  method 
proposed by the author, can be heard during the broadcast 
"Trącić myszką" of the Polish Radio Szczecin on the web-
page:  http://www.myszka.org/view/Podcasty/  entitled 
"Komputerowy  kompozytor  w  domowym  studiu  nagran-
iowym"  and  "Synteza  i  przetwarzanie  dźwięku".  In  the 
works [20] and [21] the author also presents his research re-
lated  to  the  domain  of   the  Computer  Generated  Music. 
These  papers  contain  a  discussion  of  the  obtained  results 
with respect to the actual process of music composition, us-
ing the genetic algorithm and Markov's chains. 
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Abstract—This paper presents the design of eLeTK, which is a 

software system that may be used for enhancing on-line 

educational environments. The main concept introduced in this 

paper is represented by educational data/knowledge flow.  The 

data flow is transformed into a knowledge flow provided that 

all input data represents activity produced by an on-line 

educational environment. On the other hand, the output of the 

software system is redirected towards the educational 

environment in an attempt to enhance its capabilities. eLeTK 

may become a recommender system for students or professors, 

a knowledge self-assessment tool for students or an custom 

learning path builder. The core business logic of eLeTKis 

represented by custom integration of different machine 

learning algorithms adapted to work with data provided by on-

line educational environments. 

Keywords-educational data mining, software system, toolkit 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

HIS paper addresses the problem of enhancing on-
line educational environments. Enhancing is obtained 

by providing platform side intelligent functionalities in the 
shape of a recommender system or learning path builder. 
Such enhancements are obtained when several conditions are 
met: the courses have a well-structured hierarchical nature, 
necessary experiences are stored and a feasible data analysis 
process is set up. 

Each of the above presented prerequisites is equal 
important. The first prerequisite is concerned with having a 
proper infrastructure setup.  This means that the on-line 
educational environment has a well refined hierarchical 
structure in which all learning assets (e.g., disciplines, 
chapters, quizzes, etc.) are properly defined. For example, at 
chapter level there needs to be defined a concept map [1] 
with which all other learning assets are associated. That is 
why, each quiz question associated to a chapter is also 
associated with a concept.  

The second prerequisite is concerned having enough data 
for feeding a data analysis process. The data represents 
experiences had by the involved partied during usage of the 
on-line educational system. From this point of view, two 
aspects are equally important: the number of features 
representing a user and the overall quantity of logged data. 
As a general key aspect the data needs as many conditionally 
independent attributes as possible and as much data as it can 

be obtained. Still, these aspects are not key aspects since 
more data and more feature do not necessarily mean an 
increase in the accuracy of data analysis process. This 
concern is mainly addressed by the effective debugging of 
the data analysis process. 

The third prerequisite is concerned with setting up an 
adequate data analysis process. From this point of view two 
issues need to be addressed: setting up a proper requirement 
and choosing the right algorithm that produces usable and 
interpretable results. In general, there are two types of 
algorithms: unsupervised and supervised. The unsupervised 
algorithms (e.g., clustering, regression, etc.) are used to 
discover patterns in data. The supervised algorithms (e.g. 
classification, decision trees, SVM, neural networks, etc.) are 
used to classify new items, which in educational applications 
may be students or sometimes professors. The key aspect of 
the data analysis process is evaluating the quality of the data 
analysis process. This evaluation gives confidence in using 
the final results and may provide important information 
regarding necessary actions needed to improve the analysis 
process. The continuous improvement in quality of the data 
analysis process is the key aspect in having a truly machine 
learning based data analysis. 

The design of eLeTK (e-Learning Enhancer Toolkit) is 
modular in packages such that continuous development is 
feasible. The main packages are: input loader, filters, data 
processing, evaluation, output builder and configuration. 
Each package contains classes that implement specific 
business logic such that they may be put together to form a 
data/knowledge flow. 

The proposed design of eLeTK makes it suitable for 
building systems that run along on-line educational 
environments and enhance their educational purposes. From 
a software systems point of view, a setup of eLeTK works as 
a service for an on-line educational environment in an 
attempt to offer the intelligent character.  

II. RELATED WORK 

In the last decades there has been a lot of effort in the 
new domain of EDM (Educational Data Mining). In [2] there 
are presented many tools that were designed and 
implemented for this domain. The main issues that 
distinguish educational data mining from other domains 
where such state of the art algorithms are used are related to 
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domain specific data, domain specific objectives and goals, 
custom adaptation of classical data analysis techniques and 
custom interpretation and visualization of results. 

The general approach of such systems is based on the 
some core processes. Firstly, it is assumed that academics 
responsible and educators design, plan, build and maintain an 
educational environment. Second, students interact with the 
educational environment thus producing interaction data. 
Interaction data along with educational environmental data 
(e.g., course information, academic data, quizzes, etc.) 
represent one input in the educational data-mining tool, 
which in our case is eLeTK. The data-mining tool is used to 
show discovered knowledge, recommendations or learning 
paths to students or other involved parties. 

There are many general data analysis tools which are not 
designed to work with data from a specific domain. Among 
such tools there are DBMiner, Clementine, Intelligent Miner, 
Weka, etc. [7]. The main drawback of these tools in the 
context of EDM is that they can not be used in educational 
contexts by students or professors. In a most optimistic case, 
these tools are used by experienced data analysts with a good 
background in a specific on-line educational environment. In 
this way there are performed an off-line data analysis which 
may produce knowledge regarding analyzed data or 
recommendations for involved parties. From this point of 
view, eLeTK represents a new layer between a general data 
analysis tool and a specific on-line educational environment. 

So far, in the above presented general context there were 
created tools oriented towards educators [3, 4] and tools 
oriented towards academics responsible and administrators 
[5, 6]. These tools perform tasks as associations, pattern 
analysis, classification, clustering, text mining, statistics and 
visualization. 

In the area of on-line educational environments, there are 
two types of systems: classical learning content management 
systems and intelligent web-based educational systems. 
Some examples of commercial learning content management 
systems  are Blackboard, Virtual-U, WebCT, TopClass, etc. 
and some example of free LCMS are Moodle, Ilias, 
Claroline, aTutor, etc. [8]. On the other hand, some examples 
of intelligent educational systems are SQL-Tutor, German 
Tutor, ActiveMath, VC-Prolog-Tutor, AHA!,InterBook, 
KBS-Hyperbook, WebCOBALT [9]. 

The main output of all web-based educational systems is 
the activity data performed by their users. These web-based 
education systems can normally record the student’s accesses 
in web logs that provide a raw trace of the learners’ 
navigation on the site. There are several types of logs [17] 
and there are also AI techniques for monitoring student 
learning process [18].  

The main tasks that are generally implemented are data 
preprocessing (e.g., data cleaning, user identification, session 
identification, transaction identification, data integration) 
[10, 11], data analysis (e.g., decision tree construction, rule 
induction, artificial neural networks, instance-based learning, 
Bayesian learning, logic programming, statistical algorithms, 
etc.) [7]or web mining (e.g., clustering, classification, outlier 
detection [7], association rule mining, sequential pattern 
mining [12], text mining [13]). 

One of the main drawbacks of this approach is that is 
fully data centered. Thus, the change regarding user 
preferences [14] aspects are neglected. 

A plus in the domain is brought by custom usage of a 
hierarchical way of structuring e-Learning content. The 
conceptual-visual dynamic schemes (CVD-schemes) are the 
marked oriented graphs introduced in cognitonics domain 
[15, 16] for inventing effective teaching analogies. Such 
graphs establish a correspondence between the components 
of a piece of theoretical material to be studied and the 
components of a well-known or just created by the teacher 
but bright fragment of the inner world’s picture of the 
learner. 

III. EMPLOYED INFRASTRUCTURE AND METHODS 

A. Tesys On-Line Educational Environment 

Tesyson-line educational environment is primarily a 
classical collaborative software system in which all involved 
parties (e.g., administrators, professors and students) perform 
their main responsibilities. Administrators are responsible for 
managing the general infrastructure as curriculum of learning 
programs (i.e., the studied disciplines and the assigned 
professors), users, etc. Some examples of actions that are 
currently performed by administrators are enrolling students 
to needed learning programs, giving them grants to take the 
failed exams, passing them into the next year of study, 
communicating with students and professors. 

An importantaspect regarding the functionality of the e-
Learning regards the types of activities the students are 
performing. Some of the currently implemented activities are 
login, logout, taking tests and exams, communicating with 
other students or with professors, etc.All these activities 
represent a repository of experiences that are very valuable 
in a data analysis process. 

Currently, the Tesys e-Learning platform has five setups 
each with one up to five study programs. For example, one 
setup manages four different study programs with duration 
of three years where more than 100 professors and almost 
1000 students are currently active. This setup manages the 
following learning assets: 120 courses, almost 1000 chapters, 
almost 5000 quiz questions, almost 1000 taken quizzes and 
exams and almost 10,000 sent messages. All performed 
activity is logged into files or in a database. In this way, for a 
student there may be computed a lot of features describing 
the performed activity. 

In general the features are of two types: one regards 
indicators of the quiz activities and one regards the time 
spent on different activities. Some of the features from the 
first category are:positivCount – the number of correctly 
answered questions; correctPercent – the percentage of 
correctly answered questions from the total number of 
questions; totalTries – the total number of tries (answered 
questions); avgTries – medium number of tries per question. 
Some of the features from the second category are 
avgQuestionTime – on average, how long (in minutes) it 
takes for a student to answer a question; totalTime – total 
time spent on testing. 
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B. Data Analysis Techniques and Weka 

The data analysis [20] techniques fall in general three 
categories: unsupervised, supervised and rule based. The 
most common unsupervised method is clustering and may be 
of several types: partitioning, EM, hierarchical, fuzzy, etc. 
The main supervised methods relate to classification 
algorithms: Decision Trees, Bayesian Networks, Vector 
Space Classification, CART. The most common algorithm 
for building association rules is Apriori.  

All these algorithms are mature and proved their 
effectiveness in different domains outperforming classical 
statistical data analysis procedures. 

Weka [21] is a java software implementation of a large 
set of machine learning and data mining algorithms. The 
implementations are generic and therefore virtually data 
coming from any domain (e.g., e-commerce, bioinformatics, 
e-Learning, etc.) may be analyzed. From this point of view, 
the main issue regards designing of new algorithms, 
implementing them into Weka (or similar libraries) in an 
attempt of improving the time and space complexity. 

IV. ELETK ARCHITECTURE 

A. General Requirements 

The main issues related to existing libraries 
implementing machine learning and data mining algorithms 
relate to: a) are based on non-extensible frameworks, b) it is 
relatively difficult to integrate and accommodate a domain 
specific machine-learning problems, c) do not provide 
flexible, uniform and consistent integration mechanism. 

Designing and developing a software system that 
addresses the above presented issues in the domain of 
Educational Data Mining is an interdisciplinary problem 
related to the following equally important areas: Machine-
Learning/Data Mining/Information Retrieval, Software 
Engineering and Human Computer Interaction.  

The constraints from the algorithms point of view regards 
the diversity of algorithms, the wide range of data models, 
the difficulty of obtaining interoperability among models and 
difficulty of integration into specific information systems 
which represent the main source of data. For example, 
Wekaworkbench is quite weak regarding the  interoperability 
among different data modeling methodologies. 

The main general activities that need to be managed 
regard capturing raw data and representing items, performing 
a data analysis process, management of obtained data 
models, assessing the performance of the obtained models 
and presentation into an understandable format to users. 
These processes need robust and scalable data management 
in a flexible integration architecture. 

The overall activity is regarded as a data workflow. The 
processing pipeline of the data workflow always starts from 
raw data provided by the Information System. During the 
data analysis data may take different shapes such as 
structured as needed by the data analysis engine, as a data 
model, knowledge or other type of representation. The 
activities that may be performed upon different types of data 
are streaming, loading, modeling, moving, recording, 
replicating or crawling. All these activities may be 

performed also as a scheduled job, without administrator’s 
presence. Each activity may be defined as a data workflow in 
which there are specified all the necessary activities, such as 
data preprocessing and translation, data consistency 
verification, data quality check or data validation. Data 
workflow may also be merged, copied, crawled or recovered. 

One of the most important core information about eLeTK 
is the Data Resource Registry (DSR) which records metadata 
about performed activities, available services, data, models, 
knowledge  or workflows. DSR manages the core assets 
handled by an instantiation of eLeTK. 

An important activity within the data workflow is the 
performance assessment. This activity builds trust into 
eLeTK and makes users (e.g., administrators, end-users, etc.) 
confident that the obtained knowledge may be safely used. 
The first step in assessment is the error analysis, which needs 
error metrics (e.g., precision, recall, FMeasure, etc.)  that are 
in close relation with the employed data analysis technique. 
An important activity is the debugging of the machine 
learning process. This takes care of learning curves, 
convergence problems and provides a deep insight of the 
data analysis process such that it is obtained a clear feedback 
regarding necessary actions that may bring further 
improvements. The most common actions are to collect more 
data, try a smaller/larger number of parameters for items 
representation, avoid overfitting/bias or add polynomial 
features. Regarding this aspect, plotting learning curves, cost 
functions or other specific quality indicators may give also 
important indications regarding what actions may be tried 
when debugging the data analysis process. 

Another important activity that is performed within 
eLeTK is the evaluation of the obtained model/hypothesis. 
This is accomplished by using training and testing sets in a 
10-fold cross validation scheme. A model selection 
procedure may be also created by using a validation set and 
by computing validation errors for each challenger model 
that is taken into consideration. 

B. Data Analysis Workflow Design 

The data analysis workflow (DAW) design meets certain 
requirements that make sure the business goals of eLeTKare 
met. The DAW implements a simple query model. This 
means that creation DAWs starts with setting up raw source 
data, specifies the preprocessing activities, specifies the 
algorithmic pipeline, the model representation, the validation 
methodology and the output representation and visualization. 
Each DAW has the goal of minimizing data movements by 
having a preliminary estimation of job size in time and 
memory. An important part of the workflow is represented 
by the scheduler system, that specifies the frequency by 
which a DAW is executed. 

The data analysis workflow is a pipeline which has the 
main layers/components: data layer, loader layer, modelers, 
performance assessors, viewers, fault handlers and 
configuration management.  

The design of the DAW is created such that end-user 
simplicity and operational are ensured. This issue mainly 
implemented by custom wizards that allow quick and 
effective DAW creation. 
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Figure 1.  eLeTK System Overview 

 
The Data Repository represents the place where all raw 

data collected from the information system is collected. The 
Algorithms Repository is represented by Weka or other 
library that implements necessary algorithm or extensions of 
already implemented algorithms. The Data Models manages 
the obtained knowledge. It may be represented by a set of 
clusters, rules or classifiers. The Performance Assessment 
module manages different schemes implementing various 
errors metrics. The implemented error metrics may be used 
in conjunction with corresponding algorithms that are 
managed by the Algorithms Repository. The Fault Handlers 
implement the verifications regarding correct data 
integration, data availability and data integrity. The 
Constraints module manages the specific context variables in 
which a workflow runs. The constraints regard quality 
metrics thresholds, number of clusters, rules selection 
strategies expressed at highest level available for eLeTK 
managers. The Scheduler module is responsible for the way 
each DAW runs. Setting up a scheduled job is the last 
activity that needs to be performed after the data analysis 
pipeline is set up for a new DAW. A scheduled job may be 
run at request or at certain intervals of time. Visualization 
module is available only for development and debugging 
purposes.  

C. Software Architecture of eLeTK 

The software architecture of eLeTK follows the above 
presented general system specifications. It ensures the proper 
integration of different modules is such a way that 
development (e.g. adding new data models or new fault 
handlers) is performed in a productive manner.  

Another property of the software architecture is 
modifiability. This means that steps that make up a DAW 
can be added/edited/deleted in a reasonable way.  

The software architecture integrates a logging 
mechanism such that error analysis and debugging may be 
performed with rapid discovery of faults. 

There are two types of users for the eLeTK system. One 
is represented by the system administrators. Their main job is 
to set up the DAWs by specifying raw data sources, data 

modelers, performance assessors, fault handlers and a 
schedule. The administrators need to be experienced data 
analysts such that created DAWs have a good structure, be 
reliable and provide usable and high quality knowledge. The 
second type of users is represented by ones who just run the 
DAWs. They are represented by users from of the 
information system (e.g., students, professors, etc.) and they 
are regarded as end-users. From this perspective they 
represent the main beneficiaries of the eLeTK system.  

Within the software architecture there is implemented a 
Configuration Manager which is responsible 
adding/editing/deleting raw data sources, available 
algorithms and data models, current constraints, etc. The 
Configuration manager is also responsible for checking the 
health of existing DAWs and launch reliable fault recovery 
processes that make sure that data consistency is preserved. 
In this context, a performance watchdog is very necessary 
tool in order to have a quick information regarding failures 
and heavy data workloads. 

V. SAMPLE SETUP AND USAGE SCENARIO 

The first step is to perform eLeTK setup. The final goal 
of a setup procedure is to create a valid DAW. This requires 
a minimum configuration of a raw data source, a data model, 
a constraints setup and a set of visualization rules. 

The raw data source may be the database of the 
information system. If this is the case, the credentials of the 
database (e.g., URL, username, password) must be provided 
and a scheduled job may be defined to bring the records into 
the Data Repository in a structured way (e.g., XML). 
Another scheduled job may be created to create a data file 
according with the format required by the algorithm and used 
implementation. Once the training and testing data is 
available the data model may be created. 

Here is a sample arff file that may be used by algorithms 
implemented in Weka workbench. 

@relation activity 
@parameter avgTimeSpent{0, 1} 
@parameter correctPercentOfAnswers{0, 1} 
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@paremeter class {low, average, high} 
 
@data 
100, 65, average 
200, 85, high 
… 
 
The data model may be represented by a classifier. Thus, 

an in memory classifier is available for classifying new data. 
Some of the most common classification algorithms 
implemented by Weka are Decision Trees (e.g., ID3, J48, 
CART), Naïve Bayes or even advanced algorithms such as 
Support Vector Machines.  

Here is a sample decision tree obtained form the above 
sample dataset. 

 
Figure 2.  Sample Decision Tree 

The constraints setup contains the thresholds for specific 
error metrics (e.g., precision, recall, FMeasure, etc.) that 
allow a reliable classification. In this wayeLeTK provides 
also an indication regarding the confidence in obtained 
results. The constraints may also be specific to information 
system users such as students or professors. For example, a 
student may require the classification of available resources 
such that his target class is high. Another example, from the 
perspective of professors is to set up a higher level for 
FMeasure value regarding the classification of students that 
may start studying the next chapter. In this way, the 
effectiveness of the e-Learning system is increased.  

The above presented decision tree represents an in-
memory data model which may be used when needed to 
classify a new student. For example, a forest of decision 
treesmay be created such that a decision tree is created for 
each asset associated to a chapter from a discipline. Let us 
suppose that the student sets his target class as high. The 
forest of decision trees may be queried and all the assets that 
are classified as average or low may be obtained with a 
corresponding information regarding the activities that must 
be performed. 

The visualization rules provide the real and final 
expression of what is behind a certain assignment of an item 
into a certain class.  Taking into consideration the above 

scenario one output of the visualization module may have the 
following form: 

Dear Student John Doe,  
The eLeTKclassified you as average and advices you to: 

Study more on “definitions” 
Study more on “tree traversals” 
Redo quizzes on “rotations”. 

In a similar way, a classification of students gives 
important feedback to professors. For example, a professor 
may query the current situation of enrolled students and 
discover that here are students which spent lots amounts of 
time in certain activities (e.g., study and/or have quiz activity 
only regarding some concepts) although their classification is 
still bad. In this situation,eLeTK provides important 
feedback regarding an optimal learning path that need to be 
taken into consideration. A sample feedback for the 
professor may have the following form: 

Dear Professor John Doe,  
Student Jack Dow spends a lot of effort compared to his 

knowledge achievements. You may advise him to: 
Study more on “graph representations” 
Study more on “connectivity” 

In this manner, there may be created a wide range of 
Data Analysis Workflows, each of them solving a particular 
problem. 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

This paper presents the design of a software system, 
called eLeTK, whose aim is to run along on-line educational 
systems. The main purpose of  eLeTK is to offer feedback 
for users of the on-line educational system in an attempt to 
enhance the educational proficiency. The intuition of such a 
system is that it represents a substitute for the knowledge that 
a real professor acquires in a face-to-face educational 
systems.  

The main advantages of eLeTK is that it has access to all 
performed activity of students and that the data analysis 
procedures are hundred percent objective. In classical, face-
to-face educationalsystems the main issue regards the ability 
of the professor to effectively and objectively assess and 
guide the student.  

The main target of eLeTK is to reach a high level of 
accuracy and thus give the classical on-line educational 
system the possibility to act as high quality traditional 
learning environment.  

The software architecture is a modular one and is built 
around the idea of Data Analysis Workflow. A DAW 
represents a data processing pipeline which is custom 
designed to accommodate data coming from on-line 
educational systems. 

From a general perspective, eLeTK may work as a 
service virtually for any on-line educational system. The 
main requirements for the on-line educational system are to 
offer access to activity data, to have a custom setup 
procedure according with provided data, to create required 
DAW and to accommodate feedback offered by eLeTK.  

The future works regard the development of a quality 
assessment procedure of the offered feedback. This 
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assessment procedure is supposed to offer valuable feedback 
that may be used in continuous improvement of eLeTK. 

Future works also regard continuous improvements of 
existing modules by integration of more advanced state of 
the art algorithms, performance assessment procedures, 
visualization capabilities of results and other new features.   
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Abstract—In this paper we present a graph-based volumetric
data segmentation method based on a 3D hexagonal prismatic
lattice. We evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of using
this lattice in contrast with classic ones. One of the main
advantages are high isoperimetric quotient, near equidistant
neighbours (ability to represent curves better, resulting in a
better segmentation) and high connectivity. Disadvantages are
due to the main stream lack of interest in this area and thus
data sets must be converted back and forth from rectangular
to hexagonal latices both in acquisition and visualization
processes.

Keywords- volumetric, segmentation, hexagonal, lattice.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the study of the human visual system
have shown that the implicit arrangement of the sensor
array is hexagonal in nature. This implies that all the other
systems, wherever they may lie in the cortical hierarchy
depend on this arrangement. This fascinated people includ-
ing researchers and scientists, for a long time. The classic
example is that Pappus of Alexandria stated the Honeycomb
conjecture that says that the best way to partition a plane into
regions of equal area is a regular hexagon. This conjecture
have recently been proven by Hales [1].

In this paper we examine the possibility and the effects of
changing the classical sampling lattice from cubic to hexag-
onal. Switching to the new lattice will influence data aquisi-
tion, indexing, storage and processing algorithms. Based on
it’s geometry the lattice has advantages and disadvantages
that are also discussed.

We propose a pseudo-hexagonal prismatic lattice and
for it a volumetric segmentation algorithm is approached
theoretically. Experimental results cannot be provided at this
stage.

II. VOLUMETRIC DATA SAMPLING LATTICE

Volumetric data can be obtained mainly from two sources:
1) Acquisition of discrete representations of real objects

with medical imaging technologies like:
a) Computed Tomography (CT)
b) Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
c) 3D Ultrasound

2) Computer generated 3D textures:
a) Polygonal object voxelization
b) Interactive voxel editors
c) Procedural objects defined by 3D functions

A. Classic lattice systems

Usually the volumetric data is defined by a scalar 3D func-
tion discretized into a set of cells or points using a regular
lattice. Formally, a lattice is a discrete subgroup of Rn that
can be generated from a vector basis by linear combination
with integer coefficients: L = {∑n

i=1 aivi|ai ∈ Z}, where
vi is a generation vector from the vector basis.

The most frequently used lattice is the Cubic Cartesian
lattice with generation vectors X = (1, 0, 0), Y = (0, 1, 0)
and Z = (0, 0, 1). The lattice depends of course on the
modality of the volume data. While CT and MRI scans
use the CC lattice, the volumetric data for 3D ultrasound
uses a non-Cartesian grid called acoustic grid, similar to a
truncated pyramid or a cone.

Other lattice systems such as Body-Centred Cubic (BCC),
Face-Centred Cubic (FCC) and Hexagonal Close Packing
(HCP) also can be used. Kepler conjecture states that the
highest average density of sphere packing is ≈ 74%. Hales
shows that only FCC and HCP are the only lattices that offer
this property [2].

Most research is focused on rectangular lattices because
this is the most common lattice system used by the acqui-
sition devices (2D, 3D or 4D) and so, hexagonal lattices
are left in the shadow even if they present interesting
properties. One of the major advantages of the hexagonal
lattice is higher connectivity and the neighbouring points
are equidistant, while on a rectangular lattice the distance
between neighbours depends on whether the neighbour is
directly adjacent or diagonal. The fact that hexagons are
rounder than squares make image processing algorithms,
such as edge detection or image segmentation, provide better
results when they are applied on a hexagonal lattice.

On the other hand, it’s impossible to build a regular 2D
hexagonal lattice right on top of a rectangular lattice. The
new sampling points will not match the original points and
thus the reconstructed lattice will have to suffer in resolution.
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B. The proposed lattice

To overcome these problems we introduce a new pseudo-
hexagonal lattice which is created by simply shifting the
even scan-line with half a unit. This is the 3D extension of
the ”Brick Wall” lattice first proposed by Fitz and Green
[3] for hexagonal image latices. It’s possible to achieve this
shift by sampling at midpoints in every even scan-line or it
can be implemented in the input device hardware itself. We
denote this lattice as the Solid Brick Wall lattice or SBW.

In 2D the compactness factor is determined by the isoperi-
metric quotient Q = 4πA

L2 , where A is the area and L is
the length or object perimeter. The compactness factor of a
brick wall element is Q = 3π

(1+
√
5)2
≈ 89, 99% higher than

the one if the lattice was rectangular Q ≈ 78, 54% or if
the lattice was pseudo-hexagonal build using the rectangular
lattice sample points Q ≈ 85, 74% disregarding two inner
pixels as in [4].

An equivalent quotient can be expressed for 3D as well:
Q = 36πV 2

S3 , where V is the volume and S is the surface of
the polyhedron. The 3D SBW lattice cell with the generation
vectors X = (1, 0, 0), Y = ( 12 , 1, 0) and Z = (0, 0, 1) has
the compactness factor of Q ≈ 52, 47%. Nonetheless, the
highest compactness factor known can be realized with the
Weaire-Phelan structure (Q ≈ 76, 5%) [5] but our structure
is simpler and has a slightly better quotient than that of
a cubic lattice cell with ∆Q ≈ 0, 11%. We can increase
the compactness factor even further up to Q ≈ 59, 99% if
we were to allow the Z axis generation vector to be Z =
(0, 0, 6

1+
√

(5)
) but as it is better to have rational sampling

points locations rather than real values we will remain at
our first variant.

It can be easily be shown that the 3D Delaunay triangu-
lation can be generated if we decompose an SBW cell into
six triangular prisms and each prism into three tetrahedrons.
Each tetrahedron point will be circumscribed by the same
sphere if it belongs to the same prism and the sphere will
contain no other point within.

III. PRACTICALITY OF USING SBW LATTICE

A new lattice system that rejects the common square
lattice must face first some serious considerations on which
one must ponder upon.

1) Data acquisition Hardware capable of sampling vol-
umetric data from the real world directly onto the
a hexagonal lattice are not generally available for
use. Therefore, data resampling on the standard cubic-
latticed volumetric is required before any processing
can be performed.

2) Indexing and Storage Before any processing, the
volumetric data must be indexed to be able to address
individual voxels from the SBW lattice. The voxel
form is a pseudo-hexagonal prism (rather than cubes)
being the Voronoi cell of the proposed lattice. Storing

Figure 1. 2D brick wall lattice

Figure 2. 3D solid brick wall lattice
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should be made also in hexagonal form to avoid
conversion every time data is accessed. The indexing
system should allow simple arithmetic functions to be
able to have random access on volumetric data.

3) Data Processing Volumetric data processing algo-
rithms must be redesigned or adapted to be able to
exploit the strengths of the new pseudo-hexagonal
lattice system, particularly the high node connectivity,
high compactness quotient and near equidistant voxel
nodes.

4) Visualization Nowadays, volumetric data visualization
methods are specialized for cubic lattices. Therefore
hexagonal 3D images must suffer another conversion
prior to the visualization so that it can benefit from
the display hardware features such as fast 3D texture
sampling. This conversion process depends on the in-
dexing method used: reversing the original conversion
process or possibly a convolution.

A. Data acquisition

As stated earlier, hardware based acquisition can be
unavailable but existing hardware systems can easily be
modified by shifting alternate scan-lines. Using the proposed
lattice, the modification can be cost-effective. Staunton [6]
designed an architecture capable of sampling hexagonal
images on the brick wall lattice, injecting a delay to alternate
lines; his work being extensible to 3D scanners as well. Inter-
estingly, hexagonal sensors are already being implemented
in medical imaging hardware [7] but the applications are
limited.

Software based resampling can be a more straightforward
alternative. To resample volumetric data for a SBW lattice,
first we have to apply a weighted average and a down-
sampling to halve the resolution on X and Y axes and then
we apply the half unit shift on alternate rows.

B. Indexing and Storage

Due to the nature of prismatic hexagonal lattices, the
points are not aligned in three orthogonal directions as for
cubic lattices. Because the hexagon is only 2D, we can use
only two skewed axes as in figure 1. Those axes are used in
literature by Snyder and Watson [8], [9].

For storage and indexing we can use a simple two-
dimensional array treating lattice cells in a zig-zag pattern,
row by row. With this method we can achive fast random
access to lattice cells.

Another interesting approach is a 7L layered indexing
system named HIP developed by Middleton in [10], [11].
Layer 0 is defined by a single hexagon from which the
whole lattice is generated. Layer 1 is simply made out of
the surrounding hexagons of Layer 0 laid down in counter-
clockwise order. Layer 2 is a Layer 1 tile surrounding Layer
1, and so on for each layer. It’s easy to see that there
are 7L hexagons in a layer L tile. Using HIP indexing

system it’s possible to uniquely index every hexagon in a tile
using an L-digit septenary numbers. The diagram in figure 3
demonstrates this. For volumetric data, this indexing system
can easily be extended by adding another number for the Z
axis and the lattice can be stored as a grayscale image.

Figure 3. HIP Indexing

IV. VOLUMETRIC DATA SEGMENTATION

As mentioned earlier, volumetric data processing algo-
rithms need to be redesigned in order to take full advantage
of the new lattice.

In this paper we present a volumetric segmentation tech-
nique modified to use the SBW lattice. The whole idea is
to create a 3D graph using the new lattice and extend the
segmentation algorithm presented in [4] to volumetric data.

But first of all we can apply a manual volumetric segmen-
tation using a transfer function to remove noise and to select
the region of interest by selecting the hysteresis threshold
values. We perform this using cubic splines on the alpha
channel and use the output data for the visualization module.

A. Transfer functions

Histograms are useful for analysing which ranges of
values are important in the data and show distribution of
data but omit spatial distribution of samples in the volume.
However, for smooth transitions a cubic spline can be used
which can be controlled by control points called knots.

A cubic spline is a spline constructed of piecewise third-
order polynomials Yi(t) = ai+bi ∗ t+ci ∗ t2+di ∗ t3, where
t ∈ [0, 1] and i = 0..n− 1. The cubic spline passes through
a set of (n+1) control points (y0, y1, ..., yn). The second
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derivative of each polynomial is commonly set to zero at
the endpoints, since this provides a boundary condition that
completes the system of (n-1) equations. This produces a so-
called natural cubic spline and leads to a simple tridiagonal
system which can be solved easily to give the coefficients
of the polynomials [12].
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1 4 1
1 4 1
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. . . . . . . . .
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1 4 1
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D = 3




y1 − y0
y2 − y0
y3 − y1

...
yn−1 − yn−3

yn − yn−2

yn − yn−1




where D is D = (D0, D1, · · · , Dn)
T and represent the

end points derivatives of Y (t).
We then apply these equations for each RGBA colour

channel, using in fact a 4D cubic spline transfer function.
For example, we have these 5 colour knots:

0.18 0.81 0.81 0
0.3 0.75 0.25 50
0.93 0.93 0.07 100
0.8 0.32 0.2 200
0.0 0.0 0.0 255

and 7 alpha knots:

0.0 0
0.0 40
0.2 60
0.05 63
0.0 80
0.9 82
1.0 255

Figure 4. 4D Cubic Spline Spline Transfer Function

The transfer function for the knots is depicted in figure
4. We can observe that we have separated alpha knots from
color knots so that we can have a separate control function
for opacity. Usually, the visualization algorithm, take the

Figure 5. Transfer function applied on volume data

intensity of the voxel as it’s density and use it as opacity.
With this, a pre-segmentation step is realized in order to
remove unwanted background noise. In figure 5 we can see
the rendering result after applying the transfer function on
the bonsai volume data set (made publicly available by the
Visible Human Project).

B. Segmentation on a Graph

We create a weighted undirected graph G = (V,E)
between every lattice cell as depicted in figure 6. The weight
is determined computing the distance between the cell’s
average intensities.

D =
1

14
|

14∑

1

V1 −
14∑

1

V2|

where V1 and V2 represent the two lattice cells and each
of them containing 14 points. Adjacent cells will share some
points, 4 or 7 if the neighbouring cells are on Z axis.

Having the 3D graph we then apply a modified threshold-
ed version of Kruskal’s algorithm to find a forest of min-
imum spanning trees. Each tree corresponds to a different
object in the segmentation. The algorithm is described in
Algorithm 1.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we present the advantages and disadvantages
of using the Solid Brick Wall lattice system to acquire, index,
store, process and visualize volumetric data in contrast to the
classical cubic lattice. We we have extended a hexagonal
graph-based image segmentation algorithm to the new 3D
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Figure 6. Lattice cell graph

Algorithm 1 Graph-based segmentation
Require: Graph G, Threshold T
Ensure: MinimumSpanningTree MST

L← 0
SL = {{h1}, ..., {h|V |}}
Sort E in order of increasing weight
for k = 1→ |E| do

Let ek = (hi, hj)
ti ← FINDSET (hi)
tj ← FINDSET (hj)
if ti 6= tj then

if weight(hi, hj) ≤ T then
UNION(ti, tj , S

L)
L = L+ 1

end if
end if

end for

lattice [4]. The algorithm extension to the three dimensional
domain is straightforward as no planarity condition is re-
quired for the graph in order the algorithms to work.

The segmentation is now semi-automatic as it depends
on the selected transfer function and on the fixed threshold.
Future work will include adaptive transfer functions based
on histograms and adaptive threshold based on the difference
between internal and external contrast at which we add
the average of color distances and the standard deviation
[13]. We are targeting to develop an automatic graph-based
segmentation scheme for volumetric data and we hope to
have the same performances as in 2D.

To avoid transforming the volume back to the cubic lattice
to perform rendering we will consider using this lattice in a

volume global illumination technique as in [14].
This paper represents research at an early stage and so

experimental results will be provided in a future work.
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Abstract—The current paper presents an enhanced partition-
ing mechanism for numerical data. The efficiency of our method
will be illustrated through a solid set of tests that have been
performed. We have planned this partitioning phase as an initial
step in a more complex algorithm to be further studied and
implemented.

The final goal is to use it for future decision making in
automatic image annotation. Fuzzy Sets theory has been used as
a base for our clustering algorithm and partitioning. We included
this mechanism as a component of a framework we developed
for image processing, more exactly for the image segmentation
evaluation model we are building.

I. INTRODUCTION

ONE OF the most important problems in data mining is
taking decisions based on association rules. In order to

achieve this, an efficient partitioning mechanism needs to be
used.

This choice can have consistent influence over the final
result and we considered this a crucial approach for our further
study.

The core topic considered by our paper, partitioning quan-
titative attributes, has been initially studied by [2]. The author
proposed in [2] an initial partitioning into small intervals and
combine adjacent intervals into bigger ones so that the domain
support to be more relevant, leading to boolean logic when
replacements are done for the initial attribute with attribute-
interval.

It seems that current associations algorithms introduce fur-
ther more other problems. The might ignore the elements near
the boundary or use not very intuitive for human perception
approaches like shape boundary interval.

We proposed through our work an efficient mechanism of
partitioning using fuzzy sets logic. We have worked to improve
the clustering algorithm starting from the basic Fuzzy C-
Means algorithm and applied on top of that auxiliary logic
for determining the best partitioning scheme.

II. RELATED WORK

Mining boolean association rules over larger knowledge
bases was early mentioned in [1], and later studied and

presented in [3], for the case of databases with only categorical
attributes.

Practically, the information in databases is not limited to
categorical attributes, but also contains much quantitative data.

As mentioned before, mining quantitative association rules
was introduced and an algorithm proposed in [2]. The al-
gorithm studies the discretization of quantitative attributes
domains into intervals in order to reduce the domain for a
more categorical one.

The analysis of clusters is based on partitioning a set of
numerical data into a number of subgroups, based on the fact
that the objects within that group have certain similarities.

This approach doesn’t represent all the times the real data,
where boundaries between subgroups might be fuzzy and more
detailed description of the objects inside clusters are required.

That is why many similar problems have been partially or
totally solved in fuzzy environments. Several related papers
present this approach: [4], [5], [6]. There are three major
difficulties encountered during fuzzy clustering of real data:

1) the number of clusters cannot be defined apriori and
optimal number has to be determined,

2) location and clusters centroids type cannot be known
before and initial guess has to be made and

3) there is a great variance of cluster items that needs to
be handled.

Since we are dealing with real data from a public dataset
we are using, we are trying, through our work, to handle the
three concerns presented above in an efficient manner.

What we are using for this is Fuzzy C-Means as clustering
algorithm and related logic for determination of the optimal
clusters set.

III. NUMERICAL ATTRIBUTES CLUSTERING USING FUZZY
C-MEANS

A. Fuzzy Sets

Fuzzy sets theory has been initiated by an observation made
in 1965 by Zadeh, saying that ”more often than not, the classes
of objects encountered in the real physical world do not have
precisely defined criteria of membership”.
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The particularity of fuzzy sets is to capture the idea of partial
membership. The characteristic function of a fuzzy set, often
called membership function, is a function whose range is an
ordered membership set containing more that two (often a
continuum of) values (typically, the unit interval). Therefore,
a fuzzy set is often understood as a function.

The fuzzy sets and their corresponding membership func-
tions provided by the experts may not be suitable for decision
association rules in a database. The quality of the results relies
on the appropriateness of the fuzzy sets to the given data.

Some attributes have discrete nominal domain, and others
have continuous numeric domain. In our study, we assume that
discrete nominal domain attributes are characterized by crisp
values and continuous numeric domain attributes are charac-
terized by crisp values, interval values and fuzzy numbers.

In the case of training data, each data has the class in-
formation along with its confidence degree. In description of
fuzzy values for continuous numeric attributes, trapezoidal
fuzzy numbers are widely used since they can sufficiently
well represent fuzzy values and they are simple to describe
and process.[7]

Trapezoidal fuzzy numbers Trap(α, β, γ, δ) are defined as
follows:

Trap(α, β, γ, δ) =




0, ifx < α
(x− α)/(β − α), ifα ≤ x ≤ β
1, ifβ ≤ x ≤ γ
(x− δ)/(γ − δ), ifγ ≤ x ≤ δ
0, ifx > δ

(1)

Fig. 1. Trapezoidal fuzzy numbers representation

B. Fuzzy C-Means Algorithm

Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) is a method of clustering that allows
one piece of data to belong to one or more clusters. This
algorithm has been developed by Dunn in 1973 and improved
by Bezdek in 1981. It is based on the following objective
function:

Jm =

N∑

i=1

C∑

j=1

um
ij‖xi − cj‖2, 1 ≤ m ≤ ∞ (2)

Fuzzy partitioning is implemented through an iterative opti-
mization of the objective function.

The algorithm is composed of the following steps:
1) Initialize U = [uij ] matrix, U (0)

2) At k-step: calculate the centers vectors C(k) = [cj ]
with U (k)

cj =

∑N
i=1 u

m
ij ∗ xi∑N

i=1 u
m
ij

(3)

3) Update U (k), U (k+1)

cij =
1

∑C
k=1(

‖xi−cj‖
‖xi−ck‖ )

2
m−1

(4)

4) If
‖U (k+1) − U (k)‖ < ǫ (5)

then STOP; otherwise return to step 2.
In order to obtain good results, the initial centroids of

the clusters have been generated randomly as and iteratively
improved through the cycles of the algorithm. Also, as an
improvement, empty clusters generated by the algorithm have
been removed. This was a very useful step for further calcu-
lations.

IV. FUZZY SETS PARTITIONING USING CLUSTER OPTIMAL
INDEX

A very common problem in clustering is finding the optimal
set of clusters that best describe the data set. Many clustering
algorithms generate a required set of clusters passed as input.
In order to solve this problem, the solution would be to
repetitively run the algorithm with a different set of inputs
until the best schema is found. In order to validate that, an
auxiliary measure needs to be taken care of. We called this
cluster optimal index.

A number of cluster validity indices are described in the
literature. A cluster validity index for crisp (non fuzzy) clus-
tering is proposed in [13]. An alternative has been proposed
in [12]. The implementation of most of these measures is
very expensive computationally, especially when the number
of clusters and the number of objects in the data set grow
very large. For a given attribute X, the following measures
have been taken into consideration:
Variance of attribute X

σ2(X) =
1

n

N∑

k=1

(xk − x)2 (6)

Variance of cluster i

σ2(Xi, ri) =

∑ni

k=1(xik − ri)
2

ni
(7)

The average separation for c clusters

Scat(X,R) =
1
c

∑c
i=1 σ

2(Xi, ri)

σ2(X)
(8)

Scat(X,R) indicates the average compactness of clusters.
A small value for this term indicates compact clusters as the
scattering within clusters increases (they become less compact)
the value of Scat(X,R) also increases.

Total separation between clusters

Dis(R) =
Dmax

Dmin

c∑

i=1

(
1∑c

j=1 |ri − rj |
) (9)

The term “total separation” sounds like a measure we want
to maximize. In this case the opposite holds: a smaller value
is better. Dis(R) indicates the total separation between the
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c clusters and generally, this term will increase within the
number of clusters.

Cluster optimal index has been calculated as follows:

OptIndex(X,R) = α ∗ Scat(X,R) +Dis(R) (10)

considering α a factor equal to Dis(cmax) for the maximum
number of input clusters.

The generalized membership function for the clusters is
given by the following formula:

f(r1, x) =





0, ifx ≤ d+i−1
d+
i−1

−x

d+
i−1

−d−
i

, ifd+i−1 < x < d−i

1, ifd−i ≤ x ≤ d+i
d−
i+1

−x

d−
i+1

−d+
i

, ifd+i < x < d−i+1

0, ifx ≥ d−i+1

(11)

The steps of finding fuzzy sets can be shortly summarized
as follows:

1) Finding the best clustering scheme using optimal cluster
index

2) finding fuzzy sets with c clusters centers and
3) calculating the corresponding membership functions.
In details, the algorithm can be described as:

Main (FCM, X, minc, maxc, p)
• Phase I: calculate the optimal number of clusters and its

centroids
– Initialize: c = maxc

– Repeat
∗ Run FCM (clustering algorithm) for data set X to

produce c cluster centers
∗ Calculate optimal cluster index OptIndex(X,R)
∗ if(c=maxc then

α = Dis(maxc)
BestOptIndex = OptIndex(c)
bestc = c

∗ endif
∗ else if (OptIndex(c) < BestOptIndex) then

bestc = c
BestOptIndex = OptIndex(c)

∗ endif
∗ c = c-1

– until c = minc − 1

• Phase II: calculate fuzzy sets with the c cluster centers
– for i = 1 to bestc do

∗ if i < bestc then calculate d+i using overlap
percentage p

∗ if i ≥ 2 then calculate d−i using overlap percent-
age p

– endfor
• Phase III: calculate membership function for each fuzzy

set
– for each x ∈ X do

∗ foreach ri ∈ R do

∗ calculate membership function f
∗ endfor

– endfor

V. IMPLEMENTATION METHOD

The development of the application that represents the
basis for our framework was done in C#.NET using .NET
Framework 4.0 and the major advantages that it offers.

The decision was influenced by some of the many reasons
people are using MS based technologies for their work,
especially .NET Framework:

• Consistent Programming Model
• Direct Support for Security
• Simplified Development Efforts
• Easy Application Deployment and Maintenance
We’ve developed several auxiliary tools that helped us in

evaluation and measurements.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Testing Data Set

In order to test the mechanism we build, we decided to
use a public dataset providing real world data. The one we
selected is called ImageCLEF - Image Retrieval in CLEF[8].
It contains segmented and annotated images for evaluation of
automatic image annotation and for studying their impact on
multimedia information retrieval.

All the images have been manually processed, segmented
and annotated based on a predefined vocabulary of labels.
Visual features have also been extracted from each region.
We have chosen this data source because it consists a well
reference for our further development. Basically, we would
have consistent ground truth images for further analysis and
evaluation.

The collection contains the following sets of data:
• Segmentation masks: one per region: 99.535 files; one

per image: 20.000 files.
• Annotations: one per region: 99.535 regions were manu-

ally annotated.
• Spatial relationships: one per image: 20.000 files.
• Visual features: a vector of features per region: 99.535

vectors of attributes.
In 2 is displayed an example of segmented and annotated
image:

B. Performance Results

We have measured the performance of the mechanism we
built on the dataset that we considered for testing. Initially we
calculated how is the execution time increasing if the number
of attribute values is increasing but for the same number of
clusters. We obtained the graphic in 3

Another set of tests have been performed on overall par-
titioning mechanism. We increased the elements count from
10 to 20000 and observed that for a bigger number of values,
the execution time is not increasing rapidly, which makes us
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Fig. 4. Partitioning different value sets

Fig. 5. Optimal number of clusters

Fig. 2. Segmented and annotated image from testing dataset

Fig. 3. Clustering execution time for 12 clusters

believe that we would have good performance on processing
a large number o images. 4

The optimal number of partitions had a constant behavior,
mainly depending on the values we processed. since their

variance was not so big, the number of cluster didn’t vary
so much, which was expected.5

VII. CONCLUSION

As a first step from a more complex project we are devel-
oping, the resulting metrics were very satisfying for us and
make us believe that we would have further good results. The
dataset is very comprehensive and offers a lot of useful data
for our testing.

This algorithm is quite powerful since the the merging cost
evaluations requires simple identifications of complex models
which is easy to implement and computationally cheap to
calculate.

We propose a mechanism to find the optimal partitions as
fuzzy sets based on clustering techniques. From experiments
we found that the method produces meaningful results and has
reasonable efficiency.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel use of 2D barcodes
to store biometric data, in particular for facial recognition,
which represents one of the least invasive biometric techniques.
To accomplish this, we deploy 2D color barcodes, which allow
larger storage capabilities than traditional 2D barcodes. To
improve the quality of facial recognition, we combine local feature
descriptors, such as SURF descriptors, together with shape
landmarks identified through statistical models for discriminating
faces. The biometric information can be secured through digital
signature algorithms, in order to protect biometric data from
malicious tampering. The use of color barcodes is crucial in this
setting, as traditional barcodes cannot store a suitable number
of SURF descriptors for discriminating faces and cannot even
afford to store an additional cryptographic payload. We report
the results of an experimental evaluation of our system on real-
world data sets (i.e., a face database).

I. INTRODUCTION

BARCODES are optical machine-readable representations
of data, capable of storing digital information about the

physical object to which they are attached. Traditional bar-
codes, referred to as one-dimensional (1D) barcodes, represent
data by varying the widths and spacings of parallel lines.
The amount of digital information stored in 1D barcodes
is limited and could be simply increased by increasing the
number of barcode digits or by laying out multiple barcodes.
This approach has many negative effects, however, such as
enlarged barcode areas, more complex reading operations,
and increased printing costs. For this reason, the barcode
technology has been deploying geometric patterns (such as
squares, dots, triangles, hexagons) in two dimensions: such
barcodes are referred to as bidimensional (2D) codes. Due
to the plethora of applications for barcodes, there is an
emerging need for barcodes capable of storing even more
information and more character types in smaller printing space.
Both the increasing demand for higher density barcodes and
the wide availability of on-board cameras in small devices,
such as mobile phones, has motivated the need for 2D color
barcodes, such as the colored DataGlyphs developed at Xerox
Parc [1], the High Capacity Color Barcode (HCCB) developed
at Microsoft Research [2], [3], the high capacity color barcode
technique proposed in [4], and HCC2D, the High Capacity
Colored 2-Dimensional Barcode by Querini et al. [5], [6].
Color barcodes generate each module of the data area with a
color selected from 2n-ary scheme (e.g., 4-ary color schemes
encoding 2 bit/module or 8-ary color schemes encoding
3 bit/module). Because black and white codes encode 1
bit/module, the data density of a color barcode is expected
to be doubled (4 colors) or tripled (8 colors) in comparison

with the corresponding data density of black and white bar-
code.

In this paper, we consider new scenarios in which barcodes
may play a significant role for storing biometric information.
In particular, we focus on facial recognition, which represents
one of the least invasive biometric techniques. We show how
to embed facial features in colored 2D barcodes, which can
be printed on a paper document, such as a nominative ticket.
In addition, the biometric data may be secured within the
barcode by using either digital signature or other cryptographic
algorithms, in order to prevent malicious tampering. Note
that neither a network connection nor a remote repository is
needed if the barcode is able to store enough information; this
depends both on data capacity limits of barcodes and on the
minimum amount of biometric information which is necessary
for discriminating people on the basis of their facial features.
Given (still or video) frames which represent the owner of
the document, one can use the information stored in the 2D
barcode embedded in the document to verify automatically the
identity of its owner. In other words, this mechanism allows
it to verify quickly the claimed identity of the person holding
the paper document (such as an admission ticket), without
requiring human intervention, by just comparing locally the
output of his/her facial scan with the data stored in the
document itself. There are few typical scenarios for this
application. For example, there are several cases of sports
and recreational events with nominative admission tickets.
In such cases, the entrance foot traffic to the event may be
fairly stringently controlled in queues, turnstiles or security
checkpoints where spectators may easily undergo facial scans.
An application of this kind occurs frequently at sport events,
e.g., at Italian football matches, where the entrance tickets
must be nominative and not transferable: in such a scenario,
checking manually tens of thousands IDs at the stadium
entrance is a slow, cumbersome and costly task. In this paper,
we focus on the verification problem, in which the system
needs to confirm or reject the claimed identity based on the
input face, and do not address identification problems (where
the input is an unknown face, and the system reports back the
determined identity from a database of known individuals).

Although computer chips and RFID tags have been previ-
ously used for storing biometric information (e.g., Germany
introduced its electronic passport containing a chip with a dig-
ital photo as biometric identifier [7]), they are not suitable for
low-cost solutions, such as those involving paper documents
(i.e., paper tickets) rather than smart cards (i.e., pass cards).
Compared to computer chips and RFID tags, barcodes have
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smaller storage capacity and cannot be used as active elements,
but they are much cheaper and do not require specialized
hardware for retrieving data: indeed, barcodes are inexpensive,
passive read-only elements whose content cannot be altered
and can be decoded by many ubiquitous and low-cost devices,
including smartphones.

The main contributions of this paper are the following.
First, we investigate techniques for the extraction of facial
characteristics which are not only robust to distortions (such
as pose and illumination changes) but also suitable for being
embedded into barcodes. This study leads us to identify
the most suitable facial features that can be stored in 2D
barcodes, while still supporting reasonably good recognition
performances. Second, we engineer existing 2D color barcodes
in order to increase their data density, so that they can
store a sufficient number of facial features and a reasonable
cryptographic payload. In particular, we show how to modify
HCC2D, the High Capacity Colored 2-Dimensional Barcode
so as to increase its data density up to 3,904 bytes per square
inch. Finally, we conduct an experimental study to assess
the precision, accuracy and performance of our system for
embedding facial biometrics into 2D barcodes.

II. RELATED WORK

An alternative approach for embedding biometric identifiers
in 2D barcodes is presented in [8], where personal data
(e.g., first and last name) are encoded in a PDF417 barcode,
while the face and fingerprint images are watermarked in the
2D barcode itself. This approach does not deal with facial
biometrics, but rather it relies on hiding a given face image
in the barcode that stores the corresponding personal data.
Unfortunately, watermarking systems require a big host image
(in this case the barcode) to store and detect reliably the secret
image (in this case the face image), which results in less
reliable performances for secure identity verification.

Similarly to our approach, the FaceCerts system by Kirovski
et al. [9] aims at verifying identities by means of facial bio-
metric information stored in 2D barcodes. However, FaceCerts
stores the full face image in a compressed fashion, while our
work relies on facial feature extraction (to generate a compact
biometric representation) and on feature matching (to verify
similar or different biometric representations of two imput
faces). The benefit of our feature extraction approach is that,
while the FaceCerts compression method has to be trained
extensively on a suitably chosen face database, our method
does not require any training step and therefore it appears to
be more general.

III. FACIAL BIOMETRICS FOR 2D BARCODES

In this section we investigate techniques for the extraction
of facial features to be included in 2D barcodes. The main
challenge for those methods is to be able to withstand dis-
tortions, such as pose and illumination changes, while still
providing adequate accuracy for biometric recognition with
a relatively small amount of storage. We remark that this
is a non-trivial task: even face recognition schemes that are

Fig. 1. Representing a face as a linear combination of eigenfaces with the
eigenfaces method.

accurate in standard conditions (i.e., adequate illumination,
adequate image quality), can have their accuracy easily com-
promised by the combined effect of illumination changes and
pose variations. We try to identify the most suitable facial
biometrics techniques for implementation in 2D barcodes.
First, methods based on dimensionality reduction of the face
space are investigated (see Section III-A). Next, methods
based on statistical models are evaluated (see Section III-B),
considering both Active Shape Models (ASM) and Active
Appereance Models (AAM). Finally, salient point detectors
such as SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) and SURF
(Speeded Up Robust Features) are analyzed (see Section
III-C). Note that all the above methods are techniques for
general object recognition, which have been specialized to the
more specific problem of facial recognition.

A. Methods based on dimensionality reduction of the face
space: Eigenfaces and Fisherfaces

One of the most commonly employed technique for facial
recognition is the eigenfaces method, proposed by Turk and
Pentland in [10]. This method is based on transforming a set of
face images into eigenvectors called “eigenfaces”, so that each
face is represented as a linear combination of those eigenfaces.
Figure 1 illustrates an example where a face is represented as
a weighted sum of four eigenfaces.

The eigenface method, which uses principal components
analysis (PCA) for dimensionality reduction, yields projection
directions that maximize the total scatter across all images of
all faces. As observed by Belhumeur et al. [11], in choosing the
projection which maximizes the total scatter, PCA retains the
unwanted variations due to lighting and facial expression and
thus, this approach is not very robust to illumination changes.
Several solutions for this problem have been proposed, such as
schemes including de-illumination and re-illumination of faces
in the image domain [12] or illumination normalization using
histogram equalization [13]. All of the above schemes build on
compensating the illumination effects rather that using an ap-
proach that is inherently robust to it. The fisherfaces approach
(a derivative of Fisher Linear Discriminant (FLT)) has been
introduced in [11] for dealing with large variations in lighting
directions and facial expressions. Like eigenfaces, fisherfaces
are eigenvectors also facing the challenge of dimensionality
reduction of the face space. The fisherface method has been
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Fig. 2. Shape landmarks of a sample face identified through Active Shape
Model. Figure taken from [16]. (Viewed better in color).

proved to have lower error rates than the eigenface technique.
In both cases, the most appropriate number of eigenfaces or
fisherfaces to be used must be determined empirically. If this
number turns out be large, however, this approach may not be
suitable for storing biometric information in barcodes, due to
the limited storage available.

B. Methods based on statistical models: Active Shape Models
and Active Appereance Models

Active Shape Models (ASM) and Active Appearance Mod-
els (AAM) focus on shape and appearance for object localiza-
tion. In particular, both techniques model shapes using a set of
landmarks, i.e., points of interest within an object (in our case,
a face), and learn the valid ranges of shape variation from a
training set of labelled images. This means that (valid) shapes
are constrained to vary only as seen in the labelled examples
of the training phase. For each image (supposed to represent a
face), the model is deformed to fit the face instance represented
in the given image. ASM matches the model points to the new
image using an iterative technique which works as follows.
A search is made around the current position of each point
for finding a point nearby such that the model of the texture
expected at such landmark is best matched. The parameters
of the shape model controlling the point positions are then
updated to move the model points closer to the points found
in the image. The main difference among ASM and AAM
is that ASM only uses shape constraints (identified through
a study of variation of shapes), while AAM also considers
the texture across the target object (variation of both shape
and appearance). ASM and AAM were compared against
each other in [14]. ASM is faster, has a larger capture range
and achieves more accurate feature point location than AAM,
while AAM gives a better match to the image texture. Here,
we focus on ASM, which has been used successfully in many
application areas, including face recognition [15]. Figure 2
shows shape landmarks of a sample image.

C. Methods based on salient point detectors: SIFT and SURF
detectors

The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is a computer
vision algorithm used to detect and to describe local features
in images, i.e., a scale invariant interest point detector. Even
if SIFT has been widely used in face recognition [17], [18],
its computation cost in the matching phase is high. The

Fig. 3. Surf Features of a sample face. Figure taken from [20]. (Viewed
better in color).

Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) algorithm is a scale-
invariant interest point detector and descriptor (just like SIFT),
which was designed to be computationally faster. One of
the main differences between SIFT and SURF is that each
of the SIFT features has usually 128 dimensions, while this
figure is reduced to 64 in SURF. This accounts for the faster
performance in the matching phase and the reduced storage
required by SURF, which is still able to maintain comparable
or even better accuracy than SIFT. For these reasons, we focus
on the SURF algorithm which, similarly to the SIFT detector,
has been recently used for face recognition [19] [20]. Figure
3 shows the SURF features of a sample face.

D. Summary for facial biometrics in 2D barcodes

We performed a thorough study to identify the most suitable
facial biometric techniques for 2D barcodes, by focusing our
attention on methods that produce biometric data fitting into
the storage area of a barcode, but having still good overall
performances in the recognition phase. First of all, approaches
based on either eigenfaces or fisherfaces revealed not to be
appropriate. We motivate this for eigenfaces only, since the
motivation for fisherfaces is completely analogous. In practical
scenarios, most faces can typically be identified using a pro-
jection on about 100–150 eigenfaces. Although 2D barcodes
can store 100-150 eigenface weights (which result in at most
150 floating-point numbers), they cannot store all the required
eigenfaces vectors, since the size of 150 k-dimensional vectors
is too large to fit in the space available. On the other side,
Active Shape Models (ASM) seemed to be appealing for our
problem. This is because shape landmarks fit into 2D barcodes
(e.g., if 76-point ASM models are used, only 76 (x, y) coor-
dinates have to be stored) and because landmarks are useful
both for face alignment and face recognition. Finally, SURF
descriptors seemed to be useful too. Indeed, according to the
analysis performed in [20], about 30-100 SURF descriptors
per face are able to represent the salient features of the face
itself, which was also confirmed in our experiments. Storing
up to 100 SURF descriptors (64 floating-point numbers per
descriptor) is still a challenge for barcodes, and it can be
made possible by a clever use of 2D color barcodes and by a
strong coefficient quantization: indeed, up to 3,200 bytes are
required with a 4-bit quantization of SURF coefficients (see
Section V-A5). Note that a single Data Matrix or QR code are
not capable of storing such coefficients (e.g., the maximum
capacity of a single QR code is 2,953 binary bytes).
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Fig. 4. Samples of high capacity barcodes: (a) Data Matrix, (b) QR code,
(c) Microsoft HCCB, and (d) HCC2D code (Viewed better in color).

IV. HIGH CAPACITY 2D BARCODES

In this section, we review high capacity 2D barcodes, in
particular Data Matrix, QR Codes, HCCB and HCC2D, and
analyze their data densities. Data Matrix [21] is a 2D sym-
bology which consists of nominally square modules arranged
within a perimeter finder pattern. Quick Response (QR) codes
[22] are quite widespread among 2D barcodes, because their
acquisition process appears to be strongly reliable, and are
suitable for mobile environments, where this technology is
rapidly gaining popularity. A high capacity barcode named
HCC2D (for High Capacity Colored 2-Dimensional), which
preserves the strong robustness of QR codes and use colors
to increase their data density, was introduced in [6]. The
HCCB barcode of Microsoft [2] encodes data as triangles and
uses different colors, where the color chosen for each triangle
is data-dependent. Figure 4 illustrates the 2D symbologies
analyzed through this study.

In the following, we compare the data density achieved by
each 2D symbology under the same assumptions:

• ≃ 15% error correction (i.e., each code is robust to
symbol error rates (SER) up to ≃ 1.5 ∗ 10−1).

• 600 dpi resolution both for printing and scanning (i.e.,
600 dots per inch, which is a reasonable resolution for
common uses and more widely available).

• 4 dots/module. Because it is recommended for stable
operations that each barcode module is made up of at least
4x4 printer dots, all of the following results are under this
assumption. At 600 dpi yields 150×150 modules/inch2.
Because barcodes which are exactly 150 module wide
are not available for Data Matrix, QR codes or HCC2D
codes, we have selected the closest format available
(i.e., QR code: 149 × 149, HCC2D code: 147 × 147,
Data Matrix: 144 × 144). Then, in order to perform a
reliable comparison, we have extended the calculation for
barcodes 150 modules wide.

1) Quick Response (QR) code: In these settings, the data
density expressed in bytes per square inch (QR code, Version
33, error correction level M, 149 × 149 module area, 1, 631

Fig. 5. Sample of High Capacity Colored 2-Dimensional Code: 4-ary color
scheme, 147 modules wide and height (147×147). This HCC2D code whose
printout-size is 1.0× 1.0 inches2 is storing 3,904 binary bytes. This format
is robust to symbol error rates up to 1.03 · 10−1. (Viewed better in color).

data bytes (i.e., 13, 048 bits)) is:

1, 631 bytes
1492 modules2

×
(
600 dots

inch

4 dots
module

)2

≃ 1, 652 bytes/inch2

2) Data Matrix: The data density expressed in bytes per
square inch (Data Matrix, 144× 144 module area, 1, 558 data
bytes (i.e., 12, 464 bits)) is:

1, 558 bytes
1442 modules2

×
(
600 dots

inch

4 dots
module

)2

≃ 1, 690 bytes/inch2

3) Microsoft HCCB: The data density of HCCB is given by
2,000 bytes/inch2 at 600 dpi using a 8 color palette. Note that
we could not experiment with HCCB, since it is not licenced to
external parties. Thus, the data reported here is taken from [2].

4) HCC2D code: In this settings, the data density expressed
in bytes per square inch (HCC2D code, 4-ary color scheme,
147×147 module area, 3, 082 data bytes (i.e., 24, 656 bits)) is:

3, 082 bytes
1472 modules2

×
(
600 dots

inch

4 dots
module

)2

≃ 3, 209 bytes/inch2

Note that, as discussed in Section III-D, the data densities
considered are still not sufficient to store the biometric data
which seem necessary for face recognition, i.e., all SURF
descriptors related to a face image. For this reason, we describe
next how to engineer the HCC2D code to obtain even higher
data densities.

A. HCC2D codes for facial biometrics

The above results about the data density of HCC2D codes
are related to codes (using a 4-ary color scheme) which are
robust to symbol error rates (SER) up to 1.875 ·10−1. Because
the experimental SER (i.e., the percentage of incorrect bytes)
was found to be under 10−1 for HCC2D codes using a
4-ary color scheme, we reduce the redundancy (introduced
by channel coding for correcting errors) in order to further
increase their data density. This yields 3,904 bytes/inch2 for
HCC2D codes which are robust to symbol error rates (SER)
up to 1.03 · 10−1. This code format allows the storage of all
the SURF descriptors needed, along with the shape landmarks
identified through Active Shape Models (see Section III-D)
and still leaves some space for the cryptographic payload.
Figure 5 shows a sample HCC2D code storing 3,904 binary
bytes (i.e., data without any compression) in 1.0×1.0 inches2.
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V. OUR BIOMETRIC VERIFICATION SYSTEM

The novelty of our approach lies in two main aspects. We
first combine in a novel way local feature descriptors such
as SURF descriptors and shape landmarks identified through
ASM for discriminating faces. Next, since an adequate number
of SURF descriptors able to discriminate different faces cannot
be embedded in existing 2D barcodes, we find a way to
embed those features into properly extended HCC2D codes.
Previously, SURF descriptors and shape landmarks have been
combined only to optimize the face alignment in ASM. Indeed
in [23] SURF descriptors were used to improve the localization
of the initial landmarks from which ASM starts, so that the
iterations of ASM could converge faster and with less errors.

In our approach, the combination of SURF descriptors and
shape landmarks is more heavily exploited in the following
tasks:

• Face detection and cropping: we use the shape landmarks
identified by ASM for separating the image background
from the face, i.e., to crop the face area. This ensures
that the extracted SURF descriptors are likely be related
to the faces only.

• Face alignment: we use shape landmarks for detecting
and filtering out misaligned faces. This ensures that SURF
descriptors are extracted from frontal images, in order to
improve the performance of the matching and recognition
phases.

• Face recognition: we combine SURF descriptors and
shape landmarks to discriminate faces. Two input faces
are recognized as being associated with the same person
under the following conditions:

– Given SURF descriptors extracted from the two
images, the more the SURF descriptors match, the
higher the probability that the images represent the
same person.

– Given shape landmarks extracted from two images,
face proportions are computed for each image. The
more the face proportions building on shape land-
marks match, the higher the probability that such
faces represent the same person.

We next detail the the generation phase and the verification
phase of our system.

A. Generation phase: identity registration

The object of the generation phase is to compute a compact
representation of the facial features of a given person. The
process starts with video frames of his/her face as input and
ends with the generation of a square inch HCC2D code storing
the corresponding facial features (secured through digital sig-
nature). The generation phase consists of the following tasks.

1) Select key video frames: In order to improve the overall
performance, systems based on face recognition tend to cap-
ture a short video of the person (which is made up of 25 frames
/ images per second in the PAL video standard) rather than to
capture a single image. Key video frames can be selected as
the ones representing frontal faces, while frames representing

Fig. 6. Shape landmarks of two faces in different pose variations. Because a
76-point ASM model has been used, 76 landmarks per image are identified.
Faces taken from the FEI Face Database [24]. (Viewed better in color).

misaligned faces are discarded. As mentioned before, we use
shape landmarks identified through ASM for detecting and
filtering out misaligned faces. Figure 6 shows shape landmarks
of two sample faces in three pose variations. Figures 6 (a), (b),
(d) and (e) were accepted as key frames, while Figures 6 (c)
and (f) were discarded.

2) Pre-process key video frames: The subset of key video
frames previously selected contains frontal face images. We
perform a pre-processing step, consisting in face cropping,
normalization and histogram equalization. As mentioned be-
fore, we use shape landmarks for cropping face areas, i.e., for
removing the background of face images.

3) Extract SURF descriptors from key video frames: We
extract 64-dimensional SURF descriptors from the cropped
key frames representing aligned faces of the person. According
to [20], this produces about 30-100 descriptors per image.
The previous steps ensure that SURF descriptors are actually
extracted from frontal images and represent face features rather
than the image background.

4) Select discriminative SURF descriptors: The objective
of this step is to identify the set of SURF descriptors which
better represent the input face. Consider that SURF descriptors
(extracted from face images) partially depend on characteris-
tics of the specific image (e.g., on the facial expression of the
person). In order to select SURF descriptors independently of
the specific image, we compare the descriptors extracted from
different key video frames, and consider more representative
those features that match among several key video frames.

5) Quantize Surf descriptors: Note that each SURF de-
scriptor selected in the previous step is represented by 64
dimensional data, i.e., by 64 floating-point numbers. With no
further optimization, each descriptor is thus 256 bytes long,
which appears as an unacceptable storage burden if we need
to store up to 100 descriptors in a single barcode. For this
reason, in our approach each coefficient is quantized with 4
bits, so that each descriptor is just 32 bytes long. In our exper-
iments, coefficients quantized with 4 bits were still acceptable,
while stronger quantizations lead to an unacceptable loss of
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information. Whenever we have less descriptors for a given
face image, we can quantize coefficients with 8 bits in order
to get better performance.

6) Synthesize a compact feature representation: The ob-
jective of this step is to provide a compact representation of
facial features which is suitable for being embedded in a 2D
barcode, but yet representative of the given person. We store
the following features:

• Up to 100 SURF descriptors which match different key
frames. Since each descriptor is 32 bytes long, at most
3,200 bytes are required with a 4-bit quantization.

• Coordinates of shape landmarks identified through ASM
for at least 2 key frames. This is because shape landmarks
will allow to compare face proportions in the verification
phase. If 76-point ASM models are used, 76 landmarks
per image are identified, which in cartesian coordinates
yields 152 integers per frame. Because we need at least
2 key frames, this sums to at least 304 integers, i.e., 608
bytes for 2-byte integers.

• Depending on the application, at hand fields containing
personal data (e.g., name, place and date of birth). Note
that just few bytes are needed for this.

7) Sign the biometric data: The objective of this step is to
digitally sign the compact feature representation for security
reasons. We use the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA), since
it introduces a low storage overhead (the signature is at most
48 bytes long) with respect to other solutions such as RSA
(RSA-512, RSA-1024 and RSA-2048 generate, respectively,
signatures that are 64, 128 and 256 bytes long). We can also
use the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA,
using elliptic curve cryptography), whose signature’s length
ranges between 28 and 132 bytes, depending on the elliptic
curve used.

8) Generate a HCC2D code storing secure data: The
objective of this step is to generate a HCC2D code storing
the signed feature representation which is around 3,800-3,900
bytes long. Note that this amount of data can be embedded in
a single square-inch with our extension of HCC2D codes.

B. Verification phase: identity verification

The object of the verification phase is to verify the identity
of a given person. Given video frames of a scene, we aim at
verifying the claimed identity of the person in the scene using
only facial biometrics stored in the HCC2D code embedded in
a paper document (e.g., a nominative ticket). Such a document
is supposed to be presented by the person who claims to
own the document. In other words, given a paper document
and video frames which represent the person presenting the
document, the objective of the verification step is to automat-
ically accept or reject the claimed identity of the person. The
process starts with the following inputs: several video frames
of the person to verify and the HCC2D code storing secure
features of the claimed identity. The verification phase can be
summarized as follows.

1) Synthesize a compact feature representation: The objec-
tive of this step is to generate a compact feature synthesis of
the person to verify (structured as described in Section V-A6.)
In order to accomplish this task, we proceed through steps 1
to 6 of the generation phase (see Section V-A).

2) Retrieve the original secure representation: The objec-
tive of this step is to decode the HCC2D code which has
been encoded in the generation phase (see Section V-A). This
allows us to retrieve the secure facial biometrics which have
been stored within the HCC2D code.

3) Compare the two facial representations: Finally, we
compare the facial biometric data extracted from the identity to
verify with the secure facial biometric data retrieved through
the barcode reading. At the end of this step, the claimed
identity of the person is accepted or rejected on the basis of
the comparison, which is carried out considering both SURF
descriptors and shape landmarks. The comparison works as
follows.

a) Compare SURF descriptors: Given the two facial
representations, compare the SURF descriptors of the identity
to verify (extracted at verification time) with the secure SURF
descriptors (extracted at generation time, retrieved through bar-
code reading at verification time). The percentage of matching
among descriptors is computed. The higher the percentage, the
more likely the claimed identity is correct.

b) Compare facial proportions by means of shape land-
marks: Given the two facial representations, retrieve the shape
landmarks identified through ASM. Each representation in-
cludes coordinates of shape landmarks identified through ASM
for at least 2 key frames (see Section V-A6). Comparisons of
facial proportions are carried out in the following way. Without
loss of generality, assume that 76-point ASM models are used,
and thus, 76 landmarks per frame have been identified.
Compute normalized distances among landmarks. For each
set of landmarks (76 points), compute the distance from
each landmark to all other landmarks. This yields d absolute
distances (2,850 distances for 76-point ASM models). Because
absolute distances depend on the frame size and on zoom
factors, normalize the distances by dividing them by a ref-
erence distance (e.g., the inter-eye distance). Note that certain
landmarks (e.g., eye landmarks) are more reliable and easier
to find than others.
Compute distance ratios. Consider that we have at least two
sets (76 points) of shape landmarks in the secure facial
representation and at least two sets of landmarks in the facial
representation related to the identity to verify. Now, compute
distance ratios for each pair of sets of landmarks. For each
pair of sets, d ratios (where d = 2, 850 for 76-point ASM
models) are computed by dividing each landmark distance in
the first set (A) by the corresponding landmark distance in the
second set (B). RatioiAB = distanceiA/distance

i
B , where i

represents the ith distance (i = 1, ..., d) and (A,B) represents
a landmark set pair. Note that these ratios are discriminative for
facial proportions; we expect that each ratio is approximately
1.0 if shape landmarks in sets A and B are related to the same
person (i.e., we have to accept the claimed identity), while we
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expect that ratios diverge from 1.0 if the persons are distinct
(i.e., we have to reject the claimed identity).
Compute acceptance ranges for distance ratios. Now consider
that because of noisy factors (such as changes of facial expres-
sions), the above ratios will slightly deviate from the expected
value even if the two sets of shape landmarks are related to the
same person. For this reason, we compute “acceptance” ranges
(to accept or reject a given ratio) in the following way. Note
that for each landmark set pair (A,B), d ratios have been
previously computed. In this step, consider only (authentic)
(Aj , Al) pairs such that both Aj and Al (j 6= l) are retrieved
from the secure feature synthesis in the HCC2D code. Because
each of these pairs are ensured to belong to the authentic
person, each ratio deviation from 1.0 of the ith distance
(∆RatioiAjAl

= RatioiAjAl
−1.0, where i = 1, ...d) defines an

acceptance range for ratio deviations related to the identity to
verify. Now we define ∆Ratioi = max{abs∆RatioiAjAl

}),
as the maximum amount (in absolute value) among all ratios
related to the ith landmark distance. Finally, acceptance ranges
are defined as Acceptancei = 1.0±∆Ratioi.
Similarity of facial proportions. Finally, the similarity of
facial proportions between the authentic person and the
person to verify are evaluated. In this step, consider only
landmark set pairs (A, V ) such that A is retrieved from
the HCC2D code (representing the authentic person) while
V is extracted at verification time (representing the per-
son identity to verify). The corresponding distance ratios
(ratio1verify, ..., ratio

d
verify) were computed at step 3. In order

to evaluate if facial proportions extracted at verification time
match the proportions of the authentic person, a similarity
function is defined in the following.

similarity

(∥∥∥∥
ratio1verify

...
ratiodverify

∥∥∥∥
)

=
(∑N

i=1 f(ratio
i
verify)

)
/d,

where d = 2, 850 for 76-point models and the f() function is
defined as follows.

f(ratioiverify) =

{
1 if ratioiverify ∈ Acceptancei

0 otherwise
The higher the value of the above similarity function, the

more likely the claimed identity is correct. Note that if k video
frames of the person are captured at verification time, the
similarity function is applied k times, i.e., one per each video
frame to process, i.e., one per each of the k landmark set pairs
(A,V) obtained by holding the first element (A) constant and
varying the second element (V). Consider that the key point
is not the recognition on the single frame, but the recognition
on the most of frames.

VI. EXPERIMENTATION

In this section we present experimental results concerning
identity verification with our system. The accuracy of a
recognition algorithm is generally measured in terms of two
potential types of errors: false negatives (fn) and false positives
(fp). False positives are cases where a claimed identity is ac-
cepted, but should not be, while false negatives are cases where
a claimed identity is not accepted, while it should be. Two

metrics building on true/false positives/negatives (tp,fp,tn,fn)
are widely adopted: precision and recall. Recall (tp/(tp+fn))
is the probability that a valid identity is accepted by the
system (i.e., true positive rate) while precision (tp/(tp+ fp))
is the probability that a claimed identity which is accepted by
the system is valid. F-measure (which is the harmonic mean
of precision and recall) combines both metrics into a global
measure (fmeasure = (2× prec× recall)/(prec+ recall)).

A threshold on the similarity score must be identified for
determining whether two faces are similar (accept the identity)
or significantly different (reject the identity). The higher the
threshold, the higher the precision (i.e., the lower the risk of
accepting invalid identities). However, a high threshold also
decreases the recall of the system (i.e., the higher the risk to
reject valid identities), because it increases the number of false
negatives.

The performance of the proposed scheme has been assessed
in terms of false positives, false negatives, precision, recall and
f-measure on a standard dataset (the FEI face database [24]).
200 persons of the FEI face database have been considered
through this study, where each person is represented by two
frontal images (one with a neutral expression and the other
with a smiling facial expression).

The experimental results in terms of precision, recall and
f-measure (that vary according to the chosen thresholds) have
been used for tuning the thresholds in order to get better per-
formance. The remainder of this section illustrates our results,
which are comparable with other works in the area, despite
storage constraints due to 2D barcodes. In [25], precision and
recall have been computed for a novel face recognition method
building on eigenfaces; their precision and recall rates range
around 90%-92%. In [26], precision and recall curves cross
at 80% for face identification, while precision and recall rates
are 97% and 75% for face detection in [27].

A. Tuning system parameters

Thresholds determine whether to accept or reject the
claimed identity. In this section we tune system thresholds
by analyzing the curves of precision, recall and f-measure.
First, experimentation allows to determine the threshold on
the ASM similarity score (which has been defined in Section
V-B3b). Then, we find the threshold on the percentage of
SURF descriptors that match between two faces.

1) Threshold related to shape landmarks (ASM): We have
determinated a threshold on the similarity score defined in
Section V-B3b (which is related to ratios of distances among
two sets of shape landmarks). Table I shows the results as
functions of threshold on the similarity score. Figure 7 plots
the curves of precision, recall and f-measure for different
threshold values, allowing to identify the threshold maximizing
f-measure. A threshold is set at around 0.50 (claimed identities
are accepted whenever the similarity score is above 50 percent,
rejected otherwise).

2) Threshold related to SURF descriptors: Experimental
results as functions of threshold on the percentage of matching
descriptors are shown in Table II. Figure 8 plots the curves of
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Threshold (ASM) Precision Recall F-measure
0.45 0.43 0.99 0.60
0.50 0.83 0.83 0.83
0.60 0.99 0.66 0.80
0.70 0.99 0.62 0.77

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS THRESHOLDS (COL 1) ON ASM SIMILARITY

SCORE IN TERMS OF PRECISION (COL 2), RECALL (COL 3) AND
F-MEASURE (COL 4).

 0.4

 0.5

 0.6

 0.7

 0.8

 0.9

 1

 0.45  0.5  0.55  0.6  0.65  0.7
threshold

Selected Threshold

precision
recall

f-measure

Fig. 7. Precision, recall and f-measure as functions of threshold on ASM
similarity score. (Viewed better in color).

precision, recall and f-measure for different threshold values,
in order to find the threshold which maximizes the f-measure.
We set the threshold at around 0.35 (claimed identities are
accepted whenever the matching score of SURF descriptors is
above 35 percent, rejected otherwise).
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Threshold (SURF) Precision Recall F-measure
0.25 0.76 0.99 0.85
0.30 0.85 0.95 0.89
0.35 0.91 0.90 0.90
0.40 0.93 0.76 0.83

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS THRESHOLDS (COL 1) ON SURF MATCHING
IN TERMS OF PRECISION (COL 2), RECALL (COL 3) AND F-MEASURE (COL

4).
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Fig. 8. Precision, recall and f-measure as functions of threshold on percentage
of matching SURF descriptors. (Viewed better in color).
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Abstract—This paper presents an automatic image annotation
approach that integrates the random forest classifier with particle
swarm optimization algorithm for classes’ scores weighting.
The proposed hybrid approach refines the output of multi-
class classification that is based on the usage of random forest
classifier for automatically labeling images with a number of
words. Each input image is segmented using the normalized
cuts segmentation algorithm in order to create a descriptor
for each segment. Images feature vectors are clustered into K
clusters and a random forest classifier is trained for each cluster.
Particle swarm optimization algorithm is employed as a search
strategy to identify an optimal weighting for classes’ scores
from random forest classifiers. The proposed approach has been
applied on Corel5K benchmark dataset. Experimental results and
comparative performance evaluation, for results obtained from
the proposed approach and other related researches, demon-
strate that the proposed approach outperforms the performance
of other approaches, considering annotation accuracy, for the
experimented dataset.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE recent years, the size of digital image libraries
has increased rapidly due to the development of multime-

dia and network technologies. Content based image retrieval
(CBIR) [1] is a well-known technology for analyzing and con-
trolling these image resources. In CBIR, the user has to enter
low level visual features, such as color, shape, or texture, leav-
ing a semantic gap in the user query results. In addition to that,
keyword-based search is more user friendly than the visual
features based search. So, automatic image annotation (AIA)
techniques, which are technologies for assigning keywords in
order to describe images context, has become more significant.
AIA builds a bridge between the high level semantic and low
level features, which is considered as an approach to solve the
semantic gap problem. Many contributions have been done
to the AIA field. Mori et al. [2] developed a co-occurrence
model to establish the association between words and images.

This model is for region labeling and it has involved four
main steps. The first step is grid segmentation for the images,
where they divided each image into equal rectangles. Authors
selected this type of segmentation because it is fast and simple.
The second step is feature extraction for regions, the third step
is clustering the features vectors using vector quantization,
and the last step is creating a probability model that links
each word to a given cluster. On the other hand, Duygulu
et al. [3] proposed a model based on machine translation.
They treated AIA problem as learning lexicon. Moreover,
Barnard and Forsyth [4] proposed a hierarchical model based
on statistical clustering. They represented the words and the
blobs as a distribution over the hierarchy nodes. This model is
a hierarchical combination of the asymmetric and symmetric
clustering models. In their experiments, they clustered about
3000 Corel images into 64 clusters. Also, Jeon et al. [5] pro-
posed AIA model for annotating and retrieving images. In that
model, images were segmented and features were extracted
from each region. They used the same segmentation algorithm
and the same 33 features as in Duygulu et al. [3] and Lavrenko
et al. [6]. However, for Jeon et al.’s work, they proposed a con-
tinuous relevance model (CRM) instead of the previously dis-
cussed discrete model. They assumed that each image region is
represented by continuous valued feature vector. Furthermore,
in [7], multiple-bernoulli relevance model was proposed to
improve CRM and cross-media relevance model (CMRM).
Shunle and Xiaoqiu [8] proposed an AIA model based on
multi instance learning. The proposed approach in this paper
is based on the random forest classifier with particle swarm
optimization algorithm for classes’ scores weighting. Many
experiments have been done to Corel5k benchmark dataset and
the results have been compared to previous related works. The
rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
a brief description of random forest classifier and particle
swarm optimization algorithm used in the proposed approach.
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Section III describes in details the proposed image annotation
approach. Section IV presents experimental results. Finally,
section V addresses conclusions and discusses future work.

II. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (PSO) AND
RANDOM FOREST CLASSIFIER : PRELIMINARIES

Due to space limitations we provide only a brief explanation
of the basic framework of particle swarm optimization algo-
rithm and random forest classifier, along with some of the key
definitions. A more comprehensive review can be found in
sources such as [9]–[14].

A. Particle swarm optimization

The concept of particle swarms, although initially intro-
duced for simulating human social behaviors, has become very
popular these days as an efficient search and optimization
technique. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) [9]–[11], does
not require any gradient information of the function to be
optimized. It uses only primitive mathematical operators and
is conceptually very simple. PSO has attracted the attention of
a lot of researchers resulting into a large number of variants
of the basic algorithm as well as many parameter automation
strategies. The canonical PSO model consists of a swarm of
particles, which is initialized with a population of random
candidate solutions. They move iteratively through the d-
dimension problem space to search the new solutions, where
the fitness f can be calculated as the certain qualities measure.
Each particle has a position represented by a position-vector
~xi (i is the index of the particle) and a velocity represented
by a velocity-vector ~vi. Each particle remembers its own best
position so far in a vector ~x#

i and its j-th dimensional value
is x#

ij . The best position-vector among the swarm so far is
then stored in a vector ~x∗ and its j-th dimensional value is
x∗
j . During the iteration time t, the update of the velocity from

the previous velocity to the new velocity is determined, and the
new position is then determined by the sum of the previous
position and the new velocity, for more details refer to our
published work in [15].

B. Random forest classifier

Random forest classifier [16]–[18] is an ensemble classifier
that consists of several decision trees [19]. The output of
this classifier is the class number that most frequently occurs
individually in the output of decision trees classifiers. The
main idea of decision trees is to predicate a target based on a
group of input data. Decision trees also named classification
trees, where the tree leaves represent the class labels and the
branches represent the conjunction of feature vectors that lead
to class labels. As depicted in figure 1, each interior node
represents an input feature and each node has children of
another input feature. The training of decision tree is based
on a process called recursive partitioning; this is a recursive
process where the input dataset is split into subsets. Recursion
stopping condition is when all the tree nodes have the same
output targets. For the approach proposed in this paper, the
targets are the words.

Fig. 1. Decision Tree to differentiate between melon and orange classes

Generally, there are two types of decision trees:

1) Regression tree: where the proposed targets are real
numbers (for example: price of a car).

2) Classification tree: where the proposed targets are spe-
cific classes (for example: is a Female, is a Male).

Classification decision tree is the type used for the proposed
approach in this paper. Also, there is an important concept
for decision tree learning, which is called ”decision tree
pruning”. Tree pruning is a process that aims to reduce the
size of decision tree by removing parts of the tree that give
small voting for classifications. This technique has advantage
of reducing the size and the complexity of the produced
tree with addition to reduction of over-fitting in some cases.
However, random forest algorithm doesn’t use this technique.
Instead, random forest classifier takes ntree as parameter that
corresponds to the number of decision trees that will be created
in the ensemble bagged forest classifier. Algorithm (1) shows
random forests training for each decision tree.

Algorithm 1 Random forests training
1: Set: Number of classes = N , Number of features = M
2: Let: m determine the number of features at a node of

decision tree, (m < M)
3: for each decision tree do
4: Select randomly: a subset (with replacement) of train-

ing data that represents the N classes and use the rest
of data to measure the error of the tree

5: for Each node of this tree do
6: Select randomly: m features to determine the deci-

sion at this node and calculate the best split accord-
ingly. /* No tree pruning used */

7: end for
8: end for

The random forest error rate depends on two things:

1) Correlation: represents correlation between any two
trees in the forest. Error increases as the correlation
increases.
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2) Strength: represents the strength of each tree in the
forest. The strength is measured by the error rate; a tree
with low error is a strong tree. The forest error rate
decreases as the decision tree’s strength increases.

One of the advantages of random forest classifier is that it
is one of the highly accurate classifiers. On the other hand,
it has been observed to over-fit for some datasets with noisy
classification tasks.

III. THE PROPOSED AIA APPROACH

For the proposed approach, random forest classifier has been
used. Figure 2 shows the model of the proposed automatic
image annotation approach. The proposed AIA approach is
consisted of two phases, which are training phase and testing
phase.

Fig. 2. Random forest classifier based model

Firstly, in the training phase, image regions are clustered
into K clusters and for each cluster a random forest classifier
has been trained. Thus, K random forest classifiers will be
resulted at the end of training phase. Each forest classifies
the words (classes) existed per cluster. In the proposed model,
we have taken the advantage of the clustering well known
good accuracy. To find the words existed in any cluster, the
regions in this cluster and accordingly the related images were
found using Euclidean distance. Any label for an image means
that all the image regions are contributing to this label word
(class). In other words, we aimed to find the images that
exist in each cluster and their related words. Consequently,
each word has been trained from its related images in that
cluster. All the forest per cluster have an equal number
of decision trees. Secondly, in the testing phase, for each
unlabeled image, every image region feature vector is clustered
using Euclidian distance to the nearest cluster, then the region
feature vector is classified using cluster’s forest classifier. The
output of the region forest classification contains scores per

TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR ALGORITHM (2)

Parameter Description
T Total number of test images

N Total number of regions per image

W Total number of test data

ClstrNumber (CN ) The region vector features

cluster number

ClssScores (CS) The output scores for a region vectors

CorrletionLabels (CL) The word to word repeats

WrdCorr (WC) The correlation words for the class

word with highest score

FreqTrainWords (FTW ) the frequencies per word for each

training dataset

WindowSize (WZ) the window size controls the size

of part taken from the sorted

labels per region

ComVotes (CV ) variable contains cumulated votes

for each class

NewLabels (NL) The output labels for unknown image

word (class). The sorted words enter a voting process for the
image labeling. The voting takes into consideration different
parameters including the regions size, words frequents, and
words correlations. The region classification classes sorted in
descending order using the forest scores per class using the
parameter WindowSize. The words frequencies is calculated
using equation (1).

FreqTrainWords(n) =
TotolTrainingAnnotation

WordRepeats(n) ∗ C (1)

Where WordRepeats is array for the number of annotations
per class in the training dataset, TotolTrainingAnnotation
is total number of annotations in the training dataset, and
C is a constant. The main propose of this constant is
to decrease the affect FreqTrainWords in voting process
as the TotolTrainingAnnotation is a large number. The
FreqTrainWords is used in algorithm (2), which shows the
details of the annotation steps for unlabeled image. Table I
presents description for the parameters used in algorithm (2).

In algorithm(2), for each image, each region closest cluster
index is found using Euclidean distance and stored at CN ,
number in CN is used in order to find the index of cluster
classifier RndmTree. Then, the selected classifier is used to
get the classes’ scores of the current features vector. After
that, descending sort using associated random forest scores is
applied. For WC variable, we store the word correlations for
the highest scored word (class) and we use it later in voting
calculations. As well, CV variable will represent all the votes
sum for current image and it will be reset to zero for each
new image. Finally, based on the CV content, any new image
will be annotated with NumOfLabels words (classes) those
have highest votes.

PSO algorithm has been applied to random forest classifiers
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Algorithm 2 Annotation using RFC algorithm
1: for x=1 to T do
2: SetCV = 0
3: for y=1 to N do
4: Compute CN = FindCluster(RgnV ctr)
5: Compute CS(y) =

RndmTree(CN).classify(RgnV ctr)
6: Compute SC(y) = SortByScore(CS)
7: Compute WC = CL(SrtdCls(1))
8: for s=1 to WZ do
9: Compute CV (SC(s))=

CV (SC(s))+regionSize(i) +
FreqTrainWords(SrtdCls(s))

10: Compute CV (WC(SrtdCls(s))) =
CV (WC(SrtdCls(s)))+ regionSize(i) +
FreqTrainWords(WC(SrtdCls(s)))

11: end for
12: end for
13: SortedComulatedLabels =Sort(CV )
14: NewLabels=SortedComulatedLabels(1 :

NumOfLabels)
15: end for

in order to weight the classes’ scores. Algorithm (3) shows
the updated part of algorithm(2), which has been used for
calculating the PSO fitness function.

Algorithm 3 Fitness RFC with scores algorithm
1: Set:ComV otes = 0
2: for s=1 to WindowSize do
3: Compute:

ComV otes(SrtdCls(s)) =
ComV otes(SrtdCls(s)) +
Scores(SrtdCls(s)) *
ClassWeight(SrtdCls(s))

4: end for

Where, Scores variable contains all the random forest’s
scores for the classes those exist in a specific cluster.
ClassWeight variable includes the generated PSO weights.
The average precision measure has been used as the fitness
value and the classes’ scores has been used for voting for
simplicity reasons. PSO classes’ weights are multiplied to each
regions’ features vectors classifications output scores.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experiments, we used Corel5k [20] dataset. The
Corel dataset consists of 5000 images from 50 Corel Stock
Photo CDs. Each cd includes 100 images on the same topic
and each image is also associated with 1-5 keywords. This
dataset is divided into 4500 images for training and 500 images
for testing. In the training dataset there are 371 words. We
consider each word as a class, as previously explained in
section III. Each Image is segmented using normalized cuts

segmentation algorithm, then the region with size larger than
a certain threshold is selected. Each image has a number of
regions between 5 to 10. There are 42379 regions for all
the training dataset. For each region, a 33 features vector
is extracted and the regions are clustered into 500 clusters.
These features include segment size, location, convexity, first
moment, region color, and region average orientation energy.
The dimension of each feature vector is 36. The size of testing
data is 500 images and includes only 263 words.

In order to measure our experiments, we used the same mea-
sures applied in previous works on Corel5k benchmark dataset.
These measures are well known in the field of automatic image
annotation. the first measure is the precision, which is referred
as the ratio of the counter of correct annotation in relation to
all the times of annotation. The second measure is the recall,
which is referred as the ratio of the times of correct annotation
in relation to all the positive annotated samples. Equations (2)
and (3) show the calculations of precision and recall measures,
respectively.

Precision =
B

A
(2)

Recall =
B

C
(3)

Where A is the number of images annotated by some
keyword, B is the number of images annotated correctly, and
C is the number of images annotated by some keyword in
the whole dataset. Another measure is NumWords, which
is statistics of the number of correctly annotated keywords
that are used to correctly annotate at least one image. This
statistical measure reflects the coverage of keywords in the
different proposed methods. Figures 3 and 4 show the results
for the random forest AIA model on the 500 Corel images,
considering that most of these testing images are annotated
with four labels at maximum. For all the clusters, ntree equals
to 50 has been used. As the number of decision trees per
forest increases, classification accuracy increases accordingly.
The ntree has not been increased to be more than 50 due to
memory limitation. As a results of experiments conducted on
Corel5k benchmark, figures 3 (a) and (b) show some statistics
for the random forest AIA based model.

In figure 3, the average precision and average recall against
the number of labels at random forest approach are depicted
for using voting window size equals to 9. The best average
precision value which is achieved in this case is 0.1862 when
using 4 labels. The recall curve increase as the number of
labels increases and it is intersected with the precision curve
when the number of labels equals 5. At number of labels
equals to 5, the average precision is equal to 0.1795, the
average recall is equal to 0.1577, and the ”NumWords” is
equal to 92. These resulted were obtained considering that the
test image is labeled with 1 to 4 words.

Figure 4 illustrates the change in the average precision and
recall values when applying changes in the voting technique
per image. In figure 4, we compared six different cases.
(1) ”No Correlation” case, where the relation of words is
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(a) Avg-Precision, Avg-Recall curve

(b) NumWords results curve

Fig. 3. Avg-Precision, Avg-Recall and NumWords results for forest AIA
with windowSize=9

removed from the voting part in forest AIA algorithm. (2)
”Local Correlations” case, which means using the words
correlations within each cluster instead of the correlation in
overall the training images. (3) ”Region only” case, which
means to use only the region size in voting technique. (4)
”Region+Correlations” case, which means to remove the part
of words frequents in the voting algorithm. (5) ”divide by
4000” case, which means to divide all the frequent words
array with C=4000, taking into consideration that in all the
previous figures and tests the value was 10000. Finally, (6)
”Vote+1”, which means adding just 1 for each occurrence of
a class without using region values or words frequent values.
Applying normalization to the frequent words array achieved
lower accuracy than using constant division.

Fig. 4. Different voting techniques for random forest with clustering (RFC)

TABLE II
THE PERFORMANCES OF VARIOUS ANNOTATION MODELS ON COREL5K VS

RFC

Model Average Precision Average Recall NumWords
COM 0.03 0.02 19
TM 0.06 0.04 49
CMRM 0.10 0.09 66
CRM 0.16 0.19 107
MBRM 0.24 0.25 122
MIL 0.20 0.22 124
RFC 0.18 0.18 104

TABLE III
THE ACCURACY RESULTS FOR OPTIMIZED FOREST AIA APPROACH

Models Average Precision Average Recall NumWords
RFC (w=5) 0.1386 0.1407 72
RFC (w=9) 0.1494 0.1335 70
RFC (w=15) 0.1482 0.1356 69
RFC+PSO-1(w=15) 0.2207 0.1437 86
RFC+PSO-2(w=15) 0.2068 0.2052 100
RFC+PSO(Trela1)(w=9) 0.2510 0.2170 108
RFC+PSO(Trela1)(w=15) 0.2571 0.2182 109

From figure 4, one can notice that the best results obtained
via applying case (5), ”divide by 4000”, where the average
precision is equal to 0.18, average recall is equal to 0.18,
and NumWords is equal to 104. The best results have been
obtained for the case where windowSize equals to 9. The
reason for this is that it is the average of words correlations
within clusters. Table II compare the forest based approach
proposed in this paper and previous traditional annotation
models such as COM [2], TM [3], CMRM [5], CRM [6],
MBRM [7], and MIL [8]. The proposed model is marked as
RFC that stands for randomforestwithclustering.

Table II shows that the proposed random forest model is
one of the highest accuracy AIA models, however not the
best one on Corel5K. For achieving the goal of enhancing
the accuracy of RFC, PSO algorithm has been applied to the
random forest approach where the classes’ scores are weighted
and the average precision acted as the fitness value in the
first RFC-PSO experiment and the sum of average precision
and average recall in the second RFC-PSO experiment. The
windowSize in these two experiments is equals to 9. Table III
presents the results before and after using PSO weights. For
PSO configuration, number of iterations equals to 400, number
of particles equals to 200, and velocity step equals to 2 have
been used. RFC with PSO(Trela1) in case of windowSize
equals to 9 and 15 achieved the best results. In table III, at
RFC case, random forest scores have been used without any
weighting, while in case RFC+PSO− 1 PSO weights have
been applied with average precision as fitness value. In RFC+
PSO − 2 case we have used the sum of both the average
precision and average recall as fitness value.

It is clear that merging the PSO algorithm with RFC
approach has a big affect on the overall performance of RFC
approach. Table IV compares our RFC with PSO to the related
research models, it appears from the following table that our
approach achieved a competitive accuracy. Table V shows a
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TABLE IV
THE PERFORMANCES OF VARIOUS ANNOTATION MODEL ON COREL VS

RFC WITH PSO (TERLA1) WINDOWSIZE=15

Model Average Precision Average Recall NumWords
COM 0.03 0.02 19
TM 0.06 0.04 49
CMRM 0.10 0.09 66
CRM 0.16 0.19 107
MBRM 0.24 0.25 122
MIL 0.20 0.22 124
RFC-PSO 0.26 0.22 109

TABLE V
ANNOTATION EXAMPLE ON SAMPLES FROM COREL5K BENCHMARK

Test Image
corel-id=130034

-Ground Truth: grass, ground, shore
-RFC: tree, sky, ground, head, herd
-RFC+PSO(Trela): foals, deer, head, tree, grass
corel-id=163062

-Ground Truth: birds, branch, nest
-RFC: tree, butterfly, wings, birds, water
-RFC+PSO(Trela): birds, tree, flowers, foals, nest
corel-id=22013

-Ground Truth: bridge, water, wood
-RFC: tree, water, whales, sky, cheese
-RFC+PSO(Trela): sky, tree, mountain, rocks, coyote

three test images samples with the annotation results for the
RFC and RFC with PSO(Trela1).

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, an automatic image annotation approach,
based on random forest classifier and particle swarm optimiza-
tion algorithm, has been proposed and tested. The proposed

approach shows that applying PSO algorithm with random
forest increased the average precision from 0.1482 to 0.2207.
The best result achieved using PSO (Trela1) with random
forest classifier, where precision = 0.26 and recall = 0.22. For
the proposed random forest model, the error happens in the
clustering stage affects the classification output as a cumulative
error. In addition, there are no direct correspondence between
the images regions and the classes in Corel5k dataset, that is
an image used for the class ’sky’ may also used for the class
’tree’. There are minority classes that are represented in some
cases with one image in the training Corel5k set, the case that
leads to hard classifications for these classes. Creating one
tree to classify all the classes was infeasible due to memory
limitations. For future work, testing different numbers of clus-
ters may has a noticeable impact on the overall performance.
Also, applying features selections and weighting techniques or
using different features than the ones generated in the Corel5k
is another point of research. Moreover, changing the number
of decision trees used in the random forest classifiers should
leads to new results.
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ireless Sensor Networks (WSN) attract in the last few 
decades still more and more attention within the sci-

entific  community.  This  is  caused  partly  by  the  micro-
electromechanical systems (MEMS) development, partly by 
the communication techniques progress and partly by the en-
ergy-efficient microelectronic programmable circuits expan-
sion.

W

Present technological progress allows development of dif-
ferent intelligent sensors of various physical parameters. The 
sensors are small-sized, with low power consumption, with 
ability of measured variables preprocessing and gained data 
transmission for further processing. They are capable on the 
base of internal decision processes to filter data and transmit 
only suitable information to the appropriate users.

WSN  principles  are  not  absolutely  new.  Localization 
methods based on the emitted radiation by distributed sen-
sors sensing was already implemented in the past. But only 
in the last few years typical WSN consisted of the number 
(from tenths to thousandths) of simple but intelligent sensors 
with  mutual  communication  availabilities  have  appeared. 
The sensors are placed within the monitored area, possibly 
directly at the monitored object so that the relevant informa-
tion  about  the  area/object  state  could  be  obtained.  Large 
amount of simple, interconnected sensor nodes implementa-
tion open new possibilities in the information processing and 
utilization. Development of the new information processing 
methods and the new methods of spatially distributed infor-
mation utilization is an interesting task not only from the the-
oretical but also from the application point of view.

WSN research space is wide, including new communica-
tion  systems  and  new methods  of  distributed  information 
processing  with  new  technical  means,  programmatic  re-
sources and nontraditional applications development.

Considering mentioned, significant growth of WSN appli-
cations integration could be in the next decade expected.

It  is  therefore necessary to create an experience-sharing 
platform for scientific researchers and experts from research 
institutes and WSN occupied companies that employ benefits 
of this modern technology. Proposed event should be orga-
nized within FedCSIS 2012 conference where contribution 
to the exchange of skills, experiences and new ideas from the 
WSN problematic within all participants should be expected.
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Abstract—In this paper a survey of selected topics concern
ing development of wireless sensor network systems formed by 
implantable  medical  devices  (IMDs)  located  on  the  patient's 
body are presented and discussed. The focus is on security as
pects and effective management of power resources available in 
implanted sensors. Implantable medical devices are very sensi
tive to the energy constraints. Moreover, most applications of 
IMDs require  protection against  injection or modification of 
disseminated  measurements.  Therefore,  the  transmission  be
tween IMDs and external devices, which aim is to monitor and 
control of IMDs has to be protected. The approaches to provide 
a security and ensure a privacy during monitoring, controlling, 
drug disposition and implant identification are discussed. The 
concept of novel energyefficient security system for wearable 
devices to monitor the patient’s health is presented in the final  
part of this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

owadays wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are becom
ing part of everyday life. They can be used in different 

environments and situations,  in which traditional networks 
are inadequate, and can perform different tasks. The popular 
applications  include  monitoring  of  environmental  condi
tions,  battlefield,  home,  office or  factory,  vehicle tracking 
and others.  Every year,  new solutions and applications of 
WSNs are proposed. 

N

During  the last  decade the WSN systems have become 
extremely popular in the medical diagnostics.  The medical 
devices that can be used to construct a WSN are divided into 
two  main  categories:  implantable  and  external  devices. 
Implantable devices can be deployed on a patient’s body to 
measure  different  characteristics.  The  measurements  are 
transmitted to the external devices (base stations) that collect 
and  process  all  data.  Nowadays,  the extensive  research  is 
being conducted to develop the secure and robust network 
systems  for  medical  diagnostics.  The  commonly  used 
implantable  medical  devices  like  pacemakers,  glucose 
meters,  etc.  can  form  a  sensor  network  on  our  body.  It 
should  be  pointed  that  such  network  similarly  to  other 
WSNs has many limitations concerned with power resources 
and  low  level  security.  To  develop  a  robust  and  secure 
system we  have  to  extend  its  architecture  with  additional 
solutions  that  assure  reliable,  secure  and  energyefficient 
communication and protect the network against  injection or 

modification  of  measurements  transmitted  to  the  external 
devices. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The 
typical  applications  and  functionalities  of  medical  devices 
like  monitoring,  controlling,  drug  disposition  and  implant 
identification are described in  chapter II. The use case of 
implantable medical device with focus on the transmission 
protocols are presented in chapter III. The security aspects 
and  privacy  risks  are  discussed  in  chapters  IV  and V. 
Finally, in chapter VI the concept of secure energyefficient 
wireless sensor networks for healthmonitoring is described. 
The paper concludes in chapter VII.

II.THE APPLICATIONS OF IMPLANTABLE MEDICAL DEVICES

During  the  last  decade  a  broad  spectrum  of  activities  in 
medical  diagnostics  have  been  undertaken  both  in  the 
research and industry domain. Implantable medical devices 
are  becoming increasingly popular.  For example there are 
millions  of  people  in  U.S.  who  already  have  installed 
wireless IMDs and about 300.000 such IMDs are implanted 
every year in U.S. 

Due to the feeding  methods we can  divide the medical 
devices into two groups [7]:

• devices  equipped  with  the internal  non 
rechargeable batteries (e.g. pacemakers [1]),

• devices  powered  inductively  (e.g.  cochlear  im
plants [2]).

Most of IMDs are small batteryfed devices,  which means 
their power source is limited. Each battery powered device, 
participating  in  a  network  needs  to  manage  its  power  in 
order to perform its duties as long, as effective is possible. It  
is obvious that the replacing of implanted devices or their 
batteries  requires  a  surgical  intervention  and  the  frequent 
repetition of such operation is unacceptable [5, 6]. 

Moreover, due to wireless transmission the throughput of 
a network formed by IMDs is also limited. The quality of 
wireless transmission depends on numerous external factors, 
like weather  conditions or landform features.  Due to high 
requirements  for  the accuracy of  the transmitted  data  and 
potential  interference  all  measurements  should  be  sent  in 
short bursts [7]. It conserves power and reduces the potential 
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time window for interference. Hence, it is often necessary to 
buffer data. Therefore, design and development of networks 
formed by IMDs is a nontrivial task. The main direction in 
current research include increasing the potential of hardware 
components,  more  accurate  sensors  and  techniques  for 
energyefficient and secure communication. 

It  is  worth  to  mention,  that  currently used standard  for 
communication  with  implantable  medical  devices  was 
defined by the U.S. Federal  Communications Commission 
(FCC)  and  European  Telecommunications  Standards 
Institute  (ETSI).  The  specification  for  using  a  frequency 
band  between  402  and  405  MHz  in  communication  with 
medical  implants  is  provided  in  Medical  Implant 
Communication  Service  (MICS).  It  allows  bidirectional 
wireless  communication  with  electronic  implants.  Fig.  1 
demonstrates  the  cardiac  pacemaker  together  with  the 
monitoring base station. Wakeup link operates in 2.45GHz 
band and RF data link operates in 402405 MHz.

The  currently  available  medical  devices  can  provide 
different  functionalities,  and  thus  can  perform  different 
tasks. The widely used applications are:

• monitoring  of  the  typical  characteristics  of  the 
patient’s body,

• monitoring  and  controlling,  which  covers 
monitoring  but  provides  additional  functionality, 
i.e.,  directly  programming  or  programming  the 
implantable devices over the Internet,

• drug disposition  controlling the delivery of drugs 
to a human body,

• identification  of  the  implant,  which  determines 
whether  a  patient  has  any  implant  and  of  which 
type.

A. Monitoring

Monitoring of the patient's health conditions is the widely 
used  application  of  implantable  medical  devices.  The 
measurement results can be  directly read from the medical 
device  or taken from the Internet.  In case of direct readout 
IMD  has  to  be  directly  connected  to  the  external  device 
(base  station)  or  the  measurements  should  be  transmitted 
using wireless connection to the external device located not 
far  from  a  given  IMD.  Such  situation  occurs  when  the 
patient is visiting a doctor to evaluate his state of health. In 
case  of  readout  of  measurements  from  the  Internet,  the 
medical examination is conducted remotely. 

B. Control 

In some situations it is necessary to affect the operation of 
the implantable medical device. We can control the device 
via  direct  programming  or  programming  over  the 

Internet.
In  case  of  direct  programming,  the  patient  has  to  be 

directly connected  or  located in the transmission range of 
the  wireless  external  device  that  is  responsible  for  IMD 
software  modification  (e.g.  updating  the  firmware  of 
implantable  medical  device  [8]).  In  case  of  programming 
over the Internet, the external device has to have access to 
the  implantable  medical  device  via  Internet,  often  using 

some kind of intermediate devices for transmission. In this 
way the measurements can be gathered in situations when a 
patient  cannot  visit  a  doctor  and  the  implantable  medical 
device has to be reprogrammed immediately.

C. Drug disposition

Another application of implantable medical devices is the 
drug  disposition.  It  is  a  good  solution  for  patients,  who 
cannot/don't have to stay in hospital, but on the other hand 
are  not  able  to  control  taking  drugs  at  home (timing and 
recommended dose).

D. Implant identification

Sometimes it is necessary to identify whether a patient has 
any implants and determine the type of these implants. Such 
functionality  is  especially  useful  in  emergency  situations, 
when a doctor  has  to quickly determine all  the implanted 
devices  in the patient's  body,  as well  as in many medical 
examinations  which  are  forbidden  for  patients  with  some 
implants (e.g. magnetic resonance is not allowed for patients 
with pacemakers).

III. USE CASE: TRANSMISSION BETWEEN CARDIAC 
PACEMAKER AND EXTERNAL DEVICE

Let  us  consider  the  following  scenario.  Our  goal  is  to 
monitor a patient who has a cardiac pacemaker and program 
the device using wireless base station. The Zarlink ZL70102 
transceiver  is  integrated  with  the  pacemaker.  The  base 
station  exchanges  data  with  the  pacemaker  to  gather  new 
measurements.  Moreover,  from time  to  time  the  software 
installed in the pacemaker has to be updated.  To perform 
any actions the base station has to wake up the transceiver of 
the pacemaker. It sends wake up signal in 2.45 GHz band 
and next reprogram the pacemaker or gather measurement 
data (see Fig. 1). 

The medical data are transferred in 402405 MHz RF data 
link (MICS specification). In the presented example, all data 
from the pacemaker have to be transferred to the computer 
of  the  doctor.  The  wireless  transmission  without  any 

Fig. 1 Cardiac pacemaker
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additional protection and authentication is used. The battery 
of  the  pacemaker  is  also  not  defended  against  energy
consuming attacks. Moreover,  the privacy of the patient is 
not  secured  at  all,  because  each  device  with functionality 
similar to the base station can gather data from a pacemaker.

It  should  be  pointed  that  the  common  systems  with 
pacemakers do not ensure transmission security and privacy. 
Therefore,  it  is  currently  big  challenge  to  provide  secure 
communication between such device like pacemaker and the 
base station.

IV. SECURITY IN IMD NETWORKS

In this section the security aspects in networks formed by 
IMDs are discussed. We start with short overview of types 
of  attackers  and  jammers,  next  we  discuss  the  tradeoff 
between  security,  usability  and  energy  consumption. 
Finally, the security requirements in case of selected IMD 
devices are discussed.

A. Three classes of adversaries

In  computer  security,  an  adversary (attacker)  is  a 
malicious entity  whose  goal  is  to  prevent  the  user  of  the 
security system that provide security requirements like data 
integrity, confidentiality, authentication and privacy. We can 
distinguish three main classes of adversaries [3]:

• adversaries  with  an  external  device  commercially 
produced for use with IMDs,

• passive adversaries who eavesdrop communication 
between IMD and an external device,

• active  adversaries  that  can  generate  extra  RF 
traffic.

In chapter II we presented the possible functionalities of 
IMDs,  i.e.,  monitoring,  controlling,  drug  disposition, 
implant identification.  Various scenarios  of  attacks can be 
realized when consider mentioned functionalities. 
The attack  with an external device commercially produced 
for  use  with  IMDs  can  be  easy  performed  when  the 
objectives of the medical device are monitoring, controlling 
or   drug  disposition.  If  an  adversary  is  able  to  clone  the 
identifier (id number) of the device it could use such device 
in the implant identification operation.  A passive adversary 
who eavesdrops on communications between IMD and an 
external device, in case of not encrypted communication can 
easy  capture  measurement  data  and  disturb  controlling 
actions, drug disposition and implant identification.  In case 
of an active adversary that can generate extra RF traffic, the 
attacker  can jam signals  from monitoring,  controlling and 
drug disposition. It can also impersonate for another device 
in order to take part in implant identification.

B. Types of jammers in smart jamming attack

The  following  types  of  jammers  can  be  distingui
shed [13]:

• Continuous  jammer that  produces  a  continuous 
signal at a specified power level.

• Periodic jammer that produces a periodic pulse of 
fixed size enough to destroy a packet  if  hit.  The 

idle interval is the input to this kind of jammer and 
is  based  on  the  jammer  budget  as  well  as  the 
desired network throughput.

• Memoryless  jammer is  similar  to  the  periodic 
jammer. The difference is that the length of the idle 
period is decided using a memory less distribution, 
the mean of  which is the input parameter for  the 
jammer.

• Reactive  jammer is  channel  aware.  It  jams 
reactively using the information decoded from the 
IEEE802.11. Reactive jamming attack has emerged 
as  a  great  security  threat  to  wireless  sensor 
networks, due to its mass destruction to legitimate 
sensor  communications  and  difficulty  to  be 
disclosed and defended.

C. Sketch of an attack

Each jamming attack [3] can be divided into two phases: 
initial phase and a maintenance phase.

 Initial Phase

This phase is a short period compared to the maintenance 
phase. It is assumed that prior to the start of the initial phase 
the  adversary  monitors  the  traffic  to  gather  some 
information about WLAN, such as the identifier of each user 
and data link, traffic demands and current data rates. In the 
initial phase, the adversary first selects a set of victim links 
and calculates a target rate for each of them that is no more 
than the current rate. Then, if the target rate for a victim link 
is  smaller  than  the  current  rate,  the  adversary  intensively 
jams the packets transferred via the victim link to trigger the 
RAA (Rate Adaptation Algorithm) [12] to decrease the data 
rate. The jamming in this phase stops when the rate of each 
victim link reaches the target level. The goal in this phase is 
to bring down the transmitting rates of the victim links to the 
target rates.

 Maintenance Phase

After the initial phase, each victim link’s rate has already 
been  decreased  to  the  adversary’s  target  rate.  However, 
additional  jamming is needed to prevent  those links from 
recovering to their previous higher rates. In this phase, the 
adversary  selectively  jams  the  packets  transferred  via  the 
victim  links so that  the RAA does  not  increase  the rates. 
Compared  to  the  initial  phase,  the  jamming  during  the 
maintenance  phase is less frequent, but it lasts for a longer 
period depending on the available energy and the goal of the 
jammer.

D. Security versus device resources

Strong  security  mechanisms,  such  as  public  key 
cryptography,  can  be  expensive  in  terms  of  both 
computational  time  and  energy  consumption.  As  with 
general  sensor  networks,  the  use  of  cryptography  can 
therefore create tension between security and some IMDs’ 
longevity  and  performance  goals.  Moreover,  increasing 
resource  use  for  secure  communications  can  amplify  the 
effects  of  certain malicious DoS attacks,  such as  repeated 
attempts to authenticate a device. For security, IMDs might 
also wish to keep detailed records of all transactions with 
external  devices.  These  transaction  logs  could  potentially 
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overflow  a  device’s  onboard  memory,  particularly  under 
DoS  attacks  or  when  an  adversary  explicitly  seeks  to 
exhaust a device’s memory.

E. Security versus usability

The standard tension between security and usability also 
applies  to  IMDs.  From  an  usability  perspective,  long 
distance  wireless  communication  between  IMDs  and 
external  devices  offers  many  advantages,  including 
continuous  athome  monitoring  and  flexibility  in  clinical 
settings. However, from a security perspective, widerrange 
wireless communications increase exposure to both passive 
and  active  adversaries.  In  the  Medical  Implant 
Communications  Service  (MICS)  band,  an  attacker  with 
limited resources might extend the specification’s five meter 
distance  using  a  directional  antenna  and  an  inexpensive 
amplifier.  Furthermore,  extending  of  the  security 
mechanisms shouldn’t overly complicate user interfaces of 
the  external  devices,  particularly  when  healthcare 
professionals must make quick decisions during emergency 
care.

F. Security requirements of IMD

Pacemaker  and  cardioverter  defibrillator  (ICD)  are 
commonly  IMD  devices.  They  are  equipped  with  sealed, 
battery,  sensorladen  pulse  generator,  wire  electrodes  that 
connect the generator to the myocardium (heart muscle) [4], 
and  custom ultralowpower  microprocessor,  typically  with 
about  128  Kbytes  of  RAM  for  telemetry  storage.  The 
primary function of these devices is to sense cardiac events, 
execute  therapies,  and  store  measurements  such  as 
electrocardiograms.  The settings  of  a  pacemaker  and ICD 
are  configured  based  on  an  external  device    a  dedicated 
programmer. Pacemakers and ICDs are often equipped with 
high capacity lithiumbased batteries with lifetime of about 
five  to  seven  years.  Rechargeable  batteries  are  extremely 
rare  due  to  practical,  economic  and  safety  reasons.  A 
lifetime of the device depends on the treatments required. 
Pacing pulses  consume only about  25μJ,  each  ICD shock 
consumes 14 to 40J. A single defibrillation can reduce the 
ICD's lifetime by weeks.

Wireless  communication:  Previous  generations  of 
pacemakers  and  ICDs  transmitted data at  low frequencies 
(near 175 kHz) with a short read range (8 cm) and used low
bandwidth (50 Kbits per second) inductive coupling to relay 
telemetry  and  modify  therapies.  Modern  devices  use  the 
Medical  Implant  Communications Service,  which  operates 
in the 402 to 405MHz band and allows for much higher 
bandwidth (250 Kbps) and longer read range (specified at 
two to  five  meters).  Currently  major  pacemaker  and  ICD 
manufacturers  produce  athome  monitors  that  wirelessly 
collect data from implanted devices and relay it to a central 
repository  over  a  dialup  connection.  The  repository  is 
accessible to medical staff via an SSLprotected Web site.

Reliability: Pacemakers and ICDs sometimes fail. Safety 
issues involving these devices have received much attention. 
Since  1990  the  US  Food  and  Drug  Administration  has 
issued  dozens  of  product  advisories  affecting  hundreds  of 
thousands  of  pacemakers  and  ICDs.  These  statistics  show 

that 41 percent of device recalls were due to malfunctions in 
firmware (216,533 out of 523,145 devices). These problems 
underscore  potential  hazards  that  come  with  increasingly 
sophisticated  implantable  medical  devices.  Past 
abnormalities surfaced under accidental circumstances. The 
potential  for  intentionally  malicious  behavior  calls  for  a 
deeper  investigation into IMD safety from a security [10] 
and privacy perspective.

Deviceexistence privacy: An unauthorized party should 
not be able to remotely determine that a patient has one or 
more IMDs.

Devicetype privacy: If a device reveals its existence, the 
type should still only be disclosed to authorized entities.

Specificdevice ID privacy:  An adversary should not be 
able to wirelessly track individual IMDs. This is analogous 
to  the  concern  about  the  use  of  persistent  identifiers  in 
RFIDs, Bluetooth and 802.11 media access control (MAC) 
addresses to compromise an individual's location privacy.

Data integrity:  A patient's  name,  diagnoses,  and  other 
stored data should be tamperproof.

V. PRIVACY RISKS AND IMD FUNCTIONALITY

In the area of implantable medical devices privacy risks 
are  discussed  in  the  context  of  their  applications,  i.e., 
monitoring,  controlling,  drug  disposition  and  implant 
identification [9].
Monitoring and privacy risks: During direct readouts from 
IMDs, only devices in close proximity are able to eavesdrop 
the transmissions. 
We  can  identify  following  possible  risks:  identity  theft, 
hijacking of crucial data and possible infection of the base 
station (a computer  of a doctor).  The similar risks  can be 
observed in case of readout from the Internet only instead 
the risk concerned with not protected computer of a doctor, 
a  gateway  can  be  a  weak  point  in  the  communication 
between our IMD and a base station. 
Controlling  and  privacy  risks:  The  transmission  during 
remote  control  of  IMD  by  the  external  device  can  be 
attacked.  It  can  cause  destruction  of  IMD’s  software  and 
finally thread to the patient’s life.
Drug  disposition  and  privacy  risks:  Similarly  to  the 
controlling functionality,  controlling of  drug disposition in 
direct manner or over the Internet is very sensitive to various 
attacks. The attacker may change the prescribed amounts of 
drugs  taken  by the patient  in  given  periods  of  time.  Any 
unintended changes may affect directly the patient's health.
Implant  identification  and  privacy  risks:  Quick 
identification of a type of IMD implanted in a given patient 
is very important especially in emergency situations when a 
patient’s life is endangered. However, there is a danger that 
it can be misused to track a patient without his consent. It  
may result in loss of privacy  an attacker can find out the 
type  of  implanted  device,  and  can  destroy  this  IMD 
attacking again.
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VI. CONCEPT OF SECURE ENERGYEFFICIENT NETWORK 
FOR HEALTH MONITORING

The  concept  for  healthmonitoring  supporting  energy
efficient  security  is  presented.  The  focus  is  on  secure, 
reliable  and  energy  aware  communication  for  health
monitoring.

Let  us  consider  that  implantable  medical  devices 
consisting of sensors and radiocommunication modules are 
deployed on a human body. The measurements gathered by 
these devices are transmitted to a base station, located on a 
patient's belt. In the next step all sensing data collected by 
the base station are  transferred to a mobile device,  which 
plays a role of broker in remote communication between a 
patient and his doctor.

Figure  2  depicts  the  possible  network  formed  by  IMD 
devices of various types. I1, I2, I3, I4 are implanted sensors.  
Let  us  assume  that  the  aim  of  I1  device  is  to  monitor 
patient's pulse, I2 monitors cardiac diseases, I3 monitors the 
kidney and I4 checks the possibilities of injuries of the knee.
S1  represents  an  external  security  device  located  on  the 
patient’s body (not implanted).  It  is responsible for secure 
transmission between implantable sensors and a base station 
monitoring. 

B1 (base station) is an external device that is responsible 
for  collecting  data  from  all  implanted  sensors  and 
transmitting  further  –  for  example  using  mobile  network 
communication.

A1 represents an attacker.

Fig. 2   Communication scheme representing implantable sensors, base 
station and security node, which jams transmission from attacking node

Various  architectures  and  techniques  for  protection  of 
discussed IMD network can be designed and developed. A 
few concepts are briefly described below.

We can apply simple symmetric key cryptography for data 
encryption. We consider the channel in 802.15.4 bandwidth, 
i.e. 24002483.5 MHz. Solution seems to be rather simple, 
however  we  assume,  that  all  devices  use  only  correct 
channel to transmission. We introduce an external device  
called  security  device  that  is  responsible  for  security  and 

protection against  external  attacks.  Hence,  the goal  of  the 
security  device is  to  monitor  communication  between 
sensors and a base station and identify an unusual behavior 
in  the  sensor  network.  Moreover,  the  functionality  of  a 
security device should allow to jam strange transmissions in 
order to save energy consumption in a network. 

Many  open  issues  concerned  with  assuring  the  secure 
transmission with minimal energy usage can be considered. 
The deployment of IMDs on a patient’s body can influence 
the communication. The idea is to optimize the location of 
implanted  sensors.  Optimal  distribution  of  sensor  devices 
may affect the radical reduction of signal strength, i.e. the 
reduction of energy consumption of implanted sensors. 

The intrusion detection system can be implemented in the 
security device (S1) presented in Fig. 2 to protect the system 
against  injections.  Intrusion  detection  system  (IDS)  can 
match  preprogrammed  or  learned  rules  to  current 
transmissions  and  look  for  suspicious  behaviors.  The 
disadvantage of this solution is that increase of the security 
results causes higher energy consumption.

Another  approach  is  to  provide  mechanisms for  secure 
aggregation of sensing data. It allows to conserve the scarce 
energy resources by eliminating redundant data. Secure data 
aggregation  requires  authentication,  confidentiality  and 
integrity of data. Various approaches to data aggregation are 
proposed  in  literature  [11].  It  seems  that  simulation 
experiments  should  help  to  select  the  best  solution  that 
ensure security with minimal energy usage.

Summarizing, the suggested approach to develop a secure 
and  energyefficient  IDM  network  consists  of  following 
steps: 1) optimal deployment of sensors on a patient’s body, 
2)  introducing  a  securitydevice  with  implemented  light 
IDS,  3)  development  of  specialized  software  for  effective 
transmission  monitoring  in  a  network,  analyzing  traffic 
patterns  and  jamming  unexpected  signals;  this  software 
should  apply  learning  techniques,  4)  introducing  data 
aggregation inside a base station.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Many  challenges  arise  from  application  of  networks 
formed by implanted medical devices. The aim of our work 
was to point several basic issues that should be solved in the 
systems that are used in practice. In this paper we provided a 
brief review of some representative IMDs applications. We 
distinguished  main  functionalities  of  IMDs  networks  and 
discussed possible threats that can occur in various types of 
operations of devices in a network. Finally, we presented a 
concept of secure and energyefficient network formed by 
IMDs. In our future work we plan to implement a network 
design  for  monitoring  human’s  body  in  our  laboratory 
equipped  with  the  Maxfor  wireless  devices.  Our  sensors, 
after  distribution  on  a  body  will  emulate  true  medical 
devices.  We  plan  to  experimentally  check  various 
approaches  to  network  protection  and  energy  aware 
communication.
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Abstract: Once sensors detect an event they always 

have to route the data to base station where the data is 
processed. Since sensors usually have concerns regarding 
coverage, energy, processing power and memory, etc 
achieving Quality of Service is hard in sensor networks. 
Therefore to deal with such issues of sensors and to 
maximize the Quality of Service, initially the two tiers 
Heterogeneous Sensor Networks approach is used to route 
the data. Second, the sensors are partitioned into clusters to 
increase the network coverage and to reduce transportation 
costs and energy utilization. Voronoi clustering and Tabu 
search meta-heuristics have been used for making such 
clusters. An Improved Tree Routing technique is applied to 
two-tier Heterogeneous Sensor Networks to route the data 
through cluster heads. This approach largely increases the 
performance of sensor networks. Through simulation 
results, we show that the Voronoi-Tabu based clustering 
technique when added to Improved Tree Routing has better 
Quality of Service than Directed Diffusion and Low Energy 
Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy routing protocols. 
Furthermore, empirical evaluations show that Voronoi-Tabu 
based clustering increases the throughput of the network, in 
addition to decreasing the energy utilization and network 
delays. 

 

Keywords: Heterogeneous sensor networks; Voronoi; Tabu; 

Clustering; Routing 

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK 

The sensors are becoming cheaper as the technology 
is advancing; furthermore a number of functions can be 
embedded in one sensor and it still uses less power. In the 
last fifteen to sixteen years a lot of research has been done 
on the important functions in sensor networks such as 
clustering, routing, and security.  

In sensor networks the two tiers cluster based routing 
has benefits of network scalability, effective 
communication, and energy efficient routing [16]. Two 
tier routing is a hierarchical routing with two layers where 
at one layer low end nodes route their data to cluster heads 
(CH) and at the second layer cluster heads route the data 
to Base Station (BS). The low end nodes have less 
processing power, low energy and are cheap and CHs 
have more processing power, higher energy and are 
costly. 

What matters when routing should be based on 
Quality of Service (QoS)? When a routing protocol should 
route data based on Quality of Service then the sensor 
network has to balance the energy utilization and the 
quality of the data. Specifically, the given sensor network 

should fulfill some of the QoS metrics when routing data 
to the base station. The metrics are network delays, 
utilization of energy, available bandwidth, etc.  

Hence, to fulfill above mentioned QoS metrics we 
should follow some advice from the previous research on 
sensor networks. Several researchers have shown that 
two-tier clustering improves the energy efficiency and 
coverage of sensors [6], [7], [8], [10]. Packet collision is 
escaped in clustered sensors networks because only high 
end (HE) or cluster head nodes route data from its cluster. 
Nevertheless, cluster heads use more energy for sending 
the data [5], [11], [12]. The proposed approach, 
TabuVoronoi-Improved Tree Routing (TV-ITR), reduces 
the energy used by the sensors. 

In our approach, we are using two-tier Heterogeneous 
Sensor Networks (HSNs). There are two types of nodes: 
low and high end. The high end nodes are fewer in 
number than low end nodes and have more processing 
power, transmitting range, bandwidth availability and 
memory. Each low end node is a member of a cluster, and 
the data collected by the low end nodes is routed to their 
respective high end node, or cluster head. After 
accumulating data, a CH can potentially process the data 
to produce valuable information before forwarding it to 
the base station. The low end nodes do not process the 
data due to their limitations in transmission range, 
processing power and memory. This two tier strategy 
conserves the energy resources of the low end nodes but 
does require multi-hop routing for data to reach the base 
stations. 

The overall strategy that we employ to conserve 
network energy with fewer network delays to achieve 
QoS for the sensor networks is summarized as follows: 
1. Initially the given approach uses Voronoi clustering to 

partition the sensors in the given area. Voronoi uses 
Euclidian distance to make clusters but sensors use 
multi-hops for routing so a new Tabu heuristic is 
applied to adjust the nodes on or near the boundaries. 
Thus, to achieve QoS, some threshold transmission 
range for low and high end nodes is set. 

2. Once low end sensors detect some event, they gather 
data and send it to CHs using Improved Tree Routing.  

3. Before forwarding data to BS, aggregate data at every 
CH so that useless data does not get through.  

4. Use Improved Tree Routing for intra and inter cluster 
routing. 
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5. Simulation results show the new Tabu-Voronoi based 
ITR routing approach is performing better than 
Directed Diffusion (DD) and Low Energy Adaptive 
Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) protocols. 

The Directed Diffusion and Low Energy Adaptive 

Clustering Hierarchy protocols have been chosen for 

comparison since these two protocols share a number of 

similarities with the developed TabuVoronoi-

ImprovedTreeRouting (TV-ITR) approach. Following we 

have given a brief description of some characteristics of 

DD and LEACH protocols. Table 1 outlines comparisons 

of some of the characteristics of these three protocols.  

Directed Diffusion [3] protocol is a data-centric 

approach. The sensor nodes generate data and that is 

named as attribute-value pairs. Since the protocol is query 

driven, the data is requested by a sensor node by 

conveying interests for the named data. The data that 

match the given interest is forwarded or drawn towards 

the requesting node. The intermediate sensor nodes may 

cache that data, could convert that data, and may even 

send their own interests according to the cached data up to 

that time. The Directed diffusion protocol is not an IP-

style protocol. In IP-style protocols the nodes are 

recognized by their end points and the communication 

among nodes is based on an end-to-end distribution of 

data service provided in a given network. With directed 

diffusion routing, the sensor nodes are application-aware. 

The directed diffusion protocol could cache and process 

the data (aggregation) at intermediate nodes and use multi 

path delivery of data, thus leading to less energy usage. 
Table 1: Comparison of the characteristics of three 

protocols: TV-ITR, LEACH, DD 

 TV-ITR LEACH DD 

Classification Hierarchical Hierarchical  Flat 

Mobility Fixed BS Fixed BS  Limited 

Position 
Awareness 

Yes No  No  

Power Usage Limited Maximum  Limited 

Negotiation 
based 

No No  Yes  

Data 
Aggregation 

Yes Yes  Yes 

Localization  Yes Yes  Yes 

QoS Yes No  No 

State 
Complexity 

CHs CHs  Low  

Scalability  Very Good Good  Limited  

Multipath  No No Yes 

Query based No No Yes 

Heinzelman, et. al. [5] came up with a new protocol 

for sensor networks known as Low Energy Adaptive 

Clustering Hierarchy. LEACH is a hierarchical clustering 

algorithm. The LEACH protocol forms distribute clusters 

and randomly choose some sensor nodes as the cluster 

heads for the given cluster. For distributing the energy 

load in the network, the function of cluster head rotates 

among different sensor nodes. Functioning of LEACH 

protocol is divided into two phases: setup phase and 

steady phase. The clusters are formed and the cluster head 

is chosen in the setup phase. Data routing from sensor 

nodes to base station takes place in steady state phase. 
The paper is organized as follows. The introduction 

section discusses Quality of Service as important for 
routing the data in sensor nets. It also describes the TV-
ITR approach used to route the data and the main 
characteristics of DD, LEACH and TV-ITR protocols. 
Section II discusses the Voronoi clustering and the new 
Tabu heuristics used. Section III describes implementation 
specifications of the Improved Tree Routing technique. 
Section IV explains simulation environment and 
evaluation of the simulation outcomes. Section V 
concludes the paper. 

II. CLUSTERING 

When Voronoi algorithm runs on 2D plane the 
clusters are formed using Euclidean distance as shown in 
Fig. 1.  Because sensor nets use hops instead of distance 
for data routing, in a 2D finite plane it may suffer with 
wrap around regions, some nodes could be lying on or 
near the boundary, and density of nodes in different 
clusters also becomes an issue for properly covering the 
complete network. It has been shown that Tabu search is a 
successful approach to solve such problems, and it could 
be applied to clustering problems [1], [2], [9], [11], [13]. 
Hence we use Tabu search to overcome distance vs. hops 
problem to balance the Voronoi clusters. 

 

 

Figure 1. Cluster heads are shown as dots in the above 

shown Voronoi clusters 

Being Tabu search a meta-heuristic approach, it is 
effective in modifying local solutions in combinatorial 
problems [9]. In our approach, the new Tabu heuristics is 
reassigning the nodes to different clusters so that it can 
deal with the problems of voronoi clusters for QoS 
routing. During tabu search some nodes are reassigned to 
another cluster, then those nodes are released from their 
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existing cluster.  Recursively, all the nodes chosen by tabu 
search to be reassigned are freed from their present 
clusters. With the advancement of tabu search, the 
approach changes the neighborhood structure for every 
one solution. Tabu search retains a Tabu list to avoid 
reversal of region examination moves. 

The key steps used for tabu search are as follows: 

1. Reassignment: The Tabu reassigns/reallocates nodes 
to different cluster. Reassignment is done in the 
intensification phase. We have considered three 
different types of moves. First, the nodes near or on 
the boundaries are exchanged between clusters. 
Second, the cyclic transfer moves on nodes in 
different clusters as shown in Fig. 2. Finally, pair 
wise exchange of nodes between two clusters. All 
these moves reduce the hop count along Improved 
Tree Routing to minimize the hop count to the base 
station from any sensor node. 

 

Figure 2. Cyclic transfer moves 

2. Aspiration condition: The aspiration condition is set 
to fmin >f(a), where a is the solution. The tabu list 
deletes the given move if the minimum objective 
function exceeds the given objective function.  

3. Stopping criteria: How long the steps will be 
repeated depends on the number of nodes in the 
network and different number of clusters respectively.  

4. Release of a node by cluster: In the diversification 
phase releasing of nodes from the given clusters takes 
place. To reduce memory usage, we are releasing 
each node after it is reassigned to some cluster in 
respective iteration.  

Following are a few assumptions used for simulation 
setup:  

1. All the sensor nodes have a distinctive binary 
identification number (explained in Section III) and 
location, where both IDs and locations are known to 
its CH, BS and node itself. 

2. All low-end and CH nodes sense with their specific 
carrier sense threshold frequency, such as CSThresh1 
for low end and CSThresh2 for CHs. The nodes also 
receive at receiving threshold setting; for example for 
low end it is RXThresh1 and for CHs it is 
RXThresh2. Basically, the carrier sense for all nodes, 
CSThresh_, is set less than receiving threshold 
RXThresh_ else the data packets cannot be routed up 
to network layer from physical layer. 

3. The BS has unlimited resources and CHs are robust 
to tempering. 

To set up the above mentioned 2
nd

 assumption the 
following theory has been taken into account. The signal 
strength from the source to receiver reduces to 1/d

2
 when 

they are d distance apart. When the distance between them 
doubles the received signal strength would be 1/d

4
 from 

the source as is shown in fig 3.  

 

Figure 3. Signal strength vs. distance from source to 

receiver  

Therefore it is a good idea to limit the relay signal 
strength. Hence, the relay signal strength of nodes is 
adjusted such that low end sensors can reach their 
neighbors and cluster head only and cluster heads can 
contact other cluster heads and the base station. Setting 
the threshold signal strength ensures decreased 
information leakage and reduced energy utilization [5], 
[7], [14]. We also minimize the energy utilization of the 
network by using ITR routing scheme, as energy 
dissipated in hopping is a considerable portion.  

Algorithm for the Tabu heuristics is as follows: 

1. Tabu search starts with the given Voronoi clusters for 
the given area of interest. 

2. During intensification stage of the Tabu search: 

 2.1: First we consider nodes on or near the already 
established voronoi cluster boundaries (as shown in 
fig. 4 a low end node is placed in C1’ cluster, but if we 
use tabu search then this node could be placed in C2 
cluster) and measure the hop count from the adjacent 
cluster heads with respect to the low end nodes and 
high end nodes transmission ranges. If the hop count 
for the low end node along the shortest path tree is less 
with adjacent cluster head then it is reassigned to 
adjacent cluster.  

2.2: Second we consider pair wise exchange of nodes 
between two clusters. If the hop count of low end 
nodes of two adjacent clusters along the shortest path 
tree is less toward its adjacent cluster head then these 
two nodes are reassigned to respective cluster heads.  

2.3: Finally, we consider the cyclic transfer moves 
among clusters as illustrated in Fig. 2. If the hop count 
for the low end node along the shortest path tree is less 
with adjacent cluster head for more than two clusters, 
those are reassigned to adjacent clusters in a cyclic 
manner.  

3. Once the node arrangement is redefined, it is 
evaluated with the value of the best solution 
established thus far concluded over the entire search 
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process. Next those reassignments of low end nodes to 
cluster heads are allowed and the nodes are released 
from their present clusters at respective iteration. 
(Note: Thus to improve the solution space search 
using less memory, our approach has applied a 
strategy of releasing one such link during reallocation 
procedure at respective iteration. Therefore, the 
reallocation process shrinks the solution space as this 
strategy follows the diversification approach and is 
relatively expanded by the releasing process.) The 
aspiration condition is reevaluated. Then go to step 2 
until all the clusters are considered. 

 

Figure 4. Tabu heuristics applied to Voronoi clusters 

4. The tabu search stops after 50000/(2*((n+1)/(C+1))) 
number of iterations. 

III. ROUTING 

The Improved Tree Routing (ITR) [6] approach 
reduces the number of hop counts. The complete 
description of ITR is available in paper [6]. The ITR 
scheme generates a distinctive tree, where each node 
could have only three offspring. All the nodes are 
assigned only binary addresses. Upon deployment these 
sensors gather details of their parent and child nodes and 
set up parent child links. They also gather information 
about all of their neighbors and store that in their neighbor 
table. A node uses this neighbor table to find alternative 
paths to reduce the hop count. The central thought for 
such a tree is that it could use different paths having lesser 
hops for proficient routing. The spanning tree is not 
capable of forwarding data in case of node failure [12], 
[15]. Such situations are handled very well by ITR 
scheme, since it explores its neighbor table to select a 
different node to send the data packets.  

The binary addressing scheme of ITR is as follows. 
Only the BS has binary address 0, being the root of tree 
topology. All other IDs for the nodes are calculated in a 
specific way. The next binary address, 01, is for the first 
child. The binary address 10 is for the second child and 11 
for the third child. The 11 in binary is 3 in integer. This 
parent child addressing scheme adds 2 bits to its ancestor 
address. For example, the node has binary address 10, so 
its first child address will prefix 01 to its address; second 
and third will prefix 10 and 11 respectively. Therefore, the 
address of the first child of node ID 10 will be 0110 where 

its integer value is 6. The second child will have address 
1010 with integer value 10. The last and third child will 
have address 1110, having integer value 14. This pattern 
of addressing saves significant amount of energy for the 
network.  

Suppose the sender node S and receiving node D does 
not have any grandparent, sibling or grandchild 
association and there exists some neighbor node n, that 
has parent or child association with receiving node D [6]. 
The ITRAgent (program written in C++ for ITR routing in 
NS-2) picks that neighbor node n to route the data to the 
receiving node by making a temporary link. For example, 
in Fig 5, if we choose to route data using the shortest path 
tree then the route is S->c->b->a->D, with hop count 4 
(HSP = 4). However, node n sounds promising to be 
chosen as neighbor node to route instead S->n->D, having 
hop count 2 (HITR= 2). Therefore, if HSP - HITR > 0 then 
HITR < HSP and is given as HSP - HITR = ∆. If ∆ is positive 
or greater than zero, this means it should use neighbor n to 
route the data. 

Hence, if some neighbor node, n, could be found 
having no association of a sibling / grandparent / 
grandchild with the sending node, S, it could be used to 
route the data [6]. 

 

Figure 5: No parent-child relation between sending and 

receiving nodes [6] 

On the other hand, if sending and receiving nodes do 
share such (parent-child) association then selecting a 
neighbor node would not reduce the hop count as is 
shown in Fig 6. Therefore, ITR works only when sender 
and receiver do not share parent-child association [6], [7], 
[8].  

 

Figure 6: Receiver (D) and Sender (S) nodes having a) child-

parent association b) grandchild-grandparent association c) 

sibling association [6] 

Tabu-Voronoi clustered ITR routing algorithm is 
implemented in NS-2 network simulator. Primarily, two 
different agents are implemented first for dividing the 
complete network into Tabu-Voronoi clusters named 
TabuVoronoiClusteringAgent and second for routing 
named ITRAgent. The clusters generated by 
TabuVoronoiClusteringAgent are used as input to 
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ITRAgent. The routing initially uses the shortest path tree 
to setup the path. Then nodes look in the neighbor table 
for a possible neighbor to reduce the hop counts. If it finds 
such a neighbor, it uses the neighbor to route the data 
instead of shortest path tree. In the simulation, the 
Improved Tree Routing first executes for intra cluster for 
low end nodes, afterwards it executes for inter-cluster 
routing for CHs. When a node in the network gets 
disabled, the ITR algorithm discovers another route so is 
resilient. 

IV. EVALUATION 

The empirical evaluation of TabuVoronoi-
ImprovedTreeRouting (TV-ITR), DD and LEACH 
algorithms is done on NS-2 [4]. TV-ITR algorithm is 
compared with Directed Diffusion and LEACH 
algorithms.  

A. Simulation Environment 

The sensor nodes are arranged in a 650m x 650m 
area. There is just one BS so all other nodes are either 
sender or receiver nodes. At the Media Access Control 
(MAC) layer the IEEE 802.11 protocol is executed. In 
TV-ITR, the Tabu-Voronoi clustering of nodes takes 
place at physical layer and ITR runs at the network layer. 
The size of packets is 40 bytes. The simulation start time 
is 0.1seconds and it runs for 150 simulated seconds. 
Omni-directional radio range is in use for all the nodes. 
The data sharing interface for the BS is Direct Sequenced 
Spread Spectrum (DSSS) Wave LAN. The high end 
sensors initial energy is 100.0J and of the low ends is 
10.0J. The Carrier sense threshold of high end nodes is 
220m and of low ends is 65m. 10.0MHz and 3.0 MHz is 
the receiving frequency for high end and low end nodes 
respectively. 914 KHz and 9140 Hz is the radio range for 
high end and low end sensors. Five different topologies 
are averaged to obtain the results. For uniformity, the 
given dimensions, variables, and the energy model are 
kept the same for all three simulated TV-ITR, DD and 
LEACH protocols.  

B. Performance Analysis 

Typically following characters were considered for 
comparison on NS-2:  

1. Throughput: The throughput is the measure of number 
of bytes received in one second by the recipient. From 
Fig. 7 we can observe that TV-ITR is performing better 
than LEACH and DD. This could be because the 
LEACH uses broadcast advertisements so much of the 
slow data is in the network; moreover, it also floats 
extra data in the network for dynamic clustering. On the 
other hand, in Directed Diffusion Publish, Subscribe 
API is used; DD also uses flooding that produces lower 
network throughput whereas TV-ITR is using Tabu 
heuristic to reduce the hop counts for the data to travel 
in the network.  

 

Figure 7.  Throughput  

2. Energy Utilization: With the passage of time all 
protocols are dissipating energy. We can observe from 
Fig. 8 that TV-ITR uses the least energy of all three 
protocols. This is because TV-ITR is almost connected 
and properly covered and also using less hops so it 
saves a lot of network energy whereas LEACH and DD 
retain less energy for the network. The TV-ITR is using 
two types of nodes, low end and high end nodes, 
whereas LEACH and DD both are using one type of 
node. In LEACH some nodes start acting as CHs, thus 
using more of the node energy to work and involving 
extra overhead to become CHs and for advertisements 
etc. However, the LEACH protocol also assumes that 
all the sensor nodes in the network start with the equal 
quantity of energy in every election round.  This is not 
right since as a cluster head the node uses more energy 
than other nodes in the network. Both TV-ITR and 
LEACH use clustering but DD does not form cluster for 
routing the data so it is using more energy to route the 
data.  

 

Figure 8.  Energy Utilization 

3. Network Delay: The average end to end time required 
for the data to reach the recipient from the sender is 
called network delay. The queuing time and 
propagation time also add to total network delay. We 
can observe from Fig. 9 that TV-ITR has fewer delays 
than LEACH and DD. In LEACH protocol the CHs 
make transmission and sleep schedules. If a node is a 
CH once, it cannot be CH next time. Performing a lot of 
calculations leads to added delays and energy usage in 
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the network. Similarly, DD is using flooding for routing 
adding to network delays. Moreover, in DD protocol 
intermediate nodes cache the data to process it 
(aggregation) and even use multi path delivery of data, 
thus leading to network delays. 

 

Figure 9.  Network Delay 

The following table 2 briefly represents the Quality of 
Service differences among TV-ITR, LEACH and DD. 

Table 2: QoS comparison among TV-ITR, LEACH 
and DD 

 TV-ITR LEACH DD 

Route Optimality Yes No Yes 

Lifetime of the 
Network 

Very Good Good Good 

Resource 
Awareness 

Yes Yes Yes 

Meta-Data Usage Yes No Yes 

Clustering Yes Yes No 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have come up with a new approach 
of TabuVoronoi-ImprovedTreeRouting (TV-ITR) for the 
sensor networks. A new Tabu heuristic has been used to 
adjust the nodes in the Voronoi clusters to reduce the hop 
counts and increase the Quality of Service for data to 
travel in the Improved Tree Routing protocol. Using 
simulations, we have found that TV-ITR algorithm is 
performing better than LEACH and DD. The empirical 
evolution shows that TV-ITR dissipates less energy and 
faces less network delays so improves the QoS for the 
data. The TV-ITR has more throughput than LEACH and 
DD protocols. The TV-ITR is more effective and efficient 
because the Tabu is using hop parameter for routing the 
data whereas Voronoi is using distance as parameter. 
Moreover, Tabu removes the wrap around regions and 
nodes on or near the Voronoi clustered boundaries 

problems and balances the Voronoi clusters, making the 
network more covered.  
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Abstract—This  paper  focuses  on  problems  of  gathering 

parameters of a traffic flow using simple sensors. The first part 

of the paper describes properties of a sensor node based on a 

magnetometer.  The  influence  of  various  parameters  (vehicle 

velocity, sensor location and orientation) on sensor output has 

been evaluated. We found that the sensor is sufficiently sensitive 

to be located on the road verges. In the second part, the sensor 

is  used  for  vehicles  classification  based  on  estimate  of  their 

length. Velocity of vehicles is measured by a speed trap.  The 

results of classification are compared with measurements where 

the velocity of vehicles is just estimated. 

I. INTRODUCTION

ODAY we see ever increasing requirements for bigger 

throughput of the road network. This is not only true in 

large  cities of  developed  countries,  but  also  in  relatively 

small (but growing) cities of less developed countries.  In-

creasing competition among car producers, reducing produc-

tion costs, increased standard of living, fall in prices caused 

by economic crisis and other factors caused that the number 

of cars in Eastern Europe has increased significantly in the 

last two decades. The transport infrastructure is not prepared 

for  such number of  vehicles.  Increasing transport  capacity 

between major  cities  is  possible  by expansion  of  existing 

roads and/or building new highways. The expansion of roads 

within cities is more difficult and sometimes even impossi-

ble.  The  problem  is  the  density  of  buildings,  limitations 

given by the protection of historical monuments or unwill-

ingness of landowners  to  sell  the land. These reasons can 

cause  overcharge  of  the  transport  infrastructure  projects. 

Moreover,  decrease  of  government  revenues  due  to  eco-

nomic crisis further aggravates the problems. Therefore, it is 

desirable to use existing infrastructure as efficiently as possi-

ble. Critical points in traffic control are the intersections. In-

appropriate ways of managing the intersections can decrease 

the network throughput or even lead to congestion. Conges-

tion causes direct economic losses in addition to the increase 

of harmful emissions and contributes to worsening air quality 

and thus public health. 

T

The transport has stochastic nature, which makes the prob-

lem of intersections control even more difficult. Of course, it 

is possible to determine the approximate parameters of the 

traffic flows on various roads throughout the day and prop-

This work has been supported by IBM Faculty Award 2011 "Wireless 

Sensor Networks for traffic monitoring"

erly adjust  the  cycles  of  the traffic  lights  at  intersections. 

However,  intersections controlled  by a  fixed cycle  cannot 

achieve, or at least approach, the optimal utilization of trans-

port infrastructure [1]. This is only possible through adaptive 

algorithms based on information about traffic flows obtained 

in real time. The quality of information about the number of 

vehicles, their speed and possibly type is essential for opti-

mal management of urban transport. Necessary information 

can be obtained by using different types of sensors. In some 

countries  that  face  this  problem for  a  longer  time  (USA, 

Canada  and  others),  the  main  transport  lines  are  usually 

equipped with an infrastructure that allows obtaining traffic 

data in real time. Among the most widely used systems be-

long induction loops. However, their retrofitting into the ex-

isting infrastructure is financially quite challenging and it is 

not  reasonable  to  assume that  this  sensing system will  be 

adopted in countries such as Slovakia. There are other ways 

to track the traffic:  video system, radars,  acoustic  systems 

etc. [2]. However, each technology has its limitation: some 

are adversely affected by weather, other are unable to func-

tion properly under certain conditions (too slow or stationary 

vehicles). A very important factor are the costs of building 

and maintaining the system. 

In recent years, systems based on wireless sensor networks 

(WSN) have become increasingly popular. Significant devel-

opment of technologies in various areas (micro-electro-me-

chanical systems (MEMS), wireless communication, energy 

harvesting, power consumption of microprocessors) allowed 

the emergence of sensor networks that consist of a number of 

relatively simple elements that  communicate through wire-

less technology. The main parts of a basic element (node) of 

such a network are described in [3]. The power supply for 

the node can be based on traditional batteries (that can pro-

vide  energy for  few years)  or  by using renewable  energy 

sources  in  conjunction with ultracapacitors  [4].  The  small 

size of the node decreases the installation costs. The ease of 

installation of the WSN is further enhanced by the fact that 

there is no need to install cabling for power supply and com-

munication between network elements. Of course, this tech-

nology has also its drawbacks. The nodes with constrained 

energy sources must be as energy-efficient as possible. The 

communication subsystem is usually the most significant en-

ergy consumer. Energy constraints limit data throughput and 

communication range. Therefore, it is necessary to use pre-
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processing of measured data with integrated microcontroller 

and to transmit only the necessary data.

This paper focuses on problems of gathering parameters 

of  a  traffic  flow in  real  time using a  magnetometer.  The 

structure of the paper is as follows: the second chapter de-

scribes the sensor and three experiments focused on charac-

ter of measured signals, the third section is devoted to the 

classification of the vehicles based on their length and the 

fourth part concludes the paper.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Node prototype

Staff  of  the Department of  Technical  Cybernetics deal 

with different applications of wireless networks for years [4], 

[5]. Our current research is focused on WSN in traffic.  We 

developed  a  node  prototype  based  on  a  32-bit  microcon-

troller  STM32F100RB.  Sensing  part  of  the  node  consists 

from the sensor LSM303 containing magnetometer with an 

accelerometer. The communication subsystem can be based 

on a module RFM70 or Xbee. The module RFM70 enables 

communication  over  short  distances  in  the  ISM  2.4  GHz 

band with data rates up to 2 Mbps. XBee module uses the 

same  ISM  band  and  has  better  communication  range  but 

slower data rate (up to 250 kbps) than the RFM70. Large ca-

pacity data storage is provided by micro SD card. The moth-

erboard dimensions are 49 x 33 mm (Fig. 1).

The nodes can communicate with a personal computer us-

ing a special USB adapter that enables communication with 

both mentioned communication modules.

The developed sensor was used to carry out several exper-

iments that were designed to determine the properties of the 

sensor and the impact of the sensor location on the measured 

data.

B. Experiment 1

The aim of the first experiment was to determine the sensi-

tivity of the sensor. We also examined the effects of sensor 

location (relative to the vehicle) on the measured data. The 

experiment was based on repeated measurement of the mag-

netic field changes during the passage of the vehicle. After 

each measurement the position of the sensor was changed. 

There were 13 measurements made at a distance from -1.8 m 

to 1.8 m relative to the center of the vehicle. The speed of 

the vehicle was about 10 km/h during all measurements. The 

length of each measurement was 5 s while the sampling fre-

quency was 220 Hz, thus total number of samples in each 

measurement is 1100. During the experiment, we used a per-

sonal car NISSAN Primera Wagon with dimensions of 450 x 

160 cm (length x width) and weight of 1600 kg. The orienta-

tion of the sensor relative to the direction of movement of the 

vehicle and the magnetic field of Earth is shown in Fig. 4-A.

The waveform of the measured data is very dependent on 

the location of the sensor. A relatively small change in the 

sensor position can cause a large change in the data shape. 

This can be seen especially if the sensor is placed under the 

vehicle, particularly in channels Y and Z. On the other hand, 

the smallest impact on the data shape had sensor movement 

in the X direction. Fig. 2 shows the magnetic profile of the 

vehicle obtained by combining all the measurements in the X 

direction. When the sensor is located nearby the vehicle, the 

biggest  changes  in  the  magnetic  field  are  in  the  Y  axis. 

Changing the position of the sensor affects mainly the ampli-

tude of the measured data, but not their shape. Presence of 

the vehicles can be detected with used magnetometer from 

relatively large  distance,  which depends on the amount of 

ferromagnetic materials in the vehicle. Of course, the sensi-

tivity of the sensor affects the estimated length of the vehicle. 

For example, the length of the magnetic profile in Fig.2 is 

about  600  samples,  which  corresponds  to  7.6  m.  Actual 

length of the vehicle is just 4.5 m.

C. Experiment 2

Next experiment was designed to determine the impact of 

vehicle speed on the shape of the recorded data.  We con-

ducted two series of measurements with different placement 

of the sensor: 0.3 m aside from the car and under the car. 

The vehicle was moving at the following speeds: 20 km/h, 

40 km/h and 60 km/h. Fig. 3 shows obtained records. 

Fig 1. Node prototype
Fig 2. Magnetic profile of the test vehicle
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We evaluated the degree of similarity between the mea-

sured results using cross-correlation. Before calculating the 

correlation coefficient the measurements were normalized to 

the same number of samples using linear interpolation. The 

beginning and end of each record was determined using a de-

fined threshold level. Table 1 shows the calculated values for 

all channels and both sensor locations. 

The  best results in  terms of correlation  coefficients  are 

achieved for the Y channel and sensor located aside from the 

car. If the sensor is placed underneath the vehicle, the results 

are no longer as satisfactory, despite the apparent similarity 

of the measured waveform. This is probably due to difficul-

ties in specifying the beginning and end of recording caused 

by the gradual change of the measured signal. In the future 

we will have to find a better algorithm to extract the vehicle 

record.  Another  problem is  the  already mentioned  depen-

dence of the measured values with respect to the position of 

the sensor.  This problem can be solved by using multiple 

sensors located side by side in the monitored lane. However, 

this represents increased costs of the system implementation.

D. Experiment 3

The third experiment was focused on the effect of vehicle 

orientation on the measured waveform. We have performed 

measurements with both sensor locations: aside from the car 

and under the car. Fig. 4 A, B shows the position of the sen-

sor and the vehicle relative to the Earth's magnetic field in 

both cases. 

Fig. 5 shows the measured waveforms for both directions 

of travel of the vehicle. The vehicle speed was 20 km/h. The 

waveform is virtually unchanged. The main difference is in 

the DC component of the signal. The value of the correlation 

coefficients confirms the similarity of the signals, especially 

for  channels  X and Y (Rx = 0.9955,  Ry = 0.9887,  Rz = 

0.9463). The lower value of the coefficient Rz is mainly due 

to its small amplitude, making it difficult to determine the 

beginning and end of recording. It can be concluded that the 

orientation  of  the  vehicle  has  no  significant  effect  on  the 

measured data. 

Fig 3. Records of vehicles with different speed

TABLE I.

DEGREE OF SIMILARITY OF MEASUREMENTS

Sensor 

placement
Channel R20-40 R20-60 R40-60

Aside from the 

car

X 0.9815 0.9408 0.9584

Y 0.9831 0.9819 0.9972

Z 0.9753 0.9415 0.9562 

Under the car

X 0.9747 0.973 0.9888 

Y 0.8745 0.9357 0.9786 

Z 0.9017 0.9206 0.9432 

Fig 5. Various orientation of vehicle movement
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III. CLASSIFICATION OF VEHICLES

In the past, we conducted a preliminary measurement with 

a magnetometer for the purpose of vehicles classification [6]. 

The velocity of vehicles was estimated, since the measure-

ment was performed with only one sensor. The result of clas-

sification was skewed with unknown speed of vehicles. We 

decided to repeat the experiment with a pair of sensors. Both 

sensors were placed on the verge of the road with spacing of 

2 m. One module transmitted the measured data and the sec-

ond module stored both measurements to the SD card. The 

sampling frequency was 220 Hz. Orientation of the sensor 

relative to the road is shown in Fig. 4-C. The measurement 

was made at the beginning of the village Nedožery-Brezany 

on 28th March 2012 at the time of 16:00 to 16:18. During 

the measurements, the vehicles were recorded by a camera. 

Analysis of the camera recording has provided the number 

and type of vehicles: 131 passenger cars, 4 vans, 4 trucks, 2 

buses and a bicycle, altogether 142 vehicles.

The  algorithm to  classify  vehicles according  to  their 

length consists of three steps. First, records of individual ve-

hicles  must be  extracted  from measured data.  The second 

step is to determine the speed of vehicle by cross-correlation 

between records of the two sensors. The last step is calcula-

tion of the vehicle length and its classification. Let us look at 

each step in more detail. In accordance with the results of the 

first experiment, we used only channel Y to detect the vehi-

cles. Output level of each channel is influenced by the orien-

tation of the sensor due to the magnetic field of the earth and 

usually is nonzero. This DC component must be removed. 

Since the measured values are somewhat noisy, we used low-

pass filter to suppress unwanted noise. The filtered data were 

only used for the extraction of the vehicle record. The begin-

ning and the end of the vehicle can be detected by algorithm 

based on exceeding a certain threshold (zero zone).  How-

ever,  the  recording of  a  vehicle  can  contain a  number  of 

zero-crossings. In order to distinguish whether it is a record 

of one or two vehicles, we had to evaluate the distance be-

tween the zero zone transitions. If the distance is less than 

the selected value, the transition is considered to be a contin-

uation of the first vehicle record. Otherwise it is a recording 

of a new vehicle.

The extracted record is then compared with record from 

the second sensor using cross-correlation. Given the proxim-

ity of the two sensors we assume a steady speed of vehicle 

and hence the same length of records. In the case of a greater 

distance between sensors, it is possible to use acceleration 

compensation [7]. Correlation coefficients are calculated for 

different values of shift between the first and second records. 

The shift, which corresponds to the largest coefficient, is di-

rectly proportional to the vehicle speed. The width of scan 

field depends on the lowest speed of the vehicle we want to 

capture. If the maximum shift is 100 samples, the sampling 

frequency is 220 Hz and the distance between sensors is 2 m, 

the minimum vehicle speed is about 16 km/h. Based on the 

sign of the shift (corresponding to the largest coefficient) it is 

possible to distinguish what is the direction of movement of 

the vehicle.  Some vehicles,  especially trucks,  going in the 

opposite direction may cause a large enough change of mag-

netic field to confuse the detection algorithm. The sign of the 

shift makes it possible to eliminate most false-positives. Fig. 

6 shows the record of the two vehicles captured by both sen-

sors. The first part of the record belongs to a vehicle going in 

the right direction and the second part to a vehicle going in 

the opposite direction. We are not able to eliminate false-

positives  if  we consider  solely the level of  signal  change. 

Evaluating the shift between records is therefore very useful. 

After removal of false-positives we evaluate the similarity 

of the records from both sensors.  If  the correlation coeffi-

cient is greater than the threshold 0.9, we consider the record 

to be reliable,  and we classify the detected vehicle. Lower 

level  of  similarity is  caused usually by a distortion of  the 

measurement by a vehicle in opposite  direction.  From the 

whole  measurement  we  extracted  148  vehicle  records,  of 

which 8  belonged  to vehicles  in  opposite  direction  and  5 

records had low correlation coefficient.  Correctly detected 

were 135 vehicles, representing a 91 % success rate.

For each vehicle we can determine its speed. Assuming a 

uniform movement of  the vehicle,  the relation for  vehicle 

speed is:

V=
D.Fs

S
(1)

where Fs is the sampling frequency, S is the shift between 

the measurements detected by the correlation and  D is dis-

tance between the sensors. Vehicle length L is proportionally 

dependent on the length of the vehicle record (N) by the rela-

tion:

L=
N.V

Fs
(2)

In Fig. 7 are depicted the lengths of all detected vehicles. 

It is possible to distinguish between two groups of vehicles: 

smaller  (personal)  and  larger  vehicles  (vans,  trucks  and 

buses). The reason why the calculated length of some pas-

senger cars is unusually large has not yet been determined.Fig 6. Record of vehicles with different direction of movement
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Fig.  8  shows  the  lengths  of  the  same vehicles  if  their 

speed is estimated to be 50 km/h as in [6]. Surprisingly, me-

asuring the speed of vehicles does not yield significant bene-

fits. This result is probably due to difficulties in determining 

the exact length of the vehicle using the magnetometer. The 

magnetometer measures only changes in the Earth's magne-

tic field and these changes depend strongly on the structure 

of the vehicle. The second source of problems is associated 

with the location of the sensor on the road verge. We are not  

able to ensure that all vehicles pass the sensor at the same 

distance. The amplitude of the measured signal is inversely 

proportional to the distance of the vehicle from the sensor.

I. CONCLUSION

This paper verifies the properties of the prototype sensor 

for vehicles classification (type and speed) based on a sim-

ple magnetometer. We found that the shape of the measured 

data is significantly influenced by a location of the sensor 

with respect  to the vehicle.  Based  on the experiments we 

identified  the  channel  of  the  magnetometer  that  provides 

data most suitable for further processing. The prototype sen-

sor has been used in real traffic to measure the speed of ve-

hicles  and  to  estimate  their  length.  Algorithm  to  extract 

records  of  individual  vehicle  from  measurement  was  de-

signed. Its success rate is 91 %. However, the results of the 

classification of vehicles are not significantly better than in 

the case of a simple estimation of the speed.

The measurements were evaluated off-line. In the future 

we would like to implement all  algorithms directly to the 

node microcontroller and to transmit only necessary infor-

mation  using  a  wireless  network.  We  would  also  like  to 

carry out real-world measurements with sensor placed under 

the cars. Our research is also focused on the problem of re-

identification  of  vehicles.  We will  develop  efficient  algo-

rithms for compression of individual vehicle records to al-

low re-identification of vehicles even with a relatively low 

speed wireless network. 
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Abstract—This paper discusses supercapacitor based power 

unit  for  event-driven  wireless  sensor  network node.  In  such 
nodes, most of the energy is consumed when transmitting or re-
ceiving data. Sleep-wake scheduling mechanism is an effective 
way how to prolong node’s lifetime. However, this mechanism 
can result in delays because a transmitting node has to wait un-
til  his  neighbor  wakes  up.  Another  solution  is  event-driven 
communication model,  where  nodes  communicate  in case  an 
event occurs. Although, events occur asynchronously, the node 
needs to send a keep alive message periodically. An event can 
be caused by very high temperature (indicating fire), or pres-
ence of movement in a surveillance system. Good communica-
tion  pattern  can  reduce  energy  consumption.  However,  the 
main issue remains the design of network node power unit. We 
propose  supercapacitor  power  unit  circuit  which  is  charged 
from solar cells and discuss a sensor node energy balance.

I.  INTRODUCTION

HE principles of wireless sensor networks (WSN) are 
known for some time. But only technology advance in 

last decades allowed development of new, interesting appli-
cations  of  WSNs.  Such  applications  are  property  surveil-
lance, various  diagnosing systems (for  example for  a pro-
duction  line),  illegal  forest  logging  detection  and  traffic 
monitoring or even wearable electronics. It is critical to op-
erate such networks unattended for a long time. Therefore, 
extending network lifetime through the efficient use of en-
ergy is a key issue in the WSN development [1].

T

The fraction of total energy consumption in event based 
systems  for  data  transmission  and  reception  is  relatively 
small, because events occur rarely.  The energy required to 
sense events is  usually constant and cannot  be controlled. 
Present  microcontrollers  (MCUs)  are  energy  saving  also 
when they are fully operational, but their power consump-
tion can  be reduced  even more switching them into sleep 
mode. Sleep-wake scheduling mechanism becomes an effec-
tive way to prolong the lifetime of energy-constrained event-
driven  sensor  networks.  By  putting  nodes  to  sleep  when 
there are no events, the energy consumption of the sensor 
nodes can be significantly reduced. However, the energy ex-
pended to keep the communication system on, is the domi-
nant component of energy consumption, which can be con-
trolled in order to extend node’s lifetime [1]. In most practi-

 This work has been supported by IBM Award 2011 “Wireless Sensor 
Networks for traffic monitoring” and institutional grant FRI.

cal  cases  the  communication  possibilities  are  limited  by 
communication range as well as data rate. Note that increas-
ing communication range can be accomplished only by in-
creasing transmitter power and receiver sensitivity and that 
always leads to elevated energy consumption. On the other 
hand, increasing communication range also increases inter-
ference between individual network elements and adversely 
influences throughput of the network. For that reason,  the 
communication range is usually 30-300m with transmission 
power  of  0-10dBm  and  receiver  sensitivity  from  -90  to 
-102dBm. WSNs use ISM (industrial,  scientific and medi-
cal) radio bands for applications at 443MHz, 886/916MHz 
and 2.4GHz. Shannon - Hartley theorem describes connec-
tion between communication channel data rate with limited 
frequency band and energy consumption of radio frequency 
(RF) transceiver [1].

Most WSN applications have limited transfer rate from 10 
to  250kbps.  Thus,  WSN  belong  to  category  WLRPAN 
(Wireless Low Rate Personal Area Networks). For informa-
tion  transfer  management  purpose  in  WSN,  many routing 
protocols  have  been  developed.  Their  analysis  and  basic 
properties are described in [1], [2] - [4]. 

Apart from further basic properties of individual network 
elements that will be mentioned, there are other important 
parameters such as:

• Sensor node power computing,

• energy management efficiency,

• low power consumption / long lifetime,

• production cost,

• security,

• fault tolerance.

Many  of  presented  requirements  are  contradictory.  In-
creasing of computational power raises power requirements 
as well as sensor costs. Enhanced security needs more com-
puting power. Making fault tolerant node usually increases 
its price. It is not possible to develop versatile element that 
would be optimal from all points of view. Moreover, differ-
ent applications have different importance to particular re-
quirements [1].

Event based communication is a pattern promoting pro-
duction, detection, consumption and reaction to events. An 
event can be defined as a significant change of state. For ex-
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ample when temperature rises up to a certain point, the sys-
tem can  change  its  state from “normal” to “burning”  and 
evaluate this significant change of state to be enough to gen-
erate an event. An event-driven system typically consists of 
event emitters (agents) and event consumers (sinks). Sinks 
have the responsibility of applying a reaction as soon as an 
event is presented. The reaction might or might not be com-
pletely provided by the sink itself. Building applications and 
systems around an event-driven architecture allows these ap-
plications and systems to be constructed in a manner that fa-
cilitates more responsiveness, because event-driven systems 
are, by design, more normalized to unpredictable and asyn-
chronous environments [5].

In [11] there is considered nonlinear or event-dependent 
sampling.  Such  sampling  depends  on  the  function  being 
sampled. The paper investigates possible nonlinearity of the 
sampling  procedure  and  associated  Lebesgue’s  integral 
scheme.

II. WSN APPLICATIONS

Our department studies focus on possibilities how to uti-
lize WSNs in traffic parameters monitoring, transport infra-
structure quality monitoring and monitoring vehicles emis-
sions [6]. Additionally, there are applications such as navi-
gation  and  tracking  systems,  property  surveillance,  illegal 
forest logging detection, state border monitoring and many 
other  controlling  and  monitoring  applications.  The  main 
WSN application areas are as follows [1], [7] and [12]:

• Military,

• traffic monitoring,

• environmental applications,

• flood and forest fire detection systems,

• security applications,

• health applications,

• tracking systems,

• other commercial applications.

In most WSN applications we have to deal with one basic 
problem - to ensure network operation without any interven-
tion. Unattended operation of the sensor network is required 
particularly for applications that monitor the state of the en-
vironment, objects, or operate on spatially large territory. As 
an example of such system could be forest fire detection sys-
tem described in [8] or the application of monitoring mili-
tary areas [1]. In terms of minimizing operator intervention 
to the network during its operation, the critical issue is en-
ergy self-sufficiency of each network element. Despite un-
deniable progress  in low-power technologies,  the question 
of power supply for sensors remains a serious problem [9].

The application described in this paper focuses on event-
driven sensor node’s power supply unit based on superca-
pacitors.  The  supercapacitors  are  becoming  dominant  in 
such applications like WSN or energy harvesting. The pre-
supposed  energy  source  for  presented  application  is  solar 
energy. The power unit circuit is described in detail later. 

III. SENSOR NODE ENERGY BALANCE

Each sensor node has to have the capabilities to collect 
data and route them to the sinks or the end users. In order to  
meet sensor network requirements, each node must be able 
to provide the following functions [1]:

• Data collection,

• data preprocessing,

• communication.

Standard network element (node) consists of the follow-
ing basic parts (Fig. 1):

• Sensing unit,

• processing unit,

• communication subsystem,

• power supply unit.

Fig. 1. Sensor node basic parts

In  terms of  energy consumption,  the sensing subsystem 
depends on the choice of sensing parameters, sensors’ sensi-
tivity,  frequency of  measurements and other  technological 
limitations [9].

The main task of sensing unit is transformation of chosen 
parameters to quantity suitable for further processing (usu-
ally voltage). This unit is application specific and contains 
modern  electronic  elements  as  probes,  operational  ampli-
fiers, gain controlled amplifiers, comparators and other mi-
croelectronic components. Most often used sensors are sens-
ing  temperature,  humidity,  vehicular  movement,  pressure, 
biological and chemical agents, acoustic noise level, lighting 
condition,  the  presence/absence  of  an  object,  mechanical 
stress  etc.  In  most applications,  sensing subsystem is  unit 
with the lowest energy consumption compared to the com-
munication unit and data processing unit [9].

Basic functions of processing unit are digital processing 
of measured signals, controlling all parts of sensor node, in-
formation transfer and further tasks required by specific ap-
plication. When designing processing unit, we can use di-
verse  integrated  circuits  from ASICs  (Application-specific 
integrated  circuits)  and  FPGAs  (Field-programmable  gate 
arrays)  to universal  microcontrollers.  At present,  the main 
part of the processing unit is usually a MCU. We must care-
fully consider required computing power as it is directly re-
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lated to energy consumption.  Widely used processor units 
with their energy consumption requirements are stated in ta-
ble 1 [9].

Note that  the given  data in  TABLE 1  are only informa-
tional. The table demonstrates that various MCUs have dif-
ferent power consumption requirements, but still very low. 
When deciding which MCU to use, one must take into ac-
count much more parameters than just power consumption. 
The size of program and data memory, set of integrated pe-
ripherals, development tools availability and others are im-
portant as well [9].

Each  sensor  node  must  be  able  to  communicate  with 
neighboring nodes and/or with the base station using wire-
less communication channel. For this, we have communica-
tion unit. As the RF data transmission is very energy inten-
sive, it is desirable to perform most of the data processing 
right in the sensor node and then send out only relevant data. 
Consumption of  this unit  mainly depends  on the required 
communication  range  (receiver  sensitivity  and  transmitter 
output  power),  baud  rate  and  frequency band. In  general, 
this sensor node unit is the most power consuming unit of 
all. This means that  the choice of communication unit and 
communication mechanism is a key issue in designing a reli-
able WSN working without any intervention [9].

The resulting energy consumption of the sensor node is 
given by the sum of the energy requirements of above men-
tioned three main parts (sensing unit, processing unit, data 
collection unit) [9].

If we understand the life of the sensor node as the opera-
tion time without operator intervention and the node is pow-
ered by a portable power source, then its life is determined 
by the capacity of this source and power consumption of the 
node. It is clear that in this case life of the node can be ex-
tended by increasing the energy resource capacity, or by re-
ducing device consumption. Another option is to power the 
sensor system using some kind of energy harvesting device 
[9]. Today we see MCUs with active mode consumption be-
low 100μA/MHz @ 3V. The single battery with a capacity 
of  1000mAh could  power  such  processing  unit  for  up  to 
1 year [8].

In real  applications the microcontroller is often in sleep 
mode  with  the  consumption  approximately  one  hundred 
times lower than in normal mode. The limiting factor  be-
comes the above mentioned consumption of the communica-
tion  module  and  battery  /  supercapacitor  self-discharge 
process.

The old-school way for powering WSN is a battery. De-
spite recent significant improvements in battery parameters, 
particularly energy density increase and self-discharge cur-

rent reduction, batteries have strict lifecycle and therefore, 
they limit WSN performance and long term sustainability.

The second alternative that lately attracts the design engi-
neers  more  and  more  are  systems  able  to  acquire  energy 
from the environment (energy harvesting)  in collaboration 
with supercapacitors [9].

The  supercapacitor  differs  from  a  regular  capacitor  in 
having very high capacitance. This capacitance is rated in 
farads, which is thousands of times more than regular elec-
trolytic  capacitor.  The  supercapacitor  is  ideal  for  energy 
storage that undertakes short and frequent cycles of charging 
and discharging at high currents [10].

There is a voltage limit for every single capacitor. The su-
percapacitor is designed to operate at 2.5V to 2.7V. Higher 
voltages can be achieved by linking supercapacitors in se-
ries, but this has disadvantages. This technique reduces the 
total capacitance. For example, two capacitors with the same 
capacitance connected in series act as one with quarter ca-
pacitance of the sum of both original capacitors. Addition-
ally, series of more than three supercapacitors need voltage 
balancing in order to prevent any cell (supercapacitor) to run 
into over-voltage.  Similar protection applies in lithium-ion 
batteries [10].

Comparing  to  Li-ion  battery  (table  II),  which  delivers 
steady  voltage  in  the  usable  power  band,  the 
supercapacitor’s discharge curve decreases linearly from full 
voltage to zero. This fact reduces the usable power spectrum 
and  much  of  the  stored  energy  is  left  behind  [10].  The 
supercapacitor  can be charged  and discharged virtually an 
unlimited  number  of  times.  Unlike  the  electrochemical 
battery,  which has a defined cycle life, there is little wear 
and tear by cycling a supercapacitor. Nor does age affect the 
device,  as  it  would  a battery.  Under  normal conditions,  a 
supercapacitor fades from the original 100 percent capacity 
to  80  percent  in  10  years.  Applying  higher  voltages  than 
specified shortens the life. The supercapacitor functions well 
at hot and cold temperatures as well [10].

The  self-discharge  of  a  supercapacitor  is  substantially 
higher than that of an electrostatic capacitor and somewhat 
higher  than the electrochemical battery.  The organic  elec-
trolyte contributes to this. The stored energy of a superca-
pacitor decreases from 100 to 50 percent in 30 to 40 days. A 
nickel-based  battery  self-discharges  10  to  15  percent  per 
month. Li-ion discharges only five percent per month [10]. 
Advantages and limitations of the supercapacitors are sum-
marized in the table III.   

TABLE I

MCU ENERGY CONSUMPTION OVERVIEW

MCU NAME
MCU 

FAMILY
POWER CONSUMPTION

StrongARM (CPU) 32-bit 300 mW@1.5V/200 MHz
Atmel ARM7 32-bit 90 mW@3.3V/48 MHz

TI MSP 430F5437 16-bit 1 mW@ 3.0V/8MHz
Atmel ATmega 

644
8-bit 0.72 mW@1.8V/1MHz

TABLE III

ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF SUPERCAPACITORS

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
Virtually unlimited cycle life 
(can be cycled millions of times)

Low specific energy (holds an 
energy fraction of a regular battery)

High specific power (low 
resistance enables high load currents)

Linear discharge voltage (prevents 
using the full energy spectrum)

Charges in seconds (no end-of-
charge termination required)

High self-discharge (higher than 
most batteries)

Simple charging (not subject to 
overcharge)

Low cell voltage (requires serial 
connection with voltage balancing)

Excellent temperature charge 
and discharge performance

High cost per watt
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IV. SUPERCAPACITOR POWER UNIT

From variety of possible power sources, for this applica-
tion, the solar energy was selected. The supercapacitors are 
used for saving the energy from the solar cells. In order to 
charge  the  supercapacitors,  we  use  Linear  Technology 
LTC3105 high efficiency step-up DC/DC converter. This in-
tegrated  circuit  is  ideal  for  energy  harvesting  applications 
and solar powered battery/supercapacitor chargers because it 
can operate from input voltages as low as 225mV up to 5V.

To preserve the energy from the solar cells, there are two 
supercapacitors used with a capacitance of 50F/2.3V each. 
These capacitors are linked in series together forming a 
virtual capacitor with a capacitance 25F/4.6V. We will call 
this group of supercapacitors primary supercapacitors.

Total  energy  the  primary  supercapacitors  can  store  is 
264.5J. Knowing that the supercapacitor’s voltage varies in 
range from 4.6V to 2.2V, the available energy is 204J. The 
value of  204J is the maximum energy used by the device 
during the time without the solar source. From [8], we can 
use the calculation formula to estimate the time needed for 
extraction of given amount of energy from the solar cell:

(1)

where: t is time in [s],

E is energy in [J] or [Ws],

Ps is the power density in [W/cm2],

S is active area of the solar cell in [cm2].

Fig. 2. Circuit detail of primary supercapacitors

Under ideal conditions and assuming active solar cell area 
of approximately 85cm2 and power density 5.3mW/cm2, the 
solar cell is able to charge primary supercapacitors from 0V 
to full 4,6V in almost 9 minutes.

If we assume that the average power drawn by the sensor 
node during the night  will  be 3.63mW (1.1mA @ 3.3V), 
then the power supply will be able to power the sensor node 
for more than 15 hours (204 / (3.63 ∙ 10 -3)). If we count with 
some losses and nonlinearities the sensor may last about 14 
hours (worst case scenario). The sensor’s energy consump-
tion is more less 100μA @ 3.3V and during these 14 hours it 
consumes  15.1J.  Note  that  calculation  does  not  consider 

power  supply  unit  efficiency  of  the  node,  so  the  results 
might be slightly less favorable.

Our processing unit is based on STMicroelectronics MCU 
STM32F103C6T  with  maximum  consumption  in  active 
mode 4.5mA @ 3.3V (14.85mW) at 8MHz when code run-
ning from RAM. In stop mode, the power consumption is 
24μA @ 3.3V (79.2μW).  This unit  can be activated from 
stop mode in two ways.  Either  the RTC (real-time clock) 
unit wakes up the MCU, or the sensor generates an interrupt 
request. Real time unit is a part of the MCU and is active 
also in sleep mode and stop mode. During the 14 hour oper-
ation,  without  primary supercapacitor’s charge,  the energy 
flown from the primary supercapacitors is 10.5J (this value 
strictly depends on active to inactive time ratio).

The  communication  unit  is  based  on  Microchip  MR-
F24J40MA  transceiver,  which  can  operate  from  2.4V  to 
3,6V. At receive mode, the power consumption is 19mA @ 
3.3V (62.7mW), at transmit mode 23mA @ 3.3V (75.9mW) 
and at sleep mode the power consumption is 2μA @ 3.3V 
(6.6μW).  Within these 14  hours  the consumption is more 
less 11.8J.

From these values it  is clear  that using appropriate net-
work  behavior  strategy  can  ensure  that  network  elements 
will be capable of 14-hour operation from energy conserved 
in primary supercapacitors.

The  total  power  consumption  of  mentioned  modules  is 
37.4J  in  14  hours.  The  remaining  energy  is  166,6J.  This 
value is sufficient enough to provide energy for continuous 
operation for:

• Transmitter only – 36.6 min,
• receiver only – 44.3 min,
• processing unit only – 3h 7 min (active mode),
• processing unit only – 24 days (stop mode),
• sensing unit only – 12h 51 min.

The values assume ideal conditions and ideal efficiency of 
power systems, but these informational values give direction 
of network communication strategy.

Although,  events  are  generated  asynchronously  and  the 
sensors are operational permanently, the communication pat-
tern remains synchronized.  This  means the nodes  need  to 
send keep alive messages regularly (let’s say every 10 min-
utes)  and  with that,  increasing  energy  consumption.  After 
the 10 minutes the MCU wakes up for about 2 minutes to 
send out all data it needs to send and receive everything it 
has to – updated sensing parameters from an operator.  It is 
necessary to find out the reasonable ratio between active and 
inactive time of communication unit. Another problem be-
comes the time synchronization – any situation when a node 
wakes up too early or too late and is not able to send/receive 
any data successfully because every single node in its range 
is in power saving mode, should not occur. It is clear, that 
due to limited energy resources, transfer of data cannot be 
initiated  immediately  after  event  detection.  Each  sensor 
needs enough time to evaluate the measured value and,  if 
necessary, to send out the results during the next time slot.

The proposed power unit circuit is given on Fig. 3. It con-
sists of three main functional parts. The first is supercapaci-
tor circuit with primary supercapacitors shown on Fig.2. The 
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two resistors with 1MΩ resistance serve as simple voltage 
balancing circuit to prevent any of the supercapacitors to run 
into  over-voltage.  The  small  100nF  capacitor  (C3)  filters 
high frequency current peaks. The second main part is MCU 
powering circuit (Fig. 4) with secondary supercapacitor.

Fig. 4. MCU powering circuit

The 1F capacitor (C4) is being charged via MCU driven 
switches.  The first  switch (Fig.  5)  is  always  on when the 
MCU is inactive (in stop mode). As a result, during MCU 
inactivity supercapacitors C1 and C2 charge C4 capacitor. 
When MCU becomes active, the C4 capacitor is (or should 
be)  fully  charged  to  a  maximum voltage  4.6V  (maximal 
voltage of series C1 and C2) and the MCU can close logic 
driven switch 1.

Fig. 5. Logic driven switch 1

Logic driven switch 2 (Fig.  6) works as complementary 
switch to logic driven switch 1 when MCU is in stop mode. 
This means, all output MCU pins are in high impedance and 
the logic driven switch 2 is always off when MCU is inac-
tive.  If  MCU is active,  this switch works as fast  charging 

switch for capacitor C4, which powers the MCU. The induc-
tor L1 limits C4 charging current to prevent any damage.

Fig. 6. Logic driven switch 2

Impedance separator consists of an operational amplifier 
from Texas Instruments OPA2369.  This part  separates  the 
analog to digital converter pins (ADC1 and ADC2) of the 
MCU from direct  supercapacitor’s  voltage  levels.  This  is 
due to potential very high currents that could flow from su-
percapacitors to these ADC pins. These high currents would 
cause quick discharge of either MCU powering capacitor C4 
but also main supercapacitors C1 and C2. Common values 
of  input  impedance  of  an  operational  amplifier  are  very 
high. This particular, OPA2369 has input impedance 10TΩ 
according to datasheet. Therefore, we can say that the input 
impedance is practically infinite and effect on energy con-
sumption is negligible.

Fig. 7. Impedance isolator circuit

MCU  output  pins  (OUT1  and  OUT2)  drive  switches. 
These  switches  are  basically  responsible  for  charging  C4 
and energy balancing between C1, C2 and C4.

MCU analog to digital converter pins (ADC1 and ADC2) 
are detecting the voltage level of primary supercapacitors C1 
and C2 (ADC1) and voltage level secondary supercapacitor 
C4 (ADC2). When critical low voltage level is detected, the 
MCU can charge C4 to desired (when C4 is at low voltage 
level)  voltage  level  from primary capacitors  by switching 
logic driven switch 2 with PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) 
signal up to 10kHz or MCU can run into sleep mode or even 
better stop mode and wait until solar cells charge primary 
supercapacitors  and  secondary supercapacitor  to  a  desired 
voltage level (or full voltage).

Fig. 3. Power unit circuit
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V.  CONCLUSIONS

In  this paper,  we discuss basic units of  wireless  sensor 
node with its energy requirements, some applications, where 
WSNs are widely used and event-driven communication to 
extend node’s lifetime. In comparison to the asynchronous 
sleep-wake  scheduling  mechanism,  according  to  which 
transmitting  node  needs  to  wait  until  the  receiving  node 
wakes  up,  the  event-driven  communication  mechanism 
saves the energy until it is necessary to transmit any data. As 
it  was  presented,  the  most  energy  consuming  part  is  the 
communication unit. We can save significant portion of en-
ergy and extend the lifetime of a wireless sensor node when 
designing efficient power supply unit.

The basic principle of the proposed power unit circuit is 
simple. Primary supercapacitors are being charged from so-
lar cells continuously. When MCU is in stop mode, by de-
fault,  the  secondary supercapacitor  is  being  charged  from 
the main supercapacitors. When MCU is in active mode, it 
can control  voltage  level  at  C4 by switching logic  driven 
switch 2. The circuit was designed to work with minimal en-
ergy losses and to be simple as well. 
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Abstract — The paper presents the technical infrastructure of 

the system for monitoring the road transportation of oversized 

and dangerous goods. It describes the basic components of the 

system  – vehicle sensor network, vehicle on-board unit (OBU), 

monitoring centre and wireless communication system. 

Moreover, it specifies some important system parameters, 

especially the period of sending the data about the state / 

condition of goods to the monitoring centre. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE transportation of dangerous goods by road network 

is a potential and everyday threat to people and the 

surroundings of the roads used for such operations. It is a 

matter of international importance because the transportation 

of dangerous goods, as well as the transportation of other 

goods, is carried out regardless countries´ borders. 

From the viewpoint of legislation, the transportation of 

dangerous goods by roads in Europe is regulated by an 

international agreement, the ADR (European Agreement 

Concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods 

by Road) [5]. This agreement divides dangerous goods into 

nine classes, see TABLE I. 

TABLE I.  
CLASSIFICATION OF DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES IN ACCORDANCE WITH ADR 

Class Description 

1 Explosive substances and articles 

2 Gases 

3 Flammable liquids 

4.1 
Flammable solids, self-reactive substances and solid 

desensitized explosives 

4.2 Substances liable to spontaneous combustion 

4.3 
Substances which, in contact with water, emit flammable 

gases 

5.1 Oxidizing substances 

5.2 Organic peroxides 

6.1 Toxic substances 

6.2 Infectious substances 

7 Radioactive material 

8 Corrosive substances 

9 Miscellaneous dangerous substances and articles 

 

An oversized load is (in the Slovak Republic) defined by 

the Paragraph no. 14 of the Regulation no. 464/2009 of the 

Ministry of Transport, Construction and Regional 

Development of the Slovak Republic. A vehicle transporting 

an oversized load is a vehicle the dimensions of which 

exceed at least one of following dimensions: width - 3 m, 

height - 4.3 m, length - 23 m. 

The objective of research and development tasks 

described below is to determine the requirements for 

technical infrastructure of information system for the 

monitoring of the oversized and dangerous goods 

transportation and to determine whether it is possible to use 

the existing infrastructure of GPS/GSM based electronic toll 

collection system in the Slovak Republic for this purpose. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The problem of real time monitoring of the dangerous 

goods transportation is solved by several research teams due 

to its importance. These researches have some common 

factors – the coordinates of transported goods are being 

acquired by the GPS system, the dangerous goods is being 

monitored by sensor network (wired or wireless) and data are 

being transferred into the monitoring centre via GSM/3G 

network (the work [17] applies satellite network 

INMARSAT instead of GSM/3G). As wireless sensor 

network the ZigBee technology is commonly being used 

[10], [14]. The vehicle on-board units are based on single 

chip microcontroller or ARM processor core in the cited 

works. 

III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM 

To decrease the risk during transportation, there is 

a complex information system which will monitor the 

oversized and dangerous goods in real time, and which will 

be interconnected on-line with an integrated emergency 

system. 

We have analyzed many European projects recently, and 

consequently we have determined the following architecture 

qualities: 

 Modularity 

 Flexibility 

T 
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 Possibility to be used in heterogeneous 

environment 

 Interoperability 

 Use of open standards 

 Performance 

 Language independency 

 System reliability 

 Information security and safety 

 User interface usability 

 Service intelligence  

The system architecture was designed according to the 

attributes listed above; to create the system we used methods 

described in [9]. The system was created with focus on its 

maximal modularity, a module can be replaced without 

having to change the rest of the system, e. g. the 

communication system can use another protocol. 

The basic requirements on such information system can be 

summarized in several points: 

 Provision of information about dangerous goods and 

about manipulation with them 

 Real time monitoring the dangerous goods status by a 

sensor network 

 Wireless mobile data and voice connection with the 

emergency system in case of damage or a traffic 

accident 

 Checking the accuracy and punctuality of dangerous 

goods delivery. 

 

GSM (GPRS)

OBU

GPS

Application Server 

Supervisory center 

workstations

Sensor network Database server

 

Fig. 1 Architecture of the system for monitoring oversized and dangerous 

goods transportation 

The core of the whole information system are the on-

board unit (OBU), sensor network and monitoring centre. 

The OBU monitors the physical parameters of the 

transported goods by means of a sensor network in real time. 

The data about the goods together with the vehicle position 

are transferred by GSM/GPRS network to the monitoring 

centre for evaluation. A similar complex information system, 

the architecture of which is shown in Fig. 1, was solved and 

realized by authors in Project CONNECT [2]; at present the 

solution is focused on the simplification of the system and on 

utilizing the existing infrastructure for the electronic toll 

collection. 

IV. MONITORING THE DANGEROUS GOODS PARAMETERS 

A. Determination of the period of sending the information 

about the goods status 

To determine the period of sending the data about the 

goods status to the monitoring centre, we can use the mean 

arrival time of emergency services. The basic aim is that the 

period of sending the data should not significantly affect the 

mea arrival time. For the calculation we can assume that the 

mean arrival time E(TA)=10 minutes, i. e. 600 seconds. The 

situation is shown in Fig. 2. The non-zero period T of the 

data sending increases the arrival time TA by the delay τ. 
Because the moment of an accident occurrence is random, 

the delay τ is a random quantity with uniform probability 

distribution with probability density f(t)=1/T on the interval 

<0, T>. The mean value of the delay τ is then given by the 

expression 

 

0

( ) ( )
2

T
T

E tf t dt    (1) 

As it results from the above expression and from Fig. 2, 

the mean arrival time E(TA) will be increased by the 

influence of a non-zero period of data sending by the value 

E(τ), i. e. by a half of the period T. 

This mean arrival time E(TA) increase must be negligible 

in comparison with the value of E(TA). Let it be 1 % of 

E(TA), i. e. 6 seconds. The period of data sending then can be 

calculated from the expression (1), and it is T=12 seconds, i. 

e. the information on the status of dangerous goods must be 

sent to the monitoring centre every 12 seconds. 

 

Fig. 2 Increase of the arrival time by the influence of data sending period 

The period of the dangerous goods status sampling by the 

vehicle sensor network can be determined by a similar 

calculation, i. e. it must be significantly shorter than the 

sending period T. Considering that the times are 

approximately one second or less, the influence on the 

arrival time of emergency services is not significant any 

more, therefore the sampling period of the dangerous goods 

state can be determined in conformity with the period of 

GPS data acquisition, which is one second for conventional 

industrial GPS modules. 

Increased arrival time TA+τ 
čas 

Period 

of sending T Arrival time TA 

Moment of accident 

occurrence Delay τ 
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B. Sensor network for monitoring goods status 

For real time monitoring of dangerous goods status the 

vehicle must be equipped with the network of sensors which 

measure the physical quantities according to the class of the 

transported goods (TABLE I). For these purposes sensor 

units were designed. They measure the concentration of 

gases (see block diagram in Fig. 3) [11], [16], temperature, 

pressure and inclination (turnover) of the vehicle [15]. 

 

CAN engineA/D converter
CAN
driver

EEPROM

Memory

CPU

FLASH

Memory

Power

supply

Microcomputer

CAN BUS

Power

Humidity

sensor

Temperature

sensor

LPG

 sensor

C/F

converter

Timer/Counter

 

Fig. 3 Block diagram of LPG sensor 

The sensors communicate via CAN (Controller Area 

Network) bus which appears to be the most suitable solution 

for this purpose because it is often applied as a 

communication bus in motor vehicles. Because the 

standardization of vehicles transporting dangerous goods is 

needed, the authors propose to incorporate the data from 

sensor network for monitoring the dangerous goods into the 

diagnostic interface FMS (Fleet Management System) [6]. 

The individual physical quantities which reflect the goods 

status would be accessible for OBU just via the FMS 

interface under appropriate identification numbers of 

variables. The resolution of such variables need not be 

higher than 8 bits because their purpose is only to detect the 

predefined threshold exceeding [4]. The adequate repeating 

period of these variables can be 1 second, as it was analysed 

in the previous sub-chapter. 

V. ON-BOARD UNIT 

The most important part of the architecture is an on-board 

unit. The unit can be built on various hardware platforms 

(see TABLE II). The main purpose of the unit is to collect 

all relevant information from a vehicle and send them to the 

monitoring centre.  

  

Application kernel

Data 

communication 

(GSM/GPRS)

Location 

information

(GPS)

Sensor networks 

(CAN)

Voice/textual 

communication
Data logging Remote navigation

 

Fig. 4 Block diagram of OBU 

 

It is evident that the following parameters must be 

monitored during dangerous goods transportation (listed in 

order of priority): 

 Vehicle position (GPS coordinates) 

 Status of goods (detection of leakages of volatile 

substances, temperature, pressure, vehicle turn over 

etc.) 

 Operational parameters of vehicle (speed etc.) 

Additional functions of the on-board unit can bring added 

value to the system and increase the driver’s comfort, 
however, they are not primarily necessary to be included in 

OBU. We suggested the following add-on functions: 

 Bidirectional communication with the monitoring 

centre, voice or textual. This kind of communication 

can be integrated to the on-board unit, if a GSM 

modem with voice support is used. If we have a 

broadband data connection, the voice can be transferred 

as data. If there is no possibility of voice 

communication, a textual communication can be used 

instead. This kind of communication cannot be 

bidirectional for security reasons (the driver cannot 

participate in the textual conversation. 

 Remote navigation from the monitoring centre can 

configure a navigation system which can navigate the 

vehicle to its destination. In case of a route change (a 

traffic jam, car accident) the monitoring centre is able 

to change the route using an alternative one. There is a 

navigation software which can be remotely controlled 

from an external application (e.g. Sygic). 

 A black-box function enables to collect all information 

and store them to a persistent storage. If there is a car 

accident, all unsent information can be retrieved from 

the storage. A black-box module can include a camera 

system, which can save pictures or video for a later 

incident reconstruction. 
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Of course, the data must be periodically sent to the 

monitoring centre during the transportation. Evidently the 

only way is to utilize the GSM/GPRS network of some 

provider. Taking these initial requirements into account, the 

basic requirements on the functionality and interfaces of the 

OBU can be determined as follow: 

 Detection of the vehicle position by the GPS receiver 

requires the interface RS-232 or USB with 

corresponding drivers. 

 Data transfer via the mobile network GSM/GPRS 

requires the industrial communication module GSM, 

usually with the RS-232 interface. 

 The detection of dangerous goods status requires a 

vehicle equipped with sensor network. The sensor 

network can be built on the basis of some widely used 

industrial buses, e. g. Controller Area Network. Then 

OBU must be equipped with a corresponding interface. 

 The operational parameters of the vehicle can be 

acquired from the FMS interface, which is integrated 

into new trucks. 

Various possibilities of the hardware solution of OBU for 

monitoring dangerous goods transportation, their main 

advantages and disadvantages are summarized in TABLE II. 

On principle, all the hardware platforms enable to execute 

the basic function of OBU, i. e. monitoring the vehicle 

position, not all platforms can execute the supplementary 

function of goods status monitoring via the sensor network. 

TABLE II.  
COMPARISON OF VARIOUS HARDWARE PLATFORMS FOR OBU REALIZATION  

Platform Advantages Disadvantages 

Single chip 

microprocessor 

Customized solution, 

low cost hardware, 

robustness 

Need of HW and SW 

development, single-

purpose system 

Vehicle computer x86 Versatility, scalability, 

robustness, 

availability of 

interfaces and drivers 

Price, no turnover 

detection without 

external sensor 

Vehicle computer 

ARM 

Versatility, scalability, 

robustness 

Smaller assortment of 

interfaces and drivers, 

no turnover detection 

without external 

sensor 

Tablet / mobile phone Availability, price, 

built-in accelerometer 

to detect turnover 

Closed HW system, 

demanding 

connectivity of sensor 

network, poor climate 

and mechanical 

resistance 

Toll OBU Verified and applied 

system, price, 

robustness 

Closed HW system, 

unknown possibility 

of sensor network 

connection without 

modification of HW 

 

The solution based on the vehicle computer with x86 

architecture (Fig. 5 a) has the broadest possibilities. This 

platform is universal, scalable and upgradable by new 

functionalities and new external sensors. In future, this 

solution would integrate functionalities which are provided 

by individual OBUs at present, for example a digital 

tachograph, navigation system and toll OBU. 

If only monitoring the vehicle position without monitoring 

the goods status is acceptable (i. e. without sensor network), 

it is advantageous to use the toll OBU, which is already 

widely used in trucks (Fig. 5 b). This OBU has a sufficient 

hardware to ensure an additional functionality. It will be 

necessary to modify the toll OBU software, so that the 

position data can be sent to the monitoring centre 

periodically with 12-second periods (see the analysis in the 

previous chapter). 

 

  

Fig. 5 a) Vehicle computer IEI VTT-1000, b) Toll OBU 

VI. MONITORING CENTRE 

The monitoring centre serves as a system for collecting, 

monitoring and evaluating the data about vehicles and load 

status. The system receives and stores all data sent from the 

vehicles, and if there is a chance of a bidirectional 

communication, it sends the data to the on-board unit.  It also 

archives all data, and creates the on-demand statistics.  

The integrated map system shows the current position of 

the monitored vehicles and the status of the load. There are 

interfaces to other systems, and they can read the data for 

their specific needs. 

     

Fig. 6 Route display in Google Earth application 

 

We can summarize all of the basic requirements on the 

monitoring centre as follow: 

 Collecting the data about the start and end of 

transportation 

 Collecting the data about the current vehicle 

position 
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 Collecting the data about the vehicle and load 

status 

 Data archiving for later analysis 

 Display of the current vehicle position 

 Display of the current vehicle and load status 

 Display alerts about overrun values 

 Display of the archived rides 

 Display of statistical information 

The monitoring centre should consist of maps, 

presentation module, application server and data-storage 

system. 

The presentation module can be realised as: 

 Standard application (Google Earth/Maps, ESRI, 

etc.) (Fig. 6) – Pros: easy to use and up-date the 

maps and application, Cons: simple API for 

further development – low ability of 

customization. 

 Own application with maps (Ortophoto maps, 

digital maps, etc.) – Pros: Rich application 

without the constraints of API, Cons: 

complicated development and up-dating. 

The application server should contain services for the 

presentation modules, a communication system with OBU 

and a communication system with an application for route 

planning. 

The architecture of the application server and 

communication system according [13] can be: 

 Distributed system without centralized controlling 

– suitable for smaller systems with high security. 

 Distributed system based on events – suitable for 

big systems with large numbers of vehicles. 

 Distributed system of type MESH – suitable for 

the interconnection of national system with a 

complex monitoring system. 

All data should be saved in the database. For this kind of 

system, the best choice for the database system can be: 

 Relational database – if the system should also be 

used for analyzing and data-mining the archived 

data. 

 Distributed database – usually relational [7], [8] 

 Object-oriented database – in case the system 

contains algorithms that work with the data in a 

form of objects, and the system is expected to be 

highly loaded (to avoid ORM-object relation 

mapping) [12]. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In the article we have tried to present a proposal for a 

comprehensive system for monitoring the transportation of 

oversized and dangerous goods. We have described the 

requirements for sensor networks, on-board unit and 

monitoring centre. 

We also tried to suggest possible alternatives to the 

implementation of the subsystems, and point out their 

advantages and disadvantages. 

The system is designed to make maximum use of existing 

technologies and units. The article has the ambition to bring 

the methodology of how to design systems of a similar 

nature. 
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Abstract—The article is dedicated to sensor node design   fo-
cused on minimalization of  energy consumption. The mote is 
proposed for low rate or occasional data transmission so that 
communication subsystem energy consumption can be minimal. 
In case of  simple applications,  the sensor could be energized 
from two super-capacitors 50F/2.3V during 14 hours. The mote 
consists  of  acoustic  sensor  monitoring  specific  events  and 
switching microcontroller from stop-status to active-status. All 
rest  mote  functions  are  controlled  by  microcontroller.  Real 
time clock (RTC) can activate sensor node too. It can be used 
for time synchronization of communication subsystem as well. 

I. INTRODUCTION

ONTRADITIONAL applications  of  ICT  means  are 
presented more than less in present days. Wireless sen-

sor network (WSN) applications are classified like relatively 
new ones. They were judged rather as interesting solutions 
than  powerful  technology  couple  years  ago.  WSN  world 
market is expected to grow five times in next decade (from 
0.45 billions USD in 2011 to 5 billions USD in 2021). The 
values do not include non-mesh wireless sensor applications. 
In present, the most popular WSN implementations are fo-
cused on energy and water consumption measurement and 
registration systems.

N

WSN consists of large scale distributed sensing elements 
in monitored area,  cooperating with each other,  evaluating 
status of selected objects in consecutive way.  Term object 
could be understood in wider sense, e.g. protected area, pro-
duction link or living being, etc. In present, most of installed 
sensors communicate via wire line. It is expected that during 
next  ten  years  about  10% of  them will  be  part  of  WSN. 
WSN solutions decrease expenses related to system installa-
tions,    maintenance  and  software  update,  in  comparison 
with traditional technologies, see literature [4], [5],  [13]. In 
present, average price of sensor node is about 9USD. It is 
expected that it will drop down to 5USD by 2021. This fact  
drives development of new WSN applications. According to 
[4] and [6], the development is growing in the states with 
good financial situation. Research centers are founded and 
development of new applications are supported. Referring to 
mentioned  information,  the  USA is  leading  country  from 
global  point  of  view.  The  university  workplaces  were  fi-
nanced on the level of cca 100 millions USD from 1998 to 

2005.  The  center  for  development  of  embedded  network 
measurement systems (CENS) was established at  the Uni-
versity  of  California  in  Los  Angeles  (UCLA).  40-million 
USD financial support was arranged for the center. 
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Fig 1. Sharing market of WSN according to countries 

European commission decided to support research and de-
velopment  of  WSN  applications  in  7th Framework  Pro-
gramme  (7FP)  in  Information  and  Communication  Tech-
nologies section, 7thFP-ICT. 50 millions EUR were reserved 
for years 2007-2013. This step could be evaluated as posi-
tive   signal  in  sense  of  future  EU interest  in  the field  of 
WSN applications. Interesting ones presented in [1], [2] and 
[3] confirm the trend. 

Meaningful  applications  have  been  realized  in  environ-
mental sector. The authors in [9] describe forest areas moni-
toring on the basis of WSN. Temperature and humidity of 
environment were measured. Fire detection, in monitored re-
gion, has been possible on the basis of collected data evalua-
tion. The network consists of clusters of sensor nodes and 
communication cluster head connecting WSN with network 
coordinator  and  monitoring  center  (via  router).  Technical 
solution  and  strategy of  network  operation  is proposed  in 
compliance with minimalization of energy consumption. De-
tecting fire alarm signal is sent to monitoring center. It al-
lows information verification via the nearest camera to sig-
naled mote. IP cameras are part of the network. Proposed so-
lution improves fire identification. On the other hand, tech-
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nical solution requires more investments, energy consump-
tion and sophisticated communication system. Referring to 
the paper [10], detailed review of sensing and data process-
ing  methods  in  environment  of  WSN  is  presented.  The 
methods support reliable and fast fire identification in moni-
tored  area.  The problem of  acoustic  signal  evaluation  for 
monitoring and protection of national park was analyzed in 
the work [12]. The article is focused on methods and imple-
mentation of automatic gain control of acoustic signal. De-
velopment and examples of WSN applications powered by 
solar energy are described in the article [11]. In most cases 
chargeable batteries are used as energy storage devices. 

Referring to above mentioned analysis of existing WSN 
applications, it is clear that several research centers are inter-
ested in problems of environmental monitoring, especially 
forest one focused on fire detection. Certainly, WSN can be 
applicable in other applications as well, for example: protec-
tion against poachers, illegal trees cutting and constructing 
in the forest, etc.

II. SENSOR NODE DESIGN

Energy consumption of every element of WSN has domi-
nant influence on successful implementation of it in environ-
mental monitoring and protection. Referring to discussed ap-
plications, every sensor node represents unnatural element in 
monitored area. Sensor node design had to satisfy require-
ment of  WSN elements energizing on the basis of  energy 
collection from surrounding environment. This solution ex-
pects super-capacitor to be energy storage. Referring to cur-
rent stage of super-capacitors production technology,  ener-
getic cubic density of them is about 100 times lower than in 
case of chargeable batteries. Referring to figure 2, alterna-
tive solutions of  sensor node energizing are  presented for 
comparison and illustration. 

It is clear that if 2 serially connected super-capacitors are 
used for  energy storage  then value of  utilizable energy is 
about 200J. Utilizable voltage range 4.6-2.2V is expected. In 
case of utilizable voltage supply from the range 4.6-2.7V, 
only 173J of energy will be available for sensor node. Volt-
age range 4.6-2.2V, respectively 4.6-2.7V, is defined by pa-
rameters  of  used  electronic  elements  (type  OA, 
transceivers). Referring to relatively big leakage current of 
present super-capacitors, it is logical to expect self-discharg-
ing of them. 

Referring to testing of electric double-layer super-capaci-
tor (EDL) 50F/2.3V, average voltage drop was 95mV during 
14hours. In case of capacity 50F and average voltage value 
2.22V, mentioned voltage drop matches 10J of energy. Av-
erage value of leakage current 80μA was defined on the ba-
sis of measurements. It  corresponds with electrical charac-
teristics of current super-capacitors. It is necessary to men-
tion that  self-discharging characteristics  EDLC are depen-
dent on charging time period as well. In discussed case, su-
per-capacitors were charged to value 2.26V during 3 min-
utes.  Self-discharging  process  could  be  significantly  im-
proved by longer charging time period.

Charging  super-capacitors  by  solar  cells  then  energy 
200/173J  will  have  to  assure  operating  of  sensor  node 

during  all  night.  It  represents  time period  cca  14hours  in 
central  European  winter  time environment.  It  is  clear  that 
sensor node energizing is one of core WSN design problem.

Being able to guarantee mote operation during 14 hours, 
strategy of node activity must be chosen in compliance with 
minimization of energy consumption, especially during time 
period when energy consumption is going to be assure by 
means of super-capacitors energy.

For purpose of sensor node design it is going to be ex-
pected that typical distance between two sensor nodes will 
be 50m, maximal accepted message delay (time from event 
appearance to message delivery to monitoring center) will 
be 10 minute. Operation of the network will be depended on 
proposed network topology.  Technical  sensor node design 
must respect limitations related to energy supplying. In oper-
ation  mode  must  be  all  energy  demanding  subsystems 
switched  off,  respectively  in  power  down mode.  Activity 
measuring subsystem will be non-stop energized. In case of 
designed mote, acoustic sensor is waking-up master micro-
controller.  Referring  to above mentioned  expectations,  ar-
chitecture  of  mote  consists  of  following  basic  units:  data 
processing  unit  (master  microcontroller),  communication 
unit (transceiver), activity sensor, sensing unit, power sup-
ply unit. Block diagram of basic units of sensor node is pre-
sented in figure 3.  Energy consumption in operation mode 
and low power mode is described as well. Activity sensor is 
energized  continuously.  Other  units  of  mote  are  in  low-
power mode in most of  time,  potentially are switched  off 
from energy supply.

III. ENERGY BUDGET OF SENSOR NODE

Let us analyze energy consumption of particular units of 
the mote during  time period  when the elements  are  ener-
gized by super-capacitor. Referring to expectation that con-
tinuous  energy consumption of  activity detector  is  100μA 
under average voltage 3V, energy required for 14-hour oper-
ation is given by relation:

E= I∙US∙t = 15.12 J. (1)

Fig 2. Solar cells (6 pcs. 29.4x12.3mm-40mW@1000W/m2), 
rechargeable battery (Li-Pol: E=9057J) and super-capacitors (2x50 

F/2.3V: E=264J)
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Basic energy consumption of sensor node during 14 hours 
(without communication and appearing of monitored event) 
is then given especially by energy consumption of activity 
sensor, i.e. 15.1J. If total available energy for energizing of 
the mote is 180J (after subtracting of losses related to self-
discharging) then it is necessary to choose such strategy of 
WSN operation so that rest 164.9J would be enough energy 
to guarantee correct node operation during time period when 
solar cells are not going to generate energy. Let us remem-
ber that consumption of communication module is depended 
on selection of transceiver. It is clear that module consump-
tion will be depended on required communication distance, 
frequency band, data rate and other parameters. Communi-
cation system must meet requirements of valid norms and 
standards.  Selected  parameters  of  various  transceivers  are 
presented in table 1. Energy consumption of activity sensor 
is  treated  by  primary  super-capacitor  25F/4.6V 
(2x50F/2.3V). The consumption of communication unit, mi-
crocontroller and sensing unit is treated by secondary super-
capacitor 0.33F/5.5V, figure 4. In case of estimated value of 
consumption  for  low-power  modes  20μA,  the  voltage  on 
secondary super-capacitor  will drop down by 0.5V during 
139 minutes. From mentioned idea implies that if no event 
appeared  in  monitored  area  (which  could  wake-up  sensor 
node) it is enough to activate  microcontroller to check volt-
age on primary and secondary super-capacitor every second 
hour. In case when it is not necessary to charge secondary 
super-capacitor, sensor node will be switched to low power 
mode  again.  In  case  when  the  super-capacitor  must  be 

charged (the voltage will drop bellow defined value 2.5V) 
MCU will start its charging using PWM signal.  
Processing unit can be activated in two ways:
    - By alarm generated by RTC (real-time clock) unit (real-
      time unit is part of the MCU and is also active in stop
      mode), 
    - Using activity detector, which is able to generate an
      interrupt signal when the sound pressure rises above a
      defined level.

Presented  sensor  node  activations  allow  WSN  to  be 
event-driven, time-driven as well as time/event-driven.  

Control  system of  WSN is  depended  on  basic  require-
ments that imply from defined application. In case of simple 
monitoring systems (long-time measurement of air quality, 
meteorological networks, etc.) message delay is not so much 
important. In case of other applications, e.g. monitoring and 
protection against illegal access into areas, messages delays 
could make all security system nonfunctional. It is clear that 
in  these  cases  messages  must  be  delivered  to  monitoring 
center  in  time,  i.e.  in  case  of  multi-hop  communication 
motes activity sensors must be continuously active. Receiver 
is relatively high energy consumptive element of communi-
cation unit, see table 1.
 This  is  reason  why  it  makes  sense  communication 
subsystems  to  synchronize.  It  will  allow  communication 
modules to activate periodically in the same time. Messages 
transmissions  will  be  realized  during  these  time  periods. 
Ones transmissions will finish, communication subsystem of 
the network will be switched to low-power mode. Presented 
communication strategy will be energetically successful only 
in  case  when  amount  of  transmitted  data  for  time unit  is 
going  to  be  significantly  lower  than  throughput  of 
communication channels  and accepted  message delay will 
be big one in relation to start-up time of transceivers. This 
strategy keeps communication modules in nonactive mode 
during most of time. 
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Let  us expect maximal message delay equal to 10 min-
utes. Evaluation and registration of event (acoustic informa-
tion) is realized in sensor node and for transmission is pre-
pared only very short  message (maximally 10B,  event de-
scription, source and receiver address, energy status). Then 
information transmission and network synchronization lasts 
2  seconds.  Consumed  energy  for  defined  transmission  in 
case  of  transceiver  MRF24J40MA  is  140mJ.  During  14 
hours  of  operation  is  necessary  14∙6=84 communication 
windows with total  energy  consumption  11.8J.  Let  us  as-
sume  microcontroller  to  be  active  during  communication 
windows, i.e. it is active during time period 84∙2 seconds. 
About  7∙100s  is  dedicated  to  monitoring  and  control  of 
source of energy supply. Total energy consumption of mas-
ter  microcontroller  for  securing  of  functionality  of  sensor 
node is 6.8J for STM32F103Cxx. In case of utilizing of low-
power MCU STM32L151Cxx is total energy consumption 
only 2.6J. Then energy consumption of particular  units of 
the mote during 14 hours is presented in table 2.

Referring to information about consumption of particular 
node units, total energy required to guarantee basic function-
ality of sensor node during 14 hours is 37.6J (31.82J). En-
ergy 180 –37.6= 142.4J is available for energizing of micro-
controller and sensing unit in cases when activity detector 
detected monitored event.

For  better  understanding,  energy 142J can  energize mi-
cro-controller  STM32F103Cxx@4MHz during time period 
equal  to  5  hours  and  46  minutes,  low-power  MCU 
STM32L151Cxxx@4MHz even 15 hours, transceiver MR-
F24J40MA in active mode 47 minutes or allow transmission 
during 39 minutes.

It is clear that in cases of large scale multi-hop networks 2 
second width of time period available for communications 
will not to be satisfactory. In this cases, communication time 
period is necessary to extend to satisfy requirements of all 
sensor nodes. Certainly, if maximal message delay is going 
to be constant it will bring increasing of energy consump-
tion.   

Another  solution  supporting  keeping  energetic  limits  is 
based on adaptation of  WSN topology.  WSN is split  into 
proper number of autonomous areas called clusters.  Every 
cluster consists of cluster head which can communicate with 
every mote of cluster as well as sink node (base station). It  
means cluster head can transmit aggregated data. This topol-
ogy  simplifies communication system which is usually sin-
gle-hop one as well as routing strategies.  Energetic  effec-
tiveness of WSN communication system is increased. Disad-
vantage of clustering is related to limitation of communica-
tion distance  because  of  defined transmit  power limit and 
sensitivity level of transceivers.

IV. CONCLUSION

Presented wireless sensor network is in stage of realiza-
tion. Only expected experimental works will give clear an-
swer if theoretical calculations are going to meet practical 
measurements.  WSN is primary designed  for monitoring of 
illegal visitors in protected areas. In each case it would be 
possible to use it for fire detection in forest, monitoring of 
traffic flows and vehicles on the basis of sound emission, 
objects  and  border  protection  and  so on.  Proposed  sensor 
node can be energized from chargeable Li-pol battery or su-
per-capacitors in cooperation with solar system with active 
area of 12cm2. Since it is expected that super-capacitor can 

TABLE I.

PARAMETERS OF DIFFERENT TRANSMITTERS/RECEIVERS 

Type  Range 
(outdoor) 

Data rate Frequency Power
supply 

RX TX Power
down 

XBee
(802.15.4) 

90 m 250 kbps 2.4 GHz 2.8-3.4 V 50 mA 45 mA 10 μA 

XBeePro
(802.15.4) 

750 m
1500 m 

250 kbps 2.4 GHz 2.8-3.4 V 55 mA 137 mA - 215 mA 10 μA 

XBeePro 868
(802.15.4) 

40 km 24 kbps 868 MHz 2.8-3.4 V 55 mA 137 mA - 215 mA 10 μA 

MRF24J40MA
(802.15.4) 

120 m 250 kbps 2.4 GHz 2.4-3.6 V 19 mA 23 mA 2 μA 

MRF24J40MB 
(802.15.4) 

1200 m 250 kbps 2.4 GHz 2.4-3.6 V 25 mA 130 mA 5 μA 

ProFlex01
(802.15.4) 

1200 m 250 kbps 2.4 GHz 2.2-3.3 V 30 mA 145 mA 3 μA 

LT2510 2.4 km 280/500 kbps 2.4 GHz 3.3V 10 mA 90 mA 50 μA 

RFM12B 200 m 115/256 kbps 315/433/868 
MHz 

2.2-3.8 V 11-13 mA 22-24 mA 0.5 μA 

RFM22/23B 800 m 256 kbps 433/868 MHz 1.8-3.6 V 18.5 mA 30-85 mA 0.45 μA 

RFM70 10 m 1-2 Mbps 2.4 GHz 1.9-3.6 V 17 mA 11-23 mA 3 μA 

TABLE II.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER 14 HOURS 

Subsystem Energy 
consumption 
Active mode [J] 

Energy 
consumption 
Low-power mode [J] 

Activity sensor 15.1 0 

Micro-controller 6.8 (2.6) 1.8 (0.22) 
Transceiver 
MRF24J40MA 

11.8 0.1 

Other 2 2 
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be used as energy storage, design of mote took into account 
minimalization of energy consumption. Communication sub-
system is part of sensor node which plays crucial role from 
energy  consumption  standpoint,  in  case  of  large  data 
amounts transmission. This is reason why suitable operation 
strategy  and  network  topology can  have  significant  influ-
ence on total energy consumption of sensor node. Problems 
associated with suitable network topology and communica-
tion subsystem operation will be analyzed in depth during 
experimental activities with realized WSN.  
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Abstract—Illegal logging is in these days widespread problem.
In this paper we propose the system based on principles of
WSN for monitoring the forest. Acoustic signal processing and
evaluation system described in this paper is dealing with the
detection of chainsaw sound with autocorrelation method. This
work is describing first steps in building the integrated system.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOGGING represents in presence environmental problem.
Human used to utilize wood, sometimes in nonsense

wasting, so the quantity of forest area is decreasing. This
problem is growing with illegal logging without plan. This
human behaviour endangers not only economical market,
because the costs for producing materials from legal logging
is usually higher, but also it endangers flora and the species of
animals in danger, that they loosing their natural environment.

In our case, we decided to guard the forest using the WSN.
Nodes are spread trough the whole area of guarded forest. We
decided to use WSN because the reliability of one node is
not sufficient. Other reason is that with WSN we are able to
increase the monitored area and increase the reliability of the
system with decreasing number of false alarm. For easy and
fast recognition of chainsaw we use autocorrelation method.

II. ACOUSTIC SIGNAL PROCESSING

Forest is a very nice and calm place for relax but from the
acoustic point of view it is noisy environment with numerous
sound sources which are making chainsaw sound detection not
so easy. These sources includes birds, wild animals, ambient
environment sounds (streams, wind) and human produced
sounds.

Sound detection can be done using several means of signal
processing including Fourier analysis or methods of template
matching implemented by for example Dynamic Time Warp-
ing algorithm or Hidden Markov Models. The main priorities
while designing the integrated sensor network for described
purpose were:

• low power consumption of sensors. This implies using
simple and easy to implement algorithms for acoustic
signal aquisition, processing and analysis

This work was supported by institutional grants of Faculty of Management
Science and Informatics and IBM Award 2011 "Wireless Sensor Networks
for traffic monitoring".

• low cost of sensors
• small sensor size to prevent rising suspition
• very low probability of false alarms
• high reliability
Chainsaw sound is produced mainly by internal combustion

engine with 6000 - 18000 rpm. This results in acoustic signal
with fundamental frequency f0 = 100 − 300 Hz or period
T0 = 3−10 ms. (T0 = 26−80 samples for sampling frequency
fs = 8 kHz). After considering the properties of acquired
signal the autocorrelation method of analysis was chosen for
evaluation for its simplicity and implementation possibility in
integer. It can be defined as follows [1]:

R(m) =

∞∑

n=−∞
x(n)x(n +m) (1)

where x(n) is analysed signal of length N and R(m) is the
autocorrelation sequence of length 2N − 1.

Autocorrelation sequence is odd function with maximum
value at R(0) witch stands for the energy of analyzed signal
x(n). Several local maximums are occured at the indexes m =
T0, 2T0, 3T0, . . . where T0 is the period of analyzed signal in
samples. Autocorrelation sequence R(m) of chainsaw sound
x(n) is shown at “Fig. 1”.

III. SIGNAL PROCESSING IMPLEMENTATION

Acoustic signal acquisited from ambient environment by
microphone is transferred into digital form using Pulse Coded
Modulation with sampling frequency fs = 8kHz with 12-bit
precision.

Intensity of acquisited sound signal ensures waking up
the microcontroller using interrupt request. Thereafter time
window of 1024 sound samples (128ms) is being stored in
memory and analyzed for fundamental frequency presence
using autocorrelation method. Because of autocorrelation se-
quence symetry only positive indexes m are computed.

The higher the index value i the higher the probability
of engine fundamental frequency presence in analyzed time
window.

If 3 analyzed time windows in sequence are declared with
presence of engine fundamental frequency, the sensor will
sleep until the next global network communication occures
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Fig. 1. Autocorrelation sequence of analyzed chainsaw acoustic signal

Algorithm 1 Chainsaw voice detection algorithm
1: i = 1;
2: Coefficient R(0) is used as an referency to set up the

detection algorithm sensitivity;
3: ith local maximum for m = 20 . . . 85 of R(m) > R(0)

5 is
then found;

4: if the result of local maximum search is ∅ then
5: break;
6: else
7: index of ith local maximum mi is stored in mem-

ory(retained);
8: end if
9: Afterwards first mi autocorrelation sequence coefficients

are stripped of, index i is raised by 1 (i + +) and we
continue with step 2;

and the interrupt requests form the microphone are masked
during this time.

The information output from single sensor includes these
data:

• fundamental period (if present in analyzed time windows)
• acquisited sound intensity
• no. of local maximums found (i value) which stands

for probability of engine fundamental frequency presence
(T0 = 3− 10 ms) in analyzed time window.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The following experiment was performed with the devel-
opment board shown in “Fig. 3” in the real forest environ-
ment [2], [3]. This development board was recently used for
similar application [4]. Sound of chainsaw lasts for 10 seconds
5 times from different distance. The Results of chainsaw sound
evaluation correctness depending on distance are shown in
“Fig. 2” During testing there was no time window evaluated
with presence of engine fundamental frequency when this
event has not really occured (no false alarm appeared).
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Fig. 2. Chainsaw sound evaluation correctness depending on distance

Fig. 3. Node of WSN

V. PROPOSED WSN FOR FOREST MONITORING

We propose the network, where the sensing ranges of nodes
are overlapped. The sensing range is lower than communica-
tion range, so there is no problem to communicate between
nodes also in situation, when some of nodes can damage or
is unable to pass the message.

The sensors in the “Fig. 4” are spaced in that way, that they
cover the whole forest and they ensure redundancy, scalability
and increase reliability of decision. The probability of illegal
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logging is bigger on the forest peripheries so the density of
nodes is higher there.

Fig. 4. Proposed WSN with sensing range of each node

A. Principle of Data Collection

When we determined the method of communication, we
considered two methods: broadcast for message transmission
and addressed message transmission. Because the communi-
cation is the most energy consuming, we decided to use the
addressed message sending. The means of on-line actualisation
software can be the other saving energy method [5]. Addressed
message sending method of communication will be used in
that way that the number of sending messages will be the
lowest and we will avoid the loop. The nodes in network
generate the rooted tree of the graph, where the vertices are
the nodes and edges connect the nodes which communicate
together. The node sends the message to the node which has
the common edge with this node and the node is in lower
level of the tree –it is closer to root (“Fig. 6”). Root is always
the gateway(GW) of the WSN. The tree is announced to each
node in the period of time.

B. Creating the Tree

If we know which nodes are able to communicate, we know
that only between these vertices we can put the edge.

So at first we need to know the graph, from which we are
going to create a tree. This can be done through the broadcast
messages. Before monitoring the forest, when the nodes are
mounted on the trees, the gateway sends the broadcast. The
nodes that hear the message, they check, whom they heard.
Then they send the broadcast and so on. It is obvious that
when one side hears the second, it is possible also vice versa.
So each side hears and waits some amount of time. If the
message doesn‘t come, it means that no one else is in the
network. When the last nodes do not get the message from
new node, they make the graph of the network, create the tree
and then send the graph through the edges of the tree to the
each node and also to gateway. Gateway can get more types of
graphs because none of the nodes from the biggest level has
the whole information about the network. But it is easy to join
graphs together (“Fig. 5”). Thanks to this graph, gateway is
also able to evaluate, which nodes are able to sound the same

noise. Probability that the chainsaw was used in the forest is
higher, if more nodes inform about this situation.

G(WSN) = (V,E) (2)

T (WSN) = (VT , ET );V = VT , ET ⊆ E (3)

Fig. 5. Graph of WSN with transmission range of one node

The tree of the graph is made with Breadth-First Search
(“Fig. 6”) [6]. After first step, the gateway is creating the
tree according to changes in network. We assume the nodes
do not change their positions, so the communication between
two nodes is possible, if it was possible before. But we need
to know, whether all nodes are in good condition and if
they are able to communicate or monitor the area. As it was
mentioned, nodes send the message after some time, when
they hear something, what can be the saw. But all other nodes
do not send anything. If we want to know, whether the node
is always up, after some time all nodes sends message, with
the announcement of saw hearing or the empty announcement.
Then the gateway knows, which nodes are up and it can create
new tree.

C. Synchronization in WSN

Because the nodes communicate in some time windows, in
reality it is necessary to synchronize the nodes. For synchro-
nization the Cristian‘s algorithm is used [7]. According to this
algorithm, each node of WSN is able to synchronize its clock

Fig. 6. WSN tree with levels of the tree
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from the central point of synchronization. In our case, this
point is the gateway of WSN. The main condition is that the
gateway responses immediately.

The principle of algorithm is, that the node requests the
server (in this way our gateway) to send its current time. Node
is counting the time of communication and to the sented time,
it adds the half of the time of communication (“Eq. 4”). We
assume that request time is the same as the time of response.

Tsyn = Ts + 1/2 ∗ Tc (4)

where Tsyn.. synchronizing time, Ts.. sented time and Tc..
communication time.

We can say, that our WSN is divided by the number of hops
to the gateway – through the levels of the tree. It is obvious,
that gateway is synchronized always. In predetermined time
block, the nodes, which are on one hop from the gateway
tries to synchronize. In other time block, the nodes from other
hop synchronizes, etc. The time for synchronization should
be set in that way, that the inaccuracies cannot influence
the synchronization process. That is why we set the time of
synchronization after 10 communication times and for each
hop level we set the time for synchronization for 2 seconds.

VI. CONCLUSION

An approach for the forest monitoring based on wireless
sensor network to prevent illegal logging was proposed in this
paper. Acoustic signal evaluation and the principals of network
nodes communication were proposed with the focus on low
power consumption and reliability of the system. This is still
far from being final version of forest monitoring system and
there is lot for us to improve.
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Abstract—Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is used in
high scattering environments where deep fading exists. This
makes diversity particularly interesting for this communication
scenario. In this paper the potential of using multiple tag
antennas for RFID-communication is shown. The bit error
rate (BER) and packet error rate (PER) is presented, which
include the backscattering answer of a RFID-Tag according to
the EPC Class-1 Gen-2 protocol. The rates are regarded in
combination with the relevant fading channel models for RFID
communication such as the Rician- and the Dyadic Backscatter
Channel. It is shown that the possible diversity gain from the
signal according to EPC Class-1 Gen-2 protocol is several dB
regarding the error rates. It is also shown that this diversity
gain increases with the correlation of the forward and backward
link and decreases with the usage of a more robust encoding
scheme and a correlation between the several transmission paths.
Additionally the performance of Multiple Input Single Output
(MISO) system with different spatial and forward/backward
correlation situations is regarded to have a detailed view on
a correlated RFID transmission system using diversity. The
performance of this model is verified, using simulations of this
propagation system.

Index Terms—RFID, Communication, Diversity Methods, Nu-
merical Simulation, Rician-, Dyadic Backscatter Channel

I. INTRODUCTION

In RFID technology the communication is done by
backscattering [1], where a continuous wave (CW) is sent out
to a tag and reflected by its transmitter. The reflection can be
driven by the receive power of the transmitter. This makes the
technology very cheap as the tags can be produced in large
quantities and with small dimensions because of the inexistent
power source. Furthermore it can provide non line of sight
communication over a couple of meters.

The primary field of research for passive RFID tags is
aiming at the improvement of reading accuracy and operating
range. To model the RFID propagation a environment with a
fading channel is necessary. In this scenario a fading channel
with a Rician distribution can be used. But for a backscatter
link this model can only provide a rough modeling accuracy.
Therefore a Dyadic Backscatter Channel was introduced in [2],
where the characteristic of RFID communication with forward
and backward link is considered. This implies deeper fades
which decrease the performance of the system significantly. It
is shown in [3] that for certain constellations the read rate is
very poor even if the range between the reader and the tag is

not very large. The EPCglobal communication system [4] does
not support any forward error correction (FEC). This becomes
a serious problem when the system operates in noisy fading
channels. A common method to raise the performance in a
fading channel without using FEC is the usage of multiple
antennas. In [5] a diversity scheme is presented, where the
usage of multiple antennas clearly increases the performance
of the system. In this paper the performance of the EPCglobal
transmission protocol in case of using two tag antennas is
investigated. It is shown that due to the disadvantageous
channel constellation in RFID communication the possible
diversity gains for the signal according to EPCglobal protocol
is several dB regarding the bit- or packet error rate. It will be
also shown that the diversity gain is still significant when the
spatial correlation during a MISO transmission is high.

In section II the basics for RFID communication including
the en- and decoding of the backscatter signal are presented.
The relevant channel models are introduced in section III. In
section IV a transmit diversity scheme according to [5] is
described. Simulation results using this combination scheme
for MISO transmission and are shown for different channel
constellations in section V.

II. RFID COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Encoding Modulation Demodulation Decoding

Decoding Demodulation Modulation (Ã) Encoding

hf nf

nb hb

PIE ASK/PSK

ASK (OOK) FM0 / MILLER-2/4/8

Reader

Tag

Processing
Reader-Info

Fig. 1. RFID schematic transmission link

The communication system, which is considered in this
work, is based upon the EPCglobal standard [4] for UHF
RFID transmission. During a transmission the reader emits a
continous wave. On this wave the information for a population
of tags is pulse interval encoded (PIE) and modulated via
amplitude- (ASK) or phase shift keying (PSK).

Any tag in the read range of the reader will send back
his information by reflecting the incoming CW using a FM0
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or Miller subcarrier encoding and an ASK modulation. For a
more detailed description of UHF RFID communication we
refer to the EPCglobal standard [4]. Subsequently only the
backscattering answer of the tag to the reader is considered
because of their higher sensitivity to noise. Nevertheless the
forward and backward fading value are taken into account
because of their dependence during the transmission. In figure
1 this implies the marked area. The en- and decoding of the
tag information is examined in the following subsection.

A. En- / Decoding

The EPCglobal standard contains two specifications for the
encoding of the backscatter data. For both encoding types
one bit is spread into a chip sequence which is defined as a
sequence of several one/zero combinations, where more chips
implies a more robust but also more time costly code. The
most simple transmission method is the FM0 encoding. It is
distinguished by one edge on the boundery of two symbols
and an edge change in the middle of a symbol which describes
a zero bit. As a result one bit can be FM0-encoded with two
chip values. Figure 2 shows the state diagram for this encoding
scheme.
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Fig. 2. FM0 encoding state diagramm

For the Miller-M subcarrier encoding one phase shift is
done on the boundary of two zero symbols and there is also
a phase shift in the middle of one symbol [4]. In this case a
phase shift implies that the signal amplitude does not change
form one period to another. This concept is shown in figure 3,
where subcarriers are not considered. In practice M represent
the number of cycles used for the encoding of one bit, where
every symbol needs t = 2M · T with M ∈ {2, 4, 8} to be
transmitted. T is the time period of one chip. In this case
M = 8 stands for the most robust but also for the most
time consuming transmission mode. For the transmission of
the encoded values the data is sampled with one value per
chip duration T .

The decoding is done via correlation of the noisy bit stream
with the possible symbols [6]. For this calculation the received
ASK signal is shifted, so the high and the low amplitude level
have the same absolut value and different signs. The possible
symbols, which are used for the correlation correspond to that
scheme. Additionally the threshold At is introduced, where
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Fig. 3. Miller encoding state diagramm

every received chip value larger than the threshold is set to
this threshold:

|A| = |At| for |A| > At (1)

This threshold is established for a couple of chips which reach
very high amplitudes because of very deep fades. Deep fades
are equivalent with high noise, which changes the amplitude of
the transmitted sysmbol drastically. This have a slight negative
impact on the performance of the system. Subsequently it is
assumed that At = Ah. Note that without this threshold the
coding gain for some of the used encoding schemes is several
dB lower.

III. CHANNEL MODELS

The channel can be modeled by a weighting of the tranmit-
ted symbol with a specific fading coefficient with normalized
power. This value is sent over a common Additive-White-
Gaussian-Noise (AWGN) channel. Both channel types use the
following channel equation:

r = h · s+ a · n (2)

The transmitted signal s is multiplied with a complex channel
factor h and transmitted over a complex AWGN channel.
The real and imaginary part of n are both random Gaussian
numbers, where nr and ni are uncorrelated:

nr ∼ N (0,
σ2

2
); ni ∼ N (0,

σ2

2
) (3)

where σ2 represents the variance / power of the complex
Gaussian noise [7], a is a factor representing the Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR)

a =

√
P

10
SNRdB

10

, (4)

P stands for the mean signal power and SNRdB is the SNR
in dB. The fading of the channel is considered in h. This
coefficent can be seen as a factor which in- or decreases the
AWGN noise. Note that the successive approach can be easily
transformed to a system with any number of transmit-, receive-
or tag-antennas as shown in [2].
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A. Rician Channel

The RFID communication is done in a rich scattering envi-
ronment where a line of sight (LOS) path is often available.
To consider the performance for such a constellation a Rician
channel model is used. The channel factor h for this model has
two components. The real valued line of sight (LOS) compo-
nent and the complex none line of sight (NLOS) component
which represents the scattering part of the signal. This part is
represented by a complex Gaussian random number hray with
the same characteristic as the random number of the Gaussian
noise with zero mean and normalized power. The relationship
between both components is

h =
√
PLOS +

√
PNLOS · hray (5)

where PLOS = K
K+1 and PNLOS = 1

K+1 can be describe
by the Rician factor K = PLOS

PNLOS
, which characterizes the

relationship between the power of the LOS and the power of
the NLOS components. According to the sum of PLOS and
PNLOS and the normalized power of hray , the power of h is
unity, so this factor does not influence the SNR characteristic
of the channel.

The envelope of the random variable h follows the Rician
distribution and can be defined as a function of K [8]:

f(|h|) =2|h| · (1 +K) · exp(−|h|2 · (1 +K)−K)

· I0(2|h| ·
√

K(K + 1)) (6)

where I0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind
and zeroth order. For K = 0 the Rician distribution results
in a Rayleigh distribution and for K → ∞ the distribution
becomes a dirac at |h| = 1 which is equivalent to an AWGN
channel. The behavior of this distribution for varying K is
shown in figure 4.
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Fig. 4. Envelope for a Rician distributed number |h| with different K

B. Dyadic Backscatter Channel

The Rician channel is an adequate model for LOS fading
channels but it is restricted to one way channels. As the RFID
communication from the tag is done via backscattering there

is a forward and a backward link available. In this case a
Rican channel can only be considered as a rough model for
RFID communication. For a more precise description a Dyadic
Backscatter Channel should be analysed. This model was first
described in the context of RFID communication in [2].

The channel can be describe as a two way channel with a
forward and a backward link. These fading coefficients are hf

and hb. For the overall fading per link both components can
be multiplied to

h = hf · hb (7)

The fading of the forward and the backward channel can be
generated as described in the previous section. To consider
the statistical dependence of the forward and the backward
link the link correlation 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 is introduced, where ρ = 0
represents a statistical independent forward- / backward fading
and ρ = 1 a fully correlated forward- / backward link, which
is equivalent with hf = hb. For a channel characteristic with a
link correlation 0 < ρ < 1 hf,ray and hb,ray can be obtained
by two uncorrelated Rayleigh fading coefficients hU1 and hU2

with zero mean and equal variance σ2
U1 = σ2

U2 in the following
way:

hf,ray =hU1 (8)

hb,ray =ρ · hU1 +
√
1− ρ2 · hU2 (9)

The relation between ρ and the fading value is given as
follows:

ρ =
2Cov(Re(hf,ray), Re(hb,ray))

σf · σb

=
2Cov(Im(hf,ray), Im(hb,ray))

σf · σb
(10)

where Cov(·, ·) is the covariance operator and σf and σb are
the standard deviations of the fading values. In the following
σf = σb = 1 is valid. Also Rician fading coefficents are gen-
erated with this assumption. In this case the Rayleigh numbers
are calculated first and then transformed into Rician numbers
[9] with formular (5). Additionally to the forward/backward
correlation a spatial correlation ρspa as generally described
in [10] is considered during the transmission with two tag
antennas. ρspa is defined in the same way as ρ. Considering
a MISO transmission with one reader and two tag antennas
over a dyadic backscatter channel, the fading coefficients for
one transmission period are describe in the following way.

hf1,ray =hU1 (11)

hb1,ray =ρ · hU1 +
√

1− ρ2 · hU2 (12)

hf2,ray =ρspahf1,ray +
√

1− ρ2spa · hU3 (13)

hb2,ray =ρhf2,ray +
√

1− ρ2·
(
ρspahb1,ray +

√
1− ρ2spa · hU4

)
(14)

where hU1, . . . , hU4 represent uncorrelated fading coeffi-
cents. An alternatively calculation of hb2,ray , where hf2,ray
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and ρ are switched with hb1,ray and ρspa is also possible. For
correlated links in a one way channel (like a MISO propa-
gation in a Rician channel), hb1 and hb2 are not considered
during the calculation.
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Fig. 5. Envelope of the Dyadic Backscatter distribution with Rayleigh random
numbers compared to a normal Rayleigh distribution

To distinguish the differences between the Dyadic
Backscattter and a one way channel the probability density
functions (PDF’s) of channels between one reader and a tag
antenna for ρ = 0 and ρ = 1 respectively, are described. In
this case both links in the backscatter channel have a Rayleigh
distributed fading, which results in [2]:

f(|h|) =|h| 1
ρ+1 ·

(
2

(ρ+ 1)σfσb

) ρ+2
ρ+1

· 2
ρ

ρ+1

Γ( 1
ρ+1 )

·K ρ
ρ+1

(
2|h|

(ρ+ 1)σfσb

)
(15)

where Γ(·) is the Gamma function and K ρ
ρ+1

(·) is the modified
bessel function of the second kind and ρ / (ρ+ 1) order.

The PDF’s are shown in figure 5 and (15). The random
numbers of the backscatter signal tend to have smaller values
(|h| < 1) which is equivalent to more destructive fading
during the transmission. Futhermore the deep fading is more
distinctive for a high correlation of forward and backward
channel.

IV. TRANSMIT DIVERSITY TECHNIQUE

To achieve a transmit diversity the Alamouti-scheme is
applied for two transmit antennas as described in [5] and
shown in figure 6.

The encoding scheme for this transmission is shown in table
I where two arbitrary symbols are send over two antennas in
one timing period t. In the next period t + T the symbols
switch on the antennas and additionally both symbols are
conjugated and the first symbol is inverted. With this approach
a combination of both symbols can be accomplished in the
receiver.

TX1 TX2

RX

h
1

h
2

s
0

s
1

s
1
* s

0
*

n
0

n
1

combiner

Fig. 6. Alamouti transmission scheme with two transmitters and one receiver

TABLE I
ENCODING SCHEME FOR TRANSMIT DIVERSITY

TX1 TX2

t s0 s1

t+ T −s∗1 s∗0

For the combination scheme it is assumed that the fading
is constant over two timing periods.

h1(t) =h1(t+ T )

h2(t) =h2(t+ T ) (16)

This assumption and the encoding in table I leads to the
following received signals

r0 =r(t) = h1 · s0 + h2 · s1 + n0

r1 =r(t+ T ) = −h1 · s∗1 + h2 · s∗0 + n1 (17)

To combine both signals, r0 and r1 are weighted with the
fading coefficients and then added.

s̃0 =h∗
1 · r0 + h2 · r∗1

s̃1 =h∗
2 · r0 − h1 · r∗1 (18)

Because of (18) it is assumed that we have a perfect channel
estimation at the receiver. Therefore the result of the calcula-
tion can be written as

s̃0 =γs0 + h∗
1 · n0 + h2 · n∗

1

s̃1 =γs1 − h1 · n∗
1 + h∗

2 · n0 (19)

where γ is a scaling factor which is proportional to the
magnitude of the fading coefficients. After the combination it
is obvious that the data pair can be extracted. During this work
the diversity scheme is used before the signal is modulated,
so the encoding of the symbols on both antennas is done on
chip level. After the combination of the signals at the receiver
the decoding of the bits is done as describe in section II. Note
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that for this combination scheme a perfect synchronization
of the transmit antennas is assumed. This holds true for one
tag with several antennas. But these tags are not used in
commercial systems. The usage of multiple commercial tags
to achieve transmit diversity is more complicated because of
the limitations in hardware and the required synchronization
between several separated tags.

V. RFID PROPAGATION MODELING

The modeling of the RFID propagation is done according
to the EPCglobal protocol. In this work only the backscatter
transmission from a tag to the reader is considered, because
of the higher sensitivity to noise compared to the forward
link. For a backscatter transmission the data is encoded with
a spreading sequence as described in section II. The spreaded
data is then ASK modulated and afterwards transmitted over
the channel. As an extension to this protocol the transmit
diversity technique, described in section IV, is implemented
before the data is modulated in case of a transmission with
two tag antennas. Subsequently the channel correlation is
calculated as describe in (11)-(14). To the best of our knowl-
edge, different transmit diversity situations with the BER for
a RFID transmission using the EPCglobal protocol were not
investigated so far.

For a comparison of the diversity gain the BER is shown
over the SNR for certain channels. The SNR is the ratio
between the energy of one transmitted and modulated symbol
Es and the noise power spectral density N0. Also the number
of chips per symbol should be taken into account but as an
ASK modulation for all following results is used, there is one
chip mapped on one modulation symbol and the SNR does
not change in this case. As we use a spreading sequence for
the encoding looking at the BER and PER over the ratio of
the bit energy Eb per N0 would also make sense. But as this
paper observes the transmit diversity and not the performance
of the codes both SNR definitions can be used. If Eb/N0 is
utilized the curves in the upcoming figures move 3, 6, 9 and
12 dB to the right for the FM0, Miller-2, Miller-4 and Miller-8
codes respectively. It is to mention that a transmission gain of
3 dB is considered in the communication with two antennas.
Therefore, half of the power is utilized on each antenna
during the MISO transmission. For a fair comparism of the
used diversity a channel coefficient h should also be constant
for two transmission symbols when no diversity is used. It
will be shown in section VI that channel coefficients with
different durations have a huge influence on the performance
of the encoded bit sequences (but no influence on a sequence
which is not encoded). The functionality of the channels was
additionally verified with the results of [2], [11] and [12]. For
the PER it is assumed that the maximal number of backscatter
bits is transmitted according to EPCglobal. This implies the
RN16 with 16 Bits and the EPC with 528 Bits with two
preambles in front of these sequences with 18 or 22 bits
for FM0 or Miller subcarrier encoding respectively. It is also
assumed that a packet can be detected correctly if at least 95%

of the preamble is accurately detected. An erroneous detection
for one information bit is equal to a packet error.
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Fig. 7. Bit error rate for different backscatter encoding schemes and
transmission with one (SISO) or two (MISO) tag antennas and one reader
antenna in a Rayleigh fading channel.
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Fig. 8. Bit error rate for different backscatter encoding schemes and
transmission with one (SISO) or two (MISO) tag antennas and one reader
antenna in a Rician fading channel with Rican Faktor K = 3.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Diversity Behavior

Figure 7 shows the BER for a transmission over a one way
Rayleigh channel which is used as a reference to the other BER
plots. The diversity gain exists for every encoding scheme and
increases as the spreading of the codes decreases. This leads to
a diversity gain of 16.5 dB for a BER= 10−4 and even 7 dB
for a BER= 10−2. This gain decrease with a more robust
encoding sequence. So, for the most solid Miller-8 encoding a
diversity gain of 5.3 dB and 2.3 dB for a BER=10−4 and 10−2

is achieved, respectively. The good performance considering
the diversity of the weaker spreading sequences is because of
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the low coding performance during the SISO transmission. In
this case the potential for diversity is much larger for more
fragile spreading sequences. Note that in a usual UHF-RFID
transmission FM0 and Miller-2 codes are the most common
spreading sequences in virtue of a faster transmission [4]. For
a one way channel with LOS path (Rice channel with K = 3
in fig. 8) the diversity gain decreases by 1 to 2.5 dB compared
to fig. 7.
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Fig. 9. Packet error rate for a EPC length of 528 bits, different backscatter
encoding schemes and transmission with one (SISO) or two (MISO) tag
antennas and one reader antenna in a Dyadic Backscatter Channel with an
uncorrelated forward and backward link. Both links have a Rician distribution
with K = 0.5.
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Fig. 10. Packet error rate for a EPC length of 528 bits, different backscatter
encoding schemes and transmission with one (SISO) or two (MISO) tag
antennas and one reader antenna in a Dyadic Backscatter Channel with a fully
correlated forward and backward link. Both links have a Rician distribution
with K = 0.5.

Looking at the results in a fully uncorrelated (ρ = ρspa =
0) Dyadic Backscatter Channel in figure 9 the diversity gain
increases compared to an one way channel. This is also the
case when the BER’s are compared. The potential of diversity
transmission for RFID communication becomes clear because

of the loss caused by the deeper fades compared to a one
way channel. The gain also increases for a fully correlated
forward and backward link (ρ = 1) and a uncorreated spatial
link (ρspa = 0) as shown in figure 10. It is very likely that the
correlation in a real RFID transmission is high if the reader
antenna serves as a transmitter and a receiver.

Note that the performance of the encoding schemes varies
with the temporal characteristic of the channel coefficient.
Regarding the BER for SISO transmission when the chan-
nel coefficient is not changed during two symbol periods
compared to a change after one transmission symbol shows
significant differences in the performance of the spreading
sequences. Consider a Rician channel with K = 3 and a BER
of 10−4 the performance with one channel coefficent h per
symbol is up to 10 dB better compared to a transmission
with one channel coefficient for two symbols when a Miller-4
encoding is assumed. Using the Miller-8 and Miller-2 codes a
gain of 1.9 dB and 1.3 dB is achieved, respectively. The FM0
has even advantages (1 dB) when using one channel coeffi-
cient for two symbols. This behavior is similar for different
channel parameters and increase as the general performance
of the encoding scheme decrease. In a fully correlated dyadic
backscatter channel the gain for a Miller-4 code and different
transmission characteristic is nearly 30 dB. There is one
main reason for this behavior. A channel coefficient which is
valid for two transmission symbols makes a robust spreading
sequence more fragile because of the higher influence of
deeper fades (small channel values). The Miller-8 code is
robust enough to reasonably compensate these disadvantages.
The Miller-2 and FM0 codes are very fragile towards errors,
so a change in the characteristic of the channel coefficient does
not make a huge difference regarding the performance of the
codes.

B. Spatial correlation

In the results of Figure 7-10 the two transmit channels for
MISO communication are completely uncorrelated. This is
usually not the case during the RFID communication because
of the close spacing of the tag antennas [10]. The diversity
gain decreases with a higher correlation of both transmit paths.
For maximal correlated channels (ρspa = 1) no diversity gain
could be achieved compared to a SISO transmission because
both channels produce the same information. Fig.11 shows
the effect for a correlated channel with correlated forward
and backward links. Note, that the diversity gain decreases by
several dB compared to an uncorrelated link. But a diversity
gain can still be achieved as long as the channels are not fully
correlated.

For existing spatial correlation the BER behavior during
MISO transmission is shown in figures 12 and 13 are regarded.
The general behavior is shown in figure 12 where BER for
different correlation situation in a dyadic backscatter channel
(K = 0.5) are shown for a FM0 encoded signal. Looking at
a not fully correlated channel (ρ, ρspa < 1) a gain between
4 − 5 dB can be achieved, comparing the BER of the
(partially) uncorrelated channels and a (partially) correlation
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Fig. 11. Bit error rate for different backscatter encoding schemes and
transmission with one (SISO) or two (MISO) tag antennas and one reader
antenna in a Dyadic Backscatter Channel with a correlation of ρ = 0.5 for the
forward and backward link. During the MISO transmission the two links are
correlated with a factor of ρspa = 0.5. Both links have a Rician distribution
with K = 0.5.

of ρ, ρspa = 0.8. It is remarkable that the gain between a high
correlated and the fully correlated channel is clearly higher
then between an uncorrelated and high correlated channel.
Also it is noted that a variation of the spatial correlation
achieves a lower gain than a variation of the forward/backward
correlation. This leads to two results when regarding the
correlation behavior. First, the influence of ρ is larger than the
gain loss when the spatial correlation rhospa increases. Sec-
ond, the performance of the channel decrease with increasing
spatial and forward/backward correlation, but the main leak
of performance happens when one of the correlation values is
very high ρ, ρspa > 0.9. So even when the spatial correlation
is high a diversity gain could be achieved.
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Fig. 12. Bit error rate for FM0 encoded signal in a Dyadic Backscatter
channel with LOS component (K = 0.5), a transmission with two (MISO)
tag antennas and different forward/backward and spatial correlations. A spatial
correlation of ρspa = 1 is equivalent to a transmission with one (SISO) tag
antenna.

In figure 13 the behavior of this correlation characteristic
is analysed regarding the FM0 and the more robust Miller-
8 code. In this figure the SNR for BER= 10−4 is shown
for different channel constellations over a dyadic backscat-
ter channel (K = 0.5). The performance decreases as the
correlation coefficients increase. For coefficients smaller 0.6
the changes of the SNR are relatively small and have a
nearly linear behavior. The differences become larger when
one of the correlation coefficients is getting high, but the
largest performance loss occurs when one of the correlation
parameters is equal to one. The performance of the Miller-
8 encoded sequence has a similar behavior regarding the
performance of the code. The differences in the gain are
smaller and the step between a high and a fully correlated
channel is not that large. The main reason is the more robust
code compared to the FM0 encoded sequence.
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Fig. 13. SNR values at a BER= 10−4 for a MISO transmission ploted over
the spatial correlation ρspa for different encoding schemes. The transmission
is done over a Dyadic Backscater channel with LOS component (K = 0.5).

VII. CONCLUSION

The potential of MISO UHF RFID backscattering transmis-
sion using the EPCglobal standard was investigated. It was
shown that the diversity gain between a SISO and a MISO
communication is at least 1 dB for the most robust encoding
scheme in an one way channel. The gain increases for a higher
scattering of the channel. For a typical RFID communication
with a two way channel the gain increases because of deeper
fades in this channel scenario. The highest gain is achieved
with a fully correlated forward and backward link where the
diversity gain is over 40 dB for a FM0 encoded set of data
at a PER= 10−2. As the typical RFID small scale fading
link has the characteristic of a Dyadic Backscatter Channel
and the correlation between the forward and backward link
can be relatively high especially when the transmitter and
receiver antenna of the reader is the same. For this case the
high potential of tags with multiple antennas in RFID systems
was demonstrated. But it is also to mention that the diversity
gain decreases if the correlation of the multiple transmission
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paths increases. Nevertheless significant gains during a MISO
transmission can be achieved when two transmission channels
are not fully correlated, even when their correlation is relativly
high.
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Abstract—The teaching unit is a way to plan the teaching/ 
learning process about a content item that becomes the focus of 
a specific  educative process, bringing consistency and signifi-
cance.  This  way  of  organizing  knowledge  and  experience 
should consider the diversity of elements that contextualize the 
process (level of student development, social background, fam-
ily  and market,  Project  Curriculum,  available  resources),  to 
regulate the practice of the contents, to select the basic objec-
tives intended to  achieve,  the  methodological  guidelines  with 
which they work and finally the teaching/learning experiences 
necessary  to  perfect  the  process.  In  this  research  work  we 
present a system that allow the organization of a set of teaching 
and learning activities and meets, at its highest level of detail all 
the elements that  compose the curriculum: setting goals  and 
content,  design and development of  activities  and evaluation, 
organization of space and time, and providing the necessary re-
sources.

I. INTRODUCTION

he  educational  environment  is  constantly  changing, 
there  has  been  an  increase  in  considering  the impor-

tance of the teaching content in high schools [1], this is lead-
ing to an improvement in the educational system and with it 
new needs have appeared [2], these needs must be solved, so 
that it can cause a more rapid advancement of the inclusion 
of cataloging of the subjects resources. In our case, we focus 
on Information systems (IS) Department.

T

The professor,  usually,  use the educational process as a 
guide and tool for teaching, and this should follow the struc-
ture proposed by the country's legal framework. At the same 
time,  this  structure  can  be  modified  by  the  teacher,  by 
adding or removing items, but, always within the set limits 
by the legislation itself.

The teaching-learning process,  in the IS, also requires a 
process  of  evaluation,  monitoring  and  control.  In  this 
process, parents and tutors, are involved, in previous works 
we detail this architecture, CSchool [3]. In this paper we will 
present the didactic part within the CSchool system. Thus, 
the flexibility of the system architecture, in the Cloud, en-
sures  us  the  sufficient  flexibility  to  include  new  require-
ments or modify the existing ones,  to complete a complex 
system such as the IS educational system. This allows us to 
work  now  in  a  collaborative  environment  by  sharing  the 
teaching process between the Universities tutors.

This  work  was  supported  by  The  University  of  Castilla-La  Mancha, 
Spain.

The teaching-learning process  based on ICT for  the IS, 
also needs a follow-up assessment and to adapt itself accord-
ing to the companies needs [4]. Nowadays, almost all infor-
mation systems used in education does not have this possi-
bility, because they are more academically oriented: such as 
the organization of courses, the distribution of activities and 
resources for teachers and so on.

This paper presents an architecture that supports an infor-
mation system that improves the development and structur-
ing of curricular schedules. As these schedules are a key ele-
ment in the educational process, improve the teaching-learn-
ing process.

II.LITERATURE REVIEW

There is a variety of support systems for managing teach-
ing-learning process in the market. These systems are called 
LMS (Learning Management System). Almost the majority 
of these, are complexes in their use and configuration and, 
do not provide students and teachers any other help, like im-
proving students curricula or coordinate subjects content for 
teachers, to teach the expected needs of the IS career.

The most used tool is: the “exe Learning” [5], used to cre-
ate educational  content using SCORM packages (Sharable 
Content Object Reference Model) [6]. This system only ac-
celerates the generation of activities and courses, regardless 
of the curricular program and the creation of teaching units. 
The program curriculum and lesson plans are based on the 
educational curricula of the country where it is applied, the 
cataloging system of educational resources is done through a 
cataloging education levels and curriculum areas [7] [8] [9].

In  our  case,  the  teaching  methods  are  applied  by  the 
teacher, according to the taken decisions, based on the sub-
ject  contents  of  the  IS  career,  and  being  developed  to 
achieve  the targets  set  in the teaching-learning  process  of 
each didactic unit in this career, to achieve the expected stu-
dents and career outcomes. The teaching methodology fol-
lows the structure presented in Figure 1.

III. SYSTEM DEFINITION AND NECESSITIES

The teacher's  work starts with the creation and prepara-
tion of the students’ curriculum, subjects and sessions. It is 
the board administrator, and the pedagogical department of 
the University who provide the expected structure of the stu-
dents’  curricula,  near  to  the  company and market  experts 
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who set the possible objectives and competencies,  the stu-
dent would face, once he finish his studies. Therefore, this 
continuous changes occurring in the educational system cre-
ate the need for a flexible cataloging system. This flexibility 
ensures that the system support the legislative changes, tak-
ing into account the loss of information, this can be avoided 
by performing a migration,  replacement,  modernization or 
improvement of content from the old to the new legislation.

On the other hand, if we consider the structure that a cur-
ricular program, in the IS career, must have during an aca-
demic year, including meetings, we can base on what men-
tioned in the Educational Law (Article 6), which defines the 
curriculum  as  a  set  of  objectives,  competencies,  content, 
teaching  methods  and  evaluation  criteria  for  each  of  the 
teachings career [10] [11].

Fig. 2 Curricular Levels

We can extract the specific curricula for each grade from 
the curriculum structure defined for a specific instructional 
material of each specific academic year, regardless of their 
level. Thus, it is impossible to clearly define a generic struc-
ture of these teaching curricula, because of the international-
ization of education [12], the different international educa-
tional laws and the different specific curricula of each uni-
versity.  The  structure  of  the  teaching  program  of  high 

schools is determined by a ministerial order, if it is a public 
organization; and by the pedagogical department of this high 
school if it is a private institution [13]. And both must com-
ply with the established by the Education Act [14], this law 
establishes the core curriculum for primary education [15] 
[16], early childhood education [17] [18], compulsory sec-
ondary education [19], training [20] and high school [21].

The objective of this research is to establish an informa-
tion system that facilitates the creation of the subjects curric-
ular and its inclusion in the session, to expedite the process 
of  teaching  and  learning,  communication  with  companies 
and preparing sessions for educational standards (see Figure 
3). The curriculum structure of any educative program must 
follow a specificity structure of levels, this specificity levels 
can be summarized in the following points: objectives, con-
tent,  basic skills,  methodology,  evaluation  criteria,  timing, 
resources and measures for diversity. This curriculum struc-
ture can be changed independently of the teacher, so it could 
allow flexibility in its creation, but there will always be rela-
tionship between the content objectives, core competencies, 
evaluation criteria and the resources,  thus these are repre-
sented in the timing and organization of sessions. Our expe-
rience in this field, led us to understand, that this structure 
must be provided with the necessary tools to be flexible to 
schedule, dynamic, and to be adapted to different teaching 
methodologies,  and to facilitate the use of ICT in the ses-
sion, as well as communication with companies.

At present the educational curricula, are not included in a 
comfortable support of an easy accessible reference, in the 
case of Spanish education: the education departments pub-
lish these curricula in the BOA [22]. That is why during the 
creation of our presented system here, we took into account 
the creation of a centralized database,  of official  curricula 
for the IS career, organized by educational levels, so that by 
this, we can speed up the creation of subjects curricular of 
the taught subjects in this career. In addition, our system in-
cludes  accessibility  tools  and  good  interface  design,  in 
which users can work in the classroom. And it take into ac-
count the hardware which has the centers (Spain and as a fu-
ture step Saudi Arabia), and finally, the methodological pos-
sibilities offered by ICT and its inclusion in the work ses-
sions.

In  summary,  we have created  a system that  allows  the 
teacher to structure all the points of the curriculum, within 
the IS career. The packaging system used is ElearniXML ac-
tivities [23].  It  is closer  to the needs of teachers  in class-
room, for students of all educative levels. For the distribu-
tion of this content, we make use of the TabletNET system 
[24]. Combining both tools we provide the basis for access 
to CSchool,  adding the possibility of  SCORM package to 
the created educational materials, to promote its reuse and 
distribution.

Fig. 1 IS Teaching Units Structure
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Fig. 3 Educative Level’s Structure

I. Users of the System

In the education community different actors interact  be-
tween each others. These actors and their relationships can 
be drawn from the Educational Act [14] which also provides 
the management/administration and evaluation of these as a 
part of it, Figure 4. For that, we studied these laws to deter-
mine the relationships and obligations among members of a 
specific educational community.

Fig. 4 Educational System Users, (According to the Spanish Educa-
tional Law: Law No. 26,206 [h-2])

The actors of the system divide their work in two stages: 
the first stage will be the scholar environment; and the sec-
ond can belongs to the market or the familiar surroundings. 
These scenarios in conjunction with stakeholders, will deter-
mine the services the university must provide. The Commu-
nication between the different actors is very important, and 

it is taken into consideration in the system, thus the flow of 
information between scholar environment and the market fa-
cilitates the strengthening of the taught content [25].

II. System Architecture

When talking about the CSchool architecture [3], we must 
highlight its most important feature “flexibility”, because of 
its use of the cloud, and how these provides modularity and 
interconnection between the various parties through the ap-
plication of Web Services. The structure is implemented in a 
similar way as to the public services in the cloud (Google 
Cloud, Amazon Cloud, Azure Cloud ...), allowing the inte-
gration,  by  means  of  Web  Services  [26],  of  institutions 
wishing to have these features or services  installed within 
their educational systems.

Figure  5 shows the architecture  of  the curricular  levels 
these levels are established by law. Even though, the system 
allow the teacher to shapes and adapts these levels to their 
needs, creating a teaching schedule as the learning needs of 
the student group, to which he teacher is teaching. This is 
done always, under the frame of the above specified law. 

This architecture is integrated as new part of the CSchool 
system architecture [3]  [27] [28],  the added sub-clouds  to 
the CSchool architecture are:

• Curriculums: This cloud service provides the cur-
ricular structure in detail; and following with a con-
sultation structure of the specific educational levels 
(see Figure 4). It  provides the structural  basis for 
the  creation  of  curricula  and  a  support  for  cata-
loging educational resources in response to objec-
tives, criteria and competencies.

• CSchool Resources: Provides the system resources, 
cataloged for different educational levels, and tak-
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ing into account the objectives, criteria and compe-
tencies.

• Academics CSchool: Provides curricula at different 
levels. Each teacher will have a space in the cloud 
where he can create the curriculum for his specific 
teaching needs.

• CSchool Web 2.0: provides bidirectional communi-
cation with companies or tutors, this could be done 
by using mobile devices.

• Teachers  Program:  Provides  the  system  with  the 
necessary tools for teachers, to build their teaching 
schedules  in  response  to  the  curriculum  and  re-
sources. Teachers are important to ensure that the 
activities are related and linked in order to ensure a 
quality education. From this teaching program stu-
dents will have access to exercises and workshops 
that the teacher creates.

Fig. 5 Cschool System - Cloud Architecture

Appling Web Services promotes security and flexibility. 
It  is necessary to take into consideration the safety of the 
Web service and its implementation, design and access from 
mobile devices. Thus, we must provide our educational sys-
tem the flexibility for its access.

In Figure 6, we can observe the different parts of the ar-
chitecture, and its function through the use of Web Services. 
These Web Services are points of input and output of the 
system,  facilitating  the  communication  between  different 
parts of the architecture. What we take value of and empha-
size  in,  are  how  the  communication  between  the  various 
Web Services can benefit from the” Web Services commu-
nication in banking environment” [29], so we can adapt it to 
our needs in this educational and information system.

Web Services makes possible the communication between 
the clouds of the system, see Figure 6, so by this it could be 
possible  to  manage  the  educational  curricula.  The  Cloud 
“StateCurricula” is where Universities can find the official 
curricula,  educational  levels.  Also by means of  Web Ser-
vices  it  is  possible  to  access  from  the  business  logic  of 
Teachers Program and the CSchool Academics.

Curricular elements have a well defined structure in the 
education system. To represent them electronically, we use a 
dynamic XML structure, see Figure 7, which facilitates the 
storage and processing of data in the system database man-
ager, as allowing the extraction of XML documents manage-
ment system database [30].

Fig. 7 Cschool System - Cloud Architecture

In addition to this set of Web Services, which allow the 
teacher  to  create  a  comprehensive  curricular  program,  a 
graphical user interface with which teachers can interact is 
needed, and which should allow:

• Generate the elements of a specific subject, such 
as: programming.

• Create views for pupils and tutors enabling com-
munication  with  them  through  Web  2.0 
CSChool.

The structure of the curricula is stored in a management 
system for relational databases, from which we can obtain 
an XML document. This document, meets all the needs of 
the elements of  the curriculum, and can be structured  ac-
cording to two types of elements: enumerative and descrip-
tive. This allows us to work with any curriculum structure.

Fig. 6 Cloud Architecture Function by means of Web Services
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The class diagram to work with the curriculum structure 
is that of Figure 8. This structure facilitates the storage of 
data management, as to query and update it. This is an XML 
structure that is generated by XML SQL Utility (XSU) [31], 
which  facilitates  the  storage,  query  and  the  Model  View 
Controller (MVC) [32], which separates business logic from 
user interface.

Fig. 8 Classes for Curriculum Design

III.System User Interface Design

Figure  9 shows the Design  of  the interface  of  working 
with educational curricula curriculum structure. The identi-
fied parts in the design, depends of the content, are:

• (A): Contains the menu options.

• (B): Contains the identification of the educa-
tional level.
• (D): Contains the general structure of the cur-
riculum  following  the  specificity  of  the  first 
level. 
• (C),  (E)  and  (F):  correspond  to  the  detail 
specification  of  the  curriculum  at  the  specific 
levels.

These elements of  the curriculum can  be descriptors  or 
enumerative elements.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

ICTs and their inclusion in the educational system is not a 
simple work to be done directly with satisfactory results, and 
especially,  if  its  use is  to  improve and  help  the teacher’s 
work, to build curricula that can fit the students and market 
needs.  Thereby,  this  also  will  improve  the  educational 
process through this inclusion and integration in the educa-
tional environments.

On the other hand, our system catalog IS educational re-
sources  following international standards and as it  is indi-
cated  in  the  Spanish  Law,  see  Figure  10,  this  helps  the 
teacher  to  search  for  similar  centralized  catalogs  of  re-
sources that other teacher are following in other institutions 
to share with them their experience. 

Fig. 10 Index Didactic Program

By applying Clouds and using of Web Services to access 
the resources, we are simplifying the cataloging of curricu-
lums. Thus, teachers,  from different institutions and coun-
tries,  can  share  and work together  the curriculum of their 
students.

As future work, we are sharing with teacher this idea to 
understand better the real life needs and see how we can in-
clude them in the creation of the prototype. For its testing,  
we are working to support Tablets and Notebooks, to help in 
the collaboration between teachers.
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Abstract—This paper describes the experience developed in 
the subject  Human-Computer Interaction 1 (HCI1) in the Pro-
motion to Degree Course that has been introduced during the 
2011/2012 academic year in the College of Computer Science, 
Ciudad Real. This experience has provided us an opportunity 
to measure and evaluate various aspects of the course from the 
point of view of the students. Those aspects are related to the 
applicability of this subject’s contents, the effort to assimilate 
them, the suitability of the proposed activities, the methodolo-
gies, criteria and evaluation methods, and so on. The study con-
ducted and presented in this paper has allowed us to contrast  
the opinions and experiences  of  different  groups  of  students 
with the approaches of  the  European Higher Education Area 
(EHEA). In this study we analyse the results by applying classi-
cal  statistic  methods  and  probabilistic  graphical  models 
(Bayesian Networks). This last representation has a richer se-
mantics and, at first glance, provides a snapshot of the relevant 
relationships among the variables under consideration.

Index  Terms—Human-Computer  Interaction,  European 
Higher Education (EHEA), learning evaluation, skills.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE Spanish university system is currently undergoing a 

period of development, not yet completed, with major 

changes being implemented in order to adjust the structure 

of university studies to the model of the  European Higher  

Education  Area (EHEA)  [1].  The  new  scenario  of 

teaching/learning  involves  the  application  of  different 

methodologies  and  activities  (tutorials,  seminars,  research 

work,  problem-based  learning,  cooperative  work,  etc.), 

which will allow the acquisition of certain skills to be pro-

moted and guaranteed.

T

The College of Computer Science (CCS) at the University 

of Castilla–La Mancha began teaching the Promotion to De-

gree Course during the 2011/2012 academic year. The aim 

of  this  course  is  to  allow previous  graduates  (three  years 

curricula) to obtain the Bachelor Degree in Computer Sci-

ence Engineering (four years curricula) from UCLM, cover-

ing  gaps  in  those  new  skills  which  have  to  be  acquired 

within the framework  of  the new European  Bachelor  De-

gree. Among these skills are those related to the contents of 

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) developed in two sub-

jects:  Human-Computer  Interaction 1 (HCI1)  and Human-

Computer  Interaction  2 (HCI2)  which  are  included in the 

curricula of  the new Degree  and which  are,  therefore,  in-

cluded in the Promotion to Degree Course. These contents 

were already partially included in the Computer Science De-

gree (five years  curricula),  so we have significant  experi-

ence in teaching these subjects [2].

The students enrolled in the Promotion to Degree Course 

are  characterised  by  its  heterogeneity.  Different  students 

profiles  are  clearly  identified:  those  who  completed  their 

studies some years ago (they are not familiar with the teach-

ing/learning approach of the EHEA) versus those who have 

recently obtained  a  degree  and  are  familiar  with  the new 

teaching practices; those who share studies and professional 

work (they have professional experience) versus those who 

are studying only (they have never worked in this area of the 

industry); etc.

In this article, our objective is to reflect and draw some 

conclusions on the implementation of new teaching methods 

and their  application to subjects  with heterogeneity in the 

student  profile  such  as  we  have  previously  pointed  out. 

Thus, the following section introduces an overview of the 

teaching of HCI in UCLM and in CCS. Subsequently, some 

characteristics  of  the  HCI1  subject  of  the  Promotion  to 

Degree Course are described. Then, the details of the study 

conducted  with  students  enrolled  in  that  subject  are 

presented.  Finally,  some  of  the  lessons  learned  are 

highlighted and some concluding remarks imparted.
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II.THE HCI SUBJECT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CASTILLA –LA 
MANCHA

The main objective of the discipline of Human-Computer 

Interaction (or HCI) is to develop and improve the useful-

ness, effectiveness, efficiency and usability of systems that 

include  computers  [3].  HCI  is  not  limited  to  addressing 

methods of developing the user interface but there are also 

many disciplines that deal with the development of usable 

interactive  systems,  including  research  on  new styles  and 

paradigms of interaction. Clearly, the educative community 

should be aware of the need for teaching and for research in 

the field of HCI. Therefore, more and more universities in-

clude  this  discipline  in  the  curricula  of  their  degree  pro-

grammes [4].

The  Association  for  Computer  Machinery  (ACM)  in 

conjunction with the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers (IEEE) have a special working group on issues of 

HCI. This interest group is called SIGCHI (Special Interest 

Group  in  Computer  Human  Interaction).  SIGCHI  make 

certain  recommendations  about  the  contents  of  HCI  that 

should be covered. These recommendations are included in 

the SigCHI Computing Curricula [5]. Another international 

curriculum that includes recommendations for the provision 

of  such  content  is  the Computing  Curricula  of  ACM and 

IEEE  [6],  or  the  more  recent  report  of  2005  [7].  These 

reports,  together  with  the  Software  Engineering  2004 

(SE2004)  [8]  and  the  Information  Technology  2005 

(IT2005) [9] curricula, defend the existence of HCI contents 

in the curricula, with particular emphasis on issues related to 

User Interface Design and Usability Engineering [10]. 

Thus,  new curricula in Computer  Science often include 

compulsory subjects related to the profile of HCI [2]. This is 

the case with respect to  Computer  Science Engineering at 

the University of Castilla–La Mancha.  The goal is to turn 

out  graduates  specialising  in  the  use  and  integration  of 

technologies  that  facilitate  and  promote  interaction  and 

communication between people and information technology.

III. THE HCI1 SUBJECT IN THE PROMOTION TO DEGREE 
COURSE

The HCI1 subject is intended to help students achieve the 

acquisition  of  specific  expertise  and  skills  related  to  the 

"ability  to  design  and  evaluate  computer-user  interfaces  

that ensure  accessibility and  usability  of  the systems,  ser-

vices and software applications". A total of 6 ECTS are allo-

cated to the subject: 4.5 ECTS are awarded for theoretical 

activities and 1.5 ECTS for practical activities. By means of 

these activities, the basic principles of design and develop-

ment  of  user  interfaces  will  be  acquired.  This  course  ad-

dresses issues such as human factors of interaction, interac-

tion styles  and paradigms (direct  manipulation,  ubiquitous 

computing, virtual and augmented reality), methods for user 

interface design, prototyping, usability, use of standards and 

guidelines,  etc.  The  methodology  used  in  this  course  is 

based on lectures,  problem solving,  practical  case studies, 

creation of reports, and exposition of results.

Regarding  the  practical  aspect  of  the  subject,  the 

principles of prototyping as a primary tool in the process of 

development  of  usable  interactive  systems  are  presented 

[11]. In laboratories, students make use of software tools for 

creating,  sketching  and  rapid  prototyping,  and  perform 

guided  exercises  that  show  the  entire  process  of  creating 

graphical user interfaces with Swing (Java is the language 

used in most subjects of the degree programme). Evaluation 

is  carried  out  through  the  implementation  of  a  practical 

project, which may be developed in groups.

IV.  THE HCI1 EXPERIENCE IN THE PROMOTION COURSE 

Teachers  who  have  taught  the  HCI1  subject  have 

analysed  and  evaluated  the  process  followed  during  the 

course  in order  to improve the quality of  teaching in this 

subject  for  the  coming  years.  To  this  end,  besides 

observation  and  follow-up  tutorials,  we  have  used  some 

questionnaires.  In  this  article  we describe  the  information 

provided  by  the  questionnaire  that  we  used  to  obtain  the 

viewpoints  and  perceptions  of  students,  subsequent  to the 

assessment of the subject. In the following subsections we 

present  some  details  of  the  questionnaire  as  well  as  the 

results obtained and the analysis performed.

4.1 Questionnaire

The  first  part  of  the  questionnaire  comprised  a  set  of 

questions related to the background and profile of students, 

such as the year of completion of the Technical Engineering  

in  Computer  Science,  employment  status  and,  if  in 

employment,  whether  they  work  in  the  field  of  software 

development, their experience in developing graphical user 

interfaces  and  their  motivation  for  enrolling  in  the 

Promotion  Course.  The  second  part  of  the  questionnaire 

consisted of 89 items for which the students had to select 

their level of agreement or disagreement on a scale from 0 

(Completely disagree or Nothing) to 5 (Completely agree or  

All). In order to facilitate the reading and analysis of data, 

questions were grouped in the following categories: 

• Theoretical  Content.  These  items  are  related  to  the 

material used in theoretical  classes,  the amount of hours 

dedicated to lectures and to solving practical exercises or 

case studies, the complexity of contents covered, etc.

• Attendance,  participation  and  involvement.  The  items 

included  in  this  category  are  related  to  students’ 

involvement  in  their  own  learning,  attendance  and  its 

usefulness, and/or need to pass the course, etc.

• Methodology, planning and workload. This part refers to 

the methodology as  well  as  the main  types  of  activities 

performed, the delivery times, the need for planning, the 

feedback  received  from teachers  at  an  appropriate  time, 

workload and effort.  

• Skill  Acquisition. This  section  deals  with  students' 

perceptions about their improvement in different specific 

and  transversal  skills  such  as  analytics,  critics,  planning 

and public speaking skills.

• Group work. This part contains several items related to the 

main  difficulties  that  arise  when  working  in  group, 

basically,  those  concerning  planning,  division  of 

responsibilities and coordination needs.
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• Practical  contents.  Similar  to  theoretical  contents,  some 

aspects dealing with practical contents have been analysed: 

complexity, motivation, usefulness of guided exercises and 

effort, among others.

• Content relationship of  theory and practice.  Analysis  of 

such connections.

• Usefulness. This set of items referred to the usefulness, as 

perceived by students, of theoretical and practical contents 

received and of the different skills to enhance their future 

or present employment: public speaking, group work, etc.

Finally,  some open-ended questions were  included with 

the  aim  that  students  could  highlight  the  strengths  and 

weaknesses of the subject, as well as make suggestions and 

proposals for improvement.

Table I shows an extract of the questionnaire.

4.2 Results

The  questionnaire  was  completed  by  23  students,  of 

whom 14 were men and 9 were women. In addition, 15 were 

in  employment,  of  whom 12  were  employed  in  software 

development  activities.  Regarding  the  motivation  for 

enrolling  in  the  Promotion  Course,  the  responses  were 

related to promotion at work, improving the curriculum or 

academic qualification, and personal growth, among others. 

Approximately half of responses (48%) were familiar with 

the EHEA methods, while the rest completed their technical 

engineering  studies  using  traditional  methods.  We 

appreciate,  as  we  had  guessed,  that  there  is  a  correlation 

between students’ age and familiarity with EHEA methods. 

Thus,  the  age  of  those  who  have  studied  using  these 

methods is between 22 and 27, and of those using traditional 

methods, the age is between 30 and 40.

Nevertheless, we performed a statistical analysis in order 

to  facilitate  interpretation  of  the  large  amount  of  data 

collected [12]. To do this, we began conducting a hypothesis 

testing  based  on  the  χ2  statistic  test,  thanks  to  which  we 

confirmed the next null hypothesis

H1,0: “The data for the responses to the items P1 to P83  

follow a normal distribution”. 

TABLE I.

EXTRACT OF QUESTIONS INCLUDED IN THE EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE. MEAN SCORES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE QUESTIONS. 

# Question

Does Not Work  vs. 
Works

EHEA vs. Classic

Does Not 
Work

Works EHEA Classic

Mean Dev Mean Dev Mean Dev Mean Dev.

P6 I had problems with the texts in English. 3.38 1.85 2.07 1.62 2.82 1.60 2.25 1.96

P9 I think the number of deliveries is excessive. 2.63 1.41 3.00 1.41 2.45 1.51 3.25 1.22

P13 I have attended the follow-up sessions. 2.13 2.17 2.27 2.15 1.64 2.01 2.75 2.14

P15 The work rate was as expected. 3.38 0.74 3.40 1.06 3.64 1.03 3.17 0.83

P20 I took notes in class. 1.75 1.67 3.07 1.94 2.36 1.80 2.83 2.08

P21 I find it useful to attend classes to pass the course. 2.38 1.77 4.07 1.39 3.18 1.94 3.75 1.48

P22 I find it necessary to attend classes to pass the course. 1.13 1.13 2.53 1.60 1.64 1.69 2.42 1.44

P23 I participated actively in class. 2.63 1.41 2.67 1.76 2.36 1.50 2.92 1.73

P25 The methodology has led me to plan my time better. 3.50 0.93 2.80 1.26 3.55 0.93 2.58 1.24

P26 I felt overwhelmed with the delivery of activities. 2.00 1.60 3.60 1.06 2.45 1.69 3.58 1.00

P29
I find it useful to receive feedback on my work during the 
course.

4.25 0.71 3.47 0.92 4.00 0.89 3.50 0.90

P31 On most occasions I left work for the end. 1.50 1.60 2.40 1.55 2.36 1.91 1.83 1.27

P38
I think that the EHEA methods have made me more involved 
in my learning.

2.63 1.41 3.40 1.45 3.00 1.55 3.25 1.42

P41 I think that EHEA methods facilitate  passing the subject. 3.88 1.36 4.13 0.92 4.27 1.27 3.83 0.83

P44
I think that I have improved my planning and organisational 
skills.

2.88 1.13 3.47 1.25 3.64 0.67 2.92 1.51

P45 I think I have improved my public speaking skills. 4.00 1.07 3.00 1.30 4.27 0.79 2.50 1.62

P46 I find it useful to make oral presentations in class. 3.88 1.81 3.40 1.30 4.45 0.93 2.75 1.42

P49 I prefer the classic methods. 1.88 1.73 1.60 1.54 1.91 1.70 1.50 1.50

P50 I prefer the EHEA methods. 3.50 1.69 3.33 1.50 3.18 1.72 3.58 1.30

P53
I had problems  coordinating with my fellow students when 
working in group.

1.38 1.69 2.13 1.88 0.91 1.58 2.75 1.60

P74
I think that theoretical and practical contents are well 
interconnected.

3.25 1.04 2.87 1.19 3.36 1.12 2.67 1.07

P75 I think that theoretical contents are useful for my work. 1.50 2.00 3.47 1.51 1.91 1.80 3.58 1.56

P76 I find practical contents learned are useful for my work. 1.50 2.10 3.07 1.44 1.82 1.72 3.17 1.59

P82 Overall satisfaction with the course. 4.38 0.52 4.40 0.63 4.36 0.50 4.42 0.67

P83 The effort has paid off. 4.25 0.71 4.40 0.63 4.18 0.75 4.50 0.52
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Given  that  in  normal  distributions  the  maximum 

likelihood estimators are the mean and standard deviation, 

we proceeded to calculate these indicators for the responses 

to all items from P1 to P83. Table I shows the mean scores 

and  standard  deviation  for  some  answers  to  the 

questionnaire.  The  items  on  which  there  has  been  a 

difference between the mean scores which can be considered 

significant are highlighted.

We  then  performed  two  ANOVA  analyses,  with  a 

significance level below 0.05, to check whether there were 

significant  differences  between  the  responses  given 

according to sex and employment status, respectively. Then, 

we defined the following null hypotheses:

H2,0: “There are no significant differences by gender”.

H3,0: “Employment status does not influence the type of 

responses to the questionnaire items”. 

The first analysis allowed us to confirm H2,0 and the sec-

ond helped us to reject H3,0  and then confirm the alternative 

hypothesis:

H3,1: ¬H3,0.

A  third  ANOVA  analysis  on  the  responses  of  all  the 

items P1 to P83 allowed us to reject the null hypothesis:

H4,0:  “The  answers  to  all  items  can  be  considered  

equal”;

and confirm the alternative hypothesis:

H4,1: ¬H4,0.

Therefore,  in light of  the result  of the last  analysis,  we 

studied  the  correlations  between  students’  answers  to 

different  questionnaire  items. Some of  the questions were 

related to each other (or had opposing aspects referring to 

one another), so analysis of positive or negative correlation 

was  used  to  study  the  consistency  between  the  answers 

given  by  students.  Table  II  shows  some  pairs  of  items 

among which  correlation was detected (both of  a  positive 

and negative nature).

4.3 Discussion

We begin discussing the differences between two distinct 

groups of students: students who currently work and those 

that do not. From the analysis of the data in Table II  and 

considering  the  graphic  representation  of  Figure  1.  (a), 

which shows the aspects in which differences are more sig-

nificant, we were able to draw the following conclusions:

• In  general,  we  can  see  how  students  who  have  greater 

difficulties  in  attending  class  (those  who  work)  are  the 

ones  that  have  most  valued  and  benefited  from  class 

attendance.  Thus,  we  can  see  that  on  average,  they 

considered  attendance  as  more  useful  (4.07)  and  more 

essential  with  respect  to  passing  the  subject.  Similarly, 

these students often take notes in class, whereas students 

attending classes regularly do not take notes often.

• Due to the difficulties experienced by working students in 

combining work and study, these students tend to perform 

the activities to the end of the course and they have felt 

overwhelmed (3.60).  They have also considered as high 

the  number  of  deliveries  to  be  made  (3.00).  Regarding 

methodological  issues,  the  working  students  considered 

that the EHEA methods have facilitated them in passing 

TABLE II.

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SOME ITEMS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE. 

# Aspect 1 Aspect 2 Corr.

POSITIVE CORRELATIONS

C1 P8: I find it useful to devote class time to activities. P3: I consider the number of lectures to be enough. 0.79

C2 P33: I worked harder than expected. P26: I felt overwhelmed with the delivery of activities. 0.83

C3 P38: I think that the EHEA methods have made me 
more involved in my learning.

P36: I think that the EHEA methods are more motivating. 0.75

C4 P21: I find it useful to attend classes to pass the course. P20: I took notes in class. 0.77

C5 P57: The resolution of the final practice has been 
motivating.

P56: The final practice has helped me to reinforce what 
has been learned in theory.

0.73

C6 P74: I think that theoretical and practical contents are 
well interconnected

P56: The final practice has helped me to reinforce what 
has been learned in theory.

0.72

C7 P73: In short, I am satisfied with the practices. P17: In short, I am satisfied with the theoretical part of the 
course.

0.73

C8 P76: I find the practical contents learned to be useful 
for my work.

P75: I think that theoretical contents are useful for my 
work.

0.90

C9 P83: The effort has paid off. P82: Overall satisfaction with the course. 0.83

NEGATIVE CORRELATIONS 

C10 P50: I prefer the EHEA methods P49: I prefer the classic methods -0.81

C11 P55: I would work in groups again P54: I would have preferred to perform the various jobs 
individually.

-0.71

C12 P68: The presentations of practices made me see other 
points of view.

P53: I had problems coordinating with my fellow students 
when working in groups.

-0.72
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the subject (4.13), leading them to plan their efforts in a 

better way (3.47). Meanwhile, students who do not work, 

on average, have considered the feedback received during 

the  course  as  more  useful  (4.25)  and  believe  they  have 

improved their  ability to speak  in public (4.00),  valuing 

this  type  of  activity  especially.  Improvement  in  this 

capacity is  not as appreciated by students  who work,  as 

most of them have already acquired this skill in the course 

of their work.

• In general, students who work have fewer problems with 

documents  in  English,  possibly  because  they  often  use 

information in this language as part of their work. For their 

part,  working  students  have  more  difficulties  in  group 

activities,  partly  because  they  have  difficulties  in 

coordinating with other team members (2.13).  Regarding 

this point, teachers have detected that the working groups 

formed (both for theoretical and practical activities) were 

composed  of  students  of  the  same  profile,  so  that  the 

coordination difficulties increased in the groups in which 

all members were working.

Fig. 1. (a) Significant differences in mean scores of students who "work vs. not work”. (b) Significant differences in mean scores of students "familiar 
with EHEA methods vs. unfamiliar with EHEA methods".
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• Students who work, on average, have valued the utility of 

theoretical  (3.47)  and  practical  (3.07)  contents  more 

positively in an occupational context, the difference being 

very significant with respect to the group formed by those 

who do not work (1.50 in both aspects).

• Finally,  regarding  students’  overall  satisfaction  with  the 

course, both groups responded positively (with an average 

score of around 4.40).

Regarding  the  differences  in  scores  related  to  prior 

experience in  EHEA and not-EHEA (classic)  methods (Table 

II  and  Figure  1.b),  we  have  extracted  the  following 

conclusions:

• In  general,  students  who  had  no 

experience of EHEA methods have made better use of the 

tutoring and follow-up sessions made available.

• Students  who were  unfamiliar  with 

the EHEA method considered the number of deliverables 

as very high (3.25) and they had difficulties in working in 

groups. Most of them preferred individual work activities 

(3.50).  Regarding  the  expectations  of  both  groups 

regarding  the  effort  realised  and  the  amount  of  work 

carried out, the students unfamiliar with EHEA methods 

considered  that  they  have  worked  more  than  expected 

(3.83), and considered the effort made during the course 

as  very high (3.42).  However,  they positively evaluated 

the new methods, considering them to be more motivating 

than traditional methods.

Regarding the analysis  of  correlations,  we detected  32 

significant correlations (with a correlation coefficient above 

0.7 or below -0.7), 27 of them positive and 5 negative. Table 

II  shows  some  of  these  correlations.  Most  of  the  values 

obtained have allowed us to confirm the consistency of the 

answers  given  by students  (C2,  C6,  C10,  C11).  Some of 

them (for example, C12) may be the result of chance. It is 

worth  reflecting,  however,  on  some  of  the  correlations. 

Firstly,  regarding  the  C1  correlation  which  indicates 

students’  preferences  for  activities  other  than the classical 

classroom lectures, students positively value the opportunity 

to devote class time to solving exercises or case studies, to 

take  part  in  tutorials,  and  to  perform  other  monitoring 

activities. On the other hand, the C3 correlation shows, as 

expected,  the need  to  motivate students  and  to  encourage 

their  participation  and  involvement  in  their  own  learning. 

Students consider that the EHEA methods encourage these 

aspects. The C4 correlation indicates that those students who 

value  attending  classes  make  better  use  of  them,  for 

example,  by  taking  notes.  The  C5  correlation  relates  the 

motivation  to  perform the  final  practical  activity  with the 

perception  that  its  realisation  serves  to  reinforce  what  is 

learned in theory. We believe, therefore, that we must make 

an  effort  to  properly  connect  theoretical  and  practical 

aspects with the aim of making them more motivating for 

students. The C7 and C8 correlations show that students are 

satisfied with both the theoretical  and practical  aspects  of 

the  course,  considering  them  as  useful  for  their  work. 

Finally, the C9 correlation indicates that there is dependence 

between the degree of overall satisfaction with the subject 

and the effort devoted to it.

No  significant  correlations  were  detected  between 

familiarity  with,  and  preference  for  the  EHEA  methods. 

Neither is there a correlation between students’ employment 

status  and  a  preference  for  either  the  EHEA  methods  or 

traditional  methods.  In  general,  most  of  students 

(independently  of  their  profile)  prefer  the  new  methods 

compared to traditional teaching (mean score of 3.40 against 

1.70). Positive correlation has been noted between students 

who work (particularly in the area of software development) 

with the usefulness  of  the  theoretical  (0.85)  and  practical 

(0.74) contents in the context of their work.

Other  correlations  were  detected  (related  to  the 

background of  students  and  their  response  to  the 

questionnaire) which, although less significant, we want to 

comment upon. For example, students currently working in 

software development have considered the material provided 

in class as more useful (0.61). Students that have used email 

in  addressing  any  doubts  are  the  most  knowledgeable  in 

object-oriented  programming  (0.62)  and  Java  (0.55). 

Possibly,  the  issues  raised  by  these  students  were  more 

specific  and  they  could  use  this  medium  to  solve  them. 

Similarly,  those  who  have  more  experience  with  Java 

language have lower classroom attendance (-0.61), have felt 

less overwhelmed with the deliveries (-0.55) and considered 

the practical activities as less complicated (-0.56). As for the 

difference  by  gender,  we  can  comment  that  women 

considered themselves more involved in their own learning 

(0.51) and have availed of the opportunity to attend tutorials 

to resolve their doubts (0.66).

As for this empirical experiment, it is necessary to point 

out some limitations and suggestions for improvement. The 

methodology used (based on questionnaires) can be affected 

by the desire of  students  to give  the answers  expected of 

them  or  to  avoid  any  perceived  harm  in  answering  the 

questions truthfully. However, conducting the questionnaire 

after the evaluation period allows this inconvenience to be 

limited.  Another  problem  may  be  the  size  of  the 

questionnaire.  However,  students  did  not  appreciate  this 

aspect negatively.  On the other hand, the large number of 

items  (some  of  which  were  related)  and  subsequent 

correlation  analysis  has  allowed  the  consistency  in  the 

answers given by participants in the study to be validated. In 

future,  we  plan  to  use  telematic  media  to  complete  the 

questionnaire  (preserving  confidentiality),  which  will 

facilitate its further treatment.

4.4 Understanding  correlations  through  a  Bayesian  
network: A first approach

As  well  as  the  numerical  information  provided  by  the 

analysis  of correlations performed previously,  we are also 

interested in discovering the qualitative dimension, if there 

is any, underlying these numerical data. Given that there was 

an important burden of  uncertainty associated with the col-

lected data, we decided to utilise Artificial Intelligence tools 

to  manage  all  this  information  jointly.  In  this  context, 

Bayesian networks (BN) [13] constitute a powerful  choice 

because they can represent both quantitative and qualitative 

features  simultaneously,  using probability as a measure of 

uncertainty.  The main  advantage  of  Bayesian  networks  is 
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that they have a rich semantics and they can be easily inter-

preted without the need of extensive knowledge of Statistics. 

From an operational point of view, Bayesian networks pro-

vide a natural framework for relevance analysis and they can 

also be used for prediction tasks. Thus, in [14] we find an 

example of the application of this technique in the relevance 

analysis of performance indicators in higher education. 

A Bayesian network is an acyclic directed graph whose 

nodes represent random variables and whose links represent 

probabilistic  dependencies  and  independencies  between 

them, together with a probability distribution over its vari-

ables. A link  A → B  is considered  causal  when there is a 

mechanism by which the value taken on by A influences the 

value of B. There are basically two ways of building a BN: 

the manual process (with the help of human experts) and the 

automatic process (also known as learning, in which we take 

a database and apply one of the many algorithms that yield 

both the structure and the conditional probabilities). In this 

case,  we decided  to  learn  the network  from the  collected 

data in order to be detected by the model of the underlying 

dependencies.

First of all, we defined a discrete variable for every item 

in Table II. However, we decided not to use all the items be-

cause some of them were complementary, as was the case 

with items P49 and P50. In this case, both items were repre-

sented by only one variable, named Prefer EHEA methods.  

The same happened with items P54 and P55,  both  repre-

sented by the variable  Prefer Work in Groups.  Other items 

that have not been considered are P68 and P74 because they 

were not useful for our purpose. Once all variables were de-

fined,  we used the K2 algorithm [15] implemented in the 

Elvira program [16] and we obtained the Bayesian network 

shown in Figure 2. We have used such software because of 

its explanation capabilities [17] which will be used in subse-

quent phases of our research to better analyse and improve 

this model.

As it can be seen, most of the correlations of Table II are 

represented as causal  links,  as is the case with correlation 

C1, represented in the network as a causal link from Enough 

Lectures to Useful Activities; the correlation C2, represented 

by a causal link from  Feel Overwhelmed to  Work Harder,  

etc.  However,  there  are  two correlations  which  are  repre-

sented in a different way,  so these are worth analysing in 

more detail. The first is the correlation C3, which correlated 

items P36 and P38, represented in the network by variables 

EHEA methods motivates and  EHEA methods involves,  re-

spectively. However, the Bayesian network shows that those 

variables  are  dependent  through  the  Took Notes  in  Class  

variable, which implies that if we know whether a student 

takes notes in class, the motivation and the involvement of 

the student through EHEA methods are independent.  This 

also occurs in correlation C5 between items P56 and P57, 

represented in the network by  Practices Reinforce Theory  

and  Practices Motivate  respectively.  These variables in the 

network are correlated through the variables  Took notes in 

class  and Satisfied with Theory.  This means that items P56 

and P57 are independent once we known if the student takes 

notes in class or if he/she is satisfied with theory contents. 

Finally, it is worthwhile to note that the variable Effort Paid 

Off is independent of the rest of variables once we know the 

value of  General Satisfaction,  meaning that the assessment 

the student gives to his/her effort depends only on the over-

all satisfaction with the course.

This BN is only a first approach for analysing the rela-

tionship  between  EHEA methods  and  students'  subjective 

perceptions (captured with the designed questionnaire). Due 

to space limitations, we have presented only a brief example 

of the analysis we plan to perform in the next phase of work. 

In new versions of this BN, the profile of students and their  

marks will be included. 

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a teaching experience on 

the HCI1 subject at the CCS in Ciudad Real, in the Promo-

tion Course introduced during the 2011/2012 academic year. 

Fig. 2. The Bayesian network learned from the collected data applying K2 algorithm in the Elvira program.
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The contents of this subject were covered in previous years 

in subjects with similar content and delivered as part of the 

old curricula of Computer Science in accordance with the 

guidelines of the EHEA and, therefore, have not undergone 

major  methodological  changes.  However,  what  it  is  new 

compared to other years is that this subject was taught in the 

context of  Promotion to Degree Course in which students 

presented clearly differentiated profiles,  so we could com-

pare the views and experience of the different groups with 

respect to this methodology. This study has allowed us iden-

tify the following improvements for the future teaching of 

this subject:

• Reduce the number of deliverables.

• Devote  more classroom hours  to engage  the students  in 

group work and monitoring of activities.

• Interconnect  theoretical  and  practical  content  of  the 

subject so that students can better perceive the relationship 

between these contents and to increase student motivation.

• Create  assessment  schedules  tailored  to  students'  work 

situations.  In  this  study  it  was  found  that  there  is  an 

incompatibility  between  the  objectives  of  the  EHEA  to 

facilitate combining work and academic life and methods 

(preferably in person and in groups) that are often used to 

apply new teaching methods.

In future work, we plan to improve the Bayesian network 

model presented in section 4.4 in order to use it as prediction 

technique for certain aspects such as student satisfaction, fi-

nal mark in the subject, etc. and their relationship with the 

application of the EHEA methods or the student profiles. To 

accomplish this, it is necessary to replicate this experiment 

in the coming academic years and to obtain a more signifi-

cant sample.  
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Abstract—The use of Java in the first courses of Computing, 

Computer Sciences and similar degrees is widely accepted. 

However, many programming professors realize that while is 

possible for students to use an Object-Oriented language, is also 

possible to program with them without applying an Object-

Oriented mentality. This paper defends the use of Smalltalk 

programming language as the best option for students to learn 

Object-Oriented programming and acquiring an Object-

Oriented mentality at the same time. This study is based on 

three years of experience in a course on Software Design. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE Smalltalk language enjoys in the programming 

world the same consideration as Latin language 

receives in the speaking communicating field, that is to say, 

it is considered a dead programming language.  

However, this paper is going to defend the fact by which 

Smalltalk is one of the best programming languages to 

introduce students in the Object-Oriented (OO) 

programming world. 

In particular this paper will show how students are more 

creative, imaginative and focused on the domain when using 

Smalltalk than with other programming language. 

This proposal has the only purpose of improving the way 

students learn and put into practice the OO programming 

concepts and techniques. Many times, professors and 

practitioners realize that recent graduates do not apply the 

OO paradigm as it should be. 

Next section presents a review of different languages used 

in introductory courses on Object-Oriented programming. 

Section III describes the Smalltalk features that allow 

students to acquire the OO paradigm. Section IV presents a 

case of study  

II.  LEARNING OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING 

This section is devoted to review the different 

programming languages that have been used in introductory 

courses of programming. 

                                                           
 This work was supported by the authors 

In this revision we are not taking into account the 

programming environments but only the OO features offered 

by the reviewed languages. 

One of the most widely used OO languages is C++. The 

community of programmers is huge and its use in teaching 

OO was also considered a reference in the past. 

Programmers suffered the problems of managing pointers 

and they should manage the space allocation, cause of many 

side undesired effects.  

The apparition of the Java language was quickly 

celebrated by the community [2]. Some of the previous 

headache problems were solved with the introduction of the 

garbage collection and a clean programming scheme. C# is 

also a widely accepted OO programming language but does 

not add any essential difference to Java.  

Both Java and C# are supported by powerful frameworks, 

big libraries and a massive community of programmers. 

These languages offer a lot of opportunities to our students. 

However, in our experience, they are not the best option to 

learn the OO paradigm, mainly because students tend to 

focus on technical aspects rather than in finding a good OO 

solution to a given problem. 

A recently presented language called Linq [1] tries to add 

some powerful mechanisms to manage collections, which 

help programmers to integrate SQL language in own OO 

language. 

III. THE TRUE OO MENTALITY 

When a student solves a problem in a way the solution is 

not well designed, from the OO point of view, we say that 

this student does not have a true OO mentality. He or she 

does not see his or her solution as a set of communicating 

objects. 

This section exposes some common mistakes that 

undergraduate students tend to perform when they use an OO 

language without a true OO mentality. All errors can be put 

in relation with a quality factor as those defined in [4]. 

A first common mistake is to think in a solution as a set of 

functions. Moreover, some programmers try to solve the 

given problem by finding a root function (Main), rather than 

drawing a class diagram and defining objects and 

relationship among them. 

T 
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A second recurrent mistake is to mix in the same class 

responsibilities and methods relative to different entities or 

concepts. This error makes the extensibility impossible to 

get. 

Regarding the MVC pattern, using some frameworks is 

practically impossible to structure the code with modularity. 

Code responsible to manage GUI classes is frequently mixed 

with business code or data access code, all together in the 

same class. 

At last but not least important is how the use of design 

patterns [3], a fundamental piece of work in the design of 

many software solutions, is well supported and integrated in 

the language mechanisms. 

IV. WHAT SMALLTALK OFFERS 

This section describes those features that Smalltalk offers to 

students and some other OO languages do not provide with. 

I. Objects and Messages 

One of the most important language features is that by 

using Smalltalk, the student only can manage objects and 

messages. There is no other possibility for them to program. 

In this way, when students reach the minimum language 

skills, they find themselves thinking in objects and only in 

objects. 

II. Generality 

There are no data types in Smalltalk. So, there is no need 

to define generics because all is generic in Smalltalk. This 

aspect could introduce an interminable discussion but it 

allows the programmer to focus on the problem rather than 

in the technology. 

III. Collections 

Manage collections in Smalltalk is something beautiful, 

smart and also funny. The way Smalltalk manages 

collections together with the language mechanisms called 

blocks allow programmers to write complex iterative 

expressions using over 50% less code than it is required 

when Java or C# is required. 

IV.  Access to Library Sources 

The access to a set of complete and powerful class 

libraries in Smalltalk is something it has in common with 

Java and C#. The differential aspect in Smalltalk is that the 

programmer can exam all the libraries by accessing the 

source codes. 

V. Dynamic binding 

The dynamic binding is noted here in the sense the 

programmer can modify the code while he or she is 

debugging and so errors can be easily corrected. As all in 

Smalltalk is dynamic there is not any type checking (related 

to point II). 

VI.  Design Patterns 

Consider the above mentioned MVC pattern. When a GUI 

application is developed using Smalltalk, the developer has 

no other option than define different classes to support the 

View (V in MVC) and the Model (M in MVC). Other 

programming environments do not force developers to act in 

this way and the consequence is the generation of a lot of 

spaghetti code. These language features force the acquisition 

of the true OO mentality since students only can work with 

objects and messages, they cannot use data types and the 

consequence is a quick. 

VII. SMALLTALK IN ACTION 

 

This section shows the experiences and results of many 

years of teaching programming courses with different 

technologies. 

The first experience was the course “Visual 
Programming”, which was given in the 5th

 semester as an 

optional course of the Computing degree. This course was 

given by the authors during 5 years. 

The second experience was in the context of a mandatory 

course called “Software Design” that was given in the 6
th

 

semester of the same degree. 

In the “Visual Programming” course, students enjoyed the 
way they designed Web and desktop applications with low 

effort using .NET platform. However the solutions were of a 

low quality considering OO quality factors. 

On the other hand, during the “Software Design”, students 
were forced to use Smalltalk VisualWorks. The first weeks, 

students suffered a kind of shock due to the big differences 

in the syntax and language mechanisms in comparison with 

Java or C#. However, after two weeks, students were able to 

design OO solutions for the problems they were asked to 

solve. Most of them had a true OO view of the problem and 

were able to manage not only the correctness or robustness 

but also extensibility and reutilization. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposes the use of Smalltalk as the first 

language for students to learn the Object-Oriented paradigm.  

The paper describes what the most meaningful features of 

Smalltalk are and why they contribute to the adequate 

understanding of the OO paradigm. 

Some real experiences prove the validity of the proposal. 
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Abstract--This article discusses the question raised by 

the title of  this paper in the light of  our experience in  

teaching  CPIS380  “Introduction  to  e-Business”—an  

undergraduate course of the IS program of the Faculty of  

Computing  and  Information  Technology  at  King  

Abdulaziz University in Saudi Arabia.  There is a belief  

among students  that  being  a  good web programmer is  

sufficient  to  entrepreneur  an  e-Commerce  project.  

CPIS380 students  have  background knowledge  in  both  

business and technology, therefore, this course tries to fill  

in  the  gap  between  these  two  dispersed  areas  and  

integrates  them  into  a  unified  framework  that  will  

contribute  to  building  a  deeper  understanding  of  the  

bigger picture of the business environment in the new era  

of  Internet.   The  course  stresses  on  highlighting  the  

paradigm shift  in  doing  business  through applying the  

technology.  Elevating many soft skills is also a goal of  

this  course.  The  design  of  CPIS380  abides  to  ABET’s  

guidelines.

I. INTRODUCTION

e live in exciting times. It is a rare event for 

an  economy  to  move  from  one  form  to 

another.  We are participating in the transition from 

the industrial to the information age. We all have an 

opportunity to participate in this historic event. The 

extent to which one participates in this revolution is 

determined,  in  part,  by both the desire  to  facilitate 

change  and  the  understanding  of  how  the  new 

economy operates. 

W

This  article  try  to  answer  an  important  question 

through  describing  our  experience  in  teaching  a 

course.   We went  through several  discussions with 

graduating IS students where we recognized that they 

deeply  believe  that  studying  and  mastering 

programming and Web design would be sufficient to 

entrepreneur  successful  e-Commerce  projects,  and 

that this is their raod to become questionnaires.  They 

use  known  sites,  such  as  Amazon.com, 

YouTube.com,  and  FaceBook.com,  as  evidence  to 

their argument.  Therefore, the Information Systems 

department  of  the  Faculty  of  Computing  and 

Information  Technology  at  King  Abdulaziz 

University in Jeddah, KSA has designed a course—

CPIS380, Introduction to e-Business—with the target 

of  inspiring  students  to  take  a  step  towards 

entrepreneur successful real-life e-Commerce and e-

Business  projects.   However,  few  questions  still 

remain,  which  this  article  tries  to  clarify  by 

describing our experience in teaching CPIS380 and 

showing  how  it  addressed  this  question.   These 

questions  are:  “What  skills  are  required?”,  “is 

information  and  communications  technology  (ICT) 

sufficient?”,  and,  last  but  not  least,  “is  business 

management knowledge sufficient?”  

e-Business is  aimed  at  enhancing  the 

competitiveness  of  an  organization  by  deploying 

innovative  ICT  throughout  an  organization  and 

beyond—through links to partners and customers. It 

does  not  simply  involve  using  technology  to 

automate existing processes, but should also involve 

using technology to help change these processes. To 

be successful  in managing e-Business,  a breadth of 

knowledge is needed of different business processes 

and  activities  from across  the  value  chain  such  as 

marketing  and  sales,  through  new  product 

development,  manufacturing  and  inbound  and 

outbound  logistics.  It  is  apparent  that  e-Business 

involves  looking  at  how  electronic  communication 

can  be  used  to  enhance  all  aspects  of  an 

organization’s services and management. 

On the other hand, e-Commerce refers to all types 

of electronic transactions between organizations and 

stakeholders  whether  they are financial  transactions 

or exchanges of information or other services. These 

e-Commerce  transactions  are  either  buy-side  e-

Commerce  or  sell-side  e-Commerce.  E-Business  is 

applied as a broader term encompassing e-Commerce 

but  also including all  electronic transactions within 

an  organization.   Management  of  e-Commerce 

involves prioritizing buy-side and sell-side activities 

and putting in place the plans and resources to deliver 

the identified benefits. These plans need to focus on 

management of the many risks to succeed, some of 

which  one  may  have  experienced  when  using  e-

Commerce  sites;  from  technical  problems  such  as 

transactions that fail, sites that are difficult to use or 

are  too  slow,  through  to  problems  with  customer 
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service or fulfillment, which also indicate failure of 

management.

This course is intended to introduce the appropriate 

knowledge about e-Business to future managers and 

to make them aware with the needed practical skills 

that help them navigate their organizations towards e-

Business.  Another  primary aim of this  course  is to 

identify  and  review the  key  management  decisions 

required by organizations moving to e-Business.  Key 

questions are: What approach to e-Business strategy 

do  we  follow?  Which  processes  should  be  our  e-

Business  priorities?  Should we adopt  new business 

and revenue models? What are the main changes that 

need to be made to the organization to facilitate  e-

Business?  

However, still remains an essential strategy of this 

course  is  to  answer  few important  questions.   The 

first  question is: “Is  all  what is  needed for moving 

from  traditional  business  to  e-Business  just 

technological,  meaning  website  development  tools 

and programming skills?” Another question is: “How 

can  the  Internet  and  the  new  model  of  e-Business 

support  and  hence,  enhance  the  way  business  is 

traditionally done?” yet another question that is also 

addressed  in  this  course  is  “How  did  the  Internet 

promote  new  out-of-the-box  ideas  and  methods  in 

doing business, or in other words, how the Internet 

affected  business:  creating  new business  types  and 

models  and  mandating  the  improvement  of  current 

services and businesses?”  The list goes on and on in 

clarifying  that  the  e-Business  model  is  not  just 

copying  the  traditional  methods  into  the  web  but 

rather it is a total change in the way business is to be 

done,  or  in  other  words,  a  paradigm  shift  in  how 

business is done.  

Another  essential  objective  of  this  course  is  to 

stimulate  students  to  think  of  how to  introduce  e-

Commerce  in  a  nontraditional  fashion  and  being 

creative and innovative when it comes to moving to 

e-Business.   This is done by requesting students to 

analyze many real-life case studies to determine how 

they  made  it  different  than  its  corresponding 

traditional business.  Students are also encouraged to 

suggest  improvements to the solutions presented by 

those  case  studies.   The  course  also  encourages 

students,  through  class  discussions  and  drills,  to 

practice  by  themselves  to  play  the  role  of 

entrepreneurs  who  employ  the  technology  for 

changing  the  paradigm  of  doing  a  business.   This 

makes it clear to the students that when it comes to 

the Internet,  we must think differently;  we have to 

think  of  what  the  new technology  can  offer  to  do 

what  cannot  be  done  in  traditional  ways  without 

technology utilization.

In  summary,  this course is intended to introduce 

the  concepts  of  e-Commerce  and  e-Business  to 

Computing Information Systems students  in such a 

way  that  clarifies  both  managerial  and  technical 

aspects  that  allow students  to  be  able  to  plan  for, 

create, and materialize their own successful real-life 

entrepreneur  e-Commerce  projects  that  cover  all 

elements of a pure virtual or partially virtual business 

organization.   Hence,  this  course  stresses  on  two 

balanced wings: first, e-Business from a managerial 

perspective,  and  second,  e-Business  from  a 

technological perspective.  

Section  II  of  this  article  discusses  the  design  of 

CPIS380  course,  while  Section  III  discusses  the 

implementation of  this design.   Student  assessment 

and course evaluation are discussed in Section IV and 

Section V, respectively.   Section VI concludes and 

summarizes. 

II. COURSE DESIGN

CPIS380  “Introduction  to  e-Business”  is  an 

undergrad course offered in the Information Systems 

department  (IS)  of  the  Faculty  of  Computing  and 

Information  Technology (FCIT)  at  King  Abdulaziz 

University (KAU) in Jeddah, KSA.  This course is a 

third-level  mandatory  course  of  three  credit  hours. 

Students taking this course should have taken several 

business and computer science courses before taking 

this course.  The business courses are: management, 

marketing,  organization  behavior,  and  accounting. 

Among  the  computer  science  courses  is  Java 

programming,  data  structures  and  algorithms, 

databases management systems, information systems 

analysis  and  design,  and  web  programming.   So, 

students should have sufficient backgrounds for both 

business and technology.  CPIS380 is a prerequisite 

for a series of three courses in the track of e-Systems; 

hence,  it  establishes  the  necessary  background 

knowledge and skills.  

Fig.  1 depicts the course design of CPIS380; the 

inputs affecting the design of the different elements 

of the course—the IS Program Objectives (PO), the 

Target Student Outcomes (SO), and the Professional 

areas  that  the  course  is  requested  to  support  as 

specified  by  ABET  (Accreditation  Board  of 

Engineering & Technology) [1].  These elements are 

mandated  by  the  IS  Program’s  curriculum.  The 

following is a description of these elements:
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A.  Program Objectives

The  Program  Objectives  as  mandated  by  the  IS 

Program at FCIT and that have to be fully or partially 

supported by each course of the curriculum.  These 

POs state that  the program as  a whole should help 

students to gain the necessary skills and knowledge 

to:

PO1. work as integral part of the information field, 

connecting people with information using 

technology,

PO2. advance their careers through knowledge of 

computer information systems, 

communication skills, and understanding of 

business and contemporary technological 

issues, and

PO3. contribute to the economic growth and the 

welfare of the Saudi society through the 

development and management of information 

systems for business and research.

CPIS380  is  designed  to  support  each  of  these 

objectives  in  a  way  or  another.   For  instance,  the 

business  cases  discussed  in  this  course,  as  will  be 

discussed in the course implementation section, not 

only show how business, society, and individual can 

benefit from the ITC technology (PO3) but also shed 

lights on how business operates and how it can move 

towards the new marketing and commerce approach 

by employing the technology (PO1).  In addition, the 

course implementation stresses on building the soft 

skills necessary for our IS student to be a leader and 

to play an effective role in building the business and 

commerce Saudi society in the new era (PO2).  

B. Professional Areas

Another  input  to  the  design  of  CPIS380  is  the 

professional areas that it supports as a subset of the 

ABET-identified  IS  Professional  Areas  (PA)  [2]. 

Three areas are supported by CPIS380:

PA.1. Role of IS in Organization.

PA.2. Information Systems Environment.

PA.3. Systems Analysis & Design.

Again, the main theme of the course design is not 

only theoretical-oriented but  also practical-oriented, 

not  only  business-oriented  but  also  technology-

oriented, and not only lecturing-oriented but also lab, 

case studies, and comparative analysis-oriented.  The 

balance  among all  of  these dimensions is a  key of 

success of this course.  All of these dimensions are 

directed  towards  comparatively  highlighting  the 

innovative differences between the traditional way of 

doing business and the new paradigm shift of using 

IS technology in reshaping the IS environments for a 

more  effective,  efficient,  profitable,  and  innovative 

business.   In  fact,  students  get  involved  in  the 

analysis  and  design  of  not  only  the  technology 

infrastructure  and  web  development  but  also  the 

different elements of the business plan itself.  In other 

ways, a full picture of a successful e-Business project 

will require building skills for planning and designing 

for both the business and the necessary technological 

infrastructure.  

Fig.  1.  CPIS380 Course Design
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C. Student Outcomes

A third input to the process of this course’s design 

is the expected student outcomes (SO) [2].  Studies 

[3] recommended methods for outcome-based course 

design.   As listed by ABET, there are 10 expected 

SOs as listed in Appendix I and which are numbered 

A to  J.   Some of  these  SOs are  towards  technical 

skills;  while others are towards building soft skills, 

yet, more importantly, others to gain knowledge and 

understanding  of  IS  environment.   CPIS380  is 

designed  to achieve four Key SOs: B,  C, G,  and I 

from  the  technical  outcomes.  It  also  supports  few 

non-technical soft skills building outcomes: D, E, F, 

and  H  as  will  be  demonstrated  in  the  course 

implementation section.  

Those  three  dimensions  of  inputs  shaped  the 

design of CPIS380 syllabus, which can be described 

in  terms  of:  objectives,  expected  Course  Learning 

Outcomes  (CLO),  and  topics.   First,  the  course 

objectives lead to students who should by the end of 

the course:

1. gain  improved  skills  in  manipulating  the 

Internet and the World Wide Web world and 

hence,  devise these tools in favor of shifting 

their  company’s  business  forward  regardless 

of whether they are having e-Commerce sites. 

2. be able to analyze e-Commerce solutions and 

projects  to  identify the different  elements  of 

their  business plans as well  as strengths  and 

weaknesses, 

3. be  able  to  assess  the  benefits  and  risks  of 

introducing e-Business in their organizations,

4. be  able  to  devise  a  strategic  plan  for  their 

organizations’ e-Business solutions,

5. gain  sufficient  knowledge  to  decide  on  the 

different tactical and technical elements of the 

e-Business solution,

6. be  able  to  select  the  most  suitable  payment 

method and security plans for their e-Business 

solutions,

7. be  able  to  lead  a  project  of  establishing  an 

existence on the Web for their organizations, 

and

8. master the tools and techniques necessary for 

developing  e-Commerce  sites  and  hence, 

develop their own ones.

These  goals  work along many dimensions.  First, 

train  students  on  analyzing  existing  e-Business 

solutions  to  infer  their  innovations,  business  plans, 

weaknesses and strengths along many other analysis 

criteria.  Accordingly, when students get involved in 

a work, they become able to apply the same skill on 

their organization and, hence, identify where and how 

TABLE I.

CPIS380 COURSE DESIGN MATRIX
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to employ e-Business technology the best.  Second, 

the  course  goals  stress  that  students  gain  the 

necessary  skills  for  designing  successful  business 

plans  to  apply  for  their  organizations.   Of  course, 

they would be trained on how to search for,  adopt, 

and  then  adapt  techniques  and  ideas  found  in  e-

Business sites.  Innovation is a key of success here, 

therefore,  training  students  on  thinking  out-of-the-

box is a target.  A third dimension is to teach students 

and  train  them  on  web  developments  languages, 

tools, and techniques.  Accordingly, students will be 

supervised  and  couched  on  developing  strong  e-

Commerce sites.   In  conclusion, students would be 

able  to  analyze  existing  e-Commerce  projects, 

synthesize  e-Business  plans,  and  Innovate  ideas, 

apply  tools  and  develop  e-Commerce  Web  sites. 

Therefore,  CPIS380’s  targets  achieving  the  highest 

levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy [4], [5] of instructional 

design.  

Accordingly, the next step in designing the course 

was  to  identify  the  expected  Course  Learning 

Outcomes (CLO) in such a way that satisfy the input 

constraints, especially the SOs, POs, and PAs.  Table 

I lists the CLOs of CPIS380 and demonstrates their 

relationships  to  those  four  categories  of  input 

constraints.  It  should be noted that these CLOs are 

stated  according  to  the  guidelines  as  recommended 

by Bloom, i.e., using the appropriate Action Verbs. 

The  support  of  each  CLO  for  each  of  the  three 

categories uses a 3-level scale.  

Finally, the last step is designing the course topics 

in such a way to support all the above design criteria. 

CPIS380 topics are listed in Appendix II.  

III. COURSE IMPLEMENTATION

The  pedagogy  of  CPIS380  is  classified  into  in-

class and out-of-class activities.  CPIS380’s students 

take three hours of lecturing a week and one hour of 

lab work.  Students are also requested to do other out-

of-class  works.   Table  II  presents  the  different  in-

class and out-of-class activities and their support to 

the three categories of SOs, POs, and PAs.  

Many of the activities are group work.  This choice 

is  taken  in  order  to  not  only  enrich  the  learning 

process  but  also  to  contribute  to  team  work  and 

leadership skill.  Also, many of the activities require 

students to present their work to their classmates in 

order  to  positively  contribute  to  their  presentation 

skills  not  only  through  getting  feedback  from  the 

instructor  but  also  by  learning  from  each  other 

groups.   Students  are  requested  to  evaluate  and 

critique their colleagues work.  This technique is also 

used for information transfer among the groups; each 

group intensively does its work, nevertheless,  gains 

more information from other groups’ presentations.  

Real life case analysis is a key component in the 

pedagogy of this course.  Success as well as failure 

stories are used, e.g., Amazon.com [6], Buy.com [7], 

Cartoday.com[8],  Egghead.com[9],  Ernie  [10], 

Mondex [11], …etc. 

Each group is assigned three case studies along the 

whole course to analyze, evaluate, and identify their 

business  plans.   This  contributes  to  building  the 

student’s analytical skill.  The three case studies are 

degraded from simple, to moderate, to complex cases 

in order to gradually train students on the expected 

outcomes of this activity.   Through this activity the 

student  will  build  a  deeper  understanding  of  the 

business environment and increase the capability of 

analyzing  business  plans.   To  contribute  to 

TABLE II.

CPIS380 COURSE IMPLEMENTATION (PEDAGOGY) MATRIX
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knowledge transfer, the cases assigned to each group 

are different than those of all other groups.  Studying 

and analyzing many business cases will help students 

to  entrepreneur  their  own  business  plan  and  then, 

with the aid of the lab work and hands-on training, 

design and implement their, hopefully successful, e-

Commerce site.  

Many  topics  cannot,  yet,  be  discussed  in  class; 

therefore, groups are requested to select a topic from 

a  list  of  topics  and  as  a  group  do  the  necessary 

research and write a term paper.  The paper should 

present  the  different  views  of  the  different 

stakeholders of the topic selected. For instance, for a 

service  domain,  expected  is  a  separate  section  for 

each  of  the  views  of  the  customer,  the  service 

provider  and  the  intermediary  presented  with 

evidences  from  existing  sites,  studies,  reports, 

articles, etc.  Students are requested to use sites from 

around  the  world  especially  regional.   Another 

section  is  expected  in  this  paper  to  include 

comparisons,  critiques,  and  recommendations  to 

enhance existing Web sites.  

IV. STUDENT ASSESSMENT

Many  research  efforts  have  been  done  for 

assessment.   For instance,  the triangulation  method 

[12]  recommends  many  direct  assessment  methods 

for a modeling course in the college of engineering. 

The  Hi-Class  tool  [13]  is  another  comprehensive 

assessment  apparatus  that  uses  both  direct  and 

indirect  methods  for  a  comprehensive  assessment. 

This article, however, stresses on the direct methods 

only. 

Students of CPIS380 are assessed by many tools. 

Some of these tools are group work while others are 

individual assessment tools.  The two categories  of 

tools are equally weighted, i.e., 50% each.  The pass 

percentage is 60%.  

Table  III  lists  those  assessment  tools,  again, 

together  with  their  contribution  to  the  three  input 

categories: SOs, POs, and PAs.  Quizzes are MCQ-

type of questions; exams are a mix of understanding 

and  analytical-type  questions;  while  lab reports  are 

hands  on  exercises  on  use  of  tools  and  web 

development skill building.  

The assessment of the group work is done on two 

levels: assessment on the quality of the overall work 

as a single unit, and assessment on the role of each 

individual team member and his contribution to the 

whole  work.   The  mark  each  student  gains  is  a 

percentage of the overall assessment for a maximum 

of the mark assigned to the overall  work.  Usually 

assessment is done relatively.   Rubrics are used for 

evaluating  each  assignment  type  to  guarantee 

uniform assessment  across  individuals,  groups,  and 

semesters.   Table  III  shows  the  elements  of 

evaluation as corresponding to the criteria it supports. 

An  extra  evaluation  criterion  is  the  degree  of 

innovation  of  the  ideas  presented  in  the  group 

project’s business plan and design.  This criterion is 

given  a  big  weight  that  sometimes  exceeds  the 

maximum assigned  mark  for  a  bonus  value.   This 

decision is taken to encourage students not to present 

classical work, but rather to think out-of-the-box and 

bring new innovative ideas.  

V. COURSE EVALUATION

The course is evaluated based on its contribution 

on the SOs according to Table III.  The evaluation is 

based on the weighted average of the scores obtained 

by  the  students.   The  scores  of  three  consecutive 

terms (Fall2011, Spring2011, and Fall2012) are used. 

The following are the equations used to generate the 

diagrams of Fig. 2:

Contribution(SOx) = 

(AVG(Activity(SOƩ x)*MaxGrade(Activity(SOx))  

/ (MaxGrade(Activity(SOƩ x)

TABLE III.

CPIS380 STUDENTS ASSESSMENT
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MaxContrib(SOx) =  (MaxGrade(Activity(SOƩ x) * 

MaxGrade(Activity(SOx)) / 

MaxGrade(Activity(SOƩ x)

RelativeContribution(SOx) = Contribution(SOx) / 

MaxContrib(SOx)

It is worth noting that during those three semesters, 

although  the  activities  assigned  to  students  were 

almost the same, however,  the recorded marks was 

different.  For instance, except for the Fall2012, the 

assessment  marks  for  the  project  were  recorded  as 

one number covering both the business plan, design 

and  implementation.   Also,  the marks  for  the  term 

paper  were  recorded  as  part  of  the  marks  of  case 

studies analysis.   Of course,  this is reflected on the 

results shown in the diagrams of Fig. 2, though not 

much effective.   This  approach  is  changed  starting 

Fall 2012 for more accurate evaluation.

The accepted percentage as per FCIT regulation is 

60%.   This  indicates  that  the  approach  used  by 

CPIS380  reveals  acceptable  results  and  contributes 

appropriately to all involved SOs.  

Moreover,  it  is  apparent  that  the  design  of 

CPIS380  also  supports  both  the  POs  and  PAs  as 

discussed in the previous section. 

VI. CONCLUSION

The  design  of  the  course  “Introduction  to  e-

Business”  went  through  three  stages  of 

implementation since 2000 for over 15 occurrences 

and with different course numbers; experiences that 

helped in making CPIS380 more mature:

1. MBA  students:  with  good  business 

background and no programming skills.

2. Computer  Science  students  with  no 

business background.

3. IS students with both programming skills 

and business knowledge.

In the first stage, the project activity was limited to 

designing the business plan, while all other activities 

remain the same.  However, students were requested 

to  design  the  web  site  scenario  and  structure  as 

painted screens.   At that time e-Business was at its 

early age and students weren’t even familiar with the 

use of the Internet.  Some assignments were given at 

the  very  beginning  of  the  course  to  build  the 

necessary skills of Internet access and utilization.  By 

the  end  of  the  course,  students  were  very  familiar 

with  the  concepts  and  usually  presented  many 

innovative ideas and creative projects.

In  the  second  stage,  students  were  having  VB 

programming skills but not web development.  They 

were  also  missing  business  background.   The 

curriculum didn’t allow for lab sessions.  The course 

began  by  covering  the  necessary  marketing 

background as well as building the necessary Internet 

access  skills.   The  project  assignment  was  again 

similar  to  that  for  the  MBA  students,  especially 

which the course tried to cover the missing business 

background.  Case studies analysis and project plans 

were not as fruitful as those done by MBA students. 

This indicates that  the maturity of the students and 

the  professional  experience  they  had  played  an 

important role in grasping the concepts introduced by 

the course.

The  third  stage  began  three  years  ago.   The  IS 

students  at  FCIT  have  studied  about  four  business 

courses  and  many  computer  science  and 

programming course before they come to CPIS380. 

A Lab session of one hour every week in addition to 

the three hours of lecturing is a requirement by the 

curriculum.  This allows the current comprehensive 

course  design,  implementation  activities  and 

assessment as discussed in this article.   The results 

Fig. 2. CPIS380 Course Evaluation
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are  promising  and  encouraging;  it  overcame  the 

limitations and negative issues of the previous stages. 

The course filled in the gap between two areas of 

knowledge, namely,  business and computer science. 

Students  were  puzzled  of  why  they  were  studying 

business  courses  in  a  computing college,  and were 

asking how they could make use of such knowledge. 

CPIS380 answered a question they kept asking: “Isn’t 

it  enough  to  master  web  programming  to  build 

successful e-Commerce projects?”  Surveys also tell 

that graduates found the knowledge and skills gained 

by this course were  very supportive and driving in 

their  work  and  in  many  cases  was  a  reason  for 

winning the job competition. In addition, end-of-term 

surveys  revealed  that  both  the  students  and  the 

instructors were enjoying the course.

APPENDIX I

ABET’S IS STUDENT OUTCOMES

a) An ability to apply knowledge of computing 

and  mathematics  appropriate  to  the 

discipline

b) An ability to analyze a problem, and identify 

and  define  the  computing  requirements 

appropriate to its solution

c) An  ability  to  design,  implement,  and 

evaluate a computer-based system, process, 

component,  or  program  to  meet  desired 

needs

d) An ability to function effectively on teams 

to accomplish a common goal

e) An  understanding  of  professional,  ethical, 

legal,  security  and  social  issues  and 

responsibilities

f) An ability to communicate effectively with a 

range of audiences

g) An ability  to  analyze  the  local  and  global 

impact  of  computing  on  individuals, 

organizations, and society

h) Recognition of the need for and an ability to 

engage  in  continuing  professional 

development

i) An ability to use current techniques, skills, 

and tools necessary for computing practice. 

j) An understanding of processes that support 

the delivery and management of information 

systems  within  a  specific  application 

environment.

APPENDIX II

CPIS380 COURSE TOPICS

CPIS380  covers  most  of  the  following topics  as 

time allows and as student acceptance and pace are:

1. Introduction  to  E-Commerce  and  E-

Business.

I.  Models of E-Commerce/E-Business:

2. Cyber-services  models  and  Intranet  and 

Extranet EC models.

3. The  Retail/Consumer  Marketplace  EC 

models (B2C).

4. The Business-to-Business EC models (B2B) 

&Electronic Supply Chain Management.

5. E-Payment and Security.

II.  E-Business Strategic and Tactical Planning (E-

Strategy):

6.  E-Strategy  for  attracting  and  retaining 

customers.

7. Advertising and Promotion in e-Business.
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Abstract—Engaging students in active learning is an impor-
tant challenge in today's classrooms. The proposal presented in 
this paper aims to take  advantage of  the benefits  offered by 
new technologies in order to increase creativity and expressive-
ness in educational environments. In order to achieve this, we 
have designed and developed a system that allows the use of  
creative learning techniques such as Brainstorming. Co-Brain-
System is a collaborative and interactive system aimed at im-
proving brainstorming sessions in learning scenarios. The sys-
tem is  composed of  a  shared and a  private  workspace.  The 
Shared workspace is used to display information, ideas, docu-
ments and feedback of what is happening in the session. The 
private workspace  consists  of  Tangible  Interfaces  integrating 
emerging technology, in this case RFID tags and a mobile de-
vice that integrates an RFID Reader. The system is based on 
MDE (Multi-Device Environments) and uses a new mode of in-
teraction called Approach & Remove that allows users to han-
dle Distributed User Interfaces easily.

I. INTRODUCTION

N RECENT years, teachers have transmitted the teaching-

learning process  through books in the classroom. How-

ever, today education can be achieved in a more creative and 

less static way with other strategies and scenarios [7]. The 

group activity in learning scenarios is a technique that helps 

students to develop a better understanding, encourages them, 

and, above all, promotes communication and social integra-

tion. Synectics and Brainstorming are techniques aimed at 

improving the expressiveness and creativity of the students. 

Synectics  is  defined  by  William  J.J.  Gordon  [12]  and 

George M. Prince [22] as a problem solving process through 

stimulation  of  the  mind’s  creativity.  Furthermore,  brain-

storming is a creativity technique (group or individually) in 

which  users  may generate  thoughts  and  ideas  in  order  to 

spontaneously find a conclusion for a specific problem. The 

term introduced  by Alex  Faickney WAS Osborn  in  1953 

[20].

I

Carrying out brainstorming sessions in a properly way is 

not an easy matter. A good coordination among the group 

members is required, as well as a good system to support the 

different activities without disturbing from the main goal of 

the brainstorming session in a classroom.

In this paper we address brainstorming as a creative-ex-

pressive  technique  that  we  use  in  learning  environments. 

The objectives we want to achieve are the following: Stu-

dents  develop their  creativity,  overcoming conformity and 

monotony of classes  and discussing new concepts.  In  this 

way the brainstorming sessions  are  used  as  an alternative 

strategy to improve the creativity.

In recent years, technology has evolved very quickly. We 

realize that concepts such as the Ubiquitous Computing par-

adigm is  currently  a  reality,  as  Weiser  predicted  in  [29]. 

Now, the challenge is making technology invisible for users 

in such a way that they do not need to focus on how to use 

the technology but just on the tasks they are performing. 

In this paper we present an interactive and collaborative 

system called Co-BrainSystem, developed to improve brain-

storming sessions in educational environments. The system 

is based on MDE (Multi-Device Environments) and in order 

to facilitate its usage it includes a new style of interaction 

called Approach and Remove to allow users to easily inter-

act with the different devices.  In this way users are able to 

focus on the task and not on the technology, thereby increas-

ing their performance and creativity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 in-

cludes a brief summary of the most relevant related works. 

Section 3 describes the proposed system in detail. Section 4 

presents the evaluation of the system and finally section 5 

presents some conclusions and final remarks.

II. RELATED WORKS

The concepts and projects related to this paper are briefly 

summarized hereby.

Computer-supported  collaborative  learning  (CSCL)  is  a 

discipline that studies how people can learn together using 

technology as their primary means of communication or as a 

common resource [25]. CSCL can be implemented both in 

online  and  classroom learning  environments  and  can  take 

place in a synchronous or asynchronous way. This kind of 

learning is used in innumerable learning scenarios character-

ized by the sharing and construction of knowledge among 

participants.  In  order  to  take  advantage  of  their  benefits 

there are several strategies as detailed below.

Collaborative  writing is  one  of  the  most  common  ap-

proaches to CSCL. The process of writing together encour-

ages students to express their ideas and develop a group un-

derstanding of the subject. Some tools like blogs, interactive 

whiteboards,  and  some  spaces  that  combine  free  writing 
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with communication tools can be used to share work, form 

ideas, etc. [19], [16]. 

Technology-mediated discourse refers to discussions and 

other social  learning techniques involving the examination 

of a topic using technology. It allows participants engage in 

conversations and build knowledge together [16][1]. 

Group  exploration refers  to  the  shared  discovery  of  a 

place,  environment  or  topic  among  two  or  more  people. 

Students use technology to better understand a physical area 

and comment their experiences together [14],[18]. 

Problem-based learning is an activity that consists in the 

complex problem solving among group students [15],[17].

Project-based learning is similar to problem-based learn-

ing in that it  creates  the obligation to establish team roles 

and set goals. The need for collaboration is also essential for 

any project and encourages team participants to build expe-

rience together [3].

Brainstorming is a technique to improve the generation of 

thoughts and ideas among a group of people [4]. Using tech-

nologies such as email, browser-based systems of text-based 

chats, may support group systems with specific tools to fa-

cilitate this process  [9].  It  has been  demonstrated  through 

multiple studies that the best way to perform brainstorming 

sessions and get the most of it is carrying it out in face-to-

face.  Brainstorming can be seen as a cognitive and social 

process as it involves individuals who think of an idea (indi-

vidual cognition) and then choose to share the idea with the 

team (social process) [10].  Therefore, the division between 

private and shared workspaces is highly recommended;  S. 

Streng in [26] shows the importance of private workspaces 

in collaborative tasks as they provide confidence to users. 

Some  examples  of  projects  supporting  brainstorming  in 

face-to  face  are  based  on  touch  tables  such  as  WordPlay 

[13],  WeSpace [30],  or  digitalized  rooms  such  as  Con-

nectable [28] and i-Land [27]. 

WallShare [11] is a collaborative system that can distrib-

ute the interfaces between different devices such as mobile 

phones,  PDAs, laptops,  etc.  and a shared space to be dis-

played via a projector on a surface such as a wall. 

Group scribbles  [24] is a CSCL system developed in a 

multi-device environments; it creates flexible shared infor-

mation easily.  

Edistorm  [5] is an online system that provides a white-

board for users to share notes among them. Currently, these 

projects have an expensive infrastructure and besides, some 

of them only include a shared space and do not allow users 

to have their private space. In addition, there are school ac-

tivities that need to be done in class, face to face.

When developing computer  applications  to support  col-

laborative learning scenarios, the design of the user interface 

plays an important role. Regarding Multi-Devices environ-

ments,  other  kind of  interfaces  such as  DUIs  (Distributed 

User  Interfaces)  are  necessary.  According  to  Niklas 

Elmqvist in [6], DUIs can be defined as a user interface in 

which  its  components  can  be  distributed  through  one  or 

more dimensions. These dimensions are input, output, plat-

form,  space  and  time.  Among  the  situations  that  support 

DUIs  we  can  mention  multiple  screens,  multiple  devices, 

multiple users and multiple displays.  

The system we present in this paper supports DUIs and 

provides  an interaction  technique to handle  it  called “Ap-

proach& Remove” [23]. This technique consists in bringing 

the mobile device closer to the Tangible Interface to select 

the desired function.

III. CO-BRAINSYSTEM: ENHANCING BRAINSTORMING 
SESSIONS WITH TANGIBLE INTERFACES 

Co-BrainSytem is a collaborative and interactive system 

aimed at improving and supporting brainstorming sessions 

in learning scenarios. 

Fig.  1 Brainstorming session using the “Co-BrainSystem”

Each user has a mobile device (See Figure 1.b) that incor-

porates an RFID reader and a “tangible interface” (See Fig-

ure 1.a).  The tangible interface is a physical panel of DIN 

A4 size, which shows the images corresponding to the tasks 

users can perform in the system. The inner of the panel con-

tains RFID tags, each one with a unique identifier which is 

associated with the corresponding function. It has been de-

signed to control the system and manage the shared and pri-

vate spaces from anywhere. Furthermore, the shared space is 

projected on the wall so that all users can view the informa-

tion easily at the same time (See Figure 1.c). The screening 

includes three types of information: (1) awareness informa-

tion, i.e. everything that is happening during the session, the 

users attending the session, etc.; (2) the users’ thoughts and 

ideas  that  arise during the class  and (3)  the shared docu-

ments that are hosted on a server in order to facilitate the 

presentations. Depicted in Figure 1, we can see three users 

discussing on the document screened on the shared space. 

Each user has a tangible interface as a physical panel with 
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all  the  available  functions  (in  Figure  1  they can  be  seen 

placed on the table) and a mobile device.

In the brainstorming session there are two types of users. 

The  teachers  are  responsible  for  coordinating  the  session 

and stimulating the students and the students are responsible 

for learning and producing ideas. Next, we explain the roles 

of these users in more detail.

The teacher's role is aimed at creating a climate of free-

dom and spontaneity among students. Teachers Coordinate 

the session and stimulate the production of ideas. The sys-

tem allows users to easily follow the feedback session that 

provides  the  shared  screen.  To  coordinate  and  motivate 

users, teachers can put questions in the shared space and can 

put  the  corresponding  explanation  or  upload  files  to  help 

students  to  understand  concepts.  At  the  beginning  of  the 

classroom the teacher must ensure that the goal of the lesson 

is clear for the students.  The teacher must create a climate 

of confidence and relaxation that allows communication in 

group.  The  system  allows  students  to  send  notes  in  an 

anonymous way. In Figure 3 we can see the tangible menu 

showing the functions of the system that can be executed by 

the teacher in a brainstorming session. The functions are di-

vided into three parts: (a) The first part contains the func-

tions  that  control  the  shared  screen  (b).  The  second  part 

shows the functions that allow the management of the ideas 

generated (c). The third part has the functions to manage the 

files and presentations on the shared screen.

Students can act in an informal session with absolute free-

dom to express  all  the ideas  they want.  The students  can 

only execute the functions more closely related to the brain-

storming as is to discuss ideas and upload the files they wish 

to share with others  in order  to make the class  more dy-

namic. In Figure 2, the tangible interface for students is de-

picted. It shows the functions of the system that can be exe-

cuted  by the students  in  a  brainstorming session,  such  as 

sharing ideas and documents in the shared workspace and 

saving ideas.

Fig 2. Tangible interface for students. 

A. Multi-device environments in learning scenarios

The system is developed in an MDE (Multi-device envi-

ronment) scenario, i.e., it supports different types of devices.

The brainstorming session is usually composed of a group 

of heterogeneous students. Everyone has different needs, for 

this reason users can choose the devices they prefer to use in 

the classroom (See Figure 4).

The application running on the mobile device is the same 

as the one running on any other device, laptop, PC, tablet, 

etc. These devices are connected via wireless and if a user 

writes a note in a device, it is simultaneously synchronized 

and displayed in another device.

The mobile device has two functions; on the one hand, we 

can use it to write down ideas and notes, as a file browser. 

On the other hand, we can use the mobile phone as an inter-

action device. That is, if we want to execute any of the func-

tions that the system supports, we only need to bring the mo-

bile device closer to the Tangible Interface to select the task 

to  be  executed.  This  interaction  mode is  called  Approach 

and Remove, as explained before. 

B. Shared workspace
The Shared Workspace represents the collaborative inter-

face. It displays on the projector important information that 

need to be shared among the participants of the class such as 

thoughts and ideas, documents and awareness information in 

the classroom. The Shared workspace is composed of three 

interfaces described hereafter. 

Main Interface (Teacher)
The Main Interface is responsible of displaying the users 

attending the classroom. It controls the time and displays the 

feedback of all actions being carried out at the classroom. 

For example, if a user has uploaded a file note or if a user  

has joined the session, etc. (See Figure 5.a)

Brainstorming Interface (Students + Teacher)
The  Brainstorming  Interface  collects  all  the  ideas  that 

emerge during the session. To this end, the system includes 

a function for users to send any note they may have written 

on  their  device,  either  a  mobile phone,  laptop,  PDA,  etc. 

(See Figure 5.b)

Fig 3.  Tangible interface for teachers.
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Shared files Manager (Teacher)
The Shared Files Manager is the interface that displays all 

the shared files stored on the server. It allows users to open 

and show these documents. (See Figure 5.c)

C. Private Workspace

The Private workspace  is  controlled  by each  individual 

user.  There are two types of tangible interfaces depending 

on whether it is for the teacher or for the student. It consists 

of a tangible interface (one for each user) which is a physi-

cal panel where all the functions that users may select are 

placed; and a mobile device, which main function is to send 

information to the shared workspace. Thanks to the tangible 

interface the user can manage the system easily and control 

both the private information on his/her devices and the in-

formation shown in the shared workspace.

Interface Manager
The  Interface  Manager  corresponds  to  the  functions 

shown on the left hand side of the Tangible Interface, as de-

picted in Figure 3.a. These functions allow users to change 

the interface  depending  on  the shared  space  that  the user 

wants to use in that moment. Thanks to the Tangible Inter-

face, this task can be performed remotely from everywhere 

in  the  room.  The  interfaces  that  can  be  screened  on  the 

shared workspace are the following:  main interface, brain-

storming interfaces and document manager, described in the 

previous section.

Ideas Manager
The Ideas Manager is responsible of sharing the ideas that 

users may have written, or the documents they have in their 

device with the rest of users present at the classroom (Fig-

ure 3.b).

Share  Documents.  This  function  is  used  to  send  docu-

ments to the shared workspace to show and share them with 

the rest of users.

Share Ideas. This function controls the shared ideas in the 

shared screen called "Brainstorming". The process is as fol-

lows: the user introduces his/her idea right from the mobile 

device  or  any  other  device.  Then,  when  he/she  wants  to 

share  it  with other  users,  he/she  brings  the mobile device 

closer  to  the  corresponding  function  showed  with  a 

metaphor in the Tangible Interface.  Then, the document is 

simultaneously displayed on the shared workspace.

Save  Ideas.  This  function  is  used  to  save  all  the  ideas 

shared in the brainstorming interface in order to keep them 

for another classroom or discussion session. The main ob-

jective is to facilitate the search for a solution to the problem 

discussed at the brainstorming session.

Documents Manager
The Documents  manager  is  responsible  of  opening  and 

showing  any  of  the  documents  displayed  on  the  shared 

workspace  (Figure  3.c).  These  documents  are  the  ones 

hosted on the server so that users can navigate among them 

with  the  arrows  available  for  that.  When  a  document  is 

open, users can move within it with the arrows.

Open Document. This function allows users to open a se-

lected document. In this way the user can present the docu-

ment to the rest of users.

Document  Control.  This  function  facilitates  the naviga-

tion among different documents. It also allows users to han-

dle the pages of an open document, for instance, to go for-

wards or backwards.

Close Document. This function allows users to close any 

open document.

D. System Architecture

The system is based on a client-server architecture. This is 

a distributed application model in which tasks are divided 

among resources and services associated with the applica-

tion server and the client (in our case the mobile device and 

computer software). They perform queries to the server and 

it responds with relevant information. Among the hardware 

Fig 4. a. Multi-devices (laptop, table, mobile devices) interconnected. 
b. Tangible Interface connected via RFID to mobile devices.

c. Approach and Remove Interaction mode  
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devices we have mobile, tangible interfaces, computers, pro-

jectors and a server. The communication among devices is 

performed through RFID and wireless technology. We have 

used a client-server architecture based on web services, thus 

allowing any computing device (mobile, computer...) to eas-

ily connect and access the available resources.

Mobile devices,  in this case,  are used  as interaction  re-

sources.  ,  They  communicate  with  the  tangible  interface 

(physical panel) via RFID and with the server and the pro-

jector via Wi-Fi. The operation mode used to communicate 

with the panel is as follows (see figure 7): Using the  Ap-

proach&Remove Interaction style described before, the user 

brings the device closer to the selected function in the panel. 

Then, the RFID reader in the mobile device reads the RFID 

tag hidden in the panel to identify the corresponding func-

tion. The ID tag read is then decoded and sent to the server 

via wireless. The server translates the information sent from 

the mobile device and executes the function corresponding 

to the tag read. The projector connected with the computer 

where the collaborative application runs, displays it on the 

wall in order to provide visibility to all users. . Finally, the 

server is responsible for controlling the logic of the system. 

It  is  a  computer  connected  to the mobile devices  and the 

computer via Wi-Fi technology. It is responsible for hosting 

the files and information related to the classroom. One of its 

most important components is the Web Service. It is a com-

puter program that processes a server side application per-

forming bidirectional connections and / or unidirectional and 

synchronous or asynchronous with the client generating and 

giving an answer in any language or client side application. 

It  is  responsible  for  interpreting  the  information  that  the 

client sends and executeing the corresponding function. The 

server has the following functions:

- Translation of the RFID tags identifiers to identify the 
function to be performed.

-  Transfer  of  files  and  information  between the  mobile 
device and the shared workspace.

- Providing updated information about the status of users 
and activities.

Fig. 6.  Communication between the mobile device or other devices 
with WebServices and the shared workspace..

Fig 7. Communication between the tangible interface and the mobile 
device. 

IV. EVALUATION

This section describes the evaluation of the system per-

formed with real users to verify the benefits of the system in 

learning  environments.  Another  goal  is  to  identify  the 

strengths  and  weaknesses  of  the  system using  distributed 

user interfaces and the new interaction style. 

The goal is to answer the following questions:
-  Does  brainstorming  technique  enhance  creativity  in 
students when used in the classroom?
- Does the system encourage collaboration among users?
-  How does  the  user  feel  when  interacting  with  different 
devices? 

A. Method and Protocol 

Twenty  students  participated  in  the  experimental  study 

(12 men and 8 women). The age of the participants ranged 

from 13 to 16 years. In order to carry out the study twenty 

mobile devices were used, each one containing the software 

applications and an RFID reader, the tangible interfaces and 

Fig. 5. Shared workspace composed of (a) Main Interface, 
(b) Brainstorming Interface and (c) Shared files Manager
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a laptop that was connected to a projector to run the shared 

application. 

The method used for  evaluation was direct  observation. 
The purpose of this kind of evaluation is to enable designers 
to better understand how users make use of the systems in 
their  natural  environments.  Data  are  collected  in  informal 
and  naturalistic  ways,  with  the  aim  of  causing  as  little 
disturbance to users as possible [21].  Three teachers were 
present during the assessment and identified the problems. 
They  answered  the  SUS  usability  test  (System  Usability 
Scale) [2].

B Task and procedure

Firstly, the users (students and teachers) received a brief 

explanation of the new interaction style and the functions of-

fered by the system. The teacher was responsible for starting 

the  classroom.  The  task  was  carried  out  as  follows,  the 

teacher  proposed  a  topic,  explained  some  slides  on  the 

shared  screen  and  the  students  sent  notes  to  the  shared 

workspace.

During  the  tests,  the  evaluators  took  notes  of  the  time 

spent, the number of errors occurred and any other relevant 

information.  At the end of the testing session teachers were 

asked to perform the SUS usability questionnaire. The Sys-

tem Usability Scale (SUS)  is a simple,  ten-item scale test 

giving a global view of subjective assessments of usability. 

The questionnaire consisted of the following questions.

1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently
2. I found the system unnecessarily complex
3. I thought the system was easy to use
4. I think that I would need the support of an expert to be 
able to use this system
5. I found the different functions were well integrated
6. I think there was too much inconsistency in this system
7. I imagine that most people can learn to use this system 
very quickly
8. I found the system very cumbersome to use
9. I felt very confident using the system
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going 
with this system.

C  Results and discussions 

The level of subjective satisfaction obtained from the use 

of  the system, as measured  with the SUS test,  can be re-

garded as quite usable. The scale yields a single composite 

number representing the measurement of the usability of the 

system under study.  The system scored 87.1 (out  of  100) 

with a standard  deviation  of  6.13  exactly.  All  the partici-

pants had a positive view of the system (i.e. the system rated 

over 50). 

The notes included in the evaluation were the following:

-Seventeen out of the twenty participants sent notes to the 
shared workspace.

-Three  out  of  the  twenty  participants  were  distracted 
during the session. 

-Six out of the twenty participants sent files to the shared 
workspace.

-Only two participants asked for help in the first part of 
the classroom.

-The time required to learn how to use the system was 
quite little. The system was capable of guiding them along 
and motivating interaction, as they found it intuitive.

-The  participants  repeated  the  session  because  the  first 
time  they  had  enjoyed  with  their  classmates.  They  also 
realized that they did better than before and were therefore 
more satisfied and motivated. 

-  Everyone  saved  the shared  notes.  In  general,  students 
showed interest, were motivated and cooperated with each 
other easily. They focused more on providing ideas than in 
using the system. They learned how to use it quickly.  The 
application offered the option of adding their names on the 
notes  or  sending  them  anonymously.  Eight  out  of  the 
seventeen notes were anonymous. 

After reviewing the results of the evaluation, we can say 

that the system was regarded as simple and easy to use by 

the users.  The user interface was considered effective and 

aesthetically  appealing..  The  participants  experience  with 

the system was described as very useful and fun. The new 

interaction style was very nice and attractive and the users 

were able to feel immerses in the brainstorming session.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS 

This paper presents Co-BrainSystem, a collaborative and 

interactive system based on RFID to improve brainstorming 

sessions  in  educational  environments.  This  proposal  sup-

ports  a  new mode of  interaction  with  Tangible  Interfaces 

used  like  expanded  menus  to  facilitate  the different  tasks 

available in a Brainstorming session. The interfaces devel-

oped allow users to handle the system in a more natural and 

flexible way. Besides, it is possible to remotely control the 

shared workspace from the Tangible Interfaces. The possi-

bility of  having  a private  and  a  shared  workspace  allows 

users to handle their private information and the shared one 

in a different way. It is also worthy to note that the deploy-

ment cost is very low, for this reason the system is easily 

scalable.  The main advantages of the system are the follow-

ing: It provides a simple and intuitive mode of interaction, 

where users do not need prior learning to use the system. All 

they have to do is to bring the mobile device closer to the 

Tangible  Interface.  The  highly  Interactive,  dynamic  and 

friendly interfaces  encourage  users  to  use  the system and 

make the most of the advantages it offers. The cost of the 

physical panels (Tangible Interfaces) is very low, as passive 

RFID tags are very cheap.  The system allows and encour-

ages the participation of all students, increasing camaraderie 

and creativity.
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Abstract—Learning experience by engaging learners in im-
mersive worlds has been proved to accelerate the learning pace 
as well as enhance the actual learners’ knowledge acquisition, 
construction of group meaning as well as skills and competen-
cies. This is possible by 3D immersive worlds as they are repre-
sentations of reality. Also, accelerating learning strategies exist 
in performance related targets and training such as sports; ath-
letes accelerate and enhance their performance. In fact, studies 
reveal that learning can be accelerated and deepened in short 
crash workshops if specific systematic procedures, techniques 
and methodologies are in place. Based on such research, we ac-
cept  the  aforementioned results  and we propose  that  such a 
crash course can be strategically and dynamically structured 
specifically for eLearning. Moreover,  we propose an example 
of an Innovation Management crash eCourse implemented in 
the Second Life 3D virtual world so to provide technology en-
hanced  learning  by  immersive  learner  experience,  called 
Learning eXperience+ (LX+).  This is possible by engaging the 
learners in a learning zone,  called the zone of proximal flow 
also by combining different teaching and learning styles based 
on specific key elements for more personalised learning experi-
ence.

I. INTRODUCTION

HIS paper refers to the need of successful crash courses 

for adult learning and the exploitation of 3D Immersive 

Virtual Environments such as Second Life to provide the ed-

ucational setting for such lifelong training. In order to accel-

erate  learning we have constructed an innovative learning 

design specifically for 3D Immersive Virtual Environments 

based on small group interaction and collaboration. 

T

In order to support such initiative and enhance learners’ 

experience,  we have  created  a  new theoretical  framework 

called the Zone of Proximal Flow which is a synthesis of the 

zone of proximal development and creative flow.  The ex-

ample we use is the Innovation Management  eCourse uti-

lized in Second Life.

The paper develops as follows:  in the first part we ana-

lyse  immersion  and  the  enhance  leaning  experience  as 

Learning eXperience+ (LX+) within the zone of  proximal 

flow  to  achieve  immersion.  Then,  learning  experience 

within  Collaborative Project-based eLearning (CPBeL)  for 

the Innovation Management crash eCourse is discussed to 

support accelerated learning. 3D virtual environments such 

as Second Life are analysed for their utilization in the pur-

pose of learning and the way such Immersive Worlds sup-

port ZPF and the crash eCourse key elements. Lastly,  con-

clusions and future work suggest the importance of such 3D 

Immersive Worlds for the future of eLearning. 

II. IMMERSION AND THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE WITHIN ZPF

A. The Zone of Proximal Flow (ZPF)

Nowadays  innovation  occurs  within  groups.  In  such 

groups  the  mix  of  ‘older’  and  more  experienced  with 

‘younger’ and less within coherent framesets is of great im-

portance. In fact, it has been proven that such perfect mix is 

the foundation of great success [1]. 

Knowledge acquisition and symmetry that are needed in 

such groups are based on the alignment of asymmetrical in-

teractions between learners and more capable peers [2][3]. 

To Light and Littleton [4], Vygotsky’s work introduced two 

significant  concepts,  the  “zone  of  proximal  development” 

(zpd)  and  “scaffolding”  [5];  the  individual  could  reach  a 

higher level of development with the help of a more capable 

other.  Socio-cultural  learning  attached  significance  to  the 

level  of  symmetry/asymmetry  between  the  members  of  a 

group. In fact, Tharp and Gallimore [6] suggested that peer 

assistance at the same level of asymmetry is required so that 

peers can help themselves. Gerry Stahl [7] proposed that the 

small group interaction is anchored in: (a) designing testbeds 

to support interaction within teams, (b) analyzing how inter-

action takes place within this setting, (c) describing how the 

teams achieve  their  tasks,  and  (d)  the  ways  small  groups 

blend both Computer Supported Collaborative Learning and 

Work (CSCL/W) [8]. When small groups engage in cooper-

ative problem solving or collaborative knowledge building, 

there are distinctive processes of interest at the individual, 

small-group and community levels of analysis, which inter-

act strongly with each other. The science of group cognition 

is  the study of  the  processes  at  the  small-group  level.  In 

small  groups,  students  act  on  both  individual  and  group 

level; they each engage in their own, private individual ac-

tivities.  Following Stahl,  these also function  as  group ac-

tions, contributing to the on-going problem solving by par-

ticipating in a socialisation process, through which the stu-

dents  become  increasingly  skilled,  in  our  project  acquire 

competencies to become members of the community of tech-

nologically literate citizens.

Creative flow is a crucial source of internal rewards for 

humans; it is the self-engagement in activities which require 

skills just above their current level. Thus, for Csikszentmi-

halyi [9], exploratory behaviour can be explained by an in-

trinsic motivation for reaching situations which represent a 

learning challenge. Internal rewards are provided when a sit-

uation  which  was  previously  not  mastered  becomes  mas-

tered within an optimum amount of time : the internal  re-
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ward is maximal when the challenge is not too easy but also 

not too difficult. Creativity is a combination of personal in-

terest  and a sense of  discordance in the environment,  and 

thus the creative process is a search for interest and novelty 

by changing  the  environment  to  reduce  discordance  [10]. 

Curiosity,  as  the  desire  for  knowledge  and  experience,  is 

supported by the provision of both a 3D Immersive Virtual 

Environment and User/Learner Experience. 

In small group collaborative eLearning taking place in 3D 

Immersive Virtual Environments users/learners interact with 

the environment as well as between them and the tutor (i.e., 

human-human interaction). 3D Immersive Virtual Environ-

ments  provide  the space  to  curiosity,  desire  to  learn,  and 

ability to gain imaginative insight into a domain. This de-

mands a proper integration of the conative dimension. As we 

conceive it, conation is a central aspect of the creative imag-

ination, which, while certainly involving cognitive and af-

fective aspects is clearly not exhausted by these.

The Zone of Proximal Flow (ZPF) is the area where flow 

occurs within the zone of proximal development. In this way 

learners’ interest and engagement counteract the anxiety ex-

perienced  in  the creative  flow.  However,  in  order  for  the 

learners to experience ZPF for an enhanced learning experi-

ence, immersion is required. 

Capturing attention to  promote deep  engagement  facili-

tates  students’  involvement  in  mental  state  of  flow.  Flow 

happens when a person in an activity is fully immersed in a 

feeling  of  positive  energized  focus,  full  involvement,  and 

success in the process of the activity. Ultimate individual or 

group  performance  occurs  when  harnessing  the  emotions 

and positively enhanced, channeled, energized, and aligned 

with the task to promote ultimate learning and performing. 

There are ten factors to promote flow and not all of them 

need to happen simultaneously to experience flow: 1. Clear 

goals where the challenge level and skill level should both 

be high; 2. Concentration and focused attention; 3. Loss of 

feeling and 4. Distorted sense of time as in immersion; 5. 

Direct and immediate feedback; 6. Balance between ability 

level and challenge (the activity is neither too easy nor too 

difficult); 7. Sense of personal control over the situation or 

activity. 8. The activity is intrinsically rewarding, so there is 

an effortlessness of action; 9. Lack of awareness of bodily 

needs; and 10. Absorption into the activity. There are three 

conditions that are necessary to achieve the flow state:

• Orchestrating activities with a clear set of goals so to 

provide direction and structure to the task.

• Balancing between the perceived challenges of  the 

task and own perceived skills. One must have confi-

dence that he or she is capable to do the task at hand.

• Providing  clear  and  immediate  feedback  to  adjust 

performance so to reach the targets.

B. Immersion

Immersion is focused on supporting learners’ natural cu-

riosity and reasoning, individual interests, drives and open-

ing up the space for their reasoning including aligning sev-

eral aspects of diverse information. These factors can be ex-

plicit  such  as  cognitive,  learning,  social  and  pedagogical, 

and implicit  such as metacognitive,  affective and conative 

such as curiosity.  These directly affect  inductive/deductive 

reasoning preferences and thus, choices on directions learn-

ers make on learning pathways, leading to tailor-made, tar-

geted and constructive anywhere-anytime learning as well as 

motivating and engaging in teamwork. Consequently, an at-

tractive and efficient 3D educational environment provides 

customisable control, assessment and guidance. Such func-

tionalities can challenge the learners by providing creative 

flow  conditions  with  enhanced  awareness  and  sensitivity 

about specific needs, excitement, enthusiasm and joy found 

in imaginative and innovative activities.

Together with the Cognitive-Learning Aptitudes such as 

reasoning  emphasis  has  been  given  to  Affective/Conative 

Learning Aptitudes. Following Harrison et al., [11] curiosity 

is based on other affective learning drives and factors calling 

it as a passion or appetite for learning. Curiosity is the desire 

to know, see (knowledge) or experience that motivates ex-

ploratory behaviour, and, furthermore, curiosity is activated 

when there is the feeling of lacking knowledge for a subject 

of interest [12]. Such needed information is substantial and 

capable of increasing subjective feelings of competence, in 

our case technological and digital competencies. Therefore 

curiosity also serves as an intrinsic motivational and activa-

tion factor. Intrinsic motivation is an internal state typified 

by a strong desire to engage and interact with the environ-

ment with stimuli. It is reinforced by interest and enjoyment, 

a willingness to initiate and continue autonomous behaviour, 

and prompts an individual to engage in activity primarily for 

its own sake, because the individual perceives the activity as 

interesting, involving, satisfying or personally challenging. 

Miller and Rollnick [13] suggest  that interest  can be rein-

forced by competence and plays a primary role in intrinsic 

motivation.

C. The Learning Experience 

Learning results in the change of thinking, understanding 

and behavior that can be measurable compared to specific 

indicators  before  the learning  intervention.  If  the learning 

experience is enhanced, then learning is deeply experienced 

and thus, accelerated. To create such an immediate and rapid 

learning  intervention,  pedagogical  and  learning  design  is 

necessary so the coordination of both the learning activities 

(including  associated  educational  content)  and  the  group 

learning experience as such can occur and converge. 

D. Collaborative Project Based eLearning (CPBeL) 

Project-Based  Learning  (PBL)  facilitates  collaborative 

learning as the students are motivated and engage to develop 

their  natural  talents  in  design,  problem  solving,  decision 

making,  and  evaluation  and  presentation  activities.  Such 

learning activities facilitate the user-generated context to be 

the backdrop for the development of new ideas and solutions 

via collaboration.  The challenges for  the Innovation Man-

agement course to implement are the following:

1. Team-based activities need to promote the innovation 

cycle in practice 

2. Enhance  Students’  coCreative  Flow:  idea  generation 

and implementation in actual project proposals for real fund-

ing opportunities
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3. Smart eLearning Pedagogical design: Objectives, daily 

activities and tasks are macro- and micro- scripted to pro-

mote students’ improvisation 

4. E-tutor orchestrates the learning activities

5. The transactive time and cost is reduced to minimum 

using scripts and the talent code principles 

6. Use 3D Immersive Environments  

7. Student evaluation needs to include group work. 

Such challenges can be tackled by Collaborative Project-

based eLearning (CPBeL). CPBeL is a learner-centered ap-

proach that combines different teaching and learning styles 

and promotes group knowledge and skills building via team 

collaboration within authentic learning activities and settings 

targeting at enhancing students’ interest, curiosity and moti-

vation.  Students  may  also  be  employees,  they  identify  a 

project they wish to work on in an authentic context of com-

plex, multifaceted,  and realistic problems providing viable 

solutions to problems. The tutor’s role is the orchestrator of 

learning activities and promotes the team coordination and 

learning activities. The small groups are created by the stu-

dents based on their interest in their working environment or 

even a personal one and they decide to work on a specific 

problem providing an innovative solution. The latter is pre-

structured in a document that is consisted of sections such as 

team organisation, project objectives and outcomes, impact, 

differentiation strategies,  the use of  several  business  tools 

and methodologies, ethical issues etc. 

CPBeL is organized around a problem providing power-

ful  and  innovative  solutions.  The  small-group  teams  are 

based on team culture, each member’s contribution, a wide 

spectrum of  expertise  and  students’  full  brain  utilization. 

The learning scenarios (CSCeL scripts; [14]) are structured 

in  a  way that  allows  students  to  decide  on  their  projects 

freely,  however,  remaining  within  the  provided  structure, 

work on critical discussion and making decisions on micro-

level. In this way the students are also engaged in their own 

project management and outcomes. 

E. Accelerate Learning  

Humans have an inherent desire to learn and become bet-

ter, to reach their ultimate potential. He studied several case 

studies from around the world which included top perform-

ers and found a pattern common to all of them — certain 

methods of training, motivation, and coaching. This pattern, 

which has to do with the fundamental mechanisms through 

which the brain acquires skill, gives us a new way to think 

about talent, as well as new tools with which we can unlock 

our talent. Based on this fact, we can educate our students 

and remove obstacles from their way to discover their talent 

and reach their individual targets. There are three types of 

students: the ones who show up and do exactly as they are 

told; the ones who show up and do the tasks exactly as told 

as well as work and push themselves and reflect getting bet-

ter than the previous ones; and the ones who show up hav-

ing thought  about  how today’s  session fits  into the larger 

goal and picture. They work very hard, pushing themselves 

into the discomfort zone over and over,  with full commit-

ment, they reflect/analyze/critique their performances trying 

to achieve “the quantum leap.”

For this purpose, Coyle [15] suggests 4 principles, and we 

added  one  more.  For  Coyle,  repeating,  engagement,  pur-

posefulness and feedback are the key elements for reaching 

potential; we suggest the feeling of true ‘experience’ in au-

thentic environments as another factor that sustains and en-

hances this process.   Overall, this process is called REPSE 

and sometimes it is used in performances such as in sports 

and includes the following key elements: repeating as in trial 

by error; engagement in immersive educational practice and 

ZPF; purposefulness as providing meaningful targets for the 

skills  in  need;  strong,  Direct,  Immediate  &  Measureable 

Feedback; and Learning Experience+ (LX+). More specifi-

cally: 

1. Repeating as in trial by error.

Trial by error is about experimenting that can take place 

in  several  educational  settings  as  an  experimental  method 

for problem solving, repair, tuning, or obtaining knowledge. 

In this context, learning occurs by analysing the failure and 

correcting and mistakes. In other words, there is nothing to 

obtain and learn in sudden success; first, there is no willing-

ness to analyse the situation and the ways in happened and 

secondly, many insights can be derived by continuous analy-

sis  of  a  failure  and  why it  happened,  and  then  try again. 

Consequently,  the architecture and the structure of a situa-

tion such a problem is better understood and learned; fur-

thermore,  changing behaviour appropriately is actually the 

result of learning. 

2. Engagement  in  immersive  educational  practice  and 

ZPF. 

Engagement is related to the students’ emotional as ab-

sorbing involvement and focused motivation in the educa-

tional settings which have to be set appropriately for the spe-

cific educational practices. 

3. Purposefulness as providing meaningful targets for the 

skills in need. 

Ausubel’s  concept of  meaningful  learning [16] is based 

on the concept of an advanced organizer as a way to help 

students to link their ideas with new material or concepts. 

Meaningful  learning  aims  at  linking  and  integrating  new 

knowledge into cognitive structure with a deliberate effort to 

advance higher order concepts and expand students’ cogni-

tive structures. Also it is directly related to authentic experi-

ences with situations, events or objects and the principle of 

primary  effort  for  affective  commitment  to  relate  new 

knowledge to prior learning in into place. In this way, mean-

ingful learning occurs when complex ideas and information 

are  combined  with  students’  own  experiences  and  prior 

knowledge to form personal and unique understandings of 

concepts  linking  as  relationship  structures  which  are  also 

connected to previous knowledge.

4. Strong, Direct, Immediate & Measureable Feedback

As  with  the  previous  principles,  the  students  need  to 

know about what they are doing, why and how, this is pro-

viding real  time feedback on making mistakes or whether 

they’re doing well. In other words, there is a need to relate 

feedback to the learning process as formative feedback and 

well  as  the  overall  performance  as  summative  feedback. 

Lambropoulos  and  colleagues  [16]  suggest  that  students’ 
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profiling in terms of learning and knowledge level is impor-

tant for achieving the desirable level of knowledge,  skills, 

attitudes and competences. 

5. Learning Experience+

Learner’s experience is related to all previous principles 

and refers to keep the learners engaged and within the flow 

process with engaging learning resources, tools, and activi-

ties.  Learning  experiences  is  anchored  in  the  appropriate 

pedagogical design and blending and engaging concepts and 

methods. Learning is fun and in order to achieve its purpose 

the total learner experience (LX+) needs to be appropriate, 

satisfying, successful, and related to the educational and hu-

mane values. 

III. 3D VIRTUAL IMMERSIVE ENVIRONMENTS 

Virtual  Immersive  Environments  (VIE)  are  being 
leveraged  to  add  value  to  enterprise  learning  and 
collaboration.  As Kapp and O’Driscoll  [25] point  out,  3D 
Virtual  Worlds  offer  unique  sensibilities  that  we  need  to 
take into account to design instruction and learning:

    The sense of self: The avatar becomes an extension of 
oneself.  Experiences  in  a  virtual  world  are  as  real  and 
powerful  as the ones in the physical  world.  As Bailenson 
and Yee [26] demonstrated, people tend to act and behave in 
a VIE as they would in the physical world.

    The death of distance: Connecting to a virtual world via 
Internet is instant regardless of physical location.

    The power of Presence: being virtually there is almost 
as effective as meeting in a physical space.

    The sense of Space and Scale: in a VIE we can provide  
learning experiences in scales that are not possible in real 
life; e.g. visualize the universe or explore inside a blood cell.

    The capability to Co-create: in a VIE, learners can co-
create actual  3d digital objects instead of just  a document 
about a topic.

    The pervasiveness of Practice: In a VIE participants 
learn by doing, by completing a number of tasks by trial and 
error.

    The enrichment of Experience: Learning experiences in 
VIE create compelling and memorable experiences.

 Learning  in  3D can  be  used  for  formal  and  informal 
learning  activities  by  any  learner  such  as  executives, 
managers, faculty members, students and anyone on lifelong 
learning. 

There  are  multiple  ways  to  access  such  environments 
depending on the underlying technology, such as a browser, 
installed software (viewer) and even from tablets and mobile 
devices. In our course implementation we used Second Life 
installed viewer. 

A. Second Life 

We have  utilized  Second  Life  for  learning  purposes  in 

previous studies at the University of Patras, Greece. 

For instance in the framework of the Library & Informa-

tion Services of the University of Patras Open Workshop on 

Information  Literacy  (http://openworkshop.pbworks.com/) 

we explored the use and incorporation of 3d collaborative 

tools  in  learning  in  3d  virtual  immersive  environments 

(http://openworkshop.wordpress.com/2012/03/21/3d-collab-

oration/).

Based  on  such  successful  implementations and  existing 

literature we decided to on utilizing Second Life due to the 

wider access from current and potential future users. 

3D virtual worlds include multi-user virtual environments 

such as Second Life (SL); these are digital representations of 

the real  world where human-controlled avatars evolve and 

interact [17][18]. Second Life consists of a viewer software 

that can be downloaded and installed; the program is booted 

each time the user begins a new inworld session within Sec-

ond Life graphical worlds. 

Course implementation in Second Life is anchored in ini-

tial immersion in the environment based on virtual collabo-

ration. According to Corder and U [19], virtual collaboration 

requires soft competencies such as effective communication, 

and the ability to build trust and understanding; such compe-

tencies are essential to build upon group common aims and 

directions.  3D  virtual  environments  such  as  Second  Life 

would not only enhance the experiential learning, but could 

provide the solution for socialisation, collaboration and syn-

chronous communication as well as building development of 

intercultural competences [20]. 

Emails and discussion boards ‘lack the immediacy’ for re-

lationship building and create sustained bonds that are nec-

essary for group learning activities [21] as well as richness 

in learning experience and flexibility required for human in-

teraction [22]. 

Next, we are going to discuss each of the previous key el-

ements and their implementation in Second Life building on 

the Zone for Proximal Flow:  

1. Repeating as in trial by error: Multimedia educational 

material is inserted in the tools available in Second Life be-

ing available for the learners to study at their own conve-

nience. Also the tutor can record sessions or any part of the 

session and integrate these sessions to the learning material 

for meta-learning and reflection. Other than repetition of the 

learning material, the learners may repeat their own activi-

ties towards a specific learning objective until they reach it, 

within a specific timeframe, for tasks successful completion. 

The instructor can customize learning and provide multiple 

learning paths to address different learning levels.

2. Engagement  in  immersive  educational  practice  and 

ZPF: Immediacy, profiling, self- and group- presence (Lam-

bropoulos  et  al.,  2010)  facilitated  in  Second  Life  via  a 

Fig.  1 Second Life Open Workshop
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project-based methodology activates  empathy.  In  this way 

the group members pass the first social threshold for their 

own actualization; on a second level, group active engage-

ment in the learning activities is enhanced and accelerated 

and thus the group members can stay longer in the ZPF. 

Fig.  2 Second Life Open Workshop focus group

3. Purposefulness as providing meaningful targets for the 

skills in need. Learners can be challenged to meet a learning 

objective  and  by  creating  objects  and  completing  tasks 

(project-based  learning  by  doing).  The  Collaborative 

Project-based eLearning (CPBeL) provides the experimental 

environment for safe trial and error so knowledge and skills 

and even competencies can be developed rapidly. 

4. Strong,  Direct,  Immediate  &  Measureable  Feedback: 

Feedback is the key to improvement; 360 degrees feedback 

(also called Multi-Rater Feedback, Full Circle Feedback or 

Upward Feedback) enables individuals to learn from multi-

ple work associates as to their overall effectiveness.  Several 

organizations now follow such multi-purpose approach [24] 

based on both individual and group performance due to its 

effectiveness  on  taking  learner  responsibility  on  learning, 

self-organised  learning  management  for  lifelong  learning, 

providing  information  about  specific  strengths  and  weak-

nesses and thus prioritize personal and group targets for per-

manent improvement. 

5. Learning Experience+: All of the above key elements 

contribute to enhanced learning experience. Unless learning 

creates a strong vibration to remember, change of behavior 

as the ultimate learning result is rather impossible. 

Fig.  3 Second Life Open Workshop tutoring 

IV. CONCLUSION

Multi-user virtual  immersive environments such as Sec-

ond Life allow the users to interact for several purposes, one 

may be learning. Such interactions take place via users’ digi-

tal representations called “Avatars” and have been proved 

effective  in  group-and collaborative  project-based  eLearn-

ing. Avatars work as alternative egos and projections of self, 

facilitating emergence of empathy and strong social ties for 

immediate immersion. Also all information and educational 

material given as well as any changes occurred in the envi-

ronment are immediately seen by other users; thus, Second 

Life environment unlocks different learning possibilities and 

potential for advanced learning experience, here referred to 

as Learning eXperience+ (LX+): immediate, deeply immer-

sive, meaningful and memorable experience. As simulations 

are representations of reality rather than fantasy worlds, in-

dividual  personalities  and  associated  learning  styles  are 

more easily recognized and supported for real life learning. 

The  Zone  of  Proximal  Flow  suggests  the  group-  and 

project- based collaborative eLearning approach used to ac-

celerate learning taking place between group members. An 

example on Innovation Management crash eCourse was pro-

posed to build up on specific key elements, the REPSE ap-

proach, to enhance such immersion in LX+; these are:  re-

peating as in trial by error; engagement in immersive educa-

tional practice and ZPF; purposefulness as providing mean-

ingful targets for the skills in need; strong, Direct, Immedi-

ate & Measureable Feedback; and Learning Experience+ as 

such.

 

Fig.  4 The Immersive Worlds LANETO Team

Overall, it appears that 3D virtual immersive worlds such 

as Second Life offer multiple options to advance the learn-

ing potential and impact. For this purpose we are participat-

ing  in  a  new  eLearning  experts  group  (http://immersive-

worlds.com/ LANETO Team [27]) to promote and conduct 

research on such potential for enhanced learning experiences 

to accelerate eLearning.  Immersive Worlds is currently the 

gate for entering the future learning dimensions.
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Abstract—Parents are important for their children’s devel-

opment; they are the first order socialization agents, who, along 

with their teachers at school, are important for students’ initial 

and  fundamental  learning  affecting  their  personalities  and 

lives. Therefore, we propose a joint action of both, teachers in 

school and parents as a coordinated and cooperated task re-

lated to educational work, so to become flattering and reward-

ing for students. Therefore, we propose an application that will 

help parents and students to combine major daily tasks.  For 

students, it will help them in their educational process; and for 

parents, it will help them to efficiently control the educational 

process. In result, the tool is specifically designed to improve 

students’  academic  performance,  and possibly affecting their 

future leaning paths.

I. INTRODUCTION

VEN though family and school are distinct, they share a 

common  goal:  to  raise  capable  and  autonomous 

citizens. The relationship between both is one of the most 

important  pillars  for  students’  educational  growth  helping 

them to reach their full potential. The family is children’s 

first socialization agent. Inside the family, they acquire their 

first learning, set their first emotional bonds, and incorporate 

the patterns  and habits  of  their  social  and  cultural  group. 

Therefore,  the  family  plays  a  crucial  role  in  children’s 

developmental process. For the children to succeed in their 

educational  labor,  which  is  also  shared  with  family  and 

school,  communication  and  coordination  between  parents 

and teachers  is  of utmost  importance.  Also, following the 

legislation,  the  main  objective  is  to  "create  a  climate  of  

cooperation  between  families,  students,  and  school  to  

improve  the  academic  achievement  and  to  increase  the  

social  adjustment  in  class,  through  the  mutual  

teaching/learning process, respect and understanding."

E

According to LOE (Ley Organica de Educación) [1], this 

law summarizes the need for Early Childhood Education; the 

schoolteachers  are obliged to work closely with children’s 

parents  or  guardians.  There  are  two main  reasons  for  the 

family and school connection: legislative and conceptual.

The first is based on the legislation. The Declaration of 

the  UN  Human  Rights  existing  since  1984,  states  that 

parents have the primary responsibility for  educating their 

children (Article 26, point 3) [2]. The Norwegian Children 

Act  (Article  30)  emphasizes  parents’  important  role  in 

raising  their  children,  supporting  and  giving  them  an 

education  commensurate  for  their  abilities.  The Education 

Act,  (Article  1) [3],  states  that  the  school’s  role  is  to 

cooperate with families in the upbringing and education of 

their children. Therefore, families have the responsibility of 

raising and educating their children and thus, they should be 

partakers in the most important school subjects (97, 30).

The theoretical framework also emphasizes the important 

role of the families in children’s school success [4] [5] [6] 

[7] [8].  In  an OECD article  called "Parents  as partners  in 

school"  in  1997  [9],  the  relationship  between  family  and 

school  is  analyzed;  parents’  contribution  has  significant 

impact  on  improvement  demonstrating  the  importance  of 

increasing  the  dialogue  and  cooperation  at  all  levels,  and 

building good relations especially in the earliest years. The 

Canadian project [10] shows that parents’ positive attitudes 

towards  school  influence  children's  satisfaction  and 

motivation.  So  school  teachers  are  required  to  encourage 

parents’ participation and cooperation as these are the most 

important  factors  in  increasing  children’s  educational 

achievements.

On the other hand, it is very important for the children to 

feel that the adults around them maintain and enjoy positive 

relationships. Research results show that children who have 

a  positive  experience  in  cooperative  work  and  maintain 

positive relationships with adults, are less likely to develop 

problems inside and outside the school [11] [12]. Thus, 23% 

of school achievement may be related to family support [13]. 

This is a good correlation to consider between the quality of 

family-school  relations,  and  academic  achievement  and 

school adjustment [14]. The two key factors that influence 

children’s academic achievement are therefore the parents’ 

educational  level  and  the  quality  of  cooperative  work 

between home and school [15].

Raising children’s  education is a responsibility for both 

parents  and  schoolteachers,  and  the  school's  role  is  to
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support and cultivate them. A good agency and school 

families will have a positive effect on student motivation and 

long-term achievement on the educational objectives [16] 

[12]. Social support from parents with academic background 

influence children in different ways: competence feelings, 

interest in school subjects, school achievement, and 

motivation to build relationships [12]. Children who do not 

feel supported by their parents triple the risk for stress-

related to illness (headache, stomach, muscle, and impaired 

growth). There is also a strong relationship between family 

support and student behaviour, academic performance, and 

sense of self-confidence [17]. 

In this research, parents are considered as a key factor in 

their children’s education. In the age of computing, such 

relationship between parents and schoolteachers can be 

supported as an easy and smooth process by several 

technologies and their incorporation in both school and 

home activities. The work presented in this paper is part of 

our work focusing on supporting the teachers, presented in 

[18]; here, we encourage parents to take part in their 

children’s educational process, motivated by the use of 

technology, which can help this process to effectively work, 

also aid them to become aware of their importance in their 

children’s school life. 

II. TECHNOLOGY ENHANCED LEARNING 

Teachers’ and also parents’ training for the pedagogical 

use of new technologies must be conducted exclusively in 

terms of helping tutors to take advantage of using computer 

resources (both hardware and software) to manage and 

improve the teaching/learning process in the classroom and 

at home. So far, such training aims at making tutors mere 

users of digital machines as well as training managers in the 

facilitation of the educational process in the classroom and at 

home. Thus, almost all statistics [19] [20] show that the use 

of technology can have positive effects on the teaching and 

learning processes even on a basic level. But if, technology 

is introduced in both, the classroom and at home, such 

combination enhances the teaching and learning process, so 

the students can learn more, better and are motivated. 

Today, computers are tools that acquire their educational 

potential depending on the type of activities and the tutors 

make methodological decisions. Therefore, what is relevant 

for the pedagogical innovation on the teaching practice is the 

theoretical approach and the associated teaching method 

related to the learning process to support all teachers, parents 

and students in their active engagement via the use of 

technology [21]. Neither experts nor teachers must naively 

believe that the mere use of technology will generate a 

higher quality education. Therefore, tutors’ training must 

include subjects designed and developed to provide 

pedagogical knowledge, culture and experience in adding 

educational data using these technologies and their 

application in their teaching practice for both school and 

homework. Such system could suggest an incremental 

innovation for a particular teaching area and a substantive 

alteration of the entire pedagogical model, as well as the 

cultural forms that a tutor should consider in his classroom.  

There are currently many tools the teachers can utilize in 

their classrooms. However, the mechanisms for defining the 

quality parameters and teachers’/parents’ real pedagogical 

needs existing in, both, the classroom and at home, vary for 

different contexts. Thus, the tools supporting the teachers are 

intended to assist teachers in their roles, as for example a 

reporter or a coach; therefore, specific criteria must be in 

place as sets of indicators to provide the design framework 

for well-defined contexts. 

Our research focus related to technology enhanced 

learning is on the Personal Learning Environments (PLE) 

[22]; we aim to create educational settings in which scholars 

who work in educational centers, and also parents at home, 

can access specific educational services. This is related to 

'personalized learning', a term that has come to mean more 

than differentiated learning, but also assisting and enhancing 

learning with ICT [23]. Building upon this, and taking a 

direction towards a more enriched and personalized learning 

experience, we take "personal learning environments' to 

mean accessing and sharing a range of different teaching 

methodologies and services in support of personalized 

learning activities and objectives for single learners and 

groups of learners. This study was initially prepared after 

analyzing the state of the art on the subject [18] [24] [25] 

[26]. Thus, we present the main extracted guidelines for 

creating a customized tool that reflects the current relation 

among the school users (educational department, teachers, 

students and tutors) to enrich the educational process and 

humanize the technology used by the teachers in the 

educational process. The paper introduces the platform as a 

permanent part of a new system for contextualized 

education. To this end, we present the models, methods and 

data collection processes that aim to facilitate institutions in 

a process to properly support contextualized student-

centered teaching. 

We initially present a number of options currently 

available for real life possibilities considered in our 

instructional design and development. 

III. REAL LIFE POSSIBILITIES 

Normally, the major efforts for improving the 

teaching/learning process are focused on students and 

teachers, as they are the most important actors. However, 

similarly to other studies, parents must take a principle role 

in this process. 

In the work done in [27], it is clear that there are 

applications like Edmodo [28]; this is an educational social 

network, which also implements functionalities to allow 

parents to participate in their children’s educational process. 

Although parents’ presence in online social networks can 

bring counterproductive effects in some occasions, not all 

parents have good relationships with their children; some 

may even be ashamed about some of their attitudes. Even so, 

parents are important in educating their children. Nowadays, 
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it is not easy for parents to balance work and family life; in 

addition, many parents have many responsibilities and things 

in mind, and therefore, they might be forgetting a test date; 

this gets even harder if they have more than one child since 

the number of dates grows in their mind, especially if they 

are older. 

In the following sub-sections, we present the different 

options that parents and students find throughout the 

teaching/learning process, and the ways they can influence 

their improvement. But we have not analyzed the possible 

causes deteriorating the process, since the objective here is 

to see the real potential for improving this relation and create 

an information system to support such improvement. 

A. Offline Tutoring Process 

For the main educational actors, for face to face or offline 

work, there are a number of options or tools to improve the 

learning process. Figure 1 presents some of the possible 

improvement triggers, such as: talking to peers, parents, 

teachers or others; positive reinforcement, prizes & 

punishment systems, a mix of some causes and more. 

All these possibilities exist in students’ daily lives. Thus, 

when we speak of “talks”, it is necessary to clarify that these 

can be from motivating to scold the students for not 

completing their work. 

 

Fig.  1 Offline Process 

B. Internet & New Technologies 

Usually, when we talk about improving the learning 

process through the use of Internet or new technologies, this 

is usually done individually. Many experts recommend the 

combined support for both parents and children in the 

simultaneous use of a tool, especially when they want to 

work or find information. Thus this helps parents to enhance 

children's school progress. There are large amounts of 

information on the Internet that parents can use: specialized 

websites, forums, and online social networks, etc. In turn, 

there is also a lot of information for students: study skills, 

summaries of their subjects, and extra exercises or 

refreshers, etc. 

In Figure 2 we can observe the different options for using 

new technologies for both parents and students. 

 

Fig.  2 Online Process 

 

It is very common for the children in the Spanish society 

to sue their parents [29] for several reasons such as family 

finances, buying a computer, etc. The argument for Spanish 

adolescents to purchase a computer, and in many cases the 

need to hire an Internet line, is homework on different 

subjects, information acquisition or sending/receiving 

homework via email [30]. 

In this case, the computer, even though it can be a very 

important factor in the educational process, it can also be a 

double edged sword, thus the parents consider it as a tool for 

leisure and entertainment. 

C. Role Models 

As teachers and education professionals can be seen 

during and beyond school hours, students look into certain 

icons or reference persons in their lives to whome they often 

join, trace or go after. Some even show an almost morbid 

fanaticism for some of their idols [31]. In the case of 

Spanish adolescents, and in relation to sports, the most 

admired are: Cristiano Ronaldo (footballer), Leo Messi 

(footballer), Iker Casillas (footballer), Pau Gasol 

(Basketball) Rafael Nadal (tennis), and more. 

In addition to these media idols that can be taken as social 

or behavioral models for students, there are many more role 

models, as many people they are around them. These models 

are both role models to imitate or avoid in both positive and 

negative ways, and are necessary for students’ personal 

growth. In this case, learning occurs by observation and 

imitation and then by the application of what is learned in 

students' own lives. It is important that teachers and parents 

help each other to distinguish the good from the bad 

examples, especially the ones related to famous people. 

A negative example can be the case of students having a 

famous footballer as a role model applying his actions in 

their interactions with teachers, peers and family; for 

example: using a derogatory gesture, raising their hand and 

giving their back to the person they are speaking with, etc. 

These are actions typically used by these players when they 

disagree with the decisions made by referees. 

D. Antecedent Cases 

After intensive consultation with teachers, who can 

actually observe different social behaviors in classes and 
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groups throughout their years of experience, we concluded 

that normally, students’ both academic and behavioral 

improvement is associated to a coaching partner process. In 

this sub-section, we will explain how to work these 

processes in a particular school. Taking as a reference a 

teacher-student coaching process within a secondary school 

in Castilla-La Mancha, a success use case is explained next. 

The process of tutoring students with problems begins the 

first day of every academic year; thus, after one and a half 

months the school administrative group along with the 

educational guidance group team, meets the tutors and they 

decide about the students participating in the program during 

the academic year. After this decision is made, the tutoring 

process starts; the first part is for the teacher to get 

information about students’ academic and personal situation; 

then, the teacher works on weekly objectives with the 

student to achieve. During the tutoring process, the teacher 

contacts the student’s parents and sometimes he meets them 

to work together on certain goals, also based on the student's 

home situation. At the end of the course, he submits a report 

to the guidance department about the worked process and the 

achieved objectives. The milestones of this process can be 

seen in Figure 3. 

 

Fig.  3 Tutoring process in Education Centers 

 

Next we describe this personalized process between a 

teacher and several students. This stage and results were 

obtained during the academic year 2010/2011. 

"John" was studying ESO Level 3 during the 2010/2011 

academic year. This student was assigned to a tutor called 

"Peter"; he became John’s personal tutor aiming at 

improving his behavior and academic achievement. "John" 

is an active student; he is into sports, and at times he has 

excess energy channeled via disruptive behavior during his 

classes. His notes for the first two quarters of the year were 

not enough for him to pass; however, he persuaded his goals 

and improved his academic performance, and he finally 

passed. The main objectives that led "John" to pass, were to 

continue being with his classmates, and the trip at the end of 

year, this is ESO Level 4.  

In addition to his teacher, “Peter” was allocated two more 

students as partners for this course. One of these students left 

the school (three months before the end of the academic 

year) because his parents’ residence changed. For this 

reason, he was unable to assess the success or failure of the 

process. As for the second student, he was not able to 

improve his academic performance, but he was able to 

improve his behavior and attitude in the classroom. Thus, we 

may conclude that the time spent with his personal coach is 

allocated to the 33% of the final results. So what about the 

other 67%? Including the time spent on it, if it were the same 

for all students, it would be 67% of the time without obvious 

or positive results. However, we pursue that this time is 

allocated to parents themselves who can actively participate 

in improving students’ academic process. 

Here, we have discussed several possibilities, tools and/or 

processes for improving a student’s school performance; 

these possible causes come from different viewpoints such 

as "offline" and online life, school teachers, mates or persons 

who can serve as role models. The reason for this analysis is 

to describe the different options so to provide us with an 

image of the real world, resulting in the design and 

implementation of an associated support system. This design 

and implementation and the features necessary for the 

system to support the learning process are presented next.  

IV. COACHING FOR STUDENTS 

Before discussing the "Coaching for Students" platform as 

such, we highlight results found in [18] with respect to 

educational software design and implementation. 

In [18] comparison of the educational and technical 

aspects of the main electronic learning platforms are 

presented: Blackboard Academic Suite 8.0, Claroline 1.8.1, 

Ecollege, WebStudy Course Management System, Atutor 

1.5.4, Moodle 1.9, and JoomlaLMS. Comparison of various 

aspects includes: productivity, communication, students’ 

active participation, administration, content development, 

licensing, and the required hardware and software. Also, 

communication and motivation are considered as key factors 

for the student’s learning process, therefore the student 

should not be or feel isolated. Finally, the authors distinguish 

two types of platforms; those that are not attractive for most 

users, however, they are fully developed and have most 

functionalities needed by teachers and students; and those 

that are highly attractive, but do not provide a variety of 

services. 

Therefore, we decided to develop a system as simple as 

possible, and to make it more attractive for the users. 

Bearing in mind that, one of the most important actors in the 

system are the parents, and as their time precious, the 

simplicity of the system can be a key factor for them to 

accept and actually use it. The previous section shows that it 

is, normally, the teacher, who chooses the type of 

technology and the ways this can be used in the classroom. 

However, here we present a tool that allows students and 

their parents to control the learning process. The basic idea 

is to provide, to both students and parents, a tool to support 

their communication on education issues, as efficiently as 

possible, so they can both take into account important 

aspects. Figure 4 shows the system function and general 

structure. 
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Fig.  4 System’s structure 

 

“Coaching for Students” is clearly differentiated for each 

of the involved parties, parents and students (as their 

children). The basic steps presented in Figure 5, are the same 

for parents and children; these steps are the events, activities 

and progress related to the student's academic life. These 

events, include all elements that indicate dates and also and 

easy registration into the system, contains tests, works 

presentations, etc. The activities are less important than the 

events and they may be established to strengthen the 

weaknesses of the learning process. This group also includes 

exercises or homework that teachers can allocate and send 

using the system.  

In terms of progress, it does not depend purely on the 

student’s notes, thus his parents evaluate the student. 

 

Fig.  5 Base Concepts of Coaching Process 

 

A. For Students 

Use case: Jane comes home tired from the long school 

day, her parents are not home yet, and she has to talk about 

everything that happened to her; its Friday and she has a 

very important math test. Jane sits and studies a while; when 

she finishes, she goes outside to play with her neighbor 

Maria. When her parents arrive home, and see her playing in 

the garden with her friend, they begin to ask her about her 

classes. But she is in her free time, and does not want 

rethinking her studies. At the same time, her parents are 

worried about her educational activities. In the end, she loses 

about 20 minutes of her free time to talk to her parents. 

The system would allow Jane to enter data about her math 

test when she is working on it. In this way, her parents will 

only have to ask her if she had any problems preparing it. 

Thus, the system objective is to facilitate and improve the 

communication process and control for the parents over their 

children's studies. Figure 6 presents the initial interface for a 

student, Jane, to first enter "Coaching for Students". She has 

three basic options: 

1. Log in to activities, where she can view what is 

outstanding and mark them as completed once 

she finishes. Moreover, she can also add new 

pending activities. Her parents may also add 

certain activities to improve her abilities, or test 

their own skills. 

2. Enter to events, where she can view and add the 

most important dates, such as the date for the 

math test and the associated homework, if 

existed. 

3. Check progress during the course, where this 

progress is neither more nor less than the weekly 

or daily evaluation (as configured with the 

parents) related to her attitude towards her 

studies.  

 

Fig.  6 Students Mobile Interface 

 

Interfaces and functions are different for parents and 

children, but there are some actions that are commonly 

implemented for both. Upon entering the application (after 

login or previous selection of the login reminder), the system 

greets the person who comes in, and presents newer 

notifications, if any. These notifications include all changes 

in the coaching process, from a new activity to a new 

progress note. In addition, the interface contains a timer 

serving as a reminder, with a message at the bottom of the 

page to actively engage the users; this includes the time 

passed since his last connection to the system. 

B. For Parents 

First, we need to stress the fact that we took into account 

that some students do not have parents; in this case, the 

monitoring could be done by the department’s professors or 

selected tutors, or by the school director. 
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The process of creating users is as follows: parents need 

to download the application or access the system via a web 

site and register; once they have registered, they are given a 

password they may change and then register their children; 

finally, the tutor has to provide his mail address. 

In Figure 7, the parent’s user interface is presented; if they 

have more than one child, a new section appears as 

“interchange son”; so the tutor can exchange interface 

between his children associated with his account. As seen in 

Figure 7, there are some differences between the 

student/child interface, (Figure 6), and the tutor’s one. The 

main differences regarding the functionalities are the 

following: 

1. Parents have access to view their children’s 

activities, events and progress. All new activities 

added for their children appear as new 

notifications. 

2. Events and activities may be added by parents as 

well as by their children. But parents can only 

edit their children’s progress.  

3. Parents rate progress, as: “Good”, “Normal” and 

“Bad” expressed by three emoticons (smiling 

face, neutral face, and sad face). Parents can also 

configure whether this score is performed weekly 

or daily according to their free time. 

4.  Adding new children to the program can be done 

by the configuration option. 

 

Fig.  7 Parents’ Mobile Interface 

 

C. Technical Issues 

One of the most important features of the system is the 

design by applying Model-Based User Interface 

Development Environment [32]. This allows the system to 

support and have desktop interfaces, web and mobile 

applications (as shown in the previous figures). 

To access and register, a user needs a contact email; 

personal data is safely stored in the central database system 

within a web server. Users must have Internet connection to 

work with the system because each time a user access one of 

"Coaching for Students” interfaces, the system recovers all 

information related to the user. Information is shared 

between parents and children, but the information in a 

parent-child pair in the same family is not shared with other 

families who are using the system. 

In figure 8 we can observe the associated system 

architecture. 

 

Fig.  8 System Architecture 

 

Although this is an information system, usability success 

or failure depends on users’ active involvement and their 

face-to-face communication. 

V. CASE STUDY 

During the first quarter of the 2011/2012 academic year, 

twelve students from different Spanish schools participated 

in the "Coaching for Students" prototype testing. In addition, 

16 parents have participated of these 12 students, with some 

students having both 2 parents on the system and others only 

one parent pending on their academic progress. The children 

age group was between 12 and 15 years old with all students 

being on the Secondary Education Level (E.S.O). The case 

study lasted three months so to acquire a complete students’ 

progress cycle during their education. The Prototype testing 

and evaluation were online, with the convenience and 

possibility that these participants did not have to be in the 

same geographical area so to avoid displacements. 

A. Prototype Testing Phases 

The volunteers first registered into the system and almost 

all downloaded the mobile application, which we took into 

account for future implementation and use. As for the 

parents, all of them accessed the system regularly during the 

first month, and they controlled their children activities, 

events and developments. Meanwhile the children added 

events and activities, and were also checking their progress 

according to their parents’ progress evaluation. Finally, the 

evaluation was the last step and is discussed in more detail 

next.  

B. Evaluation phase 

The participants took a satisfaction test with a set of 

twelve questions, same for parents and children. The 
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following positive results are highlighted: 76.9% considered 

"Coaching for students" positive to improve academic 

performance; 80.8% of respondents believe that the system 

favors simplicity of the parent-child communication about 

school issues; 69.2% of participants considered the scoring 

system as adequate to report progress whereas 7.7% disagree 

and 23.1% would make certain changes in the progress 

scoring system; and 88.5% described their experience using 

the system as positive. 

Also a student and his parents stopped using the system 

after one month so they did not participate in the evaluation 

sessions. The participants did not provide the reasons; since 

this study was conducted completely online, we collected the 

data they entered in the system and we observed that they 

did not see any advantages for its use. We concluded that 

initial training is required to improve users’ learnability. 

In result, we could propose that such systems would 

provide positive results as a coach for family’s education, 

especially related to users’ motivation and involvement 

indicating successful use. 

VI. SYSTEM GENERAL IMPLEMENTATION 

These types of systems that involve parents in the children 

education are positive for improving the learning process. 

However, parents are not usually prepared to serve as 

coaches for their children, because only professional 

teachers need to be informed and able to apply key 

pedagogical concepts to ensure the success of educational 

tasks. To date, parents are not usually active participants in 

their children’s academic process in the Spanish educational 

system; however, introducing them as key actors into the 

curriculum would be highly desirable.  

The question is: Should we implement some type of 

parents’ training? Many centers and parents’ associations in 

conjunction with local councils and organizations stress the 

importance of the "School for Parents." In these sessions, 

parents discuss important issues related to their children's 

educational environment (e.g. harassment problems or 

school failure and motivations) and contemporary issues 

such as online social networks. 

To conclude, we stress the need to standardize 

collaborating with parents and actively involve them as 

much as possible in their own children’s educational 

progress so to enable them as major players. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In conclusion, we suggest that adding players in a 

monitoring system can be an option for students themselves. 

Thus, sometimes the negative results can be analyzed so to 

draw positive conclusions and make corrections. Even 

though researchers, teachers and other professionals are 

actively involved in the educational processes, by innovating 

and trying to develop the best ways and tools for them to 

support the educational process, total success is not 

guaranteed. Thus, this success in its greater percentage falls 

on the responsibility of the students and their environment. 

Therefore, it is important to find and understand why such 

types of systems are not accepted or being used regularly by 

some type of users such as the parents. Based on successes 

and failures, our future research is focused on understanding 

and improving contributions within the educational settings. 

As indicated in [15], it is highlighted the scarce 

participation of Spanish parents in their children's online life 

with alarming data on the question: Are parents interested in 

what the students do in online social networks? Only the 

55% of the students responded positively to this question 

whereas 52% of the parents were really worried. This leads 

us to ask an important question regarding the outlined work 

in this paper: would most parents use new technologies to 

improve their children’s academic performance, and 

therefore, their future? 

One of the major improvements that we plan to make in 

the next step regarding the system implementation is its 

expansion and improvement by supporting the teachers to 

add information and interact in some way with their students 

and parents, trying to involve them as key actors in the 

educational process. 
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Abstract—Data mining is recognized as an important field 
where one has the possibility to become accustomed both with 
analysis techniques and methods and with a state of mind. By 
means of data mining it is possible to develop critical skills that 
are essential in today’s information technology. We present our 
experience in teaching a data mining module,  within an Infor-
mation System course,  centered around a few key aspects:  a 
convergence  of  theoretical  Information  Systems  aspects  and 
computing skills through programming a complete data mining 
analysis in Matlab; a project centered learning experience;  a 
sharing  of  resources  that  are  commented  on  both  by  the 
teacher and by peers facilitating the flow of information and 
the  development  of  critical  skills;  a  guided  inquiry  process 
where the students, when needed, are guided through appro-
priate questions in the right direction; and finally  special at-
tention to requiring motivation of each decision and step un-
dertaken. As a case study we present and summarize the expe-
rience performed by two groups of students in a data mining 
study aiming at predicting a liquidity crisis of companies..

I. INTRODUCTION

ATA mining has become an important topic in modern 

curriculum. The subject is recognized both in special-

ized courses and in modules within courses. In this regard 

we recall, just to cite a few:  the Association of Computing 

Machinery  (ACM)  and  the  IEEE-Computer  Society;  the 

ACM  and Association for Information Systems (AIS) Cur-

riculum Guidelines for Undergraduate Degree Programs in 

Information  Systems [2]  and  the graduate  curriculum and 

guidelines for Information systems [3]. The field is a vibrat-

ing one with new techniques and methods developed such 

as: development of parallel algorithms that can be applied to 

massive datasets and deployed either on a grid architecture 

[4] or on a cloud architecture [5]; applying data mining tech-

niques to literature mining problems allowing us to automat-

ically extract new associations from scholarship documents 

[6] and estimating the impact of input noise on the sparse 

datasets [7] that derive from a vector space representation of 

the documents; techniques such as [8] to visualize data and 

results of the data mining procedure. The importance of data 

mining is broadened in [9] where the author suggests that 

‘data mining can serve as a tool for furthering information 

literacy’  [10].  Vibrant  is  also  the  community  around  the 

teaching experience of data mining both at an Undergradu-

ate and at a Master level. Among the work we would like to 

recall [11] where the author reports the teaching experience 

D

on a data  mining course  where  the main objective  of  the 

course  was  to  ‘engage  students  in  experimental  research’ 

and  this  objective  was  pursued  through  assignments,  the 

reading and discussion of two published research papers and 

a  project.  In  [12]  the  author  also  based  his  teaching  ap-

proach, in a senior level data mining methods class, on prac-

tical projects and hands-on labs by using Microsoft Excell’s 

data mining add-ins as a front-end and Microsoft’s  Cloud 

Computing and SQL Server 2008 Business Intelligence plat-

forms as back-ends. In [13] the author presents an empirical 

evaluation of a data mining course reporting how the exper-

tise of working students improved the course. In [14] the au-

thor also reports an experience focused on reading research 

papers and developing a project. In [15] the author presents 

the experience in teaching a data mining course offered for 

the first time. In [16] the author reports the difficulties in de-

livering data mining courses and designing well-structured 

curriculum  in  an  environment  that  encompasses  students 

with different backgrounds and knowledge. In [17] the au-

thor reports the experience in designing a curriculum for an 

elective data mining course in a graduate course in Informa-

tion Systems. In [18] the author reports an experience in an 

undergraduate data mining course. 

In this paper we report a four year teaching experience on 

a Master course in Information System where we taught a 30 

hour module on data mining techniques and concepts.  We 

present the course structure and organization and report and 

compare the experience in the various course editions. The 

approach used was a focus on Information Systems theory 

and  practice  in  conjunction  with  computer  science  skills 

such as developing  design and implementation capabilities 

of algorithms or ad hoc data-mining analysis in a high level 

and abstract language and framework such as Matlab. Data 

mining  offers  an  excellent  ground  for  developing  critical 

thinking, creativity and problem solving and serves as a glue 

between  Information  System  (IS)  and  Computer  Science 

(CS) since its foundation heavily relies on both disciplines. 

The paper is organized as follows.  Section II  presents  the 

course with particular emphasis on the data mining module 

highlighting  the module objectives and project organization 

and assessment. Section III presents a brief overview of the 

range  of  problems  studied  over  the  years  and,  briefly, 

presents and discusses data mining studies aiming at predict-
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ing the liquidity crisis of companies  discussing the differ-

ence between two projects developed in different years. Sec-

tion IV draws the conclusions and highlights future work.

II. THE COURSE STRUCTURE

The course was taught at a Master level. The Information 

System course was a 60 hour course for a total of 6 credits.  

Half of the course dealt with Information System concepts 

and 30 hours dealt with data mining topics.

More than 50 students enrolled in the course each year 

with  an  almost  constant  number  of  students  through  the 

years. The  majority of students were male but female stu-

dents were well represented.  The  majority  of  students 

started  the  course  with  no  or  minimal  experience  in  pro-

gramming. Some of them during the course of the year were 

employed in local business companies. 

The course objective with particular emphasis on the data 
mining module were: develop critical skills and capacity to 
analyze  data  from  different  perspectives,  compare  the 
analyses  and   draw  conclusions;  improve  communication 
and  cooperation  skills;  acquire  the  basic  techniques  and 
skills proper for data mining with the capacity to work out 
the field of usage of each technique as well as its strengths 
and drawbacks; acquire the capacity to use and program data 
mining tools and algorithms;  apply techniques and tools in a 
multiple context data analysis scenario. 

The  course  was  built  around  a  set  of  core  concepts 
developed within  in class sessions with small assignments 
requiring  the application  of  the concept  exposed  in  class. 
The small  assignments  were  not graded.  The argument  of 
each lesson was exposed in advance and it was suggested to 
the  student  to  read  the  material  before  the  lessons.  The 
syllabus of the course with its temporal division is presented 
in table 1 and [19] and [20] were used as reference books. 

After a review of data mining tools available,  both free 

and commercial,  we chose to use the Matlab framework and 

its toolboxes. The suite offers a rich set of tools that can be 

extended with new algorithms and offers a way to develop 

applications as well as new algorithms. The suite was also 

used in a parallel course in statistics in the same semester. 

For a description of the suite and its usage in a web based 

learning tool the reader can reference [21]. The Matlab suite 

offers a good trade off by offering great flexibility and a rich 

set of instruments with the possibility to implement new al-

gorithms or modifying existing ones. Matlab offers the basic 

programming structure such as assignments, conditional in-

struction, loops, function, array and cell array, structures and 

files that  can  be used to present  the basic sequential  pro-

gramming  construct.  However,  the  great  benefit  in  using 

Matlab derives from its high level structure that can be used 

to solve complex practical  problems without requiring ex-

tensive coding while allowing us to concentrate on the most 

demanding and difficult challenge, i.e. designing the algo-

rithm and developing adequate critical thinking and problem 

solving. The choice allows us to support the students in the 

implementation phase of the project by offering a rich set of 

tools that allows us to minimize the programming effort and 

concentrate on the analysis and problem solving effort that 

is the most difficult and important. There are studies, such as 

[22],  that describe how Matlab was used in teaching pro-

gramming skills where the author highlights how its use for 

introductory programming means avoiding losing the initial 

experience in a traditional programming language such as C, 

C++ or Java since these languages do not allow to be easily 

used for higher level technical problems in further courses. 

To ease even more the programming effort especially in un-

dergraduate courses it is possible to use, in the initial phase, 

worked out examples with different settings and approaches 

such as have been described in [23]. At the end of the course 

a project was assigned to the students that were free to work 

in groups of up to three persons. The project was central for 

the module aiming at increasing critical skills by practically 

applying the course material requiring taking motivated de-

cision  by  applying  and  comparing  different  techniques, 

working in groups and increasing communication and coop-

eration skills.

One of the key aspects of the project was to develop pro-

gramming skills typical of a computer science course in pro-

gramming through the design and development of a com-

plete data mining analysis by programming a suite of scripts, 

one for each major phase of the analysis, in the Matlab envi-

ronment. The project management was somewhat difficult, 

requiring extra work for the tutor. The tutor chose a rich set 

of initial data to work with and presented each dataset, the 

problem and same reference literature to the class, highlight-

ing problems and basic techniques. The field of applications 

ranged from predicting customer behavior,  predicting a liq-

uidity crisis of companies, network intrusion detection, text 

mining  applications  such  as  mail  spam detection,  protein 

structure and  biomedical signal classification, just to cite a 

few. After the initial presentation the student self-arranged 

into groups. Working in group was greatly encouraged. Du-

ties  and  responsibilities  were  self-assigned  by  the  group 

components and verified during the tutoring sessions and the 

final  project  presentation.  The datasets  were  chosen  from 

datasets  made available  in  international  competitions.  The 

complexity of the dataset was chosen in such a way to be not 

too small and  neither too large; a typical dimension is on 

the order of  ten thousand rows and one hundred columns. 

The project required 4 to 6 weeks work. The tutor was avail-

able for meetings whenever requested by the students. The 

experience in the tutoring sessions  reveals two broad cate-

gories of students: the most brilliant ones are able to work 

alone  with  minimal  guidance  and  support  only  in  critical 

phases. In this case  the best interventions is in the direction 

of broadening the horizon and suggesting further work. 

The second group of student requires more guidance that 

increases with decreasing levels of autonomy. As a result of 

the teaching experience care must be taken to avoid both a 

no intervention approach and a solution offering approach. 

The best strategy, but the most demanding one, is to pursue 

a  guided  inquiry  approach  trying  to  pinpoint  errors  and 

guide the students to self-discovery of solutions and correct 

approaches.  This  has  also the advantage  of  increasing the 

self-confidence of the student that is more motivated in pur-

suing  the  project.  In  each  intermediate  deliverable,  care 

should be used in requiring the reasoning behind and expla-
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nation of each decision using objective criterion whenever 

possible reinforced by research papers or previous studies. A 

mandatory  session  required  students  to  present  the  final 

project deliverable and a power point presentation that will 

be used by the student in the final  oral  examination. This 

material was pre assessed by the tutor that required further 

intervention when necessary. 

The module assessment was done with a written examina-

tion and by an oral presentation of the projects deliverable 

as well as the Matlab code.  This evaluation was centered on 

the methodology used, not on the result obtained in terms of 

model accuracy. In the final presentation the students have 

to report the project milestone, document and motivate each 

decision taken, and make a comparison of two or more alter-

native solutions. A boost in the quality of the final project 

came from the adoption in the course of the year of a shared 

memory of  projects  [24].  The students  had to look at  the 

pool of projects, choose one or more project with either a 

similar case study or with similar techniques that the group 

plan to use. The chosen project must be peer reviewed and 

critically assessed by the group. The final deliverable must 

clearly state the proposed innovation with a clear motivation 

of the reason of improvements. The projects have clustered 

thematic areas around several dimensions such as the prob-

lem at hand or the data mining techniques used [25] in order 

to allow easier selection.  Some projects were also presented 

and discussed in class by the tutor. Using a shared memory 

design is even more important and useful in data mining due 

to the increased level of uncertainty and the greater number 

of decision that must be taken.

III. A CASE STUDY

As a case study we compare the project performed by two 

groups of student in different years with the same dataset.

The dataset used was the dataset publicly available in the 

2005  German  Classification  Society  (GfKl)  Data  Mining 

Competition aiming at predicting the possible liquidity crisis 

of companies. The training dataset was composed of 20.000 

rows and 26 columns with a class distribution of 10% posi-

tive cases,  i.e.  where  a liquidity crisis occurred,  and 90% 

negative cases;  the test  data file was composed of 10.000 

rows.  The  semantics  of  the  attributes  were  not  disclosed. 

Moreover, the dataset was affected by missing values, out-

liers and noisy distribution as often happens in real case sce-

narios. Students have performed a preliminary analysis and 

treatment of missing values which represents a difficulty in 

some types of dataset such as the one discussed here. For a 

recent work on treatment of missing values the reader can 

reference [26]. The unbalance of positive and negative cases 

requires attention and care must be taken to avoid overfit-

ting. The first attempt with the dataset was performed in the 

2004 – 2005 academic year. The students performed a good 

data analysis, obtaining univariate and bivariate statistics, a 

treatment of zero and 9.999.999 values, outlier detection and 

treatment, categorical variable analysis, binarization and di-

mensionality reduction and so on. In the project each deci-

sion was clearly motivated. A second group of students in 

the 2005 – 2006 academic year, using the shared memory of 

previous case,   chose the same project.  As a result  of the 

peer review of the previous case study students analyzed the 

positive aspects as well as the negative aspects. Their work 

started from the previous experience and as a result the final 

project was much better: the data analysis and the cleaning 

and transformation phases were done with the same care but 

by using different techniques exploiting ad-hoc and self-in-

vented graphs. The model construction part was done with 

greater  care,  with  a  detailed  analysis  and  fine  tuning  of 

model parameters and by comparing the results of three dif-

ferent techniques such as neural networks, decision trees and 

support vector machines. This represents a clear broadening 

and deepening  of  the model  construction  phase  compared 

with the first project where only a neural network model an-

alyzed with few network configurations and parameters was 

developed. The student reported the great help and increased 

confidence obtained in using and reviewing the previous ex-

perience.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have presented a  four years teaching ex-

perience in a data mining module inside a Master course in 

Information Systems.  The experience was centered around 

a project.  Among the key points it  is possible to recall:  a  

practical group project that serves as  glue between theory 

and practice and increases communication and collaboration 

skills as well as critical thinking and problem solving skills; 

use of the Matlab suite to design and implement, by means 

of a powerful  high level language, a complex data mining 

project; a shared memory of  project cases, peer reviewed by 

the students and assessed by the instructors facilitating the 

flow of information and the development of critical skills; a 

guided inquiry process; special attention in requiring moti-

vating each decision and step undertaken. In the future we 

plan to link the datasets to the exercises  done by the stu-

dents, to ask the students to briefly describe their exercises 

with some screenshots and to cite the exercises that have in-

spired  their  work.  This will  generate  another  organization 

memory dealing with learners’ exercises where the students 

could find out how the datasets they chose have been mined 

by other learners in order to reuse experience by taking ad-

TABLE I.

COURSE SYLLABUS AND TEMPORAL SUBDIVISION

Topic # of hours

Matlab tutorial 5

Exploratory data analysis: univariate 2

Exploratory data analysis: bivariate 2

Exploratory data analysis: multivariate 2

Distance and similarity measures 2

Clustering algorithms 2

Decision trees 2

Neural networks 3

Support vector machines 3

Nearest neighbor models 3

Methods to evaluate DM results 3

Projects presentations 1
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vantage from the textual and graphical annotations inserted 

by the previous learners [27], [28], [29]. Semantic descrip-

tion of both the datasets and exercises will favor the recall of 

the relevant data [30].  In  particular we are experimenting 

how ontologies dealing with urban systems (e.g., [31], [32]) 

help  learners  in  discovering  with  accuracy  datasets  from 

which they may derive rules for better managing urban pro-

cesses of their interest.
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Abstract— In this paper we present an experiment in which a 

competition is used in an attempt to motivate Emotional 

Intelligence in Computer Science students studying the subject 

of Databases. Computing professionals are, on an ever-

increasing basis, being requested to acquire emotional skills in 

addition to, or even before, acquiring technical knowledge. The 

skills needed to work in a team or to speak in public, to attain 

leadership capacities or to adapt to change are important 

requirements in perhaps any job. However, these types of skills, 

which are characteristic of what is denominated as Emotional 

Intelligence, become indispensable in the profile of a Computer 

Engineer. This type of professional will have to work in a 

group, have to confront the project management, give talks and, 

which may be the most difficult, keep up to date with a 

technology whose new advancements will be obsolete in scarcely 

five years. Nevertheless, and in spite of the importance of this 

type of skills, Emotional Intelligence continues to be a subject 

which is pending in Computer Science students’ curricula.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE classic teaching system used in Spanish 

universities does not appear to be the most appropriate 

method by which to transfer to students a type of knowledge 

that is increasingly considered to be important to the 

education of our future professionals. It involves, on the one 

hand, inverting the student’s passive role such that it is the 
student who teaches him/herself. It must be borne in mind 

that teaching is not only the act of transmitting knowledge, 

since this would imply that the person learning plays a 

passive role, and this is not desirable, particularly when 

considering the current amount of information in any area of 

knowledge, and more so in the area of Computing.  

Furthermore, and in addition to encouraging students to 

participate in their own learning, it is a question of fostering 

a series of skills (which could be referred to as emotional 

skills) in them which will allow them to better manage 

professional conflicts and problems, to make decisions, and 

to improve team work or leadership skills, etc. 

European university teaching guidelines also point in this 

direction. Spanish universities have begun to make 

tremendous efforts to comply with the adaptations presented 
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22617), financed by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation. 

in the Bologna Declaration [9], one of the principal changes 

consisting of the concept of ECTS credits. A credit is 

currently measured by the number of hours taught by a 

professor during which the student is not a mere passive 

receptor. The ECTS credit is, however, a measure of the 

student’s effort which includes not only the amount of time 
spent in academic classes, but also the time that the student 

needs to study the subject, research time, bibliographies, 

seminaries, etc. 

In order to benefit the student it is necessary to pay 

attention to aspects which are not only intellectual, but also 

interpersonal and affective-motivational, since these 

dimensions concur in the student’s output and personal 
motivation, and may affect the social climate of the class 

[12]. Nevertheless, and in spite of the importance of this type 

of skills, Emotional Intelligence continues to be a subject 

which is pending in Computer Science students’ curricula. 

To address this issue, this work presents a competition-based 

experiment to train Emotional Intelligence in Computer 

Science students 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: 

Section 2 goes deep into the problem addressed in this work; 

Section 3 describes a system of practices used in the 

Databases course of the Computer Science degree at the 

University Rey Juan Carlos, Spain, in which the types of 

skills that the system attempts to train are specified. Section 

4 shows the results of the evaluation of the method through a 

survey of the subject’s professors and students. Finally, in 
Section 5, we provide our principal conclusions and provide 

directions for future improvement. 

II. PROBLEM ANALYSIS 

The new tendencies in the domain of psychology term 

interpersonal and affective-motivational as emotional 

intelligence [6][10][20][15][24], and according to experts 

when its quotient is united with the intellectual quotient, it 

determines those students who will really triumph in their 

profession. In his book ‘The Practice of Emotional 
Intelligence’, Goleman explains that “Academic learning 
serves to differentiate ‘star’ workers in very few of the five 
or six hundred case studies related to competence that we 

have carried out. [...]  What are really important to superior 
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performance are the skills typical of emotional intelligence”, 
([12], p. 39). The hundreds of experiments carried out by 

Goleman also allow us to conclude that social skills are 

particularly relevant to programmers: “One of the fields in 
which emotional intelligence  curiously has most bearing is 

in that of computer programming, a field in which the 

efficiency of the elite who occupy the highest 10% is 320% 

greater than that of average programmers, which in the case 

of the ‘rara avis’ who make up 1% of the total reaches 
1,272%!”, ([12], p. 62). 

In addition to training the student in the curriculum that is 

appropriate to each subject, one of the general objectives of 

university teaching, which is therefore common to all 

subjects, should be to train the student’s emotional 
intelligence, since this would appear to be one of the greatest 

lacks in computer technicians [12]. Goleman points out that 

this training is fundamental in universities in which these 

techniques should be taught. “All this evidence has spurred 
universities on to ensure that new engineers and scientists 

who access the working world are more competent in the 

field of emotional intelligence… Until now, the training of 
engineers has not included this type of skills, but we can no 

longer afford to do this”, ([12], p. 74). One of the most 

significant pieces of data amongst the many provided by 

Goleman to support his thesis concerns the words of John 

Seely Brown, R&D director of the Xerox Corporation, in 

Silicon Valley, who states that: “In all my years here I have 
never looked at anyone’s university records because the two 
skills that we most value are intuition and enthusiasm. We 

seek daring people, who are bold but sure of themselves”, 

([12], p. 74). 

The Northwest Missouri State University introduced a 

computing curriculum evaluation system in which the skills 

expected from computing graduates are stressed [13]: solid 

technical knowledge in computing; good communication 

skills, the ability to work well in a group; good problem 

solving skills; a high level of satisfaction with the computing 

programme of the university at which they are educated. 

The need for this type of skills is also highlighted in the 

more recent report “Future skills for tomorrow’s world” [8], 

in which the principal European companies
1
 related to ICT 

(Information and Communication Technology) state the 

professional profiles that they require. The project, which is 

sponsored by the European Commission, stresses the need 

for professionals to be creative and artistic; enthusiastic 

about technology; to have mathematical and scientific 

knowledge; to have good communication skills; to be able to 

deal with people and to wish to work as part of a group. 

The report also details the technical skills that are required 

(of which the concepts of DB are stressed) in addition to 

behavioural skills (which correspond with the emotional 

skills of Goleman): Analytical, Attention to detail, 

                                                           
1 IBM Europa, Nokia Telecommunications, Philips Semiconductors, 

Thomson CSF, Siemens AG, Microsoft Europa, British 

Telecommunications PCL. 

Commitment to excellence, Communication, Initiative, 

Creativity, Orientation towards the client, Leadership, Risk 

management, Negotiation, Persuasion, Capacity to relate to 

others, Strategy and Planning, Working in a team and 

Technical Orientation and Interest. 

All of the aforementioned issues have led us to the 

conclusion that training students in this type of skills and 

emotional competences that will be definitive when entering, 

remaining and triumphing in the working world should be a 

priority objective. However, the majority of international 

curricula [13][14] do not propose subjects that explicitly 

train students in these competences, and Spanish universities 

in particular do not do so [3][21]. We therefore consider that 

it is essential to incorporate didactic practices that will allow 

students to be trained in this type of skills into the 

educational methodology of our subjects. 

III. LEARNING DATABASES AND EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 

It would therefore appear to be clear that it is necessary to 

train our students in the skills involved in emotional 

intelligence. Given that specific materials for this type of 

aptitudes do not exist in our curricula, it would seem 

advisable to include their training in the educational 

methodology of a purely technical subject. Many of us have 

already been doing this in one way or another, although 

perhaps not in a totally conscious manner, by including 

group works, oral presentations, seminars, etc., in our 

subjects. 

Our approach has attempted to incorporate this type of 

training into the subject of Databases (DB) in a more direct 

manner since the contents of this subject could, a priori, be 

considered to be purely technical. We have done this by 

turning the practical aspects of the subject into a competition 

in which the students have to pass a series of tests. The 

intention of each test is to train a type of skill, and points are 

obtained for each activity. The points obtained at the end of 

the course will be included in the students’ final course 
marks. 

The following subsection provides a summary of the 

principal emotional skills which, according to Goreman, 

should be trained, highlighting those that we consider to be 

of particular relevance to Computing Engineers. The 

characteristics of the competition and the evaluation system 

used are then detailed in subsection II.A. 

A. Desirable emotional skills in a Computing Engineer 

Goleman [9] divides the framework of emotional skills 

into two types of competences: personal which determine the 

way in which we relate to ourselves, and social, which 

determine how we relate to other people. 

In order to perform our profession in an exemplary 

manner it is only necessary to be skilled in some of the 

competences that are listed (approximately 6 out of a total of 

25) and those competences that are necessary depend on the 

profession in question. 
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Goleman divides personal competences into: 

 Self-consciousness: emotional consciousness, appropriate 

evaluation of oneself and self-confidence. 

 Self-regulation, which covers the competences of self-

control, trustworthiness, integrity, adaptability and 

innovation. 

 Motivation: motivation to achieve, commitment, initiative 

and optimism. 

There is no doubt as to the importance of educating 

students in all these aptitudes. Firstly, so that they will 

successfully complete their university studies, and also so 

that they will later perform successfully in their chosen 

professions. Bearing in mind the profession for which they 

are being educated we believe that it is particularly necessary 

to educate students in the capacities of adaptability and 

innovation within the competence of self-regulation, since 

during their professional lives they will have to confront 

significant changes in technology. 

Moreover, and owing to the fact that they will generally 

have to work in a group, it is important to train the aptitudes 

of commitment and initiative within the competence of 

motivation. It is equally important for the student to develop 

positive self-esteem, and to learn to value him/herself. 

We believe that one way in which to train the capacities of 

innovation and adaptability is to explain the concepts 

independently of the products or concrete syntax of a 

determined language. It should be the students themselves, 

through the use of manuals and tools, who tackle the learning 

of the products or concrete languages that they will have to 

use. Moreover, practical work will be proposed which will 

include the use of the most recent products, such that it will 

be the students themselves who have to confront 

technological problems which have yet to be resolved and 

about which, in general, little or even no documentation 

exists. 

Regarding social competences, Goleman divides them 

into: 

 Empathy, in which we find: understanding of others, 

orientation towards the service, making good use of 

diversity and a political conscience. 

 Social skills: influence, communication, leadership, 

catalyzing change, collaboration, and cooperation and team 

skills. 

Of the social skills listed, we believe that it is of particular 

interest to train understanding of others and orientation 

towards the service, from the competence of empathy, which 

will permit, among other things, a better understanding of the 

user, one of the key problems in the development of the 

computing profession. Within the social skills, collaboration 

and cooperation are necessary, as are team skills, which are 

also stressed as being a priority for computing graduates, 

along with communication [18][19][25]. 

Goleman emphasizes that the skills which mark the 

difference in the field of computer programming, “are not 
strictly technical but are rather related to the capacity to 

work in a team. […] To summarise, they are people who do 
not compete but who collaborate”, ([12], p. 62). 

We therefore believe it to be opportune to combine 

individually diverse instructional group approaches 

(presentations, group projects). These activities will train the 

development of social skills: the organisation of work in a 

group, the expression of ideas in public, active and 

empathetic listening, knowledge of how to ask questions and 

ask for help, or how to negotiate and integrate ideas. We also 

believe it to be important to evaluate not only the end result 

obtained but also this type of more subjective skills such as 

the capacity to work in a group. 

B. An emotional education experiment 

In order to train some of the emotional skills that are 

considered desirable for all Computer Engineers, we decided 

to test a new system for the realisation of theoretical and 

practical exercises in the DB course taught at the fourth year 

of the Computer Science degree at the University of Rey 

Juan Carlos. This system consists of a competition in which 

the students, via a series of both theoretical and practical 

tests, obtain points. The students’ final marks are then 

calculated according to the final exam and the points 

obtained at the end of the course. 

C. Characteristics of the course 

The course is four months long, it is mandatory, and a 

total of 6 credits can be obtained from it (3 for the theoretical 

part and 3 for the practical part). It is important to emphasize 

that the students have previously taken the course on DB 

Design, which is also mandatory, and in which they have 

studied the basic principles of DB: the concept of DB and 

DB System Management, relational models and entity/inter-

relationship (E/R), relational DB design, normalization 

theory, and DB security. They have also used CASE tools to 

design relational DBs. 

The syllabus for this course therefore consists of advanced 

concepts of DB models: object-relational (OR) models, 

including active DBs and object oriented (OO) design of 

ORDB and relationships with the UML (Unified Modelling 

Language), [2][4][5][7][26]. The students work with Oracle, 

and always use the most recent version of the product (the 

2010/11 course, with whom this experiment was carried out, 

used Oracle 10g). Given the speed with which DB 

technology advances, the principal objective of this subject 

is not so much that the students learn a specific DB model, 

but rather that they learn to use new concepts and new 

technology, and that they are capable of reasoning and 

designing different models, thus making the students capable 

of thinking at a higher level of abstraction which will 

facilitate their future ability to adapt to new models and 

technologies that will certainly appear. 

Moreover, the practical exercises were not as guided and 

as determinist as in previous courses. By contrast, students 

have to confront problems that have not been resolved in 

class (in either text books or in the subject’s basic 
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bibliography). They are thus obliged to play around with 

syntactic constructions and look for solutions in manuals, on 

the Web, etc. 

D. The dynamics of the competition 

Those students who decided to participate were grouped 

in teams of 6 or 7 people. Participation in the competition 

was not obligatory and the decision to participate was left to 

each student. Those students who did not take part in the 

competition did the final exam without accumulating any 

extra points, and their final marks depended exclusively on 

the exam, which was marked in the normal manner (between 

0 and 10 points). 

A series of tests were carried out, details of which will be 

shown as follows. Each test had a value. According to the 

marks accumulated, each team obtained a final result which 

would be used together with the mark obtained in the final 

exam, to obtain the student’s final mark. That is to say: 

FINAL MARK = CP + EM*(10-CP)/10 

where EM is the mark from the individual exam and CP 

are the points obtained from the competition. These points 

range from 0 to 5 (the winning team received 5 points and 

the other points were proportional to the results obtained). 

TABLE I. 

TESTS SUMMARY 

Test Operations Marks Objectives 

P1. Theory: 

OODB, Objects, 

ORDB 

 

A series of questions are presented. The 

students are given 45 seconds to write answers 

to them.  

Group 1: 3 pts 

Group 2: 2 pts 

Group 3: 1 pt 

 

 To check the students’ understanding of the 

theoretical themes.   To consolidate concepts.   To discover gaps and failures in explanations.  

P2. Theory: OO 

Conceptual 

Modeling, OR 

Model, Active DB 

A series of questions are presented. The first 

group to answer gains 2 points. If the answer is 

incorrect, 1 point is deducted.   

Group 1: 5 pts 

Group 2: 3 pts 

Group 3: 1 pt 

 

In addition to the objectives of the previous test:   To promote the groups’ agility and mutual 
understanding.  

P3. Exercises: 

UML Conceptual 

modeling 

 

An assignment is handed out. Each group must 

submit the solution to a UML design in a 

maximum of 30 minutes. Only the first 3 

groups to submit the correct solution will 

receive marks. If an invalid solution is 

submitted, the group will be eliminated.  

Group 1: 5 pts 

Group 2: 3 pts 

Group 3: 1 pt 

 

 To check the students’ understanding of UML 
and conceptual OO modelling.   To train the students in the high level OO 

design.  

P4. Presentation: 

DB/WEB/XML 

Each group prepares a 5-minute-long 

presentation about a theme proposed by the 

professor (in this case, any theme related to 

DB, Web and/or XML –Extensible Markup 

Language-). The group decides who will give 

the presentation. The presentation must be 

based, at least, on the consultation of a BOOK.  

The marks are awarded by votes from the 

students and the professor. Two sets of marks 

are awarded: those of the students and those of 

the professor with the intention of correcting 

any deviations caused by affinities among 

students.  

Students: 

Group 1: 4 pts 

Group 2: 3 pts 

Group 3: 2 pts 

Group 4: 1 pt 

 

Professor: 

Group 1: 4 pts 

Group 2: 3 pts 

Group 3: 2 pts 

Group 4: 1 pt 

 

All those who give 

presentation: 1 pt 

 

 To train the students to search for and consult 

documentation.   To train the students’ critical capacity by 
having to select a bibliography and focus on a 

theme.   To train the students in the capacity of 

synthesis (5 min presentation).  To get the students used to speaking in public.  To train the students’ critical spirit when 

having to judge the work of other colleagues; 

their colleagues’ mistakes will serve as a 

mirror. Being judged by their colleagues 

stimulates their interest.  

P5. Practical  

Practical 1: 

Object Types 

Practical 4: 

Triggers 

An assignment is handed out. Each group has 

only one opportunity to submit an answer. 

There is a time limit. Only those groups that 

submit the correct solution will receive points.  

Group 1: 4 pts 

Group 2: 3 pts 

Group 3: 2 pts 

Rest: 1 pt 

 

Group with 

incorrect solution: 

-1 

In addition to the learning objectives of the 

concepts in the contents of the practical exercise::  Getting used to confronting an unknown 

product.   Getting used to searching for and consulting 

documentation in order to solve problems 

related to syntax and programming.  

P6. Practical 

Practical 2: REF 

Types 

Practical 3: 

Collection types 

 

An assignment is handed out. Each group has 

only one opportunity to submit an answer. 

There is a time limit.  

Only those groups that submit the correct 

answer will receive points. 

Group 1: 5 pts 

Group 2: 3 pts 

Group 3: 1 pt 

 

In addition to the learning objectives of the 

concepts in the contents of the practical exercises 

and the objectives of the previous practical 

exercise:   To promote the groups’ agility and mutual 
understanding (task sharing, etc.). 

Complete 

exercise 

 

The students must complete an exercise in 

which they summarise and integrate the list of 

themes. This is carried out in various tests 

which are detailed as follows.  

  To revise, consolidate and integrate concepts.   To train the students in the design and 

implementation of an ORDB, from the 

requirements capturing stage.  
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Test Operations Marks Objectives 

P7. Requirements 

 

The students must write a requirements 

specification from the user requirements (the 

professor acts as the user). They have the whole 

class to complete this test (2hrs). The 

specifications are submitted, and only the best 

will receive points (in the case of a draw, 

various groups receive points  

Group 1: 3 pts 

 
 To get the students used to confronting an 

unspecified problem.  To train the students to deal with users.  

 

P8. Conceptual 

modelling 

The winning specification from the previous 

test must be used to create a conceptual UML 

model. Each group will have 45 minutes to 

obtain a solution. Each group will be split into 

two sub-groups, and will be mixed such that 

each of these groups will be formed from the 

members of the two initial groups. The new 

groups must find a solution from the two 

proposals provided. They will have 

approximately 45 minutes in which to do this.  

Three ratings bands will be established, and 

each solution will be in one of the bands.  

SG- SubGroup 

The 2 SG in Band 

1: 5 pts 

1SG. in Band 1 

and 1SG. in Band 

2: 3 pts 

2 SG in Band 2: 1  

pt 

 

In addition to the objectives of conceptual 

modelling:   To foment the working of the group as a 

whole.   To promote negotiation skills and the capacity 

to find solutions.   To get the students used to defending their 

points of view in the face of contrary 

viewpoints, and to make them capable of 

adopting better viewpoints if convinced by 

them.  

 

P9-P10: OR & 

relational Design 

& Implementation  

 

The best conceptual model from the previous 

test will be used to produce an OR design in 

UML for Oracle and its compilation. Time 

bands of 30 minutes will be established. Each 

group will have only one opportunity to submit 

an answer, and only those which are correct 

will receive points.  

G in Band 1: 3 pts 

G in Band 2: 2 pts 

G in  Band 3: 1 pt 

In addition to the logical design and 

implementation themselves:   To acquire agility and skill in OR design and 

the use of the OR product.  

Comparison The students will make a comparison between 

the relational solution and the OR, indicating 

the advantages and disadvantages of one or the 

other, along with the possibility of uniting 

them with another solution or of creating a 

mixed design.  

The best 

comparison(s): 5 

pts 

 

 To train the students in the critical capacity of 

making decisions regarding design and 

technology. 

 

 

IV. RESULTS AND LESSONS LEARNED 

The experiment was begun, and was refined throughout 

the course using the professor’s impressions, and the 
students’ comments and suggestions as a basis for this. 

Moreover, in order to obtain a more complete evaluation, 

the students were asked to fill in a survey at the end of the 

course. This survey was anonymous and of a voluntary 

nature. Its intention was to discover the students’ 
impressions of how positive this learning system was, and to 

improve it in accordance with their comments and 

suggestions. Of course, this survey fundamentally served to 

complete the subject professor’s impressions. 
The survey consisted of 12 questions in which the students 

were asked their opinions of how the new system of practical 

exercises had affected their development in the subject as 

regards aspects such as their attendance and participation in 

class, continuous follow-up and a better understanding of the 

subject, the realisation of practical work and exercises and 

their agility when doing so, their better understanding of the 

theme, their general interest in the subject, team work, the 

search for documentation, and having to confront new 

technologies and products, etc. 

The students had to respond on a scale of 1 to 7 (from 

least to most positive). Figure 1 shows the main results 

gathered about the evaluation of the method. 

Broadly speaking, the marks were divided into 7, 6, 5 (the 

effect has been positive), 4 (there has been no effect), and 3, 

2, 1 (little or no positive effect), and the general result was 

satisfactory. Almost all aspects were considered to be 

positive. The most highly valued aspects (above 4) were in 

the following order: the aspects related to the system of 

practical work made the subject enjoyable; the system 

contributed to and incentivised the realisation of practical 

work and exercises in class, and it contributed towards 

incentivizing and improving teamwork. Amongst those 

aspects which were most highly valued were also those 

related to a greater participation in class in all aspects 

(attendance, participation in classes and following the 

subject).  

According to the professor, the students’ participation in 
class rose very significantly, thus making the classes much 

more enjoyable and dynamic. This is perhaps the most 

outstanding benefit of the experiment. 
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Fig. 1. Overall assessment of the method 

Class attendance became more homogeneous as the course 

progressed. There was an important increase in the number 

of students who did the exercises and practical work 

proposed in class: in previous courses, when the professor 

had proposed an exercise in class, it was perceived that only 

a highly reduced group of students really made an effort to 

think about it; however, upon rewarding agility, the majority 

of the students made an effort to think of solutions. In spite 

of the fact that some of the students felt that more time was 

consumed, it also meant that more exercises were done than 

in previous years. 

The fact that some of the students in the group did not 

work, and took advantage of the others’ efforts, is a 
disadvantage which has no solution and which always occurs 

with group work (irrespectively of whether or not it takes 

place as part of a game). The correcting factor for this type 

of problem is the final exam mark, which is individual. 

Another of the aspects that was criticised by some students 

was the competitive nature of some of the tests. 

We estimate that competitiveness is, to a certain degree, 

positive and we have certainly noted this. It stimulates the 

students to work and make an effort in order to look good in 

front of their classmates, and this has also made some 

students stand out. The competitiveness was, moreover, 

among groups and not individual, which contributed towards 

improving teamwork, one of the objectives pursued. 

However, it is possible that the fact of having only one 

winning group might have incited excessive competitiveness. 

We believe that there is a simple solution to this problem: 

the groups should accumulate points, and non-exclusive 

bands should be established (as occurred in the later tests). 

All the groups in a particular band would therefore receive 

the same amount of points from the test. 

Some students criticised the fact that speed was rewarded. 

We believe that it is good to maintain the agility factor, 

although it would be possible to reduce the weight of the 

tests by, for example, including only one activity of this 

nature or by using bands in the marking scheme. 

Another aspect that we consider to be positive is that the 

system allows continuous evaluation to be carried out in 

classes with a high number of students (we refer to around 

100 students). 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper summarises an experiment that was carried out 

in the DB course of Computer Science at the University of 

Rey Juan Carlos. The intention of the experiment was to 

train students in certain emotional skills in addition to the 

intellectual skills that the subject implied. This was done by 

carrying out the subject’s exercises and practical work in the 
form of a competition which allowed the students to 

accumulate points towards their final mark. 

The main advantages of this system are: it foments the 

students’ participation and their continual following of the 

subject; it permits evaluation throughout the course, which 

does not occur with the exam system; it foments both class 

attendance and teamwork. 

However, the survey given to the students has highlighted 

some aspects that must be adjusted, of which we can 

emphasise the excessive competitiveness with which the 

competition was run, and the weight given to the agility 

factor. 

In the current course we are trying to carry out the 

experiment with the inclusion of the modifications stated in 

Section 3 in order to eliminate these problems. 
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Abstract—Movement  interaction  devices  offer  important 
capabilities to create learning systems where students are able 
to interact with them through natural movements and gestures. 
In this paper, we present a system based on Kinect, whose main 
objective  is  to  improve  and  train  two  important  students’ 
faculties: memory and motor abilities.  The system is inspired 
on the Simon Says game where students have to repeat postures 
that the system shows previously. By means of this educational 
technique,  young  students  and  students  with  low  disabilities 
may find the system an adequate environment to improve their 
memory  and  motor  disabilities  in  addition  to  rehabilitation 
centers,  such  us  hospitals  and  clinics.  They  can  perform 
rehabilitation exercises in the same place and in the same way 
where their classmates train similar faculties.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE traditional  context  of  learning  has  evolved  to  a 

wider context due to the current technology. Teaching 

and  learning  are  no  longer  restricted  to  traditional 

classrooms [1]. Electronic learning1, referring to the use of 

electronic devices for learning, includes delivery of content 

and  learning  assessments  via  electronic  media  such  as 

Internet or interactive TV. 

T

The development of natural user interaction is expected to 

make learning systems more intuitive and showier. Current 

technology allows to create  educational  systems including 

multiple interaction modes in order to satisfy needs for every 

kind of user. Those needs are not the same for a teacher than 

students  with  problems  such  as  memory  or  motor 

disabilities, who represent an important number of affected 

people [2]. Currently, movement interaction devices are one 

of the most useful technological advances, which help in the 

development  of  virtual  environments  where  educational 

techniques  may  be  carried  out.  Students  are  part  of  the 

virtual environment as the protagonist of the activities, but at 

the same time, they can see all their own actions as if they 

were  a  third  person.  In  this  type  of  environments  it  is 

necessary to distinguish two student  groups:  students  who 

may train their abilities and capabilities, and students with 

disabilities who may also improve abilities and capabilities 

1e-Learning glossary, Kaplan-Leiserson, E: 
http://www.learningcircuits.org/glossary.html

in coordination with specialists. Both groups represent and 

offer different objectives that may be considered when using 

the system. The most delicate cases are therapy activities or 

games to improve disabilities. It may be adequated to each 

student in order to maintain his motivation. Chales et al. [3] 

suggest that those systems should find a balance between the 

level of an activity or exercise perceived as easy or trivial 

and the frustration of one perceived as impossible. In  this 

way,  the  ability  to  dynamically  adapt  the  activities  to  be 

performed  will  create  tailored  solutions  to  improve 

disabilities and of course, to train abilities.

Movement  interaction  devices  help  when  creating 

learning  systems with capacity to  interact  with users  in  a 

continuous  and  active  way.  Those  devices  are  able  to 

analyze user postures, gestures, locations, etc. However, one 

of the most important benefits of those devices is the opened 

opportunities  to  people  with  disabilities  [4].  Concretely, 

people  with  low  motor  disabilities  can  participate  in 

movement  interactions  through  the  adaptation  of  the  own 

interaction to their needs. Actually, there are a wide range of 

movement  interaction  devices,  among  which  we  mention 

Kinect2,  Asus  Xtion  Pro/Pro  Live3,4 and  SoftKinect 

DepthSense5. 

In this paper, we present a system based on Kinect which 

trains  student  memory and movements  through  movement 

interaction.  The  system  is  oriented  to  two  differentiated 

groups. Students without disabilities compose the first one, 

so they use the system to train their memory in coordination 

with  rehabilitation  processes.  And  students  with  memory 

and movement disabilities compose the second group. The 

system offers an important feature in order to be useful to 

any of  those users;  it  adapts  its  behavior  in order  to train 

each user, based on his needs. 

Authors  have  selected  Kinect  as  the  most  adequate 

movement  interaction  device  following  two  reasons.  The 

first reason is its quality-cost rate in relation to the rest.

2Kinect, Microsoft, 2012: http://www.xbox.com/es-es/kinect
3ASUS Xtion Pro, ASUS, 2012: 

http://www.asus.com/Multimedia/Motion_Sensor/Xtion_PRO/
4ASUS Xtion Pro Live, ASUS, 2012: 

http://www.asus.com/Multimedia/Motion_Sensor/Xtion_PRO_LIVE/
5SoftKinetic DepthSense, SoftKinectic, 2012: 

http://www.softkinetic.com/Solutions/iisuSDK.aspx
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Kinect has a lower cost but its features and capabilities are 

enough. The second reason is the main purpose of Kinect, to 

be used as a peripheral of the Xbox 360
6
 console. This 

domain, the videogame world, is very important 

commercially, which is a compelling reason due to present 

important and well-defined developments that imply 

complex interactions. The direct consequence is the 

possibility to extend the use of virtual solutions to real 

environments because of how videogames are usually near 

to the real world; or at least, it can be used as the basis for 

more specific deployments that solve problems of the 

everyday life.   

Teachers have to organize students’ tasks so they need 

that the system offers them an easy way to adapt the game to 

each user. In this way, the system has two important features 

to be adaptable [5][6][7]: ubiquity [8][9][10][11][12] and 

context-awareness [13][5][14][6]. Teachers can manage 

their classes and activities communicating their plan to the 

system at anyplace and anytime. Then, the system adapts 

their functionality and information based on the management 

made by the teacher previously. In this way, the teacher 

adapts the system to the needs of the students that will use it, 

at any time.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: a description 

of Kinect's fundamentals with related works and 

developments tools are presented in Section 2. Then, Section 

3 presents the learning system we have developed based on 

movement interaction to train abilities and improve 

disabilities of students. Also, this section describes the basis 

of memory and motor disorders, which are the abilities in 

which the system is focused. Additionally, we exposed a 

discussion of how the system is able to improve and train 

those aspects in students. Finally, Section 5 presents some 

conclusions and future works. 

II. KINECT AS A SYSTEM INTERACTION DEVICE 

Kinect is device created by Microsoft whose main 

objective is to give users the capacity to interact through 

movements with the console Xbox 360. In this way, Kinect 

can be considered as a device that allows natural 

interactions.  

The device implies important challenges due to the fact 

that users have the capacity to interact with systems through 

natural and common gestures. Research world has found 

Kinect as an adequate element to experiment in order to 

reach solutions and improvements in fields such as medicine 

in which a wide range of aspects have been threaten 

(medical images [15], haptic problems [16] and the 

rehabilitation of chronic diseases [17]), augmented reality 

[18], and fall detection [19] [20]. Even though, learning 

environments continuous are being an approach to exploit, 

some movement interaction systems have appeared. A good 

example is Kinerehab [21] whose objective is to rehab motor 

disabilities in a public school setting. The main differences  

                                                             
6
 Xbox, Microsoft, 2012. http://www.xbox.com/es-ES/ 

 

Fig. 1 Hardware components of Kinect 

 

with our proposal are focused on three essential aspects. 

First, the proposed system incorporates the capacity to rehab 

and improve memory diseases or problems, apart from 

motor ones. Additionally, the system is centered not only in 

people with those disabilities, but also it allows students 

without disabilities to train their memory and mobility.  And 

finally, the system is ubiquitous and context-aware to be 

able to precisely adapt its behavior to the needs of each user.  

A. Kinect's Fundamentals 

From the point of view of the hardware (see Fig. 1), three 

main elements compose Kinect: RGB camera, depth sensor 

and a set of four microphones The first element detect the 

color components, red, green and blue, as well as the 

different user bodies and facial gestures. These capabilities 

allow the RGB camera to help in the facial and corporal 

recognition process. The depth sensor generates 3D images 

about anything into its vision making measurements of the 

distance from the device to different user body points 

Finally, the microphones set allows to obtain voices without 

noise.  

Together with hardware elements, Kinect has specific 

software that uses to detect a set of points of each user 

skeleton with which represents users' joint. Systems based 

on Kinect work with those points in order to work with the 

users' interactions. The process followed to obtain the points  

 

 

Fig. 2 Recognition process of users’ skeleton parts carried out by 

Kinect ([22]) 
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is the result of a study performed by Microsoft researches in 

Cambridge [22]. Basically, the process (see Fig. 2) consists 

of obtaining an image where each user appears segmented, 

so each user is separated from the background. The 

identification of body parts is the next step; it is made 

through a machine-learning which trains using millons of 

images ensuring that Kinect is able to work with any type of 

bodies, sizes and postures of people. Following, the system 

obtains a points set of the body of each user, which 

represents joints. Kinect performs the whole process two 

hundred times per second, so it ensures that the tracking of 

the users is reliable. Additionally, the algorithm works 

separately fo each frame, then the system does not lose the 

tracking of the users. 

Kinect toolkits (SDKs) and libraries are an essential point 

to exploit the device adequately. Their appearance has 

allowed to create the application which make use of the 

interaction capabilities of the Microsoft device. Those SDKs 

can be classified depending on if they are for general 

purpose or they are focused on natural interactions. The first 

group has one of the oldest libraries, libfreenect
7
, as well as 

OpenCV
8
 and  PCL

9
 (Point Cloud Library). Regarding the 

SDKs or libraries whose objective is the natural interactions, 

OpenNI
10

 and the SDK elaborated by Microsoft
11

 are the 

most remarkable. This last set is particularly interesting 

because of the topic to be solved in the next section which 

need to work with corporal movements and then, with 

natural interactions. 

III. IMPROVING MEMORY AND MOBILITY IN EDUCATIONAL 

ENVIRONMENTS THROUGH MOVEMENT INTERACTION 

Memory and mobility may be trained from childhood. In 

case of disability, those faculties may be improve through 

proper rehabilitation exercises. In this way, we have 

developed a system based on Kinect whose main objective is 

to reach the training and improvement of memory and motor 

abilities in students. The system centers its efforts in 

students with and without motor and memory disabilities. 

Students without cognitive and motor disabilities improve 

their memory and psychomotricity through the game while 

students with those disabilities can also improve their 

memory and mobility in coordination with specialists 

varying the difficult degree and movements in the game. 

Students are able to use the system with natural interactions 

offering an attractive environment where people with 

disabilities can coordinate their rehabilitation with specific 

centers such as hospitals or clinics. 

A. Memory and Motor Faculties 

Memory is the mental faculty through which people are 

able to hold and remember the past, allowing to codify, store 

                                                             
7
 Libfreenect, 2012: https://github.com/OpenKinect/libfreenect/ 

8
 OpenCV, 2012: http://opencv.willowgarage.com/wiki/ 

9
 PCL, 2012: http://pointclouds.org 

10
 OpenNI, 2012:  http://openni.org 

11
 Kinect for Windows SDK, 2012: http://www.microsoft.com/en-

us/kinectforwindows/ 

and recover information. People who suffer from memory 

disabilities present important disadvantages. They need help 

in a greater or lesser extent due to the variability of the level 

of forgetting processes, mechanisms or in general, 

information.  

This faculty can be classified into three types: sensorial 

memory, short-term memory and long-term memory. The 

first one represents the capacity to register sensations 

perceived through the senses, and it composes the initial 

stage of the attention process. The sensorial memory is 

characterized by its large capacity to process a big amount of 

data at the same time during a short period of time. 

However, the elements that will be transfer to the short-term 

memory are those to which the user pays attention. This type 

of memory can be divided into iconic, echoic, olfactory, 

haptic and taste, where the first two are the most studied 

([23]). 

The short-term memory is the system where the user 

handles information with which s/he is interacting through 

the environment. Even though it is a memory with a longer 

duration than the sensorial one, it is limited to 7±2 elements 

for 20 seconds. Two effects show the limitation, the primacy 

and recency. When a user has a list of elements to be 

memorized, s/he remembers the first and last elements easier 

than the intermediate ones. The short-term memory is 

composed by three systems: supervisor system, a verbal 

information store and a visual or spatial store. The 

supervisor is responsible for coordinating and controlling the 

stores, which contains spoken information and the visual and 

spatial data.  

The long-term memory can be defined as the knowledge 

repository of each person, which is name the real memory. It 

contains information about experiences, the knowledge of 

the world, images, concepts, etc. The main features are its 

large capacity, a slow access speed and its information is 

forgotten slowly. This memory is classified into two types: 

procedural and declarative. The procedural is used to stored 

information about processes (executed automatically and 

unconsciously) and strategies that allow to interact with the 

environment. The declarative memory stores knowledge 

about the world and experiences (episodic memory), 

concepts and its relations (semantic memory). 

The described memory types are closely related, as shown 

in Fig. 3. Firstly, the sensorial memory obtained information 

from the environment through the senses. The user pays 

attention to a specific amount of sensorial data which is the 

information that will be part of the short-term memory. 

Finally, only the information, which is treated in a repeated 

way, will be inserted in the long-term memory. 

Regarding the motor control of the people, it is another 

faculty of the people which is the ability to control the 

movements of their body parts in a coordinate way. Deficits 

on motor control can limit the ability to perform daily tasks,  
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Fig. 3 Relationships between memory types 

 

such us bathing, working, eating, etc., independently. In 

addition, these disabilities can dramatically reduce 

participation in community of the people, an important lack 

in the society [24] [25] [26]. 

Participating in repetitive exercises is a recommend need 

to train and a key need to improve motor disabilities. 

However, a related study shows that only 31% of the people 

with motor disabilities realized rehabilitation exercises [27]. 

In this way, it is a necessity to encourage people with new 

rehabilitation mechanism and techniques in order to increase 

the commented percentage. The main reason for lack of 

people to not complete rehabilitation processes is the 

motivation [28]. Finally, it is necessary to consider two 

factors which make difficult the rehabilitation process, the 

number of exercises (typically insufficient [29]) to be done 

and the need of staff intervention. Therefore, the new 

techniques may have these facts as main objectives to create 

adequate rehabilitation processes. 

B. Application 

The developed application can be defined as a game 

inspired in the game called Simon Says. Concretely, the 

application consists of offering students postures to be 

repeated through a screen. In that screen, students can see 

his own body inside the game, so they can see all his 

movements and postures. The postures have to be repeated 

in the same order than they are shown. In this way, once the 

users have finished the repetition exercise, the application 

gives them their punctuation, based on the level, and the 

correct and incorrect postures in their own sequence. 

However, if the user if a student with memory or motor 

disabilities the system works with a specific punctuation 

way. They system shows the punctuation as the progress 

level to ensure that the student is aware about how s/he 

evolves. If the evolution is correct the system shows to the 

student congratulatory messages and the list of their 

achievements; in other case, the system encourages them 

with new challenges. In this way, the system not only adapts 

their messages with the students, but also it is able to adapt 

their exercises. The system changes automatically the 

postures to be repeated by the students based on their 

progress. It is an important feature because allows their 

evolution and it eliminate bad sensations if the student does 

not progress adequately. In this case, the system reduces the 

level of the exercises trying to adapt to the student state. 

The application offers users the possibility to play with 

stored postures in the system, but they can create their own 

postures. Therefore, they can increase the number of 

possibilities and also, adapt the postures to their needs. For 

example teachers can create specific postures set based on 

children with special needs. 

The workflow of the application is described in order to 

know how it works for each user step (see Fig. 5). The main 

thread of the workflow starts with the option to be logged in 

the system or not; in the first case the system stores the user 

progress and the accomplished levels. Then the system 

shows three options: (1) play the game, (2) create postures, 

and (3) exit. The option to play contains the main 

functionality of the application, that is, the process of 

repeating postures in order to complete the most amounts of 

points in the game or perform a concrete evolution. 

Therefore, the system shows the posture to repeat. The 

system adds point or increase the evolution of the user if it 

detects the correct posture; in other case, the system reduces 

the number of points or decreases the evolution and the 

number of possible repetitions (see Fig. 4). In this case, if 

the user has no more opportunities, the game finishes and the 

system shows the final mark (points or evolution with 

encourages messages). However, if the user has more 

opportunities or s/he has made a correct posture, the system 

generates another posture and then the user has to repeat it 

again. At this point, the application for students with 

disabilities analyzes the current evolution and adapts the 

next postures according to it.  

Regarding the creation of postures, the system follows the 

workflow shown in Fig. 6. The application indicates the user 

to be in front of the Kinect device. If the user is detected past 

ten seconds, the application invites user to take the new 

posture to be stored. Then, a countdown is initialized for five 

seconds. When this time has passed, the application stores 

the new posture in the database of the system with a level of 

difficult. The posture level is an important aspect for the 

system in order to be able to be adaptable for students with 

memory and motor disabilities. 
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Fig. 4 Example of correct and incorrect postures in the game 

 

Two problems arise during the deployment of the system: 

the camera location and the data storage. The camera 

location is an important aspect to have into account because 

it is no trivial. The main reason is the high degree of 

influence of the location when searching and calculating 

skeleton points. Initially, the camera was located on a 

common height, which is at the top of a personal computer 

screen. However, this situation did not allow a correct 

identification of every movement; for example the system 

did not detect always a standing student. The problem 

appeared when the student was totally in front of the camera 

and he turned ninety degrees. Then, the system could not 

detect the user and his movement.  

These circumstances created the necessity to perform 

some tests in order to find the most adequate location of the 

camera. The result, after testing different perspectives, was 

that the height of the camera is very influential because it 

allows Kinect to detect skeletons in a better way. This 

improvement comes from the need to detect a set of skeleton 

points of each user in order to identify movements and 

postures. Kinect in a correct height are able to visualize 

more parts of students' body with more quality. More height 

does not imply more quality because Kinect can lose so 

much detection area; therefore the detection of the correct 

and maximum height is essential. In this way, the studies 

allow us to know that the location for Kinect is two meters 

from the floor.  

Regarding the storage of the data, it is a problem which 

comes from the necessity to compare postures, (the expected 

by the system and which is made by the user). The system 

needs to be able to work quickly with easy format data, and 

then we adopted the XML format to store it. The stored data 

in a XML file is the coordinates of each skeleton point. Once 

a student makes a posture, it is stores and the system 

compares it with the expected one which is stored too.  

 
 

Fig. 5 Game Workflow  
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Fig. 6 Creation of new posture workflow 

C. Discussion 

The proposed system is focused on two students groups 

for which are an adequate learning tool to improve two basic 

faculties: the memory and the mobility. Students without 

disabilities compose the first group and they will be able to 

train those faculties. This training is an important fact in 

order to allow students to evolve in their capabilities. In 

addition, the system allows students with memory problems 

or motor diseases to improve their conditions. The system is 

able to adapt their exercises based on the needs of each user 

creating specific improvement processes. These students 

with disabilities find the environment a place where improve 

their problems, which has very different conditions than in 

normal rehabilitation places. A typical rehabilitation place is 

a hospital or a clinic where people have to go, quitting from 

their routine or what is worst, converting it in their routine. 

For that reason, the proposed system helps children with 

memory and mobility disabilities who are able to find the 

way to improve their problems in a less cold than a hospital, 

their educational center. The system offers the possibility to 

obtain help students in their rehabilitation through similar 

activities than their classmates realize.  

Regarding memory, the deployed application improves 

sensorial and short-term memory through forcing to 

remember postures to be repeated. Therefore, the sensorial 

memory is trained when users see each posture the first 

times; the short-term memory is trained once users show a 

posture that they remember because it has been repeated 

some times previously. 

The motor capabilities are improved because users may 

repeat postures through the movement of some parts of their 

body at the same time. When the users are children with 

cognitive and mobility problems, the application adapts its 

behavior and exercises according their conditions. 

The fact of the students use natural movements to interact 

with the system is an important feature. Kinect offers 

students an attractive way of training their capabilities by a 

game and a game console device, something that most of the 

children knows. This interaction and gaming mode solve the 

problem with children which is the way to attract students' 

attention during a minimum and enough period of time.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Current technology has helped in the evolution of learning 

environments offering a wide range of new elements, 

techniques and devices. Actually, movement interaction 

devices imply new possibilities in order to offer new 

learning systems controlled by natural interactions. Students 

can find systems more intuitive and showier, something that 

can help to attract their attention and interest.  

Kinect is one of the best-known movement interaction 

devices. Research world has found on it a perfect tool to be 

used in a great number of fields, such us medicine and 

augmented reality. In comparison with other similar devices, 

Kinect offers an adequate quality-cost rate. 

In this paper, we have presented a learning system based 

on Kinect. The system is inspired on the game Simon Says 

which consists of showing a set of postures to be repeated by 

students following different levels. The main objective is to 

help students to work two basic and essential faculties: the 

memory and mobility. Concretely, the system helps students 

to improve sensorial memory and short-term memory 

because they have to remember postures they have seen for 

the first time and others that they know by repetition. 

Additionally, students improve their mobility because they 

have to change rapidly their postures moving various body 

parts continuously while they are playing. 
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The system works in order to help two student groups. On 

one  hand,  the  system  is  a  tool  for  students  without 

disabilities, which trains their memory and mobility. On the 

other  hand,  the  system  helps  students  with  motor  and 

cognitive  disabilities.  Those  students  find  the  system  an 

adequate tool which adapts their activities (level and type) 

based on their needs. In addition, the system controls their 

evolution allowing students to be aware about it. The system 

creates  for  people  with  disabilities  an  environment  with 

which  improve  their  problems  in  coordination  with 

rehabilitation  processes  carried  out  in  hospitals  or  clinics. 

Therefore,  the system offer  to these children help in their 

rehabilitation  process  through  similar  activities  than  their 

classmates and friends perform.

The described system presents an interesting future work 

based on Kinect’s sound capabilities in order to improve and 

complete their functionality. We are analyzing the Kinect's 

microphone  system to  be  able  to  solve  or  improve  voice 

problems  in  young  children  which  can  reduce  errors  for 

example in their pronunciation. 
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 Abstract — The paper presents an experiment of teaching  

Java-based concurrency using a robot simulator. The computer 

programming education is a challenging task, especially when 

non-computer science students are taught complex 

programming concepts. Recently, great deals of simplified 

programming languages, environments and simulating software 

have been proposed to support teaching and self-learning 

different programming techniques.  But still, there is no 

solution facilitating effective teaching in the domain of 

concurrent programming in the Java language. In this paper we 

present our original concept of exercises using a robot simulator 

to teach Java-based concurrency. The simulator seems to be a 

good solution facilitating the education of concurrent 

programming, as actions performed in real-time by the 

simulator allow students to quickly identify their mistakes.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The courses introducing computer programming aspects 

have been gaining difficulty in terms of both the scope of 

required knowledge and complexity of programming 

environments. This phenomenon is the consequence of the 

progress made in computer science. Students require new 

approach to teaching, different from the one practiced by 

previous generation [1]. In the era of the Internet, 

PlayStation and tablet PCs, the purely theoretical exercises, 

such as finding the mean of a set of numbers, are no longer 

perceived by students as an exciting challenge. Ubiquitous 

presence of computer devices causes the emergence of new 

expectations; for instance such issues as GUIs or even 

dispersed systems are often introduced during the first years 

of studies. These new concepts introduced in the courses 

require more time and effort from students, making the 

course more difficult to pass. According to the Computer 

Curricula 2001 Report, the increase of the number and 

difficulty level of subjects in computer science, which are 

taught, is proportional to the level of the problems' 

complexity, which students have to deal with [2].  

It looks like the major problems, the computer science 

education has to face in order to preserve high quality are 

related with software complexity and the lack of stability. 

The complexity is steadily increasing, as the number of 

different aspects of software development has risen over past 

years. In the meanwhile, the programing languages, libraries, 

frameworks and programming environments are evolving 

rapidly [3]. These two problems lead to a contradiction. On 

the one hand, increasing the difficulty of computer science 

subjects lengthens development of effective educational 

strategies. On the other hand, the increasing velocity of 

computer science expansion causes new teaching materials 

becoming soon out of date.  

Development of a method reducing the complexity of 

computer science issues and easing the impact of instant 

changes in this field would significantly benefit the 

education concerning computer science and, in particular, 

software development. In order to improve educational 

process, the factors impacting the computer science have to 

be identified. The most significant factor, causing the 

complexity and instability is related the lifetime of computer 

science field. Since the popularity of the Pascal language 

twenty five years ago, the number of computer scientists has 

increased significantly. At present, a lot of freelancers and 

enterprises are involved in development of computer-based 

products and services. When a new prospective technology 

appears, such as Java, people and businesses invest their 

time and resources in fostering the development of this 

technology. From their point of view, the rapid changes to 

Java and its API can be perceived as indicators of the 

success. The fact that Java has been developed faster than 

other programming languages comes from the wide reception 

from the IT industry, which has accelerated its continuous 

evolution. 

The suitability of choosing Java for software development 

seems to be out of question. The competitors of Java are 

either obsolete or, as in the case of C#, they represent similar 

approaches and concepts. Moreover, as Java was intended to 

be used by embedded systems, this language may be used to 

develop wide range of software applications, from web 

services, by desktop programs, to the microwave oven 

control systems. These arguments show that there is no 

reason to replace Java by any other solution. However, the 

issues concerning the complexity and instability still need to 

be solved. 

The concept of concurrency is an example of one of the 

difficult issues which students need to face at early stage of 

computer programming education. Topics concerning 

threads management and synchronization, resource sharing, 

locks and deadlocks cause many misunderstandings and 

unidentified bugs in the source code. These problems need 

Robot simulator facilitating the education of concurrent 

programming 
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an effective method of teaching concurrency related aspects, 

which would visualize the anomalies of incorrectly 

implemented threads. 

In this paper we present the robot simulator facilitating the 

education in field of Java-based concurrency. The remaining 

of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the 

state of the art in computer programming educational 

platforms, e.g., MiniJava, Karel, Scratch and Alice projects. 

Section III presents and evaluates a simulator-based exercise, 

which aims at facilitating teaching the non-computer science 

students concepts of concurrency. Finally, Section IV 

concludes the paper.  

II. PLATFORMS SUPPORTING EDUCATION OF COMPUTER 

PROGRAMMING 

During the introduction of advanced aspects of 

programming, requiring proficiency in the application of 

Java libraries is not a good idea. Instead, students should be 

introduced to computer programming by means of a more 

limited environment, which is closely related to Java but 

simultaneously lacks the complexity [9]. As Java has been 

developed for professional use, not for teaching 

programming concepts, there are plenty of technicalities 

which make understanding Java more difficult for non-

computer science students with no programming 

background. These are obstacles for successful teaching 

advanced aspects of Java programming such as the 

concurrency. In conclusion, there is a strong need for a 

simplified environment having all the Java syntax and 

semantics, but simultaneously allowing to present complex 

issues in a simplified way. 

A. MiniJava 

Beginning programmers often have trouble translating 

their intentions into syntactically correct statements that the 

computer can understand [11].  Java has a number of weak 

points which limit its successful education on the 

introductory level [16, 17]. On the whole, the problem 

escalates as a result of forcing the students to get insight into 

conceptually elaborate aspects of its structure while 

developing even the simplest programs. Accordingly, 

beginners in Java have to become acquainted with a great 

deal of complicated details before they are able to 

understand crucial ideas. The most gifted students will 

handle this issue, however, the others will become frustrated 

and will leave the world of programming unaware of its 

power and usefulness. The main reasons why Java is so 

elaborate in the process of education include: 

─ size of the language and its libraries,  

─ evolution caused by the long lasting variation in Java 

platforms,  

─ standard input operations,  

─ handling exceptions,  

─ the graphical model.  

Although MiniJava has been designed as a simpler form of 

Java, it is not its exact subset. Relation between Java and 

MiniJava has been presented in Fig. 1. The limited subset of 

relevant elements of the entire language, MiniJava core, is 

created starting from the full set of Java represented by the 

greatest ring in the top-left corner.  

 

Fig.  1 The relation between Java and MiniJava 

In the following step one can note a simplification to 

MiniJava of the elements of the new subset. That makes it 

easier for beginners to utilize the elements. Students start 

learning Java with carefully selected tools appearing in the 

more approachable form. As the students expand their 

programming skills they learn how the simplification was 

implemented and how to handle without it. Each restriction 

made while building MiniJava can be rationally explained. 

One of the restrictions is a limitation of the number of 

libraries. It is obvious for developers that understanding of 

Java packages is indispensable in the process of developing 

programs. At the same time they assume that it is sufficient 

for the students solving simple programming problems to use 

a significantly narrowed collection of packages. Finally, 

today, even for experts, programming to a very great extent 

consists of finding relevant structures within an extensive 

collection of available tools. Work with extensive libraries 

and the ability to ignore the fragments which are unnecessary 

for the application is a significant programming skill which 

is to be mastered while learning programming. 

Implementation of this approach can be very problematic for 

students learning sole programming. That is because in fact 

they do not know what they need and the list of available 

tools is overwhelming. Thanks to MiniJava it is possible to 

get students acquainted with more refined concepts such as 

multithreading. Although, it is possible to do otherwise, 

Minijava has been designed mainly to teach basic 

methodology elements: decomposition, encapsulation, etc.. 

The lack of visual perception of many threads in MiniJava 

causes that the process of learning of this concept is not 

much different than learning based on standard libraries. 

B. Karel – the robot 

Rich Pattis, graduate student of Stanford University, came 

to the conclusion that it will be easier to teach basics of 

programming if students have the possibility to learn these 
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concepts in a new and simple environment, instead of using 

an enterprise-driven approach. Inspired by success of LOGO 

project, Rich Pattis created a pilot programming 

environment, called Karel, in which students program a 

virtual robot to solve simple problems [12].  

Karel is a virtual robot embedded in a very simple world. 

There are avenues running north and south numbered one to 

infinity and streets running east and west, also numbered one 

to infinity [13]. By giving a series of commands we can 

make it perform certain tasks. The process of defining those 

commands is called programming. Karel knows only few 

predefined commands, however, a crucial part of 

programming is teaching Karel new commands which 

expand its capabilities.  

Predefined commands and syntactic rules define a Karel 

programming language. This language bears some 

resemblance to Java. Owing to this fact it is easy to switch 

between those two dialects. Karel and Java programs have a 

very similar structure and include the same basic elements. 

The most important difference between the two languages is 

that the scope of Karel programming language is narrow, i.e. 

it does not have many commands and rules. It is easy, for 

example, to learn the entire language within several hours. 

Then the student knows Karel's capabilities and is able to 

define its activities in the program. Details when compared 

to Java are easier to master. Despite this fact, one can easily 

find out that a solution to a problem may turn out to be a big 

challenge. Solving problems constitutes the essence of 

programming and the rules are only a minor obstacle. 

Certainly, Karel is a step in the right direction. The 

environment emphasizes the visual aspect of programming 

with robots and capitalizes on the “robots are fun” mantra 
[14]. However, this technology has been simplified 

excessively. Although we can discuss basic aspects of 

programming methodology, such as: object-orientation, 

decomposition, encapsulation and hiding information, there 

is little time left for more advanced issues including 

concurrency. As a result, Karel is a good choice to facilitate 

education of Java basics; however, when it comes to more 

sophisticated Java issues, new stimulating environment is 

required. 

C. Scratch – MIT Solution 

Scratch is a project inspired by the fact how children play 

with Lego blocks, putting them together into certain 

structures. The authors - MIT research team, were convinced 

that such approach to education will have incredibly positive 

impact on students programming skills. In fact the scratch 

grammar is a set of graphic blocks used for coding. As in 

case of Lego blocks, the graphic blocks are characterized by 

proper projections and joints implying how the blocks fit to 

each other [10]. Programming is done by dragging and 

dropping these blocks to form scripts that control the 

animation of two dimensional sprites on a stage. [15] In 

comparison to MiniJava or Karel, there is absolutely no 

irritating syntax and implementation details which make the 

concept difficult to understand. Undoubtedly Scratch has an 

advantage over MiniJava such that it provides a lot of 

enjoyment and enables the programmer to mix graphics, 

animations, photos and sounds. Unlike in Karel’s world, 

Scratch users not only learn basic concepts but can also face 

advanced ones like multiple threads. The recipe is easy, 

several behavior elements can be used at once what enables 

the multiple threads to work simultaneously on a Scratch's 

graphical layer. Even though Scratch is a powerful tool, it’s 
far from being perfect for learning advanced aspects of 

programming. It has been already said that, unlike MiniJava, 

Scratch has no irritating syntax. The problem is that there is 

practically no programming syntax, whereas MiniJava uses 

it, and at the same time attempts to simplify it.  As a result 

little correlation is provided with Java programming; 

advanced Scratch users do not necessary become experts in 

the Java language. All aspects of programming are purely 

conceptual. Simplification of the tool also eliminates crucial 

elements of multiple threads which we are unable to present, 

e.g., race condition. 

D. Alice 

Alice [4] is a tool designed for effective teaching of basic 

concepts in computer programming [5] by developing 

animations, storytelling [6], computer games [7], as well as 

more sophisticated applications like controlling behavior of 

real robots [8]. The primary entity of each animation and 

game is a scene. 3D scenes are composed of independent 

graphical components that may be dragged and dropped to a 

main application panel. During the modeling, the author may 

freely move in the virtual world. Components that may be 

things, animals and characters (people, fantasy, etc.) are 

individual objects with their own properties (e.g., color, 

size), variables, methods and interfaces (e.g., jump, rotate, 

say something). Obviously, it is possible for the user to 

define new methods implementing new behavior of objects. 

Alike in object-oriented programming, similar objects (with 

the same design) are of the same class. They may interact 

each other through interfaces as well as with the user by 

events in the graphical user interface, e.g., mouse click or 

key down. Methods of components are comprised of 

standard imperative programming instructions like loop, 

switch and conditional as well as operations on constants and 

variables. 

However Alice is an excellent tool for beginners’ 
programming course that visualize basic elements of Java, it 

does not support teaching more advanced issues, e.g., 

abstract classes, polymorphism and inheritance. Although 

objects in the scene perform actions simultaneously, the 

actions cannot be presented by the application as individual 

threads, so Alice is not a convenient tool for teaching Java-

based concurrency. 
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III. THE EDUCATIONAL STUDY 

In order to facilitate teaching complex Java programming 

concepts, we have worked out a teaching study. The aim of 

the study was to teach non-computer science students the 

concept of concurrency in Java. The idea of the exercise was 

to enable the students to watch the execution of many 

parallel, independent threads on the example of behavior of 

simulation environment. Although the students had a basic 

Java knowledge, their knowledge and skills concerning 

concurrency were measured by the entrance and exit tests.  

A. The exercise 

The exercise has been performed by students working in 

pairs with Eclipse IDE. The aim of the exercise was to 

implement a robot behavior by use of concurrency. The 

application simulates a self-defending robot that switches its 

operation modes (guard, attack and retreat) depending on 

data received from users. The simulated robot works in a few 

modes. When operating in the guard mode, the robot 

simulator indicates its rotation, plays the patrol sound, 

displays the current state on the console, and checks the 

distance to the nearest object. After the distance bar reaches 

a critical position, robot switches into the attack mode – it 

assumes the defensive position, switches on the lights, plays 

attack sound, and starts shooting. After a few seconds, the 

robot switches into the retreat mode – it rotates and runs 

straight for a few seconds. Finally, it returns to the guard 

mode and the whole process can be repeated. At any time the 

robot may be switched off by pressing a button. 

In more details, the students have been supposed to 

implement the thread to examine the close button all the time 

the robot is switched on. The exercise requires also using 

individual threads in the guard mode when the rotation, the 

distance check, and the patrol sound are performed in 

parallel. Moreover, the threads responsible for the defensive 

position, switching on the lights, playing the attack sound, 

and shooting have to be properly implemented, executed and 

managed during attack.  

The application form incorporates four parts: the group of 

information labels, the scrollbar specifying the distance to 

the nearest object, the console, and the close button. 

Information labels represent all activities that may be 

performed by the robot. When the robot is performing an 

activity, the related label is red, otherwise it is black. As 

mentioned before, some activities may be performed in 

parallel, than all relevant labels are red. The scrollbar is used 

by the user to change the mode of the robot – when the value 

is small, the robot changes its state from guard to attack. The 

current mode is visible on the console all the time.  

To allow students to focus only on concurrency aspects 

the GUI (Fig. 2) has been provided to them as a separated 

Robot class implementing the presented form with 

components. The interface of the class contained following 

methods. 

─ beepUp() – making the noise, 

─ display(String text) – displaying a given text on 

the console, 

─ forward() – making the robot to run straight, 

─ getProximity() – returning the distance to the 

nearest object, 

─ isTouched() – informing whether the close button has 

been pressed, 

─ playTone() – playing the tone, 

─ rotateClockwise() – turning the robot, 

─ shoot(Integer shots) – shooting given number of 

times, 

─ stop() – stopping the robot, 

─ switchLights() – switching on the lights, 

─ turnOffLight() – switching off the lights. 

 

Fig. 2. GUI of the robot simulator 

The task for students was to implement a Defender 

class that calls the above methods from within different 

threads when required.  

The exercise has presented many concurrency aspects to 

the students. The race condition has been experienced while 

observing different messages on the console or when the 

robot stopped unexpectedly due to the incorrect 

implementation of the threads. In addition, the students could 

observe improper robot’s behavior if some threads (e.g., 

playing the tone, rotating the robot) were forgotten to be 

interrupted. Moreover, the effects of not-handled exception 

thrown as a result of an interruption were visible as well and 

thus had to be properly handled.  

The exercise requires from students to implement software 

carefully by revealing their mistakes during tests performed 

on the robot. The presented form of the exercise stimulated 
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the students to rethink their code in order to overcome the 

multithreading traps. Note that, due to the complexity and 

mutual dependence of the tasks performed by the robot, it 

was not possible to program the robot behavior without using 

threads and concurrency. Thus, to complete the exercise, 

students were forced to learn more deeply about Java threads 

and mutual communication among them. Note also, that it 

was not yet-another annoying theoretical exercise of 

producer-consumer problem, typical for a course on 

concurrent programming.  

B. The educational results of the study 

Forty five non-computer science students attending the 

Computer Programming classes at the Bachelor course 

concerning Econometrics and Business Informatics 

participated in the experiment. The students were required to 

fulfill quizzes at the beginning and at the end of the exercise. 

The quizzes consisted of theoretical as well as practical 

(code analysis) questions. The quizzes were prepared to 

verify students’ knowledge in the area of following aspects: 

─ Java classes and methods for concurrency,  

─ sequence of instructions performed by concurrent threads,  

─ simultaneous access to shared variables by many threads,  

─ interrupting threads,  

─ executing threads.  

The effects of the exercise measured by results of the 

quizzes are presented in Table I and described below. 

The conducted study revealed that the students made the 

greatest progress (the increase by 38 percentage points) in 

the area concerning the familiarity of Java classes and 

methods. The big number of atomic task during the exercise 

caused a good acquisition of Java knowledge by students. 

Another progress concerned understanding of parallel 

execution of particular instructions by many threads. After 

performing the exercise the understanding of race condition 

by students increased from 24% to 44%. This result showed 

that graphical visualization of threads’ behavior positively 
influences the understanding of race condition. Simultaneous 

access to shared variables by threads was another issue in 

which noticable progress was made. The entrance test 

revealed that about 76 % of students knew that threads may 

access the same variables and compete for them. However, 

after performing the exercise in simulating environment, the 

rate of students understanding the issue of shared variables 

increased to 91%.  

According to the results of the quizzes, the simulation 

environment noticeably influenced the issue of thread 

interruption and exception handling (increase by 9 % points).  

On the other hand, the issue of running threads indicated 

no simulation environment impact on the students’ 
knowledge. Executing the threads is quite intuitive and the 

students had required theoretical knowledge. In result there 

was no potential of the exercise to increase students’ skills 

and knowledge concerning starting threads. 

 

The application of simulation environment allowed for 

visualizing the behavior of many threads and facilitating 

education process. The research revealed that utilization of 

simulating environment significantly impacted the students’ 
progress in understanding such complex issues as race 

condition or handling the exceptions caused by interrupted 

threads. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

Despite of the popularity of simplified programing 

languages, simulation environments and robots in facilitating 

computer programming education, the improvement of 

education in the domain of concurrent programming is still a 

challenging task. The lack of the possibility to depict the 

Java concurrency concept in existing educational 

environments causes that they are useless for education in 

this particular field. 

The study described in this paper has utilized the robot 

simulator for teaching. The exercise revealed the positive 

impact on students’ education. Multithreading and 

concurrency being quite complicated and difficult for 

analyzing can be better understandable when presented 

graphically. Students, observing the behavior of many 

threads are able to notice the anomalies in robots behavior in 

TABLE I. 

RATES OF RESULTS OF ENTRANCE AND EXIT TESTS, GROUPED BY QUESTION TYPE 

Question type 
The entrance test: percent 

of correct answers 

The exit test: percent of 

correct answers 
Progress 

Java classes and methods for concurrency 40% 78% 38% 

Sequence of instructions performed by 

concurrent threads 
24% 44% 20% 

Simultaneous access to shared variables 76% 91% 15% 

Interrupting threads 64% 73% 9% 

Executing threads 80% 76% -4% 

Average 57.8% 72.4% 15.6% 
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real-time. Moreover, students are stimulated to identify the 

bugs concerning threads’ management and in result became 

more careful when implementing concurrency. 

Concurrency is not the only challenging issue that may be 

clearly taught by the use of a robot  simulator.  Other con-

cepts, like Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Event 

Driven Architecture (EDA) can also be presented using sim-

ulators. Moreover, simulators enable getting student involve-

ment in learning process by making the classes more interest-

ing.  However,  such  tools  are  only  a  supporting  part  of 

classes,  useful  in  effective  introduction  to  computer  pro-

gramming. The facilitated programming concepts should be 

also presented in the standard manner, once the students gain 

necessary programming skills.

As for the future works, more exercises with simulators of 

different kind could be worked out to teach programming in 

such  domains,  as  SOA  services  and  their  orchestration, 

swarm intelligence  or  pattern  recognition.  Obviously,  the 

next step for teaching emerging topics in programming is us-

ing more sophisticated simulators (e.g., with 3D virtual ob-

jects) as well as real robots and devices. The results of utiliz-

ing them in education could be compared with benefits of 

simulators.
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Abstract—We study the performance issues of a realistic simu-
lation of the German toll system for heavy trucks using a discrete-
event system (DES) simulation. The article first introduces the
German toll system and the simulation framework developed
to analyze the systems’ behavior. A number of performance
limitations of several commercial and non-commercial DES
simulation kernels are described, measured and benchmarked.
The application-level performance of a DES implementation of
the German toll system is then compared using two commercial
DES tools and several optimizations are introduced both on
the simulation model and kernel level to achieve the necessary
performance for a detailed and realistic simulation of a fleet of
700 000 trucks.

I. INTRODUCTION

S IMULATIONS are a vital step in the design of systems or
the assessment of planned changes [1], [2] - reducing the

inherent risk of ongoing system development and allowing for
a faster system deployment. Additionally simulations predict
the dynamic system behavior which can become highly non-
linear or chaotic even for simple systems [3].

To specify and evaluate the German toll system, a
simulation-driven design approach has been selected [4]. The
approach is characterized by applying modeling and simula-
tion technologies in the early design stages, i.e. at at a time
when most of the important design decisions have to be made.
As a result both the systems and processes are specified in the
form of executable models. The approach allows to validate
and optimize the overall system architecture already in the
specification phase – avoiding expensive integration issues in
the subsequent implementation and integration phases.

Consequently, specification speed and quality is consider-
ably increased while the system and product uncertainty is
decreased. It is noteworthy that simulation-driven design not
only refers to the system under design but also includes the
surrounding design process, i.e. the process is also captured
as an executable specification which allows automating design
steps like architecture optimization, validation against opera-
tional scenarios, and tracking of design decisions.

The outline of the article is as follows: Section II gives an
overview of the automatic German toll system, the correspond-
ing simulation model and typical simulation results. Section
III introduces the performance properties of discrete event
simulations and discusses appropriate performance metrics

and benchmarking models. This is followed in section IV
by a discussion of the simulation performance and scaling
of several discrete-event simulation tools for basic simulation
operations. Using an existing microscopic holistic execution
specification of the automatic German toll system [5] we
describe several performance optimizations both on level of
the simulation model and the simulation kernel in section V.

II. EXECUTABLE SPECIFICATION OF THE GERMAN TOLL
SYSTEM

Toll Collect GmbH is the provider of the German electronic
toll for heavy goods vehicles (HGVs). The system automati-
cally collects the toll fees on federal motorways using an on-
board-unit (OBU) installed in most of the trucks1. Currently
there are more than 700 000 OBUs deployed, each determining
the toll fees according to an up-to-date map of the chargeable
roads using a GNSS receiver coupled to the vehicles’ speed
and directional data and communicating via GSM with the
Toll Collect data center. In total, the HGVs drove 26.7 · 109
km on the chargeable federal motorways in 2011, [6]).

Following the idea of simulation-driven design we use
executable models to analyze and evaluate the behavior of
the IT systems of Toll Collect GmbH. Due to the necessity
to express dynamically changing system states (over time)
we selected the execution domain Discrete Event Simulation
(DES). The simulation model of the Toll Collect system is
used to predict the behavior of the current system as well as
effects of changes to the system, especially to maintain the
high level of accuracy (with an error rate of less than 1 in
1 000, [7]) needed due to service-level-agreements. Changes
to the Toll Collect system occur every day – in the past four
years more than 15 major changes (releases) and more than
1 500 medium-sized changes were implemented.

A. Modeling of the Toll Collect system

The simulation model of the Toll Collect system consists
of three blocks as shown in fig. 1. The model execution is
controlled by a discrete event scheduler (in our example either
MLDesigner [8] or MSArchitect [9]), responsible to initialize
the vehicle fleet and to run the simulation. The vehicle fleet

1An alternate mode of operations is available which offers the ability of
manual booking.
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Fig. 1. High-Level simulation model of the Toll Collect system.

treats each OBU as an individuum with a distinct configuration
and internal state. This state changes according to the simu-
lation and the externally pre-calculated (statistically realistic)
driving pattern of the OBUs containing their configuration (e.g.
hardware and software versions), their power cycles and the
toll charging instants.

Starting with the OBU and its driving pattern the model
simulates the automatic communication between the OBU
and the central systems either to transmit the tolls collected
or to update the OBU state, map data or software. Due to
the arbitrary power cycles of the OBU and various resource
restrictions (e.g. limited bandwidth, high latency, intentionally
limited number of parallel connections for the central systems)
it is common for data transmissions to be interrupted and
subsequently recovered by application-level protocols.

The mobile data network includes provider specific trans-
mission properties (e.g. bandwidth and latency) and resource
constraints (e.g. actively managed number of simultaneous
connections allowed). On the network layer the simulation
includes the bandwidths and latencies observed for the var-
ious OBU hardware platforms and mobile network operators.
The simulation includes the GPRS connection handling, the
authentication handshake and IP address handling but does
not include the IP network layer.

The block “Central System” includes the typical systems
required to authenticate, receive and validate data transmission
(e.g. firewalls, proxy servers, load balancers, database and
application servers) each with their individual resource con-
straints. From a service management perspective the system
is a sizeable service value chain spread across several service
providers [10–13].

To achieve realistic simulation results the model tries to
include as many details as possible. Accordingly the vehicle
fleet should include as many individual OBUs as in the real
Toll Collect system (more than 700 000) with statistically
realistic driving patterns for several consecutive months. In
that way it is possible to simulate long-term behavior (e.g. a
software update of the whole fleet) without resorting to scaling.
The behavior of each OBU is implemented at a high-level of
detail up to including the original source code of the OBU in
the handling of internal state transitions.

B. Application and results

The simulation model is used to determine the effects of
the systems’ configuration, e.g. on the progress of software
updates or on the return to normal operations after outages
of the central systems. This can be extended to determine
the optimal system configuration e.g. considering the trade-
off between operational costs and the cost of financing (of not
yet processed toll fees) [5].
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Fig. 2. Weekly driving pattern of a vehicle fleet of 140 000 HGVs. Each
point represents the chargeable kilometers driven within a 30 minute period.

The execution of the Toll Collect model using MLDesigner
takes about 6 hours of single-core CPU time (Intel Xeon
X5670 at 2.93 GHz) to simulate 16 weeks with a fleet size
of 140 000 HGVs (corresponding to a 1:5 scaling). In the
example each HGV drives on average 18 493 km per year on
German toll roads (compared to an average of 18 872 km [6])
at an average speed of 80 km/h (corresponding to the speed
limit for HGVs). The pre-calculated driving pattern changes
according to the day of week (see fig. 2) and is based on
a statistical analysis of the driving pattern over a 15 week
period (in early 2011). The weekend and Sunday truck ban on
German highways is clearly visible in fig. 2.

Additional data from the Toll Collect test fleet (> 2 000
HGVs) is used to parametrize the number and duration of
power cycles. The example uses an average of 1112 power
cycles per OBU and year (with a minimum duration of one
minute per power cycle).

This microscopic simulation model is also used to determine
macroscopic effects, e.g. the periodic update of map and tariff
data on the OBU. The update process is initiated by the OBU
which periodically checks for the availability of updates and
schedules the download of new updates randomly prior to
the start of the validity period of the new data. Fig. 3 shows
the result of two consecutive updates of the map data, where
each OBU has one version of the data installed and possibly
either knows about the existence of a new version or has
it already downloaded (but not yet activated). With the start
of the validity period of the new version OBUs that had it
previously downloaded will immediately switch to the new
version (provided the OBU is powered on). OBUs that are
unable to download the new data in time (e.g. OBUs staying
outside of the German mobile data network coverage) will try
to retrieve the update as soon as the power restored to the
OBU and the OBU is within reach of the German mobile data
network. Across the whole vehicle fleet we observe that about
10% of all OBUs do not connect to the data center within a
given 15 week period.
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Fig. 3. Two consecutive map data updates of a fleet of 140 000 OBUs over
a 15 week period, the update is downloaded and activated only after the start
of the validity period.

C. Simulation performance

To achieve realistic simulation results we decided against
the use of a simplified simulation model (as compared to the
real-world system) and aim for a 1:1 scale, i.e. more than
700 000 individual OBUs within the simulation and a realistic
behavior on the network layer. Therefore the typical time-
scales within the simulation are on the order of 100 ms.
However, the business processes of interest have a typical
time-scale of one to two months: e.g. map and software
updates are intentionally spread over many weeks to be able to
reach HGVs that are operating outside of the German mobile
network coverage.

As a consequence the simulation performance must allow to
simulate at least three consecutive months of a realistic driving
pattern with a full-size vehicle fleet. Using the simulation
as part of the design process or to validate changes to the
systems’ configuration necessitates that a typical simulation
run delivers results within the business day. Unfortunately, the
tools used do not yet allow the automatic distribution of the
simulation across several CPUs (or even CPU cores).

The initial implementation of the simulation model with
MLDesigner led to various performance bottlenecks due to
the large number of OBU objects and scheduled events within
the simulation. The extraction of the OBU logic from the
simulation model to conventional C++ classes alleviated the
performance degradation and the memory usage. However, the
simulation model is still effectively limited to less than a 50%
fleet size while completely loosing the ability to model (rather
than to write C++ classes). As a consequence we evaluated
different discrete event simulation tools with respect to their
performance characteristics.

III. EVALUATION OF DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION
PERFORMANCE

A. Importance of performance

It is well known [14], [15] that software-intensive systems
evolve towards ever increasing complexity – fulfilling more
user requirements, interfacing with additional other systems
and of course requiring ever more lines of code. Modeling and
simulation methodologies and technologies [4] can be applied
to design, analyze, evaluate, validate, and optimize such sys-
tems – far in advance of the actual implementation. Executable
models are created as blueprints of the new system and are
used as functional (“virtual”) prototype. At an early stage of
the design process these virtual prototypes give insight into
the systems’ behavior e.g. regarding the scaling properties, the
advantages and disadvantages of the system topology. At any
time simulations can be used to explore operational scenarios
(especially those exceeding the systems’ specification) and the
inherent risks (operational and procedural).

In this context simulation performance needs to keep up
with the enormous complexity increase of executable models,
which in turn follows the complexity increase of systems and
processes. In addition, executable models should include a
high level of detail. Together with systems including a large
number of active components (e.g. users, machine-to-machine
networks) this results in a complex simulation model – both
from a static and dynamic perspective.

In a business context, the simulation is often part of an
optimization process, i.e. the optimal solution is determined by
iterative optimization loops. In that case many steps consisting
of a complete simulation run (possibly including test batteries)
need to be evaluated to determine the optimal solution. Of
course this approach is beneficial only if the simulation
results are both reliable and available well in advance of
traditional software engineering approaches. Hence simulation
performance in terms of speed and memory consumption and
its benchmarking became a critical aspect in system design.

B. Performance benchmarking

There exist several approaches for benchmarking simulation
performance, especially kernel benchmarks and application
benchmarks are common [16], [17]. A kernel benchmark
consists of several, typically smaller test cases where each test
case stresses a single elementary function of the simulation
kernel (see fig. 4). Therefore kernel benchmarks are useful to
analyze the built-in performance of low-level mechanisms. The
results are typically weighted according to their importance for
a given application domain – however, the predictive power of
kernel benchmarks for real-world application performance is
limited. To compare application performance, the benchmark
measurements include a number of real-world examples from
the application domain. The selected applications should ex-
hibit different characteristics and represent typical challenging
workloads.

In the Toll Collect example we started with an existing sim-
ulation model using a given simulation tool (MLDesigner). To
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Source Sinkfunction

Fig. 4. Basic test model for kernel-level benchmarks. Elementary functions
are used to test e.g. the performance of the pseudo-random number generator
or the future event list.

achieve the necessary performance (as outlined in section II-C)
both kinds of benchmarks were used: A low-level analysis of
the simulation kernel allows to identify performance bottle-
necks in the existing simulation model and tool. Additionally,
the kernel benchmark is easily adopted toward different sim-
ulation tools. Section IV-B gives a description of the kernel
benchmarks used to benchmark a total of five different DES
simulation tools, followed by a comparison and discussion of
the kernel benchmark test results.

As a consequence of the kernel benchmark results the Toll
Collect simulation model was ported to a second simulation
tool – requiring considerable effort and expertise (both of
the simulation model and tool). Having the same simulation
model implemented for two different simulation tools allows
for direct comparison and benchmark at the application-level
(as shown in section V-A).

IV. KERNEL-LEVEL BENCHMARKS

DES simulations are typically split into the simulation
environment, and the simulation model. The simulation en-
vironment itself is used to create models (using an interactive
and graphical user interface), to execute existing simulation
models and possibly also to visualize the progress and results
of a simulation run. The simulation model itself contains all
static model entities, their relationships and methods to handle
events during the model execution. Thus the simulation model
determines the dynamic properties of a simulation run, e.g. the
number of entities present during the model execution and the
number of events created.

A. Simulation kernel benchmark tests

Since the execution control resides with the simulation
kernel, the implementation of event handling (especially the
future event list (FEL) and its update mechanism), the data
and memory handling (e.g. pass-by-reference vs. pass-by-
value, garbage collection) and the use of caches determines the
simulation kernel performance. Following [18] we include the
following elementary factors in our kernel-level benchmarks:

• FEL management: The event scheduling mechanism is
the core of any discrete event simulation determining the
dynamic behavior of the simulation. At any given time
the model entities create new events scheduled to take
place in the future and sometimes cancel existing future
events as well. The crucial performance factor of a DES
simulation kernel is therefore the handling of the future
event list. Its management can be more time consuming
than the actual data manipulation.

• Memory and data type management: The allocation and
maintenance of tokens and memory for dynamic model
entities is an important issue. The event handling will
inevitably deal with the creation and deletion of a large
number of events, events passed between model entities
usually need to transport additional (application-level)
data between the entities, possibly necessitating the cast-
ing between data types (incurring an additional overhead).
The efficient storage of the information will directly affect
the simulation performance. A pass-by-value approach
will incur additional overhead (due to the necessity of du-
plicating the data). A pass-by-reference implementation
of the FEL management algorithms processing the tokens
representing an events should yield better performance –
especially if the simulation entities are only referenced
from the event tokens. Dealing with memory allocations
can be improved by the use of caching mechanisms.

• Pseudo-random number generator performance: A basic
requirement of DES simulation execution is the ability to
use random numbers to achieve a “non-deterministic” be-
havior. A typical DES tool includes generators for several
different random number distributions. It is critical to be
able to use large streams of pseudo random numbers.

• Arithmetic operations: The actual data manipulation is
given by arithmetic operations either in an imperative or
functional language. This programming language needs
to be executed at runtime and can become a performance
bottleneck if the chosen programming language does not
allow compilation to the underlying CPU architecture.

Additionally, the ability to generate reports or to export
reporting data is a basic requirement for any DES simula-
tion. Creating the reports and the underlying data can incur
considerable additional computational expense. However, the
reporting requirements are typically driven by the application
domain. Therefore we do not include reporting in our kernel-
level benchmark.

B. Simulation kernel performance tests

We present five different test models for DES simulation
kernel benchmarks, addressing all elementary factors pre-
sented in section IV-A. These models are applied later to
investigate and compare DES kernel performance. The models
have been kept simple in order to assure universality regarding
different kernels/tools and to avoid possible side effects.

1) Simulation scaling: A simulation model with several
hierarchy levels (fig. 5) is simulated in a sequence increasing
the total number of events, while the size of the future event
list remains fixed. This test determines whether the FEL
performance is affected by the FEL size. The test used a clock
interval of one and the number of events processed increased
from 0.1 · 106 to 10 000 · 106 events.

2) FEL size scaling: The second test uses the generic
simulation model of fig. 4 with a delay-function. The delay is
used to easily configure the (average) number of events waiting
in the future events list with minimal variance, while the
total number of events processed remains constant. This test
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Fig. 5. Test model for simulation scaling
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Fig. 6. Test model for FEL adaption with additional single events (SE)

examines the overall performance of the FEL algorithm and
data management. We used a uniform distribution of events in
the FEL list. Of course, the test can be extended toward non-
uniform events distributions, in order to check adaptability of
the FEL algorithm on different events densities.

For this test we use a clock interval of one, a fixed number
of processed events (300·106) and configure the delay-function
to produce a given size of the future events list (between 106

to 107 events, constant over single experiment).
3) FEL adaption: This test extends the future events list

size during one test run by changing the parameter of the
delay-function dynamically during the simulation execution.
The test extends the previous test model by additional single
events used to change the parameter of the delay-function
(see fig. 6). As a consequence the size of the FEL changes
during the test run forcing the simulation kernel to adapt the
FEL size (e.g. allocating and deallocating memory) during the
simulation run.

The test uses a clock interval of one and a dynamic delay-
function parametrized to give a dynamic FEL size of 1 000
– 106 – 100 – 107 – 10 events during the simulation run. In
total one test run consists of 200 · 106 processed events.

4) Memory and data type management: The test creates
large data arrays of different sizes and passes the data through
the simulation model in sequential or parallel order as depicted
in figure 7. When executing the model the memory manage-
ment of the simulation kernel should recognize the passing of
unmodified data and use references to this data. Ideally only
one datum should be created and send as reference through
the model. As long as the delays are set to zero, no difference
between serial and parallel passing should be recognizable.
The test uses a fixed number of nodes (delay blocks) either
in a parallel or serial configuration and data arrays with 1,
0.5 . . . 2 · 106 entries.

5) Random-number generator performance: A large num-
ber of random values is generated using different distributions.
The model uses a constant function as a reference to measure

Source SinkDelay Delay Delay

Source SinkDelay

Delay

Delay

Fig. 7. Test model for memory and data type management for sequential
(top) and parallel (bottom) processing

relative performance of the built-in pseudo-random-number
generators. The test computes 20 · 106 random numbers of
different random number distributions (normal distribution,
Poisson distribution and exponential distribution)

C. Evaluation of simulation kernel

Using the simulation kernel performance test models of
the previous section we evaluate several different simulation
kernels and try to determine the most efficient one. Currently
there are more than 80 simulation tools listed for DES [19].
We selected five, namely PtolemyII [20], OMNeT++ [21],
AnyLogic [22], MLDesigner [8] and MSArchitect [9]. Criteria
for selecting these tools were their degree of proliferation, their
availability, and the flexibility of model acquisition. All of
the selected simulation tools provide an actor oriented visual
modeling and simulation environment. Additionally they are
capable to include external libraries and provide runtime
control. Running the test models as outlined in the previous
section we collect the following results:

1) Simulation scaling: Fig. 8 gives the results of the simu-
lation scaling test. The upper chart shows the event processing
performance for different simulation lengths and the bottom
chart the private memory consumed during simulation. The
tests show that neither the memory consumption nor the
event processing performance is affected by increasing the
simulation runtime. Looking at the sensitivity of running
the tests with additional hierarchy levels we find that only
OMNeT++ is sensitive to the additional hierarchy levels.

However, from the test results it is already obvious that
the different tools vary in event processing performance by
an order of magnitude: MSArchitect provides the highest
speed. MLDesigner, AnyLogic, and OMNeT++ provide half
the speed. Ptolemy II is ten times slower. Looking at the
memory usage during the simulation the difference between
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Fig. 8. Runtime performance (top) and memory usage (bottom) scaling of
different DES tools

the tools is again more than an order of magnitude – the
slowest tool using the most memory and the fastest tool using
the least.

Two of the tools (Ptolemy II and AnyLogic) are based
on the Java programming language, where explicit memory
deallocation is not possible. Apparently the Ptolemy II test
run triggers the JVM garbage collection during the simulation
run and is able to free 90% of its memory. As a result Ptolemy
II memory consumption is then comparable to the next three
simulation tools. The AnyLogic test run starts already with
a much lower memory consumption than Ptolemy II and no
effect of JVM garbage collection is visible.

2) FEL size scaling: Fig. 9 gives the results of the FEL size
scaling test. As expected, a systematic performance reduction
can be observed with increasing FEL size, due to the increas-
ing overhead for FEL management. Most of the tools tested
initially start with “constant” performance (on a log-log scale).
With increasing FEL size three of the five tools develop drastic
performance degradation. This coincides with a rapid grow of
memory consumption with increasing FEL size. We propose
that the performance reduction is correlated with increased
FEL memory usage due to a performance penalty of calendar
queue based schedulers for large queue sizes.

Again, Ptolemy II has the lowest performance in this test.
OMNeT++ is nearly not affected in the considered FEL size
interval. In absolute numbers, MSArchitect has the best test
performance and the lowest memory usage.

3) FEL adaption: In this test the simulation kernel is
subjected to a varying demand to its future events list. Beyond
the runtime needed for the test the main result is the memory
consumption during the test run as given in fig. 10. The simula-
tion took 3 122 s with MLDesigner, 673 s with AnyLogic, 425

Fig. 9. Future event list size scaling test results for runtime performance
(top) and memory usage (bottom) scaling of different DES tools

Fig. 10. Test results for the future events list adaption to varying demand

s with MSArchitect, 376 s with OMNeT++ and over 2 hours
with Ptolemy II. During that time the dynamically changing
memory usage varies widely between the different tools. Most
tools tend to allocate memory in chunks visible as steps in fig.
10.

Again, Ptolemy II is the slowest tool in the comparison and
also requires more memory than any other tool in the bench-
mark. The memory usage of OMNeT++ indicates the ability
to dynamically free already allocated memory. However, this
simulation tool also allocates considerably more memory than
any of the other tools for a brief period of time during the test
run.

4) Memory and data type management: This test passes
large arrays of data through the simulation running either in
a parallel or serial configuration. The memory consumption
during the test run is shown in fig. 11. Most tools handle
serial and parallel passing of token data in a different way,
which can be recognized by the gap in memory consumption
between both serial and parallel versions. Ptolemy II and
MSArchitect do not show a difference between the parallel and
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Fig. 11. FEL adaption test results

Fig. 12. Performance of the pseudo-random number generators in different
DES tools

serial version, only references are passes when only delays are
used. However, Ptolemy II requires more memory and shows a
different behavior according to the memory allocation: a large
portion of the memory is allocated at initialization time with
standard modeling elements.

5) Random-number generator performance: The last test
is the PRNG performance test. As depicted in fig. 12 the
performance does not depend on the type of the generated
distribution, since there are only minor differences to the
generation of constant numbers. Again, Ptolemy II is an order
of magnitude slower than OMNeT++, AnyLogic, and MLDe-
signer in this test. MSArchitect gives the highest performance
in this comparison.

It is not known whether the PRNG algorithm differs be-
tween the five simulation tools or if the PRNG performance
is adversely affected by event management overhead. Since
this test relies on the correct implementation of the PRNG i.e.
we do not check the statistical quality of the random numbers
generated, the test results might not be fair if one of the tools
were to use low-quality but high-speed generators. The fastest
tool (MSArchitect) is known to use the PRNG of the standard
C++ libraries.

It can be concluded, that Ptolemy II is inferior in all simu-
lation kernel benchmarks performed. MLDesigner is equal to
or better than AnyLogic in all categories but FEL adoption.
Due to the utilization of the JVM, AnyLogic requires more
memory in equivalent models and therefore scales worse with
increasing FEL size. Both, MSArchitect as well as OMNeT++
show the best performance in some categories. MSArchitect

is the fastest simulation kernel in most categories and requires
least memory for data handling. OMNeT++ is better at adapt-
ing to different and dynamic FEL size requirements.

V. ENHANCING SIMULATION PERFORMANCE OF THE TOLL
SYSTEM MODEL

While section IV focused on the performance evaluation of
DES kernels we now focus on the application-level perfor-
mance, i.e. how to specify efficient executable DES models.

A. Evaluation of model architecture

A simulation model can be thought of as a (simplified)
copy of an existing or imaginary system, created for a certain
purpose. The model and the process of creating the model are
a key to learning and communicating about the system itself.
This implies that the right level of abstraction needs to be
found so as to include only the system behavior relevant to
the models’ purpose. Bearing this in mind the most important
rule in designing efficient models can be derived: The level
of detail always follows the model purpose. For instance it
makes a huge difference for choosing the appropriate level of
detail when designing a data transmission model compared to
modeling a rather abstract business process. Of course, any
useful model must be connected in some way to the reality.
A second point directly connected to that rule is to focus
on measurable system behavior. Otherwise the model could
become worthless when using it for analyzes and optimization.

Designing the simulation model directly affects the runtime
properties (e.g. performance and memory consumption). From
a technical point of view the performance of a model can be
improved considerably by addressing several issues:

• the number of simulation entities present during the
simulation run,

• the data transport between model components to reduce
the number of DES events and

• the execution time and memory consumption of the
model components.

Hence whenever possible, highly interacting model compo-
nents should be merged together to avoid the time consuming
data exchange via the simulation kernel. In addition data
should always be transmitted in form of references/pointers
(pass-by-reference). References are values that enable indirect
access to a particular datum, indistinct from the data itself.
They are used to efficiently pass large or mutable data. In that
way the time-consuming and unnecessary copying of data is
avoided.

The simulation kernel benchmarks in the previous section
identified the future events list as a key factor in the kernel
performance. The tests were designed to continuously create
new events leading to different FEL sizes. Creating, scheduling
and passing events is certainly the key feature of DES simu-
lation kernels. However, a simulation model sometimes needs
to be able to cancel scheduled future events before they are
executed. Many simulation tools lack a good implementation
for canceling events from the FEL, possibly needing to traverse
the whole FEL in the search of the canceled event and possibly
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Runtime [s]
fleet size MLDesigner MSArchitect

70 000 0.25 M 900
700 000 49.00 M 8 700

Fig. 13. Simulation performance for the Toll Collect example with a
simulated time period of three months

triggering memory reorder after removing the canceled event
from the FEL. Obviously, simulation runs with a large FEL
are more affected.

The performance of simulation models can be improved by
transferring part of the simulation model to existing standard-
ized model components or even extending the simulation tools’
existing catalog of standard components.

B. Performance enhancement to our solution

As the project of modeling the German toll system was
launched our team had no clear picture of the coming per-
formance issues: Existing simulation models of HGV tolling
systems both at Toll Collect and in the literature were limited
to a few thousand simulated HGVs [23, 24] and reaching
500 000 HGVs over a 4 week period [25]. Our model aimed
to include a more detailed behavior and a vehicle fleet almost
two orders of magnitude larger (comparable but still larger
than simulations of metropolitan car traffic, e.g. [26] using
200 000 drivers with a shorter simulated time frame).

After putting together and validating the basic DES model
in MLDesigner, including the dynamic behavior of the vehicle
fleet, mobile providers and central system we tried to scale
up to the real world situation. This meant to run simulations
of vehicle sizes of up to 700 000 HGVs over a simulated
time period of at least 3 months. The disappointing simulation
performance results are shown in the second column of table
13. The desired scenario took about 49 million seconds, over
6 times slower than reality, an unacceptable result.

By transferring the model from the system design tool
MLDesigner to MSArchitect the simulation performance could
be increased dramatically. On the one hand the throughput
of events is about 3.5 to 4 times higher in MSArchitect
(as confirmed by the kernel benchmarks in section IV). On
the other hand we recognized huge performance issues in
the management of complex data structures in MLDesigner.
We analyzed the differences by comparing the simulation
performance of using MLDesigner data structures versus using
pointers to external C++ classes for data transport (the default
in MSArchitect). In total the transfer of our simulation model
from MLDesigner to MSArchitect brought a 120-fold speed
increase.

On top we redesigned our model architecture. First of all
removing all “cancel event” operations from the model –
being rather expensive operations in both simulation tools. The
canceling of events was replaced by introducing an additional
boolean tag to store whether the next receiving event is ignored
or not. By doing so the overall amount of events in the FEL
is increased and more memory is needed but time consuming
cancel operations can be avoided.

Next we removed several retry processes between vehicle
fleet and mobile data network providers and merged heavily
interacting model components to minimize data transport
across the simulation kernel. In addition we switched to the
data structure mechanism of MSArchitect which automatically
uses references when sending or receiving unchanged data
tokens.

In total a further significant performance increase could
be achieved. The rightmost column of table 13 shows the
results of two different scenarios executed with MSArchitect.
Simulating the scenario stated above (700 000 HGVs over
a three months period) took about 8 700 seconds. Thus the
simulation speed could be increased by a factor of 5 630 com-
pared to the initial runs using MLDesigner. It is noteworthy
that the model used with MSArchitect also includes additional
additional functionality of the German toll system.

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The paper showed how to analyze and evaluate the perfor-
mance behavior of simulation tools in general and specifically
the German toll system using a simulation-driven design
approach. For this purpose an executable model of the toll
system has been created and validated using historical data.
Afterwards different possibilities to improve simulation per-
formance were evaluated and applied. In practical terms, five
simulation tools and several design rules in creating efficient
model architectures have been investigated. As a result an
increase in simulation performance by a factor of 5 630 could
be achieved.

The improved performance facilitates new areas of applica-
tion for the toll system model. On the one hand the model
is now used as part of the system engineering process to
evaluate design decisions before putting them into reality
(test batteries). The operational risk inherent to configuration
updates of the toll system can be investigated and therefore
decreased enormously. Additionally the performance achieved
allows us to iterate over large amounts of functional, archi-
tectural and environmental (operational scenarios) alternatives
for optimization purposes.

In the future we plan to further improve simulation per-
formance by using parallel DES (PDES) in MSArchitect. In
this context the model architecture needs to be adapted to
facilitate the automatic distribution of the model execution
across multiple CPUs.
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Abstract─Currently,  data integration in Ubiquitous  Infor
mation Systems (UISs)  is achieved by a centralized relational 
database  where  all  the  information  coming  from the  remote 
servers is stored. To improve such architecture we proposed to 
convert in each server the relational archives into an RDF triple 
stores where data are represented by standard terms interre
lated by subjectpredicateobject relations (also called data on
tology). In this way, UISs could be developed by a distributed 
approach, where data integration is achieved by an shared RDF 
format although data used on the remote servers follow a pro
prietary format.  Also,  the paper proposes to implement  such 
UISs per use stories, defined according to task ontologies, to fa
cilitate implementation from specifications. A case study illus
trates  how  software  environments  based  on  the  paradigm 
ModelViewController, e.g., Ruby on Rails powered by JQMo
bile, facilitate the implementation of the methodology. 

Index  Terms─ubiquitous  information  services,  data  ontol
ogy, task ontology, distributed systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ubiquitous  information  systems  (UISs)  in  smart  cities 

should help mobile users   to  take right  decisions in  time-

varying  urban/metropolitan  environments.  Therefore,  they 

should be provided with sensing infrastructures to measure 

the conditions of the current traffic, weather or pollution, and 

with location rules to identify where are the relevant services 

[1],  and  how  they  can  be  obtained,  possibly  taking  into 

account  personal  data  that  may influence  the  user  context 

awareness such as  user age, health status, and so on [2]. 

Currently,  data  integration  is  achieved  by  a  centralized 

urban database at the core of a large urban data warehouse 

where all the information coming from the remote servers is 

stored on MySQL, Oracle or DB2 tables  and processed by 

suitable  intelligent  algorithms  to  provide  the  required 

services for the users [3]. 

In this centralized architecture, privacy, updating policies 

and data management are carried out by proprietary solutions 

running on the proper machines, whereas data integration is 

obtained  by  transforming  the   proprietary  datasets  in 

relational  archives  on the main server,  where  they can  be 

queried jointly to provide the ubiquitous mobile services. 

In [4] we have proposed to improve such an architecture 

by converting the relational archives into RDF triple stores 

[5] (also called RDF ontologies) where data are represented 

by  standard  terms  interrelated  by  subject-predicate-object 

relations depending on the application domain. In this way, 

ubiquitous applications could be developed independently on 

the technology used to collect the data and on how the data 

are formatted on the various specialized servers.  However, 

both  the above relational and RDF centralized architectures 

allows us to integrate all the urban datasets at condition that 

they are copied in a single data warehouse, resident on the 

central server, to be used in all the user transactions. Thus, a 

transition from a centralized to a distributed UIS is envisaged 

to achieve higher  reliability and time performance.  In  this 

distributed scenario, the mobiles may host data and rules in 

RDF format dealing with the user personal sphere, whereas 

the urban  data  on   traffic,  weather  and  pollution,  and  the 

relevant  administrative records are stored in RDF archives 

resident on the proper servers. 

In  this  scenario,  data  retrieval  may  be  obtained  by 

distributed queries activated by the mobiles without the main 

server  intervention,  as  well  as  data  presentation  may  be 

carried  out  autonomously  by  the  user  devices,  e.g.,  by 

running the relevant Google APIs on the user mobiles.   The 

main server  could  carry  out  typical  network  operations  to 

manage distributed databases such as detecting and repairing 

DBs featured by low response times or wrong information, 

providing the users with the directories of available city DBs, 

ensuring that these DBs are used only by authorized users, 

and managing the utilization times and costs. 

However,  the authors have expressed some criticisms to 

the above data driven approach to service design claiming 

that a suitable service interface is also important to improve 

usability  because,  according   to  the  situated  cognition 

paradigm  [6],  the  user  activities  develop   following  task 

ontologies. Thus, we  have suggested in [7] to organize the 

user interactions  per task ontologies, also called use stories, 

pointing out the importance of  the user interface [8]. 

As  a  consequence,  in  both  the  main  server  and  the 

mobiles, the services should be structured  per  use stories, 

possibly following the design paradigm called Model-View-

Controller (MVC) [9]. Indeed, in MVC the use stories may 

be implemented by a set of  controllers,  each grouping the 

actions pertaining to a story, the scenarios of the stories by 

views,  whereas  data  are  modeled as  objects  although  they 

may be physically organized in MySQL tables or XML files. 

For this reason, aim of the paper is to propose that  the 

implementation of the ubiquitous information services will 

be based on data ontologies to facilitate the integration of the 

distributed DBs containing sensed and business information 

needed to accomplish the actions of the mobile user, whereas 

task ontologies based design is envisaged to support the right 

actions affordable by the users depending on their location 

and context, thus improving usability [10]. 
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Fig.1 shows the functional architecture we have in mind  

to offer real time ubiquitous information services on the 

basis of the data currently stored on distributed DBs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Traffic information system based on real time information 
 

In such architecture we point out  two environments that 

help data integration and are able to offer the required 

services per use stories, i.e.: a) the server Ruby on Rails 

(RoR) [11], following the MVC paradigm, whose controllers 

implement the use stories of the mobile users, whereas the 

views are JQMobile scripts [12] implementing for each story 

the most suitable scenario by an user interface  based on the 

familiar Google Maps; and b) the Flash Builder based 

software [13] resident on the user mobiles to provide the 

users with similar RoR views, but saving RoR time.  

Let us note that that the above architecture is suitable to 

manage both sensed and business data. To this aim, fig.1 

points out how the data on car flow, density and velocity 

taken from cameras, e.g., [14], [15], [16], and [17], or other 

in situ technologies [18] dealing with the traffic of city zones 

are stored on  the relevant monitoring nodes in XML formats. 

The integration of such XML data  is done by an RoR server, 

where the data are used to compute the best paths to 

destination or the best circuit to collect/deliver goods.  

In particular, sect. 2 shows how data and task ontologies 

could be defined to support both design and implementation 

of the ubiquitous information services.  Sect.3 illustrates the 

basic implementation steps, obtained using RoR and 

JQMobile, to provide the mobile users with effective 

ubiquitous services. The ontology based implementation on 

Flash Builder is for further works.  

 

II. TASK AND DATA ONTOLOGIES TO IMPROVE USABILITY 

AND DATA INTEGRATION IN UBIQUITOUS SERVICES  

Typically, in the MVC framework an action consists of a 

set of instructions processing the data stored on relevant 

tables. The action outcome is given by a view where the user 

may activate the next actions to reach the goal of the story. 

Formally, a  story may be defined as a temporal ordering 

of actions and related views that terminates when the last 

action is executed successfully. In particular, a story may be 

described by an algebraic calculus, i.e., the Theory of 

Interactions and Scenes (TIS) proposed in [19] inspired by 

the Milner's Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) 

[20]. For example, assuming that "," is the sequence operator 

the most simple story may be expressed formally by a 

notation such as: 

S1 = a1, a2, ... an      (1) 

being ai a general action. Using the choice operator "+", one 

may express a  more articulated story as follows:  

S2 = a1, a2 + a3, a4   (2) 

whereas the parallel operator "|" allows us to represent the 

parallel behavior of the actors involved in a story. For 

example A | B means that the actions executed by A (e.g., the 

mobile user) are interleaved with the ones executed by B 

(e.g., the server). Therefore, the contemporaneous execution 

of two actions a and b is represented by: 

a, b + b, a    (3) 

unless a and b are complementary actions, i.e., unless action 

b is due to action a or vice-versa. Indeed, in the latter case 

the joint execution a | b produces an unobservable action i.  

A complete description of TIS is outside the scope of the 

paper. Here, it is enough to recall that a story may be 

specified by an activity frame [21] consisting of a temporal 

ordering of actions executed by cooperating actors and that, 

in our case, it results in a temporal ordering of views 

governing the interactions between the mobile user and the 

application running on the server or on user mobile. In TIS 

we have shown that software tools that support the story 

based design should be preferred since they make easier to 

derive  system implementation from use case specifications.  

For example in an RoR server, the above use story S2 

may be implemented by a controller S2 consisting of five 

main actions index, a1, a2, a3, and a4, where the action index 

produces the first view of the story. The temporal ordering of 

the actions is implemented by imposing that the view index 

offers two actions  v1 or v3. Once activated, view v1  should 

produce view v2 whereas v3 should produce v4. In both cases 

the story S2 terminates and the user may enact another story. 

However, our support for using the MVC framework is 

not only because it facilitates implementation but also 

because it facilitates data integration. In fact, in such 

framework data may be managed by using objects derived 

respectively from either tables or XML files, and  data 

integration may be obtained by converting all the relevant 

datasets resident on separate computers  in  MySQL tables or 

in XML files that can be queried by a distributed platform, 

e.g., [22], and [23]. 

Let us note that downloading data derived from joining 

different tables are feasible using MySQL cluster or 

specialized XML platform at condition that the datasets on 

different machines are represented by the same structure of 

the MySQL tables or the same XML formats. This is a 

difficult constraint unless one uses a common vocabulary for 

representing data.  As a consequence, we have chosen to 

represent the datasets by RDF triples or OWL expressions 

[24] following standard data ontologies consisting of 

controlled vocabularies containing interrelated terms. 
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Simple RDF based functions or SPARQL1.1 procedures 

[25] may be used to carry out distributed RDF queries and 

transactions. The RDF file  resulting from the query is then 

converted into objects. In the next section we will show how 

task and data ontology may be used by discussing the 

implementation of a use story dealing with searching and 

reserving a park.   

 

III. UBIQUITOUS SERVICES BASED ON ONTOLOGIES: ROR 

IMPLEMENTATION POWERED BY JQMOBILE SCRIPTS  

In general, a correct task ontology consists of the 

temporal ordering of the interactions carried out by an user 

M in cooperation with the information system U to achieve 

the task goal (liveness) without remaining blocked in some 

intermediate state (safety).   

Therefore, to verify that an use story  develops from an 

initial to a final state (possibly coinciding with the initial 

one) passing through a sequence of desired states is enough 

to prove that the desired sequence of the use story is obtained  

by the joint behavior of the actors M and U.  

In particular, to prove that the actors M and U behave 

correctly during the park searching and reserving story, we 

have to carry out the following steps:  first, we have to define the desired sequence of global 

states by an expression such as:  

S0,Vpark_on_GoogbleMaps, Vpark_vacancies, Vpark_reserve,  

Vreservation_pay, Vreservation_paid, S0   (4) 

where we have assumed to characterize the global state 

of the overall system by the view V displayed to the 

mobile user to support the next actions of a story.   then, we should prove that the sequence (4) may be 

obtained if the actors M and U behave as follows: 

actor M 

M0  = Apark_show_all!, M01 +...+ Aback!,M   

M01   = Apark_vacancies!, M011 + Aback!, M0   

M011=Apark_reserve!,Areservation_pay!,Areservation_paid!,M0+ 

            Aback!,M0 

actor U 

U0  = Apark_show_all?,Vall_parks_on_GoogbleMaps,U01+...+Aback?,U   

U01   = Apark_vacancies?, Vpark_vacancies, U011 + Aback?, U0   

U011 = Apark_reserve? Vreservation_pay, Areservation_paid?,        

Vreservation_paid,  U0 + Aback?, U0    

 

The TIS approach recommends that only after having 

proved that the joint behavior M | U supports correctly all the 

desired use stories, the actor U is implemented by the proper 

RoR controllers. Fig.2 shows the JQMobile views obtained 

by the joint operations of actors M and U to enact the use 

story specified by sequence (4).  

In particular,  after pressing the icon show all (upper left) 

actor M receives from U the view of all the parks by 

Vpark_on_GoogbleMaps (upper center). The users M may obtain the 

vacancies of a certain park by pressing the relevant park icon. 

These vacancies are displayed on the mobile according to the 

view Vpark_vacancies (upper right). User M may reserve the park 

by pressing the car icon (upper right), thus obtaining the 

view Vreservation_pay  (lower left) to pay for the service. The 

payment is done by pressing the icon pay and filling the 

relevant form on the lower right.   

 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Sequence of views related to the park searching and reserving 

story 

 

To integrate the data resident on different machines, we 

have to follow the procedure indicated in the previous 

section. Therefore, besides the vocabulary FOAF describing 

people [26], we have to define the other relevant terms of the 

distributed application vocabulary by suitable RDF 

expressions, e.g., parks defined as follows: 

<wicity:Park rdf: about  =" "> 

name, address, geo:lat, geo:lng, occupancies, 

capacity, cost_per_hour, cost_half_day. 

</wicity:Park> 

In this way, the RoR  park controller may execute the 

function read_rdf shown in fig.3 to send a query to all the 

remote machines in which park information is stored 

according to the above RDF vocabulary.   

 

 
. . . 

 
Figure 3. Function read_rdf for downloading remote RDF files and 

converting them into RoR objects.  
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After  executing the query,  the received  RDF fields are 

stored in the RoR object called Pp in fig.3, assuming that the 

object  Pp  has  been  previously  defined  in  the  RoR  Model 

section.  Once  the  data  featuring  the  remote  parks  are 

converted  from RDF triples  to  RoR objects,  they  may be 

displayed to the users according the outlined task ontology.

II. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The  paper  has  illustrated  how the  use  of  data  ontology 

consisting  of  controlled  vocabularies  may  help  data 

integration  in  ubiquitous  information  systems.  Also,  a 

suitable task ontology consisting of the temporal ordering of 

user actions supported by the system should be adopted to 

favor  the  system  usability  and  the  formal  verification  of 

correctness of the overall system (safety and liveness).  

The definition of both data and task ontologies should take 

into account the  actions usually carried out by the user to 

execute  a  task.  This  may  be  obtained  by  storing  the  use 

stories  in  a  design  memory  shared  by  a  community  of 

designers so that the use stories may be progressively refined 

in search of the ones that  best fit  the user  behaviors [27], 

[28],  [29].  Software  environments  following  the  MVC 

paradigm,  such  as  Ruby on  Rails,  should  be  preferred  to 

implement the ubiquitous information system. 

In future we plan to implement all the services offered by 

an ubiquitous  information system using an ontology based 

approach. To this aim, we are deepening the  task and data 

ontologies  that  better  help  usability  as  well  as  data 

integration,  coherence  and  privacy  without  degrading  the 

system performance. This will be carried out by taking into 

account the proposals available in literature, e.g., [30], [31], 

[32]. Ontologies will be also used to help user decisions [33] 

and to develop mobile recommending services on the base of 

the past user preferences [34].
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Abstract— There is increasing interest of organization for 

advanced presentation and data analysis for public users. This 

paper shows how to integrate data from enterprise data 

warehouse with spatial data warehouse, publish them together 

to online interactive map, and enable public users to perform 

analysis in simple web interface. As case study is used Business 

Intelligence System for Investors, where data comes from 

different sources  different levels, structured and unstructured. 

This approach has three phases: creating spatial data 

warehouse, implementing ETL (extract, transform and load) 

procedure for data from different sources (spatial and non-

spatial) and, finally, designing interface for performing data 

analysis. The fact, that this is a public site, where users are not 

known in advanced and not trained, calls for importance of 

usability design and self-evident interface. Investors are not 

willing to invest any time in learning the basics of a system. 

Geographic information providers need geoportals to enable 

access to spatial data and services via the Internet; and it is a 

first step in creating Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ANY business users constantly search for new and 

better ways for improving data warehousing 

capabilities. Many of them already use existing capabilities 

to strengthen analytics and business intelligence (BI). They 

have covered dimensions who, what, when, and why. But, 

there is no answer for “where”. 
The first law of geography according to Waldo Tobler is 

"Everything is related to everything else, but near things are 

more related than distant things” [1]. But standard data 
warehouse cannot answer on the following questions that 

arise as a result of just this law. How far workers would 

travel from their house to job? How to choose the best 

location for a new dam? Optimize delivery route to meet 

changing customer demands and conditions? See which 

parcels and building are in potential flooding areas? 

To answer those and other crucial business questions, we 

need access to true location intelligence – the kind of 

intelligence geospatial analysis can deliver [2] [3]. Location 
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Intelligence (LI) has the capacity to organize and understand 

complex phenomena, through the use of geographic 

relationships, which are inherent in all information. By 

combining geographic- and location-related data with other 

business data, organizations can gain critical insights, make 

better decisions and optimize important processes and 

applications. Location Intelligence offers opportunity that 

organizations streamline their business processes and 

customer relationships to improve performance and results. 

The growing availability of geospatial data and the 

demand for better analytic insight have helped to move 

location analysis from limited departmental implementations 

into enterprise-wide environments; from the hands of 

geographic information system (GIS) experts to IT 

organizations for deployment across businesses. Most of data 

in enterprise data warehouses (EDW) have a location 

reference. So now virtually any business can enhance its 

business analytics with location intelligence. 

But too many of those companies still don’t have a 
complete view of their business because their data aren’t 
integrated. Instead, their location data are stored in multiple 

departmental data marts – silos that drive up costs, cause 

redundant data, and most important, does not utilize the 

richness of their data warehouse [4]. 

II. USE CASE: INVESTMENT PROMOTION 

A. Business problem background 

Foreign Investment Promotion Agency (FIPA) of Bosnia 

and Herzegovina (BiH) is a state agency established with the 

mission to attract and maximize the flow of foreign direct 

investment into Bosnia and Herzegovina, and encourage 

existing foreign investors to further expand and develop their 

businesses in BiH, as well as facilitate the interaction 

between public and private sectors. It has an active role in 

policy advocacy in order to contribute to continually 

improving environment for business investments and 

economic development, and to promote a positive image of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina as a country that is attractive to 

foreign investors. 
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The project aims attracting and retaining cross-border 

investments and to provide better access to available land- 

related information. International best practice and academic 

research clearly suggest that easy access to land-related 

information is a key issue for domestic businesses and 

international investors. Better access to land-related 

information is clearly associated with greater government 

effectiveness and better quality of public services and will 

ultimately increase levels of investment. The World Bank 

Group’s and the European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development’s Business Environment Survey (BEEPS) 
database identifies access to land as one of the major 

concerns for businesses. The European Union’s research 
shows that making various forms of key land and property 

related information and information on practices, procedures 

and of relevant laws and regulations available and easy to 

access through European Union Land Information System 

(EULIS) is associated with larger average of business and 

investment opportunities ultimately leading to an improved 

business environment and investment climate. It also 

encourages a spread of best practices in presenting land-

related data to businesses, establishing basis for comparing 

performance of localities and stimulates competition among 

localities in preparing land-related data in a digitalized form 

and making them available to the public users. 

In Bosnia and Herzegovina, various projects have been 

implemented related to land registration and administration, 

and land construction resulting in digitalized form of land-

related data in different institutions and levels of 

government. However, this land-related information is 

scattered in different ministries and agencies at different 

levels of government, and this makes it difficult for either 

public or private sector users to obtain land-related 

information easily and at an appropriate cost and timeframe.  

The goal is therefore to build a platform using advanced 

GIS and web-based database technologies that would make 

key land-related information needed for investors available 

and easy to access. The resulting interactive map is intended 

to become a comprehensive source of land related 

information relevant for businesses and investors that is easy 

to view on-line and that can serve a wide range of public and 

private sector end users too. 

Initially, the following layers and data are available within 

the interactive map, as shown in Fig.1: basic infrastructure 

(administrative boundaries, cities, roads, ports, airports, rail, 

and border crossings); detailed infrastructures (electricity, 

telecommunication, gas and water supply); natural resources/ 

environment (climatic zones, land use/ land cover, 

precipitation, soils, forest canopy coverage, elevation/ digital 

elevation model, water bodies); basic demographic data per 

municipality (population disaggregated by gender, age, 

education, employment, labor force availability); economic 

data (business entities with addresses, gross domestic 

product, gross investment, industry data for power plants, 

mining, manufacturing); special economic zones (business 

and industrial zones, technological parks and incubators, 

localities available for investment projects); institutions 

(business registration courts, customs offices, academic 

institutions, objects of cultural and historical importance, top 

touristic locations); and other available data, images or links 

relevant for businesses and investors. 

The task was to analyze and design the new system which 

will answer their goal. It is recognized that main obstacle 

was missing of any infrastructure for collaboration and 

sharing data between different agencies that produce spatial 

data. Searching for the best practices it is found that existing 

technologies convergence like web portals, data warehousing 

and location intelligence could offer to develop the new 

concept. 

III. GEOPORTALS 

Geoportal is a web service platform for advanced 

application development, viewing, and editing of geospatial 

and business information in a service-oriented architecture. 

In this use case, solution was based on the Oracle Spatial 

database and Oracle Middleware Map Viewer web client 

platform. This geoportal dramatically expands the 

availability of location based data to non-expert users for 

review, editing, and analysis. It enables fast and efficient 

creation and configuration of tailor-made, intuitive geodata 

applications for broad bases of users who require geospatial 

information integrated with business intelligence [5] [6]. 

Task oriented, intuitive applications are available to end 

users via internet without any software installation on client 

computers. 

From other side, next-generation BI capabilities enable IT 

and business professionals to effectively leverage spatial 

analytics, improve system performance, and enhance 

management of complex BI environments.  It means that 

technologies: Spatial Mapping capabilities with Business 

Intelligence analytic capabilities, work together to make 

better business decisions with automated, integrated location 

intelligence.  This means that spatial information needs data 

appliances that can handle the volume and process it with BI 

technology and customers are demanding location-based 

data analytics. 

A geoportal is a type of web portal used to find and access 

geographic information and associated geographic services 

(display, editing, analysis, etc.) via the Internet. Geoportals 

are important for effective use of GIS and a key element of 

Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI).  

Geographic information providers, including government 

agencies and commercial sources, use geoportals to publish 

descriptions (geospatial metadata) of their geographic 

information. Geographic information consumers, 

professional or casual, use geoportals to search and access 

the information they need. Thus geoportals serve an 

increasingly important role in the sharing of geographic 

information and can avoid duplicated efforts, 

inconsistencies, delays, confusion, and wasted resources. 
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Fig.  1 Geoportal for foreign investors 

 

Recently, there has been a proliferation of geoportals for 

sharing of geographic information based on region or theme. 

Examples include the INSPIRE, or Infrastructure for Spatial 

Information in the European Community geoportal, and 

UNSDI, the United Nations Spatial Data Infrastructure. 

Modern web-based geoportals include direct access to raw 

data in multiple formats, complete metadata, online 

visualization tools so users can create maps with data in the 

portal, automated provenance linkages across users, datasets 

and created maps, commenting mechanisms to discuss data 

quality and interpretation, and sharing or exporting created 

maps in various formats. This empowers BI solution with 

complementary technologies including spatial ETL, data 

visualization, and geographic information systems. There are 

many use case examples of fields that can use advantages of 

such solutions like Government Healthcare (Disease 

Outbreak Tracking), Retail (Trade Area Analysis) or 

Marketing (Location-based Marketing Effectiveness) [7] [8]. 

A. Used Technology 

In this project, it is chosen Oracle technology, because its 

database performance, enterprise data warehousing and 

analytics, which makes it easier to move location data into 

EDW for analysis. This is a robust solution combining 

database native geospatial capabilities, geospatial services, 

and integrated analytics. It stores geospatial data directly in 

database environment so it is managed with business data. 

This provides consistency and integration and allows 

analytical tools to access geospatial data along with the rich 

data in data warehouse. Geospatial technology is an in-

database capability, and there are no extra costs or data 

marts required to use the capability. It integrates geospatial 

data and functions in data warehouse, which add benefits of 

in-database processing, including efficiency and cost 

effectiveness (reduce the cost of geospatial analysis by 

consolidating geospatial data marts, eliminating data 

redundancy and inconsistencies across applications, all of 

which leads to lower total cost of ownership); speed (speeds 

results by making data available for analysis sooner; there is 

no need to move data among systems); enhanced analytics 

(making better use of your location data enhances your 

analytics and BI); and scalability (can grow with business as 

data volumes increase). 

B. The Interface 

One of the most attractive and useful capabilities of 

geoportal is visualizing large amounts of information 

interactively. This ability to create multiple perspectives 

enhances a viewer's perceptive abilities to understand the 

phenomenon being studied. 

Human-computer interface design focuses on how 

information is provided to and captured from users, and 

should provide a uniform structure for finding, viewing, and 

invoking the different components of a system. It actually 

defines the ways in which users interact with an information 

system. This is the reason we dedicated a large part of the 

work just for the geoportal interface, especially because it 

allows not only the interaction with the spatial data 

warehouse, but also present a kind of decision support 

system, as shown in Fig.3. 

IV. DATA WAREHOUSING 

Generally, a data warehouse is a large database designed 

to support the decision making needs of an organization. A 

data warehouse has been defined as a subject-oriented, 

integrated, time variant, nonvolatile collection of data that 

support a company's decision making process [9]. 

While data warehouses look at many types and dimensions 

of data, many are lacking in the spatial context of the data, 

such as an address, postal code, or provider location. By 

using technology that integrates this spatial component with 

the data warehouse, an organization can unlock hidden 

potential in their data and see hidden relationships and 

patterns in data, in essence data mining by geography.  

In practice, there is evidence that spatially enabling 

database benefit an organization with more organized data 

structure; better integration of disparate data; new, spatially 

enabled analysis; reduced decision cycle time; and improved 

decisions. The spatial data warehouse extends the usefulness 

of online analytical processing (OLAP) systems. OLAP 

systems are used by decision makers to interrogate the data 

warehouse. The data for analysis with OLAP are accessed 

through metadata that document data source, frequency of 

update, and location of data. The data returned from the 

queries are represented as "multidimensional," although their 

form may be maintained as relational [10]. 

 

 

Fig.  2 Presentation of thematic maps with region color and graphs 
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Spatial data warehouse, like Oracle BI, provides both a 

data model to the data warehouse and a geographic analysis 

engine for OLAP, which allows users to store spatial data 

inside the data warehouse [11]. It offers data transformation 

and manipulation, a spatial storage engine, robust data access 

mechanisms, and a broad range of analytical tools and 

methods that are designed to facilitate spatial analysis.  

V. DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM WITH SPATIAL 

As per definition, this geoportal provides an entry point to 

access all data (geospatial data, remote sensing, information 

and services), and could be used to discovery, view, 

download, and transformation. We suggest building 

geoportal on three levels, web services platform, enterprise 

geoportal, and finally spatial data warehouse (Fig. 6.). 

Web services platform contains Web GIS services, like 

Discovery service, means CSW (Catalogue Service Web), 

Viewing service, means WMS, WCS (Web Map Service, 

Web Coverage Service) and Download service, means WFS 

(Web Feature Service). Here also could be implemented 

geoprocessing services, open web services and tracking 

services. Enterprise geoportal contains catalog services, like 

Search, Channels, Link Browser Map, Download, and 

Collaboration. Finally, third level is data warehouse where 

data are stored. 

We got information system that supports business decision 

making activities and serve the management and planning 

levels of organizations, show structural and non-structural 

data changing. Basically, this data warehouse represent 

knowledge based system, and we have interactive system 

intended to help decision makers compile useful information 

from a combination of raw data, documents, and personal 

knowledge, with their business models to identify and make 

decisions. 

Summarizing previous statements we can see that it 

sounds like real decision support system. This decision 

support geoportal gather and present information like 

inventories of information assets (including legacy and 

relational data sources, cubes, data warehouses, and data 

marts); comparative statistic and demography figures 

between time points; and historic and projected economic 

indicators and natural characterics based on statistic 

assumptions. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The primary purpose of the geoportal is distribution and 

visualization of spatial data over the Internet, but its 

interactive capabilities could bring its functionality far 

beyond. This paper proposed a usage of geoportals for 

decision making, especially with spatial data warehouses, 

whose main characteristics are: more organized data 

structure, better integration of disparate data, new spatially 

enabled analysis, reduced decision cycle time and improved 

decisions.  

 

Fig.  3 Architecture of suggested geoportal 

 

In the use case project, we utilized standard data 

warehousing infrastructure to integrate data from multiple 

source systems (different government agencies), enabling a 

central view across agencies. For agencies which could not 

accept the approach, we have created web services and 

catalogued all their data to central geoportal. We confirm 

advances in usage of spatial data warehouse to present 

spatial with business data together to generate thematic 

maps, because it present all information consistently, provide 

a single common data model, restructure the data so that it 

makes sense to the business users, and delivers excellent 

query performance, even for complex analytic queries. 

As future work, we plan to incorporate case management 

system, add full collaboration system, and implement full 

WebGIS editing capabilities for agencies. 
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Abstract—Business Process (BP) metrics are used for control-
ling the quality and improving models. We give an overview of
the existing metrics for describing various aspects of BP models.
We propose simple yet practical square metrics for describing
complexity of a BP model. These metrics are easy to interpret and
provide some basic information about the structural complexity
of the model. The proposed metrics are to be used with models
built with Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN). It is
currently the most widespread language used for BP modeling.

Index Terms—BPMN, Business Processes, Business Process
Measurement, Quality Metrics, Complexity Metrics

I. INTRODUCTION

BUSINESS Process (BP) models constitute a graphical
representation of processes in an organization. The Busi-

ness Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [1] visual language
helps in collaboration between developers, architects and
business analysts. Although there are many new tools in this
area, they do not make BPMN models more comprehensible.
Thus, some measuring features describing model complexity
are desired.

To be a base for communication, models should be easy
to understand and to maintain. Although visualizing can help
in evaluation task [2], it would be useful to have measures
that can provide information about understandability and
maintainability of a BP model [3]. BP metrics can help to
control, estimate and improve processes during design [4].

This paper gives an overview of selected existing metrics
for describing various aspects of BP models. As an original
contribution, we propose a new, simple, yet practical metric
for BPMN models, which adapts concepts of some commonly
known bibliometric indicators for the BP model purposes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents BPMN model and its elements. Section III describes
the existing approaches to measuring various aspects of BP
models. In Section IV the new square metrics for BP are
proposed. The paper is summarized in Section V.

II. BPMN MODEL AND ELEMENTS

A Business Process [5] is a collection of related tasks
that produce a specific service or product (serve a particular
goal) for a particular customer. BPMN is the most widespread

The paper is supported by the BIMLOQ Project funded from 2010–2012
resources for science as a research project.

notation for modeling BP. It uses a set of predefined graphical
elements to depict a process and how it is performed.

Although BPMN 2.0 defines three models to cover various
aspects of processes, in most cases, using only the Process
Model is sufficient. Four basic categories of elements used to
model such processes are: flow objects (activities, gateways,
and events), connecting objects (sequence flows, message
flows, and associations), swimlanes, and artifacts.

III. METRICS FOR BUSINESS PROCESSES
STATE OF THE ART

One of the most influential papers in the business process
modeling field by Mendling et al. [6] concerns guidelines for
modelers, which should be taken into account when modeling
business processes. They formulated seven guidelines and
prioritized them with the help of industry experts [6]:

1) Model as structured as possible.
2) Decompose a model with more than 50 elements.
3) Use as few elements in the model as possible.
4) Use verb-object activity labels.
5) Minimize the routing paths per element.
6) Use one start and one end event.
7) Avoid OR routing elements.

However, the existing tools do not require to comply with such
requirements, so a user has to adhere to these guidelines itself.

In the past decades, a lot of research has been conducted
on the measurement of software programs [7]. Metrics have
been used for many purposes, such as predicting errors [8],
supporting refactoring or estimating costs of software [9] or
measuring software functional size [10]. Khlif et al. noticed
the similarity between object-oriented software and business
process model [11]. Other authors [12], [13] argue that
workflow processes are quite similar to software programs in
such respects as: focusing on information processing, dynamic
execution that follows a static structure and having a similar
compositional structure. Table I shows some basic concepts
which are similar in both the BPMN and OO approaches.
Some of the software metrics have been adapted to analyze
and study business processes characteristics [14], [11], [15].

According to Conte et al. [16], the quality of software
design is related to five design principles: coupling, cohesion,
complexity, modularity and size [15]:

• Coupling is measured by the number of interconnections
among modules.
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Table I
SIMILARITIES BETWEEN BPMN AND OO CORE CONCEPTS [11], [15]

Object oriented software BPMN models
Classes/Packages Sub Processes, Processes
Methods Tasks
Method invocations Control flow or message flow

incoming to a task
Variables/Constants Data objects
Comment lines Annotations

• Cohesion is a measure of the relationships of the elements
within a module.

• Complexity measures the number and size of control
constructs.

• Modularity measures if the system’s components may be
separated and recombined by logical partitioning.

• Size measures the overall dimension of software.
In [14], Cardoso et al. introduced several simple complexity

metrics adapted from software engineering. Based on the
simple metric, which counts the number of Lines of Code
(LOC) of a program, they proposed three metrics:

• NOA – Number of activities in a process.
• NOAC – Number of activities and control-flow elements.
• NOAJS – Number of activities, joins, and splits.

To evaluate the difficulty of producing business process,
Cardoso introduced Control-Flow Complexity (CFC) metric,
which borrows some ideas from McCabe’s cyclomatic com-
plexity [17]. This metric uses the number of states induced
by control-flow elements in a process. Moreover, for esti-
mating process length, volume, and difficulty, Cardoso et al.
introduced the notion of Halstead-based Process Complexity
(HPC) measures [14]. This composite measure of complexity
comprises a set of primitive measures:

• n1 – the number of unique activities, splits and joins, and
other control-flow elements,

• n2 – the number of unique data variables that are manip-
ulated by the process and its activities,

• N1 and N2 can be easily derived directly from n1 and
n2 as total numbers of the control flow and data elements.

Thus, the HPC measures can be calculated as follows:
• process length: N = n1 ∗ log2(n1) + n2 ∗ log2(n2)
• process volume: V = (N1 +N2) ∗ log2(n1 + n2)
• process difficulty: D = (n1/2) ∗ (N2/n2)

Although the HPC measures for processes can have several
advantages (do not require in-depth analysis of process struc-
tures and can predict rate of errors) [14], it is not defined how
the primitive measures should be adapted for BPMN.

Another metric adapted by Cardoso et al. is the Information
Flow Metric. They proposed a metric Interface Complexity
(IC) of an activity IC = Length*(NoI*NoO)2. In the formula,
Length of the activity can be calculated using traditional SE
metrics such as LOC and the number of inputs (NoI) and
outputs (NoO) of the activity follow directly from the model.

A. M. Latva-Koivisto [18] proposed the Coefficient of
Network Complexity (CNC) metric for business processes.
CNC is a widely used metric in network analysis and was

proposed to measure the degree of complexity of a critical
pass network. Cardoso et al. [14] precised the formula:
CNC = number of arcs / (no. of activities, joins, and splits).

Rolon et al. defined in [19] a large set of simple metrics
for the evaluation of conceptual models. Their metrics are
grouped into two main categories: Base and Derived Measures.
The base measures are defined as a number of each kind of
BPMN elements that a business process model is composed
of, e.g. NT (Number of Tasks) – the total number of tasks
in a process model. Base on such measures they proposed
several derived measures which uses some simple measure-
ment function that describes the proportions among different
elements of the model, e.g. TNA/NSFA (Total Number of
Activities/Number of Sequence Flows between Activities) –
describes connectivity level between activities in a process.

Selected simple metrics defined by Sánchez-González et
al. [20] are presented in Table II. Each of these metrics is easy
to understand and describes one aspect of a process model.

In [3], Gruhn and Laue took into consideration other
properties of processes to define some new metrics. They
proposed analyzed nesting properties – Maximum Nesting
Depth (MaxND) and Mean Nesting Depth (MeanND): The
nesting depth of an action is the number of decisions in the
control flow that are necessary to perform this action. They
noticed that a greater nesting depth implies greater complexity
and both nesting depth metrics have a strong influence on other
structure-related complexity metrics.

They also formulated Cognitive Complexity (CC) metric
which uses the cognitive weight for business process models.
Their metric is based on the research by Shao and Wang upon
the metric which measures the effort required for comprehend-
ing a piece of software. The Cognitive Functional Size (CFS)
metric for software measurement uses predefined (based on
empirical studies) cognitive weights for basic control struc-
tures. The cognitive weight of a control structure is a measure
for the difficulty to understand this control structure. Hence,
such a metric measures indirectly difficulty to understand
a model (thus complexity).

In [12] Reijers and Vanderfeesten defined cohesion and
coupling metrics for the design of activities in a workflow
design, based on an information processing perspective on
workflow processes. Their metrics concerned the relations
between activities and information elements, as well as con-
nections between activities in a process. Then in [13], they
evaluated their workflow process designs using these metrics.
Unfortunately, they do not use the BPMN notation for their
solution and the presented metrics are very complex.

Lassen and van der Aalst proposed three metrics for work-
flow nets [21]:

• Extended Cardoso Metric (ECaM) – a Petri net version
of metric that generalizes and improves the original CFC
metric proposed by Cardoso. It focuses on the syntax of
the model and ignore the complexity of the behavior.

• Extended Cyclomatic Metric (ECyM) – directly adapted
from McCabe Cyclomatic. It focuses on the resulting
behavior and ignore the complexity of the model itself.
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Table II
SIMPLE METRICS DEFINED IN [20]

Metric Description
Number of nodes Number of activities and routing elements in a model.
Diameter Length of the longest path from a start node to an end node.
Density Ratio of the total number of arcs to the maximum number of arcs.
Separability Ratio of the number of cut-vertices on the one hand to the total number of

nodes in the process model on the other.
Sequentiality Degree to which the model is constructed out of pure sequences of tasks.
Depth Maximum nesting of structured blocks in a process model.
Gateway Heterogeneity Number of different types of gateways used in a model.
Cyclicity Number of nodes in a cycle to the sum of all nodes.
Concurrency Maximum number of paths in a process model that may be concurrently

activate due to AND-splits and OR-splits.

• Structuredness Metric (SM) – which stems from the
observation that workflows are often structured in terms
of design patterns.

ECaM and ECyM metrics are just simple modifications of
the CFC metric. SM, in turn, constitutes a new metric, which
recognizes different kinds of structures and scores them, in
contrast to ECaM and ECyM that focus on a single aspect,
behavior or syntax, and do not consider the interaction between
the different elements. Although SM can be easily computed
by a machine, it is not very intuitive for a designer. Moreover,
it concerns Petri net, thus can not be directly used for BPMN.

In several survey papers [22], [23], [24], [25] some
overviews of the current state of the art in various areas of
business process metrics are presented. It can be concluded
that this field of research is still growing and there is a lot of
potential for further development of business process metrics.

In a systematic review of measurement in business pro-
cesses [4], Gonzales et al. distinguished several measurable
concepts for business process models, such as: complexity,
understandability, quality, entropy, density, cohesion and cou-
pling. However, most research in the area of business process
measurement focus on complexity, because it is connected
with understandability of the process.

IV. PROPOSAL OF SIMPLE SQUARE METRICS:
DSM AND PSM

Although simple metrics, such as NOA or Diameter, can be
easily calculated, they do not take into account the variety of
structures used by the model. Several metrics that take into
account model structure, e.g. CNC or TNA/NSFA, are either
complex to calculate or not intuitive for a designer. Moreover,
some of presented metrics do not concern the BPMN notation,
thus they have to be adapted for this purpose (e.g. HPC).

We propose using a measure taking into account both types
of process elements and their number. The idea originates in
such concepts as h-index [26] or Durfee Square. Based on the
distribution of the types of process elements, Durfee Square
Metric (DSM) equals d if there are d types of elements which
occur at least d times in the model (each), and the other types
of elements occur no more than d times (each).

To give a more accurate representation of the distribution
shape, we propose using Perfect Square Metrics (PSM) based
on the g-index [27] as well. Thus, PSM can be defined as
follows: given a set of element types ranked in decreasing

order of the number of their instances, the PSM is the (unique)
largest number such that the top p types occur (together) at
least p2 times.

Both DSM and PSM are intended to measure simultane-
ously the variety and the number of process elements. There
are several advantages of the proposed metrics. They are very
intuitive for a designer (a natural number that is easy to
interpret) and not very complex to calculate. Moreover, they
can be easily used to measure any process model, particularly
for BPMN models.

Let us consider an exemplary process and calculate the
presented metrics for its model. Figure 1 presents a BPMN
process model from the domain of earthquake response (pre-
sented originally in [28]). Table III presents the selected
metrics calculated for this exemplary model.

Organize transport
of cargo

Present equipment
at customs in

Germany

Fly to
dest inat ion area

Present at
immigrat ion

Present
equipment at

customs in host
country

Organize
accommodation

with eletricity

Rent vehicles to
transport

equipment

Get road maps

Demonstrate
devices

Seek for vehicles
of partner

organisat ions

Transport
equipment to

storage locat ion

Suff icient t ransport  capabilit ies

Customs do not require demonstrat ion of devices

Figure 1. An exemplary process model for our metrics evaluation [28]

Table III
SELECTED METRICS CALCULATED FOR THE EXEMPLARY PROCESS MODEL

Metric Result for the example
NOA(C/JS) NOA=11, NOAC=NOAJS=20
CFC 5
HPC N=V=58.6, D=7.5
CNC 1.2
TNA/NSFA 0.58
Diameter 13
DSM and PSM DSM=3, PSM=4

To evaluate the proposed metrics, a number of BP cases
have been evaluated. The cases represented different levels of
complexity w.r.t. BPMN artifacts used. The results are being
evaluated. An experimental tool that calculates these metrics
has been implemented. After the preliminary discussion with
the BP designers, it can be observed, that proposed measures
can be helpful in describing both the complexity of the models,
and their maintainability. The main use scenario is to help
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the designer to adapt the designed model and control its
complexity by using the calculated measures during the design.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper focuses on a problem of analyzing the business
process characteristics and measuring its quality. Currently,
a lot of research is carried out in the area of business
processes measurement. Most of the initiatives in this area
are adapted from the software engineering field and have not
been empirically validated yet.

We provided an overview of the current state of research in
this area, in order to identify existing research gaps and future
research directions. This fits to our current research directions
covering integration of BPMN models with business rules [29],
[30], and their execution [31].

Complex metrics struggle with human understandability.
Although they measure different aspects of processes and often
provide valuable data, they are difficult to interpret. We believe
that the DSM and PSM metrics can be a simple alternative to
already known metrics which are easy to explain to users.

As the metrics are expressed as easy to interpret natural
numbers, they are very intuitive. Using them one can obtain
information about the structural complexity of the model of
business processes. It is important to mention that the proposed
metrics are not difficult to calculate. The research presented
in this paper is a proposal for further studies. Our future work
will focus on practical evaluation of the proposed metrics and
their adjustment to diverse BP cases.
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Abstract— Cloud Computing is becoming increasingly 

established and offers several opportunities to obtain IT 

services in an on-demand manner. Especially 

infrastructure services, like storage and scalable 

computing resources, are gaining relevance and provide 

alternatives to conventional sourcing models. Despite the 

Cloud paradigm of flexible and limitless scalability the 

lack of standardization presents a big challenge in this 

context. Due to many providers, which are using 

different Cloud software including proprietary 

interfaces, the interoperability in the Cloud remains a 

theoretical construct. In this paper we examine 

standardization approaches within Cloud Computing 

and provide a comparison to practical implementations 

of interfaces of relevant Cloud software on the market. 

Finally, characteristics for a potential Cloud standard on 

the infrastructure level will be postulated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Usually the operation of large data centers or computer 

clusters involves high costs, not only capital expenditures for 

hardware and software but also operational costs regarding 

energy, staff, facilities and maintenance efforts emerge. 

Along with Cloud Computing virtual IT infrastructures have 

become increasingly established and make it possible to rent 

IT resources in a fast and flexible manner. Here costs only 

occur for the duration of use, known as the pay-per-use 

concept. Following the Cloud Computing concept, resources 

(e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications and services) 

can be rented in a scalable way via the Internet without the 

need for any long-term capital expenditures and specific IT 

knowledge on the customer side [1]. It is possible to obtain 

complete software applications or the underlying IT 

infrastructure in the form of virtual machine images. 

Basically, Cloud Computing is composed of the above 

described characteristics and consists of three levels, which 

are Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service 

(PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [2] [3].  

Recently, companies from several industries try to utilize 

the concept of Cloud Computing and pursuit to enhance their 

IT infrastructures. Due to the lack of a universal definition 

and various perceptions of Cloud Computing including the 

related benefits and challenges many companies struggle to 

make use of the Cloud. To respond to this demand, several 

independent providers are offering Cloud service 

comparisons (e.g. Techtarget.com, CIO.de), where rankings 

are published. Unfortunately these rankings are based on 

heterogeneous values and comparing “apples” with 
“oranges”. Especially on the software and platform level, 
these comparisons are superficial and do not cover either 

measurable characteristics (e.g. availability, performance 

and prices) or soft characteristics (e.g. guarantee, reliability 

or security) in a sufficient way. Better possibilities exist on 

the infrastructure level, where benchmarks already have 

been made available (e.g. Cloudharmony.com). For an 

useful comparison, the standardization of Cloud Computing 

is essential and necessary to provide a benchmarking 

foundation. Through the compliance of standards products 

can be combined and become more transparent. The 

customer can avoid to be locked in to one provider and is not 

limited to use only Cloud services from the same provider. 

Whereas the competition between providers increases while 

they are getting the opportunity to establish standardized 

software solutions independent from the underlying 

infrastructure at the customers side. A standardized product 

enables higher quality standards due to the comparison of 

service levels and a higher transparency of services and can 

lead to an increasing trust of the customer in the 

provider [4]. 

We want to summarize in this paper the currently most 

recognized facts and propose a structure for a standard. 

Moreover, we show gaps in current implementations and 

justify them with customer oriented needs. For this purpose 

we explain our research approach in section 2 followed by 

an introduction into the subject which is divided into an 

analysis of the related work and current standardization 

efforts. In section 4 we clarify our evaluation in the 

“Infrastructure as a Service” layer. This starts with a market 

research for the established Cloud concepts in section 4.1. 

Afterwards, in section 4.2, we derive a basically set of 

requirements on the basis of the considered provider on the 

market. For applicability reasons a survey is conducted to 

capture the requirements in the given interface functions on 

the market. Section 5 completes the paper with a discussion 

and conclusion of the topic. 
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II.  RESEARCH APPROACH 

Our research is a combination of deductive and inductive 

elements and draws on a systematic literature review and an 

extensive market analysis of Cloud providers.  

The deductive part of our research is based on a concept-

centric systematic literature review [5] [6]. First we defined 

our review scope and focused on standardization in Cloud 

Computing. We used the following key words: 

standardization*, standard*, interface*, interoperability*, 

compatibility*, uniform*, lock-in*, provider* combined 

with “Cloud Computing”, “Cloud service”, “IaaS” and “as a 
Service”. By means of wildcards as common terms used in 

system identification we assure the identification of related, 

conjugated terms. Then we applied these key words to 

scientific databases like AISeL, Science Direct, EBSCO 

(Business Source Complete) and IEEE Xplore to get 

scientific, peer-reviewed papers. We extended our literature 

review based on a forward (author-based) and backward 

(reference-list-based) centric search. 

The inductive approach of this article comprises a market 

analysis of software vendors and providers of IaaS and web 

hosting. We identified 74 relevant providers worldwide, 

most of them, especially the larger ones, located in the US 

and UK. The providers on the IaaS level are fewer, 

compared to the large SaaS market with over 1100 providers 

(www.saasdir.com). This manageable size of IaaS providers 

is related to the large IT infrastructures (data centers, global 

distribution and quality of service) necessary to offer 

scalable virtual IT resources. We examined each provider by 

gathering information from its website. If necessary we 

initiated direct contact and requested missing data via email 

or registered an account for a free test period. In some cases 

we could not get data on a free basis and were therefore 

limited with our analysis of some providers. In the table in 

section 4.3 each provider with limited information access is 

marked. If the information access was given, we looked at 

the basic data of a provider and concentrated our 

investigation on the interfaces (API) and provided 

functionalities. 

III. RELATED WORK – CLOUD COMPUTING 

STANDARDIZATION 

The problem of Cloud Computing standardization has 

been discussed by many [7]. Likewise, many have tried to 

find a definition [8] [9] and finally there is determined a lack 

of definition and standardization as well as insufficient 

expertise and policies in Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 

[10]. The lack of standards and interoperability between 

providers makes a provider selection often irreversible [11] 

[12] and can act as a barrier to adoption of Cloud 

Computing. Some organizations perceive conceptual factors 

in relation to the current immature state of the Cloud 

Computing concept [13].  

As we can see, the subject of standardization gets a new 

relevance in the Cloud. The necessity of migration and 

integration of applications and data requires full 

interoperability between systems from different vendors. 

Five maturity levels of interoperability can be distinguished. 

The lowest level is characterized by an isolated 

interoperability, in which the extraction and integration of 

data and applications across multiple stand-alone systems is 

performed manually. The top level is marked by cross-

enterprise interoperability, which provides an universal 

environment of wide-area networks, shared data and 

applications, cross-domain information exchange and 

enhanced cooperation [14]. The main indicator to determine 

this level is the portability and mobility of applications and 

data. Portability is known as the ability to move a down-

status image between providers and boot it at its destination. 

Mobility describes the ability to migrate a running virtual 

machine under work load between vendors without any 

interruption [15]. 

By the increasing number of vendors in the Cloud 

Computing market, the need for interoperability between 

Cloud platforms is growing [14] [16]. Standardization 

efforts of many groups try to fulfill this requirement. 

Independent institutions as well as providers of Cloud 

services develop their own standards. This variety of 

activities result in opposing standards and main principles 

and benefits of Cloud Computing may be inaccessible [7]. 

The practitioners go along with the researchers that 

standards are necessary letting the user compare different 

offers, reaching independency from suppliers and 

maximizing their own benefits [7] [17]. Without an 

agreement, in form of a standard, providers as well as users 

are facing a much more complicated situation by adopting or 

offering Cloud Computing solutions. Especially vendors are 

interested in binding users to their own product in order to 

gain competitive advantages [7]. It should be considered that 

many concepts have already gained recognition and have no 

compulsion of a new Cloud specific standardization [18]. 

A special deficiency of standardization is apparent in 

applying data security and encryption of sensitive data 

outside the company [19]. So far, there is no standardized 

way to consistently reflect security requirements on Cloud 

services [7], but currently there are many initiatives that deal 

with this issue (e.g. OASIS - Organization for the 

Advancement of Structured Information Standards). 

Cloud standardization has to start with the basic concept 

of Cloud Computing - virtualization. So far, no uniform 

virtualization standard is used. Various Cloud platforms use 

different formats [7], which again is contrary to the 

interoperability and portability. A first step in the direction 

of a standard was taken by the Distributed Management 

Task Force (DMTF) with the creation of the Open 

Virtualization Format (OVF). This standard makes the 

migration of virtual machines between individual Clouds 

possible. The control of the outsourced infrastructure occurs 

via interfaces, such as the Open Cloud Computing Interface 

(OCCI) [20]. Other initiatives that deal with standardization 

in the Cloud are listed in Table 1 [21] [7]. 

The column “Standardization Approaches” shows that 
most initiatives dealing with standardization in the Cloud. 

They mainly focus on guidelines and not on technical to 

support the generation of a technical standard. 
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In relation to the cloud stack, the standardization at the 

infrastructure level is the precondition of constructive 

service standards at the platform and application level. For 

this reason, we focus in the following section on the 

infrastructure level (IaaS). 

IV. EVALUATION OF THE INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICE 

ARCHITECTURE 

Based on an extensive market analysis of 74 

infrastructure providers, where the interface descriptions 

from the provider’s websites were examined, we will give an 
overview of which interface methods are available and draw 

conclusions for building an interface standard. The data 

analysis was complicated due to denied or limited access to 

the interfaces or the descriptions by the software 

manufacturer. In some cases, the information of the interface 

functionalities offered by the provider is only accessible 

after the service/product is purchased. 

A. Cloud computing concepts 

The information, relevant for Cloud services, can be 

exchanged via interfaces which are in principle based on a 

Cloud Software. Any Cloud provider offers different types 

of interfaces that can be accessed either directly or 

indirectly. The indirect approach requires human interaction 

via a Human Interface Device (HID). These include for 

example the website of a provider as well as a Web portal or 

TABLE 1:  STANDARDIZATION APPROACHES WITHIN CLOUD COMPUTING 

Name Description Standardization Approaches 

ARTS Association for Retail Technology Standards  Cloud Computing for Retail (Whitepaper) 

BITKOM 
Industry association for the ICT industry, represents 

about 90% of the German ICT companies 

 Cloud Computing – “Was Entscheider wissen müssen” (A 
holistic view of the Cloud technique, positioning, contract 

law, privacy, information security, and compliance) 

 „Cloud Computing – Evolution in der Technik, Revolution im 

Business”, “Desktop-Virtualisierung”, “Server-
Virtualisierung”, „Leitfaden für SaaS-Anbieter“ 
(Guidelines) 

BSI 

Deutsches Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der 
Informationstechnik (German Federal Agency for 

Security in Information Technology) 

 Key Issues Paper: Safety recommendations for Cloud 

Computing providers (minimum security requirements in 

information security) 

CSA 
Cloud Security Alliance, International Organization for 

Security in Cloud Computing 

 Security Guidance for Critical Areas of Focus in Cloud 

Computing 

 Top Threats to Cloud Computing 

 CloudAudit and the Automated Audit, Assertion, Assessment, 

and Assurance API 

DMTF 

Distributed Management Task Force, Association of 

companies in the IT industry, includes 160 companies 

and organizations from 43 countries 

 OVF – Open Virtualization Format 

 VMAN – Virtualization Management 

 CLOUD – Cloud Management 

NIST 
National Institute of Standards & Technology, U.S. 

federal agency 

 Special Publication: The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing 

(Draft) 

 Standards Acceleration to Jumpstart Adoption of Cloud 

Computing (SAJACC) 

OASIS 
Advancing open standards for the information society, 

International organization, partnering with ETSI 

 OASIS Identity in the Cloud (IDCloud) TC 

 OASIS Symptoms Automation Framework (SAF) 

OGF 

Open Grid Forum, Community for distributed 

Computing with over 400 organizations in more than 50 

countries 
 Open Cloud Computing Interface 

Open Cloud 

Manifesto 

Initiative for open standards in Cloud Computing, 40 IT 

companies 
 Cloud Computing Use Cases 

SNIA 

Storage Networking Industry Association, European 

trade association for the development of storage 

standards 

 CDMI – Cloud Data Management Interface 

 CDMI Reference Implementation 

The Open 

Group 

Vendor- and technology-neutral commission to develop 

standards 

 Building Return on Investment from Cloud Computing 

 Strengthening your Business Case for Using Cloud 

 Cloud Buyers' Decision Tree 

 Cloud Buyers' Requirements Questionnaire 

TM Forum 

Global, non-profit industry association for application 

integration for service providers in the ICT sector, over 

700 members from more than 195 countries 
 Cloud & New Services Initiative 
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other console programs, which again have direct access to 

the interfaces of the Cloud. In the direct way, interfaces can 

be automatically accessed by an application and require no 

user interaction. In the scope of Cloud standardization, only 

the direct access via interfaces (e.g. web services, REST or 

API) is relevant. 

Based on the provider market analysis, different 

implementation approaches were detected for IaaS Cloud 

services. Fig. 1 depicts an exemplary structure, which has 

found implementation in practice and allows the user to 

access the Cloud. The Organization Z represents a customer 

who uses scalable products for their daily business. The 

customer has two opportunities to obtain necessary resources 

to keep his business running and to realize scalable services. 

The first concept (see Organization X) contains of a 

Cloud Computing software which has been developed on a 

proprietary architecture. To control the Cloud resources, 

proprietary interfaces in the form of web services are 

available to support communication via Internet-based 

protocols [22] but the concrete design remains unknown for 

a customer, like a black box. The Amazon Web Services (we 

have selected Amazon because of its pioneering role) are 

used in the Cloud Computing sector by many companies as a 

mature standard for a comprehensive cloud interface. 

The second concept is based on third-party software and 

hardware (see Organization Y). The use of already existing 

and fully developed software has the advantage to base on a 

certain degree of quality and know-how. Furthermore, the 

transparent structure makes it possible to implement specific 

enhancements in addition to the available interfaces in order 

to increase the quality or scope of information [23]. 

B. Deduction of interface functionalities 

In reflection of the provider market, we conglomerate the 

interface functionalities. To put them in a general context 

and to obtain a corresponding structure, we divided use 

cases of the main interface into four modules. Each module 

consists of at least one functionality component that 

combines a range of interfaces. Fig. 2 shows the hierarchical 

structure of all identified cloud functionalities, that well-

engineered software should support.  

The Access Module is the foundation of all other 

modules, since its components provide access to the Cloud. 

The Resource Module encapsulates components of the core 

tasks. All functionalities have a direct impact on the 

infrastructure and the resources usage. The Support Module 

covers the customer advice and the sustainability of 

performance on the software layer. The Configuration 

Module contains the functions that already need resources 

but do not cost money yet. These components are preparing 

a smooth and user-defined operation. 

 

Fig. 1: Cloud Software concept 
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Fig. 2: Functionality components and modules 

 

The functionality components related to interfaces found 

in the market analysis will be described below, in the order 

of the four modules: 

 Provider Management: The Provider Management 

allows the user to retrieve information about the 

provider and its data centers. The types of information 

include a list of available datacenters with their 

locations and properties and its availability, the current 

bandwidth and the current utilization. 

 Identity management: Especially in companies with 

many employees, who need to have access to the Cloud 

infrastructure, identity management provides the 

possibility to assign a person to a company or a 

department and define business roles. The employees 

can use their roles to access the Cloud, book resources, 

or use services. The role of an employee is a collection 

of permissions that will be created and managed by an 

administrator. In addition to the role, a budget for the 

maximum expenses can be determined to control the 

usage of Cloud services. Thus, a cost control is achieved 

and the ability is acquired to track actions of individuals 

or departments. 

 Image Management: The Image Management offers its 

customers the opportunity to configure, to manage, to 

create, and to use images which are provided by the 

provider. These images can be categorized and 

classified into different availabilities (e.g. private or 

public). In addition, image properties and rights 

according to roles can be defined. 

 Booking Instance: This functionality enables the 

assignment of instances to an accounting model, to 

allocate and to reserve resources for future events. The 

resource reservation allows a predictive planning and is 

also reflected in the resulting costs. The characteristics 

of an instance such as the number of CPUs or the size of 

memory can be explicitly selected or adjusted during the 

operation. 

 Snapshot Management: When an instance is crashed, 

then all the data, which was locally stored on the 

instance, will be lost. By means of the Snapshot 

Management a backup copy of the current state of an 

instance can be made and resumed at a later date prior 

to the shut down or during the operation. This feature 

allows, through small changes in the instance 

parameters, a duplicate or a clone of the instance in a 

particular state. Thus, with little effort a specific 

configuration can be copied and a more flexible scaling 

is provided. 

 Instance Management: The Instance Management is 

the core component of the infrastructure as a service 

layer. This component allows managing current 

resources and to create or shut down instances of 

different images. Based on the Identity Management, 

the running instances can be categorized, migrated, 

stopped, rebooted or destroyed. In addition, this 

component has the ability to assign attributes of an 

instance or to pass parameters between instances. 

 Network Management: Via the Network Management 

virtual machines can be grouped into networks. The 

network component includes a DHCP services, a 

firewall and a VPN service. These and other services 

can be configured and customized using routing tables 

and VLAN structures. Through the virtual network 

structure, subnets can be established quickly and 

demand-oriented or divided and split flexible. 

 Storage Management: To achieve a permanent 

availability of the dynamic data of an instance, the 

storage management provides a variety of ways. The 

data may be distributed and provided in the network 

using a database, a remote drive, a local device or a 

service-oriented storage. The storage component is not 

only for storing data, but also realizes an increasing of 

the distributed system performance. By distributing the 

data a scalable infrastructure is achieved where the 

information from multiple locations can be retrieved 

and transferred at high performance. 

 Location Management: Location Management allows 

instances to be placed within a data center or to be 

grouped within a rack. The location of an instance can 

play an important role for massively parallel and other 

certain applications, because the performance depends 

crucially on the latency between virtual machines due to 

the compute intensive processes that are mostly based 

on distributed communications. For this reason, it 

makes sense to join such virtual compute nodes within a 

rack or a physical network. 

 Monitoring: Monitoring is used to observe instances. It 

provides the administrator with a suitable tool to 

monitor the infrastructure. Here, the state and the 

utilization of an instance can be requested. In case of a 

deviation from normal IT operations escalation 

procedures can be defined using the monitoring data. 

For example, an e-mail notification will be sent if a 

deadlock of an instance has been detected. The security 

of the infrastructure will increase due to early detections 

of unusual system behavior and changes in the 
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infrastructure based on possible attacks from outside 

world or inside the company.  

 Scheduling Recommendation: The scheduling 

recommendation replaces the direct customer service 

and enables recommendations on proposed transactions. 

The scheduling recommendation can help the user in 

different ways. On one hand specific user requirements 

can trigger automatic system recommendations for 

convenient bookable resources. On the other hand 

resources can be scaled automatically up or down based 

on a defined budget. This peak loads can be intercepted 

and a smooth operation is ensured. 

 Accounting: The accounting will not only increase the 

confidence of the customer, but also provide the ability 

to use cost-based control for Cloud services. Through 

the permanent availability and overview of the accrued 

costs, companies can strategically respond to needs and 

prevent to become insolvent or getting problems with 

outstanding debts. The availability of pricing 

information for services and configurations allows a 

strategic planning of resources and provide transparent 

accountability on the occurrence of certain costs. 

C. Provided range of interface functionalities 

To give an overview of which interface functionalities are 

provided on the market, we focus on the Cloud software 

used by the provider. Most providers are using the Cloud 

concept like “Organization Y” shown in Fig. 1, and offer 

their services based on a given virtualization platform and 

Cloud software of a foreign provider. Therefore the interface 

functionalities from different providers are often identical. 

The examined 74 infrastructure providers on the market use 

21 different implementations of Cloud software. Table 2 

shows how the used Cloud software fulfills the set of 
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Abiquo Not publicly available  

Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), Simple Storage Service 

(S3), Elastic Block Store (EBS), Auto Scaling, CloudWatch 
O           O 

Cloud.com CloudStack Not publicly available 

Convirture ConVirt O O O O O O O O O O O O 

ElasticStack O O O  O      O O 

Eucalyptus O O  O O  O O O  O O 

Flexiant Extility O        O O O O 

HP CloudSystem Not publicly available 

IBM CloudBurst O O        O O O 

Incontinuum CloudController Not publicly available 

GoGrid O O  O    O  O O  

Nimbula Director Not publicly available 

Novell Cloud Manager O O O O O O O O O O O O 

OnApp O            

OpenNebula O O  O     O  O O 

OpenStack (Rackspace) O O  O     O  O O 

Parallels Automation for Cloud Infrastructure (CI) Not publicly available 

Red Hat CloudForms Not publicly available 

SpotCloud  O  O O  O O  O   

VMware vCloud O   O O   O   O O 

Xen Cloud Platform (XCP) Not publicly available 
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interface requirements. Here Cloud software is allocated to a 

functional component as long as only one interface method 

of the functional component is available. A "" stands for 

"supported" and an "o" for "not supported". Due to this top 

level score it is not possible to recognize how extensive a 

functionality of a component is realized or implemented. 

Cloud providers and Cloud software manufacturer are 

implementing the described components of their interfaces 

in varying degrees. Based on this fact the necessity arose to 

unify and standardize the interfaces and functionalities so 

that the main Cloud principle of standardized services can be 

realized. If a standard would exist the interfaces are 

comparable by means of percentage coverage of 

functionality to the relevant standard. 

 

 

V.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The economic impact and potential of standardization of 

the Cloud infrastructure constitutes to all participants of the 

market, the vendors, users, competitors and the state. First, 

standardized Cloud infrastructure helps the provider to 

deliver an offer which fulfills the principle of Cloud. Virtual 

infrastructure can be easily scaled and migrated freely 

between providers. In addition, the understanding of Cloud 

services and their properties between providers and users is 

raised to a common level. With full ensured interoperability, 

the user is able to exchange and combine the services and 

products from different vendors. Its own applications or data 

can be moved freely between different providers, which 

promote portability and mobility of applications and data. As 

a result, users gain a certain independence from the suppliers 

and have free choice of their Cloud services. The offers are 

more transparent and significantly facilitate a comparison 

between the levels of service providers. This allows users to 

optimize their investment in Cloud services and fully exploit 

their benefits. In consideration of the competitors, 

standardized Cloud Computing is opening new markets for 

vendors whose offerings consist of expertise or mediation, 

aggregation and integration of existing services. At last 

standardization brings significant benefits for the duty of 

government controls. Legal regulations relating to 

compliance are easier to express with the help of standards 

and monitoring. 

As already mentioned, several application areas for Cloud 

software exist, therefore the functionality needs to be 

adjusted accordingly. A standard should describe all the 

components, their functionality and then assign the 

components of the corresponding areas. In this paper an 

abstract overview of the variety of functions and specific 

implementations of relevant interfaces of an IaaS Cloud is 

given. According to the authors, these components can be 

seen as a basic framework for a Cloud structure in the 

infrastructure level. 

This paper shows clearly, that the standardization in the 

Cloud Computing is still in its infancy. Due to considerable 

expenses of standardization efforts the desire arises for a 

proper comparison basis (benchmarking) of Cloud providers 

and services. Actually these efforts will be implemented at 

both the organizational and technical level. However, no 

standard has uniquely been generally accepted so far. Given 

the fact, that the topic of Cloud is currently in its early 

stages, the standardization of interfaces and Cloud services 

is still changing and developing. Currently the most 

promising approach is the Open Cloud Computing Interface 

(OCCI). Even some Cloud software vendors have 

recognized the trend and have expanded their products to 

this interface. These include OpenNebula, Eucalyptus and 

OpenStack. 
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Abstract—Modeling Business Processes has become a challeng-
ing issue of todays’ Knowledge Management. As such it is a core
activity of Knowledge Engineering. There are two principal ap-
proaches to modeling such processes: Business Process Modeling
and Notation (BPMN) and Business Rules (BR). Both of them are
to certain degree complementary. In this paper, we investigate
how to build a logical model of BPMN using logic programming
and rules. The main focus in on logical reconstruction of BPMN
model in Prolog and defining some formal requirements on model
correctness enabling formal verification of such models.

I. INTRODUCTION

KNOWLEDGE has become a valuable and critical re-
source of contemporary organizations. In fact, posses-

sion of valid, most complete, up-to-date and essential knowl-
edge has become a decisive factor of success in the so
competitive market.

Unfortunately—or no—human possession and processing
of knowledge turns out to be fairly inefficient for a num-
ber of reasons. Some most obvious ones include difficul-
ties with knowledge sharing, storage, and efficient execution.
Hence, Knowledge Management (KM) must be supported with
tools and techniques coming from Software Engineering and
Knowledge Engineering universe [1], [2].

Development and analysis of complex business processes
require advanced methods and tools. Two approaches used
for this purpose, Business Process Modeling and Notation
(BPMN) [3] and Business Rules (BR) [4], [5], have recently
gained wider popularity.

BPMN can be considered as procedural knowledge rep-
resentation; a BPMN diagram represents in fact a set of
interconnected procedures. On the other hand, such workflow
diagram due to lack of formal model semantics makes attempts
at more rigorous analysis problematic. Further, even relatively
simple inference requires a lot of space for representation;
there is no easy way to specify declarative knowledge, e.g. in
the form of rules [6].

Business Rules (BR), also promoted by OMG [7], [8], offer
an approach to specification of knowledge in a declarative
manner [9]. The way the rules are applied is left over to the
user when it comes to rule execution. Hence, rules can be

The paper is supported by the BIMLOQ Project funded from 2010–2012
resources for science as a research project.

considered as declarative knowledge specification; inference
control is normally not covered by basic rules [10].

Note that rules can fulfill different roles in the system [7].
Some three most important ones cover: declarative knowledge
specification for inference of new facts, integrity constraints
for preserving consistency of the knowledge base, and meta-
rules i.e. rules defining how to use another rules; this may
include partial control knowledge specification for improving
efficiency of inference process.

Rules, especially when grouped into decision modules
(such as decision tables), are easier to analyze, however, the
possibility of analysis depends on the accepted knowledge
representation language, and in fact – the logic in use [11].

These two approaches are to certain degree complementary:
Business Rules provide declarative specification of domain
knowledge, which can be encoded into a BPMN model. On the
other hand, a careful analysis of a BPMN diagram allows to
extract certain rules governing the business. However, there is
no consistent study on possibility of mutual conversion. The
main problems seem to consist in lack of formal specification
of KR language and some ambiguities of BPMN.

The main common problem of BPMN is lack of a formal
declarative model defining precisely the semantics and logic
behind the diagram. Hence, defining and analyzing correctness
of BPMN diagrams (e.g. in terms of termination or determin-
ism) is a hard task. In the papers undertaking the issues of
analysis and verification of BPMN diagrams, e.g. [12], [13],
the analysis is performed mostly at the structural level and
does not take into account the semantics of dataflow and
control knowledge. BPMN diagrams still wait for solving the
issues of formal verification, an approach such as the one
presented in [14], [15] in the context of rule-based systems.

In this paper we follow the ideas initially presented in [16].
We pass from logical analysis of BPMN component to their
logical models, properties and representation in PROLOG.
Some prototyped procedures for checking correct data flow
are also presented. The model is aimed at enabling definition
and further analysis of selected formal properties of a class of
restricted BPMN diagrams. The analysis should take into ac-
count properties constituting reasonable criteria of correctness.
The focus is on development of a formal, declarative model of
BPMN components and its overall structure. In fact, a com-
bination of recent approaches to development and verification
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of rule-based systems [17], [18], [19] seems to have potential
influence on BPMN analysis.

II. A BASIC STRUCTURAL MODEL FOR BPMN

A simplified structural model of BPMN diagram consti-
tutes a restricted abstraction of crucial intrinsic workflow
components [16]. We take into account such elements as
events (start S and termination E events), activities (or tasks
T), gateways (split G and merge M operations), as well as
workflow sequence (modeled as directed links F ⊆ O × O,
where O = S ∪ E ∪ T ∪G ∪M). The splits and joins depend
on logical conditions assigned to particular branches. It is
assumed that there is defined a partial function Cond : F → C
assigning logical formulae to links. In particular, the function
is defined for links belonging to G×O∪O×M, i.e. outgoing
links of split nodes and incoming links of merge nodes. The
conditions are responsible for workflow control. For intuition,
a simple BPMN diagram is presented in Fig. 1.

In order to assure correct structure of diagrams a set of
restrictions on the overall diagram structure is typically de-
fined; they determine the so-called well-formed diagram [13].
Note however, that a well-formed diagram does not assure
that for any input knowledge the process can be executed
leading to a (unique) solution. This further depends on the
particular input data, its transformation during processing,
correct work of particular objects, and correct control defined
by the branching/merging conditions assigned to links.

III. AN EXAMPLE OF BPMN DIAGRAM WITH RULES

We illustrate our theoretical considerations with an exem-
plary process, which goal is to establish the temperature for
a thermostat system [20]. The temperature selection depends
on several aspects, such as season, whether it is a working
day or not, and the time of the day. The system consists of
18 declarative inference rules (production rules) specifying the
process, e.g.

Rule 1: aDD ∈ {monday, tuesday,wednesday, thursday, friday}
−→ aTD = wd.

Rule 2: aDD ∈ {saturday, sunday} −→ aTD = wk.
Rule 3: ...
Rule 18: aSE = win ∧ aOP = ndbh −→ aTHS = 14.

The rules mentioned above are explained in [16]; thus let
us here briefly explain only the first two rules. These rules
define if we have today (aTD) a workday (wd) or a weekend
day (wk) based on the day of the week. Such set of rules is
flat and no control knowledge is provided.

Visually, such knowledge base can be depicted using busi-
ness processes, as in Fig. 1, which shows a top-level specifica-
tion of the thermostat system. In the diagram, the lower control
flow first determines whether the day (aDD) is a workday
(aTD = wd) or a weekend day (aTD = wk) and specifies
the value of today (aTD ; specification provided with rules 1
and 2). Such subset of rules operating in the same context can
be modeled on the lower level as a subprocess, as in Fig. 2.

Even in such a simple example, there are several open
issues, such as data flow correctness, split consistency, merge
consistency, termination/completeness or determinism [16].

Determining
season

Determining
workday

Determining
operat ion hours

Determining
thermostat

sett ings

Fig. 1. An example of a top-level specification of the thermostat system

day in {mon,tue,wed,thu,fri}

day in {sat,sun}

set today
to workday

set today
to weekend

Fig. 2. An example of a detailed specification of determining the day task

IV. LOGICAL ANALYSIS OF BPMN DIAGRAMS

A BPMN diagram can model quite complex processes.
Apart from external consistency validation an important issue
is the internal consistency requirement for correct structure
of the diagram and correct workflow specification. The first
one refers to static specification of components and their
connections. The second one consists in correct work of the
structure for all admissible input data specification.

Even having correct structure, the process can gone wrong
due to unserved data or wrong workflow control, for example.
There are some minimal requirements for a process, such as (i)
correct work of process components (tasks), (ii) assuring data
flow, (iii) correct work of splits, (iv) correct work of merge
nodes, and finally—(v) termination of the overall process.

A more complex issue consists in verification of internal
workflow correctness. The analysis must take into account, at
least the following aspects:

1) Local correctness requirements: correct specification and
work of process components performing activities, cor-
rect specification of data flow, correct specification and
work of splits, correct specification and work of joins.

2) Global correctness requirements: no deadlocks (the sys-
tem must work for all admissible input data), termination
(the system must terminate work within a finite period
of time), determinism (the results should be repeatable
for repeated input data).

V. BPMN MODEL IN PROLOG

In this section a Prolog model for the example BPMN dia-
gram is presented. It enables logical analysis of the diagram.

A BPMN diagram is represented as a complex graph with
different types of nodes. Each specific component of BPMN
is mapped into a Prolog fact. In order to model the structure
of a BPMN diagram in a declarative way it is proposed to use
a set of PROLOG facts. A generic form can be as follows:
component_type(<id>,

<input_node>,<input-formula>,
<output_node>,<output-formula>).

In practice, such facts can be of different structure for
different components. The thermostat example presented in
Fig. 3 is defined with the Prolog code in Listing 1.
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Fig. 3. An example of a top-level specification of thermostat system with
the additional Prolog annotations

Algorithm 1 BPMN example coding in Prolog

%%%%% BPMN Knowledge Base %%%%%
%%% S t a r t & end nodes d e c l a r a t i o n
i n i t _ n o d e ( s t a r t ) .
end_node ( end ) .
nodes ( [ n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 , n5 , n6 ] ) .
%%% Tasks
% t a s k (< id >,< i n p u t _ n o d e > ,
% <i n p u t _ f o r m u l a > ,
% <ou tpu t_node > ,
% <o u t p u t _ f o r m u l a > ) .
t a s k ( ds , n1

[ [ mspr ] , [ msum ] , [ maut ] , [ mwin ] ] ,
n3 , [ [ s p r ] , [ sum ] , [ a u t ] , [ win ] ] ) .

t a s k ( dw , n2 , [ [ d15 ] , [ d67 ] ] , n4 ,
[ [ twr ] , [ twe ] ] ) .

t a s k ( do , n4 , [ [ twr , t 1 8 ] , [ twr , t 8 ] ,
[ twr , t 9 17 ] , [ twe ] ] , n5 ,
[ [ n o n b i z ] , [ b i z ] ] ) .

t a s k ( dt , n6 , [ [ nonbiz , s p r ] , [ nonbiz , sum ] ,
[ nonbiz , a u t ] , [ nonbiz , win ] ,
[ b iz , s p r ] , [ b iz , sum ] , [ b iz , a u t ] ,
[ b iz , win ] ] , end ,
[ [ t 1 4 ] , [ t 1 5 ] , [ t 1 6 ] , [ t 1 8 ] , [ t 2 0 ] ,
[ t 2 4 ] , [ t 2 7 ] ] ) .

% s p l i t 2 (< id >,< s p l i t _ t y p e > ,
% <i n p u t _ n o d e > ,
% (< ou tpu t_node > ,
% < l o g i c a l _ c o n d i t i o n >) ,
% (< ou tpu t_node > ,
% < l o g i c a l _ c o n d i t i o n > ) ) .
s p l i t 2 ( s1 , and , s t a r t , ( n1 , t rue ) ,

( n2 , t rue ) ) .
% merge2 (< id >,< merge_type > ,
% <i n p u t _ n o d e > ,
% <i n p u t _ n o d e > ,
% <ou tpu t_node > ) .
merge2 (m1 , and , n3 , n5 , n6 ) .

There are four tasks defined: define season (ds), define
workday (dw), define operation (do), define temperature (dt).
There are also one split node and one merge node.

As an example of analysis let us present a code for verifi-
cation of data flow (the funnel condition) between tasks dw
and do; the intuition behind is that any output generated by dw
should be accepted and further processed by do (see Listing 2).

After calling the funnel check [16] for the internal node n4
the system proves that the output formula of task dw implies
the input formula of task do. The output of the program,
confirming the result of the check is given below:
?- funnel(n4).
dw-->n4-->do
true

Other static checks for data flow have been implemented
and tested as well.

Algorithm 2 BPMN example coding in Prolog: funnel be-
tween tasks

%%% Funnel c o n d i t i o n c h e c k i n g f o r
%%% nodes among t a s k s
f u n n e l (N) :−

t a s k ( IDOUT , _ , _ , N, FOUT) ,
t a s k ( IDIN , N, FIN , _ , _ ) ,
i m p l i e s (FOUT, FIN ) ,
w r i t e ( IDOUT ) , w r i t e ( ’−−>’ ) , w r i t e (N) ,
w r i t e ( ’−−>’ ) , w r i t e ( IDIN ) , nl .

%%% D e f i n i t i o n o f i m p l i c a t i o n
%%% f o r two DNF
i m p l i e s ( true , _ ) :− ! .
i m p l i e s ( [ ] , _ ) :− ! .
i m p l i e s ( [ MIN | T ] ,DNF) :−

imply (MIN, DNF) ,
i m p l i e s ( T , DNF ) .

%%% D e f i n i t i o n o f i m p l i c a t i o n
%%% DNF |= MIN
imply ( [ ] , _ ) :− ! .
imply (MIN, DNF) :−

member (M, DNF) , s u b s e t (M, MIN) , ! .
imply (MIN, DNF) :−

f i n d _ s u b s e t s (DNF, SDNF) ,
r e d u c e (SDNF, RSDNF) ,
member (M, RSDNF) ,
s u b s e t (M, MIN ) .

f i n d _ s u b s e t s ( [ ] , [ ] ) :− ! .
f i n d _ s u b s e t s ( [G | T ] , [G | T2 ]) : −

f i n d _ s u b s e t s ( T , T2 ) .
f i n d _ s u b s e t s ( [ _ | T ] , T2):−

f i n d _ s u b s e t s ( T , T2 ) .

VI. RELATED WORKS

To the best of our knowledge, apart from [21], there are no
related works defining BPMN model in PROLOG. Andročec
used Prolog for specification of business processes; however,
he used it to assess the cost and time of running a process and
to identify potential problems with resources. Thus, he defined
the model for simulation purposes.

Similar attempts to formalization of BPMN models were
carried out by Lam [22], Andersson et al. [23], Wong and
Gibbons [24] as well as Dijkman and Van Gorp [25]. Other
attempts to formalization of process models, however not
concerning BPMN, were carried out by Gruhn and Laue [26].

The BPMN model defined by Lam in [22] was used to check
the diagrams against the properties specified by a user for
a particular model [27]. In our case, the properties, which are
correctness requirements, can be used for any BPMN model.

Paper [23] introduced the notion of activity dependency
model which identifies, classifies, and relates activities needed
for executing and coordinating value transfers. In this model,
relations between activities can be specified in terms of notions
like resource flow, trust, coordination, and reciprocity. These
types of dependencies which can be identified are not a part
of the BPMN style, thus the model is not completely BPMN
compliant and has another goals then ours.

Dijkman and Van Gorp [25] formalized the BPMN model
using graph rewrite rules. However, their goal was also
different than ours. They focused on execution semantics.
Thus, their approach is suitable for simulation, animation and
execution of BPMN models.
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Wong and Gibbons [24] defined the semantics of BPMN
models using Communicating Sequential Processes, in which a
process is a pattern of behavior. They provide only verification
of such issues as: hierarchical refinement, partial refinement
and hierarchical independence.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our work is a part of an approach in the area of of business
processes and rules integration [28]. It constitutes an attempt
at providing a logical, declarative model for well-defined
BPMN diagram [16]. The model is aimed at defining formal
semantics of diagram components and the workflow operation.
The main focus is on specification of correct components and
correct dataflow. Global termination conditions are specified
in a recursive way. We formulated a formal model for a subset
of BPMN, defined local and global correctness requirements,
and specified the detailed logic that stems from the diagram.

The original contribution of our work consists in:
• presenting open issues corresponding to the BPMN dia-

grams, such as consistency of elements,
• specifying a BPMN model in the declarative Prolog

language, which helps to check the defined correctness
requirements.

The logical analysis can be performed off-line, on the base
of logical requirements of data. However, if such specifications
are data-dependant the analysis may be possible only in on-
line form, separately for any admissible input data.
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Abstract—The paper concerns the possibility of using tempo-
ral logics for knowledge management. The idea of knowledge 
management  is  presented,  along  with  the  most  typical  com-
puter solutions for this area. The temporal aspect of knowledge 
management is pointed out. Having in mind this temporal as-
pect,  the  paper  presents  possible  advantages  of  extending 
knowledge  representation  for  knowledge  management  with 
temporal formalisms.

Keywords: knowledge management, computer system, tem-
poral logic. 

I. INTRODUCTION

ODERN enterprises pay a lot of attention to the area 

of  management  that  is  called  knowledge  manage-

ment.   They  understand,  that  employees’  knowledge,  or 

more  generally  speaking,  the  knowledge  of  organization, 

constitutes one of its  key resources.  Therefore basic man-

agement  trends  encompass  not  only  managing  quality  or 

change, but also knowledge management. It  is this area of 

activity that enables an enterprise to compete with its com-

petitors on the more and more turbulent and dynamic mar-

kets.

M

It  must  be  noticed,  at  the  same time,  that  the  most  of 

knowledge is of temporal character. Knowledge changes in 

time – for two basic reasons. The first is simply the flow of 

time, while the second – gathering of new information about 

objects, that knowledge concerns, objects that possess tem-

poral  characteristics  [2].  Therefore  omitting of  a  temporal 

dimension would lead to loosing of important knowledge el-

ements. In this way, time becomes an important category for 

an enterprise in the area of knowledge management.

While analyzing current informatics solutions for knowl-

edge management, it has to be noticed that time as a knowl-

edge dimension is not noticed at all. Taking into account im-

portance of a temporal  aspect,  it  seems a major disadvan-

tage.  Therefore  in  this  paper  we  propose  extending  of  a 

knowledge  representation  in  knowledge  management  sys-

tems by temporal formalization, and we consider advantages 

of the proposed solution.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the con-

cept  of  knowledge management  is  presented.  Section 3 is 

concerned to computer solutions in this area. The next point 

is devoted to the temporal aspect of knowledge, and to the 

advantages of using temporal formalization. Last section of 

the paper contains conclusions..

II.CONCEPTS AND MODELS OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Nowadays knowledge is perceived by modern enterprises 

as one of key resources that is equally (or more) important 

as  such  “classical”  types  of  resources  as  land,  capital  or 

work. What make knowledge so important are its features. 

M. Grudzewski and I. Hejduk ([4] s. 48) point out the fol-

lowing knowledge’s features (see also [13], [14]):

- Domination – meaning, that knowledge is the most im-

portant resource of a firm;

- Inexhaustibleness  –  knowledge  that  is  used,  spread, 

moved does not diminish;

- While used, knowledge gathers value, not used, it dis-

appears;

- Simultaneousity  – knowledge may be used by many 

persons at the same time;

- Non-linearity – it is not possible to point out a direct re-

lationship between the amount of knowledge possessed and 

the advantages of it.

The above mentioned knowledge features created (among 

other  features)  the  management  trend  called  knowledge 

management, because knowledge role as a resource has been 

noticed. It is a relatively young domain in management sci-

ences, therefore does not exist a commonly accepted defini-

tion of knowledge management. The authors of [4], cited be-

fore, assume knowledge management as “the whole of pro-

cesses  enabling  creating,  spreading,  and  using  knowledge 

for organization’s purposes” (p.  47).  This definitions links 

explicitly to the temporal dimension of knowledge, because 

it  uses  a  definition  of  processes,  which  is  linked  with 

change.  Modeling  of  processes  is  useful  while  describing 

continuous  phenomena,  as  economic  reality  for  example, 

therefore it is also useful for describing changes of knowl-

edge treated  as  enterprise’s  resource.   More on this topic 

may be found in [12].

Definitions of knowledge management are numerous, as 

are models of knowledge management. In the literature, the 

most important models are: the resource one, the Japanese 

one, and the process one.

The first one – the resource model – treats knowledge as a 

key  resource  of  an  enterprise.  This  resource  comes  both 

from the inside of an organization, as from its environment. 

In  this  model,  the  purpose  of  an  enterprise  is  getting  the 

strategic competitive advantage in the area of knowledge re-
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source and its usefulness. More on this topic may be found 

in [3], [11], [13], [14].

The name of the Japanese model comes from the national-

ity of its creators (I.  Nonaka, and H. Takeuchi). They for-

malized Japanese firms’ experience. The main accent in the 

model is put on knowledge creation.

Finally, a process model. It is based on previously cited 

definition of knowledge management as a set of processes, 

of which the most important are gathering and creating of 

knowledge,  knowledge  dividing,  and  transforming knowl-

edge into decisions.  The temporal  character  of  the model 

(given implicitly), linked with the process description, has to 

be stressed here once more.

III. COMPUTER APPARATUS FOR KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

Although in some definitions of knowledge management 

we may find some links to its temporal aspect (see Section 

2), and although temporal dimension is present also in the 

definition  of  knowledge  management  system (see  below), 

these systems do not possess ability to represent temporality 

explicitly. 

As the author of [11] points out, knowledge management 

systems are “information systems that help workers in an en-

terprise with performing processes  linked with knowledge 

management, such as location and acquisition of knowledge, 

its transfer, development and use” (p. 54). In the work cited, 

a schema of computer knowledge management system can 

also be found. It is presented in Fig. 1.

For  the  purposes  of  this  paper,  the application  layer  is 

meaningful, that is the layer consisting of knowledge man-

agement computer tools. On a general level, one can point 

out such systems, as ERP, CMS or search engines, while on 

a more detailed level, computer tools for knowledge man-

agement encompass for example:

- Document management systems,

- Competences management systems,

- Community management systems,

- Workflow systems

- Content management systems,

- E-learning systems,

- Searching systems,

- Groupware systems.

Applications  for  knowledge  management  are  shown  in 

Fig. 2; they will be also presented later on in a more detailed 

manner.

According to the elements of Fig. 2, the most popular and 

typical knowledge management systems are as follows:

- Documents  management  systems  –  which  create, 

classify, create electronic archives of documents;

- Competences  management  systems  –  they  create, 

write, publish,  plan and analyze employees’  com-

petences;

- Workflow systems – automate processes of passing 

information,  documents  or  tasks  from  one  em-

ployee to another, according to a timetable;

- Community  management  systems  –  enable  mem-

bers  of  a  “community”  to  communicate,  where  a 

“community” may be a group or groups of employ-

ees working on the same project;

- Content management systems – where “content” is 

understood  as  contents  of  web  pages,  intranets, 

multimedia etc.;

- E-learning systems – allow learning with the use of 

internet. Therefore their aim is to create and diffuse 

knowledge;

- Searching  systems –  aimed  at  a  specific  kind  of 

classification,  concerning  search  of  documents, 

search of information inside documents, search of 
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metadata on documents. Nowadays space the most 

frequently searched is www;

- Groupware systems – this term concerns software 

enabling  exchange  of  information  between  mem-

bers of the group working on the same task. It also 

enables  –  among  others  –  planning  of  meetings 

(time management) or contacts management;

- ERP systems – systems that succor management in 

enterprises  and  institutions,  with  economic  and 

planning functions. They enable to optimize inter-

nal  and external  processes  of  an enterprise.  They 

encompass planning of all assets of an enterprise; 

therefore also knowledge perceived and treated as 

an asset.

As the above short survey of tools has shown, no one of 

them has implemented explicitly a possibility to handle tem-

poral  dimension of  discourse.  Some elements of  activities 

linked with the notion of time are of course present. For ex-

ample,  archiving  documents  allows  for  tracing  their 

changes,  competence  planning  (e.g.  training  plan)  is  also 

settled in time, as well as task planning in groupware sys-

tems. It must be said that it is nevertheless the simplest kind 

of temporal dimension, linked with calendar time axis. No 

more advanced mechanisms can be found, that would enable 

for  example  analysis  of  reasons  for  knowledge  changes, 

tracing knowledge evolution etc.  Such possibilities are of-

fered by systems based on temporal logics, which can per-

form temporal reasoning in an explicit and direct way (more 

on this topic can be found e.g. in [8]). It seems therefore that 

incorporating temporal formalisms into existing systems, or 

constructing  new,  fully  temporal  tools  would  constitute  a 

great  extension of possibilities in knowledge management. 

The next Section presents advantages of using temporal log-

ics and formalisms.

IV. TEMPORAL DIMENSION OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

As it has been already pointed out in the Introduction, the 

knowledge in an organization is mostly temporal in charac-

teristics. This means, that with the passing of time knowl-

edge  changes,  new  information  comes  on  objects,  that 

knowledge concerns, if these object poses temporal charac-

teristics. It can be therefore said that this knowledge dimen-

sion, that is called “time” is in this case explicit. So omitting 

this dimension would lead to losing important elements of 

knowledge – temporal  features.  Having this in mind, time 

becomes for an enterprise a very important category in the 

area of knowledge management. It  seems that enriching at 

least some of knowledge management systems with the pos-

sibility of explicit expression of temporal knowledge aspect 

would allow bettering managing this knowledge, even if tak-

ing into account its dynamics. The basic way of representing 

the temporal aspect of any phenomenon, including knowl-

edge, is the use of temporal logics. Using this group of logic 

formalisms for knowledge management would lead to sev-

eral  advantages,  coming from the  advantages  of  temporal 

representation. Using temporal representation is well moti-

vated,  there  are  a lot  of  theoretic  works  on temporal  for-

malisms and their features,  also temporal  formalisms have 

been used in many domains. It is certain, that temporal rep-

resentation of a domain – including organizational knowl-

edge – has many advantages. They can be divided into sev-

eral groups:

a) Basic advantages – concerning temporal representa-

tion  itself,  independently  from  where  it  is  used; 

these basic advantages also are the origin of advan-

tages from  other groups;

b) Advantages concerning representation of change;

c) Advantages concerning representation of causal re-

lationships.

Time, as a dimension, is a basis for reasoning about action 

and change – only a proper use of temporal dimension al-

lows for representation of change and its features, as e.g. its 

scope or interactions caused by change [10], [15]. Such ex-

plicit  temporal  reference  is  possible  through  the  use  of  a 

temporal formalism, where time is a basic variable.

Temporal  logic  allows  encoding  both  qualitative  and 

quantitative temporal  information,  as  well  as  relationships 

among events, therefore it is easy to express such relations, 

as “shorter”, “longer”, “simultaneously”, “earlier” etc. This 

in  turn  implies  easiness  of  arranging  phenomena  in  time, 

even if they overlap – Allen’s interval algebra is an example 

of a formalism which allows such arrangements.

Temporal formalization makes possible to encode discrete 

and dense changes (according to a model of time adopted),  

allows for describing change as a process, and for reasoning 

about causes, effects and directions of change.

As time is the fourth dimension of the world, it may not 

be omitted during the reasoning process; otherwise the per-

spective of analysis would be too narrowed. The temporal 

dimension allows the system to “learn”: the system collects 

cases concerning a phenomenon (or a subject domain) being 

represented, traces its evolution and thanks to this is able to 

generate new solutions [6].

It  has  been  already  said  that  temporal  representation 

makes possible to represent change as a process. It is so, be-

cause with temporal logic, processes can be modeled explic-

itly – therefore knowledge on their temporal aspect, their in-

teractions, on concurrent processes is easily expressed [1]. 

As Kania points out ([12], p. 60), models of processes are 

useful for describing dense phenomena, as for example eco-

nomic ones.

Temporal logic gives us richer – temporal aspect included 

–  formalization  of  domain  knowledge,  it  also  gives  us 

“knowledge on knowledge”: combining temporal operators 

with formal knowledge representation one can formulate as-

sertions about  knowledge  evolution  in a system [5],  [15]. 

Van  Benthem  presents  an  example  of  such  combination, 

suggesting combining temporal  and epistemic logic [2], p. 

335. Placing knowledge in time treated as a basic dimension, 

one can add new knowledge  to  a base,  not  removing the 

“old” one, and with no risk of inconsistencies [7]. Temporal 

logic, as a knowledge representation language, should pro-

vide both explicit knowledge and access to tacit one ([9], p. 

326). Temporal logic, which has reasoning rules built in, is 

able to provide this property. 
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Summing up, it should be pointed out that temporal for-

malisms meet the requirements of knowledge representation 

in artificial intelligence, such as:

- expressing imprecise and unsure knowledge,

- expressing  “relations”  of  knowledge  (e.g.  A  oc-

curred  before B”,  that  very often  have no explicit 

dates;

- different reasoning granulations,

- modeling of persistence.

The above postulates are met e.g. by Allen’s interval alge-

bra  [1].  Therefore  enriching  the existing knowledge  man-

agement systems with temporal formalisms, or building new 

systems, based on these formalisms, would allow for taking 

into  account  the  temporal  dimension  of  knowledge,  its 

changes and evolution/development. In this way knowledge 

may be managed more effectively.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Knowledge management is nowadays one of the most in-

tensively developing trends in management. It is so because 

the  growing  role  of  knowledge  in  economic  success  and 

competitiveness is noticed and appreciated. At the same time 

it is important, that knowledge is mostly temporal in nature: 

knowledge changes in time. Therefore the temporal aspect 

of knowledge may not be omitted while managing this im-

portant asset of an enterprise.

In the existing computer systems for knowledge manage-

ment  the  temporal  aspect  is  present  rarely and  implicitly. 

Taking  into  account  its  importance,  in  the  paper  we pro-

posed to use temporal logics to extend functionality of exist-

ing  systems,  or  to  build  new  computer  tools  for  KM.  It  

seems  that  the  advantages  of  using  temporal  formalisms, 

presented in the paper, make this postulate fully justified.
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Abstract—In the paper, problems of legal information digi-
talization are investigated. Conditions for extraction informa-
tion from legal  texts  related to  the common ones processing 
(non-legal  terms)  are  outlined.  Sample  results  of  similarity 
analysis  are  presented.  Further  research  aimed  at  semantic 
analysis of legal texts are outlined.

I. INTRODUCTION

ROBLEMS concerning digitalization of legal informa-

tion integrates contemporary legal theory and legal in-

formatics. The Internet opened the possibility to promulgate 

and communicate legal texts in a machine-readable form. It 

also promised practical realization of the idea of more effi-

cient  and  more  transparent  legislation,  available  on-line. 

Since that time, IT/ICT start to play an ever-growing role, 

both in legal discourse and in legislative processes.  How-

ever, the use of IT in law raises numerous new problems: a 

question of standards used in the process of digitalization of 

normative acts or other legal documents; finding a method 

of  adding  computer-processed  information  to  these  texts; 

and finding tools which will help support both their prepara-

tion and management in a standard compliant way [15]. The 

specificity  and  complexity  of  legal  language  (i.a.  multi-

meaning words, complex and temporary semantic dependen-

cies,  direct  translation  difficulties)  entail  that  typical  text 

processing tools and technologies have a limited application. 

An availability of legal text sources gives an opportunity to 

extract aggregated information, but due to both, the techni-

cal capabilities and the requirements for the expected high 

output data quality, legal information searching is performed 

in a syntactic way, whereas research on semantic searching 

is advisable. 

P

The  goal  of  the  paper  is  to  analyze  a  possibility  of 

performing  reliable  similarity  analysis  of  sample  polish 

legal  acts,  based  on  approaches  typically  adopted  to 

common (English)  language  processing,  and to  report  the 

results  in  the  context  of  long-term research.  Problems  of 

legal information digitalization are discussed; conditions for 

legal information extraction related to the non-legal terms 

are  outlined;  selected  data  processing  steps,  including 

reading legal texts available on-line, are discussed. Sample 

results  of  similarity  analysis  focused  on  distinguishing 

groups of legal acts are presented. Further research aimed at 

semantic analysis of legal texts are outlined.

II. DIGITALIZATION OF LEGAL INFORMATION

From the beginning, the debate on the complexity of digi-

talization  of  law (started  in  the end  of  the 1960’s)  had  a 

pragmatic character and focused mainly on possible applica-

tions of IT and ICT in law (see [14],[7],[9]). This instrumen-

tal approach became even more pervasive in the late 1990’s 

when the discussion began to be dominated by the intrica-

cies related to building and functioning of legal  databases 

and complications connected with regulation of the comput-

erization of law ([16]). As a result of this development, the 

Act  of  June 20,  2000,  on promulgation  of  normative acts 

and some other legal acts (Dz. U. Nr 62, poz. 718) states 

that  official  legal  journals  and  collections  of  local  law 

should be issued and stored not only in the printed but also 

in  the  electronic  form1.  In  consequence,  since  January 1, 

2012, Polish law has been published exclusively in an elec-

tronic form and communicated on Internet,  like in several 

other  EU countries.  These  change  were  preceded both by 

development of several technical standards and by extensive 

regulation how they should be implemented in law.

The legal framework for the technical standard was cre-

ated by the Act of February 17, 2005 on computerization of 

the activities of the entities implementing public tasks and 

the Regulation of the Prime Minister of December 27, 2011 

(Dz.U. Nr 289, Poz. 1699) on the technical requirements for 

electronic  documents,  which  contain  normative  acts  and 

other legal acts, for official journals published in the elec-

tronic form and for means of electronic communication and 

electronic data carriers. Regretfully, existing regulations fo-

cus more on security and integrity of electronic legal docu-

ments than on increasing effectiveness of managing infor-

mation in the legislative process and enhancing cooperation 

between different legal and social agents contributing to the 

process.  Moreover,  electronic  legal  documents  containing 

normative acts and other legal acts announced on the basis 

of the Act of July 20, 2000 on publication of normative acts 

and certain other legal acts, shall be prepared as structural 

texts in a XML 1.0 format. The XDS schemes of such docu-

ments, although being developed and published by the gov-

ernment, have only the status of recommendations, and thus 

are  legally  not  binding.  According  to  the  law,  electronic 

documents containing legal texts should stay in line with the 

1The statute is amended by the Act of March 4, 2011 r, on amendment of  
the  statute  on  promulgation  of  normative  acts  and some other legal  acts 
(Dz.U. Nr 177, poz. 676).
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patterns of legal acts published in central repository of pat-

terns of electronic documents and on the web page www.dzi-

ennikiurzedowe.gov.pl, the patterns as such do not need to 

be used when drafting a legal text2. The law requires only 

that the structure of a legal act, defined in XML, should be 

in accordance with the structure of legal acts as determined 

in the Regulation of the Prime Minister of June 20, 2002 on 

legislative technique (Dz. U. Nr 100, poz. 908) and promul-

gated in a PDF format or in a XML format enabling visual-

ization of the content in the form of a PDF file. This situa-

tion creates a risk that electronic documents containing legal 

texts will not be fully compatible, and therefore hinders ef-

fective management and processing legal information in fu-

ture. It poses also a significant problem, for the reason that 

the information  included in the legal  resource  is complex 

and heteronymous. Effective and appropriated interconnec-

tion of its different layers requires not only a multi-layered 

architecture for modeling legal documents but also existence 

and implementation of shared and open standards for legal 

knowledge representation (see [11]).

This situation changes not only the way, in which law is 

being made and applied but also alter the ways in which le-

gal  information  is  searched,  aggregated,  analyzed  stored, 

erased and communicated.  Respectively,  new standardized 

forms of legal documents are being formed, new forms of 

notification and delivering of  legal  decisions in legal  pro-

ceedings are being developed, new tools are being used to 

encode and to manage legal information, and new electronic 

public archives or registers are being created.

Above  mentioned  developments  open  up  an  important 

field of activity for informatics. It is especially the case be-

cause to manage effectively legal information in the digital 

form, normative texts and various types of legal documents 

must be drafted and disseminated with the use of computers. 

Furthermore, the special status of legal information requires 

development and implementation of standards, which secure 

both its authenticity and integrity. 

Machine-readable standards must take into account differ-

ent aspects and particularities of legal texts, i.e. the appear-

ance, the structure or the different normative status of partic-

ular types of legal texts. Although, these standards are being 

developed and gradually implemented, also in Poland, there 

is surprisingly little discussion about what standards should 

be applied, or how existing standards should be modified in 

order to fit best into the present and the future needs of both 

Polish state and the  addressees of law. More discussion is 

also needed with respect to both the potential problems re-

sulting from the specific semantic, syntactic and pragmatic 

nuances of legal texts and the impact of implemented tech-

nologies on legal practices. One must remember that status, 

types, structures and relations between different legal texts 

are determined by law. Furthermore, while some links or re-

lations between different legal provisions are clearly defined 

by law others are identifiable only on the conceptual level. 

Thus, there is no doubt that the standards implemented today 

for  digitalization  of  legal  information  will  determine  the 

2Currently the XSDs of polish legal acts is developer one the electronic 
platform of public administration services (ePUAP); http://epuap.gov.pl

possibility,  scope,  and costs  of  further  developments.  The 

awareness  of  these  factors  is  important  also  because  new 

standards are still being developed, aiming to meet new ex-

pectations  of  business  people  and  lawyers.  For  example, 

there is a growing need for enabling an online access to le-

gal information with the use of different electronic devices 

and for  development  of  tools allowing computerization of 

aggregation of legal information and its analysis, taking into 

consideration the semantic dimension of law.

Both, the scope of digitalization and computerization of 

legal  information  depend  on  existence  and  quality  of  so 

called  knowledge  representation  languages.  They  permit 

a description of legal information in a way that enables the 

machines its application. Information systems could not only 

support actions of individuals through versioning, finding or 

evaluating particular information, but also apply directly and 

automatically legal provisions3. With XML, a machine-read-

able  representation  of  the  formal  structure  of  legal  docu-

ments is also possible. There are still problems with making 

the machines “understand” and apply legal texts, since there 

are neither universal legal ontology nor the universally ac-

ceptable model of legal reasoning. The already existing tools 

have either a limited scope of application or are unable to 

computerize  legal  practice  to  the  extent  which  would  not 

create any doubts about the validity of conclusions. 

One can see that efficiency and the scope of computeriza-

tion of legal information depends, to large extent, on the ex-

istence  of  shared  standards  and  conventions  enabling  the 

technology neutral representation. Standardization could in-

crease the efficiency of generation, presentation, accessibil-

ity and description of legal documents.

III. MORPHO-SYNTACTIC TEXT ANALYSIS

A. Processing of polish legal texts:` steps and tools 

Discussed in previous chapters, agreed by law, standards 

of  legal  texts  formats  are  the  great  opportunity  to  create 

tools able to search legal information and to build semantic 

relations between the particular sets of texts. Therefore, con-

sidering  efficient  information analysis  and  extraction  with 

automated tools, the following areas of obtaining informa-

tion seem to be vital to investigate: 

•searching keyword phrases in legal texts and locat-

ing them in selected blocks of legal texts,

•automatically  examining  relations  between  legal 

texts (such as similarity),

•the law thematic area recognition on the basis of the 

legal test samples,

•legal  texts semantic analysis  and  (semi)automatic 

legal ontology construction.

As  mentioned  above  (see  Introduction),  adopted  in  the 

Polish  law  regulations  on  the  media  publication  of  legal 

texts say that the format adopted in the generation and publi-

cation of these texts is XML and PDF (for publication of 

3To some extent, it is already possible since any graphical sign can be 
represented  in  an  alphanumerical  way  (ASCI,  Unicode).  There are  also 
naming  convention  permitting  univocal  identifications  of  all  available 
online  legal  documents  or  documents  to  which  legal  documents  directly 
refer to (URL, URI).
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texts on the Internet). Developed XML is compatible with 

the developed schema XSD file approved and published4. A 

PDF file may be generated based on XML thus further con-

siderations mainly concern XML file processing. Therefore, 

it  allows to assume that  the processing of  legal  acts pub-

lished on the Internet5 will be sufficient.

Unfortunately, despite our attempts to find laws generated 

in XML format adopted in accordance with established XSD 

schema, we could not find such documents. Therefore, it be-

came more  difficult  to  extract  information  and  document 

fields for research, however, such information simplifies the 

similarity analysis as: structured way of writing a legal text 

eliminates the problem of  syntactic ambiguity in analysis 

and parsing of the document; structured schema makes pos-

sible to clearly separate systematization and editorials units 

of  the  legal  text  clearly  defined  in  schema,  respectively: 

"część" (“part”), "księga" (“book”) etc.; facilitates the vali-

dation of the document with the adopted scheme XSD and 

use of tools for parsing XML documents6.

A. Term-document Matrix

To  achieve  better  description  of  dependencies  between 

analyzed  documents,  the modification  of  the TDM matrix 

basic  structure  has  been  employed.  TDM (term-document 

matrix) consists of words extracted from the input data. TF-

IDF factor is based on determining the relative frequency of 

a term and then comparing to the inverted frequency of term 

calculated in the entire collection of documents.

For  each  term,  TF (term frequency)  is  the relative  fre-

quency of the term  w occurrences in the document  d (the 

term rank) and the IDF (inverse document frequency) as in-

versely proportional to the occurrences of the term in rela-

tion to the corpus D (d ∈ D) of documents, which represents 

an importance of the word in the entire collection of docu-

ments. TF-ID factor is calculated as follows (eq.1) [13],[12]: 

wd= f w ,d log∣D∣/ f w , D (1)

where  fw,d is a number of occurrences of  w in  d,  |D|  is the 

size of document corpus fw,D is a number of documents con-

taining term w. For large collections of documents, the nor-

malization of the TF with dimensionality reduction proce-

dures may be used.

To achieve  this  purpose  Singular  Value  Decomposition 

(SVD) methodology is used, which is exploited in the area 

of dimensionality reduction, including natural language pro-

cessing [3] and Latent Semantic Analysis method (LSA) [8], 

dedicated  to  acquiring  semantic  relations  from  large  text 

datasets. The goal is to split the input m-by-n matrix A (see 

eq. (2)) into two orthogonal matrices U (m-by-m) and V (n-

by-n), and the diagonal one S of the same size as input ma-

trix A, with nonnegative decreasing elements  (singular val-

ues) [1].

A=USV
T

,U
T

U =I ,V
T

V= I (2)

4The  electronic  form  of  legal  acts  –  Legal  Acts  Editor  –  EDAP 
http://bip.msw.gov.pl/portal/bip/185/18658/Edytor_Aktow_Prawnych_EDA
P__wersja_z_dnia_31_marca_2010_r.html

5For example, see http://isap.sejm.gov.pl
6The Java DOM Parser module was used

Another approach is to employ the Principal Component 

Analysis method. Having a given n-by-n covariance matrix 

the principal component coefficients (loadings) are obtained. 

For further  calculations the columns with the largest  vari-

ances are taken [6]. 

In practice, the goal is to reduce the input matrix and to 

save as much information as possible (in practice, the LSA 

algorithm is utilized [4]). 

The selection of a similarity method depends on the aim 

of analysis and the properties of the input dataset. Note, that 

inappropriate  selection  results  in  producing  unreliable  re-

sults.

An application of methods dedicated to assess the similar-

ity between objects is based on the selection (definition) of 

the  proper  distance  method  or  metric  (function)  among 

which the most popular is the Euclidean one. For the num-

ber of samples of each object p the Euclidean distance (and 

it's generalization – Minkowski metric) may be used. 

In the field of text/semantic analysis, the Jaccard coeffi-

cient and the cosine distance are exploited. The Jaccard co-

efficient for non-binary data, i.a. two vectors of attributes, is 

computed as A∩B/ A∪B [5]. For the binary data, the 

Jaccard coefficient (see eq. 3) or the Dice one can be used.

S J=
n 1,1

n 1,1n 1,0n0,1
(3)

Another  approach is to use the cosine measure for  text 

matching between two vectors (attributes) A and B (typically 

vectors: generated from documents (B) and a query one (A)), 

thus the angle between them (see eq. 4) [2]. 

SC=
A⋅B

∥A∥⋅∥B∥
=

∑
i=1

n

Ai B i

 ∑
i=1

n

Ai

2
× ∑

i=1

n

B i

2


(4)

The high level of the similarity between objects (in this 

case, to maximum possible value is equal to 1) is indicated 

for a small angle between vectors. 

The similarity analysis of the text datasets is performed 

for  a  list  of  terms  retrieved/acquired  from original  docu-

ment(s), represented as points generated with an algorithm. 

To be able to process a number of related documents input 

datasets are weighted in relation to the maximum term fre-

quency and/or the number of analyzed documents [2], [10].

IV. SAMPLE RESULTS

The goal of the part of research described in this section is 

to  analyze  a  possibility  of  performing  reliable  similarity 

analysis  of  sample Polish legal  texts based on approaches 

typically used for common language processing (in English). 

For the prepared dataset of legal acts algebraic methods 

were applied to transform the original  data into the set of 

terms suitable for  further  processing in order  to similarity 

analysis. In this case, the Vector Space Model (VSM)7 has 

7Salton  G.,  Wong A.,  Yang C.  S. (1975):  A Vector Space Model for  
Automatic Indexing, Communications of the ACM, vol.18, no.11, pp.613-
620
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been used to generate the incidence matrix of words in doc-

uments (term-document matrix, TDM).

Two sample similarity measures have been implemented: 

the Jaccard method and Cosine one.  

The input data (body of documents) was extracted from 

PDF files  officially  published  on  the  pages  of  the  Polish 

government. As a body of documents, a set of eight Polish 

legal acts listed below have been chosen8: D1:  Act on sell 

of consumers goods, 0.66MB; D2: Act against unfair market 

practices,  1.50MB; D3:  Act  on consumer  credit,  3.40MB; 

D4: Act on competition and consumer protection, 4.80MB; 

D5: An act on Compulsory Insurance Insurance Guarantee 

Fund and Polish Motor Insurers, 9.60MB; D6: Act on Insur-

ance  Business,  14.1MB;  D7:   Act  on  tax  consulting, 

2.40MB; D8: Civil Code, 17.50MB. All the collected legal 

texts have undergone a process of analysis and extraction of 

words, which consisted of the following stages:

a) generation  of  morpho-syntactic  text  description 

from TXT format with Takipi9;

b) exploration and extraction of words specific to the 

legal texts using models based on the original text in 

TXT format (references to the  "Dziennik Ustaw", re-

ferring to the date of  enactment of  legal  documents, 

determining the names of offices and institutions etc.);

c) extracting tokens and phrases from the analysis (a) 

with the addition of specific terms of the legal texts 

and to create a final list of expressions (terms) used in 

the legal documents;

d) separating the expressions with stop-list for the Pol-

ish language and frequently occurring phrases specific 

to the legal texts (article, chapter etc.).

Results obtained for the similarity analysis of sample le-

gal texts for 2 types of normalization (weighting TF/IDF and 

TDM  normalization  LSI)  and  2  similarity  measures  are 

shown in tables I-IV. 

An  application  of  TD/IDF  normalization  and  Jaccard 

method indicates that the most dissimilar documents to oth-

ers is D1 and D3 (in Table II) while the most similar to oth-

ers are difficult to indicate. The selection of these two meth-

ods produces different results factors (see tables I-II and ta-

bles III-IV).  As shown below, the similarity matrix created 

off the LSI normalized vector shows more inter-document 

similarity than the one created off  the TF/IDF normalized 

vector.  Note, that most similar documents (D5 and D6) are 

accordingly  obtained  with  LSI  normalization and  TD/IDF 

normalization for both similarity measure indexes: Jaccard 

and  cosine  method  (see  tab.  I,II,III).  Maximum values  of 

similarity are indicated in the tables in bold.

TABLE I. RESULTS OBTAINED WITH TF/IDF NORMALIZATION AND JACCARD METHOD 

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8

D1 --- 0,0763 0,0805 0,0822 0,0798 0,0716 0,0606 0,0936

D2 0,0763 ---- 0,0860 0,1351 0,0841 0,0884 0,0715 0,0819

D3 0,0805 0,0860 --- 0,0974 0,0946 0,0953 0,0634 0,0912

8http://isap.sejm.gov.pl/
9Polish texts tagger, to its XML output,  read in the designed program: 

Piasecki  M.  Polish  Tagger  TaKIPI:  Rule  Based  Construction  and  
Optimisation.  Task  Quarterly,  2007,  11,  151-167. 
(http://nlp.pwr.wroc.pl/takipi/)

D4 0,0822 0,1351 0,0974 --- 0,1336 0,1641 0,1442 0,1185

D5 0,0798 0,0841 0,0946 0,1336 --- 0,2106 0,1124 0,1340

D6 0,0716 0,0884 0,0953 0,1641 0,2106 --- 0,1504 0,1318

D7 0,0606 0,0715 0,0634 0,1442 0,1124 0,1504 --- 0,0904

D8 0,0936 0,0819 0,0912 0,1185 0,1340 0,1318 0,0904 ---

Suma: 0,5446 0,6233 0,6084 0,8751 0,8491 0,9122 0,6929 0,7414

TABLE II. RESULTS OBTAINED WITH TF/IDF NORMALIZATION AND COSINE METHOD

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8

D1 --- 0,0142 0,0171 0,0264 0,0170 0,0131 0,0092 0,0857

D2 0,0142 --- 0,0135 0,1466 0,0189 0,0177 0,0172 0,0225

D3 0,0171 0,0135 --- 0,0255 0,0145 0,0166 0,0041 0,0193

D4 0,0264 0,1466 0,0255 --- 0,0495 0,0623 0,0450 0,0409

D5 0,0170 0,0189 0,0145 0,0495 --- 0,1940 0,0289 0,0707

D6 0,0131 0,0177 0,0166 0,0623 0,1940 --- 0,0502 0,0413

D7 0,0092 0,0172 0,0041 0,0450 0,0289 0,0502 --- 0,0189

D8 0,0857 0,0225 0,0193 0,0409 0,0707 0,0413 0,0189 ---

Sum: 0,1827 0,2506 0,1106 0,3962 0,3935 0,3952 0,1735 0,2993

TABLE III. RESULTS OBTAINED WITH LSI NORMALIZATION AND JACCARD METHOD

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8

D1 --- 0,8477 0,1734 0,8722 0,9510 0,9580 0,9480 0,8886

D2 0,8477 --- 0,2317 0,9721 0,8916 0,8850 0,8211 0,9542

D3 0,1734 0,2317 --- 0,2213 0,1906 0,1880 0,1693 0,2145

D4 0,8722 0,9721 0,2213 --- 0,9172 0,9105 0,8445 0,9816

D5 0,9510 0,8916 0,1906 0,9172 --- 0,9927 0,9197 0,9344

D6 0,9580 0,8850 0,1880 0,9105 0,9927 --- 0,9264 0,9276

D7 0,9480 0,8211 0,1693 0,8445 0,9197 0,9264 --- 0,8601

D8 0,8886 0,9542 0,2145 0,9816 0,9344 0,9276 0,8601 ---

Sum: 5,6389 5,6034 1,3888 5,7194 5,7972 5,7882 5,4891 5,7610

The results also show cross-correlations of document sim-

ilarity in the set {D4, D5, D6, D8} (the Insurance Law and 

the  Civil  Code)  (see  maximum  values  of  similarity  and 

“summary line”).  The proposed algorithm has generated a 

group of legal acts from the similar semantic area (the Con-

sumer Law; note, that the Civil Law has chapters related to 

the Insurance Law). 

TABLE IV. RESULTS OBTAINED WITH LSI NORMALIZATION AND COSINE 

METHOD

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8

D1 --- 0,8857 0,0213 0,8257 0,9100 0,8693 0,9944 0,9844

D2 0,8857 --- 0,4831 0,9932 0,9985 0,9994 0,9297 0,9535

D3 0,0213 0,4831 --- 0,5816 0,4340 0,5127 0,1266 0,1968

D4 0,8257 0,9932 0,5816 --- 0,9853 0,9966 0,8805 0,9120

D5 0,9100 0,9985 0,4340 0,9853 --- 0,9960 0,9486 0,9687

D6 0,8693 0,9994 0,5127 0,9966 0,9960 --- 0,9166 0,9427

D7 0,9944 0,9297 0,1266 0,8805 0,9486 0,9166 --- 0,9975

D8 0,9844 0,9535 0,1968 0,9120 0,9687 0,9427 0,9975 ---

Sum: 5,4908 6,2431 2,3561 6,1749 6,2411 6,2333 5,7939 5,9556
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Furthermore, an analysis aimed at examining the similarity 

of paragraphs from legal texts taken from the analyzed set of 

Polish legal acts (mainly from Civil Code) and changed in 

their structure (using synonyms), has been also performed. 

Sample results are presented below (see Table V).

TABLE V. RESULTS OF SIMILARITY ANALYSIS BETWEEN MODIFIED PARAGRAPHS AND 

LEGAL ACTS

Doc. no. TF/IDF Doc. nr LSI

D8 0,1072 D8 0,0806

D5 0,0653 D4 0,0805

D4 0,0558 D1 0,0798

D2 0,0410 D2 0,0792

D7 0,0348 D5 0,0775

D1 0,0345 D6 0,0763

D3 0,0340 D7 0,0685

D6 0,0335 D3 0,0404

The  results  show  that  the  modified  paragraphs  may  be 
detectable  with  the  described  algorithm  (see  Table  V; 
paragraphs  are  detected  as  similar  to  the  document  D8  – 
Civil Law) and they are promising for further work. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Depending on the selection of  algorithms employed for 

extracting  terms from legal  documents,  dimensionality re-

duction and for  preprocessing of  input data,  it  can  be as-

sumed that  there  is  a  possibility  of  application  numerical 

procedures (widely used in the area of common English lan-

guage) to datasets containing Polish legal texts. The essen-

tial  step  towards  obtaining  reliable  results  is  similarity 

method and the input matrix normalization numerical proce-

dure selection. However, as far as more complex semantic 

analysis  are  concerned,  presented  statistical  methods,  in 

some cases,  give ambiguous results. In this case, dedicated 

dictionaries (thesauruses) or ontologies providing structured 

relationships,  need to be built.  They ensure structuring of 

taxonomic  and  non-taxonomic  relationships  in  processed 

documents. (the research is in progress).

In  the  paper,  the  preliminary  work  aimed  at  automatic 

Polish legal texts processing was outlined. Taking into ac-

count  presented  considerations  and  sample results,  further

research will be aimed at Polish legal acts clustering, in par-

ticular,  through  adjusting  of  numerical  algorithms (briefly 

described above), and – additionally – performing analyses 

of semantic relations between terms, phrases, sentences and 

finally – Polish legal acts. 
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Abstract—This  paper  shows  an  innovative  approach  for 
implementation  business  intelligence  systems  in  advanced 
threat  and  risk  analysis  using  spatial  component.  It 
demonstrates  how  to  improve  intelligence  of  complete 
information  system  by  involving  spatial  extension.  Most  of 
business data in data warehouses are often spatial  per se, and 
without using this component, analysis missing very important 
dimension  of  the  data  nature.  From  other  side,  frequent 
problem  in  enterprise  data  warehouse  is  creating  relations 
between tables which come from different sources and without 
any  common attributes;  that  could  be  very  easily  solved  by 
spatial  relation.  This  paradigm  of  spatialization  assumes 
changing overall  system architecture,  from data  storage,  via 
retrieving to its presentation mechanism. Particular benefit of 
this approach for threat and risk analysis is effective utilization 
of location data, advanced spatial analysis techniques and more 
variety in data visualization. Examples of organizations which 
need such system are intelligence agencies, emergence services 
or epidemiology centers.

I. INTRODUCTION

USINESS Intelligence  (BI)  mainly  considers 

computer-based  techniques  to  support  better  business 

decision-making  [1].  It  uses  operations  for  identifying, 

extracting, and analyzing business data and offers functions 

of  online  analytical  processing  (OLAP),  analytics,  data 

mining,  predictive analytics  and reporting [2][3].  Business 

Intelligence  data  and  analysis  has  more  and  more 

importance  for  business  development,  but  while  most  of 

business data has location as a component, few businesses 

take full advantage of spatial and location analysis.

B

Location  can  be  described  by  an  address,  a  geographic 

region or a tracking route, that can be presented, managed 

and analyzed interactively in a GIS [4]. Recognized spatial 

relationships,  patterns  and  trends  can  answer  the 

sophisticated questions related to hardly visible and invisible 

laws  applied  between  phenomena  described  by  specific 

business  data  sets  [5].  Location  awareness  can  be 

incorporated into Business  Intelligence Systems (BIS)  and 

used  in  field  of  risk  assessment  and  risk  management 

extracting the maximum value from GIS and BI integration 

and traditional and spatial data sets.

This work is supported by Gauss Tuzla, Center for Geospatial Research 
Sarajevo

II.SPATIAL COMPONENT IMPROVES BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE 
OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Spatial  component  improves  business  intelligence  of 

information  systems  and  bring  easy-to-understand 

visualization to business applications. Most of business data 

in  data  warehouses  are  often  spatial  per  se,  and  without 

using  this  component,  analysis  missing  very  important 

dimension  of  the  data  nature.  From  other  side,  frequent 

problem in enterprise  data warehouse  is  creating  relations 

between  tables  which  come  from  different  sources  and 

without  any common attributes;  that  could  be  very easily 

solved by spatial relation [6]. This paradigm of spatialization 

assumes  changing  overall  system  architecture,  from  data 

storage, via retrieving to its presentation mechanism.

Examples of  organizations which  need  such system are 

risk analysis  centers  (RAC),  various  intelligence  agencies, 

emergence services or epidemiology centers. This paper is 

focused  on  the  implementation  of  this  system  for  the 

purpose of improving the center for the analysis of threats 

and  risks,  although  the  experience  gained  in  its 

implementation  may  be  fully  applied  in  other  domains 

mentioned. Threat  and risk analysis is the process used to 

obtain quantitative or qualitative measures of risk levels and 

has  focus  on  quantifying  the  probability  of  negative 

consequences  from  one  or  more  identified  or  unknown 

threat causes.

III. ARCHITECTURE OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS 
WITH SPATIAL EXTENSION

An overview of key architectural components of Business 

Intelligence  System (BIS)  with spatial  extension  for  RAC 

project  is shown in Fig.  1.  Data warehouse is intended to 

store  a  large  amount  of  data  and  considers  load  strategy 

involving:  extracting  data  from  data  sources  (operational 

systems),  moving  it  into  data  warehouse  structures, 

structuring the data for analysis purposes, and moving it into 

reporting structures (data marts). The architecture includes 

the  process  required  to  handle  and  manage  the  following 

daily  operations:  data  acquisition,  data  buffering,
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transformation and loading data into data staging area within 

extract, transform and load (ETL) management processes 

[2]. 

Specific data from each information service (data source) 

can be masked and propagated in the appropriate data marts, 

which are subsets of the data in RAC data warehouse. The 

data marts contain aggregated (summary) data from 

heterogeneous information services (e.g. Oracle database, 

MS SQL Server, MySQL, Excel) at the particular level of 

hierarchy. In this way, it provides more effective data 

structuring and eliminates the need to aggregate data when 

executing a query or analysis by end users. This leads to 

better performance and avoids the redundancy of data. 

Data warehouse is a central source of consolidated and 

transformed current and historical data used by various 

professionals (analysts) for business analysis, data 

exploration and decision support [2]. This database can be 

accessed directly from an application level, which consists of 

GIS analytical machine (thick client) and the Report Server 

(BI Server). They are used by RAC analysts who have access 

to all data in read only mode in order to implement the 

analytical operations. 

GIS application provide spatial data analysis, conducted 

for the purpose of indication and analysis of spatial trends 

[7]. Analysis results are presented in corresponding form by 

the report generator (BI Server). Reports are available to all 

analysts and other authorized users of the system, and the 

representation of spatial phenomena can be achieved by 

using integrated components of spatial engine, application 

server and viewer (e.g. Oracle Spatial, WebLogic, 

MapViewer) consolidating results with a set of base 

geospatial data in the background. 

GIS analytical machine is a generic set of analytical tools 

integrated through dedicated applications that are 

customized in terms of localization, workflow and typical 

data sets used for analysis. Also, in addition to direct access 

and read data from the data warehouse, they allow the entry 

of data which come from other sources, e.g. news media 

(Open Source Data) through the available forms. 

IV. CASE STUDY 

A. The Aim of the Project 

Building a functional and efficient integrated system of 

border management at the national and international level 

implies the establishment of the Center for Risk Analysis as 

its key parts. Bosnia and Herzegovina conducts activities 

related to these issues along with other duties essential to the 

process of liberalization of visa regime with the European 

Union. The concept of Integrated Border Management 

(IBM) involves coordination and cooperation of all state 

agencies and bodies involved in cross-border activities, in 

order to ensure maximum efficiency and effectiveness of 

border management. 

 

Fig.  1 Architecture of the business intelligence system with spatial 

extension for RAC 

 

The general objective is to create a safe and reliable 

system framework for risk assessment and spatial risk 

analysis which includes establishment of: basic functionality 

of the Center for Risk Analysis (CAR), communication 

channels and protocols for data exchange with professional 

services, or information services (IS) which supply the center 

with the source data, and functional information services or 

agencies and bodies for the collection, primary processing of 

data and propagating it towards the CAR. 

B. The System Implementation 

System design is based on a central database to which data 

are propagated from information sources responsible for 

collecting, selecting and masking (protected) data relevant 

for risk analysis (Fig. 1). These data are prepared and 

transformed in a way that enable the production of quality 

reports of potential threats and risks that could endanger 

human lives, material goods or social order. Information 

Services (IS) are the various state institutions, agencies, 

professional services or local centers for risk analysis with its 

own organizational, informational, technological and 

technical characteristics. Integration of systems for spatial 

analysis of risk is directly related and dependent on the 

functionality of individual IS's. It is implemented through the 

phases of defining the scope, development, testing and 

deployment of this system.   

C. The System Using: Business Intelligence with Spatial 

Application in Risk Analysis of Epidemic Infectious 

Disease 

For a number of types of analyzes that are conducted at 

the Center for Risk Analysis (e.g., trafficking, tracking 

shipments of plant origin...) there is a need for spatial 
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presentation, or for the use of spatial data and analytical 

techniques. Therefore, the data propagated from the 

information services (agencies) are geocoded, that is 

referenced in the spatial domain. Analytical capabilities 

directly dependent on available data, but also the level of 

detail displayed. At least, a phenomena or its trend can be 

displayed to the level of settlements, streets or border 

crossing, which is enabled by means of incorporated 

background (base) map data for the area of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina and the wider region. These data include: basic 

cartographic detail (cities, road networks, ports, airports, 

railway network, administrative boundaries, border 

crossings) (Fig. 2), environmental data (climate, land use, 

precipitation, soil, forests, DTM, water bodies), utilities 

(power supply, telecommunication), demographic data and 

descriptive statistics (population, education, employment, 

agricultural yields...), economic data (important institutions, 

values and indices of economic development), and also Web 

services offering background geodata (Microsoft Bing 

satellite images, street maps from Open Street Map web 

service). 

User application environment, which includes the 

integration of GIS (MapInfo Professional), Oracle Business 

Intelligence with WebLogic / MapViewer AS (Fig. 3) covers 

a broad analytical functionality (geospatial analysis, business 

intelligence, reporting, publishing, creating a dashboard), 

which allows implementation of various types spatial 

analysis (geostatistics, clustering, gridding, network analysis, 

spatial queries, spatial data mining...). The methodology of 

these analytical concepts is  independent of the architecture 

and implementation of the system [8]. 

One of the test scenarios used to conduct the analytical 

process and generate reports from the BI system is risk 

analysis of epidemic infectious disease to monitor the 

appearance of brucellosis caused by Brucella melitensis 

bacteria. 

 

Fig.  2 Background geospatial data: basic cartographic detail 

 

Fig.  3 Business intelligence dashboard for outlier detection 

 

It is transmitted by ingesting infected food, direct contact 

with an infected animal, or inhalation of aerosols. 

Brucellosis primarily occurs through occupational exposure 

(e.g. exposure to sheep), but also by consumption of 

unpasteurized milk products. 

This phenomenon is identified on the basis of information 

received from public health services. The task (set in this 

scenario) is to determine: 

 spatial foci (hot spots) of disease, 

 spatial trend of expansion, 

 source and cause of the phenomenon 

 measures to control epidemics and future prevention. 

In short, this analytical process is conducted through five 

methodological steps [9]. 

The first step is the entering of external data (on the 

phenomenon with disease indications and number of 

patients) in the system. The phenomenon is registered at the 

locations (marked by symbol) that are found through address 

system search engine (based on the known address of 

infected individuals). Foci of disease are generated using the 

hot spot and cluster analysis. 

The second step is the selection of analytical method 

based on the entered data on the phenomenon and the 

available data sets in a DWH (propagated from information 

services). The proposed method here is spatial 

autocorrelation, which examines the relationship between 

numerical grids. The matrix obtained by the method allows 

the investigation of correlation levels between groups of 

numerical grids (i.e. sets of attribute data from different 

information sources, e.g. records of foreigner residence 

registration, or tracking animals and plants shipments...). The 

elements of this matrix are the coefficients with values 

ranging from -1 to +1, where values close to 1 describes the 

attributes with a high degree of correlation (spatial 

dependence), and those that tend to 0 describe pairs of 

attributes with a low degree of correlation (spatial 

independence) [9]. 

The third step is the implementation of the analytical 

process, where the matrix analysis identified the following 

spatial relationships: 
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Fig.  4 Spatial reasoning: hot spot buffering and overlapping with the 

road network layer 

 

 there was increased presence of male foreigners with 

primary education (nomadic cattle breeder) and 

temporary residence nearby the hot spots for the 

previous period and 

 there was migration of sheep herds nearby the sites of 

infection and a number of their border crossings. 

The higher value of correlation coefficient does not imply 

a cause of the phenomena, but it just says that there is a 

spatial relationship between certain phenomena and the next 

task is to use other methods of analysis to determine the 

actual cause of infection [10]. 

The fourth step is spatial reasoning and inference on the 

cause of the phenomena [11]. On the basis of detailed 

exploratory spatial analysis which included: mapping the 

spread of infection, buffering, overlapping with the road 

network and analyzing the data records of border crossings 

(Fig. 4) it is concluded that the disease is caused by 

consuming dairy products and that is transmitted through 

infected sheep. 

The fifth step includes presentation of the results of the 

analysis and generation reports using GIS and BI Publisher 

tools. 

V. ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS OF SUGGESTED SOLUTION 

BI system for advanced analysis of threats and risks has 

been designed and implemented as a dynamic and flexible 

framework with a variety of possibilities for improvement 

and expansion in all segments. This solution will certainly 

contribute to the quality and consistency of IBM in Bosnia 

and Herzegovina. 

Basic functionality and capabilities of the system can be 

further expanded and enriched by adding new data sources 

from existing agencies and other relevant institutions, by 

consolidation of existing transactional systems, regulation 

procedures and templates for making the required reports, 

analysis, etc. For its implementation is a key issue to achieve 

high level of cooperation between RAC and individual 

information services (agencies). As well experience and 

knowledge of operating personnel (analysts and 

administrators) is very important. Lessons learned through 

design, implementation and use of this system can be 

extrapolated to other similar systems, with certain 

adjustments. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The Implementation of a robust and complex BI system 

with a spatial extension, as a support to center for risk 

analysis, represents a challenge in any sense. Despite the 

availability of technological capabilities this requires 

additional innovation to achieve the goal and develop a 

functional and operational system. This paper shows an 

innovative approach for implementation business 

intelligence systems for advanced threat and risk analysis in 

RAC environment using spatial component. It demonstrates 

how to improve intelligence of complete information system 

by involving spatial extension. Particular benefit of this 

approach for risk analysis is effective utilization of location 

data, advanced spatial analysis techniques and more variety 

in data visualization.  

By implementing this system at the center for risk analysis 

has been made the foundation of which is reflected in a 

modern, flexible and multiple employable system. In its 

production stage, it is not a closed system, but should be 

further developed through a series of possible improvements 

and options that should be recognized by its customers. 
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Abstract—An organisation’s activity under dynamic changes of
business processes requires continuous improvement of business
practices. This implies the necessity of refining decision making
process. Business rules [6], [8] enable experts to transfer enter-
prise strategy onto the operational level using simple sentences
which, in turn, can automate reactions to subsequent events both
inside and outside the organisation. The main advantage of the
business rules is their simplicity and flexibility so they can be
easily utilised by different organisations for different purposes.
In order to represent knowledge in a pseudo-natural language
understandable to information systems (business rules engines)
notation and description standards are required. In this study,
an overview and classification of the most popular business rules
description languages are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE central idea behind Business Rules Engines (BRE)
or Business Rules Management Systems (BRMS) is that

any organisation uses a decision logic to maintain operational
and managerial tasks. The major objective of modern busi-
ness rules management systems is to allow for business and
technological processes to be described independently of the
software system to be implemented. Nowadays, it is possible
to automate business processes by implementing appropriate
ERP, CRM, SCM or WFM solution. However, there are still
some processes and decisions which are non-routine or cannot
be well described by appropriate semantic language.

Rules play an important role among the most frequently
used knowledge representation techniques. They may be used
to describe different aspects of business. The biggest advantage
of BRMS approach is that business rules are understandable
for human and may be also directly used in software programs
[4]. However, software programs and humans need rules to be
expressed in different languages in order to understand them.

Different target audience and broad field of potential appli-
cations cause that there are a number of languages and ap-
proaches for modelling of business rules. This article presents
some criteria which may be used to select business rules mod-
elling language being the most suitable for specific problem.

The paper has the following structure. In Section II, pre-
liminary information on business rules and Semantic Webs are
described. Classification of business rule description languages
is discussed in Sections III and IV. The paper ends with
concluding remarks.

II. BUSINESS RULES AND SEMANTICS WEB

The definition of a business rule, coming from GUIDE
[11], states that a business rule is "a statement that defines or
constraints some aspect of the business. It is intended to assert
business structure or to control or influence the behaviour of
the business." In [10], Ross describes several basic principles
of business rules approach. He believes that a language has
the biggest impact on business rules expressiveness. Therefore,
in the remaining part of this study business rules description
languages are presented and classified.

Business rules are usually written in a form of "if... then
..." statement. The most important aspects of business rules
is that they should be unambiguous. It means that all terms
used in rules should be defined in a business vocabulary which
defines all important concepts in a particular area of business
interest. Besides the definitions of concepts, such vocabulary
also defines relations between concepts. A formal description
of rules and a vocabulary should be different for different
target users.

From managerial point of view, a goal of business rules
approach is to improve the communication between humans.
Hence, business rules and business vocabularies should be
described in a language close to the natural one. Business
rules management systems need a definition of a vocabulary
and rules in formal language to avoid ambiguity of meaning.
Nowadays, especially in supply chains, business rules man-
agements systems participate in larger networks and exchange
business rules. In such a case, an information context should be
transferred by a language together with rules and vocabulary.
Unfortunately, there are no languages which meets all those
requirements. To solve that problem, two models - Model
Driven Architecture1 (MDA) and Semantics Models (SM) have
been developed.

MDA model defines three abstraction levels. Computation
Independent Model (CIM) shows how the system works within
an environment, without details on the system’s structure and
application implementation. At this level, rules are written
in a language with the syntax close to the natural one or
are presented as diagrams (visual languages). Platform In-

1A detailed description of the MDA architecture can be found at
http://www.omg.org/mda/
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dependent Model (PIM) is a model of a software system or
a business system that is independent of the specific techno-
logical platform used to implement it. At this level, rules have
standard representation based on an XML language. Finally,
at the Platform Specific Model (PSM) rules are described in
a language designed for a specific BRMS. The idea of SM
focuses on exchanging data between systems without human
support. Hence, Semantic Models develop languages which
transfer both data and context between those systems.

MDA and SM concepts assume that there should be many
very limited purpose languages and the appropriate transla-
tion programmes. The next section describes the differences
between rules description languages.

III. CLASSIFICATION OF BUSINESS RULE MODELLING
LANGUAGES

On the basis of the subject literature [1], [2], [3], [9], [12],
the following set of the most popular modelling languages
have been selected for the comparison purposes: the Semantics
of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules (SBVR), the
REWERSE Rule Markup Language (R2ML), the Semantic
Web Rules Language (SWRL), the Rule Markup Language
(RuleML), the Rule Interchange Format (RIF), the Java Spec-
ification Request (JSR-94), Prova and the Production Rule
Representation (PRR).

First, the comparison of business rules description languages
is performed at the respective abstraction level of the MDA
architecture and the selected languages are assigned to those
levels:

• Business models level CIM: SVBR language,
• Business functionality level PIM: PRR, R2ML, SWRL,

RuleML, RIF languages,
• PSM level: JSR-94 language.

One can see that SVBR is the only standard that exists at
the CIM level. It enables rules to be described in a language
similar to a natural language.

At the PIM level there are five languages with different
expression power. Thus, at the PIM level there is no one
universal language which means that the language must be
selected appropriately to specific rule type and vocabulary.
RuleML is the only language that supports modelling of any
rule. Strict assignment of languages to an appropriate type
of rule is presented later in this section. Here, it should be
underlined that all business rules description languages at the
PIM level are written down using XML.

Languages at the PIM level are then transformed into
languages at the PSM level. At this level rules modelling
languages are strictly connected with programming languages
used for developing specific BRMS. This is due to the fact that
at this level, rules should be written in a way which guarantees
computational effectiveness. Most of the BRMS (e.g., Drools,
ILog) is written in Java. Hence, JSR-94 is a standard at the
PSM level as an API Java library.

Next, a comparison of meta-languages used to write down
standards of business rule modelling were made. The SBVR
model is written using a natural (English) language, and

dependencies between themes are written using the XML
and SBVR XML Schema. Two meta-languages can be dis-
tinguished at the PIM level. Rules are written in XML, and
respective description schemes in MOF/UML (PRR, R2ML,
RuleML), or EBNF formalism (RuleML, RIF, SWRL). At the
PSM level, languages are described in a way which guarantees
their compatibility with the JSR-94 standard or Java.

Another comparison checks how business rules modelling
languages integrate with external ontologies or databases.
The integrations are usually implemented through establishing
links to dictionaries contained in ontologies. These links are
most often implemented through URI or IRI. Common usage
of URL (Uniform Resource Locator) in a semantic model dates
back to the work by Heflin and Hendler [7].

A dictionary is seen as an external data type and is rep-
resented by external objects. Owing to this solution, rules
description languages retain quite a simple construction. In
most of the markup based languages (R2ML, RuleML, Jena
Rules, OCL, RIF, SWRL), URI identifiers are used to identify
facts. Some of them, such as SWRL, have special markups
(e.g., swrlb:resolveURI) which enable operations on
arguments described by URI. All classes described by R2ML
have also URI references. Class is a type for R2ML objects or
variables. Similarly, reference property and datatype predicate
in R2ML have URI references. RIF uses IRI as constants,
similar to RDF.

The comparison described above clearly shows that there is
one standard, SBVR, which allows the production of business
vocabularies and rules to be written in a language close to the
natural one. This standard is dedicated to human audience. The
same role for computer audience plays JSR-94 closely related
with Java. Both of these languages may be easily translated to
PIM level languages. Because of different expressiveness of
PIM level languages, the choice of the inappropriate interme-
diate translation language may result in incomplete translation
or translation lost. Therefore, the following part of the paper
focuses on the following languages from the PIM level: R2ML,
SWRL, RuleML, RIF.

IV. COMPARISON OF STRUCTURES OF PIM LEVEL
MODELLING LANGUAGES

A knowledge database is a structure which consists of sev-
eral levels. For the PIM level languages comparison purposes,
the three among the latter are the most important: data level,
rules level and knowledge representation level. At the data
level, methods for building particular languages should be
compared. Scheme type and validation are reliable comparison
criteria.

Dependencies between structures in business rules mod-
elling languages are usually described using XML Scheme.
There are two approaches to build the latter. A language can
be described by a flat scheme or by a structure in which each
construct is described by a separate module, which is then used
to build ontology. The second hierarchical approach, unlike flat
structures, can easily be extended. Moreover:
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• a programmer needs to use necessary modules only (e.g.
those adjusted to some type of rules), he does not have
to use all elements,

• it is much easier to develop a language described by a
modular scheme,

• modular approach facilitates testing of the solution used
to implement the model.

R2ML are based on flat scheme. On the other hand RuleML,
SWRL, and RIF follow the second approach. They define
respective constructs in separate modules.

Rules are built on facts and terms which creates business
vocabulary. A business term is a word or phrase that has a
specific meaning for a business in some designated context. A
fact asserts an association between two or more terms. That
is, it expresses a relationship between the terms. Business
rules description languages on PIM level enable a flexible
facts notation. Fact can be represented by: term, class, object
instance, state or event. A fact can be defined directly in
a language or can be assigned to a rule through a proper
addressing language URI and IRI (described above).

One of the most important question concerning directly
defined facts is the question of whether facts and terms are
stored as attributes or elements. If business rule contains
information which can be validated, then an element should
be used. Otherwise, one can use attributes.

R2ML differs from other languages at the PIM level,
because it writes all information items as attributes in contrary
to other languages which uses elements as well. However, all
of the PIM level languages enable the facts to be described
as simple and complex datatypes. For example, beside simple
representation of an attribute, RuleML introduces possibility
of organising attributes in multisets (arg) and sequences
(slot) using the index attribute. Similar notation is used by
SWRL and RIF. R2ML does not distinguish between attribute
and element notation. Direct defined facts are described in
different ways in different languages. RuleML provides a
certain set of constructs which can be used in any semantically
significant combination. Thanks to this, RuleML rules are easy
to write and maintain, and can be automatically translated into
other languages. SWRL and RIF, which are based on R2ML,
introduce more complex structures. In contrary to RuleML,
R2ML very strongly differentiates a type of terms and atoms.
Owing to this, R2ML has a very rich and extensive syntax. For
example, a variable in R2ML can be represented by an variable
responsible for objects, literals, and (variable without a type).
In RuleML and its derivatives, there are no such division. To
distinguish between an object and a value, R2ML, similarly
to RuleML, introduces respective objects for an object name
and a value of a variable.

Languages for writing rules in business rule engines are
usually based on a Prolog (Prova, TRIPLE, or Jena) syntax or
on their own syntax adjusted to a programming language used
to write the engine.

There is a wide range of business rules applications. There-
fore, different type of rules can be distinguished [12]:

• integrity rules are used to express conditions that should

be fulfilled, e.g., "Each new person driving a staff car
must be a qualified driver".

• deriviation rules describe how data item can be com-
puted from other data, e.g., "A customer is considered a
premium customer if it spends more then USD 3,000 a
year".

• reaction rules respond to an event occurrence, e.g., "If
a customer has returned a rental car and the mileage is
more then 8,000 kilometres since last servicing, then send
the car to the service".

• production rules, in contrary to reaction rules, are not
called by any previous event, they "produce" events if
the conditions are fulfilled. An example of the production
rule at the CIM level could be: "If order value is greater
than 2,000 and the type of customer is not Premium, then
grant a 5% discount".

• transformation rules describe constraints which must be
fulfilled to change operational data format, e.g, "If you
receive a full description of the book, then transform it
to a short description containing the author name and
book title only".

Table I contains an overview of how particular description
languages support the execution of different types of rules.
Realisation of particular types of rules is possible through the
introduction of what is known as procedural attachments and
built-in functions. A business rule must often recall queries
and procedures stored externally and call external sources of
data. Such procedures, called procedural attachments, can be
used in business rules.

A procedural attachment is a function or a predicate which
is implemented externally. There are two types of such attach-
ments:

• logical attachment, which returns true or false,
• object, which gets certain objects and returns one or more

objects.

In addition to procedural attachments, the built-in function can
be mentioned. They are functions built in rule description lan-
guages, or predicates which enable operations to be performed
on, e.g., strings, numbers or logical values.

SWRL and RuleML have the common library of built-in
functions, which is based on the functions available in XQuery
and XPath languages. Built-in functions are called in SWRL
by a special atom ’swrlx:builtinAtom’.

SWRL does not support procedural attachments, but they
might be called directly from ReactionRuleML. R2ML sup-
ports built-in functions by default, in the same way as SWRL
does, but uses r2ml:DatatypePredicateAtom predi-
cates and r2ml:DatatypeFunctionTerm functions. Be-
sides the function, an r2ml:DatatypePredicateAtom
element contains variable name and type. Thanks to this, in
the next step, it can be projected on the respective operator
with the respective data.

R2ML enables the introduction of procedural add-ins that,
as depicted in the listing, allows access to any external
function. To represent production rules, R2ML was enhanced
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF HOW PARTICULAR LANGUAGES SUPPORT OCCURRENCES OF SUBSEQUENT RULES

Language Rule type
Integrity rule Derivation rule Reaction rule Production rule Transformation rule

R2ML X X X X
RuleML X X X X X

SQL X X X
Jena Rules X X X X

OCL X X X(XOCL) X(XOCL)
RIF X X

SWRL X X
PROVA X X

with constructions which enable action-reaction rules to be
described.

Knowledge representation is here understood as a way of
presenting knowledge about the world together with process-
ing, especially inference, methods. From the business rules’
point of view, the following knowledge representations can be
distinguished [5]:

• decision table - represents knowledge in a form of a table,
which contains prerequisites and conclusions. This kind
of knowledge description supports the creation of models
containing numerous independent conditions,

• decision grid - supports the presentation of rules which
are functions of two or more related conditions,

• decision tree - presents rules as a tree-like graph which
shows decision process. In the case of numerous tied
rules, a decision tree clearly shows the history of deci-
sions. The main deficiency of decision trees is that they
do not support the application of advanced solutions, such
as AND or XOR, for controlling processes,

• scenarios - describe stereotypical sequences of process
events using special scenes corresponding to possible
decision situations.

• workflows - represents rules as a set of actions that
are executed when certain specified conditions are met.
Workflows were adopted for presentation of knowledge
using tools for description of system workflow, a timing
of system events can be presented.

All described standards enable rules to be combined in the
form of a decision table. Subsequent rules are written one
under another in the form of an XML structure. Rules cannot
be written in the form of a workflow in any of the standards.
Rules can be written in the form of a workflow using the token
language BPEL, which supports combining decision rules.

V. CONCLUSION

The most important business rule description standards are
presented in this study. Selected from the recent literature,
the most common business rule modelling languages, such as
SBVR, R2ML, SWRL, RuleML, RIF, JSR-94, Prova, PPR,
have been characterised and compared. In the first step, they
were grouped to account for different goals they realise and
to make it possible to compare them. The MDA architecture

and Semantic Web were selected as classification criteria to
create groups of comparable languages. Based on the MDA
classification, the following conclusions can be drawn:

• First of all, it should be noticed that there are no useful
business rule description standards at the CIM level,

• At the PSM level there exist one standard only for
communication with business rules engines - JSR-94. It
should be emphasised that it is compatible with the Java
language,

• There are no languages supporting efficient business rule
visualisation

• There is a lot of languages at the PIM level; however,
none of them can be translated to SVBR,

• Most of the standards do not support writing all types of
business rules - RuleML is an exception,

• There are no languages based on SQL,
• It is difficult to draw conclusions based on the XML rule

notation. The SQL notation would be more accurate.
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Abstract—Bayesian networks are a popular and powerful
tool in artificial intelligence. They have many applications in
commercial decision support. The point of this paper is to provide
an overview of the techniques involved from this perspective. We
will proceed by giving a simplified mathematical overview of
what Bayesian networks are and the flavors they come in. We
then look at how they can be created or learnt from data and the
situations that lead to the use of ensemble models. Then we look
at how an application of such a technology would proceed, using
the human resources example of talent retention for international
firms in China, examining the full process rather than technology
specific elements. Finally we look at the outputs that would be
generated from such an application.

Index Terms—Bayesian networks, decision assistance, business
analytics, stochastic modeling

I. INTRODUCTION

BAYESIAN networks are a popular and powerful tool in
artificial intelligence. They have many applications in

commercial decision support. The point of this paper is to
provide an overview of the techniques involved from this per-
spective. We will proceed by giving a simplified mathematical
overview of what Bayesian networks are and the flavors they
come in. We then look at how they can be created or learnt
from data and the situations that lead to the use of ensemble
models. Then we look at how an application of such a tech-
nology would proceed, using the human resources example of
talent retention for international firms in China, examining the
full process rather than technology specific elements. Finally
we look at the outputs that would be generated from such an
application.

II. BAYESIAN NETWORKS

Recall from probability theory that two random variables, X
and Y , are independent if and only if P (X,Y ) = P (X)P (Y ).
Analogously, X and Y are conditionally independent given
a third random variable Z if and only if P (X,Y |Z) =
P (X|Z)P (Y |Z), which is equivalent to:

P (X|Z) = P (X|Y, Z) (1)

Also recall that the chain rule for random variables says that
for n random variables, X1, X2, ...Xn, defined on the same
sample space S:

P (X1, X2, ...Xn) = P (Xn|Xn−1, Xn−2, ...X1)

P (Xn−1|Xn−2, ...X1)

...P (X2|X1)P (X1) (2)

Imagine we have five random variables: {A,B,C,D,E}.
From the chain rule, we know that:

P (A,B,C,D,E) = P (E|A,B,C,D)

P (D|A,B,C)P (C|A,B)

P (B|A)P (A) (3)

We can represent these five conditional independencies
by means of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and a set of
conditional distributions, where:

• Each random variable is mapped to a node of the DAG
• Each node has associated with it the conditional distribu-

tion for its variable
• Each node has incoming edges from the nodes associ-

ated with the variables on which the node’s conditional
distribution is conditional

Such a representation is a Bayesian network. It satisfies the
Markov conditions:

Definition A direct acyclic graph (DAG), G, with nodes NG,
a joint probability distribution, P , of random variables DP ,
and a bijective mapping f : DP ⇒ NG satisfies the Markov
Condition if and only if for all v ∈ DP , where n = f(v), v
is conditionally independent given P of the variables that are
mapped to the non-descendants of n given the variables that
are mapped to the parents n.

TABLE I: Conditional independencies required of random variables the DAG
in Figure 1 to be a Bayesian Network

Node Conditional Independencies
A -
B C and E, given A
C B, given A
D A and E, given B and C
E A, B and D, given C

If we know no more than the decomposition given to us by
the chain rule in equation 3, the associated Bayesian network’s
DAG will be complete (since each variable is conditional on
all those prior to it in the decomposition order). However,
imagine that we know that certain conditional independencies
exist as specified in table I. From the definition of conditional
independence, we know that:

• P (C|B,A) = P (C|A)
• P (D|C,B,A) = P (D|C,B)
• P (E|D,C,B,A) = P (E|C)
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Accordingly:

P (A,B,C,D,E) = P (E|C)P (D|C,B)

P (C|A)P (B|A)P (A) (4)

Whenever we simplify the conditional distributions in virtue
of a known conditional independence relation, we remove an
edge on the DAG of our Bayesian network representation. In
this case, the resulting network is given by figure 1.

A

B C

D E

Fig. 1: A DAG with five nodes

Loosely speaking, what we have done is pull the joint
probability distribution P apart by its conditional indepen-
dencies. A Bayesian network is an encoding of these condi-
tional independencies in the DAG topology coupled with the
simplified conditional distributions. Note that the conditional
independencies are encoded by the absence of edges.

The reason why Bayesian networks are useful is that this
structure gives us a means of performing tractable calculations
locally on the network whilst using all information of the joint
distribution. It has been proven that every discrete probability
distribution (and many continuous ones) can be represented by
a Bayesian Network, and that every Bayesian network repre-
sents some probability distribution. Of course, if there are no
conditional independencies in the joint probability distribution,
representing it with a Bayesian network gains us nothing. But
in practice, while independence relationship between random
variables in a system we are interested in modeling are rare
(and assumptions regarding such independence dangerous),
conditional independencies are plentiful.

III. DISCRETE AND CONTINUOUS BAYESIAN NETWORKS

Bayesian networks come in a number of varieties according
to the restrictions, if any, placed on the forms the conditional
probability distributions can take. We will concentrate on
discrete Bayesian networks, where continuous variables are
discretized during preprocessing. Discrete Bayesian networks:

• Deal with continuous variables by discretization into
arbitrarily many arbitrarily sized intervals. Various meth-
ods can be used for choosing the intervals, including
automated clustering methods.

• Are not limited by linear and/or Gaussian noise assump-
tions.

• Are unrestricted by an apriori structure beyond that
imposed by discretization. This is both good and bad:

– They follow the data when it leads.
– Cases unencountered in the learning data will take

the apriori distribution, which is generally uniform.
There are situations where this is undesirable (e.g.

where closely related cases all strongly evince a
particular structure). Methods exist that provide vari-
ance estimates which help indicate when dangerously
novel cases are encountered.

• Permit efficient and accurate variance estimation on apos-
teriori probability distributions.

• Permit the use of exact inference algorithms.
• Permit, when combined with decision theoretic exten-

sions, the use of exact utility maximization algorithms for
generating decision policies (including on meta-models).

• Can be used as the automated basis for the production of
general Bayesian networks (see below).

Other common forms include Gaussian and hybrid dis-
crete/Gaussian networks. Automated algorithms exist for the
automatic learning of, and exact inference on, such networks.
These, though, require Gaussian variables to be linear com-
binations of their parents with Gaussian noise (potentially
conditional on the values taken by their discrete in hybrid
networks).

General Bayesian networks, where any conditional prob-
ability distribution in the network can be of any type, are
possible. Currently, no automated learning algorithms or exact
inference algorithms are known for such networks, but sam-
pling methods do exist for inference. When such networks
are desired, it has been suggested that discretized variables
be used for the structural learning process [1]. After the
conditional independencies are discovered by this process,
bespoke conditional distributions for each variable given its
parents can be fitted to the non-discretized data given domain
knowledge.

Rigorous comparisons of accuracy between discrete and
Gaussian networks are difficult to find. My conjecture is that
discrete networks often offer significant advantages over their
Gaussian cousins because of their non-linearity, their minimal
imposition of structure on the data during learning and the
current relative sophistication of the algorithms that can be
perform on them. Obviously, though, the degree to which
the system in question meets the assumptions involved in the
Gaussian models is a key factor here. Where this is unclear
but the inclusion of non-discretized continuous variables un-
avoidable, a good option is to custom-build a general network
from the discrete conditional independence structure identified
by the automated discrete learning algorithm.

IV. LEARNING

A. Learning a Network from Expert Causal Knowledge
Importantly, a causal network is a conditional independence

encoding of the type described previously. Thus if we have
knowledge of the causal relationships pertaining between the
variables we are modeling then we can immediately produce
the DAG structure of the Bayesian network. In such cases,
domain experts may also directly specify the conditional
distributions. Where this does not occur, we need to learn
the conditional distributions from data. Discrete and Gaussian
networks have efficient automated algorithms for parameter
learning.
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B. Learning a Network from Data

Where no expert knowledge is available we must learn the
conditional independencies encoded in the network from data.
The basic procedure is to perform a heuristic search on the
space of possible sets of conditional independencies in order
to obtain the best such set. This is complicated by the fact that
multiple topologies can encode the same set of conditional in-
dependencies. To overcome this, we instead search equivalence
classes of topologies/conditional independence sets [2].

Efficient learning algorithms occur in both the Discrete
and Gaussian cases. In the discrete case, an algorithm exists
that includes an optimality guarantee: As the size of our
learning data approaches infinity, the probability of learning
the globally optimal model (with a single iteration of the
algorithm) approaches 1 [3]. Where the conditions are not met,
a more general hill climb algorithm produces better results.
The result is that the most robust learning algorithm utilizes
the inclusion boundary algorithm for its first search and then
repeatedly restarts the general hill climb algorithm.

The most principled and popular fitness function is the
Bayesian Dirichlet score. This calculates the aposteriori proba-
bility of a set of conditional independencies given the learning
data. Accordingly the network we obtain is that which repre-
sents the most probable set of conditional independencies.

C. Meta-Models

Often a single network structure dominates alternatives.
Where this is not the case, we can collect multiple high scoring
networks by, for example, collecting all networks that are at
least 1

x as probable as the best network, for some x. These
networks can be weighted by their relative probability and
inference can be performed over the entire set. Effectively, we
now reason using not just our best hypothesis of the system
structure, but a set of plausible hypotheses, weighted for their
plausibility. This can be a very powerful method, and all
inference algorithms discussed below can be run on such a
meta-model.

D. Missing Data

Structural learning can be performed with missing data
items in the learning set. Common algorithms for dealing with
this are the Gibbs Sampler and Expectation Maximization.

V. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

A. Markov Blanket

The Markov Condition entails other conditional indepen-
dencies. Because of the Markov Condition, these conditional
independencies have a graph theoretic criterion called D-
Separation (see [4] for detailed definition). Accordingly, when
one set of random variables, Γ, is conditionally independent of
another, ∆, given a third, Θ, them we will say that the nodes
representing the random variables in Γ are D-Separated from
∆ by Θ.

The most important case of D-Separation/Conditional Inde-
pendence is:

A
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D
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J K L M N

O P Q R

S T U V W

Fig. 2: The Markov Blanket of Node L

• A node is D-Separated of the entire graph given its
parents, its children, and the other parents of its children.

Because of this, the parents, children and other parents of
a node’s children are called the Markov Blanket of the node.

This is important. Imagine we have a variable, α, whose
probability distribution we wish to predict and whose Markov
Blanket is the set of nodes, Γ. If we know the value of every
node in Γ, then we know that there is no more information
regarding the value taken by α. This can be generalized to look
for the nodes that provide no additional information regarding
the set of nodes we are interested in given the variables we
are certain we will be always be able to observe the values of.

In this way, if we are confident that we can always establish
the values of some of the variables our network is modeling,
we can often see that some of the remaining variables are
superfluous, and we need not continue to include them in the
network nor collect information on them. Since, in practice,
collecting data on random variables can be costly, this can be
very helpful.

B. Causal Analysis

The connection between causality and conditional indepen-
dence has lead to the use of Bayesian networks in causal
analysis, often in conjunction with manipulation tests. See [4]
for details.

VI. INFERENCE

Inference is the practice of obtaining aposteriori probability
distributions for variables of interest, given the available
evidence. Once a Bayesian network has been created/learnt,
we can use the network to calculate the a posteriori probability
distributions for a subset of variables, Γ, given the observation
that a second subset, ∆, has taken particular values. In the
discrete and Gaussian cases we are also able to obtain accurate
estimations of the variance of such a posteriori distributions,
permitting the calculation of ’error bars’ around the probability
estimates.

Efficient exact algorithms exist for both the discrete and
Gaussian cases. In the general case, or if a discrete network is
sufficiently complex, exact inference algorithms is intractable.
In such cases we turn to sampling techniques. The most
important (largely for its extension in the application of par-
ticle filters in the case of general Bayes filters) is importance
sampling.
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VII. AUTOMATED DECISION MAKING

Bayesian networks can be extended with utility, decision
and information nodes to produce ’Influence Diagrams’. The
utilities are entered by domain experts and specify the value
to the user of the system being in particular states. Variables
under the user’s control are designated decision variables.
Additionally an information order is stipulated. This is based
on the partial order in which the decisions must be made
as well as the specification of information variables, which
are variables not under the user’s control that, if they are not
currently known, will be known before the performance of a
particular set of decisions. Often this is because they will be
known only after the performance of earlier decisions.

So extended, inference is performed on Junction Trees
whose topology respects the information order and which
has both probability and utility potentials associated with the
clusters and intersection sets. Transmission of information
through this structure now also includes a utility maximization
procedure for each decision variable. The result is the output
of decision policies which specify the value to which each
(relevant) decision variable ought to be set to maximize
expected utility given the evidence that will obtain at the time
of the decision. Details of the algorithm can be found in [5].

VIII. AN EXAMPLE

Talent retention has become a significant issue for inter-
national firms in China. High quality local employees often
quickly switch companies and employees who are trained by
their employers often seek better positions once their skill set
has been enhanced. As I response, I am involved in efforts to
assist a number of companies systematically hire and retain
quality employees. The life cycle of such a project is the
following:

1) Establish variables of interest
2) Collect data
3) Encode domain knowledge
4) Create predictive model
5) Collaborative utility estimation
6) Test model
7) Implementation of access system
8) Post-implementation

A. Establish tasks and variables of interest

The first task is to establish which variables may be of
interest. At this point, unless collection costs for certain
variables are prohibitive, it is important to have all potential
relevant variables included. Generally, variable selection will
be the responsibility of domain experts—in this case, we plan
to talk with the human resources departments of the companies
involved and these companies’ employees (via anonymous
surveys). Given such a list of variables, decisions such as
whether a dynamic or static model might be created must be
answered - though it may be that either could be suitable, and
so appropriate data for both must be sought. Variable choice
may be constrained significantly if we are required to use
historic data rather than specify the data that is to be collected.

Often the initial network must be created from historical data
but new data can be specified that will come to be included
at a later point.

The list of variables to be collected in our example might
look something like:

• Employee Related
– Employment history
– Education
– Language ability
– Age
– Sex
– Relationship status
– Demand for applicant’s skills

• Position Related
– Salary
– Professional training at years 1,2,3,+.
– Language training at years 1,2,3,+.
– Overseas opportunities at years 1,2,3,+.
– Position type
– Hours
– Holidays
– Career path opportunities at years 1,2,3,+.

• Company Related
– Chinese managerial viability (including head office)
– Prestige

• Outcome
– Hire
– Length of employment
– Average company satisfaction with employee over

length of employment
As such a model is to be used only for evaluating new hires,

it makes sense to model it statically. If the task were, instead,
to evaluate policies towards current staff over the coming six
months, it would make sense to use a dynamic model. In
other words, rather than simply collect this information for
an employee for their time at the company, we would seek to
obtain the information for each year of their employment and
see whether, at the end of that year, the employee was retained,
and how satisfied the company was with them. The resulting
model should not only assist in hiring employees likely to stay
with the company, but also to retain them as well as promote
practices that lead to high-quality employee performance. It
could also be used to soft-sense and/or maximize employee
satisfaction.

In fact this second model seems very useful. It is likely that
anyone interested in the question ’How do we hire valuable
employees who will stay with the company?’ will also be
interested in the question ’How do we maximise the value of
our employees and ensure they remain with us?’. Further, the
two models incorporate many of the same variables. Therefore
we should probably expand the defined task of the model and
with it the variables we will collect. (For the purposes of this
paper, though, we will continue with the current example.)

Of course this ’discovery’ was deliberate. It emphasises that
the uses of the planned model can multiply as it takes shape.
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Where these eventual uses are clearly related, as above, this is
good. It can, though, necessitate reiterations of the process. If
we add to or alter the assigned tasks, we must ensure that
we have all potentially relevant variables the additional or
emended tasks too. It is also very important not to try and
create the everything model! Where uses are not clearly related
and require large numbers of new variables to be tracked, it is
often better to create a separate model as part of a (partially-
)separate project. Although obviously relevant to employee
retention, we should not include variables that track the general
state of the Chinese economy. We must choose a cut off point,
and here we contain ourselves to specifying current demand
for the applicants skills.

It will also be necessary to establish which variables are
under the control of end-users. In our case this means estab-
lishing which of the variables chosen are under the control
of participating companies. Sometimes this is not clear-cut.
In our case, a company can seek to control the prestige
associated with working at it to some degree, but not directly
or deterministically. Should companies wish to include some
indication of this partial control, we would have to introduce
the elements of this process that they can control. In this case,
I would suggest that the prestige variable be treated as an
environment/chance variable.

B. Encode domain knowledge: Pre-learning

Expert knowledge can be encoded in the network. This will
take the form of specifying relationships between variables
(edges in the network) that are required or prohibited, and con-
crete or defeasible parameters for the conditional probability
distributions that relate the variables. In certain circumstances
the network will be entirely created from expert knowledge in
this fashion.

In our example, the current demand for the applicants skills
is something that is unlikely to have been tracked previously,
so is something that can only be incorporated into the intial
model by encoding domain knowledge about its relationship
to other variables. As data is collected, this initial specification
will evolve.

In practice, where data exists it is often be better to leave the
learning process unconstrained and add known relationships
only insofar as they were to weak in the learning data for the
learnt model to pick up.

C. Collect data

Where the network is not entirely based on expert knowl-
edge, data will be required to learn the model from. Even
when only using expert knowledge, it is useful to have data
to test the validity of the model.

In our case, the data is internal to the company and it is
likely that participating companies will need little assistance
in collecting it. It will be essential, though, to ensure data
security and confidentiality. Participating companies will not
want their data to be viewed by other participants or outside
entities, nor will individuals wish for their personal records to
be reconstructible from the finished product.

D. Create network(s)

Where the network is not entirely based on expert knowl-
edge, the model or meta-model will be learnt from the data
collected. During this process a number of methods permit us
to test whether we have sufficient data. If we do not, we must
obtain more (or switch to a less data intensive method).

Further, during learning redundant variables will be found
and eliminated: As explained above, the topology of a
Bayesian network indicates which variables provide no in-
formation regarding the state of the variables of interest to
us given the variables we can be certain of always knowing
the values of. In our case we might find that the individual’s
gender is correlated with our variables of interest, but only
insofar as it is related to a persons level in their company
(perhaps men are more common in managerial positions).
Given we know someones position in the company, their sex
contains no additional information regarding whether they will
be a satisfactory employee nor whether they are likely to leave
the company. As its is the employees companies who will
be using the models, employees’ position in their company
can always be established and the gender of the employee is
redundant.

We will also determine whether a single network dominates
the possible hypotheses regarding the system being modeled,
or whether we should utilize a meta-model made up of
multiple networks as explained above.

E. Encode domain knowledge: Post-learning

In certain circumstances additional domain knowledge will
be encoded in the model post learning. This may include
specifying utility values or transforming the network from a
discrete network to a general Bayesian network.

In our case the utilities involved will be different for
different end users and even for the same end-users in different
circumstances. This is often the case. Accordingly, the utility
values will be alterable just as the value of any other variable
and it is to a large degree the responsibility of the end user to
specify their own. Further, the advantages of efficient, exact
decision theoretic algorithms would make the use of discrete
networks ideal - though some parameter ’smoothing’ might
be useful to minimize the problems associated with novel
cases discussed above. If there are particular relationships
that participating companies have experienced which are not
present in the model, these should be tested for and, assuming
they are found to be present, manually added.

F. Test model

Routine testing is part of the modeling process. Ideally,
though, at this point the model should be used and evaluated
in a pilot program where it will be incorporated into the
access system (see below), encounter new real life cases and
be used by real end-users. The guidance the system offers
should be useful (not trivial). End users should find the access
system easy to use, and the ’reasoning’ behind decisions
understandable. Difficulties found here can be incorporated
into training.
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Whether this step is necessary depends upon the size of
the eventual user base. When the user base is restricted to a
handful of individuals, no such testing is possible. In our case,
the system will be used by human resource staff of numerous
companies and a pilot program would be essential.

G. Implementation of access system

The access system is the software—and, in certain cases
though not in ours, hardware - that will be use to enter
data into and query the finished model or meta-model for
decision assistance and predictions. It must be deployed and
end-users trained in its use. For us this means installing, in
all participating companies, the finished software application,
which would be a non-technical wrapper that permits all
required interactions with the network, as well as providing
training courses to end-users.

It will be essential for end users to be able to enter new
data, and for the model to react to this data. In our case, data
regarding new hires will occur automatically as end-users work
with the program. But data regarding policies to employees,
satisfaction with and of employees and employee retention
will need to be specifically entered. It will be necessary to
ensure that the finished application permits such data-entry,
and would be advantageous if it alerted designated individuals
if such data-entry does not occur.

Bayesian networks can be set to automatically adapt the
parameters of their conditional probability distributions to new
data. On the assumption that the underlying system is stable,
this generally suffices. If this assumption is questionable, an
ongoing structural learning process should continue to model
the relationships found in recent data to ensure that no abrupt
alterations of the system have occurred and hence that the
network remains valid for the domain. Our system is certainly
subject to shocks from outside the variables we have included
- for example the Chinese economy could enter a prolonged
downturn - and so ideally such a process should be included
as part of the final application and automatically operate as
data becomes available. Minimally, it should be possible for
humans to periodically implement such a process.

H. Post-implementation

The access system will require ongoing support and main-
tenance. As new individuals become end-users they will need
training. Finally, to ensure the model stays accurate in chang-
ing circumstances, ongoing data acquisition and collation will
be required.

In our case, this means providing software support and
training for novice end-users such as new HR employees.
The low level data acquisition program should be able to be
implemented by participating companies.

IX. OUTPUTS

So what might we expect to obtain from such a system? Let
us imagine a 26 year old, unmarried male without children. He
has an undergraduate engineering degree from a high-quality
Chinese institution and is professionally competent in English.

His last job was low-level management, and he specifies an
expected salary of RMB7000/month. He has held three jobs
in the last fours years.

1) Should the prospective employee be hired.
2) If he is hired, what sort of contract and conditions should

he be given to maximise the expected value of the hire,
measured in terms of satisfaction with his contribution
and retention whilst minimizing costs.

For example he might be offered a number of attractions
at a specified future time - perhaps an overseas placement
opportunity after two years, or ongoing professional education
paid for by the company from year 1-3, etc. It may be that he
should not be offered additional language training, since this
is unlikely to increase either his or the company’s satisfaction
but, if successful, will greatly increase the risk that he will be
leave (because headhunted!).

A more sophisticated situation is where certain characteris-
tics remain unknown (perhaps at a resume sifting stage). The
company may decide not to trust applicants’ claims about their
language ability, or plan to have applicants take additional
tests. Decision policies will be given that specify whether an
applicant should be hired and, if so, the details of the contract
for each of the possible values of the unknown variables. For
example, the applicant in question might be hired only if he
performs outstandingly on the test (since there might be a
high-risk of him leaving), but in such a case be offered a
lucrative salary and numerous inducements to stay (since he
would be a valuable employee if he could be retained). A
example decision policy representing the above, and assuming
that an appropriate test outcome variable was included, is given
in table II.

TABLE II: Decision policy for applicant, given test result

Test Score Hire Salary
Overseas
placement

Professional
Training

Language
Training

< 60 No - - - -
60-70 No - - - -
70-80 No - - - -
80-90 No - - - -

90-100 Yes 14,000 After two years After three years No

The network would also be able to produce aposteriori pre-
dictions for the variables of interest, given current knowledge
and on the assumption that the decision policies specified are
followed. It could also be run with the decision variables
treated as chance variables or set to other options to see the
aposteriori given just current knowledge, or to test alternative
decision policies.

If we imagine the ’Average company satisfaction with
employee over length of employment’ variable takes values
from 1 to 10 (representing some suitable function from yearly
reviews) and the ’Length of employment’ variable takes the
values 1 to 5 and >5 (representing the employee leaves the
company before that many years), then we might be given the
distributions represented in tables III and IV.
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Abstract—The authors of this paper present the architecture 

of a multi-agent system which supports investment decisions. 

The individual components of the system, the manner of com-

munication between them, the mechanism of assessing the indi-

vidual  agents  are  discussed  here.  Combining  their  common 

open/close position signals and relearning with the use of the se-

lected  data  create  the  never-ending  learning  concept.  New 

methods  of  transforming  financial  series,  the  behavioural 

model of stock exchange gamblers and the manners of translat-

ing the modelled patterns into the open and close position sig-

nals are described. The results  of the research are described 

and the directions of the further development of the platform 

are provided in the conclusion.

I. INTRODUCTION

NDERSTANDABLY the issue of stock exchange data 

exploration  has  been  meeting  with  unabated  interest 

for years. A range of more or less effective methods which 

are aimed at the market analysis and which assist the deci-

sion-making process have been developed [2;5;9;14]. Gener-

ally, the methods are based on statistics, economics, artificial 

intelligence, financial knowledge. This study focuses solely 

on multi-agent systems and suggests a technological solution 

aiding the purchase and sale decision-making on the securi-

ties market. 

U

One of the first solutions of this type is the multi-agent 

system proposed by K. P. Sycara, D. Zeng and K. Decher 

[16]. The system enabled the user to cooperate with multiple 

specialised agents which have access to financial models and 

supervise the operation of the system, the situation on the 

market, the environment and the pursuit of the user priorities 

on  the  ongoing  basis.  Numerous  interesting  concepts  of 

multi-agent systems have been published in the recent years. 

C. Chiarella, R. Dieci and L. Gardini [8] describe a system 

where two groups of agents applying the methods of the fun-

damental  and  technical  analysis  shape  market  dynamics. 

Similar research was conducted by F. Westerhoff [18]. V. 

Bohm and J. Wenzelburger [6] present the evaluation of the 

shares portfolio optimisation strategy by three agents: ratio-

nal  agent,  interference  agent  and  technical  analysis  agent. 

Among numerous other studies on the applications of multi-

agent systems, the overview of active and passive forms of 

learning of the agents operating on financial markets by B. 

LeBaron is also worth mentioning [LeBaron, 2010].

There  are  several  standards  describing the principles  of 

designing the systems based on agent technologies. One of 

them is the standard developed by the FIPA (Foundation for 

Intelligent  Physical  Agents)  organisation.  It  describes  the 

manners  of  management,  communication  and  cooperation 

between  agents.  Another  standard  is  MAF (Mobile Agent 

Facility) defined by the Object Management Group – Agent 

Working  Group.  The  Agents  Society  and  the  Knowledge 

Sharing Effort were also involved in the standardisation of 

agent  technologies.  The results of the works of the above 

mentioned associations facilitate agent implementation and 

integration and their transfer between the existing systems. 

The  available  implementations  of  certain  standards  are 

mainly experimental implementations and some of them are 

no longer maintained. The most popular platform among the 

JADE ones is maintained in two versions as an open-source 

platform [24] and independently as a commercial platform – 

JADE 7 [25]. The commercial variety of JADE is positioned 

as a base framework, which supplies the basic mechanisms 

for  business  applications.  It  is  characterised  by  a  greater 

speed and scalability than the free variety. Unfortunately, the 

professional JADE version is free of charge only for non-

commercial use and its use licence does not permit the modi-

fication of the source code. A platform which is supposed to 

be the basis for constructing a multi-agent open system for 

the analysis  of financial  time series needs to be fast,  light 

and simple to use. The aspect of security and possibility to 

modify/improve the engine is also important.  Speed is not 

only the instant messaging protocol but also triggering agent 

responses  immediately;  the  agents  should  process  the  de-

manded information. The lightness of the platform is a low 

resource  consumption  overhead  related  to  the  information 

receiving  and  sending  process  itself.  Unfortunately,  the 

above listed platforms do not satisfy the necessary  condi-

tions to serve as the base for the open multi-agent system for 

analysing financial time series despite the fact that they sup-

ply multiple tools and capabilities which would undoubtedly 

be extremely useful.

The aim of this publication is to present the design and 

implementation of the scalable and open multi-agent system 

which would enable the best possible support for investment 

decisions  due  to  the  integration  and  cooperation  of  the 

agents based on any methods. The accuracy of predictions, 

the  orientation  on obtaining information  continuously,  the 

never-ending improvement of own knowledge base and the 

ability to adapt to the changing environment were important 

requirements in the system implementation. 
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The  internet  Bourse  Expert  –  Agent  Technology  (iBE-

-AT) system developed  in  the  LSIIT-CNRS laboratory  in 

Strasbourg was a prototype of the suggested solution assist-

ing  investment  decision-making  on  the  securities  market 

[12],  [20].  In  the  iBE-AT system several  types  of  agents 

were  designed:  agents  responsible for  registering and pre-

processing  of  the  information  from the  securities  market, 

rapid response agents which directly observe the market in 

order to detect anomalies immediately, agents analysing the 

collected financial data and preparing investment decisions 

suggested to the user, agents managing the knowledge base 

and artificial financial experts used to analyse financial data, 

agents analysing text data, particularly press news related to 

the companies quoted on the stock exchange, agents visual-

ising financial  data and the prepared investment decisions, 

and  security  agents  monitoring user  access  to  the system. 

Artificial financial experts recommending purchase and sale 

decisions were subsets of technical analysis rules selected by 

the genetic algorithm. Each rule was a function suggesting 

one of  three investment  decisions:  PURCHASE, SELL or 

KEEP, calculated based on the recent quotations of prices 

and share volumes. The genetic algorithm sought such sub-

sets of rules that optimised the objective function specifying 

the financial efficiency of the expert in a given period. 

Another  example  of  the  agent  technologies  application 

when aiding investment decision-making was the Evolution-

ary Multi Agent System (EMAS) [1], [12], developed in the 

Institute of Computer Science, University of Wrocław, con-

sisting of agents which are functionally similar to iBE-AT 

agents, ones that analyse the situation on the market and sug-

gest investment decisions. The agent society was subject to 

evolution controlled by several system agents in the compu-

tational process, owing to which the agents with low invest-

ment skills were eliminated and replaced with the agents that 

were better adjusted to market conditions. The EMAS sys-

tem was based on the FIPA standards and implemented with 

the use of the JADE library, which enabled, among others, 

the  activation  of  the  system  on  many computers  and  the 

maintenance  of  distributed  computing.  The  iBE-AT  and 

EMAS  systems  were  tested  on  the  actual  data  obtained, 

among others, from the Paris, New York and Warsaw stock 

exchange. 

The iBE-AT and EMAS solutions presented above did not 

fully meet the user expectations. The applications were char-

acterised by an exceedingly slow operation and costly main-

tenance. Moreover, due to the outdated technologies on the 

basis of which they were created, there were problems with 

their  development  or  integration  with  the  applications  of 

other stock exchange gamblers. The A-Trader platform was 

established as a response to the former drawbacks. The A-

Trader project assumes the integration of the platform with 

the Meta Trader system supplied with data online, including 

ticks of any securities, goods or currency pairs. The created 

agents have access to the selected raw data and to the pre-

processed data.  The paper describes the solution tested on 

the actual  data of the FOREX market related to the major 

currency pairs.

The paper is divided into three main parts. The first one 

presents a draft of the physical and logical architecture of the 

suggested solution. The individual components of the system 

and the  manner  of  communication  between  them are  dis-

cussed. In the second one the issue of the data pre-process-

ing is characterised and the operation of an example agent 

responsible for preparing the information is described. The 

concept  of the never-ending learning process  is explained. 

The new idea of an agent modelling the behaviours of stock 

exchange gamblers and the manner of translating the mod-

elled patterns  into the open and close position signals  are 

also described. The last – conclusion – part is a description 

of the results of the carried out research and the indication of 

its further development direction.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The presented system is a multiagent  solution that  sup-

ports the analysis of time series of high frequency, such as 

trading instruments. The main features are its openness for 

integration  and  development  of  new  system  functionality 

and ensuring adequate communication between the various 

agents. The service orientated architecture and cloud com-

puting solves the problem of computing power.  Open and 

easy to implement the communication protocol (SOAP) sig-

nificantly facilitated the integration of individual solutions 

(see further in [21], [22], [23]). Ultimately, this protocol will 

be changed to its own communication protocol which will 

ensure required fast speed data transfer. Popular in distrib-

uted systems PUSH technology significantly accelerates the 

propagation of information within the system (see further in 

[19]). Multiagent system allowed us to customize solutions 

for arbitrary systems of surveillance methods to end users, as 

well as supervising implemented intelligent agents. Agents 

of evaluating existing solutions, preparing the training data 

sets and methods that are able to learn and adapt to ensure 

the continuing evolution of knowledge describing the behav-

ior of financial markets.

The following agents and components are distinguished in 

the A-Trader architecture:

• Notify Agent (NA), 

• Historical Data Agent (HDA), 

• Cloud of Computing Agents (CCA),

• Market Communication Agent (MCA),

• User Communication Agent (UCA), 

• Supervisor (S),

• Database System (DS).

The Notify Agent (NA) ensures efficient communication 

within the system. It  is an intermediary in sending signals 

between agents in accordance with the declared indications 

(see Fig. 1). Each agent the state of which changes informs 

its Notify Agent. The Notify Agent forwards the information 

on the status change of a given agent to all agents that are 

recorded in the notify register as the clients/observers of its 
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signals.  The notification is performed by triggering an ap-

propriate Web method (SOAP) in all the agents from the list 

of listeners to the indicated signal. Next, it records the infor-

mation on the status change of the Notify Agent in the data-

base. This capability of the Notify Agent makes the system 

flexible and scalable, provides the possibility to add and re-

move agents easily, and ensures the independence of the sys-

tem from the physical position of the agent.

Another system agent downloads data from the Database 

System  (SD)  and  delivers  them to  the  newly  forming  or 

learning agents according to their needs. This is the Histori-

cal Data Agent (HDA). This agent is responsible for supply-

ing agents with the historical data which permit their initia-

tion or which are applied in the learning process.

The  next  system  component  is  the  Cloud  of  Computing 

Agents (CCA), consisting of the following (see Fig. 1):

• Basic Agents Cloud (BAC),

• Intelligent Agents Cloud (IAC),

• User Agents Cloud (UAC).

The  Basic  Agents  Cloud  (BAC)  is  a  group  of  agents 

which  pre-process  data  and  compute  the  basic  technical 

analysis indicators. These agents most often use unprocessed 

data;  the data already processed by other CCA agents  are 

rarely applied. They perform predefined operations of a low 

memory and computing complexity.  It  enables fast obtain-

ment of the results and forwarding them for further use by 

the agents with more advanced logic. The result of the oper-

ations of the Basic Agents Cloud is a fixed set of data which 

describe  the  market  and  which  are  used  by  other  agents. 

From the  viewpoint  of  the  solution  implementation,  SAC 

may be an integral part of the Notify Agent, which will al-

low the data transfer and grouping time to be saved when 

sending them to the target agents.

The  agents  which  possess  their  own  knowledge  base, 

which can learn and change their parameters and their inter-

nal  state  create  another  component  of  the  agents  cloud, 

called the Intelligent Agents Cloud (IAC). The possibility to 

observe  the  results  supplied  by  other  agents,  to  process, 

“memorise”  and  learn  them makes  the  agents  capable  of 

continuous  changes  of  their  operating  logic  and  improve-

ments of their effectiveness.  This group of agents includes 

all the solutions based on artificial intelligence (genetic algo-

rithms,  neural  networks,  expert  systems,  etc.),  agents 

analysing text messages, agents observing user behaviours. 

The following are distinguished among these agents: agents 

responsible for pre-transformation of financial series, agents 

responsible for modelling the behaviours of stock exchange 

gamblers, agents based on never-ending learning.

The  User  Agents  Cloud  (UAC),  in  turn,  is  the  agents 

cloud containing the agents created by external users. Sepa-

rating this part of the system provides the possibility to inte-

grate the User Agents with the entire solution without the 

necessity to install the agent on the research team servers. 

Such an approach ensures that a researcher outside the team 

does not have to reveal  the secret  of its  agent’s  operation 

while  being  able  to  receive  and  send signals,  on  the  one 

hand. And the external agent does not threaten the stability 

of the operation of the characterised system, on the other. 

Owing to that, external users may freely add their agents to 

the  system  and  the  added  agents  may  use  all  the 

information/signals supplied by the system. The Intelligent 

Agents  may receive  and  interpret  the  signals  supplied  by 

Fig.I. A-Trader system architecture. Source: own work 
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UAC. After obtaining appropriate stability, the User Agents 

may be transferred to the Intelligent Agents Cloud.

The communication of the system with the external envi-

ronment is ensured by the Market Communication Agents 

(MCA). On the one hand, these agents supply the news from 

financial markets and quotations of the available securities. 

On the other hand, they are responsible for performing open 

and  close  position  orders.  This  group  includes  the  agents 

analysing the information from companies and browse the 

content of the portals writing about financial markets. They 

can,  among  others,  supply  the  information  on  the 

investor/speculator  sentiments  by  analysing  financial  ex-

perts’ blogs or browsing relevant posts on community por-

tals. 

Fast and easy visualisation of the results of the agent or 

the entire system’s work is an important aspect in verifying 

the correctness of its operation. It is possible in the system 

due to the User Communication Agents (UCA). Visualisa-

tion  tools  permit  a  fast  analysis  of  the  agent’s  operation, 

which may significantly contribute to simplifying the works 

on improving its effectiveness. It is also a manner of present-

ing the results of the platform to end users. The Communica-

tion Agent allows the user to communicate its own sugges-

tions to  the Intelligent Agents. It enables the change of the 

parameters of a selected agent or the suggestion for the Su-

pervisor on which mechanisms are supposed to influence in-

vestment  decisions,  and  to  what  extent.  UCA permits  the 

user to prepare and analyse learning sets for the Intelligent 

Agents.  The  presentation  of  the  signals  supplied  by  the 

agents of the characterised system does not require the im-

plementation of own tools but is possible due to the integra-

tion of the agents with the software supplied by brokers. 

The multi-agent system is characterised by the agents be-

ing capable of generating independent decisions. These may 

be  mutually  consistent  or  completely  contradictory  deci-

sions. Such mutually exclusive decisions are e.g.  the open 

and close position suggestions generated by two independent 

agents at the same time. A conflict between agents occurs 

then. The conflicts are resolved by Supervisors (S), which 

observe the decisions of all the Cloud of Computing Agents 

and the Intelligent Agents,  assess their effectiveness in in-

vesting and risk. They are responsible for resolving the con-

flict. They decide which agents are taken into consideration 

when making an investment decision and whose advice is ig-

nored based on the collected information. Decision trees or 

negotiation methods may be applied for resolving conflicts 

[13]. Implementing the Supervisor based on the consensus 

method may also prove effective [Hernes, 2011]. The deci-

sion taken with the use of the consensus method accounts for 

the signals of all agents, which reduces the number of wrong 

decisions. The Supervisor, apart from making the final deci-

sion, regulates the volume of the positions and their mainte-

nance time. It is accountable for the investment security of 

the  entire  system and discontinues  the  investments  in  the 

case where exceptional situations or ones not predicted by 

the system occur on the market. 

The  proposed  architecture  is  compliant  with  the  FIPA 

standard. All the required components and services are en-

sured by the Notify Agent. The Notify Agent is the Agent 

Management System. It stores the information on the avail-

able agents, their location (White Pages) and available ser-

vices (Yellow Pages), fulfils the role of a directory service 

(Directory  Facilitator).  It  intermediates  in  communicating 

messages  between  the  individual  agents  (Message  Trans-

port). The specificity of the problem being solved (generat-

ing open and close position signals), due to the dynamically 

changing  environment,  requires  an  extremely high  system 

efficiency. The advanced communication between the agents 

occurs solely in the process of learning of the whole system 

or its individual agents. When starting its work in the online 

mode, the agent learns or uses its knowledge base and sup-

plements the required historical data. When it is prepared for 

operation, its work comes down to the analysis of the data 

sent from the Notify Agents with the use of the knowledge 

collected earlier and the communication of its decision to its 

Notify Agent. When the decision needs to be made immedi-

ately,  the  process  of  an  advanced  inter-agent  negotiation, 

such as establishing a connection or approving the messag-

ing protocol, does not occur.

In order to make the implementation easier, each agent is 

activated within its container, which isolates it from the en-

vironment and which encapsulates the communication with 

the central  part  of the system: the Notify Agent.  Multiple 

containers may be activated on one machine. The priorities 

when designing the container were as follows:

• the maximum simplification of the agent  creation 

process and its integration with the system, which is 

virtually transparent for the user,

• the maximum simplification of the already created 

agent and including it in the cloud.

The objective of the isolated agents and their transfer to 

the cloud is to ensure asynchronous cooperation and to en-

able the performance of specialised operations on the envi-

ronments  dedicated  therefore,  e.g.  computing  algorithms, 

which may be performed synchronously on the computers 

equipped with multi-processor NVIDIA graphic cards. Visu-

alisation agents, in turn, may also be activated on the mobile 

equipment which facilitate the user access to the results of 

the cloud computing. 

A container  was implemented  on the .NET platform as 

part  of  the prototype,  which enables  the activation of  the 

agents on the computers with the Windows and Unix fami-

lies  systems.  The creation  of  containers  for  JAVA agents 

and  ones  enabling  the  integration  with  popular  environ-

ments,  such  as  MATLAB,  is  planned  at  the  subsequent 

stages.

III. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED AGENTS

A. Data pre-processing agents

Pre-processing data according to the methodology CRISP-

DM (Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) [7] 

developed by Daimler-Chrystler Analyst, SPSS, and NCR, is 
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known to be the second and third stage of the process of data 

mining,  that  is  "understanding  of  the  data"  and  "data 

preparation".

Most of the data stored in databases is a rough, incom-

plete and noisy. For example, database may include:

• values that are obsolete or unnecessary,

• missing values,

• outliers,

• data in the wrong format,

• multidimensional dependent variables, etc.

The overall objective of the process is to minimize irrele-

vant data that enters the model and often cause erroneous re-

sults.

A difficulty with the initial analysis and data processing is 

that the algorithms work on real  data, while preparing the 

data for such models, so it requires a very short time of their 

reaction.  Designers  of  data mining models,  very often are 

balancing between these two guidelines, to settle for com-

promises on data quality to make them available in an ac-

ceptable time.

Agents responsible for initial processing, in the presented 

system, are part  of cloud computing agents.  An important 

criterion posed against these agents is the speed of process-

ing. The advantage of extracting such a group of agents is 

that  it  makes  possible  the  effective  management  of  the 

process of preliminary data analysis. It will allow using the 

automatic optimization of this process and, perhaps most im-

portantly,  enable parallelization of processing allowing the 

preparation of high quality data within an acceptable time.

B. Never-ending learning agents

The  agents  responsible  for  never-ending  learning  are  a 

component of the already described agents cloud, and specif-

ically  of  the  Intelligent  Agents  group.  The  never-ending 

learning concept is in this case implemented based on four 

groups of agents: grouping agents, trainer agents, assessment 

agents and a group of agents which are supposed to be a sub-

ject of the algorithm’s operation.

The suggested never-ending learning method is based on 

the following assumptions:

• The method does not restrict the user with respect 

to the selection of financial instruments. The actual 

data from the currency market are used in the plat-

form  design,  yet  the  algorithm  will  operate  effi-

ciently on all other high frequency time series.

• The number of agents in unlimited.

• The  agent  algorithm may be  based  on  any  algo-

rithm which can be adjusted to the changing condi-

tions of the financial  market  by changing the pa-

rameters. They include neural networks [4], evolu-

tionary algorithms [3], association rules and expert 

systems [10]. Parameterised algorithms are also e.g. 

technical  analysis  functions  (e.g.  RSI,  MACD, 

moving average with the time window size parame-

ter,...)  or  other  algorithms  which  do  not  change 

their state of knowledge but which are modifiable 

by input parameters.

The group of never-ending learning agents consists of the 

following: grouping agent, trainer agent, assessment agents 

and  self-learning  agent  group.  The  grouping  (association) 

agent distinguishes the agents that cooperate with each other 

effectively.  Some of the agents will have higher effective-

ness of the decisions taken when other agents are active (a 

specific value of the output signal). This is how the grouping 

agent will be capable of distinguishing the agents which op-

erate effectively in the conditions of high or low changeabil-

ity or of the sold-out or bought-out market. Moreover,  the 

grouping agent divides the periods on the observed time se-

ries into clusters,  describing them with the use of specific 

values of output signals of the individual agents. Next, the 

trainer agent creates new instances of significantly more ef-

fective agents in the specified conditions based on the clus-

ters.  Such  an  operation  results  in  creating  extremely  spe-

cialised agents whose investment performance for particular 

situations/phases faced by the market is above average. The 

assessment agents verify the performance of the agents and 

identify the cause of low performance (excessive number of 

transactions, premature or too long detention of open/close 

trading decisions, incorrect TP – Take Profit or SL – Stop 

Loss).  It  significantly  accelerates  the  specialisation  of  the 

agents with auto-adaptive capacities. The formation of new 

agents detecting completely new market phases will allow 

the grouping agent to create new clusters and enable the evo-

lution  of  the  system in  accordance  with  the  never-ending 

learning concept.

C. Experimental Behavioural Agent

One of the top-modern elements of the A-Trader system is 

a module suitable for on-line tracking of the behavior of in-

vestors.  The approach used in this subsystem relies on deci-

sion rules that have previously been discovered as negative 

or unwanted. In particular they could signal the possibility of 

an investor being under the influence of one of the following 

cognitive biases: Gambler’s Fallacy or Hot Hand.

The rules of this system were extracted from the data col-

lected during multiple experiments. A special stock market 

simulator was built for this purpose [11]. This is an experi-

mental and pioneer approach, but the agent is already capa-

ble of identifying four crucial situations:

• Gambler’s  Fallacy (when buying and selling)  – a 

belief in trend reversal [17],

• Hot Hand (when buying and selling) – a belief in 

trend continuity [15].

During  development  of  these  rules  approximately  one 

hundred people were tested for more than thirty days. They 

were observed during trading and asked many questions re-

lated to trading psychology. Finally the data was processed 

using various data mining algorithms to reveal the top influ-

encing factors causing erroneous assumptions by investors.

Finally, the behavioral agent can be used for various pur-

poses. One of them is to warn investors about potential mis-

takes they could avoid. On the other hand it is possible to 

point out to them the moments where it is most likely other 
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users of the market would commit a mistake. Therefore it is 

possible to use this agent as a system for suggesting early 

market entry points.

Currently the extracted rules were encoded and tested on 

real  data on NYSE and NASDAQ revealing results above 

average. The present goal of this system is to improve per-

formance and determining if the chosen company is more 

subjective to swing, speculative investing or is mainly driven 

by other forces.

IV. CONCLUSION 

The first attempts to of the implemented multi-agent envi-

ronment proved extremely encouraging. The Supervisor de-

creased  the  investment  risk by restricting the  independent 

operations of more risk-taking agents for joint decisions of 

the entire environment. The cooperating agents made prof-

itable decisions more frequently and closed the loss-generat-

ing positions considerably earlier.

The SOAP accepted for communication permitted fast im-

plementation of the agent containers in the C# environment. 

The authors are planning to implement the containers in the 

Java, PHP languages and the environment for the solutions 

developed in the Matlab software in their further works. The 

application of the containers will enable the replacement of 

the SOAP communication protocol for a binary standard en-

suring faster communication.

The platform allows the integration of new intelligent so-

lutions and methods operating within the area of the finan-

cial series analysis. It  permits the use of the signals gener-

ated by the already implemented agents, owing to which it is 

possible to test the effectiveness of own methods in combi-

nation with the algorithms implemented thus far.  By con-

structing own agents, it is possible to make use of the infor-

mation of the assessing agents in order to improve own solu-

tions. The described multi-agent system makes testing and 

validating  new  algorithms  easier  by  supplying  the  basic 

functionalities  and  data.  It  enables  the  concentration  of 

works on constructing new agents not caring about the basic 

data and message supply mechanisms.

Creating agents simulating the behaviours of market trade 

participants is an innovative idea for taking advantage of the 

infrastructure.  Developing  a  cross-section  by  investor 

“types”, accounting for the proportion between the number 

of  investors  of  each  type  and  accounting  for  capital  re-

sources of the individual investor categories will enable the 

capital flow forecast. It is possible to make an attempt to ap-

ply this idea to the changes in the capital allocation on the 

observed securities and the changes between the securities 

on the selected market and alternative investment possibili-

ties (securities, bonds, goods, currencies).

The A-Trader platform is now in the testing and expan-

sion phase. The number and scope of the applied methods is 

being continuously expanded. New agents based on the most 

recent artificial intelligence methods are created. On the ba-

sis of the concluded research, the solutions operating on var-

ious markets  and using the available algorithms are being 

developed. This is an open platform for testing the trading 

models used in the academic works of the research team and 

student theses.
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Abstract—Interest  in  applications  of  Business  Intelligence 
(BI) in different areas of the economy has been growing from 
year to year. In recent years, it has been increasing in Poland 
as  well.  A  relatively  new  area  of  using  this  systems  is  the 
healthcare  area.  Intelligent  techniques  provide  an  effective 
computational  methods and robust  environment  for  business 
intelligence in the healthcare domain. It seems to be very im-
portant, due to the fact, that much of the data  storage in all 
kinds of system used in healthcare organizations resides in pro-
prietary silos which makes access difficult  [1].What is worth 
noting using of BI systems is determined by the efficiency of the 
intelligent techniques, methodologies and tools. This paper dis-
cusses the essence of BI, characteristics of the healthcare sector 
and potential applications of BI systems in the healthcare sec-
tor. Also tools and examples of BI systems used in the sector 
are presented in the paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

EALTHCARE sector is one of the most dynamic sec-
tors of the economy and health has become one of the 

major priorities of both the European Union (EU) and the 
individual  countries. Moreover,  healthcare  is  one of  the 

fundamental  tasks of modern states, and  issues relating to 
them  are the  subject  of  interest  in various scientific 

disciplines.  The transformation of the healthcare sector has 
therefore  become the  recent subject  of  research in  many 

fields,  especially  medicine,  psychology,  social  policy. 
Recently, it is the subject of  interest of economists, as well 

as management and IT specialists. 

H

Nowadays,  healthcare  systems face  challenges due  to 

demographic  changes,  technological  advances  in  medicine 
and the  limited  possibilities  to increase health  funding, 

requiring  more intensive search for the effectiveness of the 
systems [2].  The impact on this state of affairs has a lot of 

factors,  which  include: rising  costs  of medical  services, 
rapid development of medical technologies,  increasing Eu-

rope's aging population, changing disease patterns, rising ex-
pectations  and entitlements of  patients,  large-scale  ineffi-

ciencies in  health  care,  the pressure  to  increase access  to 
healthcare,  the  growing  diversity of  medical  services, 

changes  in  the  approach  to financing  and  managing  of 
healthcare and the growing importance of information tech-

nology in the sector [4]. 
Due to this we can observe a deepening rift between the 

possibilities of  financing the health  system and the  needs 
arising from rapid technological development in medical sci-

ence, aging infrastructure, the growing demands of an aging 
population and increased demand for medical care [3].

The solution to this problem seems to be the application 
of information technology (IT) in the healthcare sector, es-

pecially  those that  facilitate access  to data  and  information 
and enable the support of decision making process.

II.RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The article is only an outline of using BI for supporting 
decision  making  process  in  organizations  of  healthcare 

sector. It describes the selected issues posed in the title. In  
order  to  diagnose  the  problem  the  bibliographic  query, 

analysis  and  synthesis  methods  were  used.  In  order  to 
recognize  the  development  of  using  BI  for  supporting 

decision  making  process  in  organizations  of  healthcare 
sector in Poland, the case study method was used.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Characteristics of Healthcare sector in Poland

Nowadays, healthcare began  to be  considered  in 
economic terms, as subject of objective processes associated 

with  market  mechanisms,  and  of  achieving desired 
management  outcomes.  Due  to  the  definition  of  World 

Health Organization (WHO) − healthcare includes activities 

such  as preventive  measures, mitigation and  treatment in 

order to ensure the health of the citizens. It is also perceived 
as a group of individuals and institutions aimed at ensuring 

the public healthcare [3]. 
Analyzing the healthcare sector we should pay attention 

to the fact that human health is a specific good [5][6]. There 
is no market where it could be purchased. It is not for sale,  

therefore,  does not have the price.  Each health service,  as 
opposed to health, has a price and is the subject of economic 

activity in the market.  Medical services are unique because 
of the importance that each of us assign to health and its loss 

[5]. Due to this fact we can say, that the market of medical 
services is different from the markets of all other goods and 

services. This  market  has  its  payers,  providers  and 
beneficiaries. Therefore it can be concluded that health is a 

value.  Health  services  (eg  medical  consultation)  can  be 
purchased,  so can  be good (eg,  drugs)  or  combination of 

services and goods, namely advice and medical procedures 
(eg surgery, physiotherapy treatment)  [5].
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Currently, the healthcare system in Poland is based on an 
insurance model and on the basis of article 68 of the Polish 

Constitution  (dated  2  April  1997).  According  to  it  every 
Polish citizen has the right to health services, regardless of 

their  financial  situation  and  the  public  authorities  should 
ensure  equal  access  to  healthcare  services  financed  from 

public funds.  Until recently,  this meant only access to the 
public health service. But with the advent of private sector 

healthcare is carried out involving both public entities and 
private ones [6].

The market of health services, although it  exists on the 
bodies and mechanisms characteristic for the market model 

is characterized by the absence of perfect information and 
the co called asymmetry of information [5]. This means that 

patients do  not  have sufficient  knowledge about  their 
condition. This results in the presence of a strong asymmetry 

of  information  (especially  − the doctor  to patient 

relationship).  This asymmetry stems from the fact that the 

doctor has the  expertise needed  to make a  diagnosis, the 
patient is aware that  he himself has  no qualifications that 

enable  him  to make rational  choices  [7].  Therefore,  the 
organization of the  healthcare  sector should  provide this 

service to patients to reduce their uncertainty and concerns 
about  the treatments and  its  effectiveness. However,  the 

transformation of the healthcare sector in Poland forced the 
progressive economization of  health,  in  order  to  shift the 

relationship between patient and doctor, depending on the 
market conditions. What's more, getting to know the market 

of  medical  services  one  cannot  ignore  medical  insurance 
market were failures occur with much greater force [8]. 

The current model of the system after implementing the 
reforms can be described as mixed. It involves the insurance 

model properties regarding the method of financing benefits 
and  operation  of service  providers (declared  equality of 

public and private entities) and a choice of service provider 
by the patient (limited contracted units- otherwise the patient 

needs to finance a benefit) [7].
By treating the market as a system, attention must be paid 

to  existing  elements  and  their interrelationships.  Health 
services  market is  made up of similar elements present in 

each market, the market items, market stakeholders and the 
relationships between them [5]. 

The  healthcare  system (Health),  together  with  its 
environment is composed of different elements (the structure 

of  government,  local  government, medical  resources, 
patients,  etc.)  and  its primary purpose is to protect public 

health [3]. The concept of the so-called. triangle divides the 
participants in the health system into 3 groups: beneficiaries 

(patients),  providers (doctors,  health  care  - health  care 
facilities) and the  payer (the insurer to provide financing) 

called a third party. Therefore, the structure of the healthcare 
system can be  seen in the  context  of  its stakeholders 

(healthcare market operators) [3][7]. 
A characteristic feature of healthcare is the wide variety 

in the way (how), place (where) and time (when) to provide 
services  to  the patient.  This  results  in  introduction  of  the 

division into: primary healthcare and specialized, outpatient 
care (open) and stationary (closed),  emergency care,  short 

and  long-term  treatment.  Striving  to  improve  the 
performance of  healthcare  is  based  on  the optimal use of 

healthcare  databases,  the  existing  material,  financial  and 
personal  resources  (medical  personnel,  along  with  their

skills), devoted to their activities [1][8]. 
Providers of  health  services are  primarily Independent 

Public Healthcare Units (SPZOZ), Private Healthcare Units 
(NZOZ),  individual  medical  practices,  dental care  and 

medical facilities. Some of the healthcare units are  compre-
hensive healthcare facilities,  offering services partly within 

the NFZ (National Health Fund), but mainly  paid basic on 
contracts [7]. The healthcare provider acting in accordance 

with its  professional  conscience  wants  to  cure  the  patient 
quickly and efficiently, thus not counting the cost.

The current healthcare system, particularly in Polish con-
ditions, shows a lot of shortcomings, among which are [3]:

− poor  quality  of  health  information  -  redundancy, 

inconsistent standards for the collection and sharing of 

information,

− inability to obtain health information at  the time and 

place where it is needed - the data collected in health 
records  are  limited,  and  EHR  (Electronic  Health  

Record)  data  are  never  collected.  Some  registers  in 
health are exist only in paper form, what limits quick 

access to them,

− inadequate procedures - implementation of information 

systems  not  related  to  the  relevant  organizational 
changes,

− lack  of  co-operation  of  information  systems  -  the 

existing  solutions  do  not  ensure  interoperability,  the 

lack  of  cooperation  between  systems  makes 
management of information impossible and adversely 

affects  the  accuracy,  integrity,  comparability  and 
completeness of data,

− so  far  systems  have  been  developed  primarily  to 

support  the  work  of  administrative  units,  while  to  a 

small extent adjusted to the needs of patients, doctors 
and other users.

Due to the ranking results of the Patient Empowerment 
Index,  Polish health  care  system is  one  of  the worst  in 

Europe [9]. Polish  healthcare  system as  compared  to  the 
European healthcare systems took the distant 25th position 

out of  31. Research indicates that Polish patients wait too 
long in the queues for treatment and for professionals,  do 

not  have  access to  the information where  they  can  get 
medical  help  in case of  sudden deterioration  of  health  or 

life-threatening. Up  to  2/3  of  Polish  respondents  are 
dissatisfied with public healthcare [9]. The ranking shows 

that the best healthcare systems are  in Denmark, Germany, 
but also in Switzerland and Finland. The EU is also ranking 

the Czech  Republic,  Slovakia  and  Hungary  better  than 
Poland.

B. Computerization of the healthcare sector

Nowadays  healthcare is a very important part of our soci-
ety and it is imperative for healthcare providers to do their 

jobs in an efficient and effective manner. Extremely impor-
tant  aspect  of  developing  the  healthcare  sector  is  its 
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computerization.  Healthcare  organizations  are  facing  the 
problem of processing large amounts of data [2]. Its employ-

ees have to manage and integrate clinical, financial and op-
erational information that increases with their performance. 

Previously, data were stored and organized in the traditional 
way (both  paper  and  digital),  which  was  time consuming 

and difficult  to ensure the  desired level of  efficiency [10]
[11]. One of solutions to this problem is healthcare informa-

tion technology (HIT), including tools for telehealth, health 
information  exchange,  and  personal  health  records.  These 

systems are  based  on  integrated  management  systems  for 
supporting  the  holistic  management  of  business 

organizations  (Enterprise  Resource  Planning, ERP).  And 
even in the medical facilities classic ERP systems adjustable 

for medical activities (eg, Impuls 5 BPSC) are implemented. 
All these systems have modular structure. Most professional 

healthcare organizations all over the world, and increasingly 
also in Poland, now rely on Healthcare (Hospital) Informa-

tion Systems (HIS) that help them manage all their medical 
and administrative information [12][13]. In the literature we 

can  find  various  titles  and  acronyms  which  all  declare 
similar  approaches  to  managing  the information  flow and 

storage  in  healthcare  routine  services,  as  Hospital 
Information System (HIS),  Healthcare Information System 

or  Patient  Data  Management  System (PDMS).  All  these 
terms  refer  to  the  integrated  information  systems that  are 

used to manage organizations in the healthcare sector. They 
are  a  complete  solution  for  managing  the  medical, 

administrative, financial and legal data. The overall aim of 
HIS  is  to  provide  support  patient  care,  achieving  optimal 

financial performance and streamline administration.
These  systems include the integration of all  clinical,  fi-

nancial and administrative applications.  HIS includes many 
applications  addressing  the  needs  of  various  departments 

and users of healthcare organization.  They manage the data 
related to the clinic (ie. Physician Information Systems, PIS, 

Electronic  Medical  Records,  EMR,  Electronic  Health 
Records,  EHR),  finance  department,  laboratory,  nursing 

(Nursing Information Systems,  NIS), pharmacy (Pharmacy 
Information  Systems),  radiology  (Radiology  Information 

System, RIS) [12]. 
A well developed and implemented HIS offers numerous 

benefits to a healthcare organization including the quality of 
patient treatment and care as well as better financial man-

agement but not limiting to them [13]. It is worth stressing, 
that HIS should also be patient centric, medical staff centric, 

affordable and scalable. Moreover to the user friendly fea-
tures, a good HIS system must be available on the web [13]. 

Availability on the web means authorized personnel can ac-
cess the information whenever and wherever wanted. 

Worldwide, as well as in Poland there are more and more 
HIS vendors. One of the most recognizable in the world is 

SAP for Healthcare, and in Poland  InfoMedica (product of 
Asseco), Eskulap (product of Technical University in Poz-

nan), KS-MEDIS (product of Kamsoft).
In  Poland the majority  of patient  information (medical 

records) are collected in paper form or with the paper placed 
on  the computer  (very  often  by  scanning).  This  is  a  big 

convenience for physicians, but the  storage of such data is 
cumbersome,  expensive,  and  access  to  them is  difficult. 

Paper medical records may generate medical errors caused 
by  poor handwriting legibility.  Pre-printed  forms, 

standardization  of  abbreviations,  and handwriting became 
the incentives to  improve  the handling  and storage  of 

medical  records.  Also  when paper records are  stored  in 
different locations, collating  them in one place by a health 

professionals is  time consuming and complicated, and  the 
process could be simplified by electronic records. Electronic 

records improve the standardization, collection, processing 
and sharing of  medical  data. That  is  why more and more 

medical institutions in the world use the EMR.
The  terms EHR (Electronic Health  Record),  EPR 

(Electronic Patient Record) and  EMR (Electronic Medical 
Records)  are  often  used  interchangeably, although some 

differences between them can be noticed [14]. EMR may for 
example be defined as  a computerized  medical record cre-

ated  in  an  organization  that  delivers  care (hospitals, 
ambulatory environments) that can serve as a source of data 

to the EHR [15]. Electronic medical records tend to be a part 
of a health information system that allows storage, retrieval 

and modification of records [3].  The EHR is generated and 
maintained within the institution, such  as a hospital, clinic 

and  gives patients,  doctors,  other  health  professionals, 
employers,  insurers access to  the  payer and  the patient's 

medical record [14].  It is often erroneously identified with 
the  database of  patient  information  [3].  This  system is 

directed to public and private institutions providing medical 
services, and through them also to patients and doctors with 

information available in the system [16]. Using this system, 
medical  staff will  have  access  to patient medical  records 

whenever they are needed, which would certainly  increase 
the efficiency of the healthcare sector [3].

EHRs may  contain a  variety  of  data including 
demographic, medical  history, medications  and allergies, 

immunization status,  laboratory  results,  radiology images, 
personal  information such as  age and  weight. A  Personal 

Health Record (PHR) is  generally defined as an EHR that 
the individual patient controls.

However,  the collection, processing and sharing data in 
the information system is inadequate today.  Clinical data in 

healthcare continues to be isolated in information system si-
los where it is stored in proprietary or incompatible formats 

[1]. Some of this data could be used in order to improve the 
process  of  treatment of  patients  and taking  care  of  them. 

However, there are many cases where it is very difficult to 
quickly find and access to these data without a time-consum-

ing intermediate process [1]. To be effective and allow for 
rational  decision-making  it  is  necessary  to  create  cross-

sectional analyzes and reports. Nowadays effective solution 
to  this  problem  are  commonly  known  as  Business 

Intelligence (BI) systems.

A. The essence of Business Intelligence

The issue of Business Intelligence (BI)  is the subject of 

wide discussion in the literature. Interest in this subject has 
increased significantly when the reviews  began to appear, 

saying  that  BI  systems  are  an  essential  component  of 
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modern  company  information  infrastructure,  since  they 
contribute to its success and competitiveness. 

Literature of the subject provides different interpretations 
of  the  Business  Intelligence. Although  through  last  two 

decades we could observe the development of BI systems 
[17], it is still no clarity in the interpretation of the term. BI 

systems  have  evolved  from  simple,  static  analytic 
applications  into  a  solution  that  can  be  used  in  strategic 

planning,  customer  relationship  management,  monitoring 
activities, the study of profitability of products, etc. It ceased 

to be regarded only as a category of technology, and became 
the  measure  of  a  new  approach  to  managing  the  orga-

nization, work culture of the information, and even a new 
model called Business Intelligence-based organization [17].

Currently, the term BI is closely associated with the issue 
of data warehouse. This is a key technology used to build 

this type of system that integrates analytical data from diffe-
rent transactional systems [18]. BI refers to decision making, 

information analysis,  knowledge  management  and human-
computer  interaction.  Therefore,  they are  also  often  asso-

ciated with such systems as: MIS (Management Information 
Systems), DSS (Decision Support Systems), EIS (Executive 

Information  Systems),  Management  Support  Systems, 
Business/Corporate Performance Management [19]. 

However it should be remembered, that we can observe 
certain, significant differences between these systems. MIS 

are  mainly focused  on  business  process  automation,  DSS 
provide  techniques  for  analyzing  information  to  use  them 

later to assess potential decisions [17]. The EIS present the 
information in the aggregate, and highly personalized forms, 

and  their  beneficiaries  are  the  top-level  managers.  BI 
systems combine  the  capabilities  of  these  earlier  systems, 

which previously operated independently.  The focus is on 
supporting  the  various  business  functions,  supporting  all 

levels of management decisions, using the process approach, 
and advanced analytical techniques [20]. They also allow for 

new  knowledge  discovery,  which  is  important  for  the 
competitiveness  of  organizations  to  enter  new  markets, 

attract new customers and introduce new sales channels.
For the purpose of the research it is assumed that the Bu-

siness Intelligence (BI)  refers to technologies,  applications 
and practices for the collection, data access, integration, ana-

lysis, and presentation of business information to enable em-
ployees (users) of the organization to gain deeper business 

insight and help them in making more effective decisions. 
This means, that the purpose of BI is to support better busi-

ness  decision-making.  Business  Intelligence  (BI)  systems 
have traditionally used large volumes of static data that have 

been extracted,  transformed,  and loaded into a data ware-
house  [17].  These  systems  have  helped  organizations  un-

derstand complex processes and relationships by providing a 
comprehensive view of the organizational data [1] (Fig 1.).

BI systems are  not  limited only to  the  context of  data 
analysis, but also to  collecting and presenting information 

[21]. What's  more, they do  not  focus exclusively on 
technology and/or applications, but also the on the business 

context, decision-making, etc [17].  It  is worth mentioning, 
that  business intelligence seems to be recognized by many 

businesses  as  a  valuable  tool  to  reach  strategic  goals,  in-
crease  profitability,  improve customer satisfaction and en-

sure regulatory compliance [22].
If we are to study various aspects of its development, it is 

important  that  the BI system is  not  understood too 
narrowly [17].

BI system can be defined  as  an integrated set  of  tools, 
technologies and programmed products, which are  used to 

collect, integrate,  analyze and share data [23].  BI system is 
composed of a set of following essential  components [22] 

[23] [24]: 

− ETL  (Extraction-Transformation-Load)  tools  that  are 

responsible for data transfer from operational or trans-
action systems to data warehouses,

− data  warehouses  to  provide  some room for  thematic 

storing of aggregated and analyzed data;

− analyzing,  reporting  and  presenting  tools  such  as: 

OLAP (tools which allow users access and which ana-

lyze and model business problems and share informa-
tion that  is  stored  in data warehouses),   data mining 

(tools for  determining patterns,  generalizations,  regu-
larities and rules in data resources),  reporting and ad 

hoc inquiry (tools  for  creating and utilizing different 
synthetic reports), drill down reports, 

−  presentation layers that include customized graphical 

and  multimedia  interfaces  or  dashboards  to  provide 

users with information in a comfortable and accessible 
form.

Business Intelligence systems are designed to accept data 
from any source-  internal  or  external  to  the organization- 

and transform those data into actionable information [22].
In  order  to  implementation  BI  systems  in  healthcare 

successful it is extremely important to identify organizations 
and their users requirements (by asking questions about: ei. 

care provider capabilities, track record, cost and availability, 
encounter results, effectiveness, cost, time lines, conditions 

and  treatment  plans,  patients),  define  some  metrics  and 
prepare suitable data access and presentation layer [25].

B. Potential area of BI applications in Healthcare sector

BI systems can be used to improve decision-making at the 
highest level of the healthcare organization [26]. BI systems 

are used to achieve larger strategic initiatives, such as oper-
ating margin, return on investment for strategic investments 

and the care quality indices [27].  BI solutions can provide 
organization-wide access to information using familiar tools 

that are flexible enough to meet a wide range of needs and 
users. These tools can help reduce the cost of new solutions 

and accelerate the execution time. Different users (manage-
ment, managers,  medical professionals, administrative staff) 

can  create  reports and  perform analysis to  improve their 
work and the work of the organization [28]. BI systems help 

healthcare organization employees work more effectively as 
a team, ensuring the goals of the department are met [29]. 

They can create reports and dashboards on the basis of data 
collected from various applications in healthcare organiza-

tion data warehouse (Fig. 2). Thanks to it all kinds of data: 
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clinical,  administrative  and  external  can  be  stored  in  one 

place with applications, which enable single view into data.
In recent years we have seen more widespread use of IT 

to  support  business  activities.  Information  systems  in 
conjunction  with  progress  in  the  use  of  BI  allowed 

organizations, including those from the healthcare sector, to 
understand the various aspects of their operations better by 

monitoring and analyzing business processes [29]. The data 
from clinical sources by means of extraction, transformation 

and loading of data are collected and made available in data 
warehouses. Monitoring of clinical data should be made on 

the basis of data collected from the HIS database [30].

To achieve its goals, a healthcare organization is seeking 
to enhance  its organizational  capacity,  standardization  of 

business  processes, the  introduction  of standards in  the 
patients treatment and care. 

C. Examples of BI systems dedicated to Healthcare 
Organization in Poland

On the Polish market for BI vendors one can meet simple 
systems, and extensive BI platform. Two systems are worth 

mentioning here: Simple.BI (http://www.simple.com.pl) and 
Comarch BI (http://www.comarch.pl).

Simple. BI is a comprehensive, fully integrated Business 
Intelligence platform that enables the construction of classic 

reporting  systems and corporate performance management 
solutions that support enterprise [31]. 

Simple  BI  system  offers interesting  and useful  features 
like [31]:
1. Creating reports and analysis

− the  ability  to  create  dynamic  reports  and  financial 

analysis  of  planning  data,  actual  and  forecast  without 
the need for extensive IT knowledge users

− comprehensive  and  impressive  graphical  data 

presentation capabilities 

− built-in data mining (Data Mining)

− ability to use report templates to ensure the accuracy and 

detail of presented data 

− performing ad-hoc, with the possibility of entering data 

into the model in ad-hoc

− input data using templates

− import  external  documents  in  different  formats  from 

different  systems  and  applications  (spreadsheets,  text 
files, PDF files, databases, etc.)

− create KPI - Key Performance Indicator

− scorecard development for any business areas

− creating dashboards 

− providing  functionality  via  a  web  portal  (Internet 

Access)
2. Built-in alerts, which are a function of information (are 

designed to automatically warn the user of certain events 
and trends)  or  prediction  (supervising enables  advance 
warning of likely changes).

3. Data  warehouse  creation:  which  allows  gathering 
business-critical  information  in  one  place  -  data 
warehouse, allowing the elimination of redundant data.

By  using  TARGIT module  analyses  can be  faster  and 
better, because the user performs a much smaller number of 

clicks than any other tool on the market [31]. The system 
has built-in features, with one-click to get the effect in the 

form of analysis of the selected value, or display information 
about the  biggest emerging threats or most emerging 

opportunities. The system enables the rapid preparation of 
an analysis using the "drag and drop" function.   The user 

selects the criteria (measures, dimensions)  that interest him 
and moves them with the mouse, for example, the area of the 

PivotTable. The "complete  data" in the instant method can 
achieve a result of the analysis or report.

Thanks to more and more friendly and intuitive interfaces, 
systems and  business intelligence, even less expert users of 

Fig. 1. Scheme of Business Intelligence system

Fig. 2. The scheme of BI for Healthcare organization
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IT  tools can delve into the complex analysis,  track trends 
and prepare multiple cross  reports.  The common interface 

allows each worker get needed information quickly at any 
given time. Increasingly popular are the BI portals that are 

accessible  through  a  web  browser  and  enable  creating 
standard reports and business analytics. Users have at their 

disposal  their  own dashboard  (Dashboard),  which  on  one 
screen  provides  dynamic  reports,  summaries,  charts,  etc. 

Dedicated dashboards are available from the individual tabs 
of the main portal.

As regards the Comarch BI - a dedicated data warehouse 
is  possible  to  prepare  and  process  their  data  and  create 

reports and analysis corresponding to the current needs of 
the  organization  [32].  The  analyzed  data  are  grouped  in 

order  to  accelerate  the  process  of  analysis.  Comarch 
Business Intelligence offers a dashboard for users, who are 

not IT specialists, which allows all the necessary reports at a 
“click”.

The main areas of analysis include [32]:

− administrative  part:  operating  expenses  (in  different 

sections),  the costs of supplies,  transportation,  operation, 
training costs and an increase in staff competence, the cost 

of investments and risk analysis, financial indicators and 
KPIs, cashflow, suppliers.

− medical  part:  the  patient  length  of  stay  and  the  related 

income  and  expenses,  profitability  of  individual 

departments,  units,  operations,  research,  occupancy  and 
availability  of  staff,  (including  projections),  the  use  of 

medicines lists and detection of irregularities.
Comarch  Business  Intelligence  makes  it  possible  to  in-

crease  the  speed  of  acquiring  management  information. 
Based  on the treatment  and  cleaning of  data in the ware-

house,  current  information  is  always  available.  With  the 
subscription, constantly  performed reports are  always 

delivered  on  time,  and  thanks  to  the alert in  case  of 
disturbing events,  the system  automatically sends  a report 

with all the necessary information to diagnose the problem 
and take the necessary action [32]

This BI system improves business performance, during the 
analysis, in collaboration  with analysts Comarch improves 

business  processes  and captures bottlenecks. Moreover, 
analytical platform increases productivity by  providing 

reliable management  information, eliminate  unnecessary 
costs and increase revenues [32]. Furthermore, with the use 

of  data warehouse the significant reduction in waiting time 
for analysis and relief transactional system is enabled.  This 

solution  offers:  cross-sectional  report,  rapid  acquisition  of 
information,  cross-reporting  of  various  data  sources, 

processing and arranging the data warehouse,  reliable and 
easily  accessible  information,  defining  an  integrated 

scorecard. Comarch Business Intelligence Platform allows to 
create forecasts using data mining tools. By organizing and 

analyzing historical data, it is possible to predict the future. 
For  example,  customer  behavior,  their  segmentation,  and 

sales  forecasts.  Moreover,  clear-cutting  and  data  on  the 
functioning of the company allow managers at various levels 

to resolve what action should be taken to achieve business 
goals. Thanks to the intuitive business areas, the system is 

quickly  responding  to  a  given  query,  and  builds  even 
complex  reports  and  statements  simplified  to  “drag  and 

drop” method.

V.FINDINGS

A. Challenges of using BI systems in Healthcare sector

Due to the experts opinion, healthcare sector is facing a 

lot  of global  challenges today.  Nevertheless  the use of IT 
significantly helps  the physicians  in a  number of  ways  as 

clinical  performance  and  patient  safety  go  hand  in  hand. 
Business intelligence (BI)  refers  not only to data analysis, 

but also the knowledge of relating the results from the data 
analysis to  decisions support. 

Healthcare sector is very specific in comparison to other 
sectors  of  the  economy.  Considering  management  of  this 

sector  in  comparison  to  others,  it  is  not  hard  to  see,  that 
management is  unified in most sectors,  but healthcare has 

clinical and operational reporting [1]. Moreover healthcare 
involves  variety  stakeholders  (customers)  including  clini-

cians, payers, government, service providers, and users. On 
the  other  hand  all  sectors,  including  healthcare,  seek  im-

provement in quality, cost, and delay through integrated pro-
cesses.  What  is  more,  healthcare  is  patient-oriented,  a  in 

other sectors, in which client and product are centers of their 
attention [1]. Considering system integration, healthcare sys-

tems are typically larger; more complex, and employ more 
people than other systems and they still benefit from total-

system analysis. The challenge  in  healthcare  sector  is  the 
fact,  that  various  stakeholders  in  healthcare  organization 

must operate basic on data in multiple information systems. 
Healthcare industry is very  dependent  on information. 

However, so far no technology that in real-time takes data 
and converts them into information was developed. The data 

themselves (devoid  of context) are only slightly more than 
useless [33]. So far, only Business Intelligence technology is 

able to focus on key indicators easily and quickly to provide 
valuable  information for healthcare  organizations. 

Information obtained in this way may be used  in the daily 
work of  medical  facilities for clinical  diagnoses,  financial 

decision, order of  rendering  healthcare  services  and 
medicines,  equipment  management  and  more.  Healthcare 

providers are  increasingly  using business  intelligence 
platform to  solve problems  related  to poverty or  lack of 

appropriate  information  in order  to provide  complex 
healthcare, control of  financial  flows, operational  and 

financial efficiency,  patient  safety  and transparency  of 
healthcare performance. If the medical organization wants to 

succeed,  it  is  extremely important  to  remain  viable and 
competitive  and to make rational and informed decisions in 

the areas of treatment, finance, and management. Physicians, 
surgeons, and managers need current,  accurate and trusted 

information delivered in a timely manner to ensure that qual-
ity of care underlies their decision-making.

However, on the basics of literature review and analysis 
of BI systems offered by Polish vendors it can be noticed, 

that  business  intelligence  tools can  be  used  for a  deeper 
understanding of  healthcare,  but  the  healthcare  sector has 
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many  limitations related  to  the  implementation of  this 
technology.

These challenges, identified by  analyzing the BI systems 
and specification of healthcare organization, can be grouped 

as follows:
1. Challenges for quality and data standards:

− in the healthcare sector a very large amount, often of poor 

quality data is accumulated,

− a  large  part  of the  data is  still stored in  paper  form or 

scanned  documents,  rather  than  in  digital  form. This 

makes  data  collection  and  sharing  them  in  different 
geographic locations difficult,

− the data come from various sources. Currently, there are 

few defined standards for data in the healthcare field. This 

makes  it  difficult to  aggregate  data,  construct data 
warehouse, load data into a rules- based engine in order to 

get access to actionable information  and generate reports 
and ad-hoc analysis,

− relevant qualifications and classification of data is a key 

element conditioning the continuity of decision making.

2.  Challenges  for  selection of  information and identifying 
key areas requiring support

− quality of  healthcare is achieved by doing the right thing 

at the right time, in an appropriate manner and for the right 

person.  So every day it  is  necessary to identify the key 
actions that health professionals have to do,  to determine 

their order, time and manner of their execution,

− identifying the data helps to understand and interpret them 

by  physicians  meeting  the  challenges  of  everyday  life, 
because medical data are increasingly difficult to manage 

on a daily basis.
3.  Challenges for  healthcare  organizations  personnel 

(especially medical staff) for handling information systems:

− for  many healthcare organizations and its  employees the 

systems and applications are seen as a black box. There are 
too many projects with too many complex systems with 

several  sources  for  them  to  deal  with.  Therefore,  is 
difficult for healthcare managers and health professionals 

to get a clear picture of the data in real time.

− reloading data systems makes it difficult for doctors to find 

time and focus on their main goal – care of patient.

B. Potential benefits of using BI applications in 
healthcare sector 

The main goal of each Healthcare organization in  con-

trolled and competitive environment, is to reduce operating 
costs,  while maintaining a consistently acceptable level of 

patient treatment [30]. 
Due to the research, the benefits of implementing Busi-

ness Intelligence Systems in healthcare organizations are ev-
ident: 

1. Consolidation and protection of data  – the possibility 
of a single point of access to data stored in multiple 

systems.  This  enables  organizations  to  provide  “one 
version  of  truth”,  which  is  one  of  the  fundamental 

objectives of BI.  Through the use of BI systems it is 
also  possible  to  consolidate  and  analyze  clinical, 

administrative and financial data, which also serves to 
increase  the  efficiency in  the  data/work  flow.  Better 

protection of patient data is also possible by providing 
access  to  data  only to  those  with  appropriate  access 

levels [25].
2. Efficiency improvement. Users can access any type of 

information with a fast  and consistent response time, 
independent of the data volumes analyzed or questions 

asked  [34].  Due  to  this  fact  the  process  of  decision 
making in areas like patient treatment is shorter and in-

formation-based. It also enables efficient staff schedul-
ing [35].

3. Increase revenues and reduce costs. By using BI it is 
possible  to  eliminate  waste  and  mine  data  stores  to 

examine  and  recoup  denied  claims  in  healthcare 
organizations  [27].  BI  application interoperability 

reduces labor  costs by  eliminating expensive 
customized integration  of computer  system  in 

healthcare  organizations  [34].  Costs  of:   healthcare 
professionals,  lab  equipment  and  consumables, 

pharmaceuticals/medical  material,   treatment  per 
diagnosis related grouping (DRG) and cost per type of 

medical  intervention (e.g.  specific  medical  operation) 
can be reduced as well [30]. 

4. Improved  margins.  BI  (BI/balanced  scorecard 
program) helps to improve gross margins of healthcare 

organizations.
5. Improved patient satisfaction by using BI and analytic 

tools. 
6. Improved patient treatment and care. BI tools can be 

used in improving patient outcomes using point-of-care 
information.  Through  the  use  of BI, healthcare 
professionals  have easy  access to  patient’s  data and 
they  can  create  a  variety  of classifications/reports 
based  on demographic  data, sex,  age, and  so  on. 
Thanks to the evidence based medicine and capture of 
medical  history  of  the  patient  doctors  can  accurate 
diagnosis and  apply efficient treatment with reduction 
of  risks  during  treatment  (e.g.  related  to  on  time 
admittance,  the  use  of  medicine,  biomedical 
equipment,  blood  transfusions)  [30].  Timely  and 
effective  clinical  decisions  are  better  facilitated  by 
increasing the potential of BI.

7. Reduction  of  medical  errors  and  improved  patients  
safety.  It  could  be  reached  by  supporting  medical 
research and data treatment. BI systems can support a 
larger Healthcare system, by the exchange of medical 
information on a patient.

8. Improved decision-making in the  area  of 
comprehensive health care policy by the authorities of 
the organization of the health sector. It can be reached 
with  monitoring  the  performance  of  doctors, 
departments  and  medical  material  requirements. 
Multiple groups or individuals can be put together by 
emphasizing  the  analysis  and  accurate  data,  which 
brings them closer to the point of service in order to 
enhance  decision-making  and  make  data  actionable 
[25]. 

9. It helps to see the overall picture of the hospital.
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10. Improved monitoring of:  ie.  consumption of  drugs, 
medical  supplies,  use of  medical  equipment,  medical 
personnel, movement of patients.

11. It  allows  to detect all  kinds  of irregularities,  fraud, 
embezzlement and reduces duplication of work [36]. 

V. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, it can be stated that, healthcare organiza-
tions are swimming in an ever-deeper pool of data. Without 

the system that is responsible for collecting, providing and 
analyzing the  most  relevant  data,  these  organizations  will 

not  be able  to  use these  data in  practice  and healthcare 
organizations can still be  rich  in data  but poor  in 

information.
Healthcare  organizations are  realizing that  the data and 

Business  Intelligence  (BI)  systems  are  crucial in  making 
decisions  process  that will  improve  the patients outcomes 

and quality of medical services.
Moreover,  to  achieve the full  benefits  of BI healthcare 

organizations must assemble a strategic approach to decision 
making in solving every day, tactical problems. The greatest 

benefits and improvements can be made based on historical 
data  collected  from financial  systems,  operational  and 

clinical systems. It should be noted that the main objective 
of BI systems implementation in healthcare organizations is 

still to reduce costs, instead of the further improvement of 
medical necessity.
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Abstract—The paper  discusses  results  of  comparative  sur-
veys from years 2009-2011 which aimed at determining how the 
recent economic crisis influenced informatization strategies in 
Polish  companies  and  institutions.  The  obtained  results  sup-
ported a working hypothesis that the economic crisis affected – 
to smaller or greater extent – short- and long-term informatiza-
tion strategies in majority of companies or institutions. Even if 
relative importance of identified changes, intensity of their visi-
ble symptoms or areas of IT applications where they were the 
most  noticeable  differed  from year  to  year,  those  variations 
were minor and concerned some elements of  informatization 
strategies and of IT applications only. Details are included in 
this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE  global  financial  crisis  which  has  affected  Polish 

economy  since  the  second  half  of  2008  resulted  in 

deterioration  of  an  economic  situation  in  majority  of 

companies. The evidence was provided by current business 

statistics,  economic and  social  analyses,  or  by monitoring 

tendency  changes  in  the  economy  (see  e.g.  a  profound 

diagnosis  included  in the report  [12]).  Implications  of  the 

crisis  have  been  observed  in  the  information  technology 

domain as well, with clear signals coming from producers 

and  providers  of  IT  products  and  services  or  from  their 

customers.  That  the  situation  had  grown  worse  was  also 

acknowledged by nearly all major companies monitoring IT 

industry,  including DiS, Gartner,  Forrester Research, IDG, 

and PMR. According to PMR surveys, in 2009 not only had 

the IT market not increased for the first time in recent years,  

but it shrunk by 9.2% (from PLN 26.9 billion to PLN 24.5 

billion), and although 2010 saw a year-on-year increase by 

5.8% in the market’s value, the 2008 level had never been 

reached (with the market being worth 1.0 billion less than in 

2008). The forecasts for 2011 proved to be more optimistic 

with a predicted double-digit growth (10.9%) to PLN 28.7 

billion,  i.e.  1.8  billion  more  than  in  a  record  2008. 

Nonetheless, it is not certain whether the change in the trend 

will persist as neither the Polish nor the world economy has 

overcome the financial and economic crisis yet. The PMR 

numbers are shown in Figure 1.

T

The observed situation confirmed the authors’ belief that 

it  was  necessary  to  continue  the  study  initiated  in  2009, 

which investigated an impact of the economic and financial 

crisis  on  informatization  strategies  and  IT  projects  in 

selected  companies  and  institutions.  The  same conclusion 

resulted from presenting outcomes of that study at several 

conferences  where  they earned  marked  attention  (see  [2], 

[3], [4], [5]).

This  paper  will  present  various  data  breakdowns  and 

analyses which help to assess an impact of the economic and 

financial crisis on business informatization strategies and to 

detect  related  changes  in the three  consecutive years.  The 

first part of the paper presents assumptions of the research 

and a methodology applied. The next section characterizes 

briefly the examined objects and influence of the crisis on 

their economic standing. In that context the following parts 

discuss  qualitative  and  quantitative  modifications  of 

informatization strategies, their most notable symptoms and 

intensity of their manifestation. The paper is concluded with 

major research results.

II.  ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE COMPARATIVE STUDY

A selection of the area for the comparative study followed 

the authors’ conviction that awareness of ways in which bu-

siness organizations and institutions respond to the prolon-

ged economic crisis (with the focus on IT-related activities) 

is important in order to counteract results of the crisis more 

effectively.  Such knowledge should enable the IT industry 

to  return  on  track  of  dynamic  growth  observed  in

Changes in informatization strategies of Polish companies
and institutions in reaction to the economic crisis.
Summary of the surveys from the years 2009-2011

Fig.  1 Value and year-on-year rate of change for IT market in Poland 
according to PMR data and forecasts from August 2011; own 

presentation based on [11, p. 2].
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prior years (see Figure 1) much quicker, which is essential, 

considering long-range strategies for developing e-society, e-

government and e-economy in Poland (see e.g. [18]). 

The study has an interregional reach, and reflects situation 

of companies and institutions located mostly in Warsaw 

(Mazovia) or in Wroclaw (Lower Silesia) and in areas 

adjacent to those two centers. All surveys, which provided 

data for the comparison, were carried out by students of the 

postgraduate managerial program “IT Projects Management” 
at the Faculty of Management of Warsaw University, and by 

part-time master-level students of Information Technology 

and Econometrics at the Faculty of Management, Computer 

Science and Finance of Wroclaw University of Economics. 

All studies were conducted in April and May, the first in 

2009, the second in 2010 and the third in 2011 – as already 

mentioned in the introduction. Selection of those periods 

resulted, to some extent, from schedulea of the academic 

years. Yet, the far more important reason was the authors’ 
belief – substantiated by other sources – that at that time 

forecasts drawn up at the turn of 2008/2009, 2009/2010 and 

2010/2011 were modified, and already incorporated 

information on crisis development, figures from financial 

statements for years 2008, 2009 and 2010 as well as data 

from closing reports for the first quarters of 2009, 2010 and 

2011 respectively. The companies and institutions reflected 

the most recent data in their strategies, including those of IT 

area, by either sticking to or modifying prior plans. 

The overall number of collected – and duly filled in – 

questionnaires amounted to 139 in 2009, 109 in 2010 and 

127 in 2011. All questionnaires formed a repository of 375 

sets of data, including: 38 quantitative and qualitative 

characteristics describing how the economic crisis affected 

IT strategies and what changes in strategies were adopted, 6 

descriptive and typological features of the surveyed objects, 

and 5 other which allowed to verify collected data (including 

sources of information). The repository is stored and 

proceeded in two file formats: primarily as workbooks of 

Statistica, and secondly as MS Excel files. The repository 

contains data on a very diverse group of companies and 

institutions, which differed also in subsequent years. A 

detailed presentation of that group is, therefore, required. 

III. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SURVEYED OBJECTS 

Before selected results of the study are discussed, the 

examined objects – companies and institutions – will be 

analysed briefly. Table 1 presents a breakdown of objects 

surveyed in 2009, 2010 and in 2011 by their areas of 

operations and their sizes. The table includes: importance of 

clusters in whole samples, dominating values (cells with 

digits in bold), and substantial differences between the 

examined years (cells shaded in grey). Sizes of companies 

and institutions were determined in a simplified manner, and 

considered number of employees only. Though, 

classification criteria complied with both national (GUS) and 

European statistic systems (Eurostat). 

Table 2 links sector profiles with informatization level in 

the examined objects. The latter was quantified by 

describing to what extent IT solutions supported processes in 

such areas as: core business, administration and office work 

or in other activities. It can be observed (see cells with bold 

digits in the ‘Total’ row) that the surveyed objects (76.26% 

in 2009, 80.73% in 2010 and 81.10% in 2011) were 

characterised by high or very high values of the said 

parameter. This stemmed from the sector profile of the 

samples, and particularly from the biggest share of ICT 

companies – where business operations are computerised in 

general. One has to realise also that assessments of 

informatization level were prone to subjectivity. 

Having considered basic characteristics of the objects for 

which data were successfully collected, the following parts 

of the paper will analyse influence of the crisis on their 

economic situation. 

IV. INFLUENCE OF THE CRISIS ON ECONOMIC SITUATION OF 

THE SURVEYED OBJECTS 

Table 3 compares sector profiles of the examined objects 

with evaluation of an impact which the crisis had on their 

economic standing. The assessments were based on a 5-

grade scale. Considering information presented in Table 3, it 

can be observed (see cells with bold digits) that the most 

frequent response was that a situation of an object became 

‘slightly worse’ (51.8% of all answers in 2009, 53.21% in 

2010 and 49.61% in 2011). Nevertheless, the significant 

share (32.37% in 2009, 23.85% in 2010 and 32.28% in 

2011) of responses suggested a stable economic position. It 

should be pointed out that a slight increase of both neutral 

(‘nothing has changed’) and positive answers (‘it is 

slightly…’ and ‘it is much better’) was detected in the 

following years. That was particularly evident in 2011 

comparing to 2010 (rise by 10.68%). At the same time a 

share of negative responses (‘it is much…’ and ‘it is slightly 

worse’) decreased considerably. The share of such responses 

dropped by 10.67% last year (including 7.07% decrease in 

the most negative answers i.e. ‘it is much worse’). All that 

entitles to formulate a statement that the economic crises has 

been affecting current situation of the examined objects to 

smaller and smaller extent. 

Table 4, in turn, compares size of the surveyed objects 

with assessments of an impact of the crisis on their economic 

situation. It becomes apparent that changes in economic 

situation of an entity in reaction to the crisis are not 

determined by size of an object. 

Having considered all basic characteristics of the impact 

of the crisis on economic situation of the surveyed objects, 

the following parts of the paper may focus on analysing 

influence of the crisis on their informatization strategies – 

which is the major point of interest of this paper. 
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TABLE 1. 

STRUCTURES OF THE SURVEYED OBJECTS BY SECTOR AND SIZE – THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Sector 

Object size (percentage of the sample) 
Total 

Small Medium Large 

2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 

Banking, finance, insurance 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.44 0.92 1.57 6.47 12.84 7.09 7.91 13.76 8.66 

Commerce (commodity trade) 7.91 10.09 14.96 3.60 3.67 5.51 3.60 1.83 6.30 15.11 15.60 26.77 

Industry 1.44 6.42 1.57 4.32 3.67 2.36 7.91 6.42 6.30 13.67 16.51 10.24 

Public administration 0.72 1.83 0.00 2.88 4.59 7.09 6.47 8.26 0.79 10.07 14.68 7.87 

Other 21.58 15.60 14.17 12.23 7.34 11.81 19.42 15.60 20.47 53.24 38.53 46.46 

Total 31.65 33.94 30.71 24.46 20.18 28.35 43.88 45.87 40.94 100.00 100.00 100.00 

 

TABLE 2. 

STRUCTURES OF THE SURVEYED OBJECTS BY SECTOR AND INFORMATIZATION LEVEL – THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Sector 

Informatization level (percentage of the sample) 

Low (< 45%) Medium (≥ 60%) High (≥ 75%) Very high (≥ 90%) 

2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 

Banking, finance, insurance 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.72 0.00 0.00 5.04 3.67 1.57 2.16 11.01 7.09 

Commerce (commodity trade) 2.16 2.75 2.36 2.16 2.75 8.66 5.76 6.42 7.87 5.04 3.67 7.87 

Industry 0.72 0.92 0.00 2.16 5.50 0.79 8.63 5.50 4.72 2.16 4.59 4.72 

Public administration 2.16 0.92 0.79 4.32 2.75 2.36 1.44 5.50 3.94 2.16 5.50 0.79 

Other 2.16 0.92 3.15 7.19 2.75 0.79 12.95 10.09 17.32 30.94 24.77 25.20 

Total 7.19 5.50 6.30 16.55 13.76 12.60 33.81 31.19 35.43 42.45 49.54 45.67 

 

TABLE 3. 

STRUCTURES OF THE SURVEYED OBJECTS BY SECTOR AND BY IMPACT OF THE CRISIS ON THEIR ECONOMIC SITUATION – THE COMPARATIVE 

ANALYSIS 

Sector 

Impact of the crisis on economic situation of an object 

(percentage of the sample) 

It is much 

worse 
It is slightly worse 

Nothing has 

changed 
It is slightly better It is much better 

2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 

Banking, finance, insurance 2.16 2.75 2.36 3.60 6.42 4.72 2.16 3.67 0.00 0.00 1.83 0.79 0.00 0.00 0.79 

Commerce (commodity trade) 1.44 0.00 0.79 8.63 10.09 14.96 4.32 4.59 7.87 0.72 0.92 3.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Industry 0.00 2.75 0.00 8.63 9.17 4.72 4.32 3.67 3.94 0.72 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Public administration 0.00 2.75 0.00 5.04 7.34 1.57 5.04 3.67 5.51 0.00 0.92 0.79 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Other 2.88 2.75 0.79 25.90 20.18 23.62 16.55 8.26 14.96 7.91 5.50 6.30 0.00 1.83 0.79 

Total 6.47 11.01 3.94 51.80 53.21 49.61 32.37 23.85 32.28 9.35 10.09 12.60 0.00 1.83 1.57 

 

TABLE 4. 

STRUCTURES OF THE SURVEYED OBJECTS BY SIZE AND BY IMPACT OF THE CRISIS ON THEIR ECONOMIC SITUATION – THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Object size 

Impact of the crisis on economic situation of an object 

(percentage of the sample) 

It is much 

worse 

It is slightly 

worse 

Nothing has 

changed 

It is slightly 

better 
It is much better 

2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 

Micro 1.44 0.92 0.00 7.19 3.67 5.51 1.44 4.59 6.30 1.44 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Small 0.72 1.83 0.79 7.91 12.84 9.45 8.63 8.26 3.94 2.88 0.92 4.72 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Medium 2.16 0.92 0.00 11.51 10.09 11.81 8.63 6.42 14.17 2.16 1.83 2.36 0.00 0.92 0.00 

Large 1.44 3.67 1.57 11.51 11.01 14.96 7.19 0.92 5.51 2.88 2.75 4.72 0.00 0.00 0.79 

Very large 0.72 3.67 1.57 13.67 15.60 7.87 6.47 3.67 2.36 0.00 3.67 0.79 0.00 0.92 0.79 

Total 6.47 11.01 3.94 51.80 53.21 49.61 32.37 23.85 32.28 9.35 10.09 12.60 0.00 1.83 1.57 
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V. INFLUENCE OF THE ECONOMIC CRISIS ON INFORMATIZATION 

STRATEGIES AND IT PROJECTS 

Results of the analysis, showing how the economic crisis 

affected informatization strategies and IT projects, will be 

presented in the following sequence. In the beginning it is 

going to be examined whether – and, if yes, than to what 

extent – informatization strategies were modified; firstly, in 

particular industries (Table 5), secondly, in objects of certain 

sizes (Table 6), and thirdly, in objects grouped according to 

informatization levels (Table 7). Subsequently, it will be 

analysed in what ways changes in economic situation of 

companies or institutions influenced their informatization 

strategies and ongoing IT projects (Table 8). The following 

tables present: importance of clusters in the whole sample, 

dominating values (cells with bold digits), and important 

differences between examined years (cells shaded in grey). 

TABLE 5. 

INFLUENCE OF THE ECONOMIC CRISIS ON INFORMATIZATION STRATEGIES AND PROJECTS IN THE SURVEYED OBJECTS ACCORDING TO SECTORS – THE 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Sector 

Influence of the economic crisis on IT strategies and projects (percentage of 

the sample) 

No change Slight change Radical change 

2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 

Banking, finance, insurance 1.44 0.92 0.79 4.32 13.76 6.30 2.16 0.00 1.57 

Commerce (commodity trade) 5.04 6.42 11.02 8.63 9.17 15.75 1.44 0.00 0.00 

Industry 6.47 3.67 1.57 7.19 12.84 8.66 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Public administration 2.88 4.59 4.72 6.47 9.17 3.15 0.72 0.92 0.00 

Other 20.86 11.01 18.90 28.78 21.10 24.41 3.60 6.42 3.15 

Total 36.69 26.61 37.01 55.40 66.06 58.27 7.91 7.34 4.72 

 

TABLE 6. 

INFLUENCE OF THE ECONOMIC CRISIS ON INFORMATIZATION STRATEGIES AND PROJECTS IN THE SURVEYED OBJECTS ACCORDING TO THEIR SIZES – 

THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Object size 

Influence of the economic crisis on IT strategies and projects 

(percentage of the sample) 

No change Slight change Radical change 

2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 

Micro 4.32 4.59 8.66 6.47 4.59 3.15 7.91 0.92 0.00 

Small 8.63 4.59 7.87 10.79 18.35 11.02 0.72 0.92 0.00 

Medium 5.76 11.01 10.24 16.55 9.17 16.54 2.16 0.00 1.57 

Large 12.23 1.83 7.09 9.35 13.76 18.90 1.44 2.75 1.57 

Very large 5.76 4.59 3.15 12.23 20.18 8.66 2.88 2.75 1.57 

Total 36.69 26.61 37.01 55.40 66.06 58.27 7.91 7.34 4.72 

 

TABLE 7. 

INFLUENCE OF THE ECONOMIC CRISIS ON INFORMATIZATION STRATEGIES AND PROJECTS IN THE SURVEYED OBJECTS ACCORDING TO THEIR 

INFORMATIZATION LEVELS – THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Informatization level 

Influence of the economic crisis on IT strategies and projects 

(percentage of the sample) 

No change Slight change Radical change 

2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 

Low (< 45%) 4.32 2.75 3.15 2.16 2.75 3.15 0.72 0.00 0.00 

Medium (≥ 60%) 4.32 3.67 5.51 11.51 10.09 7.09 0.72 0.00 0.00 

High (≥ 75%) 12.95 7.34 12.60 17.99 22.02 19.69 2.88 1.83 3.15 

Very high (≥ 90%) 15.11 12.84 15.75 23.74 31.19 28.35 3.60 5.50 1.57 

Total 36.69 26.61 37.01 55.40 66.06 58.27 7.91 7.34 4.72 
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TABLE 8. 

CRISIS-RELATED CHANGES IN ECONOMIC SITUATION OF THE SURVEYED OBJECTS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON INFORMATIZATION STRATEGIES AND 

PROJECTS – THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Impact of the crisis on economic situation 

of an object 

Influence of the economic crisis on IT strategies and projects 

(percentage of the sample) 

No change Slight change Radical change 

2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 

It is much worse 0.72 0.00 0.00 1.44 9.17 3.94 4.32 1.83 0.00 

It is slightly worse 10.07 10.09 11.81 38.85 40.37 34.65 2.88 2.75 3.15 

Nothing has changed 20.86 13.76 18.90 10.79 9.17 13.39 0.72 0.92 0.00 

It is slightly better 5.04 0.92 4.72 4.32 7.34 6.30 0.00 1.83 1.57 

It is much better 0.00 1.83 1.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 36.69 26.61 37.01 55.40 66.06 58.27 7.91 7.34 4.72 

 

 

The data presented in Tables 58 requires short comment. 

First of all, the study showing (see the cells with bold 

digits in Table 5) that as much as 63.31% (in 2009), 73.39% 

(in 2010) and 62.99% (in 2011) of the surveyed objects 

adjusted their informatization strategies and IT projects due 

to the crisis (slightly: 55.40% in 2009, 66.06% in 2010 and 

58.27% in 2011; in a radical way: 7.91% in 2009, 7.34% in 

2010 and 4.72%) supports results of similar analyses carried 

out in 2009-2011 (see references in [2, p. 84] and reports 

[8], [10]). Considering data from Table 5 (see shadowed 

cells in the ‘Total’ row) substantial changes in answers 

obtained in subsequent years can be noticed. 

Secondly, the data collected shows that influence of the 

crisis on informatization strategies and IT projects was only 

partially related to sectors where the objects operated. 

Intensity and direction of observed changes differ between 

sectors and groups of answers (see shadowed cells in Table 

5, depicting the biggest changes from year to year). 

Thirdly, a similar conclusion may be drawn in reference to 

the relation between the crisis and sizes of objects (see cells 

with bold digits and shaded cells in Table 6). 

The fourth conclusion is that an impact of the crisis on 

informatization strategies and IT projects is more visible in 

objects characterised by higher level of informatization (see 

shaded range in Table 7). Nevertheless, the changes were 

recognised as ‘slight’ in all years. 

Finally – as expected – scopes of adjustments in 

informatization strategies and in IT projects were correlated 

with a magnitude of changes in economic situation of an 

object. The growing tendency can be detected among objects 

declaring evolutionary (‘slight’) changes in their 

informatization strategies and in IT projects. 

The following parts of the paper will identify and depict 

the most important symptoms of changes in informatization 

strategies in reference both to the whole analysed group and 

to those objects where IT strategies were modified. 

VI. SYMPTOMS OF CHANGES IN INFORMATIZATION 

STRATEGIES AND IN IT PROJECTS  

The data collected in three editions of the research 

enabled also to detect and to structure major symptoms of 

changes in informatization strategies and in IT projects, 

which resulted from the crisis. It should be added that those 

symptoms were identified by the surveyed objects with a 

help of a predefined list (see Table 9). The list was open, 

nevertheless, only 6 objects both in 2009 and in 2010, and 

only 11 in 2011, presented other reasons than defined. By 

compiling the list of symptoms, the authors considered 

various studies (see e.g. [7], [8], [17], [19], [20], [21]). The 

examined companies and institutions were asked to select all 

relevant symptoms. The following tables present structures 

of responses in the whole analysed group (Table 9, columns 

2, 3 and 4) and for those objects only where changes in 

informatization strategies – either ‘slight’ or ‘radical’ – 

occurred (Table 9, columns 5, 6 and 7). Dominating values 

(those exceeding 20% of indications) were marked – like in 

previous tables – in a bold type, and substantial changes 

(over 5%) between results from 2009, 2010 and 2011 were 

shaded. 

Referring to data depicted in Table 9 (columns 2, 3 and 4) 

it should be noticed that the surveyed objects declared the 

following symptoms of informatization strategy changes the 

most frequently (they appeared in over 20% of 

questionnaires): reduced number of IT seminars and 

trainings (33.09% of questionnaires in 2009, 33.03% in 2010 

and 31.5% in 2011), decreasing spendings on IT investments 

(30.94% in 2009, 30.28% in 2010 and 22.05% in 2011), 

reduced budgets of IT departments (25.90% in 2009, 

28.44% in 2010 and 28.35% in 2011), postponed IT 

investments (20.86% in 2009 , 38.63% in 2010 and 24.41% 

in 2011) and IT cost streamlining initiatives using TCO 

(22.94%-level which exceeded the 20%-threshold was 

observed in 2010 only). 

When the data is analysed, and values from subsequent 

years compared, several facts become visible. 
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TABLE 9. 

STRUCTURES OF IDENTIFIED SYMPTOMS OF CHANGES IN INFORMATIZATION STRATEGIES FOR THE ENTIRE GROUP OF OBJECTS – THE COMPARATIVE 

STUDY 

Identified symptoms of changes in informatization strategies 

Identified symptoms of changes in informatization strategies 

All objects 
Objects which modified their 

IT strategies 

2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 

A budget of an IT department was reduced 25.90 28.44 28.35 38.64 38.75 45.00 

Spendings related to IT investments decreased 30.94 30.28 22.05 48.86 41.25 35.00 

New projects were abandoned 13.67 6.42 7.87 21.59 8.75 12.50 

Ongoing projects were stopped 7.19 7.34 1.57 11.36 10.00 2.50 

A scope of projects was reduced 13.67 13.76 15.75 21.59 18.75 25.00 

IT investments were postponed 20.86 38.53 24.41 32.95 52.50 38.75 

IT services outsourcing was intensified 2.88 4.59 9.45 3.41 6.25 15.00 

IT personnel was made redundant 15.83 16.51 11.02 23.86 22.50 17.50 

IT seminars and trainings were cut 33.09 33.03 31.50 51.14 45.00 50.00 

IT was financed with external sources 1.44 3.67 3.94 2.27 3.75 6.25 

IT costs were streamlined (using TCO) 15.83 22.94 11.81 25.00 31.25 18.75 

Other, namely… 4.32 5.50 8.66 5.68 6.25 11.25 

 

 

Firstly, the most remarkable increase in indications (by 

17.67%) refers to the situation when ‘IT investments were 

postponed’ – which was also the most frequently selected 

answer by the surveyed companies in 2010. A considerable 

decrease in such answers (by 14.12%) in 2011 should be 

perceived as a positive symptom, since suspension of IT 

investments might lead to technological slowdown in a 

longer run. The similar situation was observed in relation to 

the answer: ‘new projects were abandoned’, where a 

substantial decline (by 7.25%) between 2009 and 2010 was 

identified. This fact proves that a negative tendency of 

withdrawing from new investments, reported in numerous 

studies (see e.g. [1], [6], [10], [14], [15], [16], [20]), was 

reverted both in 2010 and in 2011. 

Secondly, it should be pointed out, that an increase in 

number of objects (by 7.11% in 2010) declaring that their 

‘IT costs were streamlined (using TCO)’ turned out not to be 

a permanent trend, as the forgoing number dropped down 

significantly in 2011 (by as much as 11.13%). This 

observation was particularly disappointing to the authors, 

one of whom has been promoting efficiency of IT 

application (including use of the TCO concept) for many 

years, and the other one deals with controlling methods used 

in operational activities of businesses and institutions. The 

data obtained did not prove growing awareness of TCO 

methodology among Polish managers and willingness to 

apply the said method in business practice. 

Thirdly, the low significance of IT services being 

outsourced (only 2.88% in 2009, 4.59% in 2010 and 9.45% 

in 2011 – which is a better results but still much lower than 

average values for technologically advanced markets) along 

with limited external financing (1.44% in 2009, 3.67% in 

2010 and 3.94% in 2011) is another unpleasant surprise. In 

particular the latter figure is disappointing, considering 

significant funds for fostering innovations (including ICT) 

available within EU and nationwide frameworks for financial 

support. It should be considered, however, that the 

interviewers might not have been aware of all financial 

sources used to implement particular projects or that, in 

certain cases, external support for innovative undertakings 

was so ‘obvious’ that it was not mentioned in the research 
form at all. 

Apart from identifying symptoms of informatization 

strategy changes, the study covered also quantitative and 

monetary characteristics which reflected ‘intensity’ of 

changes. This part of the questionnaire used a 5-grade scale 

of quantitative and monetary assessments. The surveyed 

objects declared intensity of particular symptoms as: 

‘substantial decrease’, ‘decrease’, ‘no changes’, ‘increase’ or 

‘substantial increase’. Among the objects which modified 

their informatization strategies the most significant decreases 

were observed in (see Table 10): IT investment budgets 

(61.36% of answers in 2009, 62.50% in 2010 and 48.85% in 

2011 indicated ‘decrease’ or ‘substantial decrease’), 
seminars and trainings (59.09%, 53.75% and 56.25% 

respectively), equipment purchases for IT departments 

(53.41%, 42.50% and 47.50%, respectively) and current 

spendings on IT (51.14%, 51.25% and 42.50%, 

respectively). It should be emphasised that in 2010 a number 

of answers indicating ‘decrease’ or ‘substantial decrease’ 
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went down in case of nearly all the symptoms, and the most 

significant changes in relation to the previous year included: 

‘purchases of equipment for end-users’ (by 18.18%), 

‘outsourcing projects’ (by 12.27%), ‘project implementation’ 
(by 11.70%), ‘own projects, carried out by IT department’ 
(by 11.48%) and ‘purchases of equipment for IT department’ 
(by 10.91%). The observed tendencies were not confirmed, 

however, by data collected in 2011, as considerable drops of 

negative answers were not detected for any of the aforesaid 

symptoms. On the contrary, an opposite tendency was 

observed in certain cases. The year 2011 witnessed, 

nonetheless, a significant fall (by 13.75%) in the number of 

indications at ‘decrease’ or ‘substantial decrease’ in ‘IT 

investment budgets’. This should be interpreted as an 

encouraging signal. 

TABLE 10. 

INTENSITY OF SYMPTOMS OF IT STRATEGY CHANGES (QUANTITATIVE AND MONETARY ASSESSMENTS) FOR THE OBJECTS WHICH MODIFIED THEIR 

STRATEGIES – THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Symptoms 

of informatization strategy 

changes in the objects which 

modified their IT strategies 

“Intensity” of IT strategy changes (quantitative and monetary assessments) 

(percentage of the surveyed objects) 

Substantial 

decrease 
Decrease No changes Increase 

Substantial 

increase 

2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 

IT investment budgets 7.95 8.75 0.00 53.41 53.75 48.75 31.82 21.25 41.25 6.82 13.75 10.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 

Current spendings on IT 2.27 6.25 3.75 48.86 45.00 38.75 43.18 28.75 47.50 5.68 16.25 8.75 0.00 3.75 1.25 

Purchases of equipment for IT 

department 
18.18 8.75 3.75 35.23 33.75 43.75 39.77 42.50 42.50 4.55 12.50 10.00 2.27 2.50 0.00 

Purchases of equipment for end-

users 
10.23 6.25 12.50 32.95 18.75 31.25 50.00 63.75 51.25 4.55 8.75 5.00 2.27 2.50 0.00 

Software purchases 11.36 7.50 1.25 27.27 27.50 31.25 54.55 48.75 52.50 5.68 12.50 15.00 1.14 3.75 0.00 

Purchases of application 

software/systems 
7.95 3.75 2.50 31.82 26.25 28.75 50.00 50.00 53.75 7.95 16.25 15.00 2.27 3.75 0.00 

Purchases of external services 5.68 1.25 2.50 27.27 28.75 23.75 61.36 47.50 50.00 4.55 20.00 23.75 1.14 2.50 0.00 

Own projects (carried out by IT 

department) 
3.41 2.50 1.25 19.32 8.75 27.50 56.82 61.25 45.00 18.18 20.00 25.00 2.27 7.50 1.25 

Project implementation 5.68 0.00 1.25 27.27 21.25 28.75 56.82 57.50 47.50 9.09 20.00 22.50 1.14 1.25 0.00 

Outsourcing projects 5.68 0.00 5.00 21.59 15.00 16.25 63.64 63.75 61.25 9.09 18.75 16.25 0.00 2.50 1.25 

IT seminars and trainings 18.18 20.00 15.00 40.91 33.75 41.25 38.64 31.25 33.75 2.27 11.25 10.00 0.00 3.75 0.00 

 

 

On the other hand, in 2009 a noticeable growth (by 15%) 

could be observed only in case of projects carried out by 

own IT departments (20.45% of answers indicated ‘increase’ 
or ‘substantial increase’), whereas in 2010 such growth was 

observed for 10 out of 11 symptoms. The most frequent 

indications of ‘increase’ were related to the following 

options: ‘own projects, carried out by IT department’ 
(27.50%), ‘purchases of external services’ (22.50%), 

‘project implementation’ and ‘outsourcing projects’ (21.25% 

each) as well as ‘current spendings on IT’ and ‘purchases of 

application software/systems’ (20.00% each). It is worth 

mentioning that in 2010 shares of answers indicating 

‘increase’ or ‘substantial increase’ went up for nearly all the 

symptoms in relation to the previous year. The most 

significant changes included: ‘purchases of external services’ 
(by 16.82%), ‘current spendings on IT’ (by 14.32%), ‘IT 

seminars and trainings’ (by 12.73%), ‘outsourcing projects’ 
(by 12.16%) and ‘project implementation’ (by 11.02%). The 

data collected in 2011 did not substantiate that trend, though. 

None of the symptoms experienced an increase in positive 

indications (i.e. on ‘increase’ or ‘substantial increase’). The 

observed situation may result from intensified export 

operations in Polish IT sector which enabled to 

counterbalance reduced absorption of IT products and 

services by the internal market (see [13]). A series of 

acquisitions of Polish IT companies by international capital 

groups (the entire change of shareholding structure in TETA 

group – UNIT4 TETA since 2010 – is a good example here), 

observed in 2010-2011, is likely to be another reason – 

according to the authors – for the aforementioned tendencies. 

The said process resulted in transferring certain parts of 

operational activities (physically and/or only for tax 

purposes) to foreign markets. 

The data collected in the study enabled also to identify IT 

domains affected by modifications in informatization 

strategies and to characterise those changes in quantitative 

and monetary ways (see Table 11). Among the objects which 

adjusted their informatization strategies, substantial 

decreases were observed in the following areas: purchases-

stock management-supply chain, supported by SCM 

applications (34.09% of answers in 2009, 30.00% in 2010 

and 31.25% in 2011 indicated ‘decrease’ or ‘substantial 

decrease’), in information systems, where Q&R tools and 

MIS/EIS applications were used (26.14%, 22.50% and 
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27.50%, respectively), accounting-finance-controlling 

applications (21.59%, 20.00% and 22.50%, respectively), 

human resources applications (20.45%, 23.75% and 27.50%, 

respectively) and – only in years 2009-2010 – in case of 

analytical systems of Business Intelligence class (20.45% 

and 22.50%, respectively). That last area witnessed a reverse 

in tendency of development cease in 2011 (decrease of 

negative indications amounted to as much as 8.75%). 

 

 

TABLE 11. 

IT DOMAINS AFFECTED BY CHANGES IN IT STRATEGIES (INCLUDING QUANTITATIVE AND MONETARY ASSESSMENTS) FOR THE OBJECTS WHICH 

MODIFIED SUCH STRATEGIES – THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

IT domains affected by changes in 

informatization strategies in the 

objects which modified their IT 

strategies 

“Intensity” of IT strategy changes (quantitative and monetary assessments) 

(percentage of the surveyed objects) 

Substantial 

decrease 
Decrease No changes Increase 

Substantial 

increase 

2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 

Office applications 2.27 1.25 2.50 17.05 16.25 17.50 70.45 71.25 70.00 10.23 8.75 8.75 0.00 2.50 1.25 

Purchases-stock management-supply 

chain (SCM class) 
5.68 3.75 5.00 28.41 26.25 26.25 61.36 61.25 61.25 4.55 6.25 6.25 0.00 2.50 1.25 

Warehousing applications 1.14 2.50 1.25 17.05 8.75 10.00 79.55 82.50 82.50 1.14 3.75 6.25 1.14 2.50 0.00 

Sales-distribution applications (ECR 

class) 
2.27 1.25 1.25 15.91 13.75 12.50 73.86 61.25 68.75 7.95 20.00 17.50 0.00 3.75 0.00 

Marketing information systems 

(CRM class) 
4.55 1.25 1.25 12.50 11.25 12.50 68.18 61.25 65.00 13.64 22.50 21.25 1.14 3.75 0.00 

Human resources applications 4.55 0.00 5.00 15.91 23.75 22.50 70.45 66.25 68.75 7.95 8.75 3.75 1.14 1.25 0.00 

Accounting-finance-controlling 

applications 
5.68 1.25 0.00 15.91 18.75 22.50 73.86 70.00 70.00 3.41 7.50 7.50 1.14 2.50 0.00 

Manufacturing-production systems 

(MRP/MRPII class) 
1.14 3.75 0.00 13.64 13.75 18.75 82.95 80.00 76.25 2.27 2.50 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Information systems (Q&R tools and 

MIS/EIS class) 
1.14 0.00 0.00 25.00 22.50 27.50 57.95 63.75 58.75 14.77 10.00 13.75 1.14 3.75 0.00 

Analytical systems (BI class) 0.00 2.50 1.25 20.45 20.00 12.50 69.32 65.00 67.50 10.23 10.00 18.75 0.00 2.50 0.00 

Other, namely… 1.14 3.75 0.00 0.00 1.25 2.50 97.73 91.25 93.75 0.00 3.75 3.75 1.14 0.00 0.00 

 

 

On the other hand, considerable increases in value and 

number of projects were reported in the following areas: 

information systems, where Q&R tools and MIS/EIS 

applications were used (15.91% in 2009 and 13.75% both in 

2010 and 2011 of answers reported ‘increase’ or ‘substantial 

increase’), marketing information systems, supported by 

CRM applications (14.77%, 26.25% and 21.25%, 

respectively) and purchases-stock management-supply chain, 

supported by SCM applications (only 7.95% in 2009, but 

23.75% in 2010 and 17.50% in 2011). There appeared one 

more area where a considerable growth – between year 2011 

and 2009/2010 – in number of positive responses (by 

18.75%) was detected. That was the case of analytical 

systems, of Business Intelligence class. This is a particularly 

important observation, since the said systems belong to the 

most technologically advanced ones and, due to offering 

such functionalities as: decision support, early warning, or 

monitoring key economic and financial indicators, are 

recommended to support managers in ‘difficult’ periods, 
such as the times of crisis. 

VII. FINAL CONCLUSIONS  

The implications resulting from data obtained in 

comparative surveys carried out in April and May 2009, 

2010 and 2011, with a focus on an impact of the economic 

crisis on informatization strategies and IT projects, entitled 

to formulate the following main conclusions. 

Firstly, the results supported the working hypothesis that 

the economic crises affected, to smaller or greater extent, 

long- and short-term informatization strategies in most of the 

examined objects. Observed modifications in IT strategies 

(in 63.31% of all surveyed objects in 2009, 73.39% in 2010 

and 62.99% in 2011) were the most evident indicator of that 

situation. In majority of cases the adjustments had a limited 

scope, though. The examined objects which declared 

modifications in their informatization strategies chose the 

answer: ‘there was a slight change in the informatization 

strategy’ in a 87.50%-share in 2009, in 90.00% in 2010 and 

in 92.50% in 2011. 
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Secondly, the observed frequency and magnitude of 

changes in IT strategies were – as expected – correlated with 

informatization levels (see Table 7). Moreover, in the whole 

research period the interviewers were consistent while 

pointing out the most important symptoms for modifying IT 

strategies and projects (see Table 9). Intensity of the 

observed qualitative and quantitative effects of modifying IT 

strategies were also considered alike in 2009-2011 (see 

Table 10). 

Thirdly, regarding IT areas which were affected by 

changes in informatisation strategies a decrease in ‘negative’ 
and increase in ‘positive’ indications were also observed, but 

to smaller extent (see Table 11). The most remarkable 

growth – in the authors’ opinion – was linked to higher 

number of responses suggesting intensified investments in 

analytical systems of Business Intelligence class in 2011. As 

already pointed out, that was the vital finding, since it 

concerns the most technologically and functionally advanced 

solutions, which do not merely address issues related to 

obligatory reporting, but support analytical and decision-

making processes, and thus provide managers with business 

knowledge which is indispensable to enhance operational 

effectiveness and efficiency. On the one hand, the declared 

increase in investments in analytical systems of Business 

Intelligence class – which should be treated as long-term 

projects, the economic effectiveness of which may be 

recognized after several years – suggests that companies 

incorporate positive expectations towards economic 

tendencies into their business forecasts. On the other hand, 

the observed interest in BI indicates managers’ growing trust 

in those solutions and in their economic efficiency. 

The authors believe that by monitoring behaviour of 

companies and institutions and their responses to the 

economic crisis in IT domain, and by scrutinizing changes in 

this respect over the three-year period, the following two 

objectives were achieved. On the one hand, the findings 

presented in other reports and analyses were confirmed and 

supplemented, and on the other one – due to new pieces of 

evidence gained – negative consequences of the crisis in IT 

domain may be effectively counterbalanced. All these 

should, at least indirectly, lead to achieve goals of long-

range strategies for developing e-society and e-commerce in 

Poland, both more effectively and much quicker. 
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Abstract—Content centric storage refers to a paradigm where
applications access data objects through information about their
content, rather than their path in a hierarchical structure. The
application does not need any knowledge about the data store
organization, or the place in a storage hierarchy. Rather, the
application is able to query for the desired content based on
metadata associated with the data objects.

We illustrate the need for content centric storage and access
through an example from a media production application. Our
approach for building an industrial-capable content centric
storage employs a cloud storage technology where metadata is
treated as first class citizen and extends this technology with
an API layer that manages and leverages metadata regarding
content.

I. INTRODUCTION

THERE is a growing need for digital storage. Different
kinds of applications face this need. Media authoring

applications work with video files, where recording format
sizes are still growing beyond high definition video: Ultra
HD represents the next generation video format which defines
sizes up to 7680 by 4320 pixels. Server applications maintain
multiple snapshots of database files. There are archives for
virtual machine disks, which is an emerging market given
the virtualization trends in today’s enterprise IT. Furthermore,
multimedia content captured and produced by mobile devices
is growing exponentially. All these contribute to an ever
growing number and size of data objects. Apart from the
challenge of number and size, there is also a challenge of
distribution, where users expect to have the data available
anytime, anywhere through any device. All these applications
require powerful storage systems capable of handling large
files or/and a large number of files. By handling, we mean
the ability to easily ingest content of any type, to quickly
find the desired content, and to smoothly access the content
through desired devices. These functionalities go beyond plain
data storage functionality as offered by cloud storage providers

today.
Traditionally, content is put into files and organized by a

hierarchy or structure. Then, the user navigates this structure
when searching for particular content. When the amount of
data is huge, it gets ever more difficult to maintain such a
hierarchy and correctly allocate a file so that one can easily
find it later. In our approach to content centric storage, the
user is not limited to using hierarchies to find his content.
Rather, either the user or the system describes the content
through metadata and then accesses the content based on its
associated metadata. This approach to content centric storage
requires efficient software to automatically create or ingest and
then later retrieve any kind of metadata about the content.

To further illustrate our intention and scope, we consider an
example from YouTube. Each video on YouTube can have a
set of metadata associated with it. The metadata might have
different characteristics. Some are static (e.g., “title”), others
are dynamic (e.g., “tags” or “most viewed”); some are content
related (e.g., “category”) and others are technical (e.g., “length
of the video”). With YouTube, one can access the video by
searching metadata. For example, a user can ask for a video
that is “most viewed” or that belongs to the “category” drama.
Our goal is to enable the same function, but generalize it and
extend its scope to any type of data, not just video. We see
that such metadata becomes ever more valuable, when more
and more areas of life are touched by all types of data - text,
pictures and moving images with updates from sensors, mobile
clients, etc.

Today using metadata in a storage system is often limited.
If one wants to build a smart cloud storage solution, the ability
to handle metadata from a variety of sources is therefore
crucial. An integrated mobile application helps users to reveal
directions to the best rated restaurants based on thousands
of recommendations, pictures and videos; a media company
could re-use, re-combine and re-publish existing content to
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explain complex issues. Technically, such a vision must be
addressed by overcoming some problems that hinder this smart
re-combination and re-use of existing data objects.

The content centric storage proposed in this article is part
of the large EU project VISION Cloud [1], [2], which aims
at developing a cloud storage system that allows efficient
and federated store of all types of data. Unlike Amazon
S3, Microsoft Blob Service or hardware appliances, VISION
Cloud supports also private cloud installations and does not
require the use of specialized hardware.1

In this work, we present in detail the motivation, the
requirements and the design for a metadata-enhanced large
storage system which we call content centric storage. The
paper is structured as follows: We explain the motivating
scenario in Section II and derive the corresponding require-
ments in Section III. Section IV introduces the particular effort
resulting from requirements that come from different domains
and explains our solution for such a setup. This section also
presents results from performance tests. Finally, the related
work is presented in Section V and brief conclusions are given
in Section VI.

II. ILLUSTRATION OF CONCEPTS

When we look for an initial set of requirements, it is useful
to first look at similar solutions from specific domains. Popular
Web applications already provide examples for the content
centric approach to accessing data, e.g., the aforementioned
YouTube site. Another example is the Amazon online store
that demonstrates some of the anticipated functionality and
also some of the application requirements for content centric
storage.

Amazon offers the user access to a product database, that
contains the items that are (or were) offered. An Amazon user
starts with a search for a product, which is similar to a search
for content in an object store. Figure 1 outlines the various
elements that Amazon provides the user in order to support a
search for the appropriate product. In many cases, the means
provided are very parallel to content centric functions that
should be provided by an object store:

1) Search for keywords is optimized for returning the
relevant results. A single name or title may not be
sufficient, because a title does not necessarily identify
the content of the object. Instead, the user can search
for a combination of descriptions or tags that have been
assigned to an object in order to indicate its relevance to
particular topics. When Amazon returns the results for
a query, it also shows additional keywords associated
with the result items that were not part of the query. This
helps the user to refine the search with more appropriate
search terms.

2) A rating by other users is provided as an estimation of
the relevance of the search results. Other users can rate

1In addition to content centric storage, VISION Cloud introduces more
innovations (e.g., computational storage) for cloud storage systems. More
information can be found at the project’s website [3].
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Fig. 1. An Example for the Idea for the Content Centric Approach: Relevant
Information for Picking an Item at Amazon.com.

a product or content in order to support its selection for
subsequent searches.

3) A price for the item is shown in Amazon. For data
objects, a similar metric like price is relevant as well:
the cost of access. Thus, the price for an item can be
seen as a metaphor for the effort to access the object in
the storage.

4) The availability is shown. For data objects this refers to
the transfer duration, which is relevant for large objects
(e.g., video). In particular, the transfer duration would
depend on the location of the object and its size. This
could allow applications to optimize their downloads of
data objects.

5) A preview is shown. For data objects that allow for a
meaningful preview function (e.g., 3D images, video)
this enhances the user’s selection of results. It could also
improve the efficiency of the system, since the number
of download requests for a closer examination of a data
object is reduced.

6) Amazon reports on the items that were bought in com-
bination with the current item. For data objects, this
could refer to other objects downloaded together with
the current one during past user sessions. A single inci-
dence may not provide meaningful recommendations;
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but taken over a very large number of sessions this
information could be relevant.

7) Amazon reports items that were searched together with
the current one. For data objects, this could refer to other
objects returned by searches together with the current
one during a user session. Again, a single incidence may
not provide meaningful recommendations; but taken
over a very large number of sessions this could lead
to meaningful information.

All these items provide representative information about the
product. The user does not see the product itself. However,
the information presented about the products helps the user
to choose the right item. Usually, a user will find the right
product based on the metadata. In rare cases, a user will
navigate through a hierarchy of goods to directly identify the
right product by its title. The YouTube example from the
introduction presents a similar approach. As with Amazon,
the user usually does not navigate through a hierarchy to
identify a particular video file. Rather, the user searches,
selects, browses, looks at previews and the number of clicks to
ultimately find a video that suits his/her interests. The aim of
the content centric storage is to enable such functionality for
any kind of data, not limited or dedicated to a product store
or a video platform with the following benefits:

• The content centric interface enables an application ac-
cessing storage, and therefore also the user of the appli-
cation, to find the desired data objects more effectively.

• In addition, users/application can access content more
efficiently, because the storage can optimize the way it
stores data internally and the way it retrieves data based
on metadata.

Regarding the example given through the Amazon case,
most of the information required to find an object will be
provided through the metadata associated with it. Often this
metadata can be extracted automatically from the object
content. In addition, the storage system or the application
can collect operational information, such as the combination
of accesses, the tags that are searched, etc. In other cases,
users provide additional information, such as a rating, and the
application stores such descriptive data as metadata associated
with an object in the storage.

III. REQUIREMENTS

The gathering of requirements for content centric storage
has been based on four distinctive use cases of the VISION
Cloud project led by industrial partners: telecommunications,
media, health care and enterprise. Here we illustrate the
process through an example of content centric storage for
media production.

The content centric storage API shall enable the user to
access the data objects not only by their location, i.e., file path
but also through the specification of content-related features.
An application can query for data objects by information
about their content, which is expressed as metadata elements.
Metadata can be multi-faceted and extremely useful:

• Information about the content includes what users will
see, read, or hear when opening a data object. For a
document, this could be a title. For videos this could be
tagging of each scene.

• Using the content centric approach provides additional
opportunities as well, like understanding which video ma-
terial is downloaded most. Combined ”popularity data”
(e.g., metadata describing aspects such as ”likes on Face-
book”, ”most commented”, and ”most viewed”) could
provide powerful new filters for content.

• Proximity information according to a metric. For a given
metric regarding data object contents, the calculated prox-
imity could be of interest for a range of applications. For
example location-based search given a 2D metric system
on spatial coordinates.

• Information about relations between objects. For exam-
ple, metadata can be used to indicate that an object
belongs to an ordered or unordered set.

For efficient media production, some features are desired
by the production environment/application, which in turn pose
requirements to the underlying content centric storage.

First, the metadata ingestion must be automated, because
the lower the hurdles for adding metadata are, the richer the
metadata will be that is added to the data objects. For example,
considering the ingestion of objects from existing sources,
Table I shows metadata fields associated with objects from
YouTube, Flickr and Twitter. Simple parsing tools can extract
this metadata from these sources. This provides the basis for
a very powerful approach to leveraging existing metadata.
A more complex algorithm could analyze which indicators
(likes, views, dislikes, number of comments, rating) identifies
just the really good videos, photos, and tweets, filtering out
everything else. Extending the approach, ingesting data from
other platforms in this way enables varied sources without
losing the metadata which is the foundation for innovative
content centric access.

A more advanced approach for reusing existing metadata
can be achieved through the preservation of expressed rela-
tionships among the objects, i.e., the objects’ structural infor-
mation. In fact, relations among objects are an important type
of metadata in many professional and consumer scenarios. For
example, craft editing is typically done externally, through the
use of dedicated software; thus, when exporting the material
to the editing workstation, it is of vital importance to preserve
all the structural relationships among the various pieces (e.g.,
preserving the fact that tracks are part of the material, that
shots and effects are parts of the video track) in order to
maximize storage efficiency and, at the same time, the quality
of production.

Generally, based on their intrinsic properties, we can iden-
tify a classification of relations that can be used to make access
to the stored objects more efficient, e.g., by using pre-fetching
and intelligent caching mechanisms. These properties of rela-
tions are order, transitivity, equivalence and subsumption. We
provide some examples of the usefulness of each:

• For example, in media production it is required to repre-
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TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF METADATA AVAILABLE FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES

YouTube Flickr Twitter
Channel
Video ID
Title
Description
Duration
Category
Tags

Views
Comments
Likes
Dislikes
Rating
Favorites
Embeds

Public Contact List
Public Favorite List
List of galleries to which a photo has
been added
List of the photos in a gallery
List of public photos for a user
Standard infos (sizes, tags describing
what is shown)

ID
Name
Screen name
location
description
profile image url
url

language
verified
geo enabled
followers count
favorites count
friends count
statuses count

sent the ordered relation between a video track of a piece
of material and the individual frames that form the video
content in a specified and unambiguous sequence, being
both the individual frames and the track objects uploaded
onto the storage cloud.

• As for the transitive relations, in media production it is
required to allow queries that retrieve all the parts of
a specific object regardless of the level of the partition
hierarchy in which they are located (a part may be itself
partitioned into sub-parts in a recursive way).

• Equivalence relations are used to partition sets into sub-
sets which contain equivalent objects under a specified
criterion. Furthermore, it may be required for example
to be able to see different encodings of the same piece
of material as equivalent from the point of view of the
expressed content. This feature is also relevant for content
delivery when different resolutions or encodings of the
same video material are transferred and displayed to the
end consumer according to the different device he/she
uses.

• Subsumption relations are required when there is in-
heritance between classes of objects, and there is the
requirement to manage objects belonging to a specified
superclass regardless of their specific subclass. For exam-
ple, visual shots (the abstract superclass) can include at
least the following subclasses: hard cuts, dissolves, wipes.

Though in practice many (potentially unlimited) relations
among objects are possible, these relations can be classified
according to set-theoretical approaches, and limited to simple
relations such as equivalence, order, transitivity, and subsump-
tion, which are important across multiple application domains.
Thus, content-centric storage must support these relations.

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Our content centric storage system is comprised of several
modules based on our analysis of the VISION Cloud use
cases. Each module offers a self-contained set of functionality.
Figure 2 summarizes the modules of the interface:

• The basic object services allows putting new data objects
and getting existing data objects, similar to conventional
object storage services, such as Amazon S3. This module
wraps the interface of the underlying object service,
which provides basic operations on objects and their
metadata.

Content Centric Service 

Object 

Relation 

Service 
e.g. for Set, 

Equivalence 

Metrics 

Service 
e.g. search 

for geo 

coordinates 

… 

Basic File 

Metadata 

Service 
Metadata 

query, 

Object 

upload, 

metadata 

ingestion 

Statistics 

Service 
e.g. number 

of downloads 

Application 

Fig. 2. Modules of the Content Centric Service.

• The relations service provides various ways to handle ob-
jects based on their metadata. This includes querying for
objects by metadata keys and values. Beyond tagging, it
also supports relations over objects through the controlled
setting of metadata. For example, an application can indi-
cate that certain data objects belong to a set. Accordingly,
an application can also query objects belonging to a set.

• A metrics service allows setting metric values for particu-
lar data objects. Accordingly, data objects can be queried
according to a metric statement. This functionality is use-
ful, for example, to attach geographical (2-dimensional)
coordinates to an object. Then, a query can identify data
objects that are in the vicinity of a defined geographic
coordinate.

• The module for operational statistics allows access to
information of statistics maintained by the system. Such
statistics include the number of downloads, or the number
of accesses during queries or the date and time of the last
download.

A. Metadata Ingestion

The key element for the metadata approach is the reuse of
existsing metadata. Therefore, the content centric API accepts
uploads of metadata documents and associates this data with
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the data objects in the store. For the upload, the metadata is
expressed in an XML document. In the considered domains,
such XML document can be easily extracted from the used
file formats. The implemented approach works as follows:

1) A person creates an XML Schema document which
defines the format of the metadata to be associated with
key-value pairs of the data objects.

2) The definition of an XML Schema also defines how to
process information about relations between data objects
using special XML tag attributes.

3) The client uploads this schema to the data store, techni-
cally as other plain data object to the store.

4) The client assignes a schema identification to the up-
loaded XML schema data object in order to reference
this identification at later metadata imports.

5) After the initial upload of the schema, the client can
upload XML documents containing the metadata con-
forming to a specific schema. The upload request of the
XML metadata includes the XML schema reference.

This functionality enables the reuse of existing metadata.
Different sources are possible, for example, the import of
YouTube metadata associated with a YouTube video. Other
representations than XML requires the conversion to XML.
Existing XML documents containing object metadata can be
annotated and then uploaded in larger batches for import into
the storage.

B. Architecture
VISION Cloud employs a catalog implemented using an

existing NoSQL database to hold the metadata associated with
data objects and through queries on the metadata to access
objects according to their metadata values. NoSQL was chosen
to achieve a high level of scalability. The NoSQL data model
is not sufficient to support the processing of all semantic
information regarding content efficiently. Accordingly, the
semantic information is stored in the metadata in the NoSQL
model, but some of its processing is done by the content
centric modules running above it.

Architectural challenges also arise for handling semantic
information since VISION Cloud is designed to be a highly
distributed system with high performance, scalability and
availability. Thus, the CAP theorem [4] also applies to a global
metadata schema or semantic information by the application
if this information is subject to changes during the use of the
system. Thus, we can choose to maintain for the used metadata
according to an application schema or an application ontology
any two out of the three properties:

1) consistency,
2) availability and
3) partition tolerance.
Overall, for a storage that implements a large base of data

that must be distributed, we have chosen availability and par-
tition tolerance as being the most important, so following this
decision for for a metadata schema for semantic information
by the application, the application using VISION Cloud must
be able to deal with eventual consistency.

Content Centric Service 

Cloud Storage: 

Objects and Metadata 

Application 
Request, 

Query 

Query 

Translation 

DOL Query Processing 

Data and Metadata 

Storage API 

Query 

Translation 

DOL Query Processing 

http server – request processing 

Sync/Async Gate 

Query 

Translation 

Query Processing 

Fig. 3. Content Centric Service Implementation: Runtime View.

C. Runtime view

The basic design approach for the content centric modules
is critical as it directly impacts the performance of applications
working with the storage. The basic demands for this access
are performance, scalability and the use of a parallelized
infrastructure (for example, the object service, a distributed
object store of VISION Cloud [1]).

The modules presented above implement the cloud com-
puting paradigm of stateless request handling using two main
stages: a query translation stage and a query issuing stage.
When an application issues a query to the content centric
interface, the content centric storage processing part translates
this into one or more queries on the underlying (NoSQL) cloud
storage.

So, the content centric modules translates queries posed
via the rich query API into basic metadata queries for the
key-value pairs that are supported internally by the metadata
catalog. Considering a cloud-paradigm for the design of ap-
plications, the processing of this translation and the re-query
operations are designed in a asynchronous and parallelizable
way. Figure 3 outlines the general approach. Using a hybrid
sync-async pattern approach, queries are received from the
application in a synchronous manner, while internally queries
are issued asynchronously to the internal storage subsystem.

An example would be as follows: The client software sub-
mits a query to the content centric API, expressing several key-
value statements combined with a logical AND. The content
centric API parses this query and creates several individual
queries to the underlying storage. This storage allows for
querying for one key-value pair at once, only. When all results
from the individual queries are received, the intersection from
the results is generated and returned to the client.

D. Implementation

Figures 2 and 3 hint at the interface for content centric
storage. It offers a HTTP-based RESTful service interface to
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the applications, allowing the access to data objects from a
resource point of view. Accordingly, the old vision of a service
component offering a set of operations is replaced by a set of
resources. A resource can be a data object or a set relation
among data objects that is created (using a PUT-http-request),
updated (POST), queried (GET) or deleted (DELETE). Tech-
nically a request to a resource is then transformed into one or
more queries to the underlying storage. The layer where the
content centric functions are implemented serves as a middle
tier providing a rich interface to the application and using the
objects storage, which involves a NoSQL database.

Since the basic functionality of the content centric access
is based on the definition of relations among the data objects
(cf. Section III), the consequent design of a RESTful service
results is as follows: Each relation between data objects turns
into a resource as well. Thus, for example to denote a set
of objects by using the set relation, the client application can
use the RESTful service interface to ”PUT”, i.e., to create, a
relation, to add data objects to the set-relation by issuing a
POST-request, to query the relations using a GET-requests. A
particular issue with this approach is the consistent design of
the resource paths with the RESTful storage interface of the
underlying object storage.

E. Performance Tests

We have conducted a set of performance tests in order to
evaluate the query performance of the content centric service
implementation on a single computer or network node. The
deployment involved the content centric service as a Java
servlet implementation running in a Tomcat servlet container
at version 7.0.26. The REST services were implemented using
the Jersey framework. The service accessed an underlying
NoSQL object storage as persistence layer. For the tests, which
aimed at the content centric service the CouchDB version 1.1.0
database server has been used.

We have had three test platforms: one single core machine,
one dual core and one quad core machine. The single and
the quad core machines were virtual machines, they were
configured all the same stetting except from a different number
of cores. Table II shows the technical specification of the three
test platforms. Our aim was to test the following three issues
of the content centric service implementation:

• Since the content centric access layer transforms a single
query from the application into several queries on the
underlying storage layer, the question is how query par-
allelization of ”atomic queries” to the storage layer can
improve the latency for processing the application query.

• When querying for the metadata of an object, the access-
ing CouchDB storage was done by two operations: One
operation allows for querying a single value for a single
key of an object. The second operation allows also for
querying all key-value pair assigned to an object at once.
Tests should show, that querying for the entire metadata
set results in shorter latency than a couple individual
queries.

• And last but not least, how well does the implementation
support hardware parallelism? For this have similar setups
with single, dual and quad core CPUs.

The use case represents an application from the media
domain. For a video archive application, the users want to
search for videos that are grouped by the producing (news)
channel within a date range. The results grouped by channel
are sorted by the number of accesses, which indicates their
popularity. With this application, a media producer can see
for a given date range, which video (news) were most popular
from which channel. Note that a broadcasting organization
maintains different channels. From a technical point of view,
the test goes into the following steps:

1) The video archival application queries to the content
centric service for video material for given data range,
grouped by channel and sorted by number of accesses.

2) The service processes this query and searches for all
video material for the given data range.

3) For each video, the CouchDB is queried for the channel,
the title and the number of access from the video
material object in the storage.

Note that the API of the underlying data store allows only
for querying for a list of items in the store according to a
single metadata item. Therefore, for the resulting list of data
objects, additional metadata key-values must be queried in a
separate step. In particular, the underlying data store does not
support ”select column Y,X where ...”-type of statements.

The test shows three test cases: one querying for video ma-
terial submitted for one day, one for video material submitted
for two weeks and one for video material of four weeks. Since
this resulted in particular queries to the content centric service,
each query string was reused for the different test setups. For
the queries to the underlying storage, the system either used
sequential querying or parallel querying based on the Java
thread pool implementation. The metadata material consists
of 45.000 data sets. Each video material item in the store has
roughly about 1kB of metadata distributed in 18 key-value
pairs.

F. Test Results
We have conducted the tests on three test platforms as

explained in Table II. The measured times in milliseconds are
the average mean of 20 runs. For the mean calculation the
longest and shortest run of the measured execution times have
been omitted. While the client submitting the query ran on
a remote machine, the entire content centric software stack
with the underlying storage layer was installed onto a single
test machine. The rationale for this was to test as a first step,
how well hardware parallelism is supported and how well the
implementation scales with larger volumes.

The test results indicate the following conclusions:
• Query latency / parallel queries: Clearly, the thread

pool allowing for parallel submitted queries seems to
reduce the overall execution time: Even running on just
one logical core, the use of the thread pool improved
executions times by 30% to 50%.
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TABLE II
OVERVIEW OF TEST PLATFORMS.

Designation, Processor Cores Clock Speed L2 Cache RAM OS Storages
T6600: Intel Core2Duo 2/2 2.20Ghz 2MB 2GB RAM 32bit Win 7 Seagate Momentus 5400.3 120GB HD
Virtual 1: QEMU Virtual cpu64 1/1 2.13Ghz 4MB 8GB RAM 64bit RHEL 500GB HD
Virtual 4: QEMU Virtual cpu64 4/4 2.13Ghz 4MB 8GB RAM 64bit RHEL 500GB HD

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE RESULTS IN MILLISECONDS.

Case Variant Amount T6600 T6600 Virtual 1 Virtual 1 Virtual 4 Virtual 4
of Datasets Single Thr. ThreadPool Single Thr. ThreadPool Single Thr. ThreadPool

One Day All Metadata 30 312 214 417 309 544 74
Single Queries 561 377 574 392 959 175

Two Weeks All Metadata 662 6.028 3.321 7.255 3.949 9.881 1.360
Single Queries 11.575 7.263 12.624 6.684 18.248 2.320

Four Weeks All Metadata 969 9.001 5.015 10.166 5.698 14.199 1.761
Single Queries 17.183 10.903 19.458 9.375 26.317 3.925

• Single value query vs. entire object metadata at once:
When having the choice between getting the entire meta-
data set of a data item at once and querying individual
metadata key-value fields individually, our results show
that getting the entire 1kB metadata at once is noticeably
quicker that querying even three metadata fields of several
bytes individually. Presumably this observation holds
until the fetched metadata does not fit into one TCP/IP
packet.

• Hardware parallelism: The result from the single and
dual core machines indicate a notable performance im-
provement from the use of hardware parallelism. It must
be noted that the Xeon-based server hardware of the
virtual machine provides better technology (caching, front
side bus, etc.) than the developer machine featuring the
Intel Core2Duo T6600. From the results of the virtual
machine in a single-core configuration and the four cores
assigned, the performance increase from using parallel
threads improved by the factor 3 to 4. This indicates
that the implementation scales sufficiently with a rising
number of execution cores.

V. RELATED WORK

There are different approaches for building a large scale
object-based storage. One way is to use an object database
such as Versant Store [5] and Objectivity/DB [6]. Object
database servers provide many concepts that are also envisaged
for VISION Cloud. However, the analysis of the aforemen-
tioned products has revealed that high-performance, fault-
tolerant and scalable solutions seem to be accomplished with
a rather high technical effort whereas the approach of VISION
Cloud is based on scaling.

Major cloud platform providers have their products for the
storage of large data objects such as Amazon S3 [7] and
Microsoft Azure Blob Service [8]. These services provide
some primary support for the management of large data
objects or “Blobs”. A Blob can be understood as a file having
additional metadata. Some metadata is predefined such as

HTTP-Metadata, however, users can also attach user-defined
metadata. The use of metadata by current cloud providers is
rather rudimentary. For example there is no means to search for
Blobs with certain metadata, thus failing to provide a content
centric access to data.

The combination of Apache HBase [9] and Hadoop [10]
offers a data store that provides many features for a distributed
and replicated environment. However, the HBase interface is
more oriented to a table storage and thus not on the same
technical level as the content centric approach we propose.
Our approach offers more functionality towards the application
data models, such as the relations between data objects or the
interpretation of metadata, for example, as provided with the
metrics service.

EMC Atmos [11] is an object store that supports user
metadata and provides query by metadata key. However, its
the interface for metadata setting and query does not offer
nearly as much functionality as our content centric service.
In particular, it does not provide query by metadata key and
value, support for relations between objects, a metadata upload
service, or a metrics service for queries over geo-coordinates.

Content-addressable storage (CAS) systems, such as EMC
Centera [12] and Venti [13], assign a unique name to every
stored object that is produced based on the contents of the
object. This makes the location of the object irrelevant, since it
can be retrieved solely based on its unique name. CAS systems
are tailored for archiving data that does not change often and
therefore not suited as general purpose storage solutions.

Our approach resembles the idea of content centric network-
ing as proposed by [14]. Content centric networking, as a
part of the future Internet movement, postulates a paradigm
shift from addressing by location (i.e., URIs) to addressing by
content. As such, users of the future Internet will use content
identifiers for accessing content and the network infrastructure
will determine the actual location of the requested content
transparently to the user. Proposals that revolve around the
content centric idea on the network layer include DONA [15],
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TRIAD [16] and ROFL [17].
Closest to our proposal is CIMPLE [18], a research effort.

Every content item is represented with a unique key that is
calculated from the content itself and it is associated with a set
of attributes that contains information regarding the owner of
the content, the key used to create the unique ID etc. Moreover,
metadata can be associated with every item that can be used
to carry out search operations on the stored content. Metadata
are expressed through RDF, queried through SPARQL and
stored in a separate database. While CIMPLE represents a
stand-alone system, the Content Centric Service is a REST
component embedded into the software stack of the VISION
Cloud project. The Content Centric Service makes use of a
Cloud-like data storage to provide a high level of performance
and reliability.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we presented a way to enhance plain object
storage, primarily by associating metadata with objects and
leveraging this metadata for more efficient access. Our work
also provides the following advantages:

• Content-centric storage provides a chance to reduce costs
over time by supporting efficient search over large stores.
As a tangible consequence, it improves the availability,
performance and stability of the storage system. This in
turn enhances the user experience. Using content centric
concepts overall costs can be reduced as retrieval, federa-
tion and other actions can be handled based on knowledge
about what has been stored. Today, most storage solutions
solve this problem by adding expensive hardware.

• The use of metadata and the approach of content “centric-
ness” enable positive qualities for a storage system: it
allows the system to optimize its operation based on the
popularity or importance of the content (e.g., by eager
fetching). Thus, content centric storage can perform more
quickly and more efficiently in terms of resource usage.

• Last but not least, in the long run, this enables also more
efficient maintenance of the storage in terms of identify-
ing less used or unused objects. Capturing the popularity
of content enables users to more easily identify items
that can be deleted, e.g., because they are incomplete,
never used or accessed and thus simply clogging up the
system. Providing reliable information about what can be
deleted is a novel approach supported by content-centric
concepts.

In the media domain, the search for content is time consum-
ing and thus reduces the efficiency of business workflows, such
as the production workflow. The engineering of the content
centric storage creates a storage API that offers application
developers efficient access to content leading to innovative
functions for querying data or modeling relations between data
entities.

Clearly, some parts of the content-centric innovation already
exist. For example, domain-specific solutions have been built
that demonstrate some of the ingredients of the innovation,
e.g., the way YouTube provides its users with access to the

video content. However, these previous solutions do not exist
as domain-independent software available to any application
developer. Thus, our primary innovation is that we show how
to abstract domain-specific ideas and use them to build a
general purpose solution for content-centric storage.
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Abstract─Reverse auctions and multi-bilateral negotiations 

are  two common procurement  mechanisms in  which conces-

sion-making plays a key  role.  A two-dimensional  typology of 

concessions is proposed and empirically verified in two experi-

ments. The results show that: (1) bidders and negotiators use 

all types of permissible concessions; (2) concessions are greater 

in auctions than in negotiations; and (3) extrinsic motivation af-

fects concession-making.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE  popular  meaning  of  concession  is  giving  away 

something  to  a  person  who  asked  for  it  or  yielding. 

Concession-making  in  negotiations  has  been  extensively 

studied both experimentally and in the field [1-3]. Negotia-

tors make concessions in order to move towards an agree-

ment, to prevent the counterpart from leaving the negotia-

tion, and to encourage the counterpart to reciprocate [4, 5]. 

T

There  is  more  to  negotiation  than  concession-making, 

which  is  focused  on  the  substantive  issues  and  discounts 

education  and  learning.  The  latter  may  be  the  key  to 

successful  negotiations  [6,  7].  Such  widely accepted  con-

cepts as “win-win negotiation” may rely on the negotiators’ 

realization that they may not be in opposition and that there 

may be alternatives that satisfy everybody’s needs [8, 9]. In 

many  economic  transactions  situations,  however,  conces-

sions play a key role in reaching an agreement. 

A. Concession-making

Conceptually concession-making appears to be a simple 

process;  it  is  a  change  of  the  negotiator’s  position  that 

reduces  the  level  of  benefit  sought  and  is  seen  as  an 

improvement by the counterpart [10]. The premise is that if 

both parties  make concessions,  then  they should reach an 

agreement.  However,  the relationship between concessions 

and agreement is, as we show in this paper, not as straight-

forward as it appears. 

Even if we assume that concession is the key ingredient to 

reaching an agreement, we need to determine when and what 

 This work has been supported by the grants from the Social Sciences 

and  Humanities  Research  Council  of  Canada  (SSHRC),  the  Natural 

Sciences  and  Engineering  Research  Council  of  Canada  (NSERC),  and 

Concordia University.

concessions  should  be  made  in  order  to  achieve  an 

agreement that is beneficial to the concession-maker and/or 

to  both  parties.  There  is  certain  ambiguity  regarding 

concessions’ contribution on the probability of reaching an 

agreements as well as the agreement’s value (utility) to each 

party and to both parties jointly. 

The  theory  of  gradual  reciprocation  assumes  that 

concessions should be contingent so that they can be recipro-

cated [11]  can be contrasted with another early theory of a 

hardening of the concession-taker [12]. A strategic conces-

sions model in which one party’s first offer is the best possi-

ble solution for this party has been proposed [13]. The prob-

ability that  it  will  be  rejected  by the  counterpart  is  high. 

When this happens, then the party proceeds with next most 

preferred solution (i.e., makes a minimal concession), then 

the next one, and so on.

Concession-making  is  more  complex  when  the 

negotiation  concerns  multiple  issues  and  the  negotiators 

have different preferences over issues  and issue values.  If 

the negotiators have no information about each other’s pref-

erences,  then  concession  making may lead  to  a  very bad 

agreement even in a single-issue negotiation [14, 15]. Such a 

possibility is  more  likely in  multi-issue  negotiations.  One 

way to alleviate this  problem is  making concessions on a 

single  issue at  a  time and  asking whether  the  counterpart 

prefers the new offer over the previous one. This process can 

be coupled with a tit-for-tat  (i.e.,  reciprocal)  rule [16].  If, 

however, the negotiators do not exchange information about 

their preferences or provide feedback regarding concessions, 

then concession monotonicity cannot be assured. 

B. Multi-bilateral negotiations

Based  on  the  assumed  contribution  of  concessions  to 

agreements  a  number of  algorithms have been  formulated 

with the purpose to support human negotiators [17, 18] and 

to construct negotiation software agents [19-21]. To account 

for  the lack of  information that  the concession-maker has 

about the preferences and interests of the concession-taker 

several methods have been proposed, including, the structur-
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al (dis)similarity of alternatives [22] and the monotonicity 

and strength of opposition of the preferences over the nego-

tiated issues [23, 24]. These and other works rely on the typ-

ical, albeit inaccurate, definition of concession, which can be 

summed-up as “lose-win” (the concession-makers accept a 

loss for the benefit of the concession-takers to improve their 

position).  

This paper builds on and extends an earlier work on con-

cession making in auctions and negotiations [25]. In both 

papers concession-making is studied based on their two 

forms of categorization. As far as we know this is the first 

such specification that has been formulated and experimen-

tally verified.  

C. Reverse auctions 

In addition to studying concession-making in multi-bilat-

eral negotiations, the paper also presents concessions made 

by bidders in multi-attribute reverse auctions. These two 

mechanisms are selected because: (1) they are the key mech-

anisms in procurement; and (2) they are comparable because 

both deal with multiple sellers and a single buyer. The multi-

attribute problem is selected because this type of problems is 

typical for procurement [26]. 

Auction literature is concerned with the design of mecha-

nisms followed by studies of their allocative efficiency, rev-

enue maximization, fairness and other features of the mech-

anism [27, 28]. With the exception of the consideration of 

concession-making by software agents that participate in 

auctions [22, 29], little has been said  in auction literature 

about concessions made by human participants.   

D. Overview 

The purpose of this work is to share insights into conces-

sion-making behavior in auctions and negotiations. The next 

section formalizes the concept of concession and discusses 

their categories and types. In Section III, two experiments 

designed to study concession-making in reverse auctions and 

in negotiations are introduced. General results of this exper-

iment are also discussed in this section. In the study we fo-

cus on the sellers who bid or negotiate in order to obtain a 

contract. In both situations there are several sellers compet-

ing for a single contract. Comparison of concessions made 

by sellers in auctions and negotiations is presented in Sec-

tion IV. Discussion, presented in Section V, concludes the 

paper. 

II. CONCESSION CATEGORIES AND TYPES 

A. Preliminaries 

For the purpose of this study concession is equated with 

“subtraction operator” for the concession-maker and “addi-

tion operator” for the concession-taker [25]. This means that 

when a concession takes place, then some value is subtracted 

from the benefits of the maker and a value is added to the 

taker’s utility. In price bargaining this process is straightfor-

ward: a dollar of concession made by the seller reduces the 

price increasing saving for the buyer. In multi-issue negotia-

tions, the values reduced and increased represent individual 

utility, revenue, costs, etc. They are typically different for 

buyers than for sellers and also within each group. 

In order to define and categorize concessions, we use the 

following notation. Let: 

x = [xj, j=1, …, n] an offer comprising n issues;  

X – set of feasible offers, (x  X  R
n
);  

I – set of participating sellers (bidders or negotiators);  

t – round index (t = 1, …, T); 

ui – value function (utility) of seller I, (i I); and 

ub – value function (utility) of buyer b. 

B. Concession bookkeeping 

In concession bookkeeping we need to know who pro-

vides a concession and to whom. This gives us two different 

ways of calculating concessions: 

Definition 1. Given two consecutive offers xt and xt+1, (t is 

round index): 

1. ui(xt+1) = ui(xt) – cit is seller’s i, (i I) perspective on 

own concession, while  

2. ub(xt+1) =  ub(xt) + cbit is the buyer’s b perspective on 

concession made by seller i. 

While both concession parameters cit and cbit refer to the 

same act, i.e., seller’s i proposal to replace offer xt with xt+1, 

there is an important difference between them. cit reflects the 

subjective effort of the concession-maker that he makes in 

order to reach an agreement. Beyond this, however, is has 

little effect on the process. This is because the progress of 

the process is determined by the buyer, who is the conces-

sion-taker.  

If cbit is not positive, then the buyer rejects the offer asso-

ciated with this concession because she prefers another offer 

over the one made by this concession-maker. Therefore, the 

buyer expects an offer made by a seller to be an improve-

ment over the earlier offers made by this and other sellers.  

In auctions, the offer made in round t is considered in the 

next round which is the best for concession-taker, that is, 

cbi*t ≥ cbit, where i, i* I, i ≠ i*.  

In general, it is possible that the concession-maker makes 

reverse concession (improves his position for himself) but 

the concession-taker sees the change as a positive conces-

sion. The reverse situation is also possible. 

C. Nine categories  

Concessions made by one side need not to be considered 

as such by the other side because the perspective the conces-

sion-maker wishes to convey may not be visible to the con-

cession-taker. The two perspectives on concessions taken 

together with the concessions’ impact on the buyer’s and 

seller’s utility values allow us to distinguish nine categories 

of concession pairs. Let seller and buyer concessions be de-

fined respectively by: 

cs = cst = us(xt) – us(xt+1) and  cb  = cbst = ub(xt+1) – ub(xt). 

Given this formulae the nine categories are formulated as 

shown in Table I. 
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TABLE I. 

NINE CATEGORIES OF CONCESSIONS 

Concession-

maker 

Concession-taker 

Positive Null Negative 

Positive  cs > 0; cb > 0   cs > 0;  cb = 0 cs > 0;  cb < 0 

Null cs = 0;  cb > 0 cs = 0;  cb = 0 cs = 0;  cb < 0 

Negative cs < 0;  cb > 0 cs < 0;  cb = 0 cs < 0;  cb < 0 

 

Note that for concession-makers positive concession de-

creases their utility while positive concession for conces-

sion-takers increases their utility.  

Some of the concessions listed in Table 1 have been dis-

cussed in negotiation literature. For example, the pair (cs < 

0;  cb > 0) can be associated with “win-win” because it leads 

to both the concession-maker’s and the concession-taker’s 

improvement in their position. The pair (cs > 0;  cb < 0) is a 

“lose-lose” because both sides are worse off while (cs > 0;  cb 

> 0) is “lose-win” and it corresponds to what a typical con-

cession is assumed to be. 

D. Two types 

In addition to the two perspectives based on the conces-

sion-maker and the concession-taker, we also distinguish the 

following two types of concessions: 

1. Single-issue concession is defined by two consecutive of-

fers (bids) made by the same seller which differ in the 

value of only one issue. For example, if the concession 

involves issue k, then c
k
it = ui(x1,t, ..., xk,t+1, ..., xn,t) – ui(x1,t, 

..., xk,t, ..., xn,t).  

2. Multiple-issue concession is defined by two consecutive 

offers (bids) made by the same seller which differ in the 

value of two or more issues. For example, if the conces-

sion involves issues k and n, then c
k
it = ui(x1,t, ..., xk,t+1, ..., 

xn,t, xn,t+1) – ui(x1,t, ..., xk,t, .., xn,t).  

Multiple-issue concessions allow for logrolling which is 

“the exchange of loss on some issues, usually less important 
in priority or value, for gain in other issues, usually more 

important.” [30, p. 218]. The purpose of logrolling is to im-

prove the offer for the concession-taker but at a minimum 

costs to the concession-maker [31, 32].  

Single-issue concessions are often associated with se-

quential negotiation in which the parties negotiate and agree 

on one issue then move to negotiating on another issue, etc. 

In contrast, simultaneous negotiation requires that the parties 

negotiate on all issues at the same time. Experimental and 

field studies show that simultaneous negotiations produce 

better agreements in terms of joint value and lower conces-

sions than sequential [10, 33, 34].  

III.TWO EXPERIMENTS 

In Spring 2011 and Spring 2012 we conducted auction 

and negotiation experiments that allowed us to observe con-

cession-making. The systems, case and  experimental setting 

are described in detail in [25, 35].  

In both auction and negotiation experiments concessions 

determine the winner. This section focuses on both theoreti-

cal and actual winners. Relevant results of Spring 2012 ex-

periment and a summary of Spring 2012 experiments are 

discussed in this and the next sections.  

A. General results 

In 2011 a total of sixty-three negotiation instances were 

conducted; in each negotiation one buyer negotiated with 

four sellers. Eleven multi-attribute reverse auction experi-

ments were also conducted. In both negotiations and auc-

tions, the participants used systems which provided them 

with decision support aids, including, a calculator which 

could rate every alternative by assigning a score between ze-

ro and one hundred, generate alternatives for a given profit 

value, and select alternatives using graphical tools [35, 36].  

In every auction and negotiation there were four sellers; in 

the negotiation the sellers competed for an agreement 

awarded from either cooperative or competitive buyer. (The 

buyers were trained to play these roles.)  

Since in auctions buyers neither communicate with sellers 

nor make concessions (the buyers are auction owners), we 

focus on concessions made by the sellers. 

 

TABLE II. 

 GENERAL RESULTS 

 Auction Negotiation 

Cooperative Competitive 

2011 experiment 

No. of instances 11 31 32 

Agreement (%) 100 93.5 93.8* 

Avg. seller’s profit  -8.6 11.5* 4.8* 

Avg. buyer’s profit  78.8 63.6* 69.8*
#
 

% of dominating alternatives 0.1 1.7 1.0 

2012 experiment 

No. of instances 51 26 26 

% of agreements 100 100 92.3 

Avg. seller’s profit -0.8 14.9* 13.3* 

Avg. buyer’s profit 73.0 57.9* 59.6* 

%  of dominating alternatives 14.4 43.2* 38.5* 

Significance compared to auctions: * p < 0.005; ^ p < 0.05, and between in-

tegrative and competitive negotiations: + p < 0.005; # p < 0.05. 

 

The results of the experiments which are useful for con-

cession analysis are given in Table II. In our experimental 

settings the outcome of every auction is an agreement. This 

is not the case for the negotiation in which the buyer has to 

accept an offer. Therefore, the percent of agreements is gen-

erally lower in negotiations than in auctions. 

Sellers profit in negotiations is significantly higher than in 

auctions. The difference of mean profit values in auctions 

and negotiations is 16.6 (p < 0.00); it is 20.1 when auctions 

are compared to integrative negotiations and 13.4 when they 

are compared to competitive negotiations. These results in-

dicate that auctions are more competitive than both coopera-

tive and competitive negotiations. 

The results from the 2012 experiment differ from the 

2011 experiment in the profit values and in the numbers of 
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dominating alternatives. These differences reflect the follow-

ing two modifications introduced in the 2012 experiment.  

1. In the 2011 experiment the participants were asked to 

follow the instructions but they were not given any re-

ward for winning, therefore the criticism is warranted. 

In contrast, in the 2012 experiment the incentives were 

based on a formula according to which the participants 

were given additional points (converted to grades) for 

winning above the breakeven value. They also get 

points if they did not win but make bids and making one 

more bid would force them to incur losses. They were 

given demerit points for incurring losses. 

2. In both experiments the wording of the case was the 

same but in 2011 there were 216 feasible alternatives 

while in 2012 there were 3375 alternatives. 

B. Theoretical winners 

In our experiments the parties cannot redefine the problem 

or introduce new and remove current issues. Therefore, it is 

only through concession making that they can “win”, i.e., 
achieve an agreement and be the auction winner. If the par-

ticipants were rational and completely followed information 

they were given in the case, then one particular person (role) 

should win.  

TABLE III.  

BREAKEVEN POINT AND CORRESPONDING BEST PROFIT FOR OTHERS 

Breakeven points Seller 

 Cres Nart Peeka Rito 

- Breakeven point for Cres  25 62 45 50 

- Breakeven point for Nart 15 10 20 8 

- Breakeven point for Peeka 10 7 15 4 

- Breakeven point for Rito 51 36 59 22 

Buyer’s rating of the best offer at 
sellers breakeven point 

87 92 90 89 

Buyer’s rating of the worst offer at 
sellers breakeven point 

50 80 90 42 

 

In each instance four sellers were trying to get a contract. 

The sellers’ preferences and their breakeven points, at which 

profit turns into losses, differ. The result of these differences 

was that the sellers had different theoretical chances to get 

the contract. Table III shows the seller’s rating correspond-

ing to the breakeven point for each role. 

There may be many alternatives associated with the same 

rating. Therefore, we can select an alternative for which the 

seller’s profit is zero (i.e., corresponding to the breakeven 

point) but the buyer’s rating assumes the highest value, i.e.:  

 max uB(x) : x  X
i
, (i  I), 

where X
i
 (X

i
  X), is a set of breakeven offers for seller i. 

The highest buyer’s rating for every seller is also shown 

in Table II. 

We may also select an alternative from these yielding 

breakeven values for a given seller and the highest is highest 

rated for another seller. There were four sellers in the ex-

periment: Cres, Nart, Peeka and Rito (in the case they were 

known by their full names). The breakeven rating for Cres is 

25; the best alternative for the buyer, which for Cres has rat-

ing 25, has rating 87. The best alternative for Nart, from 

among breakeven alternatives for Cres, yields rating 62. Rat-

ings for other sellers are given in Table III.  

We see that Nart is the theoretical winner for both auc-

tions and negotiations. This is because Nart may offer an al-

ternative that is at her reservation level of 10 and which 

yields the rating 92 for the buyer that is higher than what 

other sellers could offer without violating their breakeven 

values.  

The auction procedure which has been used in the ex-

periments may cause that another theoretical winner is also 

possible. This is because: (1) Peeka may make a bid that 

yields 15 for him and, (2) following this bid, the procedure 

may remove the alternatives which are above Nart’s reser-
vation level even though they are better for the buyer. This 

need not happen because the buyer is able to control the re-

moval of alternatives making them infeasible in further bids. 

However, the control parameters’ values are set prior the 
auction; hence a reduction that makes Nart unable to make 

bids above or at her reservation level is possible. Therefore, 

we have to assume that Peeka may also be a theoretical win-

ner. Because the buyer makes decisions during the negotia-

tion process, only Nart is the theoretical winner in negotia-

tions.  

C. Auction and negotiation winners 

Table II lists theoretical winners: Nart and Peeka under 

the condition that no seller was willing to incur losses. In 

Table IV results from two experiments are given.  

TABLE IV. 

 DISTRIBUTION OF WINNERS (2011)  

 
Auctions 

Negotiations 

 Cooperative  Competitive  

2011 experiment 

Cres (%)   3 (27)   8 (27) 15 (50) 

Nart (%)   4 (36)   7 (24)   6 (20) 

Peeka (%)   2 (18)   8 (27)   6 (20) 

Rito (%)   2 (18)   6 (21)   3 (10) 

No. of agreements 11 29 30 

2012 experiment 

Cres (%) 6 (12) 2 (8) 1 (4) 

Nart (%) 24 (47) 12 (27) 5 (11) 

Peeka (%) 14 (28) 6 (23) 3 (13) 

Rito (%) 7 (14) 6 (23) 15 (63) 

No. of agreements 51 26 24 

 

We checked if in any auction the two conditions making 

Peeka the 2
nd

 theoretical winner were fulfilled. Because this 

was not the case, only Nart is the theoretical winner. From 

Table IV we see that Nart won in 36% of auctions, which is 

more than any other bidder, but much less than we expected. 

This difference is even greater in negotiations: Nart won 
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27% of cooperative and only 20% of competitive negotia-

tions.  

These results indicate that majority of both bidders and 

negotiators’ desire to win is strong enough to forgo profits 

and accept losses. Because these results are obtained from 

experiments, one can rightly point out that the profits and 

losses are illusory and the reward for good results was insuf-

ficient.  

Recall that in the 2012 experiment reward for winning 

and demerit points for incurring losses were introduced. 

These changes resulted in a different distribution of winners; 

they are also shown in Table IV. 

In the 2012 auctions and cooperative negotiations Nart 

won more frequently than in 2011, however in the competi-

tive negotiations the most frequent winner (63%) is Rito.  

IV. CONCESSION-MAKING 

The distribution of winners in auctions and negotiations 

indicates that auctions may be more competitive than nego-

tiations. This section focuses on the process of concession-

making and its results in both auctions and negotiations. 

A. Concessions in auctions and negotiations 

The results of the experiments related to the sellers’ con-

cession-making are shown in Table V.  

TABLE V.  

SELLERS’ BEHAVIOR IN ACTIONS AND NEGOTIATIONS 

 
Auctions Negotiations1 

  Cooperative Competitive 

2011 experiment 

Total concession (seller rating) 58.2 34.0* 36.2* 

Total concession (buyer rating) 62.7 37.3* 36.6* 

No. of offers/bids (avg.) 4.9 6.3* 6.5* 

- Submitted by winners 5.6 6.8 7.1 

Concession per offer/bid 

(sellers) 
14.9 6.4* 6.6* 

Concession per offer/bid (buyer) 16.1 7.0* 6.7* 

No. (%) of null concessions 2  3 (2) 50 (8) 57 (9) 

No. (%) of negative concessions  15 (9) 92 (16) 106 (17) 

2012 experiment 

Total concession (seller rating) 36.6 20.8* 18.9* 

Total concession (buyer rating) 37.7 22.1* 18.2* 

No. of offers/bids (avg.) 7.1 2.6* 2.6* 

- Submitted by winners 10.2 3.4* 5.0* 

Concession per offer/bid 

(sellers) 
6.0 10.6* 9.7* 

Concession per offer/bid (buyer) 6.1 11.32* 9.4* 

No. (%) of null concessions 2  219 (16) 23 (6) 19 (6) 

No. (%) of negative concessions  215 (15) 31 (8) 30 (9) 

1 Significance compared to auctions; * p < 0.01; ^ p < 0.05. 
2 Per cent of the total no. of all concession. 

 

The average total concession in auctions (58.2) is signifi-

cantly higher than in both cooperative (34.0, p = 0.000), and 

competitive (36.2, p = 0.000) negotiations. Mean concession 

per bid in auction is equal to 14.9, while in negotiations they 

are equal to 6.4 and 6.6 for cooperative and competitive pro-

cesses respectively. 

There are several reasons why—from the singular per-

spective of the buyer’s profit—auctions appear to be a much 

better transaction mechanism than negotiations. For exam-

ple, in negotiations the sellers may ask the buyer to make 

concessions; also they do not know what other sellers are 

proposing except for the information conveyed by the buyer. 

Another possibility is that because buyers are not competing 

among themselves for a contract, they are in monopolistic 

situation, while sellers are not. Although in negotiations, 

buyers are also in a monopolistic situation they are socially 

present allowing the buyers to raise their concerns, ask for 

explanations, refer to fairness or compassion, and make 

promises. 

Another interesting observation coming from this experi-

ment is that there is little difference between competitive and 

cooperative buyers in terms of the sellers’ concessions and, 
accordingly, their substantive outcomes. The average num-

ber of bids in auctions is smaller than the average number of 

offers in negotiations. This difference is significant for all 

sellers.  

Sellers made greater concessions per bid in the auctions 

than in the negotiations but they submitted fewer bids on av-

erage than the average number of offers made in the ne-

gotiations. Because the average profit made by the winner 

was smaller in the auctions than in the negotiations (Table 

II), the winner had to make greater concessions per bid in an 

auction than in a negotiation.  

In the auctions null concessions were less frequent than in 

the negotiations. The reason is that the auction mechanism 

forces bidders to submit one round of bids with ratings high-

er for the buyer than in the previous round. While in general 

this did not assure that the sellers must make concessions 

when they move from one round to another, it took place 

frequently.  

There is no significant difference in the average number 

of offers made in cooperative and competitive negotiations. 

For the purpose of comparison, results of the 2012 ex-

periment are also shown in Table VI. 

B. Observed concession categories  

Our proposition (see Section II) to distinguish positive, 

null and negative coupled with two perspectives led to nine 

possible configurations shown in Table I. The number of 

concessions made by all participants (both winners and non-

winners) in each category is shown in Table VI.  

A standard feature of auctions is that bidders can make 

progressive bids, i.e., that are better for the buyer. This fea-

ture has been implemented in our action mechanism; there-

fore, bidders could make only positive concessions from the 

buyer’s point of view (see Table VI). 

Typically, concessions are positive for sellers and buyers. 

However, the remaining two categories in auctions and eight 
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in negotiations also occur. This provides empirical evidence 

for the concession categorization formulated in Section II.    

TABLE VI.  

CATEGORIZATION OF ALL CONCESSIONS (SPRING 2011) 

Concession-maker: Concession-taker: buyer (buyer’s profit) 

seller (seller’s profit) Positive Null Negative 

Auctions (total: 168 concessions) 

 Positive (%) 150 (89) n/a n/a 

 Null (%) 3 (2) n/a n/a 

 Negative 15 (9) n/a n/a 

Cooperative negotiations (total: 588 concessions) 

 Positive (%) 382 (65) 3 (0.5) 61 (10) 

 Null (%) 10 (2) 31 (5) 9 (1) 

 Negative (%) 29 (5) 4 (1) 59 (10) 

Competitive negotiations (total:613 concessions) 

 Positive (%) 410 (67) 4 (1) 54 (9) 

 Null (%) 12 (2) 33 (5) 12 (2 ) 

 Negative (%) 20 (3) 1 (0.2) 85 (14) 

 

In auctions 11% of concessions were not positive-positive 

(i.e., lose-win). They were 9% negative-positive (i.e., win-

lose) concessions meaning that bidders were able to submit a 

new bid with a better rating for themselves than their last bid 

and 2% of null concessions for the seller.  

In negotiations the sellers’ negative-positive concessions 

were less frequent (5% and 3% respectively in cooperative 

and competitive negotiations) than in auctions. The likely 

reason is the different information available to sellers in auc-

tions and in negotiations. Sellers know that the auction 

mechanism allows them to make progressive bids and they 

are able to select a bid that meets this condition and yields 

maximum utility for them. In negotiations, the mechanism is 

replaced by the buyers who typically do not inform the 

sellers about this condition. Consequently, the percent of 

seller-negative concessions seems quite high.  

In the negotiations the number of concessions that were 

not positive-positive (i.e., lose-win) is high: 35% in coopera-

tive and 33% in competitive negotiations. This implies that 

what negotiation theory and practice considers to be a typi-

cal concession in practice may not be that typical. There are 

many concessions which are null for both sides and also 

concessions which are positive-negative (i.e., lose-lose) and 

negative-negative (i.e., win-lose).  

 The relatively high percent of positive-negative (lose-

lose) concessions in negotiations is surprising because these 

concessions are bad for both sides. The participants were 

provided with decision aids (including, profit (loss) calcula-

tion, offer generators, interactive and dynamics charts) 

which they could use in deciding on a concession [35]. One 

may expect that these aids should help negotiators in the 

process analysis and concession-making. These aids are, 

however, of limited use if the parties do not exchange rele-

vant information, primarily information about their prefer-

ences (profits and losses). Surprisingly, cooperative buyers 

did not appear to provide sellers with better information than 

competitive buyers; in the cooperative negotiations the 

sellers made 10% of lose-lose concession of the total con-

cession made and in the competitive negotiations they made 

9% of the total. 

Negative-negative concessions are reverse concession be-

cause they make the concession-maker better-off and the 

concession-taker worse off. A significant per-cent of this 

category was made in both types of negotiations: 10% in co-

operative and 14% in competitive, indicating that in the for-

mer the sellers might want to punish the buyer less frequent-

ly than in the later.  

In both types of negotiations there was relatively high 

number of the null concessions for the sellers (8% in coop-

erative and 9% in competitive negotiations). This may sug-

gest that the sellers sought offers which did not reduce their 

profit. (Note that the number of null-null concessions in-

cludes cases when a seller resubmitted the same offer two or 

more times.) 

TABLE VII.  

CATEGORIZATION OF ALL CONCESSIONS (SPRING 2012) 

Concession-maker: Concession-taker: buyer (buyer’s profit) 
seller (seller’s profit) Positive Null Negative 

Auctions (total:1369 concessions) 

 Positive 871 (64%) 28 (2%) 36 (3%) 

 Null 49 (4%) 154 (11%) 16 (1%) 

 Negative 79 (6%) 18 (1%) 118 (9%) 

Cooperative negotiations (total:178 concessions) 

 Positive 145 (81%) 2 (1%) 7 (4%) 

 Null 2 (1%) 11 (6%) 1 (1%) 

 Negative 2 (1%) 1 (1%) 7 (4%) 

Competitive negotiations (total:177 concessions) 

 Positive 140 (79%) 6 (3%) 12 (7%) 

 Null 2 (1%) 6 (3%) 1 (1%) 

 Negative 4 (2%) 1 (1%) 5 (3%) 

 

In the 2012 experiment we modified the auction protocol 

to provide participants with greater flexibility in their bid 

submission. Rather than setting up a fixed-length and num-

ber of rounds, two rules were introduced which moved the 

process from one round to another: (1) after all participants 

submitted their bid, the auction moved to the next round; and 

(2) after two participants submitted bids, there was a short 

delay period (4hrs.) after which the auction moved to the 

next round. In addition, the bidders were also able to submit 

multiple bids in the same round in this experiment.  

The results of the 2012 experiment support the results of 

the 2011 experiment, i.e., the majority of the concessions 

were positive for both the buyers and the sellers. Because, in 

the latter experiment bidders could submit multiple bids in a 

single round, they could make null or negative concessions 

for the buyer. This was observed in 14% and 13% of the 

cases respectively.  

In the auctions negative-negative (win-lose) concessions 

were observed more often (9%) than in the negotiations (4% 

and 3%). In the auctions they could only be made with 2
nd

, 
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3
rd

, etc. bid in one round. There was no risk in doing it, be-

cause the buyer did not evaluate the bids. This was not the 

case for negotiations, in which the buyers viewed and as-

sessed all offers.  

C. Observed concession types  

Single- and multiple-issue concessions are the two types 

discussed in Section II. Multiple-issue concessions are cog-

nitively difficult activities in both auctions and negotiations. 

While such concessions allow for logrolling and hence joint 

improvements, they also require an assessment of changes 

caused by two or more issues. In particular, the seller seeks 

concessions that may increase the buyer’s profit but do not 
decrease his own profit.  

Tables VIII and IX show concession types made by win-

ners in 2011 and 2012 experiments. The average relative 

concession type (ARCT) is the average percent of one type of 

concession made by the winner of an auction (negotiation).  

TABLE VIII.  

WINNERS’ SINGLE- AND MULTI-ISSUE CONCESSIONS (2011) 

Sellers’ average relative Auctions Negotiations 

concessions (ARC)  Cooperative    Competitive   

Only multiple-issue concessions (0% of single-issue) 

No. of sellers (%) 3 (27) 7 (32) 7 (30) 

Winner’s profit 6.0 7.0 9.4 

Buyer’s profit 66.0 66.6 66.6 

 Both single- and multiple-issue concessions 

No. of sellers (%) 8 (73) 22 (68) 23 (70) 

ARCT multiple-issue (%) 71* 60* 85 

ARCT multiple-issue (%, buyer) 80* 65* 84 

Winner’s profit -14.0 12.9# 3.4# 

Buyer’s profit 83.6 62.7# 70.8# 
# Significance compared to auctions: p < 0.01; ^ p < 0.05; 
* Significance compared to multiple-issue concessions: p < 0.01.  

 

In 2011 only about a third of winners made multiple-issue 

concessions. This was also the case for auctions in 2012 but 

not the for the negotiations’ winners. In the 2012 negotiation 

76% of winners in cooperative and 48% in competitive ne-

gotiations made multiple-issue offers. We know of no other 

studies which would experimentally compare frequency of 

single- and multiple-issue concessions, therefore we cannot 

claim that these frequencies are high. It appears however, 

that offer (bid) generator which is included in the systems 

used by the auction and negotiation participants was useful. 

It allowed the users to enter a desired profit value and then 

the system generated seven alternatives yielding the re-

quested or similar value [35]. 

For the sake of comparison Tables VIII and IX give ARCT 

in both the winner’s and the buyer’s ratings as well as their 
profit values. We can see that in both 2011 and 2012 exper-

iments winners who made only multiple-issue concessions 

achieved significantly higher profits in auctions and in com-

petitive negotiations than winners who made mixed type of 

concessions. In cooperative negotiations, however, making 

multiple-issue concessions had negative effect on profit val-

ue. The latter is a surprising result requiring further analysis. 

A possible explanation is that in cooperative negotiation the 

sellers may engage in trading-off with the buyers on an is-

sue-per-issue basis. 

TABLE IX.  

WINNERS’ SINGLE- AND MULTI-ISSUE CONCESSIONS (2012) 

Sellers’ average relative  Auctions Negotiations 

  concessions (ARC)  Cooperative Competitive 

Only multiple-issue concessions (0% of single-issue) 

No. of sellers (%) 10 (20) 16 (76)# 11 (48)^ 

Winner’s profit 18.1 14.1 13.1 

Buyer’s profit 57.0 58.9 59.9 

 Both single and multiple concessions 

No. of sellers (%) 39 (80) 5 (24)# 12 (52)^ 

ARCT multiple-issue (%) 68* 88* 21 

ARCT single-issue (%) 32* 14* 79 

ARCT multiple-issue (%, buyer) 73* 64 54 

ARCT single-issue (%, buyer) 27* 36 45 

Winner’s profit -4.9+ 18.0 13.8 

Buyer’s profit 76.6+ 57.0 59.6 
# Significance compared to auctions: p < 0.01; ^ p < 0.05; 
* Significance compared to multiple-issue concessions: p < 0.01; + p < 0.05. 

From the information shown in Table II we may conclude 

that buyers do better in auctions than in negotiations; the op-

posite is true for sellers. From Table VIII and IX we can ob-

serve that the difference in both the buyers’ and the sellers’ 
profits is much smaller when the sellers make multiple-issue 

concessions. This type of concessions equalizes the differ-

ence between auctions and negotiations while making both 

types makes the difference more pronounced. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The importance of concession-making in both auctions 

and negotiations is unquestionable. This paper proposes two 

distinct categorizations of concessions and empirically 

shows that all nine categories and two types are employed in 

reverse auctions and multi-bilateral negotiations.  

One of the findings is that in auctions sellers make bigger 

concessions, and, subsequently the winners end up with rela-

tively unfavorable agreements as compared to negotiations.  

One explanation for this result is the auction mechanism 

imposing more constraints on the permissible bids and thus 

restricting the space of feasible offers for the sellers. In mul-

ti-bilateral negotiations, however, there is more space for the 

search of joint solutions, and there is also a possibility of us-

ing concessions as means of eliciting reciprocal steps from 

the buyers. Thus, the average concessions by the seller may 

be smaller, and the outcomes are relatively more favorable. 

Another possible explanation is the buyers’ active partici-
pation in negotiations but not in auctions. This participation 

allows the sellers to explain their needs and ask for better 

contract conditions.  
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Based  on  these  results,  one  may  conclude  that  buyers 

prefer  employing reverse auctions in procurement  because 

they can extract more from the sellers. Such a conclusion is 

only partially correct for two key reasons: (1) There are situ-

ations in which both buyers and sellers have interests (e.g., 

relationship and commitment) the value of which cannot be 

determined through an auction; and (2) There are goods and 

services which need to be negotiated because their specifica-

tion cannot be a priory determined.

Therefore,  both  reverse  auctions  and  multi-bilateral 

negotiation have been used in procurement [37, 38].

In [25] we reported that the difference between average 

concessions by the sellers when comparing competitive vs. 

cooperative buyers was not significant and that win-win bids 

were observed more often in auctions than win-win offers in 

negotiations. Here we can add that win-lose and other cate-

gories of bids occur in auctions if the protocol allows it. 

Lastly, we see that extrinsic motivation in terms of reward 

(penalty) for achieving good (bad) results impacts conces-

sion-making in both auctions and in negotiations.
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Abstract—The  article  presents  the  main  features  of  the 
InKoM project, whose aim is the realization and implementa-
tion of an Intelligent Dashboard for Managers. This project is 
conducted by a consortium led by the University of Economics 
in Wroclaw, and the other principal member is the company 
UNIT4 TETA BI Center. Credit Agricole Polska also partici-
pates in the project. As part of the project, an innovative Intel-
ligent Dashboard for Managers will be developed, which is on 
one hand a complement, and on the other a development of the 
TETA BI system, that is the set of business intelligence tools of-
fered on the market by UNIT4 TETA BI Center. The innova-
tiveness of the InKoM system involves particularly the wide use 
of methods, techniques and tools for visual data mining of eco-
nomic  and financial  knowledge.  The  InKoM will  offer  man-
agers especially from micro, small and medium enterprises an-
alytical and information functions not previously available to 
them,  thereby  increasing  the  quality,  effectiveness,  and  effi-
ciency of the decision making process.

I. INTRODUCTION

EW economic challenges require that decision makers 

of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) have current 

and appropriate knowledge of the economic situation of the 

enterprise  and  its  environment.  Because  of  that,  decision 

makers must have the possibility to identify and analyze all 

indicators that may have impact on the operations of the en-

terprise.  Analyzing  information  in  the  traditional  way be-

comes very difficult, sometimes even impossible. However, 

discovering all dependences between various financial ratios 

is necessary, because they can indicate important trends, and 

alert  one  to  anomalies  and  dangers  [18,  p.  85].  Decision 

makers in these enterprises,  in comparison to managers of 

big companies, may have no access to much essential strate-

gic  information.  Usually  financial  expertise  is  either  not 

available or too expensive. Big companies have at their dis-

posal strategic consultation and possess standard procedures 

to solve problems in the case of essential changes in envi-

ronment.  For  financial  and  personnel  reasons  most  SMEs 

cannot afford these types of facilities.  Furthermore,  SMEs 

operate in a definitely more uncertain and risky environment 

than  big  enterprises,  because  of  a  complex  and  dynamic 

N
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market that has much more important impact on SMEs’ fi-

nancial situation than on big companies’. Tolerance of mis-

takes is narrower (see among others [9, p. 74-91]). In these 

conditions, SME’s decision makers often act intuitively and 

as the result, the rationality of their decisions is decidedly 

smaller. Moreover, SME’s decision makers often don’t have 

a solid knowledge of economics and finance.

Currently existing Business Intelligence (BI) and  Execu-

tive Information Systems (EIS) provide the functionality of 

data  exploration  from  various  databases  and  data  ware-

houses. However, the usage of data exploration is very re-

duced to simple data mining algorithms and data aggrega-

tion. In order to interpret correctly economic ratios, not only 

their values are needed, but also knowledge of various rela-

tions between them. Decision makers expect from new ICT 

solutions  that  they  would  interactively  provide  not  only 

needed and up-to-date information on the financial situation 

of their companies, but also explanations taking into account 

the contextual relationships.

The aim of this article is to present the architecture and 

functions of the Intelligent Dashboard for Managers (called 

further  InKoM).  InKoM system is developed by a consor-

tium consisting  of  the  Wroclaw  University  of  Economics 

(WUE), which is the leader, and a company UNIT4 TETA 

BI Center Ltd. (TETA BIC).

II.  THE STATE-OF-THE ART AND RELATED WORKS

The InKoM can be considered as an advanced Decision 

Support System integrated with Business Intelligence func-

tions. Today Business Intelligence seems to be a very com-

mon commercial  buzz-word used in publications and eco-

nomic practice. One can notice that there is a variety of defi-

nitions and interpretations of the term (see among others [7], 

[12], [14], [21], [25]). Generally, we can say that BI is de-

fined as an integrated set of tools to support the transforma-

tion of data into information in order to support decision-

making (see also [21]). From a technical point of view, the 

architecture of BI can include: data warehouse, data marts, 

basic analytical tools (query engine reporting tools, On-Line 

Analytical Processing tools, data visualization tools), ad-

vanced analytical tools (such as statistical tools, data min-

ing) and business applications (tools which provide analysis 

of specific business functions related  to  manufacturing, 
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sales, customer  relations,  financial monitoring, etc.), and 

corporate portals. 

The main goal of any BI system is to access the right data 

at the right time to allow proactive decision-making (see 

among others [7],  [21], [26]). The users of BI systems ex-

pect access to more information, an interface easy to under-

stand and use, and information presentation functionalities 

which should be intuitive and interactive and provide con-

textual and embedded knowledge [16]. Specific attention in 

BI systems is given to the user interface which should let the 

user among others: filter, sort and analyze data, formulate ad 

hoc or predefined reports, generate alternative scenarios, and 

produce “drillable” charts and graphs. However, existing BI 

solutions are designed primarily for people who can under-

stand the data models and who have  the  time to design 

analyses,  and provide information for others (see [20]). BI 

has to provide simple, personal analytical tools, using the 

built ontology, which supports the exploration of data 

sources, retrieval of relevant information based on semantic 

relations,  and not requiring a priori  knowledge about  data 

structures and methods of data accessing (see among others 

[17], [20], [21]). 

The usefulness of BI system is not dependent on the vol-

ume of generated  information, but the amount and type of 

information which is required at the right moment. 

The literature describes the development of BI systems to-

wards BI 2.0 (using semantic search) (see [17], [20],  [21]). 

This system may have the  following features: proactive 

alerts and notifications, event driven (real time) instant ac-

cess to information, advanced and predictive analytics, mo-

bile and ubiquitous access, improved visualization, and  se-

mantic search information (see also [17]). The  InKoM sys-

tem should contain those features.

The BI system has acquired new capabilities through the 

use of such technologies as: Web 2.0 and  3.0, Service Ori-

ented Architecture (SOA) and Software as a Service (SaaS). 

This system is directed at semantic analysis of data, using 

data and information from multiple sources (including exter-

nal). One of the main artifacts to create a semantic network 

is the  ontology, because the architecture of BI 2.0 has new 

components, such as ontologies, service ontologies and 

an application domain ontology (see [17]).  The  ontologies 

are used to create the necessary knowledge models for 

defining functionalities in analytical tools.  In the design of 

InKoM  many  new  features  are  integrated,  such  as  topic 

maps applications created for six ontologies for the analysis 

of economic and financial indicators,  semantic search, and 

tools  in  the  visual  searching  of  information  for  decision-

makers.

 Applying semantic technology to the analytical tools can 

solve the following problems (see [13], [21]):

− support for definition of business rules in order to get 

proactive information and advice in decision-making;

− a semantic layer describing relationships between the 

concepts and indicators;

− support to present information according to the different 

kinds of users that can be found in an organization;

− easy modification of existing data source and data ware-

house structure (usually, structure changes demand the 
work of analysts, system administrators and program-
mers).

In InKom, the presentation layer is the most critical aspect 
of a BI system, since it broadly shapes the core understand-
ing of the data displayed on their screen [26], because the 
system that enables information retrieval should be intuitive 
to use or easy to interpret by its users. A good interface con-
tains good representation (helps users identify interesting 
sources) and efficient navigation (allows users to access in-
formation quickly) [11]. The basic assumption of navigation 
is that users should be able to view focus and context areas 
at the same time to present an overview of the whole knowl-
edge structure [22]. The use of graphic interfaces is a pri-
mary characteristic of the new generation of BI applications 
(see [7]).

Visual exploration in InKoM is based on a standard Topic 
Map (TM – ISO/IEC 13250:2003).  TM  enables the repre-
sentation of complex structures of knowledge bases [3] and 
the delivery of a  useful model of knowledge representation 
(see [15, p. 174]), where multiple contextual indexing can be 
used. TM is a relatively new form of the  presentation of 
knowledge, which puts emphasis on data semantics and the 
ease of finding desired information (see also [1]; [19, 
p. 30]). TM allows  the organization  and  representation  of 
very complex structures [10, p. 60] of the ontology of a do-
main. Additionally, the application of topic maps allows the 
separation of data of the enterprise information system from 
operational business activities (see among others [13]). Case 
studies using TM for analysis  of economic indicators (see 
among others [5], [6], [13]) have shown that topic maps [4]:

− can  be easily used for the  representation of economic 

knowledge about economic and financial measures, 

− can express the organizational structure, 

− can be adapted to new applications and managers’ needs,

− can be supportive of  the managerial staff by facilitating 

access to a wide range of relevant data resources, 

− can  assure semantic information search and interpreta-

tion for non-technically-minded users,

− can  visualize different connections between indicators 

that  make possible  the discovery  of new relations be-
tween economic ratios constituting knowledge  still un-
known in this area, 

− can improve the  process of data analysis and reporting 

by facilitating the obtaining of  data from different data-
bases in an enterprise, and finally

− can be easily extended by users who are not IT special-

ists, e.g. by experts of economic analysis (using tools for 
creating a topic map application).

The results  of  the  analysis  of  information  requirements 
showed that there is a need for solutions that make it possi-
ble  to obtain knowledge from different, scattered sources, 
and to  integrate, to  analyze and to  present them in various 
layouts. Managers require also tools to discover new knowl-
edge in an interactive way. In InKoM the TMs will be the 
main tool for visual data exploration (see [4]).
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III. AIM AND PURPOSE OF INTELLIGENT DASHBOARD FOR 
MANAGERS 

The main goal of the InKoM project is to create an intelli-

gent dashboard for SMEs managers which will support deci-

sion makers in the area of analysis of economic and finan-

cial information. The system will contain a number of topic 

maps describing economic-financial ontologies, data explo-

ration  algorithms,  and  mechanisms  for  searching  non-in-

dexed information in the Internet. This solution will signifi-

cantly widen existing BI and EIS functionalities. Some of 

these will be available also on mobile devices. In order to do 

that, many innovative IT solutions will be implemented.

The InKoM system is developed by the consortium com-

posed of an IT research unit (WUE) and the software com-

pany (TETA BIC). Such a composition provides synergy of 

benefits resulting from cooperation in order to create an in-

novative  solution  dedicated  to  SME  decision  makers.  As 

part of the project, WUE carries out all research and tasks 

requiring  knowledge  in  economics  and  finance.  In  the 

project, the Department of Information Technologies fulfils 

the lead  role  with  active  support  from the Department  of 

Banking  and  the Department  of  Financial  Investment  and 

Risk Management. 

The company TETA BIC provides software solutions and 

equipment making it possible to perform planned software 

engineering tasks.

Participating in  the work  on InKoM ontologies  are  ex-

perts from Credit Agricole Bank Polska S.A., who provide 

factual knowledge about economic and financial ratios.

The project lasts for 24 months and is divided into two 

phases. As part of the first phase (i.e. phase A), which lasts 

18 months, eight tasks are defined. In order to increase the 

chance of completion of tasks on time, the project schedule 

was  based  on  the  Critical  Chain  Project  Management 

method. This approach required preparing a detailed time-

line  of  work  (so-called  subtasks).  These  will  be  accom-

plished by five research teams. 

The second  phase  of  the  InKoM project  (i.e.  phase  B) 

lasts 6 months. In this stage there are five tasks, which are 

typical  actions  for  the implementation  and  deployment  of 

the new product. Phase B will be mostly carried out by the 

company TETA BIC. 

IV. MAIN FUNCTIONS OF THE INTELLIGENT DASHBOARD FOR 
MANAGERS 

The InKoM system will be used as dashboard dedicated 

for SME decision makers working also on mobile devices. 

Therefore,,  a  multimodal  interface  and  inter  alia  various 

forms of information representation, human-computer inter-

action,  and  numerous  alerts  and  task  notifications  will  be 

elaborated. An important element in this dashboard will be 

the visualization of a semantic network of ontology created 

for specific fields of analysis of economic ratios. Results in 

this field have indicated the usefulness  of  this solution in 

searching for  information using semantic dependences be-

tween economic ratios (see [5], [13, pp. 86-97]). 

The Interface for the InKoM system will be designed in 

three  variants.  The first  variant,  called  Light,  is  dedicated 

chiefly for  small  and  micro enterprises where  there  is  no 

need for advanced analysis of data and there are no complex 

information systems. The second variant, called Extended, is 

dedicated  for  small  and  medium enterprises using a enter-

prise  resource  planning  system.  The  third  variant,  called 

Full, concerns a version integrated with the TETA BI sys-

tem which is mainly designed for medium enterprises where 

data warehouse and online analytical processing systems are 

already implemented.

The  essential  element  of  the  InKoM  system  will  be 

a module containing topic maps for  six created ontologies 

for selected areas of the analysis of economic and financial 

ratios. They will concern inter alia: Earnings at Risk, Cash 

Flow at Risk, Early Warning System. In order to do that, on-

tologies for specific fields will be conceptualized. That re-

quires  interdisciplinary  expert  knowledge,  both  theoretical 

and practical, in economics and finance. The domain knowl-

edge about relations between economic and financial ratios 

will make the analysis and interpretation of contextual con-

nections easier. This is very important in the case of SMEs, 

where  a company doesn’t  employ experts  in  economic-fi-

nancial  analysis,  and  using  outer  consulting  is  too costly. 

Reproducing knowledge with the use of a topic map contrib-

utes inter alia to better understanding of economic concepts 

and interpretation of specific economic and financial indica-

tors. In addition, in InKoM a semantic search will be applied 

to avoid difficulties related to decision makers’  interpreta-

tion of economic and financial information. This gives the 

opportunity to search data sources taking into account not 

only structural dependences, but also semantic context.

The  InKoM  system  will  provide  decision  makers  with 

methods  of  information  exploration,  data  mining,  and 

knowledge  extraction from  databases  designed  for  SME 

managers.  Data exploration algorithms (such as classifica-

tion trees,  association rules methods, clustering) integrated 

with topic maps (i.e. semantic search and visual data explo-

ration), will be developed. In general, data mining tools cur-

rently available on the market contain many knowledge ex-

traction algorithms, but a lot of them are not applicable for 

SMEs. Moreover some of them are too complex and their 

usage requires costly expert support.

V. INTELLIGENT DASHBOARD FOR MANAGERS: 
ASSUMPTIONS AND OBJECTIVES 

In the previous part of the paper, the authors pointed out 

advantages  to  be  gained  from extending  the  existing  EIS 

and/or BI systems. Mainly they include methods and tech-

niques for visual data exploration and visual representation 

of  economic  and  financial  knowledge.  To  illustrate  this 

point, the basic assumptions and objectives of the Intelligent 

Dashboard for Managers will now be discussed. 

Figure  1 presents  the  main  components  of  the InKoM: 

a comprehensive  description  of  TETA  BI  system  with 

examples of its application is available on the website: [23] 

(see also [2], [27]).

It can be seen that the InKoM uses TETA BI mechanisms 

for extracting source data from transactional systems (ETL), 

its  data  warehouse  and  analytical  database.  However,  the 
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available solutions – in particular standard analyses, reports 

and  analytical  statements  generated  by  the  system –  are 

complemented by economic and financial knowledge – most 

importantly ontologies and topic maps – and economic and 

financial data mining algorithms, including mechanisms for 

extracting business knowledge from the deep Web. This en-

ables  a  dynamic,  on-line,  interactive  analysis  of  key  eco-

nomic and financial indicators and makes these much easier 

for users to understand,  which is of special importance for 

SMEs managers.

The flow diagram in Figure 2 illustrates the operation of 

the  Intelligent  Dashboard  for  Managers  and  its 

interoperability  with  TETA  BI  system.  The  InKoM 

components and the processes performed by the system are 

indicated by shading. The diagram shows that the process of 

inputting source data to TETA BI and the InKoM data ware-

houses and databases is implemented through TETA BI ETL 

tools. The ETL package can extract data from various trans-

actional systems, such as ERP TETA Constellation system 

databases (a detailed description of ERP TETA Constella-

tion system is available on the website: [24] (see also: [8, 

pp. 91-111]) or  other UNIT4 TETA business applications, 

including Navireo and other products from the InsERT, as 

well  as  the  other  internal  sources  of  economic  data  of  a 

company.

The possibility of extracting data from systems other than 

ERP-type  solutions  is  particularly  important  for  SMEs, 

where  they  are  used  (including  TETA  UNIT4  products) 

much  more  frequently  than  more  expensive  and  more 

complex  integrated  business  information  systems. 

Mechanisms  for  extracting  knowledge  from  the  deep 

Internet, which increase the available sources of economic 

and  financial  knowledge,  complement  the  standard  ETL 

process.

The  transactional  data  obtained  from  external  sources, 

supplemented  with  planning  data,  e.g., budgets,  form 

multidimensional data structures, or cubes, which are stored 

in  a  TETA  BI  Analysis  Services  database  and  provide 

a basis  for  the  on-line,  interactive  creation  of  standard 

analytical  queries  and/or  reports.  The  InKoM  system 

complements  and  extends  these  processes.  By  providing 

economic and financial knowledge stored in ontologies and 

presented  in  the  form  of  topic  maps  to  facilitate  the 

perception  of  concepts,  it  can  make  the  processes  under 

consideration  more  comprehensive  and  simpler.  This  is 

Fig.  1 Components of the Intelligent Dashboard for Managers and 
their location in the TETA BI system

Fig.  2 Flow diagram illustrating the operation of the Intelligent Dashboard for Managers and its interoperability with TETA BI system
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particularly important for users who are not specialists in the 

analysis  and  interpretation  of  economic  and  financial 

indicators,  or  users  with  a  limited  knowledge  of 

relationships  between  different  financial  and  economic 

ratios.

VI.SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, the InKoM project was presented, with its 

main  components.  The  project  goals  and  partners  were 

briefly described as well as the tasks related to the imple-

mentation of the InKoM system. The presentation focuses 

on both the position of the InKoM in the TETA BI system 

and the interoperability of the two systems.

It is now vital to ensure the integrity and interoperability 

of  the  InKoM.  This  applies  both  to  security  issues – 

protection against unauthorized access attempts, attacks and 

viruses – and to the integrity of data stored in databases and 

data warehouses, which are essential from the point of view 

of decision making by managers of SMEs.

The effectiveness  of  the final  system will  be examined 

and assessed in the course of the development of the InKoM 

system. The studies will be conducted on several levels: on 

the one  hand,  to  take account  of  possible versions  of  the 

InKoM system and, on the other hand, of the perspective of 

the main beneficiary of  the project,  i.e.  UNIT4 TETA BI 

Center, as well as that of SMEs that are intended to use the 

system. Further  studies  will  be also conducted on,  among 

others,  financial  methods,  such  as  NPV  and  IRR,  and 

methods specific to IT investment, such as TCO. 
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Abstract—Horizon scanning is an increasingly important part
of management decision making in all sectors. It involves the sys-
tematic search for incipient trends, opportunities and constraints
that might affect the probability of achieving management goals
and objectives. This requires the continuous acquisition of up-
to-date information to anticipate issues, collect data about them
and thus inform critical decisions. Although horizon scanning has
its roots in the pre-electronic information era, it has blossomed
with the availability of electronic databases and Web-based
information. In this paper, we propose the implementation of
a horizon scanning system centred on the use of keyword-based,
Web search engines. By leveraging the existing infrastructure of
proven search engines, our system aims to automate the human-
intensive process of seeking information and emerging trends. A
prototype application that integrates the software that we plan to
use has been developed to accompany this paper, and we discuss
the potential for its application.

I. INTRODUCTION

HORIZON scanning has been defined as “the systematic
search for incipient trends, opportunities and constraints

that might affect the probability of achieving management
goals and objectives. Explicit objectives of horizon scanning
are to anticipate issues, accumulate data and knowledge about
them, and thus inform crucial decisions” [1].

Processes to identify emerging trends in a timely fashion
have always been valued in the business environment to
acquire foresight. For instance, a Scan programme has been in
place at SRI International, and subsequently SRI Consulting
- Business Intelligence (SRIC-BI) [2], since 1979. Such a
programme evolved as a group process that relied heavily on
human expertise to recognise early signals of change, disconti-
nuities, inflection points, and disruptive forces in the business
environment. Every month, for at least 25 years, SRIC-BI
professionals used to assemble more than 100 abstracts of
developments that they perceived to have an impact on the
constant confluence of culture, commerce and technology that
defines the business environment [3].

Up until the past decade, the scanning processes employed
by most organisations have been largely arbitrary, depending
on what concerned individuals and leaders are reading, think-
ing about, or sharing informally with each other. No foresight
function, however, can operate with confidence without a disci-
plined process for spotting patterns of change and highlighting
emerging issues for consideration and action [3].

Currently, the contexts within which horizon scanning is
carried out vary widely, but it normally involves the use
of one of two approaches: network-based and Web-based
horizon scanning. In the case of the first approach, emerging
trends, opportunities and constraints are identified via formal
meetings, such as conferences and workshops, and informal
networking, supplemented by material obtained from the lit-
erature and media. The Cambridge Conservation Initiative
(CCI) [4], for instance, which was founded in 2007, brings
together a global panel of academics and specialists annually
to identify novel issues in biodiversity conservation. Meeting
leading researchers and practitioners is a good way to acquire
knowledge about emerging issues in specific areas, such as
those related to the CCI. Nevertheless, this can be time and
resource consuming, particularly if it is done frequently and it
is extended to a number of areas of interest that may require
a wider expertise base. In this context, the need for computer-
enhanced decision making becomes increasingly apparent.
Given the proliferation of automatic tools for processing
information, horizon scanning should find a way to reduce
costs and improve outcomes.

The World Wide Web has been recommended as a source
of information for horizon scanning [5]. When used appro-
priately, the Web can corroborate information, increase the
accuracy of forecasts, and augment the amount of useful
data [6]. To give an example of the usefulness of Web-based
horizon scanning, we may refer to Google Flu Trends [7]: by
analysing aggregated search data to estimate the occurrences
of influenza—this means data based on search terms that
Google [8] has identified as good indicators of influenza
activity—, Google Flu Trends has been able to predict by up
to several weeks where influenza outbreaks are most likely
to occur on a geographical basis [9]. This information has
been successfully used by the U.S. Centres for Disease Control
and Prevention [10] to support timely decision making and to
target resource deployment.

Although Web-based horizon scanning has the potential to
be a powerful tool, especially when coupled to risk assessment
and management [11], it should be observed that the vast
amount of data available on the Web makes it difficult to
identify which pieces of information are indeed relevant and
credible to inform decisions.
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In this paper, we describe the development of an automated
horizon scanning system that is based on the use of commer-
cial, keyword-based, Web search engines, and a visualisation
toolkit to help with the discovery of emerging trends. By
leveraging the existing infrastructure of proven search engines,
our system aims to automate the human-intensive process of
searching for information and identifying emerging trends.
To present results, we have enhanced our system with a
visualisation toolkit to aid with the recognition of patterns and
enable the exploration of those patterns. A prototype system
has been developed to accompany this paper, and we discuss
the particulars of its implementation.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Sec-
tion II reviews the state-of-the-art in horizon scanning and
discusses related work. Section III details the implementation
of our Web-based horizon scanning prototype system. Section
IV comments on the contexts within which we have tested our
prototype, and points out other areas of potential application.
Finally, Section V states our conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

In order to make the best possible decisions about their
future, governments and businesses are increasingly turning
to horizon scanning [12]. As stated above, horizon scanning
searches out for early signs of new trends, opportunities, and
risks that might become relevant. The results produced by
horizon scanning are typically used as an input to policy
development, strategic planning and decision-support.

For the public sector, horizon scanning is useful to inform
policy makers about risks and opportunities that may arise in
the future and require forward planning. Within the UK Gov-
ernment, horizon scanning has its roots in the establishment of
the Office of Science and Technology’s Foresight programme
in 1994 [13], following the publication of a white paper by the
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, “Realising our poten-
tial: A strategy for science, engineering and technology” [14].
In 1999, the Prime Minister’s Performance and Innovation
Unit—later on renamed as the Strategy Unit [15]—produced
a white paper on modernising government that prompted the
creation of the Strategic Challenges Team. Their mandate was
to identify key challenges facing the UK Government over
the next 10 to 20 years, which eventually expanded to include
coordinating and benchmarking foresight activities [13].

In the UK, horizon scanning has also been used in pro-
curement, where timely information about future technolo-
gies allows for better purchasing decisions—particularly in
technology dependent activities such as defence and health.
Specifically in terms of defence, the UK Ministry of Defence
(MOD) has been supporting systematic science and technology
scanning using tools and techniques developed by the Defence
Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl) since 2006 [16].
Dstl scans a broad collection of technical literature, initially
with no bias for particular fields. The scan highlights and
disseminates developments that appear to be important for
defence and may not otherwise be tracked through the MOD’s
existing research programme [17].

In the health sector, horizon scanning has helped to identify
potentially significant technologies that might become avail-
able on the market in the next 5 years [18], [19]. The UK
National Horizon Scanning Centre (NHSC) [20], for instance,
provides advance notice to the UK Department of Health, the
National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE)
and other policy makers of significant new and emerging
health technologies up to 3 years before their launch [21].
Approximately, 1,000 technologies are investigated by the
NHSC every year [22].

As described by Packer, the NHSC’s identification process
of new technologies that have the potential to make an impact
on healthcare includes a focused routine scanning and a
speciality-based work programme [23]. The focused routine
scanning is designed to identify significant and urgent ad-
vances, regardless of clinical specialty, and includes the regular
review of medical and pharmaceutical research literature, news
and financial reports, commercial databases of products in
development, liaison with other early warning and horizon
scanning systems, commercial companies, and the consultation
of manufacturers, clinicians and expert specialist groups [23].

In the case of environmental policy, horizon scanning has
been employed to develop scenarios in a recent study on land
use futures [24]. To prepare this study, evidence from trends
and interviews with experts were used to develop narrative
scenarios going ahead to 2060 to capture potential changes
and challenges for future land use policy [25].

The UK Foresight Horizon Scanning Centre (HSC) was set
up in 2005 to explore future issues and trends over the next 50
years that may have an impact on public policy [26]. Two pilot
projects were launched by the HSC after its foundation: the
Sigma Scan [27] and the Delta (S&T) Scan. The Sigma Scan—
which covered the full public policy spectrum—was produced
by scanning the world’s leading sources of foresight informa-
tion, including think-tanks, academic publications, mainstream
media, corporate foresight, strategic thinkers, governments,
alternative journals, charities, NGOs, blogs, minority com-
munities and futurists. Lately, the Sigma Scan has become
a research portal as well as a source of evidence and analysis
in its own right. The Delta (S&T) Scan—incorporated into the
Sigma Scan since November 2008—was developed as a col-
laborative editorial project looking at potential developments
in science and technology over the next 50 years.

The developments highlighted above in the UK have been
mirrored worldwide to varying degrees. In Australia, the
National Horizon Scanning Unit (NHSU) [28] has been es-
tablished as part of the Australia and New Zealand Horizon
Scanning Network (ANZHSN) [29]. The NHSU is a member
of the International Information Network on New and Emerg-
ing Health Technologies, sometimes referred to as EuroScan
[30]. The primary aim of EuroScan is to share information
on selected emerging health technologies, or new applica-
tions of existing ones to address their effects and anticipated
consequences [31]. EuroScan also supports the exchange of
information, experience and research in the field of horizon
scanning [32].
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With regard to other countries, the Conference Board of
Canada [12] was recently engaged in exploring the use of
horizon scanning as a tool by governments and organisations
that have expertise with scanning. The Conference Board of
Canada published a report in 2008, which was meant to assess
the establishment of a horizon scanning team for the Health
System Planning and Research Branch of the Ontario Ministry
of Health and Long-Term Care.

In Asia, the government of Singapore has a long history of
using scenario planning1, but in the wake of several crises,
such as SARS, a new methodology had to be taken into
consideration. The goal of Singapore’s Risk Assessment and
Horizon Scanning (RAHS) programme is to uncover early-
warning indicators of major events to keep policy-makers
alerted and prepared for potential strategic-level surprises.
RAHS’s scanning process is automated by means of a trawler
that searches the Web for information. The trawler is a piece
of software that enriches an analyst’s efforts by automating
some of the time-intensive, scanning work and allowing them
to have more time for analysing, interpreting, and making
sense of the collected information. RAHS produces a variety of
communications—for instance, Vanguard, a monthly bulletin
with a detailed look at emerging trends.

In America, a large amount of academic publications on
the subject of horizon scanning has been produced. The
Consortium for Science, Policy & Outcomes at Arizona State
University provides online access to plenty of material on
horizon scanning research currently being undertaken [34].

In terms of informing new research areas for academia
and policy, a range of network-based horizon scanning ac-
tivities are conducted by research councils and the European
Commission. Examples include the horizon scanning group
of the UK Environment Research Funders Forum [35] and
the horizon scanning activities of the Natural Environment
Research Council (NERC) [36]. On the European Commission
side, efforts have included the European Foresight Platform as
a network of networks on foresight activities in Europe [37].

Horizon scanning has also sparked the interest of the
private sector, especially to identify emerging changes in the
social, natural and technological environment that occur at the
margins of, or beyond, a company’s current knowledge and
planning. Lloyd’s of London, for example, one of the global
leaders in the insurance market, has established an Emerging
Risks Team [38] to highlight any areas of emerging risks that
might affect the insurance industry on a range of different
timescales. Likewise, the Royal Dutch/Shell Group uses his-
torical and recent information to develop global scenarios that
cast light on the areas where Shell operates, identify emerging
challenges, and foster adaptability to change. Shell Global
Scenarios to 2025 were built to address an ample variety of
strategic and planning needs across the whole spectrum of
relevant time horizons and contexts [39].

1Scenario planning—also called scenario thinking or scenario analysis—
is a strategic planning method that some organisations use to make flexible,
long-term plans. Scenario planning is, largely, an adaptation and generalisation
of classic methods used by military intelligence [33].

A number of companies offer foresight and futures planning
as a service. For example, Hayes, Inc. [40] and ECRI [41],
both located in the United States, have developed health
technology assessment and consulting to assist with better
healthcare decisions. Other companies, such as Recorded
Future [42], aim to record what the world knows about the
future and make it available for analysis. Recorded Future
continuously collects and analyses news content from more
than 40,000 Web sources, ranging from media and government
websites to individual blogs and selected twitter streams [43].
Recorded Future uses this information to spot historical devel-
opments and formulate hypotheses about likely future events.
Certainly, our work differs from Recorded Future, because we
are not interested in predicting future events, but rather in
improving resilience and the capability to react to new risks
and opportunities.

Another private company operating a Web-based horizon
scanning approach is Shaping Tomorrow [44]. Shaping To-
morrow offers services including awareness of breaking in-
formation as well as full assistance for companies interested
in foresight at a considerable level of detail [44]. The Future
Analysts’ Network [45]—or FAN Club—, a forum for those
who have an interest in horizon scanning and futures analysis
in the UK, is organised by Shaping Tomorrow, and runs
a series of regular meetings to exchange ideas, innovative
thinking and good practice.

III. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Horizon scanning comprises a variety of bespoke ap-
proaches to discover emerging issues, potential threats, op-
portunities and likely future developments. Due to the rapid
pace at which change is occurring in recent years, the results
of any review on emerging developments becomes obsolete
rather quickly. Hence, horizon scanning requires a continuous
and systematic approach to ensure the relevance and timeliness
of its output.

We aim to improve the way to perform horizon scanning
by means of using the Web and automating different steps in
the process to identify emerging trends. We realise that other
organisations referred to in Section II have worked towards
the same goal before, achieving success at varying levels.
However, until computers can read, process, integrate, and
analyse the full breadth of data available online, Web-based
horizon scanning will remain a very human-intensive task [3],
especially when it comes to the discovery of new trends. The
approach that we are proposing to implement does not intend
to eliminate the personal interaction from horizon scanning,
but rather to augment such an interaction by taking advantage
of electronic sources of information—in particular, the Web.

Figure 1 shows a generalised approach to Web-based hori-
zon scanning for strategic decision support. It emphasises the
iterative nature of horizon scanning, noting that the processes
of retrieving or receiving documents—i.e., information re-
trieval—, and extracting, categorising, analysing and archiving
information are repeated continuously.
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Fig. 1. A generalised, Web-based, horizon scanning approach for decision
support—picture obtained from Palomino, et al.’s horizon scanning review
[46], currently in press.

The outputs of horizon scanning are communicated peri-
odically in the form of newsletters or reports, as indicated in
Figure 1. Outputs can be provided directly to decision makers,
or interfaced with further tools before this is done. These
tools may include more detailed forms of opportunity and risk
analysis [11] and scenario development.

In the following subsections, we detail each of the steps
included in the particular methodology that we propose to
implement an automated, Web-based, horizon scanning sys-
tem. The system that we propose builds upon some of the
suggestions documented by Nie, et al. in their practical ap-
proach to collecting information that is relevant to the issues
of concern within an organisation [47]. Nevertheless, Nie, et
al.’s approach is limited to electronic journals, whereas ours
is potentially open to all Web-based resources.

A. Keyword Selection

To bootstrap the search for emerging information on the
Web, a suitable set of keywords has to be selected. Key-
words are descriptive words or phrases that are mentioned
consistently in relation to the issues of concern which will
lead the search for emerging information and may help to
better characterise them. The selection of keywords may be
supported by the utilisation of keyword extraction software,
but it requires the additional choice of a reputable source,
which may be a keynote, a journal paper or a website from
which the keywords will be extracted. We refer to this source
as the seed, since it provides the starting point for the whole
scanning process.

Even though some recently devised keyword-extraction al-
gorithms have proven to be very efficient, the selection of
keywords does demand a certain amount of human interven-
tion. An expert in the field has to review the list of keywords
extracted automatically, refine the list and ascertain how many
keywords should be employed to search for information.

In a previous study carried out in collaboration with the
Emerging Risks Team of Lloyd’s of London, which looked
into the impacts of space weather on terrestrial and near-Earth
insurable assets2, we chose two different sets of keywords
to search for information [49]. The first set of keywords
included events associated with space weather—for example,
solar activity, solar flares and coronal mass
ejections—and the second one comprised the areas im-
pacted by space weather that are of interest to the in-
surance industry—for example, satellite navigation
systems, air traffic control and electricity
grids. The two sets of keywords were initially determined
using a seed document, which in this case was the report
produced by the Space Environment Group at RAL Space [48].
The aim of the seed document was to increase awareness of
space weather as a global risk, and explore the threats posed
by space weather events to different businesses, highlighting
ways in which organisations can manage this growing risk.

To extract keywords from the seed document, we employed
Yahoo!’s Term Extraction Web Service [50] to generate a
preliminary list of keywords. We presented these keywords
to members of the Emerging Risks Team. Subsequently, they
selected those that they considered useful to characterise their
interests in space weather from an insurance and risk analysis
perspective. Some new keywords were added too, which were
not picked up by the keyword-extraction software, or were not
mentioned in the seed document.

Once keywords have been selected, the next step in our
search for emerging information consists of using keyword
combinations to produce queries that are automatically sub-
mitted to commercial, Web search engines. In the case of the
study described above, we gathered documents of relevance to
the Emerging Risks Team by automatically submitting queries
to a search engine with a combination of context-specific and
generic keywords. As a result, we obtained documents of
relevance to the insurance industry that relate to the risks of
space weather—e.g., documents about the impacts and risks
of solar flares on power grids.

B. Information Retrieval

We propose the use of commercial, Web search engines to
seek information. Considering that one single search engine
is not sufficient to search for everything on the Web [51], we
combined the results of different engines. For the purpose of
implementing a prototype that we could use as a proof-of-
concept, we have chosen the following engines: Google, Bing
[52], and a news service provider called NewsCred [53].

According to Alexa Traffic Rankings, our choice of search
engines contemplates two of the most used commercial search
engines in the world: Google and Bing [54]. Both Google
and Bing have developed application programming interfaces
(APIs) for programmatic access to their indexes.

2Space weather refers to the conditions on the sun and in the solar
wind, magnetosphere, ionosphere and thermosphere that can influence the
performance and reliability of space-borne and ground-based technological
systems and endanger human life or health [48].
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An API is a precise set of rules and specifications that a
software program should follow to access and make use of the
services and resources provided by another software program
that implements it [55]. APIs serve as an interface between
programs and facilitate their interaction, similar to the way
in which the user interface facilitates the interaction between
humans and computers. Google provides its JSON/Atom Cus-
tom Search API as an interface to facilitate the interaction
between software programs and Google’s repository [56].
Bing provides Bing Search API to grant access to Bing’s
investments in crawling, Web indexing, ranking and relevancy
algorithms [57].

To automate our search for relevant documents on the Web,
we programmatically released queries containing combina-
tions of keywords via Google’s JSON/Atom Custom Search
API and Bing’s Search API. In the study carried out in
collaboration with the Emerging Risks Team of Lloyd’s of
London described above, we released the queries once per day
[49]. However, the frequency of the release can be adapted to
the particular needs of different users and cases.

It is well known that the intersection of the results produced
by separate search engines is very small. Indeed, Bharat and
Broder showed that only 1.4% of the URLs indexed by the
four major search engines in 1997—namely, AltaVista, Excite,
HotBot and Infoseek—were common to all of them [58]. One
would expect that the percentage of URLs indexed by the
major search engines has improved in recent times, but the
truth is that it remains low. A more recent study showed that
over 80% of the pages in a major search engine’s database
exist only in that database [51].

Considering that the intersection of the results produced by
Google and Bing is not very high, it is sensible to combine
the results produced by Google’s JSON/Atom Custom Search
API and Bing’s Search API together, rather than adopting one
and neglecting the other. The use of other services, such as
NewsCred, adds further value to the search for information.

NewsCred licenses and curates full text articles, photos
and video from over 5,000 global news sources like The
Economist, The Guardian, Reuters and Forbes [53]. We have
used NewsCred to retrieve “fresh” data. Although such data is
not likely to be supported by a great deal of scientific evidence,
we can guarantee that it is new and emerging.

As in the case of Google and Bing, NewsCred allows
programmatic access to news articles, images and videos
via an API. The NewsCred Platform API [59] is wrapped
for an array of technologies—including Java, which is the
main programming language for our implementation—and
responses are formatted in XML, JSON and RSS.

C. Information Analysis

The objective of the next component of our horizon scan-
ning system is to filter down the references returned by the
search engines to a manageable collection of documents that
are highly relevant to the identification of emerging trends and
their supporting information.

It is useful to think of a Web page in a two-dimensional
space defined by two metrics: relevance and authority. Both
dimensions or metrics are important and they need to be
considered in a unified view in order to provide adequate
insight to the users of a horizon scanning system. While the
first dimension, relevance, is specific to a page or even a small
section of text contained in it, the notion of authority is most
naturally assigned at the website level.

In our previous work undertaken in collaboration with the
Emerging Risks Team of Lloyd’s of London, we had to sort
out and filter the documents that we retrieved from the Web
by relevance, in order to present a manageable number of
documents for evaluation purposes. Document relevance was
determined by means of a measure of importance. Our hypoth-
esis, which we subsequently tested, was that the documents
of most importance—i.e., those of greatest relevance—, were
the ones that consistently appear at the top of the search
engines’ results. We thus presented a ranked list of documents,
with the ranking being based on the number of times that
a document was retrieved by a particular search engine—
namely, Google—over the course of a week. In other words,
we delivered to the Emerging Risks Team those documents
that Google retrieved at the top of its search results most
frequently over each week during the length of the study.

Even though the relevance model helped us to limit the
universe of information retrieved to thousands rather than
millions of documents, the volume of information collected
was still beyond a manageable limit. Therefore, in future work,
we plan to use the level of authority of particular websites
to filter down the number of documents. Influential websites
may or may not be factual experts but nevertheless influence
the opinions of others via discussions on particular topics.
From a horizon scanning perspective, it is important to identify
“expert” websites, since any sentiment that they express can
spread far and wide.

In addition to authorities, websites that are very well con-
nected are responsible for the spread of information in the
Web. When presented with a large number of posts relevant
to a topic, ordering them by the website’s influence assists in
information analysis, given that it is not feasible to read all
the posts that are available.

Since reliable readership information is difficult to obtain,
the links between websites are commonly used to determine
a site’s authority. Technorati assigns an authority score to a
blog based on the number of other blogs linking to it in the
last six months [60]. Similarly, Blogpulse ranks blogs based
on the number of times they are cited by others over the last
30 days [61]. If we consider the Web as a network of directed
edges indicating the links between websites and pages, we
can apply more complex measures of prestige from social
network analysis. For instance, the authority of a page can
be characterised based on the number and authority of other
pages that link to it using the well-known PageRank algorithm
[62], while the influence of a page can be captured by the
degree to which the page contributes to the flow of information
determined by the flow-betweenness algorithm [63].
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When working with the Emerging Risks Team of Lloyd’s
of London, we set the output threshold of the system to 100
documents per week for presentation to the Emerging Risks
Team, since this was the number of estimated documents
that could be reviewed by an analyst per week, given the
time currently allocated by Lloyd’s of London to work on
horizon scanning. We thus presented a list of 100 documents
once per week sorted by the number of times that those
documents were retrieved by Google over the course of that
week—i.e., cumulative retrieval occurrences from seven daily
programmatic releases of queries.

The review of the documents that constituted the output
of the system was performed manually by an analyst of the
Emerging Risks Team. Comments made by the analyst during
the review in relation to the institutions whose websites hosted
the documents that we delivered will help us in the future
to devise a measure of authority—certain documents were
considered to be very relevant largely because they were
hosted by a source known to be reputable by the analyst,
such as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) or a well-regarded newspaper—e.g., The Telegraph.

D. Emerging Trends

Relevance provides a useful way to focus our attention
on the documents that we should read. As we read those
documents, we naturally synthesise information and identify
important, higher-level concepts and trends that summarise
the discussions. This is precisely the ultimate objective of
a computer-enhanced horizon scanning system: to automate
the human-intensive process of detecting and summarising
patterns that are emerging in the Web, and it is one of the
issues that we aim to pursue in our future work.

Natural language processing approaches can identify col-
locations of consecutive words like global and warming.
Nevertheless, such occurrences may not be particularly inter-
esting if they are mentioned too frequently—this would mean
that they are not “emerging” topics any more. Of greater
interest are phrases that occur much more frequently in the
past. Such an approach is more likely to capture phrases like
healthcare reform when they are emerging from the
background discussion.

At an even higher level of analysis, document clustering and
topic modelling techniques can be used to identify collections
of documents expressing cohesive patterns of discussion. Such
models can be extended with notions of temporal continuity
to provide a view of how dominant themes evolved over time.
This can be further improved by incorporating feedback from
an expert on which themes to track or discard.

E. Visualisation

We have enriched our prototype with the use of a graphical
tool to visually display the relations among the documents that
we retrieved and the keywords that we employ to discover
them. We expect this graphical representation to provide a
more direct and easier way to understand data and uncover
hidden patterns behind the data and relationships.

Currently, the output of our horizon scanning prototype
system is delivered in the form of topic maps [64], a new
ISO/IEC standard for describing knowledge structures and
associating them with information resources [65]. Topic maps
are a kind of combination of subject indexing and semantic
network knowledge representation [66]. However, their main
purpose is to allow people to navigate from one node to
another in a network to broaden or narrow the knowledge of
a specific topic.

Topic maps help to visualise the evolution of emerging
trends over time, which should support the work of the
analysts, by reducing the amount of data that they read and
classify, making the process more time effective. For illustra-
tion purposes, Figure 2 shows a snapshot of our visualisation
toolkit. In Figure 2, we display a set of documents associated
with the keyword pollution—i.e., a set of documents that
contain the keyword pollution as part of its text and were
retrieved by our horizon scanning system. The documents are
represented by text boxes containing their titles, or part of their
titles. By appropriately choosing the user-interface options
provided by our visualisation toolkit, an analyst can render
a picture containing the documents associated with more than
one keyword, uncovering relationships that may be hard to
highlight when reviewing large lists of documents.

Fig. 2. Visualisation toolkit

Our visualisation toolkit also offers the capability of cre-
ating difference maps. A difference map is a topic map that
shows documents retrieved from the Web at the present date
that were not available a few days, weeks or months ago—i.e.,
a difference map is a representation of the difference between
today’s topic map and previous topic maps.

IV. APPLICATIONS

To date we have used the horizon scanning prototype system
that we have implemented to inform decision making in three
distinct contexts:
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• Risk analysis within the insurance industry: As stated
earlier, our prototype has been used for framing decision
making on novel risks in the insurance industry. Future
risk analysis applications may include the use of Web-
based methods for business intelligence—keeping abreast
of the actions of competitors or risks in the supply chain.

• eHealth: Our prototype is currently being tested to con-
tinuously scan the Web for information on eHealth3. We
are interested in identifying new developments which are
likely to impact the provision of health services, and to
draw attention to opportunities for future research.

• Academia: Our prototype offers potential for determining
research topics and prioritise the research agenda—both
in terms of identifying potential “hot topics” for research
and informing the writing of research proposals. We are
trialling this method within the European Centre for
Environment and Human Health [70].

V. CONCLUSION

This paper puts forward an approach centred on commercial,
keyword-based, Web search engines for horizon scanning in
business, the public sector and academia. Web-based methods
have a number of advantages over traditional ones, including
significant cost savings and the potential for more regular
information feeds than may be possible under other alter-
natives. With the proliferation of information available on
the Web, keyword search using a range of search engines,
and suitable methods to determine document relevance, is
crucial to ensure that decision makers can be better informed,
while not suffering from information overload. Additionally,
Web-based methods represent a good opportunity for decision
makers in terms of procurement, given the potential reductions
in costs that it ensures, and the greater gains from having
access to wider opinion than may be possible in the more
traditional approaches. Web-based horizon scanning can also
be used to complement existing futures strategies and lead to
better informed decisions.

We have presented a prototype system that illustrates the
Web-based approach that we propose to implement. Formerly,
this prototype has been tested in a risk analysis application for
the insurance industry. Currently, the prototype is being tested
to search for innovative eHealth developments.
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Abstract—One can find many learning aids and simulations 
of  physical  phenomena  on  the  market  –  provided  as  a 
standalone application or as  part  of  an educational  package. 
However,  only  a  few  of  them  allow  for  the  building  of 
interactive  experiments:  experiments  similar  to  those  that 
should be conducted in physics laboratories at schools. Gdańsk 
University of Technology decided to fill  this market niche by 
designing and constructing  a  set  of  virtual  experiments  –  so 
called e-experiments. To avoid common problems that a lot of 
IT products  brought  to  defeat,  they  prepared procedures  in 
accordance with the best practices of software engineering. The 
paper  below  describes  the  process  of  the  e-experiments 
development paying special  attention to requirement,  project 
and  risk  management.  Authors  try  to  prove  that  by  not 
escaping from difficult matters such as carefully planning and 
risk analysis success can and will be achieved.

I. INTRODUCTION

ANY surveys have been conducted to find out how 
many IT projects end in defeat and to determine the 

factors  which  result  in  their  failure.  The  most  commonly 
indicated  reasons  for  IT  project  failure  are:  ineffective 
stakeholder  engagement  [1],  a  complete lack of  executive 
support  [1]–[6],  ineffective  user  involvement  [1]–[6],  and 
poor project management [1], [7]–[10] (lack of knowledge 
of project management methodologies and the competence 
of management – inadequately trained and/or inexperienced 
project managers; lack of top management involvement and 
support;  inadequate  risk  management  and  weak  project 
plans [11]). Another  important reason is a lack of domain 
knowledge among project team members.

M

A  lack  of  client/end-user  commitment  usually  leads  to 
‘challenges’ surrounding requirements that may increase the 
risk of not fulfilling clients’ needs. This means that the soft-
ware does not satisfy the quality conditions specified in the 
ISO  9001:2000/2008  definition  of  software  quality  [12]. 
Having experience and knowledge deficiencies in the sub-
ject area of the project may lead to gaps (undefined require-
ments arising from lack of awareness of the domain of the 
problem) in software requirement specification or work on 
unattainable  objectives  in  subsequent  project  phases.  Of 
course the software developer is not expected to know ev-
erything. However, it is necessary to fill in the gaps. For this 
purpose it may be helpful to use other sources of informa-
tion such as documents, standards and the knowledge of do-

The project “e-Experiments in physics” is co-financed by the European 
Union within the European Social Fund.

main experts. On the other hand, poor or inadequate project 
management  contributes  to  improper  organisation  of  the 
project  team’s work.  Then,  even if  project  goals  (require-
ments, tasks etc) are defined properly, the achievement of an 
objective may be hampered or impossible. 

All of these considerations have influenced the project de-
signers who are working on the “e-Experiments in physics” 
project (see Section II),  to make all reasonable endeavours 
to prepare a product that fully satisfies the future users. Sets 
of activities were planned to achieve this goal. This paper 
describes the software engineering process which they view 
as resulting in success.

The  structure of  work is  as  follows. After  this  short 
introduction,  Section  II  briefly  discusses  the  IT  project, 
which is the subject of this work, its aims and products. The 
third  chapter  discusses  issues  related  to  engineering 
requirements. Chapter IV provides a risk analysis, Chapter 
V  describes  the  project  management  method.  Section  VI 
discusses  the current status of  the project.  The work ends 
with some brief conclusions.

II.THE PROJECT “E-EXPERIMENTS IN PHYSICS”

In response to a call for innovative projects in frames of 
the European Social Fund, Human Capital Operational Pro-
gramme, announced by the Polish Ministry of National Edu-
cation [13], Gdańsk University of Technology proposed, in 
cooperation  with  the  Young  Digital  Planet  SA  (Gdańsk, 
Poland)  and  L.C.G.  Malmberg  B.V.  (Den  Bosch,  Nether-
lands),  project  called  "e-Experiments  in  physics,"  whose 
main result is a product that addresses some identified prob-
lems with didactics of physics  in secondary schools  [14]–
[17].  The  product  is  a  series  of  virtual  experiments  (so-
called  e-experiments),  carried  out  in  electronic  form  (as 
computer  programs).  Physical  phenomena  represented  by 
the e-experiments were selected in such  a way that  every 
branch of physics  is adequately represented. The teachers, 
even in well-equipped school physics labs, are not able to 
conduct  experiments  with  some branches  of  physics  (e.g. 
nuclear physics) – likewise the inability to demonstrate the 
behaviour of such a test system in the accelerating elevator, 
train or  even  on another  planet.  e-Experiments enable  the 
student freedom to experiment, allowing for a more and cre-
ative research activity, thanks to “touch” the problem of per-
forming the appropriate exercises using a computer, without 
the fear of destroying any expensive equipment.
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It  should  be  noted  that  the  e-experiments  will  not  be 
typical  of  all  simulations that  are  widely available  on the 
Internet [18]. In contrast, the proposed e-experiments will be 
as  close  as  possible  to  reality,  will  also  form part  of  the 
scheme design  /  build /  execute  /  analyse  /  introduce the 
results,  where  it  is  important  to  learn  from mistakes.  The 
proposed solution involves the possibility of interference in 
student performance, thus build e-experiments carried out in 
order  to  force  her/  him  to  an  activity  and  arouse  their 
scientific  curiosity  and  identification  of  the  research 
problems.  We  will  enable  students  (and  of  course  the 
teacher)  to  observe  the  behaviour  of  the  system  and  its 
differing  parameters,  which  would  be  quite  impractical 
within the physical realm. References to the interdisciplinary 
nature of science will be indicated on the e-experiments, for 
example,  the  results  will  be  analysed  using  statistical 
methods (mathematics) and developed using a spreadsheet 
(computing).  Additionally,  some  e-experiments  will  be 
bordering  on  physical  chemistry.  Currently,  these  kind  of 
references are rather sporadic. The idea described above has 
not been previously used in similar solutions. Moreover an 
exercise  book  demonstrating  its  potential  use  within  its 
genre will be supplied to each e-experiment.

In the project, Gdańsk University of Technology (further 
referred as GUT) is responsible for the scenarios of the e-
experiments,  numerical  engine  and  the  exercise  books. 
Young  Digital  Planet  SA  (YDP)  is  responsible  for 
technological  tasks:  coding,  providing  graphics  and  user 
interface to the application. Role of the third partner, L.C.G. 
Malmberg B.V. (MBG) is to provide substantial support.

III. REQUIREMENT MANAGEMENT

A. Gathering of Requirements

The group of subject matter experts (domain experts) is 
engaged in work on gathering requirements – academic staff 
and students  of  the Gdańsk  University of  Technology.  At 
the head of the group is a coordinator who builds a team of 
qualified personnel and supervises the team’s work. All of 
them  work  on  the  preparation  of  the  scenarios  of  e-

experiments, based on their best knowledge and experience 
gained during their academic work as well as analysis of the 
current  curriculum  in  force  at  upper  secondary  school. 
Additionally,  at the request  of the of the originator of the 
project, nationwide surveys of the teachers and students of 
physics in secondary schools were conducted, among other 
things, to determine the order in which experiments should 
be built. The work of the subject matter experts is supported 
by a methodologist from one of the best secondary schools 
in Poland.

B. Specification of Requirements

The  software  requirement  specification  consists  of 
scenarios  of  each  e-experiment,  description  of  tools 
necessary to build the experimental  set,  and prototypes of 
the  e-experiments  in  the  form  of  C++  codes  (numerical 
engine).  A  preliminary  version  of  the  specification  is 
prepared by domain experts of GUT. In  the next step the 
methodologist reviews the preliminary version of the script 
and  proposes  any  amendments  or  modifications. 
Subsequently, the documents drawn up are sent to YDP, to 
verify  the  feasibility  of  the  proposed  solutions.  The 
scenarios  are commented by YDP’s team leaders  (at  least 
one of them acquired domain knowledge of a project subject 
– in physics)  and sent back to GUT. These two steps are 
repeated until any ambiguities are eradicated, and the final 
scenario is accepted by both partners. In the next step, YDP 
estimates the time effort (man-hours) needed to implement 
the final scenario, and provides the result to GUT. When a 
scenario contains alternate paths, YDP makes an estimation 
of each path. In this case,  GUT decides what path will be 
implemented.  Then,  the  developer’s  project  team at  YDP 
starts implementing the final version of the scenario (using 
the Adobe Air / Alchemy technology). 

All of these activities are repeated for each of the 23 e-
experiments planned to be carried out.

C. Verification – Do We Build Software Well?

YDP  starts  producing  e-experiment,  based  on  the  final 
draft  of  the  scenario  and  numerical  engine.  During  that 

TABLE I.

TECHNICAL RISK

RT1 RT2 RT3

Concern: Problem with developing of the e-
experiments

Insufficient technical and 
informational preparation of teachers 
that take participation at the stage of 
testing the product in schools

Insufficient efficiency of the computers 
used at the stage of testing

Likelihood: Unlikely Unlikely Likely

Severity: Critical Significant Significant

Solution: Choice of an experienced partner; 
employment of suitably qualified 
personnel; developing of the e-
experiment with smaller scope of the 
functionality or less complicated open 
to add new functionality in future; 
enhancement of qualifications of the 
team members

All the necessary training for the users 
of the product is planned; preparation 
of the instruction for the users to each 
of the e-experiments

Choice of the school provided with the 
necessary equipment; preparation of 
the optimised version of the e-
experiments; placing e-experiments on 
the cloud computing
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stage,  YDP cyclically  provide  preliminary versions  of  the 
produced  software  to  GUT  in  accordance  with  agile 
approach,  to  avoid  ambiguity  in  the  interpretation  of  the 
content of the script. Each version is being tested at GUT 
(by  substantive  experts  and  methodologists),  comments 
related to its operation are sent to YDP. These comments are 
intended to clarify ambiguities  in the interpretation  of  the 
scenario.  There  are  allowed  minor  adjustments  to  the 
scenario, but not affecting the general idea presented in the 
final version of the scenario. Testing of each version of the 
e-experiment should be completed no later than one week 
after its transfer to GUT.

At  the  end  of  this  repeated  process,  the  penultimate 
version of the e-experiment is tested once again, to eliminate 
any  remaining  bugs.  The  observed  defects,  errors  in 
functionalities  and  technical  defects  found are  reported  to 
members of the YDP project team. These amendments may 
be submitted within one month of the penultimate version. 
YDP  interprets  and  evaluates  the  reported  bugs,  then 
implements fixes in the next version of the e-experiment. e-
Experiment is deemed to be ready-made, when it operates 
according to the scenario and is accepted by the GUT.

D. Validation – Do We Build Good Software?

Thereafter, the teachers (the users of the product) of the 
selected upper secondary schools are asked to test and make 
comments  on  the  given  e-experiment.  At  this  stage  it  is 
possible to introduce only minor adjustments to the product 
(because  the  project  team  has  been  already  engaged  in 
production of the next e-experiment), however all comments 
are recorded for later use. When all these indispensable and 
well-suited corrections  are introduced,  the e-experiment is 
delivered  to  schools  for  students  (the  recipients  of  the 
product).  Thus,  the  e-experiments  are  tested  in  the  real 
world  of  school  –  during  physics  lessons.  During  these 
lessons,  all  teachers  introduce  the  product  in  a  uniform 
manner:

a) with the help of e-experiment, the teacher demonstrates 
a physical phenomenon in the classroom, using a computer 
and projector, or interactive board, 

or
b) classes are held in a computer lab, all students perform 

the  e-experiment  alone  or  in  groups,  depending  on  the 
organisational capabilities of school.

Notwithstanding the above choices, the teacher asks their 
students to do homework with the e-experiment.

All the comments from this stage of testing are gathered 
in the form of reports. All of these activities are repeated for 
each of the 23 e-experiments planned to be accomplished.

Moreover, the originator of the project is willing to listen 
to opinion  about  the product  not  only from the users  and 
recipients, but also from other advisory and decision-making 
bodies,  such as National Thematic Network for  Education 
and Higher Education (forum of experience exchange and 
evaluation  of  innovative  projects  that  may  help  in 
popularising  and  incorporating  to  mainstreaming  of 
education),  academic  and  specialist  (e.g.  user  interaction 
experts)  circle  and  any  other  person  or  institution  who 
inclines  to  share  their  opinion  about  the  project.  Their 
opinion can be crucial when it comes to a decision on the 
future of the product, e.g. final version of the product must 
be validated by the National Thematic Network.

E. Change Management

As  the  product  is  proposed  to  be  incorporated  in 
mainstream educational  policy,  the teachers’  and students’ 
comments  and  remarks  (which  can  be  translated  into 
changes), collected during testing stage at schools should be 
taken into consideration in the final version of the product. 
Unfortunately it may not be possible to include all desired 
changes – mainly for time and budgetary reasons.

Therefore, only the selected changes will be introduced, 
so that their implementation does not exceed a period of 3 
months and 10% of the budget (in the average sense for all 
e-experiments).  This  restriction  does  not  apply  to  the 
technical  bugs  reported  by  users,  these  bugs  will  be 
corrected  independently.  The selection  of  changes  will  be 
performed by the methodologist, who will take into account 
their significances and feasibility study,  prepared by YDP. 
After  the selected  changes  will  be  acted  upon  – then  the 
final version of the product will be ready to be incorporated 
in mainstreaming.

IV. RISK MANAGEMENT

For the purpose of the project a detailed risk analysis was 
prepared. In accordance to certain widely accepted rules it 
was  decided  to  measure  success  [19],  [20]  of  this 
undertaking by the scope/requirements (technical risk), cost 
(budget risk) and time (schedule risk) [21]. As every effort 

TABLE III.

BUDGET AND SCHEDULE RISK

PR1 Concern: 
Cost of the e-experiment may exceed the passed 
budget 

RS1 Concern: 
Time of the e-experiments developing may overrun 
schedule

Likelihood: Unlikely Likelihood: Possible

Severity: Critical Severity: Critical

Solution:
Consultations substantive supervision with 
technical side of the project; developing of less 
complicated versions of the e-experiments

Solution:
Developing of less time consuming versions of the 
e-experiments
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was taken in order to prepare a product that will be well-
accepted  by the Ministry of  Education,  people  who make 
decisions, educational circles, teachers and students’ social-
ethical  issues  [22]  (social  risk)  were  taken  under 
consideration. Technical risk factors have been collected in 
Table I (risks RT1–RT3), budget and schedule risk factors 
are  incorporated  in  Table  II  (risks  PR1  and  RS1, 
respectively),  and social risk factors are collected in Table 
III (risks RE1–RE4).

V. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

As  the  project  is  co-financed  by  the  European  Union 
within  the  framework  of  the  European  Social  Fund,  the 
supervising  institutions  expect  the  preparation  of  a  few 
formal  documents.  These  papers  together  with  records 
created by the team on its own initiative force the provision 
of  paying  proper  attention  to  detail  good  planning  and 
appropriate risk analysis. If any problems with the execution 
of  the  project  are  found,  relevant  procedures  are 
implemented. For example: when a delay in the completion 
of a task arises, the primary schedule may be updated or the 
work  of  the team may be reorganised  without  the risk of 
postponing  the  final  deadline.  These  actions  have  been 
already implemented when – as a result of working on other 
activities  –  YDP  could  not  commit  enough  staff 
(programmers)  to  the project,  so the pace  of  performance 

tasks  was  slackened.  The  lost  time  was  made  up  by 
increasing  time efficiency of  the experiments.  The human 
resources  management  also  undergoes  changes.  When  an 
employee cannot manage to do his or her assigned job for a 
long  period  of  time,  the  reorganisation  of  the  team  is 
considered. A further example is that when a change in the 
initial  assumptions  proved  necessary  because  of  problems 
with coding equations describing the motion that preserves 
realism.  This  task  was  delegated  to  the  subject  matter 
experts who had appropriate knowledge and experience in 
using programming languages.

VI. CURRENT STAGE OF THE PROJECT

This project is currently at the stage of product testing in 
schools. Testing will continue until mid-2013, then the final 
version  of  the product  will  be created  and  validated.  The 
preliminary version of the final product (10 e-experiment of 
planned 23) has already been demonstrated at conferences, 
seminars  and  programme meetings  of  the  Human  Capital 
Programme, and National Supporting Institution. It has been 
extremely well-received everywhere. This which we believe 
can only bode well for the future.

To date, the project has encountered no serious problems 
that  could  jeopardise  its  realisation.  In  the  design  phase 
adequate time and budgetary margins were provided, usual 
difficulties  in  crossing  the  schedule  and  budget  did  not 

TABLE III.

SOCIAL RISK

RE1 RE2 RE3 RE4

Concern: Wrongly informed about the 
product and its capabilities 
unprepared teachers who may 
have limited interest to use e-
experiments if product is 
included in mainstream 
educational policy 

Lack of interest/enthusiasm 
from students

Incompatibility of e-
experiments to the 
curriculum due to reforms in 
education

Inadequate 
training/knowledge of 
teachers resulting in poor 
use and ending result

Likelihood: Unlikely Unlikely Possible Unlikely

Severity: Critical Critical Significant Critical

Solution: Popularisation of the project in 
the educational circles during 
the conferences as well as by 
publication articles, 
information on project’s web 
page and in social networking 
services such as Facebook; 
ensuring a high visual and 
functional attractiveness of the 
product; soft and hardware 
multi-platforming, and 
independence - available for 
multiple, differing operating 
systems and types of computer 
equipment (desktops, laptops, 
tablets, etc.) and multimedia 
boards

Ensuring a high visual and 
functional attractiveness of 
the product; soft and 
hardware multi-platforming, 
and independence - 
available for multiple, 
differing operating systems 
and types of computer 
equipment (desktops, 
laptops, tablets, etc.) and 
multimedia boards; creation 
of the project profile on the 
social networking services 
such as Facebook

Admission in the 
recruitment process for 
classes with basic through to 
extended physics teaching 
programmes so to ensure the 
comprehensive testing 
stages; set preparation of the 
e-experiments that can be 
used in different levels of 
education (e.g. in lower 
secondary schools or on the 
first years of studies)

Preparation of the instruction 
for the users to each of the e-
experiments
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reveal the extent which would require a strong reaction, as 
described in Table II. Only minor changes were introduced 
in  the  order  of  producing  e-experiments  to  adjust  the 
production  cycle  to  suit  the  current  school  curriculum. 
Additionally it has been noticed, that 15% of teachers and 
students  in  selected  schools  where  the  product  is  under 
going testing, have found some problems associated with the 
appropriate  use of  the product  due  to  a lack of  computer 
knowledge (Table II,  the risk of RE4). To remedy this, we 
plan  to  conduct  nationwide  training  of  teachers  (in 
cooperation  with  the  relevant  educational  institutions),  so 
that the percentage of people that will not be able to fully 
benefit the e-experiments will be even less.

VII. CONCLUSION

Developing educational  tools for  young people is  not a 
trivial  task.  This  kind  of  software  has  to  satisfy  two 
contradictory  interests  –  educational  valour  and  attractive 
software. To achieve success – develop good software that 
young people will be willing to use – there was decided to 
take  into  consideration  both  needs.  It  was  of  paramount 
importance  to  involve  and  execute  the  support  of 
stakeholders’  into  the  project.  The  presence  of  a  few 
different sources of requirements may cause some of them to 
overlap. To resolve this problem it is necessary to confront 
and/or  prioritise  sources.  This  also  applied  in  the case  of 
gaps  in  requirement  specification.  Even  when  several 
sources of information are present, this does not provide a 
guarantee for filling in all the gaps. For this purpose it may 
be necessary to use a more sophisticated tool. But this is the 
subject of another survey and will be described in detail in 
further  work.  For the purposes  of  this project,  in the first 
place  is  the  compliance  with  compromise  between  an 
educational need and attractiveness of the product.

In the process of the development of any IT product it is 
of  the  greatest  importance  to  follow  the  best  practice  to 
achieve success. We proposed a set of such practices for a 
educational  IT  project.  So  far,  the  project  shows  the 
correctness of the chosen solutions. 
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 Abstract— Shadow IT describes the supplement of “official” 
IT by several, autonomous developed IT systems, processes and 

organizational units, which are located in the business 

departments. These systems are generally not known, supported 

and accepted by the official IT department. From a company’s, 
IT governance and IT management’s perspective it is necessary 
to find a way to deal with this phenomenon. As a part of an 

integrated methodology to control shadow IT, this paper 

presents an evaluation model for identified shadow IT 

instances. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE “official” IT infrastructure, developed, managed and 
controlled by the IT department, is supplemented in 

most companies by an unofficial IT. Business departments 

have a multiplicity of other hardware, software and IT 

employees. Generally these exist without the awareness, 

acceptance and support of the IT department. The resulting, 

autonomous developed and supplied systems, processes and 

organizational units are usually characterized as “Shadow 
IT” [1]. 

For the definition of shadow IT it is necessary to 

differentiate the term from end user computing (EUC). EUC 

is a concept where the development of applications is 

delegated to the end users. Compared to shadow IT it is 

officially initiated and supported. Primarily EUC is applied 

for the development of very easy IT solutions based on 

offered platforms or for the users’ possibility to configure 
their application individually [2]. 

Due to new technologies, young employees with a strong 

bond to the usage of IT [3] [4] and an increasing focus on 

compliance and risk management in the companies, shadow 

IT is gaining in importance. Besides several risks caused by 

shadow IT, opportunities can be found in the user-driven, 

innovative potential and its high process orientation. So, 

from companies’ and IT management’s perspective the 
question arises, how to deal with this phenomenon, its risks 

and its opportunities [1]. Especially as shadow IT evades the 

official structures of risk management, it is absolutely 

essential to identify and evaluate shadow IT. 

To give organizations an orientation on the controlling of 

shadow IT a balanced set of instruments is necessary. Our 

study (www.schattenit.in.htwg-konstanz.de) aims at the 

analysis of best practices and the development of an 

integrated methodology to handle shadow IT [5]. The first 

step in this methodology is the identification of specific 

shadow IT instances and their mapping to the business 

processes. Afterwards it is necessary to analyze and evaluate 

these instances. The evaluation establishes a foundation to 

control shadow IT and derive effective strategies for this 

topic.  

In [5] we presented the basic structure of our shadow IT 

evaluation model based on a weighted point system and the 

portfolio technique. In this paper we will deepen the criteria 

and backgrounds of this model in detail and deploy it for a 

shadow IT example from practice.  

In our research methodology we initially analyzed 

literature on specific information system portfolios which 

could be used for shadow IT. As shadow IT is a very special 

problem with different facets compared to official 

information systems, it was necessary to combine different 

existing portfolio models and adapt their criteria on shadow 

IT. Therefore the IT asset portfolio by [6] could be used as a 

starting point. This portfolio maps the technical quality and 

the business value of information systems. Another 

information system portfolio model by [7], considering the 

technological suitability, complemented our approach. The 

further evolved criteria are based on discussions with IT 

managers and field reports on the existence of shadow IT in 

several companies. Furthermore, existing references about 

the risks and the opportunities of shadow IT have been 

regarded [1] [8] [9]. 

For the description of the shadow IT evaluation model 

different criteria are presented in Chapter II. Chapter III 

examines the evaluation procedure and based on this the 

representation of the results. Chapter IV concludes with a 

brief outlook and next steps of the study. 
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II. EVALUATION CRITERIA 

The main target is the definition of aggregated 

characteristics to evaluate each identified shadow IT 

instance. Based on several examples in literature and 

discussions with companies and due to analyzed interactions 

of shadow IT with risk management, IT governance and IT 

service management topics, the following parameters can be 

derived as evaluation criteria. 

A. Relevance 

The criterion relevance describes for each shadow IT 

instance its significance and its importance for the processes 

of the company. It contains business value [6] characteristics 

but also risk aspects concerning different subjects. Thereby 

this main criterion consists of several sub-criteria: 

• Strategic relevance: It is necessary to assess how 

shadow IT affects the strategy of the company and strategic 

decisions on the IT infrastructure. This impact can be in a 

supporting or undermining manner for strategic guidelines 

and specifications. E.g., the strategic decision on using a 

specific, central IT system could be undermined by 

developing and using local shadow IT instead. 

• Criticality: An erratic behavior of a shadow IT instance 

can lead to several effects, e.g., risks in IT security and 

compliance or inefficiencies in business and IT- processes. 

The assigned significance of an erratic behavior, considering 

a specific subject, shows the criticality of a shadow IT 

instance. Therefore this criterion refers to the following 

subjects: business process, IT security, compliance and IT 

service management. An erratic behavior can impinge these 

subjects in different levels: The higher the criticality level, 

the more serious and riskier are the effects of an erratic 

behavior [10] [11].  

B. Quality 

Another major role for the evaluation is the quality of 

shadow IT. This quality refers on the one hand to the 

technical system quality [6] itself, the corresponding IT 

services and the generated information. These sub-criteria 

represent the major dimensions of quality in the information 

system success research [12] [13]. On the other hand, it is 

necessary to regard the quality concerning the handling of 

business processes when shadow IT is used. The mentioned 

sub-criteria can be described as follows: 

• System quality: The system quality is a measure for the 

performance of the information system from a technical and 

design perspective [13]. Regarding shadow IT, the quality of 

hard- and software and the quality of the engineering and 

design processes can be differentiated. Maturity models, e.g., 

Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) [14], and 

quality standards can help to evaluate these aspects 

generally. In case of software the quality can be derived from 

the characteristics functionality, reliability, ease of use, 

efficiency, portability, adaptiveness, maintainability and 

security [15]. In assessing the shadow IT engineering 

processes the question is, how far recognized quality 

assurance procedures are deployed. This includes 

documentation, testing and proper engineering methods [16]. 

• Service quality: This criterion refers to IT services, 

which occur in connection with a shadow IT instance and 

which are normally provided by the official IT department. 

The service quality is evaluated based on ITIL [17]. By 

using this set of best practices in IT service management, a 

reasonable comparison to the existing service processes can 

be ensured. Especially the core processes in service design, 

transition and operation are relevant, as they are very 

common in connection to shadow IT [9] [18] [19]. 

• Information Quality: The criterion information quality 

describes the quality of the data output, e.g., in reports [13]. 

This includes the integrity and consistency of data generated 

by the shadow IT. 

• Quality of business processing: This criterion of quality 

evaluates indirect, process-related issues in using shadow IT. 

Manual efforts in processing tasks with shadow IT, e.g., 

redundant work and data entry [20] [21], is one central point 

to analyze. Also the multi-user capability needs to be 

viewed, to assess possible media disruptions with other 

organizational units. Furthermore, the process maturity is of 

interest to look at. The process should be documented, stable 

and repeatable. For the evaluation, maturity models, such as 

the Business Process Maturity Model (BPMM) [22], can be 

applied. 

TABLE I.  

SHADOW IT EVALUTAION CRITERIA [5] 

Shadow IT evaluation criteria 

Mayor criteria Sub-criteria level I Sub-criteria level II 
  

Relevance 

Strategic relevance 

Criticality 

Business process 

IT security 

Compliance 

IT service management 
   

Quality 

System quality 
Hard-/Software 

Engineering process 

Service quality 

Information quality 

Quality of business processing 
   

Size 

Use of resources and professionalism 

Number of users 

Shadow IT components 

Shadow IT service processes 
   

Innovative potential 
   

Parallelism 
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C. Size 

The size of shadow IT refers to its use of resources and 

professionalism, its distribution and its penetration with 

components and service processes. By evaluating this, it is 

possible to estimate the extent of a specific shadow IT 

instance in the company. The sub-criteria are: 

• Use of resources and professionalism: The question is 

how many employees, technical resources and applications 

are needed to implement and maintain the regarded instance. 

Also it is necessary to assess how professional the shadow IT 

is operated and how qualified employees are for shadow IT 

tasks. 

• Number of users: This parameter shows how 

widespread the shadow IT instance is used in the company. 

• Shadow IT components: By this criterion the involved 

components of shadow IT are evaluated. A shadow IT 

instance can consist of software, of hardware or of a 

combination of several components. 

• Shadow IT service processes: This criterion regards the 

IT service processes, which exist in connection with the 

shadow IT instance. It should be determined in what 

dimension the ITIL [17] core processes service strategy, 

service design, service transition, service operation and 

continual service improvement are provided. 

D. Innovative potential 

It is essential to evaluate the innovative potential of the 

shadow IT instance. On the one hand shadow IT offers the 

opportunity to introduce new technologies or process 

improvements into the company [1] [8]. On the other hand a 

specific shadow IT instance might be a regression and not 

technologically suitable [7]. This criterion also considers 

user satisfaction and other benefits [12] for the organization 

through the regarded shadow IT. 

E.  Parallelism 

Finally it is of interest to judge, if shadow IT is operated 

parallel to an existing, official IT-System [20] [21]. This 

means, the identified shadow IT instance replaces official IT 

solutions in those departments where it is used. In contrast to 

this, shadow IT can be additional and complementary to the 

officially offered IT services. Table I summarizes the 

different major and sub-criteria of the evaluation model. 

 

Fig 1. Shadow IT Evaluation Portfolio – Example [5] 

TABLE II. 

SHADOW IT EVALUATION – FIELD REPORT: SHADOW IT FOR TRAVEL EXPENSE REPORTS 

Shadow IT Relevance 
Strategic 
relevance 

Criticality 

Business process IT security Compliance IT service management 

Weighting 0.2 0.3 0.15 0.25 0.1 

Rating 0 (low) -10 (high) 3 7 5 9 5 

weighted 0.6 2.1 0.75 2.25 0.5 

Sum 6,2 

      
Shadow IT Quality 

System quality 
Service quality Information quality 

Quality of business 
processing Hard-/Software Engineering process 

Weighting 0.15 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.25 

Rating 0 (low) -10 (high) 3 1 2 3 2 

weighted 0.45 0.15 0.4 0.75 0.5 

Sum 2.25 

      
Shadow IT Size Use of resources and professionalism Number of users 

Shadow IT 
components 

Shadow IT service 
processes 

Weighting 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

Rating 0 (low) -10 (high) 5 7 5 7 

weighted 1.25 1.75 1.25 1.75 

Sum 6 

     Innovative potential Regression (compared to the official product, its technology and its processes) 

     Parallelism Exists parallel to an official system 
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Fig 2. Shadow IT Evaluation Portfolio with different Perspectives – Field Report: Shadow IT for Travel Expense Reports 

III. SHADOW IT EVALUATION PORTFOLIO 

All described criteria need to be evaluated. Therefore it is 

necessary to collect basic information about the policies and 

strategies of the regarded organization and its IT department. 

During the evaluation procedure, relevant members of the 

organization and their opinion should be considered.  

Within the major criteria relevance, quality and dimension 

the listed sub-criteria are weighted individually for the 

regarded company. In total, the weights on each level add up 

to one. Afterwards, for each identified shadow IT instance 

the sub-criteria are evaluated from 0 to 10, with 10 as the 

highest rating. The weighed ratings of all sub-criteria are 

accumulated to the evaluation rating of the belonging major 

criterion. The criteria innovative potential and parallelism 

are assessed with regard to the individual case of the shadow 

IT. 

Based on the results each shadow IT instance is 

transferred into a portfolio as exemplarily shown in Fig. 1. 

The portfolio consists of the two axes relevance and quality, 

the size for an instance and the color for the innovative 

potential. An instance, which exists parallel to an official 

solution, is marked with a symbol of two parallel lines. The 

portfolio representation indicates which shadow IT instance 

has to be addressed with a high priority. From the risk point 

of view the shadow IT in the upper right corner is 

particularly crucial. 

An example for this procedure is presented in Table II. 

The example refers to an identified shadow IT instance from 

a field report in an industrial company: Instead of using the 

officially IT-supported, web-based and externally assigned 

service for travel expense reports, an Excel-based shadow IT 

spreadsheet was developed and disposed company-wide by 

members of the central account staff. Changes due to 

amendments are manually adapted and new versions are 

published on the intranet of the company. Table II shows the 

evaluation of the criteria for the regarded shadow IT. 

Especially the rating for the compliance-related criticality is 

very high.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper an evaluation model for shadow IT is 

presented. Based on several weighed and evaluated criteria 

the identified shadow IT instances can be allocated in a 

portfolio. The results of this enable the derivation of first 

needs of action and build up a foundation for further 

strategies to handle shadow IT. 

For the next steps of our study the discussed model needs 

to be applied, validated and enhanced in practice. Based on 

this assessment it is necessary to clarify what to do with the 

classified shadow IT in the different sectors of the portfolio. 

Additionally, best practices for the handling of shadow IT 

will be investigated in several companies involved. The 

target is to develop an integrated methodology to control 

shadow IT, reveal its innovative potentials and develop it 

further to a “User-driven IT” [5]. 
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 In the paper attempts to identify the systemic aspects of the 

use of CRM tools for the integration of distributed processes 

organization. The overriding criterion for the applicability of 

CRM is to increase the efficiency of management the virtual 

organization. Presents the requirements and restrictions for the 

virtualization of access to technical resources, technology and 

information in the so-called. "Cloud" as a way to reduce costly 

IT investments especially in the SME-class organizations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ODERN organizations are increasingly seeking to 

"flatten" their structures and tends to expose 

processes as the objects of the organization. The dynamics 

of action is their immanent feature, the change is desired 

state. This business model requires access to adequate 

resources, both material and immaterial and most of all to 

the relevant information resources in their broad sense
1
. 

Network structures are increasingly dominates the 

hierarchical structures due to their flexibility and efficiency 

and also reliance on the time factor
2
. An integral element of 

managing a modern organization are the integrated 

management information systems, which require network 

architecture. That applies both to systems that support 

operational and strategic actions. The condition for the 

implementation of process structures is direct access to 

information about available own resources and resources of 

the potential partners with particular emphasis on the 

business needs and the real owner of the actions, means the 

customer. Due to that the process organization both on the 

input and output of each process should see the Client. Thus, 

CRM (Customer Relationship Management) systems are the 

real base of successful business. If to this assumptions we 

will add the world of potential clients and the possibility of 

direct access  to them (in the net), then we draw near to the 

virtual model. 

Information and knowledge about the potential and real 

client is a value itself. This information can include not only 

                                                           
 
1 IRM  (Information  Resources Management according to O’Brien’s 
model) 
2 TBM (Time Based Management)  

the actual needs, but also preferences that may be the basis 

for forecasting and planning of relevant business processes. 

Nowadays, more often the vendor is looking for the 

customers, following him to meet his needs. To implement 

so conceived model using of widely understood mobility is 

necessary. Mobility of the company and its employees 

changing approach to the processes occurring therein. These 

processes are designed to integrate their implementation, not 

only locally but also globally with the use of external 

resources. In the near future, no company will be able to 

effectively work autonomously and must learn how to make 

money together. The best “tomorrow’s companies” will be 
modular and available resources will be just a component of 

a wider structure determined by the value of the process. The 

market shows irreversibly trends to share knowledge and 

executive capabilities with external regulations. Among the 

major market players we hear more about cooperation than 

competition. Therefore, indispensable are tools allowing 

sharing information. This article attempts to identify the 

systemic aspects of the usage of CRM tools to virtualize the 

organization process in order to increase the effectiveness of 

management of mobile, spread and modular organizations. 

II.  CRM  FUNCTIONALITY 

The customer relationship management system (CRM) is 

a package of tools and procedures relevant to managing 

contacts. Is used to build long-term and lasting relationships 

with customers that are valuable for both the company and 

the customer. However it should be noted, that CRM is not 

just a tool, but also part of the strategy and business 

philosophy, where the constant contact plus keeping the 

requirements and customer evaluations is a key value. 

Implementation of CRM changes the approach from the 

regular customer feedback to advanced business strategies, 

in which the client is an integral part of decision making 

process. To the proper functioning necessary is to provide a 

uniform system across all business processes across a 

distributed organization - from the beginning of the 

production, distribution and sales through service. Such a 

range of information enables preparing of relevant statistics 

used in creating the product portfolio. 
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From the IT point of view we distinguish the following 

types of CRM systems: 

 operational, which is a system supporting direct 

client-related activities such as sales, marketing, 

after-sales service, etc. The operating system allows 

CRM to interact with customers, as well as view at 

any time by the employees the database with 

information about co-operation with the customer. 

The system also records all the actions in the 

history of contact with the customer. These 

activities can be monitored in real time and 

replayed on demand. 

 analytical is a set of tools to support analysis of 

customer behaviour based on information collected 

about them from other CRM modules (e.g. 

operational CRM). Thanks to the analytical CRM 

we can get selected and structured information 

about the effectiveness of marketing. One of the 

important feature is the ability to generate 

summaries of analytical and forecasting, which are 

important to support decision making process . 

 communication (Contact Center) is a 

communication platform that supports direct 

communication with the customer. Its main features 

include automatic distribution of tasks and 

information such as automatic routing of incoming 

calls from customers to the appropriate employees 

of Call Center departments. 

 self-service, which is the system to automate 

customer service, which does not require any action 

or entering information from employees of the 

organization. This type of CRM system supports 

the operation of the analytical CRM by collecting 

predefined and uniformly dimensionaled 

information (such as phones made by customers 

and to customers, exchanged e-mails, etc.). 

 

CRM systems are now treated as integral parts of 

management support systems for both class OLAP
3
 and 

OLTP
4
 and DSS

5
. Nowadays, when companies put 

emphasis on the integration of business processes, CRM are 

fully integrated solutions, joining not only operational, 

analytical and communication functions, but also providing 

dedicated  interface for direct interaction with the Integrated 

Management Information Systems (IMIS) implemented in 

the organization - for instance with ERP II. During its 

evolution IMIS covered in their scope more and more 

functional area, providing information  support for further 

areas of the organization. Today, those systems ties the 

world of the consumer and the manufacturer / service 

                                                           
3
 On-Line-Transaction-Processing (Systems with current image of 

functioning organization) 
4
 On-Line-Analizing-Processing (Analytical systems with historic ( long 

duration ) image function organization) 
5
 Decision Support Systems (Systems with functions OLAP and data-

mining/discovering of knowledge) 

provider. CRM systems also extends the models of 

functioning and are now an important part of the 

implementation strategy of the process organization as a tool 

to integrate and supports a distributed organization. 

III. CRM AS A COMPONENT IN DISTRIBUTED ORGANIZATION 

IMIS which supports enterprise management processes 

are technologically and functionally modular structure, 

organized as a comprehensive information system that 

supports all areas of its business, from marketing, planning 

and supplying through the technical preparation of 

production and its control, distribution, sales, management 

of maintenance / service approach, financial work - 

accounting and human resource management [1]. This class 

of systems allows to control, analyse and decide at 

operational and strategic dimension. Thanks to 

comprehensive integration and implementation of X-

engineering strategies using IMIS (Fig. 1) and based on 

analysis of customer relationship management and 

requirements for information management in an organization 

can dynamically respond to changes in the external and 

internal environment. With this level of integration 

territorially dispersed users have access to selected 

information resources of the organization (uniform database) 

and the possibility of groupware on electronic documents. 

This is possible due to access to public (global) or corporate 

IT infrastructure by providing them with wireless 

communication devices and remote access to tools and 

applications. This access is unlimited in time and space, 

while providing personalization and an appropriate level of 

selectivity depending on their user privileges [3]. Managers / 

Coordinators of higher levels can continuously monitor the 

work and results of operations of individual performers / 

actors processes. 

To basic features of modern, active (interactive) IMIS 

systems first of all belongs the  integration of distributed 

organization with information services and a uniform user 

interface. 

 

 

Fig 1. The integration of information services based on [1] 
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CRM systems in this group of information services makes 

a special value to the organization. This applies to different 

areas of support but in particular the direct relationship with 

BI
6
 systems. In this way we get a comprehensive database 

tool to provide process organization, oriented on the 

exposure of the processes as the organizational object [2]. 

IV. CRM ENVIRONMENT AS AN INTEGRATION PLATFORM 

FOR MANAGEMENT PROCESSES 

Management itself is a category of integrating the set of 

processes expressed by management functions. These 

processes are focused on the resources of the organization in 

order to achieve the objectives of the organization in an 

efficient and effective way [4]. Management functions such 

as planning and decision making (defining the mode of 

action), organization (coordinating activities and resources), 

management (people management), monitoring (observing 

and evaluating activities of the organization) and the 

standardization of separate processes - can be integrated 

through a the common information resources. Managing a 

distributed organization using remote technologies (Fig. 2) is 

a big challenge and can involve the risk [5] of losing real 

control over the processes in the company. This applies to 

both human resource management, as well as material 

resources and information. In case of remote work level of 

employee value is measured by its competence to act not by 

the formal procedure. Nevertheless, we must take into the 

consideration that the value and efficiency is directly related 

to the possibility of implementing the current and long-term 

monitoring of the achieved effects. Using the newest 

technology, also the remote work can be closely monitored. 

What is more important for the organization, it can entail 

information about contacts and work that was done and what 

actions were taken in the specific situations. Keeping records 

of such actions could be the basis for creation - regardless of 

the workers - a valuable knowledge base for the 

management of the organization. 

From the process organizations point of view (with a large 

territorial dispersion of process implementers) recording 

should be treated as a function closely associated with the 

process of current activities monitoring and collection of 

transaction data. Thanks to intense internal and external 

communication through CRM tool we can achieve a 

complete picture of your business needs. This flexible and 

active communication with partners in the market, allows 

early respond to the risk of frequent fluctuations in the 

market. This allows both quick response to business needs of 

the customer (on-line we can change radically our sales 

strategy) and at the same time make it available to everyone. 

The basis of good planning is the ability to generate 

forecasts, for instance demand forecasts. Forecast accuracy - 

without a good database (record) in the OLTP systems and 

data warehouse (OLAP) - may be not  satisfactory. Thus, 

CRM systems support the rapid flow of information during 

                                                           
6 Business Intelligence  (Systems with functions DM (Data Mining)) 

the implementation of planning process in different time 

horizons and facilitate dynamic (parametric) variants of 

solutions (proposals for planning). As already mentioned, 

the change is treated as an ability to adjust to the actual 

situation. CRM systems allow you then to dynamically 

respond to changes in the company as well as in its 

environment. One of the notable feature of such systems is 

their ability to quickly make changes in processes with 

immediate notification to all of interested parties, grouped in 

the internal or public network. In the CRM practically just 

by the configuration and changing business rules we can 

quickly change the sales strategy, sales offer, the target 

group sales or channels. Based on contacts results from one 

area of activity, by analogy, we can create sales in places or 

channels in which company so far has not functioned. 

 

 

Fig 2. Model management with CRM tools 

 

The processes of organizing the flow of information and 

physical resources are the result of the reliable of the action 

plans. Therefore, flexibility in making management 

decisions simplifies even the most complex business 

processes and working procedures. Allows you to respond 

quickly to shortages of resources by demonstrating 

congested one and shows these unused. CRM systems brings 

functionality to respond in on-line mode and make for 

instance changes in the dislocation of individual resources 

according to the map of business processes. The time from 

the decision to its rollout and implementation is reduced to a 

minimum. Additionally, CRM creates in the background a 

large base of knowledge about processes, customers, 

employees, goods and all types of relationships between 

them, which also gives a great ability to explore the 

implementers of processes in the environment of the 

organization (outsourcing) [3]. In the current monitoring is 

often used reporting function on the basis of information 

from systems class OLTP / OLAP. So you can generate 

reports on the realization of tasks by selected aspects / 

dimensions. CRM can provide reports on the economic 
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results (efficiency, productivity, efficiency) and technical 

(reliability, quality). It is not insignificant the information 

about statistical scheduling reasons for the success, but also 

the causes of failures. We can on-line monitor the 

implementation of any business process, which is reflected 

in transactional databases. 

 In present process organizations, standardize becomes 

important and operate common standards by distributed 

entities that interact in the implementation of pre-defined 

processes. Thus standardization is a function that uses data 

stored in warehouses. Due to that historical picture of 

various business events and the whole processes allows 

multidimensional data analysis and generation of knowledge 

about the repeatability of selected occurrences or their 

concentration. This guide us to the simplification and 

standardization of certain processes, and developing norms 

for time, cost, or performance. At this point, we can already 

say that CRM systems are becoming a core component of 

DSS systems (Decision Support Systems). 

V.  TOOLS SUPPORTING DECIDING IN CRM SYSTEMS 

CRM as an integral component IMIS (OLTP, OLAP - 

Figure 3) provides with the help of BI systems complex 

information, supports deciding at all levels of business 

management, or more generally in the planning and 

implementation of individual business processes. These are 

the applications based on the network interfaces that allow 

users to easily make selection of interesting data from one or 

more sources, and may involve multiple processes. The 

business intelligence applications includes: tools for on-line 

processing (OLAP), applications for statistics and 

applications to analyze the links between data (Data 

Mining), including correlation and cause-effect 

relationships, etc. 

In BI systems can be identified among others: 

 Decision support system (DSS), a tool that provides 

information and knowledge necessary for decision 

making in organizations by management. These 

tools use the technology of artificial intelligence, 

expert systems, operational modeling. The effect of 

these systems are all kinds of reports and 

statements that management receives the EIS. 

 Executive Information Systems (EIS), which is 

often referred as a specialized form of DSS. 

BI systems are using all types of analytical tools and 

provide access to information to support deciding based on 

fact tables, which are full view of selected process instead of 

preferred so far processes of intuition, experience and 

fragmentary information. By using tools such as OLAP, the 

system behaves differently than the typical (transactional) 

system OLTP. This difference has several aspects such as: 

 Nature of the CPU load in data warehouse is 

different from the loads that occur in typical 

database systems recording transactions. The main 

purpose of the data warehouse is to browse large 

collections, joining multiple tables, sorting / 

selecting and aggregation, which is working on 

multidimensional data structures. 

 Data warehouse provides reporting in various 

modes mainly ad-hoc mode, this means receiving 

reports, which can be defined to date. 

 Data warehouse is open for changing institution's 

environment, and evolving business model (new 

processes) of the company could quite easily be 

reflected in the structures of the data warehouse. 

CRM systems by their integration of functional-

information and technological allows to dynamically support 

the management of distributed organizations. Those 

organizations thanks to access to information about various 

resources are transformed into virtual organizations, which 

abolishing the geographical barriers. Access to information 

and various services on the platform "Cloud" computing 

makes each organization actor / participant of predefined 

processes. Arises value-added chain, which maximization is 

a function of competence (often expressed by the 

effectiveness of actions) actors / implementers of such 

processes. 

VI. TECHNOLOGICAL CONDITIONS AND SERVICE ORIENTED 

ARCHITECTURE 

The most important feature of technologically 

sophisticated CRM systems is their ability to integrate. 

Essential to this is SOA (Service Oriented Architecture), 

which allows the integration of "everything" and by "all" [6] 

(Fig. 3). With this approach, the greatest emphasis is placed 

on defining the services that could operate independently of 

each other and having a defined interface that provides 

implemented functionality called API
7
. The interface also 

defines how each service works - ignore and hiding the way 

of implementation or technologies what is irrelevant to the 

customer. These services are provided to all who speaks 

WebService language through a telecommunications 

network, particularly through the Internet. In order to 

provide easy access, this has to be web application. 

An employee from anywhere using basically every tool 

(with a Web browser with Internet access) can do their 

business, use required for that information resources and 

manage the organization. New sales processes, marketing 

campaigns, modifications to existing procedures are 

performed on-line for all users, whom the process applies. 

These systems are often implemented in so-called "Cloud", 

so with the use of information and communications (ICT) 

virtual infrastructure. Also in the "cloud" services of those 

systems are available. 

Complemented by integration layer (e.g. for systems not 

using the APIs) there are different types of files sharing 

servers (e.g. ftp) or the integration databases. An essential 

element of all CRM systems are transactional, central 

database maintained in the OLTP systems. The purpose of 

these databases is to collect all the operational information, 

                                                           
7 Application Programming Interface 
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not only regarding made transactions, made contacts, 

realized customer requests, but also about the whole process 

in all its phases. To respond effectively on inflows events to 

the databases, in order to define the rules of business uses, to 

promote sales in the best possible time and to make 

management decisions - it is necessary to analyze the data 

collected by unified metadata. Hence the need to  on-line 

access to the analytical databases (data warehouse) using 

functions of OLAP systems and  reports of multidimensional 

business analysis according to access rights. It is a form of 

security guarantees and distribution them according to 

agreed and assigned to user competence. In organizations 

which require in the access to their full infrastructure greater 

security (intranet) solution is Terminal Services. In this case 

on the mobile device, workstation or tablet - the physical 

data are not maintained. 

 

 

Fig 3. Functional-technological architecture of CRM 

 

The implementation process of such solutions exposes 

possibility of implementing the various modules and 

components  as  an  independent  functions.  Each  has  its 

own integration layer API. With this approach,  we can 

manage the organization by enabling functions at the level of 

module, task, or a method. Presented above basic properties 

of the virtually available technical, technological and 

information resources indicates possibility of reducing in our 

organization rather expensive IT investments. This shows 

the possibility of virtualization our company with a purpose 

to integrate in the wider business processes and information 

services. "Cloud" becomes a service which integrates on the 

different levels access to professional business applications. 

Especially companies class SME gets a chance to eliminate 

the   exclusion   from   the   area   of   modern   information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

technology (including CRM systems) by the access to ICT 

infrastructure and related services according to the actual 

value of the service, dynamically scalable by the needs of 

any organization (including a distributed and process 

organization). 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Properly integrated, implemented and used CRM allows 

gain efficient working organization, able to act effectively 

despite the distraction. It provides an additional sales 

channels (such as call centers, telemarketing, kiosks, 

customer service remote centers or e-commerce - often 

cheaper to maintain). All sales channels (even those not 

belonging to the organization) are based on the offer widely 

visible in the whole network with the possibility of the full 

interaction [3]. Managers of each organization - especially 

the managers of complex business processes - should use 

CRM systems as base of objectivated knowledge about the 

processes taking place in their distributed enterprise. It also 

means the possibility of a dedicated sharing information 

with the individual implementers / actors in the process. In 

addition, thanks to SOA architecture it is possible 

dynamical, efficient integration with the external 

environment, what is an important source of additional 

information for the managers. This class systems provides 

actual analysis of "what happens" and not what "had 

happened". They allow in the on-line mode to respond on 

changing business conditions, and distribute changes or even 

an entirely new decisions to all stakeholders using the 

mechanisms of incremental database replication. Using BI 

and OLAP class tools - directly integrated with the functions 

of CRM - decisions are made based on facts and not the 

guessing, premonition or experience.  
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Abstract—This document describes using consensus methods 
to improve agent’s knowledge in multiagent decision support 
systems.  The  problem  of  improving  agent’s  knowledge, 
structure  of  decision,  profile  and  criterions  of  consensus 
determining are presented in first part of article. Next a two 
stage algorithm of consensus determining was elaborated. This 
algorithm, among other things,  allow to shorten the period of  
time necessary to take a decision,  to limit the risk associated 
with  this  process  and  leads  to  increased  effectiveness  of 
decision  taking  since  solutions  generated  by  agents  of 
inadequate level of knowledge are not taken into account.

I. INTRODUCTION

he role of multiagent systems in supporting the decision 

making processes has increased. Characteristic features 

of modern economy,  such as [8] globalization, the impor-

tance of knowledge,  environmental  turbulence, dynamicity 

of  decisions,  product  personalization,  approaching  virtual 

reality,  integration,  or  widely used  digital  technology and 

computer networks all present new challenges to the deci-

sion support systems. These challenges are for example:

T

• real time working,

• mobility in internet,

• getting suitable value information [12],

• skill in communication by elements of system,

• intelligence, ability  to make conclusions,

• ability of acting itself on the basis of conclusions.

All  the  mentioned  requirements  have  been  satisfied  by 

agent programs which make up the multiagent decision sup-

port  system.  Within  the  system  each  agent  searches  and 

reads data from the Internet after which follows the deduc-

tion process resulting in a decision. The system provides a 

decision  maker  with  quick  and  up-to-date  information, 

thanks to which the decision making process becomes more 

effective. However, to generate adequate decisions an agent 

has to have current knowledge of the surrounding world. 

In the paper [7], it has been found that in order for a 

multiagent system to function properly, agents have to con-

tinuously improve their knowledge. The knowledge may be 

improved in a variety of methods. The paper [18] suggests a 

method which presupposes that the code of an agent’s pro-

gram contains monitoring procedures which verify whether 

an agent’s knowledge is sufficient to his proper functioning. 

These procedures check the effectiveness of agent’s actions 

by monitoring results he produces. However, such a method 

has some flaws. Firstly, an agent who goes to any lengths to 

achieve his aim may overestimate his knowledge. Secondly, 

in  case  of  malfunctioning  agents,  knowledge  monitoring 

procedures may work inadequately which will result in inad-

equate  knowledge  condition.  That  is  why,  the  paper  [11] 

suggests a method which assumes that there are additional 

agents in the system which analyze the behavior of individ-

ual agents, and determine their current state of knowledge. 

Among numerous advantages of such an approach is the im-

partiality of  knowledge  assessment,  and  resistance to fail-

ures of individual agent programs. 

Another  solution  contributing  to  improving  agents’ 

knowledge is the possibility of solving knowledge conflicts 

among agents. It is a common occurrence that in multiagent 

decision support system agents generates different versions 

of  solutions,  resulting  in  conflicts  of  agents’  knowledge. 

Such situations  may arise  due  to  various  reasons.  Agents 

may use different sources of information, or they may em-

ploy different  decision  support  methods.  Knowledge  con-

flicts  concern  situations  in  which  different  values  are  as-

signed by parties to a conflict to the same world objects and 

features [8]. It has been assumed of course that the conflict-

ing parties’ knowledge is described with the use of a certain 

set of features, i.e. using a given structure.  This multivalue 

structure  [3]  in  multiagent  decision  support  systems  is 

especially because agents, besides its decisions generate also 

degree of secure of these decisions. Detecting the conflict in 

such structures  relies not only on comparison of value all 

attributes,  but  also  on  comparison  of  these  structures 

contents, because they can consist of different attributes. If 

structures presented by parties to a conflict are different, or 

the values  of  attributes  within structures  are  different,  the 

result  is  a  conflict  of  knowledge.  Users,  however,  expect 

from the system the one version, in other words, the one de-

cision. It is necessary, on the basis of various solutions, to 

select one which will satisfy users, and solve the knowledge 

conflict [1]. 

In  various  books  on  the subject,  one  may come across 

many methods of solving such conflicts. For example, paper 

[4]  suggests  an  arbitration  method  in  which  a  conflict  is 

solved  by  the  system  itself,  without  the  participation  of 

agents. Paper [2], however, suggests using the method of ne-

gotiation  between  agents.  Agents  communicate  between 
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themselves in order to establish and agree on a single, uni-

form state of knowledge. Negotiations,  however,  are time-

consuming and result in slowing down the system’s opera-

tion, which obviously affects the effectiveness of decision 

making. 

Many papers, among other things [8, 15], suggest using 

consensus  methods  to  solve  knowledge  conflicts.  Such 

methods enable selecting one solution (in this case, a deci-

sion) among many alternatives. A decision selected with the 

use of consensus methods does not have to be one of the de-

cisions generated by the system. It may just be very similar 

to them. In the consensus methods, every party is taken into 

account, every party to a conflict “loses” as little as possible, 

every party contributes to the consensus, all parties accept 

the consensus and the consensus is representative of all the 

parties to a conflict [16].  So far, determining a consensus,  

has most often taken place within a single stage (after gener-

ating  a  decision  by  individual  agents).  It  must  be  noted, 

however, that knowledge of certain agents may often be in-

sufficient  to  properly  generate  decisions  (for  example,  it 

may be outdated, or incomplete), or the knowledge may be 

wrong as a result of some damage or improper operational 

algorithm of an agent. In a single-stage consensus determin-

ing process,  decisions generated by such agents  are taken 

into  account  along  with  decisions  generated  by  properly 

functioning agents (every party to a conflict is taken into ac-

count).  Such  a  situation  may  result  in  users  receiving 

“worse” decisions. In order to solve this type of problem, a 

multi-stage  consensus  determining  method  may  be  used. 

The method has been defined in paper [8], however, it has 

not been employed in practical solutions yet.

The purpose of this article is elaborate algorithm of two-

stage consensus determining allow to improving knowledge 

of agents, which functioning incorrect, and in consequence 

make decision support process more effective.  

II.CONSENSUS METHODS

The  structure  of  decision  representation  is  a  set  of 

decision elements which describe real world, e.g. suppliers, 

customers,  products,  etc.  These  elements  (attributes)  are 

ordered  in  sequence  to  proceeding  during  decision 

realisation. A formal definition of the structures presented in 

work [13]:

Definition 1.

The structure decision P of finite set of decision elements 

E={e1 , e2 ,…, eY } is called as sequence: 

P=〈{EW
+} ,{EW

±}, {EW
−}, Z , SP , DT 〉 ,

where:

1) EW
+=〈eo , peo〉 ,〈eq , peq〉 ,…, 〈e p , pe p〉 ;

couple  〈e x , pex 〉 ,  where:  e x∈E  and pe x∈[0,1 ] , 

denote a decision element and participation this element in 

set  EW
+

; decision element  e x∈EW
+

 will be denoted 

by e x
+

;

The set +EW  is called positive set, in other words it is a 

set of decision elements, about which the agent knows that 

these elements are in the environment. 

2) EW
±=〈e r , pe r 〉 , 〈es , pes〉 ,… ,〈et , pet 〉 ;

couple  〈e x , pex 〉 ,  where:  e x∈E and pe x∈[0,1 ] , 

denote a decision element and participation this element in 

set EW
±

. 

Decision elements e x∈EW
±

 will be denoted by e x

±
.

The set  EW
±

 is called neutral set, in other words it is 

set  of  decision  elements,  about  which  the agent  does  not 

know that these elements are in the environment. 

3) EW
−=〈eu , peu〉 ,〈e v , pev〉 ,…, 〈ew , pew 〉 .

Couple 〈e x , pex 〉 ,  where:  e x∈E and pe x∈[0,1 ] , 

denote a decision element and participation this element in 

set EW
−

. 

Elementary objects e x∈EW
−

 will be denoted by e x

−
.

The set EW
−

 is called a negative set, in other words it 

is a set of decision elements about which the agents knows 

that these elements are not in the environment. 

4) Z ∈[0,1 ]  – rate of return in percent.

5) SP∈[0,1 ]  – degree of secure of rate Z.

6) DT – date of knowledge.

Presented  decision  definition  allows  formulating system 

nodes conclusions in uniform structure.  It  can happen that 

an  agent  does  not  “know”  whether  a  given  element  of 

decision can be used or not (for example agent has not got 

information  about  given  value  paper).  So,  set  ±EW  is 

necessary.  Presented  structure  is  complex  and  multivalue, 

there are different  data types  and multiattribute functional 

dependencies in this structure. The example of the structure 

is presented at table 1.

In  the first example sets EW
+

, EW
±

, EW
−≠∅ .  In 

the second example set EW
±=∅ .

Situation, in which the structures of decision in the system 

differ, or the values of their attributes are different, is called 

an inconsistency in the state of knowledge of these agents. 

In this case consensus methods can by applied to coordinate 

the state of knowledge.

In  literature  of  subject,  consensus  is  defined  as  a 

resolution, which, is a compromise determined on the basis 

of existing resolutions. There are several phases of finding 

consensus. First, the exact structure of set decision generated 

by  agents  must  be  specified.  Next,  the  distance  between 

these decisions is calculated. Finding consensus is choosing 

such decision, for which the distance between this decision 

(consensus)  and decisions  generated  by agents  is  minimal 

(according different criterions).

The outcome of consensus method application is a good 

representation of the set of decisions, because it takes into 

consideration  practically  all  the  subsets  of  the  set.  Set  of 
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such  decisions  we  called  a  profile  and  defined  as  fol-

low [15]:

Definition 2.

Set of decision elements E={e1 , e2 ,…, eY } is given.

A profile A  = {A(1),  A(2)
,  ...,  A

(M)} is called set of M deci-

sions of finite set of decision elements E, such that:   

In different works [5, 6, 16], different kinds of criterions 

of determining consensus are presented. For example, a min-

imal  sum of  distance  between  consensus  and  profile  was 

taken into consideration (it is called as consensus according 

to criterion  C1).  Such consensus is very similar  to one of 

profile elements. A minimal sum of square of distance be-

tween consensus and profile is also use as distance measure 

(consensus according criterion C2). Such consensus is more 

even that is equal extent near to all profile elements.  In con-

sequence decision determined by consensus equal extent all 

part of conflicts is taking into consideration.  

In  follow part  of  article  the two-stage  consensus  deter-

mining  algorithm will  be  elaborate.  In  such  proceed  it  is 

possible to use criterions C1 and C2 in the same time depend-

ing on system user preferences.

III. TWO-STAGE CONSENSUS DETERMINING ALGORITHM

Two-stage consensus determining allows to elimination a 

decisions  generated  by agent  programs,  which  knowledge 

state is incorrect, well it is possible, that their decisions are 

also incorrect. By means of that, it was eliminate influence 

of incorrect decision to final decision, which is determine by 

use consensus methods and presented user. 

In  conception  of  two-stage  consensus  determining  (fig-

ure 1) it   assume determining consensus in first stage (for 

example according  criterion  C1)  on the basis  of  decisions 

generated by each agent,  which is working in the system, 

that is initial set of agents (decisions profile). Next, evalua-

tion of decision all of agents is achieving. This evaluation 

can be achieve for example by evaluation agent (so,  method 

described in paper [11] is used) in this way, that decisions 

most remote from consensus (by means of distance) get the 

worst  evaluations,  and decisions nearest  consensus get  the 

best evaluation. Next, agents, which decisions got the worst 

evaluations are eliminated and set of agents (decisions pro-

file) after evaluation is created. On the basis of these agents 

decisions in the second stage consensus is determining (for 

example according criterion C2) and decision determined in 

this stage is presented to user. 

It  can  be  used  a  theorem  defined  in  work  [8,  16]  to 

determine  two-stage  consensus  in  the  multiagent  decision 

support system.

In this algorithm, for each decision element in set E it is 

checking,  how many times did this element in set EW
+

, 

EW
±

 and EW
−

. If the element appeared in one of the 

sets  more  times  than  ½  of  the  number  of  all  agents,  it 

belongs to this set in consensus. If it appeared in given set as 

often as ½ of number of all agents or less often than ½ of the 

number of all agents, it does not belong to the consensus.

If a given decision element belongs to a given set in the 

consensus, we move to another element of set E.

Next, we determine an ascending order of values  Z,  SP, 

DT for the whole profile and estimate where,  between the 

values in these orders have to be the value that represents 

consensus. The algorithm is done, when all the elementary 

objects have been checked and the consensus for a DT value 

has been found. 

In next stage, evaluation a decisions generated by agents 

and  elimination  agents,  with incorrect  knowledge  state,  is 

achieving. The set of agents after evaluation is creating (in 

this  set  there  are  agents  witch  correct  knowledge  state). 

Decision of this agents produce a profile, and on the basis of 

this  profile  a  second-stage  consensus  is  determining 

(according to criterion C2).

To  determining  such  consensus  first,  on  the  basis  of 

profile after evaluation,  a consensus according to criterion 

C1 is  determining,  and   square  of  distance  between 

consensus and profile is calculate and this consensus is  take 

on minimal. 

Next,  for  each  element  of  set  E, it  is  checked,  if  it  is 

appear in given set in consensus. If it is then it is eliminate 

from this set  and square of  distance is calculated.   If  this 

square of distance is greatest then previous then go to next 

set, if it is lesser then it is take on consensus and distance  

between this consensus and profile as minimal. 

If the element is not appear in given set in consensus, then 

it  is  calculate  how  many  times  it  appears  in  this  set  in 

TABLE I.

EXAMPLE OF THE STRUCTURE

Let set E={a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5} .

Examples of structure of knowledge:

D1=〈{〈a1 ,0 .2〉 , 〈a3 ,0 .5〉 , 〈a5 ,0 .3〉} ,{〈a2 ,1〉} ,{〈a4 ,1〉},0 . 3, 0. 7, 22−09−2012〉

D2=〈{〈a
2
,0 . 2〉 , 〈a

3
,0 . 8〉}, {∅}, {〈a

1
,1〉 ,〈a

4
,1 〉 , 〈a

5
,1〉},0 . 6, 0 . 3, 14−05−2012〉
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decisions of profile. If it is not any time then go to next set,  

if it is appear once or more times then it is additional to this 

set  (if  necessary  it  is  eliminated  with  other  set)  and  it  is  

checked if distance between new consensus and profile  is 

lesser than previous. If it is not, then previous consensus is 

take on the best, if it is, then new consensus is take on the 

best  and  distance  between  this  consensus  and  profile  as 

minimal. 

After check each of sets it goes to next element of set E. 

If each of elements of set E will be checked then it is take 

on  that  consensus  of set  
−±+ EWEWEW ,,  is 

determined and next will be determine a consensus of Z, SP 

and  DT.  After  determine  this  consensus  the  algorithm  is 

finished and receive consensus is a double-stage consensus. 

This algorithm is defined as follow:

Data: Profile  A=  {A(1),  A(2)
,  ....  A(M) }  consist  of  M 

knowledge structure of agent.

Result: Consensus 

CON =〈CON + , CON ± ,CON− ,CON DT 〉  

consideration for A.

BEGIN

Step 1: CON += CON±=CON−=∅ ,

CON Z=0, CON SP=0, CON DT=0

Step 2: j:=1.

Step 3: i:=+.

Step 4: If  ti(j) >  M/2 then  CONi:= CONi ∪{ej}. Go 

to: Step 6.

Step 5: If i= + then i:=±. If i=± then i:=- . If i=- then 

go to: Step 6.

Go to: Step 4.

Step 6: If j<Y then j:=j+1. Go to: Step 3.

If j≥Y then go to: Step 7.

Step 7: i:=Z.

Step 8: Calculate pr(i).

Step 9: 
1

i
k  = 2/)1( +M , 

2

i
k  = 2/)2( +M .

Step 10: 
21

iii
kCONk ≤≤ .

Step 7: i:=SP.

Step 8: Calculate pr(i).

Step 9: 
1

i
k  = 2/)1( +M , 

2

i
k  = 2/)2( +M .

Step 10: 
21

iii
kCONk ≤≤ .

Step 7: i:=DT.

Step 8: Calculate pr(i).

Step 9: 
1

i
k  = 2/)1( +M , 

2

i
k  = 2/)2( +M .

Step 10: k
i

1≤CON
i
≤k

i

2
.

Step 11:  Evaluation of decision and elimination of 

agent with have incorrect knowledge state.

Step 12: Calculate a profile 

B= {B(1), B(2)
, .... B

(N) }consist of N decisions.

Step 13: Let CON is a consensus according criterion 

C1.

Step 14: CON Z=
1

N
∑
i=1

N

Z
i

.

Step 15: CON SP=
1

N
∑
i=1

N

SP
i

.

Step 16: CON DT=
1

N
∑
i=1

N

DT
i

 let 

 d :=∑
i=1

N

[Ψ (CON , A
(i )) ]

2

          and j:=1.

Step  17: If   ej ∈  CON+  then   CON’:= 

 
Go to: Step 20,

   If  ej ∉  CON+ then go to: Step 18.

Fig. 1 Conception of two-stage consensus determining.
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Step 18: If  t+(j) = 0 then go to: Step 21,

   If  t+(j) > 0 then go to: Step 19. 

Step 19: If ej ∩ CON ≠ ∅  and ej ∈  CON±   or ej ∈ 

CON±   then  

CON’:=

〈CON
+
∪{e j } , CON

±
∖ {e j} , CON

−
∖ {e j } ,CON

Z
,CON

SP
, CON

DT
〉

   If ej ∩ CON = ∅  then

CON’:= 

〈CON +∪{e j }, CON± ,CON − ,CON
Z

, CON
SP

, CON
DT

〉

   Go to: Step 20.

Step  20: If  ∑
i=1

N

[Ψ (CON ', A
(i )) ]

2

<  d  then  d:=

∑
i=1

N

[Ψ (CON ', A
(i )) ]

2

and CON:=CON’ 

  Go to: Step 21.

Step  21: If  ej ∈  CON±  then  CON’:= 

〈CON + , CON±∖ {e j } ,CON − , CON
Z

, CON
SP

, CON
DT

〉

Go to: Step 24,

   If  ej ∉  CON± then go to: Step 22.

Step 22: If  t±(j) = 0 then go to: Step 25,

   If  t±(j) > 0 then  go to: Step 23. 

Step 23: If ej ∩ CON ≠ ∅  and ej ∈  CON+  or ej ∈ 

CON- then

       CON’:=  

   If ej ∩ CON = ∅  then

CON’:= 

〈CON + , CON±∪{e j } ,CON − ,CON
Z

, CON
SP

, CON
DT

〉

   Go to: Step 24.

Step  24: If  ∑
i=1

N

[Ψ (CON ', A
(i )) ]

2

<  d  then  d:=

∑
i=1

N

[Ψ (CON ', A
(i )) ]

2

and CON:=CON’ .

  Go to: Step 25.

Step 25: If  ej ∈  CON-  then  CON’:= 

Go to: Step 28.

   If  ej ∉  CON- then go to: Step 14.

Step 26: If  t-(j) = 0 then go to: Step 29.

   If  t-(j) > 0 then  go to: Step 27. 

Step 27: If ej ∩ CON ≠ ∅  and ej ∈  CON+  or ej ∈ 

CON±  then

       CON’:= 

〈CON
+

∖ {e j } , CON
±

∖ {e j } ,CON
−

∪ {e j } ,CON
Z

,CON
SP

, CON
DT

〉

   If ej ∩ CON = ∅  then

       CON’:= 

〈CON + , CON± ,CON−∪{e j } ,CON
Z

, CON
SP

, CON
DT

〉

   Go to: Step 28.

Step  28: If  ∑
i=1

N

[Ψ (CON ', A
(i )) ]

2

<  d then  d:=

∑
i=1

N

[Ψ (CON ', A
(i )) ]

2

and CON:=CON’. 

  Go to: Step 29.

Step 29: If j<Y then j:=j+1. Go to: Step 14.

If j≥Y then END.

END.  

Calculation  complexity  of  this  algorithm is  O(N2M) + 

O(3NM).

Let’s notice, that in second stage, determining consensus 

according criterion  C2 is a NP-complete problem, therefore 

above algorithm is a heuristic algorithm. 

Presented algorithm of two-stage consensus determining 

allow to coordinate a decision presented by system to user, 

with take into consideration improving knowledge of agents, 

which function in the system. Elaborated algorithm can be 

implemented  in  any  multiagent  decision  support  system 

under condition representation agent knowledge by structure 

described in this article. Algorithm is run automatically after 

generate proposition of decisions by agents. 

Using this algorithm in a decision support system allow to 

more effective a supporting decision taking process, because 

several results are take into consideration. In multiagent de-

cision support  systems these results  (decisions)  are gener-

ated by different agents. Different kinds of decision support 

methods are implements in these agents. Of course decision 

maker can choose himself a decision presented by agents, 

but it is time-consuming process. So, using consensus meth-

ods considerably shorten time of taking decision and in con-

sequence it contribute to better organization functioning.  

IV. CONCLUSION

Improving agents’ knowledge is an essential element of 

multiagent decision support systems’ operation. One of the 

aspects of improving knowledge is solving knowledge con-

flicts within almost every system of that type. Designers of 

multiagent systems shall bear in mind that methods of recog-

nition, classification, and solving conflicts should be taken 

into  account  already  in  the  design  phase.  It  may  be  ex-

tremely difficult to include them once the system has been 

implemented, due to changes in the code of agent programs. 

Proper solution of the conflicts is essential because it guar-

antees that the system will suggest proper decisions. If  the 

mentioned aspects are disregarded at the system, then user 

(decision makers) may have problems with taking right and 

quick decisions because the system may suggest wrong deci-

sions, or several decisions, which may result in the decision 

maker’s wondering which one to chose. 
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Solving knowledge conflicts is possible also thanks to the 

use of the consensus methods, and  the multistage consensus 

determining process, including the two-stage algorithm de-

scribed in the article, enable more effective improvement of 

knowledge.  Such an approach enables providing users with 

a decision which has been selected on the basis of decisions 

generated by agents possessing adequate knowledge. Agents 

whose level of knowledge is inappropriate at a given stage 

are not taken into account in the final consensus, however, 

they do have a chance of improving their knowledge,  and 

consequently may be taken into consideration while deter-

mining a consensus in selecting further decisions. Thanks to 

such an approach, the risk that a decision presented to a user 

is faulty is decreased, and decision makers gain greater con-

fidence that a decision suggested by a system using proper 

knowledge of agents is effective. The paper [15] points out 

that the use of consensus methods to solve knowledge con-

flicts, among other things,  allows to shorten the period of 

time necessary to take a decision and to limit the risk associ-

ated with this process.  The use of two-stage algorithm for 

determining consensus  additionally leads to increased effec-

tiveness  of  decision  taking  since  solutions  generated  by 

agents of inadequate level of knowledge are not taken into 

account. 

Of course,  result of consensus algorithm did not ensure 

that the decision will  be optimal,  but it  is  worth stressing 

that  since  selected  decisions  are  of  certain  usefulness  for 

users, thanks to multistage consensus determining process, it 

is possible to “raise the bar” so as to increase the usefulness  

even more. Consequently, it may lead to reaping more bene-

fits by organizations, or investors in the form of higher prof-

its or more effective operation on competitive markets. 

Further  research  purpose  relating  to  improving  agents 

knowledge with use multi-stage consensus determining shall 

depend on for example take into consideration greatest num-

ber of stages consensus determining and research its influ-

ence on effectively decision presented to user, elaborate of 

mechanism self-evaluation by agent its knowledge state or 

appoint  different,  than  distance,  criterions  of  evaluation 

agent’s knowledge state. It is necessary also to verify this al-

gorithm in practice.
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Abstract—Analysis and implementation phases in the lifecy-
cle of ERP software packages involve many resources and are 
most relevant to the buyers of such software. Therefore,  it is 
important  for  them  to  understand  the  objectives  of  those 
phases and activities  involved with them.  The  two-segmental 
model proposed by the authors is aimed at better representa-
tion of the life cycle of information systems. This article aims to 
demonstrate that the actual course of the two phases is better 
mapped in the proposed model. The classical waterfall model of 
the life  cycle  of information systems was used as a reference 
point for the investigation.

I. INTRODUCTION

ILDING and  implementing  information  systems  is  a 

difficult and complicated process, burdened with a high 

risk  of  failure.  Models  of  the  lifecycle  of  information 

systems  allow  to  understand  better  that  process  and  thus 

make  possible  the  reduction  of  risks  associated  with  the 

implementation.  They  are  widely  used  in  the  content  of 

textbooks  and  courses  on  software  engineering  and 

information  systems  development.  However,  in  order  to 

achieve that aim, those models must appropriately reflect the 

actual activities carried out during the process. 

B

II. CLASSIC MODELS OF THE INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
LIFECYCLE

The waterfall model of the software lifecycle is one of the 

earliest attempts to describe the full life cycle of information 

systems, in particular the production process.  Originally it 

was published by Royce in 1970 [1]. In its initial form, each 

phase  included  feedback  to  previous  phases.  Later,  in 

practice,  the model was often confined to a strictly linear 

form, treating it as synonymous to the sequential approach 

with identified specific phases (see Fig. 1) [2], [3]. 

The practical  usefulness of the waterfall model receives 

sometimes radically different assessment. On the one hand, 

it is claimed that no real big project was carried out strictly 

in  accordance  with  that  model.  On  the  other  hand,  when 

treated  more  flexibly,  particularly  allowing  reasonable 

iterations, most real-life information systems projects match 

up that model [4]. Generally, the waterfall model is useful to 

describe projects, in which it is unlikely to return to work 

done  in  previous  phases  and  the  final  products  of  those 

phases remain unchanged.

Analysis 

Design

Implemen-

tation

Testing

Maintenance

Fig.  1 The basic form of the waterfall model

In order to eliminate the fundamental  disadvantages the 

waterfall  model,  such  as  the  imposition  of  strict  work 

sequence, the high cost of errors made in the initial stages or 

long  breaks  in  direct  relations  between  customers  and 

producers,  many  other  models  were  proposed,  primarily 

using iterative connections (incremental and spiral models) 

and  prototyping.  Also,  more  complex  models  were 

developed including [2], [3], [5], [6], [7], [8]: „b” and „V” 

models, a parallel model, a database structure design model, 

a formal methods model, an extreme programming model, a 

formal transformation model, models for structured methods 

and object-oriented models.  However,  the waterfall  model 

was  the  starting  point  for  most  of  those  concepts,  and  it 

became the basis for the development of structured analysis 

and  design  methods  (for  example  SSAMD  -  Structured 

Systems Analysis and Design Method) [2], [3].

The majority of life cycle models in software engineering 

literature reflects the process of producing completely new 

software.  However,  the  tendency  to  apply  the  extended 

usage  of  existing  elements  is  observed  in  the  practice  of 

software  development.  That  approach  is  a  basis  for  the 

object-oriented  methods  of  building  systems,  a  reusable 
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software and the component-based development model, as 

well as the usage of standard software packages.

Systems  supporting  the  operational  activities  of 

companies  and  broadly  defined  management  support 

(Enterprise  Information  Systems),  including,  in  particular 

ERP systems, are generally based on the concept of standard 

software  packages.  The  same  software  products  after 

adaptation to the needs of specific companies (in the process 

of  customizing)  are  used  in  organizations  from  various 

industries  characterized  by  the  different  activities.  The 

typical  software  life  cycle  models  proposed  by  software 

engineering  are  designed  for  systems  dedicated  to  a 

particular  customer  (custom  software).  In  terms  of  ERP 

systems,  this approach  is  used  very rarely.  In  the case  of 

standard software packages, the classical approach towards 

the life cycle describes only the steps in the production of a 

system,  aside  from  the  issues  of  implementation.  In  the 

literature  on  software  engineering,  the  acquisition  of 

standard  systems  is  only  mentioned  (for  example  the 

concept  of  packet-based  solutions  [3],  but  it  can  not  be 

recognized as a comprehensive model.

Thus, the literature describing the ERP systems contains 

attempts  to  describe  and  model  the life  cycle  of  software 

packages. For example: 

• O’Leary  [9]  distinguished  the  following  processes, 

which must be completed by a company implementing 

ERP  class  system:  deciding  to  go  system,  choosing 

system, designing, implementing, operation after going 

live, training. 

• Similarly,  Ross  and  Vitale  [10]  differentiated 

sequenced steps: design, implementation, stabilization, 

continuous improvement, transformation. 

• Flasiński  [11]  distinguished  three  main  sequential 

phases:  preimplementation  analysis,  system  selection 

with signing a contact and proper implementation.

• Evolutionary  approach  proposed  by  Harwood  [12] 

includes  5  spirally  linked  phases:  needs,  vendor 

selection,  implementation,  go  live  and  review, 

improvement. 

The  issues  of  work  performed  by  the  customer  or 

implementation partner during system acquisition was also 

discussed by Lenart [13], Ray[14], and Leon[15]. 

Worthy of note is the paradox – almost all of the above 

approaches are based on the classical linear approach when 

describing  customer-side  actions.  The  description  of  the 

software packages life cycle in software engineering theory 

in  significantly  different  from  the  practice  of  systems 

implementation, which reflects the implementation methods 

offered by the leading vendors of ERP systems. Therefore in 

this  article,  the  classical  waterfall  model  is  adopted  as  a 

reference  point  to  discuss  the  characteristics  of  software 

packages implementation.

III. IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGIES

An  integrated  management  information  system 

implementation methodology can be defined as structured, 

formal and complete description of activities conducted by 

an  implementation  team during  the implementation of  the 

system. Those activities are organized into stages and phases 

[16].  The  implementation  methodology  is  a  plan  and  a 

guide, which makes the implementation process easier and 

more efficient. However, using it never fully guarantees the 

success of a project. 

The usefulness  of  implementation methodologies  comes 

from  the  fact  that  those  projects  are  often  extremely 

complex. In contrast to the software design projects, which 

are  carried  out  in  IT  companies,  implementation  projects 

take  place  in  various  firms  of  different  industries,  and 

project teams contain not only professionals but also persons 

not connected on a daily basis with IT [11]. This gives rise 

to  communication  problems,  arising  inter  alia  from  poor 

preparation  of  professionals  to  understand  the  business 

processes of enterprises and the poor knowledge of modern 

technologies among the team members form organizations, 

in  which  systems  are  to  be  implemented.  As  a  result,  

producers  and  vendors  of  standard  information  systems 

increasingly  recommend  the  formalization  of 

implementation  approaches  and  the  use  of  methods  that 

include solutions, which have been proven to be effective. 

The  ASAP  (Accelerated  SAP)  methodology  and  other 

approaches  developed  by  SAP  –  a  leading  provider  of 

integrated  management  information  systems  –  are  the 

perfect example of an implementation methodology and its 

ongoing evolution. In  recent  years,  the introduction to the 

market new products  (R/3,  mySAP.com, mySAP Business 

Suite) was also accompanied by the change of offered and 

used  in  practice  implementation  methodologies  and  tools 

supporting them [17], [18].

There  are  significant  differences  between  the 

implementation methodologies and the methodologies aimed 

at improving the software development process, which can 

be described as design and production methodologies. The 

second  group  of  methodologies  is  much  more  general. 

Those  methodologies  are  usually  based  on  structural  or 

object-oriented approach (sometimes the social approach is 

also  distinguished)  and  they typically  use  formal  or  agile 

methods. However, that group is not practically applicable 

in the implementation of standard software packages.

IV. THE TWO-SEGMENTAL MODEL OF INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS LIFECYCLE

The  Two-Segmental  Model  of  Information  Systems 

Lifecycle,  developed  by  the  authors  [19],  represents  a 

typical lifecycle of highly parameterized software packages. 

The  main  feature  of  the  model  is  its  division  into  two 

segments (see Fig. 2):

• Segment I – activities occurring on the side of a system 

vendor,

• Segment  II  –  activities  occurring  on  the  side  of  a 

customer.

 The first segment, in its principal run, is completed only 

once.  Re-runs  are  possible in  case of  the development  of 

new versions. The second segment is run multiple times. It 

is repeated independently for each customer. 
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The article focuses only on two phases of the customer 

segment:  the  implementation  analysis  and  the  proper 

implementation. The combination of those phases is justified 

by the  characteristics  of  the ERP systems implementation 

methodologies, which often consider those phases together 

as one phase.

V.   IMPLEMENTATION ANALYSIS 

The  implementation  analysis  is  the  first  phase  after 

selecting a system. Earlier analytical work, carried out in an 

organization in which the software is implemented, is aimed 

on  choosing  the  system  appropriate  for  the  needs  of  the 

organization. 

The  implementation  analysis phase  and  implementation 

phase can be performed only when the result of the system 

selection and the concept of its acquisition are known, as a 

way to carry it out can vary, for example, depending on the 

implementation  methodology.  The analysis  should  lead  to 

the  development  of  a  detailed  specification  defining  the 

functions of the system, including the characteristics of its 

components,  the  principles  of  communication  within  and 

outside the system, as well as the conditions of use. 

The analysis may be done in the traditional manner, i.e. 

through  the  specification  of  an  IT  strategic  plan  and  the 

preimplementation analysis. In this case, the implementation 

analysis  is  produced  by  studying  the  existing  state  of 

information  systems  and  management  procedures  in  an 

organization. Some methodologies (e.g. ASAP), focused on 

the  speed  of  action,  limit  the  importance  of  the 

implementation  analysis  and  instead  propose  predefined 

solutions addressing specific  business  sectors  and regions. 

This approach can be described as an accelerated analysis 

methodology. Such solutions are supported by the reference 

models  of  business  processes,  which  are  one  of  the 

customization  methods.  They  are  based  on  the 

recommendations  of  organizational  settings,  designed  for 

the most efficient use of the system in the specific type of 

business.  In  this case,  the company should implement the 

reference model using, for example, the ready-made maps of 

business processes. Some proprietary methodologies refer to 

such  activities  as  implementation  modeling,  stressing  that 

the system model is  formed primarily by the location and 

parameterization  of  system solutions,  and  not  through  the 

identification  and  detailed analysis  of  customer processes. 

The use of business process reference models in many cases 

seems to be a reasonable compromise between ensuring the 

flexibility of solutions and maintaining the internal integrity 

of the software package.

The use of the accelerated method of analysis, particularly 

the use of the reference models of key business processes, 

can incur a risk of the partial loss of competitive advantage. 

Such approach enables to use best practices in an industry, 

but  in  case  of  implementations  in  market  leaders,  this 

argument is questionable at best. In  such cases, customers 

should  take  into  account  the  possibility  of  the  strong 

customization  of  such  activities,  often  in  spite  of 

recommendations from implementation partners, which, by 

simplifying the implementation, work in their own interest. 

On the other hand, excessive process customization can lead 

to the disproportionate individualization of the system, what 

Fig.  2 The two-segmental model of software packages lifecycle
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is  associated  with  an  increase  in  the  complexity  of  the 

project  and,  in  the  long  run,  the  difficulty  of  software 

maintenance. These problems usually do not occur in case of 

supportive  or  typical  processes,  which  are  implemented 

throughout the industry in a very similar way.

In real life, the details of the procedure used during the 

implementation analysis can vary greatly depending on the 

chosen solution, which may be based, for example, on the 

customization  of  the  basic  version  of  a  system  or  on 

obtaining  a  predefined  industry  solution.  Regardless  of 

whether the two phases, the implementation analysis and the 

proper  implementation,  are  executed  separately  or  are 

merged in one phase,  they are in practice a single project. 

The analysis is the basis for keeping the costs of the project 

on  the intended level.  Thanks  to it,  the difficulties  in  the 

functioning of organizations linked to the acquisition system 

are  minimized.  For  the  project  success,  the  fundamental 

aspects  of  the  organizational  set  up  of  each  project  are 

particularly  important.  They include:  the  establishment  of 

the  organizational  structure  of  the  project,  defining  the 

objectives  of  the  project  (if  possible,  measurable  and 

verifiable), defining the scope of the project, developing the 

project  schedule  with  the  definition  and  valuation  of 

resources and a timetable for the deployment of funds, the 

application of the chosen methodology, along with the rules 

of  the supervision and acceptance of the project  and with 

risk, quality and change management. 

In  order  to make the comparison of the implementation 

analysis phase from the two-segmental model of information 

systems  lifecycle  with  the  waterfall  model  of  software 

lifecycle, it is necessary to refer to a phase usually named as 

the requirements  analysis,  and partly  to the design  phase. 

There  are  many  common  elements  in  the  corresponding 

phases, particularly in case of the traditional approach to the 

implementation  analysis.  But  even  in  such  cases,  the 

implementation  analysis  does  not  distinguish  between 

structured  and  object-oriented  approaches.  Moreover,  the 

implementation  analysis  is  dominated  by  the  process-

oriented  approach,  particularly  in  case  of  the  accelerated 

analysis. 

VI. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The  implementation phase  of  software  packages  can be 

divided generally into two main concurrently performed set 

of activities:

• the adaptation of a system to the specific needs of an 

organization (technology customization),

• the adaptation of business procedures and processes to 

opportunities arising from system capabilities.

Both these processes appear to be equally important. On 

the  one  hand,  management  solutions  are  primary  to  IT 

solutions [20]. On the other hand the implementation of a 

computer  system may become a stimulus to carry out the 

optimization of management solutions. The customization of 

a  system  can  be  carried  out  using  various  methods, 

depending on adjustment mechanisms available in a system. 

Every  system  contains  a  limited  set  of  available 

programming and non-programming methods [21]. 

The extended usage of programming methods can justify 

the formal separation of a new subphase - the design on the 

customer side. That subphase is very similar to the design 

phase in the classical model. However, using programming 

methods is an option, therefore, in the two-segmental model, 

that subphase is not specified and any design work on the 

customer side belongs to the implementation phase.

The  second  group  of  activities,  the  adaptation  of 

organizational procedures and processes may be associated 

with  business  processes  reference  models,  with  the 

implementations  of  changes  resulting  from  the  thorough 

reorganization  of  business  processes  in  accordance  with 

BPR  concept,  or  with  continuous  process  reorganization 

following  the  implementation  of  BPM  (Business  Process 

Management)  strategy.  Regardless  the  notion  of  changes, 

the process approach dominates the implementation phase, 

in the same way as in the implementation analysis  phase. 

The  process  approach  is  also  typical  for  contemporary 

implementations of ERP software packages.

 In the case of the implementation phase formed on the 

basis of the waterfall model, the group of activities related to 

organizational  changes  is  also  included.  However,  the 

formal  software  production  models  do  not  devote  enough 

attention to those changes.

In addition to the two main group of activities performed 

during the implementation phase, this phase includes, inter 

alia, such important activities as:

• the  adaptation  of  system technical  infrastructure,  the 

management  of  operating environments  and software 

installation, 

• system integration with other applications, 

• defining  and  implementing  the  principles  of  system 

administration and management, 

• system testing, 

• training  for  future  users  and  the  preparation  of  user 

instructions,

• the migration of data from existing systems. 

The  adaptation  of  system  technical  infrastructure 

includes,  apart  from  the  hardware  setup,  also  the 

configuration  of  software  such  as  operating  systems, 

database  management  systems,  etc.  The  management  of 

operating  environments  involves  building  technical 

infrastructure  and  software  installation.  The  separation  of 

environments  is  associated  with  ensuring  the  safety  and 

efficiency  of  the  system  by  separating  the  functions  of 

individual servers,  software or data areas. Systems operate 

in  several  different  roles,  such  as  ongoing  operation, 

development  and  training.  Hence,  most  software  vendors 

calls  for  the  separation,  in  the  form  of  individual 

installations  or  at  least  the  areas  of  data,  of  operational 

system  environments  such  as:  production,  training, 

development, testing and quality assurance, and also a spare 

security environment.

Activities related to the integration (merging) with other 

systems in the organization can be very labor  consuming. 

They  usually  involve  programming  and  include,  in 

particular,  the  construction  of  interfaces  for  data  and 

messages  exchanged  between  applications.  They  are 
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particular  important  in  the  case  of  solutions  based  on 

components  and  service-oriented  architecture  (SOA).  The 

process  of  implementing the integration  platform, in  most 

cases, should be treated as a separate IT project, which does 

not fall into the software package life cycle.

Implementation of  software,  the same as  in the case of 

software development, requires defining and implementing 

the  principles  of  system  administration  and  management. 

These principles have huge impact on the system security. 

Within  this  group  of  tasks,  it  is  particularly  important  to 

develop and implement the concept of access rights.

The  system  tests  performed  during  the  implementation 

phase may also include the tests of new programs and the 

test of software package modules: function tests, integration 

tests, stress tests and acceptance tests. 

Training related to the project usually begins before the 

implementation phase.  Such training involves management 

staff (in order to demonstrate the general capabilities of the 

system) as well as the staff assigned to the project.  It  can 

continue  during  the  implementation  phase.  However,  the 

essential  training  at  this  stage  is  addressed  to  future  end 

users  and  system administrators.  In  the  case  of  the  large 

integrated systems, it can be very labor intensive because of 

the  number  of  participants.  The  training  involves  also 

preparing user manuals.

The migration of data often requires the development of 

tools  dedicated  for  this  purpose.  As  with  any  software 

project,  small  systems  lifecycles  can  be  identified.  They 

include their own analysis, design and coding phases.

The above-mentioned additional groups of activities are 

very  similar  to  the  actions  associated  with  the 

implementation phase in the traditional waterfall  model of 

software life cycle.  Hence,  both the two segmental  model 

and  the  waterfall  model  similarly  describe  technical 

activities of the implementation phase. Whereas, differences 

are  observed  in  the  approaches  towards  business  related 

activities.

The  final  outcome  of  the  implementation  phase  is  the 

conversion  of  information  systems  and  the  start  of  the 

production  system.  In  the  implementation  of  integrated 

systems,  different  approaches  to  the  sequence  of 

implementing modules can used: sequential (step by step), 

overall (big bang), mixed – initially highest priority modules 

(middle size big bang). The overall approach is supposedly 

the most effective. It gives the possibility of parallelization 

of some work, but may be problematic and risky in case of 

large  projects.  The  practice  of  implementations  proves 

popularity of mixed methods in which the selection of the 

first group of modules results from the efforts to maximize 

synergy  benefits  from  the  first  step  of  the  conversion. 

Usually  the  first  step  includes  highly  integrated  modules, 

crucial  for  implementing  main  business  processes,  for 

example:  financial  accounting,  inventory  management, 

procurement  and  sales.  The following steps  involve  more 

modules, e.g. human resource management, controlling, etc. 

The sequential  method can  be  ineffective  due  to  the long 

duration of the project and, as a consequence, long waiting 

for its benefits.

VII. CONCLUSION

The  main  feature  that  characterize  the  two-segmental 

model of the information systems life cycle is the separation 

of  vendor  and  customer  segments,  what  reflects  the main 

characteristic of software packages. However, also particular 

phases distinguished in the two-segmental model, and their 

sequence, differ from classical life cycle models. Traditional 

sequence  (analysis,  design,  coding,  implementation)  was 

broken and the phases were divided between both segments. 

In  the customer  segment,  two phases:  the  implementation 

analysis  and  implementation  were  distinguish.  They 

correspond to the implementation methods developed by the 

vendors  of  software  packages  and,  as  those  methods  are 

widely used, to the practice of the IT market.

Software  packages  implementation  project  are 

characterized by the strong impact of the process approach 

on  the  phases  of  implementation  analysis  and 

implementation. But the process approach is also used in the 

classical  software  engineering  –  e.g.  data  flow  diagrams, 

which have long been used in the structural analysis, are in 

fact process models. However, modern process approach, is 

not limited to the process transformations and the flows of 

data,  but  attempts  to  map  business  processes  in 

organizations.  Therefore,  business  processes  play  an 

important  role  in  the  implementation  analysis,  and  the 

reference  models  are  widely used  in  the  customization  of 

software packages.
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Abstract—The aim of this paper is to explore e-government 
concept as well as present and assess the application of  e-gov-
ernment in the Upper Silesia (the Silesian Voivodship), Poland. 
In the cognitive part, the essence of e-government as well as the 
initiatives  for  building  e-government  in  Europe  and  Poland 
have been identified. In the empirical part, the Electronic Com-
munication System for Public Administration (SEKAP) as an 
example of a "good practice" of an e-government has been pre-
sented and the diagnosis of SEKAP application is given. The 
achieved  results  can  be  useful  while  undertaking  activities 
aimed at e-government development in a country and particu-
lar regions.

I. INTRODUCTION

he changes occurring for some time in the social, eco-
nomic and technological fields have dramatically trans-

formed   the  reality  surrounding  us  [1],  [2],  [3],  [4],  [5]. 
These changes are triggered by information, which has be-
come an indispensible resource for functioning and develop-
ment of every society, economy, organization and a human 
being of the third millennium [6], [7], [8]. In the new reality 
the implementation of information-communication technol-
ogy (ICT) has an  enormous potential [9], [10], [11], [12], 
[13]. The effect of an on-going transformation is the social-
economic development as well as the creation of a new soci-
ety and new economy – information society and knowledge 
based economy [9], [10], [14], [15], [16]. 

T

A socio-economic development is not possible without an 
effectively  operating  government  (public  administration) 
and  especially  an  electronic  government  (e-government) 
[17],  [18].  The  creation  of  e-government  requires  the  in-
creasing the role of ICT in the public management and using 
it to rebuild the internal public administration processes and 
allowing for an access to the electronic government services 
[19], [20], [11], [10], [21], [17], [22], [23].

Building  e-government  has  become a  priority  issue  for 
many countries,  regions and cities. In  order to become at-
tractive partners on the global and competitive market they 
have noticed new development possibilities and opportuni-
ties. The European Union (EU), including Poland, has writ-
ten into its strategic planning the building of e-government 
[24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31]. 

The aim of this paper is to explore the e-government con-
cept  as  well  as  present  and  assess  the  implementation  of 
e-government  in  the  Upper  Silesia  (the  Silesian 
Voivodship), in Poland. In the cognitive part, the essence of 
e-government as well as the initiatives on building an e-gov-
ernment in Europe and Poland have been identified. In the 

empirical  part,  the  Electronic  Communication  System for 
Public Administration (SEKAP) as an example of a "good 
practice" of an  e-government has been presented and the di-
agnosis of SEKAP application is given. The achieved results 
can be useful  while undertaking activities aimed at e-gov-
ernment development in a country and particular regions.

II.  LITERATURE AND RELATED WORKS – E-GOVERNMENT 
DEVELOPMENT

A. Definition and nature of e-government  

The concept of “electronic government” appeared around 
1993 in the USA and in an abbreviated  form (“e-govern-
ment”) later around 1997 [20], [32]. Several researches and 
scholars  [33], [3], [20],  consulting firms [34],  as well as 
such  organizations:  the  European  Commission  [1],  [35], 
[36], [26], [25], [24], OECD [37] and the World Bank [38], 
[39] are involved in the discourse on e-government. In gen-
eral, e-government can be defined as an application of ICT 
to government processes (public administration)  in order to 
improve services to citizens, business and government agen-
cies (entities). 

The OECD has defined e-government as the use of ICT, 
and the Internet particularly, as a tool to achieve better gov-
ernance [37]. The Gartner  Group has delineated e-govern-
ment as follows: e-government is the transformation of pub-
lic sector internal and external relationships through net-en-
abled operations, information technology,  and communica-
tions to optimize government service delivery, constituency 
of participation and governance [34]. Another definition of 
e-government was presented by the World Bank: “e-govern-
ment refers to the use by government agencies of informa-
tion technologies (such as wide area networks, the Internet, 
and mobile computing) that have the ability to transform  re-
lations among citizens, businesses, and other arms of gov-
ernment” [39]. 

E-government  is  embedded in combinations of  political 
conditions as well as cultural,  technological  and organisa-
tional  changes  designed  to  support  and  drive  a profound 
transformation in the agencies and entities of the public sec-
tor  [40].  According  to  Tolbert  and  Mossberger  e-govern-
ment has been proposed as a way to transform and improve 
relations between government agencies and citizens as well 
as increase citizens’ trust in government [41]. The ICT use 
in government agencies is necessary to  increase public sec-
tor efficiency and improve internal administration and man-
agement  capabilities.  In  the opinion of  several  authors,  e-
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government refers to the delivery of routine government in-
formation  and  services  using  electronic  means,  especially 
using internet technologies [42], [43]. 

E-government has been defined as government’s use of 
technology, particularly Web portals, to enhance the access 
to and delivery of government information and services to 
citizens,  business partners,  employees,  other  agencies,  and 
government  entities [44],  [45].  Currently electronic means 
adopted  by e-government  may include:  e-mail,  discussion 
groups, blogs, Twitter, and social networking sites, such as 
Facebook and MySpace [46]. Another interesting concepts 
of e-government was suggested by Prattipati, which includes 
three domains: improving government processes (e-adminis-
tration), connecting citizens (e-citizens and e-services), and 
building external interactions (e-society) [47], [43]. 

These definitions of e-government can be used to concep-
tualize  the  four  basic  dimensions  shaping  e-government 
[20], [48], [49], [50]:
− e-administration refers to all those administrative and op-

erational processes of a government in which ICTs are 
utilized;

− e-services (e-government services) refer to public service 
provision  aimed at  citizens,  businesses  and  public  ad-
ministration agencies,;

− e-democracy refers  to democratic  structures,  processes, 
and  practices,  in  which  ICTs  are  utilized  to  improve 
transparency, citizen’s participation, and democratic de-
cision making; and

− e-governance  means cooperation,  networking,  and 
partnership  relations  between  public  administration 
agencies, citizens and business organizations. 

Currently trends  affecting e-government include first  of 
all e-governance [51], [52], [53]. The UNESCO has defined 
e-governance  as  involving  new  styles  of  leadership,  new 
ways of debating and deciding policy and investment, new 
ways of accessing education, new ways of listening to citi-
zens and new ways of organising and delivering information 
and services [53]. E-governance uses the prosumption idea 
[54], [5], which means that the citizen becomes a co-founder 
of the services provided by government agencies. E-gover-
nance focuses on citizen participation and the creation and 
use of networked society to improve relations among gov-
ernment agencies and citizens. E-participation and e-society 
are  viewed  as  “facilitating  greater  citizen  participation  in 
government  decision  making  and  improving  government 
transparency and accountability” [55]. E-governance means 
the use of ICT to support public services, government activi-
ties, democratic processes, and relationships among citizens, 
the  civil  society,  the  private  sector,  and  the  state  [51].  It  
refers to five interrelated dimensions: a policy framework, 
enhanced  public  services,  high-quality  and  cost-effective 
government operations,  citizen engagement  in  democratic 
processes, as well as organisational and institutional reform 
[51].  Promoters  of  e-governance  promise  increasing 
economies of scale in providing improved citizen participa-
tion and democratic  values,  and enhanced government ac-
countability and transparency [55]. 

To sum up, in our opinion e-government can be viewed as 
a socio-technical system composed of people, technologies, 
as well as social and organizational structures and processes. 
A more detailed definition of e-government applied here is 
the following: e-government means the ICT utilization and 
accomplishing  organizational,  process,  legal,  competence 
and cultural transformation in the government agencies of-
fices, in order to make e-government services electronically 
accessible  to  various  stakeholders  (entrepreneurs,  citizens 
and employees of government entities).  The foundation of 
such  an  understanding  of  e-government  are  e-government 
services provided at different levels of maturity and to dif-
ferent stakeholders.

In fact, e-government delivers several e-government ser-
vices to citizens, businesses (entrepreneurs) and government 
agencies. They include five forms of the relations between 
governments  and  their  stakeholders:  Government-to-Citi-
zens  (G2C),  Citizens-to-Government  (C2G),  Government-
to-Business  (G2B),  Business-to-Government  (B2G)  and 
Government-to-Government (G2G) [11], [20]. 

E-government services can be rendered at four levels of 
maturity [11], [56], [57]. The basic level of maturity is the 
information level (the first level), meaning that government 
agencies  provide  citizens and  entrepreneurs  with informa-
tion on their internet portals. In case of the interactive level 
(the second level), stakeholders communicate electronically 
with individual government agencies, but a complete settle-
ment of a matter requires a personal visit in an agency. The 
third level, called the transactional level, is associated with 
completion of all the actions necessary to deal with an offi-
cial matter electronically.  The last fourth level of maturity 
known as the integration level ensures the integration of var-
ious e-government services across the public (not just indi-
vidual agencies).

The  implementation  of  integrated  e-government  (the 
fourth level of maturity of e-services) is a project extremely 
complex and difficult, requiring solutions of various organi-
zational, legal, informational and technological problems. In 
addition,  this  class  of  solutions  in  different  EU countries 
should be consistent with each other and create a pan-Euro-
pean system of government information and services avail-
able to citizens and businesses  of all member states.  Such 
solutions require first of all entering within the framework 
of interoperability (European Interoperability, 2004), which 
should be understood as a set of assumptions,  methodolo-
gies, standards and specifications recommended for govern-
ment agencies to ensure cooperation between these agencies.

B. European initiatives for e-government development 

In Europe the need for building and developing a pan-Eu-
ropean government was indicated by strategic documents on 
the Information Society in the European Union. The first of 
these documents was “eEurope. An Information Society for 
All” [24], and currently binding is “i2010. A European In-
formation Society for  Growth and Employment” [36].  Al-
ready  in  the  first  of  these  documents,  as  one  of  the  key 
strategic objectives was adopted the availability of e-govern-
ment services for citizens and entrepreneurs in the EU mem-
ber states by the end of 2005. At the same time, there were 
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identified 20 core e-government services, including 12 ser-
vices for citizens and 8 for entrepreneurs,  access to which 
should be provided in the first place [24]. In order to ensure 
consistency  of  e-government  services  the  European  Com-
mission published in early 2004, the first version of the Eu-
ropean interoperability standards [58], which are continually 
updated  and  improved.  The  document  provides  technical 
guidance,  semantic  and  organizational  interoperability  of 
government  information  systems,  operating  on  pan-Euro-
pean scale.  Currently the strategy of  e-government  in Eu-
rope, is set by “The Digital Agenda for Europe” [28] one of 
its important documents in particular,  namely:  "The Euro-
pean  eGovernment  Action  Plan  2011-2015  –  Harnessing 
ICT to Promote Smart, Sustainable and Innovative Govern-
ment" [28], [59].

Efficiency and effectiveness as well as greater openness 
and transparency of e-government are also the subject of re-
cent  European  Commission initiatives  on  government  ser-
vices such as:
− a new eGovernment program “Interoperability Solutions 

for European Public Administrations” (steps to improve 
electronic  collaboration  between governments  agencies 
in the EU);

− consolidating web sites and portals, such as “Your Voice 
in Europe” (on-line access to consultation and debate on 
the European agenda), “Your Europe” (on-line access to 
the portal  of  European  and  national  government  agen-
cies) and “SIMAP” (information for the government ser-
vices and entities interested in public procurement in Eu-
rope); and

− “The  European  Citizens”  (enabling  citizens  to  submit 
comments on the new EU legislation) [60]. 

One of the initiatives of the European Commission to pro-
mote the improvement of public administration, including e-
government, is to grant the European Public Sector Award 
(EPSA). The EPSA aims are, especially, to achieve the fol-
lowing goals: to create a common European administrative 
space, then devise new administrative problem-solving para-
digms,  and  to  create  a  network  of  public  excellence  and, 
thus,  establish  the  conditions  for  European  learning  plat-
forms on public administration solutions. Public administra-
tion entities from European countries  have applied for  the 
EPSA [61]. Also, the Assembly of European Regions gives 
the Regional Innovation Award (RIA) for the e-government 
innovation. The prize aims at honouring European regional 
authorities' actions, which have stimulated, fostered and im-
plemented innovation in their territory. It aims at promoting 
best practices as well as demonstrating how regions can con-
tribute to regional economic welfare [62].

The  initiative  to  promote  e-government,  and  especially 
e-governance, is a web portal ePractice.eu, that hosts an ar-
ray  of  exciting  communities,  which  gather  members  with 
common interests,  first  of  all  e-government,  e-integration 
and  e-health  communities.  The  portal  allows  members  of 
communities  to  conduct  discussions  and  cooperation,  and 
thus realize the idea of  open government, policy co-create 
and share information on the operation and provision of ser-
vices by government agencies [63].

C. Polish initiatives for e-government development 

In Poland the debate about the development of e-govern-
ment was initiated by drawing up a document entitled “Ac-
tion Plan for the Development of Electronic Government (e-
government) for the years 2005-2006” [64]. The document 
described the legal framework for the process of informati-
zation of the country, presented the evaluation of activities 
in the area of electronic government, and contained an over-
view  of  the  projects  implemented  by  Polish  government 
agencies. It was also an ex-ante analysis of activities related 
to the implementation of electronic government in the con-
text of the budgetary perspective in the European Union in 
2007-2013.

E-government was very clearly referred to in the “Strat-
egy of Development of Information Society in Poland until 
2013” by writing that the information society is such a soci-
ety in which citizens and businesses consciously utilize the 
potential of information as the economic, social and cultural, 
with the effective support of modern and friendly public ad-
ministration [30]. The public administration, in particular the 
increased availability and effectiveness of government ser-
vices  through  the  use  of  ICT to rebuild  the  internal  pro-
cesses  of  administration  and  mode  of  providing  services, 
was indicated as a strategic direction of development [30]. 
The priority initiatives, tasks and activities were all associ-
ated  with  the  following  objectives:  (1)  rendering  a  wide 
range of government services provided electronically, (2) in-
creasing the efficiency of public administration through ex-
tensive use of standardized and interoperable solutions, (3) 
providing citizens and entrepreneurs as well as local govern-
ment agencies with records of reference data and other pub-
lic sector information to be used to expand the content and 
services of the offer, and (4) supporting the development of 
pan-European services and mutual recognition of ICT solu-
tions tools [30].

In  pursuance  of  the integrated public administration re-
quirements, work is currently conducted on the national in-
teroperability framework , which defines rules governing the 
creation and interoperability of information systems in pub-
lic  administration  for  the  implementation  of  public  tasks 
[65].  A very interesting concept  concerning  the interoper-
ability  is  the  Integrated  Library  of  Procedures,  which  in-
cludes:  procedures  for  settling administrative  issues  (data-
base of procedures), the repository of administrative forms 
(database of forms), all the deeds constituting the legal basis 
for the procedures in the database of procedure (database of 
legislation) and identifies the authorities and those who use 
the  electronic  administration  system  (database  of  agency 
types) [66].

In order to improve e-government, the state government is 
working on the introduction of e-governance. The aim is to 
enable the participation of citizens and businesses in the pro-
cesses performed in government agencies [67].

In Poland, the result of actions taken to implement e-gov-
ernment is  the electronic platform of government  services 
(ePUAP) [68]. ePUAP is a national information system for 
access to e-government services such C2G/G2C, B2G/G2B 
and  G2G.  The  system was  built  in  2006-2008  under  the 
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project  “The  Construction  of  an  Electronic  Platform  for 
Government Services – ePUAP” (Report, 2012).  Whereas, 
the ePUAP2 project is being implemented in the years 2009-
2013, which aims to extend the functionality of the ePUAP 
system and to increase the range of services provided elec-
tronically. The use of e-government services in the ePUAP 
system depends on possessing a personal electronic mailbox 
(e-mailbox). Until 30 December 2011 there were 94,899 e-
mailboxes recorded, including: 66,190 individuals, 9,549 le-
gal persons, 3,808 organizational units without legal person-
ality,  15,352  natural  persons  conducting  economic  activ-
ity [69].

D. Silesian initiatives for e-government development 

In the Silesian Voivodship the framework and directions 
of development of e-government are outlined by “The Infor-
mation  Society  Development  Strategy  of  the  Silesian 
Voivodship  by  2015”  [31].  This  document  identified  the 
whole spectrum of the necessary actions to be taken in order 
to develop e-government, and referring to: raising awareness 
and competence in the ICT use, improving the technical and 
economic availability of ICT and increasing the quantity and 
usability  of  digital  content  and  services.  Also  in  the  Re-
gional Operational Programme of the Silesian Voivodeship 
for 2007-2013 an increase in the number of government ser-
vices provided by electronic means has been assumed [69]. 
At the same time it is forecast that by 2020 there will be a 
full implementation of the citizen-friendly government idea, 
accessible anywhere,  anytime via the Internet,  without the 
need for citizen’s participation in the complicated adminis-
trative procedures  [29].  Among the projects  to  implement 
e-government services are: Building an Open Regional Spa-
tial Information System (ORSIP), Development and Dissem-
ination of the Electronic System for Public Administration - 
SEKAP2 and the Silesian Public Services Card - ŚKUP.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The conducted  study was cognitive-experiential in nature 
and  was  performed  within  the  framework  of  a  research 
project  [71].  The cognitive  study was  based  on  a  critical 
analysis of international literature and an analysis of Euro-
pean, Polish and Silesian initiatives for the development of 
e-government. In order to present the practical dimension of 
e-government named SEKAP, a case study and an action re-
search have been used. The authors of this paper work as ex-
perts with the Silesian Centre of Information Society (SCSI) 
on a regular basis. The SCSI is the coordinator of the e-gov-
ernment development in the Upper Silesia.  Studies on the 
use of the SEKAP system were conducted in the first quarter 
of 2012. For this purpose an analysis of data from 116 gov-
ernment  agencies  that  provide  e-government  services 
through the SEKAP system has been conducted. These in-
clude:  the  Marshal's  Office  (1),  a  city  with  county  rights 
(14), rural counties (11), municipalities (86), subdivisions of 
the local government (5). In total, in the Silesian Voivodship 
there are 203 public administration entities, thus 55% of all 
agencies  providing  services  through  the  SEKAP  system. 
Data are collected in a database of the SEKAP system.

IV. RESEARCH FINDINGS – THE SEKAP AS A “GOOD 
PRACTICE” OF E-GOVERNMENT 

A. Nature of the SEKAP system 

An example  of  an  e-government  implementation  is  the 
project “The Electronic Communication System for Public 
Administration – SEKAP”. SEKAP is a strategic innovative 
project of the municipal and  district authorities of the Upper 
Silesia. It was designed and implemented in 2005-2008. The 
aim of the project was to create an information and commu-
nication environment for the provision of government ser-
vices electronically and to prepare government agencies  for 
the effective implementation of this environment. The result 
of this project is the SEKAP system, which enables the pro-
vision of e-government services including five forms of the 
relations  between  governments  and  their  stakeholders: 
C2G/G2C,  B2G/G2B,  G2G.  The  SEKAP system includes 
the  following  main  modules:  Public  e-Services  Platform 
(PeUP), Document Management System (SOD), Electronic 
Forms Platform (PFE), System of Automatic Electronic Sig-
nature  Verification  (CC SEKAP),  Data  Exchange  Module 
(MWD),  Payments  System  and  Security  System  (Fig-
ure 1) [72]. 

Currently (2009-2012) a project called “Development and 
Dissemination of the Electronic System for Public Adminis-
tration  in  Silesia  –  SEKAP2”  is  carried  out.  Within  this 
framework,  work  is  conducted  on  the  expansion  of  the 
SEKAP system.  The  main  objectives  of  SEKAP2 project 
are: increasing the number and quality of e-government ser-
vices, improving interoperability, integration of the SEKAP 
system with  ePUAP system, expansion of SOD in the par-
ticular  government  agencies,  the  implementation  of  an  e-
learning platform and development of training courses con-
tent for  e-government  and the SEKAP system, as  well  as 
training for citizens, enterprises and government entities and 
the promotion of the SEKAP system. Among the new fea-
tures of the SEKAP system there have already been in place: 
SMS messaging for visually impaired people,  photo codes 
and a map of government agencies [73].

In order to become a member of the SEKAP system and 
use  e-government  services  one  needs  to  register  an  elec-
tronic mailbox and confirm its identity. It is also necessary 
to  have  an  electronic  signature  (qualified  or  unqualified). 
Obtaining  a  free  non-qualified  CC  SEKAP  signature  is 
based on completing and submitting an electronic request to 
the Certification Center and signing a civil contract. Upon 
the receipt of an electronic signature one can fully use the 
services  of  the SEKAP system.  Each  user  of  the  SEKAP 
system may submit a relevant application to an appropriate 
government  entity  and  settle  an  official  matter  at  one  of 
three levels of maturity (I – informational, II – interactive or 
III  – transactional) In addition, the SEKAP system is inte-
grated with the ePUAP system. Thanks to this the login and 
password from the ePUAP system can be used in SEKAP. 
In  the ePUAP system there are stored electronic forms of 
services  provided by the SEKAP system. And further,  the 
SEKAP system supports  the secured profile and also uses 
the payment module on ePUAP.
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It is worth to mention that this fact was noticed on the Eu-
ropean forum in 2009.  The voivodship  authorities  applied 
for the RIA’2009 award. The RIA’2009 was granted for the 
SEKAP and  the  Silesian  Voivodship  was  awarded  as  the 
most innovative European region [74]. The award confirms 
the  fact  that  the  SEKAP  system  can  be  an  example  of 
“a good practice” of e-government.  

B. Diagnosis the SEKAP system use 

The diagnosis of using the SEKAP system was based on 
analysis  of  the number of  registered  electronic  mailboxes, 
the number of issued CC SEKAP certificates, the number of 
e-government services available in the SEKAP system and 
the number of e-government services used.

The number of registered electronic mailboxes is merely 
12,686  which  is  a  very  small  percentage  of  the  Silesian 
Voivodship  population,  which  amounts  to  approximately 
4.635 million people [75]. Most mailboxes were set up by 
the users between the 25 to 45 years of age. Also, the negli-
gible  number  of  mailboxes  (778)  owned  by  enterprises 
which total in the voivodship at around 443,000 [76]. The 
detailed  data  referring  to  the  electronic  mailboxes  which 
registration  is  necessary  for  the  use  of  e-government  ser-
vices in the SEKAP system is shown in  Figure 2. 

Fig. 2.  Number of registered electronic mailboxes in the SEKAP sys-
tem.

The study also revealed that a very small number of CC 
SEKAP electronic signatures (6,511) was issued, which are 
indispensible in order  to use the e-government services  at 
the transactional maturity level, and very often at the inter-
active maturity level. The fact that in relation to the number 
of registered contact boxes the number of CC SEKAP issued 
certificates amounts to only 51% is also warring (Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Number of issued CC SEKAP electronic signatures.

Currently,  the  SEKAP  system  includes  501  various 
e-government services (Figure 4), in particular all services 
recommended by the European Commission [24]. The list of 
these  services  contains  212  e-government  services  that 
reached the transactional level, which constitute 42% of all 
services.  In  case  of  G2G  relations  there  are  available  80 
e-government  services  at  the  transactional  level,  which  is 
39%  all  e-government  services  for  government  entities. 
There are 181 (42%) e-government services for citizens and 
156  (43%)  e-government  services  for  enterprises  at  the 
transactional level.

Fig. 4. Number of e-government services at the different maturity levels 
in the SEKAP system.

The conducted analyzes showed that mostly citizens, en-
terprises  and  government  agencies  use  e-government  ser-
vices at the interactive level of maturity. This is a one-way 
interaction – downloading services forms and two-way in-
teraction – handling  electronic services forms. The majority 
of the stakeholders (34%) use e-government services at the 
information level of maturity, while the least (14%) use e-
government  services  at  the  transactional  level  of  maturity 
(Figure 5).

Fig. 1. The architecture of  the SEKAP system.
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Fig. 5. The use of e-government services at the different levels of matu-
rity in the SEKAP system.  

Most  often  stakeholders  use  e-government  services 
grouped in a directory under the heading  “Other” (Figure 
6). It includes e-government services such as: public infor-
mation, complaints and requests, report technical problems 
with the functioning of the SEKAP system, official corre-
spondence.  The  next  most  frequently  used  e-government 
services  are  related  to:  business  (15.21%),  elections 
(7.20%),  driving licenses  (4.83%) and registration of  resi-
dence (4.10%) as well as  corporation tax (3.49%). Other e-
government services are used to a very small extent.

Fig. 6. The use of e-government services in the SEKAP system.

C. Discussion of the SEKAP system use   

Summing up, the SEKAP system is an innovative techno-
logical and organizational solution. It includes e-government 
services at the different levels of maturity for citizens, enter-
prises  and  government  agencies.  Research  indicates,  how-
ever, that the use of e-government services is not satisfac-
tory and needs some improvement. Very few citizens, enter-
prises registered the SEKAP system mailbox, and only half 
of them have a CC SEKAP electronic signature. Without an 

electronic  mailbox  and  without  an  electronic  signature  e-
government services, at the transactional and interactive ma-
turity levels in the SEKAP system, cannot be used. Unfortu-
nately, the users with mailboxes and electronic signatures do 
not fully utilize the opportunities created by the SEKAP sys-
tem.  E-government  services,  which  are  mainly  used,  in-
clude: public information, requests and complaints, official 
correspondence.  Whereas,  all  other  e-government  services 
are used marginally.

V.  CONCLUSION

At  the  end  of  the  discussion  about  the  application  of 
e-government at the local level in Poland a few reflections 
can be made. An example of innovative regional solutions to 
e-government  is  the SEKAP system in the  Upper  Silesia. 
Many concepts and solutions that arose in the course of its 
design and implementation are universal, and certainly can 
be an example of “good practice” for other regions. None-
theless,  the implementation of innovative solutions in gov-
ernment  agencies  does  not  mean  a  large  interest  in  them 
from  potential  stakeholders  at  the  same  time.  There  are 
many barriers that hinder or even prevent effective and effi-
cient e-government operations. In order to overcome them, 
there can be used, based on a study, general recommenda-
tions for successful design and implementation of e-govern-
ment.  These  recommendations  can  contribute  to  the  im-
provement  of  work,  reduce  risk  and  achieve  success  in 
transforming a government into e-government.

First, the purpose of projects concerning the construction 
of e-government should be to provide e-government services 
for citizens, businesses and government entities, at least at 
the third level of maturity and within the previously defined 
rules of interoperability. Second, the construction and devel-
opment of e-government needs to create awareness and im-
prove  the competence  of  citizens,  businesses  and  govern-
ment agencies in the e-government services. Third, the pro-
motion  of  e-government  among  citizens,  businesses  and 
government agencies is necessary. Fourth, construction and 
development of e-government requires an absolute commit-
ment as well as close and constructive cooperation between 
central and regional authorities. Fifth, in order to design, im-
plement and use e-government effectively, a corporate archi-
tecture is essential. It should include: e-government strategy 
(priorities  for  action,  the role and objectives  of  e-govern-
ment in implementing the information society), people and 
organizational  culture  (competence  and  intelligence,  not 
only employees but also citizens and businesses, supported 
by the organizational culture), processes (process approach 
to the implementation of government services) and technol-
ogy (ICT supporting government processes and delivery of 
electronic government services). All of these issues will be 
devoted to further research.
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Abstract—This paper focuses on a semantically-enhanced
Social Web Recommendation application, called Taste It! Try
It! It is a mobile restaurants’ review and recommendation ap-
plication based on a Linked Data source and integrated with
a social network. The application is consuming Linked Data
(while creating the reviews), producing semantic annotations
(about the reviewed entities), and then, querying the gathered
data in order to offer personalized recommendations.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Semantic Web is to enable machines to un-
derstand the meaning of information on the WWW

via extending the network of hyperlinked human-readable
web pages by inserting machine-readable metadata, i.e.,
semantic annotations, thus, enabling automated reasoning
[1]. A semantic annotation is machine processable, if it is
explicit, formal, and unambiguous and this goal is usually
reached by using ontologies [2].

Semantic review systems are those whose performance
is based on some knowledge base defined as, e.g., ontology
[3] [4]. The application of ontology within the review sys-
tem: semantically extends descriptions of user opinions;
allows to complete the incomplete information through
inferences; semantically extends descriptions of user con-
textual factors; allows for the dynamic contextualization
of user preferences and opinions in specific domains;
guarantees the interoperability of system resources and
the homogeneity of the representation of information;
improves communication processes between agents and
between agents and users [4].

The Web has evolved into Web of Data [5] by using a set
of best practices for publishing and connecting structured
data on the Web known as Linked Data. The Linking Open
Data

project1 aims at building a ”data commons by making
various open data sources available on the Web as RDF
and by setting RDF links between data items from differ-
ent data sources”. Examples of datasets encompass well-
known DBpedia, Geonames or Freebase. The content of
the Linked Data cloud is diverse in nature, comprising
inter alia [5]: data about geographic locations, people,
companies, books, scientific publications, movies, music,
television and radio programmes, genes, proteins, drugs
and clinical trials, online communities, statistical data,
census results, and reviews (e.g., Revyu system [6]).
Since 2007, the Linking Open Data cloud has expanded
considerably. However, apart of some initiatives showing
how to build applications using it, there is still plenty

1http://esw.w3.org/topic/SweoIG/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/
LinkingOpenData

of space for more end-user applications that operate on
Linked Data.

The above trends constitute a motivation for the de-
velopment of a tool supporting the creation of semantic
content using mobile devices in a user-friendly manner
operating on Linked Data. The goal of the proposed ap-
plication is to make annotations sufficiently easy to create
for end-users’ acceptance, while at the same time provide
added value through the ease of finding suitable data, and
the ease of integrating the data and reason on them. Thus,
in the proposed application, we show, how faceted based
annotations (annotations taking advantage of an a-priori
domain knowledge and labelling) along with the social
network based user friendly application can support users
in creating semantic annotations of reviews that may be
further on used within recommendations systems.

The work conducted encompassed both the research and
practical related aspects. On the one hand, the aim was to
contribute to a general understanding of the problem and
on the other hand, the aim was to develop a system that
could not only be used as a proof for testing, but also could
constitute a fully fledged tool to be used by users. Thus,
the System Development Method (SDM) was utilized [7].
According to Burstein – SDM ”allows the exploration of
the interplay between theory and practice, advancing the
practice, while also offering new insights into theoretical
concepts”. The approach followed consisted then out of
three main steps. First, the concept building phase took
place, which resulted in the theoretical concepts presented
in the next sections. The next step was the process of
system building, which was encompassing development
of a system based on the theoretical concepts established.
The system development was guided by a methodology of
incentivizing users to create semantic content developed
within the INSEMTIVES project2. Some core concepts of
created application has been presented during the previous
AITM conference [8]. This paper is to describe the final
version of the application and to discuss the obtained
results.

In order to meet the defined goal, the paper is structured
as follows. First the related work in the relevant research
area is shortly discussed. Then, the vision of the tool is
presented. Next, we focus our attention on the functional-
ities supported by the system including semantic content
creation and semantic search. The paper concludes with
final remarks.

2http:\\insemtives.eu
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II. RELATED WORK

Recommender Systems (RS) are information search
tools that have been proposed to cope with the
information-overload problem, i.e, the typical state of a
consumer, having too much information to make a decision
[3], [9].

Recommender Systems can be either [10]: rating-based
(content-based or social/collaborative-based) – users ex-
plicitly express their preferences by giving binary or multi-
scale scores to items that they have already experienced, or
feature-based (case-based, utility-based, knowledge-based
and critiquing-based) – evaluating the match between a
user’s need and the set of options available [11].

Recommendation systems attempt to predict items a
user may be interested in, given some information about
user’s preferences and past behaviour, i.e., a user pro-
file [3], [12]. Most existing recommender systems take
advantage either of [9]:

• collaborative filtering techniques, i.e., analyzing past
actions and behaviour of all users in order to identify
interesting associations between them or between the
objects, which can be used to make recommenda-
tions to a single person (memory-based collaborative
filtering (e.g., [13]) and model-based collaborative
filtering (e.g., [14]));

• content-based methods, i.e., recommending objects
by analyzing the associations between user’s past
choices and descriptions of new objects [15], [16];

• knowledge-based i.e., system suggest products based
on inferences about user’s needs and preferences [11],
or

• hybrid filtering methods combining previous ones.
Each of these techniques has know shortcomings [9],

such as cold-start problem for collaborative and content-
based systems or knowledge engineering bottleneck in
knowledge-based approaches. They are addressed by a
hybrid recommender system that combines multiple tech-
niques to achieve some synergy between them. An in-
depth survey of hybrid recommender systems has been
presented in [9].

A typical recommendation mechanism analyzes the user
context (a user profile, if available), and presents to the
user one or more descriptions of objects that may be of
their interest. Recommendation mechanisms may be used
in pull (recommendations are explicitly requested) or push
mode (recommendations are made when a user did not
ask for them). In either way, the recommendation should
be personalized [20]. Following [16], different levels of
personalization can be distinguished starting from coarse
grained ones (e.g., relying on the country of residence)
to fine-grained (e.g., based on the recent search history).
The process of personalization is accurate, if the system
possesses accurate information on a user as well as the
object/topic the user is interested in, and the information
is machine-understandable.

Recommender systems normally use software instead
of users for the information filtering tasks [17]. This
approach, however, has some disadvantages. The com-
munications process, either between agents and users or
agents only, is complicated because of the heterogeneity

of information representation, which in turn leads to inca-
pability of its reuse in other processes and applications.
Thus, Semantic Web technologies are used within the
recommender systems.

A particularly interesting example of ontology-based
system has been introduced by Cantador and Castells
in [18] and extended in [19]. In this work, a multi-layer
semantic social network model has been proposed, based
on hypothesis that since user interests are not made of a
single piece, any approach that deals with them as such
would have inevitable limitations. Thus, the system has
been defined from different perspectives, splitting user pro-
files according to meaningful groups/layers of preferences
shared among users, so that the similarities between users
are to be established based on sub-profiles rather than the
global ones. This approach is also continued in the Taste
It! Try It! application.

Semantic Web technologies have been introduced al-
most a decade ago, and yet, their real-life impact has
been considerably limited for first few years. The situation
has changed dramatically by an initiative called Linked
Data project. Based on the simple semantic technologies,
like RDF and URIs, used along with Linked Data princi-
ples3, a number4 of datasets have been made available
in a machine-understandable manner, eg., Wikipedia’s
resources are available on the Web of Data in the form
of DBpedia. Linked Data sets are used in more and more
real-world application. Examples include [20]:

• Faviki5 – social bookmarking tool, utilizing semantic
tags stemming from Wikipedia (via DBpedia) so that
all concepts are ambiguously identified;

• DBpedia mobile6 – mobile, location-based applica-
tion presenting information from DBpedia on a map.

• Revyu7 – a generic reviewing site based on the
Linked Data principles and the Semantic Web tech-
nology stack.

Linked Data lowers the entry barrier for data providers
by focusing on publishing structured data rather than, on
the ontological level or inferencing, hence fosters a wide
spread adoption. However, there exists some challenges
that need to be tackled by developers of real-world linked
open data applications, not least of which include re-
source discovery, consolidation and integration across a
distributed environment.

The Taste It! Try It! application benefits from the
already developed semantic technologies and tools, and
offers an added value through their integration and usage
in order to, on the one hand, contribute to the Linked
Data by producing semantic annotations, and on the other,
to offer personalized advanced discovery and clustering
possibilities. For the needs of the Taste It! Try It! applica-
tion, a distinct disambiguation solution has been designed,
adjusted to the specific needs of a mobile device. All
of these features together, make the Taste It! Try It!
application a distinct solution.

3http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html
4295 datasets up to 2011 - source: http://lod-cloud.net/
5http://faviki.com
6http://wiki.dbpedia.org/DBpediaMobile
7http://revyu.com/
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III. VISION OF THE TOOL

Taste It! Try It! has been designed as both a mobile
and WWW, Web 2.0 application supporting the creation
of semantic annotations describing various places and
locations. It is targeted at end-users, among which two

Fig. 1: Taste It! Try It!– conceptual model

groups may be distinguished:
• data producers (contributors) – users providing re-

views of places, i.e., people creating semantically
annotated reviews,

• data consumers (beneficiaries) – users interested in
the content produced by the application, i.e., people
looking for opinions about various places.

Therefore, on the one hand, the Taste It! Try It! should
enable data producers to contribute to a semantic content
creation process using their mobile devices8 (as well as a
WWW interface, if desired by a user), and on the other,
should provide data consumers with personalized, seman-
tic, context-aware recommendation process (i.e., offer a
personalized semantic search mechanism).

The storyboard supported by the system is as follows.
A user goes to a restaurant. While being at the restaurant,
the user decides to share his opinion about the restaurant
and its quality of service factors with other members of
the community. He uses Taste It! Try It! to express this
opinion. The application starts by capturing the position of
the place (using the GPS system in a mobile device). This
enables associating the semantically annotated review that
is created afterwards with a specific point in space. Then,
the user creates a review by providing values to selected
features suggested by the application. Additionally, the
user may create a free-text comment regarding the object
being reviewed. The review is then uploaded to a Taste
It! Try It! server and in the background, the semantic
representation is created. Based on the quantity and quality
of created annotations, the user may be awarded with a
special title e.g., Polish-cuisine expert, International-food
expert. This title is visible to his friends at the community
portal, in our example the Facebook portal, with which
the application is integrated. Moreover, a user may check
the ranking among his friends on Facebook. If a specified
number of users mark the same spot and assign the same
category of place to it (e.g., restaurant XYZ), a new
location appears on the map.

In addition, based on the user behaviour and data
made available by the Facebook portal, the user profile is

8The application is developed to work with the Android system

created, which is then used in the personalization process.
The created annotations are then further on used by a
semantic-based recommender system while searching for
restaurants fulfilling certain criteria, e.g., vegetarian, low
budget, and high quality, in the neighbourhood of a user.
As the semantically annotated reviews are linked to Linked
Open data sets [5], some more sophisticated reasoning
over the data is possible and extends the possibilities
offered by the semantic-based recommendation system.

Thus, the application is to fulfil the following goals:
• to provide semantically-enabled reviews sufficiently

easy to create for end-user acceptance – the process
of attaching the machine understandable semantics
should be user-friendly;

• to keep a user entertained - integrating the proposed
application with a social portal such as Facebook and
adding the possibility of gaining badges, are some of
the incentives that are utilised to make the system
more attractive to users;

• to offer a personalized, semantic, context-aware rec-
ommendation process (both push and pull).

In order to encourage users to create the semantic
annotations,

the application is taking advantage of the incentives
mechanism defined within the INSEMTIVES project as
well as is using some of the tools provided by the
INSEMTIVES platform. The incentives mechanisms built-
in into the Taste It! Try It! application, may be roughly
divided into the following dimensions:

• usability of the tool - e.g., ease of creation of the
semantic data, background processing of semantics
(although the Taste It! Try It! application takes advan-
tage of the semantic datasets, the complex semantic
nature of the underlying information is hidden to
users as much as possible. The users do not interact
directly with Semantic Web languages or technolo-
gies e.g., SPARQL endpoint);

• social aspect - keeping a user entertained (integration
with the Facebook portal, awarding users with badges
and points for different tasks);

• gaining additional benefits - by using an application
a user is obtaining an access to a semantic and
context-aware personalized recommendation process
(by taking advantage of the semantically enhanced
multi-layered clustering approach).

The application has been designed according to the
client-server architecture model. The clients however, are
twofold: mobile and Facebook, thus, supporting different
user-application collaboration models.

IV. MECHANISMS AND THE SYSTEM FLOW

The system flow described within this subsection en-
compasses the registration process, the usage and navi-
gation within the mobile client, creation of semantically
annotated reviews, visualization of submitted reviews as
well as a user profile on the Facebook portal, and finally,
personalized searching for restaurants of interest.

A. Registration to Taste It! Try It!
The first step towards using the Taste It! Try It! is to

visit the Facebook Taste It! Try It! site and grant required
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permissions that are necessary for the application to work
(see fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Facebook permissions’ pop-up

Once the access is granted, the Facebook client retrieves
from Facebook the basic information about the user and
generates a verification code, which is going to be used
for the registration of the Android client. This code is
a pseudo-random one-day-valid unique sequence of 6
alphanumeric chars, which can uniquely identify the user.

B. Mobile Client navigation

While using the Mobile client, a user can choose any of
four menu elements: create new review, manage reviews,
check profile and search (see figure 3).

Fig. 3: Taste It! Try It! Mobile client menu screen

In order to ensure usability, typical Android UI elements
(e.g., buttons, system menus, dialogs and view pagers)
have been used. As a result, the use of the Taste It! Try
It! application is more intuitive and user friendly.

C. Preparing and sending a review

Reviews can be created either using the Mobile client
(figure 4), which is the typical and preferred way, or using
the Facebook client. All reviews created using the Mobile
client can be saved at any time, and the edition process can
be resumed whenever the user wishes, using the review-
management screen.

The review edition screen is divided into 3 tabs:
• Main tab containing expected by most users, basic

and obligatory information such as: name of the place
being reviewed; type of location: restaurant, pub,
fastfood, cafe; GPS location – which is to be provided

Fig. 4: Taste It! Try It! Mobile client review creation
screens

using mobile device’s GPS module; and star ratings
that allow the user to express his Overall, Service,
Atmosphere, Food impressions in the quantitative
manner, by assigning from 1 to 5 stars in each
category.

• Details tab allowing the user to assess a wide range
of qualitative features of the place, which are grouped
in intuitive categories such as: Dining options, Enter-
tainment or Good for. In this tab, the user is also
able to select the cuisine type and best dishes/drinks
served. Values of those fields are suggested from
DBpedia.

• More tab containing some additional star ratings and
features together with a free-text comment field.

Fig. 5: Autocompletion mechanism

While developing the application, our main motivation
was to hide from users the complexity of semantics being
the backbone of the application. Users do not interact
directly with Semantic Web languages or technologies e.g.,
SPARQL endpoint. The semantic annotations that are cre-
ated are template-based annotations (faceted-based). Users
while filling in some aspects of review (e.g., category of
restaurant, type of cuisine, food and drinks served), are
pointing to the concepts from DBpedia taking advantage
of an auto-completion mechanism suggesting possible tags
to be used (see figure 5).

As we are following the faceted-based approach to
the review creation, we can benefit from the additional
knowledge in order to disambiguate and limit the potential
tags (concepts from DBpedia) to be presented to users as
an option to choose from. Therefore, for the needs of the
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Taste It! Try It! application, a disambiguation solution has
been designed as follows – once a user starts to type in
the first characters of the tag for the selected feature, the
disambiguation takes place in the following steps:

• an appropriate SPARQL query is created limited to
the branch of interest (e.g., in case a user is providing
a tag to the best dishes feature, only the concepts
related to Food and drinks are suggested),

• the obtained result is filtered using the preferred
language of the user as well as the first characters
typed in and as a result the list of concepts with their
labels is retrieved from DBpedia,

• the proposed list of suggestions is sorted and pre-
sented to users.

The SPARQL queries used to gather the relevant concepts
for auto-completion, depending on the type of field being
annotated, needed to be created in a semi-automated
manner – using appropriate scripts to generate queries
based on the manual analysis of the structure of DBpedia.

The reviews provided by users are stored on the server
and then, after performed disambiguation, serialized into
the RDF format, so that they can be later on published
as linked dataset. The mentioned disambiguation of the
object being reviewed is performed in the following steps:

• Taking into account the data provided by a user,
i.e., the geographical coordinates of the location, the
SPARQL query is formulated in order to retrieve
all already described places of interest (restaurants
and all subcategories) within specific radius from the
coordinates provided. As a result a set of objects is
being retrieved.

• If the set is not null, the Levenshtein measure is
applied to the name of the concepts being retrieved
and the name provided in the review in order to
identify similar objects (e.g., in case of a typo in a
name of the place).

• Based on the above, the ranking list is created. In case
only one object reaches the defined similarity thresh-
old, the disambiguation is automatically performed,
in all other cases – the system is assuming it is a new
concept as long as a user being presented with the
ranked list of restaurants will not decide otherwise.

Created semantic annotations that are to be made
available outside the Taste It! Try It! application, are
anonymous (no information about the author of the review
is revealed outside the application) and the subjective
evaluation of the venue is expressed in an aggregated form.
A new venue is being added to the database as soon as it
reaches the limit of 3 reviews being assigned. Each new
review added about the already existing venue within the
knowledge base, may result in updating the information
on the restaurant stored there. The created RDF triples are
uploaded to the INSEMTIVES platform via the SPARQL
interface and stored in the local RDF repository.

D. Contribution visualization and user rewarding

As already mentioned, users are to be rewarded for
their contribution, which among other mechanisms, should
motivate them to undertake various activities. In addition,
for each review submitted to the server, users are awarded

Fig. 6: Taste It! Try It! badges example

with a certain amount of points that later allow to create
rankings of users of Taste It! Try It! application. The
badges (see fig. 6) in turn show the status of a user, his/her
hobby as well as achievements.

Fig. 7: Taste It! Try It!– user profile visualisation and
friends ranking

Badges and points are all displayed on the profile and
wall of the user on the Facebook portal. Facebook users
can view other users’ scoring and badges to compare
their performance. Thus, through the application of badges
and points integrated with such portal as Facebook, the
following motivation levers, defined within in Incentive
Models and PD Guidelines [21], are applied: reputation,
competition, conformity to a group, competition, useful-
ness, altruism, reciprocity and self-esteem.

E. Search

Two key uses of the semantic annotations of restaurant
reviews in the Taste It! Try It! application are: personalized
discovery of restaurants (pull) and personalized recom-
mendations (push). Here we focus on the first one.

In order to support the required personalization of the
mentioned processes, it is necessary to get to know the
preferences of users of the application. Thus, the creation
of user profiles based on the data the user creates (i.e.,
reviews) and the data from the Social Web (i.e., the
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Facebook portal) becomes necessary. In this way, we
facilitate a personalized experience without an intrusive
user profiling process.

The first step is the creation of ontology-enhanced users’
profiles encompassing also their preferences. Then, the
clustering of the domain concept space is performed. Once
the semantic clusters have been computed, it is possible to
identify similarities between individuals and then use this
knowledge in collaborative environments, such as Taste It!
Try It!.

Within our work, we follow the approach presented in
[18], and divide users into clusters of cohesive interest
(i.e., multiple layers). Thus, for instance, users may share
preferences and benefit from each other’s experience in
specific conceptual areas (e.g., type of food), even if they
totally disagree on other aspects (e.g., taste in the décor
and atmosphere). Therefore, depending on the context,
only selected layers of a user profile may be considered
during the recommendation process, allowing to offer
more accurate and context-sensitive results [18].

The following layers have been identified based on the
data gathered by the Taste It! Try It! application:

• restaurants layer – reflecting the similarity in the type
of visited restaurants and their locations (it requires
computing semantic similarity between restaurants,
their type, location – as explained later),

• taste layer – reflecting similarity in the type of food
(dishes) and cuisine of the visited restaurants (it
requires computing semantic distance between dishes
from DBpedia),

• reviews layer – reflecting the similarity in the as-
signed ratings to the features of visited restaurants
(quantitative criteria) as well as similarity in features
that the reviewer is interested in (qualitative criteria,
e.g., always commenting on music or wi-fi),

• activities layer – reflecting similarities in the per-
formed activities (number of reviews in various loca-
tions, awarded badges), as well as social information
gathered about a user.

In order to assess the similarity between two concepts in
DBpedia, a path between two nodes on a semantic graph
needs to be found. Although DBpedia is very successful,
there still seems to be a lack of semantic similarity
measures available on the DBpedia data, which makes it
difficult to use. By taking advantage of the SPARQL end-
point, various queries may be asked to DBpedia, achieving
high precision of results. In general, a similarity between
two resources in DBpedia can be detected, if in the RDF
graph:

• concepts are directly linked using some property,
• they are subject of two RDF triples having the same

property and the same object,
• they are objects of two RDF triples having the same

property and the same subject.
In DBpedia, the hierarchical structure of categories is
modelled using two properties: dcterms:subject (relates a
resource to its categories) and skos:broader (used to relate
a category to its parent category). Hence, the similarity
between dishes’ cuisines may be also discovered in case
they have some ancestor categories in common (within the

hierarchy). This allows one to catch implicit relations and
hidden information (i.e., the information that cannot be
directly discovered looking only at the nearest neighbours
in the RDF graph).

Within our research we apply semantic-based VSM
(Vector Space Model) able to deal with RDF graphs in
case of semantic-enabled features of an restaurant. As
already mentioned, our approach has been based on the
work of [22] and [23]. In case of semantic features, each
RDF graph is represented as 3-dimensional tensor, where
each slice of the tensor refers to a given property from
the ontology. A component of a tensor is not null, if
there is a property that relates a subject (on the rows of
the tensor) to an object (on the columns). Thus, given
a specific property, each object (dish, cuisine type or
restaurant) is represented as a vector, whose elements
refer to the subject frequency-inverse object frequency
(term-frequency document frequency where the term is
the subject and the document is an object TF-IDF). Thus,
for each resource, for a given dimension, the similarity
degree is the correlation between the two vectors and may
be quantified by the cosine of the angle between them.

In case the property is dcterms:subject (relating a re-
source to a category) and skos:broader (relating category
to other categories), the transitive closure of the categories
a resource is related to is computed. Once the whole set
is identified (the entire hierarchy of interest as already ex-
plained), it is assigned as the value of the dcterms:subject
(or skos:broader), depending on whether the resource is a
category or not.

As we are interested in computing similarities between
resources of the same or similar type, thus, rows represent
the domain of the property (all subjects) and the columns
- range (all objects). Thus, for a given property, the
components of each row represent the information on
how a given object (e.g., ingredient) contributes to the
corresponding subject (e.g., dish).

Then, given a property p, a resource r is represented by
a vector containing all the nodes related to r via p. Thus,
a representation of a resource r, according to a property
p, is a d-dimensional vector given by:

−→ri,p = (ω1,i,p, ω2,i,p, . . . , ωd,i,p) (1)

where:

• d is the total number of index terms (i.e., objects),
• ωn,i,p is a non-negative and non-binary value repre-

senting the weight associated with an object-subject
pair.

The weights are computed as:

ωn,i,p = fn,i,p · log
R

an,p
(2)

where fn,i,p represents the frequency of the RDF-node n,
as the object of an RDF triple having p as a property and
the node i as a subject. This term can be at most 1 (as two
identical triples cannot be defined within an RDF graph).
Thus, in case there is a triple that links a node i to a node
n via the property p, the fn,i,p = 1, otherwise fn,i,p = 0
and the ωn,i,p = 0.
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Fig. 8: Taste It! Try It!– searching for a restaurant –
choosing location, cuisine and dishes

R is the total number of resources (e.g., dishes) in
the collection, and an,p is the number of resources (e.g.,
dishes) that are linked to the object n, through the property
p. Thus, each resource is represented as a d × P matrix,
where P is the total number of properties characterizing a
given resource.

Therefore, as in the classical VSM, in order to assess
the degree of similarity between −→ri,p and −→rj,p the cosine
of the angle between two vectors is computed.

Thus, following this approach, we may implement the
multi-layered approach by asking which resources are
most similar to a given resource taking into account a
specific property p, or the entire knowledge base.

The following general discovery scenarios are currently
supported within the Taste It! Try It! application:

• Searching for a restaurant with some quantitative
criteria (non-semantic, e.g., number of stars assigned
(not less than...)).

• Searching for a restaurant with some qualitative (non-
semantic) criteria added, e.g., wi-fi zone, live sport
events transmissions etc.

• Searching restaurants near some location – a map and
coordinates (see fig 8).

• Searching for a restaurant with some criteria requiring
reasoning (semantic ones from DBpedia) – type of
cuisine and type of dishes (see fig 8).

While returning the search results, the additional person-
alization based on the layers and clusters computation,
described within this section, may be applied.

Thus, the following personalisation-enhanced search
scenarios are supported:

• Searching for a restaurant I may like, i.e., recom-
mended by people with a similar profile.

• Searching for a restaurant that my friends from the
Facebook recommended (criteria – author of the
review).

• Searching for a restaurant that one specific persons
(that I trust) likes.

• Hang-out (recommend a restaurant for n-number of

Fig. 9: Taste It! Try It!– searching for a restaurant –
choosing friends to go with

Taste It! Try It! users).
Thus, in fact while searching, the personalized recom-

mendation exploits both the knowledge base – information
gathered by the Taste It! Try It! application and DBpedia
(content-based approach), and the similarities between
users (collaborative-filtering approach).

When it comes to specifying the semantic criteria, a user
searches for it by typing characters in the corresponding
text field, as indicated on fig 8. The application returns an
auto-complete list of suggested concepts retrieved from
DBpedia. Once the list has been populated, the user can
select one (or more) of the suggested concepts.

V. CONCLUSION

The Taste It! Try It! application, presented in this paper,
is a semantic content creation tool for a mobile device. It is
to support users in the process of creation of semantically
annotated reviews of various venues. It uses DBpedia as a
source of data and is integrated with the Facebook portal.

As we are following the faceted-based approach to the
review creation, we benefit from the additional information
within the disambiguation process. For the needs of the
Taste It! Try It! application, a distinct disambiguation so-
lution has been designed, adjusted to the specific needs of
a mobile device. Within this paper, we have shown how the
application is consuming the Linked Data (while creating
the reviews), and how additional semantic annotations
(about the reviewed entities) are created. As they are to
be made available outside the Taste It! Try It! application,
they are anonymous and the subjective evaluation of the
venue is expressed in an aggregated form. The tool also
addresses the issue connected with the consensus reaching
in case of contradictory information about a given venue
provided by users.

In order to attract users and ensure their engagement in
the semantic content creation process, a

few incentives mechanisms have been applied. The
creation of a user friendly and intuitive interface is one
of them. In addition, the appropriate social incentives
mechanisms taking advantage of Web 2.0 paradigm are
to guarantee the appropriate quantity and quality (level of
details) of the created semantic annotations. This will in
turn allow to offer personalised and more accurate search
possibilities of the application, thus, constituting additional
incentive for users to use the application.

We have performed the evaluation of the proposed
solution with 180 participants. We have gathered 2274
reviews on about 900 unique restaurants. The reviewed
venue are located mainly in the Wielkpolska region of
Poland. The gathered data helped us to design the feature
allowing to reach a consensus in case of contradictory
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information. Results of the conducted experiments have
shown that the design of application can have an important
effect on the motivation of users to contribute content. We
studied the effect of assignment of badges and the effect
of the presentation of information on the willingness of
users to add reviews.

Another important finding is the poor quality of infor-
mation provided by DBpedia (mainly the lack of consis-
tency regarding the structure to which concepts of the same
type are being assigned). The coverage of DBpedia was
deemed as unsatisfactory by most of the users. It does not
necessarily result from the fact that the required concept
is not present in the data gathered by DBpedia, but the
concept could have been assigned to a not-intuitive place
in the structure, which makes it difficult to be discovered.

After performed evaluation and testing, we argue that
the developed application is showing that it is possible
to create a user friendly application for a mobile device
producing semantically annotated reviews and make this
process as far as possible invisible for users; and that
the applied incentives mechanisms can ensure appropriate
quality and quantity of information included in the reviews
and encourage users to more active behaviour.
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ue to the demographic change, the increased proportion 
of older people and the continuously improved medical 

care we expect all over the world a growing number of peo-
ple with disabilities. Recent research shows that more than 
10% of European population has disability. The increasing 
elderly population means a higher percentage of people with 
chronic diseases and physical as cognitive impairments. As-
sistive Technology (AT) and accessible ICT can help people 
with disabilities and older adults enabling a more indepen-
dent life, participation and  inclusion and improved services 
and support. Since ICT can take over the leading role in all 
areas  of  the economic,  social  and  public  life  and  as  such 
must not exclude any group of society. The workshop aims 
of  exchange  and  disseminate  achievements  and  research 
findings in that area. It also intends to stimulate the commu-
nication both between researchers working in various areas 
related  to  ICT  solutions  and  its  use  leading  to  further 
progress in that field and between researchers and practition-
ers who might take inspiration to implement their achieve-
ments. The workshop intends to launch the regular platform 
for academic and industry based researchers and practition-
ers and aspire to become constant event. We invite contribu-
tions related both to theoretical and more practical aspects of 
AT and ICT for disabilities.
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Abstract—Attempts to allow the blind to read and write math-
ematical texts have been made for many years. Such research
is conducted both in Poland and abroad. Nevertheless, there is
still no complex solution to this problem that would satisfy the
users thoroughly. The greatest difficulty facing blind and sighted
individuals working on texts containing mathematical formulae
together is that in sighted people’s notation, these expressions
take form of two-dimensional sets of graphical symbols, while
Braille provides linear, often context-dependent notation for
such expositions. This paper presents identified cases of work
and education in mathematics that require new technologies to
improve cooperation between the blind and the sighted who
do not know Braille nor Braille Mathematics Notation. The
research initiated by the Institute of Mathematical Machines
discussed herein is aimed to develop innovative technologies that
will improve communication, Web-based and else, between blind
and sighted individuals in the area of mathematics.

I. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM

IFOR MANY years attempts have been made to enable
blind people to read and write texts in mathematics un-

aided. Research in this field is conducted both in Poland and
abroad. Nevertheless, there is still no comprehensive solution
to this problem that would satisfy the users thoroughly. The
greatest difficulty facing blind and sighted individuals who
work on texts containing mathematical formulae together is
that in sighted people’s notation, these expressions take form
of two-dimensional sets of graphical symbols, while Braille,
used by the blind, provides linear notation for such expo-
sitions. Another problem is that the semantic interpretation
of individual symbols used in such linear notation is often
context-dependent, and varies depending on the adjacent sym-
bols, the presence of a space before or after the symbol, etc. An
automatic translation between these two ways of expressing
the mathematical language is a fairly complex problem.

There are any solutions available on the market that provide
to write mathematical formulae by the blind people that
are accessible to the sighted. Some of these solutions also
gives possibility for the blind to read texts in mathematics
prepared by the sighted. Unfortunately, they are only limited

possibilities. Some methods, such as writing formulae using
the Equation Editor in MS Word, or reading mathematical
papers in electronic (PDF, PS) or paper form, are completely
inaccessible for the blind. Others, such as writing equations
in several LATEX-based editing environments, or in MS Office,
present considerable difficulties of various sorts for the blind.
The blind are able to write mathematical texts using Braille
notetakers. Notation used therein, however, is completely
undecipherable for the sighted that are not acquainted with
Braille and the set of Braille Mathematics Notation rules and
symbols. Other solutions to this problem developed over the
recent years, such as the Translator+Homer system [2], or
the MathPlayer plugin for Internet Explorer [3], are either
imperfect or not fully adapted to the requirements of Polish
and other non-English Speaking Users. For these reasons it is
necessary to undertake research on technologies in order to
improve communication between the blind and the sighted in
the area of mathematics. Such research is currently conducted
by the Institute of Mathematical Machines in Warsaw. It
focuses on developing a coherent technology for convenient
processing (input, editing, formatting and printing in Braille)
of mathematical texts and auxiliary drawings by blind and
sighted users. The developed technology will also improve
almost-real-time and offline communication between the blind
and the sighted in the area of mathematical problems (prepar-
ing Braille publications cooperatively, or solving problems
interactively by blind students assisted by sighted teachers).
The term ”almost-real-time” refers to the possibility of pass-
ing mathematical formulas between blind and sighted users
immediately upon completion of input, allowing for the time
required for conversion to Braille or speech, and transmission.

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES SUPPORTING
COMMUNICATION WITH THE BLIND IN THE AREA OF

MATHEMATICS

Currently, there are solutions available on the market that
provide only limited possibilities for the blind to write math-
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ematical formulae accessible to the sighted and read texts in
mathematics prepared by the sighted. Some of these require
developing specialist skills and techniques, which is beyond
the reach of a novice user, e.g. a blind primary school student.

The greatest difficulty facing blind and sighted individuals
who work on texts containing mathematical formulae together
is that in sighted people’s notation, these expressions take
form of two-dimensional sets of graphical symbols, while
Braille, used by the blind, provides linear notation for such
expositions. The most conventional way of writing mathemat-
ical expressions by the blind consists in using Braille slates
or braille typewriters, and the Braille Mathematics Notation
(BMN). For example, the formula: Y = 1

4X expressed in
notation of sighted, in braille (BNM) notation will get a linear
form: Y =#a/_X. So we can see that this method of writing
mathematic requires teachers to know both the Braille alphabet
and the set of symbols constituting the Braille Mathematics
Notation.

One of the oldest ways of using computer equipment to
enable the blind to write mathematical expressions unaided
(allowing these at the same time to be read by the sighted
who do not know Braille) is the LATEX system/language [1].
LATEX is a professional typesetting system for the sighted that
supports, among other things, mathematical expressions. It can
be successfully used by the blind, since mathematical formulae
are expressed therein in a linear form, as in BMN. For
example, the blind person without problems can write LATEX
command: $Y =\frac{1}{4}X$ and after compilation of
the source document he will get its graphical representation:
Y = 1

4X i.e. in pdf form. This representation may be recog-
nized by a sighted person. Also the partially sighted individual
can see this result in magnified form. The greatest difficulty
facing a common use of the LaTeX language is that although
it is possible to convert the written text to its graphical
representation, a blind user does not have an absolute control
over the final appearance of documents. Another problem is
that creating documents in LATEX requires the user to learn
several dozen language-specific commands, as well as methods
of compiling the source code into the graphical representation.
Moreover, LATEX commands are relatively long, which makes
quick input of mathematical expressions (e.g. by a student,
during a lecture) virtually impossible. Hence, this method
is suitable neither for novice users, such as primary school
students, nor for primary school teachers, who usually do not
know the LaTeX language.

A common way of the sighted to write mathematical
expressions is the use of the Equation Editor in MS Word.
Unfortunately, this is utterly useless for the blind, since for-
mulae are created therein mostly using the mouse, and a blind
person’s ability to use this device is very limited. Microsoft
partially resolved this issue by introducing linear mathematical
notation, hereinafter referred to as Unicode Math (after [4]), in
MS Word 2007 (unofficially) and MS Word 2010 (officially). It
allows inputting mathematical formulae using appropriate text
commands and keyboard shortcuts. One downside of using this
solution is that a blind person cannot amend the formula being

written. This is caused by the fact that the Equation Editor
is not supported by computer screen reading software used
by the blind, such as Jaws or Windows Eyes [5], [6] i.e. the
screenreader program can read expression 1/4 but it does not
read 1

4 that is generated by an equation editor. Besides, as is the
case for the LaTeX language, using the Unicode Math notation
requires the user to learn its specific commands. These, like
LaTeX commands, are formulated in English, which poses a
major difficulty for non-English speaking users and people
who barely started learning this language.

One of the recently developed solutions is the afore-
mentioned dedicated Internet Explorer plugin called Math-
Player [3]. It allows reading mathematical formulae placed on
websites in the form of MathML language tags using speech
synthesis. Design Science, the developer of the MathPlayer
plugin, also offers a tool for creating mathematical formulae,
exporting equations from MS Word and writing them in a
website format supported by MathPlayer. Both the MathType
tool and the MathPlayer plugin are available in English only,
which may pose a difficulty, especially for novice Polish users.
Another limitation of MathPlayer is that it does not read
formulae expressed using the Unicode Math notation.

Over the past ten-odd years, several computer programmes
have been developed that allow printing texts for the blind
using standard and professional Braille printers. One such
programme is WinBraille, which is delivered with Index
Braille printers. It allows editing both simple and more com-
plex Braille texts based on MS Word documents. WinBraille
provides no special functions for editing mathematical texts;
formulae have to be put directly in the edited Braille document.
This requires knowledge not only of the Braille alphabet and
BMN, but also of the Braille-QWERTY keyboard charts which
govern printing Braille symbols. For example, when user will
press the sequence #a on a qwerty keyboard, it will produce
braille digit 1. WinBraille also provides a Braille keyboard
simulation, where pressing ”F”, ”D”, ”S”, ”J”, ”K” and
”L” simultaneously results in printing corresponding Braille
characters. For example, when user will press ”f”, and ”d”
that coresponds to 1 and 2 braille point it will produce letter
”b”. Although the WinBraille user interface is in English,
adequate code tables that are attached to the software allow
users to edit Polish documents by writing appropriate BMN
symbols using qwerty or braille keyboard. WinBraille also
allows inserting simple drawings in Braille documents; these
may be imported from BMP files or MS Word documents.
This solution, however, does not support all Braille printers.
Moreover, according to the latest information found on the
developer’s website [11], this product will not be further
developed.

Another popular Braille text editing programme is Duxbury
[7]. Its function is very similar to that of the already mentioned
WinBraille. As in WinBraille, mathematical formulae can be
input in Duxbury directly in the already edited Braille text, by
writing appropriate BMN symbols using the keyboard. This
programme also provides a function for importing mathemati-
cal equations expressed in the LaTeX language. Since Duxbury
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is an American programme, the mathematical notation it
generates is not consistent with the one used in Europe,
including Poland, which is based on professor Epheser’s works
[8]. Thereby, the function of Duxbury that allows importing
LaTeX equations is not suitable for Polish users; instead of
using it, they have to input BMN symbols manually in the
edited document.

As computer techniques progressed and spread, various
electronic notetakers equipped with a Braille or QWERTY
keyboard, a speech synthesis module, and often a Braille
line appeared on the market. These devices are an attractive
alternative to conventional Braille typewriters, as they allow
the blind to edit texts quickly. Braille notetakers provide
functions for reviewing texts and exporting them to computer
formats easily. They allow blind users acquainted with Braille
Mathematics Notation to edit texts containing equations and
print those using Braille printers. However, mathematical for-
mulae expressed this way are not transparent for users who do
not know BMN. Opening them in common text editors results
in displaying series of meaningless symbols. The example of
popular braille notetaker Braillesense is presented on figure 1.

Fig. 1. Braillesense notetaker

Attempts to solve the problem of communication (between
a blind student and a sighted teacher) in terms of writing and
reading mathematical formulae have also been made in Poland.
The oldest programme used for editing Braille texts is Brajl.
It is run under DOS. QRTekst editor files and text files may be
imported and used as its input documents. For many years it
was very useful solution so many textbooks, including math-
ematical ones, were edited using this program. Mathematical
formulae may be written in Braille in the source text, as was
the case for the afore-mentioned WinBraille, but it requires the
editor to know BMN and be aware of what characters input
using the keyboard correspond to mathematical symbols used
in this notation.

The most complex solution to the problem of editing mathe-
matical Braille texts developed so far is a project undertaken in
the Institute of the Computer Science of the Polish Academy of
Sciences in 2002. It resulted in developing a programme called
Translator [2]. It allows converting mathematical formulae

written in the LaTeX language to the form of (modified)
Braille Mathematics Notation. Consequently, an application
called Homer was developed that acts in the opposite way,
converting formulae written in Braille to the Latex format.
A software suite consisting of these two translators and an
interface for Windows users is called Euler. For the pur-
pose of the project, its creators developed modified Braille
Mathematics Notation, which extends the earlier professor
Epheser’s notation with numerous symbols and functionalities,
such as the zero record column and a wide range of typeface
definitions.

The imperfections of Euler, as well as the use of an
unknown, complex Braille notation resulted in its unpopularity
among Polish mathematics teachers (working mostly in special
schools for the blind). On their initiative simplified BMN was
developed and adopted by the Ministry of National Education
as the official Polish notation [9].

Recent attempts to define clear rules and ways of editing
Braille texts containing mathematical formulae have been
made within the ”Education, disability, information and tech-
nology. Eliminating barriers for the disabled to access edu-
cation” project [10] undertaken at the University of Warsaw.
It resulted in releasing a publication that defines the rules of
editing electronic, Braille and large-print documents. It also
describes the ways of conducting such activities, and provides
indications for the methods of editing Braille texts containing
mathematical formulae. Within the project, a set of MS Word
macro commands have been developed that convert mathemat-
ical formulae in the form of text containing LaTeX commands
to the official BMN notation. LaTeX commands are obtained
from Word documents using Word2TeX programme offered
on the market, which converts MS Word text documents and
the Equation Editor or MathType notation formulae contained
therein. It does not, however, convert the new linear Unicode
Math format to LaTeX.

III. NEEDS FOR NEW SOLUTIONS

The results of research on new technologies should meet
the needs for facilities and improvements in:

• processing (input, editing, formatting and printing in
Braille) texts containing mathematical formulae and aux-
iliary drawings prepared by the blind and the sighted, and
intended for the blind,

• almost-real-time and offline communication between the
blind and the sighted in editorial processes of mathemat-
ical texts, collaborative work on new mathematical text-
books and teaching aids, teaching mathematics, solving
tests and examination problems by blind students, and
evaluating their solutions by sighted teachers or tutors.

Improvements are required in such areas as:
• preparing mathematical texts for Braille printing by the

blind, in LaTeX and MS Office environments (publish-
ing);

• editing mathematical texts for the purpose of Braille
printing by the sighted, in LaTeX and MS Office envi-
ronments (publishing);
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• teaching mathematics to blind students by sighted teach-
ers and tutors who use existing printed (black-and-white,
Braille) or electronic (RTF, TXT, PDF) mathematical
texts and exchange mathematical texts (e.g. problem
solutions) with each other by various means, including
the Internet.

It would also be facilitating and improving to:

• enable quicker input of mathematical formulae for the
purpose of converting them to Braille;

• input formula-related mathematical drawings for the pur-
pose of converting them to Braille;

• automatically format mathematical texts initially saved
in LaTeX or MS Word as properly structured Braille
documents;

• directly convert mathematical formulae contained in MS
Word documents to Braille;

• convert mathematical texts from MS Word to LaTeX;
• automatically convert the layout of mathematical MS

Word documents to that of Braille notation;
• semantically (intelligently) render mathematical formulae

contained in MS Word documents to sound, perhaps using
Web services;

• automatically convert documents containing mathemati-
cal formulae created using Braille notetakers to MS Word
format.

IV. SCOPE OF RESEARCH

The research will cover problems related to the automation
of data and document exchange between the MS Word 2010,
LaTeX and Braille environments in order to enable the user to
get the most of what matters to him or her, e.g. efficiency,
quality of results, ability to cooperate with another human
being locally or remotely, out of each environment. The
research problems will concern:

• LaTeX, Unicode Math and BMN notation interoperabil-
ity, and related issues of recognisability and conversion of
formulae, as well as reliability and necessary heuristics;

• semantic (remote and local) techniques of intelligent
online text-to-speech readout of mathematical formulae;

• inserting mathematical drawings of a known location in
the black-and-white text in specific places within the
Braille text;

• transferability of styles, formatting, views, pagination,
tables of contents, and other elements, and its reliability,
in the following combinations:

– from MS Word documents to Braille documents,
– from MS Word documents to LaTeX documents,
– from MS Word documents to LaTeX documents, and

then to Braille documents,
– from Braille documents to MS Word documents.

In order to provide the blind with working and learning
techniques related to mathematical documents that are more
efficient than those already existing, the following manner of
solving the research problem has been adopted:

• extending the developed technology with the new linear
Unicode Math formula notation, which is available in MS
Office 2010 (unofficially also in MS Office 2007);

• extending the editorial process with manual input of
formulae by sighted teachers and workers, using the
mouse, the keyboard, or a digital pen;

• allowing the blind to review formulae in the Unicode
Math format by rendering them to sound (e.g. a×b to ”a
times b”); depending on the results of the research, this
semantic sound rendering may be based on Web services,
or on a local synthesiser used by screen reading software;

• allowing transferring mathematical texts, including their
formatting, from the MS Word 2010 environment to the
LaTeX environment, and to Braille - directly or via La-
TeX; the research will cover techniques and possibilities
of transferring text via Clipboard and RTF documents,
respecting the Unicode Math, OMML and MathML stan-
dards;

• allowing transferring texts containing mathematical for-
mulae created and saved in the BMN format by the
blind, using Braille notetakers, to the MS Word 2010
environment.

The new technologies developed as a result of the research
will allow:

1) quicker communication in the area of mathematics:
• between a sighted teacher who does not know

Braille and writes mathematical formulae in MS
Word 2010, and a blind student receiving mathe-
matical texts in BMN on a Braille line or a Braille
printer,

• between a blind student who writes formulae in sim-
plified BMN (with abbreviations) using a notetaker
or a computer with a Braille line, and a sighted
teacher who does not know Braille and receives the
written mathematical text as an MS Word document;

2) easier and quicker writing of mathematical formulae by
the blind and the sighted, using a QWERTY or Braille
keyboard;

3) printing documents containing mathematical formulae,
including MS Word documents, using standard and
professional Braille printers, and presenting them using
Braille lines or speech synthesis.

V. ADVANTAGES OF THE DEVELOPED SOLUTIONS IN
COMPARISON TO THE ALREADY EXISTING ONES

The main advantage of the developed solution will consist in
the complexity of support for creating, exchanging, presenting
and printing documents containing mathematical formulae
expressed in BMN using intelligent speech synthesis and
respecting proper document formatting. This complexity will
ensure broad support for the blind and collaborating sighted
people in the entire process of:

• publishing, from inputting text directly, using the key-
board (or obtaining it by converting from PDF, or by OCR
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conversion of a scanned print), to obtaining a printed
mathematical Braille publication;

• education in mathematics, related to solving problems
with the help of textbook theory, and solving examination
problems.

The advantage of the proposed technologies developed as a
result of the research consists, among other things, in using
the latest technologies, such as Unicode Math, an abbreviated
format of mathematical formulae, and the electronisation of
hand-written formulae, as well as innovative semantic Web ser-
vices allowing converting mathematic formula text to speech
intelligently. The new solutions will improve the efficiency of
work and education of the blind in the area of mathematics,
as well as their cooperation with the sighted, by:

1) accelerating mathematical text input and editing;
2) allowing inserting drawings in mathematical Braille

texts;
3) facilitating reviewing formulae and supporting solving

mathematical problems,
4) allowing printing formulae and presenting them in BMN

on Braille lines;
5) creating a new production technology for Braille pub-

lishers, based on Braille printing of mathematical MS
Word documents with the possibility of supplementing
Braille notation with simple mathematical drawings;

6) allowing creating MS Word documents with a typical
Braille document layout, intended for the sighted work-
ing with the blind.

The research and development activities will be conducted
until the end of 2013. Their intensity and extent will de-
pend on the magnitude of external funding, received, among
other organisations, from the National Centre for Research

and Development. The receivers of the results will include
enterprises specialising in mathematical Braille publications,
such as textbooks and teaching aids, special centres for blind
children and young people, as well as public schools attended
by blind students.
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Abstract—The  development  and  investigation  of  alternative 
mobility device control is presented in this work. The system 
uses 2D visual information, which is acquired from an ordinary 
web-cam, and controls the electrical drives of the mobility de-
vice  by  tracking  and  recognizing  the  gestures  of  the  hand. 
Hand tracking is achieved by using an algorithm, which com-
bines two methods: a statistical Gaussian method and a discrete 
Fourier  transformation.  Proposed  algorithm is  adaptive  and 
flexible allowing utilizing unique gesture commands which de-
pend  on  person’s  motor  abilities.  Experimental  investigation 
proves the stable robustness, performance and high accuracy of 
the proposed mobility controller.

I. INTRODUCTION

AND gesture recognition methods combined with ma-

chine vision, virtual reality, device control, etc. could 

serve as a natural way of interaction especially for the users 

of sign based languages  (i.e.  deaf).  A successful  develop-

ment of reasonably intuitive interfaces, e.g. wheelchair con-

trolled by hand gesture instructions as in [1] can further re-

duce the link between a human and technology.

H

The technical implementation can range from HMMs [2] 
as a gesture is a continuous motion on a sequential time se-
ries to pseudo 3D HMMs [3], utilization of Freeman Chain 
Code  [4] to the analysis of hand shape parameters  [5], dif-
ferences in image entropy [6] and feature extraction methods 
from support Vector machines [7] to multi-layer perceptron 
[8]. Most allow achieving more than 90% recognition accu-
racy but also built to serve a specific task in specific envi-
ronment using predefined postures for users to control de-
vices [9] thus introducing a problem of forcing the users to 
learn and familiarize with the system of gestures.  Modern 
processors and mini controller allow building this function-
ality directly into video capture devices–smart cameras [10].

Our approach utilizes the goal of no end-user costs by us-

ing  standard  equipment  (e.g.  built-in  webcams)  and  com-

bines two methods: a statistical  Gaussian method and dis-

crete  Fourier  transformation.  The  proposed  algorithm  is 

adaptive and flexible enough allowing utilizing unique ges-

ture commands each depending and configurable to a spe-

cific person’s motor abilities.

This research was funded by a grant (No. MIP-037/2011) from the Re-
search Council of Lithuania.

II.HAND CONTOUR EXTRACTION

Hand gesture recognition is based on a well-known back-
ground subtraction method that highlights the difference be-
tween a real time image (I) and a background (B). The out-
put of the subtraction procedure is the mapping image (M) 
in which the region of the foreground objects are extracted. 
Background subtraction is widely used to detect moving ob-
ject from static cameras. It is usually regarded as one of the 
most important steps in applications such as traffic monitor-
ing, human motion capture,  recognition and video surveil-
lance, etc. [11]. 

In our case the foreground object is the picture of a hand 
taken using an ordinary web-camera.  The abstract  illustra-
tion of  the hand extraction  is  shown in the figure  1.  The 
background image is modeled during the training stage by 
capturing a static image that does not contain the objects of 
interest.  The  image  is  segmented  in  N regions  by  color. 
Each region is described by the Gaussian distribution func-
tion.

Fig. 1 The abstract background subtraction procedure

Gaussian mixture model is a robust background subtrac-
tion method and is widely used ever since it was proposed 
[12],  [13].  The Gaussian  background  model  describes  the 
color  distribution  of  the  image  region.  The distribution  is 

evaluated computing mean value   of the color channel  c 

and covariance matrix   between color channels of the ith 

region in the image.  The parameters  are computed as fol-
lows:

(1)

, (2)
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where   is the covariance value between two color chan-

nels  and   is  the  matrix  of  the  pixels  values. 

Each region is described by Gaussian distribution function 
using formulas below.

(3)

 (4)

where , r, g, b – pixels values, l = 3 is the num-

ber of  the color  channels.  Any new image pixel is recog-
nized as background pixel  if it  satisfies the condition (5), 
otherwise pixels belongs to the foreground object. 

(5)

where   is  mapping  matrix.  The resulting mapping 

image is filtered from the noise and the user’s hand contour 
is extracted. We assume that the background does not vary 
in indoor condition and hence it is captured a-priori in the 
beginning of the system usage. The background model is not 
updated during the usage of the mobility controller.

III. GESTURE RECOGNITION AND MOBILITY CONTROL 
ALGORITHM

Proposed  mobility  controller  uses  ordinary  web-camera 
which is mounted on the mobility device (electrical wheel-
chair) using flexible holder. The camera is directed in such 
way that it captures whole user hand (see figure 2). There is 
no matter in what background the gesturing is carried out. 
Our  algorithm can  process  the  background  of  a  t-shirt,  a 
wooden desk and other materials. The acquired hand images 
can be processed on ordinary laptop or tablet computer us-
ing standard low resolution built-in webcams (i.e. in a nor-
mal usage position - screen angled at a user).

Fig. 2 Controllers web-cam position: α – web-cam’s capturing region 
horizontal to xy plane; 1 – vertically down directed web-cam; 2 – user’s 

hand. Hand movement directions are horizontal to α plane

Four motion control commands (γ) are used in the work, 

i.e.,  go  “FORWARD”,  “BACKWARD”,  “LEFT”  and 

“RIGHT”. Possible hand gesture examples are shown in the 

figure 3. Each control command is identified by hand ges-

ture  and  it  is  recognized  using  coefficients  of  discrete 

Fourier transformation (DFT). A unique hand gesture must 

be selected for each command, type of which depends on the 

user’s motor-abilities and needs.

Fig. 3 Possible variations of hand gestures used in this work

DFT is applied on the normalized x and y coordinates of 

the hand contour, which are obtained after background sub-

traction procedure.  The coordinates  of  the contour are se-

lected in clockwise direction as it shown in the figure 4. The 

scale invariant gesture recognition is achieved using normal-

ized data. The contour coordinates are normalized into inter-

val from 0 to 1 according formulas (6) and (7).

(6)

(7)

Fig. 4 The selection of the object contour coordinates for DFT

Discrete  Fourier  transformation  of  the  contour  coordi-

nates x, y is expressed using formulas (8) and (9).  

(8)

(9)

where  j=0,…,n-1,  x(f)  and  y(f)  is  harmonics  of  the fre-
quency spectrum, n – is the total number of the contour co-
ordinates, i – imaginary unit. The frequency components x(f) 
and  y(f) of the Fourier transformation are used as discrimi-
nating features  for classification purpose.  

The standard Euclidean distance is computed between ith 

template  coefficients   and  new  coefficients   obtained 

during real  time processing.  The similarity measure is ex-
pressed according to formula (10). 

(10)

where k is index of the element in F vector.
The  classification  of  the  gesture  class  is  achieved  by 

searching for a minimal value between all estimated similar-

ity measures ( . The gesture is recognized as  class when 

estimated similarity value satisfies the condition (11).
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(11)

where  is the threshold value of the similarity measure.  

Proposed mobility control algorithm is shown in figure 5. 
The algorithm begins from the training stage, in which the 
static  background  is  evaluated.  After  calculations  repre-
sented in section 2, Gaussian background mixture model is 
formed. When the model is formed, picture with a hand in 
front  of  a  camera  is  captured  and  regarding  to  Gaussians 
background mixture model, pixels are classified in two re-
gions: first region – background pixels, second – foreground 
object (user’s hand region) pixels. After extracting hand re-
gion, the frequency coefficients are estimated from the con-
tour coordinates. The coefficients are stored in the systems 
memory and they are used in the usage stage as a template 
assigned to certain motion command.

Fig. 5 The algorithm of the hand gesture based control

During system usage, the hand region is extracted from 
real time images based on Gaussian background model. The 
frequency coefficients are estimated from the resulting map-
ping image and they are compared with stored templates. In 
principle the system recognizes the gesture itself based on 
features of a frequency domain.

The performance and effectiveness of the proposed algo-
rithm depends on several parameters, i.e., background pixel 

threshold   and similarity threshold  . Proper selection of 

thresholds makes system more robust to the noise and more 
accurate.  More about experimental research on the control 
algorithm is explained in the next section.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND RESULTS

Experimental  investigation  involves  few  types  of  re-
search: first accuracy evaluation of the system and secondly 
recognition rate of the control  command. 10 persons were 
participating in the experiments.  They were asked to train 

the system for  themselves using individual  hand gestures. 
Afterwards, during the testing stage, a user was asked to re-
peat one gesture at the time that was shown to him in a ran-
dom manner.  The contour coordinates of the hand gesture 
and the processing rate was recorded and analyzed. About 
500  data  samples  per  participant  were  collected  during  a 
testing stage.

The functional relationship between a command recogni-
tion accuracy and a similarity threshold level is shown in the 
figure 6. Relationship curve shows that the highest recogni-
tion value 98% ± 0.3% is achieved, when . Lowest 

similarity threshold value ensures that no misclassified con-
trol  command  is  accepted  as  appropriate  user  generated 
command. However, such threshold value requires more ef-
fort from the user to replicate the gesture as closes as possi-
ble to desired template gesture.

Fig. 6 The functional relationship between overall command recogni-
tion accuracy and similarity threshold value

The  functional  relationship  between  each  control  com-
mand and similarity threshold value is shown in the figure 7. 
Each curve is marked with a different marker and represents 
the recognition  accuracy of  the certain command.  Highest 
recognition accuracy of 100% is reached when the command 

“STOP” is classified. There is no difference what kind of 

should be used,  because this command is generated  when 
there are no foreground objects on the background. Highest 
threshold value 160 is required for the command “RIGHT” 
where accuracy was 93% ± 1.2%. The recognition accuracy 
of 98% ± 0.5% was reached for all other control commands 

Fig. 7 The functional relationship between each control command and 
similarity threshold value
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using the same threshold value. The lower recognition accu-
racy  of  the  command  “RIGHT”  can  be  explained  be  the 
form of gesture. Sometimes the user was frustrating to repli-
cate exact copy of template form.

Another analytical  research was performed on the gath-
ered experiment data, from which it was interesting to know 
how  many  frequency  components  are  needed  to  achieve 
proper accuracy rate. The results have shown that more than 
three  first  frequency coefficients  do  not  give  higher  than 
98% recognition rate. It is explained by computing influence 
ration  (see  fig.  8).  It  is  noticed,  that  first  component  has 
higher weight comparing other components. Therefore clas-
sification decision is made according to first 3 harmonics.

Fig. 8 Given trajectory and acquired during experimental testing

All experiment participants were asked to repeat the tem-

plate hand gesture that was chosen randomly and displayed 

on  screen.  Template gesture  was  changed  when a system 

correctly recognized the gesture shown by a user. The task 

execution time was recorded and analyzed after experiment. 

The functional relationship between task execution time and 

participant is shown in the figure 9.

Fig. 9 Functional relationship between task execution time and partici-
pant number

The average task execution time of 128±6.3 seconds was 
reached during the experiments.  It  was noticed, that users 
learnt to work with the system and were able to increase not 
only the command generation rate but also the recognition 
accuracy. The control algorithm is able to process in an av-
erage of 10 frames per second. Such processing rate is suffi-
cient to control electrical mobility device in a relatively slow 
speed.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A mobility control algorithm using a statistical Gaussian 
method enabled to automatically select  gesture commands 

during training stage. Our system differentiates itself from 
the others as it does not count the number of fingers,  but 
evaluates the shape of a hand (a whole gesture) in space. Ex-
perimental results showed that algorithm can perform accu-
rately and fast.  It  was noticed,  that users  learned to work 
with the system and were able to increase not only the com-
mand generation rate but also the recognition accuracy. The 
control algorithm was able to process in average 10 frames 
per second. Such processing rate is sufficient to control elec-
trical mobility device in relatively slow speed.

The overall  recognition  accuracy of  ~98% was reached 
for the analyzed control commands using the same threshold 
value.  There  was  no  difference  what  kind  of  similarity 
threshold should be used, because the commands were gen-
erated when there were no foreground objects on the back-
ground. The lower recognition accuracy of some commands 
can be explained by the form of gesture (more so of a diffi-
culty). Sometimes the user frustration (training and adaption 
problem) was  notice  while replicating exact copy of  tem-
plate form. Overall the system accuracy could be further im-
proved  by  scale  and  rotation  invariant  features,  which 
should  be  further  evaluated  based  on  physiological  hand 
properties.
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Abstract—This  paper  describes  our  efforts  developing  the 
smart home environment for the assistive living. The key ele-
ment of the smart environment is the ubiquitous voice user in-
terface with several additional capabilities (such as the recogni-
tion of several gestures). This work is a further development of  
voice  controlled  devices.  The  presence  of  the  commercial 
speech recognition engines and our experience of adapting for-
eign language engine to recognize Lithuanian voice commands 
suggested expansion of the platform including the possibilities 
to control various devices in the living space. The key element 
of the proposed platform is its universal nature, the possibility 
to adapt the platform for the personal needs and the economi-
cal solutions used. Platform was developed using inexpensive 
hardware and software elements available on the market. The 
field tests with several sets of voice commands used by people 
with motoric  disabilities  showed high robustness of  proposed 
platform.

I. INTRODUCTION

OICE technology is potentially of an enormous benefit 
for people with physical disabilities. People with dif-

ferent kinds of disabilities may benefit from different kinds 
of speech and voice processing technologies but it is really 
hard  to  find  the  impaired  person  that  can’t  benefit  form 
voice technology more than ordinary people may benefit in 
the same situation. Since people with various types of im-
pairments have the problems using one or more channels of 
communication used by the ordinary people they rely more 
on the voice based interfaces. This is true for the blind or 
visually impaired people: since they have difficulties using 
GUI type interfaces they are more willing to use voice based 
interfaces.  And this is especially true for the motor-handi-
capped persons.  The impossibility or  difficulties  changing 
their location requires the means to control the devices in the 
living environment by distance and often with minimal use 
of  hands or  fingers.  To be successful,  applications imple-
menting  voice  processing  should  effectively  take  into  ac-
count the specific needs of user groups and have the ability 
to adapt to the needs of individual person. One of the most 
desirable needs of the voice controlled system is the flexibil-
ity of the platform. Under the flexibility we mean the possi-
bility to construct a personal vocabulary, to adapt the voice 

V
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user interface to the voice of particular speaker and the pos-
sibility to introduce new devices or change the existing ones 
with minimum efforts and complication.

Recent years witnessed at least several important events 
when developing various speech controlled applications for 
the different fields of applications.  Microsoft,  Nuance and 
some other companies began to distribute speech application 
programming tools (usually known as SAPI – speech appli-
cation programming interface; the example of such type of 
tools could be Microsoft speech server (MSS) or Microsoft 
Windows SAPI). Such tools provided the developers with a 
whole set of new and useful tools easing, speeding up and 
making more economically affordable  the development  of 
voice user based interfaces. Researchers usually have their 
proprietary tools to implement voice user interfaces into the 
specific types of applications but their implementation into 
the more universal platforms often makes troubles. Another 
very important factor was the increased recognition accuracy 
of available speech recognition engines that made voice user 
interfaces acceptable even in the wide area of applications 
intended to the use of ordinary users not only for the im-
paired persons.

But  all  of  this is  true only for  the countries  where  the 
widely spoken languages (such as English or Spanish) are 
used as a primary mean of communication. The providers of 
SAPI  tools  distribute  speech  recognition  engines  only for 
such languages and aren’t interested in the development of 
speech engines for such rarely spoken languages as Lithua-
nian is.  For users  of  such languages other  approaches are 
necessary to be found. Our experience with the adaptation of 
foreign language speech engines to recognize the Lithuanian 
voice commands showed that it is possible to achieve very 
high recognition accuracy for many of the Lithuanian voice 
commands using only the proper selection of phonetic tran-
scriptions  for  the  Lithuanian  voice  commands.  Such  ap-
proach enabled to make the development of  some limited 
vocabulary  applications  easier  and  more  economically  vi-
able. From another point of view the experience showed that 
not all  Lithuanian voice commands may be adapted to be 
recognized good enough and the implementation of propri-
etary recognition tools may be necessary in some situations. 
It means that hybrid recognition approach may be applied: a) 
to use two or more recognizers working in parallel and; b) 
combining their responses to get the final decision.
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All these considerations enabled us to propose and to de-
velop the platform for the voice user interface targeted at the 
people with motoric impairments (and some other categories 
of disabled persons too). The platform include speech pro-
cessing server, tablet PC or a smartphone which is used by a 
person, and various assistive and home tools connected to 
the executive devices controlled via speech server. Such ap-
proach  enabled  to  achieve  high  flexibility,  robust  perfor-
mance and relatively economical realization. The further pa-
per is organized as follows: chapter  2 presents the related 
and similar work, chapter 3 introduces the platform in detail, 
while chapter 4 presents some results evaluating platform’s 
performance. Finally some conclusions and suggestions are 
presented.

II.  RELATED WORK

The ability to control the living space is an essential com-
ponent  of  independence  and  e-inclusion.  Environmental 
Control Systems (ECS) or Smart home control interfaces are 
available which  address  many elements  of  home manage-
ment  for  disabled  people,  such  as  control  of  audio-visual 
equipment, telephones, household appliances, doors and cur-
tains as well as the ability to summon assistance. Most ECSs 
utilize  switch-scanning  or  keypad  interfaces  for  control. 
More recently, ECSs with speech recognition have been in-
troduced and a number of such systems are available on the 
market. Their success depends on a number of factors. Most 
important of them is the maturity of voice processing tech-
nology used. 

One group of the devices used in the smart home environ-
ment is  the devices  with the embedded voice recognition. 
Modern houses are equipped with a set of household appli-
ances  ranging  from simple lights  to  feature-rich hi-fi  sys-
tems, DVD players  and TV sets.  Typically they are con-
trolled by keypads but more and more often various devices 
with voice  control  capabilities  are  present  on  the  market. 
Unfortunately since these devices are developed and manu-
factured by various producers and typical modern household 
has many devices, serious problem of matching of their in-
terfaces and avoiding of conflicting commands arises. An-
other  serious  inconvenience  of  embedded  systems  is  that 
such systems often are very difficult to personalize and to 
change the command used for the control. This is particu-
larly  important  for  the  Lithuanian  speakers  since  major 
household appliances manufacturers do not provide Lithua-
nian voice commands recognition as an option.

The idea to implement voice command recognition capa-
bilities  in  the  smart  home environments  isn’t  new.  There 
were also the attempts to implement voice command recog-
nition capabilities for the specific needs of the impaired peo-
ple.  An  example  of  adaptation  and  integration  of  various 
communication  technologies  could  be  the  e-wheelchair 
project [1]. E-wheelchair is an electronic wheelchair with in-
tegrated communication equipment based on IPv6 protocol. 
This protocol enables mobile communication using an inter-
net data transfer. Among the most important benefits for the 
impaired people in this case is the possibility to be in touch 
with the caregiver  nearly all  the time and  to increase  the 

level of independency having the possibility to obtain the in-
formation which previously was inaccessible independently.

Various  activities  to  develop  a  speech  operated  smart-
home control, systems with a focus on people with special 
needs  by  providing  a  unified  speech-controlled  interface 
were  observed  in  recent  years  [2].  The  ultimate  goal  of 
home-environments is to achieve the level when the user has 
to say what he/she desires and the system will orchestrate 
the home appliances in order to fulfill specific wish. Unified 
speech-oriented  smart  home interface  will  enable  easy re-
placement of old household devices by the new ones as well 
as an easy installment of completely new devices. Such in-
terfaces are often designed taking into account that disabled 
people should not be confined in any way to the vicinity of 
their  homes,  so the telephony interface  is implemented to 
enable full remote access to the system.

In  [3]  even  the  privacy  issues  when  developing  smart 
home environments are discussed and methods to avoid the 
loss of privacy in some situations were suggested. Wu and 
Fu [4] showed that it is important to achieve mixed-initiative 
when designing the algorithms for smart home systems. In 
this way services could be subdivided to the levels called re-
sources  allocation,  privacy,  attention  and  priority.  Despite 
that their paper isn’t specifically aimed to the problems im-
plementing voice based interfaces but many insights could 
be successfully applied to the development of VUI for smart 
home environments.  Ye and Huang [5] investigated cloud-
based framework for the smart home. Cloud-based approach 
could  be  a  valuable  framework  when  designing  universal 
and  ubiquitous  platform for  the smart  home environment. 
But it should be noted that cloud-based frameworks are still 
in the early stages of development and lots to be done re-
main to achieve wider applicability and functionality of such 
platforms.  Alam and  colleagues  [6]  presented  multi-agent 
based  human  activity  classification  model  for  the  smart 
home environment. Agents are designed using hierarchical 
approach with task oriented architecture and the results ob-
tained from human psychology studies. The authors showed 
that during single communication episode people typically 
are using 2-6 activities and the bigger number of activities 
and what is very important – the single activity – are rare.  
Manchon and colleagues [7] presented the analysis of multi-
modal interaction in smart home environment. The experi-
mental investigation showed that speech input and often out-
put is the preferred way of interaction between human and 
the devices comprising smart home ecosystem. It is impor-
tant that preference given to the speech based input grows in 
time when the users become more familiar with the voice in-
terface. 

Further we will present our platform for the smart home 
aimed to serve the impaired people and the motivation be-
hind some architectural  and technical  aspects  of  this plat-
form.  Later  several  experiments  evaluating  the  efficiency 
and the accuracy of the presented platform will be described. 
The primary focus of interest will be related to the speech 
recognition issues since speech is the main mode of commu-
nication while other  modes serves  more as supplementary 
ways for communication. 
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III. VOICE CONTROLLED PLATFORM FOR THE ASSISTED 
LIVING

The voice controlled platform for the assisted living is the 
further  development  of  our  voice  controlled  devices  [8], 
which could be used by the motor-handicapped people in 
their daily lives. Mobility devices, such as a wheelchair pro-
vides the opportunity to overcome the main limitation of this 
type of people – the inability to move independently. Mod-
ern wheelchairs often uses battery powered electric vehicle 
and small keypad to control the movement. But for a wide 
group of motor handicapped persons the voice control could 
be most desirable and convenient mode of control. 

There  were  successful  attempts  to  manufacture  modern 
devices  controlled  by voice  commands.  Such  applications 
typically  have  an  embedded  voice  command  recognition 
system and control unit designed to recognize and process 
pre-specified set of commands. Usually the task to change 
this set of commands is complicated task from a user’s point 
of view. From a Lithuanian speaker’s perspective it is very 
important that such device recognizes only English (or some 
other  language)  commands  as  it  is  difficult  to  embed the 
recognition of Lithuanian commands.

These  considerations  suggested  us  to  propose  a  client-
server based architecture for smart device control: the user is 
provided  with  the  PDA  type  device  which  serves  as  the 
recorder and does some initial processing of speech signal 
and transmits it to the server. Server runs a speech recogni-
tion engine, receives voice commands, recognizes them and 
makes  appropriate  turns.  The  PDA  client  and  server  are 
linked using Bluetooth or wireless connection. In the same 
way server is linked using wireless connection with the con-
trollers and executive devices used to control the movements 
of the assistive tool. Later fuzzy sets theory based control 
methods were implemented [9] to control the trajectory of 
the device.  This  approach  implemented  elements of  smart 
interface and intelligent control for the assistive device.

The experience with this development led to the idea to 
expand this approach to universal voice control platform for 
the smart home for  the assisted living.  It  should be noted 
that main advantage of such approach is its flexibility: since 
nowadays  houses  are  equipped  with  a  set  of  different 
household appliances ranging from simple lights to feature-
rich  hi-fi  systems,  DVD  players  and  TV  sets  then  it  is 
possible  to  use  a  voice  command  recognition  system  to 
control this big variety of home appliances and not only the 
specialized devices. Another advantage is the possibility to 
implement other than voice commands control modalities or 
to  use  them  as  the  additional  channel  to  transfer  the 
commands. 

Other  primary requirements  for  the smart  home VUI 
platform were the affordability and the robustness.

The proposed voice controlled platform for the assistive 
living is presented in Fig. 1.The user is provided with the re-
mote control unit which could be PDA device, or a smart-
phone. This unit is used to record the speech signal, to per-
form some initial speech processing (trimming the silence, 
reducing the noise) and to transfer the speech signal to the 
server for the further processing and recognition. The server 
runs a commercial speech engine adapted to recognize the 

Lithuanian voice commands and also a proprietary speech 
recognizer used to recognize the same voice commands. The 
additional  analyzer  is  used  to  combine  the  output  and  to 
make the final decision. Then a server transmits the neces-
sary command to the appropriate controller and the execu-
tion unit to achieve the desired user action. Also a server is 
equipped with the software tools necessary to construct the 
library of voice commands, to train and to adapt the recog-
nizers, to prepare script files for the control of home appli-
ances, etc. In principle all of these steps could be perform by 
the skilled user  of  the system but  more often  the help of 
trained consultant will be used to configure the system for 

Fig.  1 Voice controlled platform for the control of home environment 
for the assistive living
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the later  use.  Though such principles  aren’t  very new but 
their combination enabled us to achieve all design require-
ments set for this platform. The main advantage of the plat-
form is that it allows to reconfigure the system and to adapt 
it  to  some particular  environment  in  the  easiest  and  most 
flexible way (to set particular vocabulary and devices to be 
controlled). 

From the technical  point of view the platform is devel-
oped from the widely available, not expensive, easily scal-
able, configurable and programmable elements such as the 
Phidgets, ATMega controller chips, etc. In this way we were 
able to build economical (costs of the hardware were less 
than 150 euro) and at the same time capable system: the user 
could select own set of household devices.  The set of de-
vices used for laboratory tests is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig.  2 Household appliances used in the testing of the smart environment  
for the assisted living

The control  capabilities for different  devices  depend on 
their interfaces and some design peculiarities: in all cases it 
is possible to switch on or off any device while for some de-
vices (e.g. the computer) exist a wider set of control capabil-
ities (open the particular program, open the website of inter-
est, etc.). 

IV. VOICE COMMAND RECOGNITION FOR THE ASSISTIVE 
LIVING ENVIRONMENT

The crucial element of the successful implementation of 
the platform is the robust recognition of voice commands. 
Beside the high accuracy it should operate successfully in 
noisy environments or be able to react only to the commands 
pronounced by the intended speaker and to recognize only 
the commands from the vocabulary. The successful solution 
of all of these tasks in complex is very difficult and in many 
aspects still unsolved problem.

Several ways were used to adapt foreign language recog-
nizers for the resources of another language. Some of them 
take a small amount of data in native language for retraining 
the foreign language acoustic models for the language of in-
terest [10]. In this paper we are focused on the adaptation 
via phonetic transcriptions proper selection since our earlier 

experiments showed that it is possible to achieve high recog-
nition accuracy for the wide class of Lithuanian voice com-
mands  in  this  way,  the  fastest  [11].  In  our  experiments 
Microsoft Speech server and English or Spanish speech en-
gines from this software package were used. For many voice 
commands very high accuracy (more than 95% recognition 
accuracy) was observed for a wide range of different speak-
ers and different acoustical conditions. At the same time it 
was seen that some voice commands can’t be adapted to be 
recognized good enough and proprietary speech recognizer 
needed to be implemented.

In the proposed platform we implemented a hybrid recog-
nition approach: two recognizers are working in parallel and 
their outputs are combined to get the final response of the 
system.  One  of  the  recognizers  is  the  Microsoft  Speech 
server  with  English  engine.  The  second  recognizer  is  the 
proprietary  CD-HMM  based  voice  command  recognizer 
trained using a rather limited set of training material. Simi-
larity values from both recognizers were used to train linear 
discriminant classifier:

F ( x )=(μi−μ)
¿

Σ
−1 ( μi−μ

¿

)T (1)

where µ is used to denote the mean vector of parameters and 

Σ is used to denote the covariance matrix. Then classifica-
tion and regression tree-like procedure is applied to select 
the most likely discriminant function value from a set of dis-
criminant function values for different classes. In principle 
this approach is similar to the linear heteroscedastic analysis 
[12] which was successfully used to combine the recognition 
results of several differently trained speech recognizers [13]. 
While the adaptation of phonetic transcriptions was used in 
some of our experiments here we tried to use the hybrid ap-
proach for the first time to evaluate the possibilities to im-
prove voice commands recognition accuracy.

In order to evaluate the efficiency and robustness of the 
recognition system, several groups of experiments were car-
ried on. First group of experiments contained 12 often used 
voice commands to control assistive tools and household ap-
pliances. Recordings of 200 female speakers and 110 male 
speakers were used to train the recognizer or to find the opti-
mal phonetic transcriptions for the foreign language recog-
nizer (the male and female utterances were treated as distinct 
commands to be recognized). The recordings of 20 male and 
20 female speakers were used to test the performance. In the 
first experiment each voice command was uttered in strictly 
isolated manner. In the second experiment voice commands 
were pronounced in word strings imitating the possibility to 
utter several voice commands in a row to speed up the con-
trol of the devices. Table 1 summarizes the results of this ex-
periment.

The main conclusion that could be drawn from these re-
sults is that while the error  rates varied insignificantly for 
different kinds of recognizers and the recognition accuracy 
was very high but the confidence level was higher using hy-
brid recognition approach.  This observation allowed us to 
expect  that  the  recognition  accuracy  will  be  higher  even 
when  acoustic  conditions  will  be  more  complicated  or 
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speaker voices will be more specific and more difficult  to 
recognize.

Another group of experiments was performed to evaluate 
the accuracy of VUI in continuous and fixed input modes in 
real home environments. We understand that the continuous 
input when audio is recording is fed to the recognizer con-
tinuously  and  it  is  the  task  of  the  recognizer  or  the  pre-
processor to find the boundaries of voice command. As the 
fixed input mode we understand the audio recording mode 
when the user  is  instructed  to  press  a  key and to tell  the 
voice  command.  The  experiments  were  performed  in  the 
room were  typical  usual  activities  were  performed  (there 
were 2-3 persons in the room and everyone was engaged in 
own  area  of  interest  –  working,  maintenance,  reading, 
watching TV, etc.). The set of commands used in these ex-
periments  consisted  from 22  often  used  Lithuanian  com-
mands  to  control  home  appliances.  The  commands  were 
composed  using  1-3  words  pronounced  continuously  (12 
commands were composed from a single word, 8 commands 
from two words and 2 commands from three words). The ut-
terances of 50 speakers (25 males and 25 females) were used 
to  train  or  to  adapt  the  recognizer  while  10  speakers  (5 
males and 5 females) were used for testing. Each speaker ut-
tered each command 5 times. The command utterances were 
fed  to  the  recognizer  in  isolated  command  mode  (single 
command fed in one try) or in a group of three commands at 
once.  In  the  latter  case  the  correct  recognition  was  fixed 
only if  all  three commands (independently from the com-
mand  content)  were  recognized  and  performed  appropri-
ately.

The main goal of this experiment was to evaluate the pos-
sibility to develop VUI for the smart home environment us-
ing only adapted Lithuanian voice commands for the foreign 
language recognizer and the utilizing the importance to im-
plement  a  hybrid  approach  to  achieve  the  robust  perfor-
mance of the VUI for the impaired persons. 

Table 2 summarizes the results of these experiments.
In these experiments very high recognition accuracy was 

achieved  too.  The  more  complicated  testing  conditions 
caused slightly higher number of the recognition errors. It is 
important to note that using hybrid approach there were no 
recognition  errors  during  testing,  while  using  adapted  or 
proprietary Lithuanian recognizer few errors were observed. 
This shows that both recognizers have different discriminant 
capabilities  and  may  supplement  each  other.  The  higher 
number  of  recognition  errors  using proprietary Lithuanian 

recognizer  may be  caused  by  the  limited  amount  of  data 
used to train it.

Summarizing the VUI efficiency we could conclude that 
the achieved recognition accuracy satisfies the user expecta-
tions and may be implemented to control home environment. 
Particular benefits may be achieved by the people with mo-
toric disabilities.

The last  group  of  experiments  was  performed with the 
aim to evaluate the performance time when household de-
vices are controlled using voice commands or more typical 
key-based controlled approach. In this case user was given 
the small mobile type device keyboard to control the house-
hold appliances. It meant that a user needed to press down 
the number  of  appropriate  commands or  to  say this  com-
mand by voice. Users were instructed to execute 1, 2 or 3 
commands in a row. 3 people with motoric disabilities par-
ticipated in these experiments. It should be noted that these 
people suffered from easy and medium types  of  handicap 
(people  with  temporal  handicaps,  e.g.  broken  legs)  and 
weren’t  representatives  of  the  very  complicated  impair-
ments.  They were  experienced  users  of  the  computer-like 
devices too. For the comparison, 3 ordinary and healthy peo-
ple took part in the experiments too. Each user was obliged 
to perform each command fully. This means that if the com-
mand wasn’t recognized properly or the incorrect number of 
command was sent to the controller user was forced to re-
peat the task until completion.

From the functional  point  of  view each  user  needed to 
learn the number of the commands or to learn the appropri-
ate voice  command.  Each  user  should  complete the com-
mands  in  the  random order:  the  supervisor  presented  the 
number of command (not the same as the key number) and 
then the user needed to complete it (to remember the com-
mand and to press the key or to say the name). This method 
was selected trying to avoid the mechanical repetition of the 
same key combinations or repetition of the same voice com-
mands.

TABLE 1. 
THE RECOGNITION ACCURACY AND AVERAGE CONFIDENCE FOR DIFFERENT  

TYPES OF RECOGNIZERS

Recognizer Isolated commands Groups of words
Erro
r %

Average
confidence

Error,
%

Average
confidence

adapted 
foreign 
language

0 0.56 0 0.48

Lithuanian 0 0.44 2.2 0.41
hybrid 0 0.71 0 0.62

TABLE 2. 
THE RECOGNITION ACCURACY AND AVERAGE CONFIDENCE FOR DIFFERENT  

TYPES OF RECOGNIZERS AND DIFFERENT TYPES OF RECOGNIZERS

Recognizer Isolated commands Groups of words
Erro
r %

Average
confidence

Error,
%

Average
confidence

adapted 
foreign 
language

0.5 0.47 2.4 0.38

Lithuanian 3.1 0.31 6.7 0.37
hybrid 0 0.65 0 0.57

TABLE 3.
THE AVERAGE COMPLETION TIME (IN SEC) OF 1,2 AND 3 CONTROL 

COMMANDS USING VOICE AND KEYBOARD MODES

Mode Tested 
group

Number of commands in a row
1 2 3

voice impaired 1,6 3,8 5,7
average 1,5 3,6 5,4

key impaired 1,8 4,7 7,6
average 1,8 4,8 7,8
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Table 3 shows the average completion times of 1, 2 and 3 
commands in a row using voice and keyboard modes.

Despite the fact that these results can’t be treated as statis-
tically reliable some observations could be made. It  seems 
that the voice based user  interface enables  to perform the 
household devices control operations faster than using key-
board based principles. The increase in performance speed is 
more visible when more commands needs to be performed. 
These experiments showed no difference between the per-
formance of healthy people and those with motoric impair-
ments since all impaired people had good skills using com-
puterized devices. The general observation from all experi-
ments is that VUI controlled smart home and disabled peo-
ple oriented platform is feasible and acceptable by the users 
if voice interface is carefully designed (appropriate, easy to 
remember and easier to recognize commands are selected).

V. CONCLUSIONS

The paper presented a universal platform for the control 
of  smart  home environment  (mainly household  appliances 
and assistive tools) oriented to the people with motoric dis-
abilities.  The key properties  of  the  proposed  platform are 
scalability and universality. The platform is composed from 
easy to get and relatively cheap hardware elements. Hence it 
is easy to rescale the platform and to involve different num-
ber  of  the controlled  appliances  and  tools.  The preferable 
mode of control is a voice based interface. The VUI is real-
ized  using  a  hybrid  recognizer  adapted  to  recognize  the 
Lithuanian voice commands and a proprietary HMM based 
Lithuanian speaker-independent recognizer to find the opti-
mal decision. This approach enables the minimization of the 
resources  necessary  to  build  the  voice  based  interface: 
Lithuanian recognizer is used to reinforce the decision of the 
adapted foreign  language recognizer  and at  the same time 
we need significantly less resources  to build a proprietary 
recognizer  comparing with the case when no adapted for-
eign  language  recognizer  was  used.  The  achieved  perfor-
mance  is  high  and  is  acceptable  for  the  vast  majority  of 
users, particularly the impaired people.

Our  experience  with the multimodal  interfaces  suggests 
that implementation of the elements of multimodal interfaces 
in the future could be valuable. Of particular importance in 
such type of applications could be gesture recognition.
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he main purpose of the workshop is to provide a forum 
for researchers and practitioners to present and discuss 

current issues concerning use of ICT in logistic applications 
(hardware and software). There will be also an opportunity 
for hardware integrators,  software developers  and logistics 
companies to demonstrate their solutions, as well as achieve-
ments, in different logistic systems.

T

TOPICS

The topics of interest include but are not limited to:
• nnovations in information systems supporting lo-
gistics  and  its  management  (WMS,  SCM,  TMS, 
LIS, VMI, CRP, PLM, and others)

• Innovative  technologies  in  warehouse  manage-
ment:  RFID,  Voice  Picking,  Image  Recognition, 
Pick Radar, etc.

• Logistics  process  modeling,  including influence 
of warehouse automatic

• Optimization of logistics processes:
• optimal  vehicle  routing  and  manage-
ment, boundary conditions

• optimal  picking  routing  (global  opti-
mization,  fast  search,  collision  prediction 
and prevention)

• shared mobility systems
• day-to-day  dynamic  traffic  assignment 
models

• effective methods of picking (multi pick-
ing, batch picking ect.)

• relationships between picking efficiency 
and products decomposition in warehouse 
area

• Environmental  protection  (for  example  carbon-
aware transportation)

• Artificial intelligence systems and decision sup-
port systems in logistics

• BI, data mining and process mining in logistics
• Quality management algorithms and methods
• Material Flow Theory and applications
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Abstract—Logistics service providers (LSP) are facing an
increasing complexity of the logistics sector, i.e. growing levels
of process fragmentation plus increasing speed, customization
and service demands of logistics clients. Adequate powerful,
integrated ICT infrastructure and tools are a prerequisite for
keeping pace with the ever increasing service level demands
within international logistics. The Cloud Computing technology
offers significant advantages for data, process and service man-
agement and integration. To cope with the related innovation
and migration needs, the Central Europe project LOGICAL
focuses on the development and implementation of innovative
cloud computing technologies. Special attention is devoted to in-
ternational cooperation of SME-size LSPs. This paper introduces
the conceptual basics of LOGICAL, basic use cases requested by
the LSPs, and the addressed target groups of LOGICAL clouds.
The results of an extensive user survey and demand analysis
are presented as well as the related consequences for the cloud
architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Mega Trends and Challenges for Logistics

ONGOING globalization and economic growth are drivers
of continuously increasing demands for the volume and

speed of logistics capacities and operations. In addition to the
simple growth of flow quantities, there is an augmenting effect
of the trend towards more and more customized and individ-
ualized production and delivery. Logistics service providers
have to cope with clients’ expectations to change the logistics
processes from push to pull direction. Value added service
components need to be included and managed as a part of
growingly complex supply chains. Frequently, several service
partners contribute to fragmented overall logistics processes.
The benefit of this increase of complexity is added value in
logistics, the challenge, however, consists in the additional
need for control and IT-support.

In some EU countries, logistics is now among the top three
economic sectors. The related growth rates, however, are kind
of alarming, especially if looking at the development of cargo
traffic on European corridors. 2011 for instance, cargo transit

The work presented in this paper was partly funded by the German Federal
Ministry of Education and Research under the project InterLogGrid (BMBF
01IG09010F) and the CENTRAL EUROPE programme co-financed by the
ERDF under the project LOGICAL.

traffic on German freeways was predicted to grow by 150%
within 15 years [4]. This calls for additional infrastructure
and intermodal cargo transport capacities. Logistics, on the
other hand, is a highly sensitive early-indicator of cyclical
economic fluctuations. In recent times of recession the logistics
sector “overreacted” leaving significant parts of the logistics
assets and infrastructure unused. Therefore, optimization and
“smart use” of existing resources are actual demands of highest
priority.

Smartness in logistics corresponds with the general indus-
trial developments towards cyber physical and smart systems
which are interconnected via web based platforms (keyword:
“industry 4.0”). The feasibility of these developments is
strongly related to the rapid progress of internet based IT-
solutions such as cloud computing. Web based connectivity
of smart objects with “product memories” opens perspectives
of self organizing and highly flexible production processes
provided that the related logistics processes are compatible and
still capable for just-in-time / just-in-sequence supply. Keeping
pace with the related computational innovation requirements is
one of the main requirements of maintaining competitiveness
in logistics—a major challenge especially for logistics service
providers of SME-size (SME: small and medium sized enter-
prises).

B. Logistics hubs and Communities

Logistics hubs, such as airports, seaports, freight villages
and others, usually provide multimodal traffic and transport
infrastructure and intermodal freight shift facilities. Moreover,
a characteristic feature of these hubs is the local agglomeration
and availability of multiple logistics service providers with
different service profiles and specializations. Fig. 1 illustrates
the segmentation and heterogeneity of logistics service chains
by means of the example of an airport and the air freight
supply chain between producer and final product recipient. The
control and optimization of the total logistics service chain in
terms of cost, duration, service level and flexibility requires
highly sophisticated and integrated IT-support.

In a growing number of European logistics hubs the commu-
nity of local logistics service providers created collaborative
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Figure 1. Chain of basic logistics processes

organizations, such as cooperation networks, logistics clusters
or hub specific service enterprises, which provide 4PL-services
in order to configure, coordinate and manage heterogeneous
multi-agent service chains or to take care of mutual common
interests, activities and facilities. One of the natural tasks
of these organizations is to promote technological innovation
within its logistics community and to provide supporting
means and tools for this purpose. Within this context, support-
ing the development and operation of cloud computing tools
for logistics communities and providing help in the related
migration process could be a new area of value added activities
for logistics networks, clusters and hub service organizations.

C. R&D-Projects InterLogGrid and LOGICAL

The “Netzwerk Logistik Leipzig-Halle” is a logistics cluster
organization of the logistics region Leipzig-Halle in Central
Germany. It comprises about 110 member institutions; more
than 85% of those are private enterprises in addition to the
regional municipalities, chambers of commerce and academic
institutions. In total the cluster members employ about 17,000
people with a comprehensive annual turnover of 1.5 bio. e/yr.
In the recent past the hub-region experienced a strong growth
of logistics activities due to the high increase of air freight
operations at Leipzig/Halle airport. Thus, in 2011 the Leipzig-
Halle logistics region was evaluated to be "the most dynamic
logistics region in Germany" [9] and a well-established Euro-
pean Gateway-region [6]. The Leipzig-Halle logistics cluster
is directly or indirectly involved in the following two joint
research projects which aim at the development of cloud
computing tools for the logistics application domain.

InterLogGrid was started in 2009 as a part of the German D-
Grid Initiative [8], sponsored by the Federal German Ministry
of Education and Research (BMBF). InterLogGrid aims at
grid- and cloud based representations and compositions of
the basic logistic processes as displayed in fig. 1. The project
developments include an application oriented survey, demand
and use case analysis, a logistics ontology and a uniform
service-oriented modelling approach to the virtual composition
of complex logistics service chains. The project partners are
the airports of Leipzig/Halle and Stuttgart, departments of
the universities of Leipzig, Stuttgart and Karlsruhe and the
companies AHP, Jessele, PSI and SALT Solutions. Additional
project specifics are presented in [7]. The developments of

InterLogGrid were essential input to the European R&D-
project LOGICAL.

LOGICAL was started in 2011 within the Central Europe
programme of the European Regional Development Fund.
LOGICAL’s objective is to enhance the interoperability of
logistics businesses of different sizes, to improve the competi-
tiveness of Central European logistics hubs through a decrease
of transaction costs (better access to systems of global play-
ers), and to promote collective (sustainable) modes of transport
(multi-modal cooperation). LOGICAL partners develop pilot-
versions of regional logistics clouds, and bring a transnational
cloud computing tool to operational capacity. Beneficiaries of
the project are especially small logistics companies that can
reduce their transaction costs and hence increase their ability
to collaborate with global players. The 14 project partners
comprise institutions and enterprises from 6 Central Europe
regions (Germany, Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovenia
and Italy) and include an airport, a sea port and several freight
villages as well. Additional project specifics are presented
in [1].

D. Target/User Groups

1) Logistics service providers (LSP): The main target group
of the logistics clouds are small and medium sized logistics
companies in a specific logistics region. This includes logistics
service providers of different sizes and complexity. The LSPs
may benefit from introducing cloud computing in the follow-
ing areas: improvement of their competitiveness, improvement
of their level of computational innovation capability, saving
of resources (e.g. reduction of fuel consumption by transport
optimization), improvement of their service level and thereby
increase of customer satisfaction.

Regarding the supply chain, the use of cloud computing can
help LSPs in achieving a better data integration to customers
and partners by improving the “web-compatibility” of the
company’s IT system.

2) Shippers of all logistics-related industrial and trading
sectors: An additional target group of logistics cloud devel-
opment are shippers with high service level requirements in
their overall service and supply chains (including outsourced
/ contracted partitions). LSPs and shippers can benefit from
cloud computing likewise. Shippers may fulfil their strategy
of outsourcing non-core processes more rigorously and gain
the capability to offer final recipients full tracking and tracing
services on customer’s premise, improvement of the service
level, faster adaptation to changing customers demands, higher
cost efficiency, reduction of throughput time and facilitation
of overall process planning and optimization.

3) Logistics hubs & clusters: Logistics hubs, clusters and
networks are potential logistics cloud operators and cloud
service vendors, if they want to support the regional logistics
economy. Strengthening the local logistics community and
offering high-level but low-priced software products can be
an important benefit for site marketing and settlement support
for investors. Moreover, the provision and operation of a
regional logistics cloud is a strong argument for the existence
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and benefit of a logistics cluster or hub based collaborative
organization since these services support the site attractiveness
and the competitiveness of the member community.

4) Logistics-related software developers and vendors: The
main benefits of a logistics cloud for logistics-related software
developers and vendors result from the the ongoing change
of the IT and software market. In the long run, software
developers and vendors simply will be forced to offer cloud-
compatible versions of their products due to the growing
demand of their clients.

II. CLOUD COMPUTING: FEATURES AND PROMISES

A. General Features and Status of CC

1) Cloud Computing: According to the commonly accepted
definition of the National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy “cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous,
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of con-
figurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage,
applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and
released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction.” [5]

Cloud computing services are deployed on demand by a
self-service access like a portal or an API so the customer is
able to provision his computing capabilities when and how he
needs them. The second important fact of cloud computing is
the usage of widespread technologies to provide the services
like the internet, standardized protocols and mostly web based
solutions that can be accessed by a web browser instead of a
fat client. To enable a fast provisioning of the cloud services a
pooling of the underlying resources and services that provide
multi-tenancy is necessary. Since the cloud’s IT-services are
virtualized it is easily possible to scale rapidly up or down
according to the demands. To implement such a scalability
of services it is necessary to measure the use and capacity
of all the services including the services that are used by
the requested services. Thus, the resource usage is monitored,
controlled and reported by the cloud for the administrations
tasks of the cloud computing provider as well as information
demands of the cloud service consumer.

All services provided in a cloud are being charged on a pay
as you go accounting model, i.e. the customers do only pay
when they use a service according to the resources consumed.
This is called the pay per use principle.

2) Layers of Cloud Computing: [2], [3], [5] and many
more agree that cloud computing is a layered model of differ-
ent abstraction levels. The most basic layer is Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS). IaaS provides very basic IT-infrastructure
services like CPU-cycles, RAM or disk space. Very often these
resources are bundled in so called virtual machines whereas
the name implies the fact that these resources are virtualized.

The Platform as a Service-layer (PaaS) utilizes the services
provided by the IaaS-layer to provide a development and run-
time environment. By those PaaS services software developers
are able to create their own software services and offer them
to their customers.

The next layer is Software as a Service (SaaS). SaaS
provides a complete application to the customer without the
need to care about licence models of the software or the
demand of resources. All technical requirements, updates
and patches are handled by the cloud service provider, the
customer can confine himself to doing his business with the
software solutions. Typically the SaaS-layer is being charged
on a per user basis or per transaction basis so the pay as you
go-paradigm is met.

Following the everything as a service (XaaS) approach the
projects interLogGrid and LOGICAL define two additional
layers on top of the Cloud Computing stack. The first addi-
tional layer is Logistics Applications as a Service (LAaaS) that
is comparable to SaaS. The different name has been chosen to
emphasise the domain specificity of the software that will be
provided. The second additional layer is Logistics Processes
as a Service (LPaaS). This layer provides services of supply
chain management. Thus, LPaaS is on top of the LOGICAL
cloud stack. (Fig. 5)

B. Economic Implications for LSP

The specific “pay per use” feature of cloud computing
as a service which is consumed according to the actual
user demands is an attractive advantage and perspective
(“promise”)—especially for logistics service providers of
SME-size. It allows for externalization of IT cost in logistics
services, i.e. the transformation of fixed cost (depreciations
on investments into IT equipment and software, software
maintenance cost and parts of the labour cost of the corporate
IT department) into variable cost which can be accounted
for in advance and covered by proportional service sales
revenues. Due to obsolete investments into the modernization
of corporate IT equipment, companies can reduce the IT-
bound capital, thus increase their equity ratio and shorten their
balance sheet. Even more important: The cost structure of
the logistics services may be shifted slightly towards higher
cost elasticity in spite of higher computational service levels
achieved. Considering the intense market volatility of logistics
services, the latter advantage will be appreciated by logistics
service providers since memories of the last recession period
are still rather vivid in the logistics community.

III. IT IN LOGISTICS: STATUS QUO AND DEMANDS

A. Survey Methodology

As part of the work package “end user participation” of the
joint research project “InterLogGrid” a survey of the status quo
of IT application in logistics and of the related improvement
demands was carried out in 2010-2011 within the Leipzig-
Halle logistics cluster and updated by March 2012. The target
population consisted of the LSP-community (appr. 40) within
the cluster. Every LSP of the cluster was invited to participate
in the survey, approximately 80% of the addressed companies
finally took part.

Due to the complexity of the questions, the questioning had
to be carried out on user’s site in face-to-face interviews of
several hours duration with the manager, branch manager or
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an IT specialist. In most interview sessions it was necessary
to include an introduction into the features and advantages of
Cloud Computing, a discussion of the cost-benefit issues, and
an explanation of safety-relevant aspects (data safety, stability,
reliability).

The survey was based upon a detailed uniform questionnaire
covering the size, economic and budget parameters, service
profile and client orientation of the investigated companies, the
available and applied IT equipment, the effective utilization
of the software functions to different operational domains
(general business IT functions, specific logistics operations),
indicators of attitude towards IT in general, internet based
services and familiarity with cloud computing features. Most
important, a comprehensive structure-diagram of IT-tools at
use, their data flows, internal and external interfaces was cre-
ated for each company including the related deficits, problems
and innovation needs.

Based upon these interviews a total sample volume of 32
interviews was gathered (full coverage of the questions by
21 participants, partial coverage by 11) with an SME-fraction
of more than two thirds. Every cluster member willing to
cooperate was included in the survey, neither a random sam-
pling procedure nor a systematic configuration of the sample
according to the statistical features of the main population of
regional logistics service providers could be applied. Thus, the
sample and the related findings of the regional survey cannot
be considered to be statistically representative for the regional
logistics community or for the cluster organization. With a
coverage of more than 50% of the potential user community
for cloud computing tools in the Leipzig-Halle logistics cluster
the findings are still useful.

B. Survey findings

The majority of interviewed LSPs are freight han-
dling/freight forwarding companies. A large fraction of these
(>70%) is offering freight charter services, followed by direct
deliveries (>60%) and by compound cargo transport and
logistics services (>50%). Approximately 44% are engaged
in contract logistics. Nearly 60% of the companies are offer-
ing warehousing services. About 37% of the companies are
offering cross-docking and freight commissioning services.

With respect to the modal split of the transport service,
84% of the survey participants are offering or are qualified to
handle road transport, 22% air transport, 28% sea transport,
16% inland water transport.

More than 50% of the interviewed logistics service
providers include value added services in the spectrum of
their service offer, such as freight tracking and tracing,
customs clearance, palletizing and intermediate storage (72%
each), labelling (62.5%), and quality and function testing and
surveillance (56%).

About one half of the interviewed companies are at least
offering to include processing and partial assembly steps into
the scope of their services.

The 5 most dominant shipper sectors as clients of the in-
terviewed logistics service providers are consumer goods, ma-

chinery, automotive sector, CIT equipment, electronics/opto-
electronics/semi-conductors.

The sample LSPs were interviewed regarding their general
attitude towards IT support in logistics, their internet use and
familiarity with the concepts of Cloud Computing. Fig. 2
illustrates the interview results.

85% of all interviewed companies acknowledge that the use
of IT is important or very important for them. About 69%
support this statement with respect to their corporate strategy.
78% of the companies are using web-based services, in many
cases map-based services, like Google Maps et al. At time of
being questioned, only 3% of the interviewed companies knew
about the concept of “Cloud Computing”. After having been
given a short introduction into Cloud Computing, about 13%
of the interviewees admitted that their company was already
applying Cloud Computing in some areas to some (minor)
extent without being aware of this fact.

As a result of the survey interviews and their implicit
instructive elements, some 59% of the interviewed logistics
service providers stated that they were planning to make use of
Cloud Computing in the future provided that suitable software
tools would be available.

Fig. 3 represents the status quo of software use for different
business and branch specific purposes within the investigated
logistics community. It displays the application distribution of
software classes and of some specific commercial software
products within the survey sample.

A clear and unique correlation of a software product
application to one specific functional area was difficult in
many cases, because many software products typically support
multiple functions. In these cases only the predominant
application field was recorded creating some fuzziness of the
percentage numbers in fig. 3.

The last part of the survey interviews covered the potential
use of new Cloud Computing solutions including the question,
which improvements the company would want to achieve. Fig.
4 illustrates the corresponding survey results.

Identifying and analysing frequently encountered IT-
problems, malfunctions and functional deficits is among the
most valuable survey results. The most significant findings of
these observations, based upon a reduced sample size of 21
full information providers, are the following:

• Approximately. one third of the interviewed LSPs already
use at least one web-based software solution. Thus,
introduction of additional web-based solutions, such as
cloud computing, would not start at a level of zero.

• Professional software products are predominantly used
for general business functions (e.g. financial accounting,
ERP, CRM.). In other (branch-specific) areas frequently
applications of MS Office products are used by the LSPs.
In single cases (SME size LSPs) even complete ware-
house management, fleet management and even financial
accounting functions etc. were covered by user-made
Excel and Access sheets.

• At least 50% of the interviewed companies are using
MS Office (Outlook) for CRM with clients and business
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Figure 2. Statements on IT and Cloud Computing
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Figure 4. Statements on expected benefits of a new IT-Solution

partners.
• Approximately 25% are using DATEV for financial ac-

counting (sometimes in cooperation with an external tax
consultant on contract basis).

• Nearly 30% are using SAP with at least one module.
• An average member of the sample group uses 7 separate

software products of different brands. The maximum
number of different software tools was 20.

• More than 50% of the companies use 2 software prod-
ucts with redundant functions, Thus, partially multiple /
redundant data storage is state-of-the-art in more than one
half of the companies.

• Typical interface problems: Within survey about 70 “data
stream interfaces” were identified (transfer of data from
one software system to another). 55% of these interfaces
needed manual input or did not work reliably.

Especially the identified data-interface deficits and malfunc-
tions can be considered to be critical in terms of staying

competitive. They cause significant additional cost (personnel),
time loss (manual data input or adaptation) and introduce
avoidable sources of error and data inconsistency. Non-existing
or malfunctioning interfaces are obstacles for total process
monitoring and control and for introducing comprehensive
SLA-standards of heterogeneous LSP consortia as well.

IV. CC IMPLEMENTATION AND MIGRATION
REQUIREMENTS

The availability and offer of cloud computing capacities
and tools is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for
introducing this technology into everyday application by the
investigated logistics community. In spite of the wide spread
awareness of inadequate functionality and interface deficits of
their available IT-equipment and in spite of existing concerns
due to the noticed computational innovations in their environ-
ment and the growing service expectations of client, many of
the interview partners expressed some reluctance to imagine
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migration into a cloud computing environment. Of course,
safety considerations (unease regarding the storage of business
data in the internet) were frequently expressed by the potential
users. Above all, the step from in-house IT-equipment to cloud
based data storage and processing is seen as a fundamental
and irreversible change which might endanger the operability
of the company if not working well.

Therefore, the user requirements include the following con-
ditions:

• KISS (“keep it simple and stupid”)—The change of IT
technology and the related migration process has to be
offered in such a way, that the required resources of
highly qualified staff, capital and above all management
time are less than that of introducing just another in-
house-installation of new software. Ideally, the users
would prefer a “plug & play” solution of the technology
change to cloud computing.

• The migration process has to be made possible in an
incremental way, i.e. the users can imagine to try the
potential of cloud computing at first with non-essential
functions (such as tracking and tracing, purpose specific
additional business intelligence etc.), followed by appli-
cations to fleet, warehouse, shipment and freight load
management before a complete order management and
general business functions are migrated “into the cloud”.
For each phase of the migration process, the option of
dropping back (restore) to the previous IT-system status
is required.

• Sufficient and improved data safety and fulfilment of
compliance standards has to be proven beforehand and
guaranteed by the cloud computing service provider. A
critical issue may consist in the question whether liability
for secondary damage in case of safety gaps or cloud
computing “blackout” can be included in the service level
agreements.

• The promised benefits of the cloud computing concept,
i.e. the solution of the existing interface problems, facil-
itated integration and synchronization of data exchanged
with third parties and a tariff system which really meets
the pay-per-use features need to be demonstrated prior to
cloud migration.

• The service offer needs to exceed the pure provision
of cloud computing storage capacity and software on
demand. Instead, the necessary services of migration
support have to be offered as a part of the whole service
package.

V. CC USE CASES

The fundamental use case of cloud computing for users of
any branch is outsourcing the processes “data storage, man-
agement and processing” to some web-based server capacity
with the advantage of practically unlimited storage space and
processing performance capacity one one hand and (more
important) central synchronization of (business) data and doc-
uments on the other hand e.g. for business intelligence, DMS
and other professional purposes. Some of the survey interview

partners could imagine to start introducing cloud computing
into their IT operations for such “inhouse” use cases, for
instance in order to synchronize and integrate distributed data
at different branch office locations for periodical analysis.
Another standard use case consists in providing externally
operating employees with some possibility to have access
to corporate IT and to down-/upload data and documents
from/to some corporate storage space via web link of a smart
phone. The objectives of the projects “InterLogGrid” and
“LOGICAL”, however, focus upon multi-party usage of cloud
computing for the sake of increased levels of cooperation.

A. Logistics Mall

The basic scenario of a demand-supply matching with two
parties involved is the vendor-client constellation. Matching
of a suitable fit of offered products and services and related
demands defines the well known functionality of an online-
shop (standard e-commerce scenario). The combination of
many online-shops - ideally one shop for each member of
a logistics cluster, freight village or hub - in a virtual market
place defines the concepts of a logistics mall The result repre-
sents a virtual image of the comprehensive service and product
offer provided by the related regional logistics community.
If embedded in an affiliate e-commerce management system,
the implementation and operation of such a comprehensive
logistics mall can be an attractive value added service of
logistics hubs, freight villages and cooperative logistics orga-
nizations for their members and clients. In principle, the mall
can contain the virtual representations of any kind of service
and product offered by some company within the logistics
community. Thus, not only modular components of logistics
specific software (as suggested by [10]) but also offers of
specified transport, storage, freight handling and other basic
logistics services may be included.

To specify the possible basic logistics services a standard-
ised logistics ontology will be used, which was developed in
“InterLogGrid”.

B. Virtual LSP partner manual

The “classic” online-shop requires a clear description of
the product or service offered and a price tag. In many cases,
however, the variable features of basic logistics services are
to numerous and complex for a price fixing. To enable the
cooperation of different logistics service providers, first of all
it is necessary to share some information about their company,
capacities and logistics service offer as well. These features
were acquired and aggregated within “InterLogGrid” in form
of a “logistics partner manual” deployed to survey participants
in written form.

Available service capacities, however, dynamically change.
In order to find a suitable service partner in real business
situations a continuous update of the changing idle service
capacities is necessary. This need and its coverage by a cloud
computing application defines the principle of a dynamic
“partner manual” synchronized with e.g. the fleet, freight and
warehouse management systems of the linked LSPs.
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C. Matching Engine of logistics services

The previous use case defines the cloud representation of
the comprehensive idle capacity of available basic logistics
services that can be offered by the members of the associated
logistics community. The opposite is the aggregate sum of
needs for basic logistics services such as freight transport,
storage or handling demands. In case of multi-modal freight
transport for instance, matching of offer/supply and demand
often is a multi-stepped and complex process. The use case
of a matching engine for basic logistics services (such as
transport) first of all is meant to identify matching capacity
offers and demands of two parties linked with the system.
Based upon this standard scenario (e.g. online freight fair) the
second level of this application scenario consists in identifying
groups of matching service demands and offer possibilities. A
major use of this cloud application consists in facilitating the
configuration of sufficient freight for covering full cargo trains
between different nodes of the “LOGICAL” partner regions.

D. Optimization of transport networks

This use case is based on the previous use cases. If more
than one match of supply and demand is possible, usually
an optimum solution according to predefined goal functions
is wanted by the demand party. Based on information about
capacities, truck routings, empty truck space, inter-modal
capacities and common goal functions (cost, reliability, energy
consumption, generated traffic, emissions) a simulation of the
complete supply chain will create discriminant features of
alternative solutions in order to identify relative optima. The
aim of this matching is to reduce transport costs, time and
carbon emissions for participating LSP and can be a valuable
contribution be to reduce the cargo load on motorways.

E. Management of complex logistics processes

Based on atomic logistics services their configuration to
complex fragmented logistics services is possible in order to
cover the complete supply chain of preceding, hub-specific
and consequent processes as displayed in figure 1. The final
objective consists in simulating, monitoring and management
of complex logistics processes like that of a logistics hub. The
supply chain process model contains different and multiple
process steps (activities) which are executed by different LSPs.
4PL are the main target group of this use case which represents
a strategic development direction of logistics clusters (e.g. the
logistics cluster Leipzig-Halle). In this way logistics clusters
can provide a modern platform for their LSP-members in
order to enable and support cross-company cooperation and
collaboration.

VI. LOGISTICS CLOUD ARCHITECTURE CONCEPT

A. The technical point of view

Concerning the LOGICAL cloud architecture there are two
different points of view. The first one is the technical point of
view that covers all the aspects that are necessary to operate
the IT parts of the cloud while the second point of view is
called the LOGICAL point of view. The LOGICAL point of

view explanes the architecture that is used to implement and
operate the use cases of the LOGICAL cloud.

The technical part of the LOGICAL cloud architecture
comprises the five layers previously mentioned IaaS, PaaS,
SaaS, LAaaS and LPaaS as shown in fig. 5. The infrastructure
is provided by an increasing number of hosts that run VMware
ESXi to provide virtualized resources. The individual hosts are
managed by a VMware vCenter Server.

The PaaS-layer is of minor importance in the given R&D
context because typically a PaaS-layer is targeted to developers
who want to create services for the cloud. This functionality is
not provided by the cloud itself thus the software developers
have to create the applications for the SaaS layer on their own
infrastructure or inside a virtual machine inside the LOGICAL
cloud. What the LOGICAL cloud provides in terms of a
PaaS-layer is an application server. This is provided by a
clustered JBoss-Server that automatically scales depending on
its workload.

The SaaS provides virtual machines with preinstalled and
preconfigured software solutions as well as web services that
can be accessed through thin- or thick-clients or a web browser
depending on the kind of software service.

The available templates for the SaaS-layer’s virtual ma-
chines can be accessed by the customers on a self service
portal. This self service portal also empowers the customers
to manage their virtual machines.

The LAaaS-layer is a subset of the SaaS layer while the
LPaaS-layer provides composite services of the cloud as well
as the logistics service providers, especially third and fourth
party logistics providers.

This typical cloud stack is completed by services for billing
and monitoring on the operation side and services for security,
management of SLAs and management of the cloud on the
management side. The monitoring service monitors the usage
of all the services consumed in the cloud and provides these
information in an aggregated manner to the billing service.
With these information the billing service provides a view
of the past invoices and of the current billing data as well
as a view of the current account balance. It also handles the
payment.

The security service and SLA management service accu-
mulates data about the performance of the cloud services
to plan the future resource handling. The second important
functionality of this service is to provide alerts whenever a
SLA is about to beeing not met or not met yet.

The last service provides management functionalities to the
cloud provider and the service providers. New cloud services
are registered to this management service to get known by the
cloud.

B. The LOGICAL point of view

All these technical considerations on the LOGICAL cloud
architecture are the basis for the LOGICAL point of view.
An initial and simplified first version of the LOGICAL cloud
from a less technical and more practical point of view may
be seen as a mall with many small shops where the customer
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Figure 5. Architecture of the LOGICAL cloud

buys distinct services from multiple different logistics service
providers. This mall is implemented as a web application
inside the PaaS layer of the technical architecture so it can
scale automatically. The particular shops can either be part of
the web application or be an external application to provide a
maximum of flexibility for the service providers.

The shops that are part of the web application can be
designed by the service providers by editing a HTML / CSS
template. Such an internal shop provides a back end to the
service provider to administer the services sold by this shop
as well as to view and manage his sales. An internal shop
provides the data that is necessary for the billing directly to
the monitoring service of the technical architecture.

An external shop is an application that is a web page that
is loaded inside the mall in an iframe to integrate in the shop.
This kind of shops needs to call the monitoring-service of the
technical architecture to provide data concerning sales created
by the cloud.

VII. DEVELOPMENT STATUS AND CONCLUSION

Keeping pace with the ever increasing innovation require-
ments in logistics is prerequisite for logistics service providers
if they want to stay competitive. Cloud Computing and its uti-
lization for logistics is among the challenges logistics service
providers have to face. The development of basic concepts for
this purpose, use cases, architecture and software are the main
tasks of two R&D-projects, InterLogGrid and LOGICAL.

The survey carried out within the Leipzig-Halle logistics
cluster revealed a highly positive attitude of the interviewed
partners towards IT support in logistics in general and open-
ness towards cloud computing for logistics. The status quo
monitoring of the survey showed significant deficits of the
companies’ IT equipment especially in the area of interface
functionality between different software tools and correspond-
ingly in the area of maintaining data consistency and avoidance
of redundant data storage. Equally important as available cloud
computing capacities in logistics are services and solutions
that facilitate the migration process by professional support.
Moreover, user require incremental migration with a “drop-
back-option”, a tariff system which really complies with “pay
per use” and—above all—convincing systems and liabilities
for data security and compliance.

Among other premises, migration of a user’s logistics data
and IT services into the cloud needs a common ontology
and representation of basic logistics service-fragments (atomic
logistics services) upon XaaS-level of the logistics cloud
system. These basic components were included in the scope
of InterLogGrid developments.

Moreover, several standard, interrelated and compatible use
cases for logistics cloud services of growing complexity were
derived in multiple workshops with user group members.
These use cases include: a virtual market place for hub and
cluster organizations (logistics mall), a virtual representation
of the actual resources and service offers (virtual LSP partner
manual), a platform for matching demands with actually
available capacities (matching engine of logistics services),
and an extension of the previous use cases towards simulation
and optimization of fragmented supply chains of more than
two parties. The final level of complexity is the management
of complex supply chains of many partners in hubs, air- and
seaports as illustrated in fig. 1.

A suitable architecture concept of a regional logistics cloud
was developed in InterLogGrid. Its main components are
outlined within this paper. The related infrastructure (IaaS) is
provided by Leipzig University, some components are already
implemented on the university infrastructure and are in test
applications. The following step will consist in the assessment
of feasibility and suitability of this conceptual architecture for
being used as a common template of regional logistics clouds
in LOGICAL. Some necessary functions for the first two use
cases (virtual representation of the LSPs and their services)
have been implemented in first versions and made accessible
on the platform of Leipzig-Halle logistics cluster for test
purposes. Still, however, the majority of required application-
specific software components need further development before
systematic and in depth application by the test users can start.
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Abstract—Supply  chain  management  is  a  core business 
process and is today considered the focus of competitive analy-
sis. Business enterprises are data overloaded and, hence, using 
data mining techniques to transform the vast amount of data 
into meaningful  information can be extremely beneficial.  We 
will present a data mining approach for inventory forecasting 
and planning a Bill Of Materials in a highly competitive envi-
ronment such as an Italian car racing team. By exploiting clus-
tering algorithms and by using statistical techniques to identify 
the optimal number of clusters this work presents a method to 
optimally cluster a multi-year dataset containing the products 
used in car revision after each rally competition during a three-
year period. The Bill Of Materials was used as input for the 
Material Requirements Planning.

I. INTRODUCTION

UPPLY chain management (SCM) has become a central 

aspect  in  modern  manufacturing.  In  [1]  the  author 

defines  SCM  as  “the  management  of  upstream  and 

downstream relationships  with suppliers  and  customers  to 

deliver  superior  customer value  at  less cost  to the supply 

chain as a whole”. One of the key aspects is minimizing cost 

without reducing quality and assuring in time delivery of the 

products.   SCM  has  to  optimize  several  activities  from 

obtaining raw materials to the delivery of the final product 

to the customers [2].  

S

The difficulty of decision making in this fields arises from 

the globalization of competition in a fast changeable market 

with changing  customer  demand.  In  the meanwhile  a  fast 

growing  amount  of  information  is  collected  at  different 

stages  in  the  SCM  and,  hence,  a  semi-automatic  and 

integrated approach is becoming more and more necessary. 

In this scenario data-mining tools and techniques can offer a 

valuable  instrument  to  transforming  vast  amounts  of  data 

into meaningful information. Several reviews are present in 

literature  that  survey  the  state  of  the  art  of  data-mining 

application in SCM such as [3-6]. 

In a recent study [7] the authors go even further by asserting 
that there is a  “significant need for research on universal 
data integration and data storage concepts for data mining in 
manufacturing to generate versatile pre-configured and truly 
process-centric data mining applications that can be adapted 

to heterogeneous manufacturing environments and different 
branches”. 

In  this  scenario  inventory  management,  or  rather  the 

organization  that  leads  to  the  availability  of  items  to  the 

costumers, is considered one of the most important segments 

of SCM and must be performed in difficult conditions due to 

the increased fluctuation in demand, lead time, difficulties in 

choosing  the  best  production  scheduling  and  the  demand 

information distortion due to the bullwhip effect [8]. In this 

segment of SCM, data mining has been exploited to improve 

performance also. 

In  [9]  data  mining  techniques  have  been  applied  for 

supply chain inventory forecasting. In particular, their work 

focuses on out of stock prediction of spare parts inventories 

in different store locations. They use clustering algorithms 

for grouping together different stores that exhibit a similar 

aggregate sale patter, then algorithms such as decision trees 

and neural networks are used to build a more accurate out of 

stock forecasting model.  

Similarly, in [10] the authors used data mining techniques 

in two case studies. In particular, by applying a Multi Layer 

Perceptron  (MLP)  and  a  Time  Delay  Neural  Network 

(TDNN)  the  authors  developed  a  data  mining  model, 

obtaining a 50% reduction of the inventory cost of drugs in a 

large medical distribution company. 

In  [11] the authors  present an algorithm for  finding the 

minimum weighted symmetric difference between two Bill 

Of Materials (BOM) trees. The comparison result is used as 

a distance metric for a clustering algorithm in order to group 

different BOMs into families of products. 

This  work  will  present  a  data  mining  approach  for 

clustering  the  product  used  in  the  revision  process 

performed  after  each  car  racing  competition  by a  leading 

Italian  team.  The  engine  revision  after  each  competition 

requires  a  careful  planning  of  component  supply.  The 

mechanical  pieces  are in some cases  expensive since they 

are  built  with  special  requirements  in  order  to  maximize 

performance  at  the  expense  of  their  duration.  Moreover, 

their life span is short due to the varying car regulations as 

well as to the frequent design and production of new engines 
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with increased performance in order to maximize winning 

probabilities. 

I. Beside the major driving force of competing for winning 

that  requires  the  highest  level  of  quality  there  is  the 

necessity to reduce cost and expenses in order to maximize 

profit.  In  this  highly  competitive  environment  the  only 

possibility for the two opposite driving forces to coexist is 

by reducing cost through reducing inefficiency, without any 

loss  in  quality.  In  this  scenario  this  work  reports  on 

experiments with a hierarchical clustering algorithm whose 

performance in terms of classification results are maximized 

by means of the Marriott statistical criterion that is able to 

give an indication of the adequacy of the clustering process. 

By experimenting with different  algorithm parameters  and 

by finding  the optimal  number  of  clusters  for  the chosen 

parameter,  it is possible to obtain an optimal clustering of 

the  components  that  are  particularly  significant  in  the 

revision process and allows us to obtain a BOM that can be 

used  as  input  for  the  Material  Requirements  Planning 

(MRP). 

This work  is organized  as  follows:  section 2 presents  the 

data  mining  tool  used  and  in  particular  the  hierarchical 

clustering  algorithm  and  the  parameters  that  affect  its 

performance,  together  with   the  Marriot  criterion  used  to 

find  the  optimal  number  of  classes  that  leads  to  the  best 

clustering; section 3 presents the case study while section 4 

draws some conclusions and highlights future work.

II.THE CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

Data  mining  is  a  well-established  discipline  that 

encompass  knowledge  from  various  disciplines  ranging 

from artificial intelligence to statistics. It  is a process that 

allows  us  to  extract  useful  information  and  patterns  from 

large amounts of raw data. According to [12] a data mining 

process consists of the following phases:

- Goal definition.

- Selection, organization and pre-treatment of data.

- Exploratory  data  analysis  and  eventual 

transformation.

- Design and choice of the analysis process and tools.

- Data elaboration and analysis.

- Evaluation and model comparison with a final choice 

for the best model.

- Results  interpretation  and  usage  in  the  decision 

process.

Among the  data  analysis  method,  clustering  techniques 

have been widely adopted in many fields such as knowledge 

discovery from text [13] where the authors used K-means to 

cluster  sets  of  documents  and  extract  meaningful 

associations among the biological entities characterizing the 

associated classes. In  [14] the authors designed  a parallel 

version of a variant of a Self Organizing Map (SOM) and 

deployed and tested it on a grid or cloud [15] infrastructure. 

The input noise robustness of the SOM algorithm on sparse 

dataset was also evaluated in [16]. A strategy for choosing 

the optimal number of clusters was designed in [17]. 

For  a  survey  on  clustering  algorithms,  the  reader  can 

reference [18] where the reader can find information on the 

different type of algorithms and techniques that can be used 

for clustering. According to [19] cluster analysis is the “task 

of organizing a set of objects into meaningful groups. The 

groups  can  be disjoint,  overlapping  or  organized  in  some 

hierarchical  fashion”.  What “meaningful” means is usually 

application dependent. Usually “meaningful” means groups 

with  a  maximized  similarity  between  the  objects  of  each 

group and a minimized similarity between pairs of objects 

belonging  to  different  groups.  The  measure  of  similarity 

varies from one algorithm to  another. 

Clustering algorithms can be classified on the basis of:

1. The  underlying  methodology:  partitional  or 

agglomerative.

2. The  structure  of  the  final  solution: 

hierarchical or nonhierarchical.

3. The characteristics of the space in which they 

operate: the features or the similarity.

4. The type of cluster they discover: globular or 

transitive. 

Partitional clustering algorithms start either with a cluster 
containing all the elements and find subsequent clusters by a 
sequence of repeated bisections or with a set of k clusters 
that  are  refined  by  the  process.  The  process  iteratively 
searches for the best division according to a specific division 
rule that usually tries to maximize differences among groups 
and  minimize  the  differences  inside  the  elements  of  the 
group.  The number of clusters is usually determined by the 
user  a  priori  but  it  can  also  be  automatically  derived. 
Partitioning  algorithms  can  be  viewed  as  optimizing 
algorithms  that  aims  at  optimizing  at  each  iteration  an 
objective function usually given by a combination of intra-
cluster similarity and inter-cluster dissimilarity.

Agglomerative algorithms start with a number of clusters 
equal to the number of elements to cluster; at each iteration 
two clusters  are  merged  according  to  a  defined  criterion, 
until a stopping condition is met. The objective function is 
optimized  at  each  iteration  by  looking  at  all  the  possible 
pairs of clusters, leading to a locally optimized solution. In  
this  way  the  algorithm  iteratively  finds  the  two  closest 
elements,  joins  them by computing the center  of  the new 
cluster  and  iteratively  proceeds  until  all  the  elements  are 
joined in one class.  

Hierarchical  clustering  constructs  a  tree-like  partition. 
With this method the elements that are merged or divided 
will  remain  merged  or  divided  until  the  end  of  the 
classification process. Hierarchical clustering algorithms can 
be agglomerative or divisive. 

The  clustering  algorithm  can  operate  on  the  object’s 
feature space or on a derived similarity space. The similarity 
space  representation  is  usually  obtained  by  computing  a 
similarity measure  between all  the pairs  of  objects  on the 
basis of their features. 

What differentiates globular and transitive clusters is the 
relationship between the cluster’s object and the dimension 
of the feature space: 
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- For globular clusters there is a subset of the original 
space  dimension  (a  subspace,  or  a  fraction  of  the 
features  used  for  clustering)  in  which  a  large 
percentage  of  the  objects  belonging  to  the  same 
cluster agree (this is a typical problem in document 
classification).

- For  transitive  clusters  it  is  also  possible  to  find  a 
subspace of  the features  used for  clustering,  but  in 
this  case  the  elements  of  the  cluster  share  a  very 
small number of features. However, it is possible to 
find “a strong path” or a sequence of subspaces that 
links A and B in which each pair of clusters in the 
chain shares many features of the subspace.

In this work we have used a hierarchical agglomerative 
clustering  algorithm.  According  to  [20]  the  main 
parameters of this type of algorithm are the following: 

- The measure of proximity or distance used to find the 
closest  pair  of  elements  or  clusters.  Among  the 
different  types  of  distance  we  may  recall  the 
Euclidean distance, the cosine distance, the city block 
distance and so on. 

- The method used  to  compute  the  distance  between 
the new formed cluster and the other elements such 
as: 

o Single  linkage  is  based  on  the  shortest 

distance  among the  elements  of  the  group 
and the other units.

o Complete  linkage  is  based  on  the  furthest 

distance among the elements of the groups 
and the other units.

o Centroid: the distance between the centroids 

of two clusters.
o Weighted or un-weighted average distance.

- The  way by  which  the  representative  of  each  new 
formed cluster is chosen.

The approach used was to compute the entire dendogram, 

i.e.  the  complete  hierarchical  tree  representing  the 

successive aggregation. 

One  of  the  most  difficult  problems  to  cope  with  in 

clustering analysis is to find the optimal number of clusters. 

Different approaches have been used in literature such as in 

[17] where the authors using distance based metrics present 

a tool that automatically gives hints to the user guiding him 

in adding or deleting neurons in a SOM. In [21] the authors 

use  an  information  theory  criterion  based  on  entropy 

estimation in a partitional hierarchical clustering algorithm. 

In  [22]  the  authors  take  a  dissimilarity  matrix  between 

patterns as the basic measure for characterizing clusters. The 

statistical  distribution  of  dissimilarity  increments  between 

neighboring  patterns  within  a  cluster  was  modeled  by 

exponential density and used to characterize context and to 

derive  a new cluster  isolation  criterion.  The criterion  was 

integrated  into  a  hierarchical  agglomerative  clustering 

algorithm. 

We  chose  to  use,  on  the  computed  dendogram,   the 

Marriot statistical criterion to choose the optimal number of 

clusters i.e the best point to cut the dendogram. 

The goal of an optimal clustering algorithm is to find the 

best clustering in order  to maximize the variance between 

the different classes and minimize the variance among the 

elements of the same class. 

The variance is given by: 

∑
i=1

N

( xi−M ( x ))2

n−1
(1)

Where M(x) is the mean of the N elements in the cluster. 

The numerator can be written as:

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

N

( xij−M ( x j ))
2+∑

i=1

N

∑
j=1

N

(M ( x j )−M ( x ))2 (2)

where the first addendum is the variance inside the group 

while the second addendum represents the external variance. 

Increasing the number of elements in the cluster increases 

the  internal  variance;  diminishing  the  number  of  clusters 

increases  the  variance  among the  cluster,  i.e.  the external 

variance. The Marriott criterion searches for the minimum 

of: 

M =g
2 det (W )
det (T )

 (3)

where  the  numerator  is  the  determinant  of  the  internal 

variance-covariance  matrix  (Within  group,  W)  and  the 

denominator is the determinant of the sum of the variance-

covariance matrix (Between groups B) and Within groups 

(W), and finally g is the number of clusters.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

We  used  a  dataset  containing  information  about  the 

product  used in the revision  process  performed after  each 

car racing competition by the Fiat Powertrain Technologies 

(FPT),  a leading Italian automotive firm involved in word 

wide car competitions. 

All data analyses were performed by means of an in house 

tool developed using Matlab. 

We  use  a  data  set  containing  information  about  car 

component  replacement  after  each  car  competition  in  a 

three-year  time span.  The  dataset  consists  of  roughly  104 

rows with 21 variables. Among the variables characterizing 

the dataset we find: 

- Customer/Supplier: this is the code of the customer. 

- Operation  code:  code  identifying  the  type  of 

operation.

- Date: the date of the operation.

- Article code: the code identifying each article.

- Article  description:  contains  the  description  of  the 

article.

- Quantity: the quantity associated with the operation.

- Type  of  engine:  a  code  that  identifies  the  type  of 

engine.
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Table 1 summarizes the number of modalities of some 

dataset variables. The variables were analyzed in terms of 

their  variability,  homogeneity  and  heterogeneity, 

skeweness and the complete set of tools for exploratory 

data analysis as reported in [23].

TABLE I.

THE NUMBER OF MODALITIES OF SOME DATASET VARIABLES

Variable Modality

Customer/Supplier 15

Operation code 15

Article code 799

Type of engine 214

Motorization 11

Document number 1592

The first  step was a data transformation. The values  of 

qualitative variables were replaced by their cardinal number 

which represents the modality of the value. The dataset was 

then  normalized.  We  experimented  both  with  a  min-max 

normalization and with a normalization with null mean and 

standard  deviation  1.  With  both  types  of  normalization 

procedure we arrived at the same conclusion. 

We  then  performed  a  univariate,  bivariate  and  a 

multivariate  analysis.   Fig.  1  shows  the  Pareto  diagram 

regarding the article code. From the diagram we can observe 

that 25% of article codes represent 80% of the observations. 

All the main exploratory data analysis steps, as described in 

[24], were performed. 
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Fig. 1: Pareto diagram relative to the variable Article code.

The  following  step  was  a  hierarchical  agglomerative 

clustering algorithm using different distance functions and 

different  linkage criterion.  Fig.  2  shows the results  of  the 

hierarchical agglomerative clustering. 

a)

b)

Fig. 2: Hirarchical clustering algorithm results: with Euclidean 

distance a); and with cosine distance b).  

In  particular Fig.  2 a) shows the results with Euclidean 

distance and Fig. 2 b) shows the results with cosine distance. 

In both cases we used the complete linkage method. 

We than applied the Marriott criterion to iteratively find 

the optimal number of clusters. Table 2 reports the value of 

the  Marriott  index  found  for  different  number  of  clusters 

with Euclidean distance and complete linkage. 

Table 3 reports the number of elements in each cluster for 

different type of linkage method and the optimal number of 

clusters obtained by applying the Marriott criterion in each 

case.

The result of the classification process is depicted in Fig. 

3, which shows the first two normalized coordinates of the 

dataset used by the clustering algorithm. Fig. 3 a) shows the 

optimal clustering result  in five classes with the complete 

linkage method; fig. 3 b) shows the clustering result in eight 

classes with the average linkage. 
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TABLE II.

MARRIOTT INDEX FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF CLUSTERS

Number of clusters Marriott index

2 7.96 E-05

3 2.79 E-08

4 2.55 E-08

5 9.11 E-11

6 1.11 E-10

7 2.48 E-10

8 3.20 E-10

TABLE III.

NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN EACH CLUSTER FOR DIFFERENT LINKAGE 

METHODS 

Linkage N° 
cluster

Number of elements in the 
cluster

Single 7 444;7;14;4;8299;281;1

Complete 5 2316;3341;21;450;2924

Average 8 2507;2868;259;2665;22;429;281;
21

Weighted 5 1101;3550;3929;21;451

Several  experiments  were  also performed with different 

distance measures.  The best clustering result  was obtained 

with five classes.

The clustering process allowed us to identify the class of 

components with a high frequency of substitution. The result 

was almost in line with an analysis of the revision process  

where  it  was  possible  to  confirm  the  nature  of  highly 

deteriorable  pieces.  In  a  similar  manner  in  the  chosen 

optimal  clustering,   the  two  classes  with  fewest  element 

contains pieces with a very low usage frequency. 

The  result  is  similar  to  [9]  where  the  authors  suggest 

reducing the inventory for popular items and increasing the 

inventory for  less popular  or unpopular  items. The results 

were used to plan a reliable BOM, that was used in MRP. A 

further analysis is nevertheless required in order to apply the 

same  conclusion  in  the  presented  scenario  due  to  the 

differences  in  requirements.  The  clustering  results  can  be 

used to apply different BOM strategies for each class in the 

chosen optimal clustering.

IV. CONCLUSION

This  work  has  presented  a  data  mining  approach  for 

inventory  forecasting  and  BOM  planning  in  a  highly 

competitive environment such as the FTP  Italian car racing 

team. By exploiting clustering algorithms and by using the 

Marriott statistical criterion to identify the optimal number 

of clusters, we optimally clustered a dataset containing the 

products  used  in  car  revision  after  each  rally competition 

during a three-year period. 

As future work we plan to extend the analysis to wider 

datasets  by  applying  and  comparing  results  with  other 

clustering  algorithms  and  using  neural  networks  such  as 

SOM  deployed  in  cloud  or  grid  architecture,  if  this  is 

required by the size of the dataset. 

It is also possible to use a shared memory design model 

[25-27]  in  order  to  organize  projects  around  data  mining 

problems  allowing  the  acquisition  of  a  variegated  know-

ledge of  different  solutions,  techniques  and algorithms.  In 

further work it is also possible a deepening of user interface 

design in order to allow a better visualization of the results 

even using graphical and multimedial elements [28-29]. 
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Abstract-This research aims to gain an understanding of how 

Single  Wagonload  (SWL)  services,  policy  and  practice  can 

benefit  from  the  implementation  of  scientific  methods  and 

information technologies.  For the purposes of this research a 

discussion  on  EU  rail  freight  transport  and  current  SWL 

trends is presented. An evaluation of EU rail freight policy is 

offered, followed by a discussion on policy measures to assist 

SWL growth. A review of scientific  methods  and models  for 

rail freight planning is also presented that concludes that there 

is a need to update freight planning models in order to better 

support decisions for effective rail freight services and address 

current  rail  freight  needs.  An  overview  of  information 

technology available for SWL is offered as well that suggests 

that it is possible for information communication technologies 

(ICT) implementation to benefit SWL operations, namely the 

level of efficiency. A lack of standards and integration should 

be addressed, however,  in order for SWL and rail  freight in 

Europe to gain further benefits. 

INTRODUCTION

ECHNICALLY a rail freight service can be classified 

by  two theoretical  structures,  as  follows:  a  “point  to 

point” structure and a “hub and spoke” structure. “Point to 

point” structures  are typical  for direct  trains, shuttle trains 

and  block  trains.  On  the  other  hand  “hub  and  spoke” 

structures are typical for feeder trains and liner trains (multi-

stopping  trains).  Both  structures  have  advantages  and 

disadvantages. Whilst point to point structures provide direct 

access  to  demand  destinations  and  hence  require  less 

inventory as well as static and dynamic resources in place 

these  structures  are  restricted  to  serve  a  specific  type  of 

freight  and  may  not  take  advantage  of  the  maximum 

technical capacity of the system. Hub and Spoke structures 

require  more  inventory  as  well  as  static  and  dynamic 

resources to provide a service. Hub and spoke structures are 

not  as  flexible  as  point  to  point  structures  and  are 

characterized by reassembly processes with freight trains at 

hubs  such  as  shunting  and  marshalling  yards  which  can 

delay  overall  throughput  and  travel  times  [6],  [14],  [15], 

[18],  [20].  Whilst  this  characteristic  introduces  a  certain 

level of complexity in providing the service, hub and spoke 

structures  tend  to  better  utilize  the  existing  technical 

capacity of the system. They were designed to serve “less 

T
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than  train  load”  demand,  where  consolidation  of  loads  is 

concentrated in designated areas of the railway network. Due 

to consolidation, economies of scale can be experienced in 

the long term. Single Wagon Loads (SWL) are served by 

hub and spoke structures.

The  scientific  methods  used  to  study  SWL operations, 

planning and practice  include:  rail  freight  systems design: 

optimization of empty runs:   analysis  and optimization of 

yard performance: reallocation of resources:  evaluation of 

rail freight network policy and strategy. The implementation 

of  these  methods  to  concrete  cases  within  railway 

administrations has led to significant  improvements of the 

freight  service  performance in the past.  Over the last  two 

decades  rail  freight  systems  in  Europe  have  experienced 

significant  changes  [13]  [14].  These  changes  have  been 

caused by variation in European industry and manufacturing 

both due to the Single European Market, expansion of the 

EU to the former Comecon states and globalisation to the 

Pacific Rim. Factories have been relocated to take advantage 

of qualified but less expensive manpower. This situation has 

led to variation in the characteristics of the loads in Europe 

[28]. Wagons designed and manufactured to transport coal, 

chemicals, paper, pulp and other loads from heavy industry 

have  reduced  and  containerised  traffic  of  finished,  semi-

finished and palletized products have grown in absolute and 

relative terms. In order to respond adequately to this change 

the  rail  freight  systems  have  to  adapt  accordingly.  New 

concepts,  philosophies,  designs,  technologies  and  systems 

are needed to ensure railway freight  companies in Europe 

transform  and  respond  to  the  challenge  of  this  changing 

market.  Scientific  methods  will  need  to  be  updated  to 

provide the analytical support to study changes in rail freight 

systems and suggest suitable ways for improvements [14]. 

The  objective  of  this  paper  is  to  discuss  the  current 

situation with Single Wagon Load (SWL) services in Europe 

and to gain an understanding of how SWL services, policy 

and  practice  can  benefit  from  scientific  methods  and 

information technologies. The rest of this paper is organized 

as follows: Section II provides an overview of rail  freight 

transport in the European Union and a discussion on EU rail 

freight policy is presented in Section III. Section IV provides 

a summary of Scientific methods and models for rail freight 
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planning,  followed  by  Section  V  where  a  discussion  on 

Information Communication technologies (ICT) for SWL is 

presented.

RAIL FREIGHT TRANSPORT IN THE EU

Eurostat, the official EU statistics, have demonstrated that 

rail freight transport in the EU has fallen over the last five 

years.  It  fell  17%  from  2008-2009,  totalling  366  billion 

tonne-kilometres in that year. Many in industry would argue 

that  this  phenomenon  is  due  to  the  economic  crises  that 

impacted business.

OECD ITF data demonstrated that tonne kilometres  have 

fallen by 30% in countries such as Poland, Bulgaria,  even 

Germany in the second quarter of 2009 in comparison with 

the second quarter of 2008 [23]. Figure 1 shows in quarters 

seasonally adjusted freight traffic served by rail in the EU. 

The  fall  in  performance  between  Q3\08  and  Q3\09  is 

apparent.

Fig.1  Freight  transported by rail  in  million  tonne  kilometres;  Source: 

OECD/ITF

In 2005 Single Wagon Loads (SWL) systems have shown 

to  serve  approximately  40%  of  the  European  rail  freight 

market.  Five  years  later,  however,  in  2010 Eurostat  have 

indicated  a  10%  decline  of  SWL  services  in  Europe,  as 

shown in Figure 2.

Fig.  2 A decline of Single Wagon Loads in EU; Source: Figure 

produced using Eurostat

Generally  speaking,  however,  it  appears  that  freight 

transport  in  EEA countries  has  indicated  a  positive trend, 

where  road  and  aviation  have  shown the  largest  increase 

[27], [28]. Freight volumes transported by road transport has 

shown  a  significant  increase  in  the  EU 12.  Many  would 

argue that this is due to the fact that the road transport has 

successfully developed its performance while keeping costs 

at relatively low levels. 

Figure  3 compares  freight  volumes transported by road 

and rail in million tonne -  kilometres from 1995 until 2007. 

It should be noted that the volumes transported by road seem 

to have increased by more than 20% in the EU-12, for the 

period in question.

One may question the plausibility of this argument but it 

has  been  argued  that  the  geographic  orientation  of  the 

market in Europe has been reallocated from East to West; 

where  the  railway infrastructure  has  not  been  in  place  to 

ensure suitable connections to the new demand origins and 

destinations. This situation allowed road transport to grow as 

an alternative by limiting business opportunities for rail.

Railway companies have experienced significant levels of 

non-utilization of their static and dynamic resources. What 

has  been  observed  is  that  many shunting and  marshalling 

yards  in  Eastern  Europe  operate  at  10  -15%  of  their 

operational capacity, putting into question their existence in 

the  future.  Companies  such  as  Faiveley  and  Bombardier 

have  made  many  of  their  employees  redundant  and  shut 

down departments supporting freight services.

Fig.  3 Freight Volumes by Road and Rail in EU; Source: TERM 2009

Railway  administrations  such  as SNCF  and  Trainitalia 

have  revealed  their  strategic  intentions  to  steadily  reduce 

SWL services, believing that by doing so they will reduce 

massively their  inventory  and  operating  costs  in  the  long 

term.
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The rail alliance X-Rail with members: CD Cargo, CFL 

cargo, DB Schenker Rail, Green Cargo, Rail Cargo Austria, 

SNCB  Logistics  and  SBB  Cargo  signed  a  cooperation 

agreement to boost Single Wagon Load services in Europe, 

aiming to implement a cross-border production standard that 

includes: ensuring reliable service and up to 90 % delivery 

on  time  for  SWL  services  provided  by  X-Rail  partners; 

ensuring  absolute  transparency  and  seamless  information 

sharing  among  X-Rail  partners  using  active  information 

systems; ensuring swift response to enquiries. All of these 

sound promising, the statistics, however, have not shown a 

positive result yet.

Recent developments within the European railway private 

sector  have  suggested  that  there  might  be  a  business 

opportunity with SWL service in Central Europe. Over the 

last five years,  companies such as Transpetrol for instance 

have changed their business model moving from block trains 

transporting  grain  and  cereals  to  SWL  services  with 

chemicals. It is in question, however, if the railway private 

sector in Europe has reached its breakeven point and is now 

capable  of  covering its  full  operational  costs  in  providing 

SWL services. It is also as yet unclear what is the level of 

quality  of  service  (QoS)  provided  by  the  railway  private 

sector in Europe.

RAIL FREIGHT POLICY IN THE EU

In the early 90s it was believed that market liberalisation 

for increased competition in the rail sector would create a 

plausible environment for the European railways to grow. It 

appears, however, that this concept struggles to prove useful 

due  to  a  number  of  existing  market  barriers  imposed  by 

different  permit  requirements  of  the  single  EU  member 

countries. 

In its White Paper 2011: “Roadmap to a Single European 

Transport  Area  -  Towards  a  competitive  and  resource 

efficient  transport  system”  the  European  Commission 

identified a set of goals and concrete initiatives for the next 

decade to build a competitive transport system in Europe to 

increase mobility, remove major transport-related barriers in 

and between member states, reduce the need to use oil for 

transport  in Europe, reduce carbon emissions and promote 

alternative environmental friendly energy resources and last 

but  not  least,  increase  employment  in  Europe.  More 

specifically key rail freight-related goals include: by 2050 – 

connect all seaports to rail freight system; by 2030 – shift 

30% of road freight over 300km to rail and  waterborne; by 

2050  –  shift  more  than  50%;  a  complete  deployment  of 

ERTMS; as well as rail freight corridors as the backbone of 

EU  freight  system. The European  Commission  is  also 

determined to identify policy options to promote SWL and 

increase  rail  freight  competitiveness  and  market  share  in 

Europe.

In reality,  however,  what is observed is that rail  freight 

volumes continue to remain unstable;  inadequate utilization 

of  existing  rail  freight  system capacity;  new technologies 

have not been implemented; as well as huge diseconomies of 

scale. Therefore many are of the opinion that there is a high 

risk  of  losing  “critical  mass”  for  rail  freight  services  in 

Europe.

Aware of the current situation the European Commission 

intends to identify and implement a set of policy measures to 

create  a  more  favourable  environment  for  the  growth  of 

SWL  services  in  Europe.  More  specifically,  this  set  of 

measures ought to help understand the importance of SWL 

for  EU  Industry;  identify  shortcomings  in  current 

legislations;  promote  new  legislative  initiatives;  look  for 

alternatives to assist SWL through its inclusion in the Marco 

Polo programme; identify new business models and develop 

new production schemes for SWL low-cost services; identify 

and research  adequate last mile solutions – “door to door”; 

promote automation in rail freight; design new technologies 

–  including  modern  freight  wagon  design;  improve 

conditions  and  reassess  the  meaning  of  capillary 

infrastructure for reliable and seamless SWL operations.

A double approach has been suggested as a starting point 

to  integrate  measures  to  increase  economics  of  scale  by 

introducing  new  production  methods.  New  production 

methods for SWL services are intended to: provide operating 

patterns  to  respond  adequately  to  new  market  demands; 

promote SWL service into new market segments; and hence 

improve quality competitiveness of European rail freight.

The expected outcome from the new production methods 

is a SWL service that improves productivity; reduces costs 

per  out-put  unit;  and  improves  cost  competitiveness  of 

European rail freight.

Is the production method a problem? Single wagon load 

services are viewed as less than train load traffic, meaning 

the daily  needs of  clients  for  transport  cannot  feed  a full 

train.  To serve such clients  regional  road locomotives  are 

used to collect and distribute loaded and empty wagons in 

the  regions  these  locomotives  are  assigned  to  operate.  In 

order to form a full train, individual assignments in the form 

of wagon sets are brought to an assembly point. Let us be 

reminded that an assembly point can be: an interchange; a 

goods  yard,  a  shunting  yard,  a  marshalling  yard  and/or  a 

gravity yard.  Assembly points are the hubs in the railway 

network, where a massive consolidation of freight flows is 

observed. A typical SWL system in a region consists of a 

number  of  demand  origin  and  destination  points  and  one 

assembly  point.  The  assembly  point  functions  as  a 

collection-distribution  centre  consolidating  loads  from the 

demand origin and destination points in its region. Assembly 

points also receive and serve flows from other regions and 

that is why they are considered as gates for freight to their 

regions.

Railway  systems  serving  single  wagon  loads  normally 

require specific equipment for loading and unloading, which 

in many cases involves capital investments by the client, if 

other  financial  mechanisms  such  as  Public  Private 

Partnerships (PPPs) are not in place.

Due  to  its  nature  SWL  is  a  network-based  service 

involving  a  number  of  consecutive  interdependent 
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operations. The quality of the service provided depends on 

the execution of every single operation part of the service. 

That is why the decisions on providing SWL services ought 

to  be  made  globally,  service-wide  and  in  an  integrated 

manner  considering  the  global  network  impact  on  the 

service. 

Railway freight  networks  involve  a  massive  amount  of 

static  and  dynamic  resources  to  provide  SWL  services. 

These  resources  are  characterized  by sunk costs  therefore 

keeping  them  non-utilised  is  unacceptable.  Utilisation  of 

resources  is  intimately connected with demand for service 

and  customer  satisfaction.  Customer  satisfaction  is 

dependent  on  service  reliability.  Being  aware  of  these 

dependences,  more  than  10  years  ago,  the  European 

Commission  addressed  in  its  White  Paper  –  European 

Transport  Policy for  2010:  Time to Decide  (COM 2001), 

published in 2001 that factors causing railways  to lose its 

market share are: lack of infrastructure suitable for modern 

services;  lack  of  interoperability  between  networks  and 

systems; constant search for innovative technologies; shaky 

reliability of the service provided, which is failing to meet 

customers' expectations. As a result of this situation, a set of 

“remedy  actions” has  been  launched  by  the  European 

Commission  to  revitalize  the  European  railway  sector  by 

creating  an  integrated,  efficient,  competitive  and  safe 

railway area as well as set up a network dedicated to freight 

services. 

Recalling service reliability, recent studies suggested that 

shaky reliability of freight service by rail in Europe might be 

caused  by  problematic  cycles  involving  tactical 

management,  operations  and  commercial  sales  of  rail 

companies  [16],  [20].  It  has  been  observed  that  due  to 

incomplete methodologies for planning SWL services by rail 

that  disregard  the  maximum  processing  capacity  of  the 

assembly points in the railway network, railway companies 

have  been  producing  unworkable  schedules  making  it 

difficult  for  the operations to execute the service on time. 

The outcome of such a situation is a service characterised 

with unpredictable variability, high operating cost and a very 

shaky reliability.  That  is  why methodologies  for  planning 

SWL services should not be neglected because they have a 

significant impact on the level of quality of service (QoS) 

provided.  These  methodologies  ought  to  be  studied, 

improved  and  considered  when  policy  measures  for 

promoting  SWL  services  are  developed  with  the  aim  to 

increase  rail  freight  competitiveness  and  market  share  in 

Europe; and this is where models for rail freight planning 

play an important  role;  discussion of  which comes  in  the 

next section of this paper. 

SCIENTIFIC METHODS AND MODELS FOR RAILWAY FREIGHT 

PLANNING

Since  the  beginning  of  collaboration  between  academia 

and  the rail  industry,  scientific  methods and  models  have 

been developed and used to improve rail freight planning, 

management and performance.

Models  and  methods  for  rail  transportation  have  been 

organized  in  three  management  levels,  namely:  strategic, 

tactical and operational [3], [6], [7], [15], [18]. 

Strategic  management  level  is  where  the  global 

orientation  of  the  railway  company  is  decided.  Strategic 

decisions of purchasing new rolling stock and/or undertake a 

significant investment, for instance, to build a new shunting 

yard are made. Models and methods to support decisions for 

strategic  management  of  rail  companies  employ  rail 

infrastructure development and rail network design (physical 

network), analysis of demand and development of long term 

forecasts,  optimization of investment choice,  evaluation of 

technical resources and implementation of technologies.

The tactical management level involves the development 

of  long  term  operating  plans,  schedules  and  timetables. 

Normally these plans are developed twice a year specifying 

the  tactical  orientation  of  the  railway  company,  service 

organisation  and  allocation  of  resources  in  the  railway 

network. Models and methods that support tactical decisions 

involve rail network design (service network), organization 

of empty run, distribution of freight train flows, evaluation 

of  yard  policy,  evaluation  of  line  policy,  as  well  as  the 

organisation of freight train movement in the rail network.

Operational management level provides the service on a 

day-to-day  basis.  Within  this  level,  short  term  plans  are 

developed  and  executed.  Freight  trains  are  rescheduled 

subject  to client’s weekly request  for service.  Train crews 

are managed in a way to ensure the daily request for service 

is fulfilled. Cancellation of trains and rescheduling of road 

locomotives  to  train  sets  are  also  dealt  with  at  this 

management  level.  Models  and  methods  that  support 

operational  decisions  for  rail  freight  services  are  those 

providing real-time simulation, optimisation and analysis of 

railway  systems  capacity  and  reallocation  of  resources. 

Decisions at this management  level should be made fairly 

quickly to avoid delays and undesirable disruptions during 

the execution of the service with freight trains in the railway 

network. 

Scientific methods and models have been developed using 

knowledge  from  a  large  scheme  known  as  Operations  

Research  (O.R.).  O.R. include a combination of analytical 

and holistic techniques sourced from a series of theories and 

practice  such  as:  analysis  and  optimisation  of  graphs  and 

networks,  linear  programming,  dynamic  programming and 

mixed integer programming, queueing networks, heuristics, 

event-based  simulations,  systems  design,  risk  assessment, 

system  performance  analysis  and  the  like.  In  the  core  of 

every model lies a computational algorithm replicating the 

logic behind the rail freight system behaviour. 

For example a typical rail network problem involves the 

development  of  an  efficient  cost  effective  plan  for  the 

movement of freight trains and wagons in a railway network 

subject to network design and characteristics, distribution of 

freight  train  flows,  yard  policy  (reassembling  of  freight 

trains),  line policy (blocking),  and scheduling (both crews 

and  locomotives).  Such  a  problem  requires  a  significant 
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computational effort and time to be solved which would be 

merely impossible without the aid of  advanced  computer-

aided design systems (or DSS) as well as software products 

such  as  ARENA, SIMUL8  and other  general  event  based 

simulation platforms.

Recent developments with scientific methods and models 

for rail freight planning have been discussed for instance in 

[6],  [9],  [14],  [20].  Specific  software  platforms  for 

simulation  of  rail  systems  have  been  developed.  Such 

packages are for instance OpenTrack, ERTMS/ETCS Traffic 

Simulators, RailSys as well as Villon.

Network optimisation methods developed to analyse and 

improve different aspects of complex rail systems have been 

recently reported in [9], [11],  [21], [24], [26]. Optimization 

of working cycles  of track tamping machines for efficient 

maintenance have been discussed by Santos and Teixeira in 

[26]. A mathematical model to optimize the design of a high 

speed  freight  distribution  network  in  the  US  has  been 

presented by Pazour et al. in [24]. A state of practice survey 

on real-time optimized equipment distribution systems has 

been conducted by Gorman et al. [11]; the authors discuss 

current practice of North American freight rail industry.

The literature suggests that railways are a field of active 

research.  A good number of  methods and  models  for  rail 

planning  have  been  developed  and  applied  to  support 

decisions within railway administrations around the world. 

The  railway  sector  in  Europe  has  now been  restructured. 

Apart from a few exceptions, railway administrations are not 

massive  corporations  any  more,  instead  many  railway 

companies  share  responsibilities  to  provide  the  service 

required. Infrastructure and operations do not belong to one 

body  therefore  are  not  managed  by  a  single  authority. 

Decisions for rail freight services are bonded by contracts. If 

contracts are unfulfilled, penalties apply.

Railway freight  operators  compete for  business but still 

they  provide  a  network-based  service  where  decisions 

should be made globally, in an integrated manner. Although 

railway  freight  operators  act  in  a  highly  competitive 

environment  decisions  should  be  made  collectively  and 

arbitrated by rail infrastructure managers to guarantee access 

to physical networks.

Railway  companies  in  Europe  have  now  more  flexible 

management  patterns  characterised  with  lighter  structures 

which may not need long term planning to generate healthy 

income and ensure the company’s existence.

The railway freight sector in Europe has been influenced 

by  new  production  patterns,  new  technologies  and 

innovative  logistics  principles.  Multi-modal  transport  has 

gained a significant popularity transporting more and more 

lorries  on  trains.  Programmes  such  as  Marco  Polo 

encouraged modal shift from road to rail providing financial 

support for the implementation of new technologies such as 

rail and freight modular platforms, horizontal transhipment, 

systems  for  tracking  and  tracing  goods  and  containers, 

systems providing paperless information flows and the like. 

More specifically,  the EC’s  Marco  Polo initiative aims to 

free Europe's roads of an annual volume of more than 20 bil-

lion tonne-kilometres of freight, the equivalent of more than 

900 000 trucks a year travelling in Central-Western Europe. 

Truck companies are invited to present  projects to transfer 

freight from road to rail (or on to short-sea shipping routes 

or  inland waterway),  where the focus is on reducing road 

transport by offering support services such as decision  sup-

port systems, control and common information management 

platforms as well as training programmes for pre-qualifica-

tion  of  staff.  According  to  the  EC’s  official  information 

channels the Marco Polo programme budget for 2007 - 2013 

is €450 million. Although in action, the impacts of such ini-

tiatives have not yet been evaluated, which suggests it is un-

certain to what extent a progress has been made.

Urban freight by rail has been introduced and tested in a 

few European cities. A few examples of such initiatives are 

Amsterdam  Metro  system  –  City  Cargo,  Cargo  Tram  in 

Zurich, a feasibility study on moving urban freight by using 

the Newcastle Metro system. Truck Trains have been sug-

gested as a modern technology allowing rapid and flexible 

freight services by rail.  It is as yet unclear however if tram 

and metro can carry cargo efficiently and provide an envi-

ronmentally friendly alternative  for  freight  distributions in 

urban  and  suburban  areas  [22].  On the  other  hand  Truck 

Trains may provide the technology needed to serve effec-

tively “less than train loads” on the European railway net-

works,  there  are  no  evidences,  whatsoever,  if  the  market 

have taken up the concept and put it into practice.

Demand patterns of rail freight services in Europe have 

changed.  They  are  now  characterised  by  smaller 

consignments,  smaller  shippers  and  smaller  freight 

forwarders.  Longer and heavier freight trains shall operate 

less and less in the European market in near future. Instead, 

this  production  scheme  will  play  an  important  role  in 

transporting  freight  from  Asia  to  Europe  and  v.v.  using 

Trans-Siberian route and other Europe-Caucasus-Asia trans-

port  corridors.  In  Europe  Low  Density  Higher  Value 

(LDHV) goods currently present a challenge. One cannot tell 

at the moment, whether or not the European freight railways 

will  seize  this  emerging  opportunity,  however.  Adequate 

technical and organisational changes are needed to redesign 

the rail freight systems in Europe to respond logically to cus-

tomer needs. 

These changes within European rail freight, suggest that 

the orthodox model of running freight railways is no more, 

which introduces an imminent challenge of great importance 

to the scientific gentry that insists that the existing methods 

and models for rail freight planning be reviewed and updated 

accordingly to meet the rail freight current needs in Europe.

Demand patterns  need to be reviewed.  Demand models 

need to be corrected to capture all the products suitable for 

rail  as  well  as  the  business  role  of  customers,  freight 

forwarders  and  other  transport  provides  (i.e.  potential 

collaborators).

The following analytical methodology might be of interest 

to  structure  the  service  components  and  decision  making 

levels of the system:
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• Generation of business – to capture the commercial 

aspects of the business including business models 

and marketing;

• Demand patterns/models – to identify and specify 

the needs for service,  type of products,  O/D trips 

and iterations, time for delivery, etc.;

• Grants  and  Contracts  –  to  price  the  service  and 

specify  terms  and  conditions  for  providing  it; 

integration with other transport  modes falls  under 

this component as well;

• Supply patterns/models – to set up the strategic and 

tactical  orientation of the company as well as the 

operations model;

• Execution  of  service  –  to  provide  the  service  in 

accordance with the specified terms and conditions;

• Customer satisfaction – to collect feedback, analyse 

the  levels  of  customer  satisfaction  and  take 

measures.

Figure  4  shows  graphically  the  combination  of  service 

components  and  decision-making  levels  as  well  as  the 

structure of their interdependence.

Fig.   4  Analytical  Methodology  depicting  service  components  and 

decision making levels;

A number of surveys have been conducted to analysis the 

current  needs  of  rail  industry.  The  interested  reader  is 

referred  to  EU  co-funded  projects  such  as  TUNRail  and 

RiFLE. These surveys suggested that skilled managers are 

needed  to  manage  the  railway  systems  effectively,  fulfil 

customer  expectations  and  generate  more  business. 

Therefore  future  work  patterns  should  also  employ 

university-based,  multi-disciplinary  research  approach  for 

railway system design  involving advanced  computer-aided 

design systems (CAD). The application of CAD to railway 

management, organization, design and training is broadly in 

sharing,  storing  and  managing  real  time  simulations  with 

trains both freight and passengers, which facilitates planning 

and  decision-making,  allows  railway  managers  to  better 

understand the complexity of the railway systems and to run 

it efficiently, promote dialog among competitors and creates 

foundation  for  different  railway  authorities  to  benchmark 

their  performance  for  more  sustainable,  efficient  and 

profitable railways.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FOR SINGLE WAGON LOAD 

SERVICES BY RAIL 

During  the  past  two  decades,  advancements  in 

Information Communication Technology (ICT) have led to a 

number of developments in ICT for freight transport. This 

has  been  reflected  in  the  literature,  as  a  review of  recent 

publications suggests there are a growing number of studies 

which address the role of ICT in freight transport [8], [10], 

[12], [25]. Research developments indicate that the number 

of ICT applications within freight transport have increased 

rapidly in recent  years  due to a reduction in cost  and the 

provision  of  technology which  is  able  to  support  a  wider 

range  of  interests.  A  rise  in  the  number  of  businesses 

implementing  ICT  technologies  to  facilitate  efficient 

transportation of goods has been observed, this includes the 

implementation of a range of technologies  such as: global 

positioning  systems  (GPS),  Electronic  Data  Interchange 

(EDI),  dedicated  short  range  communications  (DSRC), 

Radio and onboard sensors.   Currently,  several  standalone 

systems  have  been  implemented  which  aim  to  increase 

efficiency in rail freight and rail freight operations, as yet no 

standardised ICT system for rail freight exists. 

Individual  cases  which  demonstrate  ICT  developments 

which have been implemented within railway freight are a 

number of technologies for fleet management, asset control, 

and  intermodal  operations.  F-Man,  an  FP5  collaborative 

project  produced  a  prototype  to  be  implemented  for  fleet 

management  and  asset  control  in  SWL  operations.  The 

concept  consists  of  the  following  key  modules:  Tracking 

System Module (TSM) to locate wagons throughout Europe, 

through the use of on board sensors and GPS receivers. It is 

also possible to retrieve wagon status information (loaded, 

unloaded,  and  moving).;  The  Data  Processing  Module 

(DPM) which provides an estimate of the Expected Time of 

Arrival  (ETA)  for  each  wagon,  and  supplies  information 

regarding wagon history.;  The Asset  Management  Module 

(AMM) which facilitates order processing, wagon selection 

to comply with the clients request, trip organisation and data 

logging  and  the  Graphical  User  Interface  (GUI)  which 

presents  the  wagon  position  and  operational  data  on 

geographical  maps for  use by the fleet  manager.   Despite 

plausible results during the demonstration of the concept in 

Portugal, Spain, France & Italy, at the end of the project the 

system was not implemented, however, the potential benefits 

to SWL operations of this concept should be recognised. 

In  the  early  1990s  several  railway  organisations  with 

support from the EU, proposed a new European rail traffic 

management  system  (ERTMS).  This  was  developed  as  a 
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result of a number of rail accidents due to signal failure and 

a  lack  of  an  EU  standard  for  control,  command  and 

signalling within rail services. ERTMS is comprised of the 

following two components: European Train Control System 

(ETCS) and Global System for Mobile Communication- Rail 

(GSM-R).  ETCS  is  comprised  of  two  ICT  components, 

namely: one onboard the train and one trackside. Train speed 

is controlled through the comparison of actual  train speed 

with the maximum permitted speed, if the train is exceeding 

the maximum speed, information will be transmitted via the 

trackside  component  and  the  brake  will  be  automatically 

applied. ERTMS has three levels of deployment, as follows: 

Level 1 deployment began in 2004, benefits were expected 

to  provide  additional  interoperability  and  increased  safety 

levels;  Level  2  is  currently  being  implemented,  it  is 

envisaged that along with the benefits provided by level 1, it 

will provided the potential  for line capacity increase;  It  is 

anticipated that, deployment of level 3 will commence at the 

end of 2012. Although promising, it is as yet  unclear how 

ERTMS  will  be  implemented  to  facilitate  shunting 

operations in rail freight yards. 

Technology developments to be employed in asset control 

and the tracking and tracing of wagons in SWL operations 

are discussed in [4], where several approaches are proposed, 

as  follows:  electronic  tags  to  be  mounted  on  the  wagons 

which  are  read  by  a  number  of  transponders  situated 

alongside the railway line, rail wagon tracking through GPS 

tracking  of  the  locomotive  and  recording  the  wagons 

assigned to each locomotive and GPS and communication 

devices attached to each wagon. 

Also  for  use  in  tracking  and  tracing,  the  use  of  active 

radio frequency identification (RFID) tagging is discussed in 

[1].  RFID  tags  have  been  employed  as  they  have  the 

potential to improve rail freight operations through the real 

time tracking of rail vehicles and cargo. RFID tagging in rail 

freight operations has been observed in Scandinavia and the 

USA.  Although  the  results  of  tracking  and  tracing  have 

indicated an increase  in  freight  operation efficiency,  there 

are still  a  number of  questions to be addressed,  including 

battery life, cargo security and tag implementation across a 

whole fleet.   

Freightwise,  an  FP6  collaborative  project  produced  a 

framework  employing  ICT  to  facilitate  the  flow  of 

information and in turn to improve the management across 

the following three sectors of the freight industry: transport 

management,  traffic  and  infrastructure  management  and 

administration.  The  framework  proposes  a  standardised 

number of processes and information packages in order to 

plan, execute and complete the transhipment of goods in a 

paperless  system.  However,  it  is  not  clear  whether  the 

framework could be implemented for SWL operations, as it 

is focused on intermodal services,  with the aim to support 

modal shift. 

A number of fleet management systems are discussed in 

[4].  WagonLink,  for  instance,  which  offers  an  interactive 

map of wagon searching, in order that participating railroad 

companies have the possibility to communicate their wagon 

demands  and  offers.  Cross  border  information  technology 

(CroBIT),  a  data  exchange  platform,  which  provides  the 

ability to track and trace goods. 

To  the  best  of  our  knowledge  a  number  of  brokerage 

systems for SWL fleet management have been presented, as 

yet  no  standard  EU brokerage  system  for  SWL has  been 

implemented.  While  the  benefits  of  an  ICT,  rail  freight 

collaboration  must  be  acknowledged,  the  current  lack  of 

standardisation,  conversion  of  raw  data  into  useful 

information and integration between existing systems should 

be taken into account.  It  is therefore proposed that further 

research should be carried out on these aspects, in order to 

enhance the results of the rail freight, ICT partnership. 

CONCLUSION

Due to its complex nature Single Wagon Load services will 

always  hold a fascination for  policy makers,  stakeholders, 

managers, scientists and modellers. This paper presented an 

overview of recent  developments  of SWL services,  policy 

and  practice  in  Europe.  Statistics  showed that  rail  freight 

trends in Europe continue to remain unstable. The European 

Commission  is  determined  to  intervene  through  a  set  of 

policy measures that would create a plausible environment 

of  the  European  freight  railways  to  grow.  The  market, 

however,  has  experienced  major  change.  Demand patterns 

are  now  characterised  by  smaller  consignments,  smaller 

shippers  and  smaller  freight  forwarders.  Therefore  the 

orthodox  rail  freight  production  patterns  need  revision, 

which presents new challenges to engineers and scientists to 

develop  innovative  technologies,  models  and  methods  of 

next  generation  freight  service  by  rail.  It  has  also  been 

shown  that,  if  implemented,  ICT  developments  would 

facilitate the management of complex rail freight operation 

and hence improve the quality of service provided. Common 

IT  standards  are  also  needed  to  ensure  efficient  data 

exchange  and  service  integration  along  the  European 

logistics chains.  
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Abstract—One  of  the  contemporary  problems  in  business 
networks of supply chains are the information integration is-
sues. They are either related to incompatible information inter-
change cross independently designed data systems or lack of 
common semantic model in the domain. The networked supply 
chains need mechanisms to describe the choreographies of the 
cooperating business units. In this paper we analyze the possi-
bilities  of an application of the (some) Linked Data concepts 
into the interaction models for the choreographies in business 
process management BPM. We present our approach on a 4PL 
(Fourth-party Logistics) integrator example. 

I. INTRODUCTION

N the contemporary world the business companies have 

to face unprecedented challenges.  As a result of global-

ization  the  competition  is  becoming  fiercer  and  the  cus-

tomers  often  expect  integrated  services,  what  requires  a 

close  cooperation  between  several  involved  organizations. 

Therefore,  companies  have  to  adapt  to  new,  such  as  net-

worked business models, and further rethink their role and 

position in their value chain regarding the potential possibil-

ities to add value for their customer and suppliers. This re-

quires some changes from companies in their organizational 

view, but at the same time in their information technology 

view. The second result comes mainly from the appropriate 

technology environment needed to support their interopera-

ble business cooperation.  

I

The problem of  the  appropriate  information  technology 

environments for collaborative processes between business 

participants is not new and it has been approached with sev-

eral solutions like common IT platforms consisting of (pos-

sibly common) components based on established standards, 

standard enterprise information systems, and standard busi-

ness protocols. Nevertheless, the IT environment platforms 

still contain proprietary applications like ERP (enterprise re-

source  planning),  CRM  (customer  relationship 

management), etc.  The foreseen scale of collaboration be-

tween  business  partners  may require  to  undertake  further 

steps for the integration of the IT environment, such as one 

of the known enterprise application integration solutions or 

usage of the loosely coupled e-business solutions (Web ser-

vices).

The inter-company networks are defined in [1] as com-

plex arrays  of relationships between companies,  which es-

tablish  these  relationships  by  interacting  with  each  other. 

Whilst  widening  the  markets  toward  inter-company  net-

works  (webs)  with  the  collaborating  organizations,  men-

tioned  above  IT  integration  solution  approaches  doesn’t 

seem to be sufficing and satisfactory. This level of an orga-

nizational  form of the market  participants  requires  mutual 

adjustment  in  information  sharing  and  data  management, 

and at the same time coordination of collaborative processes 

of the business participants.

In the paper we will try to tackle both problem statements 

by recommending the usage of a common (open stated) data 

format as to be offered by Linked Data [2], and incorporat-

ing this idea into business collaborations in business process 

management BPM that can be described in form of chore-

ographies that further could be denoted in a modeling nota-

tion, such as Business Process Model and Notation BPMN 

2.0 [3]. We will consider the network from a supply chain 

perspective with emphasis on the value-adding partnerships.

The supply chains define the network that embraces all 

the organizations and activities associated with the flow and 

transformation  of  goods  from  the  raw  material  stage, 

through to the end user, as well as the associated informa-

tion flow [4]. For the aims of our paper we will concentrate 

on the networked supply chain activities and flow of infor-

mation. 

In  the  inter-organizational  information  systems,  which 

link the companies to their suppliers,  distributors and cus-

tomers, a movement of information through electronic links 

(e.g.  XML/EDI - Extensible Markup Language/ Electronic 

Data Interchange) takes place across organizational bound-

aries, between separately owned organizations.  It  requires 

not only the electronic linkage in form of basic electronic 

data interchange systems (as for  purchase orders,  delivery 

notes,  cash  flows,  etc.),  but  also  interactions  in  complex 

cash management systems or by access to shared technical 

databases.  So the problems with sharing and the exchange 

of information are still viable in supply chains contexts. 

The  existing  EDI standard,  as  message-centric  solution 

has limited possibilities in enabling the value chain interac-

tions. The representation of business processes and vocabu-

laries in a domain to possibly automate the trading partners 

interactions is missing.

Another  important  aspect  in  networks  of  supply chains 

bears integrating the needed additional data from semantic 

Web applications into logistic systems.
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A. Business Process Management

There are several known business process definitions in 

the literature and they vary from the perspective of their un-

derlying business models. The business models may primar-

ily consider the participants in a joint business venture (El-

liot, Meargetta), view the processes and structure of a busi-

ness organization (Timmers) or regard the perspective of a 

market place (Chaffey) [4]. According to M. Papazoglou, a 

business process consists of one or more than one related ac-

tivities that together respond to a business requirement for 

an action [4]. He states further, that the processing steps in a 

workflow may undertake numerous transformations of data 

(geographic,  technological,  linguistic,  syntactical  and  se-

mantic transformations), communication is an important part 

of the process and that (e-)business processes exist within 

certain environments.

Another definition formulated by F. Soliman in [5], states 

that the business processes may be considered as a complex 

network of activities. 

In the dynamic business environment, such as networks of 

venture participants involved in value chains in logistics, the 

key  roles  take  the  coordination  problems  in  the  business 

process management. Therefore, for the aims of this paper 

both business process  definitions will be used and further 

examined if needed.

In our paper we will consider communication of the busi-

ness processes denoted in the   BPMN 2.0 in a form of the 

choreographies, and we will analyze the applicability of the 

Linked  Data  principles  and  concepts  into  the  business 

process  choreographies  for  supply chains  in  business  net-

works. For this aim the rest of the paper is organized as fol-

lows. 

In Section 2 we briefly characterize the business process 

management  and  choreographies  concepts,  and  also  the 

BPMN 2.0 elements destined for choreographies. In Section 

3  we behold  the  Linked  Data  principles  and  concepts,  in 

Section 4 we provide an example scenario for 4PL (Fourth-

party  Logistics)  integrator  and  then  we  examine how  the 

Linked Data concepts may be applied in conjunction with 

the BPM choreographies. We will also try to show (in Sec-

tion 5) how the integration of the Linked Data into choreog-

raphy  tasks  may  be  used  to  achieve  the  leverage  of  the 

choreography concepts  in the semantic data environments. 

In the last Section we conclude our work.

II.BUSINESS PROCESS CHOREOGRAPHIES AND BPMN 2.0

A. BPM – Orchestration and Choreography

A business process management (BPM) view involves ex-

plicit  planning,  organizing,  execution and control  of  busi-

ness processes [4]. In addition to other process characteris-

tics (like environment, customer(s), data, inventories, deci-

sion points and the final process product) communication is 

an important part of any business process. 

 The processes can interact with each other in form of or-

chestration or choreographies. While the orchestrations are 

undertaken  under  control  of  a  single  endpoint,  the  chore-

ographies  incorporate  the  interactions  of  the  independent 

agents:  “a choreography  defines  the sequence  and  condi-

tions under which multiple cooperating independent agents  

exchange messages in order to perform a task to achieve a  

goal state.” [6]. 

The  Web  Services  choreographies  can  be  specified  by 

means  of  Choreography  Description  Language  (WS-

CDL) [7]. 

In  particular,  there are  two approaches  to modeling the 

choreographies: the interaction models and the interconnec-

tion models, (i.e.)  interconnected interface behavior model 

[3]. The interactions models consider the basic interactions 

in  form  of  message  exchanges,  and  the  interconnections 

models concentrate on the control flow of  each participant 

of the choreography.

For the aims of this paper we consider only the choreog-

raphy interactions models. For this form of the message in-

terchanges among collaborating partners representative ap-

proaches are WS-CDL, Let’s Dance [8], iBPMN [9] and re-

cently BPMN 2.0. We concentrate us below on the last pos-

sibility, which is the industrial international standard recom-

mended  by  the  Object  Management  Group  consortium 

OMG, BPMN 2.0.

B. Modeling Choreographies in BPMN 2.0

The Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) ver-

sion 2.0 was released in January 2011. BPMN possesses a 

metamodel, own notation and the exchange format.  It has a 

rich expressiveness for modeling business processes includ-

ing  orchestrations  and  choreographies.  The  modeling  ele-

ments  for  choreographies  are  Choreography  Tasks  repre-

senting  the  Interaction  (Message  Exchange)  between  two 

Participants.  The choreography task is a  rectangle:  its  top 

and bottom sections denote Participants; the color of the sec-

tion indicates whether the participant is initiating the Task 

(white rectangle section) or receiving it (shadowed rectangle 

section). 

A refined choreography with several interactions may be 

contained  in  a  Sub-Choreography.  In  BPMN 2.0  there  is 

also the Call Choreography that is a wrapper for a globally 

defined Choreography and the plus-symbol denotes a call to 

a Sub-Choreography.

In the Choreography Diagram the Initiating and the Re-

sponse  Messages  attached  to the Choreography Tasks  are 

also included. Multiple participants of the same type can be 

denoted as a set of participants of the same kind (denoted as 

three vertical slashes-symbol).

Other BPMN 2.0 elements like activities, events, timers, 

exceptions and compensation can supplement the choreogra-

phy descriptions.

III. LINKED (OPEN) DATA

The Linked Data principles were introduced by Tim Bern-

ers-Lee  on  his  presentation  at  the  TED  2009  conference 

[10]. In this presentation he outlined four rules for making 

human or machine-readable links for the exploration of web 

of  data.  The first  rule refers  to the usage of  Uniform Re-

source Identifier URI [11] for identification of items (called 

“things”). The second given rule specifies that only HTTP 
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URIs are meant, so that people can look at them and these 

can  be  found  by  the  standard  established  Domain  Name 

Space (DNS) system. The third rule was formulated for the 

purpose of providing additional useful  information for  the 

items defined by URI. The information should be denoted in 

a standard format, such as Resource Description Framework 

RDF* [12], (i.e.)  in form of the RDF/XML or an alternative 

serialization (N3, Turtle). The last, fourth rule concerns pro-

viding the linkage of such described items with other related 

items (data), so that the related information on the Web can 

be discovered more easily.

The  recent  development  in  this  topic  is  the  notion  of 

Linked  Open Data LOD, the concept recommended by the 

World Wide Web Consortium W3C [2]. It  is a star rating 

system of linked data that allows for proving to which extent 

the linked data can be regarded as open. The star rating is 

formulated  as  a  five  principles  scheme,  where  each  next 

scheme principle extends (for the next star added) the for-

mer one by integrating an additional feature. The first star as 

principle states that the data should be available on the Web, 

no matter in which format, but it should be one with an open 

license. The second principle (two stars) adds that it should 

be  machine-readable  structured  data.  The  third  principle 

(three stars) adds that the format of the data should be a non-

proprietary  format.  The  fourth  principle  assumes  achieve-

ment  of  the  former  three  principles  and  additionally  pre-

sumes the usage of an open W3C standard for identification 

of items, like RDF (RDF/XML, N3 or Turtle) or SPARQL 

[2] formats (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) 

for larger data amounts of data sets. The last principle, re-

quired for getting the five star grading assumes contextual 

linkage  of  rated  data  to  other  resources  described  in  the 

same way.

IV. EXAMPLE CHOREOGRAPHY SCENARIO–4PL INTEGRATOR

The development in contemporary logistic networks leans 

toward  outsourcing  the  various  logistic  functions  or  ser-

vices. The further trends include possible integration of out-

sourced  functions/services  or  even  the  outsourcing  of  the 

whole  business  processes.  At  present  the  dominant  are 

called 3PL (Third-party Logistics) solutions [13], where the 

external organizations support the organizations with some 

of the logistic activities, like the transportation or technical 

activities like printing of the shipping labels and manifest 

lists for particular carriers, and so on. At the next develop-

mental stage the concept of the 4PL (Fourth-party Logistics) 

emerged. The concept was defined by Andersen Consulting 

(now Accenture) and encompasses the functions offered by 

a 4PL logistic provider, which is acting as an integrator, as-

sembling the resources, capabilities and technology needed 

for design, building and running of the comprehensive sup-

ply chain solutions [14].

As an example of the ideas presented in previous sections 

we consider an example of a 4PL-logistic provider manag-

ing the shipment of commodities bought from the Webshops 

in Asia to customers residing in Europe. Our 4PL logistic in-

tegrator  operates  (utilizes an outsourced or  provides  own) 

software platform that integrates the requests for quotations 

incoming  from  the  diverse  shops  and  then  processes  the 

communication with the shipping software to settle the or-

ders.  The needed software platform may be owned by the 

4PL or they utilize services offered by another parties. In the 

second case the 4PL plays the role of the “pure broker” [15] 

and governs the settlements of the agreements.

One of the important services offered by the 4PL and re-

alized from the software platforms (as their important func-

tions)  consists  of  checking  the  availabilities  and  the  eco-

nomic aspects of the possible transport routes. The interna-

tional  4PL does  not  need  to  have  its  own  transport  [15]. 

They may work directly with companies offering transport, 

or directly with the 3PL providers, what includes different 

kinds of carriers, consolidators and forwarders (ocean carri-

ers, airfreight forwarder, local carriers).

After comparison and selection from different carrier al-

ternatives, the software platform enables the transport of a 

given Webshop’s parcel with the best possible (i.e., fastest, 

cheapest,  trackable)  available  (offered  by  4PL)  transport 

mode. 

Thus, the purpose of 4PL-software as the carrier integra-

tor is one of its most important roles of the 4PL. It includes 

taking into account the up-to-dateness  of solutions for  the 

European  market.  The particular  solutions  will  be  config-

ured in accordance with the data provided by the contracted 

fulfillment company. As the 3PL they may have own ware-

houses and established contracts with the carriers, which are 

delivering palletized shipments to Europe (i.e. by sea or air). 

Their carriers (e.g. DHL, UPS) pick the individual parcels, 

which  are  inbound  from Asia,  from the  fulfillment  ware-

houses in Europe.  With the physical set of parcels the car-

rier receives the printed listing with information about the 

parcels. Every single parcel has a label, which is printed by 

the Webshop in Asia, and fully complies with particular Eu-

ropean carrier labeling specification.

A. Exchanged Data Flows

In the above scenario the needed data is transferred be-

tween various software systems, where possibly each of the 

system (or  majority of  them) maintains  own data formats 

and makes use of the customized standards for communica-

tion aids (e.g. Electronic Data Interchange EDI [16]). 

Firstly,  the  Webshop  in  Asia  stores  up  in  proprietary 

back-end databases  or  other  back-end storage  systems the 

order data obtained from the Web forms. 

Secondly, the collected order data is forwarded to a com-

munication platform, which contains software-offering ser-

vices for decisions support regarding the choice of the car-

rier and preparing and creating the shipments (parcels) for 

the particular  carrier  system. The communication between 

the platform and the back-end storage system of the Web-

shop can be event-driven (taken place for each shipment), 

occur periodically, or is foreseen only at a specified time(s) 

of the day. 

The communication platform then passes all data needed 

for the transport of the shipments; as a result it receives the 

graphical data for the parcels labels, to be prepared accord-

ingly to the standards  used by the specific (last stage) carri-

ers. 
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In the next step, when the palettes with the labeled parcels 

arrive from Asia, the fulfillment company also uses the soft-

ware platform for the preparation of printed lists (manifests) 

of readily available parcels for particular carriers and send-

ing the information to the carriers that the particular parcels 

are ready to a pick-up. 

This  part  of  interaction  between  the shipment  software 

and the carrier firm often takes place by using the EDI stan-

dard; nevertheless the carriers use the EDI standard fitted to 

the carriers’ specifications. 

The decision  of  the carrier  choice will  be taken by the 

software platform operated by the 4PL, or it can be taken by 

the  multi-carrier  shipping  software  application  integrated 

with the platform. At this stage various information can be 

taken into account for choosing the most appropriate carrier. 

Not only costs determine the choice, also other factors like: 

type of the packet (e.g. standard or express), its weight and 

dimensions (size),  the destination country,  the delivery on 

specific  days  (daytimes),  paying  options,  possibility  of 

tracking and tracing, and so on.

Additionally,  in case of using different carriers,  e.g.  the 

ocean  carriers,  the  supplementary  inputs  like  the  weather 

data  provided  from Web  applications  could  be  needed  to 

support the transportation decisions. Often also the geo data 

considering the road traffic needs to be integrated into the 

data of the 4PL software systems. 

As described by the above scenario, we can see that there 

is a need to transform the data or customize it to different 

data formats expected by diverse systems. Therefore in the 

next Section we propose the integration of logistic data by 

using a common standard. 

V. VALUE CHAIN DATA INTEGRATION WITH LINKED DATA

As stated at the beginning of the paper, the process steps 

in a workflow could undertake numerous transformations of 

data. In our example given in the last Section there are the 

geographic, technological, linguistic, syntactical and seman-

tic transformations needed. The common format could alle-

viate the communication between the participants  collabo-

rating in the process environments.

Thus, it appears that a common solution for the data inte-

gration is appealing and desirable. In our example the source 

data  attained  from a  Webshop  until  delivery  of  the  com-

modities to the customer is administered in the subsequent 

stages,  changing  format  and  being  adjusted  and  enriched 

through numerous additional transformations needed to ac-

complishing of their activities (process steps) by the partici-

pants in a joint business venture.

The  contemporary  evolution  in  Web  comes  toward  the 

Semantic Web. The Semantic Web concept supports the ba-

sic idea of the Web considered as an open community shar-

ing the information around the world. Nowadays problems 

comprise  of  integration  and  consistency  of  information, 

what is a result from the fact that the Web at present is con-

centrated on the data presentation. What we need in the con-

text of BPM is the integrated description of objects and their 

relationships. The data model for the Semantic Web infra-

structure promoted by the W3C consortium is the Resource 

Description Framework (RDF).

As pointed out from our hypothetic Webshop parcels ex-

ample, one part of the data integrated into the flow of data 

exchange in business networks could be the data supplied 

into the 4PL integrator software platform from Web applica-

tions like the Geo, metrological or traffic data, partially en-

riched  with  semantic  information  described  with  RDF 

triples.

Consequently,  we analyze the possibility of the integra-

tion of data exchanged between the business venture partici-

pants  on the base of  semantic data.  There are several  ap-

proaches to implement the usage of the ontology [17] for the 

communication in Web, but there are still no known estab-

lished business solutions working successfully on the base 

of ontologies.

For  that  reason  we  consider  the  application  of  Linked 

Data concepts as more of a lightweight solution to the se-

mantic description of data exchanged in networks connected 

through Internet and enriched with data from web applica-

tions like OpenStreetMap [18] or DBpedia [19]. We focus 

on the further development of linked data supported by the 

W3C consortium as Liked Open Data with the goal to pro-

vide a distributable, not only human-readable but machine-

readable description of the data. 

As described in Section 3, the Linked Data principles en-

compass the following:  HTTP URIs as names for entities, 

usage  of  standards  RDF*  (SPARQL)  and  links  to  other 

URIs (of linked data).

The  information  assumed  is  to  be  presented  as  Linked 

Open Data, this presumes also that the data is available on 

the Web with an open license, it is machine-readable and not 

in a proprietary format.

 Therefore  it  is  important  that  the communication  soft-

ware (e.g. of 3PL) will support open data formats, such as 

CSV (Comma-separated  values)  [20]  or  transformation  to 

such an open format. 

The data exchanged between the choreography’s partici-

pants  may  be  enriched  with  semantical  information  by 

means of  the RDF graphs.  At present  time information is 

stored mostly in relational databases. For transformation of 

the data some solutions are partially available, i.e. Triplify 

for  transforming the data stored in transactional  databases 

into RDF representations [21].  Other possibilities like ob-

ject  serialization,  or  hierarchical  representation  should  be 

mapped  into  the  graph  data  models.  Meanwhile  there  are 

multiple semantic databases implementation known, such as 

Triplestores, a purpose-built database type dedicated for the 

storage  and  retrieval  of  triples  (subject-predicate-object), 

e.g. Virtuoso [22]. In addition to queries the triples can be 

imported or exported using RDF and other formats.

The  mapping  between  the  customized  IT  solutions  and 

other data formats into the triple representation could be un-

dertaken by means of dedicated software.

 The technical aspects of data integration are in fact be-

yond the focus of this paper, but the new software trends in 

the  information  technology  apply  numerous  reuse  tech-

niques and approaches to extensive automation and adjust-
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ment of software with generative techniques [23], and vari-

ability management known from the software product line 

approach, as described in [24]. 

The usage of  open  formats  with RDF-defined  semantic 

could support easier entries in the digital value chains. The 

enrichment of data with the semantic information can help 

communicate and mediate between multiple viewpoints. The 

semantic  enriched  data  stored  in  an  open  format  can  be 

made  widely  available  for  the  participants  of  the  value 

chains if it could be further managed by using of cloud com-

puting – the web-based, dynamical IT services.  The cloud 

computing solutions warrant  moreover the security on the 

infrastructure and on the data level, and also would elimi-

nate the need of initial investments in IT infrastructures.

The usage of open formats may considerably contribute to 

raise  flexibility  and  content  transfer  of  business  process 

choreographies in supply chains organized as webs and sim-

plify the transformation of data into the diverse e-business 

standards and enterprise applications data. 

The drawback of the given approach is the need of its in-

tegration into IT solutions.  To be useful  it should be sup-

ported by the numerous diverse E-business standards com-

ing from non-profit organizations like Electronic Data Inter-

change EDI, the United Nations Electronic Data Interchange 

for  Administration,  Commerce  and  Transport  UN/EDI-

FACT, Business Message Standards from the GS1-organiza-

tion especially GS1 XML, Electronic Data Interchange For-

warding  EDIFOR,  web  service  business  protocols,  other 

standards  specific  for  specialized  manufacturing  branches, 

and also the enterprise applications.

VI. CONCLUSION

The concepts of the Semantic Web and further the Linked 

Data are time and again regarded as the Web 3.0 extensions 

to the existing Web technology. It is expected that their ap-

plication may substantially support the automated extraction 

of information published on the Web by using open stan-

dards  and  additionally  describing  with  semantic  meaning 

and the contextual relationships of the data. The contempo-

rary  environment  of  the  inter-organizational  business  pro-

cesses  working  together  in  fulfillment  of  the  distributed 

business scenarios do not incorporate the above mentioned 

extensions. 

In the paper we have considered incorporating the seman-

tic concepts associated with the Linked Data into the busi-

ness process management BPM, especially for the aims of 

building  the  interaction  models  of  the  business  process 

choreographies in value chains. 

In the paper we have shown on the 4PL integrator exam-

ple a need  for  a  common standard  for  data  exchange be-

tween the various IT applications interacting in the logistics 

value chains. 

We suggest the usage of the Linked Data to contribute in 

speeding up of  the data integration and data transfer.  The 

saving of costs (previously needed for the transformations of 

data from and to diverse formats) will create the added value 

for the network participants. 

The suggested solution would additionally allow the de-

scribing semantics of the data to be stored and processed. It 

also raises new possibilities (solutions) for the scalability is-

sues  of  the  value  webs  in  logistics.  The  network  effect 

causes  that  with  increased  number  of  participations  the 

added value for the participants of the network grows.

There are different possibilities for  modeling the chore-

ographies in business value networks. As a notation for the 

business  processes  collaborations we suggest  the usage of 

the OMG industrial standard in business process modeling - 

Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) Version 2.0. 

In the future the integration of the Linked Data concepts 

into the BPMN choreographies may be investigated.
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Abstract—The article presents the problem of supply chain 

optimization  from  the  perspective  of  a  multimodal  logistics 

provider and includes a mathematical model of multilevel cost 

optimization  in  the  form  of  MILP  (Mixed  Integer  Linear 

Programming). The costs of production, transport, distribution 

and  environmental  protection  were  adopted  as  optimization 

criteria. Timing, volume, capacity and mode of transport were 

also  taken into  account.  The  model  was  implemented  in  the 

LINGO ver.12 package. The implementation details, the basics 

of  LINGO  as  well  as  the  results  of  the  numerical  tests  are 

presented  and  discussed.  The  numerical  experiments  were 

carried  out  using  sample  data  to  show  the  possibilities  of 

practical decision support and optimization of the supply chain. 

I. INTRODUCTION

HE issue of the supply chain is the area of science and 

practice that has been strongly developing since the ‘80

of the last century. Numerous definitions describe the term, 

and a supply chain reference model has been designed [1, 2]. 

The supply chain is commonly seen as  a collection of vari-

ous types of companies (raw materials, production, trade, lo-

gistics, etc.)  working together to improve the flow of prod-

ucts, information and finance. As the words in the term indi-

cate, the supply chain is a combination of its individual links 

in the process of supplying products (material and services) 

to the market.

T

Huang et al. [3] studied the shared information of supply 

chain  production.  They  considered  and  proposed  four 

classification criteria: supply chain structure, decision level, 

modeling approach and shared information.

Supply  chain  structure: It  defines  the  way  various 

organizations  within  the  supply  chain  are  arranged  and 

related to each other.  The supply chain structure falls into 

four main types [4]: Convergent: each node in the chain has 

at least one successor and several predecessors. Divergent: 

each  node  has  at  least  one  predecessor  and  several 

successors.  Conjoined:  which  is  a  combination  of  each 

convergent chain and one divergent chain.  Network: which 

cannot be classified as convergent, divergent or conjoined, 

and is more complex than the three previous types.

Decision level: Three decision levels may be distinguished 

in terms of the decision to be made: strategic, tactical and 

operational, with their corresponding period, i.e., long-term, 

mid-term and short-term.

Supply  chain  analytical  modeling  approach: This 

approach consists in the type of representation, in this case, 

mathematical relationships, and the aspects to be considered 

in the supply chain. Most literature describes and discusses 

the  linear  programming-based  modeling  approach,  mixed 

integer linear programming models in particular [5,6,7,8,9]. 

Shared  information: This  consists  in  the  information 

shared between each network node determined by the model, 

which  enables  production,  distribution  and  transport 

planning dependent on the purpose. The shared information 

process  is  vital  for  effective  supply  chain  production, 

distribution and transport planning. In terms of centralized 

planning,  the  information  flows  from  each  node  of  the 

network where the decisions are made. Shared information 

includes  the  following  groups  of  parameters:  resources, 

inventory,  production, transport, demand, etc. Minimization 

of total costs is the main purpose of the models presented in 

the  literature  [9,10,11,12,13],  while  maximization  of 

revenues or sales is considered to a smaller scale [7,14].

This paper deals with  a mathematical model for supply 

chain costs optimization in the form of MILP (Mixed Integer 

Linear Programming Problem) [15] from the perspective of 

logistic provider. In this model, shared information process 

includes  such  parameters  as  resources,  inventory, 

production,  transport,  demand  etc.  In  previous  works,  the 

authors  studied  models  and  algorithms  for  combinatorial 

optimization of cost in a supply chain. This paper focuses on 

the  multimodal  transport  in  the  supply  chain  and  its 

implementation  aspects. It  should  be  emphasized that  the 

presented model can be the basis for the decision support in 

the supply chain management. Optimization results of this 

model relate to two types of decision. These are short-term 

decisions, about how to supply at minimum cost (operational 

level), and long-term decisions on the capacity of individual 

distributors or production capacity of  individual producers 

(tactical and strategic level). The article also presents various 

models of outsourced logistics management. The rest of the 

paper  is  organized  as  follows:   Section  II  describes  the 

problem  of  SCM  (Supply  Chain  Management)  from  the 

logistic provider perspective. Section III analyses the state of 

the  art  in  this  domain.  Section  IV  gives  the  problem
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statement and provides an optimization model for the 
considered supply chain with multimodal transport. The 
implementation aspects of the optimization model are 
explained briefly in Section V. Computational examples and 
tests of the implemented model are presented in Section VI. 
The discussion on possible extensions of the proposed 
approach and conclusions is included in Section VII. 

II. SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 
The aim of supply chain management (SCM) is to 

increase sales, reduce costs and take full advantage of 
business assets by improving interaction and communication 
between all the actors forming the supply chain. The supply 
chain management is a decision process that not only 
integrates all of its participants but also helps to coordinate 
the basic flows: products/services, information and funds. 
Changes in the global economy and the increasing 
globalization lead to the widespread use of IT tools, which 
enables continuous, real-time communication between the 
supply chain links. One of the objectives is to optimize 
logistics and entrust it to specialized companies. 

This direction contributed to the development of logistics 
outsourced operators known as 3PL, 4PL or 5PL [16]. The 
term 3PL (Third Party Logistics) refers to the use of external 
companies and organizations to carry out logistic functions 
that can involve the entire logistics process or its selected 
features. The company offers and provides 3PL services 
using its own means of transport, warehouses, equipment 
and other necessary resources, and acts as a "third party" 
between a producer and a customer. The resulting model 

with the supply chain logistics services outsourced to 
specialized 3LP companies is shown in Figure 1. This kind 
of cooperation is frequently referred to as the logistics 
alliance.  

4PL (Fourth-Party Logistics) is a certain evolution of the 
3PL concept to provide greater flexibility and adaptation to 
the needs of the client. 4PL companies and organizations 
operate primarily by managing the information flow within 
the entire supply chain. Unlike the 3PL, responsible for only 
a selected segment, a 4PL coordinates logistics processes 
along the whole length of the chain (from raw materials to 
end-buyers). The 4PL model enables the 3PL operator to 
become a coordinator and integrator of the flows, not just an 
operator of physical displacement of goods. Very often, its 
subcontractors are 3PL or even 2PL (Second Party 
Logistics) operators, i.e., transport companies and 
warehouses. The company that uses the services of a 4PL 
provider is in contact with only one operator who manages 
and integrates all types of resources and oversees the entire 
functionality across the supply chain. 4PL providers, having 
a complete picture of the supply chain and large IT 
capabilities may offer optimization and decision support 
advisory services [17]. Further development of logistics 
outsourcing resulted in the creation of a 5LP model (Fifth 
Party Logistics) - providers of integrated logistics services 
that can design and implement flexible and networked 
supply chains to cater to the needs of all participants 
(manufacturers, suppliers, carriers and end users). 

 

 

 
Fig.  1 The chart of the supply chain with logistics services outsourced to a logistic provider. 

 

III. STATE OF ART AND MOTIVATION 
Simultaneously considering the supply chain production, 

distribution processes in distribution centers and transport-
planning problems greatly advances the efficiency of all 
processes. The literature in the field is vast, so an extensive 
review of existing research on the topic is extremely helpful 

in modeling and research. Comprehensive surveys on these 
problems and their generalizations were published, for 
example in [3]. 

In our approach, we are considering a case of the supply 
chain where: 
 the shared information process in the supply chain 

consists of resources (capacity, versatility, costs), 
inventory (capacity, versatility, costs, time), production 
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(capacity, versatility, costs), product (volume), transport 
(cost, mode, time), demand, etc.(Fig 2, Fig3); 

 the transport is multimodal. (several modes of transport, 
a limited number of means of transport for each mode); 

 the environmental aspects of use of transport modes; 
 different products are combined in one batch of 

transport; 
 the cost of supplies is presented in the form of a function 

(in this approach linear function of fixed and variable 
costs); 

 different decision levels are considered simultaneously. 

 
Fig.  2 The part of the supply chain network with marked indices of 

individual participants (elements). Dashed line marks one of the 
possible routes of delivery. 

 
Fig. 3 The selected path of the supply chain along with the parameters 

that describe the individual elements and its dependencies (shared 
information). 

Decision levels in supply chains are mainly classified by 
the extent or effect of the decision to be made in terms of 
time. For instance, at the strategic level, the decisions made 
in relation to selecting production, storage and distribution 
locations, etc should be identified. At the tactical level 
however, the aspects such as production and distribution 
planning, assigning production and transport capacities, 
inventories and managing safety inventories are identified. 
At the operational level, replenishment and delivery 
operations are classified [3]. Most of the reviewed works 
focus on the tactical decision level [6,7,8,10,11,12,18,19]. 
Only few works deal with the problems taken together for 
the different decision levels [5,13].  

Therefore, the motivation behind this work is to suggest 
an approach to  multilevel supply chain cost optimization 
with multimodal transport from the perspective of a logistics 
provider, and to propose an optimization model in the form 
of integer programming problem [20] which facilitates its 
solution using  specialized software  available on the market  
(LINGO, CPLEX).  Many aspects of the proposed model 
implementation are featured here, including additional 

decision variables introduced at the level of implementation, 
optimization model in LINGO language, etc. 

The aim of this paper is to design and implement the 
model that can become the basis for making optimal 
decisions at different levels of supply chain management. 
The proposed solution will also enable a comprehensive 
examination of the impact on cost and performance of 
various parameters of the shared information. 

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

A. BACKGROUND 
A key step in many decision-making and design 

processes is the optimization phase, which itself contains 
several stages. The purpose of the optimization process in 
our approach is to help determine realistic and practical 
outcomes of management decision-making and design 
processes in the supply chain. There are two basic ways to 
optimize the problem, either the qualitative approach or the 
quantitative approach. Using only a qualitative approach, the 
problem optimization, when making a decision, relies on 
personal judgment or experience acquired in dealings with 
similar problems in the past. In a few cases this approach 
may be adequate; however, there are many situations where 
a quantitative approach to the problem provides a better-
structured and logical path through the decision-making 
process. 

We propose the quantitative approach for the cost 
optimization supply chain network model (Fig. 2) designed 
from a perspective of 3PL/4PL/5PL providers. 

B. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
The mathematical optimization model was formulated as 

an integer linear programming problem [20] with the 
minimization of costs (1) under constraints (2) .. (23). 
Indices, parameters and decision variables in the model 
together with their descriptions are provided in Table 1. The 
proposed optimization model is a cost model that takes into 
account three other types of parameters, i.e., the spatial 
parameters (area/volume occupied by the product, distributor 
capacity and capacity of transport unit), time (duration of 
delivery and service by distributor, etc.) and transport mode. 
The position of each parameter against the subsequent links 
of the supply chain is shown in Fig.3. 

Table I.  
Summary indices, parameters and decision variables of the 

mathematical optimization model 

Symbol Description 
Indices 
k product type (k=1..O) 
j delivery point/customer/city (j=1..M) 
i manufacturer/factory (i=1..N) 
s distributor /distribution center (s=1..E) 
d mode of transport (d=1..L) 
N number of  manufacturers/factories 
M number of delivery points/customers 
E number of distributors 
O number of product types 
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L number of mode of transport 
Input parameters 
Fs the fixed cost of distributor/distribution center s (s=1..E) 
Pk the area/volume occupied by product k (k=1..O) 
Vs distributor s maximum capacity/volume (s=1..E)  
Wi,k production capacity at factory i for product k (i=1..N) (k=1..O) 
Ci,k the cost of product k at factory i (i=1..N) (k=1..O) 

Rs,k 
if distributor s (s=1..E) can deliver product k (k=1..O) then 
Rsk=1, otherwise Rsk=0 

Tps,k 
the time needed for distributor s (s=1..E) to prepare the 
shipment of product k (k=1..O) 

Tcj,k 
the cut-off time of delivery to the delivery point/customer j 
(j=1..M) of product k (k=1..O) 

Zj,k customer demand/order j (j=1..M) for product k (k=1. O) 
Ztd the number of transport units using mode of transport d (d=1..L) 
Ptd the capacity of transport unit using mode of transport d (d=1..L) 

Tfi,s,d 
the time of delivery from manufacturer i to distributor s using 
mode of transport d (i=1..N) (s=1..E) (d=1..L) 

K1i,s,k,d 

the variable cost of delivery of product k from manufacturer i to 
distributor s using mode of transport d (d=1..L) (i=1..N) 
(s=1..E) (k=1..O) 

R1i,s,d 

if manufacturer i can deliver to distributor s using mode of 
transport d then R1isd=1, otherwise R1isd=0 (d=1..L) (s=1..E) 
(i=1..N) 

Ai,s,d 
the fixed cost of delivery from manufacturer i to distributor s 
using mode of transport d (d=1..L) (i=1..N) (s=1..E)  

Koas,j,d 
the total cost of delivery from distributor s to customer j using 
mode of transport d (d=1..L) (s=1..E) (j=1..M) 

Tms,j,d 
the time of delivery from distributor s to customer j using mode 
of transport d (d=1..L) (s=1..E) (j=1..M) 

K2s,j,k,d 
the variable cost of delivery of product k from distributor s  to 
customer j using mode of transport d (d=1..L) (s=1..E) (k=1..O) 
(j=1..M) 

R2sjd 
if distributor s can deliver to customer j using mode of transport 
d then R2sjd=1, otherwise R2s,j,d=0 (d=1..L) (s=1..E) (j=1..M) 

Gs,j,d 
the fixed cost of delivery from distributor s to customer j using 
mode of transport d (s=1..E) (j=1..M) (k=1..O) 

Kogs,j,d 
the total cost of delivery from distributor s to customer j using 
mode of transport d (d=1..L) (s=1..E) (j=1.M) (k=1..O) 

Odd the environmental cost of using mode of transport d (d=1..L) 
Decision variables 

Xi,s,k,d 
delivery quantity of product k from manufacturer i to distributor 
s using mode of transport d 

Xai,s,d 
if delivery is from manufacturer i to distributor s using mode of 
transport d then Xai,s,d=1, otherwise Xai,s,d=0  

Xbi,s,d 
the number of courses from manufacturer i to distributor s using 
mode of transport d 

Ys,j,k,d 
delivery quantity of product k from distributor s to customer j 
using mode of transport d 

Yas,j,d 
if delivery is from distributor s to customer j using mode of 
transport d then Yas,j,d =1, otherwise Yas,j,d =0  

Ybs,j,d 
the number of courses from distributor s to customer j using 
mode of transport d  

Tcs 
if distributor s participates in deliveries, then Tcs=1, otherwise 
Tcs=0 

CW Arbitrarily large constant 

C. OPTIMIZATION CRITERIA 
The objective function (1) defines the aggregate costs of 

the entire chain and consists of five elements. The first is the 
fixed costs associated with the operation of the distributor 
involved in the delivery (e.g. distribution center, warehouse, 
etc.). The second part sets out the environmental costs of 
using various means of transport. They are dependent on the 
number of runs of the means of transport, and on the 
environmental levy, which may depend on the use of fossil 
fuels and carbon-dioxide emissions. 

The third component determines the cost of supply from 
the manufacturer to the distributor. Another component is 
responsible for the costs of supply from the distributor to the 
end user (the store, the individual client, etc.). The last 
component of the objective function determines the cost of 
manufacturing the product by the given manufacturer. 
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D. CONSTRAINTS 
The model was developed subject to constraints (2) .. 

(23). Constraint (2) specifies that all deliveries of product k 
produced by the manufacturer i and delivered to all 
distributors s using mode of transport d do not exceed the 
manufacturer’s production capacity. 

1..Ok 1..N,ifor  W)X( k,i

E

1s

L

1d
d,k,s,i  

 (2) 

Constraint (3) covers all customer j demands for product 
k (Zj,k) through the implementation of supply by distributors 
s (the values of decision variables Yi,s,k,d). The constraint was 
designed to take into account the specificities of the 
distributors resulting from environmental or technological 
constraints (i.e., whether the distributor s can deliver the 
product k or not ). 

1..Ok 1..M,jfor  Z)R*Y( k,j

E

1s

L

1d
k,sd,k,j,s  

 (3) 

The balance of each distributor s corresponds to 
constraint (4). 

1..Ok 1..E,sfor  YX
M

1j

L

1d
d,k,j,s

N

1i

L

1d
d,k,s,i    

 (4) 

The delivery, dependent on technical capabilities – in the 
model represented by distributor’s volume/capacity- is 
defined by constraint (5). 

1..Esfor  V*Tc)X*P( ss

N

1i

L

1d
d,k,s,ik

O

1k
  

 (5) 

Constraint (6) ensures the fulfillment of the terms of 
delivery time. 

  1..Ld 1..O,k  1..M,j 1..E,s  1..N,ifor 
  TcTm*YaTp*XaTf*Xa k,jdj,s,d,j,sks,d,s,ias,i,d,s,i




 (6) 

Constraints (7a), (7b), (8) guarantee deliveries with 
available transport taken into account. 

  1..Ld 1..O,k 1..E,s 1..N,ifor  
 P*XPt*Xb*1R kd,k,s,idd,s,id,s,i




 (7a) 

  1..Ld 1..O,k  1..M,j  1..E,sfor  
 P*YPt*Yb*2R kd,k,j,sdd,j,sd,j,s




 (7b) 

1..Ldfor   ZtYbXb d

M

1j

E

1s
ds,j,

N

1i

E

1s
d,s,i 

  
 (8) 

Constraints (9), (10), (11) set values of decision variables 
based on binary variables Tcs, Xai,s,d, Yas,j,d respectively. 

1..Esfor   Tc*CWXb s

N

1i

L

1d
d,s,i  

 (9) 
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1..Ld 1..E,s 1..N,ifor   Xa*CWXb d,s,id,s,i   (10) 
1..Ld 1..M,j 1..E,sfor    Ya*CWYb d,j,sd,j,s   (11) 

Dependencies (12) and (13) represent the relationship by 
which total costs are calculated. In general, these may be any 
linear functions. 

1..Ld 1..E,s 1..N,ifor  

  X*1KXb*AKoa
O

1k
d,k,s,id,k,s,id,s,id,s,id,s,i


   (12) 

1..Ld 1..M,j 1..E,sfor 

  Y*K2Yb*GKog
O

1k
d,k,j,sdk,j,s,ds,j,d,j,sd,j,s


   (13) 

The remaining constraints (14)..(23) arise from the 
nature of the model. 

1..Ld  1..0,k 1..E,s 1..N,ifor  0X d,k,s,i   (14) 
 1..L,d 1..E,s 1..N,ifor  0Xb d,s,i   (15) 

 1..L,d  2..M,j 1..E,sfor  0Yb d,j,s   (16) 
 1..L,d 1..0,k  1..E,s 1..N,ifor   CX d,k,s,i   (17) 

1..Ld 1..E,s 1..N,ifor   CXb d,s,i   (18) 
1..Ld 1..0,k  1..M,j 1..E,sfor  CY d,k,j,s   (19) 
 1..L,d  1..M,j 1..E,sfor   CYb d,j,s   (20)   1..L,d  1..E,s 1..N,ifor   1,0Xa d,j,s   (21)   1..L,d  1..M,j 1..E,sfor   1,0Ya d,j,s   (22)   1..Esfor   1,0Tcs   (23) 

V. METHOD DEVELOPED 
The model was implemented in "LINGO" by LINDO 

Systems [21]. "LINGO" Optimization Modeling Software  is 
a powerful tool for building and solving mathematical 
optimization models. "LINGO" package provides the 
language to build optimization models and the editor 
program including all the necessary features and built-in 
"solvers" in a single integrated environment. "LINGO" is 
designed to model and solve linear, nonlinear, quadratic, 
integer and stochastic optimization problems. Model 
implementation is possible in two basic ways. The first way 
is to enter the model into the "LINGO" editor in the explicit 
form, that is, a full function of the objective with all the 
constraints, parameters, etc. Although it is an intuitive 
approach consistent with the standard form of linear 
programming [20], it is not very useful in practice. This is 
due to the size of models implemented in practice. For the 
example presented in chapter Computational examples, the 
number of decision variables and constraints was 451 and 
862, respectively. The other way is to use the "LINGO" 
language of mathematical modeling, an integral part of the 
"LINGO" package, whose basic syntax elements are shown 
in Tab. 1. For the real examples with sizes exceeding several 
decision variables, the construction and implementation of 
the model is only possible using the modeling language 
(Tab.2, Fig. 7). The basic elements of mathematical 
modeling language syntax of "LINGO" are presented in Tab. 
2. 

Table II. 
The basic syntax of "LINGO" mathematical modeling 

language 
Mathematical nomenclature LINGO syntax 

Minimum MIN = 
∑Zjkt @sum(ORDER (j,k,t)) 
j=1..M for each customer  (j) in the 
set of customers  @FOR(CUSTOMERS (j)) 

● * 
= = 
X  integer @gin(X) 
X  {0,1} @bin(X) 
Load input parameters p from the 
file  dane.ldt p=@file(dane.ldt) 

The model can be saved in a text file using any text 
editor and with a standard extension *. lng and *. ldt data 
file. The structure of the model is composed of sections. The 
main section is the MODEL section, which begins with the 
word MODEL: and ends with the word END. Other sections 
may be integrated in this section. The most important 
sections, highlighted by the relevant keywords are: section 
SETS (SET: ENDSETS) and DATE (DATE: enddate). In 
the SETS section one can define types of simple or complex 
objects, and their mutual relationships. In the implemented 
model, simple objects are exemplified by types such as 
products, factories, etc.; complex objects: production, 
distribution, etc. In this section, the parameters and variables 
of the model are assigned to particular types. DATA section 
allows initiating or assigning values to individual parameters 
of the model. There are two methods to do it in the 
"LINGO" package. Either place the numerical data directly 
in the section or make references to the place where those 
data files are included. This method of model construction 
ensures the separation of data from the relevant model, 
which is very important because the change in data values or 
even their size does not require any changes in the objective 
function or constraints. Only the model implemented in the 
implicit form has such a feature. 

VI. COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLES 
The cost optimization model (1)..(23) was implemented 

in the “LINGO” environment. Fig. 7 shows the implicit 
model. Optimization was performed for six examples: 
P1,P2,P3,P4,P5 and P6. 

All the cases relate to the supply chain with two 
manufacturers (i=1..2), three distributors (s=1..3), four 
recipients (j=1..4), four mode of transport (d=1..4) and five 
types of products (k=1..5). The examples differ in capacity 
available to the distributors (Vs), number of transport units 
using mode of transport d (Ztd) and the environmental cost 
of using mode of transport d (Odd). The numeric data for all 
the model parameters from Tab.I are presented in Appendix 
A. In the examples, distributors capacities are:  
V1=V2=V3=1050 (P1); V1=V2=V3=1200 (P2),. 
V1=V2=V3=2000 (P3), V1=V2=V3=1500 (P4,P5,P6). 
Parameters Ztd are: Zt1= Zt2= Zt3= 10 for all examples.  

The environmental cost of using mode of transport d are: 
Od1=10, Od2=30, Od3=400 (P1,P2,P3), Od1=10, Od2=30, 
Od3=100 (P4), Od1=10, Od2=100, Od3=500 (P5), Od1=10, 
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Od2=60, Od3=800.  Other details are the same for all six 
examples.  

Optimization follows the implementation of the model in 
the LINGO mathematical modeling language (Fig. 4).  

Model: 
Sets: 
 products    /1..@file(size.ldt)/:p; 
 factories   /1..@file(size.ldt)/; 
 customers   /1..@file(size.ldt)/; 
 distributors  /1..@file(size.ldt)/:f,v,vx,T; 
 mode     /1..@file(size.ldt)/:pt,zt,od,dx; 
 orders   (customers,products):z,tc; 
 production (factories,products):c,w,wx; 
 locations  (distributors,products):r,tp; 
 route_1  (factories,distributors,mode):a,r1,tf,Xb,Xa,ko_1; 
 route_2(distributors,customers,mode):g,r2,tm,Yb,Ya,ko_2; 
 delivery_1(factories, distributors,products,mode):X,k1; 
 delivery_2(distributors,customers,products,mode): Y,k2; 
 delivery_3(factories, distributors, products); 
 delivery_4(distributors, customers, products); 
EndSets 
Data: 
 p  =@file(dane.ldt);f  =@file(dane.ldt); r1 =@file(dane.ldt); 
 v  =@file(dane.ldt);pt =@file(dane.ldt); tp =@file(dane.ldt); 
 zt =@file(dane.ldt);z  =@file(dane.ldt); a  =@file(dane.ldt); 
 tc =@file(dane.ldt);c  =@file(dane.ldt); w  =@file(dane.ldt); 
 r  =@file(dane.ldt);  
  ...............  
EndData 
! Objective function; 
Min= @sum(punkty(s):f(s)*T(s))+ 
 @sum(dostawa_1(i,s,k,d):ko_1(i,s,d))+ 
 @sum(dostawa_2(s,j,k,d):ko_2(s,j,d))+ 
 @sum(wytwarzanie(i,k):c(i,k)*(@sum(punkty(s): 
  @sum(srodki(d):X(i,s,k,d)))))+ 
 @sum(srodki(d):od(d)*(@sum(fabryki(i): 
  @sum(punkty(s):Xb(i,s,d)))+@sum(punkty(s): 
     @sum(miasta(j):Yb(s,j,d))))); 
@for(trasy_1(i,s,d): 
 ko_1(i,s,d)=a(i,s,d)*Xb(i,s,d)+ 
  @sum(produkty(k):k1(i,s,k,d)*X(i,s,k,d))); 
@for(trasy_2(s,j,d): 
 ko_2(s,j,d)=g(s,j,d)*Yb(s,j,d)+ 
  @sum(produkty(k):k2(s,j,k,d)*Y(s,j,k,d))); 
! Constraint(1); 
  @for(production(i,k):@sum(distributors(s): 
   @sum(mode(d): X(i,s,k,d))) <=w(i,k) ; 
! calculation of the auxiliary variable Wx; 
   @sum(distributors (s):@sum(mode(d):X(i,s,k,d)))=wx(i,k);); 
! Constraint (2); 
@for(orders(j,k):@sum(distributors  
 (s):@sum(mode(d):r(s,k)*Y(s,j,k,d)))>=z(j,k)); 
................ 
! binary Ts; 
 @for(distributors (s):bin(T(s))); 
End 

Fig. 4 Part of  the file scm.lng (the supply chain cost optimization model in 
LINGO). 

Optimization results for all decision variables are shown in 
Appendix B (Tab. 4) for P1, P2, P3 and Fig. 11 (only for P2) 
with the parameters of the process of searching for the 
optimal solution: the number of iterations, the optimization 
algorithm used (Branch-and-Bound) [20], the number of 
decision variables in the integer constraints, etc. The 
optimization process involves finding the global solution for 
the specific data Appendix A (Tab.III), which in this case 
means the lowest cost of satisfying customer needs through 
the supply chain and amounts to Fcopt=39445 for P1, 
Fcopt=37825 for P2, Fcopt=37795 for P3, Fcopt=37175 for P4,. 
Fcopt=38585 for P5 and Fcopt=38505 for P6. Transportation 
networks diagrams showing the number of hauls (no number 
means one) corresponding to the optimal solutions for P1, 
P2, P3, P4, P5, P6 are shown sequentially in Fig. 5, Fig. 6, 
Fig. 7, Fig. 8, Fig. 9, Fig. 10.  

At the same time, the specific values of decision variables 
that minimize the cost are determined (Tab.4 only for 
P1,P2,P3). These values represent, among other things, the 
volume of supplies from the manufacturer to the distributor 
of selected products using mode of transport (Xiskd) and the 

supply of products from specific distributors to selected 
customers/recipients (Ysjkd).   

  
Fig. 5 Transport network of multimodal 
optimal solution (Fcopt=39445) for P1 

Fig. 6 Transport network of 
multimodal optimal solution 

(Fcopt=37825) for P2 

  
Fig. 7 Transport network of multimodal 
optimal solution (Fcopt=37795) for P3 

Fig. 8 Transport network of 
multimodal optimal solution 

(Fcopt=37175) for P4 

  
Fig. 9 Transport network of multimodal 
optimal solution (Fcopt=38585) for P5 

Fig. 10 Transport network of 
multimodal optimal solution 

(Fcopt=38505) for P6 
 

Based on these variables, one can make a decision at the 
current operating level. 

The values of decision variables Ybs,j,d, Xbi,s,d determine 
the number of runs using transport mode. Based on these 
variables one can make a decision from the tactical level, 
which includes the mode of transport and the need for 
different means of transport. 

Another way to use the implemented model is to 
determine the effect of the change in the model parameters 
on the cost. One can analyze in detail the sensitivity of 
solutions depending on the parameters Ko, A, G, C, T, V, Zt 
etc. The article focused on the effect of parameter V ,Zt, Od. 
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Numerous analyses of that kind can be conducted. For 
these studies and especially long-term decision support, the 
optimization model was extended at the implementation 
stage. Auxiliary variables were introduced at implementation 
stage Vxs (the value corresponds to the distributor’s uptake 
capacity), Wxik (production capacity utilization rates for 
manufacturer i of product k) and Dxd (the cumulative 
number of courses given mode). The analysis of the decision 
variables values Vxs ,Wxik and Dxd  Appendix B (Tab.5) has 
an impact on strategic decision making level of production 
capacity or distributor location, capacity etc. 

To estimate the influence of parameters (V ,Zt, Od) on 
the solution, additional experiments were carried out.  The 
effect of selected parameters on the solution is presented on 
charts (Fig.12, Fig.13, Fig.14). 
 

  
Fig. 11 LINGO results window, 

for P2. 
Fig. 12 The impact of parameter V 

for the solution 

 
Fig. 13 The impact of parameter Od 

for the solution. 
  Fig. 14 The impact of parameter Zt  

for the solution. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
The paper presents a model of optimizing supply chain 

costs. Creating the model in the form of a MILP problem 
undoubtedly facilitates its solution using mathematical 
programming tools available in "LINGO" package [21] or 
"CPLEX" [22] and others. Of course, the model should be 
implemented in one, selected environment package. 
Implementation of the model in the "LINGO" package and 
the computational experiments were presented. The 
approach from the perspective of an optimizing logistics 
provider that has access to all data and all participants in the 
downstream chain is very interesting. 

After the implementation of the language from the 
mathematical modeling package "LINGO", a number of 
computational experiments were conducted. Six of them in 
the form of examples P1 .. P6 were described in the article. 
Based on the experimental results, analysis and previous 
experience, the authors can state that the proposed model 
and its implementation ensure a very large range of 
applications. First, they allow finding the distribution flows 
(decision variables) for the modeled supply chain, which 
minimize the global cost satisfying the customer demands. 

Second, they offer numerous possibilities for decision 
support in supply chain management through the solutions 
sensitivity analysis, determination of the range and quality of 
the impact of various parameters on the cost and even on the 
structure of the supply chain. The analysis presented in the 
article, only in terms of the capacity available to distributors, 
the number of transport units and environmental costs, fully 
confirms this statement. 
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APPENDIX A 
Data for computational examples P1, P2, P3 

Table III 
The set of parts of data tables  for examples P1,P2 and P3 

 

s Fs P1 - Vs P2 - Vs P3 - Vs P4, P5, P6 - Vs 
1 1 200 1 050 1 200 2 000 1 500 
2 1 500 1 050 1 200 2 000 1 500 
3 1 000  1 050 1 200 2 000 1 500 

 
 

d Ptd Ztd  P1, P2, P3 -Odd P4- Odd P5- Odd P6- Odd 
1 60 10 10 10 10 20 
2 180 10 30 30 100 60 
3 600 10 400 100 500 800 

 

j k Zjk Tcjk j k Zjk Tcjk  i k Cik Wik 
1 1 10 10 2 1 10 10  1 1 100 100 
1 2 10 10 2 2 20 10  1 2 200 100 
1 3 5 10 2 3 0 10  1 3 200 100 
1 4 10 10 2 4 20 10  1 4 300 100 
1 5 5 20 2 5 0 20  1 5 300 100 
3 1 10 10 4 1 10 10  2 1 150 100 
3 2 0 10 4 2 0 10  2 2 210 100 
3 3 10 10 4 3 10 10  2 3 150 100 
3 4 10 10 4 4 0 10  2 4 250 100 
3 5 5 20 4 5 15 20  2 5 350 100 

 

k Pk  s k Rsk Tpsk s k Rsk Tpsk 
1 10  1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 
2 15  1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 
3 15  1 3 1 2 2 3 0 1 
4 10  1 4 1 2 2 4 1 1 
5 20  1 5 0 2 2 5 1 1 
   3 1 1 3 3 3 1 3 
   3 2 1 3 3 4 0 3 

   3 5 1 3 
 

i s d Aisd R1isd Tfisd i s d Aisd R1isd Tfisd 
1 1 1 10 1 2 2 1 1 5 1 4 
1 1 2 20 1 3 2 1 2 10 1 6 
1 1 3 40 1 4 2 1 3 20 0 7 
1 2 1 12 1 1 2 2 1 10 1 4 
1 2 2 24 1 2 2 2 2 20 1 6 
1 2 3 42 1 3 2 2 3 40 1 7 
1 3 1 5 1 1 2 1 1 15 1 4 
1 3 2 10 1 2 2 1 2 25 1 6 
1 3 3 25 1 3 2 1 3 35 0 7 

 

s j d Gisd R2isd Tmsjd s j d Gisd R2isd Tmsjd 
1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 4 1 1 
1 1 2 4 1 1 2 1 2 8 1 1 
1 1 3 10 0 2 2 1 3 16 1 2 
1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 3 1 1 
1 2 2 5 1 1 2 2 2 6 1 1 
1 2 3 12 1 2 2 2 3 15 1 2 
1 3 1 14 1 1 2 3 1 5 1 1 
1 3 2 12 1 1 2 3 2 10 1 1 
1 3 3 20 1 2 2 3 3 15 0 2 
1 4 1 15 1 1 2 4 1 2 1 1 
1 4 2 13 1 1 2 4 2 4 1 1 
1 4 3 30 1 2 2 4 3 10 0 2 
3 1 1 2 1 1 3 3 1 6 1 1 
3 1 2 4 1 1 3 3 2 10 1 1 
3 1 3 11 0 2 3 3 3 20 1 2 
3 2 1 3 1 1 3 4 1 4 1 1 
3 2 2 6 1 1 3 4 2 8 1 1 

3 2 3 14 1 2 3 4 3 20 1 2 

APPENDIX B 
Results of optimization for computational examples P1, P2, P3) 

Table IV 
The set of parts of tables with results for examples  P1 , P2,P3 

Example P1 Fcopt = 39445 
i s k d Xiskd Xbisd i s k d Xiskd Xbisd 
1 1 1 2 12.00 1 2 1 3 1 1.00 1 
1 1 2 2 12.00 2 1 3 2 24.00 2 1 3 1 3 28.00 

1 
2 1 4 2 36.00 

1 3 2 3 18.00 2 2 4 1 4.00 1 
1 3 5 3 25.00       

 

s j k d Yiskd Ybisd s j k d Yiskd Ybisd 
1 1 2 2 2.00 

1 
3 1 1 2 10.00 

1 1 1 3 2 5.00 3 1 2 2 8.00 
1 1 4 2 10.00 3 1 5 2 5.00 
1 2 1 2 10.00 

1 
3 2 5 1 5.00 2 

1 2 3 2 10.00 3 3 1 2 10.00 1 1 2 4 2 10.00 3 3 2 2 10.00 
1 3 2 2 10.00 1 3 4 5 1 6.00 2 
1 3 4 2 16.00 3 4 5 2 9.00 1 1 4 1 2 2.00 1 3 4 1 2 8.00 
1 4 3 2 10.00       
2 3 4 1 4.00 1  

Example P2 Fcopt = 37825 
i s k d Xiskd Xbisd i s k d Xiskd Xbisd 
1 3 1 3 40.00 

1 
2 1 4 1 4.00 1 

1 3 2 3 20.00 2 1 3 2 24.00 
2 1 3 5 3 25.00 2 1 4 2 36.00 

2 1 3 1 1.00 1 2 1 2 2 10.00 
 

s j k d Yiskd Ybisd s j k d Yiskd Ybisd 
1 1 2 2 2.00 

1 
3 1 1 2 10.00 

1 1 1 3 2 5.00 3 1 2 2 8.00 
1 1 4 2 10.00 3 1 5 2 5.00 
1 2 3 2 10.00 1 3 2 1 2 10.00 1 1 2 4 2 10.00 3 2 5 2 5.00 
1 3 4 1 2.00 1 3 3 1 2 10.00 1 1 3 4 2 18.00 2 3 3 2 2 12.00 
1 3 2 2 8.00 3 4 5 1 6.00 2 
1 4 3 2 10.00 1 3 4 1 2 10.00 1 

Example P3 Fcopt = 37795 
i s k d Xiskd Xbisd i s k d Xiskd Xbisd 
1 3 1 3 40.00 

1 
2 1 4 1 4.00 1 

1 3 2 3 22.00 2 1 3 2 24.00 
2 1 3 5 3 25.00 2 1 2 2 8.00 

2 1 3 1 1.00 1 2 1 4 2 36.00 
 

s j k d Yiskd Ybisd s j k d Yiskd Ybisd 
1 1 3 2 5.00  3 1 1 2 10.00 

1 1 1 4 2 10.00 3 1 2 2 10.00 
1 2 3 2 10.00 1 3 1 5 2 5.00 
1 2 4 2 10.00 3 2 1 2 10.00 1 1 3 4 1 2.00 1 3 2 5 2 5.00 
1 3 2 2 8.00 1 3 3 1 2 10.00 1 1 3 4 2 18.00 3 3 2 2 12.00 
1 4 3 2 10.00 1 3 4 1 2 10.00 1 3 4 5 1 6.00 2 3 4 5 2 9.00 

Table V 
The set of parts of tables with results for examples  P1, P2 , P3 –

decision variables Vxs, Dxd 
P1 P2 P3  P1 P2 P3 

s Vxs s Vxs s Vxs  d Dxd d Dxd d Dxd 
1 1035 1 925 1 895  1 7 1 4 1 4 
2 40 2 0 2 0  2 10 2 10 2 10 
3 1050 3 1200 3 1230  3 1 3 1 3 1 
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Abstract— In this abridged version, which is a summary of the 

authors’ study, we present some of our findings for 
consideration. The principal objective of the study was to 

investigate empirically the architectures of data warehouse 

(DW), or more specifically, the types of the architectures and a 

number of factors, which are believed to influence their 

selection, were explored. A questionnaire survey, which 

targeted the information systems managers, was used to collect 

data from 150 Polish companies about the respondents’ firms, 
the architecture they use, and the factors which influence the 

selection of the architecture. The findings of the study give us 

practical insights into DW’s field in Poland. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he early 1970s ushered in decision support systems 

(DSS), which were fundamentally different from 

operational or transactional systems [5]. A DSS 

requires the construction of a DW in order to complete its 

life cycle. A DW unifies the data scattered throughout an 

organization into a single centralized data structure with a 

common format [24]. For the data component, it was 

recognized that a separate data repository was needed to 

draw data from operational systems and other data sources 

and therefore independent data marts were developed in 

response to that need as the first decision support data 

infrastructure [5]. 

  Data warehousing began in the 1980s as a response to the 

lack of information provided by the many online application 

systems that were being built, online applications served the 

needs of a limited community of users, and they were rarely 

integrated with each other [22]. Additionally, online 

applications had no appreciable amount of historical data 

because they jettisoned their historical data as quickly as 

possible in the name of high performance. Thus, 

corporations had lots of data and very little information [22]. 

Inmon claims that a DW was the first attempt at architecture 

that most organizations had ever encountered.” Prior to data 
warehousing, everything had been a new application; 

however, it became apparent that applications were not going 

to get the organization where it needed to go over time. The 

solution was to build an architecture or at least the first 

fledgling steps of an architecture”. Inmon argues that  there 

is still a great deal of confusion as to what a data warehouse 

really is.”  Bill Inmon [22], [21p.31], the world-renowned 

expert, said that the definition for a DW was and still is 

today. “A source of data that is subject-oriented, integrated,  

 

nonvolatile, and time-variant for the purpose of 

management’s decision processes”. Inmon, who coined the 

term DW, said that the underlying architecture for a DW has 

evolved over the years, although the original definition 

remains the same.  

Because of the need for further investigation on this topic, 

considering the importance of the architecture’s choice and 
the shortage of the empirical research [3], we have every 

reason to investigate the success of the various architectures.  

In this paper, we discuss different architectures of DW and 

analyze their structures and features, along with the factors 

which influence their choice. Its sections as follows; section 

2 provides general description and characters of the different 

architectures. In section 3, we review the available literature 

which pertains to the study. In section 4, we discuss the 

research methodology.  Section 5 provides a brief account of 

the results, and the paper’s core argument. Finally, section 6 
contains the real meat of our argument and abstracts the main 

points from it. 

II. TYPES OF DATA WAREHOUSE ARCHITECTURES 

The review of the available literature on DW has 

identified five predominantly architectures, i.e. independent 

data marts, bus architecture, hub and spoke, centralized and 

federated [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6p.56], [7], [8], [9]. 

Although other architectures (e.g. hybrid) are mentioned in 

the literature, they tend to be variations on these five [2]-[4], 

[9]. These architectures are grouped together in Fig.1. 

Fig. 1 shows the principal architectures, independent data  

marts (IDM), which are the first endeavors to provide a 

repository of decision support data, are typically independent 

of other data stores and serve specific and localized needs 

such as providing data for a particular application or 

business unit,  do not provide “a single version of the truth” 

[2]-[5]. However, IDM is not a formally advocated 

architecture in the industry. Nevertheless, data marts exist  

and are used in organizations as a DW solution. They are 

also commonly considered in discussions and surveys of the 

various data warehouse architectures [5]. For the purpose of 

this paper and in line with the literature (e.g.,[5]), the data 

marts are treated as an architecture.  
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Fig.1. The common architectures of data warehouse [1] 

  

Data mart bus architecture with linked dimensional data 

marts (DBA) has data marts that support various business 

processes, the first mart is built for a single business process 

using dimensions and measures that are used with other 

marts (i.e., conformed dimensions), additional marts are 

developed using these conformed dimensions, which results 

in logically integrated marts and an enterprise view of the 

data [2]-[5], [7]. Hub and Spoke Architecture is developed in 

an iterative manner, subject area by subject area. In this 

architecture, atomic level data is maintained in the 

warehouse in 3rd normal form [7]. Dependent data marts are 

created that source data from the warehouse, thus 

maintaining a “single version of the truth” The dependent 
data marts may be developed for departmental, functional 

area, or specialized purposes (e.g., data mining) and may 

have normalized, denormalized, or summarized dimensional 

data structures depending on user needs [2] , [4], [6p.59]. 

Fig. 1 clearly shows the similarity between the centralized 

DW architecture and the hub and spoke except that there are 

no dependent data marts, contains atomic level data, some 

summarized data, and logical dimensional views of the 

data[2]-[5], [6p.60],[7]. FED is recommended when there is 

a fragmented decision support data environment and there is 

a need to integrate at least some of the data. These data are 

either logically or physically integrated using shared keys, 

global metadata, distributed queries, or other methods [2]-

[5], [6 p.60].  

Because of the companies’ need to an enterprise-wide data 

repository to support a variety of analytical applications (e.g. 

queries, OLAP, and data mining), the DWs began to emerge 

and resulted in two competing architectures, i.e. enterprise 

DW and data mart bus architecture [5], [13p.229], [9], 

[6p.55], [16p.53], [17], [19]. According to Ariyachandra and 

Watson [3]-[5], there has been much debate on the issue of 

DW architecture. Bill Inmon and Ralph Kimball, who are 

pioneers in the field of DW, are among the debaters. Inmon 

argues in favour of a hub-and-spoke architecture (e.g., the 

Corporate Information Factory), whereas  the data mart bus 

architecture with conformed dimensions is approved by 

Kimball. Inmon supports a top-down development approach 

that adapts traditional relational database tools to the 

development needs of an  EDW.  From this enterprise wide 

data store, individual departmental databases are developed 

to serve most decision support needs [17].   

Table 1 summarizes the most essential characteristic 

differences between the two ideologies. 

 

TABLE I. 

COMPARISON OF ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF INMON’S AND KIMBAL’S 

IDEOLOGY [6 P.56] 

Kimball’s Approach Inmon’s Approach 

1. 

Everyone is allowed to 

fabricate their database 

according to their requirements 

and department structure. All 

these independent repositories 

can be integrated as and when 

required. This methodology is 

known as bottom up approach. 

 

Supports a top down approach. 

Here no one is allowed to 

develop any database 

independently. The database for 

an organization should be 

planned and designed centrally. 

Every department within the 

organization will follow the 

centrally designed schema to 

fabricate their database. 

2. 
This structure is easier to build. The structure proposed is very 

typical one to craft. 

3. 
It is a nimble approach. Rigorous analysis and designing 

is required. 

4. 
Problematic to maintain as an 

enterprise resource. 

Easier to maintain as an 

enterprise resource. 

5. 
Data is often redundant. Redundancy is regulated to a 

great extent. 

6. 

Very difficult to integrate 

independent data marts with 

varying structure. 

Integration of data marts is 

comparatively easier. 

7. 
This approach is flexible. This approach is comparatively 

rigid. 

 

The second approach is that of Ralph Kimball, who 

proposes a bottom-up approach that employs dimensional 

modeling [8], [17]. A data modeling approach unique to data 

warehousing. Rather than building a single enterprise wide 

database, Kimball suggests creating one database (or data 

mart) per major business process. Enterprise-wide cohesion 

is accomplished by using another Kimball innovation, a data 

bus standard [17]. The EDW approach does not preclude the 

creation of data marts. The EDW is the ideal in this approach 

because it provides a consistent and comprehensive view of 

the enterprise [13p.229]. Kimball’s data mart strategy is a 
“plan big, build small” approach. A data mart is a subject-
oriented DW. It is a scaled-down version of a DW that 

focuses on the requests of a specific department, such as 
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marketing or sales. This model applies dimensional data 

modeling, which starts with tables. Kimball advocated a 

development methodology that entails a bottom-up approach. 

Which in the case of DWs means building one data mart at a 

time[13p.230]. According to McKenna [18], a key decision 

in any data warehouse implementation is what overall 

architectural style to employ for the warehouse. “Should we 
follow Bill Inmon’s conventions to build a CIF, or is Ralph 
Kimball’s bus architecture more appropriate?. Should an 

operational data store (ODS) be utilized for the near-real-

time data?” McKenna claims that the right answer depends 
on many factors, including the current state of DW 

development, organizational readiness, and the scope of the 

project being undertaken. 

According to Watson [23], not long ago, BI managers and 

professionals were struggling with architecture decisions. “Is 
the Inmon hub-and-spoke or the Kimball data mart bus 

architecture best? (Both can be successful) Should we build 

logical or physical data marts? (You will end up with at least 

a few physical ones).” Watson argues that these decisions do 

not  seem challenging today, they were for the people 

developing their first DW at a time when data warehousing 

knowledge was less codified.   

Conradie 2005 investigated and compared the views of 

Inmon and Kimball and found that the concept of the CIF is 

appealing[16 p.112]. Although he fully supported the 

concept of a CIF, the Kimball approach to the design of the 

data warehouse (simple data mart by data mart, driven by 

specific business needs and glued together by the Bus 

architecture of conformed dimensions), led him to lean 

towards the Kimball approach when developing the Bigger 

Picture BI context Model in his thesis. he claimed that the 

idea to accommodate the detailed transactional data 

requirements in a detailed data mart as part of the data 

warehouse (instead of a separate ODS), is a further plus 

point for the Kimball’s approach [16 p.76].  

III. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Watson and Ariyachandra 2005 [2] conducted a Web-

based survey of 454 to better understand the factors that 

influence the selection of a DW architecture and the success 

of the various architectures. For the study, the authors, in 

addition to reviewing the data warehousing literature, formed 

a group of 20 experts to help identify the architectures to 

study and the success measures to use. Bill Inmon and Ralph 

Kimball, who are leading experts  in the field of DW, were 

among the participants. The results showed the 

predominance of the hub-and-spoke architecture (39%) 

followed by the bus architecture (26%), centralized (17%), 

IDM (12%), and federated (4%) [2]-[4]. The researchers 

found that the initial development time and costs for 

independent data marts, the bus architecture, and the 

centralized architecture are very similar to one another. 

When the bus architecture was compared to the hub and 

spoke/centralized architectures, no statistically significant 

differences were found, indicating that these architectures 

are equally successful. Perhaps the most interesting study 

finding is how similar the bus, hub and spoke, and 

centralized architectures score on many of the metrics. It 

helps explain why these competing architectures have 

survived over time. The data reveals that all of the selection 

factors have some influence. The lowest average score is 

over 4.3 (for the perceived ability of the in-house IT staff), 

thus indicating that even the lowest rated factor is important. 

The most important factors (with average scores over 5.0) 

are information interdependence between organizational 

units, the strategic view of the warehouse prior to 

implementation, and upper management’s information needs. 
In 2010, Ariyachandra and Watson [5] conducted another 

study in order to investigate the factors which influence the 

selection of a particular DW architecture, or more 

specifically, the  research questions,  “What factors are most 
important to the architecture selection decision?” and “What 
factors influence the selection of a particular architecture?”.  

The results, which are based on responses from 400 

organizations and interviews with experts, suggested that 

various combinations of organizational factors influence data 

warehouse architecture selection. The overall findings 

suggest that different combinations of specific factors affect 

the likelihood of selecting one architecture over the others. 

Three selection factors emerged as being important in 

choosing between the IDM  and EDW architectures. They 

are the perceived of the IT staff, resource constraints, and the 

strategic view of the warehouse. In addition, further analysis 

revealed that interdependence, task routine, and the level of 

sponsorship influence the selection of an EDW through 

strategic view. When interdependence is high, task routine is 

low, and the sponsorship level is high, organizations 

perceive the ability implementation of a data warehouse as a 

strategic initiative. The distribution of the four data 

warehouse architectures was: IDM 11%, data mart bus 

architecture (DBA) 26%, EDW  58%, and Federated 

architecture 5%. 
A survey of 213 practitioners at the Data Warehousing 

Institute San Diego Conference in August 2004 by Forrester, 

showed 42.25%  of  those questioned were in favour of 

centralized with hub-and-spokes architecture followed by 

IDM without consistent design, the centralized architecture, 

federated and virtual data warehousing, with 15.49%, 

18.78%, 17.84 % and 0.94% respectively [10]. Lou Agosta, 

the lead industry analyst at Forrester Research, Inc, said it 

was the type of the firm that influence the choice of the 

architecture.” In the real world, firms that are highly 

centralized in geography and governance should pursue a 

centralized data warehouse architecture to reap the greatest 

operational efficiencies and business benefits. In contrast, 

those firms that are highly decentralized will prefer a 

distributed architecture, and those with a mixed 

organizational pattern should implement a federated one.” 
Agosta says no DW architecture is right or wrong in itself.” 

Enterprises have succeeded with all the alternative 

architectures surveyed - and individual cases of failure have 

also occurred. The data warehousing architecture will often 

mirror the form of the enterprise that implements it.”  
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A survey by Mawilmada 2011 revealed that a centralised 

DW architecture  addresses current needs and can also be 

upgraded to an enterprise wide warehouse architecture or 

federated DW architecture. “There is lack of support 

available for the current decision-making process from the 

current information systems and need a centralised data 

management (process) to improve decision-making”. 
Analysis of the question regarding current decision-making 

issues, revealed most of the end users (75%) have selected 

integration of data from other data repositories as the main 

problem for current decision-making [8p.49]. The 

centralised data warehouse model improves the access to 

data integrated from the different units compared with the 

architecture of independent data marts [8p.79]. Research 

suggests that implementing centralised data warehouse will 

minimise the issues faced in the current decision-making 

process and also, provide many benefits such as improved 

access to data and improved decision-making [8p.85].  
  William McKnight, who architected and directed the 

development of several of the largest and most successful 

business intelligence programs in the world, claims that the 

mighty struggle within the ranks of IT architects and 

consultancies about the best architecture no longer subsists.” 
We cannot deny the efficacy of having a centralized data 

store with quality, integrated, accessible, high performance 

and scalable data. The discussion now revolves around the 

EDW architecture.” McKnight, the founder and president of 
McKnight Associates, Inc., a leading business intelligence 

consultancy, argued that EDW is a “big tent” architecture, 

and the bigger, the better; however, there still must be 

digestible pieces along the way [11]. Increasingly, large 

enterprises are recognizing the value of an EDW in their 

information and knowledge strategies [12]. Srikant, a senior 

DW consultant for Teradata, discussed  the potential benefits 

of an EDW. “The potential benefits include cost-effective 

consolidation of data for a single view of the business and 

creation of a powerful platform for everything from 

predictive analysis to near real-time strategic and tactical 

decision support throughout the organization.” 

According to Singh and Malhotra 2011 [7], IDM is more 

likely to be selected if resources are limited and bus 

architecture when there is a dire need to share data or 

information between departments. Whereas in Hub and 

Spoke/Centralised architecture tends to be selected where the 

data warehouse is considered to be an integral part of a 

strategic solution hence there is a high need for data to be 

made freely available between business units. While the need 

for information to be made freely available between business 

units is important in the choice of either of these 

architectures, it is the bus architecture that will tend to be 

chosen. Similarly, if the data warehouse is required quickly 

the bus architecture has proved popular. However, as a 

strategic solution, it is the hub and spoke/centralised 

architecture that is the more likely choice [7]. 

Salonen  2004 [14 p.98] compared different architectural 

models of DW and found clear advantages for the federated 

DW model with a centralized metadata repository providing 

common dimensions and measures for both dependent and as 

independent data marts. This architectural model could be 

called the “architecture of all architectures”  as it provides a 

“virtual view” of the whole enterprise. This approach is also 

based on the “bottom-up” implementation approach, wherein 

the enterprise-wide analytical solutions are built from 

dependent data marts with an enterprise view in mind. 

Another advantage of the federated DW model is the added 

data staging area, which enables easier implementation of 

analytical solutions as a staging area hides the complexities 

of operational data sources.  Salonen recommended selection 

of some of the characteristics of a federated DW model 

combine with distributed DW architectural model as the best 

foundation for analytical application software development 

[14 p.98]. In his analysis of different DW implementation 

models and DW architectural models, it became clear that 

selection of a product development strategy requires 

additional dimensions for analysis, such as market 

segmentation and technology selections [14 p. 99]. 

Kimball and Ross 2002 [15p.13] argue that the bus 

architecture is the secret to building distributed DW systems. 

”Let’s be real-most of us don’t have the budget, time, or 
political power to build a fully centralized DW. When the 

bus architecture is used as a framework, we can allow the 

enterprise DW to develop in a decentralized (and far more 

realistic) way.” 

The studies by [2]-[5] suggested why there are agreements 

and disagreements over which architecture is best. “In some 
ways, the architectures have evolved over time and become 

more similar. For example, the hub-and spoke architecture 

often includes dimensional data marts, which is at the heart 

of the bus architecture. Even the development methodologies 

(e.g., top down for the hub-and-spoke and centralized 

architectures, and life cycle or bottom up for the bus 

architecture) have evolved and become more similar.”   
According to Sen and Sinha 2005 [1], these different 

definitions and concepts gave rise to an array of data 

warehousing methodologies and technologies. “Data 
warehousing methodologies are rapidly evolving but vary 

widely because the field of data warehousing is not very 

mature.” They added, no architecture has achieved the status 
of a widely recognized standard yet. “As the industry 
matures, there could be a convergence of the methodologies, 

similar to what happened with database design 

methodologies. It is apparent that the core vendor-based 

methodologies are appropriate for those organizations that 

understand their business issues clearly and can create 

information models. Otherwise, the organizations should 

adopt the information modeling based methodologies. If the 

focus is on the infrastructure of the data warehouse such as 

metadata or cube design, it is advisable to use the 

infrastructure-based methodologies. Although the 

methodologies used by these companies differ in details, 

they all focus on the techniques of capturing and modeling 

user requirements in a meaningful way.” 

There is no one-size-fits-all strategy to data warehousing. 

An enterprise’s data warehousing strategy can evolve from a 

simple data mart to a complex DW in response to several 

factors such as  user demands [17 p. 230]. For many 
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enterprises a data mart is frequently a convenient first step to 

acquiring experience in constructing and managing a DW 

[17 p. 231].  

According to Watson and Ariyachandra [2], organizations 

are not the same, and consequently, companies may differ on 

their architecture selection. “There isn’t a single architecture 
that is best for all situations and companies. If it were that 

simple, there wouldn’t be disagreements over architecture 

selection.” 

Jennings and Lewis 2011 [20], concluded that “the best 

solution for one enterprise is not necessarily the best for 

another. Although best practices and reference architectures 

should be considered during design, they should not be 

followed blindly.”   

   A typical architecture model for data warehousing as 

defined by data warehousing literature is a process model in 

which data are extracted, transformed and loaded into a DW 

database [14p.61]. From the software development 

perspective, the traditional centralized DW model is 

arguably the easiest architectural model but also the most 

inefficient environment in end user organizations with 

heterogeneous data sources and hardware and software 

environments [14 p. 76].   

Based on the literature review, the above mentioned 

argument, and for the manageability sake, in this study, five 

architectures and five factors were investigated. The actual 

survey questions were; what is the architecture of your 

decision support system (DW)? which factors led your firm 

to choose this particular architecture? Furthermore, the 

research objectives include the following items:  

1. To identify the various architectures of DW in Polish 

firms. 

2. To study the factors which influence the choice of DW 

architecture in Polish firms. 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The DW implementation and success literature were 

reviewed to identify the architectures to study, and  factors 

that affect the DW architecture selection decision. the 

investigated architectures were independent data marts, data 

mart bus architecture with linked dimensional data marts, 

hub and-spoke, centralized data warehouse (no dependent 

data marts), and federated. The following five factors were 

extracted [2],[5]:  

 upper management’s information needs, 

 constraints on resources,  

 technical issues,  

 information interdependence between organizational units, 

and   

 source of sponsorship. 

 

After the literature review, survey data were collected 

from firms listed in Warsaw Stock Exchange - WSE (150) 

via a mail questionnaire. 60 usable responses were analyzed. 

A brief description of some findings is shown in the next 

section. 

V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTIS 

Fig.2 shows the distribution of the respondents across 

different sections of the industry, the most represented are 

financial services 24% followed by manufacturing 18%. 
 

Manufacturing 

18% 

Construction 

10% 

Others 

20% 

Electronics & IT 

Hardware  

15% 

Communications& 

IT services 

13% 

Financial Services 

24% 

Fig. 2. The Percentage of firms by Industry 

 

In response to the question of which architecture they have 

in their firms. The results are represented in Fig. 3 below. 

The leading architecture is hub and spoke 35% followed by 

data mart bus architecture 23%. EDW was placed third with 

20%. 7% of the respondents reported having a federated 

architecture.  
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architecture 
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Fig. 3. The Distribution of the Architectures 

 

The respondents asserted the importance of the five 

factors in choosing the architecture. However, they claimed 

that upper management’s information needs and constraints 
on resources played an important part in determining their 

choice of the architecture. The findings of the study 

conformed to the most of the literature mentioned in section 

3.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper, which is part of a study under sifting and 

scrutinizing, focuses on the status of DW in Poland in 

general and the different architectures of DW, and the factors 

which affect their choices in particular. In this study, we 

concentrated on the most common architectures specially 

Inmon and Kimbll’s ideologies. 
The preliminary findings show the predominance of  hub 

and spoke architecture in the study’s sample. 35% of the 
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respondents use hub and spoke architecture in their firms, 
23% use  data  mart  bus  architecture which  is  the  second 
highest  choice.  The  results  are  represented  in  Fig.  3  sec-
tion 5. 

At this stage of data analysis, we are not able to determine 
precisely the limitations,  hence the analysis of the study’s 
results has not completed yet. However, the sample’s size. 
There is,  in addition, the use of on method of data collec-
tion, i.e. a questionnaire. May be considered some of those 
limitations.

To some extent this study is one of the academic contribu-
tions. It contributes to our understanding  of the DW’s archi-
tecture in general and in Poland in particular, and may form 
a basis and motivation for future research in the important 
field.
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Abstract—The foundational model of conjoint analysis is to
model consumer purchase preferences by means of utility func-
tions. Analysts run surveys and interviews to obtain a basic
set of training data, typically user preferences on which the
utility function is mapped. The utility theory trust the training
data as knowledge while there is large literature emphasizing
that users preference may change, may be incomplete and
sometimes inconsistent. This paper argues on a logic-based model
of conjoint analysis, particularly by proposing an alternative
model of preferences as belief instead as fully trust knowledge.
We adopt the categorical beliefs approach but the quantitative,
probabilistic approach may be considered too. In the context
of adaptive conjoint analysis, we identified three kinds of beliefs,
describe a mechanism of mapping answers to beliefs and provide
the basis on belief update when new information occurs. Future
work on our logic-based framework will focus obtaining an
optimal logic-based preference aggregation including by relaxing
Pareto efficiency in Arrow’s aggregation framework as well as
researching on non-prioritized belief revision in adaptive conjoint
analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

DURING the last forty years many mathematical models
to capture and aggregate preference were developed.

However, due to the psychological, economical and mathemat-
ical controversies, there is not yet a common agreement on a
minimal set of preference properties nor on their aggregation.
Processing preferences towards understanding how individu-
als evaluate products/services and as well as on predicting
behavioral outcomes is a continuously research subjects for
philosophers, mathematicians, psychologists, sociologists and
marketers. Significant results are obtained when processing
complete, transitive acyclic and consistent preferences but, as
many communities mention, such models are quite far from
the real life. When asking people about thing they like, then
they may not answer (incompleteness), or they may change

This research is supported by (1)DFG Project SQ-System: Entwicklung von
Konzepten für ein quantenlogikbasiertes Retrieval-Datenbank-Anfragesystem:
Anfragesprache, interaktive Suchformulierungsowie effiziente Anfrageauswer-
tung and (2) German Federal Ministry of Education and Research, ForMaT
project (Forschung für den Markt im Team), Phase II, Innovationslabor: Mul-
timediale Ähnlichkeitssuche zum Matchen, Typologisieren und Segmentieren
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Result Interpretation
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Fig. 1. Basic Logic-Based Conjoint Analysis Chain

their initial preferences due to reception of new information
(preference change). In addition, while it seems that the pref-
erence system of one respondent must be non contradictory,
when processing preferences from many respondents this my
not remain valid.

When using statistical models to process preferences the
usual guidelines are offered in terms of utility/importance
of specific features or entire products. However, there is
evidence that non-researchers does not really understand util-
ities. Answers such as ”The importance of attribute screen-
size is 0.65” are less understood than sentences like ”If the
smartphone has no WIFI and a low price then it should have
OS Android”. When performing explanations it is obvious that
decision makers better understand rules than plain numbers
(choose 5 inch screen because the importance is 0.67 and
don’t choose 4 inch screen because importance is 0.56 ... ).
As such, there were proposed many mathematical models to
handle what the philosophers called preference and indiffer-
ence relations. The usual process chain of a conjoint analysis
test is shown by Figure 1.

Our previous work [18], introduced a logic-based utility
solution to conjoint analysis but the approach was limited
by a number of assumptions such as ignorance of neutral
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rated questions, transitivity assumption and the restriction of
using only 2 stimuli choice pair comparisons. Moreover, it
does not consider in any way preference change and interview
(data collection) adaptation. Many of these restrictions were
influenced by the approach of computing the logic-based
utility, basically adaptation of the weighted majority learning
algorithm allowing only binary preference as input. While a
non-adaptive conjoint solution may consider that expressed
preferences does not change, when adaptively collecting train-
ing data one may experience preference change. In addition,
on long term data collection cases i.e., over days and not
by a standard 15-20 minutes survey in a contiguous manner,
respondents may remake-up their mind therefore change is
frequently expected.

Another study [39], focused on a mathematical optimization
approach by translating ratings into algebraic constraints (as
such working under the preference transitivity assumption
and under the hypothesis that preferences do not change)
and looking for a logic-based utility fulfilling a core of
these constraints. New debates on solution proposed by [39]
were discussed by [24] in the context of non-additive utility
aggregations such as Choquet integral. However, none of
these approaches consider non-transitive and/or cyclic pref-
erences, [40].

As [18], focused on computing preferences from ratings,
this work is looking much deeply on the logical nature
of the users ratings and rankings, otherwise linking to the
same concept of logic-based utility. We argue that computing
beliefs from ratings and rankings is much close to the mental
expectations of respondents.

II. USER’S RATINGS. DO WE GET KNOWLEDGE OR
BELIEFS?

Many studies by the economics community argued that a
wide range of phenomena such as addiction, fashion, adver-
tising can be explained by stable and unchangeable preferences
and accordingly, regression-based methods, random utility
models, as well as hierarchical Bayes estimations, remain very
popular [5].

However theory of social choice [4], [41] studying how
the preferences of a group of agents can be combined in
a rational way, as well as other more recent trends [43],
showed evidence that preference change is very significant
with respect on analytic and reasoning models. Preference
change was reported by many research [44], [6] and is subject
of many dimensions [12] but, with respect of conjoint analysis,
the most significant is that preference may change in due to
occurrence of new information. This case is little discussed by
the traditional conjoint models mostly because of mutual ex-
clusivity assumption [34]. However, there is research reporting
that new revealed beliefs may influence an agent to change its
preferences. For example an agent prefers meat to vegetables
but she may change this preference when information such
as eating too much meat poses a risk on heart attack. A
significant model, dealing with this use case is based on
conditional preferences [27], [46].

The artificial intelligence perspective is looking to under-
stand if phenomena such as preference change and how pref-
erence inconsistency can be captured by considering logical
formalization of preferences as beliefs and therefore to be
able to take advantage of the research performed on designing
rational agents, [15], [43].

We consider belief revision and social choice theory as
being similar while both combine a set of outcomes into one,
although they differ on how these orderings are interpreted:
preferences by social choice theory; plausibilities [31], [13],
[17], [19], similarity [38], [45], possibility [10],[11],[7], by
belief revision.

Assuming preference change as social and phycological
phenomena then a logic-based model of conjoint analysis
should assume a mapping from user’s ratings on questioning
(trade-off matrix, pair comparison) to beliefs rather than a
mapping to knowledge. Moreover, while most of the mathe-
matical models (notable exceptions being paraconsistent logics
[36] and defeasible logic [2]) deal with consistent constraint
sets, the conjoint analysis case is clearly opposite: it is unlikely
that a preference set collected from a group of users will be
logically consistent.

From the logical perspective the distinction between knowl-
edge and belief is not a dichotomy since both typically share
the same representation language and typically knowledge is
considered as a form of belief. We follow the Plato under-
standing of knows by assuming that ”P knows A if and only if
A is true and P believes A and P is justified believing A”, that
is we consider knowledge as true evidence (justified and true
belief) [14]. Moreover, following Bayesian analysis approach,
we consider ratings as very close to degrees of plausibility
towards measuring respondent beliefs [19], [20].

III. ON TRADE-OFF MATRIX AND PAIR COMPARISON
DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES

In recent years, the use of ratings to encode respondent
preferences has become increasingly common. Traditionally,
conjoint analysis models request attributes and values rating by
following a well understood natural numbers scales encoding
meaning from definitive unimportant (the smallest number
in the scale) to really important (the biggest number in
the scale), sometimes called Likert scales [32]. While for
non-metric/qualitative attributes, the respondents are typically
required to provide rank-order evaluations, metric attributes
are requested to be rated rather than ranked.

A trade-off matrix ([28]) asks a respondent to consider a pair
of attributes. It displays all combinations of values for those
attributes, asking the respondents to provide a ranking for the
combinations. The main advantage of such solution is that they
can handle a relatively large number of attributes. However,
there are also arguments ([29], [30]) that such solution is
somehow artificial and many respondents may not understand
what they really have to do. The Table I show an example of
a trade-off matrix related to attributes Operating System and
Battery life.
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TABLE I
A TRADE-OFF MATRIX WITH RESPONDENT RANKING

12 hours 6 hours 4 hours 2 hours
And 1 2 7 5

WinPhone 3 4 6 11
other 8 9 10 12

TABLE II
PAIR COMPARISONS AND RATINGS

id Left side OR (weight) Right side
1 And,... Windows Phone,...

AND (4) AND
greater than 500EUR, ... less than 3.5” screen, ...

2 Greater than 4” screen,... And,...
AND (5) AND

, Battery life 6h WIFI, ...
3 Greater than 4” screen,... Battery life 10h,...

AND (1) AND
, oth OS no WIFI, ...

Technically the trade-off matrices corresponds to respon-
dent ranking of some particular partial profiles (the example
from Table I corresponds to respondent ranking of 12 binary
stimuli,i.e., partial profiles with only two attribute values) and
consequently a learner can easily derive preferences on top
of them. However, while they are quite efficient on ranking
binary stimuli, trade-off matrices cannot be used if we consider
stimuli with more than two attributes. A solution to these
limitations is to use pair comparisons. Each pair comparison
(see Table II for examples) contains two stimuli and is rated
on a Likert scale, typically from 1 (strongly prefer ”left side”)
to 9 (strongly prefer ”right side”) with 5 as ”neutral”.

As discussed above, information derived from user’s ratings
is (a) subject of significant uncertainty, (b) subject of change
and (c) sometimes non-transitive. To solve inherent difficul-
ties coming from these issues some researchers claim that
questioning is most efficient if the two stimuli in the pair are
chosen to be nearly equal in importance ([30]). Inline with this
approach [23] introduces two main principles when designing
interviews:

1) Minimal overlap – the probability that an attribute value
repeats itself in each interview should be as small as
possible and

2) Utility balance – the stimuli utilities in a pair comparison
should be approximately equal.

According with these principles a number of methodologies
on creating interviews were developed, including so called D-
efficient designs ([25], [26]). Other research used Bayesian
methods to create more efficient designs. The reader may
consider appropriate literature such as [37], [8], [9] and [5].

IV. MODELING ANSWERS AS BELIEFS

After thirty year from the seminal work (the AGM model)
reported by [1], research in belief modeling has already a lot of
significant results and, many major concepts and constructions
have been subject of significant elaboration and development.
Although this paper does not intend to review these results

TABLE III
PAIR COMPARISONS: REGIONS OF BELIEF BY DIFFERENT RESPONDENTS

Scale 1..9
Strong + Regular Neutral Regular Strong +

Left Left Right Right
U1 1 2..4 5 6..8 9
U2 1..2 3..4 5 6..7 8..9
U3 1..2 3 4..6 7 8..9

(see [33], [16] for details) we find useful to recall some
foundational concepts.

The beliefs held by an agent are represented by a set of be-
lief representation sentences. Most of the time these sentences
are defined with respect of a logical language and usually,
it is assumed that the belief set of an agent is closed under
the logical consequence of the language (agent rationality). In
practice that does not require the belief set to contain all these
beliefs (closure) but that a logical consequence is also a valid
belief. The reader must notice that artificial intelligence belief
representational principles are very close with respondent
preferences in conjoint analysis: respondents form beliefs and,
mentally, according with their reasoning rules (respondent
profile) they form new beliefs (related beliefs).

Recall, the AGM model [1] considers three types of belief
change:

• A specified belief B is removed (contraction), i.e., the
belief base is updated and is a subset of the initial belief
base not containing B. Such change may not just involve
only B removal;

• A belief B is added (expansion) to the belief base, i.e.
the base is replaced by a set that is the smallest logically
closed set that contains both the initial base and B;

• A belief B is added and at the same time other beliefs
are removed (revision) if this is needed to ensure that
the resulting belief set is consistent with respect of the
logical language.

Below we analyze how to obtain beliefs from respondent
answers and what should be belief change with respect of
interactive interviews in adaptive conjoint analysis [22], [28],
[29]. While conjoint analysis considers many kinds of inter-
view questions (see [5], for a survey), this work focuses only
on trade-off matrices and pair comparisons. Getting beliefs
from question answers is to understand what is the logical
information that can be asserted behind information shown in
Table I and Table II.

As the Likert scales identifies four regions of preference:
strong positive, strong negative regular and neutral, mapping
from such scales to beliefs should follow the same logic. Of
course the mapping is different from one user to another,
depending on her profile. The Table III shows examples of
how a Likert scale map to regions of beliefs in the context of
pair comparison ratings. Mapping ranks provided by trade-off
matrices is a very similar process illustrated by Table IV.

Next we describe how ratings and rankings are mapped
to weighted beliefs. When interviewing for conjoint analysis
the economics community do not think terms of negative
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TABLE IV
TRADE-OFF MATRICES: REGIONS OF BELIEF BY DIFFERENT RESPONDENTS

Scale 1..12
Strong + Regular Neutral Regular Strong -

U1 1 2..5 6..7 8..11 12
U2 1..2 3..5 6..7 8..11 12
U3 1..2 3..5 6..7 8..10 11..12

information but only on levels of attributes, i.e., the pair
comparisons do not contain negative information.

While the AGM model does not make any ontological
distinction between beliefs with respect of conjoint analysis
we can assume a beliefs base obtained from an interview as
containing the following kinds of beliefs:

Definition 1 (Beliefs in Conjoint Analysis):
We allow weighted beliefs with a weight parameter coming
from (0, 1] where 1 means full truth degree (complete cer-
tainty, the perfect belief), while a value α ∈ (0, 1) describe a
regular belief that can be doubted.

1) regular beliefs such as

(A1(a1) ∧ ... ∧At(at)) : α

2) indifference beliefs such as

(L ↔ R) : 1

Indifference beliefs are always have full truth because
we claim that if the respondent would distinguish de-
grees of truth then she is able to express preference.

3) negative beliefs
(¬F ) : 1

where Ai are attribute predicates and L, R, F are regular
atom conjunctions. Again, it is obvious in conjoint to
don’t ask user to express thoughts on negative informa-
tion. As such there are no real negative beliefs such as
F : 0. Moreover, the reader may notice that we adopt the
intuitionistic logic approach i.e., there is no assumption
on any kind of law of excluded middle, as we don’t
necessarily assume F : 0 ⇔ (¬F ) : 1.

A. Modeling Pair Comparisons to Beliefs

Let us simplifying notations and consider a pair comparison
similar with the first one of Table II. Let, for example,

q = A(a) and B(b) or A(a′) and C(c)

where A(a) means attribute A takes value a, e.g., attribute
OS (operating system) takes value Android. Let r be the
respondent’s rating of q and let us denote L = A(a) and B(b)
the left side of the question and R = A(a′) and C(c) its right
side.

A natural representation of the sides of this question is by
using logical connective ∧. As such both the left side and the
right side becomes ground logical formulas L = A(a)∧B(b)
(or similarly in another syntax L = A is a ∧ B is b ) and
R = A(a′) ∧ C(c).

Example 1 (Question as pair of logical formulas):
Translation from pair comparison to belief formula is straight-
forward, e.g., question 1 from Table II encodes to the belief
formulas:

OS(”And”) ∧ Price(”gt500”)

and
OS(”Win”) ∧ Scr(”lt3.5”)

1) Strong Positive Ratings:
Rating on the strong positive left region ( e.g. 1), the respon-
dent meant that she certainly belief L and do not believe R.
Therefore the beliefs base updates with two completely certain
beliefs:
L : 1 and (¬R) : 1
When rating into the strong positive right region:
(¬L) : 1 and R : 1.

Example 2 (Rating to Beliefs):
The question 2 in Table II is a neutral rated question therefore
will translate into a fully certain belief:

(Scr(”lt4”)∧Batt(”6h”) ↔ OS(”And”)∧WIFI(”yes”)) : 1

Question 3 in the same Table is rated ”at extreme” (1,
”strongly prefer left side”) therefore the following two beliefs
are generated:

(Scr(”lt4”) ∧OS(”oth”)) : 1

and
(¬(Batt(”6h”) ∧WIFI(”yes”))) : 1

2) Regular Ratings:
When the rating is in the regular left region (for example,
less than 5 but not 1) then the respondent believe more a L-
based solution rather than an R-based one: However, there
is no evidence on excluding a R-based approach. Therefore
we cannot assume falsity of any of L or R. This happens
conversely when the rating is in the regular right region(e.g.,
greater than 5 but not 9). As the respondent cannot exclude
any of L and R it comes naturally that is preferably to use a
multi-valued logic to encode the meaning of the rating value.
As such,after answering such question, the belief base updates
two more beliefs namely L : α and R : β where α, β ∈ (0, 1)
are their degrees of truth, obtained by processing the question
rating.

The reader should notice that actually we don’t make any
assumption on how these α, β are computed. This is related
to the specification of the entailment of the logic representing
the beliefs. There are many possible logics such as but this
work does not intend to analyze and recommend one of them.

3) Indifference (neutral) Ratings:
When rating into the neutral region the respondent keep be-
lieving both L and R but she cannot express a degree of belief
(that is, indifference). Recall that indifference cannot have
degrees of truth because if the respondent would distinguish
such degrees then she is able to express preference (the
user is fully confident that L and R are the same for her,
because cannot express an option between one of them.). By
consequence we obtain a perfect belief (L ↔ R) : 1.
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B. Modeling Ranks to Beliefs

The trade-off matrices are shown to the respondent with
the goal of getting a rank of preferences. For example, the
one depicted in Table I requests ranking from 1 to 12 (3× 4
matrix).

A comprehensive solution would be to build all possible
preferences coming from the rank but then this would not ne
convenient with the goal of keeping the beliefs base as smaller
as possible. Assuming transitivity we would need to keep only
few preferences but as transitivity is quite controversial [40],
we are looking to solutions not necessary assuming it.

We map rankings close to the pair comparison approach.
Each stimuli is interpreted as a conjunction of its attributes
such as S = A1(a1) ∧ A2(a2) (corresponding to a cell in
Table I).

1) Strong Positive and Strong Negative Ranking:
As soon as a stimuli S is ranked into the strong positive region
then, similarly with pair comparisons, we get the belief S : 1.

Whenever the rank is into the strong negative region we
obtain the belief (¬S) : 1.

Example 3: According with the ranking shown in Table I
we have the beliefs:

(OS(”And”) ∧Batt(”12h”)) : 1

and
(¬(OS(”oth”) ∧Batt(”2h”))) : 1

2) Regular Ranking:
Regular rankings, the ones with are not extreme now middle
are translated into regular beliefs such as (A1(a1)∧A2(a2)) :
α, α ∈ (0, 1).

3) Indifference (neutral) Ranking:
When ranking into the neutral region (e.g., 6 and 7 as for
the user 3 in Table IV) then indifference should be modeled,
therefore if S1, ..., Sk are the neutral ranked stimuli then the
set

{(Si1 ↔ Si2) : 1|i1, i2 ∈ {1, ..., k}, i1 6= i2}
is derived.

Example 4: According with the ranking shown in Table I
we obtain the indifference belief:

(OS(”Win”)∧Batt(”4h”) ↔ OS(”And”)∧Batt(”4h”)) : 1

C. On Maintaining a Belief Set

When a new question is answered, the decision maker has
to perform what is sometimes called as beliefs update: the
new information is about the situation at present, while the
old beliefs refer to the past therefore we may have to change
the old beliefs to take into account the new information. In
addition, as both the old beliefs and the new information refer
to the same situation, an inconsistency between the new and
old information may occur and as such the decision maker
should perform a specific update (including beliefs revision)
to capture the new information into the current set of beliefs
without generating an inconsistency (as we assume that the
respondent do not have an inconsistent behavior). A common

assumption of belief revision is that of minimal change: the
knowledge before and after the change should be as similar as
possible i.e., the change should preserve as much information
as possible.

What makes this update non-trivial is that several different
ways for performing this operation may be possible.

Example 5 (Beliefs Update):
For instance, if the current beliefs include the three completely
certain beliefs:

A(a) : 1

B(b) : 1

and
(A(a) ∧B(b) ↔ C(c)) : 1

then the assertion of the new belief (¬C(c)) : 1 can be done
only by removing/changing at least one of the three existent
ones (consistency preservation). Such kind of treatment is par-
ticularly very significant in adaptive conjoint analysis which
emphasizes an interactive interview and new coming questions
may introduce preference change.

As discussed in the beginning of Section IV the main model
of belief revision has three kinds of operations (see [15] for
details). However, in the context of conjoint analysis we see
beliefs revisions only in presence of new information therefore
contraction cannot take place directly, while expansion and
revision takes various forms.

To be more precise on defining beliefs update lets in-
troduce some notations widely used in model theory. Let
A = A1, ..., An be a set of database attributes with dom(Ai)
the domain of values. Each attribute corresponds either to
(a) a standard logic predicate i.e., a unary predicate with
only 1(true) and 0(false) as truth values) or to a multi-valued
logic predicate or similarity predicate i.e., a unary predicate
with many truth values from [0, 1]) following the similarity
approach interpretation.

Let L be a, possibly non-classical, logic over the vocabulary
A and logical connectives ¬, ∧, ∨, →, ↔ 1.

Recall that predicate logic model theory defines an inter-
pretation as a subset of Herbrand-base i.e., a subset of ground
atoms defined over the Herbrand universe. In standard logic
when A is a formula and I is an interpretation, if A evaluates
to 1(true) with respect of I then we say I is a model
of A and denote I |= A. Similarly we consider a model
relation |= associated with L. Finally let ⊏ be a preference
relation between the models of L. To keep concise we denote
L = (L, |=,⊏) this preference logic as described by [42].

Let KB be a belief base each B : β ∈ KB being one of
the three kinds of beliefs introduced by Definition 1 and based
on logic L.

Let B : β be a new belief. We say B : β does not contradict
KB iff all models of beliefs in KB are not models of
¬(B : β) (∀I, B, I |= B : β ⇒ I 6|= ¬(B : β)).

1Actually, we don’t need any assumption on how these connectives are
defined and what are the relations between them.
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When introducing an update operation one must consider at
least the following update rules:

1) If the new belief B : β does not contradict with KB ,
then updating KB with respect of B : β is

Upd(KB,B : β) = Cn(KB ∪ {B : β})
where Cn denotes the regular deductive closure of a
belief set. That is, any non-contradictory belief which
does not have a similar one in KB is simply added
to the belief base. Semantically, the models of the
updated bliefs base consist of the intersection between
the models of KB and the models of B : β.

2) If the new belief B : β contradicts with KB then,
according with [15], the main idea is that the new
updated belief set Upd(KB,B : β) should contain the
new information B : β and as many of the old beliefs
in KB by preserving that the new belief set must be be
consistent and deductively closed. [15] introduces the
concept of contraction ÷, then

Upd(KB,B : β) = Cn((KB ÷ ¬(B : β)) ∪ {B : β})
V. TOWARDS CONJOINT ANALYSIS BY BELIEFS

AGGREGATION

Again, all above discussion assumes that respondents do
not form inconsistent beliefs. However, this perspective is
subject of criticism as some researchers consider that is was
considering that people have inconsistent beliefs and they may
even doing this in a rational way [35].

As we consider that the most of such cases comes from
an apparent overlap between something and its negation and
as AGM model is based on classical logic (including law
of excluded middle) we did not made any such assumption
therefore we consider that, using a multi-valued preference
logic (see Section IV-C) which may not consider the law of
excluded middle is appropriate to overcome such cases.

In addition, while the entire framework of belief updates
considers the creation of beliefs by a specified respondent the
conjoint analysis aims to aggregate such beliefs from many
respondents. Therefore belief aggregation is unlikely to be
modeled as simple union because of consistency assumption.
While is agreed that most people keep consistent beliefs we
cannot make a similar assumption with respect of beliefs
coming from various respondents. As such this work, also
inline with the Arrow’s framework [3], keep the following
two assumptions:

1) Individual beliefs are consistent
2) Collective beliefs may not be consistent. While the

AGM model considered consolidation as a maintenance
operation of removing some dispensable beliefs resulting
in a consistent knowledge base, we would like to avoid
such approach due to missing of motivated criteria with
respect of belief elimination, as inconsistency comes
from joining various respondents beliefs.

As such we propose an updated process chain of adaptive
logic-based conjoint analysis as depicted by Figure 2.

Logical Model 

Learning

Ratings Result Interpretation

no

Explanation
Belief Updates

yes

New 

Question

Interactive 

Preference Learning

Fig. 2. Logic-Based Adaptive Conjoint Analysis Chain

VI. CONCLUSION

This work argued towards a logic-based model on conjoint
analysis. We consider that respondent preferences can be better
captured in a preference logic based on weighted beliefs
rather than simple partial orderings requiring acyclicity and
transitivity. While a belief set of one respondent is closed
to deduction this does not necessary imply transitivity of its
beliefs as reasoning in a non-monotonic logic might be chosen.

In the context of conjoint analysis surveys we identified
three kinds of beliefs that can be obtained from question
answers. The proposed framework considers consistent respon-
dent belief sets but on belief sets aggregation there is no need
to require consistency: moreover this is inline with the Arrow’s
seminal result that for sets of more than 3 objects there are
not Pareto efficient2 and independent preferences aggregations
that are not dictatorial3. As most of the work around this result
was concerned with relaxation of the theorem conditions, the
future work on our logic-based framework will study how
we can obtain an optimal logic-based preference aggregation
including by relaxing Pareto efficiency.

In addition, the reader may noticed that, as in standard belief
theory, described belief update rules always consider the new
belief as part the new updated belief set. However there is
research that does not impose this assumption – non-prioritized
belief revision [21] relaxes this requirement and we plan to
address the impact of such assumption to conjoint analysis in
future work.

2A preference aggregation ≻ is Pareto efficient if for all o1, o2 ∈ O and
for all respondents p, o1 ≻p O2 ⇒ o1≻o2. In other words, if all respondents
agree between o1 and o2 then the aggregate preference must agree the same.

3A preference aggregation ≻ does not have a dictator iff 6 ∃p∀o1, o2(o1 ≻p

o2 ⇒ o1≻o2). Non-dictatorship means that there does not exist one
respondent whose preferences always determine the preference aggregation
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Abstract—Over the last years hospital information systems 
became more integrated. Hospital information systems with the 
wide  variety  of  systems  are  highly  suitable  to  use  process 
mining for knowledge discovery and optimization of processes. 
Applying process mining in hospital information systems is a 
modern  and  recommendable  approach  in  health  care.  But 
process  mining  techniques  can  only  provide  a  high  result 
quality if the structure of data is known and if the structure of 
the  event  logs  are  maintained  appropriately.  This  paper 
describes  process  mining,  hospital  information  systems  and 
shows where the challenges are if the two areas are combined. 

I. INTRODUCTION

ROCESSES become  in  practice  more  and  more  a 

critical  success  factor  in  organizations.  In  health  care 

organizations are the processes implemented in the hospital 

information systems. Process  mining is a young discipline 

that is known since less than ten years. It has been evolved 

from  business  process  discovery,  workflow  analysis  and 

data mining. The goal is to analyze automatically event logs 

of systems to discover optimization potential. The process 

model can be developed within process  mining or  can be 

verified and analyzed if it exists a priory. Process mining is 

a process management technique that allows the analysis of 

business processes based on event logs. The basic idea is to 

extract  knowledge  from  event  logs  recorded  by  an 

information system [1]. Process mining aims at improving 

this  by  providing  techniques  and  tools  for  discovering 

knowledge  about  process,  control,  data,  organization,  and 

social structures from event logs [2], [3].

P

Many process  mining algorithms were developed in the 

last  years  derived  from  data  mining  techniques  [3]-[6]. 

Process  mining  enables  an  organization  to  discover  the 

reality about existing processes.

Data  Mining  extracts  patterns,  explicit  knowledge  and 

information from data. The objective of data mining in this 

context is to support the medical doctor and the health care 

institution in decision making.

Like  process  mining,  data  mining  analyzes  data  and 

extracts  models  that  allow  the  interpretation  and 

transformation of the raw data in the hospital  information 

system into knowledge [7], [8]. This is the entry point for 

knowledge  management  to  create  tacit  knowledge. 

Knowledge  management  is  the  system  and  managerial 

approach  to  the  gathering,  management,  use,  analysis, 

sharing,  and  discovery  of  knowledge.  Data  analysis  in 

medicine  depends  more  than  in  other  areas  on  medical 

background  knowledge.  Further  approaches,  such  as 

association and classification rules,  joining the declarative 

nature of rules, and the availability of learning mechanisms 

are a great  potential for effectively merging process,  data, 

and knowledge mining.

This potential can only be used if the data quality in the 

event  log  of  each  system  component  of  a  hospital 

information  system  is  sufficient.  Simplified  it  can  be 

described as the trustworthiness and quality of the result of 

process mining depends on the quality and consistency of 

the data in the event logs. Only with a clear understanding of 

the processes and the health care domain it is possible to use 

the process mining techniques in an appropriate way.

The  topic  has  a  high  importance  for  hospitals  as  the 

economical pressure is constantly rising and competition is 

getting more difficult [9]. The application of process mining 

in hospital information systems is not related to high costs 

and  the  results  can  be  developed  in  a  relatively  short 

timeframe.  This  makes  it  very  attractive  to  use  process 

mining in health care. Different case studies have proven the 

importance of process mining in health care [6], [10], [11].

Before describing the health care relevant challenges for 

process  mining  in  hospital  information  systems  it  is 

important to describe the process mining fundamentals with 

examples from health care. It is also important to understand 

the  general  concept  and  specify  of  hospital  information 

systems. This will lead to the challenges of process mining 

and finally to the conclusion.

The author’s contribution is the analysis and commutation 

of currently existing literature and his experience in the field 

of  computer  science,  systems  design,  development  of 

software  implementation  methodologies  and  hospital 

information systems to show which challenges have to be 

faced when applying process mining in hospital information 

systems. Not in scope of this paper are the referred but not 

described process mining algorithms. Process mining needs 

automated tools for analyzing the event logs. Furthermore is 

out of scope of this paper the description of the tools and the 

software frameworks that are necessary for process mining.
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II.PROCESS MINING FUNDAMENTALS FOR HEALTH CARE

Process  mining  is  based  on  the  usage  of  data  mining 

technologies  for  processes.  The extraction  of  patterns  and 

explicit knowledge is the aim of data mining. Particularly in 

the  complex  and  information-overflowing  environment  of 

health  care  process  mining is able to support  the medical 

doctor  and  the health  care  institution  in  decision  making. 

Data mining analyzes data and  extracts  models that  allow 

the interpretation and transformation of the raw data in the 

hospital information system into knowledge as foundation of 

decision making. Process mining uses the technique of data 

mining  for  extracting  data  from  existing  databases  to 

understand the reality of processes. This knowledge helps to 

improve and to optimize processes.

The prerequisite  for  process  mining is  the  existence  of 

business  processes  mirrored  in  running  systems.  These 

systems  again  have  to  provide  structured  event  log  data. 

There is no limitation for the amount of connected systems 

or amount of event log files. This fact makes process mining 

especially  usable  in  hospital  information  systems  as  the 

hospital  information  system  is  a  commutation  of  many 

connected systems.

Process mining extracts information from event logs and 

delivers  automatically the description  of  current  processes 

by  visualizing  the  process  flow  out  of  real  data.  The 

structures  of  event  log  files  have  to  provide  all  relevant 

information  for  transactions.  According  to  Weijters  et  al. 

2006, each event has to refer to an activity (for example a 

detailed defined step in the process). Each event has to refer 

to a  specific  case like a process  instance.  Each event  can 

have  a  performer  also  referred  to  the  originator  like  the 

executing or initiating person of the activity. Events have a 

time stamp and have a specific order. 

Some event  logs  contain  more information on the case 

itself.  Data  elements  in  a  hospital  information  system 

referring  to  properties  of  the  case  would  contain  also 

information  about  age,  sex,  diagnosis,  etc.  of  a  patient. 

Event  logs  of  the  underlying  systems  in  a  hospital 

information  system contain  transaction  information  with a 

low degree  of  abstraction.  To enable  process  mining it  is 

necessary  to  preprocess  the  data  to  obtain  interpretable 

results [1].

After preprocessing the transaction data of event logs the 

process  mining  can  be  performed  with  different  available 

algorithms on the event logs that can be assigned to different 

perspectives.  Process  mining  can  have  different  types  of 

results and is not reduced only to the discovery of process 

models for  optimizing inefficient  interfaces  or  to unreveal 

shortcoming in a process.

Three different classes of process mining techniques can 

be  differentiated  –  discovery,  conformance  analysis  and 

extension. In the class of discovery there is no apriori model 

defined. The process model is based on the event logs. The 

process model can be discovered on low level events. The 

class  of  conformance  analysis  exists  an  apriori  process 

model.  The model  will  be  compared  and  checked against 

data from the event log and discrepancies are made visible. 

Conformance checking may be used to detect deviations to 

enrich the model with e.g. performance data. Also the class 

of extension has an apriori model. Based on the event logs 

the model will be extended with a new aspect or perspective 

e.g. to show where bottlenecks are arising. 

More  of  interest  than  the  classes  of  process  mining 

techniques for healthcare and hospital information systems 

are the perspectives. According to Weijters et al. there are 

three  different  perspectives  of  process  mining  techniques: 

control  flow  perspective,  organizational  perspective,  and 

performance perspective.

Algorithms assigned to the control  flow perspective are 

control  flow  mining  algorithm,  heuristicminer  algorithm, 

region mining algorithm. alpha algorithm etc. [1], [2], [4], 

[5]. The control flow perspective generates a process model 

that reflects the current observable process in reality.  This 

enables the discovery of the process model by inferring the 

ordering  relations between various  tasks in the event  log. 

Processes of the health care domain in hospital information 

systems have a lot of variants based on patients and diseases 

the result of process mining has a high complexity [12]. To 

reduce  the  complexity  it  is  a  common  practice  to  break 

down  an  event  log  into  sub  event  logs  as  long  as  the 

complexity it not simple enough to be able to analyze the 

data. Here are also different clustering techniques available 

like  self  clustering  map technique  or  trace  clustering  [1]. 

The result is to have many clusters with a handelable size.

The  organizational  perspective  is  covered  by  process 

mining  techniques  for  answering  organizational  questions 

like organizational process mining, social network mining, 

staff assignment analysis [1], [11]. These techniques can be 

used to determine the collaboration between departments in 

the hospital  based  on  the data in the hospital  information 

systems. Here it becomes visible how the handover of work 

happens  between  departments  with  detailed  information 

about the frequency of used interfaces. A common result is 

the  visibility  of  high  involvement  of  central  clinical 

departments  like  the  laboratory  and  the  radiology 

department.  Optimization  needs  become obvious  with  the 

organizational perspective.

Also  the  performance  perspective  clusters  different 

techniques  with supporting  time based  options  to  identify 

the  case  duration  of  individual  cases.  The  first  and  last 

events or the average cases duration in a process are used as 

performance metric.

III. GENERAL CONCEPT AND SPECIFITY OF HOSPITAL 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

In the operation of a hospital a large number of different 

people  including  doctors,  nurses,  administrators  or 

technicians work in various different areas like laboratory, 

radiology,  ambulance,  and  administration.  The  different 

areas  and  people  constantly  exchange  information. 

Therefore,  in  a  hospital,  as  it  is  also  the  case  in  other 

companies, information processing within existing processes 

takes a very high priority [13].

A hospital  information system is  the  entire  information 

processing and information storage subsystem of a hospital, 

whereby it is not just about computer systems and networks 
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and  the  computer-based  application  systems  that  are 

installed  on  them,  but  it  is  about  the  information  in  a 

hospital as a whole [14]. To address this complex problem, 

there  are  a  large  number  of  interconnected  and 

communicating  subsystems.  All  of  those  systems  are 

potential  candidates  for  process  mining,  as  the  generate 

event logs for the case based transactions.

These  can  be  grouped  according  to  function  in  two 

groups,  the  clinical  information  system  with  all  of  the 

medical  functionality and the hospital management system 

for  managing  the administrative,  managerial  and  technical 

supply  functions.  Belonging  to  the  clinical  information 

systems  are,  depending  on  how  they  are  viewed,  the 

department  systems  such  as  the  radiology  information 

system  for  radiology.  Due  to  the  complexity  and  partly 

redundant  functionality  of  these  systems,  such  as  patient 

management, a separate consideration is appropriate.

The use of electronic or computerized patient records as 

part of hospital information systems is also seen as highly 

significant. In scientific literature, the computerized patient 

record  is  counted  by  Hannan  as  belonging  to  clinical 

information systems. However,  it seems useful to define a 

new  group  for  the  computerized  patient  record  and  other 

systems that  are  used  by both  clinical  and  administrative 

systems.

Therefore,  the  central  systems  which  include  global 

functions,  which  both the clinical  information  system and 

the hospital management access,  are to be considered as a 

third group. The computerized patient record system is an 

important part of central system. It is a digital collection of 

documents  and  information  to  map  and  document  the 

medical care of patients.

The hospital information system is an interface between 

the applications in the hospital and external applications of 

third parties outside the hospital, such as other hospitals or 

health  insurance  companies.  In  particular,  the  support  of 

clinical  applications  and  procedures  in  the  hospital  is 

important  for  a  hospital  information  system.  This  way  a 

hospital  information  system  has  a  central  and  strategic 

importance for a hospital or a practice.

The main tasks of the hospital information system include 

the timely and context related provision of  current patient 

data for an authorized group of people. The important thing 

is  the  appropriate  form  of  the  presentation  of  the 

information. Medical knowledge about diseases and drugs is 

also  made  available  by  a  hospital  information  system. 

Information  on  the  quality  of  patient  care  and  the 

relationship between costs and benefits for hospital services 

are further responsibilities of a hospital information system. 

Further descriptions of the duties of a hospital information 

system and the new impetus on useable applications can be 

found in numerous scientific publications.

The  optimization  of  business  processes  in  hospital 

information  systems  is  the  key  success  factor  for  the 

integration  of  digital  data  into  hospital  facilities  and 

equipment or interdepartmental treatment processes. This is 

primarily  about  uniting  the  hospital  information  systems 

areas  of  patient  management,  operations  management, 

financial  management,  computing,  as  well  as  testing  and 

certification.

The most important tasks in hospital information systems 

can be summarized as follows:

• Storage and monitoring of patient’s condition:

• Accurate and electronically stored medical records of 

patients (e.g. drug allergies) are provided

• Visual and auditory warning systems are generated in 

the event of abnormal test results or other important 

data 

• Time intervals  and /  or  testing periods  for  tests on 

patients to be specified

• Data Processing and analysis for statistical purposes 

and research oriented purposes

• Management and Data Flow:

• Support  automated  patient  data  transfers  between 

departments and institutions

• Enable graphic  or  digitized diagnostic  images  from 

the hospital database based on the integrated retrieval 

system

• Digital  signatures,  in order  to create internal  orders 

electronically

• Communication by Laboratory Information System 

• Registration of human resources and their properties

• Financial Aspects:

• Efficient administration of finances

• Use and monitoring of medicines and effectivity of 

the ordering process

• Expected  and  actual  treatment  costs  are  listed  and 

reported 

• Automated representation of  the needs of the nursing 

staff

• Status  analysis  of  bed  occupancy  and  overall 

performance in the hospital information system

The  relevance,  completeness  and  timeliness  of  the 

information  set  quality  criteria  for  the  evaluation  of  the 

hospital information system. At the same time it applies that 

all  patient  information  and  that  of  the  administrative 

processes for all activities are to be available in the hospital  

information system. Labor  requirements,  findings,  tools to 

support  the  therapeutic  and  diagnostic  process  and  the 

medical histories of patients are included, as well as search 

functions,  or  the documentation  or  the creation  of  letters. 

The linking of systems through interfaces and the integration 

of the subsystems are considered strategic and, at the same 

time,  critical  success  factors  for  a  hospital  information 

system.

IV. HEALTH CARE RELAVANT CHALLENGES FOR PROCESS 
MINING IN HOSPITAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS

This chapter of the paper describes the diverse challenges 

of process mining in the health care domain by using event 

logs from hospital  information systems. The nature of the 

medical  domain  is  more  complex  and  not  comparable  to 

other  economical  business  organizations.  The  reason  is 

based  on  the  different  types  of  patients,  doctors,  nurses, 

administrators  and  technicians  involved  in  the  diverse 

stakeholder  process.  This  causes  the high  complexity that 
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also becomes obvious by definition of hospital information 

systems. 

Especially  in  health  care  the  multidisciplinarity  causes 

problems based on the specify of the health care domain. Ad 

hoc actions and process changes, proper data collection, data 

redundancy, as well as incorrect and insufficient logging are 

the most important challenges of process mining in hospital 

information systems [1], [2], [6], [12], [15].

I. Complexity caused by heterogeneity

Beside of the already mentioned different involved parties 

in  healthcare,  the  complexity  of  health  care  processes  is 

based  on  heterogeneity  of  the  diseases  and  the  related 

treatments  of  patients  [6],  [12].  Furthermore  are  many 

different ways to treat different patients with same diseases. 

In companies of other branches a process for a specific task 

will be applied always in the same way, but in health care it 

can  be  different  each  time  under  consideration  of  the 

circumstances.  For  applying  process  mining  techniques  it 

becomes a challenge as processes are not easy to generalize 

and to find common or similar patterns in the processes. A 

treatment process in a hospital information system can first 

appear  not  complex,  but  the  complexity  can  evolve 

dynamically. A patient can be registered in the system with 

one disease, but it can be discovered within the process that 

there are more than one different diseases that cause some 

symptoms of an other  disease.  Also here it  is  not easy to 

design the process information to generate similarities and to 

analyze the event logs.

Hospital  information  systems  involve  clinical  and 

administrative processes  with large volumes of data and a 

large number of people, patients and personnel. Additionally 

financial  processes  are  involved  in  the  processes.  This 

relation  to  other  not  directly  health  related  areas  like 

governance, management, IT and finance rise the degree of 

complexity. 

II. Multidisciplinarity

Hospitals  departments  are  organized  in  silos  and  are 

highly specialized in their areas. On the other hand they are 

interlinked and have to work together across their fields and 

departments.  A  medical  doctor  treating  a  patient  surely 

needs the involvement of the laboratory and the radiology in 

case of an surgical injury of a patient. Health care processes 

are  multi-disciplinary  in  their  origins  and  cause  a  higher 

complexity.  Furthermore,  these  interfaces  offer  an 

opportunity for utilizing synergies and can be optimized by 

applying process mining with the right level of questions. 

One  of  the  biggest  challenges  of  process  mining  in 

hospital  information  systems  is  to  understand  what  the 

logged information means. The semantics of existing event 

logs can become difficult  in complex hospital information 

systems. It  depends on how technically or business driven 

the logs are. Before process mining can be performed it is 

necessary to understand the meaning of the fields and the 

content of event logs. Due to the multidisciplinary structure 

in  health  care  and  the  many  involved  people  in  using 

hospital information systems it is very hard to align meaning 

of words as field description or in the content of the event 

logs.

III.Ad hoc actions and process changes

Processes  in  dynamic  environments  are  not  staying  as 

they are defined and have an own life cycle. Ad hoc changes 

are  those  changes  in  a  complex  and  dynamic  process 

environment that occur at the time of execution. They are 

per definition not known and not implemented in a process 

model  at  the  time of  definition  of  the model  [16].  Those 

changes  deviate  at  the  individual  instance  of  the  process 

from the process model. If  the changes would be known it 

would  lead to a variant  of  a  process  model  and  could be 

integrated in the basic set up of process mining. Variants are 

based on specific transformation rules.

Ad  hoc  changes  occur  often  in  hospital  information 

systems with the tremendous amount of data that are always 

changing. This can be explained by the high turnover rate of 

knowledge  in  health  care,  but  also  with  the  continuously 

changing  corresponding  medical  procedures.  Also  the 

administrative  procedures,  medical  processes  or 

technological  developments  in  health  care  are  changing. 

This  causes  mismatching  data  if  event  logs  contain 

information  about  one  process  that  has  changed.  Ad  hoc 

actions  and  process  changes  may confuse  process  mining 

algorithms  if  the  event  logs  are  not  clustered  by  the 

timestamp before and after the change.

It  is  a  challenge  for  process  mining  in  hospital 

information systems to build clear models and to automate 

the fast changing processes. 

IV.Data collection

The  event  log  data  are  the  basis  for  process  mining. 

Therefore it is obvious that a proper structure and content of 

the  data  are  fundamentally  relevant  for  applying  process 

mining  techniques.  Hospital  information  systems  contain 

and provide a wide variety of transactional based event logs. 

The practice in health care organizations is that also with the 

availability of e.g. the computerized patient record there are 

many  process  steps  that  are  done  manually  and  are  not 

stored  in the hospital  information system, if  they are cost 

neutral or if the cost causing activity has been documented 

in the event log. 

Decision and transaction are performed by the previously 

described different human people involved in the health care 

processes.  Automation  of  events  and  information  flow 

enabled  by  more  integrated  hospital  information  systems 

supports  all  involved  persons  in  their  daily  work. 

Automation has to be implemented and designed in the early 

development  and  implementation  phases  of  hospital 

information  systems.  With  the  increasing  automation, 

developments and integration initiatives the data quality and 

availability is continuously increasing.

V. Data redundancy

As described in advance, hospital information systems are 

combining many other  systems with a lot  of  interfaces  to 

internal  and  external  systems.  These  systems  support  the 

users  in  different  departments  with  a  wide  variety  of 
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functions.  In  many cases  data are held redundantly in the 

different  systems.  This  redundancy  can  be  implemented 

intentionally on purpose to enhance the technical  stability, 

provide  performance,  or  fulfill  legal  requirements.  Not 

intended  or  unknown redundancy becomes  a  challenge  in 

process  mining  as  the  result  of  the  mining  techniques.  If 

redundancy  of  data  is  not  known  a  further  step  in  the 

preprocessing  of  the  data  is  necessary  to  find  redundant 

data. Afterwards the results of process mining are becoming 

more reliable as the basis of the data has a higher quality.  

This enables process mining to find the right conclusions.

VI. Incorrect or insufficient logging

Noisy  data  in  the  meaning  of  process  mining  are  data 

which  do  not  fit  to  comparable  data  as  they  provide 

exceptional values and an exceptional behavior. Those noisy 

data can be based on incorrect  logging and deliver wrong 

information about the transactions.  This can happen when 

the  hospital  information  system  has  a  high  degree  of 

manually documented process steps. Manually created data 

are generally less reliable than automatically performed data. 

In case of any doubts about the trustworthiness of the data, it 

is necessary to verify the data quality first before starting the 

process mining and to analyze the event logs.

Incorrect  logging  with  noisy data  describes  the  fact  of 

wrong data. Insufficient logging is about missing data. To be 

able to describe the process instances based on the data from 

the event log, it is necessary to store at least the information 

about the case ID, the activity name or description, and the 

timestamp for each transaction or event.

Incorrect  data  can  be  found  by  specific  preprocessing 

data, but insufficient data are not easy to find for adapting 

the process  mining techniques and to build exceptions for 

areas with insufficient data.  Missing data are often caused 

by the huge amount of data in hospital information systems 

and  the  need  to  create  free  spaces  on  the  hard  drives. 

Therefore some data are only hold for a period of time and 

will be deleted after the expiration data for the log file entry. 

The  way  of  logging  can  also  cause  insufficient  logging, 

depending on synchronous or asynchronous logging.  Parts 

of hospital information systems have a synchronous logging 

where log files are created in real time. Other administrative 

parts of hospital information systems may maintain the event 

logs asynchronously in a batch mode, where data are logged 

once  a day.  The asynchronous  logging  has  the danger  of 

loosing important information between the batch runs as it is 

possible  that  only  the  delta  between  two  days  will  be 

documented and not changes within a day.  For using data 

mining techniques, it is not necessary to have access to the 

whole history data of a process. In difference to data mining 

it  is  necessary  for  process  mining  to  have  a view on  the 

whole history of the process to provide better results.

V.  CONCLUSION

Business  processes  in  health  care  are  complex, 

multidisciplinary,  fast  changing  ad  hoc  and  not  easy  to 

understand  and  structurable.  This  paper  has  described  the 

different challenges that arise particularly if process mining 

is  used  to  discover  knowledge  in  hospital  information 

systems due to the characteristics of the medical domain.

Process  mining  delivers  a  true  picture  of  the  current 

processes  in  a  hospital  based  on  log  files  from  different 

systems of a hospital information system. This transparency 

allows  particularly  hospitals  to  continuously  monitor  and 

improve  their  processes.  It  is  apparent  that  the  business 

processes  in  the  medical  domain  are  dynamic,  ad  hoc, 

unstructured and multidisciplinary in nature. Also in modern 

times,  health  care  organizations  place  strong emphasis  on 

medical  and  organization  efficiency  and  effectiveness  to 

control their health care expenditures. These process models 

as mentioned earlier can be analyzed to gain an insight into 

the  reality.  Process  mining  techniques  help  to  understand 

what  is  actually  going  on  in  reality  and  if  it  is  what  is 

actually desired. 

On  the  other  hand  it  became  obvious  how  important 

process mining in the health care domain can be. Most of the 

challenges  can  be  handled  better  after  process  mining 

techniques  have  been  applied  to  hospital  information 

systems.  After  knowledge  discovery  it  is  possible  to 

optimize the processes on different levels and with different 

perspectives. The next process mining cycle can then show 

the usage by demonstrating that the previously discovered 

findings have been improved.

In times of growing economical pressure on health care 

organizations,  process  mining  in  health  care  information 

systems has a great potential and will show fast progress in 

the near future due to many research activities in this field.
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Abstract— The paper proposes a model based approach 

to manage knowledge based innovation aspects of an 

enterprise by applying Knowledge Maturing 

Scorecards. The Knowledge Maturing Scorecard 

approach is used to define, manage and visualize 

indicators for the innovation potential of established 

enterprise goals. The paper (1) introduces the 

conceptual background of Knowledge Maturing 

Scorecards, (2) proposes a generic modelling framework 

for managing knowledge based innovation, and (3) 

presents a web based prototype for the proposed model. 

Keywords: Knowledge Maturing, Innovation Management, 

Knowledge Space, Meta Models, Balance Scorecard, 

Intellectual Capital 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

N the modern-day business world, characterized by 

globalization, rapidly evolving markets and ever 

changing customer requirements, the major goal of any 

enterprise is to manage its assets as best as it can in order to 

be competitive and survive in the global arena. History has 

taught us that even very large “unbreakable” corporations are 

not immune against wrong decisions (e.g. Kodak, IBM in 

80’s ) and that it’s not that the strongest and biggest that 

survive but those that can adapt best. In today’s market 

setting this adaptation skill paired with strict management of 

the available resources results in a winning combination. 

Based on the fact that we are living in the information era we 

can adapt this winning formula toward the hypothesis that 

adaptation equals – at least partly – to innovation. Here, 

knowledge is a resource that is required for generating 

business value. Innovation is a result of learning, and, more 

generally, of knowledge maturing [28]. In the present paper, 

we introduce the Knowledge Maturing Scorecard as a 

conceptual method for monitoring, measuring and managing 

the innovation potential in a company. The Knowledge 

Maturing Scorecard method is a means of providing 

managerial guidance to achieve the strategic position - 

innovation. The paper uses a hybrid combination of a 

knowledge modeling and balance scorecard modeling 

method for designing a model of the Knowledge Maturing 

Scorecard. The approach is based on the concept of 

Knowledge Spaces [8] and uses the meta-modeling 

specification framework outlined in [16]. A realization of the 

model as a web-based management component is presented 

that was implemented using the meta-modeling platform 

ADOxx
®
 [17].   

As a running example throughout the paper, we use as a 

concrete business scenario a specific department of the 

University of Applied Sciences and Arts Northwestern 

Switzerland (FHNW), namely the Competence Center for 

Information Management (CC IM). It is part of the Institute 

for Information Systems of the School of Business of the 

FHNW. The CC IM carries out research projects in the field 

of information management, contributes to teaching in 

bachelor and master degree programs and in continued 

education programs, and provides consultation services for 

companies in the field of information management.  

As outlined in first paragraph, achieving adaptation 

through innovation is a quite complex task, because (1) 

innovation is not a strictly defined good or service and (2) 

knowledge within a company is in most cases available in an 

implicit and if explicit, unstructured way – [1] argues that the 

percentage of unstructured knowledge within one company is 

as much as 80%. If we take it one step further that 

knowledge available within the enterprise and the 

surrounding environment is directly responsible for 

generating innovation it becomes obvious that techniques for 

managing the enterprise-wide knowledge is a necessity for 

business survival. Even more, such techniques are seen as a 

vehicle to identify, externalize and structure, thus make 

knowledge available, as most of it is “hidden” within the 

company – e.g. known only to domain experts.  

This challenge was recognized decades ago, by both 

commercial as well as scientific communities and resulted 

over time in the development of different knowledge 

management methods and tools, including their deployment 

in different business settings.  

During the last two decades authors have observed three 

phases of knowledge management: (1) Process Oriented 
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Knowledge Management, (2) Service Oriented Knowledge 

Management and (3) Service Oriented Knowledge 

Provisioning (cf. [2], [3], [4], [5]). In the work presented in 

this paper methods and techniques from all three phases have 

been used to define knowledge, structure it and use it as 

measurement for innovation. Before setting the scene for 

innovation indicators based on changes in enterprise wide 

knowledge and trying to measure them, one should focus on 

measuring or attaching a value to knowledge in a first. 

Approaches toward such activity – known as intellectual 

capital monitoring – have been applied over time in different 

settings. Research carried out previously as in [6] and [7], 

state that there is a strong link between intellectual capital 

and innovation capability of the enterprises, which is in line 

with the approach presented in this paper, but it doesn’t take 

into account the maturing dimension of knowledge, applied 

to govern the innovation indicators.  

As mentioned previously, before aligning the available 

intellectual capital with the innovation potential of the 

company, the first step is structuring of accessible 

knowledge. This is done by managing the Knowledge Space, 

which is defined as the currently available knowledge 

concerning a specific domain or part thereof in a specific 

timeframe (see [8] for more details on Knowledge Space). It 

is used to model the so-called Knowledge Maturing 

Scorecard method, which can be used to measure the 

intellectual capital of the enterprise (for details and an 

example of such a knowledge scorecard without maturing 

dimension see [9]). In a next step, Knowledge Maturing 

Indicators are defined in order to provide an overview of the 

enterprise wide innovation capability. Knowledge Maturing 

Indicators provide information concerned with changes in 

the intellectual capital – from knowledge perspective.  

This approach is described in this paper as follows: In the 

following section II, we introduce the Knowledge Maturing 

Scorecard method as a conceptual method to monitor, assess, 

visualize and manage innovation potential in a company. It is 

based on the specification of Performance Indicators for 

Knowledge Maturing, which can be used as indicators for 

innovation potential. In section III, we present a Knowledge 

Maturing Scorecard model: We describe the model-driven 

approach to designing the KMS and propose a formalization 

of the KMS method. A brief outline of the realization 

approach is given, presenting the web-based runtime 

environment. Finally, section IV concludes the paper and 

gives an outlook to future work. The research presented in 

this paper has been carried out as part of the EU-projects 

MATURE [27] and BIVEE [25]. 

II.  THE KNOWLEDGE MATURING SCORECARD METHOD 

This section introduces the concept of knowledge maturing 

and the Knowledge Maturing Scorecard method. We 

propose to use indicators for knowledge maturing to 

measure, monitor and manage the innovation potential in an 

organization.  

A. Knowledge Maturing as Indicator for Innovation 

As outlined in the introductory section, agility is today a 

critical success factor for competitiveness of companies in a 

rapidly changing environment. One characteristic of  agility 

is the amount of innovation generated in a company.  In the 

scope of this paper we focus on innovation generated 

through positive changes in the knowledge recourses that are 

available in a company. More specifically, we focus on 

knowledge maturing and its management.  

Here, the term knowledge maturing is understood as a 

generalization of term learning: “The knowledge maturing 

process [33] is distinguished from mere learning by the fact 

that it regards individual and organizational knowledge 

development as directed, i.e., derived from and coordinated 

with respect to an organizational context” [28, p.29]. While 

learning addresses only changes in the personal knowledge 

of individuals, knowledge maturing additionally addresses 

the social dimension of knowledge and its change: When 

individual learning processes are interlinked by social 

interaction, e.g., in an organizational context, the resulting 

social knowledge is more than the sum of the individual 

knowledge of the participants. E.g., “in a meeting in which 

experts of different domains come together, each of them 

usually brings in arguments (from her specific perspective) 

that often directly respond to previous arguments of other 

experts from other domains [29]. The result of such 

communication is a chain of arguments that enriches the 

knowledge of the group, and results in a qualitatively new 

aggregate of knowledge” [30, p.39]. 

 The present paper is based on the assumption that 

knowledge maturing in an organization is a precondition for 

innovation. Within the MATURE project, indicators for 

knowledge maturing have been identified, and we propose to 

use them as indicators for the innovation potential in a 

company. 

Knowledge maturing is a generic concept that can have 

different meanings in different scenarios. For example, in 

one scenario the relevant knowledge may comprise operative 

process knowledge, and the maturing of this knowledge may 

be required to execute production processes more efficiently; 

in a different scenario, the relevant knowledge may comprise 

the business knowledge of a specific role in the knowledge 

process such as the role of a department manager, and 

knowledge maturing may be required to allow for timely 

reactions to market changes.  

In the project MATURE [27] knowledge maturing has 

been described as a process that can be characterized by the 

Knowledge Maturing Phase Model (cf. [20]). Its phases 

comprise (1) Expressing Ideas and Appropriating Ideas, (2) 

Distributing in Communities, (3) Formalizing, (4) Ad-Hoc 

Training/Piloting, (5) Formal training/Institutionalizing and 

Standardizing. In each of the phases, Knowledge Maturing 

Indicators (KMIs) can be identified that make the process of 

knowledge maturing visible [20]. Since knowledge maturing 

is a generic concept, KMIs are generic as well. They must be 
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concretized for each specific Knowledge Space that 

represents the relevant knowledge in the company, 

department or project in question. An example of a KMI is 

“A group of individuals meets certain quality criteria for 

collaboration”. For the CC IM instantiation, the KMI has 

been concretized by “a high percentage of CC IM employees 

feel that they work in a cooperative environment”. The fact 

was determined by a survey among employees.  

The following subsection introduces the basic principles 

of the Knowledge Maturing Scorecard as a conceptual tool 

for monitoring and managing knowledge maturing in a 

concrete Knowledge Space. Here, performance in knowledge 

maturing is measured using Knowledge Maturing Scorecard 

Indicators (KMSIs), which are concretizations of KMIs.    

B. Basic principles of the Knowledge Maturing Scorecard 

In 1996, Kaplan & Norton introduced the now well-

known Balanced Scorecard as a conceptual tool for 

performance measurement in organizations. The application 

of the Balanced Scorecard to Human Recourses departments 

and, in particular, to training departments led to the 

development of the so called learning or training 

scorecard[31]. In a master thesis by [32], and subsequently 

as part of the MATURE project, the learning scorecard 

concept has been developed further to include not only 

maturing of individual knowledge (i.e., learning), but also 

maturing of social knowledge. The result of the efforts is 

called the Knowledge Maturing Scorecard (KMS). 

Similar to the Balanced Scorecard, the Knowledge Maturing 

Scorecard differs from other scoring methods in that it not 

only considers financial performance measures but includes 

also non-financial measures that are considered relevant for 

business success. It includes a design approach that 

comprises guidelines, hints, and possible pitfalls to facilitate 

the choice of performance measures for knowledge maturing. 

Here, knowledge maturing performance measures that are 

relevant for business success are determined by considering 

different perspectives on an enterprise, department or 

project, such as a financial perspective or a customer 

perspective. For each perspective strategic goals are 

determined, and for each strategic goal at least one 

performance measure is specified. Each measured value is 

compared to a target value, and both together constitute a 

Knowledge Maturing Scorecard Indicator (KMSI) for the 

strategic goal in question. Strategic goals of different 

perspectives often influence each other, and these influences 

are explicitly represented as cause-effect relationships 

between goals, e.g., in the form of a graphical diagram. From 

the indicators and the mutual influences of the strategic 

goals, a report is compiled that provides a summary of the 

KMSI performances for the intended audiences of the KMS- 

this is usually the management board of a company or 

department. It is an important aspect of the Balanced 

Scorecard and of the Knowledge Maturing Scorecard that 

they provide a method for determining what is considered 

the most relevant information for the intended audiences and 

for communicating this information to them in the form of an 

easily understandable summary report. Different variations 

of the Knowledge Maturing and Balanced Scorecard 

approach mainly differ in the specification of what is 

considered relevant information, and in the way to determine 

it. The summary report is often provided in the form of a 

written report or in the form of a graphical cockpit. The 

graphical cockpit has the advantage that it not only allows 

for monitoring the values of single KMSIs and the summary 

representation, but that it also allows for adapting the design 

of the scorecards to changing business requirements. I.e., 

perspectives, goals, KMSIs and target values can be changed 

interactively, facilitating the management of performance 

goals. The main difference between the Balanced Scorecard 

method and the KMS method is that the Balanced Scorecard 

is a generic method, while the KMS is specifically tailored to 

capture knowledge maturing goals.  

C. Perspectives, Goals an KMSIs 

The set of standard perspectives that is provided by the 

design approach of the KMS is tailored to capture 

knowledge maturing goals. It comprises (1) an Enterprise 

perspective, (2) a Topics perspective, (3) a People 

perspective, (4) a Maturing Processes perspective, and (5) a 

Maturing Innovation perspective. Here, the Enterprise 

perspective comprises knowledge maturing goals that 

directly add business value for the enterprise. It captures the 

company’s visions and overall strategic goals with respect to 

knowledge maturing. For example, the CC IM is part of the 

FHNW, and the Enterprise perspective of the CC IM KMS 

comprises strategic goals of the FHNW that directly add 

business value, such as “offering degree study programs”. In 

contrast to that, the Topics perspective specifically considers 

knowledge maturing goals, which address topics that are 

relevant in a company. E.g., for the CC IM, it is essential to 

ensure that the topics in teaching are state of the art. The 

People perspective involves opinions, motivations, 

backgrounds and skills of people who are involved with the 

company. E.g., for the case of the CC IM, it is desirable that 

professors have a good reputation within their respective 

scientific communities. The Maturing Processes perspective 

focuses on processes that support knowledge maturing, such 

as internal training programs. In the CC IM, for example, 

this perspective includes services that foster a cooperative 

environment such as the maintenance of a wiki for sharing 

experiences on certain issues. Finally the Maturing 

Innovation perspective targets possible improvements of 

existing knowledge maturing processes. An example from 

CC IM is the staff exchange program, which allows 

employees to become acquainted with, e.g., collaboration 

initiatives of other institutions, which they can adapt and 

apply to the CC IM environment.  

The idea behind the introduction of different perspectives 

is that monetary aspects alone are usually not sufficient to 

adequately describe and assess the relevant performance 

goals of a company, department or process. Especially in 

large companies, a diversity of factors contribute to the 

overall business success, and many of these factors do not 

directly create added business value, but contribute only 
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indirectly to business success. This is particularly true for the 

domain of knowledge maturing. As an example, consider 

again the case of the CC IM introduced in the introductory 

section. Here, a cooperative environment among researchers 

strongly improves and accelerates the competence 

development of each involved individual, and helps them to 

keep their knowledge and teaching state of art. As a 

consequence, courses in the bachelor and master programs, 

as well as in the continuing education programs, are 

improved, which leads to   a higher reputation of the FHNW 

as an educational institution. This eventually results in a 

higher number of students per semester and creates added 

business value for the FHNW via increased revenue from 

tuition fees.  

In the above example, “facilitating a cooperative 

environment in the CC IM” is a performance goal that does 

not directly create added business value for the FHNW, but 

still is a crucial factor for business success.  From a purely 

financial perspective, it is hard to identify that it is a relevant 

performance goal and, conversely, performance with respect 

to this goal cannot be measured in terms of financial KMSIs. 

In the CC IM KMS, “facilitating a cooperative environment 

in the CC IM” has been identified as a strategic goal in the 

People perspective: The People perspective includes in 

particular the opinions, motivations, backgrounds and skills 

of CC IM employees, and from this point of view, a 

cooperative environment is clearly beneficial and can easily 

be identified as a strategic goal. Once the goal has been 

identified, an appropriate KMSI can be determined. In CC 

IM KMS, “percentage of employees who are satisfied with 

the cooperativeness in their professional environment 

(determined by survey)” has been established as an 

appropriate measure for the goal. A survey among the 

employees is used to determine its value, and the target value 

has been set to 100%.  

D.  Linking Knowledge Maturing to Business Value 

 One major difference between the Balanced Scorecard 

method and the KMS method is that in the Balanced 

Scorecard method all perspectives are equally important, 

while the KMS method distinguishes one perspectives from 

all others: The Enterprise perspective of the KMS differs 

from the other perspectives in three points: (1) It addresses 

the overall strategic goals of the entire enterprise, while the 

other perspectives consider specific aspects of the enterprise. 

(2) The Enterprise perspective targets knowledge maturing 

goals that directly create added business, while the goals in 

the other perspectives often cannot be assessed in terms of 

financial indicators. (3) While other perspectives can be 

adapted to the requirements of a specific Knowledge Space, 

the Enterprise perspective is required to be part of every 

Knowledge Maturing Scorecard and cannot be changed. 

The Enterprise perspective is required to be part of every 

KMS in order to make a connection between knowledge 

maturing and added business value. As discussed in the 

forgoing subsection, the knowledge maturing goals in 

different perspectives of the KMS are connected by cause-

effect relations that indicate their mutual influences. If a 

knowledge maturing goal can be connected to a goal of the 

Enterprise perspective by a series of cause-effect relations, 

this is called a value chain. Value chains connect knowledge 

maturing with added business value. The proposed design 

approach for KMS requires that every knowledge maturing 

goal must be connected to the Enterprise perspective by a 

value chain. Value chains can easily be identified in the 

graphical representation of the KMS, cf., e.g., figure 1.  

E. The KMS as a Tool for Managing Innovation Potential 

As discussed in subsection II.A, KMSIs are concrete 

instantiations of the more general KMIs and the KMS 

method can be used to measure, monitor and assess 

knowledge maturing within an organization, e.g., via a 

cockpit or summary report. The present paper regards 

organizational knowledge maturing as a precondition for 

innovation, and KMSIs are consequently indicators for the 

innovation potential in a company. As an example, consider 

again the goal “facilitating a cooperative environment in the 

CC IM”, which is measured by the KMSI “percentage of CC 

IM employees who feel that they work in a cooperative 

environment (determined by survey)”.  

 

 

Fig 1. A graphical representation of the CC IM Knowledge Maturing 

Scorecard created with ADOxx®. 

 

If this indicator is high (i.e., close to the target value of 

100%), teamwork and personal competence development is 

facilitated considerably, and this in turn fosters the 
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development of new ideas in research as well as in teaching. 

In other words, the innovation potential is increased. The 

KMS can, consequently, be used to measure, monitor and 

assess innovation potential. Due to the interactive character 

of the KMS, it can also be used to manage the innovation 

potential in a company: The indicator values are updated 

regularly and the design approach of the KMS allows the 

management to continually adapt the KMS design to 

changing requirements. In section III of this paper, we 

present a web-based realization of the KMS model that 

facilitates this task by providing an interactive cockpit. The 

KMS in particular facilitates managerial guidance with 

respect to the innovation potential in company: The cause-

effect relations between goals of the different perspectives 

link innovation potential with business value and help 

identifying gaps in the value chains.  

III. THE KNOWLEDGE MATURING SCORECARD MODEL 

In the following subsections the Knowledge Maturing 

Scorecard model is described, by (1) describing the 

knowledge method used to design the Knowledge Space, (2) 

extending this through applying a hybrid modeling approach 

to incorporate concepts from balance scorecard method, (3) 

formalizing the “hybrid” KMS and (4) presenting the web 

based realization of the KMS. 

A. Knowledge Spaces: A Meta-Modeling Approach 

As outlined in the previous section, the first step towards 

defining knowledge based approach to modeling the 

innovation potential in an organization is the identification of 

relevant knowledge resources. The knowledge resources 

must be structured, and the structure can be used to design a 

so-called Knowledge Space.  In [8], Karagiannis and 

Woitsch define a knowledge space as the currently available 

knowledge concerning a specific domain or part thereof in a 

specific timeframe. It comprises four dimensions: (1) The 

Form dimension specifies the syntax and semantic used for 

describing the knowledge resources. Examples are human 

expert statements in natural language, text documents, 

models, program code, mathematical formula or statistics. 

(2) The Content dimension defines the actual domain of the 

Knowledge Space (or a part of it). Examples are military 

knowledge (as, e.g., used in [9]) or e-Government 

knowledge (as used in [5]). (3) The Interpretation dimension 

specifies how the Knowledge Space is interpreted. E.g., in 

Knowledge Engineering the focus may lie on machine based 

interpretations, while in Knowledge Management, a human 

based interpretation may be favored. Finally, (4) the Use 

dimension, defines how the Knowledge Space is used, e.g., 

for model processing (e.g. in the sense of KMS using model 

analysis to define the granularity level of the defined 

indicators).  The process of designing the Knowledge Space 

is carried out by applying a specific knowledge management 

method, cf., e.g., [10, 12, 13]. The present paper uses the 

knowledge management method PROMOTE [12]. 

PROMOTE is based on the generic modeling framework 

proposed in [11], which allows for incorporating the 

Balanced Scorecard approach, cf. [14, 15, 16]. In general, 

the choice of a knowledge management method strongly 

depends on the environment and on the involved 

stakeholders (i.e., on the users of the Knowledge Space). 

Since the Knowledge Maturing Scorecard is a generic tool 

that should be independent of the specific environment and 

stakeholders, it is necessary to choose a knowledge 

management method that allows for a wide range of 

modeling types, and thus for flexibility in the definition  of 

the Knowledge Space. More formal methods in general have 

the advantage that the represented Knowledge Space is more 

easily “processable”. Yet, they also have the disadvantage 

that they require involvement of knowledge engineers (cf., 

e.g., [10]) and are often not well accepted by the actual 

bearers of the knowledge – the domain experts, who are 

more comfortable with tools and notations they use in their 

everyday business. Acceptance among domain experts is of 

crucial importance for the success of the Knowledge 

Maturing Scorecard: As described in subsection II.E, the 

Knowledge Maturing Scorecard is not only a tool for 

assessing and managing innovation in a company, but also a 

tool for communicating the innovation goals of a company 

among the involved parties (e.g., different departments of a 

company). 

  Following PROMOTE, different model types can be 

used to design the Knowledge Space. These are:  (1) 

Business-Oriented models like Business Process models and 

Working Environment to enable a tight coupling with 

business process management approaches; (2) The 

Knowledge Management related models start with the 

description of the Knowledge Product model, where 

typically a Knowledge Product Fact Sheet is generated; (3) 

The Knowledge Management Process models as well as the 

Knowledge (Skill) Environment model describe the 

processes and the required roles and skill-profiles that are 

necessary, when producing the knowledge product; (4)The 

Knowledge Structure is a concept map that is used to classify 

resources, to list skills and to specify domains; (5) The 

Knowledge Resource related models like the Knowledge 

Tool and the Knowledge Resource models define access 

coordinates such as links, tool parameters and the like to 

properly access the knowledge infrastructure. 

These model types each have a special focus and are used 

according to the specific scenario at hand. To enable a 

simple navigation, additional overview models are provided:  

(1) the Process Map allows for an overview over all 

processes; (2) the Team Map lists all worker, roles and skill 

profiles and enables an overview over all key-players; (3) the 

Knowledge Landscape is an overview across all models, i.e., 

it provides an overview over the full knowledge management 

system. This model type is used to structure and classify the 

existing knowledge management infrastructure and to 

indicate extensions. For a more detailed description of the 
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model types of PROMOTE, as well as the PROMOTE 

modeling procedures and sample scenarios see [18].  

In the following subsection we describe how PROMOTE 

has been used to create a model of the Knowledge Maturing 

Scorecard. The model was realized using the modeling 

method specification framework proposed in [16] and the 

meta-modeling platform ADOxx
®
 [17]. 

B. Designing the KMS  

In the forgoing subsection, we outlined the modeling 

approach, and its model types. We used model types to 

model the KMS method. The Knowledge Resource model 

was for example used to identify and classify knowledge 

resources that are directly connected with indicators defined 

in the Knowledge Maturing Scorecard and Knowledge 

Management process model is used to define the processes 

carrying out the innovation creation.  Applying the 

knowledge management approach as described in this 

chapter results in a fully functional instance of the 

Knowledge Space. This instance is declared as so-called 

static Knowledge Space and can be extended for example by 

multi-agents (as applied in eHealthMonitor Project [19]) to 

realize dynamic Knowledge Spaces that can be extended on 

demand based on the current requirements imposed by the 

stakeholders (users of the Knowledge Space). 

Some scenarios, including the KMS, require application of 

different modeling methods. In order to create such 

amalgamated modeling methods covering the requirements it 

is important to keep in mind that such models will be 

processed using previously existing mechanisms and 

algorithms. To ensure this processability, the modeling 

languages that are applied have to be specified using the 

generic modeling method specification framework – as 

proposed in [16]. Since the KMS is a means of 

communication between different stakeholders (e.g., 

different departments in a company and the management 

board), it is of vital importance for the success of the KMS 

model that different languages are supported and can be 

amalgamated within one KMS model. The generic modeling 

method specification framework [16] defines three modeling 

method elements: (1) The Modeling Language, which 

comprises notation, syntax and semantics; (2) the Modeling 

Procedure, which is usually a text document that defines the 

different steps of modeling and specifies the overall aim of 

the model-based approach by introducing the expected 

modeling results; (3) The Mechanism and Algorithms, which 

are used for enabling the model language and model 

processing. They can be implemented in a generic way (i.e., 

they are implemented for all modeling languages available in 

a modeling framework), language specific (i.e., they are 

implemented just for a specific modeling language) or hybrid 

(i.e., a combination of specific and generic). Both 

PROMOTE as well as Balance Scorecard methods have 

been developed following the proposed specification 

framework, thus their incorporation in the KMS was a 

straightforward task.   

C. A Formalization of the KMS 

In order to implement the realization of the KMS model 

with the ADOxx
®
 platform, it was necessary to provide a 

formal representation of its components. In the following, we 

briefly sketch the formalization we used. Due to the limited 

space in this paper only the main idea is presented, omitting 

less important detail. We denote by Pi  the perspectives of a 

KMS. Here, i=1,,.,n, and n is the number of perspectives 

used to model a specific Knowledge Space. Gij denotes the 

Goals in the perspective Pi, where j=1,…,m, and m is the 

number of goals in Pi. Iijk=(vijk ,tijk) denotes the KMSIs that 

are associated with the goal Gij. It is an ordered pair of 

values, comprising the measured value vijk and the target 

value tijk. Here, k=1,…,u, and u is the number of KMSIs 

attached to Gij.  A concrete instance KMS of a KMS can be 

represented as follows:  
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The proposed implementation of the KMS model includes 

the automatic generation of a summary report, which is 

visualized in the form of a graphical cockpit. Here, every 

KMSI, goal and perspective of the KMS is assigned a 

discrete status, which assumes one of the values green, 

yellow or red. The status green is used to indicate that the 

current performance with regard knowledge maturing meets 

the expectations of the designers of the KMS; the status 

yellow is used to indicate that the current performance is 

acceptable, but needs improvement. Finally, the status red 

indicates that the current performance is not acceptable. 

The status ( )
ijk

S I  of a KMSI Iijk=(vijk ,tijk) is derived from the 

measured value vijk and the target value tijk. In order to allow 

for algebraic manipulation of status values, we express every 

status by a numerical value: green is represented by 1, 

yellow is represented by 2/3, and red is represented by 1/3. 

We calculate the status of a KMI as follows: 
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Here, 
1 2

[0, ),
ijk ijk

T T ∈ ∞ , 
21

ijkijkT T≤ , are threshold values that 

must be assigned to each of the KMSIs Iijk during the design 

process of the KMS. They specify how the absolute distance 

│vijk - tijk│ of the measured value vijk to the target value tijk is 

mapped to a status value. For example, the status 1 (green) 

indicates that the measured performance value vijk differs not 
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more than 
1

ijk
T  from the target value vijk. Using the absolute 

distance allows for different “reading directions”: The target 

value may be approached from top-down, from bottom-up or 

from both sides. The status ( )
ij

S G of a performance goal Gij 

is calculated as a weighted arithmetic sum of the KMSIs that 

are attached to Gij: 
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Here, [0,1]
ijk

W ∈  are weights that are accessible from the 

cockpit and allow the users of the KMS to fine tune how the 

status of a goal is influenced by the single KMSIs attached to 

it. The status ( )
i

S P  of a perspective Pi is calculated from the 

statuses of the goals that are associated with Pi: 
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Finally, the overall status of the KMS is calculated from the 

statuses of all perspectives: 
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In order to visualize the numerical statuses ( )
ij

S G , ( )
i

S P   

and ( )S KMS  in a cockpit, threshold values must be assigned 

to each of the 
ij

G , 
i

P  and KMS . 

D.  A Web based realization of KMS 

The realization of the KMS through the model-driven 

approach described above produces first the model input file 

(as shown in Fig 1.). The model input file describes the 

Perspectives, Strategic Goals, and Knowledge Maturing 

Scorecard Indicators that are, in a subsequent step, 

introduced to the web based environment (as in Fig 2.) for 

further management and usage. It has to be mentioned that a 

realization of the KMS model can also be produced using 

only the web based management tools depicted in Fig 2.   

 

Fig 2. Knowledge Maturing Scorecard Web Based Environment  

Yet, the domain experts who design the KMS 

instantiations and afterwards use the system have in most 

cases opted for more visual generation using the graphical 

models. After the design of the KMS instantiation (moving 

from general concept toward exact goals and set of 

applicable knowledge maturing indicators), either using the 

graphical modeling in rich client or web based components, 

the next step is continuous updating of the defined criterions 

for each strategic goal of the perspectives.  

For this purpose a web based management component has 

been developed in order to allow both (1) manual update of 

the indicator values, as well as (2) periodical automatic 

update using web service interfaces. Fig. 2 provides an 

overview of the web based components used to manage the 

deployed Knowledge Maturing Scorecard instantiation. As 

outlined in previous section one of the goals of utilizing such 

a system is “...It is a communication means, making the 

strategy of the enterprise transparent and thus improving its 

achievement…”. This requirement is tackled by the 

Knowledge Maturing Scorecard cockpit which provides a 

transparent and easy way of displaying the current status of 

all enterprise perspectives (and corresponding, strategic 

goals, and indicators) and allows application of corrective 

measures (if applicable) to achieve the overall goal – 

successfully managing enterprise goals responsible for 

innovation.  Knowledge maturing Scorecard is realized using 

a SOA based approach. All components presented in this 

paper can be accessed and used online (web browser) and 

they offer integration API’s using standardized web service 

interface. Web service interfaces are important as in the 

BIVEE project [25] the KMS is used to measure the 

innovation potentials of interconnected Virtual 

Organizations as part of the innovation Mission Control 

Room (see [24] for details).    

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper provided an overview of how knowledge 

maturing can be applied to manage the innovation potential 

of an enterprise through application of a web-based 

Knowledge Maturing Scorecard. We introduced the KMS 

method and argued that it can be used as a conceptual tool 

for monitoring, assessing and managing innovation potential 

in a company. We then introduced a model-based approach 

for the design of a KMS model. As a basis for the approach, 

the concept of Knowledge Space was introduced. We 

provided a formalization of the KMS method and outlined its 

realization as a web-based management component.  This 

setting has been applied in different scenarios ranging from 

creating KMS for a University department – as described in 

this paper – to evaluating the innovation potential of a large 

mobile provider as well as analyzing and tracking innovation 

of a Spanish e-Learning provider. Based on observations of 

these pilots and further research work we have identified 

points that are currently being addressed in two research 

projects, namely current focus is on (1) dynamic aspects of 
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the Knowledge Space used as base for design of the KMS – 

employing multiagent systems to enable decision support on 

innovation based goals – as in [19] and (2) extending the 

innovation management capabilities of the system by 

connecting it to the Mission Control Room (MCR) platform. 

The MCR is developed in the BIVEE Project, and serves 

goal to better address direct changes in the innovation 

management based on the “live” results from the application 

field (see [24] for details on MCR and [25] for details on the 

project). 
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Abstract—Increasing  complexity  in  the  business  world 
causes changes in the concept of value creation, measures for 
success  and  sustainability.  More  attention  is  given  to  the 
critical human resources for reducing the risks of managerial 
decisions. The right knowledge worker in the right place is not 
anymore just accumulating, sharing and using the knowledge. 
As  the  technology  evolves  and  the  ecological  risks  increase 
critical role integrates the individual and collaborative skills to 
learn  and  innovate  by  converting  the  social  network 
connections and feedbacks into value. This study analyses the 
skills  and expectations  of  these  critical  roles  and proposes  a 
discussion on success  measures of  the Knowledge Cultivator. 
The  suggested  frameworks  will  facilitate  evaluating  the 
performance of Knowledge Cultivator.  This new vision will be 
beneficial  for  managers,  human  resource  experts,  and 
educators. 

Index  Terms—Knowledge  Worker,  Knowledge  Manage-
ment,  Knowledge Cultivator,  Innovation Ecosystems,  Corpo-
rate Social Responsibility

I. INTRODUCTION

EW economic  definitions  include  sustainability  of 

created  value  based  on  financial,  knowledge  and 

ecological  resources.   Politicians, CEOs and Managers are 

warned  to  have  new  mechanisms  to  institutionalise 

organisational systems and are invited to be rational on the 

critical  resources  rather  than  following  the  footprints  of 

brand owners [1]. Economists suggest solutions by focusing 

on systems innovations instead of  technology and product 

innovations  [2].  Attention  is  drawn  to  knowledge  risk 

management,  criteria  of  which  are  related  to  positioning, 

performance  measuring  of  the  knowledge  workforce  and 

focusing on knowledge management activities [3]. The need 

for  integrating  the  worker  participation  and  the 

organisational performance is replacing the separate human 

resource performance studies [4]. 

N

Wider range of skills is to be recognized and supported 

for knowledge workers in new business models. The impact 

of intellectual quality is to be enhanced  [5];  person-to-per-

son skills or soft skills are to be developed [6]. Individual 

knowledge facilitators are to be motivated and retained in 

order to achieve effective collaboration [7].  As an impact of 

all these improvements,  not only individuals will be more 

innovative but the entire system within a company, within a 

city, a region or nation as Helbrecht [8] has stated. Hence, as 

main organisational  asset  that  create a sustainable compe-

tence [9],  the knowledge workforce is to be accepted and 

managed as Knowledge Cultivators [10].

This  paper  aims to  propose  a conceptual  framework  to 

start a discussion on measures of expectations for the knowl-

edge cultivator.  The framework considers the skills and a 

capacity to innovate for the knowledge cultivator who will 

be  evaluated  in  accordance  with  the  internal  and  external 

strategies of the company where he/she works.  

his  paper  is  so  organized  that  the  next  section  will 

define  the  skills  and  drivers.   The  third  chapter  will 

present  the proposed framework.  Final  section will  be the 

conclusion and suggestions for further studies.

T

II. BACKGROUND

A. Definition of Knowledge Worker and Knowledge 
Cultivator

The  term  Knowledge  Worker  was  first  used  by  Peter 

Drucker in his 1959 book, Landmarks of Tomorrow to iden-

tify the workers in the information technology fields. Today, 

anyone who works for a living at the tasks of developing or 

using knowledge is named to be a knowledge worker. Dav-

enport has summarised the background and the operations of 

the post: “Knowledge workers have high degrees of exper-

tise,  education  or  experience,  and  the  primary purpose  of 

their jobs involves the creation, distribution or application of 

knowledge.  One third to two thirds of any company work-

force is included in this definition” [11]. This definition in-

cludes several tasks  and services in addition to transforma-

tion  and  commerce  of  data,  information  and  knowledge. 

Hence, a knowledge worker is a participant of the knowl-

edge economy where intangible products are as important as 

the tangible objects with raw material and physical goods.

Three  years  before  Drucker’s  book  was  published 

artificial  intelligence  (AI)  was  founded  [12].  AI  has 

influenced  the  way  of  using  the  human  and  nature 

intelligence  by  empowering  the  devices  like 

microprocessors,  robots,  smart  phones,  game console  and 

web.  Hence, to create, produce and disseminate intangibles, 

knowledge workers are expected to have the skills to absorb 

and use the knowledge. Greene [13] adds characteristics like 

high cognitive power and abstract  reasoning.  Gurteen [14] 
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mentions the self-motivated features. Therefore, knowledge 

skills are to include the ability to work in symbiosis with an 

intelligent assistant (computer),  the art  to choose the right 

technology  to  solve  problems  using  mental  flexibility, 

individual  and  collective  knowledge,  experiences  and 

intelligences. 

They are to become  Knowledge Cultivators, able to de-

fine their own visions of the future,  the right goals at the 

right place and time in order  to innovate in collaboration. 

They are also expected to share feedback from experience, 

to transfer the social network connections into values, and to 

think without borders (between domains). Knowledge Culti-

vators are expected to solve difficult problems. They use the 

technological tools effectively to design solutions. They use 

the knowledge support to take decisions. Furthermore they 

are to be smart, creative, productive, efficient and effective 

to prove to be assets but not costs for the business and soci-

ety. 

B. Expectations at Operational Level

Knowledge workers including engineers and medical doc-

tors will start the work life at the operational level  where 

they are  expected  to  accomplish efficient  knowledge  pro-

cesses in addition to professional performance. Knowledge-

intensive and task-based environments such as research lab-

oratories,  consulting firms and high education workers are 

expected to fully reuse the knowledge assets in process of 

achieving the goals of business tasks [15].

First  knowledge  operation,  Knowledge  Acquisition is 

gaining new knowledge from either inside or outside the or-

ganisation. It includes addition of new knowledge to the ex-

isting one by making the accumulated knowledge accessible. 

In  any organisation, the challenge is to accept that not all 

knowledge is in a form to be readily shared, diffused, or im-

plemented [16]. Second operation, Knowledge Development 

is the effective use of the knowledge accumulated in order to 

increase  the  organisational  competence.  This  is  a  process 

that depends on workers’ readiness to use and share individ-

ual  knowledge.  Creating  knowledge  repositories  through 

collaboration of different teams will allow improvements in 

using the existing knowledge [17]. Third and last operation, 

Knowledge  Dissemination  includes  knowledge  sharing, 

knowledge  diffusion  and  knowledge  marketing.  It  is  the 

process that changes a lot when the workers change [18]. Ef-

fective knowledge sharing is not only dependent on the skill 

of knowledge workers; but it requires cultural change, new 

management practices and investment in network technolo-

gies. Knowledge workers however are expected to be well 

equipped with the appropriate cultural values to facilitate the 

exploitation of knowledge in line with the business objec-

tives [19]. 

C. Expectations at Team Level

Knowledge  work  is  typically  project  based  defined  by 

memos, contracts or agreements for different activities. An 

engineer works in a team to develop a new product; a chirur-

gical doctor works with a team in each surgery; an informa-

tion technology expert works in software, hardware or net-

work projects. Knowledge workers are to be leaders as well 

as team workers simultaneously. That is why they have to be 

evaluated  process  specific,  team  based  and  firm  spe-

cific [20]. 

Knowledge teams are expected to be structured with defi-

nite  purposes  within  the  organisation’s  business  mission 

[21]. To make teams perform well, cross-functional interac-

tions, communities of practice, communication evolution are 

to be realized while group performance appraisal and incen-

tive programs are to be activated [22]. The performance of 

knowledge teams are measured in the team and among the 

teams of different projects [23]. 

D. Expectations at Organizational Level

Liebowitz [24] stated that an organisation's accumulated 

value is found in the intellect, knowledge, and experience of 

its workforce. Firm specific power is the essential basis for 

sustainable competitive advantage. Required organisational 

synergy is created if  financial  and knowledge investments 

are combined [25]. In order to maximize the value of com-

bined resources the work force of the collaborators should 

have qualities above average [26].

The  innovation  process  that  is  unavoidable  for  today’s 

industries, need knowledge collaboration of the work force 

in  initiation,  development  and  implementation  phases. 

Making  knowledge  workers  collaborators  in  the  work 

environment will benefit entire organisation. Green [27] has 

enlightened the organisational studies by giving a broad list 

of  employee  based  factors  influential  on  performance. 

Green’s  work  specifies  both  features  of  employees 

(competencies,  education,  experience,  relationship, 

productivity, profitability) and organisational drivers for the 

workers  (assignment,  retaining  position,  motivation, 

training,  and  turnover)  among  the  intellectual  factors.  A 

range of technology applications are used for investigations, 

collaborations  and  communications  to  develop  the 

organisational learning. It is integrated with the knowledge 

processes,  but  to  be  articulated  in  terms  of  the  business 

needs  and  to  be  designed  as  embedded  with  business 

performance.  The  effect  of  employees  on  business 

collaboration is studied by different authors [28][29] [30].

E. Expectations at Inter-Organizational Level

Strategic alliances in the global supply chains are focused 

on knowledge based collaborations. Business models are de-

signed to emphasize personal interactions that bind compa-

nies in the same industry and other industries together. Inter-

actions in terms of information creation, knowledge improv-

ing and knowledge feed are defined and simplified in the 

knowledge map model of Arthur et al. [31].  Comprehensive 

and flexible strategies are to be developed to create learning 

and sharing culture in the value chain [3][30]. Virtual teams 

of knowledge workers play an important role in trust build-

ing.  This  important  role  requires  the  abilities  of  critical 

thinking, ethical problem solving, stakeholder analysis, and 

comprehensive expression [32]. 

Although multinational companies play the key role to ac-

cumulate an immense volume of knowledge, there is more 

need to expand specialised knowledge customised to the re-

gion or industry. That is why independent knowledge work-
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ers will have a growing importance for the performance of 

the value chains even in agricultural industries [33]. Small 

and  medium  size  companies  are  also  in  search  for  the 

knowledge workers in order to establish the innovative col-

laboration [34].

III. KNOWLEDGE CULTIVATOR DYNAMICS

Organisational effectiveness of the knowledge workforce 

is to be managed to increase the firm performance mainly in 

the supply chain. As Ramachandran [35] suggests technol-

ogy  diffusion  in  the  information  society,  improving  the 

knowledge usage to feed into a knowledge society and cul-

ture development are the key impacts in the supply chain. In  

order to realize these impacts,  a new mindset is enabled by 

pro-active strategies and enabling human knowledge cultiva-

tors in the chain as an investment. Moreover externalisation 

of the collaborative knowledge worker has to contribute for 

the society as well as the value chain [36] and all contexts 

he/she is a part of [37].

Unlike the collaborators in the value chain, independent 

knowledge  cultivators  should  accept  themselves  as 

connectors.  If  the  innovation  cycle  is  to  be  managed 

effectively there exists a new challenge for  managers  and 

leaders as to take greater risks with the new skill set [38]. In 

parallel to the growth of network business and value chains, 

relational skills have become as important as the rest. Gao 

[39] says knowledge for innovation in products,  processes 

and  systems  is  more  important  than  general  scientific 

knowledge.  This  definition  gives  a  general  idea  about 

focused  education  requirement  for  any  knowledge 

cultivator.  

As knowledge is mobilized, the cost  benefit  analysis  of 

social  ties  is  given  a  growing  importance.  A  knowledge 

worker takes responsibility of tasks which consists of rela-

tion with all the stake holders,  with an influence on other 

employees and peers, on customers, on competitors and on 

partners [27]. It is business critical to balance the economic 

values  created  and  to  strengthen  the  social  network  [40]. 

Hence  knowledge cultivator is expected to be adaptable to 

any time, any place and any team therefore adoptive.  

Knowledge Cultivator is highly  motivated to attract and 

influence the others with his/her creative, innovative capaci-

ties,  learning  in the same time from others.  He/she  is ex-

pected to be creative, inventive and intuitive producing ideas 

individually and collectively besides answering the existing 

needs even anticipating them [12]. They are the ones con-

necting the right  people,  ideas  and  organisations  with the 

right decisions. 

[41] defines nineteen features  among which we can see 

learning in all situations,  by sharing, without geographical 

limitation. Curiosity for the new technologies and systems 

allows  him to experiment.  Moreover,  he/she  takes  advan-

tages from the failure. These could be classified as learning.

IV. FRAMEWORK EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF A 

KNOWLEDGE CULTIVATOR

Prepare Knowledge worker is always defined to be highly 

skilled,  but  it  is  not  always  necessary.  However  the 

difficulty  to  define  these  skills  increases  as  the  requests 

grow,  especially  in  the  transition  period  to  Knowledge 

Economy. As stated above the expectations are diverse and 

immense. To avoid the expectations to reach a point that a 

knowledge manager will create a rabbit in an empty hat, the 

uprising  in  performance  measures  should  be  applied.  In 

large  companies  managerial  performance  is  linked  to  the 

business  success  rather  than  individual  performance  as  in 

Toyota  [42].  This  measure  without  any  doubt  includes 

employing the right person for the right  job to ensure the 

organisational competence. 

This study allowed designing a new framework that uses 

the skills of the knowledge worker, to reduce mistakes in en-

gagement,  team  building,  collaboration  and  success  of 

knowledge workers. The skills requested are to be translated 

into the drivers expected from the knowledge cultivator. The 

cultural influences are also to be clustered so that the evalua-

tion can be performed by predicting the societal impact of 

the cultivator.   As it is shown in Figure 2, the framework 

combines drivers and culture but the measures or the tools 

that should be used in measure are not yet defined.  

The  drivers  are  classified  in  five  groups  to  include  all 
expectations from the knowledge cultivators:

Education  and  life-long  learning  ability  will  not  only 
include the scientific education that finalizes with a degree 
but it has to continue with training and the general culture 
which would help in the networking. The most important is 
to learn how to learn and why.

Learning and ability to learn in real time needs to be curious 
and integrate the good or bad feedback from the experience.

Flexibility in adopting the learned knowledge to new states 
and/or cases is a necessity when coping with the agility.

Collaborative  ability is  to  collaborate  with  everybody 
anytime  and  anywhere.  The  power  around  the  cultivator 
should not be a challenger. It is also about mental flexibility.

Motivation will include both self motivation and motivating 
the people to collaborate and valuing them for doing things. 
It has been emphasized before that it can be with creativity, 
intuition and interaction which result in influences. Skills in 
communication and in psychology may help.

Problem solving ability and decision taking is one of the 
most requested skills:

Decision is to be given on time, tool, network and ideas by 
evaluation  and  taking  into  account  all  context  knowledge 
that may influence.  IQ is part of decision success which is 
currently captivated as the imagination quotient.
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Capacity to innovate consists of capabilities to create new 
ideas and propose changes continuously

Environmental  impact is  the  attitude  and  capacity  to 
estimate the impact of activity (using simulators if needed).

These drivers should be evaluated in the specifics of fam-

ily, school, social and company culture.  Besides, social and 

economic impact will be measured as to results obtained by 

the knowledge cultivator.

Knowledge cultivator can be considered as a holon able to 

adapt and influence all context as a part of the holonomy de-

fined from the individual to the society.

Application of the framework proposed in Figure 1 will 

provide the following benefits in any industry without being 

specific to technology people : i) employing the right peo-

ple; ii) ability to determine the salary and the benefits as crit-

ical  people;  iii)  balance  the  performance  measures  in  the 

company; iv) reduce turnover by starting retaining strategies 

and v) facilitate managerial success.

V. CONCLUSION

High-performing enterprises are now building their com-

petitive  strategies  around  data-driven  insights  that  in  turn 

generate impressive business results. The secret weapon is 

defined to be analytics. That is why knowledge cultivators 

are given an increasing value for the improving role in inno-

vation. In a world where knowledge is a quality introduced, 

created and developed by the employees, the right person in 

the right position has more importance. In a tough economy 

of  reducing  work  durations,  income  depends  on  the 

worker’s position relative to the peers in the same knowl-

edge level.

This  study  starts  a  discussion  on  a  new  framework  to 

evaluate the requested abilities and impacts of  the knowl-

edge cultivators. The firm in search for the talent for more 

innovation is to find the right skills and know to keep them 

in the company for a long enough time to benefit. Intellect, 

wisdom and ideas can be converted to economic and com-

petitive values only by the impact of knowledge cultivators. 

Future works will include the validation of the framework 
with  a  variety  of  measures  and  test  application  of  the 
framework in different industries. Ligamen1 tools are some 
trials to be improved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HE Internet has become a motor of development of con-

temporary economy. In more and more cases connec-

tions with the Internet are made with the use of mobile de-

vices, such as a mobile phone. As many as 1.6 million Poles 

use mobile Internet and this number keeps growing [1]. The 

increased importance of mobile devices has resulted in de-

velopment of products dedicated to these devices. The same 

tendency can be observed as regards new application of In-

ternet domains.

T

II. COMMUNICATION IN KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Knowlege has immaterial character that is of strategic im-

portance  to  enterprises.  According  to  I.  Nonaka,  creating 

knowledge  is  a  process  of  interaction  between  explicit 

knowledge and tacit knowledge. These two types of knowl-

edge may transform, which can result in transfer of one type 

of knowledge into the other. The Nonaka model focuses on 

the four ways of converting knowledge (Fig. 1):

• Socialization,

• Externalization, 

• Combination,

• Internalization.

Socialization refers to the process of sharing knowledge 

between individuals. In this phase tacit knowledge is trans-

ferred from the sender to the recipient. Socialization should 

not be perceived as verbalization of instructions (e.g. in writ-

ten form) but rather as common activity, such as being with 

somebody, spending time together, living in the same envi-

ronment.

Externalization  requires  converting  tacit  knowledge  to 

such a form that is comprehended by others, thus transforma-

tion of tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge takes place. 

AT this stage, knowledge is directed from a single sender to 

a group of recipients and the source becomes a member of 

the group. 

Combination is a process of conversion of tacit knowledge 

into tacit but more complex knowledge. The key factors in 

this process are as follows:

• communication,

• spreading process,

• systematization of knowledge.

Internalization is the last, fourth process in the knowledge 

management model proposed by Nonaka. It is conversion of 

created  explicit  knowledge  into  the  organisation's  tacit 

knowledge.  This  stage  requires  identifying knowledge im-

portant to an individual, available within the organisation. 

Permanent interaction taking place on four levels of con-

version of explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge results in 

creation of the so-called spiral of knowledge being the basis 

of creating and reconstructing knowledge in an organisation.

The process of knowledge management in an enterprise 

worked out by G. Probst consists of six parts:

• localization of knowledge,

• acquisition of knowledge,

• development of knowledge,

• sharing knowledge and spreading it,

• making use of knowledge,

• storing knowledge.

The  first  process  is  closely connected  with an  audit  of 

knowledge, aimed to identify the sources of knowledge and 

the places of its presence in an organisation, the one located 

in documents and in minds of particular employees[2]. The 

result  of such an audit  is  a well-prepared  knowledge map 

Fig 1. Interaction between explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge.-
Source:[1].
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presenting the taxonomy and directions of flow of streams of 

knowledge in an organisation. Another method of localizing 

internal  knowledge is address books containing data about 

experts working in the company and their competences.

An enterprise is able to acquire knowledge from external 

sources  by means of cooperating with other  organisations, 

employing new employees, purchasing licences or from in-

ternal sources, e.g. with the use of its own research. 

Development  of  knowledge  in  an  enterprise  may  take 

place  on the  level  of  an  individual  and on the  level  of  a 

group. Then, a team working together every day is able to 

elaborate group behaviours characterised by skills that none 

of the group's members has.  The interaction between the in-

dividual and the group is two-sided: the individual contrib-

utes to the enrichment of the group and the group stimulates 

an individual's development by means of a feedback. In or-

der to include the knowledge of particular members of the 

group  in  the  collective  knowledge  development  process, 

communication, interaction, transparency and integration of 

resources of knowledge must take place. Communication and 

interaction  determine  about  the  possibility  of  confronting 

ideas  and  experiences  between departments;  these  are  the 

factors determining the organisation's collective intelligence. 

The process of sharing and spreading knowledge is of key 

importance in knowledge management. Effective distribution 

of knowledge to persons or organisational units that need it 

at a given time and in a given place is also the most difficult 

challenge that an organisation has to face. A prerequisite is 

the potential user's ability to localize knowledge. Owing to 

its immaterial character, it is often possible to share and dis-

tribute knowledge exclusively through direct contact of two 

or more persons. 

The last but one stage of the knowledge management sys-

tem according to Probst is making use of knowledge. For this 

purpose an enterprise should make the knowledge available 

to the user. In order to do so, systems providing access to 

knowledge must be easy to use, quick, compatible with other 

systems and knowledge should be presented clearly and ex-

plicitly.

The last process is storing knowledge. The best and most 

effective  tool  for  storing  data  is  a  data  base  allowing to 

quickly find required information. Despite complex systems 

for  data  storing  and  exploring,  knowledge  as  immaterial 

goods is usually stored in the employees' minds; therefore 

the best method of storing knowledge is to employ a person 

possessing considerable knowledge.

In both knowledge management models referred to above 

the key factors determining the success of an enterprise are 

as follows:

• communication,

• localization of knowledge.

For effective communication it  is essential to communi-

cate with the recipient, which requires localizing the recipi-

ent in the event of  the sender  initiating the connection or 

identifying the sender when the communication is initiated 

by the recipient.

In the knowledge localization process the knowledge map 

is used, thanks to which it is possible to identify persons pos-

sessing required knowledge.

III. INNOVATIVENESS OF .TEL DOMAINS

Internet domains are one of the basics as regards develop-

ment of the Internet and e-market. The domain name consists 

of several labels separated with dots. On the top of the hier-

archical  domain name system there  are  top level  domains 

(TLD) which include:

• country-code TLD,

• generic TLD.

The first group refers to domain names representing par-

ticular countries, e.g. .pl - Poland, .de - Germany, .ru - Rus-

sia. These domains consist of not more than two characters.

The other group is generic LTD, e.g. .com, .net etc.  The 

number of domains belonging to ggTLD group constantly in-

creases with new names such as .aero, .name, .pro, or .mu-

seum. Below TLD there are secondary level domains - SLD.

What  characterises  .tel  domains  and  distinguishes  them 

from earlier extensions from TLD group is a possibility to 

place contact data directly in DNS system. This solution re-

leases individuals and entities using the domain from a ne-

cessity to possess and maintain a web server with the web-

site.  Moreover,  websites  in .tel  domains are optimised for 

displaying in mobile devices. Telnic Inc., the owner of this 

extension, is responsible for correct functioning of the sys-

tem and security of data.

.tel domains are used for publishing contact data, such as 

phone number, fax number, website address, e-mail address, 

Skype user name or profile name in social network services.

Since  .tel  domains  store  contact  data  directly  on  DNS 

servers, server does not react to a a query about the domain 

like in 'classical' domains to the address of the server of e.g. 

website but sends contact data (Fig. 2).

When the address, e.g. kotwica.tel is entered, the connect-

ing device connects with DNS server administered by Telnic 

(1). DNS server returns information that the domain's owner 

decided to publish. These data are transferred to TelProxy, 

software processing received information to the website in 

case of PCs and text site in case of mobile devices. Detection 

of the type of device connecting with domain kotwica.tel on 

Fig 2. Gaining contact data in .tel domains source: own study
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the basis of user agent allows to optimise the structure of re-

turned information and quick loading of the contents to the 

given device (3).

Contact data presented in a mobile phone allow for direct 

contact with an individual or an enterprise by means of e.g. 

phone  number  published  in  the  form of  a  link,  thanks  to 

which it is not necessary to manually dial the number. Other 

contact data are also published in the form of links, which 

enables  the user  to  connect  the addressee  with the use of 

other devices, such as Skype.

Additionally to using dns records through TLD domains, 

.tel domains also use NAPTR record by integrating it with 

TXT and LOC record.  This allows to publish phone num-

bers  as links and to create  hierarchical  systems. Owing to 

TXT  record,  all  kinds  text  information,  e.g.  names,  sur-

names, key words, e-mail addresses, etc. are displayed; LOC 

record allows to publish data with regard to geographic loca-

tion. This function, based on Google maps, enables individu-

als and companies to precisely mark location.

IV. TELFRIENDS SYSTEMS

Basically,  what  is  published  on  sites  of  .tel  domains is 

contact data, allowing to quickly connect with the domain's 

owner. Owing to a possibility of editing data in a simple way 

and of updating them quickly on the website, contact data are 

not very sensitive to change, provided that they are regularly 

updated by the domain's owner. 

Each user has access to information as it is predefined as 

public.  However,  the  domain's  owner  may make sensitive 

personal data available exclusively to persons authorised by 

it, the so-called friends, with the use of TelFriends system.

TelFriends is a global, free system allowing to share and 

have access  to  private  data  of  the  domain's  owner.  What 

characterises this system is that it is common, free of charge 

and there is no necessity to purchase .tel domain. 

The owner of .tel domain can add to its account persons 

that  got activated in TelFriends system. Personalization of 

profiles of added persons allows to make defined private in-

formation available to selected 'friends' without right of ac-

cess to private data intended for another group of 'friends' 

(Fig. 3).

Thanks to mobile use of .tel domain, simplicity of use and 

TelFriends system as well as the possibility of taxonomy, .tel 

domain is perfect for construction of expert database system 

served by mobile and stationary devices.

V. EXPERT DATABASE BASED ON .TEL DOMAIN

As regards the requirements of a person looking for an ex-

pert, expert database should be simple to use. The person us-

ing this tool needs to quickly find a person possessing re-

quired competences and information necessary for contact-

ing the expert.  As regards  the construction of  expert  data 

base, its design should be based on taxonomy worked out at 

an earlier stage.

In case of expert databases based on .tel domain, an enter-

prise may distinguish two groups of  experts'  contact  data. 

The first group includes public information to which all users 

visiting a corporate site .tel have access. Apart from basic in-

formation such as the company, address, telephone number, 

website or e-mail address, contact data of commonly avail-

able experts, e.g.  persons responsible for contacts with the 

client, should be published.

The other group of published contact data includes an en-

terprise's  private  information  made  available  to  the  com-

pany's  employees  already registered  in  TelFriends  system. 

Moreover, by means of editing profiles of groups of 'friends' 

of the corporate .tel domain, the enterprise is able to make 

particular  resources  available  only to  selected  employees, 

thus providing security of experts'  published personal data 

(Fig. 4).

The above figure presents an example of information se-

curity with regard to experts. Employee 1 has no right of ac-

cess  to  information  about  experts  contained  in  File  2,  al-

though he belongs to the organisation. As regards employee 

2, we deal with a similar situation. Employee 3, possessing a 

larger scope of powers given by the administrator, is allowed 

Fig 3. Access to private resources available to 'friends' of .tel domain.-
source: own study

Fig 4. TelFriends system used for the purpose of information security 
with regard to data in an enterprise.source: own study
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to look through contact data of experts contained in File 1 

and 2. It should be emphasised that both stationary and mo-

bile devices may read experts' contact data.

What is more, . tel domains allow to construct transparent 

structures according to predefined taxonomy (fig. 5).

The above structure is divided into two parts:

• public

• private.

Contact data contained in the public part are made avail-

able to all users, whereas private data are available exclu-

sively to the given enterprise's employees.

The  structure  of  published  expert  database  allows  for 

quick and easy contact  with the expert  one is looking for. 

What facilitates work performed by the administrator of ex-

pert database is the possibility of assigning an expert's con-

tact data to several categories, e.g. contact to the manager of 

the customer service department, although entered into the 

system only once, is visible both in the customer service in 

Wrocław and in the customer service in Gdańsk.

By creating a multi-level structure of expert database, an 

enterprise can make data available to users of corporate .tel 

domain. The search engine is available from the level of a 

website on which contact data are published. Users of expert 

database are able to search for an expert either by means of a 

logical structure or by entering a key word. In the latter case, 

the search engine will search the corporate .tel domain and 

present conditions matching the required criterion.

VI. CONCLUSION

.tel domain seem to be a very good tool for construction of 

expert database serving both stationary and mobile devices. 

The base supports  the combination process  in I.  Nonaka's 

model and the knowledge localization process in G. Probst's 

model. Additionally, TelFriends system facilitates to protect 

data and to provide access to data exclusively to persons au-

thorised to it. One of the obvious advantages of .tel domains 

is a possibility of simple construction of structures reflecting 

the enterprise's or organisation's hierarchy. Another positive 

feature as regards .tel domains is low cost of service and no 

necessity to purchase or possess additional IT infrastructure. 

Some of  the  drawbacks  are  the  necessity  to  administer 

published information by only one person and users'  little 

knowledge about .tel domains.
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Abstract—A  Learner-centered  learning  is  constructivism 

based and Competence directed. We define general competen-

cies,  domain  competencies  and  specific  course  competencies. 

Constructivism based learning activities are based on construc-

tivism theory.  For each course module the intended learning 

level  will  be  defined.   A  model  is  built  for  the  design  of  a 

learner centered constructivism based and competency directed 

learning process.  The application of it in two courses are pre-

sented.  

Index Terms—Constructivism based learning, Learner cen-

tered  learning,  Course  development,  Collaborative  learning, 

Competencies based learning.

I. INTRODUCTION: LEARNER CENTERED TEACHING

N THE  past  the  good  learner  was  the  one  who  could 

memorize  more  information  about  a  certain  subject. 

Nowadays, the good learner is the one who knows how to 

reach the information, how to expand it, and how to apply it 

in real life cases [9]. Nowadays learners do no more accept a 

passive role in the learning process and  they ask for a more 

personalized way of learner-centered  learning,  fitting their 

personal learning requirements. 

I

The learner  wants to have a central  role in the learning 

process. They are deciding on their personal learning strat-

egy, specifying the subjects of learning and deciding on how 

they wish to see the organization of the learning process, be-

ing  full  online  or  being  organized  as  a  blended  learning 

process. [10]

In  the  teacher-centered  teaching  method  the  focus  of 

teaching was on the delivery of the content by the teacher as 

defined in a curriculum commission fitting pre-defined ob-

jectives  of  the  study program  or  domain  specific  compe-

tences. The individual learner was a passive listener and was 

not actively involved. The curriculum did not link up with 

the  individual  learners’  preferences.  The  instructor  deter-

mined the content of the course and was organizing it. The 

learners  were  recipients  of the instructor’s  knowledge and 

their organization of the learning process[6].

We see a shift of the focus from the teacher to the learn-

ers. 

In learner centered learning, learners’ needs, preferences, 

learning styles, skills and experience are taken into consider-

ation in the learning process.

II.  LEARNING CHARACTERISTICS

A. Competency Based Teaching

Learner-centered  teaching  starts  from  a  set  of   pre-set 

competencies to be achieved by the learner at the end of the 

learning process. A learner is competent if he is able to dis-

play relevant skills and knowledge in order to solve a (even 

poorly defined) problem. 

The required skills, the knowledge and the attitudes that 

the learners should have at the end have to be described as 

the  required  competences.  We  can  differentiate  between 

three types of competencies: general competencies and gen-

eral  academic/  scientific  competencies,   domain  specific 

knowledge competencies and course specific competencies.. 

General  competencies  in  higher  education  are  connected 

with future professional environment and are about critical 

reflection, creativity,  basic management tasks (if education 

program is in management), communication skills and orien-

tation towards life-long learning. General academic compe-

tencies  are  about  research  attitude,  research  methodology, 

explorative research, multidisciplinary teamwork. Scientific 

domain specific competencies are about the relevant learning 

content topics of that domain.

B. Constructivism based learning

In Koohang et al [2], constructivism learning theory is de-

fined  as  active  construction  of  new knowledge,  based  on 

learner’s prior experience”.

Following Loyens [12] the concept of constructivist learn-

ing can be structured in 4 core features: knowledge construc-

tion, cooperative learning, self-regulated learning and using 

realworld or business problems.  Knowledge construction is 

the core element of Constructivism theory, in which learners 

interpret  new information using knowledge and experience 

they  already  have.  Cooperative  learning  is  essential  for 

knowledge  construction  and  sharing,  in  which  learners, 

teachers, and business people contribute to the construction 

of  knowledge  through  social  interactions.  Self-regulation 
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which includes setting learning objectives, self-observation, 

self-assessment,  and  self-reinforcement,  is  believed  that  it 

has a great influence on learning outcomes and learners’ per-

formance.  Finally,  in  constructivism  learning,  learning 

process has to include real life situations. Problem solving 

develops critical thinking skills and prepares the learners for 

professional work environment [10]. Project based learning 

is a good example. In project based learning learners’ inter-

action and cooperation will increase and will result in  new 

knowledge construction and in sharing it with other learners. 

Learners are encouraged to engage effectively in the orga-

nized learning activities.   They will explore, discuss, negoti-

ate,  collaborate,  cooperate,  investigate,  and solve  real  life 

problems in social learning environment. They will interact 

with the environment (physical and social world), to develop 

social and interpersonal skills and knowledge. 

Teacher’s role is essential and important in the learning 

process. A teacher is a facilitator and guide, and not a direc-

tor or a dictator. He will facilitate learning activities [7]. The 

constructivist teachers’ role is to create a context where the 

learner is motivated to learn; which includes providing con-

tent and resources and organizing constructivist learning ac-

tivities.

C. Intended learning level for the course modules

Constructivist  learning  process  in  any  subject  area  can 

range from very simple to sophisticated and complex, de-

pending on the objectives of the teacher about the intended 

learning level that the learner should achieve in that subject 

area. [3]

The intended learning level can be low, being only the 

level of “to know, to be informed”,  corresponding with a 

traditional  teaching  session  plus  an  assessment,  or  it  can 

reach to one of the following higher levels: “to understand 

and create personal insight”, “to understand the application 

of  the  knowledge  in  relevant  practice”,  “to  extend  the 

knowledge  by  searching  for  new  one”,  “to  analyze  new 

knowledge to reflect and to create new insight”, and/or “to 

apply the knowledge and generalize new alternatives in new 

domain”.  Depending on the intended learning level, the con-

structivist learning process of a course module will be com-

posed of a limited or more extended number of learning ac-

tivities. Dependent on the intended learning level we follow 

a short or a long trajectory.

III. LEARNING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

The learning process development process starts from the 

defined specific course competences and course content. The 

course content will be structured as a set of course modules 

each  devoting to  a course  topic.  For  each  module the in-

tended learning level will be defined. This can be different 

for each module and so will be the learning activities to real-

ize that learning level. If f.e. is set forward that the learning 

will  be  informed  and that  he  will  become knowledgeable 

about the topic, than the learning process for that module can 

be limited to a traditional classroom session.  Though for a 

more important topic, that needs a higher level of learning, 

the learning process will include a more active participation 

of the learner and even it will be organized as a real con-

structivism based learning process consisting of several con-

structivist learning activities.

D. Learner-centered Learning Process Development 

Model

Curriculum development means that a curriculum devel-

opment  committee  is  deciding   about  which  content  (and 

courses)  will  be included in the study program  On study 

program  level  the  program  specific  competencies  (also 

called outcomes, learning objectives) and the general com-

petencies, including the professional ones will have to be de-

fined. 

Teachers have on course level to define the course spe-

cific  competencies  (outcomes:  learning  objectives)  and 

linked with it the content of the course. In the development 

of the learning process  of the course,  the requirements  as 

formulated on study program and on course level, have to be 

taken into account.  For  each  of  the  modules  the  intended 

learning level will be defined. In the learning activities some 

learner-centered and constructivism elements have to be in-

tegrated. These are based on  Learner-centered, construc-

tivism based learning model [2]. In our research we devel-

oped a model for the development of the  Constructivism 

Based  Learner-centered  Development  of  the  Learning 

Process. We see the integration of competence base learning 

and constructivism based learning in this model. (See Fig-

ure 1)

IV. CASE: DEVELOPMENT OF CONSTRUCTIVIST LEARNING 

PROCESS  AT HASSELT UNIVERSITY

E. A course on bachelor level: Business Information 

Systems

This course is a 2nd year bachelor course in the study pro-

gram BI (Business Informatics). Based on the domain spe-

cific competencies, the general  competencies as defined in 

the faculty for this study program bachelor in Business In-

formatics, the course specific competencies and the course 

content were developed. The content is structured in 5 mod-

ules and for each module the intended learning level is de-

fined.  All modules are scheduled in the timeframe of a se-

mester (if a semester course). For each of these modules, a 

sub-learning process  and learning activities  are  built.  We 

differentiated  already   between  the  following  6  intended 

learning levels: 

L1: to know, to be informed

L2: to understand and to create personal insight

L3: to understand the application of the knowledge 

L4: to extend the knowledge by searching for new one

L5: to analyze new knowledge to reflect and to create new 

insights.

L6: to apply the knowledge and generalize new alternatives.
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Figure 1. Learner-centered Constructivism Based Learning Process Development Model

In this bachelor course the content delivery is spread over 

the semester.  For  some of  the  modules  a higher  intended 

level of learning is set forward. In module 1 and 5, we opted 

for a short learning trajectory and set forward a level L1. In 

module 4 we go for  a longer trajectory and set forward a 

level L5. (See Figure 2)

F. The master level course e-business strategy

This course is a master course in the BI(Business Infor-

matics) study program.  

The domain specific competences and the course specific 

competences have been developed,  and the content of  the 

course e-business strategy is determined. The content based 

on the used textbook covers 8 chapters.

1. Modular structure and intended learning level

Because it is a master course, we are limiting the number 

of modules by combining the content topics. The theoretical 

chapters of the textbook were introduced during 5 classroom 

sessions in the two first weeks. Than  the topic e-learning is 

selected  for  deeper  study.   A very  high  level  of  learning 

level (L6) is set forward for the topic. .and a project  based 

approach is chosen. For that project we need more time.

2. Learning process

In this course  one course topic has been selected to de-

velop a project in co-operation with a Bank . The e-learning 

adoption problem of the bank was presented by management 

of the Bank. Management took part in the project team. A 

survey  covering  the  adoption  indicators  was  developed 

based on the theory built up in advance based on a literature 

study. The organization of the survey was the responsibility 

of KBC and the learners analyzed the results. Learner teams 

formulated their advise for KBC management on point of re-

quired improvements in their e-learning organization. (See 

Figure 3)

3. Project plan

In the project plan it is clear that the planning must fit the 

limited timeframe of the semester. It means that that no de-

lays were permitted. On that point the learners had no free-

dom. (See Figure 4)

V. CONCLUSIONS

Learner centered learning is defined and linked with com-

petences directed learning and with the constructivism based 

learning concept. 

For  the  learning  course  modules  the  intended  learning 

level were defined. In the developed model for the develop-

ment of the learning process, the different concepts were in-

tegrated. The model has been applied to two courses of Has-

selt University.

In the bachelor course more time is spent at teaching of 

the 5 content modules and scheduled them spread over the 

semester That is the reason why the intended learning level 
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of  the  modules  cannot  be  the  highest  one.  In  the  master 

course  we  concentrated  the  teaching  sessions  in  the  first 

weeks and started afterwards a business project in which the 

learner teams had the experience of a real business problem. 

The  learners  joined  the  KBC  management  in  the  project 

management team and split the tasks and formulated an ad-

vice for KBC management about the required improvements 

of their e-learning organization. In both learning processes 

the  constructivist  learning  characteristics  and  the  required 

general competences were implemented in the learning ac-

tivities. In that project based approach the interaction with 

the business environment and the connection with their fu-

ture professional environment were main objectives.

Figure 2. Constructivism based Learning Process of the Course Business Information Systems
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Figure 3. Constructivist learning process of the course e-business strategy

Figure 4. Project planning project e-business strategy
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Abstract  —  The  aim  of  the  authors’  research/article  will 
attempt to define the knowledge management role of customer-
supplier  relationship  with  particular  emphasis  on  IT 
knowledge outsourcing. The next aim it will be the verification 
of the following search hypotheses:

 • In the classical outsourcing contract, there is none critical 
knowledge  transfer  (this  is  not  the  aim  of  an  outsourcing 
project);

 • Outsourcing should be supplemented with key knowledge 
transfer in both directions-from the client to the vendor and 
from the vendor to the client;

 •  Outsourcing  based  on  key  knowledge  transfer  is  an 
essential  /  important  instrument  of  creation  and  business 
development of virtual organization based on knowledge.

The result of the research will  be models of IT knowledge 
outsourcing for IT outsourcing. It will be shown the potential 
areas of application IT outsourcing, IT knowledge outsourcing 
and the benefits of such projects in the context of knowledge 
management.

I. INTRODUCTION

In IT projects, the bilateral transfer of hot and confidential 

knowledge is extremely important, which as a rule occurs in 

the delayed  time (1st model in fig.  1),  which considerably 

reduces the effectiveness of outsourcing cooperation.

In the case of data and information transfer the situation 

appears better (real-time 2nd model – fig. 2).

The remedy to the above formulated research problem (1st 

model, fig. 1) is the authors’ suggestions provided in the 3rd 

model (fig. 3) and in the perfect models: A (fig. 4) and B 

(fig. 5).

The  aim  of  this  paper  is  to  analyse  and  model  the 

reduction of the deployment distance between 1st, 2nd and 3rd, 

4th and 5th models.

The  models  presented  herein  are  simplified  models, 

wherein for the purposes of better reflection of certain ideas 

only one supplier (outsourcing provider) and one customer 

(outsourcing recipient) were presented. The OP (outsourcing 

provider)  and  the OR (outsourcing recipient)  occurring  in 

the model can in practice denote a network of suppliers or 

recipients. 

II.OUTSOURCING OF IT SERVICES AS AN INSTRUMENT IN 
ACHIEVING COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

The development of IT outsourcing (and IT offshoring) 

results  above  all  from  the  following  (own  work  based 

on [1]):

• the  accelerated  and  intensifying  process  of  global 

economy globalisation,

• the  common  use  of  information  &  communication 

technologies (ICT),

• the opening and very good preparation of economies 

of many developing countries (e.g.  China, India) for 

globalisation  processes  (which  is  manifested  in  the 

changes in the global work supply in the IT services 

sector  –  the  huge  potential  of  highly  educated 

specialists),

• the  reduction  of  barriers  in  undertaking  economic 

activity,

• the  abolition  of  restrictions  in  foreign  trade  and 

investments  –  greater  internationalisation  of 

production and services.

Outsourcing  is  currently  regarded  as  one  of  the  most 

effective  tools  for  increasing  the  organisation  activity 

effectiveness.  It  is  becoming a component  of  the strategy 

consisting in streamlining organisational structures in order 

to concentrate resources and funds on the primary activity, 

which decides on the organisation’s competitive advantage.

Outsourcing/offshoring  of  IT  services  may considerably 

contribute  to  the  improvement  of  the  organisation’s 

competitiveness. 

The  following  can  be  counted  as  factors  of  achieving 

competitive advantage in such a cooperation model:

• locating  the  individual  stages  of  IT  processes  and 

services in best world locations – commissioning the 

provision  thereof  to  companies  that  ensure  the  best 

quality (quality improvement) at the lowest price (cost 

reduction),

• locating  service  centres  at  places  which  allow 

organisations to coordinate actions in the region or on 

the global scale,

• permitting the focus on the key activity,

Models of information and knowledge transfer in IT 

outsourcing projects
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• releasing resources for the purposes of other projects,

• access to a new technology,

• accelerating  the  accomplishment  of  the  assumed 

results and adapting to the changing needs,

• increased innovativeness.

IT services outsourcing customers are increasingly more 

interested  in  receiving  ready  services,  so  they  prefer  a 

supplier  that  has  access  to  knowledge  employees  (who 

thanks to their knowledge and experience are able to provide 

services at a high level) to access to such employees who 

physically deal with computer hardware.

The  properly  planned  and  managed  outsourcing 

cooperation  should  create  value  for  shareholders, 

employees,  suppliers and customers,  which will be proved 

by:

• retaining key employees in the organisation, 

• not deterioration, and best an increase in the quality of 

services and/or products,

• improved planning, increased efficiency, optimised IT 

services lead time,

• increased  customer  service  level  and  improved 

customer satisfaction,

• satisfaction of all parties affected by outsourcing,

• permanent  long-term  cost  savings  (if  this  was  a 

signification ground for outsourcing) [6, page 358].

III. CONSIDERATIONS OF KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER IN 
OUTSOURCING RELATIONS

B. Mikuła claims that  knowledge transfer  is  one of  the 

fundamental  knowledge-related processes,  and without  the 

performance  thereof  it  would  not  be  possible  to  gather 

knowledge by the human, to combine it with the possessed 

collections and subject it to further creation, write it down or 

apply it in practice. Knowledge transfer constitutes the basis 

of the performance of the organisation learning process [2, 

page 62]. 

Transfer is regarded as any communication action within 

which a given individual discloses what it knows to other 

individuals. Sharing knowledge can be defined, in turn, as a 

bilateral  interpersonal  process  within  which  individuals 

mutually perform knowledge transfer. Knowledge sharing is 

often  treated  in  the  literature  as  a  knowledge  transfer 

subprocess. Further categories occurring in the literature in 

the  context  of  knowledge  management  in  practice  are 

knowledge  flow and  migration.  Knowledge  flow refers  to 

each  form  of  knowledge  in  transit  (knowledge  transfer, 

knowledge  sharing,  and  to  knowledge  conversion, 

integration  and  application).  Migration is  considered  a 

special form of knowledge transfer – this term is referred to 

the movement of knowledge between different world areas, 

which means across borders between cultures, countries and 

organisations [2, page 117]. This type of knowledge transfer 

will  be  the  dominant  one  in  outsourcing  and  offshoring 

undertakings.

The  following  can  be  counted  as  factors  affecting  the 

knowledge transfer processes in the outsourcing provider – 

outsourcing recipient relations: 

• strategies of cooperating organisations;

• features  of  the  commissioned  ser`vices  (committed 

technologies, tools, quantity and qualifications of the 

personnel  involved  in  an  outsourcing  project)  –  the 

more  standard  (less  complicated)  the  services,  the 

easier the knowledge transfer;

• physical distance between the entities cooperating on 

the outsourcing basis; 

• fear  of  the  loss  of  the  competitive  position  or  the 

monopoly position in the given activity scope;

• differences in the time zones;

• cultural, language, etc. differences.

The  above  mentioned  and  other  (less  significant) 

considerations  most  often  contribute  to  the  slow-down of 

knowledge  sharing  processes  in  the  customer  –  service 

provider  relations.  In  many  cases  quiet  (hot)  knowledge 

transfer,  requiring direct  contact  of knowledge “suppliers” 

and “recipients”, is particularly impeded or even impossible.

Knowledge transfer in an organisation can be performed 

in  multiple  ways.  Factors  deciding  on  the  knowledge 

transfer  method  are  above  all  [2,  page  65]:  knowledge 

transfer  aim,  type  of  transferred  knowledge  (customised 

public or quiet, codified or entrenched, generally available 

or  protected),  knowledge  source,  knowledge  transfer 

addressees, conditions, and available tools.

The issue which seems to be crucial for the effectiveness 

of  knowledge  sharing  processes  in  the  relations  of  the 

organisation  with  external  entities  (and  in  the 

implementation of the models of information and knowledge 

transfer proposed in the further part hereof) is the inclination 

of knowledge “suppliers” to share it, as well as the ability 

and motivation of knowledge “recipients” to absorb it.

IV. MODELS OF INFORMATION AND KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER 
IN THE IT SERVICES OUTSOURCING PROCESS

Little attention in outsourcing processes is drawn to the 

real-time corporate knowledge transfer, restricting mainly to 

the “delayed” data and information flow (fig. 1). 

The  assumption  of  parallel  information  and  knowledge 

flow should  be  adopted  while  negotiating  and  signing  an 

outsourcing  contract  (fig.  2),  which  enables  building  a 

learning  organisation,  both  for  the  outsourcing  provider 

(OP), and the outsourcing recipient (OR). Then, during the 

outsourcing  cooperation,  a  new  organisational  form  is 

created,  based  on  joint  formation of  corporate  knowledge 

based  on  key  knowledge  of  the  outsourcing  provider 

[KK(OP)] and of the outsourcing recipient [KK(OR)].

Fig. 3 presents a very promising anticipatory model of hot 

knowledge transfer, where the initiating party is OR, which 

allows OP to precisely determine the outsourcing services 

package.  In  addition, the time necessary for  the approvals 

prior to the start-up of real outsourcing processes is reduced 

here.
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4th A  model  (perfect  one)  is  “the  higher  level”  in  the 

outsourcing  cooperation  process  (fig.  4).  The  cooperating 

parties (OR and OP) concentrate here on:

• key knowledge transfer,

• outsourcing of certain core processes.

Such  type  of  model  occurs  in  high-technology  sectors, 

during the implementation of long-term joint projects.

Fig. 5 reflects the target model (B) of perfect outsourcing 

cooperation  consisting  in  combining  two  enterprises  (OP 

and  OR)  into  a  new  organisational  entity  (e.g.  a  joint-

venture  company,  a  strategic  alliance,  etc.)  oriented  on 

implementing  large  projects  in  e.g.  automotive, 

pharmaceutical,  IT,  biotechnology,  nanotechnology,  etc. 

sectors. 

5th B model  is  necessary  in  the  case  where  the current 

possibilities and potentials of the classical dual outsourcing 

cooperation have been depleted.

Fig. 1. 1. Model – Delayed time model. 
Source: own work.

K- hot knowledge of OR

KK(OP) – key knowledge of OP

KK(OR) – key knowledge of OR

t0 – time at moment 0

t1– time at moment 1

tn – time at moment n

t – time 

K – knowledge 

I – information

Phase I - IT outsourcing designing phase 

Phase II - IT outsourcing implementation/organisation phase

Phase III - IT outsourcing implementation/deployment phase 

Another model (fig. 2) assumes parallel information flows 

of  the  supplier  and  knowledge  flows  of  the  outsourcing 

services customer.

Fig. 2. 2nd Model – Real-time model: parallel information and knowl-
edge flows. Source: own work.

In the reality,  parallel information and knowledge flows 

do not exist. They can be conventionally called parallel in 

the  situation  when  the  so-called  “information  lags”  are 

minimised,  which  occur  in  each  information  exchange 

system. 

While  discussing  the  2nd model,  it  is  worth  drawing 

attention  to  the  organisation  learning  process  (learning 

loop).  Such  a  state  is  reached  by  a  range  of 

meetings/interactions  between  the  customer  and  the 

outsourcing  provider  where  the customer  is  satisfied  with 

the adopted arrangements.

Considering  various  models  of  information  and 

knowledge  transfer  in  the  customer-supplier  relations,  the 

following questions may be asked: What is supposed to be 

the  aim  of  outsourcing?  Should  outsourcing  facilitate 

gaining new knowledge, discovering hidden knowledge (or 

objectively  hidden)  or  only  accomplishing  specific 

operational goals, such as IT cost minimisation?

Fig. 3. 3rd model – Anticipatory model. 
Source: own work.

K- hot knowledge of OR outsourcing recipient

In  3rd model,  OR is  the  active  party  –  the  outsourcing 

recipient providing the hot knowledge that is transferred to 

the  supplier,  which  in  turn  processes  it  and  in  reply 

communicates information and knowledge to the customer.

outsourcing provider’s 
knowledge/information flow

outsourcing recipient’s 
knowledge/information flow 
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.Fig. 4. 4th model – Perfect model A
Source: own work.

4th model assumes that  the parallel  flow of outsourcing 

provider’s and outsourcing recipient’s knowledge occurs in 

real time.

Fig. 5. 5th model – Perfect model B. 
Source: own work.

In  this  model  (5th model)  the  two  knowledge-based 

organisational  entities  (outsourcing  provider  and 

outsourcing  recipient)  are  integrated.  Information  and 

knowledge chains of both companies merge.

In  order  to  expand  the  models  presented  earlier,  an 

attempt  to  assess  the  impact  of  third  parties  on  the 

functioning  of  outsourcing  configurations  could  be  made, 

but this will not be the object of this paper.

The motive of creating and applying knowledge transfer 

models in outsourcing projects should be above all the need 

of  comprehensive  insight  into  the  informational 

relations/correlations  occurring  in  the  cooperation  with 

external  service providers.  Such models can  be helpful  in 

determining  the  principles  of  communication  with 

outsourcing partners  and of coordination of the performed 

tasks  and  in  selecting  proper  information  and  knowledge 

transfer  methods  between  the  outsourcing  provider  and 

outsourcing recipient.

 Due  to  the  fact  that  the  phenomenon  of  knowledge 

sharing  is  increasingly  more  common  –  because 

organisations act in increasingly more expanded networks of 

correlations, the need to cope with the positive and negative 

aspects  of  this  phenomenon  is  very  strong  and  requires 

attention already at the preliminary stage of the preparation 

for outsourcing.

V. RECONFIGURATION OF ADDED VALUE IN OUTSOURCING 
SERVICES

While  preparing  outsourcing  decisions,  the  following 

analyses prevail:

• financial,

• economic,

• marketing,

• technical,

• technological.

Generally, analysis of the loss or growth of the following 

are omitted, in turn:

• added value (fig.  6) of the outsourcing provider and 

the outsourcing recipient,

• intellectual capital,

• corporate knowledge.

The analyses of the first type (classical) are oriented on 

short- and medium-term optimisation, while the analyses of 

the added value, knowledge and intellectual capital transfer 

have the long-term dimension, which is reflected in fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Phases of added value, intellectual capital and knowledge 
reconfiguration, in outsourcing processes. Source: own work.

Implementation  of  knowledge  transfer  and  knowledge 

development processes, both inside the organization and in 

relation to other companies, requires considerable effort on 

the  part  of  organization  management  and  other  actors  of 

knowledge  transfer  processes.  On  the  one  hand,  it  is 

essential  to  secure  proper  information  flow  to  the 

outsourcing  partner  and  precise  definition of  the range of 
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knowledge passed on to the service provider to satisfy the 

requirements of the client. On the other hand, it is of utmost 

importance to protect  knowledge and information vital for 

maintaining  the  organization’s  competitive  advantage  and 

secure  the inflow of information and  knowledge  from the 

service provider in order to be able to continue operation in 

a  given  area  after  termination  of  the  contract  or  after 

contractor change [4]. 

Organisational learning about the benefits and setbacks of 

IT  outsourcing  may  considerably  affect  subsequent 

decisions  in  the  field  of  outsourcing.  Each  enterprise 

considering  IT  outsourcing  should  therefore  conduct  a 

detailed  analysis  of  all  “pros”  and  “cons”  so  that  the 

decision to transfer such a significant field does not result in 

losing  key  competences.  Possible  cooperation  should  be 

planned such and such conditions should be created for the 

knowledge  transfer  processes  (also  conditions  for  the 

informal  contacts  of  the  personnel  of  the  cooperating 

companies)  that  the  organisation  could  maximally  benefit 

from the potential lying in outsourcing during the term of 

the contract [5, page 282].

VI. SUMMARY

Very  rapid  changes  are  occurring  in  the  IT  services 

sector. Initially, simple services related to customer service 

were  separated  and  transferred  to  “better”  (cheaper) 

locations.  Currently  very  advanced  and  risky  forms  of 

information  services  outsourcing  are  being  observed, 

namely  transfers  of  research  and  development  centres, 

architectural, medical, engineering, etc. services.

The  development  of  IT  services  outsourcing  and 

offshoring:

• contributes  to  the  increased  information  and 

knowledge  exchange  between  the  concerned  parties 

(also in the global dimension),

• leads  to  deepened integration  between companies  in 

the world and to increased global correlations,

• enables  access  to  advanced  technologies  for 

developing countries (rich countries lost the monopoly 

for high-tech products and know-how).

At the same time outsourcing and offshoring constitute a 

challenge for managing the organisation (and its intellectual 

capital) and its development. 

In extreme cases, with an improper approach to managing 

cooperation and to the information and knowledge transfer 

issues, the use of outsourcing may result in:

• the reduction of jobs and loss of valuable employees,

• limiting the local competences,

• becoming dependent on the new entity,

• increasing  technical  and  organisational  competences 

of  the  supplier  (most  often  coming  from  a  poorer 

country), becoming independent from the customer up 

to competing with the existing ordering parties.

Although  the  goals  of  the  organisation  related  to 

outsourcing  (including  IT  services  outsourcing  and 

offshoring)  still  focus  on  cost  reduction  to  the  greatest 

extent, it seems that the change of orientation on qualitative 

benefits  and on the opportunities  provided by cooperation 

with  external  partners  in  the  context  of  developing 

organisational knowledge is inevitable.

The  models  of  information  and  knowledge  transfer 

proposed  herein  (2nd,  3rd,  4th and  5th model)  show  the 

direction in which, as claimed by the authors, organisations 

that “learn”, cooperate on the outsourcing basis in the field 

of IT, strive for improving the effectiveness and minimising 

the risk, should go. They assume joint creation of corporate 

knowledge based on the key knowledge of the outsourcing 

provider and the outsourcing recipient, which in practice can 

occur  in  the  case  of  high  commitment  and  experience  of 

parties,  optimum communication and proper motivation of 

the outsourcing provider and the outsourcing recipient.
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Abstract—Abstract. Continued growth of user number and size
of shared content on Web sites cause the necessity of automatic
adjusting content to users’ needs. In the literature of Web Mining,
such actions are referred to personalization and recommendation
which led to improve the visibility of presented content. To
perform adequacy actions which correspond to the expected
users’ needs we can utilize web server log files. Mining such data
with accurate constraints can lead to the discovery of web user
navigation patterns. Such knowledge is used by personalization
and recommendation systems (PRS) due to performed actions
against user behavior during a visit on the web portal. In
these paper we present the system framework for mining web
user navigation patterns in order to knowledge management.
We focus on constraints which are critical factors to evaluate
the effectiveness of the implemented algorithm. On the other
hand, these constraints can be perceived as knowledge validation
criteria due to its adequacy. Thus only adequate knowledge can
be added to existing in PRS knowledge base.

I. INTRODUCTION

EVOLUTION of designing and developing Web sites
from static to dynamic approach has let them update

easily. Furthermore, intensive development and proliferation of
WWW network resulted in other new modeling methods. It’s
obvious—being recognized and visited in the Web means that
the content is up-to-date and satisfies its visitors. Widespread
scope of content topics shared and presented on the Web
site affects on the size and depth level of its structures. This
results in negative impression of presented content and weaker
usability.

These problems can be solved by recommendation and per-
sonalization. Those two definitions penetrate themselves and
often are function interchangeable. However recommendation
is narrow image of personalization and defined as suggestion—
pointing specific information objects to the user, demanding
from him some interactions. Additionally, personalization is
associated with unique user identification (for example using
authentication mechanism) and due to tune and tweak structure
and appearance Web site to his preferences. Generally, these
two definitions can be seen as taking any actions adapting
objects’ presentation on the Web site to the user needs. The
consequence of conducting such actions may be higher user
retention calculated by the number of opened pages and total
session duration. In this paper, we present a system framework
for mining web user navigation patterns from web server log

files. For the implemented in C# data mining algorithm, we
defined nine constraints: minimum single duration access, min-
imum session time, minimum support, minimum confidence,
minimum rule length, include item, exclude item, date and
time.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: in
section 2, we present related work which concern web mining
algorithms and related software tools. In section 3 we discuss
web usage mining process and its related tasks. Our developed
framework and implemented algorithm are presented in sec-
tion 4. In this section we reported results as well. The paper
wraps up with conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

Generally, Web mining is the application of data mining
algorithms and techniques to large Web data repositories [1].
Web usage mining refers to the automatic discovery and
analysis of generalized patterns which describe user navigation
paths (e.g. clickstreams), collected or generated as a result of
user interactions with Web site [2]. Studies related to our work
are concerned with two areas: constraint-based data mining
algorithms applied in Web Usage Mining and developed
software tools (systems). One of the most common algorithm
applied in Web Usage Mining is the Apriori algorithm pro-
posed in [3]. Web user navigation patterns were represented
by association rules in [4-8]. Sequence mining can be also used
to mine Web user navigation patterns. Compare to association
rules, such knowledge holds additional information—it put
forward the sequence of requested pages (e.g. if user visits
page A, and then page C, it will visit page D). Based on this,
users activity can be determined and predictions to the next
page can be calculated. In [4] Chen et al. presented algorithm
to mine maximal forward chain of web pages.

The sequence mining algorithms inherited much from asso-
ciation mining algorithms. Many of them are extensions of the
firsts. The major difference is that in association mining the
discovered patterns are intra-sequence, where in the sequence
mining the inter-sequence patterns are discovered (e.g. if the
gold market’s price index increases more than the exchange
rate of the EURO in the first week, the real estate market’s
price index will probably increase more than that of the oil
market in the second week). In [9] we can see sequence
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patterns mining over a data warehouse where an adoption
of the SPADE algorithm can be observed. In [10] was pro-
posed algorithm called EISP-Miner (Enhanced Inter-Sequence
Pattern Miner) which is able to discover a complete set of
frequent inter-sequence patterns efficiently. Instead of using
Apriori-like level-wise generation and checking of frequent
patterns, the search method is partition-based and divide-and-
conquer approach. These features guarantee higher efficiency,
evaluated on synthetic dataset and a real dataset, measured by
the run time versus the number of transactions and maxspan
(maxspan is user-specified maximum span threshold), memory
usage vs. minimum support and number of transactions. A
Web Utilization Miner (WUM) [11] is a mining system for
a discovery of navigation patterns. It can assist in obtaining
this kind of knowledge, defined as directed graph which
summarizes the traversal movements of a group of users and
satisfies certain human-centric criteria that make it interesting.
There are more than a few commercially available Web server
log analysis tools [12-14]. A detailed overview, which is out
of the scope of this work, can be found e.g. [15, 16].

III. WEB USAGE MINING

The objective of the knowledge discovery from databases
(KDD) process is to extract new, interesting and useful knowl-
edge [17-20] using a variety of data mining methods and
techniques such as [21]: description (e.g. clustering, automatic
text summarization, cognitive linguistic and visualization) and
prediction (e.g. regression, classication—for example: associa-
tion rule mining and sequential pattern discovery). In the case
that the data origin is the Web, the process is called Web
mining instead of KDD.

Web mining concerns a varied range of applications that
aims at discovering, evaluating and employing hidden knowl-
edge from Web data sources. It can be roughly categorized
into three different groups based on which part of the Web is
to be explored [22-24]. These three categories are:

1) Web content mining (WCM), involves mining, ex-
traction and integration of useful data in the content
of web pages, e.g. structured text data (plain text
content), semi-structured data (HTML code), pictures
and downloadable files [25]. WCM is the process of
extracting knowledge from the content of documents
or their descriptions [26].

2) Web structure mining (WSM), focuses on the inner-
document structure which means discovering the link
structure of the hyperlinks at the inter-document level
[25]. In other words, WSM is the process of inferring
knowledge from the World-Wide Web organizations
and links between references and referents in the Web
[26, 27].

3) Web usage mining (WUM) (or Web log mining [27]),
operates on the data from server access logs, informa-
tion from users’ registration application forms, users
profiles (e.g. bookmarks or folders [25]) and transac-
tions [23]. To put it simply, WUM (Figure 1) is the

process is the process of extracting interesting patterns
in Web access logs [26].

Fig. 1. A logical view on web usage mining

Web usage mining consists of three main tasks (Figure 1)
[28, 29]:

1) Preprocessing, contains three separate phases: (a)
cleaning which means that useless entries (e.g. graphic
and multimedia objects) have to be removed, (b) ses-
sion identification by assign all requests from one user
to one unique session and (c) data conversion into the
format specific for the software tool.

2) Pattern discovery, means applying the presented algo-
rithm with defined constraints by the user to the data.

3) Pattern analysis is a human domain task and means
understanding the results obtained by the algorithm and
drawing conclusions.

It can be noticed on Figure 1, we add one prior task to
the web usage process, similarly to [30], which concerns
data collection denoted as (0). These data represents users
navigation behavior, recorded in log files attached to Web
server. We think that these four steps embrace all actions which
take place. Moreover, we depict precisely the origin of the
input data.

Nowadays, WUM has five main application areas [25]:
1) Personalization is the ability to tailor content and

recommend objects. It implies that PRS system must
be able to anticipate users’ needs and provide them
with objects which they might appreciate based on
previous interactions of other users and interactions
with current user. Therefore, the personalization task
can be viewed as a prediction problem: the system
attempts to predict the user’s interest in specific content
[26]. Recommendation and personalization techniques
are classified into three different categories [31]: rule-
based filtering, content-based filtering and collaborative
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filtering. In this work, presented system delivers data
only for the first technique.

2) System improvements concern of analyzing collected
web data due to provide understanding web traffic
behavior. Such improvements may bring in advanced
load balancing, data distribution or polices for web
caching and higher security [25].

3) Modification of web site—based on discovered web
user navigation patterns—will be possible which means
internal links rearrangement due to improve their visi-
bility.

4) Business intelligence, noticeable in e-commerce activ-
ities like email marketing campaigns, cross- and up-
selling techniques developed and observed in e-markets
(e.g. amazon.com, merlin.pl).

5) Characterization of use, web server log files combine
with additional information (e.g. source IP address
decoded to demographic location like country and city
of the web site visitor) can deliver further knowledge
of the users.

A. Data format and preprocessing

Clickstreams are hits collection from specific and unique
user sessions. Assuming that user sessions in web logs are
registered and constructed by some sort technology (e.g.
Apache server or Information Internet Services), we first
present format of the collected web log data. Then we focus on
preprocessing task, necessary for web user navigation patterns
mining.

A Web server log files usually record a full history of
requested access to files by users, shared on WWW server. The
majority of http servers [32, 33] uses Common Log Format
(CLF) standard defined by CERN and NCSA as part of http
protocol [34]. An ordinary log entry has the following format
as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. CLF format and imitation of sample entry

According to this standard, a log entry contains:
● %h (212.087.41.90), client IP address,
● %l (-), remote login name of the user,
● %u (wpaul), authenticated user name
● %t (12/Jan/2012:15:29:15 +0500), access time and time

zone,
● \%r\(GET /index.html HTTP/1.0), request method, re-

quested URL page name and the transmission protocol,
● %¿s (200), an error code,
● %b(3169), the number of bytes transmitted.

Data stored in databases can suffer from various kinds of
errors due to manual data input by human. Web server log
data is generated automatically and therefore we can eliminate
these kinds of errors. However, there are other reasons for data

preprocessing e.g. configuration and implementation errors,
de-spidering or server down times. These sources of data
aggravation must be investigated. If they occur, appropriate
measures for data quality improvement have to be undertaken.

In order to conduct reliable research, we have to identify
unique users and user sessions. Just then, such transformed
data can be used as input for mining algorithm. Several
sessionization heuristics have been proposed e.g. agent-based,
time-based, access-log in conjunction with the referrer log and
site topology [25, 35]. Our solution depends on the mechanism
which generates a unique token to each new visitor. A token
is generated by the server and is sent back during every page
request which comes from the client (user’s Web browser).

B. Pattern discovery

The objective of mining process is to discover sequential
association rules. This knowledge will form the knowledge
base which can be used in recommendation and personaliza-
tion systems. Detailed description is given in section 4.

IV. THE SYSTEM FRAMEWORK

Developed framework (Figure 3) is divided into six main
components:

● Database—stores preprocessed data from log files and
results from mining process,

● Data Access Service (DAS)—a mapping of database
structure into a program classes,

● Controller—implementation of framework main logic.
It controls all data flow and main functionalities

● User Interface—interface for human-computer interac-
tions along with data,

● Algorithm class—source code of Apriori-like algo-
rithm,

● File Controller—it consists of two functions. First one
is to parse large log files to database and the second is
to save a output of algorithm results.

Framework has been implemented in .Net 4.0 and uses Mi-
crosoft SQL Server 2008. As a connection scheme for this kind
of data mining problems we have choose a fully connection
mode which means that whole datasets isn’t kept in operational
memory, but it’s loaded on demand. It is necessary because of
data size that usually are operated by this framework.

Fig. 3. System framework components
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A. The algorithm

Designing an efficient algorithm is crucial for mining se-
quential association rules. Our approach is based on Apriori
algorithm and has the following anti-monotone Apriori prop-
erty: if any length k frequent itemset is not frequent in the
database, then its length k+1 super-frequent itemset cannot be
frequent [36].

Structures implemented in framework are based on a hierar-
chy of logs. The root of the hierarchy is collection of sessions.
Each session is represented by a structure SessionStructure,
which contains a collection of LogStructure which represent a
one entry (html page request from the client) and its attributes.

Algorithm has been divided to four procedures where each
represents one constraint due to data pruning before execution
of the Apriori algorithm. The removal reason is optimization
of time which is needed to discover strong association rules.
In listing below is an entry point for data processing
function Main()
{

read D for every SessionId;
for each dItem in D do
{

sort dItem.d by dItem.d.time;
if(checkBeforeApriori(dItem)) then
{

delete dItem from D;
}

}
D = Apriori(D);
checkPostApriori(ref D);
Return D;

}

Listening above shows that main function has data preprocess-
ing where we can have some data pruning before execution
of Apriori algorithm as well as patterns purification after we
have some results from the algorithm.
procedure checkBeforeApriori(SessionStructure S)
{

if(checkMinimumPageDuration(S)) then
{

return true;
}
else if(checkMinSessionDuration(S)) then

{
return true;

}
else
{

return false;
}

}

CheckBeforeApriori is procedure where all the con-
straints which should be checked before actual algorithm are
called. If in future new constraints will arrive it has to be
implemented in new procedure and this procedure should be
called from CheckBeforeApriori procedure.
procedure checkMinPageDuration(SessionStructure S)
{

for(i=0, i<S.d.Count-1, i++)
{

S.d[i].duration = S.d[i+1].timeStart - S.d
[i].timeStart;
if(S.d[i].duration < min_dur) then
{

return true;
}

}
return false;

}

First constraint is checked in checkMinPageDuration
procedure. It’s minimum single duration access constraint.
This procedure shows how the new constraints should be
implemented. Constraints procedure have to return true, only
if we want to delete checked session from data we are
processing.
procedure checkMinSessionDuration(SessionStructure S)
{

S.startTime = S.d[0].time;
S.endTime =S.d[dItem.d.Count-1].time
if((S.endTime - S.startTime) < min_sess) then
{

return true;
}
return false;

}

Next constraint (minimum session time) is checked in
checkMinSessionDuration procedure.
procedure checkPostApriori(ref SessionStructure S)
{

for each dItem in D do
{

if(dItem.d.Count < min_leng) then
{

delete dItem;
}

}
}

The last constraint is checked after the Apriori algorithm has
ended finding rules. This constraint concerns minimum rule
length, that’s why it have to be check here.

B. Results

We conducted our research on onet.pl server log files which
covers five hours of users’ usage activity (from 2PM to
7PM, 29th December 2008). There are over 2,13 million
sessions and log file size is 512 MB. After preprocessing,
clean data was imported to the database and analyzed. The
mining process aims to find frequent itemsets and discover
web user navigation patterns. In the first survey we set up
two constraints: minimum support on 0,01 and minimum
confidence on 0,5. Below, we present items with the highest
support (given in brackets):

● www (80.36
● email/cnp/login.html.php3 (27.53%),
● email/np/dynamic/folder.html (26.29%),
● email/np/dynamic/folder.html/open.html (15.43%),
● sport/volleyball/news.html (13.17%),
● info/world/item.html (12.70%),
● info/country/item.html (12.68%),
● email/np/dynamic/folder.html/delete.html (11.96%),
● sport/ski jumps/news.html (10.01%).

The results from the first study, in 95% demonstrated the
relationship between the homepage and subpages available
directly from it and the inner relationships within the au-
tonomous services: email and sympathy. Therefore, most of
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discovered patterns, proved not to bring relevant knowledge
about user navigation paths. These conclusions imply to define
additional constraint. In this case, we conducted second survey
in which three sets www, sympathy and mail were excluded
and two primary constraints were left on the same level. This
third constraint led to reduce the number of sessions to 1.4
million and file size to 105 MB. Below, we present items
with the highest support:

● info]/world/item.html (29.03%),
● sport/football/first league/news.html (14.63%),
● sport/formula one/news.html (14.14%),
● info]/country/item.html (13.14%),
● business/stock market/news.html (11.24%),
● info/cnn/item cnn.html (9.02%),
● business/news.html (7.00%),
● business]/stock market.html (6.93%),
● business]/pap.html (5.58%),
● sport]/football/uefa championships/news.html (5.25%),
● info]/science/item.html (4.58%).

This operation allowed to eliminate temporal web user naviga-
tion paths that were classified as hot news on the home page of
the portal. In addition, there have been detected dependencies
within the email and sympathy service, which appear to be
not very useful (e.g. user opens home page then select email
service, provides login name and password in authentication
form, then checks inbox, deletes some unwanted emails and
logs out). Figure 4 shows some of these obvious and useless
patterns from the first study.

Fig. 4. A spam web user navigation pattern

Comparing these two survey (Table 1), in the first 64 one-
element frequent itemsets were found where 18 of them were
excluded in the second study. The content of these pages is
constantly updated and the file names remain unchanged. It is
worth mentioning, that this conclusion concerns to permanent
paths—in the manner that they are independent of uploading
new subpages. For example, a static name-space of some pages
applies to sets like info/domestic/item.html, business/pap.html
or business]/ market.html, whose content is updated regularly.
Defining additional constraint led to a significant decrease in
the number of association rules. However, discovered knowl-
edge seems to be more useful (Figure 5). It can be applied to
predict web users navigation paths. It means that content of
a web portal can be automatically adopted to potential user
preferences by the PRS system (e.g. 2.4% of users open in
UEFA Championship page, then select news from formula one
and select news from extra football league).

Nonetheless, results from the second survey are not in the
opposite to previous results and ultimately confirm them. The
valuable patterns for PRS systems laid in the bottom and just
had to uncovered. Our approach assumes to identify irrelevant

TABLE I
NUMBER OF FREQUENT ITEMSETS AND ASSOCIATION RULES IN FIRST

AND SECOND SURVEY (MIN. SUPPORT = 0,01/ MIN. CONFIDENCE = 0,5).

Survey
1 2

Items ◊ ◻ ◊ ◻
1 64 - 98 -
2 167 142 74 24
3 177 430 29 34
4 418 196 1 4
5 40 407 0 0
6 14 146 0 0◊ frequent itemsets ◻ association rules

Fig. 5. A sample of useful web user navigation pattern

sets and remove them from the data. On the other hand, it
is possible to lower the minimum support and confidence
level. Although the run time of mining process will increase
dramatically. This justifies our hybrid and iterative method of
web usage mining.

V. CONCLUSION

Discovering patterns from log files seems to be interesting
and a promising way of generation new knowledge bases. As
we stressed it can be valuable source for personalization and
recommendation systems (PRS) but one of the crucial aspect
is quality of generated knowledge. Six main components are
essential in the elaborated system framework: database, data
access service, controller, algorithm, file controller and user
interface.

Main findings from the research can be formulated in the
following manner:

● proposed framework of the system (in our opinion) is
adequate for fulfill basic goals defined for the discussed
systems,

● implemented A-priori algorithm allows for efficient
data processing of log files including its hierarchical
format,

● applied in the system procedures (parts of the elabo-
rated algorithm) are responsible for the particular con-
straints included to the system and covering essential
aspects of generated knowledge bases,

● results achieved in the research are promising and
confirming usability of the implemented method (es-
pecially including expert roles in monitoring and re-
finement of generated knowledgebase).

Further investigations can be devoted to extensions of pro-
cedural aspects of the presented framework. For example
specification of constraints can be reformulated and also
measurement aspects can be elaborated in order to offer more
holistic approach to the web user navigation patterns discovery.
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obile  Commerce  (M-Commerce)  comprises  applica-
tions and services that are accessible from Internet-

enabled mobile devices. It  involves new technologies,  ser-
vices, and business models. Whilst it is different from tradi-
tional e-Commerce it can also be considered as an extension 
of it since, among other reasons, it makes e-Commerce avail-
able, in a modern way, to new application areas and to a new 
set of customers. Mobile devices, such as smart phones or 
tablets, open the door to a great assortment of new applica-
tions and services. Location and other context information is 
used to tailor services according to the needs of the user. The 
number of mobile services available is constantly increasing 
and evolving towards manageable and practical applications, 
for private use as well as in an enterprise context.
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Abstract—While mobile devices are becoming more and more
powerful, the number of potential security threats is increasing.
Although the important role of users in the realization of IT
security measures is widely acknowledged and documented,
research in the area of mobile security mostly concentrates on
technical means. In this work we take the first step in examining
the role of the users in the IT security of mobile devices. We
present mental models of security that are based on the results of
interviews with 24 users. Mental models are the representation of
reality in people’s mind and can be inaccurate or faulty. Mental
models are very helpful for behavior prediction. Thus, mental
models of security form the basis of users’ efforts to protect
their devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE NUMBER and capabilities of mobile devices have
been increasing more and more during the last years.

Therefore, the number of IT security threats is also increasing
[13], [3]. On the one hand users are exposed to technical
threats such as malware, data communication interception and
spying out location informations. On the other hand, there
also exist “human” threats such as loss or theft, misuse and
social engineering. In both cases users play an important
role in protection of their devices. For example, active user
participation is usually needed for installing mobile malware.

So far, the role of users in the security of mobile devices
has not been not sufficiently investigated. In this work we
take the first steps to establish mental models of IT security
when using mobile devices. Mental models characterize the
individual representation and understanding of reality and are
influenced by experiences, feelings and information available
to an individual.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
review related work of mental models of IT security. Then
in Section III we present our investigation of mental models
of security when using mobile devices. Section IV discusses
the results of our user study, and finally in Section V we give
a summary and some future research questions.

II. RELATED WORK ON MENTAL MODELS OF SECURITY

First mental models of security were introduced by Camp et
al. [2], [6]. They distinguished five metaphers of IT security:
physical security (e.g. locks), medical infection (viruses),
criminal behaviour (burglar), warfare and economic failures
(vulnerabilities in software).

Implicit descriptions of mental models of IT security are
often found in publications on the topic of human-computer

interaction. Sasse et al. [21] found out that the users’ knowl-
edge is not sufficient to meet existing security threats in a
correct way. Norman [18] observed that users even denied the
installation of essential security patches because they feared
to have installed something wrong. Their mental model can be
summarized as “installing new software is dangerous”. Due to
the lack of knowledge the users cannot distinguish between
secure and insecure installation requests.

Raja et al. [20] showed that inaccurate mental models
often create an additional source of danger. Users create their
own rules in dealing with computer systems, for example,
they create seemingly secure passwords that they can better
remember and that are in reality very weak [1], [10], [11].

Compliant behaviour is for users also a costs-/benefits-
calculation [12]. The costs are often perceived as too high,
which creates the perception of security mechanisms as obsta-
cles that should be avoided. According to Lampson [16] many
users have developed a “say OK to any security questions”
mental model. The increasing number of checkboxes to which
the users have to respond have lead to the fact that users have
found out which buttons they have to press in order not to
interrupt their work [23], [14].

Another factor that influences the image of IT security of
many users is their social environment. Weirich and Sasse [24]
say, e.g., that security-conscious users are usually described
– even by themselves – as “paranoid”, “pedantic”, or as a
person who trusts no one. Because being accepted by their
environment is very important for the users, some of them
even tell that they are proud of not unterstanding or not using
security mechanisms [21].

The above works describe mental models of security that are
typical for users of “classical” computer systems. However,
similar investigations are rare in the area of mobile security.
Independently and concurrently to our work, Felt et al. [9]
published a technical report on the concerns of smartphone
users. Muslukhov et al. investigated privacy requirements of
smartphone users [17].

The following section describes our approach to investi-
gation of users’ attitudes to security that help us to make
initial suggestions about their mental models of mobile device
security.
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III. STUDIES OF IT SECURITY BY USING MOBILE DEVICES

A. Pilot study

In order to better understand the complex topic “users and
their mobile devices”, we conducted interviews where we
asked smartphone users about the typical usage of their devices
and their attitude to protection of the devices. We discovered
two typical usage patterns. On the one hand, some users see
their device as a conventional phone. Even if their phone has a
usual smartphone functionality, they use their smartphone just
for phone calls and SMS. The second type of users utilize
the full smartphone functionality. These basic mental models,
“my device is a phone” vs. “my device is a smartphone”, were
considered in more detail in the main study.

B. Main study

The goal of the main study was a detailed description of
users’ attitudes to security of their mobile devices.

1) Hypotheses: Based on the results of the pilot study we
established the following hypotheses:

• H1: Users who see their device as a smartphone have
a greater security awareness than users who see their
devices just as a phone.

• H2: Users who see their device as a smartphone feel less
secure as users who see their device just as a phone.

• H3: Users do not feel responsible for the security of their
devices.

• H4: Users do not connect problems in the usage of their
devices with security.

• H5: “Careful” use of their mobile devices is the main
protection effort of the users.

The both concepts “security awareness” and “careful usage”
will be explained below. A detailed and complete description
of the hypotheses and the related results is given in Krupp [15].

2) Experiments description: To evaluate the hypotheses,
semi-structutred interviews were conducted with 24 partici-
pants. The age of the respondents was between 18 and 50
years. About half of them was male and five of them were
worked in IT-related fields.

We tried not to make the probands too early aware of the
purpose of the interviews. In the first part the interview focused
on the usage of mobile devices. Thereby the participants were
asked which services they regularly use, which properties they
connect with the use of their device, which problems they
already had and which knowledge about securing of their
mobile device they have. Furthermore they were asked to
which extent they see themselves, the hardware manufacturers
and the app programmers responsible for the protection of
mobile devices.

The second part of the questionnaire focused on the efforts
of the respondents to ensure IT security. Here they had to
specify the magnitude of their interest in the security of their
mobile device, and which efforts they undertake to protect
themselves. We also asked whether the users feel secure when
using their device, and which data on the device is threatened
in their opinion. Finally, a question about an enhanced security

Fig. 1. How would you rate your knowledge about protecting your mobile
device?

Fig. 2. How would you rate your interest in the protection of mobile devices
and their data?

setting was asked to better classify the self-evaluation of the
respondents regarding their security knowledge. This control
question was: “What is remote wipe?”.

3) Evaluation of the hypotheses: H1: Users who see their
device as a smartphone have a greater security awareness
than users who see their devices just as a phone. We
understand security awareness as a complex consisting of the
knowledge of and the interest in IT security. A total of eleven
respondents saw their devices as a conventional phone and 13
as a smartphone. Seven of the 13 respondents (54%) who see
their mobile device as a smartphone stated that they have a
good knowledge about protection of mobile devices (see figure
1). Five of the smartphone users (38%) assigned to themselves
basic knowledge. Half of these users answered the control
question correctly.

Only four of the eleven respondents who see their device
as a phone reported that they have at least a good knowledge
about protecting mobile devices. Only one of these users also
answered the control question correctly.

Besides the overall low security knowledge of the telephone
users, they do not have a great interest in the security of
their mobile devices. Figure 2 shows that six of the eleven
respondents have no or only little interest in the security of
their device. Among the respondents who see their device
as a smartphone, the interest is visibly stronger. Six study
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Fig. 3. Number of mentioned threats in relation to the self-evaluated skills

Fig. 4. Do you feel secure when using your mobile device?

participants reported an average and further six a high interest.
In an open question the participants were asked about

known threats in the mobile environment. The classification
of the responses fits the six threat groups by Juniper [13]:
data communication interception, exploitation and misconduct,
tracking, direct attacks, malware and loss and theft.

If we correlate the number of mentioned threats to the self-
evaluated knowledge, we can see that many users who rate
themselves with good skills could also mention more threats
(see figure 3).

Comparing the results of the two basic mental models, it
becomes clear that the smartphone users could mention more
threats than the phone users. Moreover, they rated their skills
relatively well. However, further research is needed, since the
total number of respondents was too small.

In summary, the results show that users who see their mobile
device as a smartphone, have better knowledge of and a higher
interest in the protection of mobile devices. Thus, the first
hypothesis could be confirmed.

H2: Users who see their device as a smartphone feel less
secure than users who see their device just as a phone. 17 of
24 respondents indicated that they feel secure when using their
mobile device (see Figure 4). This shows that the users do feel
quite secure. But the consideration of the two basic models
shows that much fewer smartphone users feel secure when
using their mobile device. These users are mostly concerned
that data flows can be monitored and location data can be

Fig. 5. Which data do you think is threatened on your mobile device?

Fig. 6. Who should be responsible for the security of mobile devices?

recorded.
Phone users attribute their increased security feeling to the

fact that they do not browse the Internet. Other reasons that
they mentioned were that they feel themselves not important
enough for attackers, and that they think they do not have
important data on their devices.

Figure 5 shows that from the respondents’ point of view the
address and phone book as well as the location data are mostly
threatened on the mobile device. The phone users think on
average that much less data on the mobile device threatened.
Thus, the second hypothesis can be confirmed.

H3: Users do not see themselves responsible for the
security of their device. To find out whom the respondents
see responsibile for the security of mobile devices, we asked
them to allocate software producers, hardware producers and
themselves a percentage of responsibility for security. It is
quite interesting that in users’ opinion, almost half of the
responsibility falls on the software producers (see figure 6).
The hardware producers and the users themselves are seen
much less responsible by the respondents.

Users who see their device as a phone, think that users have
the least responsibility for security. In contrast, the smartphone
users assign to the software producers and to the users the
same percentage of responsibility.

Based on these results, the third hypothesis can be con-
firmed, because the users show a strong preference to give
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the software and hardware producers the responsibility for the
security of their devices. However, especially smartphone users
see themselves responsible. How far they are willing to take
on the responsibility requires further research.

H4: Users do not connect problems in the usage of
their devices to IT security. During the first part of our
survey participants were asked whether they had problems
with their mobile device so far. Seven of 24 respondents
reported a problem. All mentioned problems could be reduced
to handling some peculiarities of the mobile device, such as
hanging or crashing of the device, a short battery life, problems
with the operating system or an inadequate range of functions.

However, as the participants were explicitly asked about
security-related problems in the second part of the interview,
one participant stated that he had such a problem. By mistak-
enly clicking a hyperlink when surfing the Internet, he got into
a subscription trap. In the previous question about problems
with the mobile devices he didn’t mentioned this problem.

Also in the pilot study we could make out that several
participants already had problems with their device, but no one
mentioned a security problems. There, two users also indicated
security problems only after they were asked explicitly about
such problems.

Thus, security problems with mobile devices are not es-
tablished in the mental models of users yet. This could be
associated with the fact that the participants were very seldom
confronted with such problems so far.

H5: “Careful” use of their mobile device is the main
effort of users to take care about IT security in the mobile
environement. The interviewees were asked to indicate on the
basis of given security measures, which efforts they undertake
to protect themselves in the mobile environment.

Careful use (aware handling) of the device is the most
popular security measure (see Table I). Only 8% of the
respondents said that they never deal with the security aware
use of their device. While the majority of the smartphone users
always try to pay attention to careful use, 64% of the phone
users told that they care to do so occasionally. Under careful
use the participants understand that they pay attention to the
use of their device, which applications they install and use and
that they browse responsibly trough the internet.

Further only one out of four does not inform oneself about
IT security risks. Hereunder are nearly half of all users who
see their devices as a phone. The remaining respondents are
generally inform oneself occasionally about the latest threats.

Technical security measures are used infrequently. 38% of
all respondents regularly use the password protection of their
device, and 21% use it occasionally. Especially the 62% of
smartphone users use the password protection on a regular
basis. Similar values apply to updates, virus scanners are
less popular. In the computers environment, however, there
are regular studies which demonstrate that over 75% of the
users have a virus scanner installed on their computers [4],
[5]. Reasons for these results could lie in the menu prefer-
ences of the devices, but weren’t investigated further in this
work.

TABLE I
WHAT KIND OF EFFORTS DO YOU UNDERTAKE IN ORDER TO ENSURE

SECURITY IN MOBILE ENVIRONMENT?
mental I always I care I do not I
model try to be about the care about do not

up ocassional the topic know
to date issue at all

Password protection Total 38% 21% 25% 17%
Phone 9% 27% 45% 18%

Smartphone 62% 15% 8% 15%
Updates Total 42% 21% 21% 17%

Phone 9% 27% 45% 18%
Smartphone 69% 15% 0% 15%

Antivirus Total 21% 13% 42% 25%
Phone 9% 18% 55% 18%

Smartphone 31% 8% 31% 31%
Aware handling Total 46% 42% 8% 4%

Phone 9% 64% 18% 9%
Smartphone 77% 23% 0% 0%

Information about Total 17% 50% 25% 8%
risk in computer Phone 0% 36% 45% 18%
information-Security Smartphone 31% 62% 8% 0%

Thus the fifth hypothesis could be confirmed. 88% of the
participants reported that they pay attention at least occasion-
ally to the careful use of their mobile device. According to
the interviewees, they feel secure from threats as long as they
behave carefully and conscientious and do not cause any error
conditions.

IV. MENTAL MODELS OF SECURITY OF MOBILE DEVICE
USERS

Our study shows that users of mobile devices can be divided
into two categories, which differ significantly according to
their attitude to IT security of their devices. The “my device
is a phone”-mindset is independent of the functionality of the
device and is associated with a lower security awareness and
a greater feeling of security as the “my device is a smart-
phone”-mindset. In particular, “phone users” see themselves
not responsible for the security of their devices and concern
themselves only a little with the overall theme.

It was found that many users have an “as long as I do not go
into the Internet I’m safe” -mental model. In addition, many
users believe that they are not personally threatened, because
they are not important enough or do not store any important
data on their device. Here the parallels to the risk assessment
in the PC world are clearly visible [22], [25].

In general it seems that users draw less parallels between
the computer world and the mobile world, as they do not
link problems when using mobile devices with IT security,
but exclusively with handling or peculiarities of the devices.
Moreover, technical security measures in the mobile world are
less used than in the computer world.

For the protection in the mobile environment, the users limit
their efforts almost exclusively on the careful use of the device
so far. The respondents answered among other things, that they
use “trusted” applications, avoid unserious services and do not
click irrespectively on any links. In addition, they keep their
data volume as low as possible and are careful to protected
their Bluetooth or Wi-Fi conenctions.

It seems that many users have an “I will be definitely able
to recognize threats on my device”-mental model. Whether
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this model actually works is doubtful when one considers the
parallels to the computer world [7], [8], [23], [20], [19]. It
is also unclear whether most users had no security problems
with their devices so far, or whether they have not recognized
such problems.

V. CONCLUSION

Our study revealed first insights into how users perceive the
security of their mobile devices and which measures they take
to protect their devices.

Although users know that a lot of data on their mobile
devices is threatened, they feel secure most of the time. If the
respondents undertake some efforts to protect their devicest,
these efforts concentrate often on the careful use of the device.
Users with good security knowledge often use additionally
technical protection means, such as password protection or
regularly installing updates.

Overall, our initial investigation revealed more questions
than answers, so that further research is needed. For example
we do not know how well the users’ self-assessment of their
security knowledge correlates to their actual knowledge.

The careful use of the mobile devices turned out to be the
main effort of users to ensure IT security in the mobile en-
vironment. The users often described conscious use such that
they do not install dubious applications, pay attention to their
browsing habits and are not available through communication
interfaces like bluetooth or Wi-Fi. Hereby it is of interest
whether the users have a common picture of careful usage
and whether they associate insecure practices with the careful
usage.

In addition, the question arises whether the users actually
have enough knowledge to make the distinction between safe
and unsafe applications, links, and settings of the phone.

Another point for future work is the question whether the
users have different ways of considerin computers and mobile
devices. Modern mobile devices are becoming increasingly
powerful, have an ever-increasing range of functions a nd
become more and more similar tothe computers. Nevertheless,
it seems that the users draw few parallels to the computer
world and protect themselves in the computer environment to
a greater extent, even though more and more threats are very
similar.
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Abstract─Current information systems that help user mobil-
ity, i.e., mobility information systems, generally lack of the basic 
context information that support people activity in time-chang-
ing environments: they do not take into account current traffic, 
weather or car pollution conditions,  nor the mobile users are 
timely informed about accidents, or road works.  Also, such sys-
tems do not consider the user personal information that influ-
ences the user context awareness such as age, or health status. 
 Aim of the paper is to illustrate how context  aware services 
may be offered by an implementation architecture based on a 
server  following  the  Model-View-Controller  paradigm,  i.e., 
Ruby on Rails (RoR), whose controllers implement the use sto-
ries of the mobile  users, and whose views are JQMobile scripts 
that  provide for each story the most  suitable scenario by an 
user interface   based on the familiar Google Maps. How Flash 
Builder applications resident on the user mobiles may provide 
the users with similar RoR views, but saving RoR time, is also 
widely discussed. Furthermore the paper claims that involving 
actively the mobiles into the mobility information system may 
support more effectively the context aware decisions of the mo-
bile users.

I. INTRODUCTION 

URRENT information systems that help user mobility, 

i.e., mobility information systems, generally lack of the 

basic context information that may help people in  environ-

ments where the state is time and location dependent: they do 

not  take  into  account  current  traffic,  weather  or  pollution 

conditions, nor  the mobile users are timely informed about 

accidents, strikers or road works.  Also, such systems do not 

consider user personal information and activities that influ-

ence their context awareness such as  age, health status, time 

limits to decide, or most suitable services for their task.  

C

For  these  reasons,  several  functional  architectures,  e.g., 

[1], have been proposed to merge in some intelligent system 

both external and personal  information to support user deci-

sions. However,  functional architectures are too abstract in 

location and context aware applications where it is important 

not only  what information is offered by the system to the 

users, but also  how the system is implemented. Indeed, the 

aim of the location and context aware applications  is to help 

the users in taking the most appropriate decisions to support 

the activity to accomplish a task.

Consequently, not only the user interface but also the sys-

tem internal structure should be analyzed carefully in all the 

cases in which the information system is conceived to im-

prove the user location and context awareness, e.g., in all the 

time-varying scenarios where the user activity is highly de-

pending on the user decisions and where interference due to 

not relevant information, e.g., information dealing with other 

scenarios, should be reduced to a minimum. 

This assumption is partially at the basis of the User Cen-

tered System Design (UCSD) [2]. Indeed, in UCSD system 

internal  structure  is  not  analyzed  specifically,  whereas  the 

main effort is dedicated to design human-computer interfaces 

that allow the users to afford the needed information, accord-

ing to the well known Gibson's theory on the human percep-

tual processes [3]. Criticisms to the little attention given by 

the UCSD approach to the internal structure has been widely 

advanced in the past by the authors claiming that, according 

to the situated cognition paradigm [4], [5] also the system in-

ternal structure should be designed suitably to support ade-

quately the user activities. In particular, it has been suggested 

to structure the software per use stories [6] to support speci-

fications, verification, testing and reuse [7]. 

The same point  of  view has  been  embraced  in  the  last 

years by the design paradigm called Model-View-Controller 

(MVC) [8], where the use stories are implemented by spe-

cific  controllers,  the  related  interfaces  by  views,  whereas 

data are modeled as objects although they are physically or-

ganized in MySQL tables or XML files.  

Aim of the paper is to illustrate how location and context 

aware services [9], [10], may be offered by an  implementa-

tion architecture based on a server following the MVC para-

digm, i.e., Ruby on Rails (RoR) [11], whose controllers im-

plement  the  use  stories,  and  whose  views  are  JQMobile 

scripts [12] that implement for each story the most suitable 

scenario by an user interface  based on the familiar Google 

Maps. Also, how Flash Builder by Adobe[13] may be used to 

implement applications resident on the user mobiles for pro-

viding the users  with similar  RoR views,  but  saving RoR 

time, is discussed. 

Transition from a centralized urban database that is at the 

core of a central data warehouse for the mobile users of a 

city to a distributed data warehouse organization  consisting 

of datasets resident on separate servers is also outlined in the 

paper  so  that  privacy,  updating  policies  and  management 

may  be  favored  by  a  proprietary  solution  running  on  the 

proper  machine,  whereas  data  integration  is  obtained  by 

transforming each dataset in an XML or RDF archive [14]. 

This transition will lead, as envisaged in the paper, to re-

think  the role of the user devices from more or less passive 

visualization systems to active nodes of a new generation of 

mobility information systems, where we claim that the user 

mobiles powered by suitable programming environments like 
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Flash Builder, may host mobile data and rules dealing with 

the user status to be linked to the ones dealing with 

conditions external to the users resident on public databases 

This will give rise to information systems that support more 

effectively the context aware decisions of the mobile users.   

Sect.2 proposes two implementation architectures to offer 

the sought support to location and context aware decisions of 

the mobile users: one based on an RoR server provided with 

JQMobile user interface and the other on Flash Builder 

applications resident on the mobiles. Sect.3 shows how the 

urban road graph and the current position of the user and 

destination in such graph (needed by the location aware 

systems) may be obtained by using Google Maps APIs. 

Sect.3 points out that both the proposed implementations 

outperform the current GPS navigation systems since they 

offer real time information and make feasible mobile 

applications that support the user tasks such as m-commerce 

(e.g., buying on the fly), m-government (e.g., everywhere 

digital certification), and m-bureaucracy (e.g., document 

management in mobility). Also, this section illustrates how 

an effective decision support system for mobile users that 

takes into account external conditions and personal data may 

be  obtained by the joint work of the RoR server and the 

Flash Builder application resident on the mobile. Finally, in 

sect. V and sect. VI we compare the JQMobile and Flash 

Builder solutions and point out future works. 

 

II. REAL TIME CITY INFORMATION SYSTEMS                

Fig.1 shows how the traffic information needed to 

compute the travel time of each road segment is obtained in 

our system dividing the city into zones controlled by 

computing nodes that collect the measurements on traffic 

taken by in situ technologies and from perceptions issued by 

authorized people, as proposed in [15].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Traffic information system based on real time information: current 
frontiers 

 

Such nodes should compute the travel times of each road 

segment of their zone by using suitable formulas depending 

on the car flow conditions and on the type of road 

intersection, e.g., the ones pointed out in [16]. We envisage 

that the travel times will be stored in XML files resident at 

the zone nodes, where they are updated at regular time 

intervals or when traffic conditions change suddenly for 

dangerous events, e.g., accidents or storms. These XML data  

are collected by a central server that is able to compute the 

best path for any source-destination pair.  

In this architecture, walking and driving users may ask the 

RoR server, through their mobiles, to suggest the best path to 

a destination  chosen by them or to a destination chosen by 

the system to best fit the user needs. The display of the path 

on the mobile is obtained by a JQMobile application resident 

on the server that uses the relevant Google Maps APIs  or by 

a specialized software, based on Flash Builder,  resident on 

the user mobile.   

The former solution has the advantage of informing the 

users even when they are provided with simple mobiles, but  

it increases the processing load of the server, especially if it 

has to behave as a Decision Support System (DSS) to help 

the mobile user activities. The latter solution relieves the 

server from the task of displaying the geo-referenced 

information on the maps; also, it may evolve into a more 

general software that implements on the mobile, in 

collaboration with the central server, a sort of city mobility 

personal assistant that takes into account the current traffic 

and weather conditions, and the user profile, as will be 

illustrated in sect.IV.  

Let us note that the development of the mentioned 

personal assistant on the mobile avoids that the server has to 

create the view that displays on the mobile the map and the 

graphical frames (i.e., buttons, text boxes, divisions, etc.); 

but, this is not easy since it requires that the mobile is 

provided with a software to allow the users to issue their 

queries and to receive the system responses by a graphical 

interface comparable with the one obtainable with JQMobile. 

Also, the mobile should have enough memory and 

processing speed. Fortunately, the latter requisite may be 

fulfilled by using the modern cellular phones or PDAs (e.g., 

iphones, android phones, iPADs, etc.), whereas the former 

requisite may be satisfied by  developing the mobile 

application using Flash Builder. Consequently, both the 

solutions drawn in fig.1, as well as both the mentioned  

implementations are currently feasible. 

 

III. LOCATING THE USERS AND THEIR DESTINATION IN THE   

URBAN ROAD GRAPH  

To compute the minimum path  from a source to a 

destination of a traffic network is necessary:  to represent the road graph of the traffic network by a 

mathematical description such as the following array:                        

 

                road_segment(ia, ib, dab, tab)               (1) 

 

where ia, and ib, are road intersections whereas dab and tab 

are the distance and the travel time associated to the road 

segment from intersection  ia to intersection ib. 
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 to identify  in what road_segment the users are located, 

and in what position of the segment, when they issued to 

the server the request to know the minimum path to the 

destination. The user position may be identified by 

adding the following two rows to the road array: 

 

 road_segment(user, ib, dub, tub)       

                                                                      (2) 

road_segment(ia, user, dau, tau) 

  to identify  in what road_segment the destination is 

located and in what position. This may be obtained by 

adding other two rows of the road array: 

 

 road_segment(dest, ib, ddb, tdb) 

                                                                       (3) 

road_segment(ia, dest, dad, tad) 

 

Fig.2 shows how the road graph should be modified to 

compute the minimum path. The nodes dealing with the user 

and destination positions may be deleted after having 

computed the minimum path, whereas the ones related to the 

road intersections are fixed points of the traffic network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Inserting in the urban road graph, drawn on the left, the current 
user position at the right distance from the intersections (as shown on the 
right). If the user segment does not belong to the graph, then a novel 
segment is added to the road graph (see the dotted segment on the right). For 
simplicity, the road_segments are two ways streets. 

 

 In principle the geo-coordinates of the intersections may 

be obtained by adopting suitable procedures in the most 

diffused CAD environments, e.g., Arcinfo  [17] or Autocad 

Map [18], but using Google Maps and related APIs has the 

advantage of  providing the designers with the same 

programming interface in both building the cartography  and 

in visualizing the information on the user interface. 

 For this reason, we assume that the road graph consists 

of a set of geo-referenced intersections derived from Google 

Maps that can be superimposed to the Google Maps thus 

making possible to inform timely and in  a familiar Google 

Maps interface the users about changes of the road status 

(e.g., works in progress, blocked by an accident, or closed 

for excessive pollution), as well as to take into account the 

current traffic and weather conditions.   

In the Google Maps terminology, such intersections are 

points located at the crossroad of two or more roads that 

have the property of being connected  by the  get_distance 

API with a path of only one step to the adjacent intersections. 

These intersections can be found by our novel function, 

called get_intersections(first_road, second_road) obtained 

by using the API get_directions with the walking option to 

go from the first_road to the second_road. Indeed, the 

sought intersection is the first point of the path, if any, whose 

second_road is indicated in its info window.   

This function has been put at the core of an automated 

procedure to find the intersections of any city called 

get_all_intersections(from_road, to_road) that, using the 

names of the city roads stored in an XML file, computes the 

intersections of each road in the interval [from_road, 

to_road] with all the other roads of the city by applying the 

above mentioned function get_intersections. In our 

implementation, the intersections identified by the procedure 

are stored either into an MySQL table and XML file. Since 

each intersection between  two roads is identified by calling 

the Google Maps API get_directions,  we have based our 

implementation on a listening process that waits 1 second for 

the response to the query  sent to get_directions stored on the 

Google Maps site.  

To save processing time the roads of the city have been 

subdivided into segments belonging to only one 

neighborhood. Thus, for example for a medium city, as our 

city, with 2000 roads and 20 neighborhoods we need about 

10.000 seconds to find all the intersections of a 

neighborhood. This time can be further decreased if one 

executes get_all_intersections by a cloud of computing 

nodes working in parallel. In our case, by a cloud  of 10 

computing  nodes we obtained the intersections of a 

neighborhood in about 15 minutes that is quite acceptable 

because get_all_intersections is a batch procedure to be 

executed at  a very low rate (e.g., one time per month).  

In the implemented procedure  the user may choose the 

city and the road interval [from_road, to_road]. The 

intersections are stored only if they are featured by a pair 

(latitude, longitude) different from (0, 0). Of course, an 

intersection is not stored if it has the same geo-coordinates of 

a previous stored intersection. This allows us to store only 

one time the intersection among several roads (see fig.3).  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this way we may obtain incrementally all the road 

intersections of a city that are displayed by small red circles 

super-imposed on the relevant Google Maps, as shown in 

fig.4. The user should check the final result to add manually 

the few intersections that cannot be identified by the 

mentioned procedure, e.g., since they are related to roads that 

are not labeled by names. 

 

ia 

ib 

user 

ia 

ib 

road_segment(ia, ib, dab, tab)       road_segment(ia, ib, dab, tab)   

road_segment(user, ib, dub, tub)  

road_segment(ia, user, dau, tau) 

user 

Figure 3. Intersection among more than two roads is identified by only 
one record on the MySQL intersection table and consequently 
represented by only one red point on the relevant Google Maps. 
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Obtaining the array road_segment from the array 

intersection(id, first_road, second_road, latitude, longitude)  

is straightforward, since two intersections are linked by a 

segment if they are connected  by get_directions in only one 

step. Tracking the position of the users in a road graph 

visualized on the mobile screen is very easy if one uses the 

GPS of the adopted navigation system, but describing 

mathematically  their position according to (2)  is  slightly 

more complicated. Indeed we have to find the address 

nearest to the GPS position and then the two addresses 

associated to the intersections of the same road that are 

nearest to the current user address. Fig.5  shows how this can 

be obtained very fast by a Flash Builder mobile without the 

intervention of the server. Analogously we should operate to 

find the two road_segment of the destination indicated in (3). 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Of course, in the JQMobile version the four 

road_segment are computed by the RoR server, whereas in 

the Flash Builder implementation this is done by the mobile 

that sends such segments together with the identifiers of the 

origin and the destination to the server where a  minimum 

path program will find the shortest path,, e.g., [19]. In our 

implementation, this program has been written in Prolog [20] 

consisting of facts and rules since we have found that it has 

the same time performance of the traditional program written 

in C and allows us to solve different problems by simply 

modifying the facts [15].  

For example, with a simple modification of the facts, it is 

easy to find the minimum path for other location services, 

e.g., a) to find the nearest park and b) the minimum path to 

reach the park nearest to the destination.   

In the former case, all the city parks are linked to a node, 

let say parking_node, with a road_segment having distance 

and travel time equal to zero, as shown in fig.7. The 

minimum path to go from the user position to the 

parking_node gives the minimum path to reach the nearest 

park, being the nearest park the one located at the 

penultimate node. The same approach may be used to find 

the nearest hotel, pharmacy and so on. 

In the latter case, first, we have to find the park at the 

minimum distance from the destination following the same 

approach described above, i.e., finding the minimum path, let 

say  path1, from the  parking_node to the destination and 

then we have to find the minimum path from the current 

position to the park located at the second node of the 

previous path  path1. These steps are also illustrated in fig.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. FROM LOCATION AWARE TO                                                 

CONTEXT AWARE CITY SERVICES 

In principle, all the mobility information services that take 

into account the user location and current traffic may be 

viewed as location aware services, such as the services 

outlined in the previous section, where the system takes into 

account the current position of the users and the current 

travel time featuring the roads to find the best path to 

destination. Context aware services have a wider scope, since 

they should take into account also the user personal 

information and the current user activity. Of course, it is 

difficult to provide services for each specific user activity, 

but structuring the city services as use stories certainly may 

favor the transition from location to context aware systems.  

Indeed parking reservation may be viewed as a typical 

use story where both location and context issues have to be 

taken into account specifically since they differ from the 

ones to be taken into account to support the users to enact 

another story, e.g., to find a pharmacy. For this reason, the 

paradigm MVC suggests that all the actions and their order 

in time to be carried out for obtaining a specific service may 

be conveniently organized in a software module called 

controller. According to MVC, each action of an use story  is 

supported by a proper view displayed on the user device, 

including the initial action to start the service. For this reason 

the main interface of our location/context aware city service 

provider consists of icons related to the first actions of the 

stories the are relevant for the current user activities.  

For example, fig.7 shows the main screen of an 

user interested in carrying out bureaucratic practices at 

institutions located in different places and who has to buy 

some specific drugs; in this case the user may need 

 
Figure 4. Intersections of a city obtained by the get_all_intersections 
function proposed in the paper.  

Figure 5. Inserting the user position in A increases the road graph with 
two segments, but if A is not in a road of the graph the user is localized 
by a new segment (in blue) that links A to the nearest intersection B 
(on the right). This modification is found very fast by the program 
implemented on the Flash Builder (see its operations on the left). 

 

A 

B 

Figure 6. Typically, users are driving/walking in the road graph, e.g., 

USERin, but if the user is not within such graph, e.g., USERout, a new 

segment is added to the road graph. The nearest park is the penultimate node 

of the minimum path to reach the Parking_node, i.e., park PKa.  The park 

nearest to the destination is given by the second node of the minimum  path 

connecting Parking_node to the destination, i.e., park PKb.  
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information on pharmacy, parking, minimum path to 

destination, refueling and costs, the documents that are 

needed for the relevant practice and the ones that may be 

obtained automatically from the system, and where the 

various institutions are located. Let us note that in the current 

implementation it is the user who chooses from the list of use 

stories the ones that are more relevant for the task. In future 

this will be done with the help of an intelligent agent.  

 

                                                                         

 

 

The location part of the pharms and parks has been 

treated in the previous section. Fig.8  shows the display of 

our Flash Builder navigator, running on an android mobile, 

obtained when the user is searching for a given service, e.g., 

a pharmacy. On the left, the mobile shows the current 

position computed on the basis of the mobile GPS and offers 

two possibilities to reach the destination: the first according 

to Google Maps and the other according to the minimum 

path computed by the Prolog program. On the right, we show  

the response computed by Flash Builder after the user 

choice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A further step towards context awareness may be 

obtained by offering to the users the services that are most 

suitable for their activity. For example in fig.9 the user has 

increased the list of parks normally taken into account (i.e., 

the ones managed in our city by the company AST) with a 

set of parks offered in our city by the company AMT that are 

close to the public services so that they may be considered 

when the user is searching for a park near to the today 

destination. Let us note that the Flash Builder application 

does not need to ask for the park list to the server since it is 

able to go inside any publicly available XML databases and 

to extract the relevant information. In our implementation 

only the network addresses and the general descriptions of 

the databases are collected into an XML file stored on the 

server so that the Flash Builder mobile may be addressed to 

relevant DBs, where it may find the relevant information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another step that may help the mentioned bureaucratic 

user activities is the possibility to have in mobility 

certificates and templates relevant for the task. For example 

our Flash Builder application may access the Municipality 

DB transformed into XML files to receive typical 

demographic certificates. In particular, the data of such 

certificates are taken from the Municipality DB and passed 

to a PHP procedure resident on the RoR server to produce 

the certificate in pdf that will be sent by the server to the user 

e-mail.  

To take into account the personal data and other context 

conditions we may apply Fuzzy rules [21] in the following 

form: if condition 1and ....  and condition N are  true then 

the service should be reached in a short time.  

As known, in fuzzy logic the truth degree of the 

conclusion is given by its membership degree to the fuzzy set 

associated to the conclusion, i.e., in our case the fuzzy set 

short_time given by the minimum truth degree of the 

antecedents. After having computed the truth degree of the 

conclusion, it is easy  to find the maximum distance or time 

to destination that satisfies the rule by simply defuzzyfing 

the fuzzy set of the conclusion, i.e., passing from the truth 

degree (on the y-axis) to the value of distance or time (on the 

x-axis) that qualifies the fuzzy set. 

Thus, assuming that  the fuzzy set short_time is the one 

represented in fig.10, we have that if the membership degree 

of the antecedent is ≈ 1, then the time to reach the service 

should be between 0 and 3 minutes, let say 1,5 minute, 

whereas if the degree ≈ zero, then the time to reach the 

service may be greater, let say 2,5 minutes.   

 

 

AMT 

  

Figure 7. Main screen of an user interested in carrying out  
bureaucratic practices at institutions located in different places and 
who has to buy some specific drugs. 

 

Use stories 
1. pharmacy (find and buy) 

2. parking (find and reserve) 

3. driving (best path to destination) 

4. refueling (most convenient) 

5. bureaucratic practices (certification) 

6. public office finder 

 

1 2 

3 4 

5 6 

Figure 8. Flash Builder version of the navigator. It shows the current 
user position computed on the basis of the mobile GPS and offers two 
possibilities to reach the destination (on the left). On the right the 
response computed by Flash Builder after the user selection. 

AST 

Figure 9. The mobile collects from different sites the names of the parks 
of possible interest for the today activity, i.e. the ones offered in the 
downtown by public company named AST and the ones offered within 
public offices by another company named AMT.  
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If we have to meet more than one rule, we have to 

compute the truth  of each antecedent. As an example, if the  

fuzzy rules are as follows: 

  if the weather is bad, then the service should be 

reached in a short time,  if the current time is greater than 9 p.m. then the 

service could be reached in a medium time   if the user is an middle age people, then the service 

could be reached in a medium time   if the health status is not good the should be reached 

in a short time. 

 

we have to compute the membership degrees of each 

antecedent by using the relevant fuzzy sets, i.e., bad weather, 

nighttime, middle age and bad health status, drawn in fig.11. 

Therefore, assuming that:  

 

a) from some meteorological service on the web (e.g., yahoo)  

we have that currently there is a medium rain,  

b) the current time is 7,30 pm,  

c) the user has forty-five years,  and  

d) a body temperature of 37,5 °C,   

 

it follows that the maximum acceptable time to reach the 

destination is given  by the 2 Ma + 5,5 Mb / (Ma + Mb), i.e., by 

the barycentre of the two masses in fig.12: Ma obtained by 

intersecting the fuzzy set short_time with the line at  = 0,5 

(that is the minimum membership of the antecedents dealing 

with short_time), and Mb obtained by intersecting the fuzzy 

set medium_time with the line at  = 0,6 (that is the 

minimum membership of the antecedents dealing with 

medium_time). 

The services that are within the maximum time (or 

distance) are then displayed to the users by a set of icons 

enclosed within a circle (see fig.12). The users may inspect 

the various services to decide their preferred service. Then 

they may know the best path to the destination by a view 

similar to the one displayed in fig.8.  

Of course, in case the users are interested in the distance 

of the services since they are walking, the circle gives to 

them the better information to decide, whereas  in case they 

are driving the circle may induce the users to choose the 

services nearest to their current position. 
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Figure 10. Fuzzy set associated to a position that can be reached in a 
short or medium time. 

 

Figure 11. Fuzzy sets associated to bad weather, nighttime, middle 
age, and bad health status. 

 

Figure 12. The services pointed out within the circle are the ones  that 
can be reached in an acceptable time (or are within an acceptable 
distance from the current user position).  
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V. COMPARING ROR-FLASH BUILDER AND  ROR-JQMOBILE 

NAVIGATION SYSTEMS 

The location based services outlined in the paper, 

including the proposed extensions dealing with the location 

and context awareness functionalities, are available on both 

PCs and mobiles: one version works in either PCs or mobiles 

and makes use of RoR and JQMobile; the other  is for 

mobiles and is based on RoR and Flash Builder. In both the 

versions, the server manages the registration process so that 

the users may pass from the JQMobile to the Flash Builder 

implementations and viceversa while maintaining their 

profile. The server is also involved in both versions in 

finding the basic arrays concerning the traffic, i.e., the arrays  

intersection and road_segment, and in updating the travel 

times for each road segment at a regular time interval.  

However, the two developed versions show relevant 

differences. Indeed, in the JQMobile version, all the 

functions are carried out by the RoR server with an interface 

that, due to the JQMobile  features, has the same format in 

both PC and cellular phone. The position  may be obtained 

by either a GPS connected to the PC or by the geo-

coordinates of the Access Point to which the PC or the 

mobile is connected. The latter way of localizing the user is 

not compatible with the precision requested by our method to 

localize the user position in the road graph, but the former 

method needs to implement a specific procedure that 

communicates the GPS coordinates to the server. Also, the 

server has the responsibility to search from relevant 

databases the information that better meets the user needs, 

and the one of managing the certification needed by the 

mobile users. Moreover, in the JQMobile version the server 

should display the best path passing to the API get directions 

the relevant intersections computed by the Prolog program 

that get directions has to consider as mandatory waypoints.  

The main part of the mentioned work of the RoR server 

may be avoided if one uses the Flash Builder approach. For 

example, the mobile may find alone the acceptable 

maximum time or distance from the current position by using 

the mentioned fuzzy rules and may find also the list of 

service points of interest by visiting the relevant databases 

without the server intervention, as well as it cooperates with 

the server to manage the certification phase. Furthermore, 

although the server computes the minimum path, it does not 

build the map for the user mobile. Indeed, it stores the path 

in an XML file that will be read by the user mobile that will 

display the path on the relevant Google Map by using the get 

directions API, possibly enriching the screen with signals 

useful for the user mobility as shown in fig.13. 

Finally, the Flash Builder version allows us to manage 

the GPS of the mobile, and to compute autonomously the 

four facts (i.e., road_segment) the are needed to localize 

source and destination in the road graph. The distances 

between the above source/destination  intersections and the 

adjacent ones can be derived by get_directions, whereas the 

travel time  should be estimated by using the formulas 

described in [15].  

Currently, in both versions the minimum path is 

computed by the Prolog program executed on the server 

since Flash Builder does not allow us to run executable codes 

with the traditional command system, whereas this is 

possible in the Ruby code.  In future we plan to write this 

program in Flash Builder, thus limiting at maximum the 

computing load of the server.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 13. Minimum path computed by the Prolog program and displayed 
on the user mobile as a set of mandatory waypoints of the Google Maps API 
get_directions. 

 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The paper has illustrated how transition from traditional 

GPS navigation systems to navigators implemented on smart 

phones envisaged in many market studies, e.g. [22], became 

a reality. Two versions have been presented that are the 

metaphors of two smart phone navigators: one, i.e., 

JQMobile navigator, that is mainly supported by a mobility  

server, the other, i.e., the Flash Builder navigator, that works 

in a relatively autonomous way.  Both the navigators are 

displayed by a familiar Google Maps interface. 

If one is provided with a powerful mobile, the Flash 

Builder version is better then the JQMobile version since it 

saves the RoR server time. Also, the minimum path program 

could be implemented in the Flash Builder navigator at 

condition of regularly updating the travel time of each road 

segment. This operation is not time consuming if one 

considers that in a medium city we have about 20000 road 

segments and that, consequently, the updating implies the 

download of a small file of about 20KB.  

Both location and context awareness services to improve a 

mobility information system have been addressed. This has 

illustrated how this new generation of navigators may 

support the user decisions taking into account real time 

external conditions and personal constraints. Moreover, not 

only the traditional supports to mobility/logistics and m-

commerce but also to bureaucratic tasks are provided with 

the smart phones that may change the way the people works. 

For example, a workflow similar to the one shown in fig.11  

is followed by the Flash Builder version to help the user in 

filling the declarations in lieu of a notarial act needed to 

ensure the truth of a report.  

Currently, the presented proposals are under test at our city 

in a project, called K-Metropolis, supported by Regional 

Funds. However, the use of  urban ontologies [23], [24] to 

represent  objects and rules used in the navigational system 

by a standard RDF notation will allow us to extend without 

any change the approach to other cities. 

Future scenarios, sketched in fig.14, are also under study 

where the personal assistant resident on the user mobile is 

able to read the XML file stored on the zone nodes 
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containing the travel time of each road segment and to carry 

out  locally  the  computation  of  the  best  source-destination 

path. This evolution seems feasible since the Flash Builder 

based  software  is  able  to  consult  remote  XML  files  and 

thanks to the fact that the number of remote XML files deal-

ing with the traffic  of  a  zone is  limited.  Indeed,  the zone 

number is equal to the number of city neighborhoods that is 

generally limited to some tens (e.g., the New York neighbor-

hoods  are  about  50  and  the  ones  of  a  medium  city  are 

about 10). 

Figure 14. Traffic information system based on real time information: future 
directions

.

Finally let us note that in the paper we have not addressed 

the role of the monitoring system of the traffic parameters, 

i.e., car density, speed and flow, that are needed to compute 

the travel time for each road since this is outside the scope of 

the paper. However, it is important to point out that expen-

sive  monitoring  systems  could  limit  the  feasibility  of  the 

navigators   proposed in the paper.  Fortunately,  the studies 

and  the  applications  available  in  the  literature,  e.g.,  [15], 

[25], [26],  show that  effective monitoring systems may be 

obtained by not expensive webcams, complemented by tradi-

tional  low cost  techniques  [27].  Consequently,  this  makes 

feasible the real time services at the core of the location and 

context aware city services proposed in the paper.
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Abstract—We suggest the assignment of mobile terminals (MT)
to base stations (BS) such that the number of expendable BSs
is maximised (US Patent 13/339,763 (pending) [1], [2]). The
investigation uses an existing implementation as base case and
investigates a variety of specific scenarios; (simulated) compu-
tational results are provided for the individual test scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

CELL phone coverage is achieved through interlocking
areas of coverage from a population of base stations

(BS). These areas of the individual BS overlap and mobile
terminals traveling through these fields are “handed over” from
BS to BS. Depending on the degree of overlap, terminals can
be shifted from one BS to another even when they are not
moving.

This research is investigating the assignment of terminals
to BS such that the number of active BS is minimised. The
assumption is that by freeing as many BS as possible (without
compromising on QoS, the quality-of-service) provided to the
individual terminals, some financial and operational benefit
can be gained and that the overall power consumption of the
network is loosely proportional to the number of active BS.
In the literature, [3] suggests performance regulations and site
solutions as two of the three approaches to reduce energy
consumption (improving the hardware being the third) while
[4] and [5] support the claim that BSs constitute a major part
of the overall power consumption of the network.

In this article, we investigate the potential benefits (in terms
of active BS, coverage and number of handovers) which can
be achieved under varying scenarios, i.e. for different ranges,
user density, BS topology, user speed and terminal flexibility.

Overview

The paper opens with some background on base station
networks and mentions the opportunities for improvement
(Sec. II). Section III provides the model, while Section IV
briefly discusses the implementation thereof and describes the
simplifying assumptions that were made. The majority of the
article is dedicated to discussing the extent of optimisation
possible and the potential ramifications of subjecting the
system to it (Sec. V). The paper closes with a conclusion and
future work (Sec. VI) and provides the relevant references.

II. BACKGROUND

Over the last decades cellular phones have become a perva-
sive technology, their supporting infrastructure has grown with
them and (BS) are now a common feature of urban as well
as rural landscapes. Due to the nature of the process, there
are many properties of BS networks that can be considered
sub-optimal, for example the location of the individual BS
or the coverage they provide. With the rapid increase in MT
usage as well as the ever changing landscape of cities and the
providers, and thus the corresponding networks, the optimal
placement—in itself an undefined term—of BS within such a
network is difficult or even impossible.

A. Redundant capacity

The operators of these networks aim to provide full coverage
and comprehensive quality of service even (or especially)
during peak operation times and therefore operate networks
which are dimensioned to accommodate the peak volumes
of terminals and traffic. Due to this, we conjecture that
there is room for optimisation in times when the capacity of
the network is not fully required. While network operators
are notoriously uneasy about actually shutting parts of their
network down, it can be argued that the optimisation of the
number of customers associated with the individual BS, as well
as ability to increase the number of redundant nodes (BS), has
various benefits. The industry [6] is continuously increasing
its engagement towards environmental friendly solutions [7];
furthermore the presented approach is making steps towards
compliance with future greenICT regulations, due to increas-
ing political and public pressure on the industry.

B. Making use of existing operational functionality

Existing networks already have the following properties:
• the BS in a network are not always used to the maximum

of their potential capacity,
• the fields of coverage of BS do overlap and
• handover mechanisms are already part of the existing

implemented hardware and functionality.
Our approach is thus a straight forward use of these properties:
We aim to reassign certain active MT associated with some
BS A to another BS B (which can provide coverage for the
terminal), such that A will eventually not be required to serve
any terminal at all. Once this is achieved, we will consider A
inactive. Inactive BSs will continue to listen and can become
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active again once their service is required to protect the quality
of service constraints (i.e. all mobile terminals within the area
of coverage of the network must be serviced at any time).

We argue that this approach is possible from a hardware
point of view, reducing the required effort to implement it to
the matter of upgrading the software for both the supporting
infrastructure as well as the BSs in the field. Specifically, there
is no need to make any changes to the mobile terminals so
that their active participation or consent is not required.

III. THE MODEL

In what follows we investigate the approach and its potential
benefits on the basis of a model, i.e. for a simplified network
in which we omit a variety of real world aspects, none of
which being relevant for the investigation. In line with this we
abstract from all technical details as well as hardware issues
and consider only 5 parameters for our investigation:

1) density (d): the number of MT in the simulation. The
mobile terminals are placed randomly (see Figure 2),
their initial placement is in no means dependant on the
location of the available BS. As the area over which the
BS network is distributed is the same for all simulations
the number of d MT determines the density of users.

2) range (r): the range if a BS. BS are assumed to have a
perfect circular area of service, defined by its radius r.

3) speed (s): distance s a MT is traveling in one time step.
MTs are directed randomly at locations in the simulation
area and travel towards them until they reach them and
are assigned a new destination. We refer to [8] and [9]
for the claim that users exhibit a significant probability
for having a few highly frequented locations and that
users follow simple and reproducible patterns.

4) topology (t): the distribution of the BS over the simula-
tion area. Two basic networks are deployed and tested:
the perfect hexagonal network (used as the benchmark
and base case) and a random distribution of BS (Fig-
ure 3) where the system tries to enforce a minimum
exclusion distance t imposed on the (otherwise random)
distribution of BS. It does so by trying 10 random loca-
tions and checking if one of them satisfies an exclusion
zone x of the demanded value. If it fails, it does 10
further tries with a smaller exclusion zone x/1.5. This
process of reducing the expected exclusion zone repeats
10 times after which a random location is chosen.

5) usage (u): represents the probability that an unengaged
terminal becomes engaged. This gets evaluated each
time step for each terminal and if this happens, it stays
engaged for 0 to 100 time steps (flat probability).

The degree of optimisation (i.e. the potential benefits of the
approach) is measured and expressed by 3 values:

1) active BS (a): the number of BS which are active when
the convergence of the system has been reached. This
is the main measure of the benefits of the system. [5]
states that only about 5% of the power consumption of
an active BS are used to transmit data (provide service).

2) coverage (c): the number of mobile terminals (out of a
total of 1000—as compared to e.g. 100.000 investigated
in real scenarios [8], [9]) which are assigned to a BS.
This is the main measure of the QoS experienced by the
MTs and should be kept maximal and controllable.

3) hand-overs (h): the number of hand-overs of MTs be-
tween the BS. In the literature, handovers can be used
as criteria for comparative studies between networks
(e.g. [10]). Since handovers consume energy and can
sometimes be noticed by the user (e.g. during a call),
they affect QoS and should be minimized and controlled.

Fig. 1. Evolution over time of the optimisation of a hexagonal base station
network, from all BS active (left) to an optimised state with a percentage of
the BS passive (right). The mobile MT are removed to enhance readability.

With respect to c it should be noted that due to the manner in
which the networks are (automatically and randomly) created
by the model, there may be small areas where there simply is
no coverage. This is in line with the real world; in such cases
no service can be provided by the network, neither before
nor after the optimisation. See Figure 7 where the worst case
overall coverage is given as 99.4%.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The model was implemented in Java as a Monte Carlo simu-
lation, taking its input parameters from an XML configuration
file, and writing out the evolution of the system to a comma-
separated CSV file. More specifically, the simulation outputs
at each time step the 3 values above (a, c, h), in addition to
computing the convergence time, which is the time it took the
system to stabilize (notwithstanding random fluctuations). The
latter is used as a debugging and fine-tuning value, to sanity-
check the consistence amongst various simulations. The tool
also offers real-time parameter modification and visualisation
/ graphing capabilities, to provide quick exploration of the
parameter space, and visual debugging / tuning.

For the implementation of the model, a number of simpli-
fying assumptions were made, namely that:

• The range of a BS is perfectly circular and is not in any
way obstructed by the terrain. Furthermore, it can not be
altered with respect to capacity, direction or orientation,
as it does happen in real networks.

• BS share the same frequency (unlike real networks), the
overlap is strictly dictated by the circle’s overlap area.

• All BS have the same range.
• A BS which is going inactive will remain so for a duration

of 100 time steps. In real networks indeed, it takes a
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Fig. 2. Randomly placed terminals for d= 100 (left) and d= 1000 (right).
The dots are the BS and the lines are connecting the MT to the BS.

Fig. 3. Two examples of randomly generated non-hexagonal BS networks.
The overlap of fields of network coverage created by these BS varies between
single coverage and triple redundancy

significant amount of time to power-up the transceivers
(of the order of the minute).

There are 100 BS in all simulations. Apart from graphs
where d is varying, we have simulated 1000 MT, initially
located randomly in space. Every data point in each graph
is obtained by averaging the results from 1000 simulations,
bringing the variance down to 1% – meaning in practice
a difference of 1 active or inactive base station. An ap-
proximate number of 500,000 simulations were run on 2
dedicated identical PCs over two weeks. A total of 60
MB of data was generated and aggregated into graphs; the
most interesting of which are discussed in the next sec-
tion.

V. RESULTS

As can be seen in Figure 4, the network quickly converges
towards a state where only roughly 60% of the BS are active.
This is also consistent with the drop in handover numbers
since the system quickly converges to a stable situation. The
minimal decrease in coverage (at most 0.6%) is effectively a
tradeoff between the number of BS that can be deactivated,
and the perceived QoS by the terminals. This parameter is
fully controllable (see Figure 9). In some simulations (terminal
movement and low BS range), an additional contributor to the
QoS degradation is the fact that users will find themselves
in an area where no coverage is possible anyway. In some

Fig. 4. Results: Decrease of number of active BS (a) and hand-overs (h)
as well as variance in coverage (c) over the course of one (exemplary) run
of the simulation. These results are representative for the evolution of the
increasingly efficient optimisation of the network.

situations service can not be provided because the maximum
number of 100 mobile terminals per BS has been reached.

Fig. 5. Density (d) vs. active BS (a), average final solution of 1000
simulations in a hexagonal network with and without optimisation.

We now investigate the impact of the individual parame-
ters introduced in Section III and report on the outcome of
the simulations. Where appropriate we have investigated the
outcome of the simulation for identical settings but for the
case when all BS are active (if servicing at least one MT) and
where no coordinated effort is made to hand mobile terminals
over. In order to showcase the potential benefit, the results are
compared to this benchmark case (see Figures 5 and 12).

A. Increasing number of users (density)

With respect to the density (d) of the users (Figure 5), we
notice a plateau for the number of active BS around 60%
which is maintained until about the time when the number
of mobile terminals in the simulation exceeds the maximum
capacity of the active 60% of the BSs. These results are
for the hexagonal network and under an even distribution of
random placement of the users. The benchmark case when no
optimisation is attempted is provided for comparison. A real
world network and a more biased movement pattern (cf. [5],
[11]) will not yield these results during peak times, however,
for off-peak times even larger benefits can be expected.

The 3D diagram above shows a drop of the ridge with
increasing range due to the degree of overlap between the
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Fig. 6. The impact of the range of the BS on the potential benefit (i.e. the
plateau shown in Fig. 5). As expected, for smaller ranges the ability to hand
over terminals to BS which are still below maximum capacity is diminished,
resulting in the disappearance of the plateau.

individual BS’s fields of service (see Figure 8); with increasing
redundancy, larger percentages of optimisation are achieved.

Fig. 7. Results: Density (d) vs. Coverage (c), average final solution of 1000
simulations in a hexagonal network. These results are obtained for the QoS
constraint set to high (i.e. 99%)

The graph in Figure 7 shows the relation between d and
c. The sharp drop towards the end is due to the saturation of
the individual BS: When approaching the maximum network
capacity, an increasing number of terminals will be in areas
where the coverage is already saturated. Note that if we expect
this latter region, the decrease in QoS is limited to 0.6% only.

Fig. 8. A prefect hexagonal network with r 90 (left) and 100 (right). Note the
overlapping fields of coverage: Above r = 100 there is increasing quadruple
redundancy, i.e. increasing areas for which there are 33% more BS to shift
mobile terminals to than before; this explains the ridge in Figure 6.

B. Varying range of the BSs (range)

With respect to the range (r), Figure 9 (Range vs. Coverage)
and Figure 10 (Range vs. active BS) show the impact of
increasing the range of the BS. These results are for a
hexagonal network and the relationship between range and
performance is directly related to the redundancy of service
provided, i.e. the extent to which the fields of service of the
individual BS overlap. Figure 8 shows that for the hexagonal
network the redundancy becomes partially quadruple when the
range exceeds 90 (i.e. 100 and above). This means that there
are increasing areas where a mobile terminal can be assigned
to one of 4 BS in order to free the other three.

Fig. 9. Results: Range (r) vs. Coverage (c), average final solution of 1000
simulations in a hexagonal network. The two graphs show the results for
varying quality of service commitments: 99% (higher) versus 95% (lower).

Regarding the service level provided by the network (i.e.
QoS) investigations (shown in Figures 9 and 10) were using
different settings to enforce the the degree to which the
network has to provide absolute coverage to all terminals.
The commitments considered were 99% (high) versus 95%
(medium) (cf. Figure 7). For increasing range the results
converge. As the system is dynamic this has an effect on the
flexibility of the BS, and is investigated here to indicate that
compromising on QoS for the customer (Figure 9) provides
decreasing benefits for increased range (Figure 10).

Fig. 10. Results: Range (r) vs. active BS (a), average final solution of 1000
simulations in a hexagonal network. The two graphs show the results for
varying quality of service commitments: 99% (higher) versus 95% (lower).
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C. Mobility of users (speed)

Mobile terminals are rarely fixed in the real world and
exhibit complex movement patterns. In the present paper, we
have taken a look at the influence of speed and the results
are shown in Figures 11 and 12. For reasonably low values
of the speed, the efficiency (number of active BS) is slightly
better that the benchmark, because we effectively introduce
noise in the system, thereby removing potential locks due to
the current random topology of BSs and terminals. This comes
at a cost in terms of QoS however, since 0.2% less customers
get serviced. This is expected since it takes 100 time steps for
BS to be reactivated.

Fig. 11. Results: Speed (s) vs. active BS (a), average final solution of 1000
simulations in a hexagonal network.

On the other end of the spectrum, it is clear from the
graphs that the BSs cannot cope with too much mobility
so that this decreases both the efficiency and the quality of
service. Effectively, BSs can never be passivated since there
will always be a number of new terminals appearing in their
vicinity. Note that this situation is unrealistic in most mobile
telephony networks though, since users don’t normally move
by more than 1% of a BS range every second. Investigations
into special cases of BS networks build to accomodate high
speed travel connections (motorways, high speed trains) are
outwith the scope of this work, (see Sect. VI on Future Work).

Fig. 12. Results: Speed (s) vs. Coverage (c), average final solution of 1000
simulations in a hexagonal network.

D. Layout of the network (topology)

When considering the influence of the placement of BS over
performance, the most noticeable effect is that for very low
values of the exclusion range, a larger fraction of BS is able
to go into hibernation (see Figure 14). However, this is the
result of their more random placement, which entails very
high concentration in some places (facilitating aggregation)
and complete lack of coverage (blind spots) in others. This in
turn leads to comparatively poor average QoS seen in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Results: Topology (t) vs. Coverage (c), average final solution of
1000 simulations in a hexagonal network.

As the exclusion range reaches values similar to the distance
separating neighbouring BS in the hexagonal mesh, apparent
performance gradually decreases while QoS increases. Al-
though counter-intuitive, the fact that the fraction of active
base stations eventually becomes higher than in the benchmark
(hexagonal topology) can be understood when considering
the BS placement algorithm. Indeed, for higher exclusion
range, the pattern becomes something of a hybrid between an
approximation of the regular mesh (ensuring few blind spots)
and a random distribution. This leads to heterogeneous overlap
in different parts of the network, meaning that some BS have
very few or no opportunities for hibernation, as they are the
only available access point in their area.

Fig. 14. Results: Topology (t) vs. active BS (a), average final solution
of 1000 simulations in a hexagonal network. The intersection of the graphs
occurs (as expected) at a range where the random placement is more or less
forced to approach a hexagonal network (due to distance constraints).
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E. Impact of non-transferable terminals (usage)

Finally, when it comes to the amount of (non-transferrable)
terminals in use (u), the results presented are not surprising.
In our simulation, a terminal which is in call can not be
transferred from one BS to another. Therefore, as expected,
the number of active BS increases with the probability of the
terminals in use (Figure 15); consequently, as the optimisation
of active BS is hindered, the number of handovers decreases
with increasing probability for u (Figure 16).

Fig. 15. Results: Usage (u) vs. active BS (a), average final solution of 1000
simulations in a hexagonal network. As expected, with increasing difficulty
to hand over terminals from BS to Bs the number of active BS increases.

We refer to future work (Sect. VI) aiming to use realistic
network topologies and traffic patterns [12] (as provided in
detail in e.g. [11] for overall demand - voice call only - and
distribution of demand over a 24h period on exemplary infras-
tructure in the USA); future work will see close collaboration
with ETISALAT in Abu Dhabi and for now such investigations
are outside the scope of this article.

Fig. 16. Results: Usage (u) vs. Handovers (h), average final solution of 1000
simulations in a hexagonal network. With increasing number of terminals
unable to switch BS the number of handovers decreases.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have explored the influence of several key
parameters on the performance of an aggregation strategy ex-
ploiting coverage overlap in order to release (and “hibernate”)
a sizeable fraction of BS. Our results indicate that there is an
extensive region of this multidimensional parameter space in
which such a strategy would be feasible at an almost negligible
cost in terms of QoS degradation.

It can reasonably be assumed that aggregating mobile
terminals on a sub-set of BS would result in appreciable
power savings in the wireless access network. Indeed, hard-
ware vendors are increasingly including intelligent features
into their products that allow them to detect situations in
which they are under-used, and to respond by spontaneously
lowering their energy consumption. Our findings show that, in
identical conditions (in terms of terminal density and mobility,
network topology, bandwidth availability etc.), the proposed
aggregation strategy would statistically maximise the number
and duration of such “low power” episodes across the network.

This may however have a hidden energy cost on the terminal
side. Indeed, higher handover frequency and longer average
distance to the BS will inevitably increase power usage by the
devices. Measuring trade-offs between the two aspects, as well
as quantifying the impact of transferring some of the combined
energy consumption to battery-powered mobile devices, will
be the subject of future work.

In addition, by collaborating closely with our industrial
partners (Etisalat and BT), we hope to further increase realism
by incorporating actual mobility and usage patterns into the
model, and to be able to run experimental trials. As mentioned
before, specific and extreme scenarios (like networks along
high-speed train tracks) are left for future work as these
investigations will need to be based on actual network and
usage data in order to be meaningful.
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Abstract—This paper describes a non-intrusive eyetracking
tool for mobile devices by using images acquired by the front
camera of the iPhone and iPod Touch. By tracking and inter-
preting the user’s gaze to the smartphone’s screen coordinates
the user can interact with the device by using a more natural
and spotaneous way. The application uses a Haar classifier based
detection module for identifying the eyes in the acquired images
and subsequently the CAMSHIFT algorithm to find and track
the eyes movement and detect the user’s gaze. The performance
of the proposed tool was evaluated by testing the system on 16
users and the results shown that in about 79% of the times it
was able to detect correctly the users’ gaze.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE NEW generation of smartphones has been revolu-
tionized with the introduction of technologies like touch

screen, accelerometer, gyroscope, photo camera, etc. These
innovations in conjunction with the increase in hardware
performance, allows a different approach in the use of these
devices improving user experience and interaction. Several
recent research projects demonstrate how the interaction with
mobile phone technologies improved [1], [2]. As mentioned
in [3], the evolution of mobile phones to smartphones opened
new horizons for the implementation of innovative types of
mobile applications, like using the phone’s camera for more
specialized sensing activities, such as tracking the user’s eye
movement across the phone’s display as a means to activate
applications. In fact, eye gaze sensing is an important method
in human computer interfacing. The eye gaze is a more natural
method to interact with a device than a mouse or keyboard.
Eye movement is reflective of cognitive processes [4] and eye
gaze interaction could be a convenient way for controlling
mobile devices.

The methods for eye tracking can be classified into two cat-
egories: intrusive and non-intrusive. Intrusive methods require
direct interaction with the user. The user needs to wear head-
mounted equipment resulting in discomfort and restricting
their movement range [5]. Non-intrusive methods, instead, use
images captured from a camera to estimate the gaze direction
[6] or an infrared based approach to enhance the contrast
between the pupil and the iris [7], [8], [9].

In contrast to eye tracking systems for computers, mobile
devices suffer from several drawbacks like: intensity of light
(indoor or outdoor use), camera resolution, calibration issues
(caused by head movements and mobile device movements).
Eye tracking technology for interaction with mobile phones is
not yet available as a stable and usable application. One reason

is the lack of infrared devices for accurate eye detection. The
data captured form a camera must be sufficient to understand
the gaze movement. This implies the use of complex and
heavy computational techniques which collide with the lack
of processing power to handle video streams on these devices
in real-time.

Various systems have been implemented that integrate eye
tracking capabilities into a mobile phone. In [10], a system ca-
pable of driving mobile applications using only the user’s eye
movements and actions is described, while in [11], different
approaches, in particular dwell-time method and gaze gestures,
are compared in order to investigate how gaze interaction can
be used to control applications on mobile phone.

The implementation of an eye tracking system using a
smartphone and images captured from its camera, requires
a robust method to detect the eyes location. In particular in
[12], the authors introduced Haar classifiers to accurately and
rapidly detect faces within an image and can be adapted to
accurately detect facial features, like eyes [13].

In this work, we present a system architecture for eye
tracking using an iPhone by processing the images captured
from the device’s front camera. The remainder of the paper
is as follows: in Section II we describe the system’s general
architecture and each block that composes it. In Section III,
the performance of the system are discussed, while in the last
section, concluding remarks are given.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of the implemented framework is based on
a set of blocks that work asynchronously. Each of these blocks
performs a specific function in order to capture the user’s gaze.

The framework, called BAEyeTracking, uses the Apple
Audio Video Foundation (AVFoundation) Framework to grab
the video frames from the device’s front camera. Every specific
operation runs in a different queue using the Central Dispatch
Queue Framework. In particular, there are four distinct mod-
ules:

• The data acquisition module aims at acquiring the images
from the iPhone’s front camera and at converting it into
raw image data suitable for the subsequent processing
steps. Given the small amount of memory, every oper-
ation must be as simple as possible, and must robustly
release unneeded memory.

• For eye detection, a Haar classifier [13] is used in order
to find the eyes and check if the rectangles of the eyes
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Fig. 1. System architecture.

are stable(i.e. the rectangles did not move significantly
for three consecutive frames). Every time the Haar De-
tector starts, it checks the standard deviation between
the previous rectangles and the current ones, and uses
heuristic conditions to see whether the rectangles are
really representing the eyes or not. Once the Haar Detec-
tor finds three stable samples, it enters in a stable state
and lowers its execution frequency, until the rectangles
destabilize. Using the device accelerometer, every time
the Haar Detector is started, if the device was moved too
far from its previous position, the detection will be forced
to find new rectangles as soon as possible.

• To constantly keep track of the eyes position, an eye
tracking module based on the CAMSHIFT algorithm was
implemented. While being robust in static conditions, the
Camshift algorithm must be configured accurately to be
able to handle not only different lighting conditions but
also different types of eyes.

• In order to interpret the acquired image in eye gaze
location, a Gaze Detection module was used.

Every module is designed to work asynchronously in the back-
ground, and dispatches only the minimal amount of operations
and data when needed on the main thread.

A. Haar-Like Eyes Detection module

In order to locate the eyes rectangle into the frame and
to track any significant changes in the scene after the first
recognition, a Haar classifier based on Haar-like features that
are represented by adjacent rectangular regions (fig.2) at a
specific location in a detection window, is used. To accomplish
that, for each rectangle the sum of the pixel intensities is

Fig. 2. Example of common Haar-like features.

Fig. 3. Example of features overlay.

performed and its difference with the adjacent rectangle is
calculated. This difference is then used to classify subsections
of an image (eyes, nose etc...).

During the detection phase, a window of the target size is
overlayed and moved over the input image (fig. 3) and for each
subsection of the image the Haar-like features are calculated.
The difference between the two rectangles is then compared to
a threshold that allows to distinguish an object from another
one.

Normally, the Haar Detector finds more than one eye in
the scene, even if they are not present, and so it is necessary
to filter these false positives out. To achieve that, from the
set of the eye regions found, the two eye regions, which
centroids have the minimum y-axis difference, are selected.
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With this simple heuristic condition all the rectangles that
do not stand on the same axis, are removed. Afterwards, the
standard deviation between the current rectangle found and the
previous one, in order to check whether the area has changed,
is calculated. If it is greater than a threshold, the frame is
classified as not stable and the algorithm starts again from the
begining, otherwise the frame is classified as stable and the
number of stable samples found is incremented. If the number
of the consecutive stable samples is greater than a value, the
detection module puts itself in the stable state, in which its
execution frequency is reduced (1 per two seconds instead of
2 per second) until its state changes.

B. Hardware Accelerometer module

One of the biggest problems in implementing eye tracking
on a mobile device is that the device (and its camera) is
not adequately still and image misalignment occurs due to
the phone’s movement. Unfortunately, unless using a dock
or position the phone on stable ground (e.g a table), these
movements cannot be removed, and the problem must be
dealed with other available sensor data. In particular, to face
this problem, the Core Motion Framework was used to obtain
gyroscope and accelerometer data. Every time the detection
procedure is called, gyroscope and accelerometer data is
sampled and compared to the previous values. If the difference
is too high, it means that the device was moved from its
previous position and, subsequently, the eyes will not be on the
same position. In this case, the Haar Detector module switches
to the non-stable state and initiates the eye detection procedure
instantly.

C. CAMSHIFT Tracking module

In order to track the eye gaze, after the eyes’ position
has been identified, the CAMSHIFT algorithm [14] was used
because it gives a great tradeoff between performance and effi-
ciency. The CAMSHIFT algorithm tracks objects by matching
the probability density functions of two consecutive frames. As
in our case, as probability density function, generally, the hue
plane histogram of the frames is chosen.

After the Haar Detector module goes into the stable state,
the eye tracking module is used to monitor the eyes’ move-
ments and report their positions to the Gaze Detection module.

D. Gaze Detection module

By using the calculated data of the Eye Tracker module, the
Gaze Detection module is used to translate the eye positions
into the corresponding screen positions. While there are many
algorithms that can be used for this stage (for example the
Starburst algorithm [15]), it was preferred to use a simpler
method for not overloading the device’s processor and pre-
serving energy.

The method consists in taking the eyes rectangles and
calculating their centroids, in order to search for a correlation
between these values and the user’s gaze. Because the device
and the eyes are not always in a fixed relative position,
when both eyes are tracked, the eyes’ rectangles are unified

and represented in a different coordinate system. Using this
method, the eyes rectangles are calculated always from the
same point of origin if the following conditions hold true:

• The rectangle is calculated for every frame and must be
as precise as possible.

• The eyes must stay on the same y axis.
Once the centroids are calculated, the Gaze Detection mod-

ule stores the acquired data into a csv file.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to assess the performance of the system and the
effectiveness of the implemented modules, the application was
tested on 16 subjects. The only criteria for a subject to be
suitable to participate in the evaluation process were to have
a visual acuity of 20/20 and to not have any disorder that
affected their vision. For this reason, a complete ofthalmologic
examination was performed on all subjects before the test’s
execution. The evaluation process was performed while the
iPhone was seated on a dock station and the subject’s position
was comfortably adjusted in order to achieve a distance of
about 30 cm between the subject’s eyes and the iPhone’s
screen. Moreover, the application was tested when the iPhone
was held by the subject at the same distance in order to
evaluate the peroformance under normal conditions of the
Eye Tracker and Haar Detector modules. All of the subjects
underwent the following routine:

• Application calibration to calculate CAMSHIFT’s param-
eters

• iPhone seated: For five minutes the subject was asked to
visit a web page on the iPhone and to report out loud the
object (image, text etc..) she was currently looking at.

• One minute pause
• iPhone on hand: For two minutes the subject was asked

to visit the same web page on the iPhone and to report
out loud the object (image, text etc..) he was currently
looking at.

• The reported locations were registered together with the
elapsed time from the experiment’s starting time.

• At the end of the session, the produced csv file was
compared to the registered notes.

The obtained performance, for all the 16 users, is reported
in Table I. True positives (TP) represent the number of
correctly detected fixations whereas false postives (FP) and
false negatives (FN) represent the number of falsely detected
fixations and the number of undetected fixations, respectively.
RF and DF are the number of the user reported fixations
and the number of the detected fixations, respectively. The
accuracy of the proposed system reached about 79% when
the iPhone was docked and 53% when the user held the
iPhone on hand.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a solution for integrating eye
tracking capabilities on an iPhone. In particular, by using the
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TABLE I
OBTAINED RESULTS.

Mode RF DF TP FP FN Accuracy (%)

Docked 741 624 603 21 138 79.1
On hand 373 268 224 44 149 53.5

phone’s camera and the appropriate image processing tech-
niques, our system is able to detect and track the eyes position
in real-time and interpret it in screen coordinates. While the
obtained results, especially when the iPhone is docked, look
promising, more sophisticated and complex algorithms should
be used in order to achieve better performance in real life
normal conditions. This means that more processing power
is needed in order to not overload the phone’s processor,
and to this end, we aim at integrating a Cloud computing
which can provide computational resources on demand, such
as the one in [16]. Finally, given the processing power of the
currently available smartphones suffice for image processing
applications, other types of image processing application can
be developed as well, ranging from biometric applications like
[17] to media retrieval applications [18], to object detection,
tracking and classification applications [19], [20], [21], to
medical image analysis tools [22], [23], [24], [25] and to
specific image processing methods [26].
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he field of agent technology is rapidly maturing. One of 
key factors that  influence this process is the gathered 

body of  knowledge  that  allows in-depth  reflection  on  the 
very nature of designing and implementing agent systems. As 
a result, we know better how to design and implement them. 
We  also  understand  the  most  important  issues  to  be  ad-
dressed in the process. Therefore, on the top-most level we 
see progress in development of methodologies for design of 
agent-based systems. Furthermore, these methodologies are 
usually supported by tools that allow not only top level con-
ceptualization but guide the process towards implementation 
(e.g. by generating at least some code). Next, we can see that 
new  languages  for  agent  based  systems  are  created,  e.g. 
AML or API Calculus. Separately, tools/platforms/environ-
ments that  can  be  used  for  design and  implementation of 
agent systems have been through a number of releases, elimi-
nating problems and adding new, important features. Result-
ing products are becoming truly robust and flexible. Further-
more, open source products (e.g. JADE) are surrounded by 
user  communities,  which  often  generate  powerful  add-on 
components, further increasing value of existing solutions.

T

TOPICS

During the Workshop we are primarily interested in all as-
pects of the process that leads from the model of the problem 
domain to the actual agent-based solution. These aspects will 
cover both principled approaches and established practices 
of software engineering aimed at producing high quality soft-
ware. In this context, research into the application of agent-
based  solutions to  key challenges faced  by software  engi-
neering (e.g.  reduction of costs and delivery times, coping 
with a larger diversity of problems) will be of primary im-
portance.

ABC:MI Workshop welcomes submissions of original pa-
pers concerning all aspects of software agent engineering.
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 Abstract—In this paper we propose an agent-based approach 
for the integration of building networks (BNs) and body sensor  
networks (BSNs). Such an integration has the potential to enable  
a novel  set  of smart environments  for  ambient assisted livings  
further enhancing the concept  of smart buildings.  Specifically,  
inhabitants of buildings who are equipped with a BSN can ex-
pose their real and virtual sensed data to the BN that can use  
them to effectively support differentiated services: people identifi-
cation and localization,  information exchange,  safety,  security,  
and context-aware personal support. The proposed approach cur-
rently uses a gateway developed in JADE interfacing BNs based  
on the BMF framework with BSNs based on the SPINE frame-
work. A system use case is shown that elucidates the BN/BSN in-
tegration based on the agent gateway. Finally, an evaluation of  
the overhead introduced by the defined application-level solution  
is also provided.

I. INTRODUCTION

 WIRELESS Sensor Network (WSN) [1] is a collec-

tion of  tiny devices  capable  of  sensing,  computation 

and wireless communication operating in a certain environ-

ment to monitor and control events of interest in a distrib-

uted  manner  and  collectively  react  to  critical  situations. 

WSN applications  span various  domains such  as  environ-

mental and building monitoring and surveillance, pollution 

monitoring,  agriculture,  health  care,  home-automation,  en-

ergy management, earthquake and eruption monitoring. 

A

When applied to the monitoring of human body parame-

ters,  WSNs are usually called Wireless Body Sensor Net-

works (WBSNs) [2], or simply BSNs. They can significantly 

improve the quality of human life by enabling continuous 

and  real-time medical  assistance,  e-fitness/e-wellness,  and 

daily life activities support at low cost [3]. 

WSNs applied in the context of buildings are typically re-

ferred as Building Wireless Sensor and Actuators Networks 

(WSANs) [4], or simply Building Networks (BNs). BNs aim 

at satisfying different needs of inhabitants of buildings such 

as awareness regarding their structural health, control over 

the building environment,  actuation of  specific  policies in 

the energy management of buildings, trade-off with respect 

to energy consumption and people comfort, support for con-
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text-aware social and commercial activities, safety and secu-

rity.

In order to effectively provide such services, buildings are 

required  to  become “smart”  [5]  [6]  [7]  [8]  and  “human-

aware”  so  being  able  to  implicitly  and  explicitly  interact 

with their inhabitants. To realize this vision, BNs and BSNs 

worn  by  buildings'  inhabitants  could  be  seamlessly  inte-

grated so that  real and virtual data sensed from people can 

be  exposed  and  collected  by the BN.  Such an  integration 

poses  interesting  technical  challenges  at  different  layers: 

protocols, devices, and software.

In this paper, we propose an effective solution based on 

the concept  of  gateway,  a software component interfacing 

BSNs with BNs at application-level. In particular, the role of 

the  gateway is  to  interpret  requests  coming from the  BN 

about sensing people's vital parameters (e.g. body tempera-

ture,  heart  rate,  human  activity,  emotions)  and  send  the 

sensed data to the BN according to the specific requests. The 

gateway is currently implemented on JADE [9] and, specifi-

cally,  integrates  BNs  based  on  the  Building  Management 

Framework  (BMF)  [4]  with  BSNs  based  on  the  SPINE 

framework [10].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II 

introduces some related work on heterogeneous networked 

system integration. Section III discusses benefits and techni-

cal issues of BN/BSN integration and provides an applica-

tion-level solution based on gateway. In Section IV, we first 

briefly introduce the BMF and SPINE frameworks and then 

present the design of the gateway based on JADE. Section V 

presents a system use case along with some technical details 

about  the  implemented  solution  and  an  evaluation  of  the 

overhead introduced by the JADE gateway. Finally, conclu-

sions are drawn and direction of future work delineated.

II. RELATED WORK

The integration of heterogeneous networked systems is an 

important problem which has been addressed in different re-

search and industrial contexts. 

In [11] authors addressed the problem of integrating au-

tonomous and heterogeneous IT systems that are not corre-

lated so allowing for automatic monitoring across systems 

that would otherwise require manual intervention. They de-

signed  and  implemented  the  NETA  Monitoring  System 

which is based on standard agents standing on different plat-
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forms.  These  agents  report,  in  an  asynchronous  fashion, 

events to a System Engine, which is the core of the NETA 

Monitoring System. It is in charge of correlating events and 

managing any trouble for each platform.

Integration of different classes of networks is instead the 

aim of [12] where authors describe two possible integration 

approaches (tight and loose integration) and implement the 

latter. The development of the loose integration approach is 

based on the introduction of two components in the system: 

a new network  element called IOTA (Integration Of Two 

Access technologies) gateway deployed in the network and a 

new client software. In particular, the IOTA gateway coop-

erating with the client software offers integrated 802.11/3G 

wireless data services that support seamless inter-technology 

mobility,  Quality  of  Service  (QoS)  guarantees  and  multi-

provider roaming agreements.

Integration  has  been  also  notably  carried  out  based  on 

agent technology.  In  [13] authors design and implement a 

framework which uses mobile agents to ensure information 

exchange between legacy network management systems and 

a top management layer.  Their aim is the realization of an 

evolutionary network redesign which preserves the existing 

infrastructure and saves the operator’s existing investments. 

The framework is based on layered decentralized manage-

ment architecture, and implemented using agents on the net 

and subnet layers. The application of the solution is demon-

strated  in  the  framework  implementation  with  the  Aglets 

mobile  platform  [14]  used  as  the  toolkit  for  the  mobile 

agents implementation.

In [15] authors present a novel agent-based approach to 

data translation between WSN and an existing agent-based 

air condition monitoring system. Their aim is demonstrating 

that a multi-agent approach combined with wireless sensor 

networking can be used for a number of air condition moni-

toring applications. They designed and implemented a sen-

sor network gateway which provides an interface between 

the JADE FIPA-based multi-agent system and the wireless 

sensor  network.  It  consists  of  a  FIPA-compliant  gateway 

agent  and  a  physical  sensor  node  configured  to  act  as  a 

basestation at the edge of the sensor network. 

In [16] authors present the design and implementation of 

the JADE/MAPS gateway. It allows integration between two 

agent  platforms,  namely JADE [9]  (Java  Agent  DEvelop-

ment Framework),  which is used for  conventional  distrib-

uted environments, and MAPS [17] (Mobile Agent Platform 

for Sun SPOTs), which is exploited in WSNs. Thus the gate-

way enable also the integration of distributed platforms and 

WSNs. The gateway has been implemented as a JADE agent 

to provide a communication mechanism between JADE and 

MAPS  agents  so  facilitating  bi-directional  translation  be-

tween JADE ACL messages and MAPS events and support-

ing routing of communication between the two agent plat-

forms. 

III. INTEGRATING BUILDING NETWORKS AND BODY SENSOR 
NETWORKS

The integration of BNs and BSNs aims at facilitating the 

development of novel smart environments, namely human-

aware smart buildings, effectively supporting people while 

they enter and move inside (residential, commercial, public) 

buildings. The main supporting services are:

• People  identification,  which  is  fundamental  to 

identify people inside the building. This service 

is the basis for more advanced services related to 

security and personalized people support. 

• People localization, which allows to trace the lo-

cation of people inside the building.

• Information Exchange, which enables the trans-

fer of different kind of information between peo-

ple  and  the  smart  building.  For  instance,  the 

smart  building could monitor  the vital  parame-

ters of people for health-care assistance. 

• Safety,  which supports people in case of emer-

gency.  For example,  this service could suggest 

the safest pathway/s to exit the building in case 

of a fire alarm. 

• Security, which supports security of building by 

monitoring  authorized/unauthorized  people  and 

enforcing space access.

• Context-aware personal support, which is based 

on the first three basic services and provides spe-

cific services depending on the type of buildings 

and context in which people are located. For in-

stance, in a commercial building such as a mall, 

the smart building could send advertisements to 

people  depending  on  their  captured  emotions 

while approaching and visiting shops.

Different types of BN/BSN integration can be envisaged 

at different layers (see Fig. 1):

• BN and BSN use the same protocols. In this case, 

BN and BSN have to be homogeneous (same phys-

ical, MAC, network and application layers) so that 

BSN nodes seamlessly become members of the BN.

• BN and BSN only have different physical layers. In 

this case, BN and BSN have to be homogeneous at 

the MAC, network and application layers and have 

to interact through hubs in the network that trans-

late the data between different physical media. 

• BN and BSN have different physical and MAC lay-

ers. In this case, BN and BSN have to be homoge-

neous  at  the  network  and  application  layers  and 

have to interact through bridges in the network that 

translate  the  data  between  different  MAC layers. 

Moreover, bridges can apply filtering on the MAC 

addresses of the packets that are not addressed to 

the subnet they manage.

• BN and BSN have different physical, MAC and net-

work layers. In this case, BN and BSN have to be 

homogeneous only at the application layer and have 
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to interact through routers that merge networks run-

ning different network protocols (usually BNs use 

multi-hop network protocols while BSNs use star-

topology single-hop  protocols).  Routers  can  filter 

data based on destination addresses.

• BN and BSN implement  different  physical,  MAC,  

network and application layers. In this case, BSN 

and  BN  need  to  interact  through  an  application 

gateway.  So,  BSN  and  BN  are  independent  and 

share a node that acts as a gateway between the two 

different networks. This node knows both the BSN 

and the BN communication protocols at all layers 

and will translate data between the networks at ap-

plication layer.

Fig 1. BN/BSN integration at different layers.

Fig 2. BN/BSN gateway-based interaction.

Among  the  aforementioned  integration  approaches,  we 

believe that the application gateway is the most suitable and 

viable one because it allows to use different protocol stacks 

for  BNs and BSNs and also different  transmission media. 

This also allows for a high degree of heterogeneity of the in-

volved  devices  (coordinators,  sensors  and  actuators)  and 

avoids  interoperability issues at different layers.  The most 

suitable node on which to install the gateway is represented 

by the BSN coordinator (see Fig. 2) as we can assume that 

each BSN has a powerful coordinator (smart-phone, tablet, 

PDA) with (i) a specific node interfacing the BN and actu-

ally being a (mobile)  node of  the BN, and (ii)  a  specific 

node interfacing with the BSN nodes.  To the best  of  our 

knowledge, the solution we present in this paper is the first 

one that addresses the integration between different kinds of 

WSNs, namely BN and BSN.

IV. THE AGENT-BASED GATEWAY

The  reference  architecture  of  the  proposed  solution  is 

shown in Fig. 3. The defined application-level gateway in-

terfaces BMF-managed BNs, which are formed by a multi-

hop network of wireless sensors and actuators, with SPINE-

based BSNs, which are composed of a single-hop network. 

In  the following subsections we first  provide  some basics 

about  the BMF [4] and SPINE [10] frameworks and then 

present the JADE-based design of the gateway.

Fig 3. BN/BSN gateway network architecture.

A. The Building Management Framework

The BMF [4] [18] is a domain-specific framework avail-

able  both  for  WSAN nodes  and  for  WSAN  coordinators 

(BS-side) such as PCs or smart-phones. The BMF provides 

flexible  and  efficient  distributed  sensing  and  actuation  in 

buildings and in all other contexts in which sensors/actua-

tors can be deployed in environments and on physical ob-

jects. The main features of the BMF are: quick node recon-

figuration, processing algorithms implemented on the nodes, 

multi-hop networks support,  hardware and software cross-

platform support, provision of a building programming ab-

straction  (namely dynamic  groups)  to  model  from a  high 

level  point  of  view the  morphology  of  buildings/physical 

spaces, actuators support, and flexible and extensible library 

to program application on top of the BMF.

The  BMF  architecture  (both  BS-side  and  sensor  node-

side) is shown in Fig.4 in a layered fashion. Moreover, Fig. 

4 shows how coordinator and sensor nodes interact through 

an  application-level  BMF communication  protocol  that  is 

based on a multi-hop network protocol. The BMF permits to 

build applications on top of it providing an API that allows 

the communication between the application and the WSAN 

coordinator.  In  particular,  an application  can  interact  with 

the Request Scheduling layer to schedule sensing and actuat-

ing operations. This request scheduling can be sent to single 

nodes or dynamically created groups of nodes. At the node-
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side, the  Multi Request Scheduling layer is able to execute 

multiple requests sent from the coordinator.

B. The SPINE Framework 

The  Signal  Processing  In-Node  Environment  (SPINE) 

Framework  [10]  [19]  is  a  domain-specific  framework  for 

programming BSN applications. 

SPINE supports networks organized with star topology, 

with one coordinator node as center of the star and one or 

multiple sensor nodes as edges. This design choice fits the 

BSN  domain  requirement  for  which  the  wearable  sensor 

nodes stay within radio range and communicate only with 

their own coordinator device.

The wearable devices can be equipped with several type 

of physiological sensors and are able to wirelessly transmit 

raw sensor signal as well as locally processed sensor data to 

their  corresponding  coordinator.  The  coordinator  device 

(which can be a PC, smart-phone or a tablet) is, instead, in 

charge of managing sensor nodes setup, signal acquisition, 

processing,  and storage  and if necessary may forward the 

physiological signals or higher-level patient status informa-

tion to Internet servers or Cloud services to enable remote 

monitoring.

The software architecture of SPINE consists of two macro 

entities (see Fig. 5), implemented, respectively, on the coor-

dinator (in Java for PCs and Android for smart-phones and 

tablet) and on the wearable nodes (in TinyOS for Shimmer, 

TelosB, and MicaZ platforms, and Z-Stack for Zigbee-com-

pliant sensor platforms). 

End-user  applications  run  on  the  coordinator  and  BSN 

control  (i.e.  sensor  setup,  signal  processing  configuration, 

and data transmission) as well as BSN events and data noti-

fication  are  simplified  by  the  lightweight  and  intuitive 

SPINE API. On the node side, SPINE supports developers 

with abstractions of hardware resources (e.g. sensors and ra-

dio), a default set of ready-to-use and general purpose signal 

processing functionalities and, most important, with a flexi-

ble and  modular  architecture  to  customize and  extend  the 

framework  itself  if  application-specific  modifications  (in 

terms of new physical  sensors to support  or particular on-

node signal processing functions to implement) become nec-

essary.

Moreover, the SPINE framework includes an application-

level  (meaning  independent  from  the  underlying  network 

and data-link layers) communication protocol to manage the 

bidirectional communication between nodes and the coordi-

nator. 

C. The JADE-based Gateway

The JADE-based gateway is a multi-agent system com-

posed of two interacting JADE  [9] agents: the BMFAgent 

and the SPINEAgent.

Multi-agent system technology was chosen due to its ca-

pability of flexibility and extensibility,  as demonstrated in 

[15] and in [16], where it is shown that a multi-agent ap-

proach  is  able  to  effectively  support  wireless  sensor  net-

working  for  integrating different  kind of  networks.  More-

over, both in [15] and in [16] JADE is used as agent-based 

platform for the system implementation.

The BMFAgent interfaces the BMF network by encapsu-

lating and enhancing the behavior of a BMF node (see Sect. 

III.A). From the BMF network perspective, the BMFAgent 

is just a BMF node interacting with the BMF coordinator by 

using the BMF protocols. 

The SPINEAgent interfaces the SPINE network by encap-

sulating the SPINE coordinator (see Sect. III.B).  From the 

SPINE  network  perspective,  the  SPINEAgent  is  just  a 

SPINE  coordinator  interacting  with  the  SPINE  nodes 

through the SPINE protocols.

The  ACL-based  interaction  between  the  two  gateway 

agents and the BMF Coordinator is reported in the interac-

tion diagram of Fig. 6. In particular, as soon as the gateway 

is  activated,  the  BMFAgent  requests  the  list  of  available 

sensing services  to the SPINEAgent.  A sensing service is 

Fig 4. The BMF architecture.
Fig 5. The SPINE architecture.
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based on either real or virtual sensors. When the BMFAgent 

receives the reply from the SPINEAgent, it sends the adver-

tisement message (AD-PKT) to the BMF Coordinator,  ad-

vertising the available data services. Such message is indeed 

sent periodically. As soon as the BMF Coordinator receives 

the advertisement message, it includes the BMFAgent in the 

BMF network as a BMF node. From now on, the BMF Co-

ordinator can issue request messages (REQ-PKT) targeting 

the BMFAgent which, in turn, replies with an acknowledg-

ment message (A-PKT). Currently the BMFAgent is able to 

interpret two types of sensing requests:

• One-shot, which allows to request a single reading 

of raw or aggregated sensed data from selected sen-

sors;

• Periodic, which allows to set up periodic readings 

of raw or aggregated sensed data from selected sen-

sors.

A request can also be Threshold-based, which allows to per-

form a single reading (or periodic readings) of raw or aggre-

gated sensed data from selected sensors when such data are 

compliant  with  defined  threshold-based  operations: 

>t(hreshold), <t, >=t, <=t, =t, [t1,t2].

Fig 6. Interaction among BMF Agent and SPINE Agent.

After request interpretation, the BMFAgent creates and add 

a JADE OneShotBehavior  executing the simple or thresh-

old-based one-shot request or a JADE CyclicBehavior exe-

cuting the simple or threshold-based periodic request. Such 

behaviors are able to request data to the SPINEAgent  and 

according to the request logics,  they process received data 

and send data messages (D-PKT) to the BMF Coordinator.

If the BMF Coordinator wants to stop any data message 

from the BMFAgent, a reset message (RS-PKT) can be sent 

to the BMFAgent that will layer start sending AD-PKT to 

the BMF Coordinator.

Specifically,  the  structure  of  the  BMFAgent  and  the 

SPINEAgent are respectively reported in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

In particular, the BMFAgent is composed of the following 

classes:

• BMFAgent, which is the main BMFAgent class. It 

extends the JADE Agent Class and keeps track of 

all the instantiated behaviours.  Moreover,  BMFA-

gent Class has a composition relationship with the 

BMFInteraction class;

• BMFInteraction, which is the component allowing 

the interaction with the BN. It implements the BMF 

communication protocol [4];

• BMFBehaviour,  which interprets the requests sent 

from the BN and instantiates new one shot or peri-

odic  behaviours.  It  communicates  with  the 

SPINEAgent  through ACL-based messages to get 

the list of the available sensors in the SPINE-based 

system;

• OneShotBehaviour, which is the Behaviour which 

allows managing  one-shot  requests,  either  thresh-

old-based  or  not.  It  communicates  with  the 

SPINEAgent  through  ACL-based  messages  to re-

ceive data from sensors;

• PeriodicBehaviour, which is the Behaviour manag-

ing Periodic requests, either threshold-based or not. 

It  communicates  through  ACL-based  messages 

with the SPINEAgent to retrieve data from sensors.

It is worth noting that BMFBehaviour, OneShotBehaviour 

and PeriodicBehaviour extend the JADE Behaviour class.

The SPINEAgent is composed of the following classes:

• SPINEAgent, which is the main SPINEAgent class. 

It extends the JADE Agent class. SpineAgent has a 

composition relationship with the SPINEInteraction 

class;

• SPINEInteraction,  which is the component allow-

ing the interaction with the BSN system. It imple-

ments the SPINE communication protocol;

• SPINEBehaviour, which is the component allowing 

the interaction with the BMFAgent through ACL-

based messages. In particular, it provides the list of 

available  sensors,  senses  data  from  sensors  and 

sends  sampled  data to  the BMFAgent.  It  extends 

the JADE Behaviour class.

Finally, the gateway has a mechanism dealing with mobility: 

a problem which can arise in this kind of scenarios is that a 

gateway can be temporarily offline because it is far from any 

BN node or because the handoff procedure is not instanta-

neous. In this case,  some data packet from the gateway to 

the BMFCoordinator can be lost. To overcome this problem, 

at the low level of the gateway an intelligent buffer has been 

implemented; it stores the data to be sent to the BMFCoordi-

nator and, once online, sends all the buffered data to the co-

ordinator.

V. A SYSTEM USE CASE: PHYSICAL ACTIVITY MONITORING IN 
BUILDINGS

Physical  activity  recognition  is  one  the  fundamental 

building blocks of many BSN applications [20]. It is neces-

sary to  monitor  daily  activity levels  for  wellness  applica-

tions; it may help identifying abnormal heart rate variations, 

e.g. by correlating the rate variations with the current activ-

ity being performed, and it can be applied in highly-interac-

tive computer games, to cite a few scenarios.
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Smart buildings can monitor activities of their inhabitants 

to better support them for basic and customized services (see 

Sect. II).

The proposed in-building human activity monitoring sys-

tem architecture is shown in Fig. 9. It is an instantiation of 

the architecture of Fig.2 consisting of the BMF Coordinator, 

the BMF network,  and pairs  of  a JADE Gateways  with a 

SPINE-based BSN system. In particular, our SPINE-based 

BSN system [19] [21] uses only two wireless motion sensor 

nodes placed on the waist and on the thigh of the assisted 

living,  and  a personal  smart-phone (or  a  PC) running  the 

end-user application which is able to detect four basic activi-

ties  (lying  down,  sitting,  standing,  and  walking).  This  is 

achieved with or without an individual training phase, and 

with  an  overall  average  accuracy  of  about  98%.  Further-

more, the system may also report the number of steps during 

walking, and detect the event of accidental falls that may po-

tentially lead to dangerous situations (e.g. if, after a detected 

fall, the system recognizes the subject is lying down for sev-

eral minutes). Finally, it also provides an incremental learn-

ing system that users may use to increase the set of activities 

that can be recognized (e.g. to add a “kicking” or “jumping” 

activity).

The  system allows  for  different  monitoring  modes  that 

can be easily and dynamically programmed by the BMF Co-

ordinator:  continuous,  on-demand and  alert-based activity 

monitoring. Continuous monitoring mode supports continu-

ous acquisition of the human activity status according to a 

programmable  sampling  rate.  The  on-demand  monitoring 

mode allows to query the current status of the human activ-

ity.  The  alert-based  monitoring  mode  can  detect  specific 

transitions (e.g. sit to stand) or events (e.g. falling) of the hu-

man activity and, on their detection, can send out alerts. This 

system feature is essential to configure personalized moni-

toring on the basis of people identity and fulfill specific col-

lective objectives.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE JADE-BASED GATEWAY

The developed JADE-based gateway was evaluated in the 

system use case presented in the following. In particular, the 

evaluation was aimed at computing the forwarding time of 

the gateway which can be defined as the sending time of the 

data sensor request issued by the BMFAgent plus the send-

ing  time  of  the  data  sensor  response  sent  by  the 

SPINEAgent. A careful evaluation of the forwarding time is 

important as it could affect the remote sensing driven by the 

BMF Coordinator by introducing jitter and drift.

The evaluation consists of seven test of periodic requests 

for  raw data from the 3-axes accelerometer of  a wearable 

sensor  node  worn  by  a  person.  The  considered  sampling 

times are ST = 20ms, 25ms, 50ms, 100ms, 250ms, 500ms,  

and 1000ms while the duration of  each run is  D = ST *  

1000 to have a significant sample of data for each experi-

ment. 

The average forwarding time with its standard deviation 

per  sampling  time  is  shown  in  Fig.  10,  whereas  Fig.  11 

shows the average jitter with its standard deviation per sam-

pling time.

A conclusion that can be drawn from these experiments is 

that the proposed gateway can support very high data rates 

since the forwarding time is very low at every considered 

sampling time even though, since the average jitter is posi-

tive, drift could be introduced on acquisition times.

Fig 7. BMFAgent architecture.

Fig 8. SPINEAgent architecture.

Fig 9. Architecture of the in-building physical activity recognition system.
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Fig 10. Average forwarding time and its standard deviation.

Fig 11. Average jitter and its standard deviation.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented an agent-based approach for the 

integration of BSNs and BNs for  the purpose of  enabling 

new smart personal services in the context of next genera-

tion smart  buildings.  The approach centers  on an applica-

tion-level gateway that is able to make seamlessly interoper-

ate a BMF-managed network with a SPINE-based system. 

Specifically,  JADE  has  been  employed  as  agent-based 

framework for  developing the gateway solution. A system 

use case concerning real-time monitoring of the activities of 

people in a building has been discussed. Finally, the perfor-

mance evaluation of the gateway has shown the suitability 

of the JADE-based gateway to support high sampling sensor 

rates. On-going work is geared at evaluating the entire de-

veloped  in-building  human  activity  monitoring  system 

within our department. Specifically, the testbed is set up to 

account for an area of the department managed by a BMF 

network and a set of people (professors and students) work-

ing  in  such  space  that  wear  a  SPINE-based  system.  The 

main aim of the testbed is to evaluate the scalability and re-

sponsiveness of the developed system.
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Abstract—Conferencing systems utilizing text messages as the
communication medium have been around for many years.
Since in highly populated social platforms moderation is more
of a necessity than luxury, many different mechanisms exist
and function being more or less effective. As the Internet
bandwidth is becoming more and more accessible, voice over
IP communication is gaining on popularity. Multiuser voice
conferencing platforms raise the need for different type of
moderation mechanisms. Determining a fair moderation scheme
which would in the same time maximize the overall discussion
quality for each participant is not a trivial task. We introduce a
multiagent model for voice conference moderation which utilizes
Vickrey auctions as a resource allocation procedure. By applying
a concept of communication channel as a resource with an equally
shared ownership, we enforce that rules of a fair discussion are
fulfilled.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE WORLD is driven by information [1] and the ability
to exchange knowledge is crucial. In some cases it is

necessary to collaborate with multiple people at the same time.
Instant sharing and exchanging data with a whole group might
be indispensable. On one hand, there is an added value related
with group conferences, while on the other, it does require
extra effort to manage.

The most general definition of a conference would be:
”a meeting for consultation, exchange of information, or
discussion”. However, this requires further clarification. There
are various types of conferences depending on conversation
style, type of participants and, what is most important, main
conference target. An ad-hoc discussion among group of
unanimous people will most likely have different progress than
a lecture on a specific subject given to a class of students.
Still, in both examples there is a flow of information. In more
or less chaotic ways, participants share their knowledge and
opinions with each other. Managing such a discussion might
not be a trivial task, especially if there is a significant group
of participants with a high need of expressing themselves
and aggressively fighting to do so. Such situation might be
quite frequently observed in television debates. If two or more
people are determined to dominate the discussion, it becomes
very chaotic. Flow of information is then minimal, what
results in drastically lowering the value of such conference.
A significant number of conversation participants is also an
important factor. Exchanging information is an action which
involves a group of people, therefore requires coordination.

Coordination scheme gains on importance as the group grows
in members. Another important factor is disruptive behavior.
In conversational spaces where entry barriers are set low,
phenomena such as trolling, flooding, flaming or spamming
emerge frequently. This calls for the need for some sort of
moderation mechanism.

There is a number of papers treating about moderation
schemes implemented in popular social platforms like Usenet
[2] or Slashdot [3]. Both those models are decentralized, what
is enforced by the size of communities. There is a lot of
ongoing research on multiagent resource allocation schemes.
Two of them [4], [5] in particular treat about multiagent
network bandwidth allocation. They introduce the idea of
agents bargaining and trading the allocated good among each
other.

In the next section we describe the background of the
conference moderation problem. First we characterize the
environment in which a designed model needs to function. We
also clarify the basic concept of moderation and present other
possible means of moderating conferences. Section 2 discusses
the concept of fairness in generalized multiagent environment.
It is later described in the context of conference moderation
problem. Since discussion is a process which extends in time,
preferences of participants might change dynamically and are
highly correlated with the discussion flow up to that moment.
Thus, any simple social welfare metric cannot be applied. In
Section 3 we introduce a multiagent moderation model for
multiuser voice conferencing platform. We conclude the paper
with the testbed design. A verification methodology which
involves applying the proposed automatic moderation model
to a voice conferencing platform is presented.

II. BACKGROUND

The environment with which we are dealing is very specific.
It is a huge online audio conference platform connecting
people from all parts of the world. It is used by hundreds
of thousand users every day. It is very likely that conference
participants will not know each other. The discussion topics
may vary and cannot be anyhow limited or managed. The only
thing that can be assumed or enforced is that all participants in
a single discussion share the same language. Also the number
of concurrent ongoing conferences may be as high as tens of
thousands. The model of a single conference is very simple
though. All participants connect to a single device - media
server, which is responsible for handling the voice stream.
Strictly speaking it broadcasts the voice stream transmitted
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by a single participant to all others. It also has a steering
protocol which allows controlling it to some extent. What is
most important, it allows specifying which participants are
allowed to transmit voice signal in the given moment of time
and which ones are only allowed to receive it.

A. Moderation

For this sort of audio conversation platform to function
successfully, a moderation mechanism is required. User ex-
perience would suffer otherwise. It is hard to strictly define
what would be seen as ”good” or ”bad” conversation by the
participants. There are three general rules though, which for
sure have huge influence on the overall outcome of such
measurement:

• Each participant can express him/herself.
• Each participant will be heard.
• No participant will dominate the discussion.
Moderation is a mean to fulfill those requirements. If the

ability to speak is distributed properly among participants over
time, it should be possible to maximize welfare of the whole
group. There are few standard types of moderation, which can
be observed:

• No moderation - For example a group of friends talking
at the cafeteria will not require any moderation to get the
most of their discussion. It is important that the group
is relatively small. The fact that participants know each
other well and have no point in dominating the discussion
also helps.

• Discussion rules - For example a lecture at the university.
Both, the lecturer and the students are aware of discussion
rules up front and will respect them.

• Human moderator - A designated person is responsible
for leading the discussion by granting/revoking voice
to participants. It is also very important that moderator
understands and follows the discussion, as it is crucial to
pick the right people to speak in a given time slot.

• Queuing - All participants queue up and are the voice is
granted in a ”round robin” scheme.

All of the above moderation models except queuing cannot
be applied in this specific environment. That is mostly because
of size of the system. Queuing is the only model that does
not require manual management and puts no trust that users
will apply to some rules without forcing them into it. A huge
drawback of queuing in this case, is the maximum pessimistic
waiting time. It is possible that a participant who needs the
voice most will be forced to wait until everyone else uses the
granted time slot. That is an area, where introducing a multi
agent solution could bring better results.

B. Fairness

When it comes to resource allocation procedures the concept
of fairness is a very important issue to solve. Is this specific
resource distribution fair for all agents? What criteria are
necessary to match in order to obtain the resource distribution,
which might be seen as fair? Fairness is a normative issue

[6], which means it involves judgments. That is why it is
hard to claim a special expertise on this issue and it may
be considered as a philosophical debate. Different agents may
have different goals, therefore the mechanism which results
in unequal resource allocation cannot be considered unfair
without more detailed analysis. We can distinguish three main
concepts of fairness, which focus on different core attributes:

• Equal opportunity - in this view it is the process that
matters, not the result. This concept treats the whole
division process as a race. As long as there are rules,
which have to be obeyed by every participant in the same
way, the division is fair. Of course, some participants
might be faster, stronger, more agile and gain more than
the weaker ones. This is still considered as fair, because
of the same rules applied to everyone

• Egalitarian - this view focuses only on the result, not
the process itself. This concept argues that more equality
of income is always better then less, and the complete
equality is the state which should be the aim.

• Need - need is the prioritized attribute here. To implement
this view, we have to be able to determine/measure the
need of each agent. This measurement is most practical
in small populations, while it is hard to determine the
need in large groups. One escape from this problem is to
assume, that everyone’s need is the same, but this results
with the point of view identical to egalitarianism.

C. Multiagent resource allocation

Multiagent resource allocation is a process of distributing
a number of items (resources) among a number of agents
[7]. This brief definition, however, does not fully describe the
problem.

Resources might differ in characteristics. The whole range
of resource types is substiantial and each might require dif-
ferent allocation technique. For instance, we can distinguish
divisible goods (like network bandwidth) and indivisible. Also
it may, or may not be allowed to share an indivisible resource
among a number of agents.

Agents may have preferences over different allocation out-
comes. Not only may they have preferences over resource
bundles they receive, but also over bundles received by others.
Preferences can be represented in a various ways, like utility
function or binary relation on alternatives. Moreover, agents
may or may not be truthful while reporting their preferences.

Allocation can be performed with the use of various alloca-
tion procedures, which can be either centralized or distributed.
Typical examples of centralized procedures are auctions or
voting mechanisms, with a central entity empowered to decide
on the final allocation. In distributed solutions agents try to
come to a common agreement through a sequence of local
negotiation steps. In both cases, the objective is to find an
allocation which is feasible or optimal. What stands behind the
concept of optimal depends on the specific multiagent resource
allocation scenario.
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D. Social welfare

A typical objective for multiagent resource allocation prob-
lem is to find the resource distribution, which maximizes value
of a specified metric [7]. This metric somehow depends on the
preferences of individual agents. The way that preferences of
agents are aggregated defines the most basic rules, on which
the society of agents will collaborate while allocating the
resources. There are plenty of different social welfare notions
and many of them find application in multiagent resource
allocation problem. The choice should be dictated by the
general aim of the whole society. For most e-commerce appli-
cations the aim is to maximize the average profit generated by
negotiating agents. Utilitarian social welfare should provide
the pretty good assessing system in this case. On the other
hand, the aim might be to fairly share the resource, which has
been earlier cofounded (in unequal proportions) by all agents.
Clearly, optimizing the agents’ average utility should not be
the goal here. Thus, utilitarian social welfare is not applicable
in this case. Generally, before the negotiation starts, the agents
should know under what rules, the society operates. Otherwise,
it may not be prepared to agree to the distribution which in
this society is seen as the most optimal.

If >i is a preference function over the set of outcomes, a
desirable relation of global social preferences >∗ should have
the following set of characteristics:

• >∗ exists for all >i

• >∗ exists for every pair of outcomes
• >∗ is asymmetric and transitive over the set of outcomes
• >∗ is Pareto optimal
• >∗ should be independent of irrelevant alternatives
• No agent is a dictator
Unfortunately Arrows has proven that no such mechanism

exists [8]. Therefore we are forced to pick from social welfare
metrics which none of them is perfect, but may be relevant to
use in the specific scenario we are facing.

III. MODEL PRESENTATION

Let N = {a1, a2...an} be a finite set of n agents, where
n ≥ 2. Each of n agents is a conference participant. Strictly
speaking a conference with 2 participants is not a group
conference. Nevertheless, the model is also valid for face to
face discussions. The conference lasts for a specified amount
of time, which is not known from upfront. Conference is
divided into k shorter periods T = (t1, t2, t3...tk), each of
an equal length t. Throughout the whole conference time all
agents compete for obtaining full rights to the transmission
channel, therefore the possible set of allocation outcomes ∆
is equal to N . During each time period tk only a single
agent may speak, while all others listen. Let δj denote the
allocation outcome at the period tj . There is also a special null
allocation δ−, which represents a situation where no agents
holds the transmition rights. Preferences of each participating
agent i in time period j are represented by the utility function
uij : ∆ → R. Utility functions are not known upfront, as uij

depends on the whole history of allocations up to this point in

time (δ1, δ2, δ3...δj−1) and what those allocations brought. In
other words, in every moment of an ongoing discussion agents
may alter their valuations based on what they have heard so
far from different conference participants.

Determining if a given allocation is fair in such conditions
is not very straight forward. Utilitarian social welfare metric
is a common choice for various applications, as it maximizes
the overall profit of the whole society.

1

n

∑

ai∈N,tj∈T

uij(δj) (1)

Although it would indeed promote allocations which result in
greater average happiness, it is not in line with the rules of
fair discussion proposed in Section II-A. Let A be an agent
and M a very big positive number. A group of ⌈n

2 ⌉ agents all
with valuation functions shaped that uj(A) = M, ∀j would
deny allocation for any agent other then A.

Another metric which might be found useful in this partic-
ular scenario is Nash product. It promotes allocations which
result in equal valuation distribution.

∏

ai∈N,tj∈T

uij(δj) (2)

Unfortunately, it is also not in compliance with the rules of
fair discussion. In contrary to utilitarian social welfare, it can
be dominated by a single agent A with a utility function such
as

∀juj(a) =

{
ǫ if a 6= A

M if a = A

An ideal social welfare metric for transmission channel
allocation should in the first place ensure that all rules of
fair discussion proposed in Section II-A are fulfilled. Only
after this is secured, higher overall profit should be promoted.
We propose the conference metric given by equation 3, which
mixes the concepts of utilitarian social welfare and Nash
product together.

∏

ai∈N

∑
tj∈T uij(δj)

n
(3)

Average welfare over the full set of discussion periods is
calculated for each participating agent. Our conference metric
promotes allocation schemes, where those averages are dis-
tributed equally among agents, what stands for fair discussion.
Allocations which give generally higher average welfare for
all agents are also preferred.

The following example illustrates all aforementioned met-
rics. Let N = {A,B,C,D}. Conference consists of 3 alloca-
tion periods (t1, t2, t3). Agents A,B,C have utility function
as follows:

uj(a) =

{
1 if a 6= A

2 if a = A
, ∀j
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TABLE I
SAMPLE WELFARE VALUES

Metric (A, A, A) (D, A, A) (D, D, A) (D, D, D)
Utilitarian

(Equation 1) 4,575 4.3 4.025 3.75
Nash

(Equation 2) 0.512 1.28 3.2 8
Conference

(Equation 3) 0.8 3.4 3.24 2.0

Utility function for agent D:

uj(a) =

{
0.1 if a 6= D

2 if a = D
, ∀j

Table I presents sample welfare values for four different
allocation schemes calculated with the use of each metric.
Utilitarian social welfare promotes agent A. Nash product does
the same for agent D. Out conference metric gives highest
value to allocation (D,A,A), which seems to be the most fair
of all. It grants a single discussion time period to agent D what
ensures fairness. The remaining allocations are performed with
respect of preferences of majority.

IV. BASIC MODEL

The proposed model is based on the assumption, that the
whole conference is cofounded by each of the participating
agents. Therefore each participant owns an equal share of
rights to the transmitting channel. Of course, the channel
is an indivisible resource and can only be utilized if fully
owned. We assume though, that giving any value to δ− should
be interpreted as disruptive, as it leads to canceling any
communication whatsoever. We do not want to promote such
behavior, therefore ui(δ

−) = 0, ∀i.
No one can use just a part of the channel, yet agents can

negotiate over the price and purchase or sell it to each other.
For this purpose each agent ai is associated with rij , which
might be interpreted as agent’s wallet for time period tj . At the
beginning of the discussion ri1 = R, ∀i, where R is a positive
constant value to initialize all the wallets. The conference T is
divided into k shorter periods, at the beginning of each agents
may express their desire to obtain full rights to transmission
channel. Resource allocation is then performed with the use
of Vickrey auction mechanism [9]. The allocation pattern for
each discussion period tj is following:

1) Each conference participant ai issues a bid with the
valuation vij . The bid cannot be higher then the actual
wealth of agent at that time, therefore

vij = min(uij(ai), rij) (4)

2) The winning agent akj and the price to pay pj is
determined with the use of Vickrey auction.

3) Price to pay is deducted from the winner’s wallet
rk,j+1 = rkj − pj .

4) All agents which sell their transmission rights to akj are
rewarded ri,j+1 = rij +

pj

n−1 .

5) The whole transmission channel for time period tj is
allocated to δj = akj

This procedure is then repeated for each discussion period.
Conference ends when none of the participating parties are
willing to compete for transmission channel rights - vij =
0, ∀i.

By leveraging Vickrey auction, we gain all characteristics
of this auction mechanism. Performing allocation is quick and
does not require a lot of overhead network traffic. This is a
very important feature, as it is crucial to finish negotiations
before the beginning of conference period affected by this
allocation. Agents are also highly encouraged to bid their true
valuations, as it is in line with the dominant auctioning strat-
egy. Unfortunately Vickrey auction has a couple of drawbacks.
It is vulnerable to bidder collusion agreements. A group of
agents with the highest valuations may settle not to vote their
true valuations in order to lower the resulting price. The model
is also exposed to lying auctioneers. Agents may bid shill votes
in order to inflate the price and increase the income.

Theorem 1: The proposed basic model ensures that all rules
of fair discussion described in Section II-A are fulfilled.

Proof: Let tl be a time period of an ongoing conversation
and ak an agent willing to express himself. The highest bid
ak can then submit is equal to the state of his wallet rkl. The
set of agents capable of overbidding ak in an auction for time
period tl is Nl. The summaric state of all wallets for agents
in Nl is Dl =

∑
ai∈Nl

ril. If none of the Nl agents decides
to bid higher than rkl the transmission channel for period tl
is allocated to ak. Otherwise ak looses the auction in favor
of some agent from Nl. The lowest possible allocation price
is rkl, since that is the bid from ak. After the payments are
transferred from the winning agent to all other participants
rkl+1 = rkl +

rkl

n−1 and Dl+1 = Dl − rkl + rkl
|Nl|−1
n−1 . Since

ak /∈ Nl, |Nl| < |N | = n, therefore rkl+1 > rkl and Dl+1 <
Dl. After a finite set of time periods g we will reach to a
point where rkl+g > Dl+g ⇒ Nl+g = ∅. Agent ak is then
guaranteed to win the allocation for tl+g . This proves that
regardless of participants’ utility functions and state of wallets
each agent will have a chance to express himself and no one
will ever dominate the discussion.

Even though the discussion leveraging proposed model as
a moderation mechanism would be fair, there is no guarantee
whatsoever, that it would lead to optimal allocations in terms
of welfare metric given by Equation 3. The basic limitation
is introduced for agents who highly value listening to other
participants. This model only allows to express the valuation
for getting the ownership of transmission channel.

uij(ak) = 0, ∀i∀j∀k 6= i (5)

Even if that reflected the actual situation, agents would not
be allowed to express their real valuations in bids due to
restriction enforced by Equation 4. Whether or not this model
is close to optimal allocations that still requires verification.
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TABLE II
SAMPLE BIDS

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5
vikj 0,75 3 2,75 2 0
∆rij 0,75 -1,5 -1,25 -0,5 1,5

V. GENERALIZED MODEL

The model proposed in Section (IV) bases on the assump-
tion that each participant does not have any positive valuation
associated with an allocation other than to himself. This might
not fully represent the real situation in all environments. It
is very likely, that some discussion participants actually do
value listening to some of the other people in the conference.
Generalized model relaxes the previously made assumption
characterized by Equation (5). Agents may assign positive
utility values to multiple different allocation outcomes.

uij(ak) ≥ 0, ∀i∀j∀k

The core foundations are just alike in the basic model
described in Section (IV). The whole conference channel is
yet again cofunded by all participating agents each of whom
holds an equal share. The concept of agent’s wallet rij is
also leveraged to enforce discussion fairness. Modifications
are only related to bidding, auctioning and rewarding schemes.
The allocation pattern for each discussion period tj is now as
follows:

1) Each conference participant ai issues a number of bids
with valuations vilj . One bid for every discussion mem-
ber al for which uij(al) > 0. None of the bids can
be higher thn the actual agent’s wealth at that time,
therefore

vilj = min(uij(al), rij), ∀l

2) All valuations bid for the same allocation option are
accumulated.

vlj =
∑

ai∈N

vilj

3) The winning agent akj and the price to pay pj is
determined with the use of Vickrey auction operating
on accumulated valuations.

4) Each agent is rewarded or charged based on his bid for
the winning allocation rij+1 = rij +∆rij , where

∆rij =
pj
n

− vikj (6)

5) The whole transmission channel for time period tj is
allocated to δj = akj

A reward calculation mechanism for generalized model is
illustrated in Figure (1). It shows sample reward calculation
for bids as shown in Table (II). Mean valuation for the winning
allocation is pj

n = 1, 5.
Theorem 2: The proposed generalized model ensures that

all rules of fair discussion described in Section II-A are
fulfilled.

Fig. 1. Sample reward calculation

Proof: The concept of proof is very similar as for
Theorem (1). If tl is a time period of an ongoing conversation
and ak an agent willing to express himself, the most optimal
set of bids ak can then submit consists of a single bid, where
vkkl = rkl. The summaric state of all wallets for agents in
N\{ak} is Dl =

∑
ai∈N\{ak} ril. If ak loses the auction to

another agent am, he is rewarded with ∆rkj , as in Equation
(6). The reward is positive ∆rkj > 0, since vkml = 0.
Therefore rk,l+1 > rkl, while Dl+1 < Dl. This proves that
after a finite set of time periods g we will reach to a point
where rkl+g > Dl+g , and ak is then guaranteed to win the
allocation for tl+g .

By allowing participating agent to express all of their prefer-
ences instead of just a valuation of self-allocation uij(ai), the
model should result with allocations that are more optimal in
terms of welfare metric given by Equation (3). The extended
model promotes participants whose statements are interesting
to other conference members. This should bring some added
value to an overall discussion quality. Furthermore, not all
participants might want to take active part in the conversation.
This also gives them the mean to express their preferences in
who they want to listen to.

The major drawback introduced by this model extension is
possibility of manipulations. Apart from collusion agreements
and shill bids, aggregating valuations prior to performing
Vickrey auction encourages agents to bid lower than their true
valuation. There might be such a situation, when δj = ak no
matter if vikj is reported as in Equation (4) or lower. Therefore,
lowering vikj would then raise ∆rij which profitable for ai.

VI. VERIFICATION

Both models described in Sections (IV, V) require ver-
ification. This will be performed by implementing a live
multiuser voice conferencing application and exposing it to
a real traffic. From a functional perspective the application
is an online platform for setting up ad-hoc conferences with
random participants. The randomization makes it less likely
that discussion members know each other up front, therefore
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the importance of moderation is intensified. The verification
focuses mainly on the following aspects:

• What is the allocation quality in terms of metric described
by Equation (3)?

• Are models immune to disruptive behavior?
• What is the usability of the conferences running on top

of both allocation models?

A. Metodology

Each of the ad-hoc created conferences has an equal chance
of leveraging one of the three different moderation schemes:

• Round robin queue.
• Basic model.
• Generalized model.

Moderation scheme is randomly chosen at the beginning of the
conference, each of the three schemes being equally probable.
User interface is capable of collecting full preference model
for every discussion member. Before the beginning of every
conference period tj all agents submit their full set of actual
valuations over all possible allocation outcomes ∆. Even
though not all of the collected data might be required to deter-
mine the allocation outcome δj , having full preference model
for all participating agents over the duration of conference is
required for later offline analysis.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed a social welfare metric to
determine the quality of a conference taking fairness aspects
into consideration. We also introduced two multiagent mod-
eration models, which enforce fair discussion in terms of the
aforementioned metric. Both presented models can potentially
find application in case of ad-hoc discussions among multiple
unanimous participants. However, the potential set of applica-
tions for both presented models is not limited to conference
moderation only. Every scenario which involves fair allocation
of an indivisible resource over multiple time periods might be a
good area for the proposed solution. Finally, we also provided

a brief description of verification metodology for multiagent
moderation scheme.

Future work includes verifying quality of both models in
a real life scenario, by deploying it to broad public and
collecting results. Applying multicomodity auction model [10]
to minimize the danger of potential manipulation is an area of
further research. Another potential direction of study is con-
verting the fair discussion problem into bicriteria optimization.
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 Abstract—We first define and explain the notions of rapid 

prototyping and societal information systems. Thereafter we in-

troduce a design method appropriate for designing and rapid 

prototyping  of  societal  information  systems  –  agent-oriented 

modeling.  Following,  we  describe  a  “proof-of-concept”  case 

study of applying agent-oriented modeling to rapid prototyping 

of  a  societal  information  system  for  finding  an  appropriate 

physician. In the description, we first present analysis models 

and then show how they can be mapped to the respective design 

models. Finally, we explain how the resulting design constructs 

can be turned into the programming constructs of NetLogo for 

rapid prototyping. The article finishes by drawing conclusions 

on designing societal information systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS article is concerned with rapid prototyping of soci-

etal information systems. We first explain rapid prototyp-

ing and then discuss societal information systems. Rapid 

prototyping  stands  for  implementing  proof-of-concept 

prototypes in an agile way by directly mapping the mod-

eling constructs to the constructs of a scripting environ-

ment like NetLogo or some agent-oriented environment 

like  JADE.  Previously  we  have  investigated  this  tech-

nique in [5].  By societal  information systems we mean 

large-scale  information  systems  that  gather  information 

from hundreds, perhaps thousands, of nodes, each associ-

ated with a person, and then process and use the informa-

tion to affect the behaviors of the people at the nodes. In 

today’s world, a person’s behavior is affected by means of 

social networking services, such as Facebook or Twitter. 

However, the amount of information to be processed can 

be overwhelming for users of such systems. To further au-

tomate the sharing and processing of information within a 

large social network, we are investigating the use of soft-

ware agents – distributed reactive and proactive software 

entities representing and working on behalf of each per-

son in the network. Such agents gather information from 

humans and other agents at the nodes of the network and 

aggregate and process it in ways that can augment the ca-

pabilities of the humans at the nodes. The resulting sys-

tem is a kind of multi-agent system (MAS) [1], [2]. The 

key metaphor for such a MAS is interaction. MASs em-

phasize the design-time autonomy of the nodes and the 

importance of the environment in which the nodes inter-

  The first  author  expresses his  gratitude  to the  Institute  of  International 

Education for supporting his work by a Fulbright Scholarship.

act  with  each  other,  which  itself  must  often  be  de-

signed [3].

The areas where societal information systems can help 

are  regulation  (e.g.,  banking),  allocation  of  scarce  re-

sources (e.g.,  electric power, parking spaces, and emer-

gency care), distributed situation assessment (e.g., traffic 

jams), system control (e.g., traffic management), and de-

centralized  decision-making  (e.g.,  finding  a  healthcare 

provider), which represent five kinds of problems that so-

cieties confront.

Engineering  societal  information  systems  requires 

methods different from those meant for engineering con-

ventional information systems. A method of engineering 

societal information systems should first support the de-

sign of distributed systems consisting of autonomous, het-

erogeneous,  and  local  nodes.  Second,  such  a  method 

should support the engineering of distributed systems that 

are open, adaptive,  and intelligent.  Societal  information 

systems are open systems because members of the society 

(e.g.,  commuters,  patients,  or  shoppers)  may  join  and 

leave the system at  any time. Societal information sys-

tems are  adaptive systems, because they should react to 

their constantly changing environment, which for exam-

ple can take the form of changes in traffic infrastructure, 

health  insurance coverage,  and product prices.  We also 

term societal information systems as  intelligent systems, 

because they reflect the “wisdom of crowds” when, for 

example,  recommending  a  healthcare  provider  to  a  pa-

tient. In addition to the requirement of supporting the de-

sign of open, adaptive, and intelligent systems, a method 

for designing societal information systems should support 

the purposefulness and understandability of the design.

Considering the requirements outlined above, we have 

chosen agent-oriented modeling for designing societal in-

formation systems. Agent-oriented modeling as described 

in [4] is a holistic approach for analyzing, designing, and 

rapid prototyping of socio-technical systems consisting of 

humans and technical components. Its support for rapid 

prototyping of information systems [5] conforms well to 

the agile approach of developing software [e.g., 6].

Other methodologies and tools have been shown to be 

useful  for  modeling  and  then  developing  large-scale 

agent-based systems, such as Gaia [7], Tropos [8], and O-

MaSE [9]. In particular, the Organization-based Multia-
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gent System Engineering (O-MaSE) metamodel defines 

the key concepts needed to design and implement multia-

gent systems to capture the organizational concepts iden-

tified in an organization metamodel.  However, the agents 

in these systems are considered to have individual goals, 

rather than a combination of both individual and societal 

goals, on which we focus herein.

Other  approaches  of  developing  socio-technical  sys-

tems  for  healthcare  have  emphasized  a  centralized  ap-

proach, even when the individuals being assisted are de-

centralized [10].

This article focuses on designing societal information 

systems for applications requiring decentralized decision-

making. In this article, we present as a “proof-of-concept” 

case study, the rapid prototyping of a societal information 

system for deciding on an appropriate physician. It is dif-

ficult to experiment with such information systems in a 

real  human society,  especially when patient  health, pri-

vacy, and rights must be safeguarded. We therefore have 

relied on simulations for evaluating our prototypes.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. We first 

introduce the method we suggest to use for the rapid pro-

totyping  of  societal  healthcare  information  systems  – 

agent-oriented modeling. This is followed by an overview 

of the analysis and design by agent-oriented modeling of 

our prototypical societal information system of finding a 

physician. We then describe how the modeling constructs 

of  agent-oriented  modeling  can  be  mapped  to  the  pro-

gramming constructs of the NetLogo simulation platform 

[11]. The article concludes by drawing conclusions about 

engineering societal information systems, and particularly 

those for healthcare.

II. RELATED WORK

Rapid prototyping of multi-agent systems has been ad-

dressed in [12, 13]. In [12], a MAS must be described for 

rapid prototyping by an organizational model which se-

mantics is given in term of a formal framework. Similarly 

to our approach, [12] relies on simulation for evaluating 

the prototypes. The difference from our approach is that 

while  our method is  a lightweight agile  approach,  [12] 

uses formal transformations between models,  which re-

quire the usage of a specialized software engineering tool. 

The article [13] provides a survey of approaches and then 

describes  a  prototype  of  a  platform-independent meta-

model for developing agent applications in a generalized 

manner. Similarly to agent-oriented modeling, [13] pro-

poses  mapping  rules  to  transform platform-independent 

models  into  platform-specific  models.  Differently  from 

us, their problem domain is workflow tasks.

III. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

A. Method

Agent-oriented modeling [4] comprises a set of canoni-

cal models, whose types are represented in Table I. In ad-

dition  to  representing  each  model  with  an  abstraction 

layer (analysis, design, or prototyping), Table I maps each 

model to the vertical viewpoint aspect of interaction, in-

formation, or behavior. Each cell in the table represents a 

specific viewpoint. We next give an overview of agent-

oriented models proceeding by viewpoints.

From the viewpoint of interaction analysis, the proper-

ties of roles are expressed by role models and the relation-

ships between the roles – by an organization model. From 

the  viewpoint  of  information analysis,  a  domain model 

represents the knowledge to be handled by the socio-tech-

nical system. From the viewpoint of behavior analysis, a 

goal model can be considered as a container of three com-

ponents: goals, quality goals, and roles.  From the view-

point  of  interaction design,  agent models transform the 

abstract constructs from the analysis stage, roles, to de-

sign constructs, agent types, which will be realized in the 

implementation process. From the same viewpoint, inter-

action  models represent  interaction  patterns  between 

agents of the given types. From the viewpoint of informa-

tion design, agents’ knowledge models are used for repre-

senting  both  private  and  shared  knowledge  by  agents. 

From the viewpoint of behavior design, we model by be-

havioral scenarios how agents make decisions and per-

form activities  [4].  A more  detailed  explanation  of  the 

model types can be found in [4].

TABLE I.

THE MODEL TYPES OF AGENT-ORIENTED MODELING

Viewpoint aspect

Abstraction 

layer

Interaction Information Behavior

Analysis Role models and 

organization 

model

Domain model Goal models

Design Agent  models 

and  interaction 

models

Knowledge 

models

Behavioral 

scenarios

Prototyping Interaction 

prototyping

 Information 

 prototyping

 Behavior 

 prototyping

B. Analysis

We begin the analysis of the societal healthcare system 

from the viewpoint of  behavior analysis by deciding the 

system’s  purpose.  A  societal  information  system  of 

healthcare can be viewed as a socio-technical system with 

the  overall  purpose  “Allocate  Healthcare  Resources” 

among the members of the society. Our case study is lim-

ited to the allocation of healthcare resources of a particu-

lar kind – physicians. Achieving the functional goal “Al-

locate Healthcare Resources” is characterized by the qual-

ity goal “Maximal Societal Health”, which determines the 

quality criterion according to which healthcare resources 

should be allocated in a society. A possible metric for this 

criterion is  an average number of annual sick days per 

person in a society. Regardless of the global quality goal 

measurement, we achieve it  by the decentralized agent-

oriented method as described in Section C, rather than by 

a centralized method. The roles attached to the functional 

goal models – Patient, Healthcare Provider, and Govern-

ment – constitute the major stakeholders in a healthcare 
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system. The goal model of a societal information system 

of healthcare is represented in Fig. 1. In the figure, rectan-

gles  stand  for  functional  goals  and  clouds  for  quality 

goals. Roles are denoted by stick figures.

We next elaborate the goal tree as follows. In our lim-

ited  case  study,  allocating  healthcare  resources  entails 

finding a healthcare provider – physician – for each pa-

tient, providing care, evaluating care, and recommending 

healthcare providers to other patients. Each of these sub-

goals represents a particular aspect of allocating health-

care resources.

In addition to functional goals, we need a number of 

quality goals in the goal model. First, we add “Quickly” 

pertaining  to  the  functional  goal  “Find  Healthcare 

Provider”. The meaning of this quality goal is obvious. 

Second, we express that a healthcare provider to be found 

should be appropriate. In the analysis phase, we do not 

need to specify the precise meaning of the “Appropriate” 

quality goal, because it is elaborated in the design phase 

where we decide how exactly appropriateness can be rep-

resented and what algorithms and software solutions are 

available for supporting it. However, it is highly relevant 

to  capture this  quality goal  in  analysis  models  that  are 

used  in  round-table  discussions between customers and 

other non-technical stakeholders and information system 

developers.

As  we  plan  to  use  social  networking  for  finding  a 

healthcare  provider,  we  elaborate  the  “Find  Healthcare 

Provider”  functional  goal  into  two  sub-goals:  “Ask 

Friends”  and  “Choose”.  We characterize  the  second  of 

these  functional  goals  by the  “Good Quality  Provider” 

quality goal, meaning that the healthcare provider who of-

fers the best overall quality should be chosen. Again, we 

do not worry here how to measure the overall quality and 

postpone  this  until  the  design  phase,  where  we  decide 

technical means for supporting quality appraisals and so-

cial networking.

Fig. 1. The goal model

The “Provide Care” functional goal is characterized by 

the “Discrete” quality goal with an obvious meaning. The 

“Evaluate”  functional  goal  is  modified  by  four  quality 

goals. The quality goal “In the Context” represents that 

evaluation has to occur in the context of receiving the ser-

vice, preferably before leaving the facilities of the health-

care provider or  at  least  on the same day.  This  quality 

goal implies the need to introduce some context aware-

ness into the system. The “Easy” quality goal means that 

evaluating a healthcare provider should be easy for a pa-

tient. Potential design decisions for achieving this quality 

goal involve using a cell phone or a specialized device for 

evaluation. The “Processable” quality goal means that the 

evaluation  should  be  presented  in  a  form amenable  to 

computer processing. What exactly it means is again left 

up to the design. For example, depending on the system 

design, it could mean that all evaluations should be ex-

pressed on a scale from 1 to 5. Or alternatively, if the sys-

tem includes a data-mining component, it could mean that 

evaluations can be expressed in a natural language that is 

controlled or restricted to a smaller or greater extent. Fi-

nally,  the  “Anonymous”  quality  goal  expresses  that  no 

evaluation by a patient should identify the patient.

The “Recommend” functional goal is modified by the 

“Being Good Citizen” quality goal, meaning that recom-

mending healthcare providers to other patients is seen as a 

voluntary activity benefiting a society as a whole.

Having defined the goals for the system, we now pro-

ceed to the viewpoint of interaction analysis by deciding 

the roles that are required for achieving the goals. In the 

given  case  study  the  roles  are  obvious:  Patient  and 

Healthcare Provider. We represent each of these roles in 

terms of its responsibilities and constraints. The resulting 

role models are described by Table II and Table III. There 

is also a third role – Government – but its modeling is not 

relevant for the system to be designed.

TABLE II.

THE ROLE MODEL FOR PATIENT

Role Patient

Description The role of a patient in U.S. healthcare

Responsibilities Ask friends for recommendations

Choose a healthcare provider

Receive care

Evaluate care

Recommend healthcare providers

Constraints A patient should choose the best available health-

care provider

The evaluation by a patient should not reveal the 

identity of the patient

The evaluation by a patient should be processable 

by computers

The evaluation by a patient should be given in 

the context of receiving the care

A patient should be willing to help his/her friends

TABLE III.

THE ROLE MODEL FOR HEALTHCARE PROVIDER

Role Healthcare Provider

Description The role of a healthcare provider in U.S. health-

care

Responsibilities Provide medical service

Constraints Medical service should be provided in a discrete 

manner
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TABLE IV.

THE ROLE MODEL FOR ASSISTANT

Role Assistant

Description The role of a patient’s assistant in healthcare

Responsibilities Ask friends for recommendations

Choose a healthcare provider

Assist in evaluating the care

Constraints The best possible healthcare provider should be 

chosen

Appropriate for the given problem healthcare 

provider should be found

Healthcare provider should be found as quickly 

as possible

The evaluation by a patient should not reveal the 

identity of the patient

The evaluation by a patient should be process-

able by computers

According to the metaphor of hiring new staff proposed 

in [14], we next ask what positions would be needed to be 

filled if one was to hire more staff to handle the problem. 

The answer is that the Assistant position would need to be 

filled, because some help would make finding a health-

care provider easier for a patient. To reflect this, we com-

plement the goal model with a new Assistant role. The 

Assistant  role  takes  up  the  responsibilities  of  asking 

friends  for  recommendations,  choosing  a  healthcare 

provider, and assisting in evaluating the care. The Assis-

tant role is modeled in terms of its  responsibilities and 

constraints as described by Table IV.

We proceed by modeling the organizational structure of 

the societal information system to be developed. The or-

ganization model is depicted in Fig. 2. All three major re-

lationship types – peer,  benevolence,  and control  – are 

represented in the organization model. First, as we are ad-

dressing social networks, there is the “IsPeerTo” relation-

ship attached to the Patient role. Second, since healthcare 

providers  provide  services  to  patients,  there  is  the  “Is-

BenevolentTo” relationship between the roles Healthcare 

Provider  and  Patient.  Third,  in  finding  healthcare 

providers, a patient needs help that is provided by his/her 

assistant. This is reflected by the “Controls” relationship 

between the roles Patient and Assistant.

The organization model also shows that there can be 

different  types  of  healthcare  providers,  out  of  which 

physicians  and hospitals  are  modeled  in  the  figure.  As 

stated above, the design of the societal information sys-

tem focuses on patients finding physicians.

Visualizing the organization model assisted us in ex-

ploring  three  kinds  of  social  networks,  which  vary ac-

cording to how the “isPeerTo” or “being friend to” rela-

tionship of the Patient role is instantiated. The three kinds 

of relationships are the following ones:

- Random network: the relationships between pairs of 

patients are created randomly.

- Small-world network: most nodes are not neighbors 

to one another, but most nodes can be reached from any 

other node by a small number of hops [15].

- Scale-free network: the shortest paths between nodes 

flow through hubs, and if a peripheral node is deleted, it 

is unlikely that this will interfere with passing a message 

between other peripheral nodes. We follow the Barabási–

Albert model [16] to construct a scale-free network for 

our simulation. Scale-free network is a common model 

for a collaboration network.

Fig. 2. The organization model

Fig. 3. The domain model

Based on the above behavior and interaction analysis, 

we proceed to the viewpoint of  information analysis by 

addressing  the  knowledge  to  be  represented  within  the 

system. We do this by identifying the types of knowledge 

entities related to the roles. As each healthcare provider 

has predefined capacity and efficiency, we attach the Ca-
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pacity  and  Efficiency  knowledge  entity  types  to  the 

Healthcare Provider role.  According to  the role  models 

represented in Tables II and IV, patients evaluate and their 

assistants  recommend  healthcare  providers.  We  accord-

ingly place the Evaluation and Recommendation knowl-

edge entity types between the roles Patient, Assistant, and 

Healthcare  Provider.  In  this  way  we  obtain  a  domain 

model,  represented  in  Fig.  3,  from  the  organization 

model.

C. Design

Having created the goal model and the models of rele-

vant roles, as well as the organization model and domain 

model, we have completed the analysis phase of agent-

oriented modeling. We now proceed with design and de-

cide from the viewpoint of  interaction design the agent 

types for the prototype. In the prototypical societal infor-

mation system to be designed, the role Assistant should 

obviously  be  mapped  to  the  Assistant  Agent  software 

agent type. Since a patient is a real human that is treated 

by another real human – a physician – we map both the 

roles Patient and Healthcare Provider to the Human Agent 

type. The software system boundary of the societal infor-

mation system is obviously going to be between the roles 

Patient and Assistant. Regarding the Healthcare Provider 

role, because of the need to limit the scope of our case 

study, the societal information system to be designed by 

us  does  not  include any software agents  for  healthcare 

providers.

Finding a physician involves interactions among Assis-

tant Agents representing patients. We represent these in-

teractions as an interaction protocol among agents of the 

type Assistant Agent. It is appropriate to remind here that 

the  difference  between  interaction  protocol  and  other 

kinds  of  interaction  models  is  that  interaction  protocol 

models some aspects of the agent behaviors along with 

their interactions [4].

Interaction protocol is an important model for the soci-

etal healthcare information system, because it  describes 

the patient’s strategy of choosing a physician. Visualizing 

interaction protocols assisted us in exploring the follow-

ing four possible strategies of choosing a physician:

- Random strategy. The patient’s Assistant Agent ran-

domly chooses a physician.

- The “Choose one” strategy.  The patient’s  Assistant 

Agent  chooses  the  best  physician  according  to  the  pa-

tient’s  evaluations  for  physicians.  If  the  patient  has no 

evaluations, the Assistant Agent asks her friends’ Assis-

tant Agents for recommendations.  

In addition to the random and “Choose one” strategies, 

the “Borda voting” [Borda voting is a single-winner elec-

tion method in which voters rank candidates in order of 

preference, named for the 18th-century French mathema-

tician and political scientist Jean-Charles de Borda, who 

devised  the  system in  1770]  and  “Add  and  minimize” 

strategies were explored. In the “Borda voting” strategy, 

the Assistant Agent of the patient asks for recommenda-

tions and the Assistant Agents of the patient’s friends give 

back  recommendations  just  like  in  the  “Choose  one” 

strategy. Physicians then earn points which are equal to 

the  number  of  physicians  whose  evaluations  are  worse 

than the given physician. For each friend who gives a rec-

ommendation,  the points are calculated individually for 

each  physician  with  whom  the  friend  has  experience. 

Then the Assistant Agent of the patient calculates the total 

points of each recommended physician and chooses the 

one with the highest points. In the “Add and minimize” 

strategy, the Assistant Agent of the patient calculates the 

mean value of all the non-zero evaluations for each rec-

ommended physician and chooses the one with the mini-

mal  mean evaluation.  These strategies  are  explained in 

more detail in [17]. The interaction protocol modeled in 

Fig. 4 describes interactions between patients’ Assistant 

Agents according to the “Choose one” strategy. 

Fig.  4. The interaction protocol for “Choose one” strategy

We also  created  similar  interaction  protocols  for  the 

two other strategies of choosing a physician by the pa-

tient. The interaction protocol shown in Fig. 4 models that 

in case of the “Choose one” strategy, the Assistant Agent 

acting on behalf of the patient’s friend may deal with the 

request in one of the following ways:

o Reply with a recommendation.

o Provide the requesting agent with the address of the 

Assistant Agent of one of its principal’s friends if there is 

no recommendation to give. This process continues recur-

sively until the first recommendation is received or until 

all the friends until the maximum forwarding depth have 

been asked. The forwarding depth is defined as follows: 

the  originator’s  friends  are  at  depth  1;  the  originator’s 

friends’ friends at depth 2, and so on. This means that the 

interaction protocol is recursive, which is represented by 

the “Loop” behavioral construct, whose repeating condi-

tion is presented in the programming style. A friend’s As-

sistant  Agent may also ignore a request,  in which case 

neither of the Option boxes shown in Fig. 4 is chosen.

From the viewpoint of  behavior design, to model the 

behaviors of agents of the decided types, we transform re-

sponsibilities  of  the roles into activities  attached to the 
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agent  types.  This  results  in  behavioral  scenarios  for 

agents playing the roles Patient, Assistant, and Physician.

Table V represents the behavioral scenario for the role 

Assistant played by a software agent of the type Assistant 

Agent when finding a physician for its principal. The be-

havioral  scenario  represented  in  Table  V  models  that 

“Find  a  physician”  and  “Evaluate”  activities  are  per-

formed sequentially.  In  the  societal  information  system 

for healthcare being designed by us this is always the case 

because the Assistant Agent does not perform any activi-

ties between these activities while a patient is attended by 

a physician.

Another  aspect  of  the  Assistant  Agent’s  behavior  in 

choosing a physician deals with what the agent should do 

if the physician is not available on the given day. By us-

ing  agent-oriented  modeling  for  representing  agent  be-

haviors, we have decided to consider the following three 

waiting strategies of a patient:

- Waiting.  The patient’s  Assistant  Agent chooses the 

best physician by adopting one of the physician choosing 

strategies  that  were  explained  above  and  sticks  to  its 

choice. If the physician is busy, the patient will still make 

an appointment with the physician and will wait until the 

physician becomes available.

- No waiting. If the physician chosen is busy, the pa-

tient’s Assistant Agent will choose a physician randomly 

according  to  the  “Random”  strategy  or  the  next  best 

physician  according  to  the  other  physician  choosing 

strategies until it finds an available physician.

- Waiting  with  limit.  If  the  physician  chosen  is  not 

available,  the  patient’s  Assistant  Agent  will  check 

whether the physician could be reached in a certain num-

ber of days. If it is possible, the patient will make an ap-

pointment  and  wait.  If  not,  the  Assistant  Agent  will 

choose  another  physician  according  to  the  rules  of  the 

same waiting strategy.  If no physician is available in a 

certain number of days, the Assistant Agent will choose a 

physician, who requires the minimum number of days to 

wait.

As is modeled in Table V, the activity “Evaluate” per-

formed by the Assistant Agent is triggered by a patient 

leaving the physician’s office.  This  reflects  the “In the 

Context” quality goal, which in Fig. 1 is attached to the 

“Evaluate” functional goal. How the leaving is to be per-

ceived is left to more detailed design, which we do not 

address here because of the scope of this paper. A possible 

solution may involve the timeframe of the physician of-

fice visit in question and perceiving the geographical co-

ordinates of the patient [18].

In accordance with another quality goal – “Quickly” – 

which was introduced by the goal model shown in Fig. 1, 

we assume that a patient is willing to get healthy as soon 

as possible.

Finally,  distinguishing  between  private  and  public 

knowledge entities from the viewpoint of information de-

sign is  straightforward,  because  the  knowledge  entity 

Evaluation is private to the patient and Assistant Agent 

helping him/her, while the knowledge entity Recommen-

dation is shared between different patients and instances 

of Assistant Agent. Similarly, the knowledge entity Effi-

ciency is private to each Healthcare Provider, but at the 

same time naturally forms a basis for how patients evalu-

ate healthcare providers.

IV. MAPPING AGENT-ORIENTED MODELS TO NETLOGO

In this section, we give an overview of some basic pro-

gramming constructs of NetLogo and show how agent-

oriented models described in Section III can be mapped to 

them.

NetLogo  [11]  is  a  programmable  modeling  environ-

ment for simulating natural and social phenomena. Sys-

tem  designers  using  NetLogo  can  give  instructions  to 

hundreds or  thousands of  agents  all  operating indepen-

dently. This makes it possible to explore the connection 

between the micro-level behavior of individuals and the 

macro-level patterns that emerge from the interactions be-

tween many individuals. Because of this,  NetLogo is  a 

suitable environment for rapid prototyping of societal in-

formation systems. In this subsection, we give an over-

view of some basic programming constructs of NetLogo 

and show how agent-oriented models can be mapped to 

them.

The NetLogo world is made up of agents that can fol-

low instructions. Each agent can carry out its own activity 

simultaneously  with  the  activities  performed  by  other 

agents. Detailed overview of the types of agents in NetL-

ogo can be found from [11].

TABLE V.

THE BEHAVIORAL SCENARIO FOR AN ASSISTANT AGENT PLAYING THE ROLE OF ASSISTANT

BEHAVIORAL SCENARIO

Role Assistant

Agent type Assistant Agent

DESCRIPTION

Trigger Condition Step Activity Other roles/agent types 

involved

Knowledge 

entities 

Relevant goals (quality goals)

Request by the 

patient

Sequential

1 Find a physician Patient/Human Agent, As-

sistant/Assistant Agent

Recom-men-

dation

Find healthcare provider (Quickly, 

Appropriate, Good Quality Provider)

Patient leaves the 

physician’s office

2 Evaluate Patient/Human Agent, As-

sistant/Assistant Agent

Efficiency, 

Evaluation

Evaluate (In the Context, Proces-

sable, Anonymous, Easy)
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The programming constructs of NetLogo are seemingly 

quite different from the modeling concepts of agent-ori-

ented modeling. However, at a closer look, the NetLogo 

programming constructs  can  be understood as the  ones 

defining  agents  and  their  environments.  As  has  been 

pointed out in [4], an environment can be either a real 

physical environment or a virtual environment. An envi-

ronment simulated by means of NetLogo is an example of 

a virtual environment.

In NetLogo, knowledge entities of agent-oriented mod-

eling  that  are  private  for  specific  agents  can  be  repre-

sented by means of agents’, which in NetLogo are called 

turtles, local variables and knowledge entities shared by 

agents – by global variables. The relationships between 

knowledge entities are represented in NetLogo as calcula-

tions  or  derivations  involving  the  respective  NetLogo 

variables. Acquaintances (communication pathways) be-

tween agents can be simulated as links between NetLogo 

turtles. The environment in which the agents are situated 

can be simulated as a set of patches. All in all,  such a 

view is consistent with the one treating both agents and 

their environments as first-class citizens [19].

When we turn from the level of instances to the level of 

types, we also discover obvious mappings between agent-

oriented modeling  and NetLogo.  For  example,  roles of 

agent-oriented  modeling  are  mapped  to  agent  types, 

which are in turn mapped to breeds of turtles. Similarly, 

private  and shared  knowledge  entities  from the agents’ 

knowledge models are respectively mapped to turtles’ lo-

cal variables and global variables of NetLogo. The types 

of  organizational  relationships  between  agents,  such as 

control, benevolence, and peer, correspond to breeds of 

links between turtles. Behavioral scenarios of agent-ori-

ented  modeling  correspond  to  procedures  of  NetLogo 

with  the difference that  the procedures typically  define 

the behavior of a set of turtles rather than just one turtle. 

The biggest disadvantage of using NetLogo for simulat-

ing multi-agent systems is that NetLogo does not directly 

support  interactions  between  agents,  and  interactions 

therefore have to be implemented indirectly through using 

global variables.  The mapping between the concepts of 

agent-oriented modeling and the programming constructs 

of NetLogo required for rapid prototyping is presented in 

Table VI.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a method for designing and rapid proto-

typing  of  societal  information  systems.  For  developing 

societal information systems, both their social and techni-

cal aspects should be considered. We have chosen to use 

agent-oriented modeling for developing societal informa-

tion systems, because this approach explicitly addresses 

the design of socio-technical systems where the activities 

of humans are supported by software agents. What makes 

agent-oriented modeling particularly appropriate  for  de-

veloping societal information systems is that the design 

process starts with specifying goals for a socio-technical 

system as a whole and then with defining roles required 

for achieving the goals. Technical and social subsystems 

of  the  system  are  identified  only  later  in  the  design 

process when roles are mapped to the types of agents en-

acting them. This is also a stage when the decisions of ar-

chitectural design can be made by mapping roles to dif-

ferent possible configurations of agents. Alternatively, the 

system architecture can be designed already when decid-

ing roles. Another advantage of agent-oriented modeling 

is that it enables a system designer to address the problem 

domain  of  an  information  system from three  balanced 

perspectives  –  information,  interaction,  and  behavior  – 

and at three abstraction layers.

Designing the prototypical societal information system 

confirmed  that  agent-oriented  modeling  can  effectively 

combine models presenting the overall view of the infor-

mation system to be designed – goal model, organization 

model, and domain model, with the models representing 

the perspectives of individual participants – role and in-

teraction  models,  behavioral  scenarios,  and  agents’ 

knowledge models. This supports well the requirements 

for  autonomy,  heterogeneity,  and  locality  of  individual 

members, while achieving the goals set for the system as 

a whole. At the same time, the usage of agent-oriented 

modeling ensures that agents implemented and deployed 

by all of the participants in the information system are de-

signed  in  a  uniform  way  to  behave  benevolently  and 

safely rather  than maliciously.  As a result,  each patient 

can in a secure and fast manner launch and personalize 

his/her  own  healthcare  agent  and  can  task  it  to  find  a 

physician.

TABLE VI. THE MAPPINGS BETWEEN AGENT-ORIENTED MODELING AND NETLOGO

Modeling concept of  analysis Modeling concept of  design Programming construct of NetLogo

Role (role model) Agent (agent model) Turtle

Role (role model) Agent type (agent model) Turtle breed

Goal (goal model) Behavioral scenario Procedure

Domain entity (domain model) Private knowledge item (knowledge model) Local (to turtle) variable

Domain entity (domain model) Shared knowledge item (knowledge model) Global variable

Relationship between roles in a domain model 

(organization model)

Acquaintance (agent acquaintance model) Link between turtles

Relationship between domain entities (domain 

model)

Relationship between knowledge items (knowl-

edge model)

Calculation or derivation involving the knowl-

edge items

Relationship type (domain model) Relationship type (knowledge model) Link breed
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The  results  from  performing  simulations  with  the 

“proof-of-concept” societal information system for find-

ing a physician are described in [17]. One main conclu-

sion is that the number of annual sick days per person is 

decreased  by 6.2%-27.1% using  some strategies  devel-

oped in the system compared to using random strategy.
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ulti-agent systems (MASs) provide powerful models 
for representing both real-world systems and applica-

tions with an appropriate degree of complexity and dynam-
ics. Several research and industrial experiences have already 
shown that  the use  of  MASs offers  advantages  in  a  wide 
range of application domains (e.g.  financial, economic, so-
cial, logistic, chemical, engineering). When MASs represent 
software applications to be effectively delivered, they need 
to be validated and evaluated before their deployment and 
execution,  thus methodologies  that  support  validation  and 
evaluation through simulation of  the MAS under develop-
ment are highly required. In other emerging areas (e.g. ACE, 
ACF), MASs are designed for representing systems at differ-
ent  levels  of  complexity through  the  use  of  autonomous, 
goal-driven and interacting entities organized into societies 
which exhibit emergent properties The agent-based model of 
a system can then be executed to simulate the behavior of the 
complete system so that knowledge of the behaviors of the 
entities (micro-level) produce an understanding of the over-
all outcome at the system-level (macro-level). In both cases 
(MASs as software applications and MASs as models for the 
analysis of complex systems), simulation plays a crucial role 
that needs to be further investigated.

M

TOPICS

MAS&S'12 aims at providing a forum for discussing re-
cent advances in Engineering Complex Systems by exploit-
ing Agent-Based Modeling and Simulation. In particular, the 
areas of interest are the following (although this list should 
not be considered as exclusive):

• Agent-based simulation techniques and methodolo-
gies

• Discrete-event simulation of Multi-Agent Systems
• Simulation as validation tool for  the development 

process of MAS
• Agent-oriented  methodologies  incorporating simu-

lation tools
• MAS simulation driven by formal models
• MAS simulation toolkits and frameworks
• Testing vs. simulation of MAS
• Industrial case studies based on MAS and simula-

tion/testing
• Agent-based Modeling and Simulation (ABMS)

• Agent Computational Economics (ACE)
• Agent Computational Finance (ACF)
• Agent-based simulation of networked systems
• Scalability in agent-based simulation
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Abstract—Simulating social and cognitive agent abilities is a
very important aspect of agent-based computing. Multi-Agent
Based Social Simulations (MABSS) could benefit from incor-
porating cognitive behaviours. A hybrid simulating approach,
considering social and cognitive abilities, provides a more realistic
basis for modelling agents and their social interactions. But,
how social and cognitive behaviours could be supported simul-
taneously in MABSS? Is it always advantageous using cognitive
capabilities into social simulations? This paper offers a set of
general considerations about how cognitive capabilities could be
integrated into social multi-agent simulations. It points out the
most relevant cognitive requirements of social simulations of a
great amount of real scenarios where some agents could carry
out cognitive processing while others (a great majority) behave in
reactive way. The suitability of several alternatives for integrating
social and cognitive capabilities of agents are discussed. The
paper also offers several efficiency related arguments and rec-
ommendations for using one of the three considered approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTI-AGENT Based Social Simulations (MABSS) is
a paradigm devoted to use agents as the modeling

metaphor to simulate autonomous entities in a social world
composed by a number of independent and interacting enti-
ties [1]. Such models try to reproduce real environments and
situations of interest within such environments. Generally, in
these environments, some agents could carry out cognitive
processing while others (a great majority) behave in a reactive
way [2], [3], [4], [5]. Both types of agents do not have the
same requirements. For instance, the cognitive agents do not
perform cognitive processing in every moments. In front of
cognitive agents, each reactive one could modify its own state
in every step of the simulation.

In addition, all cognitive agents do not have the same
requirements in all type of scenarios. For instance, sometimes
several reasoning or explaining process are needed (e.g liv-
ing labs [5] and large complex smart grids through broker
agents [6]). In other scenarios, like Ubik [3] or Cardinea [4],
several planning capabilities are exhibited by agents in order to
plan the escaping out the building or to organize the schedule
of an employee, respectively.

In Cardinea [4], there are several agents representing su-
pervisors and assistants in a hospital. Only supervisors could
carry out cognitive processing while the assistants (a great
majority of them) behave in a reactive way. Sometimes,

when a given assistant reaches the limit of contamination, his
supervisor needs to carry out some deliberative processing
in order to decide what the assistant must to do. In this
case, an agent architecture could be required to perceive
the knowledge related to the assistant and to reason about
that. Communicative requirements of this scenario are very
simple: supervisors only need to inform to other supervisors,
in some (not all) steps, the actions that assistants must to
do.

Other scenarios, such as the smart grids through broker
agents [6], could require support for more complex dialogs. In
these scenarios, agents interact in order to discover, to evaluate
and to learn market strategies aiming to earn profits while
maintaining the markets balance of supply and demand.

On the other hand, several platforms for MABSS are
available for exploring the behaviour of agents. All of these
tools incorporate a set of functional capabilities to simulate
multiple interactions between several agents, to collect data
about the performance of the agents, a set of interfaces
for developing, setting up the parameters, monitoring and
controlling the simulations, etc. However, the way in which
the agent’s requirements are satisfied may be different.

Some of these platforms, the social ones, are oriented
to simulate simple reactive agents, with low communicative
requirements (e.g. Mason [7], NetLogo [1], Ascape [8] ), while
others, the cognitive ones, are focused to support complex
cognitive agents’s behaviours (e.g. Soar [9], ACT-R [10],
4CAPS [11], CLARION [12]). Others offer hybrids solutions
to support social and cognitive agents abilities in the same
tool [13], [14], [15].

All platforms are not equally useful for each scenario.
Generally, the social platforms are fast, simple and easy
to learn, and they not require new programming abilities.
However, incorporating cognitive capabilities in the simulated
agents could be not easy. Moreover, the cognitive platforms
provide cognitive capabilities to social agents in a suitable
way but they are not able to simulate swarm systems.
Each one separately could not be able to perform cognitive
processing in wide simulations, as Cardinea requires. Hence,
a hybrid approach could be very useful. The quantitative
analysis of the performance of a hybrid approach (while the
suitability of this approach to medium-demand scenario is
evaluated) could help to offer qualitative valuations about the
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suitability of the social, cognitive and hybrid tools for other
(low- or high-demand) scenarios.

Hence, it would be interesting to offer recommendations
for use, taking into account the suitability of each MABSS
platform.

The main contributions of this paper are related with (1)
the identification of several cognitive requirements in social
simulations where some agents show cognitive behaviours and
a great majority of them behaves in a reactive way, (2) the
quantitative evaluation of the suitability of a MABSS hybrid
tool to simulate agents with social and cognitive abilities,
and, (3) the proposal of several recommendations for use of
a particular MABSS for a specific scenario whose cognitive
and/or social requirements have been previously identified.
Possibly, the last one is the most valuable and generally
applicable outcome of this paper for the research community
in the MABSS domain.

The rest of the paper is structured as follow: section II
identifies the most relevant requirements of social and cog-
nitive agents in MABSS. Several simulating platforms of
different types (social, cognitive and hybrid) are referenced
in section III. An empirical evaluation about the suitability
of two hybrid approaches is offered in section IV. Based
on that, several recommendations for using each MABSS
platform according to the social and cognitive requirements are
presented in section V. Finally, section VI outlines conclusions
and some ideas for future work.

II. REQUIREMENTS OF MABSS

Actually, there are several MABSS platforms used to simu-
late social and cognitive agent behaviours into a wide variety
of scenarios (e.g. MASON [7], RePast [16], NetLogo [1],
SeSAm [17]). Agents simulated in these scenarios could be
demand very different functionalities to the MABSS platforms.
However, several common requirements are highlighted. The
most relevant ones are listed in the table I.

III. PLATFORMS FOR MABSS

Three kinds of MABSS platforms could be identified taking
into account their capabilities for representing and exploring
social and cognitive agent behaviours: (1) social, (2) cognitive,
and (3) hybrid ones. In the following, the most relevant
platforms of each kind of platforms and their suitability, in
order to satisfy the MABSS requirements identified in the
section II, are also related.

A. Social platforms

Nowadays, most used MABSS platforms offer easy to
use interfaces so that scientists can develop simulations even
without considering cognitive abilities of the agents [18]. This
kind of tools is very useful when simulated agents need to
satisfy the requirements 1, 2, 7 and 9 (listed in table I).
Some of them also report additional advantages for agent
simulation. For instance, in MASON the simulation can be
replicated using the same random seed. Several comparative
analyses between MABSS technologies are given [19], [20].

In all of them, MASON stands out from a set of several social
MABSS technologies such as SWARM 1, RePast, Ascape,
NetLogo, SeSAm. This way, MASON is a suitable platform to
guarantee the requirements related to the social agents abilities
and interesting for experimentation.

B. Cognitive platforms

All social platforms referenced above are based on the
concept of a very simple agent, totally reactive, with very low
cognitive abilities. However, in a great amount of systems,
attempting to reproduce intelligent human behaviours, the
simulated agents show autonomy, proactivity, adaptability, rea-
soning, planning capabilities, and so on. This is accomplished
by the so called cognitive architectures. Such systems manage
decision making, memory, communication, learning, among
others [9], [10], [11], [12].

They are both conceptually heavy models and intensive
CPU consuming approaches. This last fact makes them un-
feasible for social simulations with a high number of agents
in the society. However, they are very useful when simulated
agents need to satisfy the requirements 3, 4, 5 and 6 (listed in
table I).

Soar, ACT-R, 4CAPS, CLARION highlight from the rest of
cognitive architectures in order to provide cognitive capabil-
ities to some agents in social simulations. Most of them use
their own language to specify the knowledge of the agent or
require big programming or technology familiarization efforts.
For instance, several influential cognitive architectures, such
as ACT-R, Soar, CLARION and 4CAPS, have computational
implementations as interpreters of a special coding language.

C. Hybrid platforms

Several approaches such as Jason [21], 3APL [22] or
CoJack [23] are intended for simulating a society of BDI
agents. These BDI-based technologies are hybrid approaches
located between the reactive social simulation platforms and
the cognitive architectures. BDI architecture provides several
interesting cognitive capabilities to social agents. Their con-
ceptual complexity is lower than the offered by cognitive
architectures, but it is generally still an intensive CPU consum-
ing technology, according to the main requirements of social
simulations, where a great number of social entities must be
simulated.

These tools consider the integration of deliberative agents in
social simulations, incorporating complex models for knowl-
edge representation and processing. They perform complex
reasoning processes, offer advanced capabilities for commu-
nication and coordination, planning, among others. However,
sometimes, they could not offer the best solutions if the
capabilities to replicate the simulations, the time of execution,
the learning curve, the use of specific languages, among others,
are taken into account.

Jason is a Java-based hybrid platform which core lies an
interpreter for an extended version of AgentSpeak [24], one

1http://www.swarm.org
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TABLE I
MOST COMMON REQUIREMENTS OF THE MABSS PLATFORMS.

For exploring social abilities:

1) Support for swarm simulations The great majority of simulated scenarios are characterized by the presence of a high number of agents.
2) Managing the location of the agent Several scenarios represent bi- and tri-dimensional worlds where the location of each agent is relevant.

For exploring cognitive abilities:

3) Using standard agent architectures The use of a well-known agent architecture, such as the BDI, could be required in several simulations
considering deliberative agents.

4) Support for reasoning, planning, explain-
ing

If any agent architecture is used to model the agents, tools for performing cognitive processing might be
required.

5) Support for communication between
agents

Generally, complex tasks resulting from the coordination between several agents could be carried out.

6) Support for selecting when cognitive
agents perform cognitive processing

Widely, cognitive agents do not perform cognitive tasks in all steps of the simulation.

Interesting for experimentation:

7) Capabilities to replicate the same simu-
lation

Frequently, replication of the simulations could be required.

8) Support for choose the type of agent
requirements into simulation

All of the agents do not have the same requirements. Simulations should distinguish between cognitive and
social agent’s abilities.

9) Easy to use interfaces for developing,
setting up the parameters, monitoring and
controlling the simulations.

Suitable interfaces for coding, running and inspecting the behaviour of the simulated agents are very useful.

Performance and productivity related:

10) Low CPU time consuming The MABSS platforms need to be as efficient as possible, in order to simulate a great number of agents.
11) Learning curve Generally, programmer skills are greater in general-purpose languages (such as Java) than in specific ones

(such as a BDI language).
12) Programming and maintenance costs Developing and maintenance the code of agents are more easy using a specific-purpose language than a

general-purpose one.
14) Alignment with agent developing
methodologies

Programming the behaviours of agents could be more easy if a formal methodologies is used to model the
system.

of the best known languages based on the BDI architecture.
However, Jason is not able to simulate a high number of
agents that several scenarios require. Jason, similar to the
cognitive architectures mentioned above, assumes that (1) all
entities perform cognitive activities, and (2) these activities
are carried out every time. In several scenarios, only a few
number of agents needs to perform cognitive behaviours, and
these behaviours are not exhibited in each timestep of the
simulations.

The execution time in several hybrid platforms, like in
the cognitive ones, is very high. It is basically devoted to
perform cognitive processing instead of simulation controlling
and data collecting. They could not be feasible for several
swarm simulations, more even if a few number of cognitive
ones are simulated.

This way, several hybrid proposals, combining swarming
and BDI agents are made [13], [14], [15]. The approach of-
fered in [15] is based on the addition of cognitive capabilities,
supported by Jason (a BDI-based platform), to some agents in
the social simulations carried out in MASON (a social plat-
form). Hence, it takes the most advantageous characteristics of
each platform. It tries to improve the CPU time consuming,
since cognitive processing is only carried out when (a few
number of) cognitive agents need it. Several alternatives are
proposed to combine MASON and Jason processing:

1) The simulation is controlled by MASON, where Jason
environment is executed like any other MASON agent.

2) The simulation is controlled by Jason, where MASON

environment is executed after all Jason agents.
3) The simulation is controlled by MASON, without using

Jason environment. All agents are MASON agents and
only those with cognitive capabilities use functionalities
of the BDI interpreter and, possibly, others supplied by
a customized agent architecture.

However, from the point of view of implementation, the
alternative number 1 is not feasible because neither Jason
nor MASON offer the necessary programming interfaces to
achieve that.

The two interesting alternatives (2 and 3) guarantee the
same agent’s requirements for exploring social abilities (re-
quirements 1 and 2 listed in table I) and interesting for
experimentation (requirements 7 and 9 listed in table I) since
MASON is used in them. On the other hand, we suppose that
all simulations demand the same requirements of the last group
related to efficiency and productivity (requirements from 10 to
14 listed in table I). Hence, the performance of the two hybrid
alternatives 2 and 3 and their suitability to simulate agents
with social and cognitive abilities are evaluated taking into
account several scenarios where agents have different cognitive
requirements.

IV. SUITABILITY OF TWO HYBRID APPROACHES

This section offers evidences about the performance of the
hybrid approaches 2 and 3 (presented above) for integrating
MASON and Jason. Experimental evaluations commented here
are focused on the study of the scalability of each approach
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considering a particular scenario presented in section IV-A.
Three types of experiments are carried out. They are presented
in the following sections:

Section IV-B: comparison between alternatives 2 and 3, in
order to clarify which is the most suitable alternative to support
a high number of agents where a few of them need cognitive
capabilities, and non-sophisticated communication scheme.

Section IV-C: study about the performance of the alternative
2, varying the number of social and reactive agents, in order
to analyze the evolution of the total simulation time and its
relationship with the time performing cognitive processes and
the time that message interchanging consumes.

Section IV-D: study of the performance of the alternative
3, varying the number of social and reactive agents, in order
to analyze the evolution of the total simulation time and its
relationship with the time performing cognitive processes.

A. Running scenario

The evaluation takes place in a particular illustrative sce-
nario taking into account the cognitive requirements listed in
table I. For that, three typical scenarios are defined. Table II
shows the requirements of each typical scenario, considering
the characteristics of the three real ones (Urban Traffic [2],
Cardinea, smart grids through broker [6]).

A priori, we suppose the following:
• Cognitive agents in the typical scenario A demand very

simple cognitive and communicative requirements.
• Agents in the typical scenario B need to be modelled

using an agent architecture in order to improve the high-
demand cognitive abilities. On the other hand, we expect
that the medium-demand communicative requirements
are satisfied in a very efficient way, since the Jason’s
communication model is used.

• The high frequency of the cognitive processing and the
high complexity of the communicative acts in the typical
scenario C (not a simple notifications like in Cardinea)
could produce a significant overload of the simulation.

Hence, evidences presented below are obtained over the
illustrative typical scenario B, summarizing the main charac-
teristics of Cardinea, where:

1) There are a high number of agents, only few of them
need of cognitive abilities.

2) Cognitive agents do not perform cognitive behaviours in
all steps of the simulation.

3) Communicative requirements are relatively simple. Ba-
sically, dialogues between agents are only based on
requesting and notification messages.

4) Additionally, a specific and easy to use model is needed
to code the cognitive agent abilities. (This way, encod-
ing and maintenance of agents’ knowledge should be
simple.)

The evidences are obtained from several simulations, taking
into account several numbers of reactive agents (denoted by
n) and different numbers of cognitive ones (denoted by nl).
The values of these parameters are set up according to the

real requirements of Cardinea. The simulations were repeated
10 times and results averaged after that. The experiments are
carried out on a dedicated machine, with GNU/Linux, four
Intel(R) Xeon(R) X3230 1.66GHz processors, and 8Gb of
memory.

B. Which is the most suitable alternative?

In [15] evidences about preliminary performance evalua-
tions of the two hybrid approaches 2 and 3 (presented above)
are collected. These evidences suggest that:

• Considering the alternative 2, the simulation of n=2500
reactive agents computes very high times (160,32 min-
utes). There was not possible to obtain evidences for
n=15000 reactive agents (usual number of social agents
in several real scenarios like Cardinea), because the
memory of JVM was not enough.

• For the same number of reactive agents, the total time of
the simulation using alternative 2 are around 100 times
the ones produced by alternative 3. Management of the
reasoning process, the message interchanging and the un-
derlying agents platform produce a significant overload.

• The total simulation time dedicated to these processes in-
cludes (1) reasoning time (consumed by BDI interpreter),
(2) time dedicated to interchange messages between cog-
nitive agents (using the underlying agent platform), (3)
time dedicated to manage the life-cycle of the agents,
basically.
Using the alternative 2, the major part (more than 99%)
of the time is consumed by cognitive processing, the
message interchanging and/or the life-cycle management.
The difference between simulation times of the two al-
ternatives represents the cost of providing communicative
functionalities, since the complexity of the agents is the
same for the two alternatives.

• Jason not only consumes more time than MASON to
control the simulation, but a lot of time is dedicated to
cognitive processing. A significant part of the time could
be consumed by (1) the time that agents use to reasoning
and (2) the time that underlying agent platform imposes
to Jason in order to provide managing and communicative
functionalities.

However, a deep evaluation about the performance of two
alternatives is required. The first discussion is based on the
number of reasoning processes. The figure 1 and the table III
compare the two alternatives taking into account the total num-
ber of cognitive processes in the simulation and the number
of cognitive processes per each timestep, respectively. (Values
obtained by using alternative 2 is around 3 times the values
obtained by using alternative 3.) They show how the time of
the simulation could be reduced by the use of the alternative 3,
considering that not all of cognitive agents perform cognitive
processes. (Not all of supervisors reason in each timestep, they
only perform deliberative and communicative processes when
some assistant reaches the limit of contamination.)

On the other hand, the use of alternative 2 causes all
cognitive agents perform cognitive processes in each timestep.
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TABLE II
COGNITIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR THREE TYPE OF SCENARIOS WHERE SOCIAL AND COGNITIVE AGENTS ARE SIMULATED.

Cognitive requirements Typical scenario A Typical scenario B Typical scenario C
(e.g. Urban Traffic) (e.g. Cardinea) (e.g. Smart Brokers)

3) Is an agent architecture required? No Yes, could be BDI Yes, could be BDI
4) Reasoning, planning, explaining requirements Low High High
5) Coordination and communications requirements Low Medium High
6) Frequency of performing complex processing by cognitive agents Low Low High
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Fig. 1. Total number of cognitive processes carried out during simulation,
considering n reactive agents and nl = 8 cognitive ones.

TABLE III
NUMBER OF COGNITIVE PROCESSES, PER EACH SIMULATION TIMESTEP,

CONSIDERING n REACTIVE AGENTS AND nl = 8 COGNITIVE ONES.

Number of reactive agents n=500 n=1000 n=1500 n=2000 n=2500

Alternative 2 8 8 8 8 8
Alternative 3 2,63 2,73 2,53 2,76 2,69

(The reasoning cycle of each supervisor is activated in each
timestep.)

Other significant characteristic of this type of scenario is that
the number of communicative acts grow when the number of
reactive agents grows too. It is interesting to determine how
much time is dedicated to provide communicative functional-
ities when the number of reactive agents is increased.

The alternative 2 provides communication between agents
without any programming efforts, using an underlying agents
platform. But, using this alternative the total simulation time
is greater than total simulation time of the alternative 3 and
the major part (more than 99%) of the time is consumed by
cognitive processing, the message interchanging or the life-
cycle management (according to the results offered by [15]).

The figure 2 shows that the message interchanging only
consumes a few part of this time. For nl=8 cognitive agents,
the time dedicated to the message interchanging is around
the 10-12% of the time devoted to reasoning, the message
interchanging and the life-cycle managing.

In terms of simulation capabilities, the main difference
between alternatives 2 and 3 is the ability of the alternative 2
to provide communicative and coordinative mechanisms based
on some underlying agent platform. But, using the alternative
2, the excessive consumption of time is not given by time
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Fig. 2. Time dedicated to performing cognitive processes (including reason-
ing, message interchanging and life-cycle management) and time dedicated to
messages interchanging, for the alternatives 2, considering n reactive agents
and nl=8 cognitive ones.

devoted to the message interchanging. This time is only 10-
12% of the time devoted by Jason to manage the simulation
and the life-cycle of the agents.

C. Evaluation of alternative 2

The second set of experiments studies how simulation time
is consumed in the alternative 2. Times related to the reasoning
processes and the message interchanging are measured. The
relationships between them are presented in order to determine
why this alternative is not suitable to simulate a great amount
of reactive agents. (It was not possible to obtain evidences for
n=15000 reactive agents, because the memory of JVM was
not enough [15].)

Figure 3 shows the time performing cognitive processes
(including reasoning, message interchanging and life-cycle
management) and the time dedicated to the message in-
terchanging, for the alternatives 2, for several numbers of
cognitive agents nl=2,3,...10 and two number of reactive ones
n=500,2500.

For the two numbers of reactive agents, n=500 and n=2500,
the time performing cognitive processes increases slightly
when the number of cognitive ones increases slightly (from
nl=2 to nl=10). The increasing trend is the same for both
cases, but in different scales.

Although the time dedicated to the message interchanging
increases slightly when the number of cognitive agents in-
creases slightly (from nl=2 to nl=10), it represents a small
portion of the time dedicated to perform cognitive processes
(see figure 3). Time dedicated to the message interchanging are
kept below 15% of the time performing cognitive processes,
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Fig. 3. Relationship between the time performing cognitive processes
(including reasoning, message interchanging and life-cycle management) and
time dedicated to the message interchanging, for the alternatives 2, considering
nl cognitive agents and (a) n=500 and (b) n=2500 reactive ones.

for all numbers of cognitive agents. The relationship between
these two times does not seem to depend on the numbers
of cognitive agents. The time dedicated to the message inter-
changing represents a small portion of the time performing
cognitive processes, for all considered numbers of cognitive
agents (nl=2, .., 10). Most of the cognitive processing time is
spent on other mechanisms like life- and reasoning-cycle, or
any other functionalities or services of the underlying agent
platform or the Jason simulation framework. Elucidation about
how the time is spent for these mechanisms is out of the scope
of this work, and maybe it is only possible if several new
breakpoints are considered in Jason simulations.

The time dedicated to the message interchanging increases
slightly because the number of interchanged messages in-
creases too. The figure 4 suggests a lineal relation between the
number of messages and the number of reactive agents. Also,
it shows how the time of the message interchanging varies with
the same trend that the number of interchanged messages, for
both numbers of reactive agents (n=500 and n=2500). That is
because messages are interchanged with the same speed across
the system using the message transporting functionalities of
the underlying agents platform, independently of the number
of reactive and cognitive agents. It means that delay in
simulation time it is not produced by limitations in the message
transporting system of agent platform and the way that the
Jason provides communicative functionalities.
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Fig. 4. Total number of messages, interchanged during simulation of the
alternatives 2, considering nl cognitive agents , and two numbers of reactive
ones n=500, 2500.

D. Evaluation of alternative 3

Evidences presented in [15] and in section IV-B of this paper
demonstrate how alternative 3 is a suitable way to simulate
several hundreds (from n=500 to n=2500) of reactive social
agents with some of them (nl=8) carry out cognitive processes.
The behaviours of the cognitive agents, simulated in these
experiments, are obtained by a very simple BDI code. Even so,
the approach presented by alternative 2 is not able to simulate
several thousands of reactive agents.

Evidences offered here try to answer two questions:
1) Is the alternative 3 able to simulate numbers of social

agents greater than n=2500?
2) Is the alternative 3 able to simulate numbers of cognitive

agents different that nl=8?
Figure 5 shows the total simulation time and the time per-

forming cognitive processes, for different numbers of agents.
Both, the number of reactive agents and the number of cog-
nitive ones are assigned according to the most usual numbers
of agents in Ubik or Cardinea scenarios. The experiments
consider the most usual values and some greatest ones, in
order to explore the scalability of the approach.

Hence, figure 5.a shows the evolution of the total simulation
time and the time performing cognitive processes, for different
numbers of reactive agents n=2500,5000,...30000, considering
nl=8 cognitive agents. On the other hand, figure 5.b offers
evidences for several numbers of cognitive agents nl=2,3,...20,
considering a high number of reactive agents n=15000.

On the other hand, this experiment also analyses the number
of cognitive process carried out by the two alternatives when
the number of agents (both reactive and cognitive) grows.
Figure 6 compares the numbers of cognitive processes, for
different amounts of agents. The data series of the alternative 2
do not represent values obtained from simulation because this
alternative is not able to simulate several hundreds of reactive
agents in a finite and short time. The values are estimated
using the number of the timesteps when the assistants are
kept out the contamination. The final timesteps are the same
for the two alternatives and for a particular number of agents.
The number of cognitive processes, that alternative 2 should
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Fig. 5. Relationship between total simulation time and time dedicated to
cognitive processes, for the alternatives 3, considering (a) several numbers
n of reactive agents and nl=8 cognitive ones, and (b) several numbers nl of
cognitive agents and n=15000 reactive ones.

be carried out, can be estimated because, in each timestep,
this alternative performs as many cognitive processes as the
number of cognitive agents are simulated.

Figure 6.a compares the number of cognitive processes, for
different numbers of reactive agents n=2500,5000,...30000,
considering nl=8 cognitive agents. Figure 6.b shows evidences
for several numbers of cognitive agents nl=2,3,...20, consider-
ing a high number of reactive agents n=15000. In both cases,
the figure suggests that values for alternative 2 are around
three times the values for alternative 3.

The alternative 3 is able to simulate a high number of
reactive and cognitive agents in a finite and short time.
Although the total simulation time increases when the num-
ber of reactive agents grows, for n=30000 reactive agents,
the simulation time does not exceed 40 minutes. Also, the
alternative 3 is suitable to simulate several cognitive agents in
large simulations, considering n=15000 social agents. Total
simulation time does not exceed 30 minutes when nl=20
cognitive agents are considered. Numbers of cognitive agents
greater than nl=20 was not explored because the number of
cognitive agents in several real scenarios like Ubik or Cardinea
does not reach this value. However, there is no doubt about
the capability of this alternative to support greater values in a
society with n=15000 reactive agents. Exploration of more
complex BDI cognitive agents might be interesting in real
scenarios.

Time performing cognitive processes does not represent
more than 1,35% of the total simulation time in any case.
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Fig. 6. Number of cognitive processes, for the two alternatives 2 and 3,
considering (a) several numbers n of reactive agents and nl=8 cognitive ones,
and (b) several numbers nl of cognitive agents and n=15000 reactive ones.
(Data presented for alternative 2 are estimated, because this alternative does
not support several thousands of reactive agents. ).

V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE

Taking into account the evidences presented in the previous
section, several recommendations could be suggested:

1) For typical scenario A (see table II) the use of a
standalone social platform like MASON (see the table I) could
be the best choice. Hybrid approaches offered by alternatives
2 and 3 also exhibit suitable performances when cognitive
requirements of agents are low.

2) The alternative 2 is not suitable for the typical scenarios
A and B (see table II) where execution of one reasoning
cycle per each timestep is not required. When simulation
is controlled by Jason environment (like the alternative 2),
all cognitive agents perform one reasoning cycle per each
timestep. According to [15], this alternative is able to simulate
appropriate numbers of cognitive agents (up to nl=10) into
social simulation, considering up n=2500 reactive agents.
However, this is not a desired time for several real scenarios.

3) Alternative 2 consumes a lot of time (in order to guar-
antee communications between agents), the major portion of
this time is devoted to reasoning or managing life-cycle of the
agents, but not to provide communicative capabilities. Most
of the cognitive processing time is spent on other mechanisms
like life- and reasoning-cycle, or any other functionalities or
services of the underlying architecture of the platform or the
Jason simulation framework.

4) The alternative 2 does not support a high number of
reactive agents where a few number of them perform cognitive
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processes (even with a very simple BDI logic description).
For instance, using this alternative n=15000 reactive agents
can not be simulated. But, supposing that would be possible,
alternative 2 would perform around three times the cognitive
processes performed by alternative 3, for all explored config-
urations.

5) The alternative 3 is suitable to integrate social and
cognitive capabilities for agents in the typical scenario B (see
table II). It is able to simulate a high number of reactive
and cognitive agents in a finite and short time, according to
the requirements of the typical scenario C. The portion of
the simulation time performing cognitive processes is very
small, for all explored configurations where the numbers of
reactive and cognitive agents are increased. The time devoted
to communicate agents is depreciable in this alternative, be-
cause a simple and (time and memory) low-cost mechanism
is implemented to communicate agents.

6) Using the alternative 3, small simulation times are
obtained since any messages transporting system of underlying
agents platform supported by Jason is not used. The character-
istics of the messages transporting mechanism, its efficiency,
and how it influences the efficiency of the total simulation
depend on the requirements of the scenario.

7) This way, incorporating cognitive behaviour in social
simulations from the integration of Jason and Mason could
not be suitable for typical scenario C, where (1) the frequency
of performing cognitive processing and (2) the communicative
requirements could be high.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The suitability of several platforms for simulating the
most relevant cognitive abilities of the agents in MABSS
is examined in this paper. For that, we consider different
types of approaches (social, cognitive and hybrids ones). The
performance of two hybrid approaches, combining MASON
and Jason, are deeply evaluated taking into account the Car-
dinea scenario, a middle-complexity scenario where agents
perform low-frequently cognitive processing and relatively
simple communicative acts. Evidences obtained for Cardinea
scenario are used to offer several recommendations for use of
the hybrid approaches for other types of scenarios. Three types
of scenarios with different cognitive requirements are explored
in this paper. The best hybrid approach for Cardinea could not
be suitable for other scenarios with different cognitive and
communicative requirements. This way, a deep evaluation of
this approach for more complex agents is required.
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Abstract—Societal information systems are intended to assist 

the members of  a  society  in dealing with the complexities  of 

their  interactions  with  each  other,  especially  regarding  the 

resources they share. Because the members are distributed and 

autonomous, we believe that software agents, having these same 

characteristics,  are  a  natural  basis  for  representing  the 

members and their interests in a societal information system. 

This  paper  describes  a  simulation of  an agent-based societal 

information system for healthcare.  Our design methodology is 

based on agent-oriented modeling, which we apply to analyze 

and  design  the  system  and  its  simulation.  We  execute  the 

simulation to investigate four different strategies for assisting a 

person in choosing a physician,  combined with three waiting 

strategies in three common social network models. The results 

show  that  the  societal  information  system  can  decrease  the 

number  of  annual  sick  days  per  person  by  0.42-1.84  days 

compared with choosing a physician randomly.

I. INTRODUCTION

HIS article  concerns  the  simulation  of  a  societal 

information  system  in  the  domain  of  healthcare.  A 

societal  information  system  is  a  large-scale  information 

system that gathers information from hundreds or thousands 

of  individual  entities.  Such  systems  can  be  abstracted  as 

graphs with nodes representing individual entities and edges 

representing relationships between them. The purpose of a 

societal  information  system is  to  affect  the  behavior  of  a 

node by means of information retrieved from other  nodes. 

Nowadays,  a  person’s  behavior  is  influenced  by  social 

networking  services,  such  as  Facebook.  However,  the 

amount of information to be comprehended and utilized in 

such  services  can  be  overwhelming for  users.  To  further 

automate  sharing  and  processing  of  information  within  a 

large social network or a societal information system, we are 

investigating  supporting  each  node  in  the  network  by  a 

software  agent.  Software  agents  are  autonomous 

computational entities that can be viewed as perceiving their 

environment  through  sensors  and  acting  upon  their 

environment  through  effectors.  To  say  that  agents  are 

computational  entities  simply  means  that  they  physically 

exist in the form of programs that run on computing devices. 

To say that they are autonomous entities means that to some 

extent  they have  control  over  their  behavior  and  can  act 

T

 The  second  author  expresses  his  gratitude  to  the  Institute  of 

International Education for supporting his work by a Fulbright Scholarship.

without the intervention of humans or other systems. Agents 

pursue goals or carry out tasks in order to meet their design 

objectives,  and  in  general  these  goals  and  tasks  can  be 

supplementary as  well  as  conflicting  [1],  [2].  Agents  can 

form commitments and act on behalf of individuals and form 

multiagent  systems (MAS).  We view agent-based  societal 

information systems as multiagent systems.

Societal  information systems are  appropriate  for  a  wide 

variety  of  problems,  including  regulation  (e.g.,  banking), 

allocation  of  scarce  resources  (e.g.,  electric  power  and 

parking spaces), distributed situation assessment (e.g., urban 

air quality),  system control  (e.g.,  traffic management, both 

vehicular  and  telecommunication),  and  decentralized 

decision-making (e.g.,  choosing medical  care).  This article 

addresses  simulating  a  societal  information  system in  the 

area of decentralized decision-making for healthcare. 

Healthcare  decision-making is  done  in  many developed 

countries  in  the  context  of  a  healthcare  quadruple,  which 

consists of (1) patients, (2) healthcare providers (hospitals, 

health  centers,  labs,  etc.)  and  provider  networks,  (3) 

insurance  companies,  and  (4)  the  government.  There  is  a 

variety  of  information  systems  available  to  support 

healthcare  providers,  provider  networks,  government 

healthcare agencies, and insurance companies, but none to 

support  patients.  Because patients  are  naturally distributed 

and are typically willing to assist each other, societal agent-

based information systems instead of centralized information 

systems  would  be  appropriate  for  fostering  this  mutual 

assistance.  In  such  systems,  each  patient  would  be 

represented by a software agent. The agent would assist its 

principal  in health-related activities,  such as understanding 

and  interpreting  insurance  rules,  finding  the  most  cost-

effective  insurer,  finding  a  good  healthcare  provider, 

providing  advice  on  cost-effective  drugs  and  care,  and 

monitoring  the  spread  of  disease  symptoms  and  their 

treatments.  Feedback  and  information  sharing  among 

patients would be used extensively in such systems.

Investigating societal information systems for healthcare is 

a broad research area. Moreover, it is difficult to experiment 

with  such  information  systems  in  a  society,  especially 

because  patients’  health,  privacy,  and  rights  must  be 

considered.  We  therefore  have  relied  on  simulations  for 

prototyping and evaluating. 
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This article is organized as follows. First, we explain the 

method  we  use  for  prototyping  the  societal  healthcare 

information system – agent-oriented modeling. Second, we 

describe briefly how agent-oriented modeling is applied to 

design  a  simulation  of  a  societal  information  system  for 

healthcare running on the NetLogo platform [3]. Third, we 

analyze and explain the simulation results. We conclude by 

comparing the outcomes of using different strategies in the 

healthcare system and discussing the benefits of a societal 

information system for healthcare.

II. RELATED WORK

Multiagent  systems  are  widely  used  in  different  areas, 

such as tracking goods, traffic control, consensus knowledge, 

and  decision-making [4].  One of  the  interesting areas  for 

applying a MAS is healthcare. 

Nealon  and  Moreno  [5]  analyze  features  of  healthcare 

problems, including the distributed nature of the knowledge 

that is needed to solve a problem, coordination, complexity, 

and  so  on.  They  claim  that  a  MAS  is  an  appropriate 

approach to tackle healthcare problems and could be used 

for  patient  scheduling,  organ  and  tissue  transplant 

management,  community  care,  information  access,  and 

decision  support  systems.  Isern  et  al.  [6]  compare  the 

internal architecture and communication-based coordination 

techniques of fifteen healthcare-related agent-based systems 

and  claim  that  agent-based  systems  increase  reusability, 

flexibility,  and other  beneficial  qualities as compared  with 

centralized software systems, such as client-server systems. 

MASs  are  also  broadly  used  in  home-care  systems. 

Koutkias  et  al.  [7]  present  a  MAS  for  monitoring  and 

detecting important cases for disease management. Isern et 

al. [8] describe the K4Care Home Care model, which uses an 

agent-based platform. Grund et al. [9] describe a multiagent 

monitoring  system  that  uses  data  mining  techniques  to 

determine the status of a patient. Charfeddine [10] introduces 

an agent-oriented framework to simulate the population of a 

chronic disease.

In the work most closely related to ours, Udupi and Singh 

[11] use conceptual models in a societal information system 

to  implement  a  peer-to-peer  network  in  which  an  agent 

contacts other agents to discover suitable service providers. 

It  uses InterPol,  a  language and framework for  supporting 

different  kinds  of  interaction  policies  between  agents.  In 

[12],  we  described  the  modeling  method  of  our  societal 

information system. 

There  are  several  websites,  similar  to  RateMDs  [13], 

where people rate doctors according to punctuality, medical 

knowledge, and other characteristics, and add comments. As 

we explain later,  our  approach  differs  from such websites 

and has advantages.

III. METHODOLOGY

This  article  focuses  on  designing  societal  information 

systems of a particular kind – societal information systems 

for  finding  an  appropriate  physician  and  finding  out  the 

benefits to do so. We use the case study method [12] and 

explore by rapid prototyping the design of a simulation of a 

societal  information  system  for  healthcare.  Rapid 

prototyping  stands  for  implementing  a  proof-of-concept 

prototype in an agile way by directly mapping the modeling 

constructs to the constructs of a scripting environment like 

Netlogo or some agent-oriented environment like JADE. The 

method we use for prototyping is agent-oriented modeling. 

Agent-oriented modeling as  described  in [14]  is  a  holistic 

approach for analyzing, designing, and rapid prototyping of 

societal  information  systems  consisting  of  humans  and 

technical  components.  We  have  chosen  agent-oriented 

modeling  because  it  is  geared  towards  prototyping 

distributed systems that are open, adaptive, and intelligent. 

Societal  information  systems  are  open systems  because 

members  of  the  society  (e.g.,  commuters,  patients,  or 

shoppers)  may  join  and  leave  the  system  at  any  time. 

Societal information systems are  adaptive systems, because 

they should react to their constantly changing environment, 

which for example can take the form of changes in traffic 

infrastructure, health insurance coverage, and product prices. 

We  also  term  societal  information  systems  as  intelligent 

systems, because they reflect the “wisdom of crowds” when 

recommending a patient, for example, a healthcare provider. 

In  addition,  agent-oriented  modeling  meets  well  the 

requirements for purposefulness and understandability of the 

design.

A set of canonical models are introduced in agent-oriented 

modeling, whose types are shown in Table I. In addition to 

representing each model with an abstraction layer (analysis, 

design,  or  prototyping),  Table  I  maps  each  model  to  the 

vertical  viewpoint  aspect  of  interaction,  information,  or 

behavior.  Each  cell  in  the  table  represents  a  specific 

viewpoint.  We  explain  these  viewpoints  in  the  following 

paragraphs.

From the viewpoint of  interaction analysis,  role models 

represent  the  properties  of  roles  and  the  relationships 

between the roles are represented by an organization model. 

From the viewpoint of information analysis, a domain model 

represents  the  knowledge  to  be  handled  by  the  societal 

information  system.  From  the  viewpoint  of  behavior  

analysis, a  goal model is a container of three components: 

goals, quality goals, and roles.  

From the viewpoint of  interaction design,  agent  models 

transform the  abstract  constructs  from the  analysis  stage, 

roles,  to  design  constructs,  agent  types,  which  will  be 

realized in the implementation process.  Interaction models 

are  used  to  express  interaction  patterns  between  agents. 

From  the  viewpoint  of  information  design,  knowledge  

models represent  both  private  and  shared  knowledge  of 

agents. From the viewpoint of  behavior design,  behavioral  
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scenarios are used to show how agents make decisions and 

perform activities [15]. 

Modeling  at  the  abstraction  layer  of  prototyping  is 

explained in Section IV. 

Fig. 1 shows the goal model of our societal information 

system  for  healthcare,  in  which  rectangles  stand  for 

functional goals and clouds stand for quality goals. The stick 

figures  represent  roles  that  are  required  for  achieving the 

goals.  As can be seen from Fig. 1,  from the viewpoint of 

behavior  analysis,  our  societal  healthcare  information 

system  focuses  on  the  purpose  of  “Allocate  Healthcare 

Resources” among the members of the society. Specifically, 

we study the  allocation  of  physicians  –  a  special  kind  of 

healthcare resource. Achieving the functional goal “Allocate 

Healthcare Resources” is characterized by the quality goal 

“Maximal  Societal  Health”,  which  determines  the  quality 

criterion according to which healthcare resources should be 

allocated in a society. 

To  accomplish  the  purpose  “Allocate  Healthcare 

Resources”  of  the  societal  information  system,  its  four 

subgoals need to be achieved: finding a healthcare provider, 

being  provided  with  care,  evaluating  the  care,  and 

recommending healthcare providers to other patients. As we 

demonstrate  below,  to  fulfill  the  goal  “Find  Healthcare 

Provider”,  a  patient  recursively  asks  her  friends,  friends’ 

friends, and so forth for recommendations and chooses the 

best  physician  recommended.  This  is  represented  as  two 

subgoals of “Find Healthcare Provider:” “Ask Friends” and 

“Choose.” 

We  attach  a  number  of  quality  goals  to  the  functional 

goals in the goal model. The meanings of the quality goals 

are  easy  to  understand.  For  example,  “Quickly”  means  a 

patient  wants  to  find  a  healthcare  provider  as  soon  as 

possible.  The “Anonymous” quality goal expresses that no 

evaluation by a patient should identify the patient. It should 

be noted that the quality goal “In the Context” attached to 

the functional goal “Evaluate” represents that evaluation has 

to occur in the context of receiving the service,  preferably 

before leaving the facilities of the healthcare provider or at 

least on the same day. The “Processable” quality goal means 

that the evaluation should be presented in a form amenable 

to computer  processing. In  our simulation, we use a scale 

from 1 to 5 to measure the evaluations. 

According  to  Fig.  1,  we  model  two  roles  for  our 

simulation – Patient and Healthcare Provider. There is also a 

third  role  –  Government.  Since  our  work  focuses  on  the 

particular aspect of the U.S. healthcare domain dealing with 

how a  patient  finds a  physician,  rather  than modeling the 

healthcare  domain  in  its  full  complexity,  the  Government 

role’s  modeling  is  not  relevant  to  the  simulation  system 

being designed and we ignore the Government role in our 

system. Additionally,  we complement the goal  model with 

the new Assistant role,  which is not shown in Fig.  1.  The 

Assistant role is the assistant of a person and is responsible 

for  asking  friends  for  recommendations,  choosing  a 

healthcare provider, and assisting in evaluating the care. In 

the prototypical system being designed, the role of Assistant 

should obviously be mapped to the Assistant Agent software 

agent type. Since a patient is a real human that is treated by 

another real human – a physician – we map both the roles 

Patient and Healthcare Provider to the Human Agent type. 

The  software  system boundary of  the  societal  information 

system is obviously between the roles Patient and Assistant. 

From  the  viewpoint  of  interaction  analysis,  the 

organization model of the societal information system being 

designed is decided based on the three kinds of networks that 

are  used  for  representing  the  relationships  among  the 

members of the society:

- Random network:  the  relationships  between  pairs  of 

patients are created randomly.

TABLE I.

THE MODEL TYPES OF AGENT-ORIENTED MODELING

Viewpoint aspect

Abstraction  

layer

Interaction Information Behavior

Analysis Role models and 

organization 

model

Domain model Goal models 

Design Agent models 

and interaction 

models

Knowledge 

models

Behavioral 

scenarios

Prototyping Interaction 

prototyping

Information 

prototyping

Behavior 

prototyping

Patient

Allocate

Healthcare 

Resources

Healthcare

Provider

Maximal

Societal Health

GovernmentQuickly

Find 

Healthcare

Provider

Ask Friends Choose

Good Quality 

Provider

Provide Care Evaluate

Discrete Easy

Recommend

Being Good 

Citizen

Anonymous

Appropriate

ProcessableIn the Context

Fig. 1 The goal model of the societal information system
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- Small-world network: most nodes are not neighbors to 

one another, but most nodes can be reached from any other 

node by a small number of hops [16].

- Scale-free  network:  the  shortest  paths  between nodes 

flow through hubs, and if a peripheral node is deleted, it is 

unlikely  that  this  will  interfere  with  passing  a  message 

between other peripheral nodes. 

We use  the  Barabási–Albert  model  [17]  to  construct  a 

scale-free network for our simulation. A scale-free network 

is a common model for a collaboration network.

After  covering  the  viewpoints  of  behavior  analysis  and 

interaction  analysis,  we next  proceed  to  the  viewpoint  of 

information  analysis by  addressing  the  knowledge  to  be 

represented within the system. We do this by identifying the 

types  of  knowledge  entities  related  to  the  roles.  As  each 

healthcare provider has predefined capacity and efficiency, 

which are explained in Section IV, we attach the Capacity 

and  Efficiency  knowledge  entity  types  to  the  Healthcare 

Provider role. 

We now proceed to the viewpoint of  interaction design. 

Finding a physician involves interactions between Assistant 

Agents representing patients. We represent these interactions 

as  an  interaction  protocol  between  agents  of  the  type 

Assistant  Agent.  It  is  appropriate  to  remind here  that  the 

difference between an interaction protocol and other kinds of 

interaction  models  is  that  an  interaction  protocol  models 

some  aspects  of  the  agent  behaviors  along  with  their 

interactions [14]. 

Representing  the  interaction  protocol  of  the  societal 

healthcare information system is very important, because it 

describes the patient’s strategy of choosing a physician. We 

explored the following four possible strategies:

- Random  strategy.  The  patient’s  Assistant  Agent 

randomly chooses a physician.

- The  “Choose  one”  strategy.  The  patient’s  Assistant 

Agent chooses the best physician according to the patient’s 

evaluations for physicians. If the patient has no evaluations, 

his/her Assistant Agent asks his/her friends’ Assistant Agents 

for recommendations.  The Assistant Agent acting on behalf 

of the patient’s friend may deal with the request in one of the 

following ways:

o Reply with a recommendation.

o Provide  the  requesting agent  with the  address  of  the 

Assistant Agent of one of its principal’s friends if there is no 

recommendation to give. This process continues recursively 

until  the  first  recommendation  is  received  or  until  all  the 

friends down to the maximum forwarding depth have been 

asked.  The  forwarding  depth  is  defined  as  follows:  the 

originator’s friends are at depth 1; the originator’s friends’ 

friends at depth 2, and so on.

Fig.  2  presents  the interaction protocol  among patients’ 

Assistant Agents for  the “Choose one” strategy.  It  models 

that  the Assistant Agent of a patient’s friend may respond 

with a recommendation or recommend the Assistant Agent of 

the  friend’s  friend.  This  means the  interaction  protocol  is 

recursive,  which  is  represented  by the  “Loop”  behavioral 

construct.  A  friend’s  Assistant  Agent  may  also  ignore  a 

request, which is not shown in the figure.

In addition to the random and “Choose one” strategies, we 

have  included  in  our  simulations  the  “Borda  voting”  and 

“Add and minimize” strategies. These strategies are briefly 

described as follows:

- The  “Borda  voting”  strategy.  The  patient’s  Assistant 

Agent asks his/her friends’ Assistant Agents, who are closer 

than  a  specified  limit,  for  recommendations.  A  friend’s 

Assistant  Agent  may  choose  to  answer  or  refrain  from 

answering just like with the “Choose one” strategy. After the 

patient’s Assistant Agent has received all  the responses, it 

calculates  for  each  physician  the  Borda  count  [a  single-

winner election method in which voters rank candidates in 

order  of  preference,  named  for  the  18th-century  French 

mathematician and political scientist Jean-Charles de Borda, 

who  devised  the  system  in  1770],  according  to  which  a 

physician is given a number of points equal to the number of 

physicians whose evaluations are worse than the evaluations 

of the given physician. Thereafter the agent adds up all the 

points  gained  by the physician in question.  The physician 

with the highest score is chosen.

  - The “Add and minimize” strategy, which has the same 

procedure  for  getting  recommendations  as  the  “Borda 

voting”  strategy.  After  the  patient’s  Assistant  Agent  has 

received  all  the  responses,  it  adds  up  all  the  non-zero 

evaluations and calculates the mean value of them for each 

physician. Then the Assistant Agent chooses the physician 

with the minimum mean evaluation. Choosing the physician 

with the minimum value is due  to  the way we define the 

evaluation, as described in Section IV.

From  the  viewpoint  of  behavior  design,  to  model  the 

behaviors  of  agents  of  the  decided  types,  we  transform 

responsibilities  of  the  roles  into  activities  attached  to  the 

agent types. As a result, we obtain behavioral scenarios for 

agents  playing  the  roles  Patient,  Assistant,  and  Physician. 

Assistant Agent 

of Person A

Assistant Agent 

of Person X

Loop

[i=0; i<=depth-1; X=Y]

Option A

Option B

Can you recommend a physician?

I recommend Physician P.

Exit the loop.

I don’t have a recommendation.

Please ask Assistant Agent of Person Y.

Interaction 

Protocol

Fig. 2 The interaction protocol for “Choose one” strategy
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For example, the behavioral scenario of an agent of the type 

Assistant Agent playing the role Assistant models that  the 

activities “Find a physician” and “Evaluate” are performed 

sequentially.  In  societal  information  system for  healthcare 

this is always the case, because the Assistant Agent does not 

perform  any  activities  between  these  activities  while  a 

patient is attended by a physician. 

Another  aspect  of  the  Assistant  Agent’s  behavior  in 

choosing a physician deals with what the agent should do if 

the physician is not  available  on the given day.  We have 

decided to consider the following three waiting strategies of 

a patient:

- Waiting. The patient’s Assistant Agent chooses the best 

physician by adopting one of  the strategies  of  choosing a 

physician explained above and sticks to this choice.  If  the 

physician is busy, the patient will still make an appointment 

with the physician and will wait until the physician becomes 

available.

- No  waiting.  If  the  physician  chosen  is  busy,  the 

patient’s Assistant Agent will choose a physician randomly 

according  to  the  “Random”  strategy  or  the  next  best 

physician  according  to  the  other  physician-choosing 

strategies until it finds an available physician.

- Waiting  with  limit.  If  the  physician  chosen  is  not 

available,  the patient’s Assistant Agent will check whether 

the physician could be reached in a certain number of days. 

If  it  is possible,  the patient will make an appointment and 

wait.  If  not,  the  Assistant  Agent  will  choose  another 

physician according to the rules of the same waiting strategy. 

If no physician is available in a certain number of days, the 

Assistant Agent will choose a physician who has the smallest 

number of days required for waiting.

Finally,  distinguishing  between  private  and  public 

knowledge entities from the viewpoint of information design 

is straightforward, because the knowledge entity Evaluation 

is private to the patient and Assistant Agent helping him/her, 

while  the  knowledge  entity  Recommendation  is  shared 

between different patients and instances of Assistant Agent. 

Similarly, the knowledge entity Efficiency is private to each 

Healthcare Provider, but at the same time naturally forms a 

basis for how patients evaluate healthcare providers.

We  describe  models  including  role  models,  the 

organization model, and the domain model in detail in [12].

IV. EVALUATION

A. Simulation Settings

We next describe from the three viewpoints introduced in 

Section  III  how we mapped agent-oriented  models  of  the 

societal information system to the programming constructs of 

the simulation environment – NetLogo.

From  the  viewpoint  of  information  prototyping,  we 

represented the knowledge entities decided by agent-oriented 

modeling as described in Section III as follows:

- The  Capacity  knowledge  entity  –  in  terms  of  the 

number of patients per day that a given physician can handle.

- The  Efficiency  knowledge  entity  –  in  terms  of  the 

number of days that it takes for a given physician to cure a 

patient. This number of days is generated for each physician 

according to a normal distribution whose mean and standard 

deviation can be adjusted in the user interface.

- The  Evaluation  knowledge  entity  –  in  terms  of  the 

following variables:

o The number of days the physician in question failed to 

handle  a  given  patient.  How  this  value  is  determined  is 

explained below.

o The number of days that the physician needed to cure a 

patient. This is determined by the Efficiency knowledge item 

pertaining to the physician.

o A  random  component  representing  that  different 

patients evaluate the same physician differently.

A  patient’s  evaluation  for  a  specific  physician  is 

calculated by adding these three factors. For example, let us 

assume that a patient gets sick today and decides to visit a 

physician chosen by her Assistant Agent, but the physician is 

busy and cannot see the patient until tomorrow. In this case, 

the  value  of  the  first  factor  –  the  number  of  days  the 

physician in question failed to handle a given patient – is 1, 

because the patient had to wait for 1 day to see the physician. 

The second factor – the number of days that the physician 

requires to cure the patient – is a fixed number related to the 

physician  in  question.  The  third  factor  –  the  random 

component expressing the subjective factor  – is  a  random 

value that varies between -0.5 and 0.5.

The  viewpoint  of  behavior  prototyping covers  the 

behaviors  of  software  agents  representing  patients  and 

physicians.  In  accordance  with  the  behavioral  scenarios 

modeled  as  a  part  of  the  design  described  in  Section  III,  

every day the patients each try to decide which physician to 

visit. For each patient, the Assistant Agent acting on behalf 

of its principal may ask Assistant Agents of the principal’s 

friends for recommendations and then makes a decision as to 

which physician the principal should visit. 

From  the  viewpoint  of  interaction  prototyping,  the 

exchange  of  messages  to  be  implemented  is  modeled 

according to interaction diagrams, such as the one in Fig. 2 

for  the  case  of  choosing  a  physician  according  to  the 

“Choose  one”  strategy.  To  make  our  simulations  more 

realistic,  we have chosen  a  20% probability that  a  friend 

would ignore the patient’s request.

Back  to  the  viewpoint  of  behavior  prototyping,  the 

software  agent  corresponding  to  the  Assistant  Agent 

recommends physicians based on evaluations. The agent can 

recommend  only  those  physicians  that  its  principal  has 

actually visited in the simulation. The number of days the 

physician  in  question  could  not  handle  the  given  patient, 

because of the physician’s exceeded capacity, accumulates in 

the patient’s evaluation until  the patient  actually visits  the 

given physician. On each new visit the agent “forgets” its 
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previous evaluation and updates its knowledge base with the 

new  evaluation.  The  reason  why  the  agent  forgets  its 

previous evaluation is that during the time period between 

the previous evaluation and the new evaluation, factors that 

influence the evaluation may have occurred.  For  example, 

the physician may have become more skilled. Therefore it is 

fairer to use the latest evaluation.

To make our simulations as realistic as possible, we used 

the  following  statistical  data  by  the  Centers  for  Disease 

Control and Prevention (CDC) from the year 2008 [18]:

- The number of physician office visits per  100 people 

per year: 320.1.

- The number of physicians per 10,000 people: 26.

Based on the above data, we obtained the average number 

of people who get sick every day by dividing the number of 

visits  per  10,000  people  by  250,  which  is  the  standard 

number of working days in a calendar year in the U.S. As a 

result,  128  people  out  of  a  population of  10,000 get  sick 

every day.

B. Results and Evaluation

We  simulated  365  days  with  5,000  patients  and  13 

physicians.  In  our  simulation,  64  random people  get  sick 

every day. The value of the local variable of each physician’s 

software  agent  corresponding  to  the  Capacity  knowledge 

entity was set to 8 patients per day. The value of the local 

variable of each physician’s software agent corresponding to 

the Efficiency knowledge entity was determined randomly 

according to a normal distribution with mean value 3 days 

and with the value of deviation as 2.0.

Fig. 3 describes the number of days needed for curing by 

different physicians in our simulations.

We  performed  simulations  by  combining  the  types  of 

social  networks  explained  in  Section  III  with  different 

strategies  of  choosing  a  physician  and  waiting  strategies, 

which are  both described  in Section III.  The results  from 

simulations in terms of the annual sick days per person and 

leftover patients who were not taken care of by the end of the 

last day simulated are represented in Tables II - VII. 

Fig. 3 Days needed to be cured by different physicians

TABLE III.

LEFTOVER PATIENTS FOR RANDOM NETWORK

Waiting No-waiting Waiting-with-limit

Random 0 0 0

Choose one 427 0 80

Borda voting 4569 0 96

Add and minimize 155 0 94

TABLE IV.

AVERAGE SICK DAYS FOR SMALL-WORLD NETWORK

Waiting No-waiting Waiting-with-limit

Random 6.79 6.78 6.79

Choose one 10.31 5.22 6.31

Borda voting 7.63 6.58 6.83

Add and minimize 9.59 4.96 6.34

TABLE II.

AVERAGE SICK DAYS FOR RANDOM NETWORK

Waiting No-waiting Waiting-with-limit

Random 6.8 6.78 6.80

Choose one 12.18 5.21 6.34

Borda voting 34.75 6.01 8.31

Add and minimize 10.17 4.94 6.37

TABLE V.

LEFTOVER PATIENTS FOR SMALL-WORLD NETWORK

Waiting No-waiting Waiting-with-limit

Random 0 0 0

Choose one 407 0 71

Borda voting 76 0 25

Add and minimize 239 0 93

TABLE VI.

AVERAGE SICK DAYS FOR SCALE-FREE NETWORK

Waiting No-waiting Waiting-with-limit

Random 6.79 6.74 6.77

Choose one 13.72 5.29 6.33

Borda voting 38.56 6.49 9.92

Add and minimize 9.41 4.92 6.35

TABLE VII.

LEFTOVER PATIENTS FOR SCALE-FREE NETWORK

Waiting No-waiting Waiting-with-limit

Random 1 0 2

Choose one 686 0 78

Borda voting 4449 0 110

Add and minimize 255 0 96
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We can see from Tables II - VII that if a patient adopts the 

“Waiting” strategy, the “Random” strategy will outperform 

all  the  other  strategies  of  choosing  a  physician  in  social 

networks  of  all  three  kinds  addressed.  This  is  the  case 

because in all the other strategies, a patient always waits for 

the  best  physician  chosen  by  her  Assistant  Agent,  which 

increases the waiting days and accordingly sick days. Also, 

because  the  Random  strategy  leads  to  even  visiting  of 

physicians, it has no leftover patients, but there are leftover 

patients in the other three strategies.  

The  performance  of  the  “Borda  voting”  strategy is  the 

worst in all three kinds of social networks addressed, except 

for  the  combination  of  the  “Borda  voting”  strategy  and 

“Waiting” strategy in  the small  world network, because it 

uses  more evaluation information than the other  strategies 

due to its method for calculating the votes for physicians. 

Differently from the  “Borda  voting”  strategy,  the  “Add 

and minimize” strategy uses less information because it does 

not  consider  the physicians who have not  been evaluated. 

The patients whose Assistant Agents follow the “Add and 

minimize” strategy therefore tend to choose physicians with 

fewer  days  required  for  curing,  as  compared  with  other 

physician  choosing  strategies,  and  then  wait  for  that 

physician chosen, which increases the number of sick days.

If  the  “No  waiting”  strategy  is  adopted,  all  the  other 

strategies  will  outperform the  “Random” strategy.  This  is 

because  the  patients’  Assistant  Agents  consider  the 

evaluations by their principals’ friends and choose the best 

physicians, and there is no problem of waiting.

If  the  “Waiting  with  limit”  strategy  is  adopted,  the 

“Choose  one”  and  “Add  and  minimize”  strategies  of 

choosing a physician show the best performance. However, 

these  strategies  result  in  more  leftover  patients  than  the 

random  strategy.  This  is  reasonable,  since  according  to 

“Choose one” and “Add and minimize” strategies a patient 

may be willing to wait for a good physician if the waiting 

time is less than 2 days, leading to just a few leftover patients 

and less average annual sick days.

According  to  the  “Random”  strategy  of  choosing  a 

physician, patients’ Assistant Agents just choose physicians 

randomly and each physician has almost the same number of 

patients in total. For the other three strategies, as time passes, 

Assistant agents gradually gather enough information about 

physicians,  evaluate them, and recommend to their  friends 

the  best  physicians  they  are  aware  of.  As  a  result,  after 

patients  have  formed  their  opinions  about  the  physicians, 

good physicians get full capacity of patients every day and 

bad  physicians  get  only  a  few  patients.  Due  to  space 

limitations, the graphs showing this trend are not shown here.

We also performed simulations with fewer physicians to 

check whether the claims stated above still hold. We adopted 

the  “Choose  one”  and  “Add  and  minimize”  strategies  of 

choosing a physician and “No waiting” and “Waiting with 

limit” strategies for conducting simulation experiments with 

7  physicians.  Table  VIII  shows  the  results  in  terms  of 

average  sick  days.  We can  see  that  for  the  “No waiting” 

strategy,  the  “Choose  one”  and  “Add  and  minimize” 

strategies of choosing a physician still  perform better than 

the combination of “Random” and “No waiting” strategies. 

This is because a patient’s Assistant Agent first chooses a 

physician who requires less days for curing and only then 

randomly chooses a physician if the patient has to wait. 

Table  VIII  also  shows  that  the  combination  of  the 

“Waiting with limit” strategy and all strategies for choosing a 

physician yields almost the same result.

TABLE VIII.

AVERAGE SICK DAYS WITH SEVEN PHYSICIANS

No-waiting Waiting-with-limit

Random 28.01 19.23

Chose one 26.15 19.24

Add and minimize 18.33 19.24

In addition, we investigated the performance of a system 

having a lower probability that  the friends of a  patient  in 

small world network will answer a request, which are shown 

in the following two tables. The “Random” strategy is shown 

here because it is not influenced by the probability.

Comparing Table IV with these two tables, we discovered 

that  the  conclusions  before  still  hold.  To  clarify this,  we 

include Table XI, which denotes the changing trend of the 

average sick days while the probability is decreasing. In the 

table, “+” means increasing and “-” means decreasing. We 

can  see  from the  table  that  for  “Add and  minimize”,  the 

average sick days increases while the probability decreases, 

because patients gets fewer responses from friends, leading 

to less-informed decisions. For the “Borda voting” strategy, 

the  average  sick  days  decreases  while  the  probability 

decreases.  As  mentioned  before,  due  to  the  way that  the 

“Borda voting” strategy gets the evaluation and calculates, it 

TABLE IX.

AVERAGE SICK DAYS WITH PROBABILITY = 0.6

Waiting No-waiting Waiting-with-limit

Choose one 9.86 5.31 6.29

Borda voting 7.60 6.26 6.60

Add and minimize 9.75 5.01 6.37

TABLE X.

AVERAGE SICK DAYS WITH PROBABILITY = 0.4

Waiting No-waiting Waiting-with-limit

Choose one 8.72 5.42 6.24

Borda voting 7.05 6.07 6.42

Add and minimize 10.38 5.14 6.40
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always gets too much information and lead to worse results 

than other strategies. So when the information is less with 

decreasing probability, we have better results of less average 

sick  days.  There’s  no  fixed  trend  for  a  certain  waiting 

strategy with different physician choosing strategies.

V.  CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the design and rapid prototyping of a 

societal  information  system for  healthcare.  Agent-oriented 

modeling was chosen for developing our simulation because 

it  explicitly  addresses  the  design  of  societal  information 

systems where  the  activities  of  humans  are  supported  by 

software agents.

We  investigated  the  prototyped  societal  healthcare 

information  system  using  agent-based  simulations  on  the 

NetLogo platform. The NetLogo code for the simulation can 

be  found  in  [19].  In  the  simulation,  we  investigated  the 

influence  of  different  strategies  of  finding  an  appropriate 

physician and different waiting strategies in three common 

social  network  models.  Our  prototype  revealed  that  if  a 

patient adopts the “Waiting” strategy, the “Random” strategy 

will  outperform  all  the  other  strategies  of  choosing  a 

physician. On the other hand, with the “No waiting” strategy, 

all  the  other  strategies  will  outperform  the  “Random” 

strategy. If the “Waiting with limit” strategy is adopted, the 

“Choose one” and “Add and minimize” strategies will show 

the  best  performance.  We  found  that  by  adopting  the 

“Choose one” or “Add and minimize” strategy, in the “No-

waiting” and “Waiting-with-limit” case, the average number 

of  sick  days  can  be  reduced  by 0.42-1.84  days  or  6.2%-

27.1%.

Our  societal  information  system differs  from RateMDs 

and other similar websites where people can rate and find 

physicians in  the  way that  people  rate  the  physicians and 

patients interact. It is difficult to compare the effect of these 

websites and that of our system, mostly because there are no 

objective evaluation statistics on the websites,  such as the 

length of time each patient takes to get cured during a period. 

Such websites use more flexible criteria on which different 

people  might have different  opinions,  such as  punctuality, 

medical knowledge, and time spent on a patient, while our 

system uses the time it takes to cure a patient as a criterion, 

which is more objective and meaningful. Although patients 

might access more ratings online, they usually do not know 

the  people  who have  rated  the  physicians  and  there  is  a 

higher  possibility that  the  ratings  will  not  be  truthful  and 

accurate.  In  our  system,  a  patient  relies  on  friends’ 

recommendations, which are typically more reliable.
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CHANGING TREND WITH DECREASING PROBABILITY 
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Add and minimize + + +
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Abstract—This paper discusses a multi-agent based model of 

binary choice behavior with interdependence of decision-

makers’ choices. Analytical results established by other authors 

are briefly summarized where agent heterogeneity is not 

explicitly treated. Next the well-known Erdős-Rényi network 

class is considered to introduce agent heterogeneity via an 

explicit local interaction structure. Then the model is applied in 

an example of intercity travel demand using empirical data to 

introduce individual agent heterogeneity beyond that induced 

by the local interaction structure. Studying the long run 

behavior of more than 120,000 multi-agent based simulation 

runs reveals that the initial estimation process can be highly 

sensitive to small variations in network instantiations. We show 

that this is an artifact of two issues in estimation, and highlight 

particular attention that is due at low network density and at 

high network density. Limitations in the present work are 

summarized and suggestions for future research efforts are 

outlined. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IONEERED in the domain of travel demand by Ben-

Akiva [1], Domencich and McFadden [2], and others, 

discrete choice analysis has become an industry standard in 

land use and transportation planning models. An outstanding 

methodological challenge remains however in the treatment 

of the interdependence of various decision-makers’ choices. 

There is growing awareness and interest in the influence that 

social factors have on transportation and land use behaviors 

[3], [4].  

While there exists a substantial stream of research in 

identifiable intra-household interactions and explicit inter-

household interactions of extended family, friends and 

colleagues in travel demand modeling such as coordination 

of individual daily activity patterns, joint participation in 

activities and travel, mechanisms for allocation of 

maintenance activities, and activity location and residential 

location choice behavior, the topic of aggregate or collective 

social interactions between individuals in different 

households at a market level in travel demand has only 

                                                           
� This research was made possible in part through a generous grant by 

the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO) for the 
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recently begun to attract attention. Some examples of the 

empirical estimation of a discrete choice model with 

aggregate social interactions with application to 

transportation include Dugundji and Walker [5], Goetzke 

[6], Goetzke and Andrade [7], Goetzke and Rave [8], and 

Goetzke and Weinberger [9]. Some explorations of the 

dynamical behavior of such a model with application to 

transportation include Fukuda and Morichi [10], Páez and 

Scott [11], Páez, Scott and Volz [12], Arentze and 

Timmermans [13], and Dugundji and Gulyás [14]. This 

paper continues this line of research, exploring a multi-agent 

based model of binary choice behavior with interdependence 

of decision-makers’ choices.  

Discrete-choice estimation results controlling overall 

mechanisms related to individual heterogeneous preferences 

are embedded in a multi-agent based model to be able to 

observe the simulated evolution of choice behavior over 

time with socio-dynamic feedback due to network effects. 

Studying the long run behavior of more than 120,000 multi-

agent based simulation runs reveals that the initial 

estimation process can be highly sensitive to small 

variations in network instantiations. We show that this is an 

artifact of two issues in estimation, and highlight particular 

attention that is due at low network density and at high 

network density. This finding is an important warning with 

respect to empirical application of agent-based models. 

II. MODEL 

Discrete choice theory allows prediction based on 

computed individual choice probabilities for heterogeneous 

agents’ evaluation of alternatives. In accordance with the 

notation and convention in Ben-Akiva and Lerman [15], the 

so-called binary logit model is specified as follows. Assume 

a population of N decision-making entities indexed 

(1,...,n,...,N) each faced with a choice among two 

alternatives of some universal choice set C = {i,j}, say, 

choice of travel by car versus by railway, which we assume 

to be available to all agents.  The choice alternatives are 

further assumed to be mutually exclusive (a choice for one 

alternative excludes the simultaneous choice for another 

alternative, that is, an agent cannot choose two alternatives 

P 
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at the same moment in time) and collectively exhaustive 

within C (an agent must make a choice for one of the 

options in the choice set).   

Let Uin = Vin + εin be the utility that a given decision-

making entity n is presumed to associate with elemental 

alternative i in its choice set, where Vin is the deterministic 

(to the modeler) or so-called “systematic” utility and εin is 

an error term. The error term represents unobserved 

heterogeneity. Such unobserved heterogeneity may arise due 

to unobserved attributes of the choice alternatives, 

unobserved characteristics of the decision-making entities or 

simply measurement errors in observed attributes and/or 

characteristics. Also in the case where instrumental variables 

are used as a proxy for variables which are not observable, 

the error term is relevant for capturing unobserved 

heterogeneity. Under the assumption of Gumbel distributed 

disturbances εin, the probability Pin that agent n chooses 

alternative i has a convenient closed form expression, given 

by: 

 
exp[ ( )]

exp[ ( )] 1

in jn

in

in jn

V V
P

V V

µ

µ

−
=

− +
 (1) 

where た is a strictly positive scale parameter which we 

generally normalize to 1. The assumption that the 

disturbances are Gumbel distributed can be defended as an 

approximation to the normal density. 

A. Global Social Influence: The Field Effect Model 

The classical discrete choice framework discussed so far 

assumes independent individuals. Aoki [16], Brock and 

Durlauf [17], and Blume and Durlauf [18] relax this 

assumption. Their approach is to assume that the otherwise 

independent individuals are influenced by an aggregate of 

all other choices in the community. There is an inherent 

dynamic because each individual re-evaluates its choice 

based on the choices made by other individuals. This implies 

an implicit time-trajectory of repeated choices that defines 

the dynamics of the system. It is in this sense that we call 

this a “socio-dynamic” model: the dynamics are driven by 

social influence, albeit global social influence at this stage. 

The steady states of this dynamic process are reviewed 

below. 

Let Ni and Nj  be the total numbers of decision-making 

entities who have chosen respectively alternative i and 

alternative j at time t. Since we assume the choice set to be 

mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive, for the 

binary case we have N = Ni + Nj. Now let xi = Ni / N and xj 

= Nj / N = (1 - xi ) be the global proportions of decision-

making entities who have made each choice, and define the 

field variable: 

 (1 ) 2 1i j i i ix x x x x x≡ − = − − = −  (2) 

Note that the field variable x varies on the range -1 to 1. 

In the limit where x = -1, none of the decision-making 

entities in the sample have chosen alternative i, that is, all 

have chosen alternative j. In the limiting case where x = 1, 

all of the decision-making entities in the sample have chosen 

alternative i, and none have chosen alternative j. In the case 

where x = 0, half of the decision-making entities in the 

sample have chosen alternative i, and half have chosen 

alternative j. 

Global social dynamics are introduced by allowing the 

term Vin – Vjn in equation (1) to be a linear-in-parameter く 

function of the proportions xi and xj of decision-making 

entities who have made each choice: 

 ( ) ( )in jn i jV V f x x f xβ β− ≡ − =  (3) 

The function f(x) is an arbitrary function of x. In our 

application we consider f(x) linear in x, however the 

analytical results apply more generally. Substituting 

equation (3) into (1) and normalizing the scale parameter μ 
=1, we have: 

 ( )
exp[ ( )]

exp[ ( )] 1
in

f x
P x

f x

β

β
=

+
 (4) 

Aoki (1995) shows that the mean φ of the field variable x 

is governed by the deterministic differential equation 

 ( ) ( )
1 1

2 2
in jn

d
P P

dt

ϕ ϕ ϕ
κ ϕ λ ϕ

− +
= −  (5) 

Substituting (4) into (5) and normalizing せ =1 and そ =1, 

we have: 

 ( )
1 1

tanh
2 2 2

d
f

dt

ϕ ϕ
β ϕ

⎛ ⎞
= −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  (6) 

Stationary points are zeros of dφ /dt. Thus the key 

equation to determine local equilibria is: 

 ( )
1

0 :   tanh
2

d
f

dt

ϕ
ϕ β ϕ= =  (7) 

This equation can be solved conveniently by plotting the 

left-hand-side and the right-hand-side on a graph, and 

finding their intersection. Depending on the specification of 

f(φ) and the value of く, this equation may have more than 

one solution. 

B. Local Social Influence: Erdős-Rényi Networks 

The model described in the previous section assumes 

uniform, global and perfect information access. The very 

fact that certain influences are transferred via social 

interactions, and thus via social networks implies 

heterogeneous local information. Therefore, in the following 

we extend the model to explicitly model interaction 

networks.  

Each decision-making entity n is assigned a set of 

“reference” decision-making entities influencing its choice. 

At each time step during the iteration phase, the decision-

making entities look at the choices their particular reference 

entities made in the previous round, plus their own choice, 
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and calculate localized values of the difference in systematic 

utility between the alternatives: 

 ( ) ( )in jn in jn nV V f x x f xβ β− ≡ − =  (8) 

The critical difference between equations (8) and (3) is 

that subscript n now becomes important in determining xn = 

xin – xjn. The “reference” relationships introduced here 

define a graph or network.  

It is hypothesized that different network structures yield 

different system behavior. In practice however, it can be 

difficult to reveal the exact details of the relevant network(s) 

of reference entities influencing the choice of each decision-

making entity. Moreover, the actual reference entities for a 

given decision-making entity may not be among those in the 

data sample. One way to test the above hypothesis 

theoretically even without reliable empirical information 

about the social influence network is by studying abstract 

classes of networks in the hope of identifying classes of 

networks that yield similar results. 

An early abstract model of social interaction is due to 

Erdős and Rényi [19]. Their random network consists of a 

number of nodes and set of random edges between them, 

such that the probability of the existence of a given link is 

uniform across all possible edges. The actual number of the 

links is determined by the density p of the network, which is 

usually perceived as a parameter of the Erdős-Rényi graph. 

Here network density p is defined as the ratio of the number 

of actual existing links to the number of all theoretically 

possible links in a fully connected network with the given 

number of nodes. Otherwise said, p is the “link probability,” 

the probability that a link exists. 

One advantage of studying random networks is that they 

are perhaps the simplest possible networks that are general 

enough to describe a wide range of graphs, from 

unconnected nodes to a fully connected network (ie. a graph 

that contains all possible links). In addition, they accomplish 

this without introducing any explicit bias into the structure 

of the network. Moreover, results are known about 

important properties such as at approximately what value of 

p will the network become connected (ie. when each node is 

“reachable” along the edges from any other node), or 

otherwise said, when a so-called “giant component” will 

emerge. Finally, an important feature of random networks 

which is observed in real-life social networks is the so-

called “small-world” property: the average path length l (the 

average number of “hops” between an arbitrary pair of 

nodes) is less than or of the order ln(N), where N is the 

number of nodes. 

III. EMPIRICAL DEMONSTRATION 

In the next step of our model development process we 

now turn our attention to an empirical application of 

intercity transportation mode choice behavior. Here we 

include individual level heterogeneity in two ways. We use 

revealed preference survey data collected by the Hague 

Consulting Group for the Netherlands Railways to assess 

factors which influence the binary choice between car versus 

rail for intercity travel [20]. We also test the role of the 

social influence, modeled as an Erdős-Rényi graph over a 

full sweep of link probabilities from zero to one. In the limit 

that the link probability approaches zero, we have a classical 

binary logit model without social interaction. In the limit 

that the link probability approaches one, we recover a fully-

connected network. For the special case of very high link 

probabilities, we can therefore apply approximate theoretical 

benchmark results in section II.A to verify our agent-based 

model implementation. 

At the outset of section II, we discussed the notion of a 

“systematic” utility Vin  that a given decision-making entity 

n is presumed to associate with a particular alternative i. We 

have considered until now the interaction effect as the only 

term in the systematic utility. In typical transportation 

applications, the systematic utility is commonly assumed to 

be defined by a function of observable characteristics Sn of 

the decision-making entity and observable attributes zin of 

the choice alternative for a given decision-making entity. 

We will consider the term Vin – Vjn in equation (1) to have 

the general form:  

 
( ) ( )

           ' ' '

in jn in jn n

n n i in j jn

V V f x x f x

x h

β β

β

− ≡ − =

= + + + −γ S ζ z ζ z
 (9) 

where け = [け1, け2, …]’ , ζi = [ζi1, ζi2, …]’ and ζ j = [ζj1, 

ζj2, …]’ are vectors of unknown utility parameters 

respectively corresponding to the relevant observable agent 

characteristics Sn, and observable agent-specific attributes 

zin of the choice alternative such that: 
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= + +

= + +

= + +

γ S

ζ z
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The term h is a so-called “alternative specific constant” 

(ASC); it is included as good practice to explicitly account 

for any underlying bias for one alternative over another 

alternative. In other words, h reflects the mean of ε jn - ε in, 

that is, the difference in the utility of alternative i from that 

of j when all else is equal. In general the utility parameters ζi 
and ζj may take alternative specific values, however in this 

paper we will consider only “generic” values of the utility 

parameters ζ  ≡ ζ i = ζ j and define zn ≡ zin – zjn so that we 

have the further simplification: 

 ' 'in jn n n nV V x hβ− = + + +γ S ζ z  (11) 

The travel behavior data available to us is cross-sectional. 

Due to the expense and logistical aspects of data collection, 

it is common that a transportation agency or other 

commissioning party will use cross-sectional data to 

estimate a model, and then make forecasts about how 

variables will change over time and use the revised variables 
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to make forecasts [15]. This is the approach taken in this 

paper. This said, it would be better to have estimated a panel 

model and use the panel estimates within our agent-based 

model if we had had panel data available. We hope this 

paper may serve as a call to the community for the relevance 

of network panel data in improving modelling efforts. 

Descriptions of the survey variables available for use in our 

modeling endeavor are given in Table I. There are no 

reported missing values. 

TABLE I. 

DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES IN SURVEY DATA 

Name Type of variable Description 

choice yn Travel mode choice indicator:  

1 if rail; 0 if car 

gender Sn Gender of the respondent:  

1 if female; 0 if male 

business Sn Business trip indicator 

shoprec Sn Shopping/recreation trip indicator 

ttcar zin, i = car In-vehicle travel time for the car 

alternative 

tccar zin, i = car Travel cost for the car alternative 

ovtcar zin, i = car Out-of-vehicle time to walk from 

parking place to destination 

ttrail zjn, j = rail In-vehicle travel time for the rail 

alternative 

tcrail zjn, j = rail Travel cost for the rail alternative 

ovtrail zjn, j = rail Out-of-vehicle time for access and 

egress for rail 

 

As in section II.B, in our agent-based model each 

decision-making entity n is assigned a set of “reference” 

decision-making entities influencing its choice. At each time 

step, the decision-making entities look at the choices their 

particular reference entities made in the previous round, plus 

their own choice, and calculate localized values of the 

difference in systematic utility between the alternatives: 

 

1

2 3

1 car rail 2 car rail

3 car rail

*gender

*business *shoprec

*(tt tt ) *(tc tc )

*(ovt ovt )

in jn n n

n n

n n

n

V V x hβ γ

γ γ

ζ ζ

ζ

− = + +

+ +

+ − + −

+ −

 (12) 

We are interested in how the dynamics of the discrete 

choices of these heterogeneous individuals depend on the 

structure of the underlying social influence network. We 

vary the network density p on the parameter range (0,1) 

ranging from a non-connected to a fully-connected graph, 

excluding endpoints. We select the following 30 values of p 

to sample: 0.005 to 0.100 at increment 0.005 (20 network 

density values), 0.200 to 0.600 at increment 0.100 (5 

network density values), 0.700 to 0.900 at increment 0.050 

(5 network density values). In each case, we repeatedly 

situate the agents in 20 distinct instantiations of an Erdős-

Rényi graph per network density value. 

For these 600 networks (30 network density values times 

20 network instantiations per density value), we repeatedly 

compute the local interaction field variable xn for each of 

the 235 agents in the sample in two ways, one with counting 

the agent’s own choice in its reference group (that is, with 

so-called “self loops”), and one without counting the agent’s 

own choice in its reference group (that is, without self 

loops). From a theoretical perspective, the model with self-

loops is interesting because in the limiting case of network 

density p = 1 (a fully-connected network), we recover 

Aoki’s original model if there were no other explanatory 

variables in the utility function. Likewise from a theoretical 

perspective, the model without self-loops is interesting 

because in the limiting case of network density p = 0 (a non-

connected network), we have pure random behavior if there 

were no other explanatory variables in the utility function. 

From a multi-agent based simulation perspective, the model 

with self-loops at low network density might logically 

provide inertia in the behavior, damping down the volatility 

of switching from one choice to another. At high network 

density, when the number of agents is large, there is not 

likely to be discernible difference in the multi-agent based 

simulation behavior between the model with self-loops and 

without self-loops. 

After preliminary model specification testing, we proceed 

to repeatedly estimate sets of the utility parameters く, h, け1, 

け2, け3, ζ1, ζ2, ζ3 in equation (12) via maximum likelihood 

estimation for each of the 1200 network scenarios described 

above, with two different binary logit utility specifications: 

with the alternative specific constant h freely estimated, and 

with the alternative specific constant constrained to zero. 

Using the distinct sets of coefficients for each of the 2400 

estimated models, we then run 50 multi-agent based 

simulations with distinct pseudo-random number sequences 

for 2000 iterations per each run, per each model. The value 

of x representing the difference between the aggregate mode 

shares xi and xj in the sample at the last time step of each 

run is counted in histograms, one per each network 

instantiation. We group these histograms by network density 

in each of the four experimental settings (with or without 

self-loops and with and without an alternative specific 

constant). Fig. 1 shows aggregate histograms from each 

experimental setting at low and high network density values. 

Molloy and Reed [21] have shown that the critical point 

when a giant component emerges, occurs around p = 1/N + 

ε, where N is the number of nodes and ε > 0 is a small value. 

In our case of 235 agents this formula gives p ~ 0.005 as a 

critical point when, in practical terms, the graph becomes 

connected. We therefore might potentially expect to see 

behavioral transitions occurring somewhere in the low 

network densities. However, the most striking result is that 

only with the model with the alternative specific constant 

and with self loops do we ever get the signature bimodal 

histogram.. 
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Fig. 1 Aggregate histograms for four model specifications with and 

without an alternative specific constant and with and without self loops, 

at network density p = 0.005 and p = 0.9; for each histogram there are 

20 Erdős-Rényi network instantiations per density value, 50 multi-

agent based simulation runs per network instantiation, and 2000 

iterations per simulation run; the values of the set of utility parameters 

are re-estimated per each network instantiation; the bins of the 

histogram encompass a range from -1 to 1 

 

We can conclude that adding additional agent-specific 

heterogeneity in our model beyond the heterogeneity 

automatically induced by the localized interactions does 

indeed seem to matter. A closer analysis of the histograms 

however reveals a significant insight: not all of the network 

instantiations for the models with the alternative specific 

constant and with self loops give the signature bimodal 

histogram. In fact at higher network densities we see both 

the single sharply-peaked distribution and the signature 

bimodal histogram co-existing as outcomes with the 

alternative specific constant and with self loops, giving a 

hint at some kind of instability in the model. See Fig. 2. This 

insight motivates a further analysis of the estimated 

coefficient values which we will undertake in section IV. 

For the case shown in Fig. 2 with p = 0.9, we may 

suppose that the network density is close enough to 

approaching unity that the mean field analytical results in 

section II.A may be relevant as an approximate guidepost.  

 

 

Fig. 2 Individual histograms for four Erdős-Rényi network 

instantiations with different network generator random seeds for the 

model specification with an alternative specific constant and with self 

loops at network density p = 0.9; there are 50 multi-agent based 

simulation runs per network instantiation, and 2000 iterations per run; 

the value of the model coefficients are re-estimated per each network 

instantiation; the bins of the histogram encompass a range from -1 to 1 

 

Using the mean values of variables given in Table 1 and 

the estimated utility parameters く, h, け1, け2, け3, ζ1, ζ2, ζ3 for 

each of the network instantiations with random seeds shown 

in Fig. 2, we plot the left-hand-side and the right-hand-side 

of equation (7) on a graph, and find their intersection for く 

f(xn) = Vin – Vjn = くxn + h + け’Sn + ζ’zn  as given in 

equation (12). In Fig. 3, we can see that the effect of adding 

the alternative specific constant, the agent characteristics 

and the agent-specific attributes of choice alternatives to the 

model is to shift the tanh curve horizontally so that the curve 

no longer crosses the line y = φ at φ = 0. A larger value of 

the certainty parameter く is accordingly necessary to achieve 

the signature bimodal behavior. 

IV. ISSUES IN ESTIMATION 

We plot the sets of estimated coefficient values for the 

same 30 network density values swept in section III. Fig. 4 

shows the four model specifications with and without an 

alternative specific constant and with and without self loops 

(20 network instantiations per density value). Analyzing the 

plots, the clue to our puzzling behavior in section III 

becomes obvious in light of the analytical results in section 

II.A. Far from being constant across all estimated models, 

we see instead systematic variation in the estimated 

coefficient values. From the analytical benchmark in section 

II.A, we know that the coefficient on the interaction variable 

must be sufficiently large and positive relative to the other 

contributions in the utility in order to trigger the signature 

bimodal histogram long-run behavior. What we see is that 

for many of the models, this coefficient on the local 

interaction variable is in fact negative. In such case we can 

never expect to see the signature bimodal histogram.  
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Fig. 3 Plots of y = tanh (1/2) [くxn + h + け’Sn + ζ’zn ] and y = φ versus 

φ for values of estimated utility parameters く, h, け1, け2, け3, ζ1, ζ2, ζ3 in 

the individual network instantiations with the same network generator 

random seeds shown in Fig. 2; stable equilibria are seen where the tanh 

curves the line y = φ “from above,”  and unstable equilibrium are seen 

where the tanh curves the line y = φ “from below”; both the y-axis and 

φ are shown in the range from -1 to 1 

 

There are two subtle issues to understand about the 

estimation. One issue has to do with correlation of 

explanatory variables. The other issue has to do with an 

explanatory variable or linear combination thereof being 

(almost) a perfect predictor for the dependent variable.  

A key aspect to recognize about the local interaction 

variable is that in networks with a large number of agents 

and at high network density, the “local” interaction variable 

will become effectively “global”, ie. constant across agents 

in the network - whereby this variable will become highly 

correlated with the value of unity included in the model 

when estimating an alternative specific constant. This leads 

to a violation in the estimation process. In fact the local 

interaction variable will be perfectly correlated with unity at 

network density p = 1 (a fully-connected network) when the 

model includes self loops. In Fig. 4, we can visually track 

the increasing correlation as the network density increases, 

between the coefficient on the local interaction variable and 

the alternative specific constant (ASC) for rail in the models 

with the ASC.  

When the model does not include an alternative specific 

constant, the local interaction variable takes on this role at 

high densities. Since the alternative specific constant 

happened to be positive for this case study in a baseline 

model without any interaction, simple calculation can show 

that the coefficient on the local interaction variable will be 

negative for this case study in models without an alternative 

specific constant for high network density, since the “local” 

interaction variable itself will be negative (the sample mode 

share for rail is less than the sample mode share for car). 

This is the reason why we never saw the signature bimodal 

histogram in section III for the models without an alternative 

specific constant at high network density. 

At low network densities in models with self loops, we 

have a problem in that the local interaction variable will be 

almost a perfect predictor for the dependent variable, 

particularly if we do not have time series data. At high 

network density in models without self loops and with an 

alternative specific constant, we are confronted with a 

double effect: the local interaction variable is almost 

perfectly correlated with unity whereby we have a violation 

in estimation due to the correlation between explanatory 

variables, and additionally a linear combination of the local 

interaction variable and unity is highly correlated with the 

choice variable itself, leading to the second violation in 

estimation. This linear combination is a perfect predictor for 

the model without self loops and with an alternative specific 

constant when network density p = 1.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have explored a multi-agent based 

model of discrete choices with interdependence of decision-

makers’ choices. By applying the model to an example of 

intercity travel demand using empirical data, we introduced 

individual agent heterogeneity beyond that induced by the 

local interaction structure. We found that the model’s 

characteristic phase transition is dependent on network 

density in an example with Erdős-Rényi graphs, as well as 

on the importance of the estimated value of the coefficient 

for the local interaction variable relative to other coefficients 

in the binary model. Furthermore, we find that the 

estimation process to determine the set of coefficients can be 

highly sensitive to the small variations in the different 

instantiations, particularly in models including an alternative 

specific constant. 

Special care must be taken in estimation of empirical 

models with networks with:  

� very low network densities when the model includes 

self loops;  

� very high network densities when the model includes 

an alternative specific constant (ASC), especially in a model 

without self loops. 

In general, preference goes to models with an ASC in 

order to ensure the error terms in the utility function have 

zero mean and the estimated coefficients are unbiased. 

Whether self-loops are implemented or not in an empirical 

model depends on the rationale of the system, and ideally on 

availability of panel data over multiple time periods. In 

addition to this central contribution, we hope that our work 

also serves a secondary function to highlight good practice 

with multi-agent based social simulation. 
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A key feature of agent-based modeling is internal 

verification, or otherwise said, how can the researcher be 

confident that the agent-based model is performing the 

actions that it is expected to do? What is the evidence that 

the programming implementation of the abstract or 

conceptual model is correct? To address this fact, we began 

our modeling endeavor with a very simplified model studied 

previously by others as a cornerstone, and built up our 

multi-agent based model step by step, and adding different 

layers of complexity one at a time. In our case, this meant 

adding different kinds of heterogeneity. In section II.A, the 

dynamics of the model are driven by choices made by  

agents with global information. For this simple model, there 

is an analytical solution. The analytical benchmark gives us 

behavioral insights for corner solutions in parameter space, 

and also serve as a cross-check that the subtleties of 

scheduling, event simulation and sequences of random 

draws in our model behave as expected. In section II.B, 

there is additional heterogeneity due to the network structure 

and the fact that agents have local information, rather than 

global information. We experiment with a well-known 

abstract class of networks to see the effect of density, and 

drawn on established results about connectivity in such 

graphs to guide behavioral hypotheses.  Finally, in the 

empirical demonstration, we add heterogeneity due to 

individual characteristics of agents (gender, travel purpose) 

Estimated Coefficient Values 
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Fig. 4 Estimated coefficient values for the four model specifications with and without an alternative specific constant, and with and without 

self loops; there are 20 network instantiations per density value for the sweep of network density from p = 0.005 to 0.9; the solid line shows 

variation in local interaction coefficient and the dotted line shows the variation in the alternative specific constant for rail bias 
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as well as agent-specific attributes of choice alternatives 

(travel time, travel cost). 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

In order to be able to apply the agent-based model for 

policy purposes, more extensive data would be desirable 

than what was available to us for this exploratory 

methodological study applying abstract classes of networks. 

Manski [22] highlights three hypotheses in his classic 

monograph “to explain the common observation that 

individuals belonging to the same group tend to behave 

similarly... endogenous effects, wherein the propensity of an 

individual to behave in some way varies with the prevalence 

of that behavior in the group; contextual effects, wherein the 

propensity of an individual to behave in some way varies 

with the distribution of background characteristics in the 

group; and correlated effects, wherein individuals in the 

same group tend to behave similarly because they face 

similar institutional environments or have similar individual 

characteristics.” The first two hypotheses express inter-agent 

causality in a model. The third hypothesis does not. The 

important distinction between the two inter-agent causal 

effects is that the first involves feedback that can be 

reinforcing over the course of time depending on the 

strength of the certainty parameter in relation to the rest of 

the utility function as we have seen in our agent-based 

model. The policy implications of the approaches are widely 

different, especially if there exists a case of an inherent 

dynamic with feedback. Access to temporal panel data is 

highly desirable in order to better empirically distinguish the 

effects during the estimation of the utility parameters. 

In addition to the availability of empirical data on the 

change in the choice distribution over time, as well as 

changes in agent characteristics and agent-specific attributes 

of the choice alternatives over time, another consideration in 

applying the agent-based model for policy purposes is the 

availability of data on the possible change in the population 

itself, both its size and its network structure. In the agent-

based model in this study, we have fixed the population in 

the initialization phase of the model and this population 

continues at each time step throughout all iterations of a 

simulation run until time T. In a policy application however, 

the links in the base population may change among existing 

agents, and furthermore perhaps some agents may leave and 

other new agents may enter.  
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Abstract—Agent-based simulation is very popular for its ability
to approximate real life problems in an efficient way. To assure
that the developed model is sufficienlty correct, validation needs
to be performed. This contribution proposes a new approach
to validate agent-based simulation models. To this end, a novel
face validation technique is presented that enables systematic
plausibility checks by a human expert immersed in a fine grain
virtual reality environment that is the exact representation of the
simulated multiagent model. It turns out that Immersive Face
Validation, is a technically feasible process which offers great
insight into the behaviour context of individual agents.

I. INTRODUCTION

AGENT-BASED simulation is a highly attractive simu-
lation paradigm with great potential of developing a

great variety of real world representations. However, as the
problems we try to solve using modelling and simulation tend
to become more complex, the need to certify their accuracy
is significantly evident. Only when the model is sufficiently
valid it can be used to make decisions regarding the actual
real system. The degree to which a model forms an accurate
approximation of the intended system can be determined via
a process called validation. Therefore, validity is one of the
most important properties of a simulation model particularly
because it certifies that the developed model is the ”right”
model [1].

Validation covers an essential part in the life cycle of every
simulation model. Nevertheless, not all validation techniques
are appropriate for all simulation models and there are cases
in which particular approaches are required. Especially for
models based on the multiagent system metaphor, several
particularities; starting with the level of detail until the missing
micro-, macro-level link, indicate the need of creating new
validation techniques able to assure the plausibility of the
agent-based simulation’s outcome [2]. If in this context we
consider the lack of empirical data to initiate statistical vali-
dation, it is eventual for our focus to lie on Face Validation.
This type of validation is based on the implicit estimates and
intuition of human experts or stakeholders and it can result
in a powerful tool which can be applied from early simula-
tion phases and alongside. In this contribution, we propose
Immersive Face Validation; a new validation technique which
enables the systematic use of human evaluators participating
(or even interacting) in the simulated situation in real-time.
The domain-expert, immersed in a Virtual Reality (VR) world

that is an exact representation of the simulated model, will
have the opportunity to check the simulation’s dynamics on the
agent level through a natural within perspective (agent’s point
of view). Hence s/he can then detect and consequently evaluate
regular or irregular behaviour derived from the theoretic basis
of the real system. This validation technique is not emerging
as a stand-alone method for certifying the model’s validity
but it should be rather seen as an additional tool in the overall
validation process.

The use of VR is not incidental. In the field of agent-
based modelling, there are particular cases where visualisation
offers a great means for communicating, identifying and
understanding the behaviour of a model. In macro simulations
where only one observation point is possible, it is very difficult
to make any assessment on the micro-level. Due to this issue,
we invest on the use of VR visualisation as it can better
describe behavioural details on the agent level. Furthermore,
the variety of possible interactions is clearly much higher and
appropriate for immersive face validation as well. Of course,
this new evaluation process overcomes the restricting top-down
perspective (bird’s eye view) yet it does not reject it from the
life cycle of the simulation model as the later provides an
abstraction layer that is not apparent in the detailed VR world.

To realise this technique in a system, a key idea is that
this functionality should be cheap to setup, applicable to a
wide variety of multiagent models and finally available on
demand. The later one is very important as not all agent-
based simulation models are applicable for immersive face
validation. Therefore such a functionality should come as an
add-on to the simulation that is used only when necessary,
but still can be switched off for the deployment or other test
simulation runs.

In the following, we will first present background work
on the field. In Section III we are going to discuss the
overall validation framework, including its functionality. Then
in Section IV we show how such a technique can be realised in
a feasible system. Finally, shortly after a discussion of related
work, the paper ends with a summary and an outlook to our
planned future steps.

II. BACKGROUND WORK

The role of validation in modelling and simulation is
unquestionable. There exist a wealth of literature investigating
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procedures and techniques for assessing the credibility of dif-
ferent applications in the domain of modelling and simulation
such as [1] and [3] as well as specifically on agent-based
simulation [4]. Balci in [1] analyses 45 techniques (VV&T),
ranging from informal to very formal, for validating and
evaluating a model while in [5] he defines 20 rules to guide
a practitioner in conducting credibility checks in a simulation
model.

Several tools and methodologies are developed proposing
different ways of validating multiagent simulations. Klügl
in [2] proposes a process for validating agent-based simulation
models which combines face validation, sensitivity analysis,
calibration and statistical validation. Niazi et al. propose at [6]
a validation and verification tool for agent-based simulation
models for a wide variety of models. In this tool a multiagent
overlay is created on top of the actual simulation model. The
agents populating this overlay have as main task to monitor
the simulation’s run based on predefined constraints which
when violated are logged. JAT [7] tests the behaviour of the
individual agents in a simulation by using ”mock agents”
which communicate through messages with the agents of the
real simulation. The evaluation is then based on the replies
actual replies which are compared to expected responses.

Due to its nature, immersive face validation relies on natural
human intelligence and therefore the engagement of experts
for plausibility checking is crucial. Human involvement is
similarly a core subject in other areas related to agent-
based simulation as well. A characteristic example lies in the
paradigm of participatory simulation (PS) [8]. In a PS, multiple
humans (i.e., expert, stakeholder or non-expert) are intended
to control individual agents in an agent-based simulation by
diving into some virtual space. Then based both on observation
and on the actual operating history a more realistic behaviour
model can be created. Role-playing games (RPG) [9] are
also present in participatory processes. In such types of
simulation, roles are allocated with defined rules. Experts
or stakeholders are then enabled to interactively participate
in the design process through computer-based role-playing
games, interacting with the individual agents and other users
in the environment, access as well as exchange information
so as to finally formalise the agents’ behaviour. Very often
autonomous agents are introduced in games being able to
learn complex behaviour via interaction with the participant
experts/stakeholders.

Nevertheless, immersion in virtual reality has also a broad
field of application. We may find immersive scenarios for train-
ing or educational purposes [10], for evaluation of intelligent
virtual characters [11] till the measurement of ”presence” as
validation technique in crowd simulation [12]. In this context,
multiagent simulations with a spatial environmental model
pose a significant importance in our work as not all simulation
models are appropriate for performing immersive face valida-
tion. Therefore pedestrian simulation and crowd simulation
are somehow interesting fields to explore. Although dealing
with the same subject, pedestrian and crowd simulation form
two distinctive research communities. In crowd simulation the

realism and plausibility of the pedestrian behaviour illustrating
a particular layout is in the focus of attention. The individual
virtual character and its potential interaction with an observer
or an immersed human is focused on produced flows while
densities are forming the output of a simulation run. On
the other hand, the outcome of pedestrian simulation is used
for detecting bottlenecks, optimizing layouts, etc. while the
individual and its movement is relevant if realistic trajectories
are produced [13].

III. VALIDATION FRAMEWORK

In the validation process proposed by Klügl [2] at least three
methodological elements are identified with respect to face
validation: (1) animation assessment, (2) output assessment
and (3) immersive assessment. The third element, immersive
assessment in the face validation process is basically the
starting point of this work as it can be seen as prior to the
immersive face validation technique.

In this section the immersive face validation framework
is described. It begins with the prerequisite that a runnable
model is developed which means that standard debugging for
uncovering errors is already performed from the modeller and
output data is produced for the first time in the simulation’s
life cycle. Immersive face validation does not seem meaningful
in earlier stages where the model is not conceptually valid
enough. A common 2D visualisation on the macro level
seems always attractive in early phases and therefore we do
not exclude it from the preliminary validation steps. Fig. 1,
illustrates the general frame of the simulation’s life cycle
focused on our proposal for this new validation technique.
In the following sections we are going to analyse the overall
process in the context of modelling cycle as well as the
validation procedure itself.

A. Overall Process

Once the simulation model is conceptually valid, the mod-
eller has the opportunity to enable plausibility checks in the
agent-level as well. At this point, the immersive face validation
itself has to be set up.

1) Validation Setup: Since the beginning of this paper
we considered that this validation technique should be avail-
able/used only when necessary. The actual visual outcome
would correspond to a detailed visualisation interface that
comes as an add-on to the intended simulation. It is essential
for the modeller of a multiagent simulation to be able to focus
on the model development and avoid the complexity of how
to deal with setting up an immersive visualisation. The ideal
case would be to establish a connection between the simulation
and the visualisation interface using minor configurations.
The connected systems would then automatically generate the
3D representation of the virtual world from the simulation
output, while they would enable an immersive movement of
the human observer in the simulation without the need for
further adaptation.

We assume that every agent in the simulation has a direct
corresponding character in the virtual 3D world and that every
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Fig. 1. Graphical illustration of the precesses involved in for enabling Immersive Face Validation in the life cycle of an agent-based simulation model.

activity is visualised in a realistic way. Then in the final stage,
the human expert, immersed in a virtual environment (VE)
will have to convey and understand the internal structure of
the model.

2) Immersive Face Validation: Depending on the level of
immersion, we identify two types of participation:

• human-observer where the evaluator is immersed in the
virtual space and the only ability he/she has is to observe
and evaluate the simulation’s dynamics. In the best case
his presence in the virtual world would be sensed by the
individual agents and treated similarly to an obstacle.

• human-agent where the evaluator is given the ability
to interact with the individuals. This would lead to
interaction agent-to-agent.

A core question here refers to what information can be
accessed based on the immersion level. In both cases, the
individuals’ behaviour is visible. What happens though with
the reasoning level data? Is it possible to gain such intuition?
In the case where only observation is available, clearly we
cannot make any assessment on the reasoning level. Con-
trarily, based on the second alternative where the evaluator
participates interactively with the individuals we can certainly
access both behavioural and structural (agent’s reasoning)
information. The critical point here is how efficiently such
interaction can be.

It is our belief that adding high-level interaction to the
abstract model would expand the overall complexity. By high
level interaction we refer to natural language. There is plenty
of work related to this tasks such as [14] or [15] however
apart from the technical problems of using syntax, such an
attempt would require natural language parsing, semantic
interpretation of notions so that in case the observer would
ask to an agent ”Where is the nearest exit?” in an evacuation
scenario, an understandable answer should be expected. Due

to these issues at the current validation procedure we will only
place our focus on strictly visual and/or haptic feedback.

B. Procedure

Let us assume that the model is ready for immersive vali-
dation and the relevant component (visualisation on demand)
is turned on. The overall immersive face validation procedure
as depicted in Fig. 2 begins with a short description of the
scope of the model. The evaluator needs to be aware of
the experimental conditions under which s/he is supposed to
validate the simulation model. Then logging is initiated so
as to capture all actions of the human expert in the VE and
facilitate post processing. The type of immersion should be
defined as well. As described in Section III-A2, the level of
immersion defines the level of participation in the simulated
model. Nevertheless, one of the most important contributions
here is that we introduce a meta-level interaction. To be
more specific, while the evaluator focuses on the system’s
dynamics, s/he has to pause the immersive visualisation and
place comments regarding the behaviour of the particular
individuals in real-time (a real-time behaviour debugging).
Such direct functionality clearly promotes interactivity and
precise better communication of the validation’s outcome.
After completing one full simulation run, the evaluator should
describe the overall comments briefly in a post processing
activity and reply on model-specific questionnaires. If the final
decision over the models validity is positive (i.e., the model
is determined as sufficiently valid) then the overall process
terminates. Contrarily, in case there exist in context behaviour
abnormalities, the model has to be revised and immersive face
validation starts over again.
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Fig. 2. Diagrammatic illustration of the overall proposed validation process.

IV. TOWARDS THE REALISATION OF IMMERSIVE FACE
VALIDATION

Since the new validation framework is defined, the conse-
quent step is dealing with how to realise such functionality
into a valid system. Our objective is to create a multiagent
simulation framework in which a modeller is enabled to build
a 3D virtual world based on the simulation model’s dynamics.
This additional visualisation should come with minimum cost
taken that the modeller’s focus is on creating valid simulation
models and not on diving into the development of fine grain
visualisations.

From a technical point of view, the final solution for such a
system must provide an easy-to-use and fast way of generating
a 3D visualisation on demand (we already explained that
not all simulation models are appropriate for immersive face
validation). We can identify three basic requirements:

• A modeller shall be enabled to add the immersive visual-
isation to the multiagent simulation model with minimal
additional effort.

• The visualisation’s output should be realistic so as to
allow validation assessments on the micro-level.

• The overall solution should be as generic as possible and
applicable to a wide range of models.

Building an additional visualisation upon the simulation
model is not a trivial task as there are several inherent
conceptual and technical challenges. However, based on our
previous work, we are confident enough to claim that such a
system is technically possible. In [16] we presented conceptual
challenges and investigated different architectures for realising
such a particular system. Oriented towards the problem of
on-demand interfacing agent-based simulations with virtual
reality we focused on how to deal with the inherent granularity
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discrepancies and on how to handle and relate information
between the two systems. In [17] we proposed an initial
framework which provides a generic way for mapping the in-
formation which describes the state and context of a simulated
agent to its 3D counterpart in the virtual reality system. Our
basic assumption is that the simulation should not depend on
the 3D visualisation therefore using a 3D simulation platform
or directly embedding the simulation into a 3D environment
with all the necessary visualisation overhead does not seem
meaningful. Central task is to find an efficient way to connect
connect agent-based simulation to a VR system.

To gound our work, we developed a prototype using
SeSAm1; a general modelling and simulation platform and
the Horde3D2 GameEngine. The simulation’s dynamics are
then projected on a CAVE-based immersive virtual environ-
ment [18] where a human was immersed in the human-
observer immersion level. An export function for SeSAm was
also developed that generates a complete description of the
VR scene out of the simulated situation in XML format (i.e.,
scene graph). The agents’ behaviour is programmed using
activity graphs which facilitate the connection to animation
combinations due to the already structured behaviour program.
SeSAm has the overall control of the model’s behaviour
transferring information to the game engine. A buffered socket
communication using a string-based protocol offers a solution
to the synchronisation problem given that the simulation runs
faster than the VR system. The data communicated contain
information related to both the entities populating the sim-
ulated world but the environment as well. In every update
information regarding each relevant entity’s position, orienta-
tion and activity with tags already connected to animations.
Similarly, information about the environment states changes
or other events (e.g., creation or removal of agents), are also
sent by the simulation platform. Several experiments where
performed in different application scenarios such as a 2D
evacuation scenario and a 3D boids example with variant
number of individuals [17]. The overall outcome was very
positive yet there are still several challenges to overcome
before proceeding to the evaluation of the immersive face
validation as validation technique.

V. RELATED WORK

In this section we are going to present a comparative view
of our proposed validation framework to other related work.

Face validation is very much associated to the use of
human experts in the life cycle of agent-based simulation. We
have seen in section II the association and use of domain-
expert/stakeholders through the paradigms of participatory
simulation and role-playing games where domain-experts are
participating and interacting in the simulated environment with
the purpose of feeding with better input for modelling. Our
vision is somehow different in that sense and much more
similar to Pelechano et.al [12] as we only aim at evaluating

1SeSAm: http://www.simsesam.de
2Horde3D GameEngine: http://hcm-lab.de/projects/GameEngine

the plausibility of the simulated model. However Pelechano
et.al in their work try to evaluate the model’s dynamics
by measuring the level of ”presence” users reached in their
immersion to the VE whereas we rely in human expertise,
perception and intelligence.

Later developments in microscopic pedestrian simulation
produced an increasing need to provide detailed spatial rep-
resentations in physically simulated 3D worlds, as a method
to increase transparency and visibility on generic multiagent
simulation platforms such as Repast3 or MASON4 which
embed Java3D into their simulation platforms. Our approach
here is different as we aim at simplifying the modeller’s tasks
and hide all the increased complexity of handling the 3D
visualisation engine. In the early 2000s, the breve5 platform
has been developed. It has been recently extended with the
simple programming language ”steve” which is comparable
to the language used in NetLogo for supporting inexperienced
programmers in using the 3D simulation platform. However,
besides not really being agent-based, a clear separation be-
tween visualisation and model representation seems to be
difficult.

The combination of virtual worlds and simulation is also
prominent in crowd simulation [19], [20]. Hereby it is impor-
tant to mention that our main consideration is to provide a
solution that doesn’t relate in any specific application domain
but rather maintains a generic character as much as possible.
Several agent architectures have been used with graphic en-
gines or game engines were used as means for combining the
reasoning capabilities with 3D representation and visualisation
and rich environments [21], [22]. In our case however, the
game engine is responsible only for supporting the creation of
the virtual reality environment and drive the dynamics of the
simulated multiagent model situation.

There are in the literature several middleware solutions such
as Pogamut [23], Gamebot [24] or CIGA [25] trying to create
an interface for agent-based simulation and virtual reality.
From a technical point of view, our proposed framework
follow similar principles with the one of Oijen et al. [25],
who consider the coupling of the two systems and not their
embodiment. Nevertheless their vision is to use/include BDI
agents in 3D game engines for building intelligent behaviour
and here exactly lies the main difference to our approach. We
consider this combined system as a helpful tool to evaluate the
model’s dynamics. Similarly, Vizzari et al. [26] present in their
work a framework for visualising crowd simulations based on
interacting situation agents. When compared to our solution,
they do not handle the synchronisation issue but they rather
reduce the simulation’s speed so as to visualise properly the
simulation’s dynamics and maintain consistency.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this contribution we proposed immersive face validation;
a new validation technique for plausibility checks in agent-

3Repast: http://repast.sourceforge.net/
4MASON: http://cs.gmu.edu/eclab/projects/mason/
5breve: www.spiderland.org/
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based simulation. We have seen that despite the importance of
validation in the life cycle of simulation several issues related
to the multiagent system paradigm such as lack of empirical
data, limit the range of applicable techniques.

Later we touched the issue of interfacing on-demand an
agent-based simulation with a virtual reality system is tackled
in a prototype that supports the realisation of our validation
process. The current setup though solves only half of the
problem as it doesn’t consider a higher level of immersion
for the evaluator (i.e., human-agent). The overall complexity
rises significantly as the behaviour of the human would affect
the behaviour of the simulated and visualised agents at a time
when the simulation run is actually at a completely different
time step. Information flow back to the simulation platform
is hereby critical. A descriptive example is the handling of
collision avoidance in a boids scenario [27] with a human
observer regarded as obstacle. Agents in the simulation may
avoid the human observer. Yet how the situation can be
affected when a mobile human in the virtual world initiates
changes? This question is not answered yet and will be a major
task in our future work.

Finally, the actual implementation of the proposed frame-
work is currently in our focus. Testing and evaluation of
the deployed system is also an important step in the com-
ing work. The framework is going to be tested in different
scenarios (i.e., simulation models) with different numbers of
agents/characters.
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Abstract—In resource–flow systems e.g. production lines re-
sources are processed by agents applying certain capabilities
to them. Such systems profit from self–organization like self–
healing as they become more robust against failures. In this
paper the development of a decentralized coordination process
for such a system is described. The system is realized as a
multi–agent system for the purpose of simulating large systems.
Furthermore, a stochastic model is developed and compared
to the simulation results. The scalability and robustness of the
proposed coordination process is shown in good agreement of
simulation results and analytic results for the stochastic model.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, self–healing systems have attracted large
attention, since they can adapt to failures. As a particular
class of such systems self–organizing resource–flow systems
have been identified to be tractable as well as relevant to
applications like web service orchestration or transport logistic
and production logistic scenarios where the transportation
of resources is carried out by autonomous guided vehicles
(AGVs) [1]. As a simple example, Fig. 1 shows such a
resource–flow system where robots process car bodies which
are transported between them by AGVs. The first Robot
(A) welds the body, the second Robot (B) inserts electronic
parts, the third Robot (C) insert the motor, the fourth Robot
(D) attaches the exhaust and the last Robot (E) attaches
the wheels, while the processed car is transported from one
robot to an other by the AGVs. The figure also shows that
the robots have multiple capabilities which they can apply,
while currently only applying the highlighted one. The self–
healing mechanism relies on the redundant availability of
capabilities owned by the robots, which allows to reconfigure
the system following the organic design pattern (ODP) [2].
Recently we have shown that such automated self–healing
reconfiguration processes can be realized by a decentralized
coordination process, i.e. through self–organization at runtime
[3]. In this paper we introduce a modified, more realistic self–
organizing resource–flow system that also includes resource
buffers at each robot and with a consequently refined self–
healing reconfiguration process that includes workload and
show scalability and robustness of the reconfiguration process.

The following Coordination Development Process is
based on work in the research project ”Self–organization
based on decentralized Coordination in Distributed Systems”
(SodekoVS) [4]. Where a programming technique was de-
veloped that allows to equip software systems with self–
organizing features based on the conceptional separation of
agent functionality and coordination. The systematic integra-
tion of decentralized coordination strategies in Multi–Agent
Systems (MAS) has been discussed in [5]. The appropriate
coordination is approached by modeling the problematic, un-
intended behavior of applications. Based on the identification
of the Problem Dynamic a corresponding Solution Dynamic
is derived that supplements the application behavior with
additional interdependencies and inter–element feedbacks to
correct the system’s behavior and alleviate unintended effects
[3].
Two important aspects when developing coordination strate-
gies for self–healing systems that have to be considered are
scalability and robustness. The developed solution has to be
robust in the meaning that it should be able to restore the
system’s functionality after a failure. Also the solution should
scale well. The resource requirements for the reconfiguration
process should increase linear according to an increasing
system size. To analyze the scalability and robustness of the
coordination process the resource–flow system was realized
as a multi–agent simulation. Related Work is presented in
the next section. The development of the system and the
coordination process is described in section III. In section IV
a stochastic model for the coordination is described and in
section V this model and the simulation results are used for
the scalability and robustness analysis. A conclusion is drawn
in section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

A general overview about multi–agent based simulation
(MABS) is given in [6]. Interesting properties of MABS are
pointed out and compared to other approaches like traditional
discrete event simulation, object–orientated simulation and
dynamic micro simulation. It is argued that MABS is a
useful technique for simulation scenarios that are distributed
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Fig. 1. Robots with different capabilities (icons to the right of the robot) process a car by applying one of the capabilities each (highlighted icon) [3].

in a technical way and involve complex interactions between
humans and machines. Related work in the field of multi–
agent based simulation of self–organizing systems is presented
in [7]. There, a multi–environment simulation framework for
building self–organizing multi–agents systems is introduced.
The proposed framework provides higher abstractions and
components to support the development of self–organizing
systems with multiple environments. Furthermore the frame-
work provides a coordination component and self–organizing
mechanisms to be instantiated and also flexibility to evolve
the framework with more complex ones. In [8] an agent–
based simulation tool for decision making about automatic
warehouses management is presented. The there proposed
MAS should be used in a real environment and therefore
a simulation framework was developed in order to study
problems, constraints and issues of truck unload operations.
Similar to the work presented in this paper is the use of AGVs
in the application domain, but with the focus of optimizing the
suitable number of AGVs used to unload containers arrived
to a warehouse. Other work regarding the use of AGVs in
production lines or related environments is presented in [9].
Where an agent–based simulator for evaluating the use of
AGVs in the handling of containers within terminals was
developed. In [10] a decentralized control system for AGVs
based on a situated MAS is presented. Their work mentions the
advantages and disadvantages of centralized and decentralized
control systems. Based on real world AGVs for automated lo-
gistics services in warehouses and manufacturing which origi-
nally were controlled by a centralized system, a decentralized
control system was modeled, implemented and tested on the
same hardware that was use by the centralized system. While
this paper does not focus on the realization of the AGVs and
considers them as black box systems, the work of [10] focuses
on the actual realization of these vehicles and the therefore
encountered problems. An other agent–based approach to
control flexible resource–flow systems is given in [11]. In
contrast to the approach presented in this publication the there
presented approach tries to solve a capacity bottleneck in a
resource–flow system with high volume production. It is based
on an auctioning algorithm where workpiece agents auction
off their current task, while machine agents bid on them. The
special feature of this approach is that a capacity bottleneck is
automatically propagated in opposite direction of the resource–
flow because workpiece agents not only take into account the

machine’s current workload when awarding a machine but also
the workpieces which are leaving the machine. Therefore if
the stream of workpieces leaving the machine is blocked for
some reason, eventually the machine agent ceases to accept
new workpieces and blocks it’s input stream as well. Because
the workpieces are transported between the machines via
conveyor belts, the input stream of one machine is influenced
by the output stream of a previous machine. So the capacity
bottleneck is automatically propagated in opposite direction
of the resource–flow. [12] focuses on agent–based modeling
and simulation. Challenges of validation and verification of
agent–based simulation models are identified and therefore a
developed generic testing framework for agent–based simula-
tion models to conduct validation and verification of models
is presented.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF A SELF–HEALING
RESOURCE–FLOW SYSTEM

Before the reconfiguration process can be explained, the
role–concept of this system has to be introduced: The infor-
mation which capability a robot has to apply on a received
resource is stored in its role. The role also contains information
from which AGV the robot should receive a resource, to which
AGV it should give it after processing it and the state the
resource should have before and after the processing.
The reconfiguration process is triggered when due to a random
error one or more capabilities in one or more robots fails so
that the affected robots can no longer apply their roles to the
resources. In this case if the system would not be able to heal
itself the production of resources would stop. But assuming
that each robot is capable to exhibit a set of capabilities a
correct resource flow can be re–established by a swapping of
roles. Defect robots adopt suitable roles from other robots and
in return the other robots help out by adopting the affected
roles. The defect robot emits a wave of reallocations by
sending requests for help along a predefined communication
graph designed as a token ring. Each receiving robot has to
decide locally if it is capable to swap roles. A swap of roles is
called direct if one swap of roles is enough to get the system
back into a working state. Such a swap is characterized by the
fact that the receiving robot can apply all the roles from the
deficient robot, meaning that it owns the required capabilities
and also the deficient robot can apply all the roles the other
robot has to swap with it in order to reconfigure. But not in
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Fig. 2. Exemplification of the decentralized reconfiguration.

all cases is such a direct swap of roles possible to get the
system back into a working state. In some cases the deficient
robot is not able to apply the roles which the other robot has
to swap with it. In this case a so called transitively swap is
performed. The robot which receives a help request still gives
up its roles and adopts the roles from the deficient robot, even
if the deficient robot can not apply them. The deficient robot
then stays in a deficient state but now tries to find an other
robot with which it can swap its new but still deficient roles.
The number of roles a robot is capable to exhibit depends on
the so called redundancy rate. The redundancy rate provides
information about how often a certain capability is represented
in the system e.g. a redundancy rate of 10% means that a
capability is present in 1 out of 10 robots. The redundancy rate
for a system is the mean value of all the redundancy rates of
all the capabilities present in the system. A higher redundancy
rate means a higher chance of a successful reconfiguration in
case of an error.
The operating principle is exemplified in Fig. 2. Three robots
are connected in series (1). The set of applicable capabilities
for each robot are listed and the topmost capability is used
in the currently active role. Robot 1 is currently configured to
apply a role that involves Cap. 1 but also can apply Cap. 3.
The Producer and Cart carts represent the initial provision
and final collection of the processed resources. Due to an
error Robot 1 can no longer apply Cap 1 and sends a help
request (2). The request is routed along the communication
graph, which in this example equals the resource–flow with the
exception that there is an extra communication link between
the Producer and Consumer which is not shown in the figure,
until it reaches a robot which is able to execute the needed
capability (Robot 2) (3). The reply is routed to the requesting
robot as well as all carts that are connected to the swapping
robots. The robots and carts reconfigure their local roles and
the resource flow is re–established by adjusting the ports in
the pre- and postconditions in the affected roles. In (3) Robot
2 is able to provide capability Cap. 1 but Robot 1 is not able to
replace Robot 2 as it does not have the required capability Cap.
2. So after the swap Robot 1 remains in a problematic state

and requests assistance (4). This request is propagated again
until it reaches a robot with the required capability (Robot 3)
and the swap proceeds as mentioned before (5). Since Robot
1 is able to replace the currently active capability of Robot 3
(Cap. 3) the resource–flow is finally re–established (6). This
example is simplified for easier understanding. In principle
robots can be part of several resource–flows. In this case robots
only reconfigure for broken roles and continue applying roles
that are not broken.
The here proposed decentralized reconfiguration process is the
Solution Dynamic for this self-healing system. The Problem
and Solution Dynamic for this ODP-based resource-flow sys-
tem can also be described with an Agent Causal Behavior
Graph (ACBG) [13], illustrated in Fig 3. Robots are initially
running. Random errors can affect one or more roles in
one ore more robot. These adoption of roles that can not
be applied is controlled by a fluctuating rate (RF interrupt)
that is positivity influenced by the availability of running but
breakbale agents and the changing number of Errors. This
rate describes the resource-flows (RF) that are interrupted
due to the breaking of robots. These failures within robots
influence the number of running robots (negative link), thus
the problematic system behavior is dominated by a negative
feedback loop (α). This dynamic would cause the number
of robots which are not running to increase if not handled.
So the design of an appropriate Solution Dynamic concerns
the derivation of robot behavior that counteracts this effect.
Robots with roles that they can no longer apply are Waiting
for Reconfiguration. The rate of interrupts positively influences
the increase of this variable. The system is equipped with
a reconfiguration mechanism, and for each of the waiting
robots a new configuration is determined. Thus the system
shows a causal relation. In absence of waiting robots, no
reconfigurations take place. Occurrences of waiting robots
enforce subsequent reconfigurations (Reconfigure) to restore a
set of executable roles. The reconfigurations thus increase the
number of running robots by complementing a counteracting
feedback loop (β).

After the anticipation of the affected system behavior this
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Fig. 3. The Problem and Solution Dynamic of the ODP-based resource-flow
system [5].

reconfiguration strategy has been integrated into a MAS. The
system implementation makes use of the freely available
Jadex1 agent framework. The robots and carts within the
production lines are represented by Jadex–agents and the
exchanged resources are mimicked by plain Java–objects that
are exchanged via Jadex–services [14]. As an addition to
the model described before the implemented system was
extended with output buffers for the robots. These buffers were
necessary for the modeling of loops in the resource–flow. By
design for every role a robot owns at least one buffer place has
to be reserved. So the robot can store the resources processed
by this role before they are transported from a cart to the next
robot in line. The ratio of roles robots own and the size of
it’s buffer is called (static) workload. The amount of roles a
robot owns is not allowed to be larger than the robot’s buffer
size. So a workload of one is the maximum. Also differential
to previous publications [3] the agents were implemented as
micro agents and not as BDI2 agents allowing simulations
with a much higher count of agents (up to 200 micro agents
as compared to up to 20 BDI agents).
The coordination is implemented using the Decentralized Co-
ordination for Multi–Agent Systems (DeCoMAS) architecture
[13]. In the current version this architecture makes use of
Coordination Spaces [15] for the distribution of the coordi-
nation information (in this case the help request and reply
messages). For this application a tailored medium realization
is utilized that routes request and reply messages along a
communication graph which spans a token ring over all
participating agents. So conceptually all agents are aligned
in a circle thus all agents can be reached independent of the
location of the incapacitated agent. Endpoints encapsulate the
coordination logic to reconfigure the agents and interact via
the medium. Endpoints observe the agents and initiate the
reconfiguration process by sending a help request if an agent
becomes deficient. The help request is forwarded through
the medium as described in the example (see Fig. 2). Each
endpoint along the message path decides locally whether to
adopt the deficient agent’s role or continues forwarding the

1http://jadex-agents.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/
2Belief, Desire, Intentions

message. If the endpoint decides to adopt the role a reply is
sent. The reply is sent backwards through the medium until
all affected agents (robots and connected carts) are informed.
Again each endpoint receiving the reply decides to change
the agent’s configuration. If an endpoint receives multiple
coordination messages (requests and replies) these messages
are queued and processed in the order of their arrival.
Based on this approach of a tailored coordination medium a re-
configuration strategy interface was implemented that allowed
the use of different reconfiguration strategies. These strategies
are responsible for the local decision the endpoints made
during the reconfiguration process. Locally deciding which
roles from a help request they adopt and which roles of their
own they dispense to a deficient agent. One of the implemented
reconfiguration strategies was the so called Hybrid Strategy
which is a hybrid strategy consisting of multiple rounds,
out of two other strategies which map the behavior of the
strategy’s first and second round. This strategy is based on the
assumption that if an agent can not directly swap roles with
an other agent it could lead to a better result if he forwards
the help request further on instead of performing a swap that
would lead to a transitive swap. So the help request is routed
through the system in three rounds. In the first round agents
only adopt roles if they can perform a direct swap of roles
with the deficient agent. The second round makes use the of
output buffers. So if no robot was able to perform a direct swap
with the deficient robot in the first round the receiving robots
check whether their buffer are big enough so they can adopt
the included roles without the need to dispense roles of their
own. This will lead to an increased workload in the adopting
robot but it will avoid a possible transitively swap and ensure
the system’s functionality. Still the invariant that a workload
greater than one is not allowed should not be violated. In the
third and last round a transitively swap is performed.

IV. STOCHASTIC MODEL

Depending on the system’s parameters the stochastic model
should give information over the probability of a role swap
with a specific robot. From these probabilities it is possible to
derive how far the distance to a swapping partner is. A help
request passes stepwise through all the robots. If a robot is
not able to process a help request according to reconfiguration
strategy, the help request will be forwarded to the next robot
and the distance stored in the help request is incremented.
If a robot can process the help request then it will not be
forwarded any further and the role swap is successful. If p
is the probability with which a robot can process a received
help request, then this consideration is based on a geometric
distribution described as P (X = n) = p(1 − p)n−1. With
this geometrical distribution it is possible to calculate the
probability with which a help request is processed after n
steps.
Like described earlier before a help request runs through the
system in multiple rounds because the robots are arranged as
a ring. The hybrid strategy contains of three rounds with each
showing a specific behavior. After every round the behavior
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is altered. Therefore the role swap distance is incremented
continuously. Based on the assumption that the system con-
tains of r robots, the help request will have passed r robots
after the first round, 2r robots after the second and 3r robots
after the third and final round when it reaches the deficient
robot (sender). These number of steps are the quality attribute
of the reconfiguration. The smaller this number is the better
(faster) is the reconfiguration process. With regard to the
stochastic model the number of steps is the random variable
and called Ψ. Ψ is a discrete finite set of steps which can
occur during the reconfiguration. Because a deficient robot
can not process its own help request, Ψ can not take on
the values r and 2r. But Ψ contains the value 3r which
marks a reconfiguration error when no robot could process
the help request. Which means that after three rounds no
swapping partner was found. Ψ can be described as follows:
Ψ = {j ∈ N|1 ≤ j ≤ 3r ∧ j 6= r ∧ j 6= 2r}. The containing
elements can be referenced as ψi. The index i describes the
position of the element ψ in the set. The set can be indexed
because it is totally ordered.
The strategy defines the probability with which a help request
can be processed by a robot. According to the description
above the hybrid strategy switches to another behavior after ev-
ery round. Therefore the probability with which a help request
can be processed changes after every round. The probability
mass function of the geometrical distribution P (X = n) needs
to be defined stepwise. So the probabilities of success for the
different rounds have to defined as p1 to p3. Resulting in the
following probability function:

P (ψ = n) =




p1(1− p1)
n−1, n < r

(1− p1)
r−1p2(1− p2)

n−r−1, r < n < 2r

(1− p1)
r−1(1− p2)

r−1p3(1− p3)
n−2r−1, 2r < n < 3r

(1− p1)
r−1(1− p2)

r−1(1− p3)
r−1, n = 3r

The first three cases map the geometrical distribution. Thereby
the failure of the first round has to considered in the calculation
of the probabilities for the second round. According to this
the failure of the two previous rounds has to be considered
for the third round. The fourth part of the function describes
the failure probability of all three rounds. Because every event
from Ψ has a assigned probability and the failure is defined
at 3r steps the distribution is normalized. The sum of all
probabilities out of Ψ is one.
According to the hybrid strategy the probabilities for p1 to p3
have to be defined for each round. In the hybrid strategy’s first
round a partner for a direct role swap is searched. Therefore
a robot is searched which can apply the deficient capability.
The probability for this is equivalent to the earlier before
mentioned redundancy rate ρ. Additionally the condition, that
the swapping partner has at least one capability which the
deficient robot can apply has to be valid and the swapping
partner has to own a role which applies this capability so
he can dispense it to the deficient robot. To calculate this
probability one divides the number of favorable event through

the number of possible events. For this calculation the whole
number of capabilities in the system is needed. In the following
this amount is called c. According to the definition of the
redundancy rate ρ every robot owns ρ·c capabilities in middle.
But because not only the capabilities have to match, but the
swapping partner also has to own roles for theses capabilities,
also the role-density δ is needed. For a specific system δ
states the middle rate of capabilities for which a robot owns
roles. A δ value of 0.5 means that in middle for half of the
capabilities a robot has, it also owns roles. The role-density
has to be calculated for every configuration depending on the
role assignments. For the calculation of the possible events,
the combinations of the possible capabilities for every robot
has to be determined. Because the deficient robot owns ρ · c
capabilities where one deficient capability has to be subtracted
k = (ρ · c) − 1 elements out of the universal set with c
capabilities could be chosen. Because a random distribution
of capabilities is excepted in this system,

(
c
k

)
possibilities

exist for the deficient robot. A similar consideration has to be
done for the swapping partner. It also owns ρ · c capabilities.
Because it can adopt the deficient capability it also has to
be subtracted in this case. Since the swapping partner has to
own roles which it can dispense to the deficient robot the
range lessens according to the role-density δ. So the swapping
partner chooses t = δ((ρ·c)−1) from the c capabilities, which
results in

(
c
t

)
possibilities. Therefore the amount of possible

events is
(
c
k

)
·
(
c
t

)
.

Out of this set of events the ones which have at least one
capability in common in

(
c
k

)
and

(
c
t

)
have to be chosen.

The amount of possibilities with nothing in common can be
calculated with

(
c
k

)
·
(
c−k
c−k−t

)
. To calculate the favorable, the

unfavorable have to be subtracted from all the possibilities.
Hence the swapping probability for the first round is:

p1 = ρ ·
(
c
k

)(
c
t

)
−
(
c
k

)(
c−k
c−k−t

)
(
c
k

)(
c
t

) = ρ ·
(
c
t

)
−

(
c−k
c−k−t

)
(
c
t

)

In the second round the hybrid strategy tries to find a robot
which can apply the deficient capability. Therefore the ac-
cording roles should be taken additional to the robots previous
roles and no roles should be dispensed. Therefore the deficient
robot does not need to be considered. Like in the first round
a robot has to be found which owns the deficient capability.
The probability for this is ρ. If a robot can apply further roles
depends on whether it has enough space in its buffer. This is
modeled with the mean system workload ω. The probability
to find a robot which can apply the roles for the deficient
capability is p2 = ρ · (1− ω). ω does not model the dynamic
processes in the system but is a static value. However ω is used
in the model as a calculated simplification. It is possible that
a role can not be applied during the second round although
the according robot has more buffer spaces then roles. This
happens if the spaces are blocked by work–pieces that are
not yet transported to the next robot. Therefore the stochastic
model has a higher probability for a swap in the second round
than the implemented system.
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For the third round of the hybrid strategy the probability is
p3 = ρ. In this round the strategy just tries to find a robot
which can apply the deficient capability for transitive role
swap.
With this probabilities it is possible to use the geometrical
distribution function P (ψ) to calculate concrete probabilities
for specific distances. With the distribution function F (n) it
is possible to calculate the probability that a role swap would
be successful in the first n steps. Therefore the function sums
up all the probabilities from Ψ:

F (n) = P (Ψ ≤ n) =
∑

ψ∈Ψ∧ψ≤n
P (ψ)

The expectation value for Ψ can also be calculated with P (ψ):

E(Ψ) =
∑

ψ∈Ψ

ψ · P (ψ)

The expectation values returns a concrete value for the needed
number of steps for the reconfiguration process depending on
ρ and ω. This number is excepted as the mean value for a
high number of reconfigurations.
The here described model offers a mesoscopic view [16] on
the reconfiguration process. Mesoscopic since it approximates
transition probabilities for the microscopic characteristics of
an agent calculated from an average behavior of the rest
of the system under an ergodicity assumption. The system’s
behavior is described with probabilities, which are modeled
with the geometrical distribution function. The geometrical
distribution function predicates the probability of a successful
reconfiguration of the system after a specific number of steps.
So the expectation value is a mesoscopic parameter which
describes the system’s behavior.

V. RESULTS

To analyze the scalability and robustness of the developed
MAS several simulation scenarios were performed. These
scenarios consists of different numbers of robots and different
resource–flow layouts. The system sizes ranged from 20, 30,
40, 50, 70 and 100 up to 200 robots. For each of these seven
different scenarios different redundancy rate and workload
values each in the range of 10% to 100% in 10% steps were
used. For each value pair of redundancy rate and workload 50
simulations were performed each starting the reconfiguration
process due to a different random failure. That resulted in a
total of 5000 simulation runs for each scenario and an overall
total of 35000 runs for the whole analysis.
The first step in the process of analyzing the scalability
and robustness of the developed system was to validate the
stochastic model against the actual system. In order to use
the stochastic model for scalability analysis it had to be
verified that the stochastic model maps the behavior of the
actual system credible. Therefore, the mean value for the
needed number of help request steps for a reconfiguration
was measured for each simulation scenario, characterized by
the number of robots, the redundancy rate and workload,
based on the mentioned 50 runs. This mean value then was

compared with the calculated expectation value based on the
stochastic model (see Section IV). The results for 200 robots
are illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) shows the results of the
stochastic model and Fig. 4(b) shows the simulation results.
Both figures showed the same trends in numbers but further
analysis was required to verify the stochastic model. Although
the figures for the other scenarios showed the same trends.

(a) Stochastic Model Results.

(b) Simulation Results.

Fig. 4. Results for 200 Robots.

The next step in the verification process was to calculate
the relative difference between the expectation value and the
simulation result. Therefore the simulation result value was
subtracted from the expectation value. The difference then was
divided by the expectation value to get the normalized result.
Fig. 5 shows the results for 200 robots. A positive value means
that the simulated system found a reconfiguration faster than
the stochastic model. Vice versa a negative value means that
according to the stochastic model the simulated system needed
more number of steps to find a reconfiguration than expected.
The relative difference maps did not show any trends in the
data which could lead to any systematic deviations between
the simulated system and the stochastic model.

To analyze the robustness of the developed system it had
to be shown that the reconfiguration algorithm is actually
able to reconfigure the system. Therefore the number of runs
that could not be reconfigured were counted and divided by
the number of all runs. Fig. 6 illustrates the results with a
logarithmic y–axis, showing that there is an exponential decay
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Fig. 5. Relative Difference of the Number of Steps for 200 Robots.

in the reconfiguration errors as the data produces a straight
line with negative slope. As shown by the fit function. If
the number of robots increases, the number of reconfiguration
errors decreases exponential, showing that the algorithm is
optimal and robust for system with a high amount of robots.
The robustness mostly depends on the redundancy rate and
the system size. A large system with a high redundancy rate
results in a high number of redundant capabilities present
in the system. Therefore the chance to find a partner for a
direct swap is also high. As defined by the second round of
the described reconfiguration algorithm the influence of the
workload is negligible in this cases because the algorithm will
find a new configuration in the first round most of the times.

Fig. 6. Robustness analysis: Amount of reconfiguration errors.

To show that the reconfiguration strategy proposed in sec-
tion III scales well Fig. 7 was created. The y–axis of this
plot shows the number of required help request steps for
the reconfiguration normalized to the system size (number
of robots). On the x–axis the inverted quadratic redundancy
rate also normalized to the system size is plotted, so values
for a low redundancy rate are plotted at higher x–values. The
quadratic redundancy rate maps the probability of a successful
role–swap in the reconfiguration strategy’s first round. This is
a simplification to the stochastic model as described in section
IV because the influence of the mentioned role-density δ was
neglect-able. Both axis are plotted with a logarithmic scale.
The fit function f(x) = x shows the asymptotic scalability

behavior. For a decreasing redundancy rate the required help
request steps for a reconfiguration increase proportional to the
system size. Fig. 7(a) illustrates the results for the stochastic
model, showing that f(x) fits perfectly for large systems.
Only for smaller system with 20 and 50 robots and also
100 robots if the redundancy rate is low, the values differ
from the fit function. The variation in the values for the same
redundancy rate displays the influence of the workload on the
reconfiguration. Showing that the workload only influences the
reconfiguration for small systems with a low redundancy rate.
Fig. 7(b) illustrates the simulation results for the actual system
showing the same asymptotic behavior. The higher variation
in the values for the same redundancy rate indicates that the
actual influence of the workload on the reconfiguration process
is bigger than mapped by the stochastic model. Although the
redundancy rate still has a much bigger influence and the in-
fluence of the workload still decreases for larger systems. But
both results show that the proposed reconfiguration strategy
scales very well for large system.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper a class of self–organizing resource–flow system
was introduced. These systems profit enormously from self–
organization like self–healing as they become more robust
against failures. In order to guarantee this robustness as a
self–healing property, reconfiguration algorithms are required.
These algorithms can be centralized or decentralized. While
centralized algorithms are often more robust then their de-
centralized counterparts. The decentralized algorithms often
scale better [3]. In this paper a decentralized algorithm that
is both robust and scales well was presented. Therefore a
resource–flow system in the application of a production line
where robots and AGVs process and transport resources was
introduced. In order to maintain the system’s functionality
after a failure a decentralized coordination process which
reconfigures the system was developed. Based on a large
number of simulation runs it was shown that the proposed
decentralized solution is optimal and robust for systems with
a high amount of robots.
To show the scalability of the proposed reconfiguration process
not only based on a multi–agent based simulation it was
also mapped as a stochastic model. Before the stochastic
model could be used to prove that the designed decentralized
algorithm scales well, it had to be verified that the stochastic
model maps the designed algorithm sufficient. Therefore the
results of the stochastic model were compared with the ones
from the implemented system. As no systematic deviations
between the simulated system and the stochastic model were
found, it was declared suitable for the scalability analysis.
Based on the stochastic model it was shown that the proposed
algorithm scales well for large systems. With the stochastic
model this conclusion could be based on systems up to 50
times larger then the simulated ones. So by verifying the
stochastic model against the actual system, not only could be
shown that the algorithm scales well for larger systems but
also that it is practicable to use such a stochastic model to
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(a) Stochastic Model Results.

(b) Simulation Results.

Fig. 7. Scalability analysis: Asymptotic behavior.

make predictions over a system’s behavior in cases where the
simulation costs would be very high.
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Abstract—The Virtual Region More was a research project 

to investigate how to utilize visualization and simulation meth-

ods as planning tools for research and teaching in the More re-

gion on the west coast of Norway. The project was developed 

using a bottom-up process to integrate multi-agents in large 3D 

terrain models. The Virtual Region More became an arena for 

testing  agent  models  in  shipping,  fish  farming,  ecosystems, 

virus swarms and energy production.

The  most  important  result  of  the  project  was  recognizing 

that simulating multi-agent systems in position-dependent land-

scapes leads to complex landscape-dependent systems.  Multi-

agents in large landscapes need generic methods to modulate 

generic  agents.  Generic  multi-agents  in  large  3D landscapes 

need a system view to represent multi-agents in organizations, 

where agents are controlled by cost functions.

INTRODUCTION

NDUSTRIAL production has become more client-ori-
ented, which has led to products that are more adapted 

to local conditions. This development is a challenge for 
local industry planning and public administration.  Solu-
tions  adapted  to  place-bound  environments  thus  have 
shifted from estimate-based to individual-based models.

I

Engineering  skills  are  undergoing  major  changes  in 
marketing,  technology  and  methodology.  Previously, 
standardization and mass production for a stable market 
influenced  engineering.  Recently,  product  development 
and  manufacturing  has  become  more  order-based  and 
customized. This has led to product development being 
more adapted to individual needs, organizations, environ-
ments or climates.

Simulation and visualization is a promising method to 
study the complex relationships that normally act as un-
certainties. This project has sought to resolve this prob-
lem using individual-based models represented as 3D vis-
ual agents in 3D visual landscapes. The Virtual Region 
More  is  a  strategic  university  project,  founded  by  the 
Norwegian Research Council. 

The goal was to develop the following:
1.    A 3D virtual information world, The Virtual Region 

More. 
2.  Adaptive  learning  models  for  simulation  and 

visualization. 
3.  Distributed  real-time  processes  for  simulation, 

visualization and interactive collaboration.

The Virtual  Region  More  (VRM) is  a  region  on  the 
west coast of Norway. The basic idea of a Virtual Region 
More uses 3D-based maps of this arena for analysis, plan-
ning and simulation. The region has industrial clusters re-
lated to the maritime industry, fishing industry, fish farm-
ing, offshore industry and energy production.

Traditional simulation is based on the system dynamics 
approach. The system approach is based on a sum of de-
lays in masses and events. If this delay is known, a user 
can estimate something about the future. When simulation 
models are individual objects, each object has an individ-
ual behavior. Models are then transformed from a deter-
ministic to a non-deterministic simulation approach. Posi-
tion-dependent  simulation  models  thus  challenge  tradi-
tional simulation methods and open a new set of possibili-
ties. Early virtual world concepts are based on computer 
games and were developed by the gaming industry [28]
[27].  Other examples of  virtual  world concepts  include 
3D modeling of complex environments [25] and virtual 
worlds for estimating urban growth [1][4]. 

Introducing a game engine for simulating and visualiz-
ing a virtual word also introduced a need for simulations 
based on individual models. During recent years, interest 
in individual modeling has recently increased. Individual 
models have been useful for modeling economic systems, 
urban systems and ecosystems. The concept of individual 
modeling has grown to flocking agents and large crowds 
[20] [21][22][24].

The  Virtual  Region  More  was  based  on  the  idea  of 
making a research tool; however, realizing this idea was 
clearly going to meet some challenges.
1. 3D landscapes: Terrain models from land and sea had 
different formats and standards. The challenge was to 
transform these into a common 3D representation 
based on GPS positions. 
2.  3D  integration  and  simulation:  3D  technology  was 

primarily aimed at animation. The challenge was to 
take  the  technological  leap  from  a  few  animated 
objects  into  large  3D  models  and  simulating 
hundreds of objects. 

3. Computing power: Simulation and visualization make 
great  demands  on  computing  power.  The  question 
was how to get enough computing power to handle 
hundreds of simulation processes. 

4.  Individual  models:  Individual  models  increase  the 
simulation approach from a set of stationary objects 
to  a  sum of  3-body problems.  Such systems have 
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complex  dynamic  behavior.  The  research  question 
was how to manage complex dynamic systems. 

5. Climate models: The climate influences industrial and 
ecological  processes  at  the  Region  More.  The 
research  question  was  how  to  represent  climate 
dynamics in VRM.

The basic idea for VRM was to simulate industrial and 
ecological systems simultaneously. Simulating individual 
models,  e.g.,  ships,  fish  and  viruses,  required  a  new 
concept based on self-adaptive generic agent models. The 
solution was to introduce generic multi-agents.

I. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Virtual Region More was developed using a bot-
tom-up process where prototypes tested different compo-
nents  separately  on  different  technological  platforms. 
Typical 3D tools for 3D modeling were Global Mapper, 
Google  Sketch-Up,  Blender,  3D-Studio  and  Maya.  The 
first 3D model of a city area was modeled using the 3D 
tool Sketch-Up. The next step was to transfer 3D build-
ings into Google Earth. The first version of VRM repre-
sented a 15x15 km2 region of the Aalesund area on the 
west coast of Norway. This area was later expanded using 
a Unity game engine, which provided the ability to in-
clude a 3D virtual world that covered an area of approxi-
mately 300x300 km2.

Pure simulation models were developed using the same 
step-by-step  process.  The  first  simulation  models  were 
implemented  by  programming  a  dynamic  model.   The 
model  analyzed  climate  indicators,  rainfall  at  the  west 
coast of Norway and the marine ecosystem in the Barents 
Sea. A neural network was useful to estimate rainfall for 
power production, genetic algorithms were useful to iden-
tify ship model parameters and wavelet spectrum analysis 
was  useful  to  identify  climate  periods.  The  simulation 
models were later transferred to the game engine, com-
bined  with  3D visualization  models,  and  developed  as 
VRM.

A. Data

The data used in VRM project were integrated from a 
variety of sources. All terrain models were based on pub-
licly  available  local  county  maps,  terrain  models,  sea 
maps,  air photos and terrain maps from the Norwegian 
Mapping Authority. 3D models of buildings were partly 
developed in the project and partly developed by students 
who have  had  training  in  3D modeling.  3D models  of 
ships  were  taken  from publicly available  3D model  li-
braries managed by Google Earth.

Simulating the virtual sea route was based on data from 
the Automatic Identification System (AIS) and zone data 
from a Global Positioning System (GPS). The data to vi-
sualize virtual farming were based on data from the col-
lege’s own fish farms, external fish farmers and the Na-
tional Veterinary Institute. Furthermore, an oceanographic 
flow model from MARINTEK in Trondheim was incor-
porated.

The ocean temperature and salinity in the Norwegian 
and Barents Seas were based on data from the Institute of 
Fisheries Research Services in Aberdeen and the Institute 
of Marine Fisheries and Oceanography (PINRO) in Mur-
mansk. Rainfall quantities were based on data series from 
the electric power producer. Climate indicators from pub-
licly open data series were downloaded from the Internet.

B. Methods

The  large  application  differences  and  simultaneous 
modeling  similarities  led  us  to  search  for  a  generic 
method to model VRM as a complex dynamic system. 

Position-dependent models were transformed into indi-
vidual models. Individual models were implemented in a 
computer as agents. Agents are based on the idea of goal-
oriented objects with autonomous responsibility to opti-
mize their  own methods and services. The agents were 
first tested as real-time processes in Matlab and later im-
plemented in the game engine. The agents' object-orienta-
tion in the game engine laid the foundation for managing 
visual  agents  in groups or herds.  Scenes could then be 
built by groups of ships or fish farms. The next step was 
to  develop concepts  and methods  for  separating agents 
into groups and theories behind agent learning. Eventu-
ally,  we  standardized  agents  as  generic  agents.  With 
generic agents, we can use the same set of concepts and 
methods to simulate things as different as viruses, ships 
or fish farms.

Simulating different types of objects in a position-de-
pendent virtual world required simulation models to suit 
the needs of individual situations. The model’s complex-
ity was reduced by introducing generic modeling princi-
ples:

1.  System  modeling:  The  virtual  world  was  modeled 
using a system approach. 

2. Agents and landscapes: Each model in the virtual world 
was either an agent or a landscape.

3. Intelligent agents: Learning agents were able to adapt 
to local landscapes and other agents. 

4.  Swarm intelligence:  Agent  groups  were  managed as 
swarm intelligence. 

5. Abstract landscapes: Position-dependent cost functions 
were modeled as abstract landscapes. 

6. Climate modeling: Climate was modeled as a set of 
climate oscillators.

The  principles  listed  above  yielded  a  virtual  world 
without any central  control mechanism. The landscapes 
were dynamically influenced by climate dynamics.  The 
climate dynamics were influenced by the tide and astro-
nomic models. Each agent had autonomous dynamics de-
pendent on the current states of the landscapes and other 
agents.

One issue the system encountered that created a bottle-
neck  access  to  computing  power.  The  first  version  of 
VRM was developed as a simulation in Matlab software, 
where  agents  and  services  communicated  using  a  soft-
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ware bus. This solved some demand for data capacity, but 
it  lacked  integration  between  simulation  and  visualiza-
tion. This was eventually resolved by porting the Matlab 
simulation code to a Unity game engine. Currently, at the 
termination of the project, work is underway to decentral-
ize  computing  power  from the game engine  to  parallel 
computing power connected to the Internet.

II. RESULTS

A. Virtual 3D landscapes

The first  prototype was a 3D terrain model of  Aale-
sund, a town on the west coast of Norway, in the middle 
of the More region. Virtual Aalesund City covered an area 
of approximately 15 x 15 km2 with a resolution of ap-
proximately 1 meter. The terrain was textured using im-
ages from aerial  photographs for  a realistic  finish.  The 
model  had  3D models  of  art  nouveau buildings  in  the 
town center,  the  main  sports  stadium and roads  to  the 
Aalesund city center. 

Virtual Aalesund City showed that it is possible to de-
velop 3D models of large urban areas. Such models can 
be used to visualize how urban areas are organized while 
simultaneously  visualizing  how these  urban  areas  may 
change in future plans. 

In this project, special  art nouveau buildings were se-
lected for convenience. There was in principle no limit to 
the number of buildings or level of building detail. The 
fundamental  limitation  was  that  this  was  a  static  3D 
model with no moving objects. There was no room to in-
tegrate simulation and visualization on the same techno-
logical platform [5].

The Storfjord tube tunnel

The Storfjord tube tunnel was a 3D model of a floating 
tunnel over the Storfjord, a large fjord on the west coast 
of Norway. The model of the tube tunnel was developed 
in collaboration with a Norwegian offshore engineering 
company and, if built, would be the longest tube tunnel in 
the world.  A car animation was developed to showcase 
how the tunnel would look both on the outside and what a 
car driver was expected see when driving through the tun-
nel. This tube tunnel showed that 3D models are suitable 
planning tools  for  mobile  traffic  planning because they 
can visualize public encroachment on nature from roads, 
bridges or tunnels as well as how local conditions are af-
fected.
Compared with the Virtual Aalesund City model, the tube 
model was more functional than the static 3D objects on a 
3D terrain model. It  introduced the experience of being 
on-site in a realistic 3D environment, including animated 
(moving) 3D objects.

The Virtual Aalesund Region

The Virtual Aalesund City was a static 3D model. The 
next prototype model was The Virtual Aalesund Region. 
This model covered an area of 15x15 km2 and was imple-

mented using the game engine. The model’s texture was 
based  on  aircraft  photography  and  buildings  from The 
Virtual Aalesund City. Introducing a game engine tech-
nology  platform  opened  the  possibility  of  introducing 
moveable objects on 3D terrain models. This model was 
thus  subjected  to  various  tests  for  different  animation 
concepts.

Autonomous ship agents

Autonomous objects were implemented as agents and 
agent groups. In this project, we chose to model mobile 
agents as ships because ships use relatively plain terrain 
models and a straightforward route. The autonomous ship 
agents could manage their own travel routes to targets on 
landscapes. Agents for autonomous ships showed that it 
was possible to make similar autonomous agents repre-
senting  cars,  people,  and  fish.  The  limitation  of  this 
model was that the agents had no access to local data. In-
troducing  a  genetic  algorithm  allowed  introducing  an 
adaptive optimum control for speed and position [10].

Real time AIS-ships

Introducing Virtual AIS-ships was the first step in in-
troducing position-dependent agents. In cooperation with 
Norwegian authorities, the project was given access to the 
GPS coordinates  of  ships  sailing  along  the  Norwegian 
coast. These data were based on AIS technology, where 
the ships’ positions became available over the Internet in 
real-time. The on-line access to ship GPS positioning cre-
ated an opportunity to place the  position of actual ships 
and  autonomous  ship  agents  in  the  same  3D  terrain 
model. It was thus possible to simulate how autonomous 
ship agents may handle real ship traffic in real-time. The 
greatest challenge of this model was the relation between 
AIS vessels’ positions  and  positions  on  the  3D terrain 
model. It required a new terrain model in which all posi-
tion information is a reference to a GPS position.
 
The Virtual Region More

The Virtual  Region More was developed using a 3D 
terrain  model  based  on  place-bound  GPS  coordinates. 
The model had a spherical shape and covered an area of 
300x300  km2 with  a  resolution  of  20  cm.  The  VRM 
model introduced abstract landscapes with different loca-
tion-bound information to agents. It  also introduced the 
idea of connecting virtual 3D landscapes and position-de-
pendent information related to cost functions. Based on 
the abstract 3D landscapes, agents were able to adapt to 
local conditions in  VMR. It  was thus possible to solve 
different types of optimization problems. 

B. Simulation models

Astronomy simulator

The Virtual Region More was driven by an astronomi-
cal model. This model was based on five basic periodic 
cycles of  the moon’s rotation around the earth and the 
earth’s rotation around the sun. This astronomical model 
formed the basis for a tidal model, sun positioning, and 
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solar  time-dependent  radiation  in  relation  to  the  land-
scape. 

Tide simulator

The  astronomical  model  formed  the  basis  for  a  tide 
model. The tidal model was based on more than thirty cy-
cles and produced periods from six hours to more than a 
hundred years. The model was the basis for developing a 
climate  model  calculation  of  rainfall  for  the  electricity 
market  and  simulating  oceanographic  dynamics  and 
ecosystem dynamics.

Climate simulator

The More Region is located on the west coast of Nor-
way,  an  area  where  climate  change  influences  nature, 
economy and settlements. Climate change is thus central 
to the framework for dynamic landscapes in VRM.

Given the long time series involved in climate change, 
a  project  was  initiated  to  develop  climate  simulations. 
This work was based on basic research, partly in collabo-
ration with the FRS in Aberdeen (North Atlantic Water), 
PINRO  in  Murmansk  (sea  temperature)  and  BKK  in 
Bergen  (precipitation  analysis).  The  climate  simulator 
was developed based on a wavelet spectrum analysis of a 
variety of climate indicators. These results were again re-
lated to complex astronomical and tidal models [8][11].

Ecosystem dynamics simulation

The fish export from the More Region is approximately 
USD $2.5 billion a year and thus has a major influence on 
the region’s economy. The dynamics of the fish ecosys-
tem is influenced by climate dynamics. To better under-
stand  the  ecosystem dynamics,  an  ecosystem simulator 
was developed based on the tide simulator, climate simu-
lator, and wavelet spectrum analysis of long data series. 
This basic research indicated that the stock of North At-
lantic  cod,  Barents  Sea  capelin  and  Norwegian  spawn 
spring herring had fluctuations coupled to long tides [6]
[7][9][12][13].

Rainfall for the electricity market

Norwegian energy production is based on hydropower. 
Hydropower for the electricity market is based on inflow 
from rainfall. This rainfall can vary 30 percent from year 
to  year.  Good long-term forecasts  therefore  hold  major 
importance for industries at the Region More. In collabo-
ration  with  the  power-producing  industry,  there  was  a 
time-series analysis of the supply to the electricity mar-
ket. The inflow to the electricity market had underlying 
tidal periods of approximately 9, 18 and 75 years. These 
periods formed the basis for a model of the expected en-
ergy production [3][14].

Smart houses

Within the framework of the VRM project,  a typical 
task for an autonomous agent is determining its optimal 
locations in complex landscapes given some desired crite-

ria. Smart houses are an example of autonomous agents 
where agents search for their optimal location. In this ex-
ample, a random population of visual house agents was 
able to find optimum positions by optimizing cost func-
tions. Each house agent moved itself to an optimum posi-
tion, relative to some fixed parameters. Smart houses in-
troduced the framework of abstract 3D landscapes. They 
thus formed a new basis for modeling a group of generic 
agents, bounded to place references. Other typical exam-
ples of these types of position-dependent agents are land-
scaping and city planning agents.

Tanker and tug simulator

Ship traffic along the Norwegian coast is exposed to 
tough weather conditions and the risk of drift grounding 
accidents. In  collaboration with the Norwegian authori-
ties,  a  project  was  started  to  investigate  and  develop 
methods to determine the optimal positions for patrolling 
tug vessels. These tug vessels patrol the coast to reduce 
the risk of oil tankers and other ships drifting aground. 
Using  a  receding  horizon  genetic  algorithm  (RHGA) 
solved the simultaneous problems of coordinated resource 
group control, task assignment, and multiple target track-
ing in a dynamic environment [18][19].

Virtual fish farm simulator

Norwegian fish farming exports constitute about USD 
$4 billion per year. Approximately 50% of these exports 
come from the Region More. A set of virtual fish farms 
was developed as an example of a distributed real-time 
simulation  of  position-dependent  marine  industry.  Each 
model  was  developed  using  data  from Norwegian  fish 
farmers  and  veterinary  authorities  for  fish.  The  model 
aimed to study the complex relationships between differ-
ent types of agents. 

The  fish farms were  modeled as visual  agents.  Each 
agent was placed in the landscape in accordance with real 
fish breeding facilities and had its own financial manage-
ment. Each farm agent generated a fish agent population. 
Each fish agent was a moving agent with biomass and 
growth  model  in  its  local  conditions.  Each  fish  agent 
could produce a virus population that could affect health 
and mortality in the aquaculture facility. Between the fa-
cilities, shipping agents transported fish from aquaculture 
facilities. A system dynamics analysis showed the relation 
between production and marked dynamics [15][16][17]. 
The main result of this model was developing the concept 
of generic agents. Based on the same agent architecture, 
we could develop agents representing vessels, fish farm-
ing, fish and viruses.

Spread of viruses 

The spread of viruses among fish farms is a threat to 
Norwegian  salmon  exports.  It  is  unclear  how  these 
viruses spread among fish farm plants along the Norwe-
gian coast. Consequently, a project was started to study 
the distribution pattern of viruses from fish farming. This 
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study was based on swarms of active particle agents con-
nected to an oceanographic current model. The game en-
gine had capacity problems when there were more than a 
hundred  agents.  Large  swarms of  particle  agents  intro-
duced great demands on computing power. 

C. Complex systems theory

Changes in  the environment conditions lead to  time-
variant landscapes. Time-variant landscapes indicate that 
agents must have adaptive learning methods to accommo-
date  local  conditions.  The  Virtual  Region  More  intro-
duced multi-agents of different types. The simulation of 
fish farms was based on agents to simulate viruses, fish, 
fish  farms  and  ship  traffic  to  fish  farms.  Introducing 
multi-agents  of  several  types led to  the need to  reduce 
modeling agent complexity. This started the development 
of a concept of generic agents. The generic agents were 
intelligent and had the ability to monitor their own perfor-
mance.  Intelligent  agents  monitored  their  own  perfor-
mance  using  cost  functions.  The  complex  relation  be-
tween landscape dynamics and agent dynamics was mod-
eled as complex systems. 

II. DISCUSSION

A. Virtual 3D landscapes

Virtual  3D terrain models  with location bound refer-
ence must have a resolution of 1 m or better. They must 
also be able  to  cover areas of  many square kilometers. 
The  problem  was  combining  large  3D  landscapes  and 
achieving high accuracy. This problem was solved using a 
terrain model, oriented on a sphere in accordance with the 
curvature fields. All positions were calculated in relation 
to the GPS positions. Agents were thus positioned with an 
accuracy of 20 cm. Agent simulation also became less de-
pendent on the accuracy of the landscape database.

B. Learning agents

Agent-based modeling has proven a flexible method to 
modulate complex systems. The agent capabilities are de-
pendent on the ability to learn [23]. Simulating site-bound 
activity leads to a need to transfer models based on aver-
age estimates for individual-based models and boids [27]
[2].  The  first  simulation  modeled  agents  as  simulated 
ships.  We  then  developed  agents  for  houses,  farming, 
fishing, and viruses. This work gradually led to develop-
ing generic agents. Agents with location-bound informa-
tion must adapt their activity to local variations. Simula-
tion models  must have adaptive properties  so that  they 
can monitor their own performance. 

There were two types of local agent adaptation. One 
type was based on the agent to determine its optimal loca-
tion in the landscape, e.g.,  agent-based houses and fish 
farms that  find optimal locations in  the landscape.  An-
other type of customization was agents who seek an opti-
mal adaptation to local conditions. It soon became clear 
this problem type could be solved using heuristic meth-
ods, such as genetic algorithms.

C. Complex systems

Genetic algorithm learning had its limitations. Simulat-
ing individual agents was followed by simulating agent 
groups. We created herds of agents representing viruses, 
fish, fish farming and ships. Introducing herds of agents 
meant  that  the  agents  had  to  be  adapted  to  something 
more than local place-bound information. All agents were 
more or less influenced by each other, giving a non-deter-
ministic  complex  system.  To  understand  the  dynamic 
process better, we started to develop agent-based model-
ing based on complex systems theory.

D. Parallel processing

3D visualization  of  large  landscapes  puts  heavy  de-
mands on computer capacity. It needs large storage capac-
ities of 3D models and computational power. A game en-
gine  can  produce  3D  models  with  a  resolution  that 
changes the visual field. Using a game engine, it was pos-
sible to produce 3D models over large areas. Simulating 
the agent flocks proved to be a larger problem.

The agent-based fish farming simulation showed com-
puter  capacity  problems  when  there  were  more  than  a 
thousand agents. This may be sufficient in simple studies. 
In many cases, however, large areas must be studied si-
multaneously. Computer capacity is a fundamental limita-
tion, so introducing parallel processing of agents is a nec-
essary method to increase the number of agents and agent 
flocks [20].

III. CONCLUSION

The Virtual Region More was developed as a research 
tool to analyze dynamic changes associated with site-spe-
cific information. The research tool was based on a virtual 
3D representation of geographic areas and parallel simu-
lation associated with local conditions. The case examples 
showed that such a research tool may hold interest for re-
search, public management and industrial engineering.

The  virtual  3D  world  was  primarily  a  technological 
challenge, where using a game engine was the basis for 
an integrated solution.  The most important  feature of  a 
virtual  3D  world  is  that  it  provides  information  about 
complex  relationships.  Introducing  abstract  3D  land-
scapes  was  an  important  concept  to  reduce  complexity 
and solve optimization problems. Abstract 3D landscapes 
produced risk and cost areas that formed the basis for the 
agent priorities.

Agent-based modeling was a flexible concept for mod-
eling location-bound simulation problems. Genetic algo-
rithms proved to be a good way to train individual agents. 
Learning agents was a far more complex problem when 
an agent set was assembled in herds in which all agents 
affect each other. The solution was a horizontal learning 
mechanism between agents and letting each agent adapt 
all activities to cost functions.

Introducing agent-based models on a game engine cre-
ated the new possibility to manage many parallel simula-
tion models linked to local conditions. A future challenge 
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is to increase the number of agents with greater comput-
ing power.

The most important result of the project was recogniz-
ing that simulating position-related multi-agents leads to 
simulating complex systems. It is perhaps in the relation-
ship between visual presentations, multi-agents, artificial 
intelligence  and added cost  functions that  this  research 
tool will see its future benefits.
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he  emerging  smart  infrastructure  in  energy  networks 
represents a major paradigm shift in resource allocation 

management with the aim to extend the centralised supply 
management model, towards a decentralised supply-and-de-
mand management that is expected to enable more efficient, 
reliable and environment-friendly utilisation of primary en-
ergy resources.

T

Together with this vision, there are new and complex tasks 
to manage, in order to ensure safe, cost-reducing and reliable 
energy network operations. This includes the integration of 
various renewable energy systems, like the photovoltaic or 
the wind energy, which are able to reduce the greenhouse gas 
emissions but that are working under greater uncertainty; as 
well as the interaction of transport and storage systems for 
energy that are envisioned through techniques like ‘Power to 
Gas’ and fuel cells, which are using the electrical and the gas 
transportation network.

Further tasks can be found in the fact that the market par-
ticipants (e.g. simply households) are becoming more auton-
omous and intelligent through technologies like smart meter-
ing, which requires a coordinated demand side management 
for millions of producers, consumers or, if this applies, pro-
sumers by means negotiations and agreements.

Information and communication technologies are key en-
ablers of the envisioned efficiencies, both on the demand and 
the supply sides  of  the smart  energy networks,  where the 
agent-paradigm  provides  an  excellent  first  modelling  ap-
proach for the distributed characteristic in energy supply sys-
tems. On the demand side they aim at supporting end-users 
in  optimising  their  individual  energy  consumption,  e.g. 
through the deployment of smart meters providing real-time 
usage and cost of the energy and the use of demand-response 
appliances that can be controlled according to the user pref-
erences, energy cost and carbon footprint. On the supply side 
they aim at optimising the network load and reliability of the 
energy provision, e.g. through active monitoring and predic-
tion of the energy usage patterns, and proactive control and 
management  of  the  reliable  energy delivery over  the  net-
works. It is also envisaged that they will be able to influence 
the demand through the dynamic adjustments of the energy 
price in order to influence the end user behaviour and energy 
usage patterns throughout and across the energy networks for 
electricity, gas and heat.

Although a significant effort and investment have been al-
ready allocated into the development of smart grids, there are 
still  significant research challenges to be addressed before 
the promised efficiencies can be realised. This includes dis-
tributed, collaborative, autonomous and intelligent software 
solutions for simulation, monitoring, control  and optimiza-
tion  of  smart  energy  networks  and  interactions  between 
them.ion plays a crucial role that needs to be further investi-
gated.

TOPICS

The SEN-MAS 2012 Workshop aims at providing a forum 
for  presenting and  discussing recent  advances  and  experi-
ences in building and using multi-agent systems for model-
ling, simulation and management of smart energy networks. 
In particular, it includes (but is not limited to) the following 
topics of interest:

• Experiences of Smart Grid implementations by us-
ing MAS

• Applications of Smart Grid technologies
• Management of distributed generation and storage
• Islands Power Systems, Microgrid Applications  
• Real time configurations of energy networks
• Distributed  planning  process  for  energy networks 

by using MAS
• Self-configuring or self-healing energy systems
• Load modelling and control with MAS
• Simulations of Smart Energy Networks
• Software Tools for Smart Energy Networks
• Energy Storage
• Electrical Vehicles
• Interactions  and  exchange  between  networks  for 

electricity, gas and heat
• Stability in Energy Networks
• Distributed Optimization in Energy Networks
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Abstract—This paper presents the EU project OpenNode 
from a technological point of view. OpenNode designs a 
massively distributed system (both in number of nodes 
and  geographically)  for  managing  the  operations  of  a 
distribution smart grid.  It describes the components, in-
novations, problems faced and what we call distribution 
of intelligence. The proposed system is prepared to be-
ing a base platform where  build  a smart  grid,  able to 
manage AMM, AMI,  DSM, DER, and EV integration.  Fi-
nally the system is proposed as a base platform to build 
MAS systems for distribution grid automation and man-
agement.

I. INTRODUCTION

LECTRICAL Infrastructures are facing important chal-

lenges on the last years. Market liberalization, new reg-

ulatory framework,  new generation technologies,  customer 

centric networks, demand rising, distributed generation, en-

vironmental issues, security of supply or infrastructure aging 

are driving factors that require an action.

E

The new electricity supply network will be based on in-

cremental changes over traditional grid. Electrical system is 

too complex to face a revolutionary change, so the introduc-

tion of new technologies must interface with old ones. As-

sets management and return of investments stress the prob-

lem too.

In addition, the European energy industry is changing due 

to the liberalization of the EU energy markets and the new 

 The research leading to these results has received funding from 
the  European  Community's  Seventh  Framework  Program 
(FP7/2007-2013) under Grant Agreement Number 248119

model where prices are determined by supply and demand 

rather than through regulations.

All these targets lead to high risks associated with a com-

plete or partial collapse of an already fragile energy infra-

structure. It is obvious that a massive investment in the dis-

tribution network infrastructure by the Utilities is required.

OpenNode project  [1] focuses on the electrical distribu-

tion grid operation and explores answers on the challenges 

introduced:

1. How we can improve the distribution grid monitor-

ing to cope with unstable states in the grid.

2. How we can integrate the “smart” substation auto-

mation devices to increase the efficiency of the dis-

tribution grid.

3. How we can inter-operate with the different roles 

e.g. smart meters maintenance, grid operation, etc.

OpenNode's R&D efforts converge in the creation of an 

open Secondary Substation Node (SSN) as an essential con-

trol component of the smart distribution grid, a Middleware 

(MW) to couple the SSN operation with the Utility systems 

for grid operation and a modular standard-based Communi-

cation Architecture to grant the flexibility required by the 

stakeholder diversification and to cope with massively dis-

tributed embedded systems in the distribution grid.

Section II introduces OpenNode's overall architecture and 

Sections III to V describe the main parts of OpenNode's ar-

chitecture  (Secondary  Substation  Nodes,  Middleware  and 

Communications Architecture respectively),  challenges and 

design decisions.  Section VI describes the test procedures, 

and,  finally,  Section  VII  deals  with  conclusions  and  next 

steps. 
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II. OPENNODE ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

OpenNode brings together the two main aspects of future 

smart distribution grids [2]:

• The  communication  with  customer  meters  sup-

ported by the use of standardized protocols such as 

DLMS/COSEM.

• The metering infrastructure goes hand in hand with 

automation  of  the  distribution  network,  using 

legacy (IEC 60870-5-104) and future-oriented pro-

tocols (IEC 61850).

OpenNode's overall architecture is presented in Fig 1. The 

main  components  of  the  architecture  are  the  network  of 

SSN, the MW and a modular Communication Architecture.

The SSN is the essential part of the system. The innova-

tive outcome is the definition of a modular and extensible 

software architecture  inside the SSN. This allows inclusion 

of third-party applications (e.g advanced grid control algo-

rithms) which can be dynamically installed during live oper-

ation. This extension capability enables a gradual, controlled 

shift  of  grid  intelligence  from  centralized  systems  in  the 

Utility control centre towards lower echelons of the grid hi-

erarchy, and provides means to balance and optimize control 

intelligence across future distributed grid devices [3].

The MW system is the orchestrator of all OpenNode sub-

systems: facilitating the integration between the Utility sys-

tems and other stakeholders; handling the technical informa-

tion of all the devices of the system; storing measurements 

data;  managing  the software  provisioning;  supervising the 

grid status and dispatching SCADA control actions.

The Communication Architecture is based on open com-

munication  standards.  The  data  exchanged  between  the 

smart meters (SM) located at client premises and the SSN is 

based on the outcome of OPENmeter project  [4], which, in 

turn, is based on PRIME PLC (PoweRline Intelligent Meter-

ing Evolution).

For the communication between the SSN and the MW it 

is designed a two-path based communication strategy, each 

of them with different transmission requirements (see Fig 2):

• the metering data path and

• the grid automation data path.

III. SECONDARY SUBSTATION NODE (SSN)

One of the aims of this system is to serve as aggregation 

point for status monitoring and metering management. The 

SSN is also devoted to act as a distributed system for control 

purposes able to take decisions autonomously as well as re-

motely controlled. The SSN is integrated in secondary sub-

stations (SS), acting as a distributed control system for the 

medium to low voltage distribution network.  

The SSN aggregates information from the connected SMs 

and the local devices available at the SS, providing metering 

and automation data. Some examples are: acquisition of cus-

tomer energy consumption in regular intervals, polling SMs 

to determine  losses of  power  and real  time monitoring of 

power quality at the SS.

The SSN has interfaces to control  the SMs; e.g.  remote 

controlled operation of SMs, remote SM contract manage-

ment, etc.  Moreover, the SSN is able to interact with the lo-

cal devices, sensors and any electrical equipment available 

in the SS as well.

The aggregation and control capabilities are based on lo-

cal application running in the SSN. For instance, based on 

SM metering  measurements  and  local  devices  automation 

data,  the SSN can differentiate between the regular  opera-

tion of the grid and outages which are signaled to the MW. 

Other  verifications  that  could  run  locally  at  the  SSN are 

overloads detection or forecast calculations for maintenance 

purposes.

Fig 1: OpenNode's overall framework
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Besides, the SSN might receive remote control informa-

tion from the MW. For instance,  to  act  over  local  circuit 

switches based on the overall  strategies  determined in the 

Utility control centre.

The OpenNode project searches for open and testable so-

lutions. So, two levels of integration have been necessary: 

• Basic integration: local devices are connected to 

the SSN. It acquires real time information, might 

perform  some  basic  actions  and  informs  the 

MW.

• Full  integration: includes connection with stan-

dardized  Intelligent  Electronic  Devices  (IED) 

such as the IEC 61850 compliance ones.  Thus, 

modern SS could integrate control and protection 

within a metering processing unit.

At the highest level, from the software point of view, the 

SSN can be decomposed in two partitions (Fig 3): 

• Base  Partition  (BP):  Contains  the  software 

needed to fulfill the SSN basic functionality, as 

well as the interfaces for communicating with the 

Extensibility Partition.

• Extensibility  Partition  (EP):  Allocates  the  soft-

ware components needed to extend securely the 

functionality of a SSN, as well as the extension 

modules themselves.

The name “partition” has been selected on purpose. The 

intention  is  to  isolate  as  much  as  possible  the  extension 

modules from the rest of the software, for security reasons. 

No extension should compromise the basic functionality of 

the SSN. The concept “partition” is already used in a similar 

sense in security-based and even safety-critical software.

Each  SSN  manufacturer  must  provide  a  SSN  with  the 

hardware, the BP and that part of the EP that enables the de-

ployment of extension modules.

The extension applications are meant to be implemented 

mainly  via  extension  modules.  These  extension  modules 

would be deployed inside the EP, and could made use of the 

functionality served by the BP through well defined inter-

faces.

The extension modules can be implemented by third par-

ties, as well as by the SSN manufacturers themselves. One 

goal of this architecture is to facilitate an “application level“ 

modularity for these modules.

The BP is decomposed in the following layers:

• Operating system.

• Base  framework:  modularity  enabler  that  eases 

life cycle management (start, stop, load, unload) 

of  the  software  modules.  The  proposed  frame-

work has  been Qt. Other  frameworks  could be 

used seamless as long as they provide the afore-

mentioned capabilities.

• Base foundation: enables the access to SSN re-

sources  such  as  data  files,  communication  ser-

vices, external sensor states, etc. 

The EP is made of the following layers:

• Java Virtual Machine.

• Extension container: modularity enabler that fa-

cilitates managing the life cycle of the extended 

application  modules  (EAM)  which  can  be 

started, stopped, loaded and unloaded on top of 

this container.  The framework chosen has been 

OSGi  [5] (Open  Services  Gateway  initiative). 

However, other container could be used whether 

it realizes the defined interfaces. 

Finally, the main software interfaces defined in this archi-

tecture are two:

• Interface  between  the  BP  and  the  EP,  named 

CFI.  This  interface  guarantees  that  the  EAM 

modules don't compromise the BP functionality.

• Interface between the EAMs and the container, 

named ECI. Allows that the EAM could access 

to the SSN functionalities.

A. EAM/BAM

The extended  application  modules  (EAM) are modules 

which can be developed by third parties and can be installed 

started, stopped, and unloaded without rebooting the SSN.

The  basic  application  modules  (BAM)  implement  the 

SSN core functions.

B. OSGi for the EAM

The  EAM  is  based  on  OSGi,  which  is  an  industry-

strength application framework providing a service oriented 

architecture  (SOA)  to  applications  running  on  top  of  it. 

OSGi manages software packages as “bundles”, where each 

Fig 3: SSN Software decomposition inside partitionsFig 2: Data paths in the OpenNode project
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bundle represents a stand-alone process  or function which 

exposes (or hides) services to other bundles, in accordance 

with the SOA principle. All software bundles run in parallel 

on the framework and can individually be installed, unin-

stalled,  started and stopped.  This facility makes OSGi ex-

tremely attractive for the SSN. To move intelligence away 

from central  systems,  such  as  the  SCADA or  MW, algo-

rithms and logic are downloaded on-the-fly, with no need to 

reboot or flash the system. Once the algorithm is distributed 

to all SSNs, it can be launched in parallel. This is made pos-

sible via a special configuration Web Service.

An example of trivial usage of these facilities would be 

critical  value  monitoring,  e.g.  on  a busbar  voltage.  If  the 

busbar voltage exceeds a critical threshold or experiences a 

fast up- or downward slope, there should be an appropriate 

reaction,  e.g.  activating  circuit  breakers  to  split  currents 

across  multiple  transformers.  In  a  centralized  set-up,  the 

MW or the SCADA would have to constantly monitor (poll) 

the busbar voltage value. To distribute this intelligence, an 

algorithm can be downloaded to the SSN to autonomously 

monitor the busbar voltage and take an appropriate action. 

The  higher-tier  systems  would  only  be  notified  with  an 

alarm flag, rather than having the actual values transmitted 

constantly across a potentially bandwidth-limited channel.

C. Data oriented Java API

Programming of algorithms for the SSN is done in the in-

dustry-standard Java language. Via the OSGi interface, the 

SSN exposes its internal  data model to algorithm bundles. 

The data exposition process is event-based where changes in 

the data model trigger events; e.g. due to a switch changing 

position  or  a  voltage  changing  value.  The  user  algorithm 

subscribes to a specific set of events related to data points; it  

is immediately notified of the value change and can react ac-

cordingly in a callback function.

Internally,  the data model is based on the industry stan-

dard  IEC  61850.  All  data  points  are  represented  in  the 

canonical tree structure of IEC 61850. Data points are ad-

dressed with a simplified path syntax, e.g. the following ex-

pression  could be used  for  a  phase-to-phase  measurement 

value between phases A and B:
IED002MEAS/MMXU1.PPV.phsAB.cVal.mag.f 

Aside from reacting to value changes, the algorithm can 

also write back into the data model to effect changes in un-

derlying systems or notify the MW. Thus, all operations of 

the algorithm happen solely on the data model, completely 

abstracting underlying automation hardware and higher-tier 

system architectures.

In  conformance  with  the  BAM/EAM  security  concept, 

the user algorithm operates solely on the data model, with 

the  underlying  hardware  being completely abstracted.  To-

gether with the service-oriented mechanism of interface ex-

position OSGi provides, this not only allows vendor-specific 

hardware on the automation side to be swapped without any 

changes to the algorithm; it also precludes users from inad-

vertently or maliciously manipulating core automation func-

tionality.

IV. MIDDLEWARE (MW)

The Middleware (MW) is the OpenNode system responsi-

ble of  interacting  with the SSNs through  the communica-

tions network. It's located at the Utility control centre facili-

ties. 

The goals accomplished by the MW are:

1. Acting as a gate to the SSNs, delivering orders to 

the SSNs that come from the stakeholders and stor-

ing the information that comes from the SSNs. 

2. Facilitate the integration to couple the power grid 

operation with the stakeholders. 

3. Provide a suitable storage repository that can cope 

with  the  foreseen  big  data  amount  of  measure-

ments: 50 TB a day.

4. Introduce intelligent modules that allows monitor-

ing the whole system in near real time.

To  achieve  these  goals,  the  following  approaches  have 

been adopted:

1. Employment of  standard communication and data 

model  protocols,  including  future-oriented  data 

model protocols such as IEC 61850. Also a special 

COSEM  to  Web  Service  mapping  has  been  de-

signed  to  overcome  the  gap  of  remote  data  ex-

change of COSEM data with the SSNs. 

2. Mapping data models (COSEM to CIM) to facili-

tate the integration with the stakeholders. 

3. Evaluation  and  implementation  of  a  NoSQL  [6] 

repository competent enough to deal with the big 

data and availability requirements.

4. Usage of an event correlator that allows including 

state aggregation and monitoring functions in a dy-

namic manner.

A. Integration strategy  - CIM

1) Challenges
The MW must provide means to integrate any Utility sys-

tem with the SSN network in both directions. 

Utilities' systems may have different and proprietary in-

formation models that have no relationship between them, 

but  also  they  have  their  own  set  of  specialized  services 

which will need to interact with the OpenNode system .

In addition, some Utilities' systems may need to be aware 

of  the  current  grid  status,  so  they  will  require  receive 

OpenNode information in order to be up-to-date. 

2) Current trends
Nowadays many Utilities are facing the same aforemen-

tioned  challenges.  Therefore,  a  standard  has  emerged  to 

solve them: the Common Information Model, CIM [7]. 

CIM is a standard for  power system data representation 

and exchange in an Utility control centre. Nowadays, some 

Utilities are working on gradually adopting CIM[8], manu-

facturers are developing CIM compliant applications and the 

standardization bodies are working on the CIM evolution. 

3) Approach
CIM  provides  an  abstract  unified  power  system  data 

model that allows the representation of all the major objects 

that  any  Utility  system  information  model  could  need. 

Therefore CIM enables integration in any domain by means 
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of  a common information model  that  facilitates  interoper-

ability and exchange of information between systems.

Moreover,  CIM  defines  a  group  of  standard  interface 

specifications for "plug-in" applications, therefore any appli-

cation that is compliant with these interfaces will be able to 

communicate  with  any  other  CIM compatible  application. 

With  this  approach  it  is  possible  to  integrate,  homoge-

neously, any disperse Utilities' system. 

The main motivations of  using CIM are : 

• It is gaining acceptance on the Utilities [8]. 

• It is not necessary to implement the whole standard, 

only the required sections.

4) CIM reference implementation
A COSEM measurement was selected as a representative 

information to be exchanged with the MW throught CIM to 

assess the feasibility of the CIM integration approach.

The class hierarchy for  achieving the association of the 

metering measurements with the rest of CIM classes model 

has been specified. From this definition, the base informa-

tion was used for exchange COSEM measurements.

B. NoSQL storage engine

The big data issue is a challenge addressed currently in 

many business fields, but also in OpenNode, where a huge 

amount of information related to measurements and events 

was  foreseen  and  must  be  stored.  It  was  estimated  that 

dozens of millions of measurements will be gathered daily 

(50 TB approx) and the format of this data is flexible (ob-

ject-oriented following COSEM definition). Consequently, a 

classical  approach  of  a  relational  database  has  been  dis-

carded in favour of a more revolutionary approach: NoSQL 

storage engines.  

NoSQL is a new database generation that  is  facing the 

same challenges addressed at OpenNode: big data storage, 

flexible content and scalability in a cost effective fashion.

Table I Shows the five NoSQL solutions analysed.  The 

main requisites that have been stressed at the evaluation are: 

1. Store a huge amount of data in a competent way.

2. Flexible  content  type.  Different  types  of  data 

should  be  stored:  events,  and  meter  and  sensors 

measurements. 

3. Open solution and technologically promising.

4. Demonstrated  effectiveness  in  real  environments: 

scalability and high-availability is a must.

5. Product support and simple architecture.

The chosen candidate used at OpenNode is Apache Cas-

sandra. Cassandra is a distributed storage system for manag-

ing structured data that is designed to scale to a very large 

size across many commodity servers, with no single point of 

failure. The main reasons for this selection are:

• Realizes the above requirements.

• Impressive  real  references:  Facebook  (until  Nov 

2010), Twitter, Cisco WebEx, Rackspace.

C. Complex Event Processing

One of the main goals of the MW is to be able to monitor 

the whole power grid status. 

The MW receives many information from the SSNs (mea-

surements,  status  changes,  configuration  information, 

events, etc) and stores the asset information managed by the 

OpenNode system (discoveries, technical status, configura-

tions, software versions, etc). Therefore it has a privileged 

position  for  providing  an  up-to-date  picture  of  the  power 

grid status by analysing the real time data that arrives to the 

MW jointly with the local asset information.

Moreover, the monitoring capability can be easily config-

urable, allowing non technical staff add or change the moni-

toring algorithms to be verified by the MW.  

1) Approach
The solution designed relies on a complex event process-

ing engine that provides the base platform to allow monitor-

ing in near real time all the information available (the data 

just arrived and those already stored locally).

The engine allows to analyse data by means of Event Pro-

cessing Language (EPL) [9] rules. EPL is a declarative lan-

guage, with a syntax like SQL, that allows grouping, aggre-

gation, sorting or filtering event streams, include mathemati-

cal  functions,  access  to relational  databases  and  introduce 

temporal conditions. For instance, this EPL sentence gener-

ates an alarm if a certain value is exceed during 5 seconds:
Select ssnId from Event.win:time(5 sec) 

where 104data.var='I' and 104data.value> 

9f;

V. COMMUNICATIONS ARCHITECTURE

The Communications Architecture from and to the SSN is 

crucial. OpenNode developed concepts and real implemen-

tations for the upper and lower layers of the communication 

links, taking into account legacy and future oriented techni-

cal possibilities and cost aspects. The rationale for these de-

cisions are described below.

A.  Lower Layer Protocols

In OpenNode, we have provided a detailed description of 

the required lower layer protocols (layer 1-4) and network 

technologies  in Deliverable 4.1  [10].  Table II summarizes 

the results.

TCP/IP is not mentioned in the table because the OpenN-

ode solutions are planned to build on the Internet communi-

cation protocols. 

Powerline fits well to the communication aspects for the 

interface between SM and the SSN. Also it would be expen-

sive to build up a new communication infrastructure for the 

huge amount of SMs connected to an SSN in parallel to the 

already existing electrical grid infrastructure. The available 

data rate of a few 100 kbit/s is sufficient.

TABLE I: 
NOSQL CONSIDERED SOLUTIONS FOR OPENNODE

Name Developer Type

Cassandra Apache Foundation BigTable

HBASE Apache Foundation BigTable

HyperTable HyperTable.com BigTable

MongoDb 10gen Document

CouchDb Apache Foundation Document
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Only  WiFi  or  low-bandwidth  cellular  communications 

may be an alternative for those SM that will have problems 

to be connected by PLC technology. 

Cellular  networks  like GPRS /  UMTS are  available  all 

over Europe and offer a relatively high data rate from sev-

eral 100 kbit/s up to about 7 Mbit/s. In future, UMTS LTE 

will even offer several tens of Mbit/s. The advantage of cel-

lular networks is that no new IT network infrastructure must 

be built up by Utilities. However, the economic aspect here 

is crucial. In many countries, UMTS is still rather expensive. 

B. Data Models and Upper Layer Protocols

Before  describing  the  preferred  solutions,  we  have  to 

mention the following restrictions that are important to keep 

in mind:

• It was necessary to provide a first prototype to be 

able  to  start  the  integration  and  test  phase  in  an 

early stage of the project. It is important to keep the 

time constraints for OpenNode.  Furthermore, it is 

helpful for the development of a good OpenNode 

prototype  to  get  practical  experiences  in  field 

and/or labo tests very soon in order to improve the 

prototype as much as possible. With this procedure 

we could initiate an iterative process of implemen-

tation,  integration  and  evaluation  between  manu-

facturers and Utilities for a high-quality SSN proto-

type.

• Further reasons for a first prototype are the techno-

logical constraints which are found today in a real 

SS: there are no IEC 61850 devices,  there are no 

good communications, etc.; so the only way to test 

a prototype in a real SS is to have legacy protocols 

and basic functions.

• This first prototype is focused on the provisioning 

and testing of the new OpenNode functions and use 

cases. The focus of the first prototype was not on 

evaluating and collecting experience with new pro-

tocols, since referring to newer standards will be a 

challenge.

• Furthermore, the integration conditions to Utilities’ 

systems for realizing the field and lab tests are of-

ten based on “legacy” control centre systems. For 

instance, grid automation communication has to use 

IEC  60870-5-104  protocol,  just  because  the 

SCADA systems of today don't provide other pro-

tocols. To integrate the OpenNode solution to the 

current control centres, we need to provide the con-

nection to today’s control centre data models, mes-

sages and protocols.

• The expectations of Utilities and project partners in 

the project  are different,  and therefore it  was not 

sufficient for OpenNode only provide the first pro-

totype.  In  addition,  we  needed  a  second,  “en-

hanced”, prototype as well to show the features of 

new protocols (like IEC 61850) and new communi-

cation possibilities (like Web Services).

Based  on  these  aspects  we  follow  a  “migration  path” 

towards a final vision for the OpenNode SSN with all the 

new OpenNode  functionality and  the introduction  of  new 

standards at all levels. 

C. Metering Data Transmission

The metering data must be transferred from the SMs up to 

the MW system and the Utility systems via the SSN. 

The fundaments for the solution to transmit these meter-

ing data is OPENmeter project. Consequently, a WebService 

based on DLMS/COSEM is the selected data model and up-

per  layer  protocol  solution  for  this  type  of  data.  Further-

more,  DLMS/COSEM  is  made  especially  for  SMs  data 

transferring, so this decision is also future oriented. 

DLMS/COSEM is well suited for the communication to 

and  from the meters  and  contains  a lot  of  important  data 

models that are adapted to the metering environment.

However,  we face the problem that none of the consor-

tium Utilities are using DLMS/COSEM to connect directly 

to their AMM system to transport the data. This integration 

issue has been solved defining a Web Service based solution 

which consists of a Web Services Description Language in 

combination with an XML Schema.

Below, we include the main reasons behind the choice of 

using Web Services to exchange the DLMS/COSEM data:

• All the layers of the Web Services protocol stack 

are standards.

• No other short-medium term standard alternative is 

foreseen  to  address  this  capability.  For  the  long 

term, full CIM integration is envisioned.  

D. Grid Automation Data Transmission

As already discussed, we need a migration strategy for the 

grid automation data transport. 

To ensure availability of a fist prototype as soon as possi-

ble, we concentrate on the functionalities and use cases re-

lated to the use of “legacy” standard IEC 60870-5-104 for 

industrial automation as upper layer communication proto-

col. This standard doesn't need a predefined data model, but 

uses ASDU (Application Service Data Units) messages for 

transporting the  data. 

The  solution  of  transmitting  data  with  this  protocol  is 

widely used in many areas of industry but not specialized for 

TABLE II: 
LOWER LAYER PROTOCOLS IN OPENNODE

Interface Distance Technology

SSN2SM < 500 m Narrowband Powerline (PRIME or G3-
PLC)

GSM or WLAN (IEEE 802.11)

SSN2M
W

10's to 
100's of 
km

Cellular wireless network (GPRS / 
UMTS)

MW2RC
S

Local or 
10's to 
100's of 
km

Industrial Ethernet or optical fiber / 
WiMAX / UMTS

SSNlocal Local 
(100's of 
m)

Industrial Ethernet

Sometimes also Zigbee / WLAN

SSNmain Local Standard Ethernet (IEEE 802.3)

Inter-
SSN

10's of km GPRS / UMTS

WiMAX

Broadband PLC over MV lines
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exchanging information for electrical device monitoring and 

control, and can be used for this purpose. Since IEC 60870-

5-104 is established in many devices and there is a lot of ex-

perience with this standard, it seems reasonable to use it for 

the first prototype. An additional advantage of IEC 60870-5-

104 standard is its low bandwidth consumption.

IEC 60870-5-104 is broadly disseminated in all parts of 

the industry, therefore seems realistic to build a first proto-

type based on this protocol solution. In addition, the proto-

col is used in today’s SCADA systems and no conversion of 

data models and messages is required to develop a first pro-

totype.  Furthermore  IEC  60870-5-104  supports  real-time 

and synchronous data transfer.

In addition to the first prototype, it is necessary to develop 

an  “enhanced” prototype  as  well.  Its  main objective  is  to 

provide  enhancements  concerning  data  models  and  upper 

layer protocols.

The “enhanced” prototype will be established mainly in 

lab tests because it provides a test offer for collecting experi-

ences with the relatively new IEC 61850 environment in fu-

ture SS to the consortium Utilities.

The “enhanced” SSN is based on the IEC 61850. In this 

context, a data oriented Java API was specified based on an 

IEC 61850-7-3/-7-4 data model  [11],  [12], as explained in 

Section III.

The IEC 61850 data model is transported to the MW sys-

tem using the flexible,  future-oriented Web Service as de-

fined in the standard IEC 61400-25-4 Annex A. This stan-

dard is not specifically related to wind turbines only and can 

be used seamless for all other smart grid devices. 

The solution presented in  Fig 4 is a long-term vision in 

the sense  that some components have to be developed and 

not  within the scope of  the OpenNode project,  mainly an 

IEC 61850 based SCADA system. 

For the “enhanced” prototype,  the conversion from IEC 

61850 to IEC 60870-5-104 data messages for the SCADA is 

done in the MW.

VI. TESTING

At the beginning of the project, functions have been de-

fined for the system according to operational needs, sorted 

in Use Cases to regroup scenarios carrying out similar func-

tionalities and detailed by means of class and sequence dia-

grams. The diagrams describe the information exchanges be-

tween the different actors of the system. Once finished the 

development phase, started the testing process to assess the 

system’s compliance of these Use Cases.

A. Test process

Assessment criterias have been defined to evaluate both 

functional validation and performance. The functional crite-

ria, of ranked relevance, identify the important steps in a test 

for the system to accomplish the desired actions. Time con-

straints on scenarios make sure that the system answers to 

the operating needs of a Utility (Fig 5). 

 Detailed test reports are put together as the tests are per-

formed to be able to retrace precisely the test steps in order 

to have a clear view of the test process,  identify potential 

malfunction, and provide valuable feedback.

B. Laboratory tests

The equipment first undergoes laboratory tests before be-

ing experimented on the field. The lab tests ensure a safe be-

havior of the system, as no risk can be taken on the field in 

regard  to  the  clients.  They  also  allow  tests  on  more  ad-

vanced functions and the use of future-oriented standards.

These lab tests are to start first with functional tests, dur-

ing which each actor of a scenario is tested independently by 

being  stimulated  thanks  to  protocol  emulators.  After  this 

first step validating the individual behavior of each piece of 

equipment the complete scenarios are to be run, to test the 

coordination  of  the different  elements  and  assess  the sys-

tem’s operational capabilities.

The lab tests are almost finished now (July 2012). They 

have been carried out in an EDF laboratory.

C. Field tests

Once they have been  validated  through  lab testing,  the 

scenarios that are testable on the field are then to be per-

formed in real-life conditions in a SS in Madrid, hence test-

ing the scalability, efficiency and reliability of the system.

The value added of performing field tests can be summa-

rized as follow:

• Real deployment of SMs at client premises.

• The OpenNode system is subjected to real network 

behavior: noise, couplings, poor signal quality, etc.

• Real location and distances between equipments. 

• Two power transformers with two SSNs from dif-

ferent manufactures that work at the same time.

• The number of signals managed is similar to those 

used in any SS.

• The SS provides a real  environment for the tests: 

underground room, heat, humidity, electrical distur-

bances, wiring distances, real incidents, etc.

Currently, July 2012, the field test is being done in Madrid 

at an Iberdrola's operational substation and will be finished 

by September 2012.

D. Feedback loop

A feedback loop has been set up for the manufacturers to 

be able to update their prototypes in regard to the malfunc-

tions revealed by the tests. At the end of the project, accep-

Fig 4: Grid Automation Data Transmission – Long-term Vision
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tance tests will be run with the last versions of the proto-

types, both in the lab and on the field, providing a final view 

of the functions that the system can accomplish.

E. Conformance tests

In  parallel,  conformance tests are run at  the moment at 

KEMA premises, to certify the compliance of the data mod-

els and protocols used by the prototypes. The observance of 

standards ensures the interoperability of the various agents 

of the system, one of the goals of the OpenNode project.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

In this paper the OpenNode project has been introduced: 

its  main  components,  their  interfaces,  its  close-to-market 

view,  the open and distributed architecture foundation and 

how  legacy,  current  and  future  requirements  can  be  de-

ployed in the system.

The SSN modularity and extensibility (based on OSGi) 

concepts  have been introduced and how they promote the 

distribution of intelligence. Consequently, Utilities can take 

advantage of them to accommodate and increase the level of 

grid  automation  introducing  new operational  services  and 

decentralizing the intelligence according to efficiency crite-

rion.

Moreover, the MW has been explained as an integration 

enabler, tackling the heterogenous Utililies' system integra-

tion issue, that hosts a NoSQL storage for the meter mea-

surements and supports dynamic monitoring algorithms.

The Communications Architecture has been detailed and 

how  it  comprises  solutions  for  current  (PRIME, 

DLMS/COSEM, IEC 61870-5-104) and future-oriented pro-

tocols (CIM, IEC 61850).

Finally, the OpenNode testing process has been explained 

as the key task that allows the assessment of the OpenNode 

system with future-oriented protocols (at a laboratory)  and 

real life operation conditions (at a real Utility network).

The SSN has been designed to be an open platform where 

it's possible to deploy more advanced distributed concepts 

like intelligent  agent  systems, advanced grid control  algo-

rithms or monitoring functions in a secure way and indepen-

dently of the SSN manufacturer.
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Abstract—The current upheaval in the electricity sector is lead-
ing to distributed generation schemes and new grid structures.
At the same time, this change is heading for a paradigm shift in
controlling energy resources within the grid. Pro-active schedul-
ing of active power within a (from a controlling perspective)
loosely coupled group of distributed energy resources demands
for distributed optimization methods that take into account the
individual feasible region in local search spaces. We propose a
method that uses support vector based black-box models for
constructing feasible regions for automated, local solution repair
during scheduling and combine it with a distributed greedy
approach for finding an appropriate partition of a desired target
schedule into operable schedules for each participating actor.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN ORDER to allow for a transition of the current central
market and network structure of today’s electricity grid

to a decentralized smart grid, an efficient management of
numerous distributed energy resources (DER) will become
more and more indispensable. Integrating a continuously rising
number of renewable resources means controlling individually
configured and rather small devices in order to cope with
stochastic feed-in effects.

We consider in general producers that are supposed to
pool together with likewise distributed electricity consumers
and prosumers (like batteries) in order to jointly gain more
degrees of freedom in choosing load schedules. In this way,
they become a single controllable entity with sufficient market
power. In order to manage such a pool of DER, the following
distributed optimization problem has to be frequently solved:
A partition of a demanded (by market) aggregate schedule
has to be determined in order to fairly distribute the load
among all participating DER. Optimality usually refers to
local (individual cost) as well as to global (e.g. environmental
impact) objectives in addition to the main goal: Resemble the
wanted overall load schedule as close as possible.

In order to choose an appropriate schedule for each par-
ticipating DER, an optimization algorithm must know, which
schedules are actually operable and which are not. Depending
on the type of DER, different constraints restrict possible
operations. The information about individual local feasibility
of schedules has to be spread appropriately in (distributed)
optimization scenarios, in order to evaluate objectives globally
in distributed search spaces. For this purpose, meta-models of

constrained spaces of operable schedules have been shown
indispensable for efficient communication [1]. Such models
can be seen as black-box representations of the feasible region
of an optimization problem related to scheduling scenarios.
Such models are also used for efficiently evaluating constraints
during the optimization procedure for cases where determining
the feasible region has comparably high computational costs.

Real world problems like this scheduling problem often
face nonlinear or combined constraints. The set of constraints
defines the shape of a region within the search space (the hy-
percube defined by parameter limits) that contains all feasible
solutions. This region is called feasible region and might be
arbitrary shaped or even be discontinuous.

At the same time, support vector machines and related
approaches have been shown to have excellent performance
when trained as classifiers for multiple purposes, especially
real world problems. As a use case related to describing
the region where some given data resides in, Tax and Duin
developed the support vector domain description (SVDD) as a
one-class support vector classification approach that is capable
of learning the region that is defined by some given training
data [2] and has therefore been harnessed for example by [3]
as a model for the feasible region in the smart grid domain.

What we will now add to these two worlds is a new
approach for integrating constraints that are modeled by a
support vector classifier into distributed optimization in a
way, that allows for an efficient navigation within the feasible
region. The basic idea is to construct a mapping from the
whole, unconstrained domain of the problem (the hypercube)
to the feasible region to be able to automatically repair an
infeasible solution during optimization. In this way, the prob-
lem is transferred into an unconstrained one by transferring
any arbitrary solution into a nearby feasible one. All we will
need for constructing this mapping is the set of support vectors
together with the associated weights that make up the black-
box model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We start with
a discussion of related approaches and the background of the
optimization problem that is considered throughout this paper.
Then, we define the mapping function that is used within our
greedy algorithm for scheduling. We conclude with results
from several simulation runs.
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II. RELATED WORK AND PROBLEM BACKGROUND

Within the framework of today’s (centralized) operation
planning for power stations, different heuristics are already
harnessed. Examples from the research sector are for instance
shown in [4] or in [5]. This task of (short-term) scheduling
of different generators is also known as unit commitment
problem and assigns (in its classical interpretation) discrete-
time-varying production levels to generators for a given plan-
ning horizon [6]. It is known to be an NP-hard problem
[7]. Determining an exact global optimum is, in any case,
not possible until ex post due to uncertainties and forecast
errors. In practice the software package BoFIT is often used,
harnessing a mixed integer model with operational constraints
as an integral part of the implementation of the model [8].
This fact makes it hard to exchange operational constraints in
case of a changed setting (e.g. a new composition of energy
resources) of the whole generation system.

Coordinating a pool of distributed generators and consumers
with the intend to provide a certain aggregated load schedule
for active power has some objective similarities to controlling
a virtual power plant (VPP). Within the smart grid domain the
volatile character of such group has additionally be taken into
account. On an abstract level, approaches to control groups
of distributed devices can be roughly divided into centralized
and distributed scheduling algorithms.

Centralized approaches have long time dominated the dis-
cussion [9], not least because a generator may achieve slightly
greater benefit if optimization is done from a global, om-
niscient perspective [10]. Centralized methods are discussed
in the context of static pools of DER with drawbacks and
restrictions regarding scalability and particularly flexibility.

Recently, distributed approaches gained more and more
importance. Different works proposed hierarchical and decen-
tralized architectures based on multi-agent systems and market
based computing [11], [12]. Newer approaches try to establish
self-organization between actors within the grid [13]–[15].

Especially for optimization approaches in smart grid scenar-
ios, black-box models for encoding the feasible region with the
set of operable schedules have been developed [1]. Encoding
of a schedule’s individual cost may also be easily embedded
into the model [16].

The relatively new support vector approach uses support
vector meta-models for black-box optimization scenarios with
no explicitly given constraint boundaries. In general, various
classification or regression methods could be harnessed for
creating such models for the boundary [17]. There are two
main reasons for using such an approach:

1) Substituting computational costs for evaluating the con-
straints by a comparatively easy check through the
model.

2) Efficient communication in distributed environments due
to the small footprint of the model.

Besides, the smart grid domain serves also as example for sce-
narios with (at least partly) unknown functional relationships
of the constraints. The feasible region can sometimes only be

derived with lacking full knowledge on hidden variables or
intrinsic relations that determine the operability of a electric
device and therewith the feasible region. The authors therefore
have their model learned by a support vector data description
approach from a set of operable (feasible) examples.

In a related approach, [18] used a two-class SVM for
learning operation point and bias of a line in a power grid
for easier determining an optimal way back to stable grid
conditions in case of a failure.

In this paper, we will consider the following optimization
problem for a given group (consumers, producers and/
or prosumers) of DER: A schedule for a given future time
horizon is requested (e.g. via an electricity market mechanism)
and is supposed to be jointly operated by the group. Thus, a
partition of the requested target schedule has to be determined
in order to fairly distribute the load among all participants.
For the sake of simplicity, we will consider optimality as
a close as possible adaption of the aggregated (sum of
individual loads) schedule to the requested one. Optimality
usually refers to additional local (individual cost) as well
as to global (e.g. environmental impact) objectives. When
determining an optimal partition of the schedule for load
distribution, exactly one alternative schedule is taken from
each DER’s search space of individual operable schedules in
order to assemble the desired aggregate schedule.

Therefore, the optimization problem is to find any combi-
nation of schedules (one from each DER with X as the set
of possible choices) that resembles the target schedules lT as
close as possible, i.e. minimize the Euclidean distance (‖ · ‖)
between aggregated and target schedule:

‖
∑

i

xi − lT ‖ → min, (1)

such that
xi ∈ Xi.

The following section will explain our approach for solving
this optimization problem with individual acting DER in a
distributed approach. At this, a schedule for d time intervals
will be geometrically interpreted as a point in Rd.

III. ALGORITHM

A. The feasible region

Each DER has to serve the purpose it has been built for
and this purpose may usually be achieved in different alter-
native ways. For example, it is the main purpose of a µCHP
(combined heat and power generator) to deliver enough heat
for varying heat demands in a household at every moment in
time. Nevertheless, heat usage is usually decoupled from heat
production by use of a thermal buffer store. Thus, different
production profiles may be used for generating the heat. This
leads, in turn, to different respective electric load profiles that
may be offered as alternatives to a scheduling controller.

Each DER offers a set of operable schedules for a given
(future) time horizon. We see a schedule as a data vector x ∈
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Rd, with the number of periods d. For each period the i-th
element of x describes the respective amount of electric energy
produced or consumed in this period or respectively the mean
active power output or input for this period.

An operable schedule in this context means that such a
schedule might be operated by the DER without violating any
technical constraint. Moreover, we consider additional non-
technical constraints that may restrict the possible operations
of a DER. Constraints can be distinguished into hard (usually
technically rooted) and soft constraints (often economically or
ecologically rooted or subject to personal preferences).

Examples for hard constraints are:
• Minimum and/or maximum power input/output
• Integrated amount of energy produced over the given time

frame
• Restrictions on thermal buffer storage
• Achieve intended purpose

Examples for soft constraints are:
• Costs (e.g. fuel costs) for operating a certain schedule
• Environmental performance
• Personal preferences (e.g. noise pollution in the evening)

These constraints can be interpreted geometrically. Without
any constraint, the whole hypercube [0, 1]d (active power
between 0 and 100%) would be the region of feasible sched-
ule. With each constraint, a different part (region) of the
hypercube falls of the feasible region, because the respective
schedules are not operable due to the constraint. Only the
finally remaining region (hypercube minus superposition of
all regions prohibited by constraints) is the feasible region of
the DER. Only from this region, schedules might be taken
during optimization.

It has been shown in [1] that the feasible region of operable
schedules of a DER is not necessarily a convex polytope nor a
single connected region. For this reason, concavity and clusters
have to be taken into account, too. Such considerations have
led to black-box models based on machine learning approaches
that may
• capture the topological traits of the feasible region as a

compact description of the set of all operable schedules.
• be easily communicated as a standardized description

within distributed optimization scenarios.
• ease the calculation of the feasibility of a solution during

optimization.
Before we discuss a new way of using this model during
optimization, we will briefly discuss the basic idea of the
model approach.

B. Support vector black-box model for constraints

We will describe the black-box model for the set of fea-
sible schedules for a DER as it has been developed in [1]
based on a one-class support vector data description (SVDD).
The goal of building such a model is to learn the feasible
region of the schedules of a DER by harnessing SVDD
to learn the enclosing boundary around the set of operable
schedules. This task is achieved by determining a mapping

Φ : X ⊂ Rd → H, x 7→ Φ(x) such that all data from a given
region X is mapped to a minimal hypersphere in some high-
or indefinite-dimensional space H. Originally, this model is
used as a classifier that allows for distinguishing operable and
not operable schedules during optimization without explicit
knowledge about the constraints that restrict the operations of
the DER.

The minimal sphere with radius R and center a in H that
encloses {Φ(xi)}N can be derived from

‖Φ(xi)− a‖2 ≤ R2 + ξi ∀i (2)

with ‖·‖ denoting the Euclidean norm and incorporating slack
variables ξi ≥ 0 that introduce soft constraints for sphere
determination.

After introducing Lagrangian multipliers and further re-
laxing to the Wolfe dual form, the well known Mercer’s
theorem [19] may be harnessed for calculating dot prod-
ucts in H by means of a Mercer kernel in data space:
Φ(xi) · Φ(xj) = k(xi, xj). In order to gain a more smooth
adaption, it is known [20] to be advantageous to use a Gaussian
kernel: kG (xi, xj) = e−

1
2σ2
‖xi−xj‖2 instead of for instance

polynomial kernels.
Putting it all together, the equation that has to be maximized

in order to determine the desired sphere is:

W (β) =
∑

i

k(xi, xi)βi −
∑

i,j

βiβjk(xi, xj). (3)

Maximizing (3) is a problem of quadratic programming
(QP) [21], which is known to be of cubic computational com-
plexity O(N3) with sample size N [22]. For this reason, the
adoption of a technique called sequential minimal optimization
[23] (SMO) is used for solving Eq. 3. SMO breaks up the large
QP problem for SVM training into a series of smallest possible
subproblems which can be solved analytically. In future, if
real-time constraints might be involved, SVM training may be
done incrementally with an online learning algorithm [24]. In
this way, working on the data points one by one, it becomes
possible to break the process with the so far reached result if
a deadline for answering is approaching.

The result (weight vector β) represents the center a of the
spere in terms of an expansion into H:

a =
∑

i

βiΦ(xi). (4)

The distance R of the image of an arbitrary point x ∈ Rd
from a ∈ H can be calculated in Rd by:

R2(x) = 1− 2
∑

i

βikG (xi, x) +
∑

i,j

βiβjkG (xi, xj). (5)

Finally, the radius RS of the sphere S is determined by the
distance to a of an arbitrary support vector as these are mapped
right onto the surface. Thus the original feasible region is now
modeled as

{x ∈ Rd|R(x) ≤ RS}. (6)

The model that has to be communicated consists of the set s
of support vectors and respective weights from β as this is all
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that is needed for reconstructing the boundary that encloses
the feasible region. From β only the non zero components
for the support vectors are necessary. We denote this reduced
weight vector with w.

We will now use this model in a different way. We are inter-
ested in having a means of finding a nearby feasible schedule
next to an arbitrary given schedule. For this purpose, we will
harness a function that maps the d-dimensional unit hypercube
(representing arbitrary schedules in a scaled scenario) onto the
feasible region. In this way, any (in-)feasible schedule will be
converted into a feasible one. The construction of this mapping
is described in the next section.

C. Constructing solutions from the model

For our use case, we need a procedure that generates
a nearby and feasible solution from any given (likely not
feasible) schedule. Near in this context means that the distance
in solution space between given and near feasible solution is
small. This task can be achieved by constructing a mapping
that maps every infeasible point from input space into or
onto the feasible region. We have tested both approaches.
Here, we describe the more general case of mapping into the
feasible region that includes the specialized case. In general,
this mapping can also be used for transforming the whole
optimization problem into an unconstrained one.

Let F denote the feasible region within the domain of
some given optimization problem bounded by an associated
set of constraints. It is known, that pre-processing the data by
scaling it to [0, 1]d leads to better adaption [25]. Considering
optimization problems in the energy sector, rescaling of the
domain to [0, 1]d leads to some advantages [3]. For this reason,
we here consider scaled domains, too, and denote with F[0,1]

the likewise scaled region of feasible solutions. We want to
construct a mapping

γ : [0, 1]d → F[0,1] ⊆ [0, 1]d

x 7→ γ(x)
(7)

that is able to map the unit hypercube [0, 1]d onto the d-
dimensional region of feasible solutions that is bounded by
a set of arbitrary (maybe nonlinear) constraints. We achieve
this mapping as a composition of three functions:

γ = Φ˜1
` ◦ Γa ◦ Φ̂`. (8)

We will define these three functions step by step. Instead
of directly mapping to F[0,1] we will go through the kernel
space. We start with an arbitrary point x ∈ [0, 1]d from the
unconstrained d-dimensional hypercube and map it to an `-
dimensional manifold in kernel space that is spanned by the
images of the support vectors s1 . . . s`. After drawing this
mapped point towards the sphere in order to pull it into the
image of the feasible region, we look for the pre-image of the
moved image to get a point from F[0,1]. We will now look at
each step in more detail.

1) Mapping x to the support vector induced subspace H(`)

with an empirical kernel map: Let

Φ` : Rd → R`,
x 7→ k(., x)|{s1,...,s`}

= (k(s1, x), . . . , k(s`, x))

(9)

be the empirical kernel map w.r.t. the set of support vectors
{s1, . . . , s`}. If Φ` is modified to

Φ̂` : x 7→ K−
1
2 (k(s1, x), . . . , k(s`, x)) (10)

with Kij = k(si, sj) being the kernel Gram Matrix, then
function Eq. 10 maps points x, y from input space to R`, such
that k(x, y) = Φ̂`(x) · Φ̂`(y) (cf. [19]).

With Φ̂` we are now able to map arbitrary points from [0, 1]d

to some `-dimensional space H(`) that contains a projection
of the sphere. Again, points from F[0,1] are mapped into or
onto the projected sphere, outside points go outside the sphere
and must be moved in H(`) towards the center in the next step
in order to draw them into the image of the feasible region.

2) Re-adjustment in kernel space: In general, in kernel
space H the image of the region is represented as a hyper-
sphere S with center a (Eq. 4) and radius RS. Points outside
this hypersphere are not images of points from X , i.e. in our
case, points from F[0,1] are mapped (by Φ) into the sphere or
onto its surface (support vectors), points from outside F[0,1]

are mapped outside the sphere. Actually, using a Gaussian
kernel, Φ maps each point into a n-dimensional manifold
(with sample size n) embedded into infinite dimensional H.
In principle, the same holds true for a lower dimensional
embedding spanned by ` mapped support vectors and the `-
dimensional projection of the hypersphere therein.

We now want to pull points from outside the feasible region
into that region. As we do have rather a description of the
image of the region, we draw images of outside points into
the image of the region, i.e. into the hypersphere; precisely
into its `-dimensional projection. For this purpose we use

Γa(Ψ̂x) = Ψ̃x = a+
(Ψ̂x − a) ·RS

Rx · µ
(11)

to transform the image Ψ̂x produced in step 1) into Ψ̃x by
drawing Ψ̂x into the sphere. In this way, each image is re-
adjusted proportional to the original distance from the sphere
and drawn into the direction of the center. For the distributed
optimization procedure described in this paper, we set µ = 1
to draw points right onto the surface; which is obviously the
shortest way to feasibility. After this procedure we have Ψ̃x

which is the image of a point from F[0,1] in terms of a modified
weight vector w̃Γa .

3) Finding an approximate pre-image: As a last step, we
will have to find the pre-image of Ψ̃x in order to finally get
the wanted mapping. A major problem in determining the pre-
image of a point from kernel space is that not every point from
the span of Φ is the image of a mapped data point [19]. As
we use a Gaussian kernel, none of our points from kernel
space can be related to an exact pre-image except for trivial
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expansions with only one term [26]. For this reason, we will
look for an approximate pre-image whose image lies closest to
the given image using an iterative procedure after [27]. In our
case (Gaussian kernel), we iterate x∗ to find the point closest
to the pre-image and define approximation Φ˜1

` by equation

x∗n+1 =

∑`
i=1(w̃Γa

i e−‖si−x
∗
n‖2/2σ2

si)∑`
i=1(w̃Γa

i e−‖si−x∗
n‖2/2σ2

)
. (12)

As an initial guess for x∗ we take the original point x and
iterate it towards F[0,1]. As this procedure is sensitive to the
choice of the starting point, it is important to have x as a fixed
starting point in order to ensure determinism of the algorithm.
Empirically, x has showed up to be a useful guess.

Finally, we have achieved our goal to map an arbitrary point
from [0, 1]d into the region of feasible solutions described
merely by a given set of support vectors and associated
weights: x∗n is the sought after image under mapping γ of
x that lies in F[0,1].

This model and mapping may be used in different ways
during optimization. Among them are:
• Repair of infeasible solutions.
• Transformation of an constrained to an unconstrained

optimization problem by mapping the whole search space
into the feasible region.

• Computational easy classification of an solution’s feasi-
bility.

• Compact communication of large sets of operable sched-
ules.

Here, we will harness the capability of repairing infeasible
solutions for a distributed optimization approach.

D. The distributed greedy algorithm

With the above sketched preliminaries, we are now able to
define our optimization algorithm. In order to pay attention
to the ongoing decentralization of electricity grid control, it
seems way more promising to design the optimization process
distributed, too. In addition, the chances for success in finding
an exact solution are rather low due to problem size, what
makes a heuristic most suitable.

In this sense, we propose the following greedy algorithm
for approximately solving optimization problem Eq. 1. In our
scenario, we assume one type of agent: the control agent of
a single energy resource with the following responsibilities/
capabilities:
• Simulating the underlying physical device in order to

determine operable example schedules.
• Calculating support vector based black-box modelling.
• Determining the schedule for one’s own physical device

that minimizes the overall loss.
• Participation in optimization.

The procedure for optimizing the aggregated schedule is now
the one depicted in Fig. 1. Within a group of agents A ,
one agent is randomly chosen to start the procedure. Here,
we assume an agent to be in charge of controlling a DER
and to participate in the distributed procedure of determining

A ← List of all agents
if is initiator then
S ← zeros(n, d)

else
S ←aggregated schedule
Snew ← γ(T − (S − Sa))
S ← S − Sa + Snew
if no stop criterion met then

choose random agent A ∈ A
send message with S to A

else
publish solution S

end if
end if

Fig. 1. Greedy algorithm that each agent repeatedly executes for successive
solution improvement starting from a zero solution S with S denoting the ag-
gregated overall solution and Sa denoting the individual current contribution
of the agent.

schedules for each DER such that the aggregated schedule
best fits a given objective schedule. This initiator initializes the
solution with all values to zero. Then, solution improvement
begins. The agent adds up all schedules (known from the
solution object) from all other agents. This is equivalent to
subtracting one’s own schedule from the aggregated solution.
In a next step, the difference δ of this sum to the desired
target schedule is determined. This difference δ represents the
optimal schedule for the current agent in the following sense:
if he would be able to deliver this schedule, the target could
be reached exactly. Therefore, the agent now determines the
nearest schedule to δ that is actually operable by the device.
This nearest schedule can be easily calculated with the help of
the mapping γ that has been described in the previous section.
Function γ maps an arbitrary schedule (in our case difference
schedule δ) into the region of feasible schedules and delivers
the respective operable schedule that is nearest to δ, because it
uses the shortest trace to the feasible region to move a point.

In this way, each DER chooses a schedule that is a compro-
mise of being feasible (automatically ensured by mapping γ)
and doing one’s own best in bringing forth the overall solution
towards the wanted adaption to the target schedule as much
as possible each time when it is the respective agents turn.

As a stop criterion, we chose a maximum number of
iterations at which the term iteration refers to one execution
of the procedure in Fig. 1 by one agent.

By one after another, the overall solution (the aggregated
schedule) is successively improved. We have chosen to activate
the agents in a random order, but a round robin approach may
also do if each agent knows about his successor. In this way,
the algorithm is distributed and sequential as only one agent
has the token to work at a time. If the objective is to adapt
to a given target schedule, the only information that has to be
passed around (or made globally available) is the aggregated
overall solution (as sum of all local solutions) and the desired
target schedule. This is sufficient as each agent may remember
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his own local schedule that has been determined previously.
All other information can be determined by local information.

Clearly, the actual optimization is distributed but sequential.
But, the most time consuming part – namely the computation
of mapping γ – can be done in advance and fully parallel,
what in turn allows for faster optimization afterwards without
a need for considering constraints anymore.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 2. Relationship between electrical and thermal power for an EcoPower
CHP; modified after [28].

So far, we have tested our approach on several simulated
energy resources. Among them are: co-generation devices with
thermal buffer store and a simulated residential thermal energy
demand as well as simulated controllable cooling devices.
We will here focus on results from CHP. All simulations
have been done with power scaled to [0, 1]. All simulations
incorporating a µCHP also encompass the simulation of the
respective household that is heated by this µCHP. This implies
a simulation of the respective heat demand, heat use, different
weather conditions or heat losses by thermal diffusion pro-
cesses.

Fig. 3. Optimization result for a winter day scenario with 10 chp (EcoPower
with randomly initialized storage charging) for a time horizon of 48 15-minute
intervals.

For our simulations, we used the model of a modulating
CHP-plant with the following specification:
• Minimum electrical power: 1.3 kW,

Fig. 4. Optimization result for a spring day scenario with 10 chp (EcoPower
with randomly initialized storage charging) for a time horizon of a whole day
in 15-minute intervals.

Fig. 5. Optimization result for a scenario with 30 chp for 96 15-minute
intervals. This amounts to a 2880-dimensional search space.

• Maximum electrical power: 4.7 kW,
• Minimum thermal power: 4 kW,
• Maximum thermal power: 12.5 kW,
• After shut down, a device has to stay off for at least 2 h.

The relationship between electrical (active) power and thermal
power was modeled after Fig. 2. In order to gain more
degrees of freedom for varying active power, each CHP is
equipped with an 800 ` thermal buffer store. Thermal energy
consumption is simulated by a model of a detached house with
its several heat losses (heater is supposed to keep the indoor
temperature on a constant level) and randomized warm water
drawing for gaining more diversity among the devices.

For each simulated household, we implemented an agent
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Convergence for different scenarios: 6(a): 5 CHP and, 8 periods;
6(b): 100 CHP, 8 periods, 6(c): 10 CHP, 96 periods.

capable of simulating the CHP (and surroundings and auxiliary
devices) on a meso-scale level with energy flows among
different model parts but no technical details. All simulations
have so far been done with a time resolution of 15 minutes for
different forecast horizons. We have run several test series with
each CHP randomly initialized with different buffer charging
levels, temperatures and water drawing profiles.

Fig. 3 shows a result (solid line in the top chart) for a
group of 10 CHP that try to reach a given objective schedule
(dashed line). The resulting schedules for each single CHP are
depicted in the middle chart with the allowed active power
band for modulation highlighted in grey. The bottom chart
shows the temperatures in the thermal buffer store resulting
from operating the respective electrical schedules; again with
the allowed range highlighted in grey.

The desired objective schedule has been randomly chosen.
These schedules have been generated in a way that they are of
a reasonable magnitude order according to the capabilities of
the optimized CHP, but without any guarantee that a perfect
adaption might be achievable.

Fig. 4 shows a similar simulation run, but for a time horizon
of a whole day. Fig. 5 shows the result for optimizing a larger
bunch of 30 CHP. As might have been expected, the result

Fig. 7. Optimization result for a scenario with 750 chp for 96 15-minute
intervals. This amounts to a 72000-dimensional search space.

TABLE I
CPU TIME FOR ALGORITHM AND SIMULATION REGARDING DIFFERENT
PROBLEM SIZES. QUALITY AS MEAN EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE IN kW FOR
nA AGENTS, k ITERATIONS AND SCHEDULES OF d INTERVALS OF 15 MIN.

d nA k tsim / s topt / s QUALITY

8 10 75 4.71 ± 0.23 0.006±0.008 0.054±0.023
8 100 750 45.2 ± 0.74 0.061±0.009 0.045±0.02
32 100 250 382.59 ± 27.24 0.049±0.008 1.05±1.09
96 10 750 251.4 ± 4.5 0.498±0.127 0.049±0.08

schedule gets closer to the target schedule if more CHP are
involved. This is mainly due to the availability of more degrees
of freedom for the system as a whole.

As a next step, we scrutinized the speed of convergence
and convergence behaviour of our algorithm. Fig. 6 shows
the result of some measuring series. It is noticeable that the
fitness (the difference between aggregated and target solution)
strictly decreases notwithstanding the uncoordinated, heuristic
character of the approach. The number of necessary iterations
is acceptably small, what can also be seen in Table I, where
some mean CPU time results (Java implementation on Core
2, 3 Ghz) for different scenarios are listed. The simulation
time tsim reflects the time that is necessary for the whole
simulation including the preceding calculations of the set
of feasible schedules for each agent, for the calculation of
all support vector models and all mapping functions γ on
a single machine. These calculations would in a distributed
productive system be done in parallel. The time necessary for
the mere optimization is comparably small. In order to be
able to simulate larger scenarios, we are currently thinking of
distributing the simulation, too.

Finally, Fig 7 shows a result from a larger mixed scenario
with two different types (in power magnitude) of CHP. Having
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different DER in a scenario, often leads to a better adaption to
the target schedule as has also been seen in similar scenarios
with a mixture of CHP and refrigerators e.g. in [3].

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new approach for distributed optimiza-
tion and control of distributed energy resources for smart grid
scenarios with a large number of controllable entities. This
approach is based on two new methodologies:
• A strategy for handling constraints in distributed opti-

mization scenarios that may also be used for finding
nearby feasible solutions by harnessing a learned model
of the feasible region.

• A well scaling greedy algorithm for harnessing that
strategy during the search for an optimal partition of the
requested schedule for different DER.

We have demonstrated that the greedy heuristics scales well
with the number of participating devices because the most
expensive calculations may be done in parallel in advance by
each controllable device. We are now starting the development
of a distributed simulation environment as systematic testbed
for further algorithms that integrate the sketched mapping
procedure for further optimization solutions and use cases
from the smart grid domain.
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Abstract—In many countries,  future energy supply,  manage-

ment, and consumption change completely compared to today’s 

status. One reason is that sustainable energy production will rely 

on a large number of small and medium sized, de-centralized en-

ergy production units. The aim is to replace a small number of 

large power plants. The energy supply strategy change puts com-

pletely different demands on the energy grid as well  as on the 

business models to run those energy grids efficiently and, espe-

cially, securely. The future energy grid will have to deal with an 

autonomous,  communication-driven,  highly  diversified  and dy-

namic,  and  continuously  changing  environment.  Additionally, 

while today’s energy grids are run as independent systems the in-

teraction between different energy networks, like natural gas or 

district  heat,  will  strongly  increase  in  the  future.  Inspired  by 

ideas and techniques like Mini-CHP (combined heat and power) 

or Power-to-Gas, it is expected that future energy networks have 

to be seen as an entire hybrid energy network, where quantities 

of energy and energy forms will be dynamically exchanged and 

substituted as required. As a consequence, a lot of expertise that 

was gained in the past is no longer valid. On the other hand, little 

experience exists when it comes to shaping and managing the fu-

ture energy grid. Due to the nature of multi-agent based simula-

tion this class of simulation tools is well-suited for the simulation 

of future energy networks. The main advantages are the auton-

omy of agents, their highly developed interaction skills, the inher-

ent distributed/decentralized approach of control in such a sys-

tem and the high flexibility in the execution of tasks.

This  article  presents  Agent.GUI,  which  can  be  seen  as  a 

simulation  toolkit  and framework for  complex  and diversified 

energy systems.  Based on the well-known JADE platform,  the 

toolkit provides a wealth of specific features tailored to the needs 

for simulation of hybrid energy networks.

Index Terms—Multi-Agent Systems, Agent-based Simulations, 

Smart  Grids,  Future  Energy  Networks,  Hybrid  Energy  Net-

works. 

I. INTRODUCTION

HE ONGOING TRANSFORMATION of energy supply remains 

a major challenge of our time. Questions to be answered 

are how will our energy systems change, what abilities will be 

added and what rules will apply in order to allow our energy 

systems to operate with a higher number of renewable energy 

sources and in order to make it more sustainable and environ-

ment friendly.  On the other  hand availability and reliability 

must be ensured in a similar form. In particular, the extended 

use of more volatile energy producers, such as wind or photo-

voltaic, means a major challenge for the future energy supply.  

This requires for example techniques and business processes, 

that  allow storage  of  wind-generated  electricity,  if  it  is  not 

T

needed. But on the other hand also to satisfy energy demand, 

if wind energy is not available.. For this purpose several ideas 

for  energy  storages  are  currently  discussed  and  developed, 

such as Power-to-Gas, where electricity is converted to hydro-

gen or methane, which can be fed into a gas network.

Even if the above scenario is an example, it illustrates that fu-

ture energy networks need more and more bidirectional and 

planned consumption. Together with the current developments 

in the area of Smart Grids it can be expected that the future en-

ergy grid can be seen as hybrid, decentralized controlled and 

cooperating energy system.

With this paper we present an extension of our Agent.GUI 

framework and toolkit. It is meant to be an important building 

block for the challenging research area of future energy sys-

tems, by using the approach of Multi-Agent based Simulations 

(MABS)  for  hybrid  energy  networks  and  systems.  Starting 

from a topological model of the underlying technical network 

as  Multi-Agent  system  (MAS),  our  framework  allows  the 

modeling, implementation and configuration of different simu-

lation setups that can be easily executed as a distributed simu-

lation. Although they are represented differently in their usual 

graph-theoretical model, Agent.GUI now allows the modeling 

and simulation of electrical systems as well as the coupling of 

gas transportation networks and district heat systems. Because 

the  paradigm  of  agents  and  MAS  has  already  reached  the 

scope of the energy sector, we see our Agent.GUI framework 

and toolkit as a promising tool for supporting the current de-

velopments in the energy sector.

This paper is structured as follows:  The subsequent section 

focuses  on  Multi-Agent  based  simulations.  Related  work  is 

presented in section III. Section IV will give a brief overview 

about the Agent.GUI framework and toolkit, while section V 

describes a modeling approach for Multi-Agent systems that 

are representing energy networks. The subsequent section VI 

discusses and outlines our work while section VII concludes 

this paper.

II. AGENT-BASED SIMULATIONS

This paper will rely on the definitions for agents and Multi-

Agent system (MAS), as introduced by Wooldridge and Jen-

nings [1].  Accordingly,  an agent  can be seen as an autono-

mous computational entity that  is  situated in some environ-

ment and that is capable of effective, autonomous interactions 

with this environment. Other properties and abilities that are 

usually assigned to intelligent agents are its social ability, a re-
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active or proactive behavior, and, if necessary, the capabilities 

to learn or to be mobile.

Depending on the concrete scenarios and its requirements, 

agents can be designed with different levels of complexity and 

sophistication. Agents are often defined as being reactive, de-

liberative or as being capable to learn (e.g. [2]).

If  the overall  system consists of  a set  of  loosely coupled 

agents that are embedded in the same environment, a Multi-

Agent System (MAS) is formed. Such systems can be com-

posed in  order  to  find faster  and more diversified  solutions 

that cannot be found by single,  monolithic systems. For the 

practical problem solution the agents have to rely on commu-

nication, collaboration, negotiation, responsibility delegation, 

and trust. These subjects are also discussed in detail in the lit-

erature [3].

Changing  the  scope  of  agents  and  Multi-Agent  systems 

from real problem-solving to virtual problem-describing tasks, 

leads to the area of Multi-Agent based Simulations (MABS). 

Here  a  specific  scenario  is  modeled  and  conceptualized  as 

MAS, wherein the involved active and (more or less) indepen-

dent real world entities are mapped as agents that are embed-

ded in an abstracted, shared and virtual environment. 

Many  authors  describe  the  advantages  of  MABS  (some-

times also called agent-based modeling - ABM) through the 

benefits that result from the conceptualization of a system as 

agency:

1. Provision of natural description of a real system,

2. Capture of emergent phenomena in a system,

3. Flexibility.

The first  point  was already mentioned above through the 

mapping of real world entities to individually behaving agents. 

Instead of an abstract statistical description, as for example for 

the traffic density on a road or a traffic jam, MABS are able to 

describe  a model more naturally.  Emergent  behavior  results 

from the  interaction  of  individuals.  Thus,  examples  can  be 

found in real social groups as well as in social groups that are 

simulated by a MABS. Unlike a system that  results  from a 

strict mathematical modeling (e. g. with differential equations) 

with clear overall rules, a MABS may be able to capture group 

behaviors that are enriched with individual aspects for consid-

erations and reasoning. Those can be differently motivated and 

reach different decisions for a single situation. MABS can be 

considered as a tool for simulations that are able to capture 

similar and nearly realistic aspects as conventional simulation 

frameworks, but with a more enriched and meaningful level of 

detail on the individual agent side. 

The mentioned flexibility is achieved by the dynamic adap-

tation of a simulated situation. For such a MABS it is irrele-

vant how complex a simulation is, as long as the agents are 

able to couple themselves and interact with the given environ-

ment model that effects basically the overall complexity of a 

simulation. For example, a traffic simulation can have up to 

hundreds, thousands as well as 100000s of simulated cars. As 

additional degree of freedom the agents can be provided with 

a higher level of rationality or the ability to learn, which can 

change their reactions to occurring situations.

Introductions,  descriptions  and  exemplary  scenarios  for 

Multi-Agent  based simulation like the one described above, 

can be found, e. g., in [4], [5], [6], [8] and [8].

The foundation of each MABS is the modeling and abstrac-

tion of the real world scenario, which is basically the defini-

tion of a comprehensive environment model and of the agents 

that are situated in this environment. 

In general, the implementation of a MABS can be very dif-

ficult, costly and time consuming. This basically depends on 

the question of how “real”, detailed or valid a simulation has 

to be and what kind of investigations will be performed with 

it. In order to give an illustration here, one could imagine an 

escape scenario of a cruise ship, where the ship, as environ-

ment, has to be modeled as well as the persons (agents) trying 

to escape. Particularly the physical aspects of movements on 

the virtual ship already have to be modeled with a high indi-

viduality of the simulated human beings (e. g. for children or 

elderly people).

The effort for implementing an agent-based simulation from 

the scratch can be seen as very complex and time consuming. 

As we described that already in [9] we refer here to our former 

description.

III. RELATED WORK

In this section we will concentrate on some aspects of the 

ongoing work in the area of smart grids or smart energy net-

works respectively. Herein we will consider aspects of simula-

tions of smart energy networks and their topological represen-

tation. Furthermore we turn over to purely agent-based tools 

used in smart grids for different cases.

Technical  simulations  of  energy  networks  are  very  com-

mon. They are used for short and middle term planning and 

dispatching as well as for long term studies and investment as-

sessments. A full description and an in-depth survey of those 

software tools available here, would be however beyond the 

scope of  this paper,  since the list  ranges  from very general 

simulation  toolkits  like  MATLAB  and  Simulink1 to  highly 

specialized and proprietary software tools. 

In comparison to these standard software packages the in-

troduction of agents  and Multi-Agent  systems in the energy 

domain is however relatively new. In recent years different ap-

proaches and efforts can be observed on the economic side as 

for example through the modeling and simulation of electricity 

markets [10], [11]. 

On the other hand side, inspired through the need of reliable 

coordination mechanisms that involve the expected high num-

ber of small, uncertain and more diversified energy producers, 

like photovoltaic, wind energy, electric vehicles or Mini CHP, 

much effort was spend to develop solutions for a more intelli-

gent electrical power supply system that is commonly called 

Smart  Grid.  Here  authors  adapted  ideas  that  are  originally 

1 http://www.mathworks.com/products/simulink/
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originated  from the area  of  distributed  artificial  intelligence 

(DAI) or MAS, as for example the ability of intelligent net-

work  components  or  participants  to  self-monitor,  -diagnose, 

-organize,  -configure  or  even  -heal  themselves  in  order  to 

achieve a flexible,  safe and reliable operation of the energy 

supply [12], [13], [14]. 

As mentioned above, the main driver for the currently very 

dynamic  development  of  intelligent  energy  networks  is  the 

area of smart grids. Here a significant number of publications 

with different visions, proofs and small scale applications for 

distributed supply and demand side  management  have been 

presented  and have shown the abilities  of agents  to support 

partly different ideas for Smart Grids. Examples can be found 

in micro grid control, electric vehicles, storage management, 

intelligent households and other [15], [16], 17], [18]. Here the 

common approach is to model the underlying (electrical) net-

work topology as graph G(V,E), where the vertices are repre-

senting single components or agents, as for example a power 

plant or a transformer. The connections between these compo-

nents are modeled as edges,  which corresponds generally to 

the three-phase wiring in power supply systems. 

In this sense, the application of agents in district heating is 

also quite common and known as one point that has to be inte-

grated in a Smart Grid; e. g. due Combined Heat and Power 

(CHP). Here slightly different approaches can be found for the 

modeling as MAS. That is on one hand side to model a CHP-

plant  as  single  entity  that  is  part  of  the  electrical  network, 

while  connections  to  heat  customers  are  topologically  ne-

glected. A more detailed modeling was presented by Wernst-

edt [19], who concentrated on district heating systems, con-

sisting of a holonic structure of different agents, like producer, 

redistributors and consumer agents, but without an integration 

of  electrical  networks.  The  underlying  network  and  agent 

model is quite similar and applicable for electrical  and heat 

networks, but it is not for the natural gas case, which we will 

describe in the following.

Compared to the efforts in the smart grids area, the number 

of research activities and publication that connect the potential 

abilities of intelligent agents with the transportation of natural 

gas  is extremely rare.  Only Pelletier et  al [20] published in 

2005 an  agent-based  approach  for  a  gas  market  -  scenario, 

where it was more generally described on how to model the 

underlying  network  topology  of  gas  transportation  systems 

and the involved market participants as MAS. Results, further 

improvements or publications on this interesting work could 

unfortunately not be found. The common topological  model 

for  gas  networks  in  literature  is  also  described  as  Graph 

G(V,E) consisting on vertices and edges. But differently to the 

graph model for electrical and heat transmission, edges repre-

senting the active or passive components, like compressor sta-

tions,  vents,  control  valves  and so on.  Vertices  are  used  to 

connect two or more components (edges) to each other or de-

scribing  entries  or  exits  of  a  gas  transmission  system 

[21], [22].

Multi-agent based simulations were used in many publica-

tions in order to show the applicability of agents for special 

tasks in the operation of smart grids as for example in  [23], 

[24] and  [25]. Here the compliance to the IEEE standard on 

the Foundation for Physical Agents (FIPA2) is often called in 

order  to  choose  an  appropriated  agent  platform.  Such stan-

dardization allows interoperability  over  different  agent  plat-

forms, by using the FIPA’s Agent Communication Language 

(ACL).  Taking into account the,  in our view, justifiable de-

mand for a standardized agent platform, then the number of 

freely available and supported agent platforms is low and re-

duces  to  two  alternatives.  Those  are  the  agent  platforms 

JADE3 and ZEUS4. These platforms were extensively studied 

in many publications so that we refer to the work of Pipattana-

somporn et al  [23], who follows the same argumentation of 

standardization and who provide references for further read-

ing. In contrast to that work, however, we already had chosen 

JADE extended by Agent.GUI as our agent platform and end 

user application, which we have described in parts in our pre-

vious publication [9].

A different approach for hardware-related simulations was 

discussed and described in [26]. Here the need of new simula-

tion and testing tools that are applicable for the real time re-

quirements of the future energy system were underlined and 

discussed. In contrast to those requirements, we would like to 

make clear, that we see our approach first of all more related 

to planning processes, which are in our opinion not subject of 

such real-time requirements. However, we see in this time dif-

ference, among others, an open and challenging research ques-

tion, because it will determine how fast an energy network can 

be reconfigured.

To conclude this section we would like to  point  out that 

there are more open questions than solutions in the ongoing 

research and the current transformation of our energy supply. 

Comparing the types of energy networks to each other shows 

that there is a gap in the activities and the technical directions; 

in particular in the inclusion of agent technologies for natural 

gas transportation and district heat. With the expected higher 

interaction  of  these  networks  and  a  technology  shift  to  a 

(more)  decentralized  or  agent-driven  energy  supply,  these 

must be included in the further developments.

Searching for a purely agent-based simulation toolkit, that 

provides  compliance  with  the  FIPA  standards,  shows  that 

there is no ready and sophisticated tool available yet.  How-

ever, on the other hand, it is quite obvious that the demands on 

new energy grids require sophisticated and extensive simula-

tion studies in order to get a better understanding on how a fu-

ture energy network may look like, not only on the physical 

level  but  also on the  business  level.  The physical  grid  will 

look completely different due to the necessary two-way com-

munication and due to the huge number of energy producers 

instead of the comparatively few large energy plants of today. 

2 http://www.fipa.org
3 http://jade.tilab.com/
4 http://sourceforge.net/projects/zeusagent/
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Business plans will be mainly driven by specific local needs 

and conditions, not least due to the less predictable behavior of 

some  sustainable  energy  production  systems.  On  the  other 

hand, there is doubt that an energy system which will not be 

100% reliable will  end in  a catastrophe for  mankind which 

means that simulation studies need to be highly realistic and 

expressive.  This,  among  others,  will  also  mean  that  agent-

based  simulation studies  may have to  be able  to  manage  6 

digit numbers of agents that interact with each other in a de-

centralized and intensive way. 

In order to meet these challenges, we came to the conclu-

sion that a complete new development of an agent framework 

and an agent-based simulation toolkit from scratch is not feasi-

ble.  Instead  we  decided  to  extend  JADE  in  several  ways. 

Firstly, it is much more scalable and, thus, can deal with and 

manage very large agent communities. Secondly, a huge num-

ber of specific functionality for the simulation of energy girds 

has been integrated, which allows the expert to not only use 

Agent.GUI for the simulation of physical features and charac-

teristics of energy networks but also for the simulation of its 

economic aspects and business models.

IV. AGENT.GUI: TOOL AND FRAMWEWORK

Agent.GUI5 is a framework that extends the well known and 

widely used JADE agent platform. It provides thus the func-

tionalities of JADE as well as additional features that allow a 

simplified execution of large scale MABS. Hereby Agent.GUI 

addresses the utilization of MAS and MABS for end users that 

are not involved in the paradigms of the agent technology. For 

this the framework provides a predefined graphical user inter-

face (GUI), where users can configure and work on different 

environments and agent setups within so called agent projects. 

Up to now Agent.GUI provides two predefined environment 

models  that  can  be  used  for  simulation.  One  of  these,  the 

Graph or Network environment model, can be used for simu-

lations of energy networks and will be introduced in the next 

section.

For  the  distributed  execution  of  a  Multi-Agent  system 

Agent.GUI provides a background system that can be used in 

grids or in cloud computing; it supports the extension and bal-

ancing of a MAS platform over different machines in an auto-

mated manner.  Various interfaces  and a Plug-In  mechanism 

allow the customization of the Agent.GUI end user application 

by developers. This can for example be used in order to inte-

grate a new individual environment model or in order to cus-

tomize  the  end  user  application.  Additionally,  external  li-

braries  can  be  added  to  the  application  during  runtime. 

Agent.GUI was already introduced by us in [9].

V. MODELING ENERGY NETWORKS AS MAS

As implied in the related work section we believe that the 

simulation of intelligent energy networks needs to consider the 

different  pure  technical  aspects  as  well  as  possible  market 

5 http://www.agentgui.org

mechanisms and rules. In a first step this leads to the necessity 

to deal with the physical properties of electrical networks, nat-

ural gas transmission systems and heat transfer. All these top-

ics  were  extensively studied in there ancestral  domains and 

have their inherent computational complexity, where the num-

ber of required physical parameters strongly differs depending 

on  the  domain.  But  consequently,  the  available  knowledge, 

bundled into the appropriate formula and calculation methods, 

have either to be re-implemented or be used by appropriated 

libraries. We will come back to this point in the discussion of 

our future work, but we keep in mind that in every case a set 

of physical parameters is required.

Nevertheless, from the perspective of computer science ev-

erything has to start with the description of the physical net-

work as graph, in which the intelligent components are em-

bedded and where the overall network, in turn, builds the envi-

ronment of a single network component. Depending on the do-

main we took the following considerations into account:

A. Electricity and District Heat

As described in the related work part,  these two kinds of 

networks can be modeled as graph consisting of vertices and 

edges, while vertices are representing the active components. 

But it has to be considered that one single component, like a 

transformer, can be connected to several other components of 

the  network.  Additionally  these  connections  can  depend  on 

different domains, as for example in the case of a CHP-plant, 

where gas is used for the generation of electrical power and 

heat.  These  observations  result  to  a  general  modeling  ap-

proach, where every vertex and every edge must be defined in-

dividually. Additionally, it has to be noted that a single con-

nection has to transport detailed information about their cur-

rent conditions. That is for example for the cabling between 

components, the phase voltages and the phase currents. In or-

der to deal with such information, we have decided to gener-

ally integrate ontologies here, which allow a flexible handling 

of individual data models and different conditions.

B. Natural Gas

Natural gas is basically a multi-fuel mixture, which consists 

largely on methane, but it differs in the further chemical com-

position. The usage of different kinds of gas qualities, like for 

example  with  biogas,  makes  a  detailed  observation  and  a 

tracking of gas qualities indispensable, even in a simulation. 

For this we see the connections between components as uncrit-

ical as long that there are not more than two components in-

volved.  However,  when branches  are  added,  these branches 

have to be considered and modeled as a single component, by 

means single sub graphs. This has to be done in order to calcu-

late or monitor resulting gas qualities at every entry or exit of 

a component. 

Another important aspect is the question of predefined di-

rections for  edges.  Starting from a stateless  situation in  the 

network, leads normally to undirected edges. This corresponds 

to the initial situation for pipelines and vents but not for the 
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case of compressors, since they are usually built to work only 

in one direction. This generally requires two different kinds of 

edges, a directed and an undirected one.

From the above considerations the question remains, which 

of these graph components is now an agent, if this is not obvi-

ous, as for example for intelligent households, a compressor or 

a power plant? Does it make sense to model a pipe or a cable 

as an agent even if they are not representing really active or 

intelligent components? 

We think so, because as soon as a component or device has 

to be observed in terms of reliability or compliance to con-

straints, tasks occur that should be also delegated to an agent, 

even if the tasks are simple. For a pipe this could be for exam-

ple an independent monitoring for leaks.

To conclude this for simulations of intelligent energy net-

works,  this  result  to  a  Multi-Agent  system  or  environment 

model, which fully consists of agents, which is graph theoreti-

cally represented through a set of sub graphs and that is onto-

logically enriched with domain specific information. For this 

we see a formal description as follows:

Let M = {A, D, G, P, C, E} be a Multi-Agent system where:

• A={a1,a2,  …,ai} represents  the  set  of  agents  that  are 

equals  to  (partly)  intelligent  component  in an energy 

network. The behaviors of the agents can so far not be 

formalized, because this will depend on the associated 

tasks and their implementation. 

• D={d1,d2, ...,di} describes the domain in which an agent 

is embedded

• G={g1, g2, …,gi} is a set of sub graphs gi=ai=(V,E) con-

sisting on vertices and edges, which, taken together, de-

fine  the  total  graph  G.  As  constraint,  in  these  sub 

graphs, at least one single vertex has to be included.

• P={p1,p2,…p3} describes the set physical properties and 

constraints that have to be used for a single component.

• CA={C1,,C2,…,Ci}  represents  a  set  off  groups,  colla-

tions or cluster that partition the set of sub graphs gi or 

agents  ai in cooperating entities. Here we assume that 

all groups are disjoint, except of the connecting nodes 

between such clusters. 

• E={ε1,ε2,…,εi} is the production or the consumption of 

energy  or  its  equivalent  over  time,  that  will  be  pro-

duced or consumed by the agents ai.

Since we present our integrated approach within our frame-

work, we now shortly describe, the usage of Agent.GUI, in or-

der to define and execute an energy network as MAS.

As  earlier  mentioned,  the  graph  or  network  environment 

model is one of two predefined environment models, which 

can be chosen, within the applications project window. In or-

der to define an energy network one needs to declare all in-

volved domain types first, such as electricity,  gas or district 

heat.  It  follows the definition of  components  that  are  to be 

specified by its name, their domain membership, the type of 

agent to be used and a graph prototype that defines the appear-

ance of the component in the representation of the total graph. 

Further configurations can be done for ontology usage, imag-

ing, coloring and other.

The most obvious and important graph prototypes are pre-

defined and already integrated in our framework in order to 

assign a graph representation to a network component. Those 

are for example prototypes like a simple vertex, an undirected 

or a directed edge, as well as more complex elements like stars 

and rings. Additionally, these prototypes can be supplemented 

with own creations of graph prototypes.

While adding or removing a component to a model, the cor-

responding list of agents will be maintained automatically in 

order to define the agents that  are to be started for a single 

simulation  setup.  In  order  to  provide  these  agents  with  the 

needed initial information for their current state or with statis-

tical  information of  energy usage,  agents  can be configured 

with different types of start arguments; these are in fact  the 

start arguments for agents that are provided by JADE. Here 

Agent.GUI offers however a graphical user interfaces in order 

to configure the initial state of agents in the simulation setup 

by using specifiable classes out of ontologies. As example: A 

predefined base-ontology that comes with the framework al-

lows configuring time series  for energy consumption or xy-

plots for characteristic compressor fields. Furthermore, by us-

ing a reflective access, Agent.GUI allows the usage of custom-

ized ontologies, which thus can be integrated as complex data 

model of simulated domain.

As conclusion, Figure 1. shows a simple example on how 

an  agent-based  simulation  of  a  smart  energy  network  with 

Agent.GUI can look like. 

Fig. 1.  Example for a hybrid energy network, modeled with Agent.GUI. It 

contains  wind  turbines,  photovoltaic’s,  different  plants  (nuclear  and  coal), 

transformers,  a  Power-to-Gas  unit  in  the  bottom  center  and  a  simple  gas 

network on the right side with entries, exits and one single compressor. 
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VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The  introduced  modeling  approach  is  the  initial  starting 

point of our own deepening in this challenging research area 

as well as the starting point for the further developments of the 

Agent.GUI framework and toolkit. Now, the integration of in-

telligent components (or agents) will be forced, where further 

open research questions are expected that has to be answered. 

The types of questions for simulations are very similar to the 

questions in the ongoing research for real Smart Grids, as for 

example in the question of re-implementing known calculation 

methods or not. 

In our opinion this depends strongly on the ways in which 

energy  networks  are  operated  in  the  future.  Here  different 

ideas exist ranging from centralized controlled systems, over 

decentralized  hierarchically  systems  to  fully  decentralized 

structures. Consequently, each of these types needs a different 

kind  of  sophistication  for  the  involved  agents.  That  corre-

sponds to the communication between them, the used commu-

nication protocols,  the self-awareness  and the possible plan-

ning and collaboration strategies. 

For a further centralized operation of energy networks, a re-

implementation of  calculation methods is  simply not  neces-

sary, because the proven software tools can still be used or de-

veloped. This is changing as soon as a decentralized operation 

will be applied. Then calculation methods as for example the 

determination of gas parameters should be, somehow, possible 

on site, since the corresponding agent should be able to use 

such methods for its monitoring or its planning process. Then 

also  questions  occur  with  respect  to  emergence  and  trust, 

which will be essential for a decentralized organization of our 

future energy supply.

In addition, another interesting question is how future en-

ergy market will be organized and what rules have to be ap-

plied. Will the customer be able, for example, to change the 

electricity suppliers hourly or just for the single usage of their 

washing machine?

For these and all further questions, we consider the agent-

based simulation as the most appropriate tool, because it al-

lows us to iteratively learn and add intelligence to our energy 

networks,  but  without  disturbing its  current  operation.  Here 

MABS gives us the chance to reconstruct  the complexity of 

the real world.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article we introduced our framework Agent.GUI as a 

tool for Multi-Agent based simulations and have discussed its 

applicability to the current developments of future energy net-

works. For this, we have shown our approach to reflect and 

model  components  of  hybrid  energy  networks  as  a  Multi-

Agent  system.  Furthermore  we have  shown how individual 

ontologies can be applied in order to enrich a component or 

the overall  graph with the needed data models and physical 

parameters. After this we introduced the formal model of the 

resulting Multi-Agent system and have described the degree of 

freedom that our framework provides in order to translate a 

network model into an agent system and its necessary environ-

ment model.
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Abstract—This paper aims to initiate a discussion of what an  
agent in the context of Smart Grid is. But not as usually done  
from a computational perspective but rather from an engineer's  
perspective. This discussion seems to be missing with respect to  
the following questions periodically occurring when Smart Grid  
researchers  get  in  touch  with  agent  technology.  What  is  the  
difference  between  an  optimizer  or  an  Energy  Management  
System and an agent? Why are web-services not enough for a  
future Smart Grid control system? How are multiagent systems  
structured? These are only some of the questions we will discuss 
to  arrive  at  an  application-oriented definition  of  an  “agent”,  
understandable for Smart Grid researchers of various disciplines.  
Fostering  such  an  interdisciplinary  discussion  seems  to  be  
essential  when  trying  to  point  out  the  advantages  of  control  
systems based on multiagent technologies.

I. INTRODUCTION

AKING into  account  the  recommendations  of 

Wooldridge and Jennings [1], not to oversell the agent 

paradigm as the “magical  problem solving paradigm”,  our 

aim in this paper is to discuss the applicability of the agent 

paradigm  for  the  (still  imprecise)  idea  “Smart  Grid”.  In 

short, we want to scrutinize whether prior and current Smart 

Grid research uses the term agent only to jump on the agent 

technologies  bandwagon.  Thus,  we  will  shortly  introduce 

the core idea of the Smart Grid first, followed by a defini-

tion of Energy Management. Second, we will explain what 

an agent can be understood as in the Smart Grid. This paper 

aims to encourage the discussion of what an agent, applied 

in the Smart Grid, really is. Further, we will try to find an 

easily  understandable  definition  of  an  agent  in  the  Smart 

Grid  and  will  finally examine the advantage  of  using  the 

term agent and the implementation of the associated infor-

mation technology. For a software oriented definition we re-

fer to basic agent literature, describing an agent with some 

or all of the following attributes: autonomous, socially able, 

reactive, proactive, cooperative, goal-oriented, self-adapting 

and learning, flexible [2]. Our paper ends with a conclusion, 

summarizing the supplementary advantage of the usage of 

the term “agent”, of the application of the agent paradigm 

for distributed Smart Grid control systems, and a definition 

of an agent in the Smart Grid from an engineer's perspective.

T

II. THE SMART GRID VISION

Regarding plans defined by the European Union, central 

Europe strives slowly towards an energy supply powered by 

renewable energies [3]. With a rising amount of renewable 

energy resources,  it  will  be more challenging to ensure  a 

continuously secure and reliable energy supply. The weather 

depended fluctuation of the power supply of renewable en-

ergies (e.g. wind turbines or photo-voltaic systems) makes it 

necessary to build up either storage capacity, a Smart Grid, 

or a combination of both technologies to maintain the power 

supply in  the future.  In  this  paper  we concentrate  on  the 

challenges associated to the Smart Grid vision and the appli-

cation of  the agent  paradigm. Comparing the different vi-

sions of Smart Grid [4],[5], a set of common core ideas can 

be identified: The Smart Grid embodies the communication 

infrastructure  to  connect  different  distributed  energy  re-

sources (DERs) with the aim of: 

1) Adapting the demand side to the mainly fluctuating sup-

ply side of energy. 

2)  Integrating  the distributed  energy  resources  as  systems 

providing not solely active energy but also ancillary services 

(e.g. reactive power supply) to stabilize the distributed net-

work or specific network sections.

 

3) Exploiting storage capacity in the low and distributed en-

ergy network, for example using the batteries of electric ve-

hicles or thermal storage in combination with electro-ther-

mal heating systems located  in  single-family dwellings  or 

public buildings  (such  as public baths,  nursery schools  or 

hotels).   

To reach these aims, a various number of different DERs 

need  to  be  coordinated  at  runtime.  Therefore,  appropriate 

control  systems must be developed and tested.  But which 

control system is the most promising one? Is it a distributed 

control system following the agent paradigm? Despite previ-

ous  research,  mainly  demonstrating  the  feasibility  of  the 

Smart Grid idea [6], comparatively little effort has been de-

voted consequently to carving out the technical differences 
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between  an  agent  based  control  system and other  control 

paradigms. During our literature review we could not find a 

paper which works out the meaning of the term “agent” with 

special regard to Smart Grid applications. In this paper, we 

want to fill  this gap by examining first  the difference be-

tween an Energy Management, as the overall task in a Smart 

Grid, and different control systems carrying out the task of 

Energy  Management.  Second,  we  will  discuss   what  an 

agent can be understood as in the Smart Grid.

III. ENERGY MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

  The term Energy Management System (EMS) is closely 

linked to the term Smart Grid.  Energy Management (EM) 

describes  the  task  of  planning  and  controlling  energy  re-

sources in an optimal manner in a well-defined environment 

(physical  system).  Thus,  an  Energy  Management  System 

comprises the hardware and software that perform the task 

of Energy Management for a dedicated physical system. The 

way in which the task of  EM is carried out and how the 

EMS is implemented and designed, depends on the proper-

ties and requirements of the underlying controlled physical 

system. This definition of an Energy Management System 

suggests that a multiagent system (MAS) can be defined as 

one control paradigm to carry out the Energy Management. 

In short, a multiagent system is not a synonym for the term 

Energy Management System. It is rather one possible con-

trol paradigm which can be applied to Energy Management 

System. Regarding the vision of Smart Grid there will not be 

only one Energy Management System for the one physical 

system “Smart Grid”. Rather, the Smart Grid will consist of 

a  plenitude  of  EMS,  or  more  generally,  control  systems, 

each responsible for a dedicated physical system with differ-

ent constraints. Thereby an EM can be designed as an multi-

agent system. While the distinction between the EMS and 

the used control  paradigm seems to be trivial,  Smart Grid 

scientists usually use a weak delineation of these terms in 

their daily work. This leads to confusions and questions that 

we want to answer in chapter IV. But first, we will give a 

small overview about  the different control  systems (in the 

Smart Grid). We differentiate between control structures and 

control concepts which conjointly form the control system. 

While only control structures are important for our main dis-

cussion in section IV,  we must keep  in mind that  control 

systems can evince an economical or network oriented con-

trol  concept.  The  control  structure  describes  the  logical 

structure of interacting control entities. Depending in which 

control entity the information processing (usually a sort of 

optimization)  is  fulfilled,  it  can  be  differentiated  between 

central-hierarchical,  decentralized,  and  distributed-hierar-

chic control structures (cf. Figure 1).  

A. Central-hierarchical Control Structure

  In today's European energy supply systems, a central-hier-

archical control structure is mainly applied. Also, the major-

ity of industrial processes follow a central-hierarchical struc-

ture nowadays. 

Central-hierarchical  control  structures  consist  of  one (cen-

tral) control entity (CE-O) of the higher level that coordi-

nates an assigned group of control entities in a lower control 

level (CE). Pursuing an optimization goal or a production 

recipe,  the higher level output values  are the input values 

(set points) of the control entities that are members of the 

underlying control level. Figure 1 (a) exemplarily depicts a 

two level control system. The blue control entity (CE-O) is 

on the higher control level. The CEs are on the lower control 

level, receiving only set values from the CE-O.

Virtual Power Plants (VPP) are typical applications usually 

following a central-hierarchical structure.  Here,  the idea is 

to optimize/bundle the production and consumption of elec-

tric  energy  for  a  number  of  different  distributed  physical 

systems (e.g. households, business enterprises or single de-

vices, like Combined Heat and Power Systems) in a central 

control entity. After central calculation of the optimal opera-

tion schedule, VPP control entities (CE) receive an actuating 

variable either to run, stop or changing the power.

B. Distributed-hierarchical Control Structure

  In a distributed-hierarchical structure, the different control 

entities are connected via one central unit. While the local 

control entities (CE) in a central-hierarchical structure only 

receive an actuating variable which they have to follow,  in 

the distributed-hierarchical structure all control  entities are 

Fig 1. Control Structures: Central-hierarchical (a), Distributed-hierarchical (b), Decentralized (c)
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responsible for their single local optimization. In the latter 

structure, every control entity sends an abstracted value (e.g. 

a financial bid for negative or positive power for a time slot) 

to a central control entity to ensure the global optimum, e.g. 

for a low voltage electric network (cf. Figure 1 (b)).

Most former projects working on the subject of agent sys-

tems are structured in distributed-hierarchical way. For ex-

ample,  [7] applied distributed agents,  each responsible for 

one consumer or producer, sending financial bids to a Bal-

ancing Group Manager (BGM). The BGM tries to match the 

received bids in an iterative processes based on the econom-

ical basis stated by Chavez et al. [8]. As examples for imple-

mentation of a distributed-hierarchical structure as real field-

test, the projects eTelligence [9] funded by the German gov-

ernment  and  the  ongoing  project  of  the  Energy  Research 

Centre of  the Netherlands  (ECN) called INTEGRAL [10] 

can be named. Also these systems pursue an interaction be-

tween the control entities only using systems to trade active 

energy.

C. Decentralized Control Structure

  In  a  fully  decentralized  structure,  the  single  distributed 

physical systems are fully controlled and optimized by their 

associated local control entity (CE). In this control structure 

no dedicated central or master control entity exists (cf. Fig-

ure 1 (c)). Thus, distributed control entities can communi-

cate in a peer-to-peer manner. Conceivable but not manda-

tory, is a dynamic election of one distributed control entity 

as a master, i.e. responsible for coordination. It might strike 

you that this is much what we described as a distributed-hi-

erarchical structure. But with the possibility of migrating the 

role of a “master” to another active control entity we elude 

the problem of a single point of failure. 

Previously, only scarce research has been conducted focus-

ing on fully decentralized control systems in a simulation or 

a field test. Although associated with the research fields of 

organic computing Kamper has developed a model that al-

lows every physical system, independent how huge it is (e.g. 

washing machine or the entire Smart Home), to directly get 

in  contact  with  other  physical  system via their  associated 

control entities. [11]  

IV. THE TERM AGENT IN THE SMART GRID CONTEXT

In this section we will discuss and define an agent and a 

multiagent  system  more  from  an  engineer's  perspective 

rather  than  a computational  perspective.  We consider  this 

application oriented definition and discussion of MAS, and 

what an agent really is, as essential. We do so, to facilitate 

engineers of Smart Grid applications to understand the dif-

ference  between  current  well-working  control  techniques 

but also to convince them of the advantage which can arise 

with the application of agent technology in the Smart Grid. 

Engineers  working in the field of  Smart  Grid might have 

heard somehow of the term agent or multiagent systems, but 

usually a practical implementation is intangible for most of 

them. Questions like the following periodically occur: What 

is the difference between an agent and an embedded systems 

with an optimization running on it? What is the difference 

between a closed loop control and an agent? From a compu-

tational  point  of  view these  questions  certainly  seem like 

comparing apples and oranges. But at least, these questions 

indicate that engineers still have problems appreciating mul-

tiagent  technology.  After  giving  the  reader  the  relevant 

background and motivation, we want to pose and discuss the 

most common questions and remarks directed to researchers 

of information and agent technology by researchers of other 

Smart Grid disciplines. 

A. Why is an “Internet of Energy” based on web-services 
not enough?

   As [12] describes, the use of web-services or even web-
service  choreography  is  inadequate,  when  distributed 
systems'  interactions  (between  control  entities)  can  only 
partially be defined at design time. In a future Smart Grid 
different  still  undefined  interactions  between  several 
imprecisely defined stakeholders need to be handled. From 
this point of view it seems that future energy systems need 
more  than  only  an  “Internet  of  Energy”  based  on  web-
services. An iteratively growing Smart Grid requires highly 
dynamic,  flexible  and  extensible  control  systems  able  to 
(re-)organize  themselves  without  need  of  specifying  all 
dependencies at design time. However, this assumption does 
not  mean that  web-services  are  an  antiquated  and  useless 
technology. Quite the contrary. As proposed in [12] and [13] 
a  combination  of  both  technologies  can  be  suitable.  The 
agent  might  composite  web-services  to  reach  goals, 
intentions or strategies of the users or organizations that the 
agent  is  working  for.  But  real  autonomy,  as  required  and 
defined by most basic agent literature, can only be reached 
by  agents.  Because  agents  are  aware  of  themselves  and 
aware  of  the existence  of  other  control  entities (and  their 
services)  and  can  interdependently  decide  to  invoke  a 
service  or  to  carry  out  an  invoked  service  or  not.  Thus, 
agents are not bound to dedicated control entities or services 
but rather  are able to send  requests  to any other  agent  in 
order  to  find  appropriate  services  helping  to  fulfill  their 
internal  intentions.  In  the  Smart  Grid  this  might  be 
interesting when different stakeholders propose services for 
different  physical  systems,  for  example  maintenance 
services.  In  this scenario  the agent need to search for the 
best fitting service (for its beneath physical system). 

B. Why is an agent more than a software implemented 
optimizer?

The classic  mathematical  definition  describes  optimiza-

tion as the task of finding the best element (minimal or max-

imal value) from a set of available alternatives. From a tech-

nical or computational view, an optimizer is a software or 

technical  system which performs this task. Since the opti-

mization  equations,  the  objective  function,  and  the  set  of 

constraints are system dependent, the physical systems' dy-

namic  needs  to  be  known  at  the  optimizer's  design  time. 

Having in mind that the Smart Grid is a continuously chang-
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ing system with various technical systems, an optimizer, in 

the  classic  understanding,  seems  not  to  be  appropriate 

enough. Although optimizers work goal oriented, much like 

the agent, the missing automated self-adaption of its equa-

tions distinguishes the optimizer from an agent. Especially 

in Smart Grid applications, such a goal oriented adaption of 

the equations is necessary. This can be illustrated by means 

of a simple example: A technical system performing the En-

ergy Management, designed as a mass product, needs to be 

end user-friendly and installer-friendly.  Thus, complex and 

time-consuming configuration and parameterization need to 

be  reduced  to a minimum. Taking into consideration  that 

physical systems are not identical (e.g. Smart Homes have 

different heating systems), it is hardly possible to design one 

optimization algorithm that fits each system as well as the 

individual  behaviors  of  the  dwellers.  For  this  reason,  we 

propose learning and self-adapting systems which can auto-

matically adapt the optimizer's parameters and equations to 

the underlying physical system, the users' or dwellers' indi-

vidual behavior and to interactions with other control enti-

ties.

C. Why is an agent more than a digital closed-loop 
control?

Regarding the core definition, with its closed loop base, it 

seems  like  the  closed-loop  control  is  fairly  similar  to  an 

agent. Because somehow one might say that the closed-loop 

control is also autonomous. Not in the sense of interaction 

but more in the sense that a closed-loop control is coming to 

a  “decision”,  having  local  knowledge  about  the  system's 

condition from the feedback variable. However, this single 

feedback variable does not provide knowledge of the sys-

tem's dynamic or cannot be seen as a form of awareness of 

itself and the system environment.  We approximate to the 

definition  of  an  agent  when  thinking  of  model  predictive 

control,  that  is  equipped  with  a model  of  the  system dy-

namic. Furthermore, the (model) predictive control,  as the 

name suggests, can predict the state of the controlled physi-

cal  system and  therewith  might  be  declared  as  proactive 

other than the classic closed-loop control which is only reac-

tive. According to researchers working in the field of agent 

technologies, a control system is proactive when it is able to 

find alternative solutions in case  a problem occurs.  Addi-

tionally,  proactive  systems should  allow for  searching  for 

other  control  entities  to  enable  cooperative  interaction. 

Agents are able to communicate and interact with other con-

trol  entities  in  a  cooperative  manner   distinguishing  the 

(closed-) loop control from an agent. More specifically, an 

agent can communicate with other control entities to find a 

stable optimal solution for the whole interconnected system 

and for  its  own physical  system. Closed-loop controls are 

not even aware of themselves or the other control entities. 

This might be critical in case of several closed-loop controls 

influencing one control path. Regarding the Smart Grid idea, 

controlling e.g.  the electric  network  frequency or  the net-

work  voltage,  a  reliable  coordination  of  the  dynamic  of 

these grid coupled (small) energy resources via their associ-

ated controllers or control entities, will become essential.

D. Is a multiagent system necessarily fully distributed 
structured?

Former research focused on agent-based Smart Grid sys-

tems  mainly  followed  a  distributed-hierarchical  structure 

[7], [9], [10], [14]. We argue that a truly multiagent system 

should provide the possibility to communicate and interact 

with any control entity in the system. This is not the case in 

distributed-hierarchical systems. We propose that the inter-

action with all participating entities of the system is neces-

sary,  not only from an agent's  theoretical  but also from a 

Smart Grid application's view. Structuring a control system 

in a distributed-hierarchical manner constitutes a curtailment 

of agent's autonomy since freedom of action is restricted to 

one single entity. Thus, we want to suggest to entitle control 

systems as multiagent systems, which follow a fully distrib-

uted structure,  only.  Also, this seems to be an appropriate 

structure for a multiagent system applied in the Smart Grid. 

Since,  due  to  the  judicial  requirement  of  a  discrimination 

free energy supply,  and additionally,  because fully distrib-

uted systems permit  the cooperation  of  agents  in the way 

that distributed entities can organize themselves e.g. in en-

ergy communities. Regarding the core definition of an agent 

and a multiagent system this cooperative behavior is one im-

portant pillar of the agent definition.

E.  Is it sufficient that a system is labeled as MAS system 
when it only trades power?

   In  an  evolving  interdisciplinary  system like  the  Smart 

Grid, the interaction between control entities should go be-

yond solely trading active or reactive energy.  Communica-

tion should be extended, allowing systems to exchange in-

formation about their devices’ performances,  to cooperate, 

e.g. to improve the local weather forecast, or to offer main-

tenance services or to customize services  to different cus-

tomers. To reach such communicational flexibility,  control 

entities need to be aware of themselves as well as of other 

control entities. This raises the need for a meta language for 

multiagent systems, like proposed by the Foundation for In-

telligent  Physical  Agents  (FIPA)  [15].  FIPA  permits  re-

quests of the agents' used ontology and language. Only such 

an abstract language, characterized by a minimum of neces-

sary communication methods, ensures an interaction (inde-

pendent of a certain topic) and therewith the autonomy of an 

agent.

F. Why is an agent more than a computational energy 
assistant interacting with its users?

Important aspects in context of agent-based technologies 

in the Smart Grid constitute the interaction between the user 

and the control entity. Agent-based systems can adapt to the 

individual  characteristics  of  inhabitants  and  thus have the 

potential  to  increase  subjective  comfort.  In  consequence, 

this may result in a more positive evaluation of the technol-

ogy.  That  is,  the systems'  adaptability to individual  needs 

and changes in preferences or behavior  over time may be 

crucial for the success of the systems and related technolo-

gies.  Such user  adapted solutions distinguish  agent-based 
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solutions from common smart home applications  (i.e.  en-

ergy  assistance  systems).  Perfectly  adapted  to  individual 

user characteristics, the agent systems may reduce necessary 

control input from the dweller's side leading to lower work-

load. Further, agent-based systems are able to independently 

carrying out actions e.g. to enhance energy efficiency rather 

than solely providing information (as in case of energy as-

sistance  systems).  Increasing  automation  further  reduces 

dwellers' workload.

Although agent-based automation may enhance user comfort 

by  concomitantly  increasing  energy  efficiency,  it  is 

necessary  to  maintain  the  opportunity  that  inhabitants 

engage in the control process when desired. This constitutes 

a fairly difficult  challenge for  future agent-based concepts 

since  long  periods  of  automated  processes  without  user 

interaction  may lead to inadequate  user  behavior in times 

user-based  action  is  desired/demanded  [16].  Future  agent 

-based  systems  need  to  account  for  this  issue  finding  a 

perfect  balance  between  adequate  automation  and  desired 

user input. 

V. CONCLUSION

Beginning  with  a  short  introduction  of  the  Smart  Grid 

idea and the relation between Energy Management Systems 

and control systems we analyzed what an agent can be un-

derstood as in a future Smart Grid. We discussed some typi-

cal questions that mainly come up when engineers of Smart 

Grid applications get in touch with multiagent systems. The 

aim was to show the urgent need of finding an application-

oriented, engineer friendly definition of multiagent systems 

and the agent paradigm in the Smart Grid. Furthermore, we 

wanted  to  initiate  an  interdisciplinary  (computer  scientist, 

economists,  control  engineers,  mechanical  engineers)  dis-

cussion of that topic. Based on presented questions, we de-

cline to classify agents as such, when the technical (control) 

system only exhibits  one  of  the  core  agent  attributes  (cf. 

Section I.). We claim that only a combination of almost all 

agent attributes at least makes the term necessary and useful. 

For example, in the classic definition, an optimizer is goal 

oriented but not able to automatically reconfigure his objec-

tive function or his constrains. Following our definition, a 

control entity in the Smart Grid shall be labeled as an agent  

when: 

- it  is  able to communicate in a  cooperative  manner 

with other control entities or rather agents. 

- it  is responsible for the automatic Energy Manage-

ment of an underlying physical system. 

- it consists in a minimum of the following different 

parts of software implemented systems: The  Learn-

ing System which is adapting the computational opti-

  mizer's goals to the needs of the user, the changing 

physical  system  or  to  interactions  to  other  agents. 

The Optimizer that calculates under given constraints 

the optimum and sends the set  values to a reactive 

(Closed-) Loop Control. 

Thus, in our understanding, the term agent is suitable when 

describing a combination of the named techniques running 

on a control entity. Therewith an agent is more than “only” a 

web-service, a (closed) loop control, an optimizer or a learn-

ing system. 
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SD&A is a FedCSIS conference area aiming at integrat-
ing and creating synergy between FedCSIS events that 

thematically subscribe to the discipline of software engineer-
ing. The SSD&A area emphasizes the issues relevant to de-
veloping and maintaining software systems that behave reli-
ably, efficiently and effectively. This area investigates both 
established traditional approaches and modern emerging ap-
proaches to large software production and evolution. Events 
that constitute SSD&A are:

S • ATSE'2012  -  3th  International  Workshop 
Automating  Test  Case  Design,  Selection  and 
Evaluation

• MDASD'2012 - 2nd  Workshop on Model  Driven 
Approaches in System Development

• WSS'2012 - The 4th International  Symposium on 
Web Services

Software Systems Development & Applications





rends such as globalisation, standardisation and shorter 
lifecycles place great demands on the flexibility of the 

software industry. In order to compete and cooperate on an 
international  scale,  a  constantly decreasing time to market 
and an increasing level of quality are essential. Software and 
systems testing  is  at  the  moment  the  most  important  and 
mostly used quality assurance technique applied in industry. 
However, the complexity of software systems and hence of 
their development is increasing. Systems get bigger, connect 
large amounts of components that interact in many different 
ways on the Future Internet,  and have constantly changing 
and different types of requirements (functionality,  depend-
ability,  real-time,  etc.).  Consequently,  the  development  of 
cost-effective and high-quality systems opens new challenges 
that cannot be faced only with traditional testing approaches. 
New techniques for systematization and automation of test-
ing are required.

T

Even  though  many  test  automation  tools  are  currently 
available to aid test planning and control as well as test case 
execution and monitoring, all these tools share a similar pas-
sive philosophy towards test  case  design,  selection of  test 
data and test evaluation. They leave these crucial, time-con-
suming and demanding activities to the human tester. This is 
not without reason; test case design and test evaluation are 
difficult to automate with the techniques available in current 
industrial practice. The domain of possible inputs (potential 
test cases), even for a trivial program, is typically too large 
to be exhaustively explored. Consequently, one of the major 
challenges associated with test case design is the selection of 
test cases that are effective at finding flaws without requiring 
an excessive number of tests to be carried out. This is the 
problem which this workshop wants to attack.

This workshop will provide researchers and practitioners a 
forum for  exchanging ideas,  experiences,  understanding of 
the problems, visions for the future, and promising solutions 
to the problems in automated test case generation, selection 
and evaluation. The workshop will also provide a platform 
for researchers and developers of testing tools to work to-

gether to identify the problems in the theory and practice of-
software test  automation and to set an agenda and lay the 
foundation for future development.

TOPICS

Topics include (but are not limited to):
• techniques and  tools  for  automating test  case  de-

sign:
◦ model-based,
◦ combinatorial.based,
◦ optimization-based,
◦ etc.

• Evaluation of testing techniques and tools on real 
systems, not only toy problems.

• Benchmarks  for  evaluating  software  testing  tech-
niques
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Abstract—Reliability and correctness of a web application
are crucial factors to its success. Errors occurring in non-
deterministic moments do not attract the target audience of
the application. It is quite impossible to deliver 100% reliable
application. Hidden errors are discovered when target users are
using the application. With proper tooling and support the time
between the error discovery or report and the error elimination
can be reduced. In this paper we are proposing formal model
for a model based improvement of a testing process of the web
application. Our goal is to create a formal model and design
a testing framework based on the direct guidance of a tester
through the testing process, verifying his steps and providing
better feedback.

Index Terms—test automation, test case scenario generation,
guidance application.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a software development life-cycle a software testing
phase is the most important phase. In this phase most errors
are discovered and fixed. Different types of software testing
techniques can be chosen to be used in the testing phase. For
example unit tests are executed automatically and repeatedly
to discover the errors made in development phase when a new
feature was introduced. Only single subsystem or individual
module is tested using unit testing approach. The more sub-
systems are involved in unit testing, the more complicated the
test set up and the initialization phase are—the subsystems
that are not directly under test must be mocked or proxies
have to be created to simulate their functionality.

Logical next step is integration testing approach where
individual modules are combined and tested as a group. As
testing becomes more complex, a different approach must be
taken. The steps in integration tests are described in test case
scenarios. For every step in the test case scenario a action that
have to be taken and set of the input values to be supplied is
defined.

Test case scenarios created manually by test coordinators
are usually given to testers. Testers have to follow the steps
specified in these test scenarios and testewr reports back
the result of the testing process. The main problem is the
quality of provided feedback, untrustworthy tester can report
no problems at all.

An architecture of our proposed system was presented in [3].
The proposed system guides the tester through every single

step of test scenario. Every input value and every action taken
by the tester is verified. One of the important parts of the
proposed system is the test scenario dispatcher. It watches the
entire system under test (SUT) and serves the scenarios to the
tester based on various criteria—for example it dispatches the
scenarios for testing of mission critical subsystems first, or do
not dispatch tests for subsystems currently not available.

In our proposal we will focus on a model based improve-
ment of a testing process of the web application. It will
be achieved by eliminating the unnecessary paperwork by
introducing the formal automatic test case specification. Our
application for tester’s guidance proposed in our previous
paper [3] will help tester through the testing process. The
guidance application that will be designed, is based on the
proposed formal model.

II. RELATED WORK

In [1] web application is described as a set of web page
schemas. User interaction with the web page schema is de-
scribed by input and action schemas. On a single page repre-
sented by a web page schema user input is captured in a input
schema. Then the user executes one of the actions available in
the action schema. The resulting sequence of events is verified
after. We have adapted the definition of the web application
published in [1] to suit our needs. We need to capture business
properties, resp. technical properties not directly related to the
problem domain and we call them business, resp. technical
(non-model) metadata. Maximal throughput of given segment
of the web application is an example of a technical metadata.
Metadata will be used in a test case generation and during the
test case scenario dispatching.

It is not possible for humans to verify every web page
schema and every possible combination of input values and
actions taken. Testing of the system based on its model, so
called model-based testing, is the key approach here [2, 4, 5].
We will generate these tests automatically. Model of the web
application is input to the test case scenario generator.

The application can be modelled using UML [6] notation.
In [5] test case scenarios are generated using UML activity
diagrams. These diagrams are used to express all possible
controls flows in defined uses cases. Many aspects of the web
application can be expressed in UML diagrams, but there are
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some limitations. For example the relationship between web
pages, their input and action elements. WebML [7], an UML–
like graphical notation, allows the architect to describe these
features.

For the design of the solution a methodology called Test by
Contract [8] can be used. It defines test contracts extending the
definition of the component contracts concept [4] to the test
domain. A component contracts specify how to use the com-
ponent interfaces correctly to access component functionality.
The component contracts capture the mutual responsibilities
that both partners of a component (i.e. service contractor
and client) must comply with, independent of how they are
implemented. Any violation of these contracts indicates a
potential fault.

The test contracts are designed and constructed based
on the well-developed component contracts (e.g. interface
contracts, element contracts, etc.), and are used in various
testing approached (unit testing, integration testing, etc.). Their
implementation using the form of aspects (precondition, post
condition and invariant) results in designing component test
cases based on contracts - contract-based component test.
Operations for testing of the system components are going
to be essential part of the system and they will allow dynamic
system testing

III. FORMAL MODEL

System under test, a web application, is based on the
following formal model. We have adapted the formal definition
of the web application published in [1]. We have extended this
definition with definition of finite sets of metadata (technical
and business) values.

Definition 1: A web application A is a tuple
〈W,S, I, A,W0,Wε,M, T 〉, where:

• S, I, A are disjoint finite sets of state, input, and action
values. Constant values can be shared among these sets.

• W is finite set of the representations of web pages,
• W0 ∈ W is the representation of home page, Wε /∈ W

is the the representation of error page,
• M is a set of business metadata values,
• T is a set of technical (non-model) metadata values
In the testing process tester has to pass through all the

test case scenario steps defined in selected test case scenario.
A specification of an interaction of the tester with system
under test is defined in each of test case scenario step.
Instructions describing the test case scenario step are defined
clearly without ambiguities. For brevity we will limit the user
interaction with the SUT to only one action that is captured
in the test scenario step.

Definition 2: Test case scenario is finite sequence
{〈Vi, Si, Ii, Ai, Ri, TDi〉}i≥0 where Vi is a web page page
representation used in step i, Si ⊂ S is set of state values
used in step i, Ii ⊂ I is set of values of input elements used
in step i, Ai ∈ A is an action taken in step i, Ri is set of
restricting constraints rules, TDi ⊂ Si ∪ Ii ∪M ∪ T is finite
set of state, input, business and technical metadata values

Fig. 1. Locations of constraint evaluation

used in step i. 〈Vi, Si, Ii, Ai, Ri, TDi〉 is called configuration
of test case scenario step.

The tester will be therefore instructed what to do, where to
do it, how the data will be shaped and under what conditions
it will be done. One step in test case scenario is described by:

• web page that uniquely identifies the “location” of user
interaction (where)

• action to be taken (what to execute)
• constraint rules (under what conditions)
• step data (domain entities, domain metadata, technical

metadata) that will be used to evaluate constraint rules
(shape of data)

If any constraint is violated, the user has option to fix the
problem—user can enter the right input values or can abort the
test case scenario and create an error report and provide useful
feedback. If an unexpected error occurs in the application
(this often indicates a problem inside the system) the test
case scenario is automatically aborted. Discovered problem is
reported back to the developers with the context of the SUT
containing all data necessary to reproduce the error and fix it.
Tester can provide additional feedback before the error report
is submitted.

In standard client-server web application client requests a
page, the server receives the request, executes corresponding
code and sends back response. This response consists only
of data—HTML, images or data. We try to capture the user
interaction with the SUT in test case scenario step. The user
interaction with SUT is bounded by client request and server
response, either synchronous or asynchronous.

The constraint rules can be therefore divided into two sepa-
rate groups: inbound constraint rules and outbound constraint
rules. See Figure 1 for a schema describing the location of
invocation of constraint evaluation.

The inbound client-side constraint rules are rules vali-
dating the user input before it is sent to the server side
and a violation of such rule can be signalled immediately
to the user and no request is raised—a server round trip
is saved. The client-side inbound constraint rules are val-
idating elements from Ii. In a similar way, the inbound
server-side constraint rules are the rules validating user
input, server-side state, any metadata and database right
before the server action is executed. The inbound client-
side constraint rules can be implemented using client-side
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scripting language running in the browser, for example
JavaScript.

Definition 3: Inbound client-side constraint rule is a func-
tion φin : I → {0, 1}.

Definition 4: Inbound server-side constraint rule is a func-
tion Φin : S ∪ I ∪M ∪ T → {0, 1}.

The outbound server-side constraint rules are the rules
validating the state on the server side, any metadata and
database right after the server action is executed and before
the data is sent back to client.

Definition 5: Outbound server-side constraint rule is a func-
tion Φout : S ∪ I ∪M ∪ T → {0, 1}.

Example 3.1: The human-readable instruction in test case
scenario instructs the tester to “Login into the system as a
user with user name ‘administrator’.”. The constraint rule
expression “User name is equal to ‘administrator’” can be of
both types—either client-side or server-side inbound constraint
rule.
The configuration for the i-th test case scenario step from
Example 3.1 can be described as the following:

• web page Vi = {loginpage}
• action Ai = {login}
• constraint rules:

– client-side inbound constraint rules: value of the
input element identified by name UserName is
‘administrator’, although for simplicity this can be
specified as “User name name is equal to ‘admin-
istrator’” and expressed in suitable constraint lan-
guage (for example object constraint language, OCL)
in following form: UserName == ‘administrator’

– Ri = {UserName == ‘administrator′}
• data - values of input elements identified by UserName

and Password identifiers
– TDi = {valueUserName, valuePassword}

Example 3.2: On the contrary the instruction “Login into
the system as a user with administrator rights.” can be defined
only as a server-side outbound constraint rule, because the sys-
tem cannot verify whether the user logged in has administrator
rights until the moment data is ready to be sent back to client.
The configuration for the i-th test case scenario step from
Example 3.2 can be described as the following:

• web page Vi = {loginpage}
• action Ai = {login}
• constraint rules:

– server-side outbound constraint rules: User is in
administrator role

– Ri = {User is in administrator role}
• data: empty set—we don’t care about input values in this

step, but input values set to the server in the request can
be used for tracing and other purposes

– TDi = ∅
The form on login page is very simple—it contains only

two input elements (UserName, Password) and two ac-
tion buttons (Login, Register). The tester can locate the

elements specified in the constraint rules very easily in this
case, but can have problems with more complicated web forms
with tens of input and action elements. We will introduce
some usability features to make the tester interaction with our
guideline application and SUT more comfortable. For example
the name of the element in constraint rule can navigate the
tester in the form and locate and highlight the corresponding
input element.

The server-side inbound, resp. outbound, constraint rules are
executed before, resp. after, the action is executed. The code
of the system itself remains unchanged. We will encapsulate
the execution of the action in our execution context. In many
web frameworks for developing application these point-cuts
can be implemented using filters, for example before, after, and
“around” filters in Ruby on Rails. For other web frameworks
not supporting this features an aspect oriented framework
should be used to implement this.

Definition 6: Test case scenario step i with configuration
〈Vi, Si, Ii, Ai, Ri, TDi〉 where Vi is a web page page repre-
sentation used in step i, Si ⊂ S is set of state values used in
step i, Ii ⊂ I is set of values of input elements used in step
i, Ai ∈ A is an action taken in step i, Ri is set of restricting
constraints rules, TDi ⊂ Si ∪ Ii ∪M ∪T is finite set of state,
input, business and technical metadata values used in step i,
is called passed when for all rule constraints f ∈ Ri

• if f is client-side inbound rule, then f(j) = 1 where
j ∈ Ii

• if f is client-side outbound rule or server-side inbound
rule, then f(k) = 1 where k ∈ TDi

• Vi+1 is not error web page Wǫ

• execution of action Ai results in success
Definition 7: Let W = 〈W,S, I, A,W0,Wε,M, T 〉 be

a web application. A test scenario of W is an fi-
nite sequence of test case scenario step configurations
{〈Vi, Si, Ii, Ai, Ri, TDi〉}i≥0 where Vi is a web page page
representation used in step i, Si ⊂ S is set of state values
used in step i, Ii ⊂ I is set of values of input elements used
in step i, Ai ∈ A is an action taken in step i, Ri is set of
restricting constraints rules, TDi ⊂ Si ∪ Ii ∪M ∪ T is finite
set of state, input, business and technical metadata values used
in step i, we say that given test case scenario is passed when
each test scenario step Ki is passed for each i ≥ 0.

Our target is to find errors left in the system that were
not discovered by the unit testing. To have higher confidence
about the correctness of the implementation of the system
the SUT must be covered by our test case scenarios—every
single action the user can execute must be used in at least
one test case scenario step and this test case scenario must be
successfully completed by the tester without problems.

Definition 8: A test scenario step Ki with test case scenario
step configuration 〈Vi, Si, Ii, Ai, Ri, TDi〉 where Vi is a web
page page representation used in step i, Si ⊂ S is set of state
values used in step i, Ii ⊂ I is set of values of input elements
used in step i, Ai ∈ A is an action taken in step i, Ri is set of
restricting constraints rules, TDi ⊂ Si ∪ Ii ∪M ∪ T is finite
set of state, input, business and technical metadata values used
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in step i, then action Ai, resp. input element Ii, resp. action
Ai, is covered by Ki when Ki is passed.

Definition 9: Given the finite set A of action symbols of
the web application A, then

averify =
|Averified|

|A|
is called test case action verification ratio of the SUT

Averified =
⋃

T∈E

⋃

τ∈T

{a|a ∈ Ai ∧ τ is passed}

is the finite set of actions covered by all passed test scenarios.
E is the set of executed test case scenarios, T denotes test
case scenario test, τ is i-th single step in test case scenario
with configuration 〈Vi, Si, Ii, Ai, Ri, TDi〉.

We then use Ra = 100% · averify to express the SUT
test case action verification percentage. The test case state,
respectively input, verification ratio of the SUT are defined in
a similar way.

Definition 10: Given the finite set S of state symbols of the
web application A, then

sverify =
|Sverified|

|S|
is called test case state verification ratio of the SUT and

Sverified =
⋃

T∈E

⋃

τ∈T

{s|s ∈ Si ∧ τ is passed}

is the finite set of state covered by all passed test scenarios.
E, T and τ are defined as in Defintion 9.

Definition 11: Given the finite set I of input symbols of the
web application A, then

iverify =
|Iverified|

|I|
is called test case input verification ratio of the SUT, and

Iverified =
⋃

T∈E

⋃

τ∈T

{i|i ∈ Ii ∧ τ is passed}

is the finite set of input constants covered by all passed test
scenarios. E, T and τ are defined as in Defintion 9.

Our goal is to achieve nearly 100% test case verification of
the SUT. Since it is possible for the test designers to create
test case scenarios with steps covering every possible action in
system manually, this can be cumbersome for them to use our
approach. Existing model of the SUT describing the system
can be used to automatic test case scenario generation. Test
case scenario steps covering every action in the system will be
generated and test designer can customize them and combine
them to build meaningful test case scenarios.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented a formal model for a model
based improvement of testing process of the web application.
Our goal was to create a formal model and design a testing
framework based on direct guidance of a tester through testing

process. Our application for the tester’s guidance proposed
in [3] helps tester through the testing process.

Our solution is based on an automatic test case scenario gen-
eration. The automation of this process will help to generate
the test case scenarios effectively covering the system under
test providing a higher test coverage. Model of web application
formalized by our proposed formal model will be used as an
input to this model based test case scenario generation.

We have adapted formal model of web application published
in [1] and extended it with the notation of technical, resp.
business, metadata. The metadata represent properties not
directly related to the problem domain. It will be used in test
case generation and during the test dispatching.

The key component of our proposal is the guidance appli-
cation which will be implemented. By using this application
we will eliminate the unnecessary paperwork - no test case
scenarios will be created manually, test specification docu-
ments will be created with assistance of our system and the
feedback provided by the tester on every step taken will be
provided through our system. We focus on improving tester’s
feedback and verifying tester’s work and validating all steps
of test case scenario taken.

The future work will include an implementation of the
application for tester’s guidance. We will develop the extension
points that will be added to SUT and will be used to commu-
nicate with guidance application and the backend system.
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Abstract—Business  processes  naturally  integrate  web 
services implemented with different languages and technologies 
and  executed  in  heterogeneous  environment.  Usually  the 
integrated  web  services  and  their  underlying  infrastructure 
used to exchange messages are not under the control of process 
architects.  This  reflects  the  development  and  specifically 
complicates the testing. In this paper a methodology for testing 
of  business  processes  is  presented,  which  aims  to  enable 
automatic  test  case  generation  for  path  coverage  functional 
testing,  as  well  as  to  provide fault  injection mechanisms for 
negative functional testing. The methodology is supported by a 
testing framework, called TASSA, that consists of several tools 
for design time testing of business process described according 
Web  Service  Business  Process  Execution  Language  (WS-
BPEL) standard. The framework follows the Service-Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) principles and is validated through sample 
business process scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

ERVICE-ORIENTED Architectures  (SOA)  allows 
software  applications  to  interoperate  in  a  new way in 

distributed  environment.  Currently,  web  services  are  the 
most  widely  adopted  technology  for  implementation  of 
SOA.  In  order  to  achieve  a  particular  business  objective, 
they are composed in complex business processes following 
Web Service  Business  Process  Execution  Language  (WS-
BPEL) standard [1].

S

Testing business processes brings several challenges due 

to the following reasons:

• Missing of graphical user interface of business process;

• Invocation of services which are external for business 

process under test;

• Need  of  additional  efforts  and  tools  for  testing  third 

party/external web services of the business process in 

order to validate their quality;

• Possibility  for  usage  of  particular  web  service  by 

multiple business processes;

• Security issues established in distributed environment 

such as authentication, authorization, data integrity and 

privacy, etc.

The authors acknowledge the financial support by the National Scientific 
Fund, Bulgarian Ministry of education, youth and science, grant agreement 
No. DО02-182.

Implementation  of  business  processes  requires 

composition of web services that are built and deployed on 

heterogeneous  platforms.  These  services  are  outside 

organization  boundaries  and  are  very  hard  to  be  tested. 

Furthermore, they could be unavailable for a given period of 

time  or  in  the  worst  case  could  be  undeployed  by  their 

provider. This in turn complicates the testing of the business 

processes due to the necessity of emulation of the missing or 

unavailable web services. Additional efforts are needed for 

generation of appropriate message data, which will replace 

the actual ones expected by the business process.

In order to address the above issues, the paper proposes a 

methodology  for  testing  of  business  processes.  The 

methodology  covers  the  following  testing  activities:  (1) 

isolation  of  the  business  process  from  its  partner  web 

services, (2) fault injection, and (3) test case generation and 

execution.  These  activities  are  automated  through 

implementation of  several  tools, which are integrated in a 

common framework,  called  TASSA  providing  end-to-end 

testing of business processes described with BPEL.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II  

describes  the  proposed  methodology.  Section  III  presents 

TASA tools. Section IV is dedicated to the validation of the 

methodology through sample business processes. Section V 

gives  brief  description  of  the  current  BPEL  testing 

approaches  and  SOA  testing  methodologies.  Section  VI 

concludes the paper.

II.TASSA METHODOLOGY

This  Section  describes  the  methodology  that  TASSA 

framework implements. As was mentioned in the previous 

Section the methodology covers three main approaches: (1) 

Isolation of the business process from external partner web 

services;  (2)  Injection  of  faults  in the business  process  or 

communication channel leading to unexpected behavior  of 

the process; and (3) Test case generation and management. 

Each of them consists of three common steps:

1. Formal description of the business process with BPEL

TASSA methodology proposes formal description of the 

business  following WS-BPEL standard.  Thus the logic  of 

the  business  process  including  sequences  of  events  and 

activities,  state  transitions  and  invocations  of  partner  web 

services becomes more comprehensible and traceable, which 
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in turn facilitates test case generation. This is due to the fact 

that the core of the standard relies on the BPEL language, 

which  is  XML based  language  having  similar  features  to 

those  of  imperative  programming  languages  such  as 

variables, loops, branches, exception handling, etc.

2. Execution of  set  of  activities in order to achieve the  

specific goal of the approach

This  step  is  specific  for  each  approach  and  will  be 

described in detail in the next subsections of the paper.

3. Business process deployment

In  order  to  be  tested  the  transformed  business  process 

need to be deployed on a suitable application server, which 

in case of BPEL description of the process could be JBoss, 

GlassFish, WebSphere and so on.

A. Isolation of the business process

The isolation of the business process from its partner web 

services removes the external dependencies of the process. 

Thus the business process could be tested even if particular 

web service is not available or is not still developed.

The isolation of the business process under test includes 

the following steps:

A.1.  Identification  of  the  web  services  that  should  be  

isolated

This  step  includes  identification  of  the  web  service 

operations that should be simulated and the corresponding 

messages exchanged during web service invocation.  Next, 

appropriate  data  are  generated  in  order  to  replace  the 

messages expected by the process. 

A.2. Preparation for execution of isolation

This step requires formal description of the data generated 

on the previous step in order to be used as parameter that 

will  be  passed  to  a  particular  tool  performing  isolation 

activity. It includes definition of a message for invocation of 

appropriate TASSA tool. 

A.3. Business process transformation

This  step  produces  transformed  version  of  the business 

process, in which the targeted web services are isolated. It is 

performed according to the transformation rules defined on 

the step 1.

After  completion  of  the  steps  presented  above  the 

business process can be executed without availability of its 

partner  web  services.  Thus  it  allows  to  be  tested  even  if 

some  of  its  building  blocks  are  under  development.  The 

overall time for development will be reduced due to ability 

for testing of the business process in parallel with its partner 

web services.

B. Fault injection

The goal of the fault injection is to simulate faults during 

message exchange  of  the business  process  and  its  partner 

web  services  in  order  to  generate  negative  test  cases. 

Currently covered by the methodology situations that could 

be simulated are (1) overload of the communication channel 

that leads to delay of sending or receiving a message,  (2) 

failure  of  the  communication  channel  that  leads  to 

impossibility of sending or receiving a message, (3) noise in 

communication  channel  that  leads  to  receiving  a  message 

with  syntax  and  structure  errors,  and  (4)  wrong  business 

logic  of  particular  web  service  that  leads  to  sending  or 

receiving a message with syntax errors in its data.

The fault  injection of  the business  process  includes the 

following steps:

B.1. Description of faults that should be injected

This  step  requires  description  of  the faults  that  will  be 

simulated  and  their  parameters.  The  fault  description 

includes  identification  of  the  message  exchanged  when  a 

failure  is  expected  to  occur,  modification  of  the 

communication  channel  and  the  activity  corresponding  to 

the  identified  message.  It  could  be  executed  manually  or 

using TASSA framework.

B.2. Preparation for execution of injection

The  step  includes  formal  description  of  the  faults  as 

parameters that will be passes to a particular tool performing 

injection..  It  includes  preparation  of  a  message  for 

invocation of appropriate TASSA tool.

B.3. Business process transformation

This  step  produces  transformed  version  of  the business 

process,  in  which  faults  are  injected.  It  is  performed 

according  to  the  transformation  rules  defined  on  the 

previous steps.

C. Test case generation and execution

Test case generation of the business process includes the 

following steps:

C.1. Data dependency analysis of the business process

Data dependencies of the business process are analyzed in 

order to find different execution paths. Possible solution is 

to  transform  the  business  process  into  tree  structure  that 

present the execution paths according to the values of the 

business process’s variables.

C.2. Path selection

On this step a particular execution path of the business 

process is selected.  The variables from which the selected 

path depends on are also identified.

C.3. Test data generation

This  step  requires  generation  of  value  for  all  variables 

identified on the selected path. The values should be chosen 

so that the business process to proceed on the desired path.

C.4. Isolation of the business process

This  step  produces  transformed  version  of  the business 

process, in which all variables from which the selected path 

depends  on  are  replaced  with  their  corresponding  values 

generated on the previous step.

III. TASSA TOOLS

The  implementation  of  the  TASSA  framework  follows 

the methodology described in Section II. Several tools were 

produced that are described in this Section. Since the BPEL 
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is  widely  accepted  language  for  description  of  business 

processes,  TASSA  tools  are  implemented  based  on  WS-

BPEL standard and are integrated in NetBeans environment.

A. Isolation tool

The Isolation  Tool  (IT)  provides  temporary removal  of 

BPEL process dependencies from one or more external web 

services. This allows the tester to control the returned results 

of web services and pre-determine the possible routines in 

the BPEL process, as well as to continue testing even if a 

particular web service is missing.

The  BPEL process’s  dependency upon  partner  services 

can be described as follows:

• synchronous  execution  of  operation  provided  by  an 

external service (Invoke activity in the BPEL process 

description);

• asynchronous  execution  of  operation  provided  by  an 

external  Service (combination of  Invoke and Receive 

activity in the BPEL process description);

• unforced  message receipt  from external  service (Pick 

activity);

• sending message to external service (resulting from an 

ingoing message);

• HumanTask  activity,  which  requires  human 

intervention and which affects the application through 

its output data (operator-entered values).

To  eliminate  the  dependency  upon  Invoke  activity  the 

following actions should be conducted:

• Modification of the process, where the relevant Invoke 

activity  is  replaced  with  Assign  activity  to  assign  a 

specific values to the output variable;

• When  isolating  the  process  from  an  activity  a  test 

artifact  should  be  created  –  a  variant  of  the  BPEL 

process, in which the Invoke activity is replaced by an 

Assign activity.

The other dependencies are handled in a similar way.

B. Fault injection tool

The main task of Fault Injection Tool (FIT) is to simulate 

faults  during  message  exchange  in  order  to  generate 

negative test cases. The possible situations that are simulated 

are  described  in  Section  II.  FIT  takes  as  input  a  BPEL 

process under test, a list with failure parameters and a string 

with  values,  which  correspond  to  the  arguments  of  the 

activity causing the failure.  It returns a transformed BPEL 

process with simulated failure.

The fault injection process consists of the following steps:

• identification of message exchanged when the failure is 

simulated;

• modification  of  communication  channel,  so  that  the 

failures expected by the tester occur;

• modification  of  an  activity  that  corresponds  to  the 

message in order to send message to the proxy created 

between the message sender and receiver;

• serialization  of  input  arguments  of  the  real  receiver 

(marshalling);

• invocation of the proxy;

• deserialization of output arguments and sending to the 

real receiver (unmarshalling).

• Similar  steps  are  performed  for  the  response  of  the 

invocation.

C. Value generation tool

The goal of Value Generation Tool (VGT) is to generate 

valid  values  for  all  field of  a given variable  defined  with 

XML  Schema  Definition  (XSD)  in  the  BPEL  process. 

Currently the main functionality of VGT is provided by a 

tool,  called  WS-TAXI,  which  is  developed  by a  research 

team of Software  Engineering  Research  Laboratory at  the 

ISTI (Istituto di Scienza e Tecnologie dell'Informazione) in 

Pisa. WS-TAXI generates compliant XML instances from a 

given  XML  Schema  by  using  well-known  Category 

Partition  technique.  VGT  takes  as  input  a  BPEL process 

under test and an array with identifiers of variables, whose 

values need to be generated.

D. Data dependency analysis tool

Data Dependency Analysis Tool (DDAT) produces a list 

of variables for a given execution path in the BPEL process. 

It receives as input a BPEL process and an array of unique 

identifiers  of  activities,  describing the path that the BPEL 

process needs to follow.

During  data  dependency  analysis  three  operations 

implemented  in  the  TASSA  framework  are  invoked: 

Analyze,  Emulate  and  Apply.  The  operation  Analyze 

provided by DDAT tool returns a list of conditions and for 

each  condition  a  list  of  variables,  belonging  to  that 

condition,  and  location  where  the  variables  have  to  be 

injected.  Its  output  is  represented  in  text  mode.  The 

operation Evaluate receives the list of conditions and the 

corresponding  variable  values  and  checks  whether  the 

conditions  are  evaluated  appropriately.  The  input  for  the 

operation Apply is the BPEL process, the specific injection 

locations, and the specific values to inject. It calls IT of the 

TASSA framework by which Assign activities are inserted 

before  the  corresponding  conditions  in  order  to  set  the 

variable  values.  The  output  of  the  operation  Apply  is  a 

transformed  BPEL  process,  which  can  be  executed 

following the desired path.

E. Test case generation tool

Test  Case Generation  Tool  (TCGT)  provides  test  cases 

for  all  executable  paths  of  the  BPEL  process.  It  is 

responsible  for  storage  and  of  the  test  cases  and  thus 

supports conduction of regression tests.

The relationships  among TASSA tools are presented in 

Fig. 1.

Table I shows the correspondence of the TASSA tools to 

the proposed methodology. It describes the applicability of 

each tool to the methodology’s steps.

F. Sample usage scenario of the tools

The  TASSA  tools  described  above  could  be  used 

performing the following steps:
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Step 1: Use DDAT tool to analyze the data dependencies 

of the BPEL process and to find the executable paths as well 

as their underlying variables.

Step 2: Use WS-TAXI tool to generate variable values for 

each path so the process execution to follow it.

Step  3:  Use  IT  tool  to  replace  path  variables  with 

constants,  which values  are generated from the WS-TAXI 

tool.

Step 4: If  negative tests need to be performed than use 

FIT tool to inject faults in the BPEL process.

Step 5: If positive tests need to be performed use IT tool 

to remove external dependencies from partner web services 

of the BPEL process.

Step 6: Deploy BPEL process on an application server.

Step 7: Execute test cases.

Step 8: Compare expected with obtained results from test 

case execution.

IV. VALIDATION OF THE METHODOLOGY

TASSA methodology is  validated  through  usage of  the 

implemented tools for testing of sample business processes 

described with BPEL. 

A. Business processes used for validation

Three sample business processes are used for validation 

of the proposed methodology.

Order Music Process (OMP) is invokes three partner web 

services. Two of them, which are external, are used for e-

mail validation and checking of music tracks. The third one 

provides offers to the customers and is implemented by the 

TASSA team. The process  handles  simple order  of  music 

tracks.  It  consists  of  four  main  steps.  First,  the  customer 

provides his/her personal information like name and e-mail 

address and the music artist or album he/she is interested in.  

Next,  a  partner  web  service  verifies  the  e-mail  address 

provided by the customer. If the e-mail address is wrong, the 

business processes ends with informative message. If the e-

mail is correct, the customer’s order is processed. Then, the 

process  invokes another  partner  web service that  provides 

information about the available music tracks of the chosen 

artist  or  album.  Finally,  a  third  partner  web  service 

calculates the prices of the music tracks and makes an offer 

to  the  customer.  If  the  order  is  less  than  100  EUR  the 

calculated price is shown to the customer and he/she can buy 

the music tracks of  his/her  favorite artist  or album. If  the 

order  is  greater  than  100  EUR  a  message  is  sent  to  the 

customer that the company could offer him a better price for 

that quantity.

The Travel  Reservations Process  (TRP) consists of five 

tasks: receiving of request for reservation (receive activity), 

creating an airplane reservation (invoke activity), reserving a 

vehicle (invoke activity), reserving a hotel (invoke activity) 

and reply of the request (reply activity). Also the process has 

three  conditional  activities.  The  first  conditional  activity 

checks if there is airplane reservation for  the customer.  If 

there is not, then the process invokes the Airline Reservation 

web service. Otherwise, the process skips that invoke. The 

second  conditional  activity  checks  if  there  is  a  reserved 

vehicle for the customer. If there is no vehicle reservation, 

then  the  process  invokes  the  Vehicle  Reservation  web 

service.  Otherwise,  the  web  service  is  skipped.  The  third 

conditional activity checks if there is a hotel reservation for 

the  customer.  If  there  is  no  reservation  then  the  process 

invokes the Hotel  Reservation web service.  Otherwise the 

process continues without this web service call.

Order Data Verifier Process (ODVP) validates the clients 

order data, namely email, credit card number and zip code. 

The  process  consists  of  four  web  services.  Email  web 

service is used for email validation. Credit Card web service 

validates credit card number and type. Currency Convertor 

web  service  gets  conversion  rate  from  one  currency  to 

another currency. Zip Code web service  validates a zip code 

and  returns  its  USA  state  abbreviation,  latitude  and 

longitude in decimal degrees.

B. Validation results

The  TASSA  methodology  was  applied  to  all  business 

processes presented above. In order to illustrate the usage of 

the  TASSA  tools,  sample  scenarios  showing  their 

functionality in the context of different business processes 

are  chosen  and  presented.  Complete  description  of  the 

 
Fig. 1 TASSA tools

TABLE I.
CORRESPONDENCE OF THE TASSA TOOLS TO THE 

METHODOLOGY

TASSA tool Methodology step

IT Step A.3

FIT Step B.3

VGT Step A.1, Step B.1, Step C.3

DDAT Step C.1, Step C.2

TCGT
Automates the execution of all TASSA tools 
providing managing capabilities 
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testing  activities  and  obtained  results  of  the  methodology 

application can be found in [6], [7], [8], [20].    

1. Data dependency analysis

Consider the TRP example. Suppose that the invocation 

of  the  Airline  Reservation  web  service  and  the  Hotel 

reservation  web  service  need  to  be  tested.  Therefore,  the 

process  has  to  satisfy  the  first  and  the  third  conditions 

described  in  previous  section.  Fig.  2  presents  the  results 

form data dependency analysis performed by the DDAT [6].

Fig. 2 Data dependency analysis of the Travel Reservation Process 

The returned result set consists of two conditions. Each of 

them is supplemented with its place in the process, and the 

variables  that  determine  its  outcome.  This  information  is 

then used to modify the business process in order to follow 

preliminary specified execution path.  If  appropriate values 

(satisfying the cited conditions) of the variables are injected 

at the correct place (just before entering the first conditional 

activity), the desired web services will be invoked.

2. Web service isolation and fault injection

Suppose that ODVP needs to be isolated from its partner 

web  services.  Fig.  3  shows  an  invoke  activity,  called 

CardValidatorInvoke,  that  is  responsible  for  invocation  of 

web service for validation of client credit card number.

<invoke name="CardValidatorInvoke"

        partnerLink="CardValidatorPartner" 

        operation="Validate_CreditCard"

        xmlns:tns="http://www.Softwaremaker.Net/

                  WebServices/" portType=

                  "tns:ValidatorSoap"

        inputVariable="Validate_CreditCardIn"

        outputVariable="Validate_CreditCardOut">

</invoke>

Fig. 3 Invoke activity before process transformation 

Fig.  4  shows transformation  of  the  above activity  after 

execution of FIT and IT of the TASSA framework.

As can be seen from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the Invoke activity, 

named CardValidatorInvoke, is enclosed with two additional 

Assign activities.

The first Assign activity initializes the input parameters of 

the  ProxyInvoke  operation  of  FIT.  The parameters  are  as 

follows:

• Serialized input arguments of card validator operation 

of Credit Card Validator web service;

• End  point  address  of  the  Credit  Card  Validator  web 

service;

• Wait interval initialized with 20;

• Error factor initialized with 0.

The second Assign activity copies deserialized result from 

invocation of the ProxyInvoke operation of FIT to the output 

variable  of  the  Credit  Card  web  service.  In  addition, 

CardValidatorInvoke  activity  invokes  the  ProxyInvoke 

operation instead actual Credit Card web service.

<assign name="Assign1">

  <copy><from>

 sxxf:doMarshal($Validate_CreditCardIn.parameters)

    </from><to>

      $ProxyInvokeOperationIn.operationIn/tassaP:part1

    </to></copy>

  <copy><from>

      'http://www.softwaremaker.net/webservices/

      swm/validator/validator.asmx?WSDL'

    </from><to>

      $ProxyInvokeOperationIn.operationIn/

      tassaP:endpoint

    </to></copy>

  <copy><from>20</from><to>

      $ProxyInvokeOperationIn.operationIn/tassaP:wait

    </to></copy>

  <copy><from>0</from><to>

      $ProxyInvokeOperationIn.operationIn/

      tassaP:errorsFactor

    </to></copy>

</assign>

<invoke xmlns:tns="http://www.rila.com/tassa/ProxyIn-

voke" inputVariable="ProxyInvokeOperationIn" 

name="ZipCodeInvoke" operation="ProxyInvokeOperation" 

outputVariable="ProxyInvokeOperationOut" 

partnerLink="PartnerLink1" portType="tns:ProxyInvoke-

PortType"/>

<assign name="Assign2">

  <copy>

    <from>

  sxxf:doUnMarshal($ProxyInvokeOperationOut.part2)

    </from>

    <to part="parameters"

      variable="Validate_CreditCardOut"/>

  </copy>

</assign>

Fig. 4 Invoke activity after process transformation 

The  results  form  transformation  of  the  process  and 

execution of the generated test cases are presented in [7].

3. Negative test case generation

The  last  example  shows  test  case  generation  for  OMP 

when FIT is applied.

In order to illustrate the faults that can be simulated with 

the FIT, four test cases are defined as follows:

• Test Case 1: Message delay;

• Test Case 2: Interruption;

• Test Case 3: Noise in the message structure;

• Test Case 4: Noise in the message data.

To prove the fault  injection against  normal behavior  of 

the process first additional test case should be observed:

• Test Case 0: No fault injection (normal behavior)

The  generated  test  cases  differ  in  the  following 

characteristics:

• Failure  parameters  –  describe  the  faults  that  FIT 

simulates.  The  possible  failure  parameters  are 

presented in Table II.

• Activity – the activity that will be injected with faults;

• Input data – the test data put at the input of the business 

processes sample.
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TABLE III.
FAILURE PARAMETERS

Parameter Description

Errors Factor

Integer value defining the kind of error that will 
be injected (1-100 – insert errors in the data, 
which would possible break the XML structure; 
0 – usually used with Wait Interval to delay the 
message; - 1 – replace the original values in the 
message, usually used with Data Pool Location  
and TAXI Web Service Endpoint Address ; -2 
–interrupt the message;)

Wait Interval
an integer value that instructs the IWS how 
many seconds to delay the message

End Point Address the end point address of the partner web service

Data Pool Location
the location address of predefined values that 
will be generated by TAXI Web Service in case 
of Error Factor -1

TAXI Web Service 
Endpoint Address

the end point address of the TAXI Web Service 
(TAXI-WS) that will be used to generate values 
in case of Error Factor -1

Each test case is validated against particular pass criteria 

that  define  the  expected  output  of  the  case.  The  broad 

description of the expected result per test case is as follows:

• Test Case 0: No fault injection – the expected output 

without  fault  injection  is  a  meaningful,  well  formed 

message that is executed for a given time interval (t).

• Test Case 1: Message delay – the expected output with 

a message delay is a meaningful, well formed message 

that is executed in time interval t + T, where T is the 

delay given as a failure parameter.

• Test Case 2: Interruption – the expected output when 

an  interruption  happens  is  an  error  message  and  the 

time interval is almost the same as the time interval t.

• Test  Case  3:  Noise  in  the  message  structure  –  the 

expected  output  is  not  a  meaningful,  well  formed 

message  but  an  error  message,  because  of  wrong 

structure  (in  few  tests  when  the  probability  of 

appearance of corrupted data is low, the test may fall in 

Test Case 4)

• Test Case 4: Noise in the message data – the expected 

output is a well formed message that depending on the 

injected data will derive unexpected workflow or data 

values. Hence the output in this case will be similar to 

that in Test Case 0 with some diversion.

Following the  above  definition,  a  set  of  test  cases  was 

executed.  The results form execution of  the test cases  are 

presented in [8]. 

V. RELATED WORK

This  section  presents  an  overview  of  the  existing 

approaches for testing of BPEL processes. It also describes 

the  current  testing  methodologies  for  service-based 

applications (SBAs) describing their key features.

A. BPEL testing approaches

The  current  research  on  testing  business  processes  is 

mainly based on formal or semi-formal approaches, most of 

which generate abstract  test cases that cannot be executed 

automatically.

A  large  number  of  approaches  for  validation  of  BPEL 

processes are based on transformation of the process under 

test to an intermediate model for which formal validations 

are  well  known.  Transformations  based  on  popular 

mathematical formalisms such as Petri Nets [9], [10], [11], 

process algebra [12] and state machines [13], [14], [15] are 

proposed.  They are mainly used for static BPEL analysis. In 

those approaches data dependencies are not considered and 

produced  test  specifications  are  abstract.  Therefore,  an 

automated support for test generation and execution is not 

provided. 

Another  group  of  approaches  rely  on  transformations 

based on Control Flow Graph (CFG) [16], [17], UML [18] 

and XML [19]. The framework proposed in [16] introduces 

a number of strategies for generation of test cases from an 

intermediate model which  is  an extension of  a  CFG.  The 

strategies include full coverage, branch coverage as well as 

user customized test generation. The framework specified in 

[17] implements only basic path testing strategy to generate 

test  specifications  from  a  CFG.  Data  dependencies  are 

derived  by the BPEL process  automatically  but  particular 

values  should  be  specified  by  the  testers.  In  [18]  a  test 

framework which uses UML activity diagrams to generate 

test  specifications  is  proposed.  Test  specifications  are 

mapped to a TTCN-3 executable test format and can be run 

only by tools  supporting  TTCN-3 format.  The framework 

presented  in  [19]  uses  a  specialized  BPEL-level  testing 

language to describe interactions with a BPEL process to be 

carried out in a test case. The generation of test cases is not 

fully automated and developers have to manually prepare a 

large amount of coherent XML data and XPath expression 

to compose a test case.

B. SOA testing methodologies

Despite the presence of various approaches and tools for 

testing of  SBAs,  the number  of  methodologies  describing 

the complete process of testing is still limited.

If testing teams try to follow a classical methodology for 

testing, they soon will realize that it cannot be done. This is 

due to the fact that SOA has unique architecture ecology and 

own  set  of  protocols  [1].  Therefore,  SOA  testing  tools 

should be able to test components without user interface and 

provide environment, communicate with service brokers as 

well  as  interpret  message  sent  through  Enterprise  Service 

Bus (ESB). 

A strategy for SOA testing is presented in [2]. It describes 

the key notions of SOA testing focusing on SOA test plan. 

The  creation  of  SOA  test  plan  starts  with  domain 

understanding  and  definition  of  testing  approach.  Three 

basic  groups  of  testing  approaches  are  identified,  namely 

top-down, bottom-up and system. Since service performance 

is a key for success of SOA, a special attention is given to 

the  performance  testing.  The  proposed  strategy  requires 

testing  on  three  main  levels:  Information  level,  Services 

level and Process level. All testing issues are summarized in 

a step-by-step guide,  which  consists  of  several  steps.  The 

first  two  steps  require  definition  of  testing  domain  and 

architectural  objectives.  Next,  design  review  and  test 

planning  should  be  performed.  On  the  fourth  step,  a 
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functional  testing  approach  is  created.  Further,  functional 

performance and SLAs requirements need to be described. 

The next four steps require definition of approaches for data 

layer,  service layer,  policy layer and process layer  testing. 

Further  on,  the  strategy  continues  with service  simulation 

and creation of core scenarios and user defined compliance 

rules. Finally, SOA testing suit should be selected, on which 

tests will be executed. Four types of testing are considered: 

Unit  testing,  Functional  testing,  Regression  testing,  and 

Compliance  and  validation  testing.  The  strategy  includes 

also  looping  back  to  design  and  development  as  well  as 

design  of  approaches  for  design-time  and  run-time 

diagnostics.

The  SOA testing  methodology  presented  in  [3]  defines 

fours levels of testing. Service level testing requires testing 

of  services  in  isolation  through  validation  of  the  request-

response  messages  according  to the requirements.  Process 

level  testing  includes  validation  of  all  possible  process 

scenarios  enabled by the services.  The next level  requires 

end-to-end  testing,  where  user  applications  are  validated 

according to the functional and nonfunctional requirements. 

The regression testing is performed on the last level in order 

to ensure the stability and availability of the system under 

test across SOA lifecycle. On the first two levels functional, 

security,  performance  and  governance  aspects  are  tested. 

The proposed methodology could follow bottom-up as well 

as top-down approach.

In  [4]  the  SOA  testing  is  categorized  in  the  following 

phases. The first phase requires governance testing. It aims 

to determine if SOA policies are enforced. The second phase 

is performed on a service-component level. It checks if the 

basic  functionality  of  the  functions  and  components 

complies the specification. On the next phase a service level 

testing is conducted. Its goal is to ensure that the services  

meet  project  requirements  as  well  as  business  and 

operational  requirements  of  other  processes,  which  use 

them. The integration test phase is focused on the interfaces 

of  the  services.  It  checks  the  service  behavior  and  data 

exchange  between  services.  The  process  level  testing 

addresses the service orchestration. System level test phase 

determine if SOA technical solution provides the specified 

business  requirements  and  meets  the  user  acceptance 

criteria.  The final  test phase requires  security testing.  The 

proposed methodology also defines the types of testing that 

is  performed  on  each  phase.  For  example,  the  service-

component  test  phase  requires  functional,  performance, 

interoperability,  backward  compatibility,  compliance  and 

security  testing.  The  interoperability  and  backward 

compatibility are missing in the service level testing.

HexSOA  Test  Model  provides  a  methodology  to 

implement  and  adapt  16  best  practices  obtained  from 

previous  SOA  testing  assignments  of  the  Krosstech 

Solutions Company [5]. It defines the types of testing, which 

are  performed on each  phase  of  application  development, 

namely  functional,  performance,  interoperability, 

compliance  and  security.  The  model  is  based  on  four 

strategies. The unit test strategy requires unit testing to be 

executed  for  all  services  of  the  SOA  system.  WSDL 

standard,  interoperability,  web  service  security,  business 

logic,  graphical  user  interface  (GUI)  and  performance 

benchmark should be validate on this phase. In contrast to 

other  methodologies,  the  business  process  testing  is  also 

performed on this phase. Service emulation is proposed in 

case of missing or disabled services. Integration test strategy 

aims to validate integration layers of the SOA system and its 

pathways.  Integration layers include web services,  middle-

tire services,  services  exposing functionality of the legacy 

systems,  etc.  This  phase  is  more focused  on  the  business 

processes rather than on the code and GUI. Functional test 

automation strategy aims to identify recordable  test  cases, 

create test scripts, interpret test results and report them to the 

development  team.  Performance  test  strategy  requires 

performance end to end testing of the SOA system.

The presented above methodologies provide overview of 

the  testing  activities  performed  on  different  layers  of  the 

service-oriented  application  under  test,  which  are  called 

levels or phases. They present SOA testing from a high level 

perspective,  where  details  about  the  testing  activities 

performed  on  each  level  is  missing.  In  contrast,  TASSA 

methodology is focused on the business process level testing 

providing description of the required activities in a step-by-

step  manner.  It  defines  concrete  testing  approaches  and 

shows not only what should be done but how it should be 

done as well. Since a lot of tools for functional testing of 

single web services  exist,  the proposed methodology does 

not consider testing activities on a web service level.

VI. CONCLUSION

The TASSA framework  is  a  methodology and  a  set  of 

tools for testing business conforming WS-BPEL standard. It  

complements  existing  development  environments’  native 

verification tools and can be used jointly to achieve end-to-

end design-time testing of service based applications.  The 

TASSA framework  is  validated  through testing of  sample 

business  processes.  The  obtained  results  show  the 

effectiveness of its capabilities for functional testing as well 

as for robustness testing via injection of invalid, unexpected 

or random data into a business process.

The  future  work  will  be  focused  on  extension  the 

proposed  methodology  towards  run-time  testing  of  BPEL 

processes.  The  work  on  the  approach  for  monitoring  of 

business processes is started. The goal of the monitoring is 

not  only  to  estimate  the  quality  characteristics  of  the 

business process, but also to find patterns to predict possible 

failures.
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Abstract—Due to limited test resources, it is often necessary
to prioritize and select test cases for a given system under test.
Although test case prioritization is well studied and understood,
its combination with test data generation is difficult and not com-
pletely solved yet. For example, the Classification Tree Method is
a well established method for test data generation, however the
application of prioritization techniques to it is a current research
topic. We present an extension of the classification tree method
that allows the generation of optimized test suites, containing
test cases ordered according to their importance with respect to
test goals. The presented algorithms are incorporated into the
Classification Tree Editor and empirically evaluated on a set of
benchmarks.

Keywords-classification tree method, prioritized test case gen-
eration, test suite optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

SOFTWARE testing is one of the activities in which limited
resources are confronted with the need for exhaustive

tests, for which infinitely many or too many tests need to
be performed. Furthermore in typical industry-driven software
development, testing time is often further reduced as the
software under test may not be completed in time and release
dates cannot be delayed. Hence, software testers have to deal
with multiple challenges: Their resources are limited, the
software comes too late, and scheduled time is not available.
Testers have to handle such situations: not only due to time
constraints, but also due to other resource constraints such as
test personnel, test infrastructure, etc., not all test cases can
be performed.

Hence, testers need to select those test cases with most
relevance - by keeping a sufficient level of test coverage and
failure-detection capability. Yet, there is no guarantee that
selected test cases are more important than any of the others:
there is no well-established way to determine the relevance
and importance of test cases in a test suite and to select the
best ones in relation to available resources.

In this article, we present an approach for test case selection
and test suite optimization using the classification tree method.
We introduce the weighting of classification tree elements
allowing us to generate test suites with prioritized test cases.
These test suites can be optimized by selecting only subsets
of test cases when taking resource limits into account. Fur-
thermore, coverage criteria are proposed for identifying the

Fig. 1. Usage model for test object ACC

importance of a specific test case under given test aspects.
Finally, an evaluation of the performance of prioritized test
case generation as compared to plain test case sorting and
two other existing approaches is given.

II. DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND

A. Classification Tree Method and Classification Tree Editor

The Classification Tree Method [1] aims at systematic and
traceable test case identification for functional testing over all
test levels (for example, component test or system test). It
is based on the category partition method [2], which divides
a test domain into disjunctive classes representing important
aspects of the test object.

Applying the classification tree method involves two steps—
designing the classification tree and defining test cases.

Design of the classification tree. The classification tree
is based on the functional specification of the test object.
Figure 1 shows an example tree for the adaptive cruise
control (ACC) test object. For each aspect of interest (a so
called classification), the input domain is divided into disjoint
subsets (so called classes). In our example, classifications are
preceding vehicle, speed, and daylight. Classes for speed are
low, medium, and high. The class car is further refined into
different shapes, which are limousine and cabriolet. Further
refinements allow test objects to be described on any level of
granularity.

Definition of test cases. Having composed the classification
tree, test cases can be defined by combining classes from
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different classifications. Since classifications only contain dis-
joint values—obviously speed cannot be low and high at the
same time—test cases cannot contain several values of one
classification.

The Classification Tree Editor (CTE XL) was introduced
together with the classification tree method. Current versions
of the CTE XL support automated test case generation and
user-defined dependency rules [3]. Current test case generation
offers four different coverage modes: Minimal combination
creates a test suite that uses every class from each classification
at least once in a test case. Pairwise combination creates a test
suite that uses every class pair from disjunctive classifications
at least once in a test case. Threewise combination (”triple-
wise”) creates a test suite that uses every triple of classes
from disjunctive classifications at least once in a test case.
Complete combination creates a test suite that uses every
possible combination of classes from disjunctive classification
in a test case.

B. Prioritization

Prioritization is used to assign values of importance to
classification tree elements. These values of importance are
called weights. To cover various kinds of test aspects, these
weights can differ. Higher and lower weights should reflect
higher and lower importance, respectively. Consequently, one
is able to compare the elements of the classification tree to
determine their importance under a given test aspect and to
guide test case generation by priorities. Elbaum et al. provide
good overviews of existing approaches [4], [5]. There has
been some work on test case prioritization that considered
limited resources [6], [7]. In [8] a first approach for combining
classification trees with priorities has been presented.

C. Combinatorial Interaction Testing

Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT) [9] is an effective
testing approach for detecting failures caused by certain com-
binations of components or input values. The tester identifies
the relevant test aspects and defines corresponding classes.
These classes are called parameters, their elements are called
values. We assume the parameters to be disjoint sets. A test
case is a set of n values, one for each parameter. In the classi-
fication tree method, the parameters are called classifications,
the values are called classes.

CIT is used to determine a smallest possible subset of
tests that covers all combinations of values specified by a
coverage criterion with at least one test case. A coverage
criterion is defined by its strength t that determines the degree
of parameter interaction and assumes that all parameters are
considered.

The most common coverage criterion is 2-wise (or pairwise)
testing, that is fulfilled if all possible pairs of values are
covered by at least one test case in the result test set. A
large number of CIT approaches have been presented in the
past. A good overview and classification of approaches can
be found in [10] and [11]. A good survey that focuses on
CIT with constraints is given in [12]. Nearly all publications

investigate pairwise combination methods, but most of them
can be extended to arbitrary t-combinations.

There are only two known algorithms supporting prioritized
test case generation. The first is the deterministic density algo-
rithm (DDA) published in [13], which is an extension to [14].
The extended algorithm generates a test suite successively
constructing single test cases. During test case construction
it accounts for (1) uncovered pairs in the test suite gener-
ated so far and (2) user assigned weights. Pairs with higher
weights are covered earlier than pairs with lower weights. For
efficiency reasons, this algorithm does not consider explicit
dependencies.

The other algorithm [15] maps the test problem to a binary
decision diagram (BDD) and reads test cases in descending
order of importance from it. The BDD is used to support
explicit dependencies, too.

III. CONTRIBUTION

We analyzed several existing prioritization techniques, from
which the following three models were selected as a basis for
prioritization:

Prioritization based on a usage model [16] tries to reflect
usage distribution of all classes in terms of usage scenarios.
Classes with a high occurrence have higher weights than
classes with a low occurrence.

Prioritization based on an error model [4] aims to reflect
distribution of error probabilities of all classes. Classes with
a high probability of revealing an error have higher weights
than classes with a low probability.

Prioritization based on a risk model [17] is similar to
prioritization based on an error model but also takes error costs
into account. Classes with a high risk have higher weights than
classes with a low risk.

Example. Figure 1 shows the adaptive cruise control with
assigned occurrence values, which represent values of im-
portance. As the figure shows, medium is the most probable
speed. Low and high are subsequent in descending order of
importance. The values of all classes of one classification sum
to 1 in the occurrence model. For example, class car has an
occurrence rate of 0.7 of all preceding vehicles.

The values of refinements of classes are interpreted as con-
ditional probabilities in the occurrence model. For example, if
the preceding vehicle is a car, limousines have an occurrence
rate of 0.9 and cabriolets of 0.1. Hence, the resulting
occurrence probability for a limousine being the preceding
vehicle is 0.63 (= 0.7 * 0.9), and for a cabriolet it
is 0.07, accordingly.

The assigned values can also be taken to represent error
probabilities, i.e. the probability that an error occurs in this
class. Combined with costs associated to classes, risks can be
calculated as well: as error probability times cost value. Since
error values are independent of each other, an interpretation
as conditional probabilities fails in the error model. The same
applies for the risk values in the risk model. Therefore, the
values in these two models are taken as absolute values, which
we call weights in the following.
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1: S //result list
2: M //set of all valid test cases
3: A //set of test cases containing pair p
4: P //set of uncovered class pairs
5: D //set of (test case, index value) pairs
6: while (|P | > 0) do
7: p = select max weight pair from P
8: A = filter M by p
9: if |A| > 1 then

10: D = calculateIndex(A,P )
11: t = selectMaxIndex(D)
12: else
13: t = take single test case from M
14: end if
15: S = append(S, t)
16: P = P − {classPairs(t)}
17: M = M − {t}
18: end while
19: return S

Fig. 2. PPC algorithm

A. Coverage Criteria

We define coverage criteria to measure the degree to which
the system under test is tested with an optimized test suite.
Then, we compare optimized test suites of different sizes to
evaluate coverage gains from additional test resources. At first,
we define the criterion weight coverage (WC) that measures
the degree to which the weights are covered:

WC =
sum of weights of covered class pairs

sum of weights of all coverable class pairs

The metric is relative, i.e. considers the fact that classes
may not be coverable because of dependencies.

B. Prioritized Pairwise Combination

A plain pairwise combination creates a test suite that covers
each class pair in at least one test case. We extended this
combination to a prioritized pairwise combination (PPC). The
combined weight for class pairs is calculated by multiplying
either the occurrence or error probabilities. By contrast, the
combined risk is the product of the summed individual costs
and the multiplied individual errors. Test cases are selected
and generated in descending order of importance.

Figure 2 provides the algorithm in pseudocode. The most
weighted class pair from all class pairs not yet covered is
chosen for a new test case to be added: We determine all
candidate test cases containing this class pair and calculate
the index values for these candidates. The index value of a
test case is the sum of the weights of the added pairs and the
quotient of the number of newly covered pairs and the overall
number of coverable pairs in a test case.

PPC selects the test case with the highest assigned index
value. By that, it guarantees at least coverage of the n most
important class pairs by the n first test cases. The generated test
suite may be slightly larger than the result of the plain pairwise
combination since weights are taken into account. Please also
note that the generation process using PPC is deterministic:
the same test suite is generated for a given classification tree.

The result of PPC applied to our ACC example is given
in Table I. The last column contains the value of the weight

coverage. It shows that the first three test cases of the test
suite cover already 70% of all class pairs’ weights. For weight
coverage of 90%, 95%, or 99%, only six, eight, or 10 test cases
are to be executed. Depending on testers’ needs or available
resources, test efforts can be reduced in a controlled way.

TABLE I
RESULTING PPC TEST SUITE FOR USAGE MODEL

Prec. Vehicle Speed Daylight WC
#1 Limousine medium Day 0.32
#2 Limousine low Night 0.56
#3 Truck medium Night 0.70
#4 Truck low Day 0.8
#5 Limousine high Day 0.88
#6 Truck high Night 0.92
#7 Cabriolet medium Day 0.94
#8 Motorcycle medium Day 0.96
#9 Cabriolet low Night 0.98

#10 Motorcycle low Night 0.99
#11 Cabriolet high Night 0.99
#12 Motorcycle high Night 1

C. Plain Pairwise Sorting

In addition to PPC, we have analyzed Plain Pairwise Sorting
(PPS) where a sorting approach based on class pair weights
is applied to the results of a plain pairwise algorithm. The
calculation of the weights is same as above.

The sorting brings all test cases into an order such that the
weight covered by first test cases is maximized. The algorithm
sorts all test cases by their absolute weight at first. Then, it
applies as many discriminatory reorderings as there are test
cases.

Please note that this approach does not guarantee coverage
of any n most important class pairs by the n first test cases.
However, the generated test suite will have exactly the same
size as the plain pairwise combination, as the suite does
not grow by sorting. The generation process using PPS is
deterministic too; however its results differ from the PPC
results.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 provide the algorithms in pseudocode.
The insertion algorithm requires an initialization. For each
class pair, the combined weight needs to be calculated by
multiplication. A HashMap is filled with the class pair being
the keys and the combined weights being the values.

The result of PPS applied to our ACC example is given in
Table II.

IV. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

We evaluated the impact of weight considerations on weight
coverage and on the absolute size of the generated test suites.
A first impression is given in Figure 5. As can be seen, PPC
and PPS perform similar, while the unsorted test suite does not
perform as well. For a more detailed and systematic evaluation,
we use the set of benchmarks proposed in [13] and also used
in [15]: We compare (1) our PPC approach with our PPS
approach, (2) PPC with the deterministic density algorithm
(DDA) given in [13] and (3) PPC with the BBD approach
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1: insert(List of testCases, testCase t)
2: double tcWeight = 0.0
3: /* Calculate insertion weight */
4: for all class pair in t do
5: tcWeight += classPairWeights.get(class pair)
6: end for
7: /* Find position for insertion */
8: int i = 0
9: for all testCaseWeights do

10: if (testCaseWeight ¡ tcWeight) then
11: testCaseWeights.add(i, tcWeight)
12: testCases.add(i, t)
13: return
14: end if
15: i++
16: end for
17: /* All existing test cases have higher weights, append new test case at

the end. */
18: testCaseWeights.add(tcWeight)
19: testCases.add(t)

Fig. 3. Sort algorithm insertion

1: finalize(List of testCases)
2: if (|testCases| < 2) then
3: return
4: end if
5: testCase firstElem = testCases.getFirst
6: /* Set weight of all covered pairs to 0 */
7: for all class pair in firstElem do
8: classPairWeights.put(class pair, 0)
9: end for

10: List of testcases tail = l.subList(1, |testCases|)
11: /* Sort tail using insertion sort */
12: List of testcases newTail = new List
13: testCaseWeights.clear
14: for all testcase in tail do
15: insert(newTail,testcase)
16: end for
17: /* Finalize tail */
18: finalize(newTail) // recursion
19: testCases = firstElement + newTail

Fig. 4. Sort algorithm finalization

given in [15]. The benchmark uses four different weight
distributions applied to eight scenarios. The distributions are:

• d1 (Equal weights). All classes have the same weight,
• d2 (50/50 split). Half of the weights for each classifica-

tion are set to 0.9 the other half to 0.1,
• d3 ((1/vmax)

2 split). All weights of classes for a classifi-
cation are equal to (1/vmax)

2, where vmax is the number

TABLE II
RESULTING SORTING TEST SUITE FOR USAGE MODEL

Prec. Vehicle Speed Daylight WC
#1 Limousine medium Night 0.31
#2 Limousine high Day 0.52
#3 Truck medium Day 0.66
#4 Limousine low Night 0.77
#5 Truck high Night 0.85
#6 Motorcycle low Day 0.9
#7 Cabriolet medium Day 0.93
#8 Cabriolet low Night 0.96
#9 Truck low Night 0.98
#10 Motorcycle medium Night 0.99
#11 Cabriolet high Night 0.99
#12 Motorcycle high Night 1

Weight Covered using plain pairwise, PCC and sorting
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Fig. 5. Comparison of PPC, PPS, and of non-weighted generation

of classes associated with the classification,
• d4 (Random). Weights are randomly distributed.

The scenarios s1, ..., s8 with their resulting test suite sizes are
given in Table III. The classifications are given in a shorthand
notation, where for example s5 with 82726224 consists of 2
classifications with 8 classes, 2 classifications with 7 classes,
2 classifications with 6 classes, and 4 classifications with 2
classes.

A. Comparison of PPC vs. PPS

Size. As shown in Table IV in the 100% weight column, the
test suites generated by the PPC are larger than those generated
using the PPS approach. Table IV also contains values for
the BDD generation, which we will discuss later. The PPC
generated scenarios s3 and s7 in d1 and d3 are up to 300%
larger than their PPS counterparts. The problem here seems to
be the combination of scenario and distribution. For any other
distribution or scenario, the PPC results are much smaller,
therefore, closer to the PPS results. For the rest, the resulting
PPC test suites are up to 50% larger in some cases (s3 d4 or
s7 d2). On average, the PPC test suites are 42% larger than the
PPS test suites. Ignoring the extreme values (s3 and s7 from
d1 and d3), the PPC test suites are 12% larger on average.

Applying equal sorting (d1), the PPC algorithm results in
smaller test suites for some scenarios. For s2, it is generally
smaller. The normal test case generation serving as input
for the test case sorting, seems to have problems with this
particular scenario. The reasons behind this behavior need
further investigation. For s6 d3, the PPC test suite has the
same size as the PPS.

For the majority of scenario-distribution combinations, PPS
results in smaller test suites, which is not surprising since in
prioritization selection focuses on weights first; in contrast to
PPS, which tries to get the smallest test suite possible.

TABLE III
BENCHMARK SCENARIOS

s1 34 s4 1019181716151413121 s7 350250

s2 1020 s5 82726224 s8 2021023100

s3 3100 s6 1511055141
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TABLE IV
BENCHMARK DETAILED RESULT, PART 1

50% weight 75% weight 100% weight
BDD PPC PPS BDD PPC PPS BDD PPC PPS

D
is

tr
ib

ut
io

n
1

s1 5 5 5 7 8 7 10 10 9
s2 62 56 60 112 95 110 251 218 245
s3 6 6 6 11 9 10 33 130 34
s4 26 24 22 47 45 42 94 92 94
s5 19 18 17 37 35 34 74 71 74
s6 62 52 49 105 89 92 184 172 177
s7 4 2 2 8 7 8 28 70 29
s8 13 3 9 35 18 21 400 400 400

D
is

tr
ib

ut
io

n
2

s1 1 1 2 3 3 4 14 12 9
s2 21 18 36 49 36 79 278 228 245
s3 1 1 4 4 4 8 35 51 34
s4 10 8 11 22 16 23 100 100 94
s5 7 6 8 15 13 21 83 78 74
s6 28 17 24 55 31 53 207 190 177
s7 1 1 3 2 2 5 29 42 29
s8 3 3 3 16 12 13 400 403 400

D
is

tr
ib

ut
io

n
3

s1 5 5 5 7 8 7 10 10 9
s2 62 56 60 112 95 110 249 218 245
s3 6 6 6 11 9 10 33 130 34
s4 8 8 8 18 16 19 137 109 94
s5 5 4 4 10 9 10 101 86 74
s6 27 26 26 53 46 53 222 177 177
s7 4 3 4 7 6 7 33 84 29
s8 6 6 8 11 9 11 463 420 400

D
is

tr
ib

ut
io

n
4

s1 4 3 3 6 6 5 13 12 9
s2 44 31 47 94 65 95 286 229 245
s3 5 3 5 11 7 10 47 52 34
s4 17 15 18 33 29 36 108 106 94
s5 10 8 10 24 19 24 88 80 74
s6 35 27 36 70 56 73 208 187 177
s7 3 2 4 7 5 7 42 33 29
s8 8 5 8 26 15 21 406 404 400

Weight coverage. The detailed results are given in Ta-
ble IV and V. Table IV contains results of the BDD approach
and our own two contributions for the coverage levels of 50%,
75% and 100%. Table V contains additional result values for
the coverage levels of 25%, 66%, 90%, 95%, and 99% for
what no BDD results are known.

In d1, PPS starts very strong. Reaching 25% coverage is
always better than or equal to PPC. For 50% and 66%, PPC is
only better in s2, where PPS seems to have a general weakness,
and s8. For the rest of measured weights, PPC becomes better
and better, while PPS loses its advantages from the lower
values.

In d2, the prioritization performs better in all scenarios for
the 25%–75% target weights. Starting at 90%, PPS gets better
with s1 and s8. For 95%, PPS also needs fewer test cases
with s4. This case needs further investigation, maybe it is just
a good weight distribution for the test case generator creating
the PPS input. For 99%, PPS only performs best for s1. For
100%, PPS perfoms better in all but s2.

In d3, PPS comes close to the PPC. For 25% coverage, both
approaches perform equally. For 50%, the PPC is only better
for s2 and s7. For 66% weight coverage, the prioritization
is better for s2, s4, s6, and s8. For 75% coverage, PPC is
always better for large scenarios (s2, ..., s7). For 90% and
95% coverage, PPS performs equally both for s7 and s3 for
the latter. For 99% coverage, PPS surpasses PPC for half of

TABLE V
BENCHMARK DETAILED RESULT, PART 2

25% 66% 90% 95% 99%
PPC PPS PPC PPS PPC PPS PPC PPS PPC PPS

D
is

tr
ib

ut
io

n
1

s1 3 3 7 6 9 9 10 9 10 9
s2 27 27 79 89 132 162 152 190 180 228
s3 3 3 8 8 15 16 20 20 37 26
s4 11 10 36 34 64 63 74 74 86 88
s5 8 7 28 27 50 51 57 59 66 68
s6 23 22 74 74 123 131 139 149 159 169
s7 2 2 6 6 11 12 14 15 20 21
s8 3 3 13 15 64 46 92 62 145 120

D
is

tr
ib

ut
io

n
2

s1 1 1 1 3 7 5 8 7 11 8
s2 9 12 27 60 87 131 121 163 169 212
s3 1 2 1 7 9 13 12 16 19 23
s4 3 4 12 17 36 38 53 51 76 77
s5 2 3 10 15 28 37 43 46 61 62
s6 7 9 25 39 73 92 106 114 148 153
s7 1 2 1 4 6 9 9 12 14 18
s8 1 1 7 8 30 30 56 47 114 122

D
is

tr
ib

ut
io

n
3

s1 3 3 7 6 9 9 10 9 10 9
s2 27 27 79 89 132 162 152 190 180 228
s3 3 3 8 8 15 16 20 20 37 26
s4 4 4 12 14 30 35 42 46 72 70
s5 2 2 7 7 15 19 23 25 52 54
s6 12 12 38 41 83 92 107 120 149 158
s7 2 2 5 5 10 10 13 13 21 19
s8 3 3 8 9 15 19 19 26 28 45

D
is

tr
ib

ut
io

n
4

s1 2 2 5 5 8 7 10 8 11 9
s2 12 19 50 74 104 150 129 181 169 223
s3 1 3 5 8 12 15 15 19 21 26
s4 6 7 23 28 46 56 59 67 82 82
s5 3 4 14 17 33 41 44 50 60 65
s6 11 14 43 57 90 111 112 131 148 160
s7 1 2 4 6 9 11 11 14 17 21
s8 2 3 10 15 35 43 55 60 120 137

all scenarios.
In d4, the prioritization approach has the best weight cover-

age. The random distribution of weights leads to a high weight
coverage when performing test case composition with its pair
selection.

In general, the PPC gives better weight coverage. There
are, however, three exceptions: Very small scenarios, prob-
lematic distributions, and very high weight marks. For very
small scenarios, PPS has a good starting point, since any
pairwise-covering test suite has a good chance for containing
combinations of any class pair, so as a consequence, even
combinations of only high-weight pairs. In these cases, PPS
can sort the good combinations to the beginning. The influence
of problematic distributions has already been analyzed in
detail. PPC performs better on random and on (1/vmax)

2 split
while it has some problems on equal distributions (with low
target covering marks) and is on par with the PPS approach on
the 50/50 split. For higher target marks on equal distributions,
it becomes better again since PPS has a general problem here.
For very high weight marks starting at around 95% or 99%
and even higher, PPC loses its advances gradually. Since PPS
performs better for 100% coverage, there obviously must be
a point ≤ 100% where both approaches perform equally.

To conclude. Having two algorithms which both generate
test suites covering all possible pair combinations, the PPC
covers weights better than the PPS approach, because it tries
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to combine high weight pairs into early test cases. The PPS
approach is worse, because it has no influence on the actual
composition of test cases with their contained pairs. So while
both test suites contain all possible class pairs, PPC does early
weight coverage.

B. Comparison of PPC with DDA

Furthermore, we compared PPC with DDA with respect to
size and weight coverage.

Size. Comparing PPC and DDA test suite sizes, there is
no clear result. From 32 test suites generated with DDA and
PPC, 18 DDA suites are smaller than the PPC test suites.
For the remaining 14 scenario-distribution combinations, PPC
generates smaller test suites. As already stated, PPC produces
a very large test suite for the s3 and s7 in d1 and d3
combinations. The DDA produces smaller test suites for these
combinations, similar to the PPS results. The DDA, however,
has two outliers with s2 and s6: The result set is 50% larger
for s2 and 25% larger for s6 compared with PPC.

For the majority of results, both algorithms perform sim-
ilarly. For d2, the PPC has some advantages, for d1 and d3
DDA performs better. The scenario s6 seems to be a good
PPC scenario, while s3 and s7 are handled well by DDA.
There is no general tendency for one or the other to produce
considerably different test suite sizes since both algorithms
aim to cover high weight instead of generating small test
suites.

Cumulative Weight Covered For s3 Using Four Weight Distributions
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Fig. 6. Cumulative weight covered in the first 10 tests using input s3

Weight coverage. In [13], the weight results are only given
for s3, s4, s5, s7, and s8. We analyzed the given figures, the
results are given in Figures 6-10. The solid black lines give the
PPC results while the light gray lines give the DDA results.
Both, black and gray lines without any markers stand for d1;
d2 lines carry small solid squares; the solid triangles represent
d3; and d4 has circles.

For s3, PPC works better than DDA for all distributions
(Figure 6). For d2, the advantage is remarkably high at the
beginning, although at later test cases, DDA approaches the
PPC values. For s4, the DDA has a clear advantage for d3
and a small advantage for d1 (Figure 7). For d2 and d4, PPC
performs slightly better. For s5, the PPC generally performs
better than the DDA (Figure 8). In this scenario, PPC gives

Cumulative Weight Covered For s4 Using Four Weight Distributions
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Fig. 7. Cumulative weight covered in the first 10 tests using input s4

Cumulative Weight Covered For s5 Using Four Weight Distributions
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its best results for the d3. For s7 (Figure 9), the results are
very similar to s3. The PPC generally performs better than
the DDA. The PPC has a very strong start for d2, while the
DDA start is quite similar to the other distribution starts. For
s8, the DDA starts better than PPC for d4 (Figure 10). For the
remaining distributions, the PPC starts better, d2 again very
much better. In later test cases, the DDA surpasses PPC for
d1 and d2. PPC surpasses DDA for d4 and stays ahead for d3
all the time.

Comparing all 240 generated test cases (4 scenarios with
4 distributions with 10 test cases each and 1 scenario with

Cumulative Weight Covered For s7 Using Four Weight Distributions
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Cumulative Weight Covered For s8 Using Four Weight Distributions
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Fig. 10. Cumulative weight covered in the first 20 tests using input s8

4 distributions with 20 test cases each) for both DDA and
PPC, the PPC performs better for 192 test cases. The DDA
performs better for 47 test cases. So while the values for DDA
in [13] are not 100% accurate, a tendency can be seen: PPC
performs better than DDA in 4 of 5 cases with respect to
weight coverage. Unfortunately, no results for DDA with s1,
s2, and s6 are given. Comparing PPC’s good performance in
s6 with DDA results would be quite interesting.

To conclude. PPC performs better than DDA in terms of
early weight coverage; the resulting test suites are slightly
larger. However, further analysis is needed for missing sce-
narios.

C. Comparison of PPC with BDD

Finally, we compared PPC with BDD with respect to size
and weight coverage.

Size. From 32 test suites generated with BDD and PPC, 20
PPC suites are smaller than the BDD test suites. In eight cases
BDD generated suites are smaller, while for the remaining 4
scenario-distribution combinations, the result set have equal
sizes. As already stated, PPC produces a very large test suite
for the s3 and s7 in d1 and d3 combinations. The BDD
produces smaller test suites for these combinations, similar
to the PPS and DDA results. These special cases need further
investigation.

Weight coverage. The BDD weight results are only given
for 50%, 75% and 100% [15]. Their and our results can be
found in Table IV. Unfortunately, they have not evaluated
results for other coverage levels as we did in Table V.

For 50% coverage, the PPC performs better than the BDD in
22 cases when comparing all 32 generated results (8 scenarios
with 4 distributions each) for both BDD and PPC. For the
remaining 10 cases BDD is on a par with PPC. The BDD
does not perform better for scenario-distribution combination
at a coverage level of 50%.

For 75% coverage, PPC increases its advantage over the
BDD. The BDD performs better for only 2 cases while PPC
performs better in 26 cases and is on par with BDD in 4 cases.

Comparing all 96 generated results (8 scenarios with 4
distributions with 3 different weights each) for both BDD and
PPC, the PPC performs better in 68 cases. The BDD performs

better for only 10 cases. For the remaining 18 cases BDD is
on a par with PPC. PPC performs better than BDD in more
than 2 of 3 cases with respect to weight coverage.

To conclude. PPC performs clearly better than BDD in
terms of early weight coverage and resulting test suite size.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the PPC approach and PPS approach
for comparison. Both approaches have been successfully im-
plemented in the classification tree editor. A set of benchmarks
using eight scenarios with four different weight distributions
has successfully been applied to both algorithms and the
results have been compared with two other approaches, DDA
and BDD, which demonstrated the usability of our work.

Based on the comparison between our two approaches, the
following guideline on when to use which technique can be
given: If a full pairwise coverage is already established, PPS
can help to select subsets of test suites. If the weight distribu-
tion is equal or scenarios are small, there is no reason to use
prioritized test case generation. If however, scenarios are large
and distributions tend to be non-uniform, the application of
prioritized test generation becomes valuable in all cases, where
subsets of test suites are needed. Then, a subset selection based
on weights is more successful using prioritized test generation.

Comparing our results with others: PPC performs clearly
better than BDD in terms of early weight coverage and
resulting test suite size. PPC performs better than DDA in
terms of early weight coverage; the resulting test suites are,
however, slightly larger.

Future work will analyze efforts for test generation when
using the approaches presented in this paper.
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or many years, various approaches in system design and 
implementation  differentiate  between  the  specification 

of the system and its  implementation on a particular  plat-
form. People in software industry have been using models 
for a precise description of systems at the appropriate  ab-
straction  level  without  unnecessary  details.  Model-Driven 
(MD)  approaches  to  the  system development  increase  the 
importance and power of models by shifting the focus from 
programming to modeling activities. Models may be used as 
primary artifacts in constructing software, which means that 
software components are generated from models.  Software 
development  tools  need  to  automate  as  many as  possible 
tasks of model construction and transformation requiring the 
smallest amount of human interaction.
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Abstract—The Model-Driven Software Development approach
is becoming widely used as powerful model-driven tools are
becoming available for the developer. Yet, it is not suitable to
model, and therefore to generate the code, for all the aspects
handled in the development stage. As a result, MDSD is not as
widely used as it could.

This paper presents a technique that extends the capabilities of
Model-Driven Engineering with behavioral aspects, by modeling
concerns and using them in code generation. Common concerns
can be defined for design patterns, software infrastructures and
other common aspects. Independent concerns can be effectively
combined when applied to the same model element. Software
architects are advised to apply common concerns to their system
models and also to create system-specific concerns and apply
them at the modeling stage. We name it enriching a model with
concerns.

With the help of code definition for each concern, our tool
automatically generates code for the enriched model. Thus, at the
end of the modeling stage the developers will have the structure
of the code and all the glue code ready, so they will only have
to fill the business logic in the manual implementation methods
created for them. They will also maintain the enriched model
and not the code they would otherwise write manually.

Index Terms—Model-Driven Engineering, metaprogramming,
code generation, aspects

I. INTRODUCTION

THE model-driven approach to software development be-
comes more and more popular. Its primary goals are

portability, interoperability and reusability, through architec-
tural separation of concerns [1]. When the model is the
primary artifact of the development process, the user works
on the model, and a tool generates all or part of the code.
This raises the productivity and the quality of the process.
Productivity is raised as the auto-generation takes care of all
the plumbing code. The generated code is of very high quality
since it was fully tested beforehand. Though the model itself
still has to be tested, it requires much less effort than testing
the whole system. Thus, it is effective to maintain and fix the
model instead of the code when possible [2].

It is easier to understand a model rather than the code,
since it is a more abstract definition of the system. Of course,
when the code is automatically generated we wish its behavior
to be clearly understood from its model definition, to allow
us to avoid looking at this code at all. The model-driven
technique obligates to work with the model itself and not with

the code, keeping the model consistent. Again, it shortens the
development time and increases the implementation quality.

A software system has structural and behavioral aspects.
Both should appear in various levels of abstraction in the
system model, as it is more natural for a human to start
from a high-level description and then gradually get down
to details. Presently, using model-driven techniques mostly
means constructing structural models, but not behavioral ones.
Once behavior is modeled, it is often done at the same level
of abstraction as implementing, and requires the same effort.

It is hard to find a collaboration of structural elements
such that it will be possible to automatically generate their
implementation. There are, however, some exceptions. For
example, when we have a structural model where the behavior
of some of its elements is similar. In this case one can apply
stereotypes [3], enabling code generation for this behavior.
Also, there are modeling techniques that define behavior for
a single type of systems, but do not suit other types. For
example, state diagrams can be used to model events-based
systems [4] [5], but are not suitable for, e.g., data management
systems.

We have developed a technique to define the behavior of
a general system or part of it, which enables us to generate
automatically as much of the code as possible, such that only
the business logic will be left to implement. The intention is
similar to that of Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [6]
that, among other things, targets at minimizing duplicated
code. Here we aim to minimize the effort to apply similar
behavior multiple times.

In our technique models are enriched with concerns, en-
abling automatic code generation for the structure and the
behavior that concerns contribute to the applied model ele-
ments. The most valuable is the ability to pass data between
two independent concerns. This gives us an ability to combine
concerns on the same model element without an additional
effort to define their combined behavior.

The Oxford Dictionary defines granulated as “formed into
grains or particles”. The code generation technique is named
Granulated Code Generation to emphasize the fact that the
generated code is built of small parts coming from many
functionalities applied to the model elements.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
demonstrates the expected results with examples. In Section III
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we describe the technique, explaining how to model with
concerns and how the generation process works. Section IV
presents related work. Section V summarizes the paper.

II. EXAMPLES

We define concerns (or functionalities) as special model
entities that can be applied to regular model entities (classes,
members and operations). This enables us to specify general
behavior of a class at the model stage and to generate automat-
ically part or all of its code. We use both the terms concerns
and functionalities interchangingly. Detailed descriptions of
concerns are provided in Section III.

A. Examples of Resulting Generated Code

Following are examples of classes that we want to model
using concerns and have their code generated automatically.
Here we present the code as it would be written manually and
explain how similar code could be generated. The examples
demonstrate the results we want to achieve. See Section III-E
for an example of generated code.

Example 2.1: This example describes the method make-
Operation of the class SomePrivilegedOperation that, in ad-
dition to its main operation, implements also the following
requirements: only privileged users may execute the method,
it requires a database connection, and its success or failure is
logged.

• Operation within a transaction. A transaction is an oper-
ation with external resources (for example, a database)
that has only two possible outcomes: a success with
all needed changes performed and a failure with no
change performed. For the operation to be successfully
performed, we should locate or create a transaction and
a database connection within the transaction.

• Privileged operation. We want the method to run as a
privileged operation, thus we use Role Based Access
Control (RBAC) which allows us to assign privileges to
users or user groups to run this operation. For a full
description of how RBAC may be modeled in UML
and how automatic security code may be generated from
it, refer to [7]. We implement RBAC using a database,
therefore, a database connection within a transaction is
needed.

• Operations log. Every time the action is executed, the
following information should be saved: the operation
description, the acting user name and a success/failure/u-
nauthorized status.

To apply the requirements for the method using concerns, the
method model will look like:

<< o p e r a t i o n A c c o u n t i n g ,
c u r r e n t T r a n s a c t i o n C o n n e c t i o n ( c o n n e c t i o n ) ,
p r o t e c t e d O p e r a t i o n ( c o n n e c t i o n , c u r r e n t U s e r ) >>

makeOpera t ion ( c u r r e n t U s e r : User ) : b o o l e a n

In the model, we see the method signature and the func-
tionalities applied with concerns. In Sections III-C and III-D
we define how concerns are modeled and applied to classes

and methods. Listing 1 displays a Java implementation of the
example.

Following is a brief explanation of how the implementation
code can be generated from its model. First, the transaction
code is inserted. Then permissions are checked using the
parameter currentUser. To specify a user to be checked for
privileges to run the operation, the currentUser is supplied as
a parameter for the applied functionality at the modeling stage.
The user implementation code is inserted after the permissions
check. At every point before the return, the operation is logged
including its success/failure status.

1 p u b l i c c l a s s S o m e P r i v i l e g e d O p e r a t i o n {
2 p u b l i c boolean makeOpera t ion ( User c u r r e n t U s e r ) {
3
4 t r y {
5 / / l o c a t e s c u r r e n t t r a n s a c t i o n and r e t r i e v e s
6 / / a c o n n e c t i o n w i t h i n i t
7 Connec t ion c o n n e c t i o n = T r a n s a c t i o n M a n a g e r
8 . g e t C u r r e n t T r a n s a c t i o n ( ) ;
9

10 boolean a u t h o r i z e d = c h e c k P r i v i l e g e s (
11 c o n n e c t i o n , t h i s , u s e r ) ;
12 i f ( ! a u t h o r i z e d ) {
13
14 / / removed : l o g ‘ ‘ u n a u t h o r i z e d ’ ’
15 re turn f a l s e ;
16 }
17
18 boolean s u c c e s s ;
19 / / removed : t h e o p e r a t i o n i m p l e m e n t a t i o n
20
21 / / removed : end t r a n s a c t i o n
22
23 / / removed : l o g s u c c e s s
24 re turn s u c c e s s ;
25
26 } catch ( SQLExcept ion e ) {
27 / / s q l e r r o r
28
29 / / removed : l o g f a i l u r e
30 re turn f a l s e ;
31 }
32 }
33 }

Listing 1. Example 2.1 implementation code. Lines 4-8, 18, 26-27
and 30-31 handle database related behavior. Lines 10-12 and 15-16
check access rights to the privileged operation. Lines 14, 23 and 29
log results. Note: the ”removed” lines in code fragments from here
on represent code that was removed to save space.

Example 2.2: The second example displays how we may
affect code structure and, particularly, how a class can be
altered to use multiple design patterns, just by applying
concerns. See Fig. 1 for the example’s model.

• A singleton class [8]. A single instance of the class is
retrieved through a getInstance() method. In modeling
and generation stages every reference to the singleton
class is a reference to the same object.

• An object pool [9]. We use two object sets (a set of free
objects and a set of objects in use) and methods to borrow
them for work and to return them back to the pool.

An implementation code is shown in Listing 2. Both patterns
are at a class level, but cause generation of different methods
and fields. The singleton pattern brings in a static method and
static fields, while the object pool pattern leads to generation
of regular methods and fields.

Consider a more complex case, where a concern is applied
to some other class OtherClass with a link to the class in the
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Fig. 1. The model for Example 2.2.

example. Also, the link is assigned a role, such that the link
should be used in the generated code for OtherClass. Any
such usage should take into account the singleton pattern and
access the pool object using the getInstance() method.

/∗∗
∗ @concern S i n g l e t o n
∗ @concern Pool<MyResource>
∗ /

p u b l i c c l a s s MyResourcesPool {
/∗∗ @concern S i n g l e t o n ∗ /
p r i v a t e s t a t i c MyResourcesPool t h e I n s t a n c e ;
/∗∗ @concern S i n g l e t o n ∗ /
p r i v a t e s t a t i c O b j e c t l o c k = new O b j e c t ( ) ;
/∗∗ @concern Pool<MyResource> ∗ /
p r i v a t e L i s t<MyResource> a v a i l a b l e L i s t ;
/∗∗ @concern Pool<MyResource> ∗ /
p r i v a t e Set<MyResource> i n u s e S e t = new HashSet ( ) ;

/∗∗ @concern S i n g l e t o n ∗ /
p r i v a t e MyResourcesPool ( ) {

a v a i l a b l e L i s t = Arrays . a s L i s t ( i n i t ( ) ) ;
}

/∗∗ @concern S i n g l e t o n ∗ /
p u b l i c s t a t i c MyResourcesPool g e t I n s t a n c e ( ) {

i f ( t h e I n s t a n c e == n u l l ) {
s ynchronized ( l o c k ) {

t h e I n s t a n c e = new MyResourcesPool ( ) ;
}

}
re turn t h e I n s t a n c e ;

}

/∗∗ @concern Pool<MyResource> ∗ /
p r o t e c t e d MyResource [ ] i n i t ( ) {

/ / removed : r e s o u r c e s i n i t i a l i z a t i o n
}

/∗∗ @concern Pool<MyResource> ∗ /
p u b l i c MyResource r e q u e s t R e s o u r c e ( ) {

/ / removed : i f t h e r e i s no a v a i l a b l e o b j e c t −
/ / w a i t f o r i t

MyResource r e s o u r c e = n u l l ;
s ynchronized ( t h i s ) {

/ / removed : f i n d o b j e c t i n a v a i l a b l e L i s t ,
/ / move i t t o i n u s e S e t and r e t u r n i t w i t h i n
/ / r e s o u r c e v a r i a b l e

}
re turn r e s o u r c e ;

}

/∗∗ @concern Pool<MyResource> ∗ /
p u b l i c vo id r e t u r n R e s o u r c e ( MyResource r e s o u r c e ) {

s ynchronized ( t h i s ) {
/ / removed : move t h e o b j e c t from i n u s e S e t
/ / t o a v a i l a b l e L i s t

}
/ / removed : n o t i f y t h a t t h e r e i s a f r e e o b j e c t

}
}

Listing 2. Example 2.2 implementation code. Note: the @concern tag
indicates either a concern is applied to a class, or a member/method is
generated as a result of applying a concern.

III. GRANULATED CODE GENERATION – THE TECHNIQUE

In this section we describe a technique that enables us
to automatically generate code from a model that includes
behavior information.

A. General Description

The generic model technique and generation process that
we have built enables system architects and designers to define
common functionalities and to apply them to software model
entities. As the result the target system is constructed, having
part of it generated from modeled structure and behavior, and
the other part is manually implemented business logic.

The functionalities that we call concerns are model entities
(in our examples they are UML classes) that may be associated
with (applied to) regular entities (other UML classes) that
represent system entities and probably result in generated
DB tables, classes in code, etc. Concern members may be
associated with class members, and concern methods – with
class methods.

Once a concern is associated with some class it affects
the generated code for the class, adding some functionality
(defined by a plugin, supplied with the concern), saving the
developer’s time needed to write this code manually.

To make this technique useful, it should be able to apply
a wide range of generation functionalities to a model. Each
functionality is generally independent from others or depends
only on a small number of other functionalities. Thus, it should
be easy to add new functionality definitions to the tool. The
architecture of the tool is based on a “plugins framework”,
where a new functionality is added to the tool through a
new plugin that is not aware of other plugins, except those
it depends on.

B. As Part of the MDE Process

The technique incorporates completely into the MDE pro-
cess. First, architects and software infrastructure teams identify
common functionalities (in addition to those widely used
or already existing within the organization), prepare their
definitions and code generation plugins. Then, designers apply
them to the model at the proper level of abstraction (model
transformations enable us to easily use models on various
abstraction levels). Some details for an already applied func-
tionality may be added on a lower level. The lowest level
model is used for the code generation. Developers then extend
the generated code to complete the implementation.

At any time, changes may be easily done to the model
and applied concerns. They directly affect the generated code,
making maintenance easier.

In [10], Uhl, Koch and Weise discuss how a higher level of
abstraction affects effort needed to develop and to maintain a
system. Similarly, abstraction of behavior helps to make the
model more intuitive. Generation of the code from the enriched
model minimizes manual code, therefore increasing program
quality and demanding less maintenance.
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C. Defining Concerns

Following we describe how to define a concern in a model.
Such a definition enables a designer to apply it to a class in the
design model. In addition, a plugin should be supplied to the
generation tool for a particular concern, to enable generating
the code that implements the capabilities that the concern
is meant to provide when applied to a class. This plugin
is not to be seen by anyone during the system design or
the implementation stages. Some documentation is required,
however, to describe the semantics of applying the concern.

There exist different kinds of concerns. Some interfere
at method level1, some at class level2, and some at both3.
Some introduce parameters, others introduce fields or methods.
There are also more complicated concerns that are related to
other concerns (interfere at inter-object level). Following is a
description of an approach to define a concern.

Defining a concern means to provide its name, to describe
fields and methods it can be applied to as well as relationships
with other concerns. We do it by creating a UML class with a
<<concern>> stereotype. The name of the UML class that
represents the concern is the name of the concern, its attributes
and operations describe fields and methods the concern may or
should be applied to within the applied class (enriched class).
UML meta-model of a concern is presented in Fig. 2.

A UML attribute in a concern (i.e., in the UML class that
represents it) defines an annotation that should be applied to
an attribute in the enriched class in the design model. We call
it concern field hereafter. The attribute it is applied to is called
enriched field.

A UML operation in a concern (named concern method)
defines an annotation that should be applied to an operation of
the enriched class (named enriched method). Concern methods
may have one or more of the following stereotypes applied:

<<optional>> If not otherwise specified, a concern
method is required for the concern. Only when the
<<optional>> stereotype is used for the concern
method it does not have to be specified in an enriched
class.

<<full implementation>> This concern method supplies
full implementation for a method it is applied to. It
should be the last one applied, because further applied
concern methods are meaningless. Similarly, no addi-
tional manual implementation of the enriched method is
required.

<<frontend>> When applied, the parameters of the
enriched method should conform to the parameters of
the concern method: the same order of parameters and
each enriched method parameter is assignable from the
corresponding concern method parameter. This kind of
a concern method enables calling an enriched method
from the generated code.

1The concerns in the Example 2.1.
2The concerns in the Example 2.2.
3Pool example, see Fig. 3.

A defined concern method may be parameterized to pass
information about the desired functionality: data structures,
types, etc. Some parameters require special notation, achieved
by adding a stereotype to a parameter, as following:

<<introduced>> A value of specified type is calculated
by the concern and supplied as an additional argument to
the subsequent concern methods and the implementation
method. When used in a model, only a name of the new
argument is specified in place of the parameter.

<<erased>> If a method argument or an introduced pa-
rameter (see Section III-D) is passed to an <<erased>>
concern parameter, the argument/introduced parameter is
used only by the concern, and is not available for use by
neither concern methods applied after it, nor the imple-
mentation method. This stereotype is for convenience -
to avoid developers seeing unneeded parameters (used by
the concern only).

<<returns>> A value of specified type is calculated
by the concern and returned to the caller. The concern
method hides the return value it receives from the called
method and returns the calculated one. It is helpful when
the received value is processed by the concern method
and a value of another type or even nothing (void) is
returned by the concern method. A concern method can
be defined as returning a value also when it receives void
or in the case it is a <<full implementation>>.
At most one parameter of this kind may be present in
a single concern method. It is possible to define it as a
return type of the concern method (see Fig. 3), except
for the case of void type.

<<return type required>> Type of an enriched method
that the concern method may be applied to. The concern
method uses the value it accepts from the method called.
At most one parameter of this kind may be present in a
single concern method.

<<exception>> Exception thrown by the concern.
Should be declared in the signature of the enriched
method or being handled by one of the previous con-
cerns. By default, the signature of the implementation
method will not contain this exception.

<<handled exception>> An exception of this type, if
thrown from the subsequent concern method/implemen-
tation method, is handled by the concern and is not seen
by the caller.

Note that a parameter can not be annotated with more than
one of the types.
The last four types do not require a parameter to be supplied
with a value, so the parameter appears only in the concern
definition.

An example of a concern definition is shown in Fig. 3. It
defines a concern for a pool of objects that allows reusing
objects instead of recreating them (when it is expensive to
create them for each use). The pool has a template parameter
that defines the type of stored objects and three methods each
pool of objects has: init() for the first initialization of objects,
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Fig. 2. Concern meta-model.

Fig. 3. Definition of an object pool (from Example 2.2).

borrow() – taking an object out of the pool and return()
– returning previously borrowed object. The initialization
method is a <<frontend>> method, because it is called from
inside the automatically generated code. The other two are
<<full implementation>> – no manual implementation is
required.

D. Applying Concerns

An element in a model can be described in various ways and
by various relationships, annotations, etc. Each description is
meaningful for the code generation and should be expressed
in the generator definition. This allows the generation tool to
identify the element’s behavior.

A class can be instrumented with one or more concerns
(see Fig. 4). In this case, every non-optional concern method
defined in the concern should be applied to one of the methods
in the enriched class. Every concern field should be applied
to a field in the enriched class. When a number of concerns
are applied to a class, each of them is taken into account
separately, but they should not have collisions (i.e., fields
with identical names or methods with identical names and
parameter types).

Each method may have a number of concern methods
applied to it. The concern methods are treated in their order
of appearance for the enriched method: on a call they will run
in that order, and on return their “after” parts will run in the
reverse order. It is reminiscent of aspects (of AOP). Concern
methods are applied in the following way:

• A method’s signature is defined as it should appear to the
caller, i.e., it is the signature of the full method including
all applied concern methods. Hence a developer, who
has to call the generated code for the enriched method,
sees the same method signature as it appears in the
model. Please note that it is the same signature as if the
class was modeled without using concerns and rather was
implemented manually.

• From an applied concern method’s point of view, it is
running in a “method” (which does not exist really)
that has a list of parameters, a set of exceptions and a
return type. The rest of a structure it is applied to (i.e.,
the following concern methods and the implementation
method) is also a “method” with another list of arguments
and a return type. The rules and the restrictions are as
follows:

– Every parameter supplied to a concern method
should be accessible by it. Therefore it should be
defined in the signature or introduced by one of
the previously applied concern methods, and should
not be hidden (<<erased>>) by any of them.
See (1) and (2).

– The implementation method will have its ab-
stract signature generated in the code and should
be implemented manually, except for the case
where the last applied concern method is a
<<full implementation>>.

– The implementation method will contain all non-
hidden parameters of the method’s signature as it is
defined and all introduced (but not hidden) parame-
ters in all applied concern methods.

– If none of the applied concern methods requires a re-
turn parameter, the return type of the implementation
method will be the same as of the enriched method.
Otherwise, the return type will be as needed by the
latest concern method that has a return parameter.
See (3).

– Chain of return types. Every concern method that
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Fig. 4. A Web Service with 3 authorized-only methods authorization and database connection behavior, defined by applying concerns. The methods are
similar to the method in Example 2.1.

expects a certain return type should comply with the
return type of a following concern method with a
return parameter, if exists. See (4).

A signature of a method is defined as (P, r, Ex), where
P is a list of parameters, r is a return type and Ex is a
set of exceptions. Enriched method signature is marked as
(P0, r0, Ex0). Similarly, its implementation method signature
is marked as: (Pn, rn, Exn), where n is the number of applied
concern methods.

The rules described beforehand are explained using the
equations below. The equations are for each i, i = 0 .. n−1.

Pi+1 = Pi

⋃
Introducedi \ Erasedi (1)

Exi+1 = Exi

⋃
Handledi \ Throwni (2)

ri+1 =





ri, if returnsi =⊥ ∧

returnTypeReqi =⊥
⊥, if returnsi 6=⊥ ∧

returnTypeReqi =⊥
returnTypeReqi, otherwise

(3)

ri ≤ returnsi (4)

Fig. 4 presents an example of an HR service that creates,
adds and removes an employee in an organization database.
The service is defined as a <<WebService>> so it will be
created and deployed as a Web Service and all its parameters
will be presented in its Web Services Description Language
(WSDL) file [11]. A connection is supplied to every method,
so it will be able to perform database queries. Each method is
declared with authorization checks. The only thing that is left
to be implemented manually is to perform a query for each of
the methods.

Fig. 5 illustrates the enriched method getAllEmployees(),
generated parts for concern methods applied to it, and the
arguments and the return type of each part and the implemen-
tation method. These would be actual method signatures for
all parts, if we were creating them in separate methods.

The application on the signatures is as the follow-
ing. Concern method currentTransactionConnection adds its
<<introduced>> parameter connection that becomes avail-
able for the subsequent concerns. Concern method protected-
Operation removes the <<erased>> parameter user. Finally,
both protectedOperation and protectResultObject throw Pro-
tectionException.

Fig. 5. Schematic view of the enriched getAllEmployees() method, the
arguments and the return type of each generated part (if they were separate
methods) and the implementation method.

E. Resulting Code

In this section we present a MySet example, a set of
objects, combined with a Visitor design pattern: the method
checkAllObjects() passes over all elements in the set and
performs a manually implemented operation on each object.
Listing 3 shows its generated code in the class MySetBase.
The manual code is placed in the class MySet, implementing
the abstract method, and adding any fields and methods not
mentioned in the model. Thus, the manual code is not affected
by regeneration of the automatic code, since they are in
separate files. Moreover, all the automatic code is in a separate
source folder.

/∗∗ Gener a ted bas e c l a s s o f MySet c l a s s
∗ i n t h e model . ∗ /

p u b l i c a b s t r a c t c l a s s MySetBase {
p r i v a t e MyObject [ ] myObjects ;

/∗∗ Gener a ted method f o r t h e one s p e c i f i e d
∗ i n t h e model . ∗ /

p u b l i c f i n a l vo id c h e c k A l l O b j e c t s ( ) {
f o r ( MyObject e l e m e n t : myObjects ) {

t h i s . c h e c k A l l O b j e c t s ( e l e m e n t ) ; }
}

/∗∗ I t i s a g e n e r a t e d method t h a t s h o u l d be
∗ imp lemen ted . @param o b j e c t t h e par ame te r
∗ i n t r o d u c e d by t h e v i s i t o r ∗ /

p r o t e c t e d a b s t r a c t vo id c h e c k A l l O b j e c t s (
MyObject o b j e c t ) ;

}

Listing 3. Generated code for MySet

F. Tool Prototype

We have implemented a prototype 4 to check our ideas. It
receives a model that contains concerns and enriched classes.
Having plugins supplied for the concerns, the tool generates

4See http://sites.google.com/site/gcgtool/
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the code. We have successfully generated code for two ex-
amples: a small data management system and a distributed
algorithm.

The first example is a bank account management system. It
uses concerns for database connectivity, security, multithread-
ing, error checking and design patterns. The application has
the following features: managing multiple accounts (check
balance, deposit and withdraw), managing access rights and
access log, checking legal account state (no overdraw) and
committing operations per time period (business day) in a
separate thread. Its manual code consists almost only of
database queries (that may be handled by existing MDE
techniques, e.g., AndroMDA [12]) and GUI.

The second example is a mechanism for distributed algo-
rithms, based on asynchronous events. The mechanism uses
concerns for multithreading and communicating with events.
The mechanism enables sending named events with additional
data asynchronously to any interested object. There is also a
concern for defining distributed nodes. It provides methods
to manage node’s neighbours and a way to define events
sent to / received from the neighbours. With its help we
have implemented the Chang and Roberts ring-based election
algorithm [13]. Its manual code consists only of the algorithm
logic and code that builds the ring (the algorithm logic could
be generated from statecharts [5]).

To turn the prototype into a complete and useful tool, we
have to extend its errors handling, allow multiple models as
an input and integrate it with other MDE tools (model editing,
testing tools, etc.).

IV. RELATED WORK

Lodderstedt, Basin, and Doser [7] describe a way to model
security requirements for a software system that enables gen-
erating security code automatically. This approach is based on
applying roles to UML classes. It does not address other types
of requirements besides security.

Harel and Politi [5] show how reactive systems may be
modeled using statecharts. This technique enables the creation
of a complete model of event-based systems, but in non event-
based systems, statecharts are useful only for a small part of
the system.

The Rhapsody tool enables full cycle model-driven de-
velopment [14]. In Rhapsody, model and code are strongly
associated, thus the model is never outdated, while the code
remains the most important artifact at the development stage
as it handles all the details. Some model elements also include
code. Rhapsody enables model execution and model-based
testing. Although Rhapsody is one of the most powerful
MDE tools, it does not include an ability to effectively reuse
common design patterns and logic, besides some built-in
structures.

Comparing our technique to Aspect-Oriented Modeling
(AOM) [15] [16] [17] [18] and Feature-Oriented Modeling
(FOM) [19], AOM and FOM do not change method’s signature
(except for exceptions) and do not allow passing parameters
between two aspects/features applied on the same method.

Moreover, AOM does not provide aspects that may be applied
to a class, enriching the class along with its methods with
a complex behavior at once. Thus, our technique is more
powerful, meaning more code is easier generated for non
crosscutting concerns.

Compared to non-MDE techniques such as AOP and
Feature-Oriented Programming (FOP), our technique makes
the development process easier and more straightforward, as
the association is done in the model stage.

A. Comparing to AOM techniques

There are various existing AOM techniques. Here we com-
pare our technique with some of them in particular.

AspectOPTIMA [20] is a powerful language independent,
aspect-oriented framework that was built as a case study for
Reusable Aspect Models (RAM) [18]. To apply aspects to an
application model, RAM uses Sequence Diagrams that define
pointcuts and advices (the aspect behavior at pointcuts).

RAM, similarly to other AOM techniques, has the following
disadvantages:

• Weaving (the term used in RAM for models, although
the actual weaving is done at the runtime by AOP
implementation) of aspects with application models, is
done at the aspects level, using interfaces to describe
entities that should be affected. This way it serves only
crosscutting concerns.

• Weaving is done at pointcuts (methods) as in AOP. Our
technique enables applying a concern as a whole, thus
adding a general behavior that takes into account the
enriched class with all its enriched methods.

• There is no change in signature for application methods.
• To pass parameters between two applied aspects, or to

make them aware one of another for some other purpose,
it is required to create an aspect that unites the two (see
Figure 5 in [18]).

For a survey on some UML-based AOM approaches
see [21].

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have described an MDE technique to define common
functionalities (concerns) and use them in modeling to get
automatically generated code for an enriched model. It reduces
the effort needed for software system development. We showed
how different concerns can be applied to a single model
element and how they can solve different programming and de-
sign problems (security, design patterns, exceptions handling,
etc.).

Our technique handles both behavioral and structural con-
cerns, allows to define generally any functional or non-
functional concern and to combine multiple concerns at a
single class or method. Other MDE techniques either do not
handle the behavioral aspect, or do not suit for all software
systems (data management, real-time, distributed, etc.). We
successfully applied our technique using a tool prototype to
generate and implement examples of data management and
distributed event-based systems.
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In the future we plan to deal with complex concerns and
automatic ordering, to check alternative ways to represent
concerns and to prepare a case study.

We can think about concerns that are aware of each other,
for example generalizing of another concern, aggregation of
concerns and other dependencies. When enriching a model it is
currently required to state the full order for applying concerns.
It may not be necessary in every case. Moreover, frequently
two unrelated and non colliding concerns are applied together
and may be executed in any order. Further research may be
done on how it is possible to automatically determine (for a
particular use) necessary order of concerns, even if it is not
stated explicitly (also for colliding concerns).

We plan to conduct a wide case study to assess the con-
tribution of the technique to the development process and to
further check its applicability. Also an empirical data is needed
to confirm this contribution.

We also seek for an alternative representation of concerns
model with expression strength similar to the one described.
We actually want to define a similar graphical representation
to make the model more intuitive.
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Abstract—A reverse engineering procedure for producing a
platform independent model (PIM) of an existing Web application
is presented using a case study. It focuses on extracting the
domain knowledge built into the application and thus it produces
the PIM, leaving the hypertext and presentation models aside.
It is especially focused on reverse engineering of applications
produced using agile software development methodology where
documentation is scarce, and as it assumes that in large part the
activity diagrams are produced and refined manually, it is par-
ticularly useful in environments where at least some developers
of the original agile team are still available. Rather than being a
result of a theoretical work, the method has crystallized during
a lot of practical work. As such it is aimed at practitioners and
following the spirit of its formulation, it is presented as a case
study where it has been applied.

I. INTRODUCTION

REVERSE engineering of a software application is most
often performed for one of the following two reasons

[1]. First, to gain an insight into a competitors’ product
and either learn how to replicate its design or to discover
possible patent infringements. Second, to produce various
kinds of documentation of the software application when the
documentation is either outdated or even nonexistent.

Although a software specification, i.e., a technical documen-
tation, can be either missing or outdated simply because of a
professional misconduct, the deficient software specification
can result from a particular software development model used
to produce the application. For instance, if agile software
development methodology is used [2], it is quite possible
that no detailed software specification will ever be produced
since one of the main principles of the “Manifesto for Agile
Software Development” explicitly values working software
over comprehensive documentation [3].

However, if the application proves to be successful, it
inevitably grows in both size and complexity, and the environ-
ment the application now lives in changes. Hence, although it
can be a key factor for success during the design, the agile
approach to software development can become an obstacle for
the maintenance of the application later on. The reasons are
many. First, porting an application from the existing platform
to a new one might be difficult (sometimes even if the new
platform is in fact only a major new version of the old
platform). Second, business processes might change and since
the existing processes are hard-wired in the code, a significant

amount of the code must be changed. Third, in time people
initially working on the application, either business people or
developers, are replaced by new people with less insight into
the application.

Therefore, at certain point in the application’s life cycle the
existence of a model at a higher abstraction level becomes ben-
eficial for both managers and programmers [4]. Furthermore,
if designed properly, the appropriate model can also reduce
maintenance costs [5]. The generation of the appropriate model
might be focused on two different issues:

• extracting the model from the existing application in
the situation when no domain knowledge nor application
architecture is known, or

• producing the model of the existing application using a
(limited) domain knowledge and insight into the applica-
tion architecture.

In both cases, reverse engineering of the application is to be
performed. However, in the first case, the reverse engineering
must be started from scratch while in the second case the
model generation, although still complex, is much simpler (or
at least feasible).

An important issue is the final result of the reverse engi-
neering. By definition it is a description of the application at
a higher level of abstraction, but this can mean very different
things to different people. Usually the reverse engineering is
aimed towards the most useful form of description for some
latter. These forms include, among others,

• diverse design models needed for the reengineering of the
existing application, or

• a formal text description in case when only the documen-
tation has to be obtained.

As the model-driven development (MDD) promotes a defi-
nition of the software development through a hierarchy of
defined models at different levels of abstraction, it seems a
natural choice for the formulation of the results obtained by
the reverse engineering [6], [7]. These models are defined by
the model-driven architecture (MDA) which implements the
MDD. An important characteristic of MDA is promotion of
the automatic generation of the lower level description models
- the application code in the selected technology. Thus by
selecting the platform independent model (PIM) as defined in
MDA for the final result of the reverse engineering we gain
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Fig. 1. The idea of reimplementation of an existing application using model-
driven approach.

an important advantage for the following reconstruction of the
application in the selected technology whatever it might be.

Note that the OMG’s Architecture-Driven Moderniza-
tion(ADM) proposals suggest this kind of solution: this pa-
per presents a tipical Application / Data Architecture-Driven
Modernisation through a case study of an existing application
redesigned using MDA [8].

Using a case study, the paper describes an agile method-
ology of reverse engineering that can be applied in order to
produce the platform independent model as used by the MDD
as shown in Figure 1: the paper focuses on reverse engineering
of the existing application to produce the platform independent
model, a step performed by a mostly manual transformation
since at the current state of technology it cannot be fully
automated. It is especially targeted for Web applications that
were produced using agile software development. It is assumed
that to apply the methodology the team producing the model
includes at least some members of the original development
team.

Nowadays a baffling number of different tools for the devel-
opment of Web applications is available. Hence, a completely
general description of reverse engineering is almost impossible
to formulate: either it is to general to be valuable as no
concrete actions and procedures can be described or in trying
to be comprehensive it becomes to large and imprecise. To
ensure the paper has a practical value, the approach is given
for the Oracle DB and Oracle Portal1 as the selected case
study is based on this technology. It is believed the Oracle
technology is a good choice for presenting the new approach
as it is (1) wide spread, (2) suitable the implementing the
most complex Web applications, and (3) a market leader
and model for others. However, as PL/SQL is not object
oriented (OO), the reverse engineering of an existing PL/SQL

1The company, product and service names used in this paper are for
identification purposes only — all trademarks and registered trademarks are
the property of their respective holders.

application and generation of the PIM involve the shift to the
OO-design.

Hence, the paper starts with Section II containing a short
overview of the Web application used as a case study and the
events that triggered the introduction of major modifications
that actually caused the shift from the agile to the model-
driven approach. Section III gives a short introduction into
what the PIM of a Web application should be made of, and
Section IV, the core of the paper, describes how a PIM can be
extracted from a existing Web application by using a case
study. The paper concludes with a section on the lessons
learnt in producing the PIM for the actual real world Web
application, and conclusion.

II. A CASE STUDY

As the procedure presented in this paper sprang from
practice, a case-study based on a web student information
system named e-Študent (developed and initially deployed
at the Faculty of Computer and Information Science of the
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia) is to be introduced first [9],
[10].

e-Študent is a three-tier Web application built using the
Oracle DB and Oracle Portal technology, and written primarily
in PL/SQL with some JavaScript. Technically speaking it
has over 800 different programming objects (namely dynamic
pages, stored procedures and functions) with over 220 KLOC
in total, 130 different reports, and its database contains more
than 160 tables. As it has been designed and developed at the
Faculty of Computer and Information Science, the developer
team consisted of people who were themselves developers and
users at the same time, and the agile methodology seemed a
natural choice [2], [3].

The development of e-Študent started way back in 2001 and
by 2003 the initial release has been used by most faculties
of the University of Ljubljana. Its main functions are pro-
viding electronic support for student enrolment, managment
of examination records and grades, and keeping the alumni
records. All together it has been used by approx. 20000
users (students, lecturers and staff). In 2008 the University
of Ljubljana decided to replace e-Študent with, at that time,
yet nonexistent successor. The reasons were many. First,
the existing e-Študent was designed to be used by a single
faculty and therefore different faculties were running their
own instances instead of a single inter-faculty instance desired
by the University. Second, as the number of elective courses
increased dramatically by the introduction of the imminent
new Bologna study programs (compared with the old pre-
Bologna programs), the structure of the study programs was
modified significantly and, sometimes even within the same
faculty, in different directions.

The new system built after 2008 did not meet the expec-
tations as it was focused more on implementing additional
functionalities and less on suitable implementation of the
existing, i.e., essential, ones. After the new system was made
and evaluated it has been realized that during the development
and maintenance of the original e-Študent a huge amount of
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the domain knowledge had been accumulated. In fact, due
to the turbulent times of the Bologna reform, the source
code of e-Študent is most likely the most comprehensive
and the most formal specification of the student examination
processes at the University of Ljubljana. It is precisely this
domain knowledge that should be extracted during the reverse
engineering, and it should be extracted as a model suitable for
the development of the next e-Študent successor.

III. PLATFORM INDEPENDENT MODEL
OF A WEB APPLICATION

Model-driven development is based on a notion of an
automatic transformations between different models describing
an application on different levels. In the ideal situation, a
developer would produce a platform independent model (PIM),
add some platform specifications to reach the platform specific
model (PSM), and finally generate the application.

For Web applications in particular, it has been advised [12]
that the PIM should consist of

• a business model,
• a hypertext model, and
• a presentation model.

Apart from the (usual) business model describing the business
processes, the hypertext model describes how Web-pages are
built and linked while the presentation model contains details
of the graphic appearance of a Web application.

Leaving the hypertext and presentation models aside and
concentrating on the business model, it has been shown that
by using the appropriate MD methodology, namely URDAD
[13], out of 13 different kinds of UML diagrams only the
following 4 kinds of diagrams are sufficient to produce the
PIM:

• class diagram,
• activity diagram,
• use case diagram, and
• sequence diagram.

The first three types are usually produced during the analysis
phase (which is not an issue in reverse engineering) while all
four types are needed during the design phase: class diagrams
for the services contract and for the collaboration context,
sequence diagrams for the user work flow and for the success
scenario, a use cases for the responsibility identification and
allocation, and finally a set of activity diagrams for the full
business process specification [13].

IV. A PROCEDURE FOR PRODUCING THE PIM
USING REVERSE ENGINEERING

Even thought the four types of diagrams aforementioned in
Section III were identified as the minimal requirements for
the PIM [13], it is much easier to talk about these diagrams
rather than actually produce the concrete instances of these
diagrams by reverse engineering an existing (Web) application.
To produce the PIM of a Web application not by analysis of a
problem domain but by reverse engineering of an existing Web
application, the appropriate diagrams can only be produced

using the combination of both static and dynamic analysis.
More precisely, there are basically two phases of constructing
PIM by reverse engineering:

1) A static phase of reverse engineering is performed first:
a class diagram, a number of use case diagrams, activity
diagrams, and sequential diagrams are produced, in this
particular order.

2) A dynamic phase of reverse engineering comes second:
sequence diagrams are upgraded with additional infor-
mation on the data flow.

Finally, a third phase, namely the optimization of the reverse
engineered PIM, can be performed. In the following four
subsections the procedure of producing each type of diagram
by reverse engineering is outlined.

A. Class Diagrams
Class diagrams represent the static structure of software

systems and subsystems in a graphical way [14]. In the case
of the non-OO business applications database objects are
typically modeled in this way.

Class diagrams are the easiest to produce: the relational
database tools are capable of producing entity relationship
model (ERM) and there exists a relatively simple transforma-
tion from the ERM to a class diagram. More precisely, as the
behaviour information is ommited, we produce a conceptional
class diagram. The transformation is done by applying the
following rules:

• each entity is transformed into its own class with no
methods and stereotype “DatabaseTable”;

• each composite data type appearing in the ERM is
transformed into its own class;

• entity fields are mapped into attributes of the class
corresponding to the entity the field belongs to;

• relations between tables are mapped as dependencies
between classes.

The names of classes and attributes are the same as the names
of the corresponding entities and fields; classes corresponding
to composite types are named using synthetic names.

The list of different tools that can carry out this transforma-
tion (at least to some degree if not entirely) includes among
others tools like ‘UML Modeller for SQL’ by Entrionics [15]
and ’Altova UMODEL 2012’ by Altova [16].

In our case the database has a quite simple structure with
no composite types. Hence, the mapping between tables from
ERM and UML classes is quite straighforward. As this study
is focused primarily on the data layer, the presentation layer
description is left for further work.

However, the database can contain “garbage”, i.e., currently
unused tables that were either used in the past or were used
during development. Although all such tables should have been
removed, one cannot assume that they actually were. This is
usually not a problem: for instance, if Oracle DB is used, one
can use the data available in the Oracle DB Data Catalogue
to remove all unused tables.
Case study: The transformation of the e-Študent ERM to a
class diagram was straightforward — the e-Študent ERM does
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not even contain any composite type. A class diagram of e-
Študent, immensely simplified for the presentation purposes,
is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. An example of a class diagram obtained by reverse engineering of
e-Študent (the class diagram is significantly simplified: in reality there are
approx. 160 classes and some classes might contain dozens of attributes).

B. Use Case Diagrams
A use case diagram represents system functionality by

exhibiting the interactions between system users and the trans-
actions that provide value to users. They display relationship
between actors and use cases and dependencies that exist
between users [14].

As they describe user requirements use case diagrams
should be among the first artifacts produced by both software
development and reverse software engineering. In reverse
engineering they are important as they offer unrivaled top-
down insight of system functionality. Furthermore, as the
system is being reverse engineered it is assumed the system is
adequate and thus the use case diagrams produce a very clear
top-down picture of the problem domain.

In most Web applications, use case diagram specifies a set
of actions that can be performed by a certain actor (describing
a user role for a group of users). In fact, as each user may
play different roles, each use case diagram specifies functions
that can be performed by a particular user role. Hence a list
of user roles (actors) must be retrieved from the system using
one of the following two methods:

• by checking the list of user roles stored in the database
or within the application server;

• by inspecting the system from the user’s point-of-view (in
most cases, user roles can be determined by inspecting
how each user logs into the application or how the user
can explicitly change its role afterwards).

Once the list of user roles is established, one use case
diagram per each user role should be produced. The generation
of the use case diagram depends heavily on the technology and
tools the Web application is made with, and therefore no list
of procedures applicable to all and every tool can be given
here (for the Oracle DB/Portal case, see the ‘Case Study’ at
the end of this subsection).

Users performing different user roles might be allowed to
perform functions common to many different roles. Although
a clear sign of an incautious design, two situations can
nevertheless arise in practice:

• One particular function is found in different use case
diagrams, either under the same name or under different
names.

• Two functions found in two different use case diagrams
share the same name but denote two substantially differ-
ent actions.

Using the static analysis of the code it is possible to check
whether two functions are carried out by the same code.
However, if they are not, the resolution must be made manually
by a developer.
Case study: Initially, the five user roles of e-Študent have been
determined using the domain knowledge. However, checking
the list of user roles kept by the Oracle Portal has been
performed as well.

As the application front-end of e-Študent has a simple
single-level menu structure, the use case diagrams for e-
Študent were obtained from the menu files especially de-
signed for e-Študent. These files, written in Javascript, have
a very indicative structure that allowed the entire structure
of menus, submenus and options to be obtained by simple
parsing. Hence, under the assumption (based upon the domain
knowledge) that a single menu option reflect a single function
a user can perform, the generation of use case diagrams was
more or less reduced to parsing Javascript menu files. The
smallest of the five resulting diagrams is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. A use case diagram for user role ‘student’ obtained by reverse
engineering of e-Študent (the leaves of the tree represent the functions this
particular user role can perform).

C. Activity Diagrams
Activity diagrams are the most important artifacts in terms

of the future reimplementation of the existing application
as they denote the operational semantics of business pro-
cesses [14].
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At first glance, activity diagrams can be produced auto-
matically from the existing code. Certain tools are available,
each specialized for a particular platform. However, no tool
seems to be capable generating adequate activity diagrams
automatically for the real world applications — adequate in
terms of the forward software development phase. In fact, in
most cases the generated activity diagrams are simply distilled
code shown in a different form. Hence, they are not to be used
in the subsequent MDD for the following reasons:

• The generated diagrams face granularity problem: un-
derstanding of the diagrams is obstructed as too many
unnecessary details are included while sometimes some
important details are systematically omitted [17], [18],
[19].

• The generated diagrams include many system design
elements, including bad ones which, since the diagrams
are to be used in forward system design, would be
propagated to the next versions of the application [17].

To conclude, as the tools cannot distinguish between the
business process and its implementation, i.e., between what
should be done and how it is done, producing the adequate
activity diagrams is essentially a human lead process. Nev-
ertheless, we promote the use of tools as they can quickly
generate syntaticaly correct diagrams. These can be used
as an additional input for further manual processing. To be
precise, our activity diagram definition process is based on
the generated activity diagrams if they are of moderate size.
Otherwise, it is better to start from a scratch due to the
granularity problem of generated diagrams.

Case study: To actually produce the activity diagrams for
e-Študent, the following sources needed to be reverse engi-
neered:

• dynamic pages (HTML + PL/SQL),
• stored procedures and functions (PL/SQL),
• reports (SQL),
• triggers (PL/SQL), and
• JavaScript code.
A naive approach of using a tool to generate activity

diagrams, e.g., ‘UML Modeller for SQL’ as

PL/SQL code: DynPages,procedures,functions
↓ UML Modeller for SQL

Activity Diagrams,

failed exactly for the reasons outlined above. For a single
procedure of approx. 300 lines of PL/SQL code, the tool
produced the activity diagram shown in Figure 4. The number
of elements in the diagram is proportional to LOC, and such
a diagram is not readable even in case of modarate size
procedures.

Furthermore, tools mentioned above couldn’t merge
PL/SQL code that is embedded into the dynamic pages with
PL/SQL code found in the stored procedures and functions
(however, this is a deficiency of the tools used, not a problem
per se).

Fig. 4. An example of a generated activity diagram for a PL/SQL procedure
of approx. 300 lines of code (the diagram is rotated 90 degrees leftward).
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The difference between the PL/SQL code and SQL queries
must be noted at this point. While the structure of the first can
be clearly described in the activity diagram using sequence,
selection and iteration elements, the second demands a dif-
ferent approach [20]. For this reason the reverse engineering
tools simply skip the analysis of SQL chunks in PL/SQL code
and present them as a simple activity. Thus, the analysis of
SQL code should be done separately. At present the reverse
engineering of the existing e-Študent is limited on collecting
all SQL code chunks, forming a list of them, and establishing
two-way references between items from the list of SQL chunks
and the resulting activity diagrams.

a) Dynamic pages, procedures and functions: Dynamic
pages are basically HTML pages with fragments of embedded
PL/SQL code while procedures and functions are written in
pure PL/SQL. To extract the workflow and create an activity
diagram representing the action performed by a particular
dynamic page, no lightweight tool was available. Thus, the
reverse engineering was performed manually using the fol-
lowing steps:

1) Establishing a proper list of dynamic pages:
A proper list of dynamic pages must be defined on the
application server since a number of unused dynamic
pages exists as well. To do this, parsing the menu
structure can be used in a similar way as in use case
diagram case. Each menu option references a particular
Oracle Portal user page, each consisting of a predefined
structure of portlets where main portlet points to a
specific dynamic page.

2) Obtaining the code of dynamic pages:
PL/SQL code of all dynamic pages from the list com-
piled in the previous step is to be collected. Unfor-
tunately, the dynamic pages are stored at the Oracle
Portal and thus not directly available in the Oracle DB,
which would facilitate the access and analysis. Each
dynamic page has to be extracted using Oracle Portal
functionality which takes a lot of time. However, each
dynamic page is stored in the database as a compiled
package as well (dynamic page can be identified, but
the code is not available) and this information can be
used to cross-check whether all code has been pro-
cessed.

3) Parsing the PL/SQL code:
Once the PL/SQL code has been retrieved, it must
be processed. This can be performed partially using
the appropriate reverse engineering tool, but it must
definitely be completed manually.
At this point, specific knowledge about the programming
standards used by e-Študent team has been heavily used
since

• all dynamic pages have a limited size and a similar
structure, and

• a list of strict rules for content distinction be-
tween dynamic pages and stored procedures/func-
tions code has been applied, e.g., all SQL code is

in the stored procedures/functions and thus omitted
from the dynamic pages.

Furthermore, in the initial phase of the development,
strictly formalized comments have been systematically
inserted into dynamic page headers; later, during the
implementation of modifications needed due to the
Bologna reform, this practice was abandoned.
One activity diagram at a higher level of abstraction per
dynamic page is the main objective of this step, but a
separate lists of all called stored procedures/functions,
reports and JavaScript code is obtained for later use.
References to other dynamic pages can emerge as well
- they are added to the dynamic pages list and processed
in the same manner.

4) Parsing the PL/SQL code of stored procedures and
functions:
All PL/SQL code for all stored procedures and functions
used by dynamic pages must be processed. These pro-
cedures and functions are found on the list compiled in
the previous step.
The code of the stored procedures and functions is saved
in Oracle DB. The code can be retrieved from Oracle
Data Catalog and thus the process is much simplified as
a special step for obtaining the code is not needed.
On the other hand, the structure of actual procedures
and functions can be quite diverse in length, use of
comments and content. Just like in the previous step, the
use of a tool is suitable in the first place, but a careful
manual analysis must be performed to complete the task.
During parsing, several new procedures and functions
are added to the list and those have to be processed in
the same manner. Likewise, new reports can be added
to the report list as well, while one of the main artifacts
is a list of SQL code, which is collected and left for
processing later. Of course, references to all list items
are stored in the activity diagrams.

Once a member of reverse engineering team who was a
member of the development team as well took care of the
diagram in Figure 4, he was able to simplify it (by throwing out
design elements) and obtained the diagram shown in Figure 5.
Obtaining the right level of abstraction seems to be the most
difficult task at this point.

b) Reports, triggers and JavaScript code: In e-Študent,
reports were generated by Oracle Reports Designer tool. The
basic report information includes the identity and the layout
of how fields are to be displayed or printed out. However, a
report is in fact generated by executing an SQL query which
includes, alongside the appropriate data to be reported, data
and formatting transformation as well. All reports are saved in
separate files on the application server, the exact identity and
location of report files is defined in a special table. There is
no simpler way than checking all different reports manually,
collecting SQL code and adding it on the list of SQL code with
the proper references. Processing of SQL code is left for the
next version of reverse engineering process as stated above.
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Fig. 5. An example of an activity diagram (a) based on the activity diagram
in Figure 4 but (b) created by a member of a reverse engineering team.

It is important to process the triggers as well as most of them
implement important data transformations and common safety
policies. The code of triggers for all used tables, obtained by
retrieving it from Oracle Data Catalog, is usually very simple.
Hence, an appropriate tool can be used in most cases, but the
results have been manually checked nevertheless.

JavaScript is a different language, but still JavaScript code
can be transformed to activity diagrams in the same way as
PL/SQL stored procedures and functions. The list of JavaScript

files is obtained in the previous steps by parsing dynamic
pages. Files are located on the application server, so they must
be retrieved using Oracle Portal. In the last step they have been
analyzed using the selected tool and manually post processed
as in the previous steps. The amount of JavaScript code is
quite small, so this part didn’t require much effort.

D. Sequence Diagrams

Sequence diagrams express the interactions and the data
flow between different objects within an application. In
PL/SQL, these interactions are most often representations of
procedure and function calls. While procedure and function
calls can be extracted from the source code during parsing, the
data flow, although not always needed, can only be obtained
by dynamic analysis of the application. Sequence diagrams
are needed to augment the activity diagrams, but they have a
limited role in this kind of application.

Case study: The lists of all different sources, e.g., dynamic
pages, stored procedures and functions, etc., obtained while
producing the activity diagrams have been used.

Thus by analyzing this information we can produce ap-
propriate sequence diagrams. It is important to observe that
the sequential diagram usualy presents comunications between
different actors or objects, but this is not the case in our
situation. Furthermore, objects should be substituted with
diverse PL/SQL packages for suitable presentation of the
diagrams [21].

By parsing programming objects more data can be obtained
(or at least cross checked): dynamic pages, stored procedures
and functions have a clearly defined way of passing parameters
which are the essence of this diagrams. Reports, triggers
and JavaScript code can be processed similarly. In practice
parsing for this part has not been done as a separate step,
but it was performed together with previous parsing while
generating activity diagrams. An example of a very simple
sequence diagram is presented in Figure 6. Unfortunately, no
automatization can be used at this point and such a sequence
diagram is in fact an adaptation of parsing results performed
by a developer.

The dynamic analysis for upgrading sequential diagrams
should be performed by executing different scenarios on live
system, collecting data and defining diagrams through analysis
of those data. Careful preparation of data is needed, and
specific approaches from the field of software testing are
applicable here. This part is left to be done in the future.

V. LESSONS LEARNT

Once e-Študent application was developed and deployed, it
proved to be successful. However,

1) PL/SQL proves to be far too low-level formalism any
automatic transformation into the PIM could be suc-
cessful [22]. Even if activity diagrams are generated
automatically, they are too detailed and include too many
past design elements (including all bad solutions that
should not propagate to newer versions).
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Fig. 6. An example of a simple sequence diagram depicting the sequence
of calls of various stored procedures and functions from a dynamic page.

2) As it turns out, using the contemporary tools the reverse
engineering of PL/SQL code must be done by someone
who is pretty familiar with the design of the system
being reverse engineered. At the end the reverse engi-
neering turns into a more or less manual translation of
PL/SQL code into a model on a significantly higher level
of abstraction. The motivation is as follows:

a) If the produced model can be used by the MDD
tools to generate the new version of the application,
a lot is gained since the automated code generation
is less error prone and can be done quickly for
different platforms.

b) Otherwise, the produced model can serve as a well
formalized documentation and therefore it enables
the switch from agile software development to
other software development methodologies.

Furthermore, a lesson learnt the hard way is that if a reverse
engineering of a PL/SQL-based Web application that was
produced by agile development, is to be economically viable,
the reverse engineering must be performed by at least some
members with the domain knowledge who participated in the
development of the application.

Finally, even though PL/SQL is not a good starting point for
a reverse engineering towards the PIM, sometimes it simply
must be done. And although it might encompass a lot of
manual processing, the resulting model is worth the effort as
reimplementing the application might end in the same situation
in a few years time.

VI. CONCLUSION

Instead of yet another paper describing a procedure of a
reverse engineering for producing different models, we con-
centrated on an actual case study. Furthermore, some sources,
e.g., [23], describe what models are to be made without giving
any hints about how this models could be made. We find
these approaches inadequate as the problems are not with the
automatic model generation but in understanding the generated
models (which must afterwards be processed manually).

At present, the detailed eŠtudent model is still being com-
piled. In the future, the dynamic part of the reverse engineering

procedure presented in this paper must be refined and extended
further.
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Abstract—Creation of a precise domain vocabulary is
crucial for capturing the essence of any software system,
either when recovering knowledge from a legacy system
or when formulating requirements for a new one. Soft-
ware specifications usually maintain noun notions and
include them in central vocabularies. Verb or adjec-
tive phrases are easily forgotten and their definitions
buried inside imprecise paragraphs of text. This paper
proposes a model-based language for comprehensive
treatment of domain knowledge, expressed through
constrained natural language phrases that are grouped
by nouns and include verbs, adjectives and preposi-
tions. In this language, vocabularies can be formulated
to describe behavioural, declarative and conditional
characteristics of a given problem domain. What is im-
portant, these characteristics can be used (linked) from
within other specifications similarly to a wiki. In par-
ticular, the application logic can be formulated through
sequences of imperative Subject-Predicate sentences
containing only links to the phrases in the vocabulary.
The paper presents initial tooling framework to capture
application logic specifications and make them available
for further automated transformations.

I. Introduction and related work

AS POINTED out by Brooks back in the eighties
[1], software systems possess essential (inherent) and

accidental (technological) complexity. The essential com-
plexity cannot be removed without reducing the problem
at hand. In order to understand any software system
we thus need to “extract” this essential complexity and
make it clearly visible. This is especially important when
modernising the existing systems. We normally would like
to remove all the code, related to the old technology
and retain just the problem-related essence. Then, we
could transfer this essence (after possible improvement and
extension) into a new technology.

An important attempt to enable capturing essential
knowledge about software systems is the Knowledge Dis-
covery Metamodel (KDM), as explained by Pérez-Castillo
et al. [2]. Unfortunately, KDM operates mainly at quite
low levels of abstraction, concentrating e.g. on defining a
metamodel for abstract syntax trees capturing the code
structure of the system. It also contains structures to
represent conceptual-level artifacts but this part of the
standard is very roughly defined. Moreover, it can be
argued that capturing the detailed internal structure does
not reduce the accidental complexity associated with the

“twisted” internals of a legacy system. We need means to
capture the essence of the system’s logic and not e.g. the
detailed code breakdown structure as implemented in the
legacy system.

By contrast, a very comprehensive approach to captur-
ing essential knowledge (Domain Driven Development -
DDD) was proposed by Evans [3]. He postulates organising
software development around rigorously defined domain
models. These models capture the domain logic of the
system at a high level of abstraction. At the same time,
the domain logic is the foundational basis to specify the
application logic describing the observable interaction of
the users with the system (called “workflow logic” by
Fowler [4]). This approach was even strengthened in rigour
by Bjôrner [5] who advocates mathematical precision in
domain engineering. He identifies serious flaws in system
specification whenever domain specifications are treated
without enough care.

Domain engineering is thus argued as an important
element in capturing the essential complexity. Unfortu-
nately, it is normally treated as a second-class citizen
in specifying systems. It is equated with a more-or-less
complete list of noun-related domain elements with their
definitions, placed somewhere close to the end of the
overall specification (be it requirements, design or business
description) and soon forgotten. Worse still, in many cases
the vocabulary is in fact buried in text throughout the
whole specification. All the definitions of domain notions
are scattered everywhere leading in many places to contra-
dictions (e.g. different definitions of the same term). This
all calls for a tooling framework where the various domain
notions could be used consistently through referring to a
central vocabulary, as postulated by Śmia lek et al. [6].

The tooling for DDD has been developed in the context
of the Romulus project (see work by Iglesias et al. [7]).
However, the domain models in Romulus are at the level
of design models rather than pure domain descriptions. A
domain-driven approach was also taken by the creators of
the Requirements Specification Language (RSL [8]) within
the ReDSeeDS project (www.redseeds.eu). The domain
models in this language rely heavily on verbs used within
requirements specifications. This is also similar to knowl-
edge engineering approaches like the one described by
Chan [9] and also pure ontology languages like RDF [10].
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In effect, we result with a constrained language with em-
bedded semantics, capable of representing domains along
the proposition by Evermann and Wand [11]. Moreover,
the language introduces a very strict relation between the
domain logic (expressed through verbs associated with
nouns) and the application logic.

In the current work we use RSL to enable capturing
the essential complexity at the level of application logic of
either existing or new systems. This kind of“essential com-
plexity” is meant as sequences of user-system and system-
system/user interactions defining the observable system
behavior. We propose to capture it through constrained-
natural-language sentences that refer (hyperlink) directly
to a domain model based on nouns, verbs and other parts
of speech. Similar usage of hyperlinks was proposed by
Kaindl [12], but such a comprehensive treatment with an
extensive tooling environment is not found in the litera-
ture according to our best knowledge. What is more, we
propose a method for capturing and migrating the essence
from legacy systems. It is unique in generating application
logic scripts from UI/GUI-ripping results. The users record
their activity in the legacy system and this is transferred
to the application logic (essential) specification. Due to
precision of such specifications, this can be brought to the
level of code in an MDA-style transformation process [13].

II. Phrases: basic building blocks for
specifications

In order to describe a domain, people normally use
certain natural language phrases. Any entity in a given
domain is expressed through a phrase containing promi-
nently a noun. In sentences, nouns are normally used in
the role of subjects or objects. Noun phrases are obviously
not satisfactory to express the domain logic – its dynamics.
We need verbs that can be composed of many words (e.g.
phrasal verbs or aggregates of the Dixon’s primary and
secondary type verbs [14]). In a sentence, a verb occurs as
a part of its predicate. It is strongly relevant to the noun:
it describes behaviours, functions and events of the entity
represented by that noun. These are important elements
of domain descriptions as defined by Bjôrner [15]. One
noun can have any number of behaviours, functions or
events associated (“read book”, “write book”, “buy book”).
Sometimes there is a need to enrich nouns with modifiers
or determiners (“single book”, “old book”).

To capture the application logic we will thus define a
language capable of expressing noun-based phrases. This
is illustrated in Figure 1. The base “phrase” contains a
noun and optionally a determiner and a modifier (most
often – an adjective or an adverb). “Verb phrases”, in
addition, contain verbs (“simple verb phrase”) or verbs and
other nouns (“complex verb phrase”). Verb phrases can
be enriched with prepositions. All the parts of a phrase
constitute atomic terms.

The above can be seen as a constrained language and we
can define a grammar for it. We want the language to be

  

sign up registered customer for exercises

Verb Modifier Noun Preposition Noun

registered customer

sign up registered customer

sign up registered customer for exercises

Terms

Phrase

Simple Verb Phrase

Complex Verb Phrase

Figure 1. Phrase structure example
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0..1
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0..1

0..*

l inkedT erm

1

{redefines l inkedT erm }

Figure 2. Phrase metamodel

used for automatic transformations and thus we will use a
metamodel to define it (work by Kleppe [16] can be used as
a good introduction on this). This is shown in Figure 2. A
Phrase always contains an Object that points to a specific
Noun. Such Phrases are satisfactory for representing entity
names. More complex Phrases can optionally contain a
Modifier and a Determiner.

A VerbPhrase describes some behaviour that can be
performed in association with a Noun. In the metamodel,
VerbPhrase is an abstract subtype of Phrase and it ex-
ists in two concrete variants: SimpleVerbPhrase and Com-
plexVerbPhrase. The SimpleVerbPhrase is the basic struc-
ture for expressing the Noun’s behaviour. It can have all
the elements of a Phrase, but it also includes a Phrase-
Verb pointing to a Verb. A ComplexVerbPhrase describes
behavioural relation between two Nouns. It can be noted
that it contains an Object (the indirect object) but also
points to a SimpleVerbPhrase that contains another Object
(the direct object).

It is worth noting that the phrases in fact constitute
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Figure 3. Notion metamodel

sequences of hyperlinks pointing at external terms. These
Terms (with their forms, which depend on the context) can
be stored in an external, global structure. This structure,
represented by a Terminology, defines the semantics of the
Terms through giving relations between them, and can be
based on existing dictionaries/ontologies (e.g. WordNet
[17]). This way, the phrases can be subject to semantic-
based matching, as described by Wolter et al. [18].

III. Structuring domain specifications with
notions

To organise the phrases we will group them by the
nouns defining the described domain entities. We will call
such group a “notion”. The appropriate metamodel for
this part of the presented language is shown in Figure
3. Every Notion, which is a kind of UML :: Kernel ::
Package, can include many DomainStatements referring to
the same noun. The DomainStatements can have textual
descriptions (see Section IV) and their names are the
Phrases described above. The common Noun being an
object for all the phrases within a notion is also linked
as that notion’s name (see the relevant NounLink).

To complete the domain structure, we need to de-
fine relationships between notions. This is done through
DomainElementRelationshipss which denote relationships
between two DomainElements. The relationship can be
constrained by bounds of multiplicity and is directed. The
source of the relationship has to be different than its tar-
get. The DomainElementRelationship can have constrained
multiplicity described by the sourceMultiplicity and the

Exercises

Form of physical activity performed in a [[n:fitness club]].
Exercises may be [[m:cyclic n:exercises]] or [[m:sporadic
n:exercises]]. [[m:Sporadic n:exercises]] must be reserved
earlier (in eg. a private session with a [[n:coach]]).

[[m:cyclic n:exercises]]
[[m:sporadic n:exercises]]
[[v:check n:availability p:of n:exercises]]
[[v:submit n:sign-up p:for n:exercises]]
[[v:want to n:sign-up p:for n:exercises]]
[[v:sign-up n:customer p:for n:exercises]]

Figure 4. Example of textual notation

Figure 5. Example of graphical notation

targetMultiplicity. Similarly as in the UML metamodel [19],
the DomainElementMultiplicity is a range consisting of two
ValueSpecifications.

The above abstract syntax calls for appropriate concrete
syntactic elements. Our metamodel introduces a special
kind of structural domain representation that explicitly
focuses on domain elements. It can be seen as possessing
some of the key object-oriented principles: domain ele-
ments can be connected through domain element associ-
ations adorned with multiplicities. We could thus simply
use UML class model notation. However, where a graphical
notation is necessary, we propose a notation clearly dis-
tinguishing domain elements from classes. This is to stress
its domain modelling (cf. ontological modelling) purpose.
This is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. The first Figure
presents a textual description of a notion (Exercises) with
several embedded phrases (e.g. cyclic exercises). It can be
noted that the notion description contains phrases (repre-
sented by hyperlinks in the description). In Figure 5 we can
see a graphical notation that includes the same notion. The
phrases have a notation that clearly distinguishes them
from e.g. class operations.

IV. Hyperlinking phrases to build specifications

The metamodel we have presented allows to organise
the domain definition in the form of a dictionary of
phrases. We have already shown that the phrases can be
hypelinked from within the domain element descriptions
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(see Fig. 4). However, this can be easily extended to any
textual specification. For instance, we could organise this
way the functional and the quality requirements. Through
consistent use of hyperlinks we could significantly raise
precision and unambiguity of such specifications. For this
purpose we will thus extend the presented language to
allow formulating full sentences constructed out of hyper-
links.

We have already seen that all the elements used in
phrases link to the Terminology. In fact, phrases consist
only of hyperlinks to specific Terms through the Ter-
mHyperlink construct (specialised by Modifier, Determiner,
Object, PhraseVerb, and PhrasePreposition). This idea is
extended to use phrases as targets of hypelinking and
to construct specifications as sequences of hyperlinks to
phrases. Now, instead of copying the same phrase in
many places, we just point to its definition placed in a
central domain specification. This provides consistency as
every hyperlink may point at exactly one element. This
is in line with the findings by Kaindl [20] which indicate
that hyperlinks applied in requirements specifications are
basic facilitators of coherence. However, the approach is
beneficial only with strong tool support, which we will
discuss in the following section.

The precision of system specifications is assured by
using hyperlinks that link interaction flow descriptions
with definitions of phrases. In textual specifications, this
leads to the idea of a wiki-like language. Hyperlinks can be
inserted into free-form text using the notation presented
in the previous section.

Unfortunately, free (although hypelinked) text used in
specifications has serious limitations. Namely, it is not
suitable for automatic processing (e.g. translation into
design or code, comparison, structured editing, semantic
operations), and it can be formulated still in an unreadable
way. To cater for these two problems we would need to
introduce much more rigour and limit the language used.
We will now present such a limited language with three
types of sentences: SVO sentences, modal SVO sentences
and conditional sentences. It can be argued that most of
software requirements and descriptions could be covered
by these three types. They will use phrases (or rather:
hyperlinks to phrases) as their atomic “lexemes”.

The overall structure of constrained language sentences
is shown in Figure 6. They generally consist of Predicates
that point to VerbPhrases and Subjects that point to
regular (noun-only) Phrases. In addition, some sentences
can contain ModalVerbs and ConditionalConjustions that
point directly to appropriate Terms in the terminology.

The simplest SVOSentences contain just one Subject
and one Predicate. This together results in a grammar
that follows the Subject – Verb – Object (S-V-O) scheme,
as proposed by Graham [21]. In such RSL sentence the
Predicate is a hyperlink to a SimpleVerbPhrase, and the
Subject hyperlinks to a Phrase. These phrases are fur-
ther hyperlinked to appropriate terms in the terminology.

ModalSVOSentence

Term

TermModalVerb

Phrase

VerbPhrase

PhraseHyperl ink

Subject

PhraseHyperl ink

Predicate

TermHyperl ink

ModalVerb

SVOSentence

Hyperl inkedSentence

ConstrainedLanguageSentence

ConditionalSentence
TermHyperl ink

ConditionalConjunction

Term

TermConditionalConjunction

subject

1

{subsets

hyperl inks}
1

*

1

verbWithObjects

1

{subsets

hyperl inks}

1

*

1

modalVerb

1

{subsets

hyperl inks}

*

1

0..1

condi tiona lClause

0..1

0..1

mainClause

1

*

1

condi tional

Conjunction

0..1

{subsets

hyperl inks}

1

Figure 6. Constrained language sentence metamodel

  

Customer may buy ticket at the ticket terminal

Noun ModalVerb Verb Preposition Noun

Phrase SimpleVerbPhrase

ComplexVerbPhrase

Sentence:

Terminology:

Phrases:

Noun

Modal SVO sentence:

SubjectPhrase Hyperlinks: PredicateModalVerb

Figure 7. Example of ModalSVOSentence with ComplexVerbPhrase

We should also note that such sentences can contain
ComplexVerbPhrases. In such situation, the sentence is
extended by an additional indirect object (S-V-O-O) al-
lowing to express more complex behaviour involving more
than one noun phrase.

A ModalSVOSentence is an SVOSentence extended with
a ModalVerb, as shown in Figure 7. This type of sen-
tence adds a modality aspect to the information carried
by an SVOSentence. This allows to express priority of
the described activity, an attribute or circumstance that
denotes mode or manner of the described activity or an
obligation (a possibility) of the subject to perform an
action (described by a Predicate). ModalSVOSentences can
be used to describe different system’s features – they can
be used in order to capture non-functional requirement
statements or high-level/system vision type statements. In
Figure 7 we can additionally see an example of a sentence
where a Predicate points to a ComplexVerbPhrase.
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If system  stores user data,  transaction should be saved in journal. Cond. Sentence:

Conditional SVO sentence:

If system  stores user data,  (M)SVO Sentences: transaction should  be saved in journal.

NounCC Verb ModalVerbNoun

Phrase Phrase

SimpleVerbPhrase

Terminology:

Phrases:

Verb P Noun

Phrase

SimpleVerbPhrase

CC – Conditional Conjunction
P - Preposition

SubjectPhrase Hyperlinks: PredicateModalVerbSubject PredicateCC

Noun

Phrase

Figure 8. Example of ConditionalSentence

Use case

scenario editor

SVO 

sentences

Notion editor

Notion

description

Phrases

Relationships
Domain specification in the 

software case browser

Figure 9. Editors and browsers of the ReDSeeDS tool

A ConditionalSentence is an ordered set of two SVO
sentences. The first of these sentences (the conditional
clause) describes a state, a possibility or in general – a
condition in which the activity expressed in the second
sentence (the main clause) can occur. The type of the
condition is additionally determined by conditional con-
junction linking these two sentences. The Terms like “if”,
“when”, “upon”, “during”, can be used as conjunctions for
conditional sentences. This is illustrated in Figure 8.

V. Tool-based evaluation

In order to evaluate the presented approach, a tool
chain was constructed. Its main purpose was to allow for
recovering the system essence and storing it using the
notation and metamodel presented in the previous section.
The central part of this tool chain is the ReDSeeDS
tool (redseeds.sourceforge.net), that implements the RSL
metamodel ([8], see section I). The tool offers a set of
editors dedicated to different types of domain elements
(see Figure 9, bottom-right, containing the notion editor
with compartments for the notion’s definition, phrases and
relationships). The central point of the tool is the use case
scenario editor (as illustrated in Figure 9, top-right). It
allows writing use case scenarios consisting of sentences
describing interaction flows within the software system.

Figure 10. Elementary example for GUI interactions

Such sentences are created within the grammatical rules
described above. The sentences are referencing domain
specification elements: actors, notions and system elements
(see sentence element colouring according to hyperlink
types). The tool allows to manage the domain specification
elements directly from the use case editor or using a typical
tree-like browser (see Figure 9, left-middle).

The first step of the recovery process utilizing our
tool chain is performed using a GUI-ripping tool (see
a discussion by Memon et al. [22]). While performing
this step, the GUI-ripping tool records the interactions
representing the system’s application logic. This includes
the user inputs (buttons clicked, data entered, widget focus
gained, etc.) and respective system responses (windows
displayed, messages shown to the user or even textual
console behaviour). A simple example of such user –
system interaction is shown in Figure 10. We use the
JabRef reference manager system (jabref.sourceforge.net)
but any other example system with extensive user-system
interaction could be used.

In our evaluation, for GUI-ripping, we have used
a commercial test management tool (Rational Func-
tional Tester, www.ibm.com/software/awdtools/tester/
functional/). However, any tool allowing for interaction
recording to some form of structured text files can be
integrated with our software. The tool we used, records
sequences of interactions into XML-based scripts, as shown
in Figure 11. The next step is then to transform these
scripts into the presented notation. This is done with
the TALE tool (Tool for Application Logic Extraction)
developed as part of this work. This novel tool can produce
scenarios with SVO sentences, as illustrated in Figure
11 (bottom; the script reflects the interaction from Fig.
10). What is important, the tool can also extract infor-
mation about the composition of specific notions used
in the scripts. Namely, all the buttons and fields in the
consecutive windows (e.g. “Select entry type” or “JabRef -
untitled”) can be stored as descriptions of respective noun
phrases (discussion of this is out of scope of this paper).

The scenarios generated by the TALE tool can be joined
into use cases and further processed in ReDSeeDS. The
generated specification can be subject to manual modifi-
cations and additions such as use case model re-factoring,
additions to the domain model, changes in scenario sen-
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...

<testElements xsi:type="com.ibm.rational.test.ft.visualscript:ProxyMethod" name="book" type="GuiTestObject" 

role="Button" elementType="TestObject" domain="Java" controlName="Book" topLevelWindow="//@topLevelWindows.2">

<action name="click"/>

</testElements>

<testElements xsi:type="com.ibm.rational.test.ft.visualscript:ProxyMethod" name="jabRefUntitled" 

type="TopLevelTestObject" role="Frame" elementType="TestObject" domain="Java" controlName="JabRef - untitled" 

topLevelWindow="//@topLevelWindows.1">

<action name="inputChars">

<argument>

<testelement xsi:type="com.ibm.rational.test.ft.visualscript:Value" value="&quot;Tytul&quot;" 

elementType="Value" valueType="String"/>

</argument>

</action>

...

1. User selects New entry from BibTex

2. System shows Select entry type 

3. User selects Book 

4. System shows JabRef - untitled 
5. User enters JabRef - untitled 

Figure 11. Elementary example of a recovered application logic
script

tences, etc. After such modifications, the model contains
both the still relevant“legacy”specifications and the“new”
ones. This constitutes the “essence” of the application
logic. We can now use this essence to generate a new
system. In order to do this we need to reorganise the model
according to the needs of the transformation rules.

The result of the process for the example from Figure
10 is summarised in Figure 12. The scenario has been
manually extended with sentence 6 (see top-right). In
addition, some of the generated notions (groups of phrases)
have been identified as UI elements (see centre-left). We
have also added a new domain element (“jabref untitled
data”). It should be also noted that the phrases have been
linked with relevant terms in the terminology (note the
“validate” term in bottom-left). We should also note that
most of the resulting “essential” model has been recovered
automatically from the legacy system (here: JabRef).

In order to transform the presented model into a soft-
ware system architecture we can use the rules formulated
by Śmia lek [23]. According to one of the rules, each use
case is transformed into an application logic (cf. con-
troller/presenter in the Model-View-Controller/Presenter
architectural patterns) class. The realisation of this simple
rule is shown in Figure 12 (see the CAddBookEntry class
at bottom-left). We can even go further and generate
important parts of dynamic code, as it was shown recently
by Šimko et al. [24] and Śmia lek [25]. For instance, Figure
13 presents a small fragment of application logic code
generated automatically from the essential model in Figure
12. As it can be seen, all the “user” sentences (1, 3 and 5)
were transformed into operations in the controller class.
Furthermore, the “system” sentences (2, 4 and 6) were
transformed into operation calls to appropriate “view”
(denoted by “v”) or “model” (denoted by “m”) objects.
The resulting code can be fully operational in regard to
the application logic, i.e. it can fully control all the flows
of user-system interaction. What is important, the code
can also contain decisions (“if” statements) that control
the interaction flow depending on the user decisions or the

Figure 12. Recovered script and domain specification in the ReD-
SeeDS editor

public void _SelectsNewEntry(){
  vSelectEntryType.show();
}

public void SelectsBook(){
  vJabRefuntitled.show();
}

public void EntersJabRefuntitledData
  (XJabRefuntitledData aJabRefuntitledData) {
  mJabRefuntitledData.validate
   (aJabRefuntitledData);
}

CAddBookEntry

Figure 13. Code generated from the example recovered script

current system state. Such decisions can be generated on
the basis of alternative scenarios, but a detailed discussion
is out of scope of this paper.

By generating code we finalise the process that is sum-
marised in Figure 14. Throughout this process we use
the “essential” specifications according to the Application
Logic (AL) language presented in the previous section.
We first analyse the legacy system’s UI by using a GUI
ripping tool. Based on this semi-automatic analysis we
generate the initial AL model. This model can then be
manually updated (edited) at the “essential” level to cater
for new or changed functionality. This model is based on
a metamodel and thus we can use model transformation
tools to generate more detailed (e.g. technology/platform
specific) models and code. In the presented tool chain
we use the MOLA transformation language [26] and the
associated transformation engine.

By using the presented tooling environment several
studies are currently undertaken. First, there is performed
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Figure 14. Overview of the application logic handling process

a larger case study based on a legacy credit management
system, used currently by a major Polish bank. This
study is performed in cooperation with Infovide-Matrix
S.A. (large Polish software consultancy/provider). The
system’s observable application logic has been already
semi-automatically translated into RSL scenarios and the
new system architecture has been generated. The current
results show very promising levels of application logic that
can be recovered from a legacy system. What is important,
this recovery is to large extent automatic. Furthermore,
the recovered logic is brought to the level of requirements
understandable to the users. It was already shown by Jedl-
itschka et al. [27] that such structured specifications with
precisely defined domain vocabularies are well accepted
as simply being a better way of expressing requirements.
While working within such a “discover notions – write
structured sentences” framework, the analysts are encour-
aged to be acquainted with software system’s environment
and are stimulated to write precise, clearly formulated
requirements statements.

Further studies were performed with students attending
the “Model Driven Software Engineering” course at the
Warsaw University of Technology. During this course, the
students were asked to develop applications by using the
presented Application Logic language using the ReDSeeDS
tool. The students were able to write precise scenarios
in the presented notation, for up to 12 use cases within
the course of a 4-hour lab session. Furthermore, they
were able to generate and implement essentially functional
applications for around half of these use cases, within
further 10 hours of lab sessions. The applications had
all the necessary application logic and were performing
elementary data handling (store-read) operations.

VI. Conclusion and future work

The presented Application Logic language aims at cap-
turing the essence of the system’s functionality. It can
be noted that the specifications are written at the level
of detailed functional requirements. What is important,
these requirements are written in near-natural language
thus making it accessible to the end-users (see relevant
work by Śmia lek [28]). At the same time, specifications
are based very coherently on the domain definition by
pointing to centrally defined domain statements (phrases).

To define the application logic, the specifications can
contain only pointers (hyperlinks) to centrally defined
noun and verb phrases. A sequence of such hyperlinks
forms a scenario describing the user-system interactions.
Our experience shows that such application logic scenarios
are easy to write by inexperienced developers (analysts)
and even the end-users. This can be done using any tool
that allows for hyperlink management. This prominently
includes wiki systems, but also some CASE tools enable
this (see e.g. the scenario editor of Enterprise Architect,
www.sparxsystems.com).

Writing scenarios hyperlinked to a central vocabulary
gives important element of coherence to specifications.
However, in order to be able to perform automatic trans-
formations or semantic-based matching [18], we need a tool
that implements the presented (or analogous) metamodel.
In the current work we have shown that it is also possible
to use such a tool as a repository for essential application
logic recovered from legacy systems. This repository gives
an additional advantage of generating code directly from
high-level scenarios. This includes not only the code struc-
ture (classes, method signatures) but also the dynamics
(method bodies) for the application logic layer.

It can be noted that the presented results can be
extended in the direction of creating a more expressive
language at the “essential” level. It has to be stressed that
the language is not meant for data processing. Thus, it will
not possess typical data-processing constructs like loops or
variables. Instead, it concentrates on capturing application
logic, where loops are implicit through repeated system-
user interaction. However, in the currently ongoing work,
the scenarios will be extended to include conditional sen-
tences thus adding decision capabilities to the language.
Moreover, the language will gain the capability to combine
scenarios into UML-style use case models with relation-
ships between use cases. Additional sentences will enable
use case“invocations” shifting the flow of interactions from
one use case to another. This can be combined with the
work by Ambroziewicz [29] on application logic patterns.
The presented language can be used as a pattern language
where the noun and verb phrases can be abstracted from
a particular problem domain. The patterns can operate on
a generalised domain and then can be instantiated for a
specific domain.

Future work will also include extending the TALE tool
to be able to recover scenarios combined into use cases
on the basis of analysis of GUI-ripping results. It will
also consist in extending the language into a language
fully capable of performing “programming” at the level of
essential application logic. The goal is to move much of
such programming activity to a significantly higher level
of abstraction than currently. This way, the application
logic programming can become accessible even to the end-
users. It has to be noted that this language would not yet
capture all the essence of a software system functionality.
The domain logic will not be expressed in any way. The
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stop
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verb

prepositionverb

Figure 15. Simple SVO sentence grammar state machine

domain statements would indicate the necessary domain
functionality (data processing algorithms etc.), but not
define this functionality.

Finally, it has to be noted that the SVO grammar
is a kind of controlled language with formal grammar
as presented in Figure 15 (see also e.g. work by Fuchs
et al. [30] or Sleator and Temperley [31]). As such it
does have some difficulties with reflecting different natural
languages. Some heavily inflected languages, like Polish,
need suffixes and prefixes for words, even in sentences with
similar structure and meaning. Another problem is that
some languages (e.g. German, Turkish) allow for different
order of words in a sentence. This can be solved by adding
attributes to sentence classes, indicating word order or lan-
guage used for this sentence. Phrases themselves pose some
problems while considering natural languages. Determiner
and Modifier classes can constitute different parts of speech
and also multi-word verbs and nouns are constructed in
variety of manners in different languages. Handling of
multi-language specifications is thus a very interesting
challenge for future research.
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Abstract—This paper deals with the transformation of binary
relationships from Platform Independent Model (PIM) in UML to
Platform Specific Model (PSM) for relational databases from the
point of view of Model Driven Development (MDD). The paper
summarizes the transformation of a binary relationship with
multiplicity constraints and focuses on problems of the current
approach for such transformations. In this paper, we deal with
the source class optionality that is usually omitted during the
transformation. We propose three various possible realizations
for the optionality constraint to be used in the transformation of a
PIM to a PSM. We also present some experiments to demonstrate
that our approach to the optionality constraint realization is
equivalent in execution time to the current approach of omitting
this constraint during the transformation while providing better
consistency control. Finally, we generalize our proposed solution
to be used for special multiplicity values used in a PIM.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODEL Driven Development (MDD) is a development
process based on modeling and transformations. It is

based on the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) developed by
the Object Management Group (OMG) [1], [2]. The process
usually consists of creating a set of models of various ab-
straction levels and points of view along with transformations
between these models. These transformations enable forward
engineering and reverse engineering – processes of transform-
ing abstract models into more specific models or source code,
and specific models into more abstract models, respectively.

This paper deals with the transformation of binary relation-
ships along with their multiplicity constraints from a Plat-
form Independent Model (PIM) to a Platform Specific Model
(PSM) for relational databases. As a running example, we use
UML to express the models and SQL as the domain specific
language of a relational database for the implementation.
Unified Modeling Language (UML) [3], [4] is a language for
creating and maintaining variety of models using diagrams
and additional components. Additional constraints for UML
models are defined in Object Constraint Language [5]. OCL
is a specification language used to define restrictions such as
invariants – conditions that must be satisfied by all instances
of the element –, pre- and post-conditions for connected model
elements and can be also used as a general object query
language.

In particular, we deal with a special case of a multiplicity
constraint used in many-to-one relationships where the mini-
mal multiplicity value of the many entity is equal to one. In

[6], this constraint is called the inverse referential integrity
constraint. This constraint is often used in models when we
need to restrict the required existence of both related entities
in such a relationship – none of them can exist without the
other one. An example of this situation could be a register
of students’ accommodation – we register only students with
an address and keep only addresses where someone lives (see
Fig. 2).

Many CASE tools provide support for the modeling in
UML and the MDD approach with transformation of mod-
els, for instance Enterprise Architect [7]. However, most of
the tools do not provide full support for MDD and omit
some aspects such as the source class optionality during the
transformations. Therefore we try to bring these aspects to
the attention by defining them in another formalism by OCL
invariants. Thanks to this approach, various OCL tools such
as DresdenOCL Toolkit [8] can be used to transform them
to an implementation. Finally, we generalize our proposed
mechanism for special multiplicity values. An example for this
situation could be a part of a university information system
where each year consists of exactly two or three terms. These
special multiplicity constraints are usually not realized at all
although they are defined in the model.

In our approach, according to the MDD approach, we
suggest transforming a PIM to a PSM for a relational database
together with OCL constraints for such multiplicity constraints
that cannot be restricted just by the FOREIGN KEY, UNIQUE
and NOT NULL constraints. The PSM is then transformed to
SQL scripts for database creation. The OCL constraints can be
transformed by an OCL tool. We also plan to develop a tool
that utilizes our approach and proposes the transformation of
a PIM and the PSM along with the OCL constraints to the
realizations we propose.

Our approach was already published in [9], [10]. In this
particular paper, we propose three various possible realizations
of the constraint to be used in the transformation process by a
database view, a check constraint or a trigger. We also present
some experimental comparison of our proposed realizations to
the common realization where the constraint is not realized.

The paper is structured as follows: In section II, we discuss
related work and existing tools and their problems. In section
III, the transformation of binary relationship and multiplicity
constraints is defined. The possible realizations of the special
constraint for source entity optionality are defined in section
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IV. Experiments and their results are given in section V. Ge-
neralization of the mechanism for special multiplicity values is
given in section VI. In section VII, the conclusions are given.

II. RELATED WORK

The problem of transforming data PIM to relational database
schema is nothing new. There is a lot of books such as Rob
and Coronel [11] describing the principles of data modeling
and transformation to database schema, and tools such as
DresdenOCL [8] and Enterprise Architect [7] providing sup-
port for such modeling and transformations. Rob and Coronel
[11] suggest transforming entities to database tables with each
entity attribute transformed to a table column. Instances of
such entity are stored as rows in the corresponding table. A
relationship between two entities – the source and the target
entity, identified according to the direction and multiplicities
of the relationship in the PIM – is transformed in a FOREIGN
KEY constraint using the primary key of the table for the target
entity and a special column in the table of the source entity.
Using this mechanism we are able to restrict the optionality
of the target entity with a NOT NULL constraint and the
cardinality of the source entity with a UNIQUE constraint on
the table column referring to the target entity table. The target
entity cardinality is automatically ensured by the mechanism
of foreign key as any single table row can refer only to a single
target row. However, there is no way to restrict the optionality
of the source entity using just the foreign key. Rob and Coronel
[11] also suggest using an ON DELETE RESTRICT clause for
the foreign key constraint to prevent break of the target entity
optionality constraint if required. However, they suggest no
solution to restrict the source entity optionality. Therefore, a
special constraint has to be defined and realized to check this
restriction.

In [9], [10], we presented a more exact definition of the
transformation of a data PIM to a PSM for a relational database
from the point of view of binary relationships. We also defined
the minimal and maximal multiplicities of binary relationships
using OCL invariants and suggested transformation rules of
these binary relationships according to the defined multiplici-
ties. Finally, we defined a special constraint in OCL to ensure
minimal source multiplicity (i.e. optionality of the source
entity) and suggested a simple method how to implement it
in SQL on the PSM level. In our current paper, we present
other possibilities for transformation of the special constraint
for checking and ensuring the source entity optionality. We
also provide some experiments to compare performance of
the suggested implementations.

In [12], Cabot and Teniente identify various limitations
of current tools regarding code generation of the integrity
constraints defined in PIMs including OCL constraints and
multiplicity constraints. In our paper, we focus on the multi-
plicity constraints and propose possible realizations of such
constraints in relational databases. In addition to the tools
compared in [12], we also identify another CASE tool with
similar limitations. Enterprise Architect (EA) [7] is a complex
commercial CASE tool for maintaining models, transformation

Fig. 1. Labeling of the multiplicities of relationship between two classes

of models, source code generation and reverse engineering
process from a source code to a PSM. Beside others, it
provides a transformation from a PIM data model to a specific
database PSM model and generation of SQL source code from
such a PSM model. However, the default transformations of
Enterprise Architect do not consider optionality of relation-
ships to determine neither the direction of the relationship im-
plementation using the foreign key constraint nor the required
multiplicity restrictions. It does not support special multiplicity
values either. Although EA allows definition of OCL con-
straints, the constraints are not realized by the transformations.

In [6], the authors also identify a problem of current
relational databases in the realization of the source class
optionality constraint – they call this constraint an inverse
referencial integrity constraint (IRIC). The authors also present
an approach to the automated implementation of the IRICs
by database triggers in a tool called IIS*Case. This tool is
designed to provide complete support for developing database
schemas including checking consistency of constraints em-
bedded into the DB [6] and integration of subschemas into
a relational DB schema [13].

III. TRANSFORMATION OF PIM TO PSM FOR RELATIONAL
DATABASES

Our approach to the transformation of a data PIM to a PSM
for relational databases has been introduced in [9], [10]. This
section brielfy summarizes our approach.

A. Platform Independent Model

In the platform independent model (PIM), each object of a
problem domain is represented by a class – in some models
called an entity – with a set of attributes and its instances
[4]. The classes are connected together by associations to
represent relationships between objects. Each association has
its name to describe the meaning of the relationship and
multiplicities to define the number of instances of each entity
related together. Fig. 1 shows the general form of modeling a
binary relationship using UML class diagram [4].

The minimal multiplicity defines the minimal number of
instances of one entity related to a single instance of the
other entity. However, this constraint is usually used only to
define the obligation of the entity to be related to the other
entity by using the values 0 for optional or 1 for required
occurrence, respectively. Therefore the minimal multiplicity is
sometimes called optionality. The maximal multiplicity – also
called cardinality – defines the maximal number of instances
of one entity related to a single instance of the other entity.
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Fig. 2. PIM of one-to-many relationship of addresses and students

However, this constraint is usually used only to restrict the
number of instances to a single instance by using the values
of * for unrestricted number of instances or 1 for a single
instance, respectively. In Fig. 1, k and l define the minimal
and maximal multiplicities of instances of ClassA related to a
single instance of ClassB, while m and n define the minimal
and maximal multiplicities of instances of ClassB related to
a single instance of ClassA. In the following, we focus on
the definition and realization of constraints for the optionality
and cardinality constraints, i.e. multiplicity values 0, 1 and *.
The generalization of the constraints for special multiplicity
values – i.e. other values of multiplicities – is mentioned in
section VI.

B. Transformation to Platform Specific Model

In general, data is stored as rows in database tables with a
set of columns to store specific data in a relational database.
Therefore, the classes of a PIM are transformed to database
tables with columns corresponding to the classes’ attributes.
Each row in a database table is identified by a primary key.

Associations defined in a PIM are realized by a mechanism
called foreign key [11]. This mechanism adds a special column
to one of the related tables – the source table in the terms
of the direction of the relationship realization – that links a
row in that table to a single row in the other – target – table
using the target’s primary key. Using this mechanism, each row
can refer only to a single target row so we can only realize
one-to-one and one-to-many relationships, and therefore the
target cardinality is always restricted to one. However, many-
to-many relationships can be transformed into two many-to-
one relationships and then transformed the usual way using
the foreign key mechanism as well [11].

In fact, this restriction is the most important key to deter-
mine the direction of the relationship realization. The Fig. 2
shows one-to-many relationship between classes Address and
Student with the meaning of many students being able to live at
the same address. The cardinality n = * requires the realization
by the foreign key referring from the table Student to the table
Address as shown in Fig. 3, and therefore restricting the target
cardinality l = 1. Furthermore, the model defines the source
optionality m = 1.

By defining the FOREIGN KEY constraint, we automati-
cally restrict the target cardinality to l = 1 because a single
foreign key value always refers to a single target row [14]. A
NOT NULL constraint can be used to restrict the value to be
entered for each row and so make each row to be related

to some target row, determining the target optionality k =
1. Furthermore, a UNIQUE constraint would prevent from
entering more rows in the source table with the same foreign
key value, determining the source cardinality n = 1 – however,
this is not our case.

The only multiplicity value we have not restricted yet is
the source optionality m = 1. There is no possible way to
restrict the source entity optionality using just the foreign
key mechanism. As mentioned earlier, the usual method is
to omit this restriction and provide the constraint check by
the application using the database schema [11], [9]. However,
we present a method to create a special constraint realization
to restrict the source optionality using special constraint to
keep the database schema consistent independently of the
application. This constraint can be expressed using OCL on
the PSM level like this:

context a:Address inv minStudents:
Student.allInstances()
->exists(s | s.address_id = a.address_id)

IV. REALIZATION OF THE SOURCE ENTITY OPTIONALITY
CONSTRAINT

The special constraint for optionality restriction of the
source entity defined above can be transformed into several
various realizations. This section deals with these possible
realizations and their pros and cons. The proposed realizations
are given in the Oracle SQL syntax.

A. Database views

The most straightforward realization of the constraint are
database views [9], [10]. Each constraint is transformed into
a database view to filter only valid data stored in a table.
This approach is inspired by DresdenOCL Toolkit [8] which
transforms constraints defined in OCL into database views.
These views contain only the rows that satisfy the defined
constraint using the WHERE clause. The realization of the
constraint for the optionality of Student in Fig. 3 can be
defined as follows:

CREATE VIEW valid_addresses AS
SELECT a.* FROM Address a WHERE EXISTS
(SELECT 1 FROM Student s
WHERE s.address_id = a.address_id)

However, this approach does not ensure the data stored
in the database are consistent. We are still able to insert
invalid data violating the defined multiplicity constraints. The
application itself must use the view to work only with the valid
data and provide support to correct the invalid data. For this
process, an inverse view can be useful to detect the invalid
data violating the constraints. Such an inverse view can be
defined as follows:

CREATE VIEW invalid_addresses AS
SELECT a.* FROM Address a WHERE NOT EXISTS
(SELECT 1 FROM Student s
WHERE s.address_id = a.address_id)
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Fig. 3. PSM of one-to-many relationship of addresses and students

The realization using database views does not increase the
time required for inserting new entries in the tables. However,
the selection of valid data consists of evaluating the condition
of the view and thus increasing the time required to get the
data.

B. CHECK constraint

In relational databases, CHECK constraint can be used to
restrict values in a column of a table [14]. The constraint is
checked whenever a value is inserted or updated in the column
and the operation is rolled back if the constraint fails. Such a
constraint can restrict range for numeric values or provide a list
of valid values. Using this approach, we can define a CHECK
constraint to allow only the primary key values of addresses
that are referred by rows in the students’ table. According to
the SQL:1999 specification [14], the constraint for the situation
in Fig. 3 can be defined as follows:

ALTER TABLE Address
ADD CONSTRAINT address_check
CHECK (address_id IN
(SELECT address_id FROM Student))

However, after adding this constraint to the database schema
we would not be able to insert new data because of two
inverse checks – the CHECK constraint requiring existing
students for an address, and the FOREIGN KEY constraint
requiring an existing address for a student. This conflict can
be resolved by deferring one of the constraints [14]. Defining
a constraint deferrable makes the database engine to check the
constraint at the end of the transaction instead of checking it
in the time of inserting the data. Using the deferred FOREIGN
KEY constraint, we can insert students referring to an address
not yet inserted and then insert that address. The CHECK
constraint is evaluated when inserting the address but there
already exist students referring to it. On the other hand, the
FOREIGN KEY constraint is not evaluated while inserting
students – when it would fail –, instead it is evaluated in the
end of the transaction when the address is already inserted.
The deferred FOREIGN KEY constraint can be defined as
follows:

ALTER TABLE Student
ADD CONSTRAINT student_address
FOREIGN KEY (address_id)
REFERENCES Address
DEFERRABLE INITIALLY DEFERRED;

Using this realization, the data consistence is ensured
because it is impossible to insert invalid data. However,
there are some problems with this realization. One of the
problems is that if a violation is detected by the deferred
constraint the whole transaction is rolled back as it can not be
determined which command have caused the violation [14].
Another important problem of this realization is the fact that,
although specified by the SQL:1999 specification [14], none of
current common database engines support this kind of CHECK
constraints as it contains a subquery. Therefore we can not use
this realization until the database engines provide the support
for this specification.

C. Trigger

Triggers are special procedures available in many relational
databases [14] connected to some special events on a table.
Each trigger can be defined to be executed BEFORE or
AFTER such event while the event can be any statement
to insert new rows, update rows or delete rows, including
its combination. Furthermore, triggers can be defined to be
executed for each affected row or for all rows affected by
the statement at once. During the execution of the trigger, the
original row data and the new row data can be accessed using
special keywords.

In context of constraints checking, a trigger can be defined
to check the validity of the updated data. Such a trigger would
throw an exception if the updated data is invalid or make the
other data invalid. For the situation in Fig. 3, the trigger would
check existence of students for the inserted or updated address.
Similar trigger should be created before updating or deleting
students to prevent removing the last student of an address.
The insert and update trigger for Oracle 10g database can be
defined as follows:
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CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER check_students
BEFORE INSERT OR UPDATE ON Address
FOR EACH ROW
DECLARE

l_count NUMBER;
BEGIN

SELECT COUNT(*) INTO l_count
FROM Student s
WHERE s.address_id = :new.address_id;
IF l_count = 0 THEN

raise_application_error
(-20910,
’student not found for address’);

END IF;
END

This trigger is executed before each insert or update state-
ment executed for the address table. Students referring the
inserted address by its primary key are searched. If no students
are found, exception is thrown causing the statement to be
rolled back. Because this trigger is always executed in the
time of address insertion, the students must be inserted before
this statements. To enable this the FOREIGN KEY constraint
must be defined deferrable as described in the previous section.

The trigger ensures the data stored in the database is
consistent as it does not allow to insert invalid data violating
the multiplicity constraint. However, the check is executed
for each address insertion or update searching for the related
students. This search takes the longer time the more records
are already stored in the table. However, this searching time
can be decreased by defining an index on the foreign key value
in the referring table. For the situation in Fig. 3, the index can
be defined as follows:

CREATE INDEX students_addresses_index
ON Student (address_id);

V. EXPERIMENTS

To prove that our proposed realizations are suitable for wide
usage in relational databases, we made some experiments.
These experiments compare our proposed realizations to the
commonly used realization without realizing such constraint in
two areas - inserting new entries with the triggers and selecting
through the view.

The suggested realization by triggers requires select ope-
rations executed while inserting new entries to the table.
Therefore we made an experiment to compare our suggested
realization by triggers to the commonly used realization omit-
ting this constraint. In this experiment, the realization by the
check contraint should have been also tested but it cannot be
implemented in Oracle database as it does not support queries
in check constraints.

On the other hand, the suggested realization by views to
be used to select only valid data requires additional condition
evaluation while selecting. Therefore, we also made experi-
ments to compare the time of selection of entries from the
Address table directly and using the view.

TABLE I
VARIANTS OF CREATE SCRIPTS FOR VARIOUS CONSTRAINT REALIZATIONS
(+ IMPLEMENTED, * IMPLEMENTED DEFERRABLE, - NOT IMPLEMENTED)

Variant primary keys foreign key index trigger
Foreign key + + - -
Trigger + * - +
Trigger with index + * + +

Fig. 4. Pseudo-SQL code of experimental insert scripts

We used Oracle 10g XE database for our experiments.

A. The Insertion Experiment

The experiment presents evaluation time comparison of
inserting new entries for various implementations of a one-to-
many relationship in a relational database for various number
of entries already stored in the tables. We developed several
creation scripts for creating the database tables with constraints
and appropriate insert scripts for each implementation to
simulate the process of inserting new entries in the database
schema.

Table I presents the constraint implementation for each
variant. The Foreign key variant is the standard realization of
one-to-many relationship with a primary key in both tables
and a foreign key referring from the table Student to the table
Address. This variant does not restrict minimal multiplicity for
students living at an address. The Trigger variant adds a trigger
to check existing student for each address. In this variant, the
trigger prevents inserting addresses where no students live.
Finally, the Trigger with index variant adds an index on the
address id in the table Student to speed up the search of
students by their address.

The pseudo-SQL code of the insert script is given in Fig.
4. First, the insert script tries to insert students with incorrect
reference to an address. This constraint violation is checked
by the foreign key in each of the variants. Second, the script
inserts several students with reference to a new address. The
number of students referring to the same address differs to
check the options of inserting no, one or more students for
an address, respectively. A commit operation comes after
each group of students with the same address to apply the
constraints check. In the case of the constraint implementation
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Fig. 5. Execution time of insertion of new entries for various implementation variants

TABLE II
THE RESULTS OF THE INSERTION EXPERIMENT - EXECUTION TIMES OF

NEW ENTRIES INSERTION FOR VARIOUS IMPLEMENTATIONS IN SECONDS.

Number of entries Foreign key Trigger Trigger with index
0 0.061 0.387 0.068

100 0.082 0.381 0.090
1000 0.098 0.422 0.100

10000 0.093 0.540 0.088
100000 0.089 1.460 0.155

1000000 0.110 12.579 0.262

by a trigger, the students are inserted before the address
because the trigger checks the value immediately while the
foreign key is deferred.

Fig. 5 presents execution time of the insertion of 100
new entries for each variant in a database already containing
various number of entries. As we can see, the Foreign key
variant results to be the fastest as there are no constraints to
check when inserting. However, the optionality of students for
each address is not checked and addresses without students are
inserted, too. The Trigger variant enforces only valid addresses
to be inserted, however, the constraint check slows down
the evaluation the more entries already exist in the tables.
However, the Trigger with index variant results to be only
slightly slower than the Foreign key while enforcing only
valid data inserted to the database. The measured data is
summarized in the Table II.

B. The Selection Experiment

This experiment presents a comparison of the execution time
of a SELECT operation from the table Address directly and
using the view for accessing only the valid data. Two different
types of SELECT queries were measured – a select using the
primary key value to get a single result and a select using not-
indexed column of unique values to get a single result. Three
various implementations were measured for each select. The
Table variant presents selects from the table Address directly
without checking the constraint. The View variant presents
selects from the view ValidAddresses defined over the table
Address to check the existent entries in the Student table and to

select only from valid addresses. The View with index variant
presents selects from the view ValidAddresses defined over
the table Address with an index defined on the address id in
the table Student to speed up the search of students by their
address while checking the existence. All select variants are
summarized in Table III.

Fig. 6 presents results of the experiment. It shows the
execution time of each variant for various number of addresses
stored in the Address table together with associated students in
the Student table. The Table variants result to be fastest as there
is no additional condition to check the constraint. However,
the query returns both valid and invalid data according to
the constraint. The View variants become much slower when
more entries are stored in the tables because of the additional
constraint with a subquery to check the valid addresses.
However, only valid addresses according to the constraint are
returned. The index defined over the foreign key value in the
Student table speeds up the subquery execution rapidly as
shown by the View with index variant results. Therefore, the
View with index variant results to be equivalent in the execution
time to the selection from the table directly while returning
only the valid data. The measured data is summarized in the
Table IV.

VI. SPECIAL MULTIPLICITIES

Usually, multiplicities of binary relationships are used to
restrict obligation of the relationship existence and to define if
the relationship is limited to only one entity. In other words,
the target minimal multiplicity defines if there has to be a
related target entity (m = 1) or not (m = 0) while target
maximal multiplicity defines if there can be a collection of
related target entities for each source entity (n = *) or just one
target entity (n = 1). The same stands for source multiplicities.

However, in practise, we can use multiplicities to restrict
the numbers of related entities more strictly – we can define
a range of numbers. In Fig. 7, a small part of university
information system is shown. We define class Year consisting
of exactly two terms – winter term and summer term. Using the
common mechanism of foreign key, the model is transformed
to table Year and table Term as shown in Fig. 8. A foreign
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TABLE III
VARIANTS OF SELECTS EXECUTED AND MEASURED

Select Variant Condition Source Index in the Student table
S1A Table address id table Address not defined
S1B View address id view ValidAddresses not defined
S1C View with index address id view ValidAddresses defined
S2A Table street table Address not defined
S2B View street view ValidAddresses not defined
S2C View with index street view ValidAddresses defined

Fig. 6. Execution time of selection of entries for various implementation variants

TABLE IV
THE RESULTS OF THE SELECTION EXPERIMENT - EXECUTION TIMES OF SELECT OPERATIONS FOR VARIOUS IMPLEMENTATIONS IN SECONDS.

Number of entries S1A S2A S1B S2B S1C S2C
1 0.001 0.004 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.001

100 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
1000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001

10000 0.001 0.006 0.005 0.009 0.001 0.006
100000 0.001 0.055 0.044 0.089 0.001 0.054

1000000 0.003 0.552 0.691 0.994 0.005 0.495
5000000 0.051 7.523 17.168 24.547 0.065 7.426

key constraint is created in the table Term referring an entry
in the table Year. The foreign key value can be restricted by
NOT NULL constraint to enforce each term having a year
related. No UNIQUE contraint will be defined for the foreign
key value to enable having more terms referrencing the same
year. However, there is no way to restrict the number of terms
related to a single year to exactly two as defined in the model
just by the foreign key mechanism.

These restrictions are usually omitted during transformation
and constraints are not at all realized or must be implemented
manually. However, we can generalize our proposed mecha-
nism to restrict the number of terms in PSM [9], [10]. Using
this mechanism, OCL invariants can be automatically defined
for the multiplicities in PIM and realized by views and triggers
in PSM of relational database. This way, we can easily check
the consistency of data in the schema and enforce inserting
only valid data according to the restrictions in defined in PIM.

Fig. 7. PIM of year and terms with special multiplicities

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we summarized the currently used method
for modeling binary relationships in data models using UML
class diagram. We showed the way to define multiplicity
constraints in the model. Furthermore, we showed the usual
transformation of the model from PIM to PSM for relational
database and showed the usual transformations for multiplicity
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Fig. 8. PSM of year and terms with special multiplicities

constraints using FOREIGN KEY, NOT NULL and UNIQUE
constraints in SQL.

We pointed out the constraint for the source entity op-
tionality. This constraint is often used in the model but not
realized in the database because the foreign key is insufficient
to realize it. Therefore, we defined this constraint in another
formal way by an OCL invariant and suggested three methods
of realization of this special constraint.

We also compared the suggested realizations to the currently
used approaches in context of the execution time while insert-
ing new data to the tables and selecting existing data from
the table. The trigger realization of the special constraint with
an index created on the foreign key column was proved in
the insertion experiment to be able to prevent the insertion
of invalid data in the database schema and, in the same
time, to be still comparable in the execution time to the
realization omitting this constraint. On the other hand, the
view implementation with the index created on the foreign
key column was proved in the selection experiment to be able
to filter our the invalid data and, in the same time, to be
equivalent in the execution time to selection from the table
directly. Therefore, we suggest the constraint to be realized
by transformations in CASE tools’ transformations of data
models to relational databases either by the trigger to prevent
inserting invalid data or the view to filter invalid data from
selecting. This realization will definitelly support the analysis
and design processes to create consistent database schemas
using the MDD approach.

Furthermore, as we have shown, our proposed mechanism
can be easily used to automatically generate constraints for
special multiplicity values used in PIM. These constraints are
transformed to database views and triggers in the same way
enforcing the data to be valid according to the multiplicities
in the PIM.
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Abstract— In this paper, we present an approach to testing of 

models and generated code as well as of target interpreters 

that relies on the use of modeling tools and model 

transformation languages. When compared to the existing 

Model Driven Development (MDD) approaches and tools 

supporting Domain Specific Modeling (DSM), contributions of 

our research include: (i) introduction of action reports, which 

allow semantic actions on elements of a graphical interface for 

modeling; (ii) creation of recommendations and of the interface 

for integrating modeling tools with applications; and (iii) 

construction of a language for the description of the structure 

of user controls as well as construction of a component for 

embedding such controls into modeling and meta-modeling 

tools. The basic idea behind the approach is to use a 

transformation language to construct complex objects and 

applications as well as specify operations on complex objects 

and the interface. In this manner, we not only generate the 

target platform code from the select domain-specific graphical 

language (DSGL) models but also directly use these models 

and appropriate tools as client applications. The applicability 

of action reports is demonstrated in the examples concerning 

validation of document models and their generators.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

N the past few years, there have been increased efforts to 

improve software engineering through the application of 

software models. In numerous papers, there are remarks 

that the adoption of Model Driven Software Development 

(MDSD) and Unified Modeling Language (UML) as its main 

language has only partially achieved the proclaimed goals 

related to development productivity and software quality [1], 

[2]. Some authors consider the unfitness of UML for domain 

specific problems to be the main reason for this failure. 

Expecting that an average software engineer uses or thinks in 

domain independent abstractions might have been 

unrealistic. Several approaches, including Domain Specific 

Modeling (DSM), Model Driven Architecture (MDA) and 

Model Driven Software Development, still focus on software 

                                                           
 A part of the research presented in this paper was supported by 

Ministry of Education and Science of Republic of Serbia, Grant III-44010, 

Title: Intelligent Systems for Software Product Development and Business 

Support based on Models. 

models, which are sufficiently formal but also 

understandable to both machines and humans. These models 

are not only part of the specification but also of the 

implementation of the corresponding systems. In general, 

there are two types of models: models that do not contain 

information about the implementation platform (Platform 

Independent Model, PIM) and models that contain platform 

specific information (Platform Specific Model, PSM). 

Abstract specifications are transformed into models using 

Model-to-Model (М2М) transformations, or into executable 
specification, such as source code, by using Model-to-Code 

(M2C) transformations. This model transformation approach 

has been known for decades. However, it is becoming more 

and more popular nowadays because of the positive results 

obtained by using DSM in software development for various 

embedded systems.  

In our approach, the application of MDD, DSM, and 

model transformation principles is related to complex 

problems in document engineering, previously presented in 

[3]-[9]. Positive experience with the construction and 

application of domain specific languages (DSLs), together 

with the problems related to the development of client 

applications for measurement and control systems, points to 

the need the following transformation types to be introduced 

(further explained in Section III):  (sub)model to application (M2A); 

 application to (sub)model (A2M); and 

 (sub)model to document (M2D). 

By employing these transformations, we intend to make 

possible the use of modeling tools as client applications, at 

least in the prototype development phase. Notwithstanding 

the fact that current techniques for code generation from 

models have great capabilities, we demonstrate herein the 

practical value brought by:  introduction of the submodel concept and high level 

submodel operations in addition to repository operations;  

 introduction of the transaction concept in the context of 

(sub)models; and 

 use of action reports (generators) as synchronization units 

during the testing of models, client applications, and target 

interpreters. 
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The action report concept is used as a paradigm for semantic 

actions in M2A, A2M, and M2D transformations. Semantic 

actions are operations that synchronize model property 

values between the DSM tool, client applications, and target 

interpreter. 

In the academic community, much of the model 

transformation research relies on the OMG’s specification 

Query/View/Transformation (QVT) [10].  The specification 

consists of three interrelated languages: (i) Relations, (ii) 

Core and (iii) Operational Mapping. Atlas Transformation 

Language (ATL) [11] by the Eclipse Foundation [12] is an 

example of a model-to-model (M2M) transformation 

language in accordance with the QVT standard. Among the 

commercial tools, the best known transformation language is 

MetaEdit+ Reporting Language (MERL) [13]. It is a 

language mainly focused on model-to-text (M2T) 

transformations. The approach we present herein relies on 

the use of action reports. It features transformations that 

conduct synchronization between the model, client 

applications, and target interpreter. In this manner, model 

testing and execution are made both quicker and simpler. By 

using a generic component for action report parsing and 

interpretation, it is possible to synchronize applications that 

feature disparate user interfaces and interpreters [4], [14]-

[18].  

Besides Introduction and Conclusion, the paper contains 

six sections. In Section II, we describe the action report 

concept and show how it differs from code generators in 

popular meta-modeling tools. In Section III, we describe 

M2A, A2M, and M2D transformations with respect to 

application generation. In Section IV, we describe usage of 

submodels and transactions in the testing of a language, 

model, and target framework or interpreter. In Section V, we 

describe high level domain-specific operations that are 

implemented through action reports and executed on models. 

In Section VI, we give an example of the synchronization 

between a client application and modeling tool. Section VII 

contains an overview of the current state of technology in 

testing of meta-models, models, code generators, and a target 

framework or interpreter. 

II. A CONCEPT OF ACTION REPORT 

Domain-specific modeling involves the use of generators, 

also known as reports. They specify how to utilize 

information from abstract models to generate code in 

accordance with a particular concrete syntax [8], [13], [19], 

[20]. Generator (report) is a program whose interpretation 

yields a textual representation of the semantics expressed in 

a model. Since transformation languages support model 

filtering (selection of objects and relations according to a 

criterion), submodel or model view is implicitly defined 

through a generator. In order to have a more precise 

definition and interpretation of operations on a submodel, we 

require that the pertaining objects and relations be explicitly 

declared.  

The purpose of introducing action reports is to extend the 

functions of model transformation programs (generators) to 

include the synchronization between a modeling tool, target 

interpreter and client applications that are not defined by a 

meta-model. With regard to this purpose, we define action 

report as a report that is used to transform a model into an 

application as well as operations from external applications 

into operations on visual representations of the model. Other 

relevant action reports characteristics include:   action report is defined in the context of a submodel; 

 action reports may execute operations (and be referenced) 

in the context of both concepts forming a meta-model 

(modeling language) and objects that are not part of the 

meta-model, i.e., any user control; 

 all the communication between modeling tools and 

external applications is in the form of textual commands 

specified in the syntax of a generator language;  

 action report is executed inside an optimized transaction 

whose beginning and end are tied to valid model states; 

 in addition to validation being carried out in accordance 

with the specification of a domain-specific language, i.e., 

its meta-model, there are target environments that support 

model interpretation during specification time; this 

introduces the need for an operation that would calculate 

specification increment between two model states;  

 action reports feature frequent model view changes, i.e., 

frequent submodel redefinitions;  

 when using models to manage business processes, action 

reports may be used to synchronize business activities 

prior to a switch to a new management model as well as to 

incrementally generate documentation and applications;  

 action reports are closely related to target interpreter 

environments, which may vary greatly;  

 action reports may be called both synchronously and 

asynchronously; this requires that, at the meta-level, there 

be a specification of calling rules, which may define order, 

frequency, and logical conditions related to the call; and 

 if the target interpreter does not support code modification 

during interpretation time, the problem is reduced to the 

recompilation of the generated code and the use of 

appropriate debugging tools, which are often part of the 

Integrated Development Environments (IDEs). 

The role of action reports is illustrated in Fig. 1. They act 

as an interface between the modeling tool and target 

interpreter (or the debugging environment for the generated 

code). The objective is to allow various user groups like 

meta-modelers, modelers, testers, etc., to use an existing 

DSM tool as a means of testing generated code and target 

interpreter, in addition to model and DSL testing. Action 

reports are not intended to be used for the description of 

dynamic characteristics of a system. These characteristics 

may be completely formally specified through UML state 

diagrams or equivalent DSLs. Action reports may also be 

used to allow direct use of the existing graphical interface in 

debugging or testing of the generated code (or target 

interpreter).  
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Fig. 1 Role of action reports 

In [20] and [21], the authors present ideas and solutions 

for domain-specific model debugging and transformations. 

Our consideration of the role of code generator differs 

slightly from the one presented in [20], in which the 

generator is treated as a means for the definition of model 

semantics. In certain cases, when the modeling language is 

not sufficiently semantically rich, generators may be 

temporarily used to describe semantics, i.e., surpass 

problems caused by the conceptual limitations of the DSL. 

This scenario is typical particularly for the DSL construction 

phase. 

We close the action reports introductory section with a 

remark that the importance of action reports as defined 

herein may significantly differ depending on the actual 

context. In some business domains, the feedback that action 

reports may provide to modeling tools has no relevance. 

However, in the specification of measurement and control 

systems through DSLs, action reports are essential and their 

use brings numerous advantages [22], e.g., the modeling tool 

may be used as a Human machine interface (HMI) by 

exploiting the feedback from the target interpreter and there 

may be different visual representations of a single language 

concept. 

III. A2M, M2A, AND М2D TRANSFORMATIONS 

М2А/А2М transformations are basically М2Т/Т2М 
transformations whose purpose and syntax variations have 

been described in various papers. These transformations 

have been applied also in numerous tools for code generation 

from models [8], [12], [13], [20]. The motivation for 

introducing M2A/A2M transformations is to allow us to 

differentiate in code generation between: (i) procedures that 

generate the code for the communication between modeling 

tools and a target interpreter and (ii) procedures that generate 

the code to be interpreted in the target interpreter. In this 

context, the target interpreter is important as a component 

that gives feedback for the refinement of both the model and 

meta-model, i.e., DSL refinement. The reason for 

introducing the notion of a M2D transformation is a need to 

isolate the procedures for the generation of documentation 

concerning the results of testing of models, meta-models, or 

a target interpreter. Activities of testing and documenting of 

the testing results for meta-models, models, and an 

interpreter, are henceforth referred to as Meta-modeling, 

Modeling, Interpreting and Documenting (MeMID) 

activities. 

The most important characteristics of М2А/А2М 
transformations include:  target text is a code in a general purpose language (GPL), 

DSL,  or any textual format interpretable by a modeling 

tool or a target interpreter; 

 target text is focused on operations involving reading and 

value modification of repository properties as well as on 

operations done on elements representing DSL concepts 

(graphical interface, symbols that represent objects, 

relations, etc.); 

 these transformations may include operations on external 

elements of the presentation that are not part of the 

modeling tool (Fig. 2); 

 these transformations do not modify the meta-model, 

however it might be useful to support a semiautomatic 

inclusion of  user controls that graphically represent 

language concepts; and 

 when there is a disparity between the concepts directly 

supported by the interpreter and those of the DSL, these 

transformations provide an interface for the 

communication between the relatively incompatible units. 

In Fig. 2, we illustrate the scope area of М2А/А2М and 

M2D transformations labeled “Action reports”. Action 

reports are interpreted in the context of a modeling tool, a 

repository, and client applications. They may be exchanged 

between these contexts as well as updated in any of them. 

Fig. 2 Scope area of transformations 
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By introducing these transformations we satisfy some of 

the user requirements related to the more agile testing of 

DSLs, models, and target interpreters. Our approach has 

limited use in situations in which the target environment is 

not present in the form of a generated code interpreter. In 

that case, after each model modification, the code is 

generated, then compiled, and the application is rerun. On 

the other hand, it is not important at which abstraction level 

operations executable by the target interpreter are. The 

matching is done at the transformation level. The ideal 

environment for MeMID activities is the one that supposes 

the existence of the “universal interpreter” and does not 
require termination of the interpretation in order to switch to 

the interpretation of the modified model. These “hot” 
switches to a new version of the model are known as 

incremental updates. Universal interpreters that are 

independent of the application domain do not exist. Any 

generalization necessarily leads to a greater separation of the 

language used to describe the problem from the language 

interpretable by the interpreter. In practice, there is a 

compromise to solve the widest possible class of problems 

by using an existing interpreter of the similar purpose. In this 

manner, at least in the system prototype development phase, 

it is possible to have full parallelism in the refinement of the 

meta-model (DSL), concrete models, code generator, and 

interpreter. 

With respect to the connectedness of meta-models and 

models, modern tools vary greatly. Some tools support meta-

modeling only through textual syntax and feature weak 

synchronization between meta-models and models [12]. 

Other tools consistently support abstract graphical models, 

graphical DSL constructions, and different visual 

representations for the same language concept as well as full 

synchronization between the meta-models and models [13]. 

Different visual representations of a single language concept 

allow animations, i.e., visual presentations of states during 

interpretation [22]. 

The use of М2А/А2М transformations is illustrated with 

the model debugging examples featured in the fourth and 

fifth section. That sort of debugging is not equivalent to the 

debugging inside GPL Integrated Development 

Environments (GPL IDE). With the GPL-to-assembly 

transformations, there is a finite, predetermined set of source 

and target language concepts. On the other hand, in DSM 

neither the source nor the target language needs to be known 

in advance. Moreover, in directory publishing neither of 

them is usually known in advance because the used 

terminology is specific to a particular sector, region, or book 

edition. The source language is constructed to meet the 

domain-specific needs and the target code may substantially 

depend on the existing libraries and frameworks. One of the 

approaches to the formation of a stronger logical relationship 

between debugging environments and modeling tools 

includes the use of patterns. In this manner, it is generally 

possible to relate the model to the target code. One 

disadvantage of the use of patterns is that they need to be 

created for each combination of a DSL and target platform. 

The critical issue is how efficient the debugging of the 

resulting code is when done through a GPL IDE that is 

logically separated from the meta-modeling tool. This 

problem is extensively debated and the proving of the 

language validity is a topic of numerous papers and books 

[2], [21].  

Further discussion of MeMID activities is based upon an 

assumption that the debugging rules or steps should be 

defined inside the М2А/А2М transformations in order to 

provide the feedback from target interpreter toward model. 

IV. SUBMODELS, TRANSACTIONS, AND REPORTS IN THE 

TESTING OF LANGUAGE, MODEL, AND TARGET INTERPRETER 

Modeling tools usually support the concept of model 

decomposition, which implies that an object, relation, role, 

port, or property may be linked to a submodel. This allows 

for a model to be described and expressed at different logical 

levels. During model testing, it is necessary to focus on just a 

subset of elements. For example, in CASE tools providing 

creation of logical database models, it is possible to define a 

database view. In our case, a user-defined model view is also 

known as a submodel. It generally includes at least one 

relation and two objects having a role in the relation. 

Submodel is not just a selection of objects in the presentation 

of the instances of language concepts, but it is similar to 

database views. It is a complex object with its own structure, 

operations, and constraints. Although (sub)model operations 

and constraints are used to express fundamental dynamics of 

the system described by the model, they are not sufficient to 

express the rules for the translation of the model from one 

consistent state to another. For this reason, modeling tools 

should include support for the transaction concept. 

Transaction is defined as an operation that validates a 

sequence of actions on a model and updates the repository. 

When compared to the database transaction, it also includes 

validation of the generated code and of the target interpreter, 

i.e., validation in the context of MeMID activities. 

Therefore, we expect that modeling tools explicitly support 

(i) submodels which, in addition to decomposition, include 

selection of relations and objects; and (ii) MeMID 

transactions. 

The purpose of submodels and transactions is illustrated 

by an example presented in Fig. 3. It is a typical example of 

a fully automated MeMID activity. The diagram in the left 

section of the figure features activities А1-А4 that are part of 

the production of advertisements and related documents. One 

of the activities (А2 – Standard ad production) is composite 

and involves the use of DVAdLang, a domain-specific 

language for the production of advertisements [6], [23]. In 

the modeling tool, there is an object-subgraph relation 

between A2 and an advertisement model. The subgraph is an 

advertisement model that features a logo, several phone 

numbers, and an email address (marked with M4). In the 

upper right section of the figure, there are three abstract 

advertisement models (M1-M3) in three consistent states 

(S1-S3), all of them representing the same advertisement. 

There are two levels of verification: (i) model verification 

during design time, done by the modeling tool and in 
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accordance with the meta-model; and (ii) on-demand 

verification of the generated code, usually executed on 

transaction confirmation calls (in the figure marked by T1 

and T2). Successfully completed transactions may represent 

transitions between two model states or, as in this case, valid 

advertisement states. In the model M4, there is the submodel 

SM1 (a shaded rectangle with rounded edges) that includes 

the following objects: Office (of type Place), two phone 

numbers (of type Phone), and user’s email address (of type 

eMail). The submodel also features relations In content unit 

(the gray circle inside the submodel and to the left) and 

Phone rings in (the telephone symbol in the center). 

Transition from one diagram state to another, from 

submodel S1 to S3, or between valid states, is verified by 

PDF rendering using our interpreter. In this manner, we 

obtained advertisement images, which are shown in the 

lower section of Fig. 3. The rendered image may be: (i) 

result of the transformation of a model in a valid state or (ii) 

increment between two consistent model states. As 

generators (reports) are associated with models, so 

advertisement models in concrete syntax include the 

definition of an action report in the form of metadata. The 

Fig. 3 Submodels, transactions, and testing of models and the target interpreter 
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concrete syntax in the given example is a DVAdLang logical 

script. During the interpretation of the concrete 

advertisement model, the target interpreter interprets 

synchronization commands defined through action reports 

and sets corresponding property values in the report 

definition. The modeling tool analyzes the modified action 

report and runs operations on the graphical interface 

elements. In the example featured in Fig. 3, as a result of the 

executed operation, the text in the email symbol is 

underlined. The transfer of action report packets between 

modeling tool and target interpreter may be: cyclic (when 

CPU is idle), in intervals, or on a specified condition (event). 

Examples 1-3 further explain the contents of Fig. 3 and 

include: (i) specification of the action report AR1, which sets 

the text property Font.Underline in the objects in the 

modeling tool, (ii) general form of a logical script (LS) with 

metadata (ARMeta) that is used as a basis for document 

generation, and (iii) concrete logical script that is a result of 

the transformation done by the action report AR1 for the 

advertisements shown in Fig. 3. 

Example 1. The action report AR1 is defined using 

DVDocRepLang [8], [24], a language similar to MERL. It is 

presented in Listing 1. AR1 is applicable to all models that 

are of the same type as М1-М4 from Fig. 3. It is used to 

generate, in accordance with the syntax of DVAdLang 

language, a logical script from the abstract models of 

advertisements. AR1 contains a section that exports object 

properties, and a description of semantic actions for 

synchronizations marked by CALLTYPE and ACTION 
keywords. 

 
Report 'AR1' 
CALL_TYPE = event; /*interval,cyclic,event*/ 
foreach >ContentUnit {  
do .()  
{  
'<'type '>'  
  if type = 'LOGO' then 
  ID ',' :Alignment; ',' :Height; 
 else 
  :Value; 
 endif  
 newline 
 dowhile ~Phones in>Phone connections~Phone 
rings in.() 
 { 
 '<' type '>' :Value; newline 

ACTION_BEGIN 
'<STATE>'objID 
:Font.Underline=true; 

ACTION_END 
 } 
} 

Listing 1. Action report example 

The existing syntax of DVDocRepLang, which is used for 

М2Т transformations, is extended with: (i) CALLTYPE 

command for the declaration of conditions or intervals for 

the exchange of action reports with the target interpreter, and 

(ii) ACTIONBEGIN and ACTIONEND primitives, which 

mark a report code section related to synchronization. In 

Listing 1, the new language commands are marked in bold. 

Example 2. The general form of a logical script given in 

DVAdLang syntax, which is generated by using the action 

report from Example 1, is presented in Listing 2. Global 

metadata marker <ARMETA> contains the definition of an 

action report. This definition is required by the target 

interpreter during the whole synchronization process done 

with the modeling tool and client applications.  

 
<AR_META>="REPORT AR1..." 
<CU>Initial logical script 
<STATE>S1 
<CU>Increment for S2 (Transaction T1) 
<STATE>S2 
<CU>Increment for S3 (Transaction T2) 
<STATE>S3 

Listing 2. Embedded definition of an action report in the target language 

The <STATE>objID commands are used to mark code 

sections responsible for the specification of document 

content units, their appearance, and dynamic characteristics. 

When the interpreter encounters the <STATE> command, it 

interprets it as a request for the call of the transaction that 

contains property-setting operations marked by 

ACTIONBEGIN and ACTIONEND (in this case, 

Font.Underline=true).  All the actions, except the current 

one, are removed from the action report, which is then sent 

back to the modeling tool. On the reception side, in the 

simplest case, it just sets the property value. 

Example 3. A detailed specification of DVAdLang and 

DVDocLang languages, together with examples, is given in 

[3]. An example of a logical script presented in Listing 3 

illustrates that the <STATE> command is used to: (i) mark 

increments in the interpretation, e.g., breakpoints during 

debugging; and (ii) mark, in the concrete model of an 

advertisement, the point when the original action report gets 

updated. 
... 
<LOGO>7937,center,10 
<PO>Office 
<RN>(0911)4313685 
<STATE>S1 
<RN>(0911)4313686 
<STATE>S2 
<EM>info@djukic-soft.com 
<STATE>S3 

Listing 3. Example of a logical script in the target language 

Semantic action of synchronization through an action 

report may be arbitrarily complex. It may include 

incremental specification and rendering of documents inside 

MeMID activities. In this particular example, since the target 

interpreter is a document renderer, semantic action 

represents both a proof of model execution and a rendered 

documentation about model testing. 

V. ACTION REPORTS AND OPERATIONS ON MODEL 

The simplified scenario from the previous examples 

includes interpretation of action reports featuring basic 

semantic actions that are reduced to setting the value of a 

single property. A more advanced scenario might include the 
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use of action reports to: (i) construct submodels and carry 

out all operations on (sub)models without the need for the 

execution of low-level API functions on the repository, (ii) 

define transactions, and (iii) conduct synchronization with 

client applications, e.g., those classified as HMI.  

The construction of submodels and corresponding 

operations is similar to the definition of views in relational 

databases or the definition of complex objects in object 

databases. We focus on operations that could significantly 

improve MeMID activities when the modeling tool is linked 

to the target interpreter via action reports. Therefore, we give 

an overview of the select operation set:  CreateSubmodel (listOfElems) – creates a submodel 

based on the specified list of objects, connections, 

relations, roles, and properties from an existing model; 

 SetCurrentSubm (m_ID) – sets one of the defined 

submodels as the current one; 

 DeleteSubmodel (m_ID) – deletes the submodel 

definition; 

 AddModel (m_1,m_2) – joins two submodels into one 

without modifying any relations; 

 Subtract (m_1,m_2) – removes m_2 from the existing 

composite model m_1; 

 Multiply (m_1,n) – creates a new model by repeating the 

model m_1 n times;  

 Intersection (m_1,m_2) – returns a model containing 

intersecting element from m_1 and m_2; 

 Union (m_1,n) – joins two models without repeating 

elements having same identifiers; 

 SimDifference (m_1,m_2) – finds a symmetric difference 

between the two models; 

 Remove (objType|relType) – removes objects or relations 

of the specified type from the submodel; and 

 Clone (objType|relType|roleType) – clones the complete 

model or just object, relations, roles, and properties of the 

specified type or matching the specified pattern. 

These operations on models may be specified through 

action reports in the section marked by ACTIONBEGIN 

and ACTIONEND. At the level of modeling tools, 

interpretation is done by the code generator. At the level of 

target interpreter and client applications, interpretation is 

done by the DVDocRepLang [8], [24] component, which is 

similar to the MERL interpreter. An example of parallel 

interpretations is given in the subsequent section. 

VI. AN EXAMPLE OF SYNCHRONIZATION BETWEEN 

APPLICATION AND MODELING TOOL 

Although the target interpreter and external applications 

are not a part of the modeling tool, it is necessary to allow 

their simple integration and use in MeMID activities. A 

generic solution to this problem would be difficult to 

produce because there is no universal model interpreter. 

Therefore, we restrict ourselves to the pragmatic approach 

that utilizes action reports and common properties of 

visualization elements in the modeling tool and external 

applications.  

In Fig. 4, we illustrate the relationship between the 

elements that are part of the MeMID activities during: (i) 

specification of reports and actions; and (ii) interpretation. 

Firstly, properties of graphical elements in the modeling tool 

are linked to properties of HMI client application 

components (Property linking). DVDocRepLang supports 

automation of this activity to a large extent. The selected 

subset of common properties is the object of the semantic 

action marked by ACTION_BEGIN and ACTION_END. An 

action report may contain more than one action.  

In the upper left section of the figure, there is an 

illustration of the function block object with four input and 

two output parameters (properties). The lines ending in dots 

represent disconnected roles in the relations between 

function blocks. In the upper right section of the figure, there 

is a user component showing input and output values in the 

form of a rectangle, except for a logical type property 

(represented by a circle) whose value is false. In the case of 

the value true, the circle to the right is filled. 

Synchronization during interpretation time is represented by 

curved lines with arrowheads. The modeling tool generates 

code based on the generator specification and forwards this 

specification through the generated code as metadata. During 

interpretation, at the marked synchronization points, the 

interpreter sets the values of properties included in the 

definition of the action. For instance, the operation may be 

reduced to the modification of a string: from :in3; to 

:in3=2.54;. This translates into the modification of the value 

of the in3 property to 2.54.  

In comparison with the existing MERL syntax, property 

referencing is extended with the property value setting. 

Fig. 4 Editor of common properties, action specifications, and 

synchronization 
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The modified report is forwarded to: (i) modeling tool for 

the purpose of modifying interface properties and (ii) HMI 

client application for the purpose of setting the values for 

visualization controls. The action report interpreter resides in 

both the modeling tool and the client application. Report 

exchange is performed periodically or on a certain event that 

is not time dependent. 

VII. STATE OF TECHNOLOGY IN MEMID  

The tracking of model changes presents an important 

research topic of practical relevance to MDD community. In 

[22], the authors introduce new features of MetaEdit+ 

Workbench [13] and present various capabilities for 

visualizing language concepts of a DSL, including dynamic 

modification of appearance properties. MetaEdit+ 

Workbench is a tool that provides support for various 

development phases including meta-modeling, modeling, 

code generation, and simulation of the modeled system. In 

our approach, we borrow two well-established ideas that are 

implemented in modern database management systems: 

transactions and views. By relying on transactions, we are 

able to track object modifications, which are explicitly stated 

inside action reports.  

Any target system may use MetaEdit+ API over web 

services to perform model manipulation. In this regard, our 

approach offers similar functionalities concerning 

(sub)model modification. One of the main advantages is that 

the deployment of action reports eliminates the need for low-

level API functions on the repository side. As a result, the 

specification of target interpreter feedback is less complex.  

In [21], the authors report the lack of support for model 

debugging in DSL tools. While most of GPL IDEs support 

model debugging because language syntax and semantics are 

known in advance (and because there is a compiler), the 

situation concerning DSLs is substantially more complex. 

Standard debugging scenario is conceptually restricted by 

operating systems, target frameworks, and libraries. 

Therefore, any pragmatic approach featuring even minor 

improvements related to MeMID activities is going to 

represent a significant contribution to the testing of domain-

specific models. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we present the first practical results and 

foundations of an approach aimed at further improvement of 

DSM tools. Our objective is to automate to a greater extent: 

(i) MeMID activities; (ii) testing of models, generated code, 

and interpreter; and (iii) generation of documentation about 

test cases. In the areas of document engineering and 

development of measuring and control systems, the action 

report approach gives good results, especially when 

combined with DSM tools that, instead of relying on 

patterns, conduct M2T transformations by using a dedicated 

language and interpreter. Our further research is directed at 

the implementation of additional operations on submodels 

and testing of the approach in different application domains. 
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Abstract— Autonomous, reactive and proactive features of 

software agents make development of agent-based software 

systems complex. A Domain-specific Language (DSL) can 

provide the required abstraction and hence support a more 

fruitful methodology for the development of Multi-agent 

Systems (MASs) especially working on the new challenging 

environments such as the Semantic Web. Based on our 

previously introduced domain-specific metamodel, in this 

paper we propose a textual concrete syntax of a DSL for MASs 

working on the Semantic Web and show how the specifications 

of this DSL can be utilized during the code generation of exact 

MASs. The new DSL is called Semantic web Enabled Agent 

Language (SEA_L). The syntax of SEA_L is supported with 

textual modeling toolkits developed with Xtext. The practical 

use of SEA_L is illustrated with a case study which considers 

the modeling of a multi-agent based e-barter system. 

 

Keywords— Domain-specific Languages; Metamodel; Multi-

agent Systems; Semantic Web 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

OFTWARE agents [1] are autonomous software 
components which are able to act on behalf of their users 

in order to do a group of defined tasks. Many intelligent 
software agents interact with each other in a system that is 
called Multi-agent System (MAS). Their interactions can be 
either cooperative or selfish [2]. Software agents and MASs 
are recognized as both useful abstractions and effective 
technologies for the modeling and building of complex 
distributed systems. The implementation of these 
autonomous, responsive and proactive systems is naturally a 
complex task.  

Additionally, Semantic Web improves World Wide Web 
such that web page contents can be interpreted with 
ontologies [3]. Therefore, this new generation web helps 
machines to understand web content. It is apparent that the 
interpretation in question will be realized by autonomous 
computational entities (i.e. agents) to handle the semantic 
content on behalf of their users. Surely, Semantic Web 
environment has specific architectural entities and a different 
semantic which must be considered to model a MAS within 
this environment. Thus, Semantic Web evolution brought a 
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new vision into agent research. Software agents are planned 
to collect Web content from diverse sources, process the 
information and exchange the results. Autonomous agents 
can also evaluate semantic data and collaborate with 
semantically defined entities of the Semantic Web such as 
semantic web services by using content languages. However, 
considering agent interactions with Semantic Web elements 
adds more complexity for designing and implementing those 
systems. 

On the other hand, Model Driven Development (MDD) 
is one of the important software development approaches, 
moving software development from code to models [4] 
which increases productivity [5] and reduces development 
costs [6]. Design and implementation of a MAS may become 
more complex when new requirements and interactions for 
new agent environments such as Semantic Web are 
considered. MDD can provide an infrastructure that 
simplifies the development of such MASs. To work in a 
higher abstraction level is of critical importance for the 
development of MASs since it is almost impossible to 
observe code level details of the MASs due to their internal 
complexity, distributedness and openness. Hence, such MDD 
application can increase the abstraction level in MAS 
development. MDD uses different approaches to realize its 
goals. One of these methods is Domain Specific Language 
(DSL) development [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. DSLs are languages 
which comprise a domain‟s concepts and terminologies to 
supply the requirements of the domain. A DSL allows end-
user programmers (domain experts) to describe the essence 
of a problem with abstractions related to a domain specific 
problem space. 

A domain specific metamodel for semantic web enabled 
MASs is discussed in [12]. Based on this metamodel, in this 
paper, we present the textual concrete syntax of a DSL and 
discuss transformations required for code generation from 
the specifications of this DSL. We call this new DSL as 
Semantic web Enabled Agent Language (SEA_L).  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related 
work is given in Section 2. The abstract syntax and the 
textual concrete syntax of SEA_L are discussed in Sections 3 
and 4 respectively. In section 5, the code generation 
mechanism for new DSL is illustrated. Section 6 includes a 
case study on the development of a MAS by using SEA_L. 
Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and states the future 
work. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

The studies on DSLs and Domain-specific Modeling 
Languages (DSML) for agents are recently emerging and 
those very few studies are in their preliminary states. For 
instance, a DSL called Agent-DSL is introduced in [13]. 
Agent-DSL is used to specify the agency properties that an 
agent could have in order to accomplish its tasks. However, 
the proposed DSL is presented only with its metamodel and 
provides just the visual modeling of the agent systems 
according to agent features, such as knowledge, interaction, 
adaptation, autonomy and collaboration. Likewise in [14], 
the authors introduce two dedicated modeling languages and 
call those languages as DSMLs. The languages are described 
by metamodels which can be seen as representations of the 
main concepts and relationships identified for each of the 
particular domains again introduced in [14]. However, the 
study obviously includes just the abstract syntax of the 
related DSMLs and does not give the concrete syntax or 
semantics of the DSMLs. In fact, the study only defines 
generic agent metamodels for MDD of MASs. 

In [15], the author introduces a DSML for MAS. The 
abstract syntax of the DSML is derived from a platform 
independent metamodel which is structured into several 
aspects each focusing on a specific viewpoint of a MAS. 
That approach resembles to our study. This study is 
noteworthy because it seems to be the first complete DSML 
for agents with all of its specifications. However it supports 
neither the agents on the Semantic Web nor the interaction of 
Semantic Web enabled agents with other environment 
members such as semantic web services. Our study 
contributes to aforementioned efforts by also specializing on 
the Semantic Web support of the MASs. In [16], the authors 
introduce their approach on integrating agents with Semantic 
Web Services (SWSs) on a platform independent level. In 
addition to the MAS metamodel described in [15], a new 
platform independent metamodel for SWS is proposed. A 
relation between these two metamodels is established in a 
way that the MAS metamodel is extended with new meta-
entities in order to support SWS interoperability and it also 
inherits some meta-entities from the metamodel proposed for 
SWS. Instead of using two separate metamodels, SEA_L has 
the built-in support for the modeling of agent and SWS 
interactions by including a special viewpoint. Moreover, 
semantic knowledgebase and agent internals can also be 
modeled in SEA_L. 

III. ABSTRACT SYNTAX 

The abstract syntax of a DSL describes the concepts and 
their relations without any consideration of meaning. In 
terms of MDD, the abstract syntax is described by a 
metamodel that defines how the models should look like. 

In a Semantic Web enabled MAS, software agents can 
gather Web contents from various resources, process the 
information, exchange the results and negotiate with other 
agents. Within the context of these MASs, autonomous 
agents can evaluate semantic information and work together 
with semantically defined entities like SemanticWebService 
using content language. 

The Platform Independent Metamodel (PIMM) which 
represents the abstract syntax of SEA_L is divided into eight 
viewpoints to provide clear understanding and efficient use. 
These viewpoints are: Agent Internal viewpoint, MAS 
viewpoint, Plan viewpoint, Role viewpoint, Interaction 
viewpoint, Environment viewpoint, Ontology viewpoint and 
Agent-Semantic Web Service (SWS) Interaction viewpoint. 
Discussion on whole metamodel can be found in [12]. We 
only concentrate on Agent Internal viewpoint as well as 
Agent-SWS Interaction viewpoint throughout this paper due 
to space limitations and the importance of these viewpoints.  

Agent Internal viewpoint is related to the internal 
structure of semantic web agents and defines entities and 
their relations required for the construction of agents.  

SemanticWebAgent (SWA) in the SEA_L abstract 
syntax stands for each agent in Semantic Web enabled MAS. 
A SemanticWebAgent is an autonomous entity which is 
capable of interaction with both other agents and 
SemanticWebServices within the environment. 

SEA_L‟s metamodel (hence abstract syntax) supports 
both reactive and Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agent 
architectures. BDI was first proposed by Bratman [17] and 
used in many agent systems. In a BDI architecture, an agent 
decides about which Goals to achieve and how to achieve 
them. Beliefs represent the information an agent has about its 
surroundings, while Desires correspond to the things that an 
agent would like to have achieved. Intentions, which are 
deliberative attitudes of agents, include the agent planning 
mechanism in order to achieve goals. Taking concrete BDI 
agent frameworks (such as JADEX [18] and JACK [19]) into 
consideration, we propose an entity called Capabilities which 
includes each agent‟s Goals, Plans and Beliefs about the 
surrounding. 

Agent-SWS Interaction viewpoint focuses on the internal 
structure of SemanticWebServices and interaction of any 
SemanticWebAgent with SemanticWebServices in a MAS 
organization. Concepts and their relations for appropriate 
service discovery, agreement with the selected service and 
execution of the service are all defined in this viewpoint. 
Partial metamodel which represents this viewpoint is shown 
in Fig. 1. In this figure, elements filled with light gray come 
from other viewpoints which are shown on top or bottom of 
the element using “<<” and “>>”. In other words, these 
elements are common elements among viewpoints and they 
tailor the viewpoints to each other. 

A SemanticWebAgent applies Plans to perform their 
Tasks. “Semantic Service Register Plan” (SS_RegisterPlan), 
“Semantic Service Finder Plan” (SS_FinderPlan), “Semantic 
Service Agreement Plan” (SS_AgreementPlan) and 
“Semantic Service Executor Plan” (SS_ExecutorPlan) are 
extensions of the Plan in this metamodel. Agents use 
SS_RegisterPlan for communication with a service register 
to discover service capabilities. Other Plans are used to 
discover SemanticWebServices dynamically, call the 
services, get agreement with them and execute them, 
respectively.  

SWS modeling approaches (i.e. OWL-S [20]) generally 
define a service with three documents: “Service Interface”, 
“Process Model” and “Physical Grounding”. “Service 
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Fig. 1 Agent-SWS Interaction viewpoint. 

Interface” is the capability representation of the service in 
which service inputs, outputs and any other necessary service 
descriptions are listed. “Process Model” defines service‟s 
internal combinations and service executor dynamics. 
Finally, “Physical Grounding” defines the service‟s executor 
protocol. These meta-entities are shown in Fig. 1 with 
Interface, Process and Grounding entities respectively.  
These components can use Input, Output, Precondition and 
Effect which are extensions of Web Ontology Language 
(OWL) Class from Object Management Group‟s (OMG) 
Ontology Definition Metamodel (ODM) [21]. 

Considering the other viewpoints of the SEA_L, MAS 
viewpoint solely deals with the construction of a MAS as an 
overall aspect of the metamodel. Plan viewpoint defines a 
Plan‟s internal structure. When an Agent applies a Plan, it 
executes its Tasks. In addition, message transaction is 
considered in this viewpoint. Role viewpoint shows distinct 
types of role. Agents can use several roles at any time and 
can alter these roles over the time. Interaction viewpoint 
focuses on agent communications and interactions in a MAS 
and defines entities and relations such as Interaction, 
Message, and MessageSequence. Environment viewpoint 
focuses on the relations between agents and to what they 
access. Environment contains all non-Agent Resources, 
Facts and Services. Ontology viewpoint brings all ontology 
sets and ontological concepts together. ODM OWL [22] 
Ontology from OMG is a standard for all of our ontology 
sets such as Role, Organization and ServiceOntologies. 

IV. TEXTUAL CONCRETE SYNTAX 

The textual concrete syntax of SEA_L is provided with 
Xtext [23]. In this paper, we focus only on Agent Internal 
and Agent-SWS Interaction viewpoints. Xtext is a language 
development framework to provide textual modeling 
languages. It can be used for creating a sophisticated Eclipse-
based development environment. Xtext is based on EBNF 
(Extended Backus–Naur Form) [24] rules. 

If the metamodel which represents the abstract syntax for 
SEA_L is considered as analysis phase of the concrete 
syntax of SEA_L, the design phase will be the part in which 
EBNF rules are described. One of the main advantages of 
DSLs is to validate domain specific constraints. The 
constraints of the language can be implemented with 
“Validation Package” in Xtext which provides a dedicated 
hook for validation rules. Also, other features of SEA_L‟s 
textual concrete syntax are created using both manually 
written code and Xtext features. Using Xtext features, the 
textual concrete syntax supplies auto completion, syntax 
coloring, rename refactoring, bracket matching, auto edit, an 
outline view that shows the semantic structure of the model 
and code formatting to properly indent the documents. By 
defining EBNF rules, above discussed constraints of 
SEA_L‟s metamodel are realized. With these capabilities, 
the new DSL possesses both structure and static semantics of 
the MAS domain. The structure is defined by the method 
signatures and the semantics are defined by constraint code. 

A. Textual Concrete Syntax of Semantic Web Agent 

Internal Viewpoint 

An Xtext grammar is structured with rules which are 
identified by text to the left of a colon. There is at least one 
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rule for each meta-element in the textual concrete syntax. 
EBNF rules are defined for Agent Internal viewpoint 
according to constraints in the metamodel. The first 
constraint is that all of the elements of the instance model 
must be in “AgentInternalViewpoint” tag. Also, instance 
model must start and end with curly brackets. Example to 
another constraint is that each instance model must have at 
least one SemanticWebAgent and one Capabilities meta-
entity in any order.  

Each agent has at most one AgentType in the instance 
model. If a user defines more than one agent type for the 
SemanticWebAgent, the tool will give an error which is 
provided in SemanticWebAgent rule. 

According to Xtext syntax, the assignment operator, "=", 
denotes a single valued feature, "+=" operator denotes a 
multi valued feature and the asterisk operator, "*", denotes a 
cardinality of 0..n. Also, in each rule, referring to predefined 
variables is possible with „[‟ and „]‟ characters as it is shown 
in Listing 1 line3. 

SEA_L‟s metamodel is based on BDI [17] architecture. 
Therefore, a group of meta-elements exist to supply BDI 
structure. Considering this structure, a Capabilities meta-
element consists of Belief, Goal and Plan meta-elements. 
User can define numerous relations by considering the Agent 
Internal viewpoint. This structure is defined in Capabilities 
rule which is shown in Listing 1. Developer can define 
Belief, Goal and Plan meta-elements as much as needed in 
any order regarding lines 4 to 7 of Listing 1. 

 
01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

07 

Capabilities: 

   'Capabilities'  name = ID description = STRING';' | 

   cap = [Capabilities]  '{' 

        (  'includes'  belief = [Belief]';' | 

           'uses' goal = [Goal]';' | 

           'applies' plan = [Plan] ';'  )* 

   '}'; 

Listing 1. Capabilities‟ rule. 

Fewer constraints are defined in Agent Internal viewpoint 
in comparison to Agent-SWS Interaction viewpoint since 
elements are generally used arbitrary and most of the 
relations are independent in Agent Internal viewpoint. 

Additional Xtext features are used to limit the user while 
creating instance models. Due to space limitation, a small 
example is given in Listing 2 which is written in the 
“Validation Package” of Xtext. Listing 2 provides an error in 
the editor, if the user gives an empty string to “type” attribute 
of a Behavior. 
 
01 

02 
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@Check 
public void checkTypeIsNotEmpty (Behavior beh) {  

    if ( beh.getType().isEmpty() ) { 

         error("behavior type empty",  

         AgentInternalDSLPackage.BEHAVIOR__TYPE); 

   } 

} 

Listing 2. Validation Package code to prevent defining an empty string. 

B. Textual Concrete Syntax of Agent-Semantic Web 

Service Interaction Viewpoint 

Considering Agent-SWS Interaction viewpoint, all of its 
instance models must be written inside a 
“SWSInteractionViewpoint” tag and every command or 
declaration must end with a semicolon. Otherwise, an error 
will occur in the editor. According to Fig. 1, a 
SemanticWebService must have relationships with 
Grounding, Process and Interface. Each instance model must 
contain these elements and relations between them. Part of 
Xtext code to supply these relations is given in Listing 3. 
Line 4 forces the user to use “described_by” relation. Lines 
10 to 13 and 18 have similar meanings.  
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Process: 

    'Process' name=ID';'| 

    process=[Process]  '{'  

           'described_by' sws=[SWS] ';'  

           … 

    '}'; 

Grounding: 

    'Grounding'  name = ID';' |  

    grounding  = [Grounding] '{' 

         (('supports' sws=[SWS] ';') 

         ('calls' service = [WebService] ';') )| 

         (('calls' service = [WebService] ';')  

         ('supports' sws=[SWS] ';')) 

    '}'; 

Interface: 

   'Interface'  name = ID ';' | 

    interface=[Interface]  '{' 

         'presents' sws=[SWS] ';'  

         … 

    '}'; 

Listing 3. Parts of Process, Grounding, and Interface rules. 

According to Agent-SWS Interaction viewpoint, each 
instance model should have at least one SemanticWebAgent 
and one SemanticWebService which is supplied with 
“Validation Package”. Listing 4 shows the implementation 
of the “checkAtLeastOneSWS” constraint. 
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@Check 
public void checkAtLeastOneSWS(  

             AgentSWSInteractionViewpoint sws) {  

     SWSInteractionViewpoint agent =  

             EcoreUtil2.getContainerOfType(sws,    

                   SWSInteractionViewpoint.class); 

     List<SWS> swslist =  

            EcoreUtil2.getAllContentsOfType(agent, SWS.class); 

     if((swslist.size()<1))   

            error("There must be at least one  

                 SWS", AgentSWSInteractionPackage.Literals. 

                    SWS_INTERACTION_VIEWPOINT__NAME); 

}   

Listing 4. Validation Package code to supply at least one 

SemanticWebService constraint. 

In Listing 4, “@Check” is a keyword to define a 
validation rule. Lines 4 to 8 capture SemanticWebServices 
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from the AgentSWSInteractionViewpoint and put them in a 
list (swslist). In line 9, size of “swslist” is controlled. If there 
is not any element in the list, the editor will give an error. 

Some rules are written in order to provide a specific 
sequence for code while another group of rules let them to be 
independent of a sequence in textual instance model where it 
is required. For example, lines from 10 to 13 are written to 
supply the sequence independency of relations in Listing 3.  

Semantic Service Plans (SS_RegisterPlan, 
SS_FinderPlan, SS_AgreementPlan and SS_ExecutorPlan) 
and their relations must be in a specific order in the instance 
models. For instance, SS_RegisterPlan must advertise an 
Interface before SS_FinderPlan interacts with 
SSMatchmaker Agent. These sequence restrictions are 
supplied with EBNF rules. Listing 5 shows how to supply 
Plan orders. According to lines 2 to 3, any general Plan or 
Semantic Service Plan can be defined in the instance model. 
A Plan can be defined with or without its “type”, 
“description” and “priority” attributes. The „?‟ character at 
the end of each statement makes it as optional. If Semantic 
Service Plans are considered, the order should be as is 
defined in lines 5 to 8.    

Xtext can generate EBNF rules from a given metamodel 
but we prefer to define EBNF rules manually to supply some 
preferred syntactical restrictions and constraints such as 
defining relations in a specific order (Xtext cannot extract 
the order from the metamodel because metamodel has not 
such an attribute by itself), defining at least one or more than 
one relation, etc. 
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Plan returns Plan: 

('Plan' name = ID (type=STRING)? 

(description = STRING)?(priority=INT)? ';') | PlanSequence; 

PlanSequence returns Plan: 

reg  =SS_RegisterPlanDef 

find =SS_FinderPlanDef 

agree =SS_AgreementPlanDef 

exe =SS_ExecutorPlanDef ; 

Listing 5. Sample Plan rules. 

V. CODE GENERATION 

It is not sufficient to complete the DSL definition only by 
specifying the notions and their representations. The 
complete definition requires that one provide semantics of 
language concepts in terms of other concepts whose meaning 
is already established. Therefore the syntax of the SEA_L is 
mapped into the metamodels of existing agent platforms that 
have well-defined, understood and executable semantics. 
The mapping is provided through model transformations. 
Model to code transformations follow these model 
transformations and finally executable software code for 
exact MAS are achieved. 

Code generation for the instance models are supplied 
with Xpand tool [25]. Many of model driven engineering 
approaches accomplish code generation by writing strings to 
text files. Xpand is a template engine which is used to make 
this process easier. It allows creating textual output using 
EMF [26] models. The text output can be coded in any 

programming language. Xpand requires an EMF metamodel 
and one or more templates to translate the model into text. 
Once the requirements are provided, code generator can be 
run by defining an EMF model and running the generator 
[27]. Xpand supplies traversing the abstract tree of provided 
model and generating the code along the way [27]. 

In this study, Xpand is used for generation of JADEX 
[18] code, along with OWL [21] and OWL-S [20] files from 
SEA_L specifications and corresponding instance models. 
Again due to space limitations, only code generation of 
JADEX agents from SEA_L Agent Internal viewpoint and 
generation of OWL-S SWS documents from Agent-SWS 
Interaction viewpoint are illustrated in this paper. 

JADEX is one of the popular Application Programming 
Interfaces (API) for developing software agents. JADEX 
code is composed of two files: ADF (Agent Definition File), 
which an agent‟s Beliefs, Goals, and Plans are defined with 
XML code, The JADEX Plan File, which Agent plans are 
defined with Java code. According to JADEX platform, each 
agent has an ADF file. Therefore, an ADF file is generated 
for each SemanticWebAgent of a SEA_L instance model in 
our study. Beliefs, Goals, Plans, Behaviors and Capabilities 
of SemanticWebAgents are defined in ADF with 
corresponding tags, but JADEX Plan files include pure Java 
code defining corresponding tasks.  

In the generated code for SEA_L models, SEA_L 
ontological entities such as agent knowledge-bases are coded 
in OWL. Moreover, SWSs modeled in SEA_L instances are 
implemented according to OWL-S specifications. Both 
OWL and OWL-S are perhaps the most popular and in-use 
technologies for describing ontologies and SWS definitions.   

An instance model, which conforms to SEA_L 
metamodel, is in fact a platform independent model. In order 
to achieve its platform specific counterparts (e.g. its JADEX 
counterpart), mappings between SEA_L metamodel and 
metamodels of agent development frameworks (such as 
JADEX, JADE [28], etc.) are needed. Since we focus on 
JADEX platform in this study, we need to provide entity 
mappings between SEA_L and JADEX metamodels. These 
mappings are given in Table I. 

As discussed in Section 3, Agent Internal viewpoint 
focuses on the internal structure of every Agent in a MAS 
organization. Hence, in order to generate JADEX code, 
Agent Internal viewpoint is mapped to JADEX metamodel. 
On the other hand, Agent-SWS Interaction viewpoint 
represents the interaction between SemanticWebAgents and 
SemanticWebServices. Thus, it is mapped to both JADEX 
and OWL-S metamodels (see Table I). Generated ontology 
files for Agent-SWS Interaction viewpoint and ADF and 
Plan files for Agent Internal viewpoint are provided. Since 
generation of ADF and Plan files for Agent-SWS Interaction 
viewpoint is very similar to the ones for Agent Internal 
viewpoint, it is not repeated here. It is also worth noting that 
both mappings between SEA_L and JADEX and SEA_L and 
OWL-S take place simultaneously such that SEA_L instance 
elements pertaining to agent and MAS viewpoints are 
transformed into JADEX instances while remaining elements 
of the same SEA_L instance model, which are used to model 
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semantic web services, are transformed into OWL-S 
instances.    

Initially, metamodel namespace is imported in order to 
make the meta-types known to the editor as it is shown in 
line 1 of Listing 6. Next, the main template is created.  

Xpand‟s keywords and meta-type references are always 
enclosed in “«” and “»” characters. 

TABLE I.  MAPPING BETWEEN SEA_L, JADEX AND OWL-S 

METAMODELS. 

SEA_L JADEX OWL-S 

SemanticWebAgent Agent  

SSMatchmakerAgent Agent  

Plan, Behavior Plan  

Capabilities Capability  

Goal AchieveGoal  

Goal QueryGoal  

Goal PerformGoal  

SS_AgreementPlan Plan  

SS_ExecutorPlan Plan  

SS_FinderPlan Plan  

SS_RegisterPlan Plan  

SemanticWebService  Service 

Interface  ServiceProfile 

Process  ServiceModel 

Grounding  ServiceGrounding 

Input  Input 

Output  Output 

Precondition  Condition 

Effect  ResultVar 

 
 
01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

07 

08 

09 

«IMPORT org::xtext::example::mydsl::myDsl» 

«DEFINE main FOR SWSInteractionViewpoint» 

… 

«EXPAND owlservice FOREACH service» 

«EXPAND owlsprofile FOREACH service» 

«EXPAND owlsmodel FOREACH service» 

«EXPAND owlgrounding FOREACH service» 

«EXPAND wsdl FOREACH service» 

«ENDDEFINE» 

Listing 6. Defining main elements and invoking templates. 

In Listing 6, for each Service, “owlservice”, 
“owlsprofile”, “owlsmodel”, “owlsgrounding” and “wsdl” 
(Web Service Definition Language) templates are invoked 
between lines 4 to 8. Each SemanticWebService is 
represented in a “Service.owl” file. For example, for an 
“Electronic Barter Service”, an “EBarterService.owl” file 
will be produced. “Service Profile”, “Service Process” and 
“Service Grounding” are described in “profile.owl”, 
“process.owl” and “grounding.owl” files respectively.  

According to second line of Listing 7, a “Service.owl” 
file is created. The other lines of the code are added to the 
end of this file. Bold keywords (“int”, “pro” and “gro”) are 
predefined variables representing Interface, Process and 
Grounding respectively. Lines 4, 7 and 10 are point 
references to the Profile, ProcessModel and Grounding, 
respectively.  

Nested templates are defined to invoke input, output, 
precondition and effect where they are needed. In Agent 
Internal viewpoint, an ADF file is needed for each 
SemanticWebAgent and a Plan file is needed for each Plan. 
Therefore, Plans and SemanticWebAgent templates are 
invoked in main template as it is represented in Listing 8. 

Code block given in Listing 9 represents belief 
definitions in the generated ADF file. Beliefs are defined in 
<beliefs> tags. Attributes of a belief meta-entity are 
generated using line 3, 4 and 5 of Listing 9. 
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«DEFINE owlservice FOR Service» 

«FILE this.name + "Service.owl"» 

<service:Service rdf:ID= "«this.name»"> 

   <service:presents rdf:resource="&«this.name_profile;#  
       "«int.name»"/> 

   <service:describedBy  

        rdf:resource="&"«this.name»_process;#  
        "«pro.name»"/> 

   <service:supports  

       rdf:resource="&"«this.name»_grounding;# 

       "«gro.name»"/> 

</service:Service> 

Listing 7. A part of Xpand code to define OWL-S Service File. 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

«IMPORT         org::xtext::example::agentinternal::agentInternal» 

«DEFINE main FOR AgentInternalViewpoint» 

«EXPAND plans FOREACH plan» 

«EXPAND semanticwebagents   FOREACH semanticwebagent» 

«ENDDEFINE» 

Listing 8. Sample template to invoke plans and semanticwebagents 

templates. 
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«DEFINE beliefs FOR Belief» 

<beliefs> 

      name=«this.name»  
      description=«this.description» 

      dynamic = «this.dynamic»  
</beliefs> 

 «ENDDEFINE» 

Listing 9. Sample Xpand code to define beliefs in ADF. 

Code generation for other viewpoints including 
Environment, Role, Plan and Interaction viewpoints are 
provided similarly. The required code generated from those 
viewpoints extend the agents‟ files, ADFs and plans, in the 
same way as Agent Internal and Agent-SWS Interaction 
viewpoints do. 

VI. CASE STUDY: E-BARTER SYSTEM 

In order to illustrate the use of the introduced DSL, we 
consider the modeling of a simple multi-agent based e-barter 
system. A barter system is an alternative commerce approach 
where customers meet at a marketplace in order to exchange 
their goods or services without currency.  

An agent-based e-barter system consists of agents that 
exchange goods or services of owners corresponding to their 
preferences. In this application, base scenario is achieved by 
the Customer, “Barter Manager” and Cargo roles assigned to 
the agents. Interested readers may refer to [29] for the 
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detailed discussion of barter proposals and tracking the 
bargaining process between Customer agents. After 
finalization of bargaining, Customer agents send engagement 
message to the “Barter Manager” agent. Then, the “Barter 
Manager” agent notifies the Cargo agent for transporting 
barter products between Customer agents. This scenario is 
completed by the acceptance of all participating agents. 

The following examples can be instances for the 
constraint controls in this case study:  

Listing 10 illustrates the use of the Xtext editor in textual 
modeling of Agent-SWS Interaction viewpoint of the multi-
agent e-barter system in question. In order to infer about 
semantic closeness between offered and purchased items 
based on the defined ontologies, barter manager may use a 
SemanticWebService called “Barter Service”. 

As it is restricted in textual concrete syntax, each instance 
model must have at least one SemanticWebAgent and one 
SemanticWebServices. After declarations, “Barter 
Manager”, which is a SemanticWebAgent, applies 
SS_FinderPlan and SS_ExecutorPlan and plays Roles. 
SS_FinderPlan interacts with SS_MatchmakerAgent and gets 
the results of appropriate services. After this interaction, 
according to the results, SS_FinderPlan discovers “Barter 
ServiceInterface”. 
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SWSInteractionViewPoint  case2  { 

      SemanticWebAgent barterManager "This is bartermanager 

                agent" "Properties" ; 

SWS barterService ; 

SSMatchmakerAgent barterMatchAgent "Description"  

          "Properties"; 

Grounding barterServiceGrounding; 

Process barterServiceProcess; 

Interface barterServiceInterface; 

SS_RegisterPlan ServiceRegistertion; 

SS_FinderPlan discoverBarterService; 

SS_AgreementPlan Negotiating; 

SS_ExecutorPlan invokeBarterService; 

Role Registery; 

barterManager { 

 appliesPlan discoverBarterService; 

 appliesPlan ServiceRegistertion ; 

 playsRole Registery;} 

barterMatchAgent { 

 appliesPlan discoverBarterService; 

 appliesPlan Negotiating; 

 appliesPlan invokeBarterService;} 

invokeBarterService { 

 executes barterServiceProcess; 

 uses barterServiceGrounding;} 

barterServiceProcess {described_by barterService;} 

barterServiceInterface {presents barterService;} 

barterServiceGrounding {supports barterService;} 

} 

Listing 10. Textual modeling for Agent-SWS Interaction viewpoint of 

a multi-agent e-barter system. 

 

At the end of SS_FinderPlan, SS_ExecutorPlan starts 
which executes Process and uses Grounding. Moreover, Role 
interacts with SemanticWebService which is presented by 

Interface, describes Process and is supported by Grounding. 
Finally, SemanticWebService depends on at least one 
“Service Ontology”. 

After running Xpand rules for the case study, a JADEX 
ADF file for barterManager agent and a plan file for each 
Plan element are generated. Generated ADF file can be used 
inside a JADEX platform in order to initialize the designed 
barterManager agent and this agent executes the generated 
Java plan codes in order to do his tasks. 

 Part of generated ADF file is shown in Listing 11. In this 
file, all of the meta-elements and their attributes correspond 
with related tags. For example Lines 14 to 16 are generated 
by the template of Listing 9.  
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<agent xmlns="http://jadex.sourceforge.net/jadex" 

   … 

   /jadex  http://jadex.sourceforge.net/jadex-2.0.xsd" 

   name= "barterManager" description= "This is  

   barterManager agent" properties= "properties" > 

   <capabilities> 

      <capability>  

         name="barter" file="" description="barter capabilities" 

      </capability> 

   </capabilities> 

   <plans> name="financialPlan"  

         description="financial plan description" priority="1" 

   </plans> 

   <beliefs> name="systemRulesAndEnvironment"  

         description="system rules & environment"  

         dynamic="1" 

   </beliefs> 

   <goals> 

      <achievegoal name="bestMatching" recur=1  

         exclude="when_tried" recalculate="true" retry="true" 

         exported="false" posttoall="false" recurdelay="0" 

         randomselection="false"  

         …  
      </achievegoal> 

   </goals> 

</agent> 

Listing 11. Part of generated ADF file from Agent Internal viewpoint of 

barterManager in E-Barter System case study. 

 
Applying Xpand rules, two ADF files, four plan files, 

four OWL-S files (Service, Service Process, Service Profile, 
and Service Grounding) and one WSDL file are generated 
for Agent-SWS Interaction viewpoint. ADF and plan files 
are similar to the one generated for Agent Internal viewpoint. 
Therefore, only part of the generated OWL-S file is given as 
an example in Listing 12. Lines from 1 to 6 are boilerplate 
text that inserted directly from template. barterService, 
barterServiceInterface, barterServiceProcess and 
barterServiceGrounding names in lines 8, 17, 26 and 30 in 
Listing 12 are supplied with «this.name», «int.name», 
«pro.name» and «gro.name» respectively which are 
represented in Listing 7. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, textual concrete syntax of a new DSL, 
called SEA_L, for Semantic Web enabled MASs is 
discussed. Additionally, we show how the specifications of 
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SEA_L can be used during the development of real MASs. 
Hence, agent software developers can first design their 
MASs by only taking care of the MAS domain specifications 
and abstracting from the target platform constraints. 
Following this domain specific design, automatic application 
of predefined transformations enables developers to achieve 
executable code for the agent system that is intended to be 
implemented in the target platform such as JADEX. Apart 
from its unique support for Semantic Web, use of SEA_L 
also brings an easier way of MAS development comparing to 
merely programming with JADEX or any other specific 
MAS development framework.     

For the concrete syntax, meta-elements are mapped to 
textual notations, textual constraints are provided and 
verification of these constraints is illustrated within the 
instance models. In this way, we provided an interpreter 
mechanism and made an automatic code generation for users 
of the domain using Xtext and Xpand tools of Eclipse. For 
the next step, transformations from SEA_L to other MAS 
platforms, such as JADE [28] and JACK [19], are aimed. 
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<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf= "&rdf;#" xmlns:rdfs="&rdfs;#" 

   xmlns:owl = "&owl;#" xmlns:service= "&service;#" 

   … 

   xml:base="&DEFAULT;" > 

   <owl:Ontology rdf:about=""> 

       <rdfs:comment> "This ontology represents the OWL-S  

           service description for the"+ barterService +  

           "service example." 

       </rdfs:comment> 

       <owl:imports rdf:resource="&service;" /> 

       … 

   </owl:Ontology> 

   <service:Service rdf:ID= "barterService"> 

       <!-- Reference to the Profile --> 

       <service:presents rdf:resource="&'barterService_profile; 

          # barterServiceInterface"'/> 

       … 

   </service:Service>  

   <!-- Inverse links --> 

   <profile:Profile rdf:about=& 

          "barterService_profile;# barterServiceInterface"> 

          <service:presentedBy rdf:resource=#"barterService"/> 

   </profile:Profile> 

   <process:AtomicProcess rdf:about=& 

          "barterService_process;# barterServiceProcess"> 

           <service:describes rdf:resource=#"barterService"/> 

    </process:AtomicProcess> 

    <grounding:WsdlGrounding rdf:about=& 

          "barterService_grounding;# barterServiceGrounding"> 

          <service:supportedBy rdf:resource=#"barterService"/> 

   </grounding:WsdlGrounding> 

</rdf:RDF> 

Listing 12. Part of generated OWL-S Service file. 
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Abstract—Service oriented architecture (SOA) is nowadays one
of the dominant styles in developing new information systems.
These information systems often have complex models, which
can contain mistakes, or are described by informally. In order
to minimize mistakes and to create formal models, patterns as
components of software development could be used - according
to Model driven development (MDD) principles. Design patterns
in SOA have been identified by T. Erl [1]. However, they
are represented in form which is suitable for humans, but
not for computers. In context of machine processing formal
representation of patterns would be advantageous. In this paper
we present our approach to partial formal representation of
SOA design patterns using production rules. This partial formal
representation is useful in searching for mistakes (antipatterns)
in models and will enable creating formal models (with patterns)
from informal documents.

I. INTRODUCTION

APARADIGM of Service oriented architecture (SOA)
which is nowadays quite popular, brings flexibility, scal-

ability and faster system development [2].
However, an effective system development consistent with

principles of SOA is sometimes quite difficult. One concept,
which could - according to our opinion - bring promising re-
sults in this context is the concept of design pattern. Adequate
motivation for using patterns can be found in [3], [4], [5], [6].

The main representative of the design patterns in SOA
can be considered patterns published in [1]. This publication
contains a lot of patterns (we can find 83 there), which describe
together the best design practices in development of SOA
based systems.

Patterns are globally represented by an informal documen-
tation. To work better with the patterns and to be able to
have greater benefit of using them (for instance to utilize
artificial intelligence techniques in processing them), it would
be profitable if the patterns were at least partly converted
into the formal representation which is suitable for com-
puter processing. Patterns as components of the software
development could be used in MDD or in DSM (Domain
specific modeling). In MDD the patterns could be elements
of a platform independent model. Patterns could serve us for
building a model with higher abstraction level and additional
value. In the DSM the patterns would form the basis for the
domain specific language (DSL) used for solution specification

in the platform independent form. This language would be
useful for experts (architects) who can describe a solution
using language which is familiar for them and then use code
translator for creating solutions in final platform (which they
do not know). As far as SOA design patterns are concerned,
we are not aware of research which would deal with a formal
representation of SOA design patterns.

In context of functional requirements definition in MDD
many activities must be done. Among them definition of
boundaries, structure and domain model are very important.
Our interest is in creating at least partial formal representation
of SOA design patterns and also in identifying patterns and
antipatterns in models/descriptions of SOA based system. We
believe that this will facilitate better definition of boundaries
(objects in pattern are inputs to a solution), better structure
(objects in pattern and theirs relationships define structures),
and better domain models (patterns represent high-level ab-
straction, objects in pattern represent low-level abstraction).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Related work
is given in section II. In section III, we describe our approach
to partial formalization of SOA design patterns and their
utilization in process of pattern identification in SOA based
solutions. Experiments with our approach and their evaluation
are given in section IV. We conclude with suggestion for future
work in section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Theme of formal representation of patterns and application
of patterns in software development is not new. There exist
more approaches describing how to convert informal pattern
specification into a form which would be suitable for machine
processing and would allow the automatization of a pattern
application in the life cycle of software development.

Important role in the environment of the enterprise architec-
ture and the integration of enterprise applications have Enter-
prise Integration Patterns [7]. Authors in [8], [9] were inspired
also by these patterns. These authors aim to use patterns
as platform independent elements in models of integration
solution. In [10] a pattern language for process execution
and integration design in SOA was defined. This work was
elaborated further in [11]. Authors use pattern language and
they enhance it by so-called pattern primitives. By means of
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pattern primitives they want to achieve that the patterns which
are described only in informal form could be used in MDD.
Pattern primitives are so an abstract interface for different par-
ticipants in solution, which patterns provide. For the purpose
of MDD support in SOA they create DSLs for every process
model. These DSLs are created through metamodel which is
based on pattern primitives. In [12] managing architectural
decision model is presented. Authors propose formal definition
of architectural decision model which supports SOA design by
verifying integrity constraints.

We have investigated the possibility of using some of
existing principles for partial formal representation of SOA
design patterns. We came to the following conclusion:

In the area of enterprise applications integration effort is not
focused on a formal way of work with patterns and pattern
interpretations. Consequently, individual approaches represent
and work with patterns in different ways. We do not consider
different approaches as a drawback but we think that better
results could be reached if one unified standard for pattern
representation could be used.

Approach in [11] establishes formal pattern representation
for process integration through metamodels in UML notations.
These metamodels are used as bases for domain specific
language. The language is however specifically fixated on
these patterns and it is not possible to apply it within SOA
design patterns.

Proprietary approaches and methods for formal pattern
representation in different areas do not conform to our goal
- SOA design patterns. Therefore we prefer more general
approach to formalizing SOA design patterns.

III. PARTIAL FORMALIZATION OF SOA DESIGN PATTERN
USING PRODUCTION RULES

According to [13] for the success of any method of formal
pattern representation there are a few requirements, which are
important: (1) preciseness, (2) flexibility and (3) tool support.
Using rules for a partial formal representation of SOA design
patterns could provide us with a couple of advantages: partial
formal representation of patterns will be in a declarative form
and in an adequate format. This will enable us to utilize
tools for their elaboration. Thus we will be able to reach
desired independence on the concrete implementation in the
final product.

In order to reach our goal - SOA design patterns partial for-
malization, we defined transformation process from informal
text pattern specification to rule based partial formal pattern
representation. Results of this process are production rules and
processes of pattern identification, which can be used in expert
systems.

We have realized and consecutively experimented with first
14 SOA design patterns. In this paper we chose the Canonical
Schema pattern for the purpose of demonstrating activities,
which we have performed.

A. Transformation process from informal text pattern specifi-
cation to rule based partial formal pattern representation

We defined transformation process in three steps. The
descriptions of individual process steps follow.

1) Pattern specification: Pattern can be specified in differ-
ent ways. We defined pattern structure as 5-tuple:

Pattern =< Name, Icon, P, I, F > (1)

where

P =< Summary,Draft, Example > (2)

I =< Requirement, Problem,

Solution, Context, Impacts >
(3)

F =< Effort, Application,

Specialities, Relationships >
(4)

Set P (Formula (2)) defines presentation specification, set I
(Formula (3)) defines identification specification and set F
(Formula (4)) defines application specification of patterns.

2) Object oriented analysis: Production rules are defined
in form of If ... Then .... Each section contains objects
and definition of their required states. In consequence, it
is necessary to define objects which together create cores
of individual patterns specifications. We use object oriented
analysis of the textual pattern specification to identify objects
in patterns. We use objects identified in patterns - for the
first time in vocabulary expansion and for the second time
in pattern formalization rules.

In the phase of object oriented analysis we use UML class
diagrams for representing identified domain objects and their
relationships. UML diagrams help us to visualize transformed
part of pattern specification. Example of UML class diagram
with identified objects in specification of Canonical Schema
problem is in Figure 1.

Service A Service B

Data Model A Data Model B

Data

Data Model Transformation from/tofrom/to

modeling data with

use

has

modeling data with

has

use

Fig. 1. Sample of some identified objects and theirs relations in problem
definition of Canonical Schema Pattern.

Figure 1 describes a situation when data transformation is
needed because two different data models are used for the
same data by two services (problem definition in Canonical
Schema pattern).
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3) Pattern production rules and identification process:
Subsequently we create production rules based on identified
objects, object relationships and pattern specification from step
2. Production rules (assigned to corresponding group) describe
patterns in one of their state - problem, solution, context, and
impacts.

Then we define process for pattern candidate/pattern iden-
tification. This process is necessary and specifies the moment,
when the certain group of rules is executed. General overview
of rules activation process is in Figure 2. Input of this
process is formed by pattern rules and objects identified in
descriptions/models of SOA based solutions. Output of this
process is represented by identified patterns, pattern candidates
and patterns impacts. Pattern candidates serve us in searching
places in the solution which interfere with good established
practices of designing system. Pattern impacts define which
areas in solution and how are these areas affected by applica-
tion of pattern.

iterative

Contex rules activation

Problem rules activation

Solution rules activation

Impact rules activation

Pattern rules
Objects in SOA system

model/description

Pattern candidatesPatterns Impacts

Context rules

Problem Rules

Pattern candidates

Solution Rules

Patterns

Impacts rules

Impacts

NO

is context correct

YES

Fig. 2. Overview of rules activation process for identifying patterns, pattern
candidates and pattern impacts.

For our prototype implementation we have chosen JBoss
Drools, as it has good community and tool support, it is
easy accessible and it is an open-source product. Example of
JBoss Drools production rules used to identify the Canonical
Schema pattern candidate according to problem of data model
transformation is Rule 1. This rule is assigned to groups which

Rule 1 Canonical Schema - problem.

r u l e " Model t r a n s f o r m a t i o n "
r u l e f l o w −group : " problem "
when

$ d a t a : Data ( )
$s1 : S e r v i c e ( $ d a t a i n d a t a )
$s2 : S e r v i c e ( $ d a t a i n da t a , t h i s != $s1 )
$m1 : DataModel ( f o r == $ d a t a )

from $s1 . d a t a _ m o d e l s ( )
$m2 : DataModel ( f o r == $ d a t a )

from $s2 . d a t a _ m o d e l s ( )
D a t a M o d e l T r a n s f o r m a t i o n (

(m1==$m1 && m2==$m2 ) | |
(m1==$m2 && m2==$m1 ) )

t h e n
i n s e r t (

new Can o n i c a l Sc h e ma Ca n d i d a t e (
$da ta , $s1 , $s2 ) ) ;

end

describe problem state of Canonical Schema pattern (defined
with ruleflow-group). Rule 1 defines problem (and identifies
candidate for Canonical Schema pattern) by searching for
services, which are using different data models with trans-
formation requirement for the same data.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND THEIR EVALUATION

All rules for 14 patterns were inserted into the JBoss Drools
knowledge base. Then we created JUnit tests. JUnit tests were
created in order to simulate adequate environment in which
patterns and pattern candidates have to be identified. JUnit
tests were inspired by case studies from [1]. For example
correct application of Canonical Schema in case study is
described as: For the order record, a single Order schema is
defined, and it is agreed that all order data passed between
Alleywood Java service, Tri-Fold ERP service, and Tri-Fold
.NET service will comply to the document structure and
validation rules established by this schema.

Case studies are in informal textual form, so we use once
more object oriented analysis to identify objects in them. Each
identified object was matched to existing term from created
vocabulary and inserted into working memory of JBoss Drools
prototype system. In Canonical Schema case study of three
services (Alleywood Java, Tri-Fold ERP, Tri-Fold .NET), one
data (Order) and data model (Order.xsd) were identified. Each
partial formalized pattern definition in knowledge base was
able to identify corresponding pattern or pattern candidate
according to objects in working memory.

Combining same partial UML class diagram from trans-
formation of 14 patterns we got diagram in the Figure 3.
This diagram represents a set of domain objects, which can
be used for modelling of solution based on SOA principles.
The benefit is easy understanding, because they are derived
from well known and accepted patterns. Domain experts and
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Service

<<ServicegLayer>>

<<ServicegNormalization>>

ServicegModel

<<CanonicalgProtocol>>

CommunicationgProtocol

Inventory

<<CanonicalgSchema>>

Data

<<CanonicalgSchema>>

DatagModel

<<CanonicalgSchema>>

<<CanonicalgProtocol>>

DatagStandard

<<SchemagCentralization>>

DatagModelgArchitecture

<<CanonicalgSchema>>

DatagModelgTransformation

modeling0..*

1

modelinggdatagwith

1..*

0..*

uses/provides

1..*

0..*

uses1

0..*

contains

0..*1

defines

1..*

0..*

defines
1..*

1

has
1

0..*specifiesgdatagmodelgfor

1

0..*

to 1

0..*
from 1

0..* defines
1..*

1

use 1

0..*

Fig. 3. Diagram of domain objects from some inventory patterns, their
relation ship and pattern relevancy.

technical experts can use these objects in process of system
development. UML class stereotype is used for classifying
objects according to SOA design pattern in diagram (alike
technique used in [14]). If one object was identified in more
than one SOA design pattern, then object has more stereotypes
(one for each pattern). Only Inventory and Service have no
stereotype, because these objects belong to all patterns we
have already formalized. One object can be identified in
several SOA design patterns because authors also specified
relationships among patterns. These relationships specify how
one pattern influences another pattern. SOA design patterns
relationships could be useful in creating the DSL, because
they specify how patterns could be combined and how this
combination influences each pattern. Common objects used
in different patterns can represent shared understanding of
modelled solution among patterns. These common objects also
represent places in a solution where different patterns "work"
together. Each pattern manipulates with parameters of objects
from their own perspective and consequently models different
aspect of solution. All these activities can be expressed by
pattern language defined in suitable DSL.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented our proposal for partial
formal representation of SOA design patterns by production
rules. We brought in also several approaches for formal pattern
presentation from different areas of software engineering. The
paper also contains an example of objects and production rules
for partial formal representation of Canonical Schema Pattern.
Compared to [15] we have created a vocabulary of domain
objects with higher level of precision for modelling one part
of SOA environment - Service inventory. In comparison with
other mentioned approaches, our method enables not only

partial formal representation of SOA design patterns but also
the definition of processes for detection of patterns/candidates
for pattern.

In our further work we plan to continue in extending the
knowledge base of SOA design patterns. The base for our
future work is an idea of using design patterns as model
components of a software solution. SOA system documenta-
tion contains documents in many different styles and formats,
so we will create domain specific language for modelling
SOA systems design. Keywords in this DSL will be names
of domain objects identified in the process of SOA patterns
formalization. We believe that using this DSL the following
goals can be reached: automatic manipulation with domain
objects and their relationships and automatic detection of
patterns and candidates in the solution.
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Abstract—This document describes a domain specific language
tailored for collaborative document authoring processes. The lan-
guage can support communication between content management
systems and user interfaces in web collaborative applications.
It allows dynamic rendering of user interfaces based on a
collaboration model specified by end users. The construction
of the language is supported by a metamodel. We demonstrate
the use of the proposed language by describing an implemented
simple document authoring system.

Index Terms—collaborative authoring; multi-structured docu-
ment; metamodelling; domain specific language.

I. INTRODUCTION

COLLABORATIVE applications often allow its users to
specify their own work patterns and authoring processes.

The applications need to have an ability to integrate cus-
tomised workflow process models. The way the workflow pro-
cess models are designed, integrated and used depends on the
structure of the particular collaborative application. Often in
web applications, the Model-View-Controller (MVC) software
design pattern is incorporated and a three-layer architecture,
in which the presentation, the functional processing and the
data management are separated concepts, is used. We assume
that using the workflow process models in the functional
processing layer can enrich its functionality. The workflow
process models can serve as the domain models in the MVC
pattern and also support dynamic building of user interfaces
for each collaborative case. Therefore, a platform-independent
and user-friendly approach that can help to develop such
domain models is needed.

The Model-Driven Approach, with a Domain-Specific Lan-
guage (DSL) as its key enabling technology, is a way to
abstract away from implementation-specific details. DSLs
specify what should be executed rather than how and they are
more customisable to the particular context and domain. DSLs
are languages with usually intuitive syntax and constructs,
allowing solutions to be expressed in the problem domain.
Moreover, by the employment of the DSL, all abstract con-
structs that are resistant to change can be captured.

Our aim in this paper is to propose a DSL targeted to
collaborative processes and address the complexity of the
development of web collaborative applications. Our focus
is on multi-structured document authoring, management and

workflow. A notation that facilitates the construction of models
in the language is proposed. The notation includes a number
of graphical icons which represent the domain concepts and
relationships between them. Metamodelling is the way to de-
sign and integrate semantically rich languages in a unified way
[1]. A metamodelling approach is used to define all constructs,
the relationships that exist between constructs and well-formed
rules that state how the constructs can be combined to create
models.

This paper reports on our experiences of implementing a
collaborative document authoring system and designing the
DSL by applying the metamodelling approach. It contributes to
the domain-specific functionality of collaborative applications.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related
works. In Section 3, we outline a case study in which a
collaborative authoring process is described. Based on the
case study, a model for the authoring process is proposed
and domain analysis is conducted in Section 4. The domain-
specific features are visualised and expressed on a metamodel
in Section 5. The architecture of collaborative applications is
described in Section 6. The implementation details of a simple
document authoring system are outlined in Section 7. Section
8 highlights our future work.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Document Management

Focus on collaborative activities by using the model-driven
approach has been applied in [2]. The work presents generic
modelling approach only for collaborative ubiquitous software
architectures. Document composition and life-cycle have been
addressed in [3] where a theoretical framework and practical
guidelines for modelling composite document behaviour are
proposed. The model-driven approach to define document
management applications by using Eclipse Modelling Frame-
work is described in [4], however the work focuses only on
document management as a top layer on the repository and
does not consider other collaborative functionalities.

A framework for collaborative document procedures has
been proposed in [5]. The work describes a run-time document
workflow engine based on XML technologies. Although we
have used similar constructs and XML technologies in our
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Fig. 1. Model for collaborative document authoring

prototype implementation, our work offers a domain-specific
tool to build solutions at a higher level of abstraction.

Domain-specific modelling is applied to support document
engineering in [6]. Although the work describes a workflow
control language, it focuses more on formal specification and
document rendering in directory publishing rather than on
behaviour of multi-structured documents.

B. Domain Specific Languages

The more software products become robust and complex,
the more sophisticated tools are required in software develop-
ment. DSLs are tools to cope with the increasing user demands
and the gap between IT and business concepts [7]. The need
for new languages for various growing domains is strongly
increasing [8]. The benefits of using DSLs to application
development have been highlighted in [9].

Convergence of the model-driven approach and DSL by
using a metamodel is described by [10], [11] where a meta-
model is promoted as the abstract syntax for a DSL that
may be used in various situations. Metamodels capture the
essential features of the application domain and describe the
valid models permitted in the domain. Using metamodels is
required particularly in cases where a language needs to be
defined precisely. For example, the UML specification contains
one large metamodel 1.

III. CASE STUDY

The work described in this paper is derived from the
Rudiment project [http://samsa.uwl.ac.uk/rudiment]. Rudiment
has been developed as a document authoring system based on
the following case study.

1UML 2.3, http://www.omg.org/spec/UML/2.4.1/

Academic researchers want to have their own environment
for collaborative work because they collaborate on a number
of multi-structured documents such as research proposals or
research papers. Typically, sections or subsections of the
documents are independently edited by certain participants
with specific roles. Collaborators need to regularly access,
retrieve and edit the working sections of the documents using
a prescribed set of rules. Their complex processes of docu-
ment production and management need to be customised by
their internal rules for collaboration. An agreed work pattern
(workflow) can enhance productivity of a team. They expect
to have a user-friendly tool that would enable them to design
their own multi-structured document authoring processes and
specify actions for particular roles.

IV. DOMAIN MODEL

In this section, a collaborative authoring model for the case
study is illustrated. Domain analysis is used to define all
common domain-specific constructs.

A. Collaborative Authoring Model

A research proposal authoring process is used as a test
case. The structure of a research proposal funding bid and
the bidding process are illustrated in Fig 1. This model has
been simplified for the purpose of the paper.

The Project Bid as a main document contains descriptions
in the form of properties such as title, author and checked.
Each property has assigned a property type. The document is
multi-structured, thus composed from a number of sections.
In this case, MainText and Budget are shown. The Project Bid
document and the Budget section have their own lifecycles and
conform to their own work patterns of completion. The states
of elements are represented by the oval graphical symbols and
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are associated with control boxes. A control box contains a set
of possible run-time actions. The actions can be performed by
specified roles. For example, if the Budget section is in the
Prepare state, the section can be further processed only by
users with the role of Manager or Anyone. The role Anyone
represents any user from the work team. While a user with the
role of Manager can Sign off the budget, other collaborators
are allowed to only Edit it. The actions might change values
of attributes of the corresponding element and trigger certain
transitions between states either of the element itself or its
parent element. For instance, when Manager signs off the
Budget, the state of the Project Bid is changed from Prepare
to Finalise.

B. Domain Features

The graphical representation of the authoring process il-
lustrated in Fig 1 uses a mix of textual and graphical icons
to visualise the document hierarchy and the collaborative
workflow at run-time. The model can be supplied to the
collaborative applications which will drive the collaboration

at runtime according to this model. Based on the case, we
have defined the following set of features that the DSL must
support.
Element Containership: Document structure is always a
key to its management. Structure encompasses well-defined
manageable sub elements of a document and their relationships
to each other. The Container and Element widgets in the
model scheme can be used to build a multi-level hierarchy of a
document. The Container widget can contain other containers
or atomic elements.
Properties: To ensure that elements are accessible, identifiable
and discoverable, properties that provide information about the
elements need to be defined. Properties can be associated with
the Container or Element widgets. The control properties are
used to guide transitions between two states.
Workflow: Workflow defines a series of connected steps that
must be accomplished to produce a required output. Each
workflow step alters the document or its element in a certain,
predesigned way. Transitions are driven by guards. Workflow
can be designed for any parent or child element.

Fig. 2. Metamodel
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Document authoring: A number of people can contribute and
share documents. Therefore, a set of roles needs to be defined.
A role is associated with a set of permissions and obligations.
Roles are occupied by actors.

V. DSL FEATURES

In this section, the domain concepts and their relationships
are progressively defined. The information is visualised on a
metamodel (Fig. 2).

A. Document Structure

A system manages a collection of documents. A document
is a sequence of sections and sub-sections. The structure of
elements is a tree where the leaves of the tree are blocks of
text, diagrams, etc. Specific types of elements (e.g. projects,
documents, sections, etc.) are specializations of Container.
There may be many different types of atomic element (only
Text is shown). All elements must be specialized to fit individ-
ual collaborative document needs. For example, the structure
of a research proposal bid may be different from the structure
of a final project report. Specialization must support both
structure and behaviour. Variability of structure is achieved by
allowing elements to be arbitrary sized trees marked up with
any number of properties. A property is just a name-value
association. In our example, the Project Bid is a document
composed of two sections: Main Text and Budget. The Project
Bid has various properties such as title, author and checked.
Each section may have some additional properties, such as the
Budget section has assigned the signedOff property.

B. Roles and Actions

Interaction with all elements is via actions. An action can
create or delete a project element. An action may modify an
element by changing the text or modifying a property value.
We have identified the following basic action types: create;
delete; modify-text; modify-property. Actions are performed
by actors, i.e. project members who have specific roles. For
example, a project member may create a new document or
delete a section of an existing document. A project must
define, a-priori, a collection of role types. For instance, only
Manager can Sign off the Budget section but Anyone is
allowed to Edit it.

C. States

At any given instance of time, an element is in a specific
state that is defined by its property values, the states of its
component elements (if any) and the text it contains. The life-
cycle of an element describes a sequence of states that it has
occupied and the actions that have occurred to cause changes
of the states. For example, the Budget section might be in its
Initial state or the Prepare state.

D. Transitions

A transition between two states of the same element cor-
responds to an action that has occurred. The result is an
important change in state. Each transition is associated with a
source and target state.

The transitions and states are operated by a state machine.
A guard for a transition can be indicated. It contains condi-
tions that must be true for the transition to be triggered. In
Rudiment, the Budget goes from the Initial state to the Final
state through the Prepare state. The condition, [signedOff], is
a guard for the latter transition.

E. Element Types

Each element in Rudiment has its own type. For instance,
a document would be an element of DocumentType. The
structure of elements is based on the structure of their types.
A type is a specialization of ContainerType. Therefore, it may
represent a collection of other types that can be sequenced
or unordered. The Star class, an arbitrary sized sequence of
elements, specifies the possible multiplicity of a particular type
within a container. Elements have properties and element types
have property types. This hierarchy of types at the metamodel
level enables the modelling of reusable document templates.

F. Element Lifecycle

Each element goes through a plan that is described in
terms of a collection of (partially ordered) tasks that must
be performed by actors in designated roles (Fig 3). Each task
corresponds to an action. Element states are associated with
actions blocks. An ActionBlock is a container of actions. Each
action can be performed by a number of roles. There will be
conditions expressed in terms of the element properties and
subcomponents that must be satisfied before the element may
change from one state to another. Explaining the conditions
for each action in detail is out of scope of this paper.

Fig. 3. Element Lifecycle

VI. ARCHITECTURE OF COLLABORATIVE APPLICATIONS

The language proposed in this paper is a tool that can
support the design of collaborative processes. The aim of this
section is to describe an overall architecture of collaborative
applications and the applicability of the DSL. The system ar-
chitecture comprises three layers: content management system
(CMS), DSL specific engine and user interface (UI).
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The UI layer should provide a means of input and output,
allowing users to interact with the system. Roles and collabora-
tive groups should be managed in this layer. The DSL-specific
engine is a layer placed on top of a content management
system and should drive behaviour of collaborative applica-
tions dynamically at runtime. This engine, based on the MVC
design pattern, should process concrete DSL models, supports
document structuring, workflow and authoring. The content
management layer has the data and content management
functionalities and supports version controlling.

A. Overview

Events are actions created in the UI layer and originate
from user actions. The events form inputs for the system.
Created events are first processed by an event handler. Internal
processing of events that lead to outputs is handled by a
controller as shown in Listing 1. The outputs are responses
returned to the UI layer. The responses contain information
about the element structure, its workflow state and a set of
actions performable in the next step.

r e s p o n s e := i n i t i a l a c t i o n s B l o c k ;
w h i l e t r u e {

command ( a , e , ws , r , p ) := r e d u c e ( prog ) ;
( eCont , ws ’ )

:= pe r fo rm ( command , s t a t e ) ;
( a c t i o n s B l o c k ) := o b t a i n A c t B l o c k ( e , ws ’ ) ;
r e s p o n s e

:= p o p u l a t e ( eCont , a c t i o n s B l o c k ) ;
e v e n t := w a i t f o r e v e n t ( ) ;
p rog := h a n d l e ( e v e n t ) ;

}

First, the program prog is evaluated and reduced to produce
a command with respect to the invoked action (a), cur-
rent element (e), its workflow state (ws), user role
(r) and other parameters (p). Performing the command
with respect to a particular application state and current
context results in an updated workflow state (ws’),
and an updated element containership (eCont). The
eCont represents the containership of elements to which
the current element belongs. Based on the element and its
workflow state, a new actionsBlock is obtained. The
actionsBlock represents a set of actions available in
next step. The actionsBlock and eCont form a new
response.

The first response is an initial actionsBlock which
contains a set of actions. This is returned when a user logs
in the system. The application then is in an awaiting state
for a next event. A handler for the event is defined in the
actionsBlock which returns a new program according to
the given element, its workflow state and role of user.

Based on the cycle, the additional features are defined:
Command: Commands deal with accessing and updating of
an element or its property in a content management system.
Actions Block: An actions block consists of actions associated
with a workflow state of a particular element.

Response: A response can be seen as an intermediary that
communicates all updates back to the UI layer. The response
includes information about the corresponding updated element
structure and a list of all actions performable in the next step
by the current user. Actions returned in an action block are
used to dynamically render the UI. In the UI, a button is
created for each action. However the details of how the UI
is created are outside the scope of the paper.
Events: An event occurs within a particular actions block, e.g.,
when a user presses a button. An event handler is responsible
for handling the event.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

A prototype of a collaborative document authoring system
has been implemented. This section describes the implemen-
tation details of the system. There are a number of open
source systems supporting document management with rich
functionalities and different deliveries that can be customised,
extended and integrated. In the Rudiment project, Alfresco
has acted as a data management layer and Drupal has been
used as a user interface layer. The technology mix represents
a powerful tool to create the required environment.

A. Document Management

The DSL is defined for multi-structured documents. The
content model used in the data management layer should
support the document structure. The content model of Rudi-
ment has been designed as an extension of the content model
of Alfresco. By modelling content types, content aspects
and content metadata (properties), we gained the ability to
control the lifecycle and manage element types as needed.
In Alfresco, if the content model is customised, actions must
be additionally specified. A set of actions for each element
type, including creating, editing, modifying or removing the
element, has been predefined. In addition, actions to modify
values of metadata were enabled.

The engine has been implemented as an intermediary be-
tween Alfresco and Drupal for the bidding process model.
The engine is created by using Alfresco’s REST-based web
script framework. A set of web scripts have been defined.
Each web script has been associated with a basic action such
as Create Document, Add Element, Add Metadata, Update
Metadata, etc. This flexible and lightweight framework uses
URL addressability of objects in the Alfresco repository and
the objects are accessed from a frontend application, in our
case Drupal, by using XMLHttpRequests.

B. System Execution Example

An illustrative example of the execution process, when the
Create Bid button is clicked, is shown in Fig 4. A user with
a role of manager decides to create a bid from the template.
The Create Bid button is clicked in Drupal and it invokes
a web script associated with the action. The bid is created
and persisted in Alfresco. It is in the Prepare state. The
populated XML template is returned to the UI layer. It contains
information about the bid structure and a list of all available
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Fig. 4. System Overview

actions associated with the Prepare state in the model: Edit, Set
Author and Set Title. In the following step, the XML document
is used to render the UI. The following buttons are created in
the UI: Edit, Set Author and Set Title.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented the DSL features for the collab-
orative document authoring domain. Although the proposed
metamodel captures the most common domain constructs of
the domain, it is still only a first step towards developing
a more generic and automated approach. The pivot for the
work has been a research bid but the tool can be extended to
serve any collaborative task. The future work will include the
implementation of a more generic DSL-engine.

The concept of document management can be extended to
content management, when the graphical icon for element
containership might be used to represent content such as
image, file or any other media.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a balance sheet metamodel
using Model Driven Architecture (MDA) methodology. In order
to do that, we use the international financial reporting standard
(IFRS) as a good starting point owing to its wider adoption
across countries in preparing balance sheet. The balance sheet
is summary of financial position of a financial entity such as
credit institutions. The reason for applying MDA in developing
balance sheet metamodel is twofold: to automate transfer and
sharing knowledge of regulations of capital adequacy of credit
institutions and to make a clear difference between conceptual
and concrete modeling of regulations of capital adequacy of credit
institutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

TO CREATE interoperable balance sheet in the scope of
capital adequacy system for credit institutions that can

be easy to maintain and reuse, the Model Driven Architecture
(MDA) standard [13] can be used. The core concept in this
paper is to change the system’s specification rather than
implementation [14] using the Unified Modeling Language
(UML) [20].

A balance sheet is the summary of the financial position
of a business partnership, sole proprietorship, and corporation
[9]. It is also described in [21] as a snapshot of the financial
condition. The primary components of a balance sheet entail
asset, equity, and liability [9]. International Financial Report-
ing Standard (IFRS) [9] has recently been adopted as a single
standard by many countries for presenting balance sheet. It is
worth noting that balance sheet is one of the four types of
IFRS financial statement.

The ultimate goal of this research is automatization of
preparing the balance sheet of a financial institute consistently
and accurately. We have designed a research roadmap consist-
ing of multiple success points. This paper is the first milestone
of our research. In this paper, we propose a meta-model for
IFRS compliant balance sheet. Additionally, we briefly explain
how to perform reasoning with balance sheet models. We
choose IFRS standard due to its wider adoption across the
continents.

II. IFRS STANDARD - A SHORT OVERVIEW

The IFRS standard was adopted by International Accounting
Standard Board(IASB) in 2001 [19] with an aim to pro-
vide universal structure and rule to assembling the financial
information for a given period. IFRS guides the financial
professionals across the countries to understand and prepare
financial statements. IFRS has been adopted by well beyond
expected number of countries. IFRS supports preparing four

different types of financial statement embodying statement of
financial position (better known as Balance Sheet), statement
of comprehensive expense, statement of change in equity, and
statement of cash flow [8]. Each statement contains different
components and has different purposes. Note that, only balance
sheet is included within the scope of our proposed meta-model
that is presented in this paper.

Digitalization of paper-based balance sheet is an ongoing
initiative that has been started lately. The goal of this initiative
is to represent IFRS using eXtensible Business Reporting
Language (XBRL). XBRL is a member of eXtensible Markup
Language (XML) family. It provides a common and electronic
format for reporting business and finance of an organization
[9]. Current version of XBRL lacks accuracy—is argued in [3].

III. RELATED WORK

There is an effort to develop ontology-based expert systems
for rating financial position of a financial entity [18]. They
employed specific methodology in order to improve reusability
and interoperability of the financial expert system. The model
and implementation proposed in [18] cannot provide full
interoperability. The implementation framework [18] uses Java
classes as well as ontologies and rule-based reasoning. Such
framework cannot be used to create heterogeneous financial
system that interoperates at the level of standard component
interfaces [14]. The Jess expert system shell [10] is used as
inference engine. However, there are reasoning tasks that are
difficult for Jess to solve particularly, it can not store reasoning
process in machine readable format, such as XML, that is
using for reasoning process debugging and it can not explain
inconsistency more precisely. To overcome such shortcomings,
we propose to use model transformations from balance sheet
model to the tableau model [12].

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT

To develop adaptable capital adequacy system to be able
to presenting and analyzing the balance sheet of credit in-
stitutions, it is important to define the system requirements
more specifically. These requirements are: the system has to
be designed based on the MDA standard; the system has to
deliver a machine readable format for storing balance sheets,
in a way independent of the tools that can use them; it has
to support the deployment of financial components including
assets, liabilities and equites across a wide range of capital
adequacy systems; it has to provide other systems with the
ability to report balance sheet results in an intelligent manner
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by using for instance, description logics (DLs) reasoning
techniques based on model transformations [2]. By creating
a system to achieve the above requirements (taken from [14]),
one should obtain: a flexible and quickly developed capital
adequacy environment to be able to using balance sheet; high-
level of interoperability between components within a financial
system; easy testing of balance sheet consistency, done in an
intelligent way; an easy-to-extend capital adequacy system that
can be improved by including new subsystems.

V. A BALANCE SHEET METAMODEL

To guarantee interoperability between homogeneous and
heterogeneous capital adequacy systems it is important to use
MDA standards in capital adequacy system development, as
follows:

• the interoperability in heterogeneous environments could
be achieved via shared metadata of subsystems that create
the capital adequacy system.

• According to [16], strategy of sharing metadata consists
of development, publishing and interpreted models.

The expressive power of a model depends on defined meta-
model [4] because, to define model we use concepts defined in
a metamodel. The proposed balance sheet metamodel captures
main concepts suggested by IFRS Standard [9] related to
capital adequacy of credit institutions. As noted in section II,
balance sheet specifies the summary of financial position of a
financial entity e.g. credit institutions [9].

The following subsections provide balance sheet meta-
model. We use Eclipse Modeling Framework [5] as a tool
for development our metamodel.

A. Balance Sheet Metapackages

According to IRFS standard [9], we have defined the
following metapackages (see Fig. 1):

• Assets metapackage;
• Liabilities matapacke;
• Equities metapacke;

The Equities metapackage depends on Assets and
Liabilities metapackages (see Figure 1). In financial practice,
an equity uses asset and liability in final presentation of
balance sheet of a credit institution [9].

Fig. 1. Balance sheet metapackages

B. Assets Metapackage

Core metaclass in Assets metapackage is Asset. The UML-
based metamodel of assets metapacke is shown on Figure
2. The metaclass Asset represents a balance sheet item
representing what a firm owns. Metaclasses CurrentAsset and
FixedAsset inherit the metaclass Asset and at the same time
there is composition relation between the Asset metaclass
and these two metaclasses. Fixed asset is also known as non-
current asset [9].

An asset must have at least one fixed asset and current
asset as its parts (part-of relation). It is represented by
cardinality at the end of composition relation between the
metaclasses. Metaclass CurrentBiologicalAsset depends
on CurrentAsset metaclass. Also, metaclass FixedAsset
is linked to TangibleAsset, IntangibleAsset as well as
FixedBilogicalAsset via composition relation. The bal-
ance sheet total is composed of fixed assets and cur-
rent assets. An entity can have very complex transaction
[9] which are described by CurrentBiologicalAsset and
FixedBiologicalAsset metalcasses.

The metaclass CurrentAsset is linked to the Cash
metaclass which is very important in case of pre-
senting ”cash on hand, demand deposits” and ”other
short-term highly liquid investments” [9]. The meta-
classes that are in charge of payment and invest-
ments are PrePayment, ShortT ermInvestment and
DerivativeF inancialInsturment (see Figure 2). The
PrePayment metaclass represents costs and other activi-
ties related to future transactions presented as pre-payment
activity [9]. ShortT ermInvestment includes stocks and
bonds or any other business which can be liquidated quickly
[9]. The metaclass DerivativeF inancialInsturment rep-
resents derivative instruments (or simply derivatives) as fi-
nancial instruments whose value is derived from the values
of some other financial instruments or variables. Metaclass
Inverntory is linked to CurrentAsset metaclass. Trade
metaclass is linked to the CurrentAsset, includes ”progress
billings not yet paid by customers and retention” [9].
TangibleAsset metaclass represents assets that have a

physical form [9], while IntangibleAsset metaclass repre-
sents non-physical form of asset [9]. Examples of non-physical
forms of asset embody patents, copyrights, brand names like
the Google (www.google.com) etc. Both, tangible and intan-
gible assets are part of fixed asset [9]. The TangibleAsset
metaclass is linked to the following metaclasses:

• Property represents houses, cars, and other physical sub-
stances;

• Plant includes for example vineyards, followers, etc;
• Equipment represents machineries [9]. For example com-

puters in offices, manufacturing machines.
IntagibleAsset metaclass contains the following attributes:

• goodwill denotes the reputation or brand value of an
organization. Goodwill in real-world is a non-physical
object that has a value.

IntagibleAsset contains IntellectualPropertyRight which
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Fig. 2. Assets metapackage

is a meta-class shortly called IPR. IPR incorporates the
following attributes:

• patent represents an exclusive right for an innovation,
given to an organization by the government.

• trade-mark indicates the logo, theme phrase of an organi-
zation. A trade-mark is approved by the government and
it always has value.

C. Liabilities Metapackage

Central metaclass in this package is Liability which is
linked, via composition relation, to CurrentLiability and
longT ermLiability metaclasses (see Figure 3). The Liability
metaclass represents current obligations of a financial entity
or corporation [9]. The metaclasses contains the borrowing
and provision attributes. The borrowing attribute represents
the amount of money that a financial entity has borrowed
[9]. As oppose to burrowing attribute, provision attribute
represents a liability that does not have any given period [9].
The metaclasses CurrentLibility, and LongTermLibility
inherit Liability metaclass (see Figure 3). These two meta-
classes inherit also borrowing and provision attributes. When
borrowing is an attribute of LongTermLibility metaclass
then it denotes the amount that can be repaid after a year from
the date it was borrowed. Nonetheless, when borrowing is an
attribute of CurrentLiability metaclass then the amount has
to be repaid within a year.

The CurrentLiability metaclass is linked to the following
metaclasses defined [9]:

• ShortTermLoan represents a loan which is repayable
within short period of time (less than a year);

• OverDraft represents the amount that has been withdrawn
by an individual;

• OtherPayable represents the financial obligation (usually
money) that has to be paid off within short-period of
time to the creditor. OtherPayable and Account Payable
can be used interchangeably in a balance sheet because
semantically they are same;

• CurrentTaxLiability represents the amount that of finan-
cial entity is obliged to pay for the current calendar
year to the government. In a balance sheet for credit

institutions, current tax liability is part of current liability.
This is defined in the metamodel using composition
association between metaclasses CurrentLiability and
CurrentTaxLiability.

LongTermLiability metaclass is associated to the following
metaclasses:

• DeferredTaxLiability denotes amount payable at some
point of time in future. This amount although company
owes but does not pay within current calender year, for
which it is called deferred tax liability;

• LongTermBond is a contract that can be liquidate after
some or many years that is called maturity date. The
contract issued by a financial institute to the bond holder
and remains valid until the maturity period is over. During
maturity period, the bond issuer pays interest to the bond
holder; This implies the long-term bond holder receives
the principal amount after some or many years;

• LongTermLoan is a loan that a burrower has to repay after
one or more years.

LongTermLiability metaclass contains debenture attribute
which refers to evidence (certificate) of loan that a debenture
seller owes to debenture holder. This is an attribute of long-
term liability because the debenture issuer repays to debenture
holder after a year or more [9].

D. Equities Metapackage

Equity in a balance sheet represents residue after subtracting
liability from asset [9]. The Equity metaclass contains option
attribute that denotes a contract between an issuer who sells
the option and a holder who buys it for future transaction at
a reference price (see Figure 3). OwnershipEquity inherits
Equity metaclass. Note that, when ownership is distributed
among the shareholders, then it is called shareholderequity.
For example, if a corporation is owned by sole proprietor then
the equity of balance sheet is single owner’s equity, whereas,
shareholder equity denotes a corporation is owned by many
owners through owning common or preferred stock.

The Stock metaclass refers to the ownership of a company
and gives the right to claim assets and earnings. Stock
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Fig. 3. Liabilities and equity metapackages

metaclass depends on Equity metaclass has the following sub-
metaclasses:

• PreferredStock represents the ownership of a company
without any voting right;

• CommonStock represents the ownership of a company
and gives the stockholders voting right.

It is worth mentioning that every stock can be liquidated.
This implies that preferred and common stocks have values
which represents money. Treasury metaclass depends on
Stock metaclass and includes the amounts of shares that a
company stored in its treasury. In a balance sheet model
treasury is a part of stock [9].
Equity metaclass is associated to the following meta-

classes:
• Reserve denotes the amount of funds that credit institution

must hold opposite to customers’ reserves to meet any
potential unexpected financial crisis.

• RetainEarning represents a percentage of net income that
is kept by a company and reinvested in its core business
or paid debt [9].

• CapitalSurplus denotes the amount raised by an organiza-
tion. The amount is raised in excess of the nominal value
of the company shares. It is also called share premium.

VI. ECORE REPRESENTATION OF BALANCE SHEET
METAMODEL

Eclipse Modeling Framework EMF (Core) [5] is project
focused on development of model based technologies within
the Eclipse. It includes technologies for model transforma-
tions, querying models, code generation, validation models
[5]. In this section we shortly explain how to transform UML
balance sheet metamodel into Ecore-based metamodel using
Eclipse Modeling Framework tools [5]. The transformation
is important because of creating, exchanging, and searching
balance sheet models in MDA technological space [7]. First
step is to transform UML based metamodel into genmodel,
then to transform the genmodel into Ecore-based metamodel
and corresponding Java interfaces.

From the balance sheet genmodel we generate the set of
Java packages related to modelcode, editcode, editorcode
and testcode [5]. For example, figure 4 shows Java packages
generated for Assets metapackage.

Each Java package contains interfaces and classes with
methods for instantiation of metaclasses. The interfaces ex-

Fig. 4. Java packages generated from the Assets metapackage

tend EFactory, EObject, EObjectImpl, EFactoryImpl
interfaces and classes. For example, if we consider Asset
metaclass, the following public interfaces and classes will be
generated from balance sheet genmodel [5], [6]:

• Asset interface that extends EObject interface;
• AssetImpl class that extends EObjectImpl and imple-

ments Asset interface;
For each metapackage, corresponding interfaces will be

generated. In case of Assets metapackage, the following Java
packages will be generated:

• Assets package that contains interfaces for each meta-
class i.e. representation of the model object for each
metaclass, as well as,

– AssetsFactory class that provides create method
for each non-abstract class of the model;

– AssetPackage interface that contains accessors for
meta objects to represents each class, each feature of
a class and each data type

• Assets.impl package that contains an implementation of
the model object i.e. the Factory [5].

• Assets.util package that provides
– an adapter (AssetsAdapterFactory class) to create

method for each class of the balance sheet model
– the “Switch” [5], [6] for the model’s inheritance

hierarchy
EMF [5] contains the graphical editor which allows users to
check validation of a metamodels.

A. A Balance Sheet Model
To create a balance sheet model which conforms to balance

sheet mdetamodel, we use a part of consolidated balance sheet
example taken from [9]. First step is to create an object model
of AssetsFactoryImpl class (line 13 on Figure 5). Then, we
create asset and related fixed and current assets (see 15, 16
and 19th line shown on Figure 5). The same object ”model”
is using to create other parts of fixed and current assets.
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Fig. 5. Creating an asset using Java

B. Reasoning With a Balance Sheet Model

Reasoning with a balance sheet model is based on model
transformation from a balance sheet model to a tableau model
[12] (see Figure 6). DLs reasoning architecture is adapted
from [15] to support reasoning service with balance sheet
models. The first step is to transform a balance sheet model
into OWL model (conforms to OWL metamodel) [17] which is
an important part of Ontology Definition Metamodel (ODM)
[17]. The second step is to transform corresponding owl model
to a tableau model. To automate this process, we propose to
use Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) [1].

Fig. 6. Reasoning with a balance sheet model(updated from [14])

VII. CONCLUSION

The balance sheet metamodel proposed in this paper is an
important research step with a plenty of practical applications.
The metamodel can help software industry to apply MDA
standard in developing flexible and interoperable capital ad-
equacy systems which must use balance sheet motamodel. In
order to use proposed balance sheet metamodel, they need to
create model transformations using, for example ATL. Since
the metamodel makes clear differences between conceptual
and concrete modeling, developers will be able to create
mechanisms to share and transfer knowledge automatically.
When new capital adequacy regulations appear, it is easier
manage the changes in balance sheet metamodel then the
implementation. We have proposed tableau deduction system
to check consistency of balance sheet model.
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Abstract—Concurrency control in a database system involves
the activity of controlling the relative order of conflicting op-
erations, thereby ensuring database consistency. Multiversion
concurrency control is timestamp based protocol that can be
used to schedule the operations to maintain the consistency of
the databases. In this protocol each write on a data item produces
a new copy (or version) of that data item while retaining the old
version. A systematic approach to specification is essential for
the production of any substantial system description. Formal
methods are mathematical technique that provide systematic
approach for building and verification of model. We have used
Event-B as a formal technique for construction of our model.
Event-B provides complete framework by rigorous description
of problem at abstract level and discharge of proof obligations
arising due to consistency checking. In this paper, we outline
formal construction of model of multiversion concurrency control
scheme for database transactions using Event-B.

Index Terms—Database system, Formal Method, Transaction,
Event-B, Verification, Multiversion.

I. INTRODUCTION

CONCURRENCY control is the activity of coordinating
concurrent access to a database while preserving the con-

sistency of the data. A good concurrency control mechanism
should permit parallel execution of transactions to achieve high
degree of concurrency. The concurrency control techniques
are divided into two broad categories: Optimistic concurrency
control and Pessimistic concurrency control [1]. Optimistic
algorithms assumes that conflict is rare therefore, it delay the
synchronization of transaction until transactions are near to
their completion, whereas Pessimistic algorithms synchronize
the concurrent execution of transactions early in their execu-
tion life cycles. Pessimistic algorithm are further categorized
into lock-based and timestamp-based algorithm [1], [2].

Multiversion concurrency control is pessimistic time-stamp
based algorithm [2], [3], [4]. In this algorithm the updates of
data items do not modify the database but each write operation
creates a new version of data item while retaining the old
version. Each version has three fields read-timestamp, write-
timestamp and its value. The data items are accessed through
transactions. A transaction may be read only transaction or
update transaction. Each transaction is assigned a unique time
stamp by the system when it is submitted to the system.

In this paper, a model of multiversion concurrency control
system is outlined. We have considered a model of centralized
system where a transaction may read or create the version of

data item. The model contains a Submit-Transaction event that
models the event of submission of a transaction. In this event a
unique time stamp is assigned to transaction. The events Read-
Operation, Write-Operation and Abort-Trancastion models the
event of reading data item value, creation of new version,
abortion of transaction respectively. The transaction that read
the value of any data item selects the version which has highest
write-timestamp value and less than transaction-timestamp.
After reading the version value, the read-timestamp of that
version is set to as largest of current read-timestamp and
transaction-timestamp. For the update transactions, the trans-
action selects the version which has highest write-timestamp
value and less than transaction-timestamp, and it must also
be ensured that selected version has not already been read
by some younger transaction i.e., read-timestamp of version
should be less than transaction-timestamp. If the operation is
permitted a new version of that data item is created whose
read-timestamp and write-timestamp is same as transaction
timestamp.

The remainder of paper is organized as follows: Section 2
briefly outline modeling approach and B notations, Section 3
describes system model and informal description about events,
Section 4 presents abstract model of multiversion concurrency
control scheme for database system. Finally, Section 5 con-
cludes the paper.

II. MODELING APPROACH

A functional specification of system describes its behavior.
More specifically, it describes the interactions that the system
offer to its user. A specification contains significant infor-
mation about the system. The difficulties in specification is
managing the large volume of detailed system that is required
to formulate an accurate specification. A systematic approach
to specification is essential for the production of any sub-
stantial system description. The B Method [5], [6], [7] offers
one such approach. It represents the complete framework by
mathematical development of a System. Event-B [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], a variant of B, is a formal
technique that consists of describing rigorously the problem in
an abstract model, introducing solutions or design details in
the refinement steps to obtain more concrete specifications,
and verifying that proposed solutions are correct. An Event-B
model is composed of two constructs, machine and context
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Fig. 1. Relationship between Machines and Contexts

(see Fig. 1). Machines represents the dynamic behavior of
the model, contain system variables, invariants, Theorems,
and events. The machine also maintains some local state
information through its variables. Variables are represented
using mathematical constructs such as sets, binary relations,
functions, numbers, etc. The variables are constrained by
the invariants. The invariant clause of machine provides the
information about the variables. The values of variable changes
as the machine executes, however the invariant describes the
properties of variables that must be satisfied as execution
progresses. The theorem of machine must follow from the
context and the invariants of that machine. An event is made up
of three elements; its name, guards and the actions. The guards
are the predicates that must be satisfied for the event to trigger.
An action is an assignment statement to a state variable and is
achieved by a generalized substitution. The initial position of
the model is shown by initialization event. We can add new
variables, invariants and events in the refinement step. The
purpose of refinement step is to provide implementations of
more concrete specifications. The Context clause of machine
defines the static part of model. It contains carrier sets, con-
stants, axioms. The context may be seen by machine directly
or indirectly. There may exist several relationships between
machines and contexts. A machine can be a refinement of one
and only one machine. This refined machine contains more
concrete specifications of model. A context can extend one or
more contexts. A machine can see several contexts.

The B Method requires the discharge of proof obligations
for consistency checking and refinement checking. There are
several B tools such as Rodin [16], [17], Click’n’Prove [18],
Atelier B [19], B-Toolkit [20] that provide an environment for
writing specifications and discharging proof obligations arising
due to consistency and refinement checking. In this work, we
have used Rodin platform. It is an open extensible tool for
specification and verification of Event-B. It contains modeling
element like event, variables, invariants and components like

context and machines. It is embedded by various plugins such
as proof-obligation generator, model checkers, provers, UML
transformers, etc.

Event-B notations are set theoretic notations. The syntax
and detail description of notations are outlined in [10]. Some
of the notation are explained here.
Let A and B be two sets, then the relational constructor (↔)
defines the set of relations between A and B as :

A ↔ B = P(A × B)

where × is cartesian product of A and B.
The Relational image R[U] where U⊆A is defined as:

R[U ] = {b | ∃a · a 7→ b ∈ R ∧ a ∈ U}
A function is a relation with certain restrictions. The func-

tion may be a partial function ( 7→) or a total function(→). A
partial function from set A to B (A 7→ B) is a relation which
relates an element in A to at most one element in B.

A total function from set A to B (A → B) is a partial function
where dom(f)=A i.e. each element of set A is related to exactly
one element of set B. Given f ∈ A 7→ B and a ∈ dom(f), f(a)
represents the unique value that a is mapped to by f.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We have considered multiversion concurrency control sys-
tem to coordinate the concurrent execution of transaction. Each
time when a transaction is submitted to the system a new time
stamp is assigned to it. The transaction may read or write the
value of data item. The write operation doesn’t modify the
value of data item. It creates a new version of data item.
For each version of the data item, system maintains three
values; the value of the version, read-timestamp of version
which is the largest timestamp value of all the transactions that
have successfully read that version and the write-timestamp
which is the time stamp value of the transaction that created
the version. Transaction timestamp is used to keep track of
timestamp values of each version. The informal description of
events are as follows:

1) Submit Transaction: When a fresh transaction is submit-
ted to the system it creates an entry of transaction and
the objects needed by it. This event also assigns a new
timestamp value to the submitted transaction.

2) Read Operation: If the transaction wants to read the
value of data item then it selects that version of data
item which has maximum write-timestamp value that is
less than transaction time stamp. After performing read
operation the the read-timestamp of that version is set
to as largest of current read-timestamp and transaction-
timestamp.

3) Write Operation: The write operations are performed
by update transaction. Upon activation of this event
a version of data item is selected that has maximum
write-timestamp value and less than the transaction time
stamp, and at the same time it also ensures that selected
version has not already been read by some other trans-
action whose time stamp is greater than transaction-time
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stamp. This condition states that read-timestamp of se-
lected version must be less than transaction-timestamp.
The writing operation creates a new version having its
value, read-timestamp and write-timestamp. The read
and write-timestamp of new version is initialized with
transaction timestamp.

4) Abort Operation: This event models the abortion of
a update transaction. An update transaction is aborted
when the selected version has already been read by
some other transaction whose time stamp is greater than
transaction-time stamp. In this case read-timestamp of
selected version will be greater than transaction time
stamp.

IV. ABSTRACT MODEL OF MULTIVERSION
CONCURRENCY CONTROL SCHEME FOR DATABASE

SYSTEMS

We begin with the transactional model where a unique time
stamp is assigned to the transaction when it is submitted to the
system. In a context seen by machine, transaction, dataitem,
datavalue are defined as deferred set. The transaction may
read or write the value of dataitem. The transactionstatus is
enumerated set containing the element commit, abort, pending.
After the submission of transaction its status is set to be
pending. For each data item di in the system, the database
holds a number of versions of it. Each versions have read and
write-timestamp value. Therefore, each di may have several
read and write time-stamp values. Each time a new version
is created during writing operation. Therefore, data item di
having write-timestamp values w1, w2, w3.....wk shows the
write-timestamp values of different versions of the data item
di (The value of k depends on how many times writing is done
on data item di). The variables, invariants and initialisation
of machine are given in Fig. 2. The variable vwtimestamp
represents version’s write-timestamp. It is declared as:

vwtimestamp ∈ dataitem ↔ Natural

The operator ↔ defines the set of relations between dataitem
and Natural (write-timestamp). The ’Natural’ represents a set
of natural numbers in B. This ensures that each dataitem di
may have several distinct write-timestamp values. A mapping
of the form (di7→wi)∈vwtimestamp represents that a version
of di have the write-timestmp wi (natural number). The read-
timestamp of version is modeled as:

vrtimestamp ∈{vwtimestamp}→ Natural

Variable vrtimestamp represents version’s read-timestamp
value. It maps each write-timestamp value of version to a
set of natural number through a function. Therefore, this
ensures that each data item for which version is created, there
does exist a corresponding read-timestamp (natural number).
For any version of data item di and write-timestamp wi,
vrtimestamp({di7→wi}) gives the read time stamp value of
that version. The variable versionvalue represents value of
the version. It is modeled as versionvalue ∈ vv and in the
context vv is declared as:

Fig. 2. Variables, Invariants and Initialisation of Machine

vv = (dataitem ↔ Natural) → (datavalue)

For any version of data item di and write-timestamp wi,
versionvalue({di7→wi}) gives the value of version. We have
initialized variable versionvalue with vv0, where in the context
vv0 is declared as: vv0 ∈ vv. The description of other variables
are as follows:

(i) The variable trans represents a set of started trans-
actions.

(ii) The variable transstatus maps each started transac-
tion to transactionstatus. Thus every transaction will
have one of the following states; pending, abort or
commit

(iii) The variable transactiontimestamp is defined as a
total function which maps a transaction to natural
number. This ensures that each started transaction
have timestamp value which is any natural number.

(iv) The variable transdataitem represent a set of
dataitem required by the transaction. It maps each
fresh transaction to a set of dataitems. For any
transaction tr, transdataitem(tr) gives the dataitems
required by the transaction tr.
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Fig. 3. Submit-Transaction Event

Fig. 4. Read-Operation Event

A. Transaction Submission

The event (Submit-Transaction) models the submission of
transaction (see Fig. 3). The guard grd2 tr /∈ trans ensures
that tr is a fresh transaction. After the submission of trans-
action, it is added into the trans set (act1). The action act2
assigns a new timestamp value to the transaction. Each time
a timestamp value is assigned to a transaction, the counter
variable is incremented by one (act3). This ensures that each
fresh transaction is assigned a unique timestamp. The action
act4 represents the dataitems required by transaction tr. Status
of transaction tr is set to pending through the action act5.

B. Reading the Version Value

The event Read-Operation models the reading of version
value (see Fig. 4). If a transaction tr reads the value of data

Fig. 5. Write-Operation event

item di then it selects that version of di which has the maxi-
mum write-timestamp value that is less than transaction times-
tamp. The guard grd4 is written as: wtav=vwtimestamp[{di}],
wtav is relational image of data item di under the relation
vwtimestamp. It contains all write-timestamp values of di. The
guard grd5 is modeled as:

∃ x.(x∈wtav ∧ x<transactiontimestamp(tr))

It ensures that there are some write-timestamp values of data
item di which are less than transaction-timestamp tr. Finally,
the guard grd6 selects the maximum write-timestamp value
of version which is less than transaction timestamp tr. It is
written as:

maxwts = max(x :| x∈ wtav ∧ x<transactiontimestamp(tr))

Therefore, the version whose write-timestamp is maxwts is se-
lected for reading operation. The variable readvalue performs
the reading of version value. It returns the version value of data
item di whose write-timestamp is given by maxwts(grd10).
After reading the value of version, read-timestamp of that
version is set to as largest of current read-timestamp and
transaction-timestamp (act1). The status of transaction tr is
set as commit through action act2.

C. Creation of New Version (Writing Operation)

The event Write-Operation models the creation of new
version (see Fig. 5.). If any transaction tr wishes to perform
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a write operation on data item di then it must be ensured
that the data item di has not already been read by some other
transaction whose time stamp value is greater than transaction
timestamp tr, i.e., read-timestamp of selected version must
be less than transaction time stamp tr. Thus, in the writing
operation following must hold:

(i) The version of data item di which has largest write-
timestamp that is less than transaction timestamp tr
is selected for operation (same as version selection
in reading operation). It is ensured by guard grd8
given below:
maxwts = max(x :| x∈ wtav ∧
x<transactiontimestamp(tr))

(ii) Read-timestamp of that selected version should be
less than transaction timestamp (ensures that version
has not already been read by some other transaction
whose time stamp value is greater than tr). The
following guard grd10 ensures this condition:
vrtimestamp({di7→maxwts})<transactiontimestamp(tr)

The above states that read-timestamp of selected version
(The version which satisfy first condition, i.e., whose write-
timestamp maxwts) is less than transaction timestamp tr. If
both the conditions are satisfied then new version is created
having new version value newvv (act1). The write and read
time stamp of new version is set as a transaction timestamp
(act2 & act3) respectively. The status of transaction tr is set
as commit through act4.

D. Abort Transaction

An update transaction tr will be aborted if the data item di
on which transaction tr wishes to perform a write operation has
already been read by some other transaction whose timestamp
value is greater than timestamp of tr. Precisely, it is violation
of guard grd10 of writing operation given below:

vrtimestamp({di 7→maxwts})> transactiontimestamp(tr)

This event set the status of transaction to be abort.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Multiversion concurrency control is timestamp based pro-
tocol that reduces restart overhead of transactions. In this
protocol an update transaction doesn’t modify the database
but it creates a new version of a data item while retaining the
old version. Therefore, each data item have multiple versions
containing its value, read-timestamp and the write timestamp.
Formal analysis of such systems are required to precisely
understand the behavior of systems and to verify that required
properties are satisfiable.

In this paper, multiversion concurrency control scheme for
database transactions is specified using Event-B. This work
is carried out on Rodin tool [16], [17]. The tool supports
generation and discharge of proof obligations arising due to
consistency checking. In this approach, the proof obligations
are generated by B tools and they provide an environment for

discharging proof obligation. Modeling guidelines outlined in
[14] were used and these guidelines helped us in modeling
and discharging proof obligations generated due to consistency
checking. Total thirty seven proof obligations were generated
by the system out of which thirty three were discharged
automatically while remaining four required interaction with
the prover. This case study strengthen our believe that Event-
B can be used to construct the model of database systems
providing a deeper insight into why a system should work. In
our future work we plan to strengthen the invariant conditions
and add more concrete design details, by using logical clock,
in the refinement steps for distributed environment.
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eb services are emerging as a major technology for 
deploying automated interactions between distributed 

and  heterogeneous applications.  Various standards  support 
this deployment including WSDL, UDDI, and SOAP. These 
standards  respectively  support  the  definition  of  Web  ser-
vices, their advertisement to potential users, and finally their 
binding for invocation purposes. In general, composing Web 
services rather than accessing a single Web service is essen-
tial and provides better benefits to users.
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Abstract—Building Information Model (BIM) is an IT 

methodology to construct a facility virtually in details.  The 

digital format representation is essential to facilitate information 

sharing and exchange among multiple contractors. Industry 

Foundation Classes (IFC) is utilized to embed the shared data in 

an XML standard structure to improve the interoperability 

among all interrelated participants within the facility 

construction process. Web Service (WS) is an XML component 

which encapsulates and transfers a business process and its 

contiguous data safely, concurrently, and less-cost among several 

sides through accessing the web. In this paper, a web service-

based framework is introduced to enhance the performance of 

IFC elements exchange and accessibility through the web. The 

framework employs multiple web service replicas in order to 

obtain a fast real-time 3D view. Each individual service replica 

retrieves a specific section of the IFCs information from the DB 

backend and draws its corresponding object. Experimental 

evaluation shows that the framework effectively enhances the 

time required to sketch the overall 3D view for the participant. 

Index Terms—Web Services and Systems, Building Informa-

tion Systems, Performance and Scalability 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IM (Building Information Model) is a digital 

representation of a facility that alleviates exchange and 

interoperability of information in a digital format [1]. This is 

quite unlike the past 3D software that had only geometric 

models. Using BIM tools, diverse participators and contractors 

(owners, architects, civil engineers, structural engineers, and 

schedulers) can share facilities’ information throughout the 

lifecycle of a construction project as shown in Figure 1 [2]. 

Each of the utilized BIM Tools within the industrial market 

has its own file format (e.g. XML, CAD…etc) and hence, the 

embedded information inside those files would not be easily 

exchanged among the different participators. Approximately 

4.25% of the entire work costs are wasted in the U.S Capital 

Facilities Industry due to the problem of incompatibility [3]. 

As such, the exchange and sharing of construction information 

are becoming salient issues in BIM Processes. To solve these 

challenges, IAI (International Alliance for Interoperability) 

has presented IFC (International Foundation Classes), which 

expresses facility information with the EXPRESS data 

modeling language as a standard construction information 

model [2, 3]. 

The term IFC is recognized for the underlying schema and 

for data content structured according to the schema [1]: 

 

 

Figure 1. Building Information Model Relations 

 The IFC schema is: an open-source, well-defined and 
industry-wide standard for identifying and exchanging 
construction and facility management precise information 
among different software applications, its main structure 
composed of the following basic components: 

 Class diagram that defines the existence of components 
and ideas in the construction and FM (Facilities 
Management) domain and the relationships that exist 
between – i.e. the graphical representations of the IFC 
specification. 

 Computer interpretable representation of the class 
diagram with additional constraints and requirements 
that can be utilized by solution providers to produce a 
specific executable code – i.e. the textual representation 
of the IFC specification. 

 Documentation that demonstrates the content and use of 
the IFC schema in details and that makes it easy to 
navigate within the IFC schema – i.e. the HTML based 
IFC schema documentation. 

 The IFC model is: a data file or database whose structure is 
established by the IFC schema, usually the IFC file 
produced by software applications that are IFC compatible. 
It involves a well-defined illustration of the building (or 
engineering structure) that is an openly viewable BIM of 
that project and that may contain 3D, 2D or no graphical 
representations of the elements as shown in Figure 2. 

Most of the BIM Tools from all the leading CAD vendors 
(e.g. AutoDesk, Graphisoft, and Visio) can export or import 
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IFC file formats, allowing users the ability to transform each 
BIM model into an IFC file format to exchange and share with 
each other. when IFC models were used in actual projects, 
three problems emerged: (1) increased time to exchange files 
due to increased size of IFC files as a result of   increases in the 
size of models; (2) loss of information in IFC files due to the 
use of different IFC translators in diverse kinds of software; 
and (3) version control issues and the authority to use files. 
Due to these problems, information models became less 
consistent and were unable to provide necessary information 
throughout the entire processes of the projects [2, 4]. 

 

Figure 2. IFC Sample Data [5] 

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [6] describes Web 
Service (WS) as “a software system designed to support an 
interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. 
It has an interface described in a machine format; specifically 
WSDL. Other systems interact with the Web service in a 
manner prescribed by its description using SOAP-messages, 
typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in 
conjunction with other Web-related standards”. 

This paper describes Web Service-Based IFC Viewer 
framework which shares IFC data visually among different end 
users through web services in order to solve the previous 
problems: (1) Allow real-time partial data exchanging needed 
to be processed by participating users of the same team, (2) 
Provide the same web-based tool for all users to standardize 
IFC translations, and (3) Support centralized version control 
and several security roles in such a way that would let the 
administrator grant privileges for each user to access some (or 
all) IFC data. 

This paper provides specific details about our Web Service-
Based IFC Viewer framework and its service-based 
architecture. Related work will be presented in section 2. 
Section 3 describes the structure of Web-Based BIM 
framework. Section 4 illustrates how our framework is 
implemented and states the hardware & software specifications 
used in its application. Section 5 contains a summary and 
presents future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Several research projects have implemented client-server 
architecture for collaborating on BIM models. Perhaps the 
most notable of these was the IFC Server from the VTT 
Technical Research Centre (Finland) and IMSvr project of 
SECOM (Japan) [7]. The project was an Internet-based model 
server that built upon two significant standards, the IFC 
building data format and the Simple Object Access Protocol 
(SOAP) web services protocol. Leveraging these existing 
industry standards made the task of creating software simpler 
because developers could reuse existing knowledge, 
documentation and tooling. Unfortunately the project never got 
beyond the research lab, but its concepts still alive for further 
projects. 

A consortium of European organizations (TNO, VTT, and 
CRISO) committed to developing the concept further by 
producing BIMServer based on JAVA technologies [8]. 
Alongside these research institutions, several business 
companies have expressed an interest in making compatible 
client software to explore the potential of the concept in 
practice. 

Several companies (GraphiSoft, Autodesk…etc) has 
released a commercial version of the previous mentioned 
product BIMServer to enhance some presentation and security 
issues. Moreover, it supports project migration from the oldest 
versions of their products implemented by earlier projects 
such as the Revit project in Autodesk to be compatible with 
it [9]. 

WISPER project [10] has introduced a web and IFC-based 
distributed computer integrated environment that supports 
CAD design, visualization, estimating, planning specifications 
and supplier information. WISPER has enabled users to 
exchange project information through STEP standard and 
share the information through the IFC database.  

University of Salford’s School of Construction and Property 
Management has developed an IFC application as a part of the 
British Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council 
(EPSRC) in order to implement BIM methods and technologies 
to preview the entire building designs on different ways of 
construction [11]; including integrating the lifecycle facility 
costing into nD modeling . 

However, the main drawbacks of all listed previous projects 

are: (1) Lacking compatibility with modern technologies and 

most recently software products. (2) Lacking in interactivity 

and producing a non-immersive virtual world. (3) Requiring a 

necessary installation such as the case in [10] as a particular 

software component must be installed on participants’ 
machines before beginning any project use. This paper solved 

these drawbacks by: (1) The proposed framework is 

compatible with the recent software technologies. (2) Direct, 

easy and interactive access to the 3D facility graphical 

representation within considering the security, performance 

and scalability requirements.   . 
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Figure 3. The Web Service-Based IFC Viewer Framework

III. FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION

The  architecture  of Web  Service-Based  IFC  Viewer 
framework is constructed based on a three-tier client–server 
infrastructure to define the relationship between the Data-
base Backend,  Web Service-middleware,  and Web Viewer 
that allows partial retrieving and querying of IFC project. 
Figure  3  shows  a  general  overview of  the  Web Service-
Based IFC Viewer framework.  Each tier  of the suggested 
framework is designed to be isolated for providing several 
benefits such as maximum control, scalability, and flexibil-
ity [12, 13]. A detailed description of each tier is discussed 
as follows:

The Database Backend:  It  accepts and holds contents of 
the IFC files, and then facilitates data retrieval. It includes 
two  main  components:  Database  Storage  and  Database 
Desktop Manager. The Database Storage has the following 
specifications:

 Saves  multiple  IFC  files;  each  file  is  identified  with  a 
unique identity.

 Searches the IFC files’ contents  by different  parameters 
(IFC entity, IFC Line number, or entity parameters).

 Performs analytic storage for each IFC file that establishes 
all possible relations among its contents.

The  Database  Desktop  Manager  basically  connects 
providers’ IFC input files to corresponding  Database Stor-
age and generates an HTML code, sent as a message, neces-
sary for participants to monitor the graphical presentations 
of a requested  IFC file through a web viewer.

The Web Service (WS)-Middleware: This layer is built on 
utilizing the technology of web services in order to facilitate 
the  intercommunication  between  the  participant’s  Web 
Viewer and Database Backend. The Web Service-Based IFC 
Viewer  framework  dynamically  performs  the  following 
functionalities through the usage of web services:

 Session Management: Any participant  could open more 
than  one browser  page simultaneously.  In  other  words; 
there is more than one browser plug-in for each user at the 
same time. Each Web Service opens new sessions in the 

beginning of execution for every browser plug-in to keep 
track  of  what  objects  transferred  to  each  currently 
executed plug-in.

 Data Transfer: Any browser plug-in receives the size of 
data  packets  of  requested  IFC  file,  and  consequently 
request IFC elements in such a way that repeated objects 
inside all  elements should be sent only once during the 
same session.

The Web Viewer: Every participant has a web browser installed 
with  the  operating  system,  activating  a  particular  designed 
browser plug-in that will run as a utility component to draw and 
show the 3D graphical model for target facility. Moreover, it will 
enable the IFC provider admin to collect the required credentials 
about the involved participants in order to preserve the necessary 
level of security needed during the IFC data transfer process. The 
suggested plug-in component will particularly accomplish the 
following operations:

 It takes parameters of the web service endpoint including 
the IP address and port number of the server which pub-
lishes  the  web  service  itself  (e.g.  IP: 10.23.43.3,  port: 
2030) in order to interact with the specified WS-Middle-
ware.

 It  takes the parameter name, which expressed as a hash 
key to preserve the security of the IFC file, of the target 
IFC file maintained inside the target Database Storage in 
which the involved web services within the WS-Middle-
ware interacts with (e.g.  IFC file name: g34wds45fc23q).

 It receives IFC file objects of a particular facility through 
parsing the incoming SOAP messages from the involved 
web  services  running  inside  the  WS-Middleware. 
Specifically, it enables a participant to view every distinct 
facility  after  collecting  all  its  related  IFC  objects.  For 
example,  it  receives  the  walls,  windows,  doors…etc  as 
objects  constructing  the  target  facility  that  a  participant 
aims to recognize. 

 It converts the transferred objects of the target facility from 
IFC format  into  graphics  format,  and  then  renders  the 
drawing  context.  Typically,  it  produces  a  3D  facility 
viewer as requested by each participant.
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Figure 4. A Sequence Diagram showing the 3-tier framework Interaction 

Figure 4 introduces a sequence diagram for demonstrating 
the main executed activities between the three layers involved 
inside the Web Service-Based IFC Viewer framework. Every 
time, each participant implements the following activities in 
such an order to obtain the facility data he/she aims to check: 

1. The participant initializes the communication with the WS-
Middleware. It requests opening a new session and 
determining the target IFC file. The running web services 
inside the WS-Middleware execute the specified operation 
named OpenSession in order to open new session, and then 
replies with new unique session identity for that session. 

2. The maximum size of transferred SOAP messages between 
the WS-Middleware and participants have to be initially 
estimated based on some metrics including the hosted web 
services servers’ performance and the network capabilities. 
The participant can get this size through consuming the 
operation GetLimit embedded within the running web 
service in the WS-Middleware. 

3. The main activity presents transferring the IFC data from the 
Database Storage to a participant passing through accessing 
the operation entitled GetObject within the running web 
services in the WS-Middleware. Participant passes the 
following parameters to the operation GetObject in order to 
effectively accomplish the data transfer process: 

 Session Identity: to recognize each participant’s requests. 

 Entity Name: to specify the needed objects representing 
the different entities located in the required IFC file. A 
detailed example of this process is shown later in 
implementation section. 

 Offset: to bookmark the last IFC line transferred to 
participant. 

The WS-Middleware processes the incoming parameters, 
and then sends the needed query to the Database Storage 
located inside the Database Backend in order to get the 
required facility data. Therefore, it saves the transferred data 
in a temporary file using the specified IFC format. Finally it 
sends SOAP messages encapsulating the required data which 
don’t exceed the pre-determined size limit. 

4.  Before session termination, the participant enquires the WS-
Middleware to close his/her opening session through calling 

the web service operation CloseSession which consequently, 
delete the session data and empty the session slot for another 
participant access. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND DISSCUSSION 

As shown in Figure 3, the suggested framework consists of 
3 layers: the Database backend, WS-middleware and 
participant. First, the Database backend has been designed 
with SQL Server 2005; connected to a database desktop 
manager which has been implemented by Java technologies in 
order to be compatible with any platform.  Second, the WS-
middleware has been constructed and implemented through 
using Visual Studio 2008, SQLite Database and ORM: Entity 
Framework [14]. The Visual Studio is utilized to building the 
Web services, SQLite Database for storing the transferred data 
during runtime and ORM: Entity Framework for optimizing 
the query coding. Finally, the participant is viewing the 3D 
graph of the target facility through a web browser which 
embeds an ActiveX control that consequently utilizing the 
Directx9c Graphics Library for drawing the 3D facility model. 
Each vertex within the model is sketched using TNO’s IFC 
Engine [15]. 

Although IFC is constructed using an XML standard 
language to facilitate the facility information exchange, 
however, the XML language lacks from redundancy in storage, 
transmission, and processing [16] that leads to use a relational 
database engine such as SQL Server 2005 for IFC 
representation in this work. The database schema for the IFC 
representation within the database backend layer is depicted in 
Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. The IFC Database Schema 

The IFC Database schema contains four entities: 

 IFC_File: Holds names of IFC files. 

 IFC_Entity: Stores all names of entities that can be used by 
any IFC file. For example, a door in a facility is considered 
an an entity within the IFC file. 

 IFC_Element: Saves the data of an IFC element contained 
in an imported IFC file and referred by IFC entity. Each 
element inside an IFC file has a hash number and record 
data. For example, as shown in Figure 2, the record 
(IFCDIMENSIONALEXPONENTS(1,0,0,0,0,0,0)), which 
expresses the quantities of length, mass, time, electric 
current, thermodynamic temparture, amount of substance 
and luminous intensity of the entity dimensions of the 
product of powers is enumarated by a hash number (#14). 
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 IFC_Element _Rel: Represents the relationships between 
elements of each imported IFC file. For example, as shown 
in Figure 2, the IFC element with hash number (#12) is 
referred to another IFC element with hash number (#10). 

 

Figure 6. A portion of the WSDL of Web service in the WS-middleware 

Figure 6 shows the Web Service Description Language 
(WSDL) of the deployed Web service running in the WS-
middleware. The implemented Web service provides four 
different business operations to satisfy the participants’ 
requests: 

 OpenSession: is consumed to create a session for a 
participant request, determine the IFC file needed to be 
viewed and perform the needed pre-processing actions for 
the session establishment including unique identity 
generation and creation of temporary file database using 
the SQLite database. 

 CloseSession: is accessed to close a participant session 
using its unique identity after sending all the required data 
of requested IFC file and destroy the temporary file 
database in order to preserve the security of the transferred 
data as well as enhance the performance of the utilized 
servers. 

 GetLimit: is requested by a participant to obtain the 
maximum bytes of data that can be sent by the deployed 
Web service. 

 GetObject: is used to send the IFC element data to the 
web browser seen by the participant through using the 
following parameters: participant identity, IFC element 
name, and last position of the sent data inside the target 
element since the data might be divided and sent over 
multiple times. 

 

 

Figure 7. A part of a HTML Message Resulting From Database Desktop 

Manager 

As demonstrated in Figures 3 and 4, the contractors such 
as Architect and civil engineers add the IFC files of the target 
facility to the Database backend store through the Database 
Desktop Manager. Consequently, the Database Desktop 
Manager initiates the execution of the embedded ActiveX 
control within the web browser through generating a particular 
HTML message as shown in Figure 7 which specifically, in 
that case, determines the drawn area shown in the web 
browser, in addition of a “server” parameter defining the 
connection details to a particular web service endpoint as well 
as the target IFC file. Therefore, the participants including 
owner and operator are ready to access the ActiveX control in 
order to starting the viewing of the 3D model of the target IFC 
representing a facility as depicted in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8. A Snapshot of 3D Model Web Viewer 

The ActiveX control consumes the Web services running 
within the WS-middleware in order to retrieve the IFC data. 
Each Web service receives the incoming request which 
determines the IFC file name and starts to retrieve the data 
part by part during runtime. Moreover, the Web service does 
not retrieve any element that has been sent before, while, it 
uses the first copy of the element in any requested drawing. 
Notably, a participant can open several browser web pages 
and ask for drawing different IFC files during runtime. In that 
case, multiple replicas of the main Web service would be 
generated dynamically in order to answer all incoming 
requests. The management of Web service replication is out of 
scope in this paper. An adaptive Web Services replication 
framework suggested in [17] could be utilized to manage the 
required web services replication process.  
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Figure 9. The Average Response Time of GetObject operation in the 

Utilized WS 

Figure 9 describes the relationship between the incoming 
requests regarding the operation GetObject and the average 
response time. The suggested framework has been run 1000 
times; in each time, a number of requests is chosen randomly. 
After finishing the experiment, the average response time is 
calculated for each number of requests. 

As depicted in Figure 9, at the beginning of the framework 
initialization, the average response time is high due to the time 
needed firstly for starting the required sessions and figuring 
the saved database elements. Later, after the initialization 
point, the average response time is slightly similar whatever 
the number of requests is and how much the size of the 
transferred data is. As a recap, the proposed framework 
improves the performance and scalability of drawing the 3D 
facility model.  

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

In this work, a 3-tier Web Service-Based IFC Viewer 
framework is described and fully discussed. The suggested 
framework basically enhances the intercommunication among 
the different participants and contractors through facilitate the 
accessibility to the target facility information that both 
participants and contractors aim to construct. 

The proposed framework contains a particular Web 
Service-Middleware in order to dynamically retrieve the 
facility information efficiently and therefore, draw its 3D 
model to be virtually available online for the related 
participants. The implemented experiment and outcome results 
demonstrate that the Web Service-Based IFC Viewer 
framework improves the performance and scalability of 
sketching 3D facility model through the web. 

The future work can be summarized in three different 
aspects. First, convert the Database Desktop Manager from a 
desktop application needed to be installed on a particular 
contractor side into a web application that would be available 
to all involved contractors. The target web application will be 
managed with an authorization process to organize the 
interaction among the contractors and participants in order to 
increase the security of the transferred data. Second, replicate 
the data stored within the Database Server into other servers, 
when the main Database server is loaded or failed in order to 
guarantee a faster data retrieving process during drawing the 

3D facility model. Finally, establish an application server to 
publish dynamically the web pages which contain a generated 
HTML code to draw 3D model for the target facility, and 
replies its corresponding links to the participants directly. 
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